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Park district's biggest
year forecast. for '70
By Ben Clarke

this week on the
$500,(X)0 addition to the Lions
begun

Park facilities, that will proRobert Jackson, president

,

^

r51,1 ITM 1.
'**
1/4

of the hoard of the Mount
S..

"

.

vide new headquarters for the
district, and an enlffrgement of

group.

The march will raise money

to support United Cerebral,
Palsy's service programs. This
includes a Child Development

Center, five summer camps,
four adult activity groups and
family counseling. The honey
will also be used to support research programs.

Bittersweet .Ln.; Mrs.
Sergio Tacchi, 703 Greenwood Dr., and Mrs. Henry Villie, of 402 E. Highland Av.
1718

Mrs. John P. Leicht, 1210

place where we can meet in the

IN FACT, Jackson, who
has always contended that any

though the surge of water that came as the
additional pumps cut in did cause a break
later, on Wednesday, in a water main in the

are between Whitegate Ln. and Central
%Rd.

o

resi-

nearb

dents, a meet ng was

eld by

the park district hoard with
. representatives of the youth
group.
hearing the compark district's

Other leaders are Mrs. Ed-

win Wirz, 305 N. Stevenson

and home improvement
expectations will he asked by
representatives of the Bureau
of the Census in this area during January, according to Theodore F. Olson, director of the
bureau's regional office in
Chicago.

The

questions

are

asked

four times yearly as part of a
nationwide effort to collect
information as a guide to fedagencies and other groups
in developing programs based
eral

on consumer spending patterns. A sample of residents in

this area will he asked if they

Ln.; Mrs. James Krueger, 113

Bonnie Brae Av.; Mrs. John
Krajewski, 1901 Connie Ln.;
Mrs. Bruce Reinger, 133 Bobby Ln., afrii.Mrs. Albert Ferry.
of 411 S.T.Imhurst Rd.

MRS. JOHN M. Alogna,
S. Edward St.;
Mrs. Joseph J. Nepras, 1722
W. Lonnquist Blvd.; Mrs.
James C. Gallagher, 16 S. Wa-

'Pella Av.; Mrs. Richard

SIMON

SUBUM3
SAYS
Something finally came along

to

solve

the problems

of

1969--1970.

on the park district's master

perfect condition."

expansion and development
plan before approval of a $:2.4

the

thusiasm to how the youths
in the
panded

expect to buy a house, car or
major appliance during the

next year and if they have
made recent purchases of these
items.

Homeowners will be asked
about
and

home
improvements
repairs during the last

three months and any planned
for the future.
In the most recent survey in
the series, taken in October,
families indicated a gain in expected expenditures for furnire-

All answers are kept confidential by law, and infotnialion obtained will he published
only as statistical totals.

Kenneth Block named
to crime commission

"The Chicago Crime ComGreenacres Ln.; Mrs. William
H. McCulloh, 705 See-Gwun mission last week named KenAv.; Mrs. Lee M. Johnson, 912 neth L. Block, 49, a director of
Emerson Ct.; Mrs. Barry the Bank of Elmhurst. as presiBanks, 1601 Cottonwood Ln., dent of the commission.
and Mrs. Sabatino Schiavone,
1403 Palm Dr.
Block has been a member of
The march will last 53 minthe commission for 7 years.
\ utes because every 53 minutes
He is also a registered proanother child is born with the
fessional engineer and is presidisability.

Home looted

for, and they leave the room in

ported no important change in
expectations.
buying
car
House buying expectations remained at a low level.

L.

Elm St., are other captains.
Mount Prospect marchers
also include Mrs. John H.
Bryant, 617 S. George St.;
Mrs. Lee P. Barsi, 1203

group has been "well cared

Jackson, with other park
board members attended so
many "explanation" meetings

for

purchased

will decorate and develop the
youth center that will be built

ture and appliances and

Swob, 220 Can-Dota Av., and

Mrs. James Johnsen, 604 S.

cord player which the park

park district's youth is caused
by a minuscule segment of the
younger population, looks forward with his usual en-

Census to question
consumers on buying

board of directors of the Chi-

bottles of whiskey were stolen.

the YMCA.

Lutheran

the new year.

The child was the second
,youngster born to Mr. and..

Mrs. Thomas Doughterty of
Chicago. She was delivered at
6:18 p.m. yesterday.

Gripe
Of The

4

To miss free busing because I live in a "boundary
house." D.H.

cago chapter of the Boy Scouts
of America, the Red Cross and

fieldhouse at

Lions

million bond issue last Feb. 22
made it all possible that he
could almost recite all seg-

of the plan "in his

ments

deep."

He have a positive "More
than worth it," when asked
how he felt about all the time
that he and his hoard spent last

year in "selling- the plan to
park district voters and persuading strong opposition of
its worth.

Park.

This project, a place for the

And he hastened to add that

park district's youth, with the

much more than the Lions

decor planned and installed by
those who will use it, has been

was going on through the win-

a guideline upon which Jackson and his board have been
insistent, as they exhibited
their firm belief in the responsibility of the youth of Mount
Prospect's park district.

Park fieldhouse construction
ter season.

Construction

begun

was

this week on the Kopp Park
pool project that will enclose
the pool, connect it to Dempster Junior High School, and

Jackson said there have
been a few preliminary dis-

make

cussions' on the youth center,
and more will.: be held in

students of School districts 57

January.

Jackson said that the LionS
Park and Meadows Park pools
will both have heaters installed
for the 1970 swimming season,
and added that two more light-

COM PLETION OF

the

Park complex is expected 'in "roughly, nine to 10
months' Jackson said.
The building will contain a
Lions

size
basketball
regulation
court in a gymnasium that
Jackson observed will also

it

available

not

only

for park district use, but for
and 59.

ed baseball diamonds will be
available for the coming season at Lions and Kopp parks.
Installation of lights is 50 per
cent complete, he said.

Thomas Traxler,

an

em-

ploye of the Mount Prospect
Post Office, was injured New
Year's Eve when the mail
truck he was driving was
struck head-on by a dump
truck on Algonquin Rd. near

Police said Traxler was
northwestbound on Algonquin.
Rd. when the dump truck driven by Albert P. Wagner, 56, of
530 S. Rand Rd.. Wauconda,
southeastbound on Algonquin

Rd. went out of control and

struck him.
Traxler, 19. of I2_7 W. For- . Wagner told police that he
rest Ln., Arlington Heights,
was attempting to stop, had apwas taken to Northwest Complied the brakes and then
munity Hospital, where he was skidded across the center line.
admitted and reportedly in
Wagner was charged with
good enndition. A hospital
driving on the wrong side of
spokesman said they were ex- the road. He is to appear in
amining him for a possible Mount Prospect Traffic Court
Busse Rd., Mount Prospect.

Day

Block also serves on the

basement of the ex-

said.

Crash injures
Postal employe

An 8 lb.. 13 oz. girl was the

General Hospital ushering in

dent of A. T. Kearney and Co.,
international
management
consultants.

The home of Thomas Kelly
at 1721 Estates Dr., Mount
Prospect, was burglarized during New Year's Eve, and three

First 'TO baby
a tinounced
first baby born at

meeting rooms, and crafts
room for senior citizens
groups.

The building will be air conditioned throughout, Jackson

district
Upon

that theater groups may use,'

Apparently the"experimenthas been more than successful. and Jackson said a re-

real trouble attributed to the

Hessler, 103

No, that was not Orange ertish flowing
through Mount Prospect cold water pipe4
Tuesday afternoon, and it was not the fault
of the Department of Public Works.
David Creamk, Mount Prospectdirector of Public Works;' told The Day
Wednesday that the orange color that
struck the village's downtown water supply late Tuesday came as the result of an
electrical failure.
Creamer said that the leased electrical
circuit connected to a transmitter that controls booster pumps in one of the pump
stations malfunctioned, causing booster
pumps to "kick -in'', which in turn brought
on the rusty. orange colored water.
The color was soon dissipated however,

space cleaned up.

evenings" the park board of -

344 S. Maple St.; Mrs. Carl B.

pop, in water pipes

annoyance

youngsters are. We are more
than happy."

W. Central Rd.; Mrs. R. G.

That wasn't orange

The group was admonished
that they would be entirely responsible for keeping their

younger residents that "there
is no youth center, or any one

Mrs. Seymour Rosen, 606 N.
Main St.; Mrs. Thaddeus Tarchala, 9 N. Elm St., and Mrs.
Daniel H. Young, 6 N. Owen

Daigle, 104 N. Elmhurst Av.;

along Weller Creek as a congregating
to the

problems. It's real rewarding
(to find) how responsible these

St., are also captains.

CAPTAINS ARE Mrs. Joseph Wanner, 404 Larkdale
Ave.; Mrs. Ronald R. Corbin,

wrestling classes and meets, a
small stage in the gymnasium

ties.

"I think this will be the biggest year in park district history," said Jackson. as he
noted the fact that work was

ing

Palsy" Jan. 11.

provide art excellent spot for

munity center for youth activi-

plaint of the

Referring to a group of
some 40 boys and girls from 14
to 17 years old. it; ho have been
meeting at the community
center since early fall, Jackson

Questions on consumer buy-

Minute March on Cerebral

complaints that the youth of
the area were using the park

fered use of a room in the com-

said, "We haven't had any

30 to join march
'on cerebral palsy
man of the Mount Prospect

repeated

600 Sec -Gwen.

construction step In implementing the Mount Prospect Park District's $2.4 million expansion and
development plan, approved by voters last Feb. 22. (Photo by Dan Balers)

342 S. Maple St. is the chair-

received

the fieldhouse that will allow
greatly expanded athletic, social and cultural activities.

perk the perk district headquarters and a "community center" park. This is the first major

Mrs. William Bradish, of

had

Prospect Park District, is enthusiastic about prospects for
the district's expansion program in 1970, and had more
than one good word to say for
the district's youth who have
been meeting at the park district's Conimunity Center at

While children make good use of the skating pond and sled hill in Lions Park this week, a heavy
equipment operator breaks ground for the $500,000 addition to the fieldhouse that will make this

Nearly 30 women from
Mount Prospect will join
45,000 volunteers in the "53 -

EARLY THIS fall, after police

Kenneth L. Block

concussion.

Feb.

I.

I

Mayor calls 1970 a year of transition for village
By Maureen McNaasar

plishments of the past year, the

The year 1970 will be a time

mayor cited the village's acquisition of two utility com-

of transition for Mount Prospect with the completion, of a

panies, the mayor cited the vi(
rage's acquisition of two utility

plan that will determine the de-

companies, the Fairview Utili-

velopment of the village for

ty Co. and the Utility Water

the next 10 to 20 years, Mayor

and Sewer Co.

Robert Teichert told The Day
last night.
"It just happens that it is
that time in the history of the
village," he said, "when a blue
print will be esthblished that
will determine its future
growth."

The mayor said there are
three major areas in which actual plans will be put into operation during the coming year;
areas where some planning has

been done but which await
1970 for implementation.

THEY ARE: over-all development of the village, a comprehensive traffic survey and
plan for flood control.

Among the

accom-

He also included the joint
project between the Mount
Prospect Park. District and the

village in acquiring the West
Park property and planning
for its development.

opment Ordinance adopted by
the Village Board in 1968 and
the new pre -annexation agree-

ment Ordinance for the Kenroy property to come before
the board in January should
help resolve development of
the north and south areas of
the village.

THE DOWNTOWN section of Mount Prospect may

undergo some

dramatic
changes, Teichert said.

"Traffic is a`critical problem, and the first segment of a
comprehensive traffic study
for the village should be ready

for implementation within the
next

few months --with the
completed plan expected to be
ready by mid -summer 1970."
The comprehensive plan
will be supplemented by stud-

ies of street widening, re-suracing, and striping, parking
areas, lighting on the streets
and traffic flow, he said.

Attention will be given to

THE MAYOR

said

the

things that happened in 1969
should be considered "stepping stones to what may shape
up as the biggest year in Mount
Prospect history,"
On the problem of a over-all

future planning because the
downtown cannot grow or expand under the present format,
said the mayor.

Although no specific plans
are under consideration, he
said, it is important to look at

sion of some intersections and

stop signs throughout the village, as well as the possibility
of one-way traffic flow on
some streets, the mayor added.
All these are needed to have

the traffic flow and parking

a totally comprehensive mas-

downtown.

ter traffic plan and in 1970

development plan for the village, the mayor said that the
north and south expansion of
the village will in effect be
plotted or prepared for devel-

see the entire downtown area

opment.

turned into a giant parking

The Planned Unit Devel-

THERE WILL be a revi-

"IT IS NOT our desire
lot", he said.

Mount Prospect will have its
first concrete plans for a railroad underpast Teichert said.
Meetings will begin in
January to discuss bus trans-

portation for lateral movement from the railroad station,
he said.

becomes

more

reasonable

when the multiple uses and
side benefits of such a plan are
explored.

THE MAYOR said that the
problem of transportation is
also a concern of the Mount
Prospect Chamber of Commerce and the Randhurst Corporation, both economically
and as interested groups in the
village, and they will be attending the meetings beginning in
January.
Flooding has always been a
problem in the village, Tei-

chert said, adding that even
with the Crumley Basin and
the new retention basin to be
developed at West Park the village is still a long way from
what is needed to"provide over-

all flood relief..
Every year, Teichert said,
residents are plagued with
flood damage, and although a

master plan integrated with
other village plans may seem

economically out of reach, it

1

IT IS IMPORTANT that
the

plan

village develop its own
for impounding large

amounts of water rather than
relying on regional developments

which

might

not

come about for 10 years, the
mayor explained.
Teichert said the area of environmental control can include, along with flooding and

traffic, pollution of air and water as well as noise pollution.

The Northwest Municipal
Conference, an organization
comprised of officials from 17
northwest suburban communities, can be a "real vital organ" and a "forceful type of
organization with power and
knowledge" to resolve these
problems,he said.

CITIZENS
SERVICES
will-be_another important item
qin 1970, Teichert said, this in-

volves community programs
for youth, senior citizens and
cultural development in the
community.

There are also welfare and
health problems that exist and
must be

recognized

by

the

community, the mayor said.

Mount Prospect's long established philosophy of selfgovernment should stand out
in 1970, with the village government in the transition stage

to a village manager system,
one that is far ahead of any surrounding communities, Teichert said.
The basic framework of
how the village is to be run will
be established, the Board will

work on policy, and the manager will run the administration of the village, he said.

The mayor said he expects
excellent cooperation between
the legislative and adminis-

trative bodies of the village
government.
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FREE
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School
Menus

China

when you
A three piece place setting of genuine Johann Haviland Bavarian Chinaout
on your
join our FINE CHINA CLUB. Yes, absolutely FREE, we will start you
own dinnerware service of beautiful crested imported China while you build up your
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Kid on your mail cut a familiar sight, Your concern for
Harry Tuft,

Since he begap delivering
mail in Mount Prospect, Tuft
hat had the same route When
residents on that route heard
lut week, that he was retiring

lone

1

orange,

mandarin orange and graph
fruit. Cincinnati coffee, bread
and butter, and milk.
Available desserts are sliced
peaches, baked custard, cherry
munch, yellow cake and pee nut butter cookies.

Check these outstanding features:
6 different patterns in 3 shapes
Imported Bavarian porcelain

Durable - high fired
Fine bell -like tone
Pearly white translucent body

Guaranteed nut to craze
Gold and platinum trim
Matching serving pieces
Open stock warranty
Dishwasher safe

Manager
Robert E Hansen, 604 S.
Elmhurst Rd. Mount Prospect. has been named manager

Four years ago this week,
One. 30511 Graham of Barring-

of the Western Region acch

ton suffered a stroke that left

dent and health claims division
for Underwriters Adjusting

him with

Co.. Chicago. Hansen, who
an worked to the claims Odd
since 1952. joined the Continental Insurance Companies
in 1936 as supervising exam.
imp at Chicago. For the paw
year he has served at UAC in
the same capacity.

Mal his

severe

paralysis.

With determination that baf-

fund!), rd.°. and

fora final check-up and

in

istruchons Sc next week. I just

Anitd too long 'Ike stroke bit
rte Ncw Year's Eve.

"My doctors and arc con Pinged that the dilliculty Wan
1

J. Noxel. principal of

day on Sunday. The entire

A new Beneficial Tax Scr-

im office will open in ArBeaton Heights in January, acto Darrell Crouch.
manager.
"Beneficial Tax Services, a
subsidiary of Beneficial Stand-

Wedding Ring

Here's how this exciting plan works:
1.

Simply add $25 to your savings account or $100 to your checking

account or open a new savings or checking account in a like

2.

3.

Washington. D.C. Mr. Sallee
went to Indianapolis. The Eddinghies went to St. Peters-

Sweetheart Rose

6.

It is possible for you to complete your entire set of fine china

swarths about the hos tal

which many of an in the arts
hase helped to produce. For
insmnee. 23salli bald. stained
their lives :a Lutheran Gene 170.000 people received
...ramie). treatment and
alki.000 received hospital
al.

prairie grass.

Xlaybe sonic folks remem.
bee when the Manual was
dedicated 10 years ago. The
on
took
Christmas Eve. 1959. on an
hour-long television program.
iimPomoY

inn ''"InnY

loll. David and freshmen
tom. home from college.

LUTHERAN General Hos1,1,1 celebrates its 111th birth-

Prospect's St Mark Ilntheecn
Church.

d is a member id Meant

The Rev. Wilmer Kurtz. 42,

to New Guinea

since 1955, died of a heart al -

REGULAR STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS paying 450,with deposits or withdrawals
any amount at any time. Interest is paid and compounded quarterly.
GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pay 5% -"with no minimum deposit or balance.
Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with interest paid and compounded quarterly.
6% CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT - pick your maturity date from 3 to 24 months, minimum
certificate 51000, interest earned from date of purchase.
5%- 5 -YEAR GROWTH SAVINGS BONDS - 5% interest compounded daily. guaranteed from
the date of purchase.

immediately. Just open a new Savings Account for $500 or more
or add $500 or more to your present savings account and you
may purchase a complete four place setting of 28 pieces for just
$21.78 (plus tax) plus a complete 7 -piece place setting FREE.
Sorry, only one FREE place setting per family.

There is no catch to our FREE.alCtH.E°C,KING aLelt=.eTtie7kr
ent ilthroysoogohave
. Write
;lor ititly::1!2.00pliemasdmett t
ale7cTsiv"'
went

Ends October 10, 1970

John Besieger
Services for John J. &singer, 63. of 310 S. George.
Mount Prospect. were conducted by the Rev. E. A. Zeilc
this morning at Friedrichs Funeral Home. Mr. Swinger,
who died Tuesday at Park

tery in Des Plaines.
He is survived by his wife.

Katherine: a an. John R. of
Mount Prosptet: and three

Services for John E Connolly. 7 months, son of Mrs.
and Mrs. James Connolly of

- N\ORTINWEBirAtut &Sail
311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEMS ROAD

Each depositor inoirad 10 $20,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance COrpOredlOn

ARLINGTON HrnGHTS

394.1100

126

BANK
-

During this year of furlough,
he was attending the University of South Dakota.
Memorials ervices will be
conducted by the Res. David
J. Quill Sunday at t,30, 9145
and 11 a.m. at St. Mark L
therm Church.

teas
buried in Ridgewood Came.

John Connolly

In the Arlington Market Shopping Canter
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

tack in Vermillion. S.D.. Saturday. He was supported
wholly by St. Mark Lutheran

Ridge Naming Home.

grandchildren.

1.

TRINITY

tni.d

Indigo

Le.,

Prospect

Heights. were this morning at

SP Emily Church in Mount
Prospect. John, who died 'yesterday in Chicago. am buried
in All Saints Cemetery in Des
Plaines.

He is survived by his pare brother, Brian, and his

grandparents, Mr. and Mn.
Norman Fendericksen of Engelside. III. and Mr. and Mrs.
James Connolly of Chicago.

Attends
Dennison
meeting

the.

11

1

rulings on mom.

thdtudions

hasacmatd

Nom
"fin public can obtain 1113

limpayers." said Crouch. -In-

brochure by strung to 'knell
ual lax Busted:, 1125 S Ar
Immo HughesRd Arlin,

ew

"With the elimination of
ments and bleb or fun mow- Me 1040A short form end the
mdesign of the Federal Form
Ikon is planned.
W40, filing an income tax se
-

GAIL GROSNICK of Mount

Prospect and the Al Neukuc.
kat. of Prospect Heights will
be pan of the 50-rnernher Lathenn Choir of Chicago that
will present the annual -Fes.

wall be More difficult than

ever for the average citizen."
he raid.

"The public needs help."
Crouch raid. "A tax service
mates ours.fills an important

'ew churches. as pan of may not he. serving the custonp
Epiphany ohservances--at Im- erh ben interests. Be certain
manuel. 4 p.m.: at Holy 'Nip that the service you use depends on mimpetent people
ily,7 p.m.
plus computers." he said.
CONGRATULATIONS to "Old-fashioned
nail -pen'
Charles and klarilyn Gun - methods am no longer adewallas of 104 N. Emerson SP ,lade.
on having a new hahy their
"Only a return prepared by
first. He's Charles Michael. similar computers. similarly
who weighed in at 7 (Birds,
programmed cap anticipate all
rune..
the problems that the IRS
Congratulations. too. to looks for"
Rh:bent and Donna Horsinuin
He sod that Beneficial Tax
on the birth of Steven Charles. Service, maintains a pre -estabDonna was the moving torch lished. pre.published schedule
responsible for initiating the of fees. At the co ncle..on of
Savings Stamp Program at
the. tax iMervicw Poch client
Gregory School. She retired Bali an
ized receipt so he
from the job this pier to con- knows exactitem ly what he is payon .Sleven. 31ary ing for.
Limbxcentrate
is buntline tlie job
"Each Beneficial ma inter-

to date saved 53.5112.45 In the
damp program. Since September they have saved 51.029.33.

try

to he walking encyclo-

palias should remember that
reference books are never takn out.

Skater hurt
Estelle Erkadov 13. of 104
N. Owen, Mount Prospect
ing rink. Mount Prospect.
Police ..aid II...al as she was
skating, she tripped on another
girl's skate, fell and cut her leg
She was taken to Northwes
Community Hospital wher
she was treated and released.

The Day's New

FOOD SECTION

Myles Gibbons. 707 Lants.

more than 90 ales representatives and sales managers who
attended the Resale Products
Division of Dennison Mans.
Naming .Company's national
mks meeting, held Dec. 17-19

at Batmen College in Wellesley. Mao.

mating,

the
theme. "Spirited Selling in the
with

Seventies" war formed to -review sales techniques tor bet-

HARDI - GARDENS

BANK WHERE YOUR
NEIGHBORS BANK

We Welcome You
to Our Family of
Happy Customers
Join the many satisfied people who know the convenience

and ease of banking the one -stop way-with us. We'll
provide you with complete. dependable service for Loans,
Savings and Checking Accounts-every banking need. For
Full -Service banking designed to youe specific requirements.

get acquainted with us.

viewer must complete a ...-

That's quite nn accomplish - was injured Tuesday afterimo
in fall at the Loris Park drat
men!
HOMSTJONS of the Dar
(Alarmists say, Girls who

and, oriole

saes of t profesuonal tax pre

Mount Prospect wasamong

ter sales.

GeOrge Fox College
four-year. Christian.
ens college.

is

has been accepted by the IRS.
Cogressional
over

Starting January 7:

The

ingsof that group as Weil as the
genmal board sessions.
The board approved the

and smalung at
Axadable to residents of Ar
fine of
hnsion Heights
cher& ...public scrooge said

Lampahnasu rs nos mean
to aa submit... for the set

klethodUt Church

And. by the way, the children at Gregory School haw

Church of Mount Prospect.

Blue Garland

dents.

preparation

with the one in use by the Internal Revenue Service and

pLindsay

Rev, Wilmer Kurtz
missionary

hoard's Property and Finance
Committee and attends mixt.

and apartment units to provide
additional housing for stn.

Cad a Refund On Your In

Lona.

compatible Ian

Raul of Lights" concern nn consumer need..
care. And it wasps, a decade
However. Crouch warns
Sunday. The concert will he
ago that the Denenter Si location was nothing more than% i'Presented twice. at two Glen- that some tax practitioners

Obituaries

CLUB, you may purchase various service pieces in your pattern.

THE
BANK
ed Trust Company of Arlington Heights

Were are some interesting

Dr. Nuance NI. Ness.
standsom as the Man who gasp
the hospital dynamic lead ership. He stet works full-time
nob
blmlOgmblcrl Mcbb
dent of the hoard of governors.
DP Neste, Iiims in Palatine

the principal spent Christ.
ino at home with Mrs. Kugel.

When you have completed the above plan in our FINE CHINA
CLUB, we will add 4 additional pieces FREE so that you Will
have 5 complete sets of 7. Should you desire to add an additional
set, it may be purchased for $7.40 plus tax, a discount of 20%.
Or, better yet, start another club card.

At any time that you are a member of our FINE CHINA

nacrlaind

burg. Fla.

When you have purchased 22 stamps ($21.78 plus tax), you will
receive a 28 -piece set of the pattern of your choice that consists
of 4 dinner plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 salad plates, 4 bread and
butter plates, 4 fruit -vegetable dishes and 4 soup dishes worth

3.

IIuR

Ain_

$37.00

4.

Pompano

Nicodem iy a member of the

ture and purchased property

said Crouch
fix company hm mastered
a booklet entitled How To

Sunday ere 6:15 p.m_ Refonh-

to

in McHenry and he, his wife
Betty, and their .15-yeapold

College Board of Trustees on
the Newherg, Orc. campus.

C3rtifimte of Qualification

n.

went

He does things that you

of the George Fox

mum In order to qualify for
the Beneficial Tax Samos

on Sunday from II are. to 4

Ila. 'IN Steffens went

etc.

prehensive tax

holidays. It sounds like they

le Ohio. kW Stella want to
Memphis and New °deans.
the UAW sent to Tampa.

EIS l

would never expect a mailman
to take time to do, she said.
Tuft lives on the Fox River

what plans they had for the

Pattie

Slyer Wheat

."WPB miss you Harr), Y.

on Golf ..runnnrn Pee" e" in""
Rind. ;he young poop, arc tax forms am him.' to under. ton Heigh%
having a Now Year's party on ...ed.

moditooth-old grandson
Can Adler in the group. Mrs.

This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then, you thereafter may purchase a 99 (plus tax) stamp every time you make a
deposit of $25 or more to your savings account or $100 to your
checking account. Stamps must be purchased when you make
your deposits. Naturally, a $30 savings account deposit or a $200
checking account deposit' entitles you to two coupons at 99' each,

per cent. authorized a study of
residence hall needs for the fu -

to attend an Open House Mere

tertained on Christie. with

amount, and you will receive your. FREE 3 -piece place setting in
your choice of pattern. See the display in our lobby and you will
want to start immediately.

.AT

is

FOOD SHOPPING

lIALUb
GOURMET IDEAS

budget.

sessions

community has been invited

,yent south. dropping off gins
tor grandchildren on Me way.
the Risers visited in Cieuati inihe Bill Barnes family
cist settled in their new home
,cod went skiing. The Hurl,.
nets went to Michigan.
enThe George Oster

operating

dcipatts ,n the semi-ann.I

School. polled the

.inis vacatio. the Wiekisers

school's

rode on the cart they had to he
careful crossing the streets to
keep up with him.

dank, of his staff to learn
had a Busy and happy Christ.

Frank D. Nicodem. 919 S.

to begin operation

puter system

Lit Floras
I airciew

In campus gurcrtunent

Crouch
Hs said tM booklet nu ban
akrt the public to
According to Crouch. the

Twilight Rose

Beautiful Bavarian China Patterns
)In three distinctly different shapes:

miler for after his retire.

mint and he and his wife plan
to travel.

New tax service

Mat has come from it all is
telling my friends that they can
lived) such a thing happening
CO teem. All the, have so do is ani Corporation, is the first
haw regular check-ups and do la w-cost nationally franchised preparation service to
what their doctor tells them.'
combine highly skilled tax n with
with a highly ea.
phisticated computer pro.
gram:. he said.

Busy and happy

yin!

Lau year he bought a camp inn

And receiving our letters

Beneficial lax Susie. com-

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX

Post Office and
given the
route along Elmhurst and

Wednesday they presented the
gift lo him accompanied by the
following peon written by the
children in the neighborhood.

Your old blue "Creli" an

way buck to hcafth.

Moss Rose

home.

each day, huff said he transferred to the Mount Prospeet

Me corner parked.

Mail., One of the pleasup cording

Main Street

Chicago, where he had to umel 105 miles to and from work

raised faculty salaries by 10

with utmost speed.

doctors. Graham fought his
had been feeling fine except for any problem with high
blood pressure," said Graham.
was going m see my doctor

He said it is a craft he his
learned through the year. and
he continually remodeling his

AFTER WORKING 13
years for the P031 Office in

Elm N., mount rasp., par.

Your delivering our mail

New Year's Eve special
holiday for Sen. Graham

river,

Tult.seid now that he is refiring he plans to spend most of
his time doing wood working.

But She said, Tuft always
told the children that if they

Intleed.

Children from Eastwood and Elmhurst streets in Mount Prom. say "Good-bye" to Harry Tuft,
I Ill W. River Ter, McHenry on the Ian day he delivered their mar Tuft retired from the Noun:
Prospect Post Office Wednesday after working as a postal carrier for Oceans. (Photo by Dan Batas)

son,*.ddit. spend a lot of time
in their two 'peed boats on the

She said he N like a "Pied
Piper" and the children follow
hint aka, the route whie he
lets them take turns riding on
his mail cart.

collection Monday and

choice) fruit juice, tossed salad. cote slaw, peapshredded
molded

wood Street said, "He is an old
fashioned type of mailman. he
cares about people."

they got together and began
collection to give him a "farewell gift.'
The neighbors began their

hot potato salad, sauerkraut,

cheese, or

ONE WOMAN on Few.

years.

in Sesame Seed bun, wiener in
bun. Vegetable (one choice)
Salad

people that always just right.
Thank you Harry, from
each and everyone.
May your retirement be
long filled with fun."

River

26 years as a postal carrier, retired this week after delivering
nail in Mount Prospect for 13

Sloppy Joe, or homediade chili
with potato chips, chilled fruit,
a large cookie and milk.
To he served Monday at Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling.,
Elk Grove, Hersey, and Forest
View High Schools in District

peas.

1122

Ter., McHenry, a veteran of

214: Main dish (one choice)
Pork Cutlet, Steak Sandwich

savings or checking account.

the postage due Marked.

By Maueeea McNamee

MacArthur Junior MO, Ann
Sullivan, John Muir, and Busy Ross sehooh in District 2):

buttered

o

Mailman retires after 26 years

To be served Monday at

-
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TRANSFER YOUR SAVINGS
WITH NO LOSS OF INTEREST!

ONE QUICK, EASY STOP AT THE

BANK OF ELMHURST AND WE'LL
TAKE CARE OF ALL THE DETAILS.

COMPARE OUR RATES
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

ORM IN WINDOW NOM, Mond, 2.soo min.30 p m Ineillay.WerInestlem Innricloy A

BANK; Ot

o

2 mom.

EL HURST

is 2

liberal

Asked Alibut Discount Pricing
Eagle 'Has e Answers!

Qu."-Te""Ts""""tions

/Question: How can you affordN
to sell for less then other

Question: Why don't you have
games or give trading stamps?

Answer: Stamps and games are
costly, and in order to pay for them,
supermarkets must raise their
prices above necessary levels.
Eagle does not use stamps and
expensive games because they add
to the cost of food. With our discount policy the savings you take
home every week far exceed the
value of stamps and gimmicks
used elsewhere.

Question: Are your prices
actually leas?

(Question: You claim to be low in
price, yet I have found some sale
items in other markets that are
lower in price than yourS.

Answer: Yes! We Invite you to
shop and compare. You will find
savings up to 15e and more on
food items and the savings on
health and beauty Items and
housewares range from 30 to 350.
Every item which we can sell for
less is discounted.

Answer: We do not claim to be the
lowest in price on every single
item, every day. Some stores run
"lossleader" specials, items
priced below cost to entice the..
shopper. Now, in offering these
items below cost, these stores
must raise prices on other items
in order to make up for the loss.
We do not subscribe to this method,
of merchandising. On a daily basis,
we discount prices generally
throughout the store, and we guarantee that as a result your total
\,...!ocid bill will be less.

markets?

Answer: By reducing our operating expenses we are able to
reduce prices. In lowering our
operating costs we have shortened store hours, streamlined
,our store operations; eliminated trading stamps, games,
gimmicks, and giveaways; and
cut our advertising budget. In
these and other ways we
saved money, and passed the
savings on to our customers
in the form of Everyday Low
Discount Prices on more than
\s.,7,500 items.

Question: Why don't you discount the price on every item?

tree'tt;-.
4'

Answer: The retail prices of
government controlled and felt
traded items are governed by
law so that it is unlawful to
charge less than other retailers

,toty,

104

Ouestion: Do you offer weekly or
weekend specials?
Answer: No! Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Pricing makes every item special
priced. Eagle offers no inducement
except Discount Prices throughout the
week in every department. You can shop
at Eagle and save any day you choose,

riy.

t)w'
i

A

\ for certain products.

\,....n.ot lust weekends.

11

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

=1=0

I A_

",

Our fresh

meatsssss are mntinuolly

- all 'Nola -Trimmed" of excess fat and bone be.
fore weighing. These items, like our fresh
It
and fine sea food, are priced. for substantial sovlogs with Eagle Everyday Low

Hill's Bros.ECoffee'.o: s2u

Shasta ir get' 22."

la irInk

SLICED QUA.. PORE LOINS

Swiss

Steak

t.°,: 27'

i

in'aektail

38'

Tomato Juice

27'

Round

Steak

PIM

...,-........

U""' F"'i;;;;Ii-ii

iireajaefi'

,,r. 79' ,'

gic-Sillecs1--

',:: 85'

' Fryers

e.

YOUNG POEMS

Bakery Products

-

te 0

-""17. 79'

PorkEAN
Steak

White Bread

t:; 25'

WheSt Bread

21'

Hamburger Buns

31'

Raisin Bread

Sirloin
Steak

9#

iii;;6ii.Aair

-EDEMA!

49'

.

EUZ:11

TMone

Steak

-

Chuck

VIA

,.

Roast
'.'

45

MEM tellelelteeD1113. OF

American Ebeese

Standing ,

Rib Roast n:

' TAM V.

ir-,=/

C

062/10.011RE

assz Whiz
EAGLE SOETIN WEARS TUE

t: 79'

Rotisserie
Roast

.99t=

Key Buy

the values yoo R find in Eagles

old Cuts

::

egf

{USN SEIKTED C11.11,1tt

Key Buy
,:,,r

Q ,,.
-

WU WILL me web li a

"'I P°...4.0..

lowiry proutitol alon.

.

a ir"eealiiiii
t

DEE .RREEEE '

iii;;Alissib::

rk Road

Can

gig

r,

,,,,

.

SSW

Cabo Mix

.410

Plastic

Housewares

.,..*,r,Ntleliki,.,,,,

indskield 7.

Brownie Mix

'',',',-49`

Bis eick

t°,' 49'

.. _ ..c...u ,..,0."...
'tr-r-":1
.E.n
Cocoa

' oob ...:wcrat,
...MU Double Bed - - - Sheets

'tar65TwIn Bed

EAGLE SAN.. SLEI

'',Z7 54' Plastic Bags
';;-.' 37'

liaff'Wrap

,

Can

.990
'Ye,.
NAY

WY

ow. am - .r . 36"

o'm'a - Pillow
Cases

..124.

.W;WIliwortalat,

.

CONTAINS WING.

erg 01,SHAMPOO

Listeriete Antiseptic., slu Wcks Nasal Spray trs1" Head & Shoulderstr76'
10ORMA EIVE CILEW4ll Olt WIER MON

ti; 24'saw
...7

31'

Itc 011 - ANTI.PERSEMANT

t7. 92' Multiple Vitemins.:1099' Dial

S011Afrolgis

r-r-s

Reel Nosh

",.°,,'

51',

°,:',,

14'

presto" e`
De Icor

Paste

Tomatoes

7:: 36'

Spam

''°: 53'

,,c,,,

Ripe Olives

t',,:' 36'

I Apple Sauce

tr 60'

WIZ Cocktail

'::: 37'

Grapefruit

'`,.°,' 30'

MIMEO

t: 07'

We Discount Everything Except
Quality, Courtesy And Service!

8.

Caullilswer
WES, PAC

\

',,:; 22'

,,,
Stew Vogelables ',,' 40'
Green Peas

It

C....'

';',,° 29'

irm'c h Frioncss

;: 82'

Iggiulc":"--

: 18'

Iiiirms""r Biscuits ::: 26'
..... '..., 3 YR...
:R..
'Makin.
n:.42c
Needles

mac'.: S.11.,..,

°,::, 25`

wcsr.sc

4,$.1" Maxis Tablets .;',0 9"
Efisrdsat Tablets ,.',1 77. Vick: Formula 44:79, Suave Nair Spray ",:: 62'
,,, ,,,,, _' p.T.,, ,L,A,,,,,

- '1r 69'

',°: 46'

Orange Juice

IASI Acnac

DECONGESTANT

Pricey Are Colscounftd .60 oli.b......Mand Gomm.. Cordrolled

at4lto

-

Crest Tsethpaitt 'Lt.." 72' Dristan Tablets

;: 53`

,. ,0,,,,,,
Beef Nash

,,, ,,,,,,,

, - t, r

Waste

MI

167

et Oil

Foots gismo!

Liquid Plume'
-...:-63. Liquid

,v,,,,0,7,"£',

177

8°

M

. ..,,1118

85.

tr 48' ii;nc" eke Mix

to.99.

Mats

lit ON DAMN,

,

Bed

Pillows

fP

DAN MEE - TWEED 04 1lAT

to. -..104.1.

Palmolive
Liquid

=MR

A.

I REM e mte.....zo

t°,' 33`

,... .. F.A. ,.,,,0
EVERYDAY

0

n

,': sin

Flour

1 in7fillAairour T: $l

,,,,c,, ,,,,,,

vanoo Ice Cream
Scoop

CHOOSE MOM A WiOrS'Elf RION

Millets

'

Vanilla Mien

1559 Irving

we

. 110,

Iii0"aiilaCideS

?'.

ALVANMED - 20 GALLON

'::.' 74'

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

day Low Discount Prices.

,,',7-17-t;
Garbage
..,

,,

e,

0

41: !fat an s 1 7: :

.

.../.1..

,;':490

-

Eagle
le
loners

a 12fai

1.rCa.

...11

Dotciteee4

All REA,

nova,ellow Band
Bologna
'r-------,.--:

I

86°

I

Produce DeparPoent

Red"

.....,

PlaytexGlove

V

_

'
Salad
Dressing

Red Potatoes a ryst one example of

It

Ingle

,

EVERYDAY

ell N IA

eating Our Eryryday low Pace on

.,::

Eitypresy

rim" ;ricSaiseSe%:',64'

you re geltng 0 real... in good

,ue.
oscssmArat

s

HAVE., DAY

"P".

roond at Eag11 /sad Eagle s Every

53° la

_ .-

Eagle Flour

beauty aids and automotive needs, all at Every-

..,' bm,,,,,lisa,-..,6---..,9,

Washer

?:!1,Tstr.1

vegetables acadable to you year

V S NO 1

JAM
,.....C.::

you money on the products you prefer. In our Home center you'll find a complete fine quality selection
of stationery, hardware, housewares, health Lk

spi

.

Wide SeilKi,011 .f leash buds and

Picnics

Homerenter, ore still another way Eagle wives

..itil

Cool Spray
_ Vaporizer

v,:,.:: Ito,*.g10..d a.th II'.

Smoked

..-1

...

55#

SHOATS.

1.111,1Y

sucts,rwusenss

Everyday Low Dosseunt Prwes In our

-7......PM.

DayTomato

day Low Produce Pace tells you

EVERYDAY

id --..g.t1

.

_Harvest
was; Shortening

.1

gyj

4.,"

.

I

Fillet

Ground

Giwtiei6A;r777'
BONDED

.

.

VW

16'
139'

.

P.;46.

$1.,

A. MIMED

MO REE,LLE

Dairy Products

Margarine

',

1517

.

ean Perch

---tr 69`

Spare Miss

BO DEO EH! USDA NSIECTED

.

AleellikW*0 "

SITU , Men WIN CLA., [RAW

- IS In II_

Youll find your diScount savingo-range storewide at Eagle, because we offer
Discount Prices in every .department! Oa CUstomers save on fine quality fresh foods
in our meat, produce and dairy departments
.
on nationally -advertised frozen
foods and pre-packaged dry groceq. goods
.
on oven -fresh baked goods .
on famous -name health, hygiene and,iseasity products . and on a wide range of
other household non-food merchandise! The result of Discount Pricing in every department is a total spectrum of savingsfer lour customers, savings that show up in a
total price that's sometimes as much or 15% lower than the total charged elsewhere for a comparable order. In alla there are more than 7,500 Discgunt Prices
in effect everyday at Eagle, ranging.,thrbughout the store to bring you real discount savings no matter what your grocerryaseeds! Compare Eagle's total price on your
average weekly needs and find out .-hov.rhuch you can save year-round!

10,111ISNEIMEN BEADY TO MY

iir"alia6;i17"' "":17"1"

°.:,; 37'

Coffee Cake

'-'-`t: 39'

Short Ribs
COUT

.29c
4.

EE .n iv

At Eagle Discount Supermarkets

GAGA

INSEKTED ,MESII

BONDED!.

Eagle
Bacon

i

74c

'''',.

liewnilan Punch': 31'

111/511

Perk
IMP.

YOE Y

You'll Find Discount Sairings In Every Department

Discount Meat PrIces.Eagle

rmlezitdawsiothnd.adwgied:f, sp.elzivoenoroofn,firroshmliy,,

::;. 42',

-A

anon HOURS:

TESCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Map...Thom 9 A.M.-11 P.M.

Fri. 9 A.M..9 P.M. I 111. A.M.- P.M.
11.. 10 A.M..$ P.M.

Day light
prehenstve

By Joseph Slabenrauch

To describe the Palatine
Public Library as off and run
lung and setong a fast pace
may ,hake up our reader,
If we have conveyed to you
the picture of demure lady li
brarians racing down the century -old streets of the village of
Palatine. let us correct the image.

A totally new circulatio
system wen( into effect Jam I,n
although of course library their book,
goers actually

stamped on lam t. first operative day of the new photographic charge -mm micron!

"

machine.
All borrowers were requirded to reregister,.:aptnon-resident

card holden, according to Mn, Id. Sullen, librarian, responsible
improved system.

Good .tart

for the

ITS A TIME of dtange at

folder dtstrtbuted

to all area resident,
Aimed at provtding

NEW SERVI( Vs Include
Central Serials Stsyme offer
mg fres maganne print outs
front the North Suburban I

molds the borrowers print
lege to 28 days (formerly IS)
eliminates all reewals.
though readers still wanting to
sea book may bring it in and
have it re -charged on their
card. The extendeb 28 -day
setup applies also to all library

three cents a day fine for overdue books and magarine circulation restrictions [only a
three-year backlog an be

main.ined boomro of mace
limitaion%) tut clearly stated.
This change is mo just a
matter ad polbhing rules. but

in a six -page am-

benefit to the entire commit -

The date and tone of the

mMting to a tiny arm in .1 time,

,/

the pane 's freedom ondintelle;Awd
-- Marshall Field

Pi, 0

Friday. January 2. 1970

William, 10; de0sh

John E. Stanton.

ildnoomc

claims' at a minimum of time
anti expense to the parties in

other discovery methods for
the collection of eviskme. often emplosed in other cases,
arc not permitted except as sou

UNTIL RECENTLY the
Court could only handle mats
involving 5500 or less. However, the Supreme Court, in
keeping with the general trend

vat116

stallments. Cuts would include the jury fee is a jury was
required.
'SI I in Circuit L'ourt. Cook
County. in CS!m of from $200
to 51.000.

Of the economy. increased the

limk

Letters To The Editor
bottleneck

Editor

ail 'crawl tray'
Editor.

Ow shifting of the entrance
into the cypress lanes on the
Kenner has created another
honlen.NA for the loon.AdTerrig users of the crawlway.

1 his imbecilic idea Into me.

I would like to lake this opportunity to wish a very merry

, 0 home in the dark and re.
move decorative lights. hink
if line danger' They iilight

Christmas to the punks who

even

have been stealing Christmas
lights and decorations front

shock.

homes

aggravating
than must toe it.

fin -

a

slight electrical

judge at an info rmal
hearing -unless
either
the
fplaintiff or the defendant asks

I would also like to Mend
gremings In the parents of
these heroes. I am sure ihat

ora jury. If rammed. a jury

intert pride lamecoiset

of six is provided at a cast of

resourcefulness and accomplishments. 11 takes a lot of in.

aising ,urea delmquents
knows no bounds.

h1.1.511

genuity and guts to sneak up

II would be very rembo of
me to omit greetings to the

(1/1).il'etS

the

10 pill!' re
Of slain ocelot

We. the motorists. werent
consulted on this dixision. and
think we should vote on the

this vicinity

chiding mine). rib sure they
Must feel very proud of their

emded in further slowing up

inn: and

in

gel

According to the Illinois
State Bar Assn., a person may
[ilea claim with the court for a
small fee. he won't need an at unless he wants one,
end his caw will he decided by

teachers and ministers whtne
guidance and counseling have
made these punks what they
are today.
I would like Medd that had

or.

if specified.

Generally. the ISBA says.
followed in the
Small Claims Court am is follims:

procedures

A SHORT and simple cam.
plaint is filed with the can us-

I an writing in reference to

child or youth. I would have

Imes and are crawling along in

the article "Police Kill 'Pet'
Ocelot" in today's (Da. 221

utter frustratinn we can vote
leaning on our horn ifwa
want to cast a -No" vote.

that the ankle its is tows worthy but I felt the picture

hem taken care of in .manner
such that I would not have
been sitting comfonahly writing this, even today. The Mlle

Clerk. The complaint if etas the
nature and extent of the claim,

change. When we get to the
lormer entrance to the (Nam

newspaper.

I

can understand

was in very poor taste.

It was obvious after the first

Not only is it tragic for the

timing that the hookhad

family who lost their pet. to see

nit:ital.. hut

in such a manner. but
iv
also very din
stasteful for renders to sm
smiling policeman who appears proud loth.

made

it

I

don't

Mink they will correel the error unless we give them our
sole loud and clear. If we Joni
...se then we deserve no be
.t.k with the change.
P

Barite

the name. address and tele.
phone number of the plaintiff
and the defendant's name and
residence or buiness address.

for my children who,
thankfully. ham gni. to re-

The cost of

sponsible adulthood.

plaint may be as little as 510 or

goes

Herbert Minas

Surely that picture was not
necessary.

EICKF

Me com-

CsHOPJ
Cash

BIANONG

No Payments 151 Feb 1970

%Xi' Ik' '44 '1,1

710 E. NW. Hwy

Mt. Prospect

&118521.1142A4-

X !1.
WITH

11 good. 20 excellent

20% OFF

Answer on Comic Page

Coupon Em.

THIS

,,, 1,T, ,,, Y,TO;

ft, Of1711:f15

kin. 13, 1970

COUPON

Truthfull). I feel like I just don't need a man's love ant more. It
has only brought me grief.

;

,

;

'

fie .1?

;

Please help me try to do the right thing give hint another
chants:. or just stay put in my home with my kids
ex-htt,
hand's smirks for OR all. Al least 1 have that with him, and ho
strings attached.

ONLY

Help. help, help me. Buffalo Grove

10 SALE DAYS LEFT!
Dear Help me,

ALL OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON

w.,$9965

$7996

NOW
LONG FALLS

w.$7950NO $636o

I

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

14995

$3996

area

men

have

recent I y graduated from
Sparcherah.

that

course

a

trains mcn in listening. thinkchairmanship.

,15395Now $431°
REGULAR DELUXE WIGLMES

wl2995Now$2396

wfl 595Now $1276

w82995Noiv$2396

SYNIVE4LIELV WIGS NOW
was $27.50

wia`Pfoe

E.

QUALITY

'M 'GUARANTEED

Wellmann.

Arlington
Heights: Frank Maher. Mount
Prospect, and M. Emelt. ,Jet
Plaines.

Neil Yenta. Rolling Meadows, John Cob. Des Plainest
David McCauley, Des Plaines,
and Al Mundsinger. Palatine.
Nearls all the new graduaim
aTined 'F0aWinasters Intern.,
which they
lioowl.
eluts
Ma} pi .,1,111,1. Ilea skills

If

Continental Wig Studio
2064 Des Plaines Ave

Des Plaines

296-5220

Lutheran serrice
offered in German

.01Ma'n7rZatiStm'buSrutinayli7nd

r

:Hebrew School will resume on
an. 4. and nursery 2C11001 will
resume on Jan. 5,

On Jan. 9 at 8 15 pm. the
['mut-m.00in at 71100 W.
Lyons. Morton Grove, will
hold services led by Rabbi
Lawrence II. Chancy and
chnntes1 by Cantor Gidon A.
Lavi. The evening has been
dmignated in the January an.

Set completion date
Clearbrook-Maine Cen-

er for the Retarded is scheduled for completion on April
NI,. 1970.
The neve center
be a 12000-square.foot
building ono OM and one-half
NM Site 1111 Dakton Court in
Dm Plains.
Die lease has Men signed

and the final drawing of the
new httilding will he finished
within the next kw ttecks.
Groundbreaking
ecrentunies
are 1,peated to he held about

mid-Jauary.
Beginning Jan. 5 until the
nm center 8 constructe. the
children and adults in the day
whim! program will attend the
temporary ',Moo! facility st
the First Congregational
Church in Des Plaines.
'I he students havti been at sending thrill Clauhrook Work-

hop in Rng Meadows
Clmrhroilt 0 a private.
nonitiont New, licensed hs

lia

the state of Illinois, to serve
mentally retarded and multiply handicapped adults and

Host

Oceanwaves

Square

Dance Club of Lombard will
hold their annual Tidal Wave

Fri. Jon 9th; 7.9pm
ming boon ond

inont. Cost will he SI 1 per
couple. For date and Krther
information contact H Dia-

529-6206

Pastor

pastor. from Honover, Germa-

While on a scholarship
from Lutheran World Federny.

..
-13.,11212
told¢. skirl and whle Chas

Fol.

aion lase year, Ian interned et
mode
Prinav of Peace Lutheran
Church. He is now a
in the Pastoral Care Program
at Lutheran General Hospital.
Park Ridge, Oct will return to

ming Wcship Sereitss
Curesuunion 0:00

'Ulm 01,01

Moult ektua

Sautt

111 W. OLIVE

SERVICES
7 304:30

High School. Main and Wil.
win Sts., Lonsbard. Admission

:hums.

Sunclav I

Individual"
far mine

Series

nter
this

ands ,Lan. aStM1 a.]0 pi

eating insights
question.

HILLCREST SCHOOL

Ns on 36 Illinois stations
including:

HOFFMAN ESTATES

EIS

25,4114

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Rodin

SINGARAMA

I

Mot 7

11011.0

on

7:00 nro WAD
7:22...a.
2,20 °pm wear
10:30 am w/JO FM

1 NOlts
8904c
820Nr

106.3rto

iFAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
1.8 I S. Arlington lit,

11.1. -

Sunday Services 8:00 and 10:1 5 A.M.

Sunday School - 9:30 loll ages) 10, 1-5 loges 11-71

Nursem for Tiny Tot, 10:45 1.11.

nionialimPolim;

FIRST

THE

BIBLE

BAPTIST

H Sehrieher
Do id Sim 1,rapei
Glet.h.tne 253 1839

SPEAKS

529-6206

TO YOU

I.Letworwwwwwwerv.-.

CHURCH
Sunday School:
9,45 A11.1.

Morning Worship
10:50

.1

Church of the Master --- Unit,/ Cittorcit of Christ

Rand and Central

-827-7229
reverend Keith Dovis
Church Schml..ming Wonhip
Oil 5 I 10:45ern.
'76. Friendly Chordh with the Vital Message"

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

,Do

CHURCH

SCHOOL

W,,,R7IFAIR,7E.Vps

EvenintoServices:

STREET

PASTORS

tTint Old tleek

1.1111,1111111SIUMANN

MOUNT r

VaqAtT(Clla,W1141

PROSPECT

N. ELMHURST AT. PROSPECT

kr Us In 1970-

MOM EP!GSETH, PASTOR - 225-4,1

1-,

Sunday School v93 AM
Maiming Worship

5-0332

11013

"Morning to Pray"

Poston Albert A. Kochi
CL 3.2407

Community
Presbyterian

remarry your first husband, eventually. For now. you are In for 2
stormy period. Von must Wm hold and cm ural your own destiny.

Church
407 N. Main SI. - Mt. Prospect.

I'51:TORS

PHONE 392-3 1 1 1

7:00 p.m.
Service

of Prayer

Arlington Heights
Evangelical Free Church

,St.3amcs Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:
6:45,6:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

Thomas B. Howells

Worship Services
Child Care & Church School

Rectory:

ParishCenter

9:15& 11:15 a.m.

CL 3-6305

9:30, 10075, 12;00

A Joyous Now Year To All

Trinity United Methodist
60S W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

Ikar S.S.R.)

A. gohivaelattheves

years. I fed a mintier climate, probably south. Sorry, but I don't
feel your husband should go into bushnss forjamself. He mill
more opportunity to be successful worIgnelor someone
else. His health will improt e with the ctrl-iif-stale mme. 1 we
your son going to college unit completing it.

Rev. Harvey IL Newnan
629,8463

r
Aiunny 'AMAMI
elenM1Sarriaps

Poster Eugene Ongno 0924840
Sunday School

Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

WELCOME 10

HOURS.

liilbert Bowen

S.S.R.. Arlingnm Heights

JOSEPH I)E. LOVISL.n nationally Anown ps,Ak, will arts,
hyr questions from boy readers. Write DeLonise isnot. eir Puy
PoWlealkafi..722 Cewhw Si.. DAr PloinotifV16.

St. John

Lutheran Church

1331 N. Belmont Ave.

feel things will begin to work ...I More eves heel. 'Ammer.
there is nu melt thing m nno strings attached." I feel you will

foresee for my future?! am interested in knowing whether or 1101
my husband and I will make a move to another state. Will my
hulband's health ever improve'! Will he ever go info a business of
his own?
I have a son who is IX years of age and has graduated from high
chew!. He is Rotting no* amt is trAIng to saw toward colk,
Do you we hint going in college? Love reading soar milimms.

Evert Lute is welcome.

S ,,,,, StS001:0:03
sme
30..:4
,,,, Scheel

k

Dear Mn 1)elsame.
Lile hos been quite hectic Mr me up to now. I dont ..inl I., go
into details alum my past life, but could you tell me what you

in German. will ha celehmed
by the Rev. Jurgen Banholdi.

his ministry there.

"Drugs
and the

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

Win Prises in Art Show

gins Rd.. Hoffman Estates.
The service, spoken entirely

mmrry on in

(ieriaan, we

673

mond st

on Sunday. Jan. 25, from 7:30
to 10:30 p.m. al Glenbard East

All Services

FUNARAMA

Caravelle Rtutaurant in Rose -

lost dance

A German worship sat me
will he comluded at 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 4 in the Prince of Peace
Lutheran ('hutch. 930 Hig-

11

liOceantvares 7,z,%':,:t17,:=7,.,7,

Norse, Provided for

Ages 0.12 to

Oneg Shahhath.

The Mr. and Mrs. Club

%VW 401.1ru
Boys a Girls

vicm those hominid will Kist
a

ler alNeriTar

lim=dt

niversaries. Following the ser-

childron

The

alio. Bank.

Congregation
resumes
serrices

VIEWO

1

I feel there will be a move lo another state within the next three

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE

Religion

Buffalo Grown Ron

Kelly.

I
RI m I
p bl
ted
h
Y
to your first husband: I also see you dis arcing your set and hits.
bend. I feel this will take a period of about tMee }ears, and then I

$2250

FAOSTED AND SPECIAL COLOR IWAILABLE IN All HAIRPIECES

MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

Buffalo Grove: Barnard Mollenhatter. Buflido Grow: Ray
Knorr. Mount Prospect. Torn

MINI -FALLS

LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

CASCADES

HARDI - GARDENS

Eleven

and justly a goml mother now.

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO - THE HOME OF QUALITY HAIR GOODS

Color TV

.392-8080

Leis II, II 012'110K time. he sa,...1'm J111011111,1, 0.211.1
eerk
should Jo now. NIN sour Lids see me come and a0 at
miss them so. But I can't take
In ei 0.01 sell
six namths
centetrd hushmdwhow own dmires come first I want ins !mil,
as a whole. not in Mmes.
I hate 10 gat a seCOINI.divorm.
mana, But how long mn I pt ,tn aka
any more. He has done too mush
this? I ain't vie I love this
dons,
tome that mall, hun in the last three years. 1 tvant In
I

seven of Moe

I

11 grailuate

They are Casey Sinklethis,

last chance" 1110 11111e.

In addition. find the word

I

Playhouse or the Niles admin.
mration Wilding. It begins
Friday and Saturday night at ti

conference techniques.

LETTERS:

Please help me make a decision. I am 35 years old. on my
second marriage which is three seam old. with two little KA.. by
this treirriage. I gave my first IntsNind the care ail 111, 10111 alder
children. 1 2 Is. 17 and 19. along with our home tostey in.
I wanted to start my new marriage out the fird sear alone. then
mke on my responslities
dud
the second year ith all of us topethei
this was Mot nn. Inv hodamil :dosed to
The main reason
leave the house or hit kids Sri I thought after a year all wounds
would he healed and we could start out on Nino looting
Well. no' n-st nzarriage was a disappointment to me. Intl the
second was much tutu.: I've been hack and birth at tea, four
Met in the law three seem Now Fin hack home again ons house
prment hnshand
and four kids; and aeon,

these letters al you can.

I

S50 OFFI

STIMASA

Make as many four letter
or more words out of

A

Tickets ha the papram may

he obtained at the Mill Run

ing. speaking.

abundance

FREE 40 PORK

less.. The summons may be

COLOR SPECIALISTS

with the works
in a drawer

love. to amity. And mir ma harvest will be harmony. awe and

7111

Dear Mr. IkLonise:

105,r same as

& SERVICE

MOTOROLA

mine.seith the Lord." It isas voila. reuseslus one make two. and
in today.
it governs the conditions we Lind are
We are not hete Ins chance. We are reaping., 'tamest Mat has
resultal from the weds we have sown in the paw. 11 le are not
satistlal with inn harvest. we num sow hotter wesk noss.seeds or

IRISlhontbese et led Hailer Mete

act,o_ue. 311,

See QUASAR -

This is the eternal law of notice. lir Karma. -Vengeance Is

plop,

HAND -MADE WIGS

SALES

EARNIA.-CiintInued from Mendes
One who makes a sacrifice and a prayer dom so with the inrmeiving good Instead of Ming punished. winch he
tention
cenain he dozers,. II this were so. then why Me bribe? Mere is
only one way to receive meat and that is Its he and do good. A
You
nn
plant nolkweed
good seal produces a good his
and expect roses to Noom frtins the stall,.

Dm Plaines

in the .1et Off

F.7.11,,,El,.,7Ach'F.NcE,D,RbIL.A0LC,,11.A.T.sRF,,torie,,...o..,f:1,r,,,enkeoTp40.o;

Pi .e

of the Itanhoe theater;

materials

by intereal churches.

Me newly chosen Illinois
queen' Junior Mira and her

Marilyn Miglin. fashion
al and make-up consultant)
Thomas Pico, managing. editr Id the Chicago Defender.
and Kim Martell. entertainer.

other special

from the;rogrmit may be used

acholakie average.

tor

Dam on, baby, and I, your .sense of humor. Youre ruing
the hest training in the world. You've no idea how much you're
needed. Keep pitching.

MONTNIS

and

All contestants
school seniors with an A or B

leadership and meeting and

'I

X5 -hour period. Audio 010'

high

JUDGES FOR the Illinois
pageant are Lloyd Lehman.
superintendent of schools of
Forest Park: produceddirec-

very discouramd. and I feel like lonesome Sal. Then hmin to
wonder if ids worthwhile to stand up for my convictions. wish
there were a few more students to support my views.
Lonesome Dem

nr

'ilk

reading at any time during the

Ala.. in May.

never saw so many reactiomrim in my life. SO2102101 I get

I

Pasksed

et

play the animal he has killed.

PARTS' latNER

signal.

using all
lettere.

Telephone lines (213; 241.
42nn in California will Moron
for the public to listen to the

appearance.
am

on

the ship.

also represent Illinois at the
national pageant M Mobile.

Tomorrow
Is Today

Dear Led Jenson.
Fin the only Democrat in my Iii h school current events Class.
my ideas Moms smm Ise far more liberal than my cliortmattss'.
Often. the whole dais hoots and howls at some of the things I say.

a.r7=r,

KIRCLEN

Billie- which was

of it. The new Junior Miss will

earn the money and gain experience. Aso. Om word rg warning:
lower grades than:
slafillles show that high school ear owners
mdken. Maybe you're the exe!pthin.

hl ore

Hideaword

read portions of the Scriptures
from the
famed ",brunt}

girls have been inter-

four runners.up will share
54.5181 in schoLuship money.
The winner will receive 52.001)

at, or auto repair shop until you can reach your goal? You'll

Club -AAA_ Crone sireets only

at corners and on the

Niles junior bliss blaurrvn Quinlan is assured of a proper fit of
her tiara hy'Ailliam Rand of Rand Jewelers. Inc.. 382 Coif Mill
Shopping center in Niles. As a part of his community participation, Rand is the donor of the tiara awarded to each Niles Imam
bliss during the July Festival Gays. bliss Quinlan. Silts Junior
Miss for 1970, will represent her village in the Illinois Junior
Miss Pageant al Mill Run Playhome today and tomorrow.

heturance, good tires, repaim. etc. lbe amount you've saved
snot accomplish that. Why not work in u gas station, toed ear

GUARANTEED!

Jure of 12 al 0 sun of 525.

ing a form provided by the

engaged in tit

Editor.

C'hicago

the

a

of theft as a

I

to

1St

on creative and per tanning rs: I. per cent on
0 0 h fimess, and the last 15
per cent is based on poise and

when you can afford to owe and operate your own ear, and know
its safe, you should have it. [hal means nu pay for gas, oil,

jun a Intildow ,Ili hooks nen
ly stacked and cataloged with

IN

ngton Heights. have spent

week in preparation and com
mut win for the pageant.

the pageant will be based on
ludo's' interviews. 15 per cent
on scholastic average, 20 per

coniTiwe, rages ins lel of families What I think A this:

lassvalking causes 35 it:
pedestrian tratlis
deaths in urban areas, accort
ing

I

cent

cent of all

Jan. I, 1967.

Greetings to vandals

Inother

mot ,,,

:v9ar frninitl oPorrti:V5(rro'f

reddens' pilgrimages.

1111 now a junior. I get good school maths. and !want to go to
college so I an baeome an engineer. It really bugs me that I can't
gel a car. I think that working on my own car would help me
become a better engineer. Why are parents so dumb about such
things sometimes.
Wheels front Wheeling

mink:Won has involved m
chine,. mish buttons end M.
many No longer is a library

US

A highlight or the reasling
will he a radio transmission
ImesPitcairn Island in which
descendants of the mutineers
from the 6.81.5. Bounty will

Wildwood, Prospect Heights
and Garnet Vaughan. of Ar,

Nleadows is whichever village
maintains such a Iowa for

All my life I've been interested M airs. 1 just soi my license.
and I've saved $450. and I want to buy my own car. My dad We
he won't sign for me.

Jrrywalking

[l [K10etherrm July

Jan. 2.

Marilyn Raedel. of 16 N

Dear Lee Janson.

tling :Motu to we Mr

der his verdict_

program is (inv. Richard
Ogilvie. who will read P10111
20 at about 4:30 p.m. Friday.

lington Heights.

141114,17).1,ND DEALS

on. SO that yiningsters could
enrich their knowlalp) cif
reading lore an d local history.
We wish she were stl
herself
hus-

requested, the judge will rcn-

on the Noice ol Prophecy"

en to replace Pamela Weir
the 1969 Junior Miss from Ar

mnal attention is still offered
boatmen who slat the lihenry' in their community.
Palatine Arlington Height..
M n u n t Prospect. Rolling

'THIRTY-FIVE per cod of

coln -period newspapers and so

not mom than

'

well as become acquainted
with other girls in the pageant.

1

cateh librarians.
The
transition la our
maiMonied -up era of in

Year's Day_ Included among
ibe TO Persons who will rmtl

QI

Youth Dines., presentation. as

dially to display our own col.
+n ol wooden type. Lin-

claim. the defendant proceeds
ha prom any defense he may
have. Unless 0 jury has been

lf the court rules in favor rit
the plaintiff, a judgment, including court costs, is entered
against the defendant. 'who
inay be allowed to miy in in-

gaturda
when another teen will be the

Duke's
heartening 10 nom that the per.

NV,

i

NilesFriday and

it's

anee competed in talent and

schoolteacher. she knew the
value of graphic arts materials
in exhibits and cooperated cm.

and. after a statement of the

ex-

hut

Bible reeding will he broadcast
over radio beginning Neu

viewed by the judger, have rehearsed for poise and appear-

A formr area

at injury or property dasnage
and for various other claims
based on ton or contract provided the amount at stake is

paid dpersonal property tams
thin the SI.000 limit.

Iti,neeu Use, SeconshrIck nonage SU..

store.

for goods and ,ervices. person -

court for soils to collect un-

nalneelption rises SS rasa seek. linmedenieres..
math,
mail rine.417.110 sort sv.an for
out or mon I
Nresmed ark,. Invens!. imps

111U7

Ihe way her 'pioneer Minim has been developed by Jail.

$11100,

cloy of Nle.r Agabito. Ilw

-1110

20

rules for the admission of evidence may be dispensed with

alsinek111.ellate,

711Center.

During the hearing. strict

' WE CAN itmemher

pre= Court Bail] hear suits

clusive of costs and interest.
Also. county officials use the
117 S. Shin. Mount Priv, 018 stns,
insincli Orrice.
117 kranahet lkld.ia Rd.,Atllnermllsishla.In.Maas

thoriaed by the court.

linois Junior Miss pageant
the Mill Run Playhouse

mechanired greatly M. the
librarian.

aontintions pnn.run tit

1,010 will hen part of the I

been

Young adult collectimi. a businessman), collection. a fiction
nook. home delivery aervice to
elderly readers and talking
hooks for blind persons.
Already on the shelves are
large -print books of selected
classics_ A weekly pre.school
story hour is also a popular affair under supervision of Mrs.

nr it may he served by a sheriff.

Small Claino ('cult is opet.
(led by the Cimuit
der rules of the Illinois Su.

ners. correct and ready of
speech. ought himself to exhihit them (the hooks) with all
facility. courteously explaining their beauty and nernark.
able cheriideristics...."

l'he haulm have

mbarbs

nralMvest

TWO

unturtas

Plannnt services include a
16 nun film service from the
NSTS affiliated libraries.

Mary Thompson could conduct signora on a complete
tour of the library shelves hr

coon. Also demons and

good

proem, temper and man-

and c weekly library ser-

address of the defendant within the county fora fee of 51.50

handling relatively small

of

leittnal,

has sh insaal throush thaw Ma

vice to nursing homes.

Years ago when the law hire.

Claims Court, the law's way of

and

bririan's guidance 'The li-

Alma AIM, children serviem'
'Braden. and the record collections and inter-lihrary loan

hearing is stated in the sum amts. The defendanl is not required to file a formal answer
to the complaint with the court
so by the
unless ordered to

tgo

yours

handed the,, rules for his li-

daled and rev italired pamphlet

served by certified mail to an

in knowing about the Small

r Mc admiral Min ft ohm., 'Month. AernAr,

io

coverage; 8 rum silent films for
home entertainment; personal
reader.adviscrs in both chil-

claims are heard.
property but the person responsible hasn't come
through?
Then you will be intemsted

Pro5pett Dap

1

arrangements attract a grow Mg number of borrowers.

pone

tow

thought we should soma d ty
become a moon of non timid
r, the pressnt library mows
mend are a contrive rebuild.
15th century Mike
I zi the
Guiduhaldo of Urbino in Italy

dren and adult departments:
faster and more economical
materials books, magazines.
film cordings and pat- . processing of boo,, an reproinp, sorne of them by local" t. ductions for circulation. with
exhibits also by local article:
ists.
paperback collection on a rtDetails of the simplified
Iron.exch:inge Msis; an up.
slip" !transaction slip). the

embraces a whole presentation
of new and planned services of

S(mleone owe. .ou a little
money and lion reboot to pay
up? Or you would like to collect for some damage done to

pm a

brary System. allowing rs
searchers a vastly expanded

,t

get this Indival
nal ettention at sour local
to d thInk It man
brim
st Mk sou to sa for Hartsell
how Intla iha lihr titans code
Iaskant

TVs seduction, with alarm

Governor
reads
Scriptures

3 in state
junior nuss
pageant

In Ibis at a, it would he

pia WO

FOR THOSE aim mewed

vtces the current arrangement

The way' small

e

NM,

oldest possible range of oar

The heir serves you

"Any particular reason for the return, sir?"

forebositng

reading interest
the

the Palatine Library. as is explained

ntty at every level of age and

Slim=

CAureliScheel .0.30 2 11100AM

First Presbyterian Church

of Arlington Height

(ORGANIZED 1855)

302 N. Do=0,,igarts Heights

'The Lord's Sopped'
All Christians woken.

kMena
A Happy 1970 to One and All
AMCISISAIOMG

First United
Methodist Church

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Warship

9:00 AM. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
t Paul WM Kempf
leer A Rodeo, James O. She

Now Can at all Swwws

--

THE DAY

The day's prospects

What's happening

1970 Prediction Culinary/Compliments
in your stars

By loin Hamilton

Kitchens of Sara

the

ASR -2, 500 Waukegan
Deed -add, 111. 1.11115.

Your future msliaarY conk
liments am written in tile Mara

'What s Happening is a
unIng of activid. In the area.

The comerts will be at 8 15
tonight and 8 30 p m tomor

so me holdIng a dance Menu
row from 730 lo 11 p.m. in the

The activity may be sponsored

Elk Grove High School field
house. Featured at the dame

nee in Orchestra Hall.
The two works which have
been programmed arc Hay.

by a club, church, school or
park, or it may be n emumercitd event. Send info...
Pon on what's happening to
"What's

Happening,

will be the Joe Kelly

IVAUKEGAN:
Tonight and tomorrow at

Day

the Wild Gam., Belvidere Rd.
and Lewis. both you and the
Goose will he put on by shows

us and The Day will tell when
What's Happening with you.

The hest part of the recipes
within this booklet a their rim -

Make 1970 serving a sue.
cuss with Suwon Cupcakes

Place mint filling in center
of mush muare. Replace top

created for the organized. um bilious. eymon-the.sky Cap

and decorate each serving with

ineat tilling and top with three
ehowlate coins or mint claw&

two Sara Lee Chocolate Cakes.
2 packages white butter cremii
finning mix. I tablespoon
C'rcmc de Cacao. 2 table.
spoons Creme de hlenthe. Cut

late morsels. Serves six.

each cake in half lengthwise

tempting chocolate ininly cum
cakes. Your mving nature will

'111ERE IS Trifle Pound
Cake for Aquarius. a Pisces

become unrestrained withers.

Sampler Cake. Chocolate Ins.
H.pi.
pulse Cake for
lathy ('Ike for Taurus. Chaco -

Httnilicritin " expert
analyzes IW women

T II E

paminlc:'uet.a drop or toe
ofgreen laud coloring. Blend
to light Pak Moen. Fold in I

kick up your heels ai Moe

,

ray compliments.

CAKE.
you write

iKasPosth Pete

hew

ricorn.Youof thequiet personarty. dignity and reserve will

110011AC

booklet is free

make the Success Cup-

`Growing' story of
You'd he surmised at fig
many diffemnt and unusual
projwts taking pl:wein Milani
Prospect kitchens.' tine of the
more unique is in the. horns, of

Ceil Lironli.('ook of the Ibiy.
whirr you call

It

making. Nit the nod hen
mine to it. It s a good project

spread

Chris.

Here& the &vim for

eon Whit and

two

evenly.

Slakes

pieces. Cut er h

other

Gronli favorites..

Piion 3913.

er

yeast

THIS micirr not

nal cap ILY lacer.

m ender

Store at room tempera's.:
for about six weeks Strain

making home made
than
at

exploded during

the night. you min uutlerttind
this process
Cell Gronh b One Of 110Se
homemaker. aim bas lre7' re.
cipe lily up -to -d: teand organOSed. 111IN i. pull,. due it. her

Ming in the gourmet gniup in
ChM.
which she was measurer.
the.

Nowot

the is tient:miser of the CiOlaways. a grismp ot women who
have hem in lilt dill, Mr Once
&sir, Sin has is
,e
111Killeil ill OW
she
-It was o lifecteer fin

,,,,,, a ,,,

through cheesecloth or nylon
dhis is very intramural Place
hack in gallon jug or in smaller
enninincrs. his ready Sy use!

CHOCOLATE NUT 'WE.
cup chopped pc cans or walnuts in 8 -by -I -inch
eup huller with Ta
pall. 'kW
Spread

.

cup brown sugar for seven
minutes. Stir xonstantly. Pour
immediately over nuts and let

stand for just a few rninutw.
Spread with
age

I

chomslate

reminue pack chips. Place

and pans. Bak in 375-dcgree oven about 35 minutes.
Cool liw minutes; loosen
edgms. and tum lasersill out onto

ra ck

When coln. acc one
layer. fruit side up. on plait.
Bees cream. adding 'sugar
and vanilla. Spread ono third

of the whipped cam over

Ten commandments
for losing weight

list layer. Add remaining layers. using cream. Dollop re -

mining whipped cream

in

tenter and decorte whh addiMaim
tional fn. and,
orate, Serves IC

easel

see 0p ...

"Seeing is bMieving" says Cell Gronli, who admits she is intrigued with the gas fillnl balloon on
her grape wk. She says it is fascinating for the whole family to watch the ...Mk' of the hailmm
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One out of three women will
calve to lose weight in 1970,
according to Dick Cooper. di-

rector of Chicmy's mom than
-If 1570 is the beginning of
the Age of Amatries for young
people. then for the 70 million
overweight Americans n had
Sailer he the Age of Be-

Friday,1 away 2. 1970

ktoroossal/S22423.R5Los000ssons222422FOSOttkakoostaSetitataklalle

Wedding bells to

ring in January

low

/or elegance

drawn up the following

in
champagne goblets. and place
one goblet at each setting. The
arrange

roses

Society of American Florists
points out that homemakers
can create these beautiful a
rangements easily by placing
crushed chicken wre (avail.

Don't skip

meals.

Eat

dun and don't
'Vern" extra goodies just he-

7.

Stun

becoming -aller-

lie to sweets. When someone
°Rens you candy. [ell them

cause you've skipped a meal.
3.
Don't count calories.

youre allergic to it. Shiti arc.

you kn. --you hied. out in

There's more to fdid than just
caloric, and so far your ninth

over the pan four years, has
10

commandments of weight re&mann based on the Weight
'Watcher philosophy:
I. Keep a positive frame or
mind. You're not fel because

you're -glandular.' The only

4. EAT FIVE fish meals a

nk.
ec Volt don't ham to like
itekto eat

Yeti 11

like fish

double chin.
5. Keep yourself full by cab

more :ban y .

ing

lot of vegetables. You eau

both in LaGrange. She is past

in the Mogram." claims Mn.
Allbright. MIMI graphologist

president of the Northern Il-

developed

het

6. The -while psychiatrisr

E.

Janssen

of

Mount 'Prospect is :immune-

ing 'the. enganomOm of h.,
slaughter. Belly. to /cannel A.

Roy. son of Mrs. Leone ,H.
Roy of Winslow. Maine.

'

-

Belly attended DePituw
University for her WM year of
study. then received bar B.A.
degree in French from Northwestern University, She has

worked wnh the Department
of State in Washington. D.0

rin the Bureau a African Al.
.

ails. SinceDecember, 1968.
she has been working at the
American. Embassy in. Conmod. Dahomey. West Africa.
Roy received. ha BA.. de-

grec

I

I

Co, volnnteer. He' received
his M.A from Columbia Univanity in New York City. He

meeting

huh. 4. at 7:45 pm. sod Trini&

call e27-3733 or 437-2360. A
family activity. ice skating at

Lutheran Church. Wolf and

the living Carpet Motel on

Algonquin Kris.. Des Plaines.
The nfi.,ns arc pastors of the

Nlannheim Rd., is set for.Sunday. Jag IL

church.
l:WM Wheelers is a non -se.

Ws and activiiks

union group mwidowed. ili-

able by calling 3143.5733, 537-

Wheelers

was worked as operatidns offj-cer with the National Comma nicahle Disease Center'in Co -

ton.. Dahomey. He A now
returning to Atlanta. Ga.. as a
staff .sistant to the chief pro-

gram officer for the Central.
African countries.
The wedding is planned for

Lae litpullty.

H70.1.

I...illation regarding meais

avail -

.19x. 384-7915. 945-4619 or

dividitals. Meetings arc held
on the first and Mild Sundays
ol each month at Trinity . Exgust. ade during Julv

392-1152.

A dingee lawyer. Ed Rosetinge. is schoduldl spadtII
al
the gnmps Jan. IR meeting.

Sc,rday

1

PERFECT

PIZZA!
WAYNE

cARRYOUT SERVICE TOO

CL 5-2441

439-2040

.o

add,.
lwa

GREAT DINING

BRANOENBERRY PARK SHOPPING CENTER

ANYTIME!

2306 RAND ROAD AT CAMP MeDONALD ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WITH CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
AND THE BEST IN SERVICE

Location:3,505 AIg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, II

smorgasbord

;

Sunday
Brunch BufTet

YOUR BEEF CART

IS IN OUR DINING ROOM
NOW CARVING
ON SUNDAY

10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

CHILDREN

1175

P.S. For Those arriving after

.

ROAST BEEF

RESTAURANT

12

noon, complimentary 0=1116016

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

CONNOISSEURS OF
EXCELLENT FOOD
ARE ADDING NEW
TASTE TREATS'
TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU
HELP US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCOAS' 8480

253 Rand Rd. 353-3300 et Mt. Prospect

GOLDEN-'
EAGLE

Businessmen's Luncheon
Fashion Show Doily

Complete Dinners

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11.32 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
rt xx EN ONIS WEEK FIGOI

3 9 1-0 7 6

i..11 1,1

1111

For Resv, Phone 259-5000

Scanda House

ADULT'S

Tip

& C'OCKT'AIL IA/I'M:I.

ILL.

tried this every
Sunday feature we are both lasers
- so may we suggest...

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

RFST'A TRANI

ICE CREAM AND CANDY SHOPPE

If youhave not

paeea

PHONE

537 8866

Luncheons and Dirgrs from 11:30 Daily

five income, a

edema

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

BRASS RAIL COCKTAIL AND SHOW LOUNGE

we wish more people knew about it.

n lama

STEAK SANDWICH
POLISH SAUSAGE

-THE GALENS

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Help improve your earnings with en alb...

West bend, WA, 5309$

Menu!"

FEATURING DAVE MAJOR and the MINORS

We have been Old our Sunda!,
Brunch Buffet is the beet in the
area - we think so ton - however,

ZIEGLER AND COMPANY

wash the

Exceptional

HERE

CALL

Elk Grove,

An Every Sunday
Feature

needs. No

'The Ditve-In

Colo's.,

3L1

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

re investment, and serial

SAUSAGE INN

(Oakton al Higgins)
RT. 838 RT
ChaletOnly rive cone+ Wesl of MaaaM1.im aced

BONDS

(Try
11

ir.luy

HARCUlit

APPEAR

Now Appearing

Old

Chicago .3-16.74.3
Home Officer Security Building West tund.Winomin

Registration $3
Weekly Does S2
re. furMw information, call:
81.0000

LARDER'S

5 S. La Salle Sr.. Saha 20111,

HARDI-GARDENS

PHONE 299-0011

Fi. 101 11:00 A.M... rill 1200 P.M.

Am.., Inrate Und.rwrilart

emot M hens

AD COULD

Sun. 8 Mora -The Swinge,

a psychology student.

fit your
yOUF Specific

YOUR

Make Your Resematione Now

Gray 1.0 P..1000 AM.

C.

Join
Your Friends
at

AH0=Irina=ns

aoran E. Coshes, Res. Mgr.

Markham, Illinois

ea 10 ism. t 8 pen.

in the Deep Pan

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Year

Call or send nos coupon toils,'

KedHRIST
yie

Beginning Tues., Jan. 6

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR

ENTERTAINMENT

and Augustwhen only one

NAbiphtWcicheo"

1.40 South

oaf -This world creations" for tree soon
met sustamen. Mop in and soy hello to Ken at the
new Mayberry's just past Comp McDonald Road en
Rand Road in Arlington Heights. Ins located in the
new Brandberry Pork Shopping Center...and we're

LEON BERRY

p.m. For more information.

Sunday.

414-3345521

TRINITY UNITED
CHURCH Of C

t

prepares

"Old World Recipe"
World's Finest Pizza

Erotaurant

lIF

tral. Mount Prospect, at 8:30

winced or legally eparatml in-

B.

NEW CLASS NOW FORMING:

guaranteed

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES TIE 4 A.M.

sales charge.

scaling.

extravagant way
melt eviny heaH Plus, Mayberry's

sodawaten....th made in

392 3750
Served Smling Hot

WITH

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

derhird 1 anekrItand and Cm -

maturities to

edt,

Ws finally here...a root, old fashioned, lipismasking
ice cream shappel They feature milkshakes, malteds,
roile.high sodas, banana splits, frappes, frames,

YE OLD TOWN INN

Eairs

RESTAURANT II Rosemont
I ENJOY THE LATE SING A LONGS

frees N MANNHEIM RD ROSEMONT. ILL

9%

,

isolated icy spots remain in
sheltered places.

MAYBERRY'S ICE CREAM
& CANDY SHOPPE

TUESDAY THOU SATURDAY!

INVEST YOUR JANUARY
FUNDS IN

philioOpby from Mary-

knoll College. He attended
Manhaltanville College and
Ohio University leer language
,and Airman area studies be.
fore being assigned to Cameroun, Welt Africa, as a Peace

chology.

5

children \ Christmas party
sad an adult Christmas pang.
Bowling is scheddled for
Saturday. Jan. 10. at Than-

14714-400

Mg.

storm has passed

ter a

i

DINE AT THE ELEGANT ONE

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Them am over 3211 Weight
watcher classes weekly in the
Chicago area. Each course

Your refrigerator ain't solve

Can you
eat all day
and still lose
weight?

tune-telling category can and
will he a great aid to psy-

Rev. Mark (i. Bergman and
Rev. Donald NI. Hallberg will
IN dual speakers at the Fifth

wet.

Mr.. Doris

the mist 30 years.
She believes that graph.
ology. hrought rut.of the for-

Wheelers meeting

able at florist shopsiinside the
goblets.. a base tel each boa.

Belly Janssen

a mod president and a
member of the West Cook
County Girl Scout Council for

For Reservations Phone 310426-3446

to meetings in the area, call

be experienced in mew Club --AAA warnx Often, al -

also

Solsherry of 1432 lobe Av.,
Arlington Heights. is cnmlkd
s a junior at Southwest lam
list College in Bolivar, Mo.,

in your kitchen sun% help yon.

FreedOM

zinc writing. free lance writing
and editing and juvenile writ-

B

linois Chapter of International
Graphoanalysis Society of
Chicago and is an 111. Feder.
ation of Women's Clubs sixth
District past president. She is

hand-

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLF,

16 weeks. No Inc may

boy5 are Dave Wolter, Pierre Marquette, Dave !Wismar, Tony Semi and Paul Bogush. They have
bran together since 1965 and have appeared locally many limes.

won

ning School awl West Subur-

Victoria Lynn Solsberry,
daughter of Mr. and Mn, V.E.

join who hoe To hue los than
10 pounds. For information as

the words.

A GROUP FAMILIAR to Northwest rock 'n' rollers are the Mead shown above. The five-pleer
rock gimp supplied the entertainment for the hospitalised Vietnam veterans at Great Lakes
during the holiday. The American Legion of Lincolnwood supplied refreshments and gifts. The

have

roundation awards.
her workshop di recters

Stay alert
Regulate your driving speed
according to weather and rood
conditions. the ChiCago Motor

o1

group at in December meethty.
Anima miter events
Planned for Inc nimith wen:

lasts

them with mud and hlot ohm

IBC

Dining...Dancing...Entertaintnent in the Northwest Suburbs

5. Cm out all fattening
foods.
10. join weight Watchers.off

. you tun on a box of cookies .

An important part of winter
driving, says Ow Chicago Mater Chin -AAA. is learning to
recognize road signs by their
shape. Sometimes. signs became covered in a anning0FM,
or passing traffic may splatter

WeekEnd FunFare

J

-it just as full by eating them

Maloney has won several
wards for his radio scripts.
Its more than 200 "Omanisna mripts for WMAQ and

Road signs

Kelly Blum night dance Smug
day, Jan. 3 from 7:30 p.m. to
II p.m. in the fieldhouse.
Tickets are 52 per couple.
The public is invited.

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

!meeting is held.
John Shephord spoke to the

R. NO ALCOHOLIC hewew.

COOPER, who has

Gobs fl/ roses
elegance,

2.

hasn't heen so good.

wariousr
over 40 pounds
unds as a Weight
Watcher and kept the weight

,Fora dinner party of great

your mohlems with Inc craim.
frown 'goodies and treats unlims you keep It stocked with
!Mils and vegetables.

you have a mehlem

with is the -gland canyon' ,our mouth.
three meals

60.000 Weight Watchers.

latliores HaimleMomum

gland

week of subscription concert..

Chicago.

The Elk Grove High School
booster club will sponsor a Joe

Lions Township Adult Eve-

address Fifth

reeled. Pour tarter over fruit

will conduct works of Haydn
and Mahler during the 141h

hoe office. 220 S. Michigan,

Booster Club
sets dance

mighty luck to have it in the area,

Pastors will

candied fruit and cherries.
Spoon over pecans.
Prepare cake mix as di -

Chicago Symphony Orchcstra music director Georg Sold

it

Palatine

ban YMCA informal clams,

inch roam' coke pans. Arrange

111110011 Inn heiten. Save origi-

Tomorrow will be another
-name" group. The Litter and
the Seagle, Suhwall, Lay Mum
Band will perform. The Arnie.
sion for both nights will be 53,'

Professor Maloney will divwith spefiction
al emphasis on radio and
lerision script writing in hiding documentary serif.,

Tickets for the censetth.
priced from 53.50 to SS. are
available at the Orchestra Hall

Curie Or

Mathes at

Mrs.

"Everyone will panicipate

1311 with water

n!' you're old einugh to re-

CHICAGO:

market Rid.

Rat major, and Mahlera Symphony No. 5.

position'.''

.,plc

pecan halves in hinter. Mix

water filling in the gam.

function ben in a supervisdy

059-

a link:water. Use funto
nel to add rest of ingredients.
hoar

ol the neck. Cap with 10-cem

root beer

nun sell real estate Why does
this child have an ulcer? Can
these people work well torch er? Which of these people will

V. tommou smiths
Spoon 2 lablespOons of the
Netter into wch of three eight -

The balloon
holds the wises fnen the yeast.

good
good 11 balloon!

menthe's in' the Prospect
Heights Woman's Club by

with proNena invvolving personality and chary. Mrs. Allbright smirches
writing specimens for era

the

owed tome,' by the Hay.

Workshop at the
thinnetka Community Home
tangling Thursday, Jan. 8.

For further informal= call

Mn Leo Pawner of 2292

DAY PUBLICATIONS

to such questions as 'Who
stole the SIM/ hill? Can this

AS A CONSULTANT to

.nil

.d

ks; unusual Leith you add the
ingivdient s

Tonight at the Cdhur will he
another "new sensational"
group. namely Crow, with Fat-

at home.

-Inklings of Your Personality" will he given to the

la cep sifted powdered sing-

L)issulve sugar in one -gallon

Tonight will be the From foil -

-week session of Off -Campus
shriters'

13

together, club program, ape Mal event or just with the folks

1883.

I cup whipping cram

per night.

51.75

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

102,

Tr.

Maloney prof.

hook you can make a hit al any
19711 birthday party, teat get-

writing analysis from a hobby
into a stimulating and timeconsuming business. Graphology is the
the stu dy of handwnting
tar the pun ..c of character analysis.

ter

Mc

at

de's Symphony No.

Mar.

51 of radio and television at
University
lorthw.tem
chool of Speech, will direct a

With this bandy little radix

Vs cup pm. halms
I cup chopped Inked can-

process.. The
simple wine issuade with grape
atice. saw, water. seam and a

of

with

us 12.

who

died fruits and peels
I5 cup chopped Maraschino
cherries
1 package yellow cake mix

2

,.

shaved chocolate. Serum eight

For Ibc Gemini Creme de

6 tablespoons melted boner

BALLOON WINE
12 -arcane nos Weklfs
frown grape Mice
4, cups sugar
W teaspoon dry yeast. db.
solved M 3 cop hemming...

for 'the childien who would
like to batch the -goinks on-

tripes Sagittarius.

Mie Donald Schmidt,

24

inane.

NOMELROD ; CARE

Bal.

ced cake lave
tweets
sides. Decorate
and

Mn. Frances Althrighf handwriting expert, when the club
meek m I la.m. Jan. 7. at Old
Orchard Country Club.
Reservations for Me meeting should lv made no later
Man Monday. Jan. 5. with

tune making
When chocolate het softened.

dition of liqueurs. Frost be -

Chocolate Cake you will med

pin while the Creme de Chocislate Cake delights the dual
personality of any Gemini and
Harvest kloon Cup Caki. tantarn: the Virgo.

Minneapolis." Now well ad noted to Mount Prospect. Cell
enjoys canning for her family.
including ?dike. Holly and

Lihra holds in
Give and lake Cakes. while
the Black Forest Cake in

cup whipped cream.

strong Opposing Waits of Scot-

rise when es: moved hen: from

to package directors with ad-

balance the

cake.

personwits.

By tem Schneider

maul with Anthrosia Cake.

born natl., every sign of the
Ise sumo. this r reng. Chocolate (aka cr.ted especially to match Inc duality of the Gemini

hoard over pan to keep in heat.

so frosting is in center.
Prepare frosting aeconisng

the crab, (lancer. and Leo la

plicity. Each recipe lakes off
for the heavens with a de lichen butter -rich Sara Lee

[anus' Black Forest Cake to
Baked Alaska 10 tempt the

Cook of the day
Before the spirit leaves you..

while still frame, Mven lop

late Whipped Cream Cake for

Blues

Band for a fee of 52.

Publicatio, 117 S. Mein SC,
Mount P sekant, 60056. Tell

acbording to hornacope predielions made in a new little
booklet by Sara Lee
There is a treat for three

Zodiac fronithetravelingSagitTamping Gemini! Now there's an individualized cake far every personality of the zodiac. Sam

cakes begin with one sale Lee
Golden Cake cut in half
lengthwise. Cut again into six
squares- Mix I cup marshmal-

Lee.
Rd..

Offer workshop

FLK GROVE VILLAGE
The Elk Grave High Boot

valued

By Dolores Hai*
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Fnday January 2 1970

INCLUDED WITH YOUR DINNER AT
NO ADDITIONAL COST

All goth eevie to Eat

OPEN

THE

11 A.M.

NEW

'til 2 A.M.

LemonTree
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

I

WED., FRI. & SAT. RITE

luau*,
the to, &Ma 01

Me

CORD.OVOX

FRIDAY EVENINGS. SEAFOOD DINNERS
PLUS OUR CHICKEN, MEAT BAILS & SALAD BAR
r

MGR. R. W. SHIN

/0/8 lilt 74aput

tad ?wiped

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

784 S. Milwaukee Wheeling, III.
Phone 537-9500
"LAMPUGHTERS NEW MEETING PLACE"

.

THE DAY

A different approach to entertainment

Fnday January 2 1970

Page 10

Br Catherine O'Doondl

small stage in the theater no

placed by the same from the

herein

audience She picked them be

mgrs n the Phemant Run Plat
house has a different ap-

cofur forward and benypno
tmed and she attempted to listen to the sound of her rouse

logic There was no way that
seven people could react at es

proach to entertainment. She

hypnotize the entire audience they were the ones who
at the same lime. Of the seven couldn't get their left arm
who went on the stage, two down when she'd finished, At
,than women and two least not. until she sold them

arty the same time and do the
same thing without months of,
rehearsal. It became uncanny
It reached a point where one

PHEASANT RUN producJr. could not
er Carl Std
have picked a more entertain-

fourth -grade -type

woman pleaded for her husband to be released from the

puts her audience to sleep.
The ones who fall asleep become part of her act, and what
an act it in Miss Collins is a

hypnotdst. the like of whom
would be difficult to find in the
scientific world. She comes on
stage like the last of the red hot
mamas. wearing a black chif-

She

invited volunteers

girls,

to

one

man and one woman were re-

lowest decolletage the law
Should allow. Her blonde can
are piled high on her head and

sans sot, touch that h bewitching, intriguing and just

Neil Simon's comedy hit,

SHE HAS A compelling

'Barefoot in the Park... a the
tummy
offering
of Dm
Plaines Theatre Guild, Isle,

voice. husky and clear, and she

uaranteed to Sweep away any

sat a quick wit. Her sharp

winter doldrums or posbholb
Laugh seekers are urged to

scamper over to Guild Play-

"(:r On A Hot Tin Roof'
seription 'ens, for the Ivanhoe

.con ago

Thurcho.

Thosure

u.

through Sunday. Feb. 15.an.
minTho (:omen. Lois Net-

Cleveland
Playhouse. has zoomed to the.
mi ca! prominence rib
then
the

at

in movio. television and on

Plaines, is assisant to the dire: or. Both appeared on stage in

and vean Guild performer

13 PT Gs Oat

production,
-Summer and Smoke.'

"BAREFOOT In the Perk"
is the hilarious saga ofpeir of

in summer stock and chitGimpy Boyer. 825 N. Del.

Jackie Martin. 1308 Northwest Hwy_ Park Ridge. and
Paul Hawkins, ISO N. Edge.

phis, Perk Ridge. A prods,

brook. Wood I:131C. have the

drces theatre.

"Sweet Bird of Youth."

Thomas Gomez. whose ea.

mer in the theater began 34

roles of Coiie end Paul Bras . the blithe bride and groom.

newlyweds as they At up
housekeeping in a rachely

Flue

will iel.siff the second sub

Fur further information on
the suhscription series or for
reservations for 'Vol' call
248-6800 or write to the
Ivanhog
3t100 N.

Greenwich Village amirtment
with complications provided
by the bride's mother and an
overly friendly. odd -ball
neighbor from the attic above.
Fran Grose, 16.17 Henry.
Dm Plaines, will he seen as

Mrs. Ranks. the impeccably
proper mother who tomes to
visit her daughter and her
grown nn the sixth day of their
marriage and thereby gels

Try a German buffet
Even if you don't know a
ward of German yordll prob-

stuffed breast of veal.

stage. Ile Mats the pmt of Big

Daddy. Ile Ms picked to re- Clark St.. Chicago.

play which
lie produced
and directed by George Keath

Nme Burl hies in the Broad way production and was toot-

ably be speaking it when you
depart the Marriott's 'my German Buffer Lunch now being

nor menu is strictly from the

pr, a smooth German gin,

acting Ample. Alfred Lunt and
I yn Fontaine fie 15 years.

daily in its Windjammer Lounge.
Te German ham is the
brainchild of Iwo Chicago
Marrkin outeutives. Hubert

Nettleton has re-

Slim.

ceived

rage res ices

fir her

pertioniance opposite klauvi
limns and !Margaret
Leighton in the television pro-

d action

illoinhreak
House; which also was direined

Keathles. She re-

1,,

mired the Laurel Award. its
the most promising newesinter.

through Sunday. Jan. 4.

Visibility needed

Alan Mixon. currently onstage with 'the King of
Hearts" will play Brick. He
dangers m
hasIconseen many times at avoid them. says the Chicago
he Ivanhoe. One of his moatMlanra Club-AAA.That is why

,, .,

memottoorable roles was in "The

ttg,.d thtit,

in her tlehm peralfnlanCe in
the novo -Period of Adjustmem" with Jima Fonda and
Tony Franciosii. She has oppearl on television with Jerry

Rote Tai' with Rita Moro tit, to sofa driving Make

Van Dyke.

world premiere of Williams'

no.

Director Keathley. one of
the brightest directors in the
Chicago

area.

directed

the

Dm cast for 'Veer Upon a
the timbcoming

spring productkin of Music on
Stage. was selected last week

Announce
second
play
Masque and Staff of Elk
Grove Village will present its
second play of the season Jan.
30 and 31 and Feb. 6 and 7 in
Dempster J1111iOr High School.

420 W. Dempster St., Mount
wr."

by Tom Venni.. director.
Gordon Palmer. music dims
and Beth Vandenhoon,
choreographer.

The role of Witinifred. the
'shy" princes Originally poi.-

Rayed hy Carol Burnet, will
be played hy Fran Kohn of

"General Seewritten by Ira Lewin.

ho wrote "No Time for Sers
and
"Rmerriary's
Baby." is directed hy Shirley
Johnson and ca. reduced by
Sharon Grainy: and Deanna

ma."

thin And always clear all snow

and ice from the front. rear

and d windows t.

featured

Methods dinictor of food

in the

Des Pin.. Then..

meat dishes featured on a mtating basis including such
Nags with applmame, sauteed
kidneys in red twine, smoked
pig knuckle,. smoked beef
tongue in burgundy sauce and

'GI' Mice and Men" and
"The lemon Conical."

INE PLAY WILL he di

will he nom by Jim Tuverson.
Buffalo Grose and Judy Dapier. Schaumburg, will be the
Minstrel: Hank Vandentoom,

the Witold: Don

Wheeling.

C.o. Mundelein. the Jeater;
Koller,

Darlene
Heights.

Arlington

Sehwmawaelder

or.

The

Marquette,
Do
Plaines. portray George and
klartha the vitriolic college
faculty couple in Edward Al.
bee's drama. John and Madan
Marquette are known to Guild

patrons for their performance

in "Our Town," "The Skin of
Our Teeth" and "The Match.
maker,"

Marquette

has received extensive training
in classical and contemporary
theater. both as an actor and as

director. His wife. Beth, will
Amens assistant director. haring had experience
acting
and directing with the St.

James 'Theater Group of Arlington Heights. as well as the
Des Plaines Theatre Guild.

teaches

Kirschwas-

in

authentic

steins.

Rob. IhrHe is sore she menu
will appeal to NMI. Barrie
should learn now that behind
every man therds a woman.
Try

-Music on Stage" and "Cameo Players." All three were active in the April production of
"Onec Upon a Mattress" by
the "Music on Stage" group:

"Who's Afraid ot, Virginia
Woolf?" is being given m the
fourth program in the "Psychological Challenges of Modern Living" series, sponsored

by Me Maine Adult Evening
School and Forest Hospital,

wiln
Des

Plaines.

The

psycholo-

characters i

Tickets for the play will be

The cast has Guy Marsh in

Jim Gutamer. Mount P.-

ser. " I he Spirit ol Man.

directed in the Arlington Vil-

the title role. Sue Burkhalter
Woman and Li.
playing

pect. double -cast as Sir Harold
and Sir Dudley.

Gerald Murphy. also of Dm
Plaines. plays Nick. the young
professor. Pat Murphy. as he
commonly is called, is a com-

loge Theater.

available at the door for El .50
each. Further information can
the
be obtained by calling

Rena

Seeger.

sel N Boyd McKay and Boh
Johnson Is Captain Peck.

Dancers will belay. Wahl.
Da I
K It D
rho.,id. Jackie Turerson. Pat
Sao

Jim

Guthrie, Ken

Vandenhonm and Rick lands.
The show will he presented
April 3, 4. 5, 0 and
at Elk
Grove High School.
I

I

pa

I

PHONE 255-2125

Plaines Theater Guild, from
Virginia. He is a drama gratin-

ate of Northern Illinoo
mons and is currently teach.
Mg drama at Glmbrook North
High School. He h. appeared

co.u.ntryteteasre
club

rThe Fact
that

we

have

Integrity.
JOHN MILLS
SYLVIA 55 MS BERNARD 1.11115

2 1550 15, 10.15

PLUS

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL
HOME

THOMAS J. DONOVAN. ROBERT E. scmAIR 0.m.er5

ONLY

1:30-4:45-8:00 P.M.

from

yef lucky"
by Don Appel

53.00

I

COO. 1430

maim NORIMW551 Hwy 253 5Q3AIRINDeaIITS. l.PROMEC

Wevlult, 8,1,3 GNI

The Upper Mills seems to have been Fredericks chief

7175:17Q MOR r ICI ANS

interest for a two -fold reason: nature had endowed the vicinity with rare beauty; and the setting was ideal for his plans.

Construction of the Upper Mills is estimated in the early
1680's. No sooner had the the first uprights and joists been
pegged in place before the government of Connecticut was
complaining that Philipse was building on Connecticut

property. The dispute was settled by the moving of the

/-

GWe Compound

Theatre far
Children

CINDERELLA

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

Connecticut bounds y line eastward to its present site near
Port Chester...a testimony to the Philipse power of influence.

Philipse 's house, built in his later years near the mill, was
simple by any period's standards. It was erected on the rock
ledge surrounding the millpond on the north side. Its lower

CHECK

floors were one room wide and two deep while the lower
level had two rooms. a kitchen and a cellar. After the house

THIS SECTION

was built of rough-hewn block of native stone and fieldstone
and mortared with riverbank clay, it was whitewashed and
roofed with hand -split shingles cut near by. A huge, single
chimney rose through the center of the house. There was a
fireplace for the worker's room. two hack -to -back fireplaces
for the family kitchen and foreroom and another pair for the
two bed chambers.
Photo and story rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

f Sleepy 11011011. Resronirions,
Tarryrown. New rent

6Interest

Make all your
new home dreams come true, faster.

WHY

Lost'

SALE

5,
ON SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS

ON GOLDEN
PASSBOOKS

PER ANNUM
PAID QUARTERLY

PER ANNUM
PAID QUARTERLY

Lorraine.
Anne
Shop
18 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights, HI.
CL 3.5909

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -5'A% Guaranteed Interest on

Vol

GROUP OF JEWELRY

"a girl could

This was the country home of Frederick Philipse, principle figure in one of our nation's earliest- success stories.
The house and Mill shown here are part of a 20 acre manor...all that is left of the vast holdings of Frederick Philipse,
which once covered 200 square miles and extended from
New York City to Albany.
Immigrating from the Netherlands in, the mid I600's,
Frederick began his career as a Carpenter for Peter Stuyvesant, royal governor of the Dutch colonies. Within a few
years he was owner of several parcels of land. Through his
keen business sense and restless spirit of enterprise, Frederick built these holdings into one of the greatest real estate
empires in the new world.
by royal patent, Frederick Philipse was
designated lord of Philipsburg Manor. All this land was a
challenge to his creative business drive. For better management of the manor he developed two central settlements.
One was at Yonkers to the south; the other near the mouth
of the Pocantico in present-day North Tarrytown. Gristmills
were erected at each location as milling of flour would take
precedence over all other activities.
.

DRESSES, JUMPERS,

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents
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SAT. SUN. WED.

kintScSati

January Clearance

Al 1/2 PRICE,

'5.95

_NOM LESTER ea.

Ore, a Hall Century of Respected heroic

299-7187.

PLUS,

from

several

served

generations of the same family
speaks for our service, for our

Maine Adult Evening School:,

AND KNIT SUITS.

THEATRE'

8:00 P.M. ONLY

Mn. and Mrs. Woulds and
Patterson have all been associ-

Philipsburg Manor,
Tarrytown, New York

THIS PROGRAM IS RATED G

Heights will be production

SPORTSWEAR, BLOUSES,
SCUFF SLIPPERS,
CO-ORDINATES,

DINNER' \

MON. TUES.
THURS. FRI.

STARTS THURSDAT_
ON OUR WIDE BRILLIANT
SCREEN thl COLOR

Starts Mon., Jan. 5th

NOW
SHOWING

OLIVER

S2.50 (for students on Fridays
only, 51.251. Guild Playhouse
is located at 620 Lee St., Des

D

Li A Akita/M.
THEATRE

from nom to 8 pol. Price is

nit

mootd.. He has acted and

as

produetion,"Barefoot in the Park," goes over some of the details
for the comedy with her assistant, Greg Gale, 830 Clark Ln., Des
Plaines, a Harper College freshman.

l be discussed by a panel of
experts after the oirformance.

Doug Patterson of Arling-

Father plays the corporal
t
and C )
Irk, Mx
ant colonel. Bonny Vern Johnson is Fargo.)
',Nude..
Chris Tr:1Mol acts the part of
Major Genoa] Vohs. Au Has-

and Delivery Man.
Curtain little for all perfomiance, 8.30 pan. Tickets
may be reserved now by calling the box office, 196-1211.

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

Nancy Kole, director of Des Plaines 'theatre Guild's next

gical significance of the play

-d of the

Dame High School Tor Boys.
He played in the channel 5 TV

Brodersen

other publication.

Homes

16114w1
ssig.
1

a

English and drama at Notre

Skibski.

W.

Menomonee, Chicago. and
Doug Patterson. 2123 E. Park,
Arlington Heights. complete
the cast as the Telephone Man

clear, potent (don't go
beck to the office, liquor. and
Asbach Uralt, an Old World

Lou

12.,

mburbs Mall any

$F4

LI

Arlington
Heights. the Nightingale, and

Princess

Lindemann.

otic food and drink.
Mike Lucchesi. 350

glide* "Best Off Broadway;'

meted by Mike Won. of

alldilOQUill of hie. South.
Doe and TaAott. Park Ridge.

upstairs

neighbor. Victor Vela., who
has an inclination toward ex-

atcd with the amateur theater

In

Schaumburg. Born and educated in London, Mile is
metallurgist by profession. He

Sir Harry and lady Larkin

01 i I don -the -prowl

Hotel general manager

tempting items , veal dump-

13. The pro -

gram begins at 8 pin. hi the

to

Great
American

touch of Moselle and Rhine
...and i'Happy New Year.

lite:day. Jan.

Beth Would% of Schaumburg.

Rhineland. It features such
favorites as Tasche Steinhae-

beer

Arlington
Heights. he King and (Awn
rolls will betaken hy klike and

Afraid of Virginia Woolfr on

Silo tat 0101 Inn lm

ACIOATni"

Sauer,ter 9700 N. Dee Rd..
Des P/aines. will portray the

set at Maine South Auditorium
Maroon Mar sleet. cotta tidenAd

e Buyer's Guide

J

tannin.
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it few belts of Ileineger draft

Guild Pcniintimt or "Win?'

Patterson of

Along with the food, the lig-

`Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf'
John and

there through Saturday...1..3.
Call 584-1454 for reserve lions. You'll enjoy it.

brandy served in :t snifter. Add

and heveram, and Manfred
Mork, executive chef. Both
were trained in thing, culinary
in Germany. There are 20

Elmwood Turk. IiHnee Daunt
less will he portrayed hy Doug

dates. Des Plain,. Rom Na-

Prospect.
the play.

tutu ,

before mi get underway.

Announce caning
Mattress."

your windshield wipers

aid d.t
111211

he holiday.
show fro
There were crowds waiting Me

ing

taining evening.
The Pat Collins show will be

Ed

P.

star in the Te1111.55555e Williams

le,

few friends It was an altogeth

caught up in some scanting ad ventures.

'loon and Alisn Mixon will

"The King of Hearts.' with
to successful. He worked With Mixon. Murray klatheson and
America's most distinguishd Jane A. Johnston. will play

12( tu how

soloing back and bringing a

rill=1111111

don coordlnetor. and Greg
Gale, 830 Clark 1.n., Des

ouse any Friday or Saturday
tight. beginning lab
material to keep the au
lo andience doubtful about whether "goy this caper, which ha
mon enthusimic mornls
they should snicker or no,
wherever it plays. The play
They do. In fact, on -opening
nigh, they roared. and the will begven on thee mimes.
ire contends through Salon
laughing began almost as soon
as the curtain was up bn the day. Jan. 24.
"Barefoot" is base dimeted by Nancy Kole, 3856
N. Kenneth, Chicago, who appeered last March M 'it, Delicate Balance" at Guild Playhouse She has extensive acting and directing credits with
Theatre First in Chicago and

comments oith pat mough

`Cat' to kick-off
Ivanhoe series

ar

er different and highly enter

opens

ay let -down feelings.

tongue proves ante again that

Satunlny. Inn. 3. 'Mere are dinner shows and calumet .shows. For
reservations, call 584-1450 or in Chicago, 261.70143.

At first, her ability to make

The doubt was dopers. by

next Friday

her heavily madoup eyes and
fantastic false eyelashes give
has highly skilled performance

there is no performer like a
good ad libber. She spices her

they could.

`B a refo o t'

fon over white gown with the

great.

muse after her trotructions to
concentrate on one obt. and

lobby for the second perform
once There were some in the
audience who atif they were

spell and sent back to his table
Don t
worry
honey

You won, be
purred Pat
able to handle him tonight
wren 1 was him hack

Pat Collins who is appear

Look long enough into those hypnode eyes and you'll fall
Weep. That's just what hypnotist
Collins is asking her at.
dimes to do at the Plienont Run Playhouse from now through

strangers do what she wanted
was met with some skepticism
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Philipsburg Manor,
Tarrytown, New York
This was the country home of Frederick Philipse, principle figure in one of our nation's earliest success stories.
The house and Mill shown here are part of a 20 acre man-

.11

or...all that is left of the vast holdings of Frederick Philipse,

which once covered 200 square miles and extended from
New York City to Albany.

Immigrating from the Netherlands in the mid 1600's,
Frederick began his career as a carpenter for Peter Stuyvesant, royal governor of the Dutch colonies. Within a few
years he was owner of several parcels of land. Through his
keen business sense and restless spirit of enterprise, Frederick built these holdings into one of the greatest real estate
empires in the new world.
lg.' 162j, by royal patent, Frederick Philipse was
designated lord of Philipsburg Manor. All this land was a
challenge to his creative business drive. For better management of the manor he developed two central settlements.
One was at Yonkers to the south; the other near the mouth
of the Pocantico in present-day North Tarrytown. Gristmills
were erected at each location as Alining of flour would take
precedence over all other activities.

The Upper Mills seems to have been Fredericks chief
interest for a two -fold reason: nature had endowed the vicinity with rare beauty; and the setting was ideal for his plans.

Construction of the Upper Mills is estimated in the early
1680's. No sooner had the the first uprights and joists been
pegged in place before the government of Connecticut was
complaining that Philipse was building on Connecticut
property. The dispute was settled by the moving of the
Connecticut boundry line eastward to its present site near
Port Chester...a testimony to the Philipse power of influence.

ric

.01.

Philipse's house, built in his later years near the mill, was
simple by any period's standards. 1 t was erected on the rock
ledge surrounding the millpond on the north side. Its lower

_2'

O.

CHECK

floors were one room wide and two deep while the lower
level had two rooms: a kitchen and a cellar. After the house

THIS SECTION

was built of rough-hewn block of native stone and fieldstone
and mortared with riverbank clay, it was whitewashed and
roofed with hand -split shingles cut near by. A huge, single
chimney rose through the center of the house. There was a
fireplace for the worker's room, two back-to-back fireplaces
for the family kitchen and foreroom and another pair for the
two bed chambers.
Photo and story material courtesy

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

of Sleepy Hollow Restorations,
Tarrytimm, New York

"
all your
new home dreams come
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true, faster.

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in' by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51/4% Guaranteed Interest on

savings certificates (Bell even offers

-

on Savir.,s Certificates.
Only S1000 Minimum Deposit. Choose
6 -month to 5 -year maturities.

a Tax -

Deferred Interest,Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

pt.

that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
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Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.
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opens 3d unit,
471 homes
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Clay joins FBK staff
Vincent M. 'Clay. 1012 Box-

wood Dr, Mount

Prospect.

has passed the Illinos state license examination for real es.

am mlesmen and joined the
Reiff of F -B -K, Inc., Realtors,

of Arlington Heights.
Before.taking the state cmamination Clay attended the

v no plan to lake heir bike or
hrokei lumnse 010115.
Die course sponsored

h

Real Estate Education Carp.
500 N.
St., Chicago.
beRith a new session at Ole brook South Htgh School.

Glenview

Jan. 5. The warm also hegins

Chico. Loop seits.0 Tuesda
evening. Jan_ 6. al John Mar

program for men and women

shall Law School.

Hoffman EsIgles. 11110 001.
Unit 0111 toll 471 honme and is

vale. at $15.5 million. lhe

community was opened in
January. le. hlore than 1111

The better the
business home
the better the

ramifies are currently living at
WioSion

The Odstol, a seven -room, three -bedroom ranch, is one of five

being bunt by the Winston Development Com. at Ela and Allanquip RM. in Hoffman Estates.
The 110011,1 mall
bedroorts grouped together in one

Two prestlee ease to those

wine aim, from the activity center, two full baths, living room
and faunal dining room mid a family room with direct access to

Imo alork

-Amino Alma. Imildin...110N1010
0
omen
&sited and reattion
and haunt,. (MindImams. now.

The Bristol offers more than 1,600 square fed of

on promise nil fit
fike a ssid
.01.t. i

lid net :moote ills

Model hones are located at 101 W. Norman Dr. (Re 62, one
mile west of Roselle Rd.) are mien for inspec0on daily from 9
am. until 7 pen.

the rear terrace and the family sized kitchen. The attached two -

e110
0enk t1.0

Real estate
transfers listed

How do you find
a home you can

i
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CENTER MIRTH

OHRE BUILDING

Cook County Recorder Sid-

my R. Olsen listed the!eow-

really afford?

15.75

ity

real estate

transfers in

Maine and Wheeling townships for the week ending Dec.

Per SAFI.

Price is indicated by SI in
state revenue stamps for each
51,000 iii market value.

Da Plaines, 1315 Carol
Ln., Florence S. Raylield to
Victor J. Mtkos,
1e: 934
Greenview Av.. Emily L.

He\ 013110014
(1reff e TENTER
wm.

Head to Geroge B. Head. 5111

E. Grant Dr., Edward F.
Mondry mlolin R,..W
DI;
722 Algonquin Rd Maurice
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wimmmm,
We want to make
You feel at home.
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$33,900.
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13IR Jeannette Si. Nathan
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Tye A one coil rent the others eke sand live
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I I
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Peter Oliver° to Wenzel Figen. 538,551 Berskire. Mayfair
Lumber Co.. Inc. to Frank
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Warrington Rd.. John W. Be.
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Mai..

Ask

Developers, Inc.. $20.

BAIRD & WARNER

319 S. Carlyle Pl., John B.
Ashton to John A. Ryerson.
$34; 342 S. Gibbons, Joseph F.

We know how.

Kempf to lawyers Title Is
sunince Corp.. Virginia. e35;
1124 Carlyle Cl. Hornequity.
Inc. to Frank W. Townsend.
551; 1109 W. Fairview Av..
Thomas R. Darcy to Harry S.
Burk. Jr.. 523.

Since /855...a E90100
m real estate.

tot4,44.

22 N.
Pear Tree en.,
Charles L. Rester toJames M.
Collier. MI; 403 E. Lynn-

220 E Northwest Hwy. 3921855

I

D.o.E. Ritter, 5.10.511: 1710
W. Oakum, Robert P. Nelson
Bullanl, 522: 513
to Merle
S. Reuter Dr., Joan E. iissner
to George E. Crispin, 523.50.
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the Bristol is a three-hedroom
ranch with two baths and over
IMO square feet of living
space, the Chidsen is an eight.
room. two and a half -Nth split
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Aare low inter., loon.
ASK FOR BOB AYRES

'2

Ken Wink

Dori Ellis

Bob Ayres

Bob Yeoman

Myrle Johnston

Fran Parker

Dorothy Mclmyre, Sec.y.

Ithige was deadly on jum-

it with a fielder and put the

pers from 15 feet, and he and

so much to the
Huskies in recent weeks. hurt
110th ankles in a inorMesseinh
iinal and was consider..
doubtful
ill10 the evening encounter.
Bnice Frsse came down

to Ted Ear, and they have four children, Vance, (;aye, Melody and April,
Stuart Edinoff was educated al the New York

Univenity, receiving his degree in hosine,
a...oration. Ile has had a baekeniend In mks being do ind.trial sales for five years covering
the midwest area.

ref

and the transferred owner says selll So let us show
you this custom brick
Eli -Level with its 3 -good size bedrooms, big family
room and 2 full baths.
Many wonderful features including central air conditioning
lovely neighborhood.

-011icsi to

Ask
BAIRD

Serre you.

mbar RECO*, INC.

(01.12)
Mt. Prospect

ibithalimsmice

WARNER

We knOW now.

$43,900

2S9 E. Rood Rood

27 Chit. &

CL3.7600
Member M.A.P. Multiple;Listing Service

.yf V4
adNa*O'AeoptiOP''..4.0%29°'

Integrity In Real Estate
5ineo 1923

Unice..
Irwin

.

12 East Busse Ave.

mast... Library,

Mt. hasped, Ill.

MernlininiA1,

'the Chagoans
011110
held a

16 -

Iced
quarter and led Ity
as much as I I in the second

period ham Hersey was able
to put anyling together.

A THREE -POINTER and
a jump shot by Ithige reduced
the margin to 22-17. hut urinal
by Morgan Park gave
Mustang, a 24-17 halftime
advantage. More important at

January 2.
1970

259-0200

the

But

Huskies regained

baskets to ensure

ly came up wish a field goal

Nolo

with 57 seconds remaining
in.the period.

Panetta
Denby

day, the Huskies had canoederaide trouble with tiny Lewis
town Wendesday recoiling Ix.
cfoanes.caping with a 46.40 de-

gave his team the lead for
tholmerb;usp2,4-2.5.,,,,,A pretty hark

An atrocious 22 per cent

and put Honey on top by 3227.

Shooting percentage from the

II

0

0

School beginning at e:311 a.m_

The meet. which may be the
first jayvee tourney ever held
in this area. is being pot on by

coach Norm Lovelace of the
host school. Some of the

schools ...ling in the affair
will be host Elk Oro.. For.
Prospect.

Hersey,

East. powerful East
Leyden and Rockford East.

hlaone

FIRST ROUND action will
held tomorrow morning
nners will advance to
and
the efrunpionthip and sem
be

sold. matches at 3:30 p.m.
According to Lovelace. "If a
boy wins his first match hes

SCORE RV QUARTERS

frame of basketball and then.
terns to conference action 10morrow evening wnh bout at
St. Ignates.
11w Lions are fowls front a

was named to the all -Morn.,
nom
mem Tuesday night at

&hie obstacle to the Linos.

12

G

8

17

Lewistown

Notrc Dame

curacy have been the Pirates'
main troubles so far, and with
more than a week off for mac-

-

the forwards will probably be
Pellet
Mark Keehand and either
Steve Carley

Damenotch in the Notre

JamssAe,

14

Washington

14 46
13 40

Orr
Keating

probably be
making due
high -scoring Terry Cullen and
quick little Boh Rosh.

19

0
0

0

0

8 IT 19

LEWISTON 1401

PLAYER

F

Powell
Durso

7
2

1

Parrots

2

2

lacohy

3

I

I

co .Norm week of campaign ing. Norm Jones. Pirates have

51 -36, for thinl place. Farm-

Notre Dame, which is area
ranked and already owns an

to. Palatine
he. idle gamewise.
a
did not

Solosvictory over rated

and thus has
has had time to pre Pare for this content. their only
action this week.

Niles West.

ESPECIALLY

1/PADLY

LEO BY ono all-around

when the Licms lake the COUrt

lice, Jams and new may have
Nat licked.
Also playing for the Pirates

are jumping jack Rusty Sehnert.

2

0

I

Hersey

5

5

Morgan

0

I

Is their big center. Dave Kaskin. The curly -headed Lion is
e top rebounder who h elsok

play of center-fonvard Dave
Haebach and the fine outside
shobting of Jeff Algaicr, the

out of the tournament." He
added that there was too much
red tape to include a consolation bracket.

Bob Carr, Chris An-

16

natius down to size.

hoping the meet will season

than

try mks have been laid downlong

that line. 'None of the
ha. wrestled in more
than two earthy meets," the
Gren mentor said. -II we let
hoys with more varsity experience in. the meet would

and we don't want that."

real good 9010000. With those
h ig boys they hove thy simply
overpower moss learns."

Second -place

mounted with a R.6. Doug

Maine South scored 54 mew
with sister -Central Suburban
school Niles West capturing
third with 4610 points.

won it fd?
Anderson's M.
Thornridge with Nlaine South s
Jack Forney second at 7.75.

62:1/2

points.

werent any tunior-varisty. I
think Thai 0000 we have four
levels each boy should have am

equal epportunity at all types
of competition,"
ff tomorrow's mod is suemssful. Los ela. said that it
may become an anode! event.

"I'm hoping it

mate Randy Jesperson popped
in I I and Hedges snared a do.

m,aged to bring home the
first place trophy from the Si

cn. Die I alcons were put into
the third.plune game by eventual champion York. M1147.

Ignatius Relays held at Si Patrick Tuesday.

SL Viator's Sealions fell vicswimming

squads

but

still

The meet w. afar cry from
last year's meet in which the
Sodium took all 10 events. Vidor coach Charlie Mondi
used some swimmers who
t'mild not normally see action,
and the result was a mere"
seven firsts for his mew.

HOST ST. PATRICK

placed second in the meet with

the "Mond[ Machine." No.
Dame.. third with 76 points.

Olover, licrsey's aoph cage

garnered 40 and South Shores
TRW). sophomore squad had

against Elk Grove while Jeff

Heights
hh ockey. teams, the MeEnermy

Insurance Bantam squad and

Kozel had 11 in the New Trier
encounter and 14 opposite Elk
Grove.
Elk Grow hod won Reopen
ing game over Batavia 50-39,
before losing to Hersey. John

t he Arlington Jaycee

Atli:m.1kt, paced the Gren
sCorma with 12 points. The
Grens bounced hack to take
home the third -place trophy

Minor Hawks Red, the top

Present book
Skokie

Valley Power
Squadron. a unit of the United
Slates ?noir Squedrone
recently presented a corn-

pfimentasy copy of their textbook. -Piloting. Seamanship
and Small Boat Handling," to
tart Librarian Mrs. Eleanor C.
Miller and the school'. Mai. -

tart principel. Alvin Kuliele.

PeeWees, lost Saturday at the
Polar Dome in East Dundee.

Maoist totaled fth, Si Ignatius

6-1 pasting at the hands of the
team in the league. Dethite the

loss. the McEnerneys played
their best game of the year

tipinst a dub that has won
mi na. this se .on by such
scores as 14-0 and 17-2. Scoring the goal for the

pre goalie Dirk Franzen. who
aimed wide 56 shots.

who nearly pulled the race

Victor back on the winning

fillinCially lo remain 00 rert1
year's schedule. "This 000 of
thing has to be selfaupportLovelace waned.
lag,
hope that the fans do.owne out

bwause it will be real good
competition."
THE EARLY meet favorite
would have to be East Leyden.

in Lovelace's estimation. But,
he says, the big winner could
be the hundreds of junior-vorsky athletes in the area who un-

deign a two-week period of
non-ectivity event (theism..

one the trammanpoline. Again o
won it with
Theonridge
an 0.2. and again Maine South

had the runner-up in Steve Olsen with u
Rich Dam:aster brought
home the final Maine West

Maine West did not co.
pea do the first even. floor ut-

misc. the only one of the 12
schools entered failing to
wore Flessmores Circe has
wien the free ex with a
Sob Homewood
7.25 attnpote.
on the side
also took
I.3
as Nlarc Zia hit an
8.3 routine with Chili Pun lo of Mine South second and
Rith Slipke oil the Warriors

Ilth with ;Gil.

West Bob Gillespie earned
seven points with a fifth place
he olir
on the high bar

to clinch second place in the
nwei. and NOtre Dante placed

leadek

oil. Notre noon ,on,

de-

ning the First Annual Sophomore Invitattonal swinudiny

foursome, which had qualified
third in the preliminaries. heat

meet held at Maine Fast Sand-

n the medley relay 00. O.m

Fitzsimmons

also

favored Glenbrook North but
lost by a hand touch on
judge's decision to the Titans
of Glenbrook South. OBS was
litmd in 2:1015.
Rick Moran and Eddie
Moore of Thator were the only
melt competithfs to break the
Niles and Glenbrook domino don of the 200 freestyle. MO ran was second in 2:11.5 and
Moore was sixth in 2,20.7.
Savage followed vitth a vein

four. Niles Esst failed to score.

in the 200 individual medley.

DICK HTZSIMMONS of

stroking in es the fetish in
2:25.2. Bob Wadman ofMaine
East was right behind for sec-

Se Viator was the top are. per-

former in the meet. taking a
pair of individual fors. in the
50.yard freestyle and the 100
freestyle.

ond in 229.4, and Ralph Gil'baleen of Maine WeS1 was
a
fifth.

with 25.1 Mike Richertz
got Hermys only pomos with a

third place finish in 25.8 and
Dean Kato. and Ken Brown
of Maine West were fifth and
sixth, respectively.
Matow East got I points in
the diving event, as Steve Giar-

dini and John Hall placed fir.
and third respectively. Joe
DiFranco of Maine West was
Darn
and Chin O'Rourke
was fifth for Viator.
The
Demons continued
thcir winning streak as Wad man outswam the field in the
100 buiterey. He was docked
in 1.05.1, three seconds ahead

of Savage, who took second.
Jack Tookey of Maine West
was fourth.
Fitzsimmons followed with
his second victory as ha me -

Fitzhugh makes presentation
Harry L. Fitzhugh of Ard Charles on Jan. 7,
B eaton Heights, executive secretery of the Illinois High

followed by winning the 200

School Association, will make
one of the major presentationsduring the National Federation of State 1-411 School
Athletic Associations NonAthletic Conference, to be

free

held at Pheasant Run in Si

in

and

apparently won the race. was
disqualified on a mall techni-

til. ViatOrl Sra11001 Ca=
within a hand touch of win-

Maine West meth 44, Maine

relay

fall in the 4011 -yard free relay.
Pats took second with a 3.45.7

the

Nil. West claimed second in
the ,rson of Rick Kuser with

a 7.5. Third went to Maine
South's Farney with a 6.7.

Gary Veber ompeted on
the ringx. for Wesi enamored it

4.55. A 705 from Rich Ippohet of Rich Central was championship soirilig. but Niles
West again had a hand in the
ribbons. Hob (3onlon gave the

Indians Ill points with a 7.35
Farm, of Maine

SA I. E R NO. HALAS.

man Jim Campana. who had

...ken

bars.

dared the winner in 2,11.e.

on

The Sealions got a had break
the nem one, the 2101
bremestroke relay Anchor-

with a founh on the pnrFlessmore got its
third event championship with
an .5 performance while
51101

South was fourth with 7.2_

Lynch and Stretch Lavin em
dot the mar with a stunning
10.2 s.ond victoo Over the

viaTop PICKED up an-

East with 33, Maine South
with eight. Glenbrook North
with seven and Hersey with

sophomore

300

I:54.4.

other first in the 50 free. as F10
(Ammons charged into the tin-

Not to be outdone. lour Sea -

win the 200 freshman ftee telay in 1,49.0. Notre Dame was
fourth in 1:55.8.
Savage, Fitzsimmons, Den Ns Duffy,and Mike Schroeder

the

in

joined

lion sophomores got the gold
no the soph 200 medley. Dan

THE FOUR frmhtlan

winning

relay

Notre Dame placed third in

Bob Rachman, Mike Schee.
der and mark Savage do the
enthial medley relay., The

By George Hal.

the Sofrions in the final standlogs web 54 points, then came

Notre Dame
1'490
placed third with a 1:53.5.

by

backstroke

pollee. of the evening with a
Rol
6.0 and seven more team

third in the event and thirst in

the wet

Viator sophs a hand short

medley thlay in 2,12 7, Notre
Dame placed third in 0:10.0.

h9l.R.sa. George Dales ad
Rich Lynch obliged by win ning the gold medals with a

Tom Gallagher. Ed Schee
telt. Burns and Rill Geiser put
track

out.

(ilenbrook South followed

joined Bambi and lverthn to

busiest man on the the wasJay-

first. Notre Dame got a fine effort from Tom Romeo to
place third.

Vector

Iversen sweeping the 200 -yard

puck from the blue line.
ems of a 14-0 drubbing by the
Dundee VFW, The loss moved
their season slate to 0-8. The

lay, with Pars again taking

St.

the needed two points.

210

a

magic

The

Mike "Bambi" &dere°. Mike
CeKont, Don Glover and Jeff

Now II was the varsity's

in

abruptly ended hi the varsity
200 free relay as St. Patrick
edged the Scalions by 2 seconds despite the efforts of anchorman Jeff "Strecth" La -

the Vikings A judgets decision

nee Klemm, who slapped in the

The lay.. were the sec-

fourth in Ow 000 butterfly re-

lion freshmen foursome of

turned, bet this erne Mick
Michuda and Craig Wolfe

McEncroeys was captain Per-

ing.

day. placing second to Niles
North with 01 ;mints to 63 for

.

Iwo
row, felling to

loswev

26.
11th meet opened with a Sea -

Burns, Randy Roberston,
Mark Savor and Dick Fit The McEnernes.s dropped
00. clocked l"
their record to 2.fi, suffering a

VIATOR MADE it

1,42.2. The Dons placed third
In this one with a 1:47.5 clodk-

100 points et the 114 total for

tournament. No team
came close to them." Bruce

Arlington

Lovelace Messed that the

and parallel ban to finish with
and
on 18 -point total. five points
behind BarringrOn and seven
poiw ahead of aidcolmWay.

TONY KURTZ picked up
Mow pints fora 5.25 mark

Lions mop up at Ignatius relays
tim to a couple or keyed -up

Ilpth

such as frekethall, could hold
meet must at 1000 hreak even

freshman, sophomore and oarsity tomnaments but there

the

12

3.

natius as the Waive.: are tied

each on the high bar

sons for putting on the event,

junior varsity wrestlers and en-

said. ''York was the class of

and

II

couldn't do themselves
any harm if they brought Ig-

home. three on the tramp and

sity.

meet, according to Lovelace. is
to give the jayvees some tournament
competition_ "I'm

and and a 52-35 triumph

versus Noy Tricr

17

and

West scored a point on Ade

the sub -varsity affairs also.

de.

be .id."There are a lot of

fOREST VIEW also had

Ileights hockey
squads drubbed
at Polar Dome

7

a favor by knocki. off Ig-

was fourth with 45 points.
The Warriors of Maine

to use this format instead." Whcn asked his r.

Thc met will be solely Wn

opened with a win. defeating
Fenton. 49-34. Rick Hoyt hit
17 for Form: Vie, while ta

menthe observed, "They're a

7 53

Catholic fur the top slot at 341,
The LiOlki boast a 2-1 record

ed some of the states toughs.
gym unit lac oral- the title with

gilded

The main purpose of the

versos the hint Elk (Wove contingent in the
Leonwd was high point

man for the Huskies in both
games, hitting 20 in each of
them. Clarke, who scored the
winning bucket in the second
overtime. had 12 poinft in the
New Trier haute_ Dave Zarc
lugged 17 against the Glens.
Leona& added 20 rebounds

17

with DeLaSalle and Marian

day evening.
Hommvoothlrlossmore bod-

elmference tu urney. but

junior-varisty tournaments, a
lot of ideas could come out."
H1 added that other sports,

Fred Less. of Forest View

10 12
Park

Tomorrow's test will bring

Thormidge intlional Tues-

the extra experience will give
the boy that little impetus he
needs to move up to the var-

a

New Trier East in the opening

7

the Lions hook to the Chicago -

land Prcp League race. Viator
could do the rest of the league

drilla° and Charley Phi/lips.

Maine West's struggling
gymnasts topped Lincoln -Way
and Hinsdale South but had no
strength 105 to power past the
other nine schools in the

junior varsity tournament originated with Lovelace."' was
thinking 01 having it like a

double overtime win against

BY QUAR MRS

SC
3

Maine West gymnasts finish
10th in Thornrict2T invite

While the Gone are fresh
non Or a rather

by stopping the Forest View

finals with a thrilling 41145

3

also sce some action. The piety -

goes well. If
other coaches me the worth of

After the tourr.itent. muss
of the coaches emceed. that
York was definitely IS. top
team in the tourney and deserved to be champs. Coach

4

2

Mike

York height tops sophs

and John Clarke with I I.
Hersey won the hank in the

I

17 15 15 24

HERSEY Mt
O
O

TOTALS

practically he a varsity meet

had eight.

111

mum. Joe Trawnski should

Dame Christmas Classic tour.
name. having played as
recently as Tuesday evening.
Vidor showed promise in that
tourney by coming very close
to heating revoked farrago,.
then hurrying Little Flower,

also pointed out that maybe

Ridges was top man fin the
Falcons with I?. and
was next with nine and Hoyt

FP

B

,TOT4LS

Fisher

Teem speed and field goal so -

Teaming.. with Kaskic at

If he lows his first match. he's

12

9 20 16

4

Hersey

Thomas
Lindstrom

Pinta can provide fa

adept at scoring field gads. He

tit. Vidor hosts neighboring
Palatine unite. for a friendly

mme of the boys under tournament conditions." Luvelace

in the consolation
game. 36.33. The (ions made
strong fourth period comeback. High point -man for the
Falcons 0.0 Jay Hedges with

0

SV greets Pirates tonight, Ignatius Sat.

guaranteed two more matches.

Falcons

7

5

MORGAN PARK 1491

2

PLAY ER

Prase
Feige

.

22

13 14 IS 25

B

Powell
Spry

DURSO AND JaCohy each
had two of the Imcketa in the
rally, and a foul shot by Durso

toilet Catholic grew on Toes

3

Lindstrom

R

UOTAIS

TOTALS
PLAYER

up

2

I

Erase

Graham
Groalaud

HERSEY (46)

intermission sod
with 12 stralght
points before the Indians final the

came

4

Zempel

Grove invents JV wrestling tourney
A junior -varsity wrestling
tournament will he held to at Elk Grove High

0

Sipe

their .mposure immedistely
after

Herrick
Grothich

HOST TIIORNRIDGF:

Prospect High School A.is-

AN a.t.e. re.

s Pegs.,

Al the outset of the affair it
looked like Morgan Park was
going to make a runaway ofd?

SPIRTS

with IT Phil Tarrant with IS

:m eight -week course at the Real Estate Education
Comp. She has 12 years experience in direct sales.
For relaxation she esijoys bowling and is the
publicity elssirtnall for her PTA and is it pool nnleer and board member of the PTA. She's married

50 YEARS OF SERVICE

three He
the win.

er with 14 pith., sank the last

Hersey. After beating a rugged

Friday.

andout Mark Leonard

Mari. L. Faro was ...tea on the far nurlhwent side of Chicago. She ottmded Fast Leyden

Des Plaines

Pow hot-shotting void Dick Pow-

ell were mainly responsible for
offemive surge.
Powell pumped in 15 points.

Page 13

slight comeback in the second
half, but it was-n't enough. The
scorers for Hersey
leading

Adult education Course in real estate .d0 and

Des Plaines

board to six for Hersey omake
a25 -IX halftime lead.

finals wss not . easy one for

gut me nipped by laming

The York halleluh. with a

Bob Polder, sales sthomter Of the Iles Plebes office, proudly adds two paters to Gladstone,
Sales Gallery of associates.
Became of the recent expansion to Gladstone, new 010 Grose Village office, room is noir
available for . increase in the residential sales staff at the Ites Plaines office. Two of 150 four
opmines are well taken by Mari. Faro and Stuart Filinoff (right). who have almost completed the
Real rstate Sales Training Program taught by GindSiOne'S new owner, 011Inageni, attorneys and
appraisers. The next new doss starts the fist week of the new year.

1443 Ashland

thad at 37-31.

lone field goal. Scott Edge tied

Basketball Tournament earlier
this week.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

1453 Ashland

his troubles this maws hut

mem hit a lolArjUrklp shot and

57. in the chatopionship Pow
of the Elk Grove Sophomore

Emery McIntyre, Sales Mgr. Ted Wrobel, Voce Pres.

CALL US FOR PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONALIZED
REAL ESTATE SERVICE

awe forward has been hiving

mound a Mustang free throw
brought Hersey within one,
end another Feige nvmpointer
gave the Husk. their first

before fouling MA in the overtime period.

their height advantage to overpower the Hersey Huskies. 7e-

ITS A BEAUTY!

Ruth Wendt

IIIE REAL story of the

a

hlt0 his own in this tour.

thee the game. Big thin Spry.

eight straight markers -to take 0
seemingly safe) 4641 lead with

The path to the consolation

short jumper by the
...throw Powell sandwiched
and

and picked up 21 key poi.

eloskies on top with two free
throws. and then chanty shots

stanza as Durso, the high scot-

eings got hot and rolled up

second quarter when the Indiens put 17 points on the

THE. IDEA of holding

85 X 150

OUR STAFF OF FULL TIME SALESPEOPLE

less.

A FIRED -UP Hersey team
dominated the overtime period
after spotting the M thtangs a

than to cart a 44-23 lead to the
locker room at the half.

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!
ADJOINING PROPERTIES -- R-5 ZONING

$33,e4o.

made

this night he came off the
bench in the seised quarter

of the title match modal.

w/oesere

Huskies

the final 43 seconds.

The Dukes of Thrk used

# A NEW HOME

$30,900

the

0

Feige

43 seconds lef. Powell came
through once more with a free
throw and a lay. and after an
errant Morgan Park foul shot
as pulled down by Hersey,
Jacoby hit his unforgettable

their first seriOns threat of the

R EPR Spry

PLAYER

,..-111e, aielilak..iesn,winerethsprerumity,

libuisykiinesthcin
thn..i...t.m...pereaod 1,9,,,..0

Drives by Feige and Powell

Edge Last year's second leading MSL scorer and all.donfers

MeDukes in the second quar-

$26,900

Michael

46-46. 'that shot climaxed an
amazing Husk ie rally'siet law
Roger Steingraber
club
come (torn a 46-41 deficit in

64, hit 60 per cent from the
field. Fine defensive ploy Sy

nl

alarms,

center

game. then. would have to he

O

;

end ...a.. firm floor fornily noon plui paneled roc.

althongh he did 0 line job on

ainng to tie the contest at

front line that averages close to

onnund for the kids wish pool, ploy noury, swing se.

Pant,. fouled out ear-

sophomore

vided the heroics in reguletion
time by sinking a 25-forit jump
shot with only four seconds re-

View.

1210 Race. Jerry R. West -

Mick end from. Ranch. J gewooms.
bulbs, large kWh, forge mom W. Ret

Skler only

101

THE HUSKIES made a

SPACE TO GROW

Morgan Park kept the lead
throughout the third ;Wither
after Pancrau fouled out
while trying to stop Washington. But with the scoreboard
3529 after dung
reading

.played. however, although the

wenorth-

FOR THE NEW YEAR '`)(

n 'his 3 B.R. Brick Ronrh. Over hall on acre of play

Homy had a 41-38 edge.
But all of a sudden the Mus-

Knolls. the firm: minim pr.
eels iodide. Hunting Rid,. x
nommunity of 472 custom

136: 13115 Heather

III

with 2:42 left an the clock

ftouhati.pancrats already had halt

who has

mood to Edward 0 Tierney.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

this point seemed toile theract

Andy 70110.10
Pc.cancrhat.t Tias,diyeac.b.ribedo.

Wed.
Holiday
nesday night when they min a

and John Durso wrapped it up.
A final gun
Park free toss
otter the gun held little interest
for the juMlant winners.
Hersey$
accomplishment
takes on added luster with the
of the handicaps
oat fa
that famed the NISI. school he -

srsion. I XI. cabinets aio

with the Hu, and veorkhorse

off the upset of the Danville

and two-way power ishatei

In., William F. McNally to D.
Riley Simmone $51.

A member of the Multiple Listing Service.

The Hersey Huskies pulled

choice of boles& disposal unit

Klein.. to Stephen R. Pia -

27 Chicago & Suburban Offices
to serve you.

By Jim Sniart

by Mark Lindstrom, Jacoby

Gladstone adds to staff

1112 W. Miner Si. Joseph C

onn'r Ira (001 pool This welldept split level hos thme
bryno.. all wish double doot closets, n heoutifol knelt

ad -

BUFFALO GROVE: 127
Sem.. Rd., Robert kl. 113.
rani to Clifford J. Willi., Jr..

wood. David W. McCord to
Corwin J. Lynch M. 555.50;

LOOK SMALL?

set aside for a park. ands n

with curvilinear thently wind

1 W Dundee Rd.. Rob.
Oil
00 Welker to In:
Co., Ohio, $110: 418 N.
Douglas Av.. Alfred IL Loll kko

124, i

Over her acre, of properly
within Unit Three have been

parks and whorl sitar
LIKE 11111 other reellien,
Unit ihree has been designed

wood

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Knolls. which will

eventually house Ill) families.

ear garage has a special storage area,

model homes available U. Winston Knolls, a new commonly

Lip Jug

ieltable Mind

opening of Unit Throw in its
Winston Knolb community al
Ela and Algot...Min 000.. in

Monday exerting.

Real Estate Premiratory
Course. a live -session training

Inand Ile%

The Winston 1)evelopment
Corp. has :announced the

Overtime win is Hersey consolation

Fitzhugh
Mecum
"Standards of ArnatelviSM in
Non -Athletic Activities."
Illinois, one of the state asiodations which is responsible
for administering the total interscholastic activitim program, has long been successful

in this area. It is andeipated
Pit:hush will review the

prised the &Id by winning in
56.1 He had been seeded

third. Maine West's Kam.
was fourth in.58.6, and Pant mate Bill Kopp was sixth.

Viator's Rothman was the
highmt area linither in the 100
backstroke. plueing fourth in
I:11.5. Warrior Jeff Claris
placed sixth in 13.9.

SEALION MORAN and
Warrior Matt Roach were the

only swimmers to crack the
Niles North-Glenbrook you
dominated
500

400-frce.

Moran

third in 4:56.10 and Rm.
was fifth in 4:59.7.

Bob Van Om. of Maine
West was the victor in the 100
breaststroke. coming in with a

two second advantage over
place finisher and
eemond
teammate Doug Dartsch. Van

Whin was hood in I:110.
While Danish had a 1.13.4.

Niles North won the final
event. the 400 free relay, but
Vino, was a close second as
Brian Kenney. Moore, Rath and Moran were clocked

awards system.

in 4,04.3. The Maine East
foursome of Madman, Tint

Those who will be in attend aace are the executive officers
of the several state activities or
athletic associations, who are

Criths, Phil Berquist and How-

recognized asimders in add.
me administration.

tird Christiansen was third in
4:10.5. Maine West placed
Diasa Jry
fourth.$s Brown.

Belle. and Jim Dning

were clocked in 4:12.8.

Roger Wood

scored

21

Pointy in his final game at the

Danville Tournament Tues.
day night to lie hint with teammate Gary Kawell for scoring
honors. Wood and Kawell

scored all but nine of Wheeling's points Tuesday is the
Wildcah were knocked frogs
lowney contention by boat

THE DAY
Friday, Jemmy 2, 1970

RM. 15

Decade of rit'ogre-S:S: for nurses is noted...

..POST - CHRISTMAS --CLEARANCE

Better

pay

and

higher

floe standerds marked a decade

"MeMbership
increaSed
about 60 per cent drtce 1960,
When the INA recommended

of progress during the 1960's

5303 per month as the min-

educational and nursing pre.

for Illinois moldered nurses,

ih thaktate.'

insults salary for hospital now-

according to the Illinois Norsea' Association (INA).

liatiserviee soriemen*

In 1960, there were Virtually no nurses with service conmem at their respective hospiads. Today, more than 34 hos-

m," Kathleen Radicke, R.N.,
INA associate adminstrator

pitals

said, speaking for 10,000 ours-

who have 'organized to nego-

and

health

agencies

have units of INA members

,.,

During the p193 10 years, IIfinds' registered nurses undertook intensive programs in up.
grading clinical knowledge for
nurses in practice, enlarging
the ocionseling and placement

aervike and strengthening the
state laws that regulate their

-higher qualification standards

"The role of the nurse

practice.
-

The Illinois Nursing Act
was updated for the first time

Ins generation, bringing irnproved patient care through

INA Neff member said.

for nurses.

"Is the '60's nurses redly

is

changing rapidly as medical
technology, legal and social

.

changes are causing a revolutionin the health professions,"
Mee. Catherine Stakes, R.N..

became co-profesionals with
others in hadth fields, as resit
tared nurses sat on national

work and responsibilities.

"The efforts for respond.
Why and professional stature will belhe cause of some

and date commissions to make

of nursing's most exciting
developments in the 1970s."

the decisions that define their

Mrs. Stokes said.

'

opps

money bad Writ Biel''

SUN i stel v(LLAGE
SELECTED GROUP OF
LADIES CAR CCAM

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Fimloas Brands

PHONE CL 5-1600

Vs OFF!

MISSES' & WOMEN'S

HARDWARE PE

DRESSES

234

ALL CI4RISTMAg
ikelualinj
ARTIFICIAL TREES

Colossal clearance of the most smashing group of cotton
bonded Orlon' acrylics I & 2 piece dresses in prints, solids.
10-20, 14M -24M,

MISSES'

TOY GORKSR.

$

SWEATERS
Fashion cardigans, dip-onsl 100%
20
wools! Orlon. acrylics,
compare at 5.98,8.98

oFP SALE!

/12

$

MISSES'
BLOUSES

HUNDREDS OF WANTED ITEMS REDUCED
WAY BELOW OUR EVERYDAY LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

25 REASONS
WHY
WILL ALWAYS
ops

tea

White, colors! 32-44,

VALUE

SAVINGS

TOMS COUPON

TOPPS COUPON

ARMOUR MAGIC
SPRAY SIZING

LIQUID

PLUMR

2000.

MISSES'

BE TOPS IN...

.PISCOUNTS

E

Canons, Decree polyester-mtronk compare,. to 7.99

gnomon,'

ers

IVVECI4NAON: 4.-P5ACICA°I)G:E

Peg ki/a#-Iy/0.00

Fabulous skins, pants, 1000 011 wool? compare up to 8.99
Maids! Solids! 8 to 18.

$3

GIRLS'

GIFT DEPT.

DRESSES

W:AtililsNGSb/y

cGo'lr ic

r

AU- CI4RIVAg CARDL
KNOW -II -ALL.

AND DECDRATIONS

/n her io/drngcuraiv

GIFT' JSOSUZY
-SPECIAL. OM fr ENDS TABLE

Joi_INNy P87.0 -1449(119

no tares !
CompleEe. ro½ti

2 OFF!

NO kr

'3 CaPPeV

PerroNAur

04,47WLs - LAIANcArliniGstAnatl

MEN'S
OUTERWEAR

9t1.,
vo3.

(-61111-ed-10fre
. Coonzob-c4F#fivz,
No W

Aline, torso, more. Bonded acrylics,
acetates, canons. yodel: peiyeyten.
Solids, prints, stripes or checks.

47e"

Final clearance on the most exciting
group yet. In "real.rnon" colors.
36.46.

ALL SIZES
'

IN A DRUM.

JOHNSON GLORY
RUG CLEANER

128

24 oz.
Reg. 1.54

Q TIPS

170's

SAVE 331/41

4

Mfrs. LSO
980

watch it so handsome ond compact.

regularly 2.97

MEN'S FOOTWEAR!

$3

DRESS OR CASUAL
terials. Specially priced to save.

compare to 9.99

,01.#1-01_!-ff

N2400

1111-1011

8(

C

POLIDENT POWDER

VITAMIN

DENTURE CLEANER

100's
formyla79

1000,

.92. 48'

compare the formula

TOPPS COUPON

TOPPI COUPON

NORWICH
ASPIRIN 250's

GLEEM

CORICIDIN

TOOTHPASTE

COLD TABLETS

Mfrs. List

374

iMfrUe A7
1.05

c .....

z,.

:Wentz

elastic backs, fastbacks.
100% moon. 3-7. 2.4.
prints.

V2

JR. BOYS'
SPORT SHIRTS

LIQUID BEAUTY
WOOD FINISH KIT

easy steps- no scraping,
bleaching rentostihg
2

POSTCARD,
TOWN& COUNTRY,
CHARGE IT

9THIll
MMUS PUIWAIIIACCIPTIO

29.

TOPPS COUPON

TOPPS COUPON

CONDITIONER

Cough Remedy

CAPSULES

MOUTHWASH

Cn,on Mu, B.

149

t

3,74 OZ.

1 O'S

Mho. List
1.19

Mfrs. List 1.59

784

Mfra. Line
1.49

68'

u Nled

ROYAL
OIL Fr.91.....

47t

rfifts.110$1 INFM

colors

'476" 48'
LISTERINE

FOAMING BATH

2669
fashion

77'

CONTAC COLD

$

tong sleeved flannels or corduroys
in solids, plaids, snipes. Sizes 3.7.

Mfrs. List 1.35

YKKS FORMULA 44

,.

regularly to 3.58

25's

RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT

CLAIROL HAIR
ME,..
$2.50 tube

Flare or straight leg. In solids or

PARKIN,G-

7 as.
005- 740

CHEWABLE

compare the

98c

CORDUROY PANTS

LA9 T

PLEDGE

Fully guaranteed! This fine pocket

100% acrylic cardigans or pullovers
in solids or fancies. Many styles. 2-4,

OF Fl2E--

9.1,
Reg. 2.61

JOHNSON

FAIRBANKS
VITAMINS

SWEATER CLEARANCE

-pLEN-r/

BRUCE CLE
& WAX FOR WOOD

1014S COUPON

JR. BOYS' & TODDLERS' $

SAL; W14 1L°
Q LAANTMES

',DPP, COUPON

TOPPS COUPON

FLOORS

64 oz.
Reg. 1.59

An in assorted sizes, colors and ma-

oc-i^gc-Lai>

TOPP) COUPON

TEXIZE JANITOR

REG. 15.97 - 24.97

WESTCLOX "BULLSEYE"
POCKET WATCH

PN,eNN4

MIPS COUPON

12

JR. BOYS'

110141°,4

Ceoupc, N.nut

An4

28 oz. Reg. 78. 111.11/1

SPORTSWEAR
brj°41271-4ge.N lYrultides 5CPIETrtr-

LYSOL
DEODERIZING
CLEANER

32 oz.
Reg. 84c

Reg. 621

TOPPS COUPON

OLGATE TEK OR
PRO ADULT TOOTH
BRUSHES
69s..d,

3 47
for "Far

ill

JUST WONDERFUL

HAIR SPRAY
13 as.

38,

LIst 1.25
Como. Moil. Noy

1111.

11,0

NEW DAWN
HAIR COLOR
Mfrs.
List $2
tosehhh Ellokolo oho. h.$

111
hoh

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10- 6

as

Zallepanadlie

telleplhiMilhe

Fnday ianuary 2 1970

Page If

Stuittem Settvicepheztotu;
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people 'in your commu-

TRY

eels Moe,. MOM,*
wrt.
n po

&ASSIFIED

Lou
bra

INDEX

Des PI area

tliklp Wand Mai

For Fast Results
READ

Los...dies glasses nonw Mrs. R.
Taboo.
T
F1'
WIlc
slide 25,3575 Reword.

OUR
Automobiles Wonted
uue

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Business Om*

CALL

Cord of ympop.

I.

Co*f

base howl a..

Norlhw*s1 Day, Ills Arlo -Von Day
The ITMANKT 00y, and The Des plainer Day
and reach 00.000 Households

12

Coll for Appointment or

3.11 P.M.

Send Resume To

WAUKEGAN

1844 S. Laramie

DRIVERS

SOME CASH

$650 PER MONTH

24

TRInIrEMVIZTES

ALL

se
CALI

39A INN

Md

All Mokes

Dog Service

C

R

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255-2570

ART

II

Loom.Personal, Rs* 65

894.5464

Lost ond Found
Miscellaneous
Merthanelise
98
Mobile Homes
and Seamen .111

Sheet Metal

827 4637

GRAY

EDMOND

Moving

Draperies

Musical Inssiornaor
Nurse, Scools-

SERVICE
open. by NELSON

Cu

ntrlarikunt

rgV".1V.

L

0

noble Nigh Schaal graduate who enloYs
Are you o p
dr., and dealing wan Me pub.? II so. you coold
118useess Services

GERALDINE'S

Sews Ilusearions

Cc:stool:lick Westgord

Painting

MEN
LOOKING FOR A FUTURE!

292 2576

SLIP COVERS

ter

a.

Winter Sale

296-1658

255-7200

INTERIOR!. EXTERIOR

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

Paean°

NV 3159ot 356-8703

SEnisian of

100's of Fabrics
to clkoose from

Lausitz
D essmoking-Sewing

SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

17 N State Suite 1314

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Inferiors

Decorators
259 9264 or 159.6006

"Irt'r'eSaa="

JANITORS

Snow Plowing

CL 9-0495

EXPERT CARPENTER

UiLL KEN...ER.5M

COUTURIER design. ond kM.

350 1469

aingap 6

n

F

252,645

lo

on

Storm Windows

537-0737

Electrical Work

E.J. ERICSSON
S

ho.

tecePte'cles

QUALITY DECORATING

EMERGENCY SUM. RUMPS
SALES ond SERVICE
CL 5,3842

Firewood

heio Y.

359 4650

Sump Pumps'

d 252 4792
p

NW H

Tile

622.7.7.

889.321113

821-7456

BOO JAACKS

FULL BASEMENT

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL DELIVER AND STACK

Save Up To 40%
SYFAR GUARANTEE

nrearec

!circa

FIREWOOD

C'D

526-2996

OT,B

Rea ranolgle.

een:ton

624 6146

Waling

Do,. Night 659 1906
Fl

6

tilino

CAM -

emptoement *Ike

Racine, Wir.

ROLAND E JOHNSON

Rev Hei.kis

"e"

wens

T RIORS 1327 0/1

Vacuum Repair

ON., ON. VAC'S HDO

KNOWN
AS A

515 95 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6
SERVICE 359.15,1

ise-oluin. Ft 8 4543

Wallpapering
WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK

Roindop. All work 9ocironted

AND, STRONGMEN

C,8232
05

Heating Service.

P

aaneaay

Coll

priced.

cLISTOM DECORATING
HEATING SERVICE

DAY

Home Maintenance

$6 00

CL3,2236

or

CL3 3364

Smolt Jobs My Spector,

BY INSURED...WEN
GAIL 625-3110
coy

KRY'ar' ''2;r3623

DOLORES MFRS SCH003 OF
ENROLL NOW FOR

RICO 12500 Fill.1155

Window Well Coven
Custom

Covers

hing

gutters 392.9648

Instruction

JOE ORTMAN

824-7510

35.50

WO
sso

Pe,tate on..01lice
Des PI Seam.,
R

a+ arM4a+++

II,

g

Ando

S

E

NURSES

Apply Now

ASSISTANT

The New

CONTACT MI55 HECHT

827-6628

GOLDEN BEAR

PANCAKE HOUSE
GIRL

General Off ice
Light bookkeeping.
392-3922

3500
3650
5.450
36.50

RESTAURANT

Wes of ws tenon RP

BO Lake Cook Rood

Deerfieid
OR CALL 945-3770

SHARP STENOS:

COMPTOMETER

EXPERIENCED

OPERATORS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

SECRETARIES

Why Sit Stiff

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!

do,

SPA boo.

209-7010

358-6190,

166 4,3 5g5.0833

Magic

2,5-76616,

Tree

529

ll'ardneno,Von
Ned 11111krnrs

21....61117

with a far
reaching Want Ad

cash

255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Soporific Quick
Cash -Making

A

..TALKING

GLOBI 7'

inches in diameter. shows
every country and 6.4110

revolves two Hays. If you
Boys and girls!

Can you figure out the '
nom of four famous nor'es represented by the little
pictures in the adjoining
drawing. If you can. you

hey s i:ontest--an ETICytIll.
pecdie Britannia --Tolk-

ing Globe.-

win one of these education al awards. even your moth.

make use of it.

There is a local quali

WITH A

lying pries to in. also.
This is o pair of Cappy
Dick's brand new min Dade tun -and -bill genes.

Five of these exciting

h boy or girl whose core

test entry is Judged to he
one of the ID neal0S1 and

TALKING GLOBE01.11

A1

al,

mm on gl nal c o r recl unc5

VOW Zip Code
Use

the other ton friend. En -

cruyons or MI-

!NIS

Each "Talking Globe"
is acuenpanicd try a 33
05 RPM recording (Mp-

tries winning local prim

odes.
georte your entry

manynem original way.
As the last act,. address

er. from the globe) which

el.

published.

will be qualified for consideration at the national lev-

have figured out the titles,
clip out the picture. poste it
Gene piece of paper. print

NIIIIPs of the prize winners will be publishetthere

CALL

World" told by a famous

2554200

traveler. The globe itself is

one of the most colorful

also print your name. age
including
and
address.

the

dramatic

Need Help?

In the contest OMR."

the names of the famous

and their awards will be
sem to their Some, y mail.

stories beneath it. number -

Judias' decIslon.

ing them correctly.

nal. All entries become
Cappy Dick's property:
none can be returned.

and

Miss Joon Denny at 676 1110111

241Helt Walled Men

t

WANT

VOVLE::117,;:)IUBLED

SERVICEMEN
cants call

TIM STEEN
SERVICE MANAGER

MISS!

RING IN THE
NEW YEAR

WITH A NEW JOB

WE HAVE AN IMMEDIATE NEED FOR

Qualified applicants will be trained in our assembly department, interested appli-

YOU CAN'T

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

WEXI...WE'RE GROWING TALL...

MUST BE ABLE TO TRAVEL

iil he fi-

5555 W. Toohy Ave.
Skokie, III.

FOOD STORES

subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station

ill+

the rumble of
earthquakes. the thunder of
its, the beat of rain and
the blastoff of space ships,
plus the ..Story of Mr.

reproduces

7.;C:rits

0,"

AD.

from The Day area. If you
win a sel you Can keep one
game for yourself and give

canoe,

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

Chicago Office 346.5040

. CALL

Fl 50509 eat. 594
ore. koesonnel

The Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned

DAY

Two Of these pleketHim
wri be awarded to

glebes will be awarded. one

for each of the five macs,
and most original correct
contest entries from all the
cities where this column is

TAKE MM

mend Tatherivilllic glad to

rho day after to

Machine!

401E Prospect Ave.
Mt Prospect, Ill

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Al%gr9n8310

you haVe aver seen. II is IA

sews a eery. When you

II

Eck

Piano Tuning Services

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC
CLOWN." Specialises in
tainmnt.
agar

WIN

each small drawing repre

1

255-2490
WINDOW WELL COVER CO

license. banded. insured, resi

ready

is

TELETYPE CORPORATION

sounds of the earth --the
roaring of erupting vol.

pit'

LYNN DAVIS

JEWEL

. Capp, Dick's
Midweek Talking Globe
conse
at 'the Day and
mad itit before nudnigh[ of

95% light enhy. 'A Complete
Avid/MI. Phone anytime

Plumbing

into

in The Day. Phone

No Tob lo

CALL 766.5084

RTAINMENT SERV.
676 LE 7-0171

0,===FIBERGIASS

Deming Sdung A Supplies

DANCING

DAN

Convert usable
but
unneeded
items

EXPERT

'LAWLER.. SON

SCHOLL MUSIC

$500

Young Hobby Club

nay become the winner of
stational grand prise in to-

'

Window Washing-

Plastering

FLOOR AND WALL WASHING

WHY PAINT,

WIGS OF OXL TYPES
CLEANED, SNLED. SET

LICENSED OPAUTY OPERATOR

PAINTER OR Fl% IT MAN

;ULM' INSURED CALL 562-1915

30yoorsin business

Des isl.G.1 Pride,

Mt Nos. Cost.Serrico

h1+

211Ielp Wanted Men

By Cappy Did,plaees of importance and

AD

igs

Permanent Waves

REASONABLE - REFERENCES

.

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

827.6628

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In To

ELECTRICIANS

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

F

FAMILY
WANT

53,6634 offer 5 Rion

RISTICH PAVING AHD CEMENT
TREE TRIMMING
WORK PASO
827,8285
CALL
IR
HOURS

tinoutert..vroe 6 Bonded

CONTACT MISS HECHT

sse

MORE OPPORTUNITY'TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

BETTER

General Hauling

Pot,. Sicowslks, 6
rounaokont

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

2973535,:

1496 Pkt,..t.Ies PI

MAINTENANCE

ANALYSTS

EUREKA.LUX AND OTHERS

297 3987

PAID VACATION

IVY

I.G V Figure..

TELETYPE CORP.

INSPECTOR

managemens mem.

.1 Rosy ,o,oie

R

SEmplapred Agrees- Wane

I.

rucr

CroAso,

PETER L. ARGERIS, NC.

oy e

KANZLER BROTHERS'

06 id. eg 6117

of

&wear erannerio one oar

WARD

Amy Personnel
16 W. Northwest Hwy
Mount Prospect
255-9414

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

sA.

CL STORIG4RPETING

Cement Work

5555 West Tauhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

nom

vomv. vs tins

CLERK

EARN MORE - 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

Furnitsrie Refinishing

Cement It Blacktop

;';;ITZr'

Jean Vale

RUGS 6 CARPETS doomed Moors

PATCH S PA

Olt '++11'P',:

in

pIoce,

5555 West Tool, Ave.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAITRESSES
Nights for Ambitious Girls

PIPEFITTERS

Furnace installation

tI8r4

Catering

riEr

Equal Opport inky !MOP,'

ee.,Hoiss

'7INZT;3'Ir:LZTES

12 17

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY -Foram..

529-1211

296-6665

394-5100

GIRL $560
ard

676-1000 Ext. 6117
Call R Podgorski today at

95

Se

THE BUNKER- RAMO CORPO

ARLINGTON INN

FULL LINE OF.COMPANY BENEFITS

437 2884

Ec

PI

AMPHEN01.
iCONNECTOR
DIVISION

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Comet Cleaning

priced Des

Taking applications
for
COCKTAIL
WAITRESSES
for a new socktoil lounge

7.sZ

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

MANUFACTURING

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine. Illinois 60067
Telephone (3121529-7700

427-3185

MAIL DRIVER

Ilechattical ENGINEERS

Jacobsen
1721 Pocky d Av.

,...
Typists

Secretaries

fore confidential interview.

1

,...

INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

359-4200 Ext, 253

Pin

Call Mr. W.A. Spangenberg 14141637-6711

Oil Division

299-4446

25Erplatment AgenCist- Rumen

Mr. R Hole, Supervisor
HARPER COLLEGE

MAINTENANCE

CL

RICK'S DECORATING

g

R

pple

MAGI

UPHOLSTER.
WALL PAPERING

"

'Lon=

new GOLDEN BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE RESTAURANT

ottani technology graduates
m melt 'Or relocor

union

MAKING

392.3450

or

BILL S HOME REPAIRS

s

benefit; in o etowin

GENERAL OFFICE

0

Lit (ideal ENGINEERS
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Nightmares are yielding secrets to investigators

THE DAY
Friday, Januar; 2, 1970

e 20

Butralo banter

and cardiorespiratory
rate recordings. Subjects were

By the Staff
of Forest Hospital,

ment

allowed to sleep until awak-

Des Plaines

Post Christmas notes

Nightmares, long one of the
darkest frontiers of psychiatry,
are now yielding their secrets
to sleep investigators. An "astonishing" discovery made
recently by researchers is the

By Barbara Smart
Now that the smoke has

get a janitor to let him out be-

cleared some and the lucky

fore the building was closed
for over the holiday."
Sure enough, years from

garbage

men

have

started

dragging a zillion piles of pretty boxes and wrappings away,
lees wrap those tired, shaken

charge plates in cotton for a
couple of months. This shopper swears her poor little plastic rectangle began looking
yellow from premature aging.

This, you'll note. takes the
frivolous attitude toward the
Christmas season, following
several weeks of the religious
basis. Several people couldn't
think of one outstanding holiday experience of theirs. One.

then they are laughing at it, but
there weren't too many giggles
to be had at the time.

WHEN FIRST we heard
Mary Raither, whose husband
Paul is president' of A mvets.
say the members visit Chicago State mental hospital this
month, we thought she meant
for a one-shot Christmas kindness gesture.

Not so. The Amvets are
committed to a monthly visit.
bringing with them refreshments. records and hi-fi for so-

though,' ca me up with a pip.

cial dancing, and their own

"IT WAS our first Christmas

as

newlyweds

in

New

York." our friend says. "My
husband worked for a company in the Chrysler Building.
We planned a big Christmas
Eve celebration, lust the two of
us, but there I sat alone. He

had gone to the office party.

participation in ping-pong
cards or whatever appeals to

(That's
a
ieke
knock -out drops. tot you v.ithout underworld
"Well. he passed out cold in
the deserted men's room, and
when he woke up, it was pitch
black. and he just managed to
'slipped

stopped there in the Grand
Prize Game.

awakenings

ronment. On arousal, the heart

six subjects during his research

rate may more than double,

into nightmares. All 6 subjects
had been through severe traumatic episodes. One, whdhad

of night in any of the four
stages of sleep. Paradoxically,
"Stage four produced the
most severe nightmares.

emergency service, when she's
talking to the card-carrying

with increases of 100 beats per
minute; respiration becomes
rapid, irregular and of increased amplitude.
Because there is lack of anx-

STAGE FOUR nighmares

iety control with stage four

in so-called
"REM" sleep (the period
closely associated with dream-

are signaled by a sudden loud

nightmares, mental imagery
connected with them is of very
short duration. Awakening

ing) but 'in one of the other
Dr. Charles Fisher of Mt.

cataclysmic
sudden
This
breakthrough of anxiety arises
with rare exceptions during
the first stage four period,

Sinai Hospital in New York investigated the sleep of 37 sub-

which occurs in the first 11/2.
hours of sleep. With the

jects with a history of night-

scream, the subject appears to
be dissociated, confused, hallucinating and unresponsive to

place not

three stages of successively
deeper sleep.

scream or call for help, often
of blood -curdling intensity.

mares for 150 nights by continuous brain wave, eye move -

front nightmares, the subjects
were able to provide imagery
80 per cent of the time. Content that occurs just prior to or
simultaneous with the scream

refers to a vivid scene, while
con ent occurring after the
during the hallucinatory period, refers to physi

scream,

at the age of 22, she had been
choked into unconsciousness
by her jealous, paranoid boy-

friend. Her stage four night-

with reports of anxious mental
content can occur at any time

ing, and the "night terrors"
take

being alone in the dark.

DR. FISHER worked with

sleep -walking, most sleep talk-

NEWCOMERS president
Jan Russell laughs off her ice
slipping of Dec. IS, which certainly prevented her attending
the group's Christmas party
that evening.
How dare she laugh off that
frightening crash she experienced against her front
yard ice, the cut in her head,
the stitches in Holy Family

suffocating or the si uation of

tact with his immediate envi-

Spontaneous

fact that most pathologic disturbances of sleep, including

ological signs of anxiety fear of

as many as five episodes a

mares began during this peri-

od. The other subjects with
stage four nightmares, all of
whom had experienced. violence at the hands of brutal
parents, had nightmares dat-

ing from childhood or from

night while sleeping at the laboratories, had had nightmares
since the age of eight. They related to the violence of his father, who often beat his brothers and mother. As a child, he
slept with his head covered because he was afraid vampires

jects with stage

would attack his neck. He related this to the fact that he often saw his mother choking,
trying to catch her breath after

tients, in addition, has "day mare 'that closely resemble

fights, with his father.

Another subject had been
traumatized later in life when,

more recent trauma.

Although none of the subwere

mares

four night
clinically psy-

chotic, several were borderline

and all evidenced underlying

paranoia. One of these pathe feeling and content of certain of his nightmares. If these
should intensify, the patient
"will surely he psychotic," observed Dr. Fisher.

physical coward of all.
Her husband, Bill, took her
over for the morning in emergency. People were limping in
holding heads and arms from
all over the area, result of that
sudden ice -up.

the patients.

The Raithers held the season's party t.or the nice guys
and their wives this year early
in the month. Leroy and Ronnie (ijertsen hosted the offspring of A mvets on Sunday.

WHAT JAN
most was

missed the
the Newcomers'
because that is

floor show,
what the Wheeling Concert
Choir performances seem.

The singing

is

marvelous

and they look like a million

stayed 'id es.',2fl.one N.N;IS going

home. took one last drink into
which his tunas friends had

ened by a nightmare, at which
time they were interviewed.

where he is. This arousal reaction frequently propels the
persons out of bed as if in flight
until he finally establishes con-

TN' HAS finally noticed the
talents of Denise Schroeder.
celebrated 7 -year -old. Blue-

bird and all-around game player. She was with Elaine Kirk's

troop of junior Camp Fire
Girls Wednesday at Bozo's
televised Circus. Denise is a
one -bucket

having

woman,

dollars. boys black -tied and
suave, girls in lip -smacking
floor -length pink.
They charged nothing.
though they brought with
them their new album for sale.

The .club contributed some-

thing for the spring trip the
choir takes.

Why 8

up

brings you

SALE -

40 % OFF
on all Christmas merchandise...

including the famous "Mr. Christmas"

line of artificial trees.

WHERE CAN YOU 'BETTER preserve your capital investment and receive assured
earnings with ready availability?
Open
Mon.

HARDI-GARDENS

EVERY TICK -OF -THE -CLOCK compounds your interest. No financial institution offers
you a higher and speedier return.

thru
Sun.

Novv S2() LP
OUR GOLDEN DAYS SAVINGS CERTIFICATE ACCOtrNT is available from $1,000 up in

10-7!

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 529-6102
(Just west of Roselle Rd -next to Lums)

multiples of $100. Certificates may be purchased a any time with 6 -month or 1 -year
terms. They earn interest with every clock -tick from ',the date of purchase. Interest' is
credited every three months. Accounts are insured to $15400/0 by the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), an agency of the U.S. Government.

.

OUR REGULAR PASSBOOK SAVINGS ACCOUNT pays 43/4 per cent annual interest,
also compounded instantly and paid quarterly. No minimum balance is required before
earnings are paid.

4,,,

'OFF

SAVE WHERE YOU LIVE! It's wise to invest your money in the northwest suburbs. When
you save with us, you strengthen your home value because through us you make funds

*

Living Room

4

Dining Room - Bedroom

-*

available for potential home purchasers. A more plentiful supply of home loan mortgage money in this area means qualified buyers when you are ready to sell.
TRANSFER YOUR SAVINGS? It's easy if you use the New Account Form below. Just
fill it in and mail to us. We'll take care of all details.

R")

End Tables - Cocktail Tables -1,`

*Desks - Lamps & Accessories

trfili 414; 1,:12,:g,

_;.411k Aft_ '

I

NEW ACCOUNT FORM
Please open my Arlington Heights Federal Savings Account as follows:

*

NAME

for NAMES)

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

My check for S

OVER 50 ITEMS

STATE

ZIP

Passbook Savings Account (43/4 % annual interest, any amount)
is enclosed OR

I wish
Name of Savings Institution

0 Golden Days Savings Certificate Account (51/4% annual interest, $1,000 minimum)

to transfer from my account to Arlington Heights Federal Savings S
plus earnings to date

My passbook or certificate is enclosed.

*
*4(
*
*

SIGNATURE

EARLY AMERICAN,

INTERIORS

ITALIAN PROVINCIALTRADITIONALSPANISH-

* ,,-,,

*
*

* 122 W. Northwest Highway, Barrington Phone 381-1862
Fri. - 9:30 - 9:00 Sat. - 9:30-5:30 Sun. - 1:00-5:00

44

'

Please sign names or names exactly as shown on passbook or certificate.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL/ SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9004

ir

a

By Richard Crabb

and

Con -Con delegates from the
northwest suburbs will be
nominated to six of the 12 ma-

jor committees that will be the
workhorses in rewriting the

state's constitution tomorrow.

Finance,

Judicial

and

Rules committees. The area
will not be represented on the
Legislative, Executive, Constitution Amending and Suffrage, General Government,
Style and Drafting and Public
Information committees.

Con -Con President Samuel

THE NORTHWEST sub-

W. Witwer of Kenilworth no-

urbs are double teamed on the
Education Committee. Both

tified the delegates by telegram

on Sunday of the committees.

to which he would nominate
them. The full convention
must approve all committee

of the delegates from the 4th
District (Maine and Niles
Township) will be nominated

by Witwer to the education

appointments.

committee.

Northwest suburb delega-

Mrs. Anne Evans of Des

gates will be nominated for the
Local Government, Educa-

Plaines will be nominated as
vice-chairman of the com-

tion, Bill of Rights, Revenue

mittee. Dr. Clyde Parker of

Lincolnwood, the other 4th
district delegate, was notified
Sunday that he will be appoint-

Barrington, delegate from the
32nd District, was appointed
to both the Committee on Rev-

ed to the committee. Paul E.
Mathias of Bloomington will
be nominated to be chairman

Committee on Rules and Cre-

enue and Finance and the

of
Rights Committee. John G.
Woods of Arlington Heights,
the other 3d District delegate,
had earlier been assurred by
President Witwer that he
nominated

for the

Bill

Mullen and Ladd are to be

punishment is to be decided in
this committee. Search and

Bill of Rights Committee,"
Mrs. Macdonald told The Day
shortly after receiving the Wit-

Committee on Local Govern-

standing committee appointments from the list of preferences filed with the con-

wer telegram of notification

ment.
Mrs.

vention at the request of President Witwer.

mittee.

nominated tomorrow for

would be nominated to the
Jeanette

Mullen of

I p.m. Tuesday for its
first meeting of the new year.
The Committee on Rules and

droppingUnd the reduction of
the number of persons serving

Credentials, on which Mrs.
Mullen is to serve, is scheduled
to meet at 10 a.m. Tuesday.

on juries are just a few of the
other issues that will come before the Committee on Bill of

The rules committee is re-

Rights.

sponsible for screening all promade to the. Constitutional Convention to de-

"I would have preferred
one of the three committees

posals

I listed. It does seem
strange that one of them could
not have been worked out, but
the Bill of Rights is one of the

termine whether they are ones
which can logically be consid-

that

Sunday. "I know that it will be

highly controversial com-

a

THE CONVENTION will
meet at

seizur, electronic eaves-

"I WILL SERVE on the

EXCEPT FOR Mrs. Mac-

be 4ri interesting one on which
to work," said Mrs. Macdonald.

mittee. The matter of capital

Mrs. Macdonald listed the

donald, all delegates from the
northwest suburbs are being

ittees

to be debated by this com-

Judicial, Education and Revenue committees as her choices
in that order.

Committee.

Item the 3d District, will be

one of many important matters

choice.

Crystal Lake, the other delegate from the 32d District, will
be nominated to the Judicial

Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of
Arlington Heights, delegate

Each was requested to list
three committees in the order
of preference. Woods, Parker,
nominated to the committees
which they listed as first

dentials: Jeffrey R. Ladd of

of the committee.

a'or co

or

on- on ele aces selecte

ered by Con -Con or whether
they come within the range of
matters generally handled in
the Illinois General Assembly.

important committees of the
convention. Certainly it will

"The racial issue will be but

ProoettDap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
chance of snow flurries, low
zero to 5 above. Tomorrow:
Mostly cloudy, continued

Telephone

2554400

cold.

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

14 Pages

Monday, January 5. 1970 -

Volume 4, Number 178

Senate hopefuls Smith, 7
Rentschler to speak
Milburn. Bros. gets
Busse Rd. contract
The successful bidder for
1.46 miles of concrete
pavement on Busses Rd. between Golf Rd. and the North-..,
west tollways (1-90) is Milburn
Brothers, Inc. of Mount Prospect, Illinois' Public Works
Director William F. Cellini

the

announced last week.

Milburn's hid for the contract

was

$1,653,817.

The

heavily traveled two-lane road
will be torn up in stages, so that

it may still be used while construction continues and the
present two lanes arc replaced
with new concrete.

The project includes turning lanes and signalization at
Dempster

and

tav to the village is the revenue it will obtain from the ap-

SIMON

SAYS
. Neighbors must be heeding Safety Council's New Year warning;

For every drink wait one hour before driving. They're not home
yet.

Prospect Heights beauty
Illinois' Junior Miss
at the contest at MILL Run
Playhouse in Niles.
A tall, honey -blonde with an
"A" average at Wheeling
High School. she is the winner

Township candidates night in
Arlington Heights. On Jan. 19

close race for the Senate in the

Illinois GOP primary in 1960
against the winner, Samuel W,

Witwer of Kenilworth, now
president of the Constitutional Convention. Rentschlerman-

aged Richard Nixon's Illinois
campaign in 1968.

Smith was a several -term
member of the Illinois legisla-

Little girl's
lost shoe, may
mean frostbite
Some little girl may have
gotten frostbite on the way

hers Hot Dogs Plus, 34 S.
Main, Mount Prospect,

nois House of Representatives when he was appointed to
the Senate,

to negotiate
District
on William St. property

when she left her shoe there

property for another school
are very slight.

By Maureen McNassar

last Friday.
Owner, Sam Skobel, 610

William, said he found the
size five, patent leather
shoe about 4:30 p.m. Fri-

The Rentschlers open their campaign for the U. S. Senate in the northwest suburbs! William and
Mrs. Rentschler are seen talking to shoppers Saturday morning at Randhurst Shopping Center. It
was their first "meet the people" effort of the campaign in the northwest suburbs. Rentschler is
opposing Sen. Ralph Smith of Alton for the GOP nomination for the U. S. Senate in the March 17
Republican primary. Rentschler regards the northwest suburbs as a key battleground in his race
against Smith.

Negotiations are expected
to begin soon between the Dis-

winner.

up. Judy, who attends Taft
High School, won $750 and

who works for a radio sta-

ty on William St. in Mount

tion and a report on the lost

Prospect.

needed.

shoe was broadcast over the

School Board member, Jack
Ronchetto, who heads the

ment

The

first

runner-up

was

Debbie Stoery, Northbrook's

the $100 talent prize.

air.

ious to have the shoe re-

Long Range Planning Committee for the district said the
School Board has authorized
the committee to arrange a

turned to its owner.

meeting with the park hoard to

"It is something that
very seldom happens,"
Skobel said, and he is anx-

Mrs. Frebe
is killed

choices --Drake, Texas Christian, or Missouri.

in crash

HER TALENT presenta-

Mrs. Janet H. Frebe, 35, of
Mount

tion was a jazz and acrobatic
dance to "Aquarius." She is a
National Honor society member and captain of the Wheeling High School cheerleading

762 W. Dempster,
Prospect,

was

pronounced

dead at Resurrection Hospital
in Chicago yesterday after she
was involved in a one -auto

squad.

Marilyn enjoys snow and

accident at 8:10 a.m. on the

water skiing, skating, painting

John F. Kennedy Expressway
near Cumberland Rd. in Chi-

and gymnastics. She has
choreographed school musi-

cago.

Police said that Mrs. Frebe,
who waS employed at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago, was
on her way to work, when she
lost control of her car. It

cals and works as a girls' athletic teacher for a public school
recreation program.

Marilyn suceeds Pamela
Weir of Arlington Heights as
Illinois Ju9ior Miss.

struck several wooden posts
and a cable in the median strip
of the expressway.

Garnet Vaughan, 17, daugh-

ter of Mrs. Garnet Vaughan,
1215 N. Waterman, Arlington Heights, was third runner-

Police said tire marks in d i c a t e that Mrs. Frebe
slammed on the brakes and the
car skidded 83 feet before

up, and won $500.

striking the median. However,

Receiving conpatubtions from the 1969 Illinois Junior Miss,
Pamela Wier (right) of Arlington Heights, is the new Illinois
Junior Miss, Marilyn Raedel of Prospect Heights. Marilyn will
compete in the America Junior Miss contest in Mobile, Ala.
(Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

trict 57 School Board and the
Mount Prospect Park District
Board on the future use and
ownership of II acres of
School District owned proper-

they said they did not know
what caused her to apply the
brakes. They also said there
were no eyewitnesses to the accident.

1

discuss the possibility of the
park district purchasing all of
or part of the south side property.

of the

tional development and Jack-

would have the

use

funds from the sale and still be
assured of additional building
space if it became necessary to
build an additional school.
President of the Park Board,

Robert Jackson said he has
been contacted by Ronchetto
concerning the proposal and

Postmaster thanks early
mailing for relaxed Yule
Heights Post Office said that
early mailing his year enabled
the post office to handle much
Christmas mail before the
peak of the mailing spree was
reached on Dec. 16.

there was not a piece of Christ-

mas mail received that morning that had not been delivered."

He said the post office is
asking residents to keep the
approaches to curb mailboxes
clear of snow and ice.

On Dec. 16 the post office
recorded a total of 59,478 first
class cancellations, double the
number of pieces cancelled on
the preceding day.
On an average day, he said,

the post office handles about
4,000 to 5,000 pieces of mail.
WATSON

SAID,

The

peak for incoming mail was:
reached around the end of that

week, and by Christmas Eve

he said.
The

of the south side site for recrea-

School

WITH THE constant need

H.
Prospect

the surrounding area of park
facilities and protect it from
being built up by developers,

District

the

several years and the chances
of the district needing the

William

Kenneth V. Scholten, 1507

for more or>en space in the village, purchasing of the site by

With this type of arrange-

the board has indicated an enthusiastic interest.

the

released Jan. 23

District has
worked effectively with the
village on the purchase of the
West Park property and with
the school District on the use

He said the property has
been held by the district for

Postmaster
Watson of

Jaycees village
survey to be

the Park district would ensure

THERE ARE

ior Miss, was second runner-

at one of her three college

linois will compete with 49

ninnisi'arid-indusiriliast, ran a

day, and as of Sunday evening no one had claimed it.
Saturday Skobel
On
phoned a friend in Chicago

-to major in business and dance

The new Junior Miss of Il-

raceeRntschler,,, newspaper col-

Junior Miss. She wins a $1,000
scholarship.
Judy Clune, Chicago's Jun-

Marily, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Raedel, 16 N. Wild wood, Prospect Heights, is one
of five children. She would like

the National Honor society.

the late Sen. Everett Dirksen.
This is Smith's first state-wide

other state winners in Mobile,
Alabama, for the title of Amerand a
ica's Junior Miss
$10,000 scholarship for the

and appearance.

GARNET ATTENDS Hersey High School where she
participates in dramatics and

the race for the U. S. Senate in
the March 17 Republican
Primary. Smith was appointed
to the Senate in September by
Gov. Ogilvie after the death of

currently
three elementary schools on
the south side and if the property were sold to the park district the School District would
retain the right to buy back the
property at any time that it was

of a $2,000 scholarship and
also the $100 prize for poise

'

Rentschler will speak in Des
Plaines Jan. 4 and is scheduled
to appear at the Wheeling

home from Sammy Sko-

A further financial advan-

Marilyn Raedel, Prospect
Heights' Junior Miss, became
Illinois' Junior Miss Saturday

bean organization, is open to
the public.

anelli School in Schaumburg.

ture and was speaker of the Illi-

SUBURB

where the village of Mount
motor fuel tax funds, or a total
of $74,000.

The meeting, sponsored by the
Schaumburg Township Repub-

GOP primary, will campaign
proximately 150.0(X) cubic
Rentschler will speak to the
_vigorously_4_2hc_northwest
yards. of .
xstima10:41..u.L.be....
Park Ridge.
-Woman'S-Cittb
Jan'OITY;V:"
subuig
-dun
needed for the project.
ginning
with
his
first
address
SEN.
SMITH
and
RentschThe dirt is to be excavated
ler are the only candidates in
in the area in Schaumburg Frifrom the newly acquired West
day evening.
urbs this week. He will speak at
Park property near Busse and
His opponent, Sen. Ralph
in
Wheeling
a
reception
Lonnquist. where the present
Township at 3 p.m. Thursday
small retention basin will be Smith of Alton, will also be
making his first campaign apafternoon at the Mount Prossubstantially enlarged in the
pearance in the northwest subpect Holiday Inn.
process.
Rentschler's first address in
the area will take place Friday
evening at 8:30 at the Camp -

Algonquin,

Prospect will contribute only
50 per cent of the cost from

By Richard Crabb
The northwest suburbs arc
emerging as the decisive battleground in the March 17 Republican Senate primary.
William H. Rentschler of
Lake Forest, candidate for the
U. S. Senate in the March 17

Park

son=said he believes a suitable

agreement could be reached
on the purchase of the II acre
site.

Although preservation of
open space is the Park Dis-

trict's main goal, ownership of

the property would give the
district the advantage of devel-

oping the property any way
they want, 1-

said.

RONCHFITO said that if
the Park District did not buy
the property it is not likely that
the School District would sell
it to be used as residential development.

The proposal for the sale of
the site was brought before the
School Board during December when Ronchetto reported

on the Long Range Planning
Cpmmittee's projection for future enrollment accompanied
by several proposals for future
consideration by the board.

The proposals included a
of one or two acres of Lions
Park for a similar amount of
property on the 1 I acre site to
insure ample property to allow

Day

an addition to be built

Not being able to find
where the Scotch tape begins.

S.B.

pect, yesterday told The Day,
that results of the com-

prehensive survey of the village that the Mount Prospect
Jaycees took in June. 1969 will
be released at a meeting Jan.
23.

Scholten, who is president
of the Jaycees, said that his
group intends to invite a
couple of representatives from

each of the community's civic
groups, as well as village officials.

If

interest

of the general

public seems great enough,
said Scholten, the meeting,
tentatively scheduled to be

held at the Mount Prospect
Community Center, may be
switched to the auditorium of
Prospect High School.
January was selected as the

month to release the report,
said

Scholten, because it

is

"Jaycees Month" and there

suggestion that the board explore the possibility of a trade

Gripe
Of The

Redwood Av., Mount Pros-

on.

will be ceremonies celebrating
the 50th anniversary of this national civic group.
The survey, based on a four page questionnaire that ranged
in

its scope from schools to,

"what's wrong with Mount
Prospect and what would you
like to see changed," received
a 40 per cent return from the
9,000 homes canvassed doorto-door.

Meetings
Tonight
School District 57, 701
W. Gregory; 8 p.m.

Lions Park School,
Ronchetto said he plans to

School District 59, For
est View Elementary

contact Jackson this week to
set a meeting date with the

School, 1901 Estates Dr.,

Park Board.

Mount Prospect; 8 p.m,

THE DAY
Page 2

annum, Schaumburg

Shareholders of the Urban
Investment and Development
Co., Chicago, controller of
three large shopping centers
and northwest suburban builden,

voted Friday to

sell the

Casualty Insurance Co., Hanford, Conn.
The real estate and manage-

Colo.

able tax rulings have been re coined. Tim Bigelow, a spokesman for Aetna, said.
The purchase involves 1.3

lo will comprise 7,000 sin.
gle-family homes, extensive

also built Regent Park, a
planned unit development in
Arlington Heights, and is cu,
molly involved in constmc-

excess of 9100 million.

Lion of the town house devel-

The Chicago firm has dem
rated "an unusual degree
of crthtivity in the real estate
development field," Bigelow

Three members of the Des
Plaines Theatre Guild will be
interviewed about their cue
rent production, -Barefoot in
the Park" on WRSV-FM

Sunday and Monday. Jan.
and 12.

bee's drama. "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf' will be

1964 Chevrolet valued Cl

13 for the Maine Adult Eye ning School Forms Hospital

Plainaes, whic h was stolen Fri d y night fro m the R m dhu rst

Foundation lecture series.

by police at
'Berkshire
n h` night
and
Owen.

workshop will present several
vignettes and a one -act play,

and (finny is production coot-

"The Bald Soprano," at the

dinator for -Barefoot in the

Guild Playhouse at 8,30 p.m.

Park" which opens a 4 -weekend con at the Guild Play.
house. 620 1_:e Sr. Friday.

Mts. Boyer will also disc.,
On the theater group's acne,
dm with Jo Bellairs on WIVS.
Crystal Lake (85(0 on Wednth
She o
at
member of the board of dirertors and a past president of the
theater guild.
The

D pn The..

open

scheduled

has

School

bus

so,

parking tat and roc vend el -

buses

1.'9,

.°
s9'!".'"
ban Cook County children
have been reworked or are in

reditad

they said the interior of the
auto smelled of marijuana.
Also. the detectives said the
Ikense plates that were on the'

car when they found it belong. to Edgar Schroeder of

On Dec. 22, Hanraharis of-

Prospect,
and
were
subsequent/5( reported stolen.

dent of schools.

fice was officially notified of
1969

school bus defects

WI E Prospect Av.. Mount

in

School
Menus

General Motors Corp. bates
by Virginia Knauer, White
The Fathers Club of Resur.House consumer .Hainrection

High School, Chicago,
will sponsor a Las Vegas Festi-

Count y

inna-

Pupil

te.. Jan. 25, from Ito 6 p.m. in

portation Director John W.

the school gym.

lathy told The Day, -Our of -

Local merchants have Msoared prizes to be awarded
during the event. Resurrervitht

is an all girls' school at 7501
Talcon Av.

Ore determined that the defect
was an imbalance in the self adjusting braking system. Be.
cause the brakes were not unified, they pulled.

"After we issued an urgent

Obituaries

I

,'"II,eotr,',

"n'0"0,',

own buses," Lent so

Robert

Robert

roe St.. Mount Prospect, were

conducted by the Rev. Glen
Springer pus morning at Des
Pates
hat Honrs. Mr.
Kutehman. who died al Mete
was buried in Mem.
Gardens
Heights.

ip

"we

artangements with the

Services for Robert Frank
Wellman, 44. of 744 Decor

Arlington

Survivors include his children Karen Moench, ChristineK.and Robert Ir. of Mount
Prospect. his brother George
M. of Northbrook and his sirAlice N. Peterson of
Spring Grove. III., and Domthy Kutchman of Chicago.

Bus Co to

the

Inspect

these Imbsoier boan. with
Vecial emptied, on MM.."

n

great

pleasure

to

have

worked with the fine fikalty.

Gene Kucharski

trustees in Distrkt 23."
AT A RECENT school
hoard meeting Superintendent
Edward Lirothiky had high
praise for Kucharski
(inalsky emphasised the
help he had received from
Kucharski C On first year and

Manufacturing Co.

An worked for the com-

pany for 52

He started
on March 6, 1918, at age 18,in
the stock records office. He bee the president of the com.
pang in 1963!
Justrite is located on the
years

her students will be starring in
a new film being made for the
Family Living unit of the
School Resource section.

Near North Side of Chicago,
in the vicinity of Clybourn and
Southport.
An and his wife Beth moved

to Mount Prospect in March,
1945, when the population of
the town was 2,250. They have
seen the town bloom and prow
Pet.

THE DALLIAS

hash

a

manied son who lives with his
wife and two teen-age dough -

ten at nearby Island

Lake.

They aLscy.,. have a daughter,
Nancy, who is in charge of the

Orb' physical education department at

Prospect

ice

&book Nancy lien whit her
folks.

In addition to his exemplary

work record, Artah served in
many worthwhik volunteer
capacities. He was anise with
the Pardoning Agents Assn.
Sr CtilCaln foe 10 years. He

was president of that grou,in
1949.

He has been active in the
Civil Defense program in Chicago for about 12 ram. He
signed that position short

6 days a week,
but never on Sunday!

time ago.

Arfs main action'es have been

at his church. St. Mark Lutheran. He and his wife are
the

church. They attended the first
organizational
meeting
in
1945. They worshipped at
Sunday evening services held
in parishioners' homes before
a sanctuary was constructed.

Art has served on the
Church Council and was its

frequently take rides to Island
Lake to visit their grandlia

comments,

very

proud of my work record." He
is, as a matter of fact, proud of
all of theprojects in which he's
been involved, as well he
should be!
An Dania is a warm, friend ly man who has tackled many,

many sticky jobs and has al -

ways handled them with a
Twinkle in his eye. He has a
keen sense of fairness and hon-

the

church's building committees.

record, An! May you have

He has helped to direct the

many, cony retirement Year,

served

on

several

c hurc h's growth

of
to

the

enormous multi -building opensure it is today.

Even now, Art Dallia

is

of
their daughter, Lynne Ann, to
Thorn, E Johnson, son of
the

engagement

Mr. and Mm. John King
nior College. She will graduate.
'Gooch of Mount Prospect
from Harper in Jam. 1970.
Her fiance. who attends have announced the engage.
in Pnwpect stem of their slaughter. Nancy
night sMon1
Heights for apprentice train- Elizabeth. to Steven Scott
ins, is employed by the West Fuller. son of Mr. and Mn. El.
win C. Fuller of Edina, Minn.
Irving Die Casting Co.
Miss Gooch is a senior at the
Their wedding will take
College al Si. Catherine. Sr
place in April of 1971.
Paul. Minn Her fiance intends
the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis.
A September. 19711. wedding is planned.

Ids

teen-age

Mr. and Mrs.

El -Roy

1-1.

Mum of PRount Prospect am
nouace the arrival of Kathleen
Made on Nov. 28. their secrind Odd and a sister for Jatulle. 20 months. Kathleen
weighed 7 pounds 1H ounces
at Nrth at huthenm General

Hospital. TIE children's

Patricia Lynn Kennedy was
at Lutheran

born Nov

mittee that has been in charge

crowded elevator. A kindly
lady turned to the teen-ager
and said, "Aren't you afraid

of the constmction of Sr.
Mark's new youth center. This
committee hot been meeting
regularly for three years, and
the center isj.t about to open

that your little
will be
Klmahedr
"Not al elk!' said the tan-

ks doss raw.

oar.

Wejer. girlhood blend of the
bride. and her husband Ron-

of white ones and while stephanotis with green ivy.
Matron of home Mrs. Ron.
ald Wajer °f lush.. 111., woe

ald,

boyhood friend

of the

groom, were responsible for
bringing the couple together.
Sucllyn. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Kozlowski of
Mount 'Prospect. and George.

son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Carlson of Chirdeo. were

ar.

rood Nov. In at Si. Raymond
Catholic Church in Mount
Prospect. The Rev. Ronald
Kolas conducted the douhle

rriKimberly
Kirschling aved
at North-

west Community Hospital on

weight of 5 pounds 11 ounces.
She is the second child for Mr.

Nov. 2E Shc as the new daugh-

and Mn. Samuel J. Kennedy
of Mount Prospect. Shc is welcorned E a brothel-. Steven, a.
and grandparents Mr. and

grandparents are Mrs. Melvin

Mrs. Peter Kennedy of Chi.

Mueller of Des Plaines
Henry Soho° of Mount Pros.

cage and Mn. and Mrs. Arthur
Piluais ref Buffalo Grove.
Weighing I dunds 12

and

Anne

neck and bishop skews. lee
bouffant veil was of bridal illusion. and she carried a cascade

n Empire floor-1.mb Jeri
in brandy -colored olvet and
carried an autumn colonial
ram,
bouquet of yellow miniature

pomp, in shad. of
bronze and natural wheat trim.
Identically attired were the
bridal attendants. Mrs. Gene

Kodowski, the blink's sister
in-law, and (Rorie Koaltnnki.
the brides sister.

:IT

1110 Moine Ifie,e,1 Hntl

Naoh

The colored illustrations
and cle, instructions make
handbook

eseellem

an

of work, by noted mists. No
Was. is needed: just mount

arrangement

Plate.

cards. Jimatty

place ems and consters.
GR011INIi all the

man Groomsmen were Peter
Gajewski of Evanston and Jun
Miller of Chicago. Ushers
were the bride's brothers 'line
and Gene of Arlington
Ileights and of lava City.
A dinner reception for
guests. immediately fidlowt-

hpter, are clammed ooh
sear miarnd enill ideas

Where curl

is

handcraft project.

vital to lac
this 'book

will assist fur every.. seems
to feel that those Christmas
cards me just too pretty to
throw may.

the

wadding menu,

a hs

Tinge Home. a

held at

VFW hall. in Bensenville.

1 toe

newlyweds traveled to Koa week's honeymodo

moon. They are nos, living in

Mount Prosp.t.
Tru: BRIDE. who attended
High School. was
reengraduated in 1966
Prospect

Mmic was furnished by or-

THE BRIDE wore an
A -line. floor -length silk gown.
its bodice of white re-embreg-

BREWS

mother
wore a men green hrocade Cad-

mme with a white glamellia
corsage. The mother of the
groom chose a Nue silk A.lint
dress with It jeweled 1011110.
With it she wore a corsage ot
white baby orchids.
Ronald Wajer saved as best

Memorial Mutate! School It
Nursing. She is cinplosed
the Countrnide Center hat tht
Handi.pped in Barrington.
lhe groom is a IMF North
western University graduatt.
and is employed as an 0104
ideal enginTrvr at the Vapor
Corp in Niles.
Mr. and MN.

ter of Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Kirschling of Mount Prospect.
who have three other children,
Jeffrey. 6. and
Lisa. 8. Mrs. Elizabeth Perkins
of Kmvaskum. Was., and Mrs.
Daisy Kirschling of Marshfield, Wis., are the children's
grandmothers.

.Steven.

fO

Linda Lee M. Van Der

pm. double ring ceremony

gown of white crepe with a vel-

was performed by Rev. G. B.
Robinson at the First United

vet collar and man The chap

Methodist Church in Arling-

Barry Shatwell. son of Mrs.

ton Heights.

William E. Sheave!' of Bar.
ringion. were united in martian on Oct. 23. 1969. The 7

veil flowed from the crown of
braided velvet and crepe. She

The bride's aunt. Mrs. Ursula Liptin, made the bridal

caHied white daisy mums and
yellow roses.

MAID OF HONOR Debra
Cook a. bridesmaids Sydney
Campbell and Arleen Van Der
Vliet worc identical floor length

gowns

of

two-tone

green wah dark green bows

forming their headpieces.
They carried nosegay arrange-

ments of gold, yellow and orange small mums. Linda Lipkin was the 7-yearold flower
girl.
The groom's brother. W.
Hull Shatwell, was his best
man. Groomsmen were Dennis and Pete Casey. Dennis
also Ushered along with Richard Lyon.
lite bride's mother received
in a light green coatdreds with

We try to schedule our banking hours to fit your convenience. That's why we opened our drive -up facilities on
Wednesdays. The four modern drive -up stations are now

open every morning -except Sunday -at 8:30. And they
remain open until 4:00 P.M. on Monday through Thursday,

hat. The
mdher of the groom chose a
beige

8:00 P.M. on Friday, and until 12:00 noon on Saturday.
So, if you're tired of the same old banking routine, give our
drive -up a trial run -any day but Sunday.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES. ILL. TELEPHONE 927-4411
Weeiberreileral Orpent inI44,0/11,0/POralloy

frtirref rider. e Side.

Mr. and Mr,. Richard Barry Shaheen

A

el -length train was attached at
the shoulder. An elbow -length

Mount Prospect, and Richard

10..1f-7

gloves

LADIES APPAREL
FROM

Myrle

Vliet. daughter of Mr. and
Mn. Lan Van Der Vlict of

ass.

Gan.

1

Fall wedding for
Linda M. VanDerVliet

USm, ma

4

,

and

silver beaded grey drest with
fuschia colored hat. A reception followed for 125 as Old
Orchard Country Club,
The bride is a graduate of
Forest View High School and
Mended Monmouth College.
The groom, a graduate of Barrington High School and Monmouth College, is now a computer programmer.
Grandparents attending included Mr. and Mrs. Leon Van
Iser VIM Sr., Mrs. E. V. Shat well and Mrs. R. Hall.

Strass

%La" -

of

wed&

Mount Prospectf

STORE WIDE
Mr. and Mn. Joseph M. Horn o Mount Premed recently celebrated their NM anima., at a
surprise party given by their deu hter and son in lase, Mr. and Mrs. User Fenske d Knrinhemik.
About 50 relatives and friends at ended the party. including their gmntlmtn, Phillip Penske. sir.
Hera is the friendly, tonscientiou crossing guard who helps the children ems. the intersection of

CLEARANCE

Central Road, the Northwest Highway and the railroad tracks.

Garden program
a

The Garden Club
Mount
Pramect starts the New Year
with an outstanding program
onion. 14:at 12:45 p.m. in the.

Mount Prospect Community
Center, when Mr. and Mn. J.
Kaiser

a program featuring slides of
their Mount Prospect garden.
Mrs. Kaiser is a Garden Club
member and hav promised all
the members who have ma
veled at her lovely garden a
little inside ..know-how."
Nommen for the January
meeting arc Mrs. Bernard Hub
Mrs. Donald lime,

rsberg,

Mo. Ray Lobe and Mrs. M.
H. Crandall. Gumts are welcomed. For further informafion please call Mrs. William
Balaa, 253-6235,

Blouses Lingerie
Suits Dresses

The Day's New

FOOD SECTION

Sportwear
Cocktail wear
' Eye - Catcher

present

"Plan a
Peaceful Grades Sanctuary,"
J.

Starting January 7:

MENU HELPS
FOOD SHOPPING

Hosiery

VALUES

GOURMET IDEAS
10 APPEAR'
EVERT V/FONFSDAY
IN YOUR

4:0pCI

for

,outh group leader. I he eight

tered nurse at Chicago Wesles

ring ceremony.

Koslowski. the bride's sister.

ounces.

General Hospital with a birth

Maher were

being pushed to the back of the .s

dered Aleneon laax with high

roth and vocalists Miss fond
Humphrey and Most Gloria

Bassinet se t

WORST JOKE of the Day:
The Mk 3-yearold boy and

serving on the building com.

When Sucllyn Koslowskii
became Mrs. George Carbon.
the matron of honor and best
man were overjoybl. klary

ganist M. Barbara Dimen.

get out and do things. They

esty and has tremendous per scout integrity.
Congratulations on your

president in 1950. He also has

Mr. and Mrs. John B.
McKee of Mount Prospect an -

for her freshman year and is
now a student at Harper Jo -

potato.,

On his retirement, Art Dal Prospect,

Nancy F. Gooch

Lysani Ann McKee

Both Miss McKee and
Johnson are I 9fig graduates of
Prospect High School. Miss

bean, Salad (one
choice): Fruit juice, tossed sal.
ad, relish dish, molded raspberry, fruit cocktail, lime,
arnicots. Prune muffins and
butter, milk.
Available desserts: Plums,
orange gelatin, chocolate pie,
jelly roll, sugar cookies.

daughters.

charter members of

Oulores ilaugh-Womans Editor
Mid,. January 5. 1970
etpee.e1/01/P02.141"09e0ealleePOODOII090001/0"02122009Peeeeee120111

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnston
of Mount Prospect

choice),

but the coo of them manage to

ai

Happy couple serve bride
and groom in wedding party

View high schools in District

ARTS WIFE Beth has had
some health problems of late.

hook priced

tions whichse you can usc from
seaon
s
to ason such as framing outstanding repooduetions

igns hum cards and create
punch bowl wreaths. flower

daughters. ages 7 and 5.

green

Economics Dept., and 20 of

ins issue!: cliff.;

making the., are clmrls nisei,
i7 mow
tilt, delighttul

Party decorations are

bara. live at 1327 N. Yak. Ars
lington Heights. with their two

Grilled cheese sandwich or
steamed hot dog on bun, pork
and beans, rainbow Jell., carrot sticks, milk.
To be served Tuesday at Ar.,
lingheo. Prmpect, Wheeling,
Elk Grove, Hersey, and Forest

Whipped

rhy me dioramas all arc at your
fingenip,.
for

have to he :Mk to do is

cal end Mae.
IN TIIIN !Iamb hale hook
there ale 75 clever ideas proving there is mum joy to
to Christmas thrds than
sending
and ices tap them
'there ere lasting &cora.

simple Ion when you eel des-

wide

Three dimensional villages.
shoelsox doll houses, advent
calendars. party favor trees.
alp habet books. nersmy

new

and frae.

u

designs.

cards on hinds of wood no fit

23:

choice):

Helen
Esser. Elk
High School Home

IN MOUNT

Stars in their eyes

linois University in Oe Kalb

Lit Floros
years old, of 7 N. School Sy,

Page 3

amki's replacement also haw a
background in education.
Kucharski and his wife Bar-

52 full years

recently retired from lustre

..... SasseeTheasanseTTIMeastistigreresesseeptissossassessesaa

a half as superintendent. and
recommended
thot
Koch-

Main Sim,.

Arthur F. Dania, now 70

Mrs. John 1.1flequist of Munn. Prospect utilizes her Christmas cards by using them as Menthe
antiqued wall placques. Bonnie in a member of the Mount Prospect Cmft Artistes and mu -deigned
In the Unique Boutique.

MneArthur, Ann Sullivan,
John Muir, and Betsy Ross junior high schools in District

(one

-

)4

administration and hoard of

Ground beef stroganoff -over
rim, cheeseburger in bun, wiener in bun. Vegetable (one

high student
to be in filnt
Mr,

within two years.
Kucharski said 'it has been

many mute

you

provide

also

warier of papers. textures and

As no talent. forget n.All
yo

McRae attended Northern Il-

dish

give

which

ideas.

To be served Tuesday at

214,
Main

Elk Grove

Grove

417 N. Pine, Mount Prospect.

he is to work is Me to retire

possible with the are of the
beautifully printed card,

You can make matched pack.
age decorations and ages by
pinking edges. or rive cards to
your Sunday School or
nursery school. This hook will

t,fp

P5k gsnst

Upon examining the car,

for a., ayaroh product according to Robert P. Hanradon of "Wait Until Dark!' Oa han, Cook County superinten-

Vegas Festival

.)

to check it and as they did. they

the detectives discovered some
cigaret rolling papers, and

being

rj

Police said Derv. Sgt. Joe
Bopp and Richard Pascoe observed the our while they were
driving near the intersection.
They doubled back to the car

All defective 1969 General

the proses

things you can do with the
cards sent to you by friends.

ly

Mouanl Prospect

defects fixed
school

The first baby of the New Year at Holy Family Hospital in Des Plaines is Keith Michael Kilauea.
7 pounds, 6 nes born at 4)57 a.m. Friday. The infant is the first child of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Knaule,

S.

saw four teenagers jump from
the parked auto and run.

Motors Corp

the mw job is an advancement
for him. The man under whom

ler, of 032 Vassar Ln., Des

presented at Maim South, Jan.

The three members are Ed
Sauer. Frances Grote and
Ginny Boyer.
Ed is Me overly friendly upstairs neighbor, Fran is Mrs.

Banks, mother of the bride.

trict 23 Nisi.. inane.. said

$100 belonging to Lydia Mil.

1101.9) tomorrow at 7 p.m.

On January 28, an acting

created by the appointment of
Ralph Walherg as executive
director of the Countryside
Center for the Handicapped in
Herrington.
Watherg momently a memher of the board of ounces of
Mount Prospects Elementary
School District 57.
Kucharski, who was ran:King salary of 314,51X1 as Dis-

Stolen
auto is
recovered

-A production of Edward Al.A

by Margaret Perry.
There are so many creative

KUCHARSKI WAS ,

UIDC is also involved in rehabilitation housing in Brooklyn, N.Y.

I I

read -Chrism. Card Mask"

pdnled to the Nairn. num.
tiger post, which he vacated
Dec. 31. to lilt the vacancy

board. you can have a bright
new wall hanging for 1970 at
nothing more than the most of
the hoard and a few minute,
&cutting and pasting time
Carousel, of sleighs, a maypole of snowmen. birthday
party menygorounds are all

Don't throw those Christ.
mos cards away hefore you

high
gin he was a the
eChool teacher in the language

said.

o.,..,,haped piece of Post.n

Wail!

DiStriet 36 in Winnetka today.
Kurcharski would have finished his 10th year in District
23 in June.
He is a 1959 graduate sofa
(Chcago).
Paul University
and also received his master's
degree from De Paul in 1965.
His first 41/2 years in the dio

garden apartmeM units, and
recreational and commercial
facilities in addition to a 500 acre industrial park in which
upward of 4,000 people are
currently employed, Bigelow

Theatre Guild members
to talk over WRSV-FM

indict Or verities rier and
colonand pasting them on a

First in Ma part series on
day. Planned three

Heigh. School

gin os associate business manager for elementary School

When completed, Montbel-

mon stock. UIDC presently
controls progenies valued in

It

Prospect

District 27N business man
ager, Gene Kucharski, will be-

on the outskirts of Denver,

panic) approved the rule Ant
fall. It is expected to be completed next spring after favor -

Christmas card conversion
10 Dolmen Haugh

bello, a complete community

million shares of Aetna com-

mcot firm controls thc Old Orchard, Oakbrook Terrace and
River Oaks shopping center,

7.7

said, Beside its Chicago interests, UIDC is developing Mont-

near

Oak Brook, and Village Green
in Calumet City, Ind.
Directors of both corn -

in Aetna Life and

combine

Guild

Kucharski begins job
in Winnetka today

Monday. January 5. 1970

OK sale of suburban
development firm to Aetna

The day's prospects

9 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CI.3.7622
OPEN 9.30 Iv 5.300Alle
fel .1i1 v 14

+ W114 A13.11/.5 14 V CIO

Day light
By Jorelt,Shrbenrawel
fourth ksng never
reached Bethlehem yet per
haps he intended gift was the
richest of all.
The

Jesus, the vet of the three

SO WHO) din mysterious

Wise Men and the marriage at

Cana Epiphany es a hest a

fourth kind?
ying in the suburbs them

..feancrent than Chromes

many years were noted the

gradual amend of ethnic

some -

Twelfth Night, the eve of

called Little Christmas,
is the feast of the three kings
who cane from afar, following
the Oar, to bring gold, frankincense and myrrh in homage
to the Infant in the most wipe. laird manger. The original
Greek word means 'howing"

Epiphafiy, he been described
by Shempeare, Dickens and

Epiphany, Jan

and

6,

aim-

the

indicated

memoration of three key reli-

groups in the score and more
of villages. Palatine and

Mount Prospect and Buffalo
Grove are no longer solidly
Cierman-American, Barring.

bur coil Washington Irving,

and an entire literal= has
erohrined the merry old setalar games and frolics that en-

ton has lost much of its ScotchEnglish -Irish flavor, and while
there ism increase of Spanish -

did the year's end holidays,

speaking &sided, and of Uk-

new met

rainian deMendants evident,

vetnonth's serious affairs with

soon the only marks of the

gaiety and

original settlers will be the cm -

ushering in

the

such

toothsome

gion events: the baptism of delights as a wild boar's head.

lona and legends their ances-

Letters To The Editor
chief speaks

out on traffic
safety, violations
Open Letter to the Editor:
I have had the pleasure and
honor of being the chief of police for the village of Hoffman
Estates far almost seven years

increase in our accident rate of

forcement of traffic laws is not

50 per cent over the'same pert.od

the best way to win Irene or

for 1968. What is eve
more deplorable is the knowledge that during this identical
period of time, injuries Teething from accidents within this
village have increased by 87
per cent. 1 ask you, "How do

and cherished M fondly Bathwings.
Viewing the Way the inner
city to the Math of ea is.ettudshriddng as the various

Christmas Eve.

Each day Meaner,

the
moved

endear us to the beans of some

of our citizens.
We realize that it is the rare
individual who can look upon

slightly closer to the crib, until
on Epiphany, the shepherds
were removed.to a place outside the stable, and the three
Magi were assigned the loam.
non closer to the Infant. Tech
nically. you must admit it portrays the actual events of the

the end result of his or her own
improper driving behavior,
and must shield themselves

cy. mnvol this ever rising fig-

from a realistic evaluation of

ure?"
The Hoffman Estates Police

caravan

was

nod a police officer for many
oars pripr. During this period
of time, I have wnnessed or

Depariment, having no direct
control over the engineering

beerd of every type of demon -

of highways nor the education

Motion or

of drivers, are left with only
one option, that of enforcement. We fully realize that if
all drivers operated their ve-

paper have been brought to my

grouped around the manger on
Christmas Eve.
There's more to the old Cus-

attention and
and
that no

tom. The star of Bethlehem,
symbolized by the glistening

possible,

from those relating to the con-

flict in Vietnam to paid retches in

schools,

all

of which

would be too numerous to list
in this letter.
The demonstration
have
1

not seen, but would support
with all my fervor, would be a'
demonstration
the
against
needless and wholesale slaugh-

ter and mesuing of the c
ems of this great nation on

our highways. Do we m a
juries incurred on the nation's
highways last year, or do we
attempt to prevent this needles waste of human lift?
I would like to point out that
we have lod 40,173 American
lire to the Vietnam conflict
since Nat. In the same period
we have lost 304.278 fives on
our nation's highways through
raffle accidents.
az z law enforcement official. believe that socimy,

the improper driving habiu of

p through enactment of traffic

mention here

tinsel one suspended over the
stable, was then taken down. It
had served its purpose. you

pretense in exmsing their ac dons by comdaints against the

could say. Not quite. It was
hung in the window for 2 few

police officer performing the
duty this society has selected

days more. Why? was a child's
natural question.

and hired him to do.
We fully realize that it shell

always remain impossible to

are, have a normal tendency to
become complacent in all their
endeavors, including oper-

ating a motor vehicle. When

Bibliml narrative more accurately than having the kings

of a wrongful
act was made by the complaining party: only a weak

hicles in the same mannr as
when they took their driving
test with the examiner sitting
next to them, our job in relation to traffic enforcement
would be next to nil.
Humans, being what they

society accept the 55.000 fatalities and the 2,000.000 in-

I

"WELL.," explained my father. "it may still guide the
fourth king to Bethlehem." He
carefully recited the age-old
!mend of a fourth wise man
who was also alened by the

pleme all segments of our pop-

ulation. but we shall continue
in the fiture as in the past, to
protect and preserve all members of this community, by unbiased and impartial traffic en-

the public is put in jeopardy by
one of its members, it then be-

star to seek out the Infant, and
who never made it all the way,
but bestowed his treasured gift

forcement where and when the
need arises, along with all other guarantees given Land
of this society,
con-

comes our disagreeable .k to
enforce the laws made by our
legislature to protect us from
ourselves.

hungry and
needy met on his journey and
was unable to continue his
instead

tained within the framework
of this country's constitution.

At this time. I would like to
state that traffic enforcement

de of the most disliked
uties of any police officer, but

he prefers this over making n

notication to the mat et kin
of onn accident victim. As a police agency, we realize that en-

on

the

search.

We know Mat some will not
like us, but can they help but
respect service given for the welfare of all!
lobo 1. O'Connell
Chief of Police
Village of Hoffman Estates

old family Chnstmaa stable
around 1919 parts of which
roll annuelly rest under our

You will find, as I did years
later, the entire lovely Ink told
in classic detail in Henry Van
Dyke's story, "The Other
Wise Maps
IncidentallY, when time

r owl dream be aluayrzediattrir from
H7117 puth'pe'z'freedont and rogelleriseed integtarr

tree, my father told us that he
was following a traditional

practice of Making a stable,
"although," he added, "the

dusters of nationalistic commutates are uprooted d the original stable was redly hat a
younger members drift away, awe'n die hillside."
we are possibly, hem in the
Now this intereating bit of
suburbs, soon to be the only folk -lore, handed down for
custodians of such an toms generationth has been val..
from the old dap.
dated in recent ymca by Biblical whole, even Mehrologhni
ONE SUCH traditional pm- who point out how sheep and
turn, brought over hy my own domestic animals stem most
grandfather and my father probably herded at night into
from Alsace, was to place the melt mural cm/Mauna, since
statuettes of the Three Wise wood was much too -precious
Mm, with their horses, cam- commodity to use in such
els, and entourage, auxin dieshumble building Projech
lance from the crib under the
71111.4 SIT of legend corn family Christmas tree, ' on bines with the final traditional
royal

a traffic ticket as being solely

we, as a law enforcement agen-

tors brought from overseen

themselves, by unconsciously
attributing their own mistakm
to someone or something else.
Several articles in the news-

protest

One Prosinct Dap

The fourth king

Mwthall Held Ill

The can h eaatshM daub. Morg10 throw. Frido, LW 00
I IL.. Maio. Mount Prowert.111. WO.
Pooch 010res:
Ell Arliwton He1RFta Rd.. Arlineton
7n renter, I. ILIWors.111. &MIA

Nuripin
Out of
yO

11

month, of 1969. has eon an

411 from ra
ear

the

1

I,wme drikered.

month
Lown1,..1.0er87s.w.,....0
la mak a min

not Dry:

seemed arm.
sionstitao petits won at Mown Pongee Ill,

We

tJ 11.)

p

out -of -print Halweek's Biographical Dictionary of the
Saints, buried in its 1054

trairakihatir

pages, you can unearth such
musty data es how the three
kings met in the royal capital
of Sewe (probably in today's
Persia), lived to the astonishing age of 116 years for Mel chine. 112 for Caspar and 100
for Bathasar, were removed
from their tombs in Persia to
Constantinople
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You're
probably destined to become one of the clpe million
snowmobile owner, in the North American snow belt

If snow is your thing

around 480,

enshrined in the church of St
Eustorgius, Basilica of the
Kings, in Milan in the 7th century, and deposited finally for
on nine 10, 1164,
by
by the Duper.. Barbirossa in
a precious shrine in Cologne.

es.

you re not alone

There s no need to give up fashion for warmth
Ski -Duo Sports Ltd has designed a wardrobe espe-

cially for snowmobilers From head to toe you'll find
warm accessories for everyone, even in apres snowmobiling attire

Holweck, a careful historian, notes that "probably
these relics are spurious." The
veneration accorded the memory of the three kings certainly

used in this flattenng
one-piece snowmobile suit with fur -trimmed hood \its tram looks like leather but doesn t become brittle
cold temperature Its ass permeable allowing it to

A new fabric Vistram,

has been a definite fact, and
the recurtence of the names of
the three kings in German baptismal ceremonies and the
"cave" decription was re-

His and her one piece nylon snowmobile sorts with
orlon fleece are the warmest thing on the snowmobile
trail
These boots are definitely made -for snow TNT
snowmobile boots are ankle padded and come in black
with yellow racing stripes and a removable felt liner
Colorful hip hugger sweaters 100 per cent wool are
great before and after snowmobiling
There s still more-fiber glass helmets, goggles wool
toques finger mitts socks thermal underwear seal
skin boots mukluks shearlmg boots, snow shoes, kidney belts saddlebags and a duffle bag to put it all in
Snow safaners can be found where the action is -and
they're very warm and fashionable
marilyn heifers editor

peated to me more than 40
years ago by two members of
the M. megel family, both then
er 90 years old, also born in

"Who was Spiro scheduled to go after today?"

Alsace.

ee...

9

-

A Lovely, Lightweight Thermal Blanket You'll Be Proud To Use! *

se,-

marl he signed. net

names sill be withheld ero
en

mulymmoNIN

'Weld be as brie) es possible. ripeertnen.
possible, end should (12229i2

an affair, or AR. *umber so their awbennore
ran be checked

?;

Palatine PD
sponsoring
Aspen trip
The Palatine Park District
sponsoring a program
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
is

Community Park Recreation
Building to present an Aspen,
Colo. ski trip to the general

Stop or Coll f

.tre=

PH: 392-3220

aal Ire

gad...0.w,,
FREE TRIP TO HAWAII

1030 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mn. P.slwea

Wog. ANNUAL 20%

public.

Two movies of Aspen and
the Colorado ski areas will be.
shown at the meeting. After wad, detafied information
about the trip Will be present
ed.

THE. TRIP is scheduled for
March 21 to March 28. Jet
transportation
to
Denver,
transportation from Denver to
Aspen, continental breakfasts,
free mane bath and swimming
pool and insurance for the en -

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
DOES YOUR HOME
LEAVE SOMETHING
TO BE DESIRED?
Hare our Interior Decorator mine to
your hams or no obligation. let them
show you our latest in fabrics and designs in carpeting and drapery,

*. 5 Ways To Get This Delightful

Gift.IJyr Open a new Savings Account

trip are included in the
$258 cost of the trip.
This figure can be reduced
Iis individuals are intermted in
and

four -to -a -room

rates. A deposit of 150 is required by Feb. 10 and the remaining $206 by Feb. 20. Call
359-0333 for funher informa-

20% SAVINGS
ON ALL

of $200 or more.

($1000 minimum).

bers.
15 good, 21 excelled

Aim... Cook Page

Get a Bank of Elk Grove Auto Loan..

at

Wallpaper
Oil Poing

Cet heA Merle, Deem-

In addition. find the word
sing all seven of Mem

Invest in a Certificate of Deposit

All Makes a/ Carpeting
Custom Made Drapries

PREDVIE
Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters at you can.

Add $200 or more

Window Shades

Hideaword

-

Open a new Checking Accoun

to an existing Savings Account.

111 Inwpery hardware

tion.

oneinelo he your keen

INTERIORS

el ea okaPlIm

Change From 7 Distinctive Colors! Fits Single or Double
Bed!
Get your FREE Esmond blanket now at Bank of Elk
Grove

P. 35I-7440

Faskons evadable at Sports Chalet
Rolling Meadows
Photos from Ski Doo Sports Ltd

Bank Of Elk Grove

tr. imintrnsr mrst,
Dwane.- vagiikaakNik4oravu exam.. c.w.o.,.

Dry en owning oepoirententelinellod.Mk otenot awe 60 &II

assrwo.

MO la.% M. 9 sm. to p.enf SM. noon.ne B we.

mafgaff daafiT
thainaelna sag. I%

=KW klsin

is

breathe and maintain a seppliness at Any temperature

efldm Gilarik 6f Elk glove

The village of Hoffman Es firm

WOL0

one, but is my priceless, long

plorable figures reduced. As

the

ILMNaama. la.

not too distant from Alsace,
acres the Rhine at Cologne.
Call the sooty en apocryphal

chief of police of the village of
Hoffman Estates I would like
to see the reduction of injuries

through

35ent

Managing Editor

reefing place of the three kings,

ture.

mused by accidents, especially
in our own illage.

William .1. Kiedaisch

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

mme to rebuild the battered

laws passed bv their legislawant to see these de

Monday...tannery 5, ten
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Antique world

Clues for the furniture detective
By Dea Joreo

ABOUT 1825 the Ameri-

Furniture detecting is a subject that has had innumerable
books and papers written

about it. There are quite of

the rosewood pie= that be ',came so popular. This period
almost totally eliminated ta

skills the furniture detective

use of native hardwoods other
than in. mall local work shops

on employ to unearth a clever
copyist.
One of the important Odom

or thew estern frontier. Near
the end of this period dark hued black walnut was in.

is knowing the history of the
development of Americo furniture. We have taken it from

/Sheraton and Empire period.
we tell if a piece is
American or Euorpean? The
nationality of a piece of furni-

the fumiure

characteristics.

ne but that
into wide

Chippendalecane
use.

The

Chippendale

period

ms followed by the American
Hepplewhite

and

Sheraton

periods. A very marked charaeleristic of these times was
the combination of mahogany
and native hardwoods. Amon,
some of the most beautiful te-

brasses. Remember that draw-

have been hand -wrought. The
first mac hine.made screws and
nails were made in I 8411.
The one craft that is a head-

ture on be detected by the
study of certain structural

ism firmiture glorifier. Some

uupulous d.leA, in order

Sum furniture glorifying

mahogany frathmepand birds -eye
or curly maple pans. The combination gave grace and a very

pletely separated the drawers

from the onc above and be-

a piece would
look better carved or inlaid. If
a piece has been glorified the
emeltng will he too sharp he.
it will not haw aged with
the
the piece. Them will he a vari-

neath. These are known m dust
boards. and 0.ar en oar finest

distinctive elegance to the furniture. It required a very skill-

American cahnermaken did

millsotan with an .nano

not use them. The woods lined

flair.

venmrs differed. The,

an not

strew

Ili

or the lovely money.

paint from paint stores. Except

plant. Avoid wheat or any typically autumn arrangements.

for your accent /lowers the
houquet will be pretty much
one color. White is a good

decisions. Do not even think of entering into any romantic interludes. It would be sheer folly.
LEO (July 23 to Amid 221: LeoThe-Lion can furl free to roar
in the week ahead. Of corn there is always the chance that no one

IT WILL TAKE a little
courage. but put 'all of your
collection M the laundry NI,
sod fill with water. Soak for
several hours. Then seal in
plastic bags and set aside over

night. This makes the brittle

Unless you are exceedingly crafty, Leo. week will wind up on a
sour note
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22h Continue to trod the old
straight and narrow, Virg. gewa rds await thee. During last pan of
week you may find yottAelf in a muddle concerning money. Make
no splash at this time. Mull things over. Don't allow yourself to be
sweet-talked into any taw venture.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 221: In the week ahead you
may think of yourself
Li brathe-Loser.? hut that will not he
the case at all Look deeply into your affairs Cn and perhaps you
will fled solution 10 problem which may he hugging you. Week in
general rather tacky. Sorry. but you can't have cookies ALL the
lime.

on display and innumerable
their library.

Ted in

The trained eyes is seldom
fooled.

weeds pliable and easy to ar-

range. The exception to this
cashing would be the colored
star flowers that have been

Wire tee
dem ((teethe

GERMAN MEAT SALAD
3 cups diced conked beef,
veal, hot er tongue

iecond

2 German 00 pickles
I medium onion, diced

January - back to everyday life

SAVE 30%-50% ON "SECONDS" FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
By Amy Fremgen

homes and wet mittens, hot
cocoa and cold nom. It is also

January is a month of dry

TEAK 8 ROSEWOOD
-

TRAYS

swrong of .ings. Although we
all make a special effart with

E

and

making life more pleasant En
or family and friends.
Sometimes we tend to forget
that our family is just as impor-

OFF

SERVING TRAYS

tx am too.

O

BUFFET BOARDS

tant if not more so than gums
in um home. Perhaps we can
follow the advice in a food ad
that says to "make Wednesdays special." Mothers molly

s

motion the hairdo you

TV PLATES

desire. Change your look

CHEESE PLATES

wiM a

COASTERS

aromarot w set.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
WIG STYLING

MOD-PODGE
by

214 E. Grove

GLASS 8 MIRROR CO.

392-0062

AT WILLE'S HOBBY CORNER
IN WESINBIHMSI

EFFECTS OF AN

f ramingspecial.
ty with ua. Rely on
our custom mirk.

Heights

.1P

frame job?
Diminetive picture

"VAN"
of Arlington
Arlington

At)gdos0c=xe
CREATE THE

entertaining

alwhouse
ays the holidays. we should
always h concerned with

Beautiful
Hair styles

From Sweden

30%-50%

a time to gel back into the

rep Atm.., Alm in Mk Areet

ABILITY
PALATINE Plans
OPEN DAILY

PRI, nil DAM.

PHONE 359.1009

make speetal dinners tteing the
"good" silver
dishes on
Sundays and Ittrthdays. But

wouldn't the family feel pampered if this was also done oar
day during the week?
Even if you don't always use
your expensive table ale

alai set your table in
many attractve and unusual

IF YOUR children are old
enough they might like to take
turns setting the table. perhaps

vying with each other for Mc
prelim or most humorous

month of sales -Abe time when

centerpiece. Let them use any.
thing in the house tsmall
enough to tit on the Fable, and

closet and drawers. You might
like to use a method toe found
to he a very economical way of

try not Multiage their Ohms.
Thin is a good activity Its encourage their creamily and
their interest in making their

providing a varied and color

0.11 future homes pleasant.

use on our table when it is o -

You might point out emus
combinations that would go
well with your dishes or table
linen. II your plates are blue

tended. 'These are much cheap-

and white. your son might like
to use some bright red truck..
or your daughter a few of her
small dolls in blue and yellow

your own. All 1 do is take out
the deep hem. You might like

dresses. They might have

oval table.

special Nok with

You might buy a bright
striod sheet or one in a wild
flower print. have an aro-

bright

cover they'd like to use. With
that you motet suggest adding

you can replenish your linen

hAy

I

twin -sired.

monently

pressed

or,.

sheets

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTING
IN JUST 30 MINUTES!

MOD-PODGE simplifies the intricate 18th century art of decoupage because it seals, glues and
glazes in one!

Kit contains 1 wooden roller art prints 1 pint

of ModPodge brush 2 9"x12" hardboard
panels an instruction book

cloths. and you don't have the

wam problem from making

$6.95

white dishes for the Fourth of

Servos lour to us -

a Ng Meek chock

your odd weeds or straw flowers. Some of these arc nice if
they am sprayed white first.
Spray

prim our

basket

ing, talking on the phone, liszoning to goad music, or walk ins the dog. To others it might
mean bridge or golf or making
M a beauty bath. My Mary tell

Wigs

You are now ready to make
your arrangement. Carefully

Put your finished bouquet
in a social place and see a hint
of spring fill the after-Chrimt,
mos emptiness in your house.

'home and Co

erywhere sty "Amen."
Scout is working on his chart. I
became inspired to try to make

up a -Chart for Mother," Of
eser) mother has similarand yet different tasks.
cou

I decided that the question I
must ask myself to get a star is

char

h.r

Christmas Tree?

Wye saver

REPLACE IT

ers. Oa I as a human being give
them all plosure. and not

als
since heating systems
contribute to smoke and gases

Sylvia's Flowers

onite.

A, loony mammy, we
/lenge the world. How in

forogof000.
fm
chart --the side

in

the

air. The new tarnish

preventative spray is a wife ,aver because it lessens the
time penn polishing each

t

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights
CL 5-4680

year. Other members of the
family will find it useful to
keep buttons. buckles and
jewelry shiny and protected.

"i

APMAIMIIMAIMMNige

DID YOU
GET A WIG

area of our life to give

hr
taped it, is just so his!

Tired of Your

with Green Plants from

ties, dinner a. bedtime. Of
.17.,z,Fon

You Ti be amend, especially if
you have several kids around
to kelp you honest.

all children, my own and rob-

pain. My f,.,

mute

DEVON AVE., ELK GROVE Muss 10. P. M.

11-151'

Copper tarnishes almost 20
times as quickly as silver. Winter months are hardest on met-

children's librarians!

there

Restyled

tainer.

My human

relationships,
like everyone else's include
many people: husband, fellow
workers, boss. relatives,
friends, neighbors and roost of

-

/-f

foam end thickly fill your con-

me that I fit it into my every
day world.

with pleasure the library
charts that contained a beau.
tofu) shining star for every

If you don't know how you

AFTER A week of honest
checking the chart has become
A mod art picture of myself my
successes and failures. It com-

""o'ng "Y
a

a

rer

e-'

1835 OAKTON ST

checks at bedtime. I guess I um
Lnr,,m,y,hrif,e,,tr:!71,

DES PLAINES

824 9347

Lthe,e:,,d

I

CHRISTMAS"
HAVE IT
STYLED WITH

itRl 4/b

municates quite clearly to me
that with solid cheeks for gating up. and bre:rifest.] am a
sad sack at getting out of the
sack. Also, with all those

room for improvement.
rota galaxy of stars when
comes to "relaxation"'

E

for

"ar char'

o

me that means readmg or writ

July.

I

'"''

E. and ay. noin mt. &moo

25 .2210
ONE. kris ,iolti.,

of Randhurst
RN. ID a 113 Mt Prospect

ADMISSIONS,.

by world trawler

392-0383

One Woo...kb]. tot PA
informal. . plows
Loll iMernoon or mid,
Eunice

296-7842
Porn coardinakirs needed.

I'd

I

'Resale Show. 6 Auction P..,

await. ly Accented

wg, ....., ,,,,,....,...

Our minimum balance for No -Cost Checking.
Are you with the leader?

0FEN DAILY it A .1,30

MAW AWL.

634-9802

DINE. BROWSE

Open we. day but
w vr ssa Set

ANTIQUE FLEA MAR

OW Miner St.

Frew Werlawdey Ma 7.30
.

SIS Lee W. Ow Plaines, Ill

TOP DEALERS(..
COMPLETE LINES
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1

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

Admission gle

045020
-

SAL BARN
i

l

253-91171
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N mi

Yee Ave.

Who lino, Ill.

537 9886

I

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

,rurvio

MILWAUKEE AVENUE AT DUNDEE ROAD

WHEELING, ILL PHONE:532.0020

CALL 255-7200
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for

REST. B)
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AUCTIONS
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Antiques ...era Managersi
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ANTIQUES

TO PEPPERMINT STICK
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Wheeling

Flea Market Sole
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THE RED GAVEL

Phone 537-9874
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ElooMnadole

V&S Hardware
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open every day
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TIFSEASONS
COUNTRY HOUSE

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES
113 E. tok&street

DECORATORS ANTIOUES 1

in

'MY' HOUSE

a. r eyerienewe

Mt. Prospect

1

the

LINES
(A NEW SNOP IN
OUR LOCAL AREA)

COUNT Y HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

pi

E.1'027C SIAM

I

Choose yor accent agors,
such as red and blue. Spray

by Jac Stafford.

ors.

poke the flowers into the styro-

,ter
list imludes the following gel- day is the most difficult thing
tug up, broakIlast housework. on my chart. Yet I know that
lunch, relaxation. human tele- thin the mast impo,th, coma

,,,,,,,,,,,s4%

4

India that is used with blue and

imHAS MOVED:

Illialm-MMMMMMMmAmideemmMtmmo caw Jaws taw ... ..

monsoon!. included every lay
ot' the week, decided to give
myself a star for pleasure. and

Many parents eon remem-

ANTIOUH'S

Day and a deep pink one for
My little girl's birthday and fee
limier dinner. I also have a red

mAl BELLAIRS

dial...

haven't entirely dried out.

else, Arlington Heights. Photo

r

lal PROSPECT

am radio

nowr

lined off a big piece of

1

Because my X -year -old Cub

Chill woo hours and garnish
with hardcooked egg slices.

1

and cmam print throw fon

on your

real question!

Tk
,..

to add an edging of lace or
round off the corners for an

hand. you'll be amazed at the
imaginative ideas they will
come up with.

GMOWJ

matter if they

doesn't realty

Bawdt dedgned by Mrs, John
with oar, of these accent col-

....._

CL Sae

M,OUNTPROSPKT

log, -fake the garbage. right

my family. my associates
myself?" Now Mare is a

er than buying the long Mlle

really will give them a free

also

and

?

for

a pair of glasses and a piece
of frui
Aftert. they find out that you
really want them to do it and

is

.11 and pepper to task

seems so.
fresh at this time of year.lf any
!mats arc an off-white or
cream color leave them alone.
With a can of spray paint cover
the ugly brownish one. It

ful wardrobe for my ethic.

eudo tine I use on SE Petrick's

JANUARY

peeled and diced

t

more meaningful than scream -

and YOU." All mothers evbeef

I

medium boiled potato,

it encourages dialogue that is

mother. your dad, your broth en and sisters if you have any.

MARINADE:

other ingredients together and
poor marinade over them. Mix
thorimghly. season to taste.

I

nary jobs give pain or pleasure

oily" achievement. The Wolf
Scout Book says: 'it takes a
Nam to run the house your

Mix marinade well. Tow all

man mustard

;Ong about (ohs to be done. and

earn has

I

teaspam prepared Gee

self honestly. -Do my neon-

one month. To want him to

MO.

othlespoon capers
I mNespoon minced parsley

effort. but it g brio than nag -

about keeping his -Helping
Around the House" chart for

2 talAWINWICI olive oft

3 Mbleapoom vinegar
d Mblespoims cold

medlar of course, because they
must he done. I must ask my-

IF YOU HAVE a Cub

Tasty leftover
LI larotho, hi N. Bothwell,

breakfast-

do the kind of things as a

Scout 'IOW. you arc concerned

and now you

feel blue. Well, cite, up right now, for the week coming up is a
real four-starpecial. In space! the fact that youre bit of a dingy -Ifni at times,. hefore week is over something important will happen. It will be something CAM. aim Feel better now?

255-0212

cook

1

dinner-do the . washing or
ironing?' All mature mothers

book read. No dumb, those rtionships, community activi-

will be strong. Follow them Dot. be led astray by advice horn
pinheaded Know-ITAII.
PISCES (February la to March 201:1 know, I know, Mmes.

EVERGREEN

"Did

not

ber how proud they were of
their area "ear chart- when
they were young. Some moll

Evem am shaping
up. Aquarius. which could possibly influence your behavior for
may months to come. listen to your secret oice. Your hunches

SOUTH

lovlastic

children and found that it
works very well. It takes some

will.
AQUARIUS Unary 20 to Febnmry

12

along with

Mss mothers have tried the
gold star work chart with their

not. then hrace yourself. Olga sees nothing but

Last week you didn't get a chance to jingle your be

dyed. Don't despair when ylN1
open the pYour hagse tha nest
morning!
ly Weed,

mold

By Gerry Walsh

you relax and let the Will, guide rani destiny. Say to yourself: "I
can. I can. I really think I can." And you know what Cap2You

wore. There A no charge for

three

choke. Worm. it

Gold star chart for mom

Olga. You are due to meets omeone, a "across a crowded room"
but perhaps 11000,11 crowded schedumle ProXaling of course That

p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 6 on the upper Avel of the Randhuest

r

mall stick or .thplek.

SCORPIO (October 23 &November 211: Good heavens Scorn,
you're really going to get it in the week ahead. But don't fret, for
what you're prang 10 gym ts what waive been wishing and waiting
for. (You didn't get under the Christmas tree, but old Santa didn't
forget you completely. He's just a trifle tardy. But better late than

vites you to attend a sprio and
summer bridal show at 7:30

.

CANCER (June 21 to July 221: Important week comity up
Moonchild. You will consider and reject many idos. It will be w
time of soulsearehing
you probably will nal nuke any final

will listen, but of It makes you feel boner. go ahead_ Only plowed&
your family and friends a favor. Leo. 11 you do wart roaring, do it
in the throne room with the door closed and the windows bolted.

admission.

juilm a

winter weather, yowill

othpick to these

smart you are. So pet off your fanny. and Mine ahead

exciting things in store for you in week ahead. If not conorning
your career, then it will involve your personal (very) life. Relax
and enjoy your trio, baby.
CAPRICORN (December 22 lohnum 191: (Mod week, Cap.
At la, After last week you deserve some good news from old.

Palatine features Mexican cub
sine in an atmosphere of tradiSonal Mexico. Photos by Jac
tafford.

Hems to make it possible to
poke WPM into slyrofoam.
Special sticks and wires ate
available at Hower shop.

YOU ARE ready now for
color. The painting is done
with cans of regular spray

Can spring be far behind,
having a revival.
Carson Plrie Solt & Co.
lutes Sotimental ries and in-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

time wire

bigger than a marble.

suawflowers, some of the
brightly colored little star

Romance Cr

aFrio 'nes

used weeds but none much

the newspaper advertisement

ting down. Sag?

PLAZA

your moist weeds and wire
them together. At the same

find many beautiful dried
Mots at the flower and garden
shops. For accent buy a few

SAGITTARIUS INinictober 22 to December Oh Are you sit-

,,,Bursdur

For interest, gather a few
round button -shaded or un-

If you do not care toorave

never. to coin a el inhe.1

Charlitede,.

foam to pu t inside the basket.

GEMINI (May 21 to ham JO!: Eagerness and enthusiairn art
key words for the week ahead. Because you are by maxim outside,, you will have undreamed of succefl in months ahead. But
the groundwork will be laid during the coming week, if you're
smart. And though there:tre rnany things which you are not

Local gourmet dining

Complimentary,amm

re,

toothpicks. 0 wicker Fasketwi or
container and a piece of styro-

M

haw a nu niMr of /ovely pieces

Man in the detaiLs, and careful

The other materials you will

now need will be fine

Takc three of four stems of

la. or the common yarrow.

What better time than now
to make 'a big. marvelous winter bouquet to brighten the
able or the empty toot in the
front hell.

pleasant.

Ime

to is one of the
Art In
places you should visit. They

who though

will produce a
nice variety of roadside wild
flowers poking through the
snOw. such as Queen Anne's
countryside

will look and smell bit un-

alms

pieces to enhunce your home,
Mud and look at as many originals as you can. The Chicago

another.

has hen done by collectors

Taurus. You will find yourself questioning old values in the week
ahead, so Olga wants you to know that instant solutions to your
problems just won't work. You're going to have to do some mental
gymnastics. Emotional pushups wouldn't hurt you either. In fact,
you'tre in a rather flabby spiritual condition, te, well. Now go and

enough that if you feel furniture is what you wish to collect, or, you want one or two

added inlays. carved a plain
piece and substituted parts of
decoration, from one piece to,

with hardboards which com.

e

you. 'there are quite a few forged Chippendale labels float-

to be fooled.
Finally, I

to make several pieces look as
if they might be a set, have

ieces wih a

mples are

the house.

TAURUS (April 20 to May 201: There are no easy ansWO3.

of the trade. The early adVerlisements were written mug as
labels than as hard sell promo.
done! jobs. Unless one dewed
of this it would be very simple

and the lover of original pieces

boards and interior parts of the
European pieces. they arc al moot alwayv made of oak. All
European chests were built

poet -holiday emptiness about

Perhaps M the form of a note from one far away.

label. Thos is ,a very clever trick

ache to the Arniture d&cctive

Amerion pieces are always
much sturdier. Each c.
ponent part is heavier. Ameri,
can carving is never as deep
and intricate as in the English"
and Euorpean pieces. If you
look at the drawers. back-

narrow little world. However, week wanes on a note of deer.

is not a forgery hut will
base nothing to do with The
piece of furniture you hay is

If the .scres. and
am original they will
nailsused.

up mainly of delicate, loop
weeds. A drive through the

The Christmas tree is down

ory he heard. Also watch
for labels. These can mislead

detected by an expert.
A peculiar type of label used

is of holes, and if a piece
has these then newer brasses

This arrangement is made

hard to shake. Your eyes may wander beyond the confines of mu

ing about. They can only be

cfronts were not made with

By Ruth Cournoyer

and the decorations are put
away, but somehow there is

a

the screws can also tell much
about a piece. It is seldom that
truly antique piece has intact

Hepplewhite.

rustic crude and very
simple early furniture through
the William and Mary, Queen
Anne and mahogany periods.
By Mahogany I do not mean to
imply that Mahoguey ever left
the

stories you hour from a
The person may
rfectly honest hut telling

'ME TYPE of hardware

If there was an American
Chippendale.

TRUST YOUR own good'
sense. Do not believe sll the

used on furniture, the mitt,

traduced.

ARIES (March 21 to April 19): Aries, your sign of course lathe
Ram, and in the week ahead you'll do nothing but ram around.
You probably won't gel much accomplished as far as your career
is Concerned. This may he do to a restlewnew which you find

been subdinned.

used in the piece. The Anon.
an workman used soft woods.

A bright bouquet for
the after Christmas let -down

Your Weekly Horoscope

scnatiny will tell if parts have

Europeans used oak or a poorer quality of same wood

can Empire period introduced

MERLE flOR man
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Prospect High School has
named the following students
to its junior honor roll for the

Judith Braun, Michael Britt,

SENIORS: William Allen,
Kathy Ardella, Joyce Atkin-

Richard Brower.
BM,
Melissa
Elizabeth
Lynn Byers. Clark Campbell,

George Bolger, James Bolit,

Mary Boll, Robert Bradish,
Nancy

basic questions about it, such as: Just what is E.S.P.? How
reliable is it Can anyone use E.S.P.?
P.L.. Des Plaines

Dew P.14

F -8.P. mums ',extensor., perception.' and is simply Nn -

perception to means of mitre senses possessed by all. E.S.P. Is S.

natural human faculty yetiirn can contribute to our equipment for
Ming. has a particularly important role to play in life because it
begin...here the conscious mind nr eraryday awareness leaves off.

of finding things out which would
II Is 8 was of knowing
etherwise he diMult or impossible to discover.
-

How reliable is E.S.P.? How reliable is the eyesight or hearing.
II is a neuter of training plus natural ability. Basically, anyone

nut use Es.P. nil as in op Ming else, some are more gifted than
others. )'raining mean, e great dent.

The prmtice of ES.P. demands, first of ell, relaxation in mind

end hod.. If the whirling activity of the conenous mind is not
suspended. psychic impreuenns canml lye brought through tram
the subconscious.

De nut crulcarar Forcefully to repress Mese everyday thoughts
and feelings but quietly observe them rising op In consciousness.

a.. .edge their existence and then gently push them out of
mind and feel Mum receding.
It is user in this meditation to sisualiee oneself surrounded by

deck on beery ame Mout 10 feet in diameter and gently posh
dont Me

Braun,

Dan

Brush,

Donald Cerva, Patricia Chandler, Sharon Chisholm, Judith
Collin, Kathleen Collins. Nancy Colianni, Pam Carlson,
Gary Davis, Karen Deikus
Janet Donovan, Randall Fis
cher. Danko Fly, Barbara

FOrbes, Nadine Garr. Tara
Lee Gillock. Beverly Gliege.

Vicki

Marjorie

Granzin.

Griffiths, Barbara Ha., PaHall. Martha Haynes.

mela

Kenneth Holrnes.

Sandy

Janisch, Donna Johnson.

SUE JEAN JONES, David
Kettering, Susan King, Peter
Klein, Robert Kline Karen,

None., Nancy le Kostelny:
Nancy Kora, Karen Layer,
Thom. Lopotko, Phdip Lyman, Debra ...skill. Linda
Madl. Christine Magill. Albert
Marchetti. Keith Matthews.
Deborah Matthicsen. Marianna Maver, Nancy Maxaw a. Ellen McCormick.

Dear hi,
I'm an a Image kinking girl of 17. I have such a desire to he
pretty that 1 am saving up for plastic eager), EM You we this
opcmion :rs a kucce s s. Will it be soon?

K.H.. Arlington Heights
Dear K.11.:
I de feel nrmetM1ing will he done to yam face.

donl

It will
be limier and 1 feel see' pkawd with the results. It will be witNn
the Ira five years.

togas
Dragcr, Roger Dressler. Eileen Dugan. Richard Dunlop.
Karen
Engihnus.
Thomas
Ericsson, Dwight Fenderson.
Richard Foster.

60016.

Himaatigh, Kathleen
man. Carol Holm. Christine
Houchins. Joan Hassle Bruce
Iverson,

'HIPS of IM Flanks. Bank of Rolling Meadows. 7:311 o in.
Mount Preupect Vilkage Hosed, Village 11.11.8

VFW Mospect Post 1337 ladies Auxigmy,
-

hoard meeting. VFW Hall. p.m.
River Thails School District 26. Boers/ of Ede.
cation. Park View School, S p.m.

Mount Prmpect Eire 13epoilmeot Demuth
Ausiliary, Fire Station 2. pm.
Mount Prospect An League Mount Prospect

n.
sen.

Krampert.

terCnaTni71.(St.
11:15 p.m.

Kuhn.

erson. Lawrence Paten.

Lynn Elise Mader. Curtis
NI a r

Manuel.,

David

hlanning,

Mathews. Bonnie
Ann

lames Richards.

Roblin

Ponce. Min Prinakm. Kathy

Nice Roddy. Terry

Righer. William Rotolo. Donne Roy. Edward Sehauble.

Roblin. Nicholas Ryan. Barbara St. Denis. Guy Dean

Barbara Schneider,

Sandeberg.

Schneiter. Amon: Schnieder.
David Smith.
Eileen Stevens, David Stitt.
Greg Sumner. Randy Crhan,

m:in. Sue Schmidt.
Kathleen Schmitt. Greg
Schwarzkopf. Candace Sim nine. Laurette Smith, Steven
Snyder, Bonnie Sohn, Joanne

Cindy Wallace. Kim Walter,

Ronald

&Iliu-

Kent Moven, Barbara Weber.
/they Wendt. Ann Wichmann.

Spot°, markTamsen. Diane

Pamela WWI. James Willis.

Ronald Thermokl. David Tim.

Gail Willock. David Wilma

son.

Team, Gary

Les Verde. Lynn Waishwell.
Claudia Wallies, John Week.

JUNIORS ARE: Gayle Altenbern,

James

Theilgaard,

Elizabeth Todd. Gar
To odes. Barbara 'Tomanci.

Timothy Whostine John

Ashbrook,

SOPHOMORES on Pros-

or roll a. David Ammo,

Robert Ancha. Kathie Anderson. Michael Anders... KWheon Balm. Lama Mhrons. Su .
sac Carol Bede,, Gary Berg.
B eth Bjorndahl. Marcia
Blaine. Elizabeth Boll. Pamela
B om. Barbara Britton.
S11 y Brother,. George

A unique service for patrons
of the Schaumburg Township

to 3 p.m.

Northwest Suburban WelfareComell, North.
vast Suburban YMCA, noon.

Public Library requesting ani.
cies which occur in back issues

Mount Prospect Lim. Club, MEW Hall, 7

St Emily's Women's Club, church hall, 8 p.m.

of magazines has been in itiated by the No
Suburban
Library System located in
Monon Grove and serving 28

Double Dyne Mothers of Twin, Lauterburg

member librari,.

dinner

meeting,

The requests are fonvarded

Harper College Board, 1200W. Algonquin. I

M a mierf

008 h
housed in the Morton Grove
public library. A copying ma.

VFW Prospect Poo 1337, board meeting,
VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

chine prints an enlarged image
on standard paper and the re.
quested article is then mailed
directly to the patron,
Central Serials
but

NA IM Conference (Catholic Society roe wed-

name of the operation, heat

owedk Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington

wined back filcs of magazines
indexed in Reader's Guide 10

Heights, 8,30 p.m.

.

John Todd. Marge Tolae
Mary Walirirm. William Welnhpfer. Richard West. vie.
%Venial', Yount Williams.

Marvin Y. and

Marjorie Zambo.
named

Murat High School's Belau
honor roll are: Robert Ad mann. Kenneth finger. Kris
Anderson.

Helen

Atkinson.

Phillip Andel, Jan Barrett.

Roger Bennet. George BO,
don.

Terri Hosleitner. Mary
Bull, Denise Burger. Allen
Campbell. David Carter. TimWhy Castle. Martin Can -

anaugh. Nancy Clank, Jo.

The Day's New

MENU HELPS
FOOD SHOPPING
VALUES

GOURMET IDEAS
TOAPPEAR
EVERY WEDNESDAY
IN YOUR

Dap
NEWHAM.

to

Th. centers.

the

Parkinson.

thy'

I111.
.0l' A R 0 I.
Thomas Mehl. Nancy Ph1

of Illinois library the Illinois
State library, and the University of Southern Illinois lbrary, have a wide range of reMireces and are able to supply
articles of a more technical
and specialized nature.

Clothes of Distinchon
43 S Dunton, Arlington Heights

in ono Mr fine team effort by

ay Bub Mel/mold

8.3. Hones had previously beaten Cougar Mikc

The Blue Demon wrestlers
of Maine Fast captured four
firsts, one second. two think
and three fourths en route to
their resounding victory al the
collected

Charles Rucksmetterm. Fred
Ruegsegger. Gary Rung. Carl
Mark Simon. Donald Schmid.

March 13-17, 1970

and beat Crete Brockman, 5-1.
Brockman downed Bob Poc of
East Rockford. 5-0. Salver

East,

79

train,,, followed by Arlington.
55: rout Rockionl. 50: Palatine, 44: Conant. .12, DeKalh,
all: Naperville. 34: mid Frenid.
23. The preliminary matches

Beck. 5-3.

IN THE 123 and under

state contender
Stumpf of Arlington
blanked Ron Ortwerth of Conant. 7-0, for the first place slot

3-0 and then beat
Fremers Steve Olsen, 6.1, 10
move into the championship
son.

match. Olsen heat Rick John -

win of Maine East in the first
round to he eligible for the

oom and the finals and cond

ton of the E-Ralks. 8-0. and
Hendricks of Cement.
SCOL1

snatches ware

held

Possible

Don

of the 155 and under weight
class. Stumpf of Arlington an.
red Rick MI inas of Erernd in
1:54. and then flattened Mark
Anderson of Rockford, 134.
Anderson squared by Bob
Peterson of Palatine. 3-2, in
the first

round action. On-

and 4. Bey.. RE. 513 AND
UNDER, I, Chrieo. NAP; 2.

Munch of Palatine. 4-2. and
clohbered Ed Whittington of

Maine EMT. 7-2. Anderson
beat junior Jim Walsh of Palatine, BM, and he walloped
Mark Bello of Cement, 13.1.

in the

the Ft -dabs. '7-2. Whittington

Eklund pinned Ray Calla-

consolation match for third

defeated Bill Retied of Naperville. 9-1, in the preliminaries.

han of the Barbs in 5:34 in the
Mlles pinned
preliminaries
Stu Rosenberg of Naperville in
5,03 in the dm frame. Eklund
then blanked Bello, 1041, for

at Me soma. PLAYBOY
Peon Doily

squared by Pearson

PG, NO PP,'
ARLINGTON NEIGH'S PUBLIC

place by a 2-1 gap.

01417:12. 23

TAKE ADVANTAGE '

ARLINGTON MIGHT% ILLINOIS

OF GROUP RATES
IN SEASON - SPACE LIMITED,
SO BOOK EARLY!

N011a IS PERM GIVEN that a
canon of &noel Linda No. 2S. Cook

Gaunt, lanoia P11 be held
ihe
Ranh School. 110 Nonh Arington
N eghts Rood. Arlington. Neighip

imp on Thursday. January 8. 1.10

The Demoris picked up another first by way Soon Verner, whin defeated Mark Mag.

a

Oon Sullolenno. Speer°,

PROSPECT

Board of Education

DAY PUBLICATIONS,C.

Verner and Magnuson were
both unscored upon entering

Dave Maple blanked Ron An-

dtmon of Rockford. 340. for

championship match.
Magrmson had blanked Lester

Lind

HAD
SHAN:VE.1e
tnett Viking Jeff A Nis
het prelimitwri, to carry him

into the consolation match,
when he was pinned by Kevin

Lowman of Palatine at EN.

ammit

C Pect)0a

Verner blanked the
Barb's Darrel 'Taylor. 6.0. and
I allergen. 4-3. Iwnergan had
East's

heaten the Cartis Greg Matti, 4-3. to carry him into the
consolation match for third
ace.

Ken Weeks of Naperville
edged Fremd's Ken Glueck.
3-2, for the championship of
the 115 and under weight
PI

STRIDE Infants Sizes 5 to 8
RITES
Discontinued
Styles

Childs & Misses 81/2 to 3

$699
$799
$099

Youths & Boys Sizes 121/2 to 6 U

Whittington moved into the

STA TL CON iliNDER

East, M1-0.

int
V.r.
259.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Rick

107 and under weight division.

Mike Shawver of Rockfoni

MOUNT

trounced

wan of Conant. 1040 in the

Ned.- of Naperville. 4-0 and

co nag P.m.

Stuart

consolation bracket where he
was shutout hy O'Malley in his
quest for third place

he

cPeel. Weeks walked over Guy

Preteno of DeKelh. 114 and
then blanked Cheri. Beyer of

ten

E-Itabs.

743

Beyer

blanked sophomore Tom Dal

Comp, of Arlington. 3-0, to
sand

,If inny the
himself

eon.

withal
Glueck Srmealed past Phase

Join Bembrick. 3-2. and then
walloped Hay Hores of Maine

SS AND CINDER: I. Ici
Mania ML, 2 meGuinn. FR:
3, Bachus, CON and I. Pearson. RE 107 AND UNDER:
I Verner, ME. 2. Maga..n,
CON: 3. Loners,. PAL and

third place.

in the first round.

Legal
Notice

the than.... of the
under

weight

137

divisio n.

alaple of Maine Mot blanked
tough quad -copra. Mike Weber of Arlington. 2-0, in the
first round and he blanked
Mike Caldwell of Palatine by a
M141 margin. Caldwell had beat-

by

EzRAB DAVE Cox outlasted Card Carl Anderson.

2 0 0/0_

which Rech followed with another two point,. A free
throw by Pettcnuzzo tied the
game at 37-37, and the es
citemcnt began to build.

the game. then Rech put the

Bob Rech, who had

18

points the night before against
Palatine, donated 14 markers

M the muse against Ignatius.
Dave Kaskie contributed 11
points and 10 rebounds, while
Mark Keehan and Mike Petrograbbed

mezzo

10 Wands

fort, one of themmt important
in the Viator victory. He held
the WolfpackA 6-9 crater Jeff
Wheat to 1.6 points and seven
reM unds. Wheat, who is built,
looks like and plays like Lew
Alcindor, was kept away from
the boards and was unable to
T in the many errant and hur-

way, with neither team gaining
any kind of an advantage.

It appeared . if the second
quarter would be the same, but

near the middle of the period.

Lynch and Goldriek put The
Wolfpack ahead. With three
and a half minutes left. the
Pack took its higg. lead. 3020.

UNDER: 1. Weeks, NAP: 2.
Glueck, FR, 3, Moms. ME
Gress. DEK: 3. Olsen. FR and
4. Hendricks, CON.

ISO AND UNDER:

I.

Ortwerth, CON: 3. Kim,
NAP and 4. Anderson. RE.

by a 10-2 margin. Hanka( AP
llngton had pinned ERab

was 35-30 at the half.
Cullen and Rech Md a surge

that began when the second
half started and pulled the
Lions back
Wolves.

men with

BARGAIN
TABLES

one for the Pack, then wheat
and Lynch combined for sift
points while Rech and Cullen

ST. VIATOR 1591

BFPR
3 10

Player

Kahan

I

2

Pettentizen

2

4

Kathie

S

I

3

10

M1

2

2

8

6

3

3
2

Rech

able to make any of the several
shots taken in the opening

ICNB BUS (57)

ST.

minutes in the fourth quarter.

Player

Pettenuzzo finally broke the

BLit

a Culd 0.1. andoffalo
rank

sank a pair

for the Wolves.
After Kcehm sank a couple

of clutch nee throws, Cullen
and Rech took over. Rah rank
pair of free throws. then Cul-

somm,

0
6
0

0. 1

I.ynch

1

1

I

OGnedy

2

3

4

3

Goldrick

6

4

I

6

Wheal
Simmers.
Total

6
1

3

2

2

2
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Monday

Hash, ARL and 4. Prather,
DEK. 183 AND UNDER: I.
Pctros, DEK: 2. E.rle, PAL,

January 5

3. Lockett, ARL and S. Rod -

1970

nick,

ME. HEAVY -

WEIGHT: I. Alsbory RE' 2
BIM& DEK: 3. Heine!, CON
and 4. Ellsworth, ME.

Bob Rah led a fine St Via tor team effort with 18 points

m equal number of rebounds
while Mike Penniman hit for
10 points and nine rebounds.
Terry Cullen contributed
eight points to the Lion total.

as the Lions defeated invading
Palatine. 57.38, in a basketball

rivalry held at Viatur Friday
night.

Reel, the limn' junior
guard, hit eight field goals and
added a pair of free throws

while grabbing seven
rebounds.

Teammate

Dave

DAVE IIASNACH.

Jeff
Algaier and Ray Sehnert each
Partin
got 12 points for the Pirates.
and Halbach led the
and
with 10. However,
the rest of the Palatine squad
could only come up with two
points among thorn.
'Me story of she game was

tom. "They're pretty tough
on their home court in front of

'IWO JUMPERS by Rah,
a Kathie tip -in and a Cullen
give

Viator an

18.11

lead.

From them, the game seesawed hack and fourth. with

better from the
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30.17. due to a main in which
Kaskie. Cullen and leech combined for six points at the end
of the second period.

Rech

(.'arleyB
Trawinski
8

2

1

7

I

0

1

llte SO= three ripened the
second half for the Lions with
eight points and Pettenueni
added a pair while Hashach
and Sehnert combined for 10

Yellin
Total

0
7

0

the I.ions hoMim their seven point Irstd. They led at the half.

points.
Viator at this point began to

pull away. Kaskie. Rah. An-

tenna° and klark Kahan

repeatedly solved the Kruk
defense to two.pointers while
Me stiff I inn defense caused
the Pirate offense to falter.

matches hefine lining in the

Fed of the Illimis Wrestling
Feeration Tournament at

while the Pirates could man

PALATINE. (MI

BEPR
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Sehnert

.

Algicr
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0
4
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4
0
0
0
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Hasbach

Carr
Krege
Andriono
Total

I

0
0
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need State Farm's new

Dan Stumpf of APInglOn (top) moves In for kill in opening round match et 155, Stumpf pinned
Frenid's Rick Salmm In 3:54 and went on to win the 155 championship.

naurance for extra Port term protection for yourself, your

Imo

A Worse in skiing will lac

he fed of 100 Coutinubm
Education courses offered by
Dist. 211 during this sPftteea
semester.

The skiing class will begin
can,
Jan.

13

and the

remaining

will begin the week of
Registration can be
.1011. 26.
nude at any of the dime high
schnoh in the dbtrict or at the

building
administration
17505. Roselle Rd.

at

THE SKIING course instructor is Donald Groenke,
who will discuss types of

equipment, clothing and the
um of the two. A film will be
shown demonst.ing the basic
skills of skiing.
The claw 4111 meet three

Woe you need it-rom I day to

Tuesdays at Palatine High
&hoot and then move. to Gander Mountain Ski School,
where Groenke is senior ski instructor, for practical application.
The 125 tuition fee includes
all equipment -skis, boots and

sw

made it lo the third

DPP!) coach Victor Lo-

Casein

MARK IwlNlq LL aok

Lisowski
Kevin Henderson. 101111 nun
terinin. Ken Tekiela Dun
yisaka and Fred Salyers all

lost their toasting match,

ffr

PH: 253-5678

poles --and one tow ticket, 11/2

hours of instruction fOr
8on the hill" ingredient.

the

"1=1,Inr01,1==s"'

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., 9 to 6
Friday, 9 to 8

101111II
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Saturday, 8:30 to 4
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second

rotend. while hie)

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
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Sehuldt made it

by

' 'iniOronn Ve'T'orlIte

Dist. 211 offers ski lessons
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match, hy pins and

Protection in case of lop, person-

FROM THE FULL -DAY,
FULL -SERVICE BANK

5

2

round tor dal Rothe Min

family, your personal posoestoons.

Me word. Cj Low ont Protee.
bon top You bur 4 oalY for Me

0

took fourth at 135 ;minds for
the Des Plain, team.

23 Karat Gold Plated
Guaranteed by
International Silver Co.

spot, on Me way hack noYwhere

3

10

125 pounds, Dave

Deposit $5000 in a 5% Golden
Passbook Account or $500 in a
5% Time Certificate of Deposit,
and for $20 you may have this
$99 Value for the finest of

In the heavyweight division
RockfonTs Mew Alsbory hear
DelCalb's George Babich, 5-2,
for the title of Neu

1

3

Lundahl look fourth at 105
and John Mimetic
to

A CHEST OF
GOLDEN FLATWARE
FOR $20

North of Rockford in 55 sec.
Schumak, of Naperville. 5-0 ands and Andy Isycken of Ar.
in the preliminaries McAlis- lington in 539. Locket, had
ter then went on to trounce blanked Naperville's Kevin
Randy &elver ol DeKalb, 7-1. Waite. 9-0. Locken then pin.SulverhadblankedSteveKearns ned Rodnick in 2:15 for third
of Freind, 10.0. in Om firm place.

947

the 112 -pound class, won three

bout. 3-2. in a match disputed
p

gaa the Lions three field goals

11

24

0011
al Tratuel and Bryon lsh

Wickstrom. competing in

than I

tine Invitational this past week and. Here he arenlocks Naper5-0 (Ir.-round win.
vftre's Made Mhumaker en route

13
7

Doyle

maine East High School.

3-2 more. He hut his !Mal

Reside. Reek and Cullen

5
9

Wickstrom mat record

corner and
and from the foul line
wing his record tu 11-0 by taking the 145 -pound tide at the Pala-

IIPPR

Koch.

2

Ernie Wickstrom of the Des

hits

VIATOR (57)
Player

Ponenurni
Kathie
Cullen

Plains Park laisiraft won tier

Kaskic

ALGAIER BEGAN to hit
from the 15-20 foot range, his
favorite spot, but again it was
contest ended
too late.
with the lions pulling away.

layup offset field gads by Hashed,. Almder and Bob Carr to

hit better than I had imagined.
better than in the two times
saw them previously."

11E. CONTINUED. mying.
"They move the ball well, but
they do make. lot of mistakm.

as

only three free throw,
from Algaier and Sehnert.
age

crowd," he mid. "They

that

McAlister blanked Mark

7
2

22 13 14 25

lend, ME and 4. Bell, CON
171 AND UNDER: I. Gross,
ME, 2 Keating. PAL; 3.

Pilatine coach Norm Jones
was impassed with the Lions'
effort. but had some reserve.

and from Fre. in the first
round. Peer. pinned Steve

6

0

3

165 AND UNDER: I. Cox,

kept the Pirates from getting

a

0

RE: 2. Anderson, ARL, 3. Ek

were forced to shoot from outside and the viator rebounding

Maine, 1-0. Rod.. received

110

22 IS 12 35

table settings. We must ask
that this deposit remain at least a
year. The supply is limited, so
please hurry.

GREAT
VALUES
I

the

clearly dominated. Die Lions
got 47 rebounds to 24 roe the
shorter Pirates. The Pirates.
unable to get inside of the
tough Viator sone defense.

OFF

&
$4.00
$um

bock with a lay up to tie it. 25 -!hater, but the Lions had
Rech and Cullen each hit a the genre won.
long shot while 007,10k got

Grady
shotswith

Sample chest in our lobby.

CHECK OUR

two free throws, and he
swished both to put the game
away. Lynch ha a deeperation

TFIE PRESSURE affected. Cullen
both teams end neither was TOW

well told by the rebounding
statistics, in which St. Viator

shutout Conant's Fred Boss.
ley.3-0. and Dave Rodnick of

milady sank two free throw,,
This set the stage for Cullen.,

within five points. '11c score

Kaskic pip in 13 pointy and got

Roe McAlester of Mat. (on lop) remained undefeated, nm-

4-3,
Bruce F.berk
p
in the overtime period. Eberle

Kaskie tipped one in to
make it 39-37, but Lynch came

Lions ahead 57-53. but Wheat

gm ten apiece. The <planer enbed tied 47-47

By George Hales

Brad Lofgran in 1:42. Harth
then downed Prather. 1-0,
:hen

The Wolfpack kept tying

Viator 'bound s by Pirates

first match. Gross pin.
ned Tam South
of Con-

Penns of Oak Ili slipped by

10-3,

McAlister, PAL, 2. Douglas,
ARL: 3. Solver. DEK and S.
Brockman, ME. 155 AND
UNDER: I. Stumpf, ARL: 2.

in

well pinned Naumann in 4:15
for third Plate.

Rucks,

1.

I:26. Prather had ho.4en Dave
Reunite:clod of Naperville. 4-2,

Bill Lanshauer of Premd in
4:55 in the nrst round. Cold.

DOUGLAS IIAD whipped

145 AND UNDER:

Pirate John Keating. 24/. for
the championship of the 175 pound weight class. Keating
received a bye from Fremd in
the first round and pinned
Duane Prather of DeKalh in

plate.
In the 185-pmend class Mike

Cougar Brian

PAL and 4. Naumann, NAP.

Demon Pete Gross shut out

seconds. Naumann had pinned

round.

O'Malley, CON and 4.
Whittington. RE, 137 AND
UNDER: 1. Maple, ME, 2.
Alderson. RE, 3. Caldwell,
3.

key.

Penmen..
Krakie and Rah rallied the
Lions and brought them to
HOWEVER,

second and third shots.

ant in 3:40 and heat Poe Harth

Tough Ron McAlister of

Stanerak. ARLi 2. Stuart. ME:

third place

en Gary Weicharr of DeKalb,
6-1. li-Rah Andersoo heat
Cougar Curt Burns. 4-2. and
pinned Bill Naumann of Naperville in two minutes and 41

Palatine dekmed junior Card
standout Scott Douglas. II -2.
for the championship of the
145 and under weight cass.

Shawver, RE 115 AND

ALL WINTER
SHOE
BOOTS

ritting points by Mike Gold ck, Jim Lynch and Wheat.
The first quarter remained this

MEET RESULTS

4.

Frond's Rick Banash in 1:42
and defeated Gary Eklund of

I

Compo of Arlington. whinm he
upset. 5-3, anti Stan Pearson of
the E-Ralls. Me:Guinn blankest
Pearson., 2-0. Pearson cloh.
haat Dean Hutchinson of
Pelatine in the preliminaries
by it 7-0 nuppin. flachns

place.

default over Scott 'toucher of
Maine East in the first namd.
Kiser beat Anderson, 64. for

ry Kiser. 4-0. Kiser

Conant, 4-3. O'Malley had
Maven Boh Hawkins of Fremd

a Pun An,

round. Helsel then went un to
pin Ellsworth in 4:56 for third

the consolation match to the
6.3, for the

in 5,17. and I hen blanked Ker.

MeGuinn met Frank Dal

Room] trip let Air via Delta

of Premed. 5-2, in the first

wenh pinned Barb John Dahl

I-11. in a grueling match for the
first place title of the 165.
pound division. Cox stuck

of Conant. 4-3. Michas had
squeaked by Dan CHM: of De.
Kalb. 4.3, in tlw preliminaries.

Ileisel had beaten Tim murk

5-0. Hendricks defeated Pirate
Tom Filipinni in the first
round. 541. Olsen moved into

der weight division. Statrmak
leveled Harb Jim White. 4-2.
and heat Dennis O'Malley of

Includes:

nd squeezed by
Coment's Dick Haul. 4.3,
Selleck, 3-2,

pervilk. M1-2. and Blaine ,,had
p

Tux

Ellvisorth of Maine, I I-1. Ells.

the championship laurels. Chirico shut out Card Bob Wil-

consolation match.
Cress shut out Joe Whitting.

Sinuniay nieht.
MAINE. F:AST'S Steve Lei-

Alsbory flattened Bill Mundt
of Naperville, 7-1, and John
of Palatine, 7-2. Babich
slipped past junior Card Jeff

were held on Fridauny night. the
semi.finals Sat lee ant:r-

aviation

Per Pelson

Superior Araommodietione

the Lions leading 57-55.

ried shots by his teammates.

bracket where he squeezed by
for third
Brockman.
1.0,

cenzo, Km, Walter. John

\

Gegen also hit some prat -

weight division Randy China
of Naperville blanked Chuck
Crosse of llcKalb, 241, to gain

Debora Cron, Michael Vim
Walters Bruce Wesmereil
and Hugh McMillan.

in the awed.

worth had beaten Jim Pratt

third -place position.
Rick
Card flanked
Stanceak blanked Doug Stuart
of Maine East. 2-0, for the first
place crown °idle 130 and un-

380

the Lions. Hitting horn Me top
of the key, his eight held goals
kept the Lions in striking distance in the first half, then
helped gain and hold the lead

then went to the consolation

norita Mewed Len MaGuinn
of Frenid. 3-1, to he
the
championship of the 98 and
under weight clam. Ipilmeite
whipped Mark metzger of Na.

Seed, Deborah Tuner. RIM.

len hit one from the top of the

East, Arlington one -two at Palatine
and Saturday.
Maine East

Rogers.

Ellen

N oor leader, was the standout

Palatine Tournament Friday

alan. Peggy Price. D.,
Quillen. Richard Ramp. Bukhara An. Rezner. George

Rodgers.

Rech opened the third peelod with an 18 -footer, then Cul.
len sank a pair of chairty tosses

I

"JOURNEY TO

Chicago

Public library. the University

Maison de Romayne
rang wens h

Postirik.

A title that is requested and

GOING ON NOW

CL 5-5543

think

and by Central Serials
not
Service is referred to a network
Of reference and research centers throughout the state_

30% OFF

We honor a1I Midwest Bonk Cards

I

If wine dads wonder what mates daughter Pray, Mey need
look no farther dim this letter. I doubt it will do much good. but
yen and mom and dud ran sit dawn and talk it over. Maybe you
.n begin to help him understand that it's the person, not the
mak, me want to co.
hair. that's important. it

Parana.

WINTER AND FALL FASHIONS

20%

YOU andI NO know he won't Jo it. This is a boy

Meitzke. Lyn Neyhm. Laurie
Norris.
Rochelle
Nialllan.
Christopher O'Connor, Olivia
Mark

CULLEN, 11IE St. Viator

MOO the Itse pard on this play. Cullen sank the ...ring two free throws which helped toward
his total of 22 points for lire (right (Photo by (Marge Ilubs4

The game opened with both
teams trading points, with long
shots by Cullen and Roth off-

ILLSKIE MADE a bigger
cOntribution to the Lion ef-

News,

St. Ignatius' 6-9 center Jeff Wheat 1541 blocks this Mud by SI. Vialor's Terry Culls, but he also

sure free throws when Viator
needed them most, including
two with 16 seconds left and

apiece.

the area by the Chicago Daily

SEN.& HIPPIE HOPPING

have.

top

ma o. of the top 15 teams in

shell gel dee mearge.
Dear Lee.
The other evening one of my friends came over to sec me. He's
a real great guy and very sm:in. amt l think hewants to Jac tee,
11s the first lime any'nne with Ismg Mir and a board has ever
men at our hone. My mother was o.k.. has you'd have thought
my dad was Min g attacked. He was More than impolite. He ordered Ilk boyto leave and not return until he had a haircut and a

Ignatius,

Chicagoland Prep
League team, it had been rated
the

on the molter. If Mremlir smart as I think seem

could love. and I don't know what to deo now.
Still Crying, A ding1011

Liter. tire
and
Reek's Index, whiehonmet libraries use extensively in lo
eating nommine articles used
for reference and research

ALE

Starting January 7:

the ran

St.

59.57, on the Wolves' home
cant Saturday night.
Not only was the Wolfpack

Mom's Girl
Tell Ike kids Me party's ever. If she mys anti pay" just leave

Periodical

ND OF THE YEAR

FOOD SECTION

to

SWEET TEETH

Melchior, Laurie kluchow.

Thiterk. Sheryl Rae Tripp. !Michael 'iroehuck. John Turner.

Kathom
Donna
Sigfusson.
hae k
Joanne Soderstrom. Debra
Sprinar. Sue Straseewski.
Robert Swanson. Pamela 1010
Swan, Robert Syrtis. Christian
antheauz. David Thomas,

MAISON de ROMAYNE
announces

nior Iligh library, Wheeling. 7 30 p.m.

Luz -

SUSAN SCIMECA. Debra
Scapamak.

Buffalo Grove Over SO Oub, Drop in Center,

Old Diehard Country Club. II a.
Women's Ear Acres mo, lack London Ju-

Michael Loon. lee

e n 1 airman, Donna Jean

10 a.m.

Prospect Heights Women'. dial,

mann,

Ella Schoen-

Scheibe,.

R.

at Schaumburg library

am. to 3 p.m
Arlington Heights Over In flub, Drop in Con ter. Pioneer Park, A4 inst. Heights, 10:30 a.m.

Koko., Chris Lacine. Darla
funtheny, Christopher Leh.

berg. Joanne Schutt., Richard
Schultz. Patricia Schummer.

klargaret %whoa Janes SM.,. Diane Salnum, William Schaub!. John

New back issues system

Center. Cranntunt ty Presbyterian Church. 10:30

Mount Prospect BPW,
Carousel Restaurant, 7 p m.

Douglas

Michelle Robinson

FRESHMEN

peat High School's junior hon-

Keith Kohl*. Stanley

Inagua -leading

Deo- Lee.
My mother his o part-time joh in a candy store. After sch.1
sometimes stop in to see her. Usually some of my friends are with
me. They almost always select some candy. and I do. ton. When
We go to ply her, my mother lowks to see if the boss is looking. 1
he is. we pay, If he's busy. my IWn says, "Oh, that's ok- kids. no
charge today."
I just know its:wrong, but we can't get into an argument in the
store. I've talked to my mother at home to tell her how I feel. but
dm says it's all right. What can we do?

vid Kneen.

Kennet 11 Skelnik. Susan
Smith. Lori Stinson. Gail
Straub.
ccc ors
Mork

Worst.

Richard Baranowski, Edward
Barker. C aryl Barnard. Richard Ramos. Howard Beck.

'FFIURSDAY
Camp Eire Girls Leaders Aim, Smith
Church. 9:30 a.m.

Ranch Man Shopping Center, 10:30 am. to 3

&te-

Machtscheita Cynthia Nich.

ma. Donald

Ann

Paul Kamer. Kimberly
Kaska, Brenda Kindard Damu

Pestrak. Ruben 1{vcrwm. Cu

Deno

Rogers.

lama, Linda Johnson. Part.
cia Jorgensen. John Kalli-

Mote Metcalf.

Page. Robert Piambrink.
Jennie Pope. Barbara

Marie

Huffman. Sally

bara

Kim Ellen Per, Victor A.

Linda Picsch. Kenneth Pine.
Patricia Pohl. Barbara Pouk.
Gail Prochaska. Paula
(Tail
Bonita Reed. fires Rd -

Ponce.

Cheryl Ann Hardy. Jon Het wig. David Himetmugh. Bar-

McLennan, D'Ann hleloney.

Riehter,

Mount Prospect ComhMed Appeal, board
mating, Village Hall. 8 p.m

Pnumst Community Center. 9730 a.m.

MacAskill.

Thomas (a. Osborn. L nrolyn

KAREN PLAGGE, Peter

Hand...

Sharon

Charles Murdock. Jam,

in

Prkinson. Lynn Pasik. Laurie
Pengilly. William Perkins
Julie Phipps. Cary Piper.
Rhoden
Lad Prinslow. Kathr3n
Reim:inn. Cynthia

O'Keefe. Claudia Pallinh. Patricia Passarelli.
Gordon Petersen. I.arry Pe-

GREGORY GREEN.

Bonnie Iittle, Marcia longlatedke. !When
rie

Larsen.

Lauhenstein.

Yerly Miles. Gary Miller. Nan.
ey klitnor. Barbara Ann Minn.. Patricia Moore. Thersm
Moretti, Thomas Neun ann.
Mar,
t t Ma. Jody
O'Donnell. Kara Ann Olson.

O'Donnell.

Horns, Patricia Tenon. Dinh
Erkke, Claudia GMIrler.

John Layer, Renee Unhurt.

Carol

Mueller, I.auren Nelson,

Mount Prospect Ches. Club. Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

Mount Popped ISderated Women's &FMB.
can Club, Mount Prospect Coionminly Center.

Overton

Nancy

Ferguson.

Michael
Lobenholer.
wick. Barbara A. Maccoun.
Kathy Marshall, (jay klasten.
Kevin Alan !Mattson.
Jam E. kleowely. Julie

Mobus. Michael Musial. Mark

FRIDAY'

WEDNESDAY

Holmes. Karen Rhyl Howells.
Santee Ibbotson. Michelle In.

olas. Kathleen (nary. Paul

man: united

11-1111 (:irk Girls BoardMagog, Mount

Kirchhoff.

Howard 1.arson. Linda Laubenstein. Margaret Leo, Joseph Lean, Ellen Lewis, Susan Lipocki. Barbara Limp,
David LundamIL Bonnie Ma-

Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW Hall, 8 pm.

Rile Chords, Women, barbershop chorus.
Trinity lotheren Church. 8:15 p.m.

Steven

Gloria Kozlowski. Patricia

and Oehler, 8 p.m.

Community C'enter.

Jennings.

Mark larger. Janice Jame.

Extensioneers d Moe. Prospect, Drop in
Pnaleadve WahM1awaya Friedrich's Funeral
Home. 7:30 p.m.

Barbara

Nancy

er.

son, James Janda. Sc. Jamzik. Barbara Jenkins. James
Johannes..
JENNIFER Johnson, Jeffrey Jones, Joyce Jonm, William Karlieek, Constance Ka welch. Cynthia Kinard, Carol
Rimer. Lora Kurz, Jeffrey

Judith

Dm, Hilary Erickson. Debra
Jill Faldersen,

pton.

traVartolo, Carol Ann Jack.

Ann
Hoff.

Dorothy Donkers, Jim

Martha Haag, Douglas Ham-

Lynn OulliMen.
Arthur Hagg, William Hay.
Anthony Heath. Mary Hess,

Rickel.

lan..

Evelyn Ul !age, Scoll

Margot Hertel. Nancy

Led by Terry Cullen's 22 prim performance, St. Viator
Capped a perfect weekend of
&netball by knocking off

Connie Denzinger. David Do-

Cynthia Grosnick,
Grieb.
Gaye Gutenkunst, Paul Hack-

William Hall. Kathleen Haney, Patricia Hauslein, Joy
Hennennith. Kathryn Henry.

By George Helm

Coots. Kurt Cooper. Kathy
Cullitiniham, Michael Davis,

Elizabeth Gottschalk, Elaine
Grafton, Karen Greist, Aimee

bert. Thom. Corey

Calendar of events
Tbiscalender is prepared.. public service by
the Mount Prospect Chamber of C ommerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Helen Pecker. CI. 3-7460. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar timers the week oftm. 4 through 9.

Dowiarz,

Karen Griewer. Ralph
RIM De.

and Diane Wolf.

JOSEPH IW. LOUISE. noinnalfy known psychic. will answer the questions of Day leaden. Letters should he signed but
nume. will he omitted if writer requests it. Write DeLouise. in
are of Day Publications. 722 Center St.. Des Plaines. 111.

James

Faltinoski.

McNabb. Peggy Mom Be.

or 15 rninutes tome or seserat tirnes daily. No attempt

ImuMne that the body Is porous arm that with every breath
brilliant white light from the universe is being drawn la bringhm
with it spirual
1101onte:
vision. g..

Dahlstrom,
Maryanne

Degratt,

Thomas
FreyMan.
Georgi, Jane Ann
Giuliani, Barba. Glasser,

Floras,
Martha

mp. Carin klorath. Robert

Kathleen

mpressions.

Clark, Steven 100101. Stephen Collins, Mary E Cooper.
John Coughlan, Martha
Cramer, Cynthia Crandall.
Jane Czerechowice. Debra

mph Conneo. Douglas Allen

yer. Pamela Ann McBride.
Lynette McGinn. David

Elisabeth Obuchowski. Ellen

should lie one, at lira to practice SP.
.rsisted in for as mem days, weein
Thh ineditation should
nr nen months as are required to prodlice a perfect calmness of
mind with cionipleft tiodity releration. Upon achieving mane
his eyes and
let the student quietly think
with the first to
tars as heim not umans for ordinary seeing an hearing bet
imtruments whereby he is lobby in clairvoyant and clairautlient

Timothy Carson, Pamela

Hutu, Patricia Chappell, Jeff
Clark, Jeffrey Cole, 'Craig
Cooper, Dale Crockett, Denise Dayton, Vickie Dexter.
Vickie Ann Disanti.
Elizabeth Dooley,' Stephen
Duke, Emil Ernst. Carol

Mary Kay McDonough. Kein McIntosh. Tom McIntyre.
Cheryl Ann Miller, Linda

ash shuuld be

InIneding Mi., outside PM boundary. This

Linda Becker, Patricia Bell,
Douglas Bennett, Mark David
Boman, Nancy Ruth Batman.

first quarter:

son, Ellen Banks, Patricia Barber. Susan Bates, Draft' Beck,
Alice Bell, Kathy Blose,

Deur Mr. 13cLowse,
and your column in
I have always been interested in
the Day bus heightened That interest. Could you answer a few

Lions feast on rated Wolves

List Prospect Honor Students

11111

DOWNTOWN PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'4"

Monday January 5 1970

'Nk

%Anus SeitviceDimetoy
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

Monde lanu Lrt0
11 Lod and NUM

(ILL

2160epor
oet"171

ard Rd 'Reword

2. NI.

ACCOUNTANT

hone, Homo link

Seepl...
vowel

Golf

Vrc

5.99.

Mill

HALLMARK, SOO

241WWNted WI

ALTERATIONS

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Your Ad will appear daily in the
Northwest Doe- The Arlington Day
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day
and reach 60,000 Noose holds!

Dancing Schools 8 Supplies

Alterations
HEMS
ALTRATiONS
ON ALL GARMENTS 6 COATS

MAGIC BY 'DENY THE

AGIC

JAN.CL 3.3500 FL 8.1355.
do

CALL 391 1886

Piano Tuning Services

Magic

'6=OLL":C'X'FOIT

g2''sc17,

392-5110

Wallpapering

Dog Service

Almon,

Rollin

'"GEPOIS9CMV"!

.EPAHONS

Plastering

2562570

ALL

=11:=1.

Wigs

537.1111

358 6509

Draperies

WIGS OE ALI TYPES

CLEANED...HI SET

An Service

GERALDINE'S

SERVICE

WhICir'r".=7;37 1637

rD.c7rr';i:Ir'iic's =It 7:';T

Ne

ban.... Er.

2029

P,,21./716

S

.Window Washing

deb!

eyslip

Ch

Plumbing

Moving

P

Loyour,Ao

358.6190,

MOVING,

155,666

FIBERGIASS

Span IlluorenionS

Custom

Nchris
ueilim Nft.

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

Radio -TV Repair

82,0983

Musical Instructions

Dressmaking -Sewing
6

20

IL

Lau. S9.0633

Phone 255,077

PIANO s /OR ORGAN LESSONS

il000-Plon
LADIES

Automobile Service

h Id

d

'

;Too,m=rzve';.,L

Painting

Decorating

8

h

I

BOB 8 DOUG

/121 1911 lot ogPcim'em

sou d

p

y

Sheet Metal

296-1638
SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

Pp.'s, Coll 35,

So.

Carpenny-Remodeling
Contractors

COUIURIER desi
I

Improzisems

HOMF

8.

6.91.67

gA

Odd

prices. 3346126

2963159 or 3566705

6,s1.91.

9

Lauritz
155.03.

Pond

259 92. or 559.60013

INTERIOR, EXTERIOR

t'

El

IW

JENSEN

k

rea

Versmmear 819.8537

Decorators

CZWNTEEPTERM

Workmen.,

clehuery

659.59

le

Firewood

99 small all Nees...model

CONSTRUCTION

82.1.06

DOD

boa
a

ymih am

WILL OGIVER AND STACK

Oho Kindling Wood
MARZuLLO EIPLONS

Coll LE

...Remodel

50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Also Expert Reupholstery

8267.6

MAC.

Winter Sale

Bjornson Bros.

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS'

General Contractors

SLIP COVERS

CL 9-0495

537-0737
F.J. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

104.50 pit Map., sOre
$17.60mrsealanoluslahric
100's of Fabrics

4494

37-3080

RES,PISIBLF ADULT FOR WEE

memos, in

'82,7.3T6SAFTZ/113'"

olle Mr=

got

WITH A

H.5. groewill

LEASE

.ems

AD

o4rens info!.

j

cell

come

LEND
RENT

BILKS HOME PEP.6

Floor Refinishing

Nerd Oes PI

Seru

RIME 6 CARPETS donned. Hem

DODGE CLEANERS

296-2100

CUSTOM

Furnese installation

Coorftel0

O
ROLAND E JO HNSN
29 1751

S

Catering

ot
DICKA TILE SERVICE

PAINTIN, DECORATING

Furniture Refinishing
ovn
Fecel. references. 5
e7perience. 392-040304 6 um

painting.

W. BodP.I.
CI .3177

ST3 77 N.. Hu,

Cement& Blacktop

21

CALL

HOURS

General Hooting

02/ 6165

PH. PROMS. INC.

Into'"=14'1;37E'Upholstery
ob loo big
437.2884

Heoting Service.

KANZLER BROTHERS'

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

HEATING SERVICE

moR

Nn

Sholl Decorating

Rehr:P.99'07r"

weekends

sPlee

gio

lielP
you

YOU
NAME
IT,
DAY

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

Convertible

358-9033

lops

DE OPEN

LA

Polio

Sidewollas.

Fo& undefions

FULLY INSURED CALL 3641975

Prompe Senior Free own..
Licensed. Insured. & Bonded
30years in business
CALL 7643031

Dancing Sdwol6 Supplies

FLOOR AND WALL WASHING.
BY INSURED WORKMEN

CALI. 82.3710

,,,,,

61...rep Cos

ACCIE 9 38

MONT. 71161N65.A.
to 900 row HANNA.. AND

WHY PAIN. 30
r
hang on your home with
9

VIVIAN'S
'DANCE

SCHOLL AsUSIC
INTHEINHASENT 1055.

ICEWILE 7..70 e.20171

-

ouners..2.96111

n3 a361

Vacuum Repair

Piano Tuning Services
RECONDITIONED VACS H00-

I

material. CM. ovo.
OM. Nos ftainftrs aluminum
inum

or

TuningLRepeine.p

L

-

Used Piano Wanted
Hod Williorns
3924317

VER EUREKA -LX AND OTHERS.

FACTORY
259

ASSEMBLERS

60,

Management
Trainee
740 PM

YOUNG MAN

r
6474000.1 206

h

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

Employment Service

MANUFACTURING

Racine, Ms

1721 Packard Av.

Skokie, Ill.
An Eq.., Opportunity Employer

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

Mon, Wed, Fri -7 a m 10 d p
INSPECTOR

MAINTENANCE

ANALYSTS

ELECTRICIANS

BUS MEN

29B 27/13

TIME FOR

LaSalle Personnel

A CHANGE?

MAINTENANCE

Full Time Days or Nights

FACTORY WORKERS
OVER 45

The new GOLDEN BEAD PANCAKE NOUSE DE52ALINANI
week
Deedield Seen you as °optician. ca 6110 plus

Poi *morn atmosphere and with Ale best erpanded
meuellierneni imoin

DISH MACHINE
OPERATORS

PIREFITTER5

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd 8 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

Full Time Days or Nights

DRAFTSMEN

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP

Starting rate is determined on the bails of post
experience. Paid insurance paid holidays paid
vacation. profit shoring . other benefits.

(EXPERIENCED)

The New

LOOK

GOLDEN BEAR

1844 S. Laramie
RI 2-2710

MARKING
ARKING

WEBER

ADP, NOW

Call far Appointment or
Send Resome To

G.S. BUkKESLEE & CO.

PANCAKE HOUSE

CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO

WNW

RESTAURANT

OVER 20 JOBS AVAILABLE

Cicero

MAINTENANCE HELPERS
ASS T. RECEIVING CLERKS
STORESKEEPERS
LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Mr. Keehn
Wheeling, Illinois
I block south of Palatine al Wolf
537.3400

100 W. willow Rd.
EXPERIENCED

LITHO STRIPPER

.

)(

PAID VACATIONS
INSURANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

WRAPPING MACHINE OPERATORS

(West of Waukegan Rd.)
380 Lake Cook Road
Deefield, Illinois
or call 945.3770

MACHINISTS
CUSTOM MACHINE SETTINGS
ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

MACHINE OPERATORS B ASSEMBLERS

Familiar with doing some

paste, 6 negative stripping.

Also Litho Press Room Helper
2nd shift positions
3E1 P.M.
Apply in person or call

NOSCO, INCORPORATED
WAUKEGAN

651 S. UTICA ST.

336-4200

PRINTED CIRCUITS
P.C. DIVISION of Expanding Electronics Company has the following positions available imp.

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER
Young man for variety of interesting Factory

TOOL AND DIE MAKER

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

R Profit Shoring

'diately.

Experienced in all phases of tool building and
maintenance. Minimum of 50 hours per week.

SCREENER
Experienced person for screening Deportment.
Salary based on experience.

DRIVERS

Free Life Insuronce-

R. Group HospitoliRolinn

LP?GrOup Major Medical

le Regular Wage Reviews

e 7 Paid Holidays

W 2 Week Paid Vacation

e Completely Air -Conditioned

.Er Complete Cafeteria

11? Close in Parking

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR
!Excellent working conditions. Salo, based en aro

CALL OR COME IN

perience.

Permanent Waves

CL3.2236

Jacobsen

1 4:12:44.

MORE CALL NOW

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

..00

ACCIESSEN

TELETYPE CORPORATION

sALFS MANN .CAR BONUS

Airplone

racKLAREN INTMIORS 827.0.1

OPERATORS

NCR Data Center

Call Mr. W.A. Spangenberg (4141637.6711

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

5555 West Touhy
676-1000

AIRPORT BUS
$650 PER MONTH

LICENSED BEAUTY OPFRATOir

MACHINE

canon

ePPN.eopOyment office

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

HIRING NOW!

CUSTOM DECORATING

PAINTER OR E1XLIT-MAN
REASONABLE REFERENCES

Yelling too. for....

Apply in Person at

KAN3LER4 SON

[erne. Contmvort

3040 5 Busse Rd.

ertimeArnikiNe

Personal end conf Menne! iniennew.

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR

23-E11910

391-0E92

Mcintena

School Bus, Inc.

11

ILt

EXPERIENCED

FAMILY
WANT ADS
CAN
DO IT!

Cook County

359-4200 Ext. 253

Ili 7.00 MA

EARN UP TO $4.40 AN HOUR

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

%13'211VIO'N'G'21COK
5 B232

Cement Work

2,96-6°'
odr

PATCH'S PAN

PISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK ALSO THE TRIMMING

255-72°°

Tile

Ie/.627

''')E7OEEg=1.

360

All

c

P

MAIL DRIVER

for intlastrial usitisuisos

For Brown 8 Sharpe Single Spindles

JANITORS

CL

L We

2:30-5 p.m.

HARPER COLLEGE

..st ba ot ft roue

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPERS.

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE

P.M. ROUTES

de pone... sola

Talk to Teletype about these jobs today!

SHIPPING and RECEIVING

phone

R. Helix. Supervisor

IT

Positions Available
SR. PROJECT ENGINEER
PROJECT ENGINEER I
DRAFTSMEN

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

Sump Pump

WALL PAPERING

Panelma 6 chug. CL 3-1118
RICKS DECORATING

5 Chem.,
CALL 29B-4470

10 SECH

ENGINEERING

rooms one MOM,

Storm Windows

Uo. NAAFI woo 691.9111

Mr

6:30-8:30 a.m.

0 11200

ACCOUNT.,

Parr time

DRIVER

EN

222.150

or

A.M. ROUTES

I

REAM CUTTERS - ORDER FILLERS

/966365

.

Paid irolning

With Jacobsen. A Leading Employer in This Area

CALL 615 3710.

NEW WAY PAINTING

..2991

5555 West Tokihy Ave.
Skokie. Ill.

An equal opporNniN employer

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW

5301 N Pearl SI.. Re

a
BY

EPTFRICA-INTEPIOR

or

rliZe

.

LAMINATING MACHINE TENDERS

CARPET 6 FuRN shamueono

Prilmcd col

WE NEED MEN

ECHNICON CORP.

Anew Plowing

Carpet Cleaning

DRIVERS
Fore Extra Cosh

11,

TELETYPE CORPORATION

We hove steady full time employmem available.
You must be dependable and conscientious, in
good health and eager to learn. We will bruin you
- experience is helpful but not essential.

356 11.1

SCHOOL BUS

VITERIIIEIDLAL

POWER PLANT
OPERATORS

no,.

at
a,

NW INTER/OR PAINTING
Merlin Hobegger

MALE

TRY

PA,

OM LAIL.

259-7000

JOB HUNTING?

LINDGREN & ASSOCIATES

6741000 Est 6117

''')InALLENE.O JENSEN

An Equal OPPoItunItY Ern

be able le bon. Om

VIAIAan INnehra

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

892-76

required
inGokluels

Full 741113 Wade

LUNAR
OIL CO.
l,M1g

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE,

153 Third Street
Avroro, Illinois

Experienc.1...,

3 Pe

439-9650

rn o.

COST ACCOUNTING

PRODUCTS

,....wdeepn,pandian.
whkh helps ia owe

VAULT TELLER

7 AAA SHIFT

cell

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

Man

AURORA STEEL

DAY

Position open as

Of lice 21
The La5e Lur
LINDGREN{ ASSOCIATES

INTERNAL AUDITING

TAKE AIM

5 Psoi

ATTENDANT
11 PM

lo Moia, .

for oduencemem both

AP MO is

PUMP

First Arlington
National Bank

Wanted For
EXPERIENCED

Press Room

Set Up

L

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

George Klein 392 0803

101,

Seer

Shipping

Welding

trriZt==;

S.29,

Coll after 6PM 392 8092

439-1334

en

choose Tram

MA ION STACKED

Ca

Wed.

WANT

PROCLAIM
BORROW
LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

'Hg Machine Repair

Se

ks.1970

WiNDOWWGLCOVED.00

Roofing

255-7200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Cernplete
enn

A

554.

CA10358-5359

Weoperd

Ceneaci

ligh, en,

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

" '"EVETX7M'IPTES

Corroo.no

O599

ADD UP?

mCI:=7

Role 0112. Don,

No Experience Necessary

E

leeerhead Iftsigm

ACCOUNTING FUTURE
Weed nmena st Hosing si eari

Window Well Covers

I

Full or Part Time
moon Prospeo Brenda,

MOB: Night Premium

Paint Department
22,Situa6ons

C2738r
L -NOR CLEANERS

Openings Available on Afternoon

WAREHOUSEMEN

21-Sta4ns Wanted -MN

In my borne. 299.6751

ART

of

In We clolher Rear. Polo-

e.

of

weeds

PROMOTE
BUY
TRADE
BARTER

Service Station
Attendents

HOW DOES YOUREN%

MEN!

Illusiness Delius
ENS

TERRACE SUPPLY

Call 437.0E00 Days, or
After 5:30, 392-3951

Nonhwest

F

Mt 6.0.

H

Rec=Clerle

Experienced

look.

moo 296967

OhIpping

ROUTE SALESMAN

FULL TIME

nd e HwT;:;:g.'
Scanouse,
Mount PLospeo1;

HP

6 50. Mondoy . u

DRIVER

rP;7

1s

24 Help Wanted Men

24

REMY DRIVER

5 50

JANITOR WANTED

Pap. II

1470

24 -Help Wanted Men

ern ft

Old

Bond

Reeled Men

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

394-5100

tor

24Ib

241klp Noted Men

BoW serer needed
Hours 411 or
DB
AREA 2 2147

ARUNGTON INN

310600 lo 1.12,500
No Fee

°pp.., here

24441/111ii

BARTENDERS
Poll or part time

STAFF

Pod. ...IS Reward.

SWAP

nity...CALL ONE NOW!

2441011.1,11IN

Just Phone 255-7200 or 206-6640 to start
the action with a Day Family Wont Ad.

CALL OR APPLY

Free Weft Immo. le r Hsu one, yew

VERNA MORGAN

455-8350
Are you o personable Nish W..
driving end dealing with ft. public, II
es

who isnlelo
you could qualify

CON7INENIAL DRIVER.

APPLY

SI5.95 AND UP. ABBEY SAIIS L
SERVICE 3394511

439-8500
711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data Ina

300 N. Des Plaines St.

Chicago

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

770-8498

2766 No. EdgIngton
Franklin Park

An Equal Oman.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Monday IwilwrY C

Page 13

970

Thbougurposilimill

214116 %Of WITIMI

liNelp WNW Wane

26.11elp Waited flimfm

2134.11BlidifildeS RUM

AILS
n

SECT $600

UNITE JoBTFOR'
YOUNG MEN WITH

HOTEL

HOUSEMAN

AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND
we eet,
..e H. weh eleehe,

AP,
ARLINGTON PARK

lobeconio mnen.

TOWERS HOTEL
fuckd ard Hwy 53

Sere.. Weber

or 3561-

RAI

1DOADY HAUMARK. 600. E.

Amen.,

rnAe11

roviion.

Reservations
$504 Month

Customer Service

do. you M

Coll R Podgorski roday .

676 /O. ect al IT

I.rr

'

,00_000

5555 Wee Touhy Ave.

SHE WHO
HESITATES....

.1 lasing en oppoHeila Hola

Chicago

RECEPTION

General Office

198.5051

t

WEST PERSONNEL

Needs Complete Staff

, 12.30 AIM ad
hrrably knowledgable
Mwei metal proms. WM do

NEW OFFICES

Meal and measuring insoem

/Tara.

FL 5-0500 E.. 594

DAY SHIFT

ASSISTANT

Cie, -,r Floor Co,

BOOKKEEPER

Apply in,.

EMPLOYMENT

CLERK

TECHNICIAN

WOMEN!
NEW PRODUCTS

SToIron

$500 Month
rneei redin Pm.
Lem oei

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon
297-7160

ASSISTANT

11.66.

onlebro,

el

popular

.me

oplicano should Is, a

local

We Offer all Company Benefits Including:

IMPROVED STARTING PAY
PLUS GENEROUS BONUS PLAN

GOOD PAY PLUS BONUS
LIFE INSURANCE
PENSION PLAN MEDICAL PLAN

ars

Knowledge al bos
ironies !violal bus

CLERK TYPIST

roar11 rro..
I

$541

$5r.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

.00

SPORTS ASS..

dl

OPP rhaVII

H.

CALL 10 A.M. -

OPEN 5,41-',Ht91/71 BY

AP,

gskirTNEMONA
.5,01.1

4.30

Specialties Inc.
Subsidiary of
Nucvlar Delo Inc.

RCA
WE&RI IMARKJNG

KROGER

TRUCK

I

benellis
shoring. stock purchasing
plan, E5 aaaaa ions,

Miss Joan Denny at 676-1000 Err, 5243

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Coil Carolyn Carlson
Ext. 242

berm Si3Dom& 4.00,

Laboratories Inc.

SECRETARY 8 CLERK TYPIST

OEM

LOU Wilmot Rood

maw It wa Poe Wm

.

On PI Fewer.

Kroger
Co.

le Free Life insurance

16 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9414

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - $525 Mo.

a Group Hospitaligotion
kr Regular Wage Reviews

e Group Major Medical
7 Paid Holidays

5? 2 Week Paid Vocation

4? Completely Air.Conditioned

6? Complete Cafeteria

Id' Close in Parking

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD
4" "iroZ,71::

562-1900, est 303
An &oral Op,lunity Employer

$51.30 Tax Included
se S5.13 deem and 0 no, no
of $5.13 per monrh. For free

home demon aaaaa :on

tall

286 4600

rob M., c.on

101-AutoParts end Acuess.

SNOWBIRD STEOWEILOW1R.

soo

H

2518d81
100 :0

00,1 ova

Gond
$150

16 30 volueeell for
25,1556

SSO.

beginning
plus moving.

PAID VACATION

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSURFREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS
Apply Now

Itn1,11,21.,

work, condworw and th famous Oa Smola.

2.1616

Se, renor booio w/reconator
355. Falk auiran 572.501 Free

66 -Business Oppoitunities

1657 cheep.. "nod running

Bell

PANCAKE HOUSE
RESTAURANT
(West of Waukegan Rd.)
380 Lake Cook Road
Deerfield
OR CALL 945-3770

MONTHS OLD MODEL I
Ca11766.4354

Pernnii-n1 ./ss ioni

I

I

5

Coll 527 114B alr 5prn
69 -Buser), Schools -CAW Care

Ford

61

312 oneo

inanseAssion: Vinyt
gedyleoldlog.

pew. 5...6 raw
visibility ensie

Roorl

Squire

Cooney

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

BRONCOS

BVIth Snow Mow)

St,.

IMMEDIATE

!inn. Beif reasonable offer. heel

DELIVERY!

163 Dori, runs

.

C'= ;7
1:

:2

RCA APA

1962

HIEr stereo. maid

l968 FORD XL

gambler Clank

11,66

fairer.

303461,

S100

o'h

condition.

I
I

racas

13,6 Paul

New toes
sses. coii 2.8.4.46
Deena

118$7. ad bosh Dore

Mu offer.

Rm.. cm

.

235.6200

198 3275 all 4 pm

1967 OLDS CUTLASS
1966 MUSTANG COUPE

baErery

6

.

$1795

new

peas -537 HS/al.

+Its GE W.,

plx:r.tEr awls, men's. sr. II

Many

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

et./ P.M.

age..? offer 25,4517
253 SOW

1969 CAIMR0

Best ear
1918 Rent Apartments

$1395

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$895
$695

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"
h.e.s. All WI.. 55.7E55

a

P151

8,1800 1,

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

$1195

Black. SHAW
392,2870 Alm, 600

3

5165 094-1561

cOod

$495

5680,255 .61

50.55'S

SS-Iltmical Instmonents

KAPPLY: Monday th3rpumFriday, SAM unti

3,

322

11

6P

'

0

0

ANNSAS.DORGANCE1014 PRIG '

(Sub.)

MOTOROLA
1141gonguin and Meacham Roads,1

$1695
$1195
$1395

1967 GALAXIE "500"

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

1960 Pontos. PIS NT.

111

KONOUNE VANS

FOR

Coup.....d

e leas

Good 2nd car

* wirers 8, solderers

14IP

gee,

NAND, Rear Gel.,
and II, SpeolreJ.

358,2699

554insici Inshments

Om Plaines, Illinois
60016
eek.oweseseuHe

C Hot, oar. Nod Om
s-cyhede Automatic

S.,... .0

Fully Equipped

30 Algonquin Rood
Equal °pawn, Eroployer

Aunswitak One**
Fewer SeeMep, WN.
05t.
,.
5.210. eag, Molding,

IN. rep.

Jail* Tp. 6
gythar, Crufseomelle.

1963 FORD SQUIRE

beeelo

OIL PRODUCTS

IMO, 2.0eet

`

Non Wagon 025 ar bast Ole,
Cal, 2.43SP

bem offer 5.3,10611

UNIVERSAL

'1'13.1.1ert'

.SII66,

K.

11..CyDADN.

392.3365 Ask lor Keith
LESLIE SPEAKER CABINE

offers an emdleet

R03-6000 or VA4-1155

.0.4

Ellnue

stoning tab, and on e6
fringe

1110s U.,

N.,.

112 Automobiles Fel Sale

candhion -

I;V. assemblers

cepRosel

#

Row Defeo, a .m6

mde B27.0497 aft. 4

6P ,

CL #4726 oder....

IISaturday, 9AM until 12 Noon

Illinois

burn

student.

foe

Should ha. pooi M1111 and

nsaienc. finding elm, numbees When a d.cmary herr
mailabla
tnlashone lobs offer a veal starling Balmy, with reams
001 may Si. months. friendly CO-workoes 0, pleesonr

min
hol.

/IARD TOPS

TAPE RECORDER

stock packers

STENO -TYPISTS

U.O.P.

oil

6

he leAn.dk r.aed eel.,

PIANOL BENCH

Coll Braun goals 102.3103 days.

quaa
troy 760

highrise.
/ dog

Id.11100 CL 51E54

Spoltrs

2 -DOOR

GALAXIE

55 -Musical Instruments

336.1366

Permoes,

are ...hese vox ,,,,, you'll be eiv s.L.UIL 0. head
ready irs so, calls all am A. country.
Smiling raises and cpAck ads are must
Oh
which s,ializes in helping people molie Heir con

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

OCK UPS AUCTION PRICED

afternoon shdrs

Mohan men the mamas( em.

GOLDEN BEAK
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Coll 439,942

pesemeroi.xi

CHEV STAKES 60 P 69 We

cellem

The New

439-8500

vo..vocemator S 33

6 30P M 39.1 W.

day custodians

eamh Awe wid nem. bsae nec

ANCE

CALL OR COME IN

102TrucksTratlers

35 Gond hem*, ...a cowl.

pay increases, fine working condi.
tions, Major medical insurance, Vacation plan and profit shoring.

I;1f. jig 8 fixture operators

4'

,

AMPLiFIFR

/575

MUS1 SELL

I 969 Singer 21g Zoe

P.m.' 159 .11

iyou don't

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

-

-.1

Nights far Ambitious Girls

managemem Mem.

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hanitop

8440811411coes

MURPHY GRPET 6 PURR. CO

coml. 1185 WO 376.7

E around

I* sheet metal model makers

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

P;in2nx, Bedding, aM

INC

'not
'motor ola

WAITRESSES

9. new GOI.N BEAR PANG. HOUSE RESTAURANT ad

$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK

DON A. PEARSON
437-4071

Dining

NGTON HEIGHTS

OPPORTUNITIES

692-6116

1970

HOLIDAYS OVER!

From 30% 40% Off

pax mos op, a.m.

New Year than at Motorola. Besides starting the year out with a
better job, you'll receive an ex cell.. starting sakrry, automatic

SPERRY RANO..

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

Soo. ALOE YOURSELF

:not;

Lem,

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

aUjc5

both brk

951nrestment Property

32-Miscellamoos Merchandise

IThere's no better Wore Fe start the

REMINGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER

PACKERS

Profit Sharing

Amy Personnel
JOHN RUBINO

CLERK TYPIST
CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK/TYPIST

FILE CLERKS
GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
ASSEMBLERS

..'11

Oos Imenspi7 Cam ES.
Rama !Was. 1.4. UM 5650

iranW

3I.Rummage &CatageSale

with

CONTAcr mo ROLAND TETMENIR

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

Stan Moge, has
SA 53 Hour
on autstondine Wein um

ow

Floor Sample Sale

Iyou don't enjoy
1 doing

945.8500

41C74'oit.
0641ealfstateRouses

year doing what

OFFICE

Applicants must be able to travel and work in
Park Ridge endi completion of now quarters in

NEW '69 NULL SIZE FORDS

S'ernd'ia'

569 500 3.0. ft 359 /040
mid L

to spend another

irsO

KITES

Zu'e'er

INVERNESS e bd.

Deerfield

TIME.

CLERK/TYPIST-EXPORT DEPT.

MECHANICS

nrrned'En'A

11911o1 FerisligHonitve

DES PLAINES

Elk Grove Village, Numerous cornaony benefiis.

TOP WAGES

:PCIA '077Gre's=dsC'SIB

Working Pan Time Evenings
Mondhru Fri.
6 pm to ID
NO EXP. NEC. WETRAIN

AMMiliME
1 you don't have

handle routine correspondence. FULL AND PART

AND EARN

296-7973

12.30 a.m.

414 E. GOLF ROAD

ate adding machineer to do general filing and

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

11To Rent. Stoles, OltKeS

Not Only Maverick But Also

If

CLERK TYPIST. Good typing speed, able to oper-

REVOLUTION

borks, Ora. Rrn r To° EWIIIG

Do Too Want $150 M.00
Eme

Applicants for day work, see Mr. Schrum
Applicants for night work, see Mr. Modica
(After 4:30 p.m.)

Baxter

SECRETARY - Seine speed writing or shorthand
requirod. Should hove good typing skill, able to
handle routine correspondence.

JOIN THE

WAITRESSES
BUS BOYS

Good Solory - Good Working Conditions
and Liberal Company Benefits

oneorfunily er,Ner.

777-5555

2601els Wanted Week%

s Page

Call B27-4326

WAREHOUSE POSITIONS

al 13121 267.3626.

Why Sit Still
when you can
Move Ahead?

P.M.

k

Hours. 8 a rn. to 4.30 p m

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.
metropolitan

V'O'11"=Vet=irfrr'BY

1

t'EM/"IM1171.1'NGTOT,
Busse Rd. 4394100

S

76TORMIROMES

dpapi

dls

home.

Secretaries

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

1.I. SECRETARIES

WEST PERSONNE

144.1

'2'96 727/1

Nov rho: the winter months ore here, beat the
tronspororion problem by working near your

measurer. gni. 'sperm,
Sheol consp.ony benefirs.

A9,1u

'1

.00

PERSONNEL

207.3626. monenv

-1

For New National Party Plan

Protopok Eng. Corp,

298-5131
(3121

es moiarity and ,d

nisei sornonch °nets.- elo

DEMONSTRATORS

"t:21; 5-8350

ucd

ore on equal noPor.hty

Secretary

,..rly,^..

wrearnanu Argus.. ',in,
necessiry. Paid Hosp.,

!LCTORY HELP.

ar !!

EXPERIENCED

299-4446

h9J,.

Nona, anis !

shots Sol, Pep, 3R1d.R7

able 2.96.646,

SALES MANAGER
TRAINEES

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

217 S. Ad VIN.Rd.

col! isi Borkowski

S600 plus

URI MURES,

y

.6

ammo.. gnat. Short"

Baxter Lo borotories

Day Publ... Inc.

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

SECRETARY

,Esce,1171 benefin incluto,

?SD Engin*, MOE.

facility

a, a Gra

H

/

Se

00,0100*

diploma o

1237

b

VrXer

RCA

Executive

GirnberlakeI

GEORG'F'dOWNTESALIM 537 3550

666 GARLAND PLACE (on Rand near Dempster)

som.1,6 Fell range al company pod

Boa MD

392-3922

na1 Rl.M9

and desire in learn eles

Call JP2.227,

away movable al RCM new

Pol.'s.

TRW ELECTRONICS

ave,age shoal, and "mg

General Office
Light bookkeep!ng,

maga,

Miss Poiga

good mechanical aprOude

sped

GIRL

Ga. Was, woo.. rar

Poshions

W

ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS HOTEL

SHARP STENOS:
I

356-71.4

.111:ek'

21 -Help Wooten -Men B Women

Poy.e0 Mike Ish ash tasay. moor Comp

299-6629

SWEDISH COVENANT. HOSPITAL

Bo Siness Assistant

"'ILO

ZrZI'L'arSINt

Part -Err. or

0eeoio5r50

66068

Work in luxury Northwest suburban
Hotel and Convention Center. Ideal
job for night owl with accounting or
bookkeeping
experience. Hours midnig hr to B AM.

RCA

parrs for a malor odoihe It we how woe 77.9, wM1
iGue o

Prospect 3945660

APPLY !HOBSON

WWWM1r

M wInd

SM.

1161

BE NorGwesIN.

Hotel Night Auditor

SECRETARY

while Troionil

PAUVItaiROILING MEADOWS

blmd fine 433..18

21-lielp Wanted -Men & Women

DAY SHIFT 7 A.M. TO 3:30 P.M

878-8200

$700

EXEC AID

boing

,

We

APPIY Re mend

Gal rad,

TRAINEES

437.212,

824 31325

NURSES

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN WAS

wks

Toy While P,ozo,O1:s,,,,,A6C,

CONTAC,14,16S25,,HECHI

DES PLAINES

SERVING PARK RIDGE 8 NORTHERN SUBURBS

274-5300

Id

F

Employment Service

qp

4

phone

298-5031

WEST PERSONNEL

G

pe

MT PROSPECT

Des Ploines,

2200 E Devon Ave

1955 W. North Ave.

PAID TRAIN NG CLASS
STARTS JANUARY 12th

ARUNGTON PIC
TOWERS HOTH.

RCA

Call

mo

NOR WOOD FORD

'Mr. Gold
t

D COMPFINY

21-HElp Wanted Men & Women

DES PLAINES

tl

100% Free Positions

auto shopping center

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

-

FEE

1393WIM19sI0,a/or 775-1550 6. R0o

EVANS PRODUCT CO.

NUBS AIDES

#7761

Cal 3a4 2300

WARD

rm 2 both api

Port or Full Time

Apply or Cell -

"FORD"

SQUARE

392-1234

STORES

FAMOUS LIQUORS

97,08/10

Dunson

rnorg TIlt tro,,T=H;AP

come

297-3200

Melrose Park

S

Roll. Mewl°. quasi 3 bd,

444140, Pets 8 Wiped

000

JEWEL FOOD

Up...Preferred

CAR BILLER

o

31-RaitsandAfarirty Soles

pre

P

a,,a.a.aaaaa

BEAUTY

WANT WORX rata ISILUSIIII-.157 MO IMPORTANT,

Office Personnel Dept.

ROOM CLERKS

H. Poi,. oi

,

CASHIER

In Ado,.

J.

good teeing skills reed. Excellent fringe
benefit S.

FULL TIME

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PAY

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

and holidays, a

abloy rodeo! deadly* willailleveNal management
opponunity includes OINOViv office sur
,6e
,cendinge excel, sbriing glow and auluending employee

930 to 6P.M.

Le Salle Penannel

Des Plaines.111.

To

penence. Strong clerical
aptitude
figure
and
and
shorthand
Light

Corp

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

116.9770

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Heidenhain

etvgiegifferAL

5125 and mem more. CALL

Mded end benefi

Immediate openings in
our executive office for
aids with tecretariol e

Miss Spomponoto

GENERAL OFFICE

.25 Clerk Typ. $110 Res,

CAR ',WY

Claims Adjustor

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

SECRETARIES

593-6161

394-5100

wo Immo e.Aeesoo. Los

To work Noon
ro

ARLINGTON PARK

Personnel Manager

I# 15 M1 16,610PM
Ion I/ 9 AM lo4P7s,

ARLINGTON INN

Doctor's
Reception
$360 Month

Weis a. has furnished gpon.

CASH

Euuld and H.w, 56

FULL TIME

Taking applications
for
COCKTAIL
WAITRESSES
for o new cackled loon,

:nsne

over Coll 69,6806 ober 6PM

Coll 3M15 -807O evenings

1.7. M10 wRan.99 Ea-

TOWERS HOTEL

298-4470

427-3185

3SSOJIT

AMY

General Office

HARPER COLLEGE
TYPIST - TEMPORARY

CarT

INSPECTORS

PRODUCTION

394,5660

Call Mrs. Fogel

INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

, unver el lend,
O'Hare or.. buildIne

Woll Mantel 6 Shelf

lred

42-11010.111 Roy

OPERATOR

ASSISTANT

Employment Service

wr prom

O'HARE

Suburbon
965.7070

.51713 5147

DISHWASHER
lAn 11.30
S
d
H

Employment Service

6,10600

D

ANTIQUE CLOCK%

experience

MAIDS

cenn. so.. .n

AVIATION

ADMIN. ASST
S

tonv

_

BUTLER

serving friend. and nenah

bRFt MI6 superb AVON COG
MEDICS and TOUTRIFS. Owe

25{141rpurt

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL

NO FEE

MR. FUGITL

Dental Assistant

Page 13
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11.T@ Rad Wheats

34,Ard and AntYpeo

HOUSEKEEPING

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Parrmairrie Marilee
,

SHARP TEEN Good voice
pea
ono', lor parr rInsir
board work ARO.. musr

LEGAL SECRETARY

APPIV,

706.7055
151

"?..1!!%

NO FEE

CLERK TYPIST

1641eRWMIalWamen

255.9261

071 Planes

1430 Oakion SI

3100 N. MANNHEIM

2641011WXned Women

am*,

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

827 6621

6o y Salory open MO V Posh
en Co Elk Grove Village

come to

Tion COGS

PAY

7Forp vl wonied for our salts
ofhce Accurare tYPM3 nMs
956 0040

ing7e't rs's'A'n't =h%ta".

GENERAL WARE

hod..

rree'see2.7.O:r7Or':h'"."Vo

TELETYPE CORP.

tor re4ablawa,ke, Lao saw macaw stream,

CONTACT MISS HECHT

1$4103 Wasted Waren

FILE CLERKS

No nPri*In nem., Call

Phone 259-7132
TOP

26 Help Wanted Women

7 30 A M TO4PM

SHIFT

NIGHT SHIFT 4 30 TO MIDNIGHT

101 con odr. No cloy 0

Airline

lap

MANAGER

TIRED. HOUSEWORK"
work for ADDCA.I.DIRT on

PERSONAL
SECRETARY

25-11elp WrIed Waren

ASSEMBLERS

O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.
Coll

Bede Said Sem

BIWRIfld NOM

NEED EMI, MONA?

Port Time -Flexible Hours

3I

e

ImmEDIATE

ege.331.2

$675 NO PEE

"."'.

linen for molds

PM

Own tramp Coll

qua as taw ywor HO. YR.
your own off r
PaY

CORPORATE
SECRETARY

anted
baby
lee
horne4 or S days o week.

to

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

286 veto

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.
10% to 30% OH on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!

!!:.'aue'sr?'berf's't"o7;:e.,:!LS:;;.

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON
204 Hicks Place, Polotine, 111.359-2251

I
wee

824402

Pine
.$5 2 Carve. bucket seaN

nib P/B, AM AM rod, Kneel
glass, low mileage, paw. pew
Coll

I BOOM.
Keen.

*b.,
ewe

I

I

SHORT RIBS

_

1, NEAR
Page 14

,

'RE %WARING A LO1 OF
FUR HATS LIKE OURS OVER

Monday, January 5, 1970

IN AMERICA,

OUT OUR WAY
THAT'S JUST IT --YOU AIN'T OPENIN'

I'M JUST
WATCHiN'YlOU

WY TO PUT
THAT THIsJ3

TOGETHER,
GRAMP
--STAKIPINY
HERE, COLIiCT

po-r--SAY

ii

VI

4
_.X

,,

..1:.....f 1 -"--__

!-----s------------------,

-------"':' ' radi,iillIrlIr!1)111ri':1111;111
ii,.,11,r,411111ftlily.,,;,

5::::3,411:':1;,illi Thirli 6RAMPAW 11111111r,.VII11'

,

1-5

11

MCC,.

C 6-

."..

nounces he and EleaBay-

6:25

26 Quiz

TNEYVE OLIND THE
PRECIOUS FLOWER

'THEY HAVE A

'TREY DARE TO RETURN

SURPRISE

2 Gunsmoke
5 NI) World and Wel
come to It

MEWS REACHES
THE 1.,Av15R

FROmMOJUNGLE6
WrrtiOLrf PeR06610m?

ft2R YOU, MR.
MUSHROOM!

of YoLITH 7506004;

.----ai,

QUICKLY MV per -6!

BID friem EKrEfz!

LAIR Or
61E6FRier,

A FRE-5NLYSHARAENE:1>

1.000.0 SCALPEL, FEI.ICIA!
Fc THE FLOWER I t AM ABOUT" lb PECL.

2.

9 Star Trek
26 Today's Racing

Show

f

5'

..

/1W614RX01.
COLOR HIM

LIVID!

LIKE 10 BE IN OUR SHOES.

,,,.

fri,\,-

A
I.

Kaye

r\\

BULLY, BUTCH, WITH A
SNOWBALL: I GOTTA HIDE

FOR TUESDAY

GESUNDHEIT:

Ath
i+

a

hesitate to take a chance piti nst a mere

ting a sure thing it

MORTY MEEKLE

time. The bull -in -the -china shop approach merely causes

FOK ru.1 !

ABEiI

RECEPTION
WI-IBJ WE LAND

211 A day which may s.; ell re-

Comments

2 Late Report

9:30
11 Fact of the Matter
26 Luis Carlos Uribe

2 Meditation

32 Truth or Con-

3:45

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

OF.

ttS

-v-

C-Thir

part of Pisces. Acting in another's behalf brings kudos.

2

April

20) Recent losses can he compensated for in ways you may
not yet have thought of. A per-

I

2

sonal favor puts you in another's good graces.

to let one go unmentioned. Express your appreciation open-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

f

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) Good deeds are not so
abundant that you can afford

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Plains

THE BORN LOSER

S
C A NI A
AC E R

ly.

GEMINI (May 22 - June

Atmooki our THERE IP 1-

21) .1 urn your talents in the
right direction and you should

NEWPAPERLAND CARE

TO

AEOUT

he able to accomplish things in
a new and more profitable way
today.
CANCER (June 22 - July

\'

ANTHiik0

mean

as
42 Int Iv Mfr 4 TY W Yl IS. DN.

chaTNI
1-5

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23(

find that circumstances were
such that there was no other
choice.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
Wait until all the information

DOWN
1 Round farm

basket

1 se -r sAt

R

CAPTAIN EASY
TO 1ALNK.. I
THERE: COMFY, DR. WALRU5KITt
I KNOW YOU HATE TO RETURN %/LACE CONSIDER

TO RUSSIA 110KING LIKE A
SHEARED GOAT, 50-

VORKING W1S

WE HAD

C)

WOTI5H DOES
TO mR.MtKEES

PRP! AM CAit4

Things may not he what they
seem and probably aren't.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) The more irritated you become over minor issues. the

PAIN I'LL ADVANCE THE

ANYTHING TO

92E314 TO HELP YOUR.

ME BY THANKSGIVING!

YOU

IT'S TRAGIC

is in before you make your decision regarding a move.

TRICK! I CO

A MONTH you AN REPAY

TO MAKE

YOU VANN!. 9!

TINS 15 NO

AND TAKE ir OUT OF YOUR
SALARY: V 1.110.16 ON #40

tr WAS AN HONEST MISTAKE -BUT TO EASE YOUR

GET THEM TO

FREEDOM:

FAMILY JOIN YOU HERE -

WEREN'T HIM
IN ANOTHER

DIW/SE;

5-

Lk T

ACM
L- A

ER

A D_Q
-r E N

Re -r

i_se

2 Ripped
L ET T
L:3 Is mistaken
Asian
U L- -1E CT0
4
Legume
13 Grass used
0
BAT
R
AU
ilIA
5
All
L LJ N1 DE R S A.5 -P S
for food
(comb.
form)
A N T R A 7- 0
14 2:ind of knight
6 Come in
GE T
A T'S
15 Awn
Thrice
16 rootlike part 7 (music)
23 Biblical land 41 Turkish coin
17 Coast bird
8
Swiss
canton
24 Actor's part 42 Old Bible
19 Church seat
9 Answered
25 Wandering
translation
20 Feminine
10
Destiny
27
Moslem
man's
43
Tableland
name
11 Shredded
name
44 Biblical
21 Shoulder
cabbage
28 Hawaiian
patriarch
(comb. form)
13
Is
able
bird
45 Bitter vetch
23 Seed covering
29 Music,
18 Ethiopian
46 Narrative
26 Treeless
title
painting,
etc.
poem
plain
20 South
31 Head (Fr.)
47 Lion's pride
30 Revolve
American
32 Superlative
48 Employs
33 Borrower's
grassy
plains
suffix
50 Impair
target
37 Cretan
51 Rio de 34 Arranges in 21 Kiln
mountain
53 Biped
a row (var.) 22 Praying 35 Purpose
2
3
4
5
6
9
10 11
36 World -known

American
composer
38 Roman date
39 Mariner's
direction

1

less you are going to he able to
light against major disturbances. Sit tight.

..0"11114111101.,

I

S AGO

2

4

15

6

19

40 Raised

Answers to
Hideaword

platform

CAMPUS CLATTER,
WHAT IS YOUR

DEPRIVE

FAVORITE QUOTATION,
.

derive

drive
dive
deep
deer

drip
dime
ever
eider

rive
ride

10

MISTER BURNS";

reed

MISTER BURNS?'!

XF YOU DON'T SAY
ANYTHING YOU WON'T BE
CALLED ON TO REPEAT IT"
-CALVIN COOLIDGE.

r--"'

ripe
ired
pied

ZSAiD7WLIAT IS YOUR.
FAVORITE QUOTATION,

..1.

peer

pride
peri

pier
veer
vied

viper

it

N

WAKENS
S T 0 Salim

e

much to your relationship
with a loved one as love itself.

Look for the reason behind an other's actions. You might

ACROSS
1 Russian plain
7 Swards
12 Certain

P.

ERR
MAA LAVA

1

23) Don't become so excited
by a new opportunity that you
fail to see the fly in the ointment. Look fir the joker.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
Your understanding of anothcan

2:00

1

ON MARS!

quire special courage on the

position

1:50

9 Movie
"The
Invincible
Gladiator." Story set
in anci..nt Rome.

sequences

1.0:1MAilt .500,1El (Eke IA1
ElZ,L1 Ire St./i IL[

A671Z)NAUT5 GET

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

er's

1:30

9:25

College-

-nkL.RC

FOR.

I HOPE WE

breakage.

-

7 Reflections

and

EEK & MEEK

you treat them gently at this

ARIES (March 22

Dick

32 Pa u I Harvey

7:45

TV
-Biology
20

time. spend wisely.

1:20

9 News

mistakenly

Show
32 Password

brighten before lone. Mean-

1:00

7 Perspectives

9 Perry Mason
26 Wrestling
32 News

9 Mike Douglas

too much to heart.
Ci loom y prospects should

12:50

Joan Hackett, and
"Love and the Fighting Couple" stars
Sergent
Imogene Coca.

without asking.

setback

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 191 Loved ones require that

with

thinks Craig took it

possiblity. you might be wise
to do just that.
CAPRICORN (Dec. '3 Jan. 201 Don't take a financial

-

9 Flash Gordon

Byrnes, Dorothy Lamoor "Los and the
Proposal"
features
Warren
Berlinger,

candelabrum but

Luc y

12:30

5 Memorandum

cia Harty, Edd

Liberace to lend him

22) Though you may

Dec.

and

"Love and the
Pickup" stars Patri-

7:30
2. Here's Lucy
persuades
Craig

QUICK_IN I-IERE!

SAGEITARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Stevens

Ronald

Reagan.

Style

Oti

S

stars Barbara
Stanwyck,

Audrey Meadows.
7 Love, American

David Moses,
Dennis Olivieri and

I CLOBBERED TI-4AT

"Cattle Queen of
Montana." Western

Guests include

Bolling,

Peter Ratray
Susan Howard

12:05

2 Movie

2 Carol Burnett

ress,

BUGS BUNNY

7 Chicago Show

Show

Zoocy Hall, Jill Ja-

Your
I loroseope

5 Midnight Report

9:00

is

guest in appearances
as ;in Indian, a jail

Tiffany

12:00

2 Top Plays of the
NFL

Faren-

rather dance than
fight, who developes
a crush on Doris

7:15
1 The New People

us P. orf

-Great Musk

tino, a boxer who'd

man.
11 W odd Press
26 Turin Acevedo
Show

isocesi

Duke

Paintings-

100

Larry Storch portrays

bird, and a -olio:

074

i`A

iill

32

while she's trying to
interview him.

James Garner

HOWEvER. 1 DON1114INK
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Central -Busse safety plan set
Appoint
Woods to
committee
John G. Woods of Arlington Heights, 3d District dele-

Help is on its way to the accident -plagued intersection of
Central and Busse Rds. The intersection. site of 48 accidents

11.0_

gate to the Constitutional Convention, was named to a second of the Con -Con standing
committees on Monday.

is scheduled to get
traffic signals and right turn
cutofts this spring as part of a
540 million highway improvement program in Cook Counin

a"

Woods was named to the

When drd rOTT1'77

Public Relations committee of

tchange your 011?

the convention by President

1969.

ty.
1 he

project at the

section. which

Witwer. This
brings to seven the numbei of

Samuel

tral -Busse improvements \kill
be made this spring.
Bolden said bidding for the

By Ben Clarke
and Gary Shiffman

W.

is

inter-

shared

by

will open late this
contracts will he
awarded March 17 and work
will begin "as soon after that
as possible." The estimated'
cost of the project is $50,000,
project
month.

he said.

STATE HIGHWAY offi-

cials as well as Mount Prospect

and Arlington Heights Police
hope the new signals will cut
the number of accidents and
improve the floss of traffic on
both Central and Busse.

Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights. was one of 200

"All use can do right now is
keep our fingers crossed, and

of Con -Con committees on
northwest suburbs will serve
during the life of the con-

separate projects which were

hope for the hest."

tentatively announced last
month. John Bolden, assistant

Fred Hedlund. commander of
the Mount Prospect police
traffic section. "For quite

traffic manager for State District 10 (Cook County) yesterday continued that the Cen-

Mrs. Anne Evans of Des
Plaines and Dr. Clyde Parker

of Lincolnwood are on

the

said

some time we have felt that
stop lights were needed at the

of
Barrington will serve on the
Ladd of Crystal Lake will he

THE QUESTION of remoA proposal to initiate a full

Woods will also be a member of the convention's Committee on Local Government.

day's

Seek to end
Elk Grove
ticket backlog
Elk Grove Village police
maid yesterday that

they are

starting to clean up the backlog of parking tickets issued
during 1969.
Police said that it the persons who received parking
tickets do not pay them now. a
court date would he assigned.

and a minimum fine of 515
would he affixed. they said
policemen

from the depart-

ment are heguming to deliver
copies of the 300 unpaid tickets issued during Ilkt year
which have not been paid.

Gripe
Of The
Day

inMount Prospect was
troduced to the District 57
School Board last night by Dis-

Shopping carts in parking places.

trict Supt. Eric Sahlberg.
Sahlberg said the proposed

program would provide two

With temperatures predicted for 10 below zero and as much as 12 below tonight, this was a
common scene in the area last night. Vapor from their breath nearly hides the faces of John
Forsberg (right), of 17 N. Wille and Paul Lutsch, of 316 N. Wille, both in Mount Prospect, as they
check the anti -freeze in an auto at Winklemann's Shell Service, 310 Northwest Hwy., Mount'
Prospect.

Schlickman emerging
as legislative leader
By Richard Crab',
Eugene F. Schlickman of
Heights. Republi-

Arlington

can member of
House

()I

R.R.L.

the

Illinois

Representatives

is

emerging as one Of the outstanding leaders of the 76th Illinois General Asseinhk

This could prove lo be a

lay
the

A commission is assigned a

particular subject to study. A
report must

of the legislature's major commissions. Schlickman is directing studies that may give new

direction to the work of the
General Assembly for years to
Conte. Commissions are work
units study or research groups
created by the legislature, fi-

he

prepared in

writing for every member of
the General Assembly. Most
important of all. the commission must, by a stipulated date
make specific recommenda-

tions for further action by the
legislature.

The work of the commissions goes on continuously regardless of whether the General Assembly is in session or
not.

SCHLICKMAN IS chairman of commissions assigned
to

study

three of the

Kindergarten children within the Gregory School boun-

dries are currently attending
School

and

several

deling the rooms was then referred to the facilities com-

Hansen

board

suggested

the

that

go to Fairview and Gregory
schools.
Sahlberg's proposal
fied that the teacher

proposal was approved.

two classes at Gregory would

speci-

for the

linois. perhaps even embracing the city of Chicago.

THE THIRD Schlickman

result of remodeling currently
under way at .Gregory School

commission

Is

directed

to

scrutiniie land use practices
zoning ordinances of
counties. municipalities and
and

other local governments and
to make recommendations to
the General Assembly. in 1971.
Although it has happened, it

is rare for one Meinher of the
legislature to head three commissions at the same time.
The 76th General Assembly
created but II commissions.
Many members of the Illinois
General Assembly spend years
the legislature without
in

Board Member Ralph Walberg asked Sahlberg if there
wasn't some other space in the
school that could be used and

kindergarten teachers for both
Busse and Fairview schools.

with changing boundaries

that children would then he

room large enough was the

forced to change schools when
they entered first grade.
He said, this would cause

is

Take $30 cash
Two "shoppers" who said

ing some $30 and several keys.

more movement within the
district and could affect the
continuity of the schools' programs.

The proposal was then tabled to await the findings of
the facilities committee and a
solution to the problem of
crossing III. 83.

pressing problems before the

the condition of private elesecondary

N1PC. The planning commission, created by the General.
Assembly in 1957, 'is regarded
as posing the threat of introducing a super government
over all of northeastern II -

said.

$4,445 office
equipment taken

Giova attributed the hank's
rapid rate of growth since its
beginning in July of last year
to its policy of friendly and efficient service. He anticipates
growth in

William T. Giova

The bank has developed a
calendar which has complete

of York High, Fenton. Addison Trails. Elmhurst College

listings of events scheduled for

and the Elmhurst YMCA. The
calendar is free to anyone who
visits the hank during business
hours.

said Aldrich. "should help in
the 'platooning' of traffic be Meer( Arlington Heights Rd.
Northwest Hwy. This
means, tor esample, that westbound autos that catch the red
light us ill leave the road clear
and

tor amok, to pull onto Central
from all the side streets We'd of
Busse. When the light turns

green the traffic will leave the
light in a group. but a few seconds later it will [Urn red
;wain, leaving another gap for
autos to turn. I his is especially

important during rush hours.
"(raffle signals should also
help control the speed of the
autos. The speed limit is 45 miles -per -hour, but because of

the relatively long stretch hetween the signals at Arlington
Heights

Rd.

Northwest

;old

Hwy. many autos would esceed the speed limit.

the cause for sonic

acci-

complication factor. We feel.
however. that this intersection
is the escept ion to the rule."
Bolden also pointed out that

office has suggested that
Mount Prospect consider es tending Busse north to intersect with Northwest Hwy. Vilhis

lage NI:maga t'irgil Barnett
said the suggestion has not yet
come under official consideration. -though it hie, heen
discussed. .1his would he considered a Mawr iinpro% eine lit

has always been a hit of a prob-

lem on Central

because

the

bou ndr i es of Arlington
Heights. Mount Prospect and
unincorporated county territory zig-zag back and forth at
various points.

"AT SOME POINTS we
have iurisdiction on both sides
of the road, at other points sve
have half of Central and at still
other places we have nothing

at all."
Aldrich also pointed out the
possible need ;it Central and
Arthur 13 -tenths ot a mile uses'

of Busse). "The heavy floss of
traffic to and front the offices

and factories on Arthur has
made it necessary tor a patrolman to be stationed at the corner Miring (he afternoon rushhour," Aldrich said. "Also,
the new Dana Point apartment complex has an exit
drive on the other side of
Central, adding still more traffic at that point.

"Stop lights at Central and 1
Arthur may be many months
away, but at least the installation of signals at Busse is a
step in the right direction which

should prove its value almost
immediately."

SIMON

SIIBUit13
SAYS =
Cheer up! This snow, ice, slush, sleet, smog and fog can't last.

In another month or so all we'll have to worry about will be
slush, smog and fog and the possibility of floods and a tornado
or two.

Second reading on Kenroy
ordinance set tonight

A second commission is
studying the work of the
Northeastern Illinois Planning C'onmiission. known as

With this new checking account plan. the hank is able to
give full service banking to all
residents in the area at little or
no cost. Giova said. For senior
citizens, there is no charge and
no minimum balance required
for a checking account. he

Central from side
streets or onto the side streets
from Central.
"Stop lights at that corner."

ing

rob

schools.

president.

out, have involved autos turn-

most

schools in Illinois and the realities of state aid for students attending these non-public

cording to William T. Giova.

ten

tween Arlington Heights Rd.
in Arlington Heights to North-

is

Sahlberg said the only other
that

with the fewest acci-

THE BOARD then agreed which would require a comif Hansen's plan were plete study and appropriation
enacted Busse school, current- of funds.ly' with an overload of stuCapt. Jack Aldrich. comdents. could hold kindergarten mander of the Arlington
classes half a day and utilize Heights Police traffic division.
the kindergarten classroom for said he expects that new sigother activities during the re- nals :it Central and Busse to

necessary.

room

those

flow on the 1.8 mile stretch be-

"Enforcing the speed limit

that

mainder of the day.
Sahlberg said the problem

they wanted to look at antique
silver plates walked out of
heading up a commission or Baine's Antiques, 1096 Lee,
even serving as a memher
Des Plaines yesterday afterThe unusual responsibility noon with a cash box contain(< '0 wanted on page 2

a result there would be three

the remodeling would not be

multi-pupose

of Central)."

dents because of the additional

north side of the district and as

Law. Study Coillillission. I he

rush-hour periods v. hen the
autos are often hacked up past
Lincoln (three blocks south

those students living east of III.
83 to attend Busse School and
those living on the west side to

of the children who would attend, the new classes would
have to cross III. 83 if the

two classrooms will be vacated
and could be used for the kindergarten.

left from Central onto Busse.
Hedlund said this type of
crash would he virtually elimi-

trols are added. this itself is of-

teaching kindergarten on the

Toning

side of an auto turning right
from Busse onto Central or
collide with a vehicle turning

dents. When additional con-

be one of the four currently

the

were killed. Many of the mishaps Were of the "broadside"
type an eastbound auto on
Central would slant into the

changing

consider

BOARD MEMBERS were

is

records indicate that five of the
48 accidents at the intersection
last year involved injuries.
There was also an early morn-

school boundaries for kindergarten students only, allowing

reluctant to accept the plan because of this problem and also
questioned the need for remodeling the classroom.
Sahlherg explained that as a

commission

Arlington Heights police

BOLDEN SAID THE
mittee which will report hack
to the hoard at the same time TURN cutoffs will aid autos
that. Sahlberg is expected to turning right from Busse onto
submit a study of the problem Central and right from Central
of children crossing III. 83, onto Busse. Bolden said past
and an estimate of remodeling statistics have shown that "intersections with the least sigcosts.
Board President Harrison nals and controls are usually

CieneNd Assembly as the new
decade of the 1970s opens.
One commission is studying

mentary and

needed on checking accounts
in order to have a free account
from $500 to $200 Jan. IS. ac-

this year by all local schools,
and civic and social organizationS. including the schedules

General Assembly and
members appointed by
governor.

modest appraisal of Schlick-

The Bank of Elmhurst will
reduce the minimum balance

greater

!lanced by General Assembly
appropriations and approved
by the governor.
Commissions are made up
of booth Republican and
Democratic members of the

man's role in the 76th General
Assembly. depending on how
far he can advance on his three
major work programs I or the
legislature during 1970.

Bank of Elmhurst makes
free checking easier

an even
1970.

half -day cessions with an average of 2t, students in each
group and would require some
remodeling at Gregory and the
purchase of equipment.

Busse

AS CHAIRMAN of three
1

program

next fall at Gregory School in

Also on this important committee are Richard M. Daley,
son of Chicago's mayor, and
David E. Stahl, deputy mayor
of Chicago. John Parkhurst of
Peoria is chairman.
Also on the Public Informa(ion Commiteee with Woods
are President Witwer and the
three vice-presidents of the
convention.

kindergarten

MOUNT PROSPECT and

lieutenant. "would he the elimination of the bottleneck of
northbound autos waiting to
turn from Busse onto Central.
This problem has been especially evident during the peak

being converted to a library.

By Marueen McNassar

mittee.

MANY COLLISIONS ON
Central Rd.. Aldrich pointed

traffic flow."

tant improvement." said the

`.2-410 kindergarten

Arlington Heights will serve
on the Bill of Rights Com-

west Hwy. in Mount Prospect.

the problem of accidents and

fic signals. "Another impor-

revenue committee. Jeffery R.

on the judicial committee.
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of

signals were the best answer to

nated With installation of traf-

Propose Gregory

education committee.
Mrs. Jeanette Mullen

help.regulate the entire traffic

ing crash in which two Men

brings to seven the number.

vention.

corner. The accident rate has
increased steadily for the last
few years and it has become
more and more apparent that

trib

When the Mount Prospect

Building time for the pro-

Village Board of Trustees
meets tonight, it is scheduled
to give a second reading to the
Kenroy annexation ordinance,
which, if no objections are

ject, first under the village's

made, would bring 78 more

shopping center, a 4 -'acre lake,

acres within the village limits,
with a future potential (within
five years) of an additional
5,000 population.
After the reading of that ordinance there will be theAlirst
reading of zoning ordinances
designed to change zoning in
parts of the proposed planned
unit development project.

clustered single family housing in detached units, and 79

change some R -X (Single family resident) areas to R-4 (Resi-

at 1050 Mount Prospect Plaza
was burglarized between 12:30

dential Development District),
and other portions from R-4 to
B-3 (Business Retail and Service District.
It is estimated that as many

Naiad° Garcia, (right), 277 Cherrywood, Buffalo Grove a member of the Community Services
Corp (CSC) looks on as Jesse Fernandez, 1708 N. Clarence, Arlington Heights, breaks the pinata

and an adding machine valued
at $4,445 were stolen from the
office.

at the CSC's celebration of the "Day of the Three Kings" (Jan. 6) held last Saturday at Amvets
Hall in Wheeling. Traditionally, Mexican children receive their gifts today and this is Christmas
for the Greek Orthodox. (Photo by Dan Balm)

dinance, is figured at 5 years.
When finished the project is

to include 1449 apartments, a

townhouses.

Also a 200 -unit motel, two
office buildings of six and seven stories, an enclosed tennis
club, as well as outside tennis

courts and a clubhouse and
marina for sailboats .on the
small lake.

The changes asked would

The Illinois State Division
of Vocational Rehabilitation
p.m. Saturday and 8:15 a.m.
Monday and TO typewriters

planned unit development or-

as 5,000 persons will be added

to the village population.

Meeting
School District 26. 1800
E. Kensington Rd.; 8 p.m.

lilt 0 01

Homestead act aid
to elderly on tax

THE DAV
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Sidewalks are possibility
along Camp McDonald
The present width of the

new elementary
district's finances did not make its con -

Elementarc

road where it borders the Eisenhower School pmperty is 66

woolen possible.
UNDER A provision in the

feet.

hower

School
must consider an additional

obstacle. Salo. Edward

foe

board.
concerned

been

has

Henry F.

who walk along the road going

til

Vallely had received from
Thomas G. Cam Cook Coun-

to and from school, had been

elapsed and the district has repaid the coo of the building.

ty's Superintendent of High-

intik 17 foot strip that runs

hoard's

attorney.

ways, asked for approval of a
plat of dedication Mal would

Smith to speak
in Palatine
Sen. Ralph Smith at -Allow

sill ,peak in Pal:Machin II.
If will be hi, first address in

CO..doing Moaning a walk
1244 feet between Schoenbeck

Rd. and Elm ay.

Everett Diren.
k

a Mil,
Smith will speak
Rineeting II he momored by the
RepubliPalatine
can Orminitation in the Amm-

ar. Legion Building. 122 E.
Palatine St.
Sen. Smith i, to be guest at o
recepiion in his honor in
Mount Pro,pect
Inn
Thursday at 3 p.m. Host.: ,, c ,

will he lieiniblican
Mimi:ammo ol Me no rthwest
Cook county ee HMis.

years

15

At that time title will revert
to the district.

enhower school property is mil
yet owned by Districi 23.

park district property at

2 promoted
Two area executive, of Me
Federal Revrve Bank ol Chi.
ca go have herc tratisferr.1 hi
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bloom
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Prospect

the hank since

19,1

THE SCHDOI. board

tion

approving

a

at St. Alex'sto get'n on ,hi
fhe mum: is based on the

groups entering into fund raising projects to finance the proposed walk.

Alexander F. Flagmen. 42.

of 5423 N. Oriole Av.. ('hi.

Police said wi

me Mount Pri.spect Library.

of -hearing pimple attend the
meeting, too. They can then

a brief. stimficial comparison
of Ihe two. I made both visits

and !cam ways to help with the
difficulty. Interested
attend-

ing or know
Cm who
might like to go? Call 53]-

shocked at the noise. the may-

Tbs. was PP.PMcd
laughing and talking. A uni-

'

formed guard was on hand and

NOW THAT the holidays
arc over. and avoids arc an inch
or two larger than desired.
s
gals may he interesied in

quit' boxy

der.

.15.5P

The Mount Prospect Li.

unending u seriesome of reducing
classes to be held at the North-

who would make a good mem-

west YMCA. There's a new

her of the Districi 57 School

class

tomorrow

Hoard? Three po.itiore need 10

morning from 9:30 to II:30.

ping through hooks without

be filled this coming spring.
Call Bob Sony. 392-3181. io
recommend someone or io

Bahysilling service is offered.

disturbing anyone else. Librarians were at their stations, and
a quick glance from them
when a voice was raised quieted it immediately.

hairman of the nominating
committee of the general
Canner.

ERWIN KOELPFR is
holding another meeting far
Spreaders in his home tonight.
He's the fellow who is working

that

Hans

This duo is custom made
for gals who want to lose
weight but want it to he

through:, sound program with
professional help and with the
company of oilier chubby gala.
The course includes to ca.
lode diets with recipes. ex.
ercises, skin and hair care. pasture and wardrobe.

Call the Y to register at 296.

so hold for people who, like
himself, have hearing impairments. Founecn people with

3376.

!searing defiCienCies have con -

Mount

ladled hill about learning lip

Fiery since the big 'caudal-

reading.

Kodpar

HAVE YOU BEEN to

make Li len turn into the
mil company

pect. died Sunday at Resurrec-

don Frond.,

0,,ongo.

Survivors include
.code her has hart Part
Brian,
her parch William nod Lod.

Herm hr
.

M other William

A. Herzog Jr. of Milwaukee
and her sister Barbara Gillum
of North Satuuh, R.I.
Visitntion wtll be until III
tonight at Oehler Funeral

THE CREATION of the
Advisory Cann., the NIPC mum he

Legislature

SCHLICKMAN

in the gull of 19119. They will
has, all
1970 in which to

a

complete their work. (he re-

por, and recommendations
are 10 he placad befifie the legislature hr February. 1971.

The work of Sehlkkman's

Ihe original law undefect
der st Bch the NoNheastern I [finals Planning Comnamion
was ereand.

The condition c ominucd
form ore than a del:ad.:orogen

hitter conflict 1,010 C. NIP('
and the legislature before Rep.

SchlicAmmi introdund his hill
early 1969 providing a vehicle
hy which the General Amem.

when his auto mooret in the

as

rear by anwher auto driven he

-

Helge,en.

Deign.

ho rercived head

injuries was laken
Holy
Voids Hospital is here he wa,
!reined and released.
1'
John

I opata

Home in Des Plaines. Litur-

NIP(' afiSpring

woik wyethei

School
Menus

le be se, yeil Wercesdris al
MacArthur. Ann Sullivan,

Me Muir, mdllq Rwajonor bleS liellSOIS ill Districi
23:

Spaghetti with meat muce.
timed salad. French bread and
butter, spice cake. milk.
To be. served Wednesday at
Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

Prosmat, were held yesterday

morning at the Church of Si.

Genevieve. Mr. Gabe. who
died Friday al Holy Family
Wavle! in Des Plaines, was
buried in St. Joseph Cemetery

in Ri cr Grose.

M Gain was president of
the Louis Galie Plastering Co..
Chic go. He is survived by his
wife Barbara, his children
Bert, I ouis, David, Karen and
Afire I Jr., his mother Palmina

and his brother Vito of Chi 'ago

16 E Palatine Rd. in Wheel.

remodeling) a couple of we k
ago. Then, it,, week. I went

that

Mrs. Male 1253-83371 hefore
Friday. Jan. 9.

234

Idaysiood.
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School District 23's Eisen-

17

Ex

Ira n.41

Prasidera

spaces.

the highway department
feet on the north side
McDonald Rd

Nomad...id

Inv that *all maim
possiNx t radUation m flair
propark tins
emotion

districts
minting
tha

/moos6 COO

lice. and coon!' :wan, Ia.,/

-11Orile repair encXelopoilms."
Public libraries even have

available auto ilmlers .ovum'
manuals which Olin pi evidc
drew help for Ito home 1111.
chanic.

Cookware Sets
ere 10.09 to 21.88

9.99

I and X piers auk ...MUM. Teflon lined.

Melamine Sets
Were 1291

4.44

CHARGE IT
On Sears Revolving Charge

Sear si

CATALOG OUTLET STORE
Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois

Day light
The decade ushered in by

tunity for community officials

of junk can and solid wastes.

to put their best collective foot
forward offers isself at the very
start of 1970.
This year's agenda foe the
Northwest Municipal Confer -

The conference meets Jon. 22.
It also is urgent that low and

pmrequires decisions on dis-

near Elk Grove Village sug-

CLICHES ABOUT dech

l items, such as getting rid

gests the catastrophes that can

Mons cOmmonly include desuch as "fatescriptive
ful." 'split second," "timely," "prudent" or 111 -ad-

gion of Cook Coumy, we all
exp. our leaders to come to
terms with our own suburban
problems.

to foretell the need for deci-

AN EXCELLENT oppor-

sions by time in high places.

moderately priced housing be

put on some sort of quota
basis. The recent "shanty" fire

mull from "let George do It"
attitudes.

Add, also, the area appor-

Potier of observation

tiOnMent of who is responsible

for upkeep of the highways
and the overriding importance
of making it clear how we view

Talk with a teacher
By Esther Cullen

know all this but you have not
seen my friend?" cried the
stranger.

Dear Boys and Girls,

A mind which only memorizes facts and dooes not think
or reason is comparatively useless. The very first essential of

any real edu.tion is to observe. In the following, "A
Story From the Desert," an
Arab harm about the ,wer of

"Stranger," said the Arab,
"God has given all men eyes
but only a few really use them.

All that I have told you. you
might have seen for yourself if
you had uud your eyes."

The Arab motioned for the
stranger th(follow him. As they
walked a little way they carne

to the fresh track of a camel
and on the right hand side w.

observation.

"WHAT ARE YOU looking for?" said an Arab to
man who sum walking hat

the track of a man "See." said
of, "these are the foot-

plate of your friend and his

but

traveling together,

and he srted without me. I
can see him nowhere."

Arab.

"Oh! Yea" said the atrang.
er eagerly. "Have you seen

i)ropect Dap

"Since sunset last night."
replied the Arab, "I have seen
no man till I sow you. But your
friend w. he lame on the right

rrt;del;.11477.furc
;plr foinaX44

"Hartte'

leg? And don he carry a stick in
his left hand"

Marshall Field III
Tuesday, January 6. 1910

d PublEh

John E Stanton. Editor

Mormenrie Editor

William 1. hiednisch

hairs left on the sand where the
camel rested?

'Car you also." asked the

foes'.

gional operations, making it
imperative that, while retains
ing the Mce balance of local

of the Northwest Municipal

you see any difference between

couldst thou 10111601 it was but

very mture not an item that

my footprints and his"
The stranger looked for a
time. "Your feet sink equally

three hours since my friend
massed this way?"
"Hest thou still eyes that see

min be
onorestric ust by drawing neat lines on
or
county map, and calls for more
Than narrow home mle views.

prints sinks mom deeply,
muclumore deeply than either

of yours," was the stranger's
observation.

"Then," said the Arab, "we
all tread lightly on a lame foot,

not?" said the Arab. "Mark
the spot where they lay in the

shade of the palm tree. 'Her
shadow of the palm tree is as
the hoed of the dial"
Now do you think you could
have given an answer to the
stranger's last question?

Subwripikossat. Menus. sark.homabliarred.
thatortoont .S. m.0 raw. S17.61seer:Maitrar show..
senswandprio. litrimsanim

peed this way on his way to
Damascus. There, If you hesten, you will find him."
Are you a wined that yen

Prospect nas. Seerve-fnes mete pain at Mom Prosper, liesselSo

Some persons have such
great &Oh and high hopes in
drugs that they take them for

Manse, Such brine has its

very minor symptom. thereby
oming. psychologically
be physical/y. dependent on

fections has

ifnot

hem. Others have heard so
notch about harmful side effects for damage to unborn

generion
ats through the use of
drugs that they refuse to rake

my drum at all. Fortunately,

there is a rational middle
ground.

Fiat, it is necessary 10
understand the difference
benveen duty than have a

know the name of it

disadvantages. The giving of

antibiotics for minor inresulted

in the

rapid development of antibiotic -resistant strains of

aoer!yifor

snob
pneuemonia-

pr
called a wonder
drug --and deep that do not

cure but help to relieve

Q -Are people who have
elastic colitis prone to have

In other cases, Oh quick

maks the

true notate of a
disease in its early stage so the

correct diagnosis is not made
until a serious complication or
death has occurred. The first
rule, therefore, should be do

high cholesterol level? Will
chronic colitis .use cancer?
A -inhere Ls no connection
between colitis and the blood

unt.d
earservvsry
the

reason is

to

colitis often dom.

roughage?

Another rule is to take the
have developed

side effects

foolhardy while anyone who
refuses to take the second ty,

dosage

is merely pitting Isis en-

arid others have condemned a

drug for the quick relief of

than

was

take a bland diet for colitis

mucous colitis will not mum
cancer but chronic ulcerative

give.

because they took a greater

Q -My doctor wants me to
but he did not say what foods

is

undesirablersos

beverages.

chdlesterol level. Chronic

doctor to give a drug unless
it
and you both

first type when needed is

Equally ill-advised a

diet liberalized, but this takes
time .d most victims have to
use mution
thei
rat of
diet for the rest
of their lives
Distilled spirits in moderation
usually have no harmful often
on the bowel. The. same cannot be said for fermented

lion.

drug exactly as directed.

hose patients who demands

mime and the trade name) and
moon any side effects to
best
lie can help you best

valuable drugs useless when
they arc m.t needed.

symptoms. Anyone who, out
of fear, refuses to take the

durance against his doctor's
well -intended offer of relief.

ids .n be controlled and th

if hc has your funco-opera-

specific curative action refrain from pressuring your
against certain disc

(preferable both the P.m'c

organisms rendering these

prescritnng of a drug to
relieve a symptom often

With careful management col

prescribed

peso. with

.Y- 00,1

curb their intake
colitis
of roughage, the amount they
can tolerate varies 'with the
severity of the disease. Some
can take no roughage, while

or avoid.

Is

whole

wheat bread considered

0-I am on a

bland diet
because of colitis. How long.
will I have to stay on Ma
diet? Does colitis every clear
up? Would a highball mixed
with water affect my colitis?

eat

Deer Lee.

Ai school my tams Is knmvn by everybody, but In the wrong
way. Everybody thinks I'm real bad kid, They nuke stories up
about me that aren't nue. Everybody believes them. What should
I do7

A Friend

problems are, too, This is one time I just can't entirely believe my
mother. Do you?
So Sad, Mount Prospect

of all other involved municithe

he ohne& but
nom. will be miltheld up 11101

n moors,

Mould hew One/ at pos.
mle. openertren. r,/ pas obit. and shook/ contain
her

a

their aufhermon

can be cheAfd

In addition, find the word

IT 67481-2 diesels, 5 con, 6 transformer

$42.00 Yob.

8 good.

I

1

excellent

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
Answer as Carole Page

PH: 255.1550
M., Ia., a Sm. oats le 6; nom.a be
edepmch.edWadwa Son.

NOTICEI
As el Jan. ISM, dl

*Mu son sag he
Mel Owe mon ere Me

mace age and used in cony
hination with steel and chronic

SHIMMERY, ahiny minuTraditimial steltng shows 3
definite emphasis on the au-

ing the current home fashion
Materials

such

Martian

as

datt

chrome

In

hakause they are reflmuors and

lot,io

WHILE Mediterranean and
very
tradition.' starling are

light deflectors. they fill a dual

much in evidence al the .6
rent market.
very lutes

role m space expanders. In this
capacity, mirrors in all style
categories. aims and shaped. re

trends show a sharp swing toward modern designs that take

enjoying a resurgent. of mt.lathy,

made

it the

design of its time,
In the traditional genre. lass
qr finishes and Chinoiserie

apps not only
create sleek appearance. hut

made possible

technology make nice,
that act as a design "brige"

hy

between the chann
mum -day and the spacesige sleek ness of today.

There's a special look of authmticity coupled with the practicality of today in this pine dry -sides
bar introduced by A. M. Lock in the Merchanside Mart, Designer Leonard Eisen began with the
popular traditional dry -sink, held the charm and ontiquity of an original but added a formica deck
that simulates date and fined the insides with cafiouts for glasses You an take your choice from
several hand -decorated closed finishes. Two Hitchcock chairs with genuMe
seats and mirror
complete the settMg.

are on the museum q.lity pieces in the collection of living room,dining

Catholic nurses plan retreat
The Council of Catholic
Nunes will gnome a three-

valuable course. Don't wait to enroll -when class is
filled no further reservations will be taken for this
session. To enroll, or to obtain further information

If, ut the Canale Retreat Home, 313 W.

complete and mail coupon helow, or phone 927.7448.

The weekend of reflection

Iowa, will be retreat master.
The retreat house has 62 pri-

16, and continuing omit 3 P.m.

Professional registered

Sunday. 1,11.

nurses and licensed prance!

Fullerton As -Chicago.

nurses in the Chicago area are

The Rev. John Bonn. 5J..
professor and theologiun

Nursing 6525 N. Sheridan
'Rd.. Chicago 60626.

al

grottos who brought musical

om

The halls of Lutheran Gen.

TELEPHONE

ocperts, about 100.001) species

shells. No one knows how
ong num IPks been collecting

Church, Des Plaines
Church and Cub

Mount
Prospect:
DeMolay Prospect Chapter,

Camp Fire Girls and Mount

501

Baptist Church, Girl
Scouts, Immanuel Lutheran

Priespect Methodist Church.
From Prsupom
Heights.

School Childrods Choir. Jun

I, Mimes Bible Church,

Good company. a Nam,

lake it without all the fuss of

for any icy night. The work

has hen taken out of the

preparation. This modern ea B.
ease as ANC. is made by
R. C. Bigelow, no,, Norwalk.

recipe by R. C. Biala, Inc..

Conn.

with their new Cotenant Con.
flavoring ingredients

is Night on Ian. 13 at the Holt,

ctraxm

Values to $15.00

sac wells supply Most

kg FROM $790

20 E. NW HWY.
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3.4137
Nernst Wan., Thor, a IC 9,30.,

Tow, Wital..lS. ..104

7 p.m. followed by dinner at

;of

7 30 p.m. rho clinic will he
presented hy the assistants ut 8
pm. Clinicians will include
Iturbara Flemming. Ihmna
Miller and ?dation 1 'Miters.

9o0 dePertmem

To Johns sill present -sterof inaintgacgag,-

giy,on

DIRECTIONS for nuking
a toddy are printed on the lahet:

pg00 two tempoonfuls

into n mug add ham wmer and
one ounce anf rum and prsto!
a Mae toddy. Or a vodka or
whisky toddy, if you prefer

l.r mbaction of shoe statues is still complete.

DIseentinual Styles
Stride Rite

and

Moms.

looks for men. Choose from a wide variety of ayes, colors
'and slam. All af old-fashioned old prima. Come in now, while

TODD'S

st;,gm
mon., andsweet
mtmts am invited.
- The social hot(' still begin:it

soma jiv, amiable fa 51.49

Tyme demon sole of shoes for the entire family...sleek
styles br women, sturdy children'. shoos, and handsome

WOMEN'S
WINTER

those spirits. For hot tea. Bigelow recommends one rounded
I easpoon of the .x per cup.
This new warrocoupper 0 a
weleome addition to the oberski or skating party. II nukes a

BOOTS

20% Off

too. after the.
goal
seer or movies or an evening

See*. to $5.00
"MRS

JO

Rand

Rd..

Contains twang, navoring and
spices which Sr, the
NatY hallmark of Combat

Nix are Packaged in a bends

".1.MIPRe"

FOR

day Inn. 200 E

FM., Fund.. onnee, of the
Puna. Hot Tea and ToddY

Co. one, Some all, to where Ohs btu bargains orel...our Old*

Meeting. And tame who .age-l
takes toddy as Ihe classic

Ben Christmas gifts of all
o happy Parents and deighted brothers and sisters

were December tubies who arrived in time for the holidays.
Cheryl Lynn Clark vms
Hospital,
the
infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

suirthwed Suhurhan Den.
tat Ataiklants will pnsntl lin

00, M u Han make hot

$159°-$2P°

and bought, with rare shells
Selling al auction for as much

xltil+itn funs the area include fen Rob es of Ani
on Heights and John Landers
of Dos Plaines.

out the tricycle for the Arenas children as Mrs. Jack Piper, president of the Mount Prospect J.ior
Woman's Club, and Ma, Roy Dahlke watch her reaction.

ert C. Clark of Mount Pros-

yorite sPirits and the uomPanY
of your friends.

Cf.... Pk'

built

their annual Chris.. party. Linda Paolelle, 2, (Laughter of M r..d Mn, Robert Paolella tries

eral

already in A. so all you have
lo add is hot water, your fa.

to .000

callectiOns were

-AMR

born D.. 2 at Lutheran Gen-

Schedule

meat Toddy Mix. This preprepared
prepared toddy mix has the

Discontinued Styles
Florshoims

great

Hsi]. and Victorian ladies enacted picture franks, boxes
and dishes with their favorite

Bassinet set

old remedy for colds, can now

fire and steaming mugs of hot
for
no better recipe

au sails nom

naments and as implements
early in history.
Shell collecting m a hohby
reached its great peak during
the Victorian and Edwardian
periods. During these periods

as 94.0011. This was also the period when shell -craft goo -

Toys for the thosurvivhm children to
Armas family, who lost three other children in a
lire ht Elk Grove Village on Nov. 29, were purchased by the Mount Prsspect Junior Woman's
Club after members of the club and their children spontamously contributed to o collection at

Good Company
on a cold night

FINAL REDUCTIONS
on shoes for the entire family

primitive man collected

ScoFruts.

From Des Plaines: Imman

F's

hells, according to Albert J.
Linda, president of the club,

but

and treasured them as trade or -

ial Choir of Good ShepherdLutheran

cheer to the hospital wens,

anal reply. sent I a sethaddrentecl envelope.

NOW $1290

'5 the exhibit corridor of thi
Chicago Public Library. Jan. 5
hrough 31.
There are, according to the

Hospital carolers

Please send inlifitiontil inhumation

Valves to 522.00

The Chicago Shell Club will
how some of its favorite shells

invited to Slake reservations
by Jan. 12 with ROSeanna
Tossing, assistant professor,
Loyola University School of

the them, "The Joy of I.iv-

Suite 4, 2720 Om Plaines Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Please enroll me in your soles course

at Chicago library

vale moms. Registered guests
will have all meals included
for the weekend.

continues a program series on
R. MeCARYILLE

Shell collections

Marycrest College, Dubuque.

CITY

NOW $30.00

218 N. DUNTON

.d rattan

have been brought info this

Richard Wheelwright collection receptorea the romince of historic pieces from France and Italy. Exotic pastoral scene, but.
terfiles and flowers were matured ha sculptured gesso with gold
and silver leaf and lacquers deftly handled by European artists

Alliance

TYCO HO TRAIN SETS

using all seven of these
letters.

a sling, suspended on shin.
Ina steel frame,
Even xicker

Delimle hand -painted Chinolude reappean In today's dmign

Christmas carols throughout
the holiday season. Local

THURS., FRI., 8 SAT, -JAN. 8-9-101
Make as many
any four letter
out of
or more
these letters as you can.

swivel bases, sslidc others float

picture at the Merchandise Mart. A new introduction In tbe

day "Weekend of Reflectionlei:lion-Refueling My" begin.
ning at 5-45 pm, Friday. Jan.

"HOME OR FAMOUS BRANDS"

T esday. January 6, IWO

an aggress or phone RIM

problems in future years.

Semi your queatioua no Lee Ramon. rho Day Publications.
117 S. Main Si., MOM Prospect. if, 00050. "on wish et nt,

Dolores Haugh.Womons Editor

6500511110000110J206 2222222 6021_11016.111U 2222222222222222 noise

tic, and mild and space age
molding of a single shape.
Many are on cantilevered or

of s

result

struck surfaces 016 also mule-

refi-

conduct a 6 week seminar in Des Plaines, one night a
week, beginning in Mid -January. Course pmvides
materials, film, instructors. You provide your time
and interest. Regardless of your future this could be on

& CRAFT CENTER

1/2 OFFI

an

general manager_
r,r

in a sales career. you should enroll in this course.
Nationally known sales trainer and consultant will

HOBBY d'Argy

HOT WHEELS-

15

0. Oilman, Merchandise Man

palities.

The new mix. which aloe

Clean -Up Sale!

a

scene.

to keep in

mind at all times the dads not
Ust of his Own immunity hut

avoids having to remove it

After Christmas

the Maim an

...mi.. according to W.

rust that simple:

5

k shaped Italian chair, to in-

in designs that are strictly of

re,

culled ov.:r low heat onc

teresting comhinations of plas-

this moment.

tribe that 0 apparently on the

NOUCFEL

themselves are
very realistic

Aare, with a handsome herald

rooms and lower ceilings.

very feeling of malaise -

Hideaword

age. huh

The tour vitals representa.
tivc showrooms from 9:30

Monday

n space for todays smaller

A -It k common practice
for a mrgeon to remove the
appendix even though it is
normal when he has to open

later if appendicitis should
develop.

home furnishings market.

12

rum of design vaiety. There
arc resigns from the Middle

'cries of home furnishings arc
introduced. including turnturc, flour eoverings, lamps
end lighting listures, fabrics,
wall coverings and decorative

oral Hospital rang out with

gall bladder?

Raw vegetables and fruit
are at hem[ twice . irritating,
ounce for ounce, as cooked.

through Friday at the Metchamtise Mart's international

Not only are the materials
used in these updo.thominute
designs products of thi spa c

Jan.

New products in all cam

ADDRESS

pendix when they remove the

foe a long enough time.

ginning

dcr 12 arc admitted fro when

of NMC will,

ap-

the abdomen. This procedure
is safe and relatively easy and

chrome and plexigkes.

of
course, find himself facing is

shat they display adroitness in
splitting seconds with snap

Alt terms

coot

hales bored in a small log or in
commercial suet feeders. Pine
cones may also be filled with it.

Molded chairs and chairs of
all periods offer a great spat -

tarpon
the visual in,
per creates an effect of great-

'

Nor is it required of

Q --Why do donators

prunes a day.

advantage of guided 101.113 he-

cents per person, children Un-

NAME

tains bin.

they didn't take it regularly or

lull advantage of the design
ponsibilitiesof all kindsof pia,
tics. Occl, glass, aluminum.

a.m. to ,30 pm. Cost is 50

No, and neither do doctors who discuss this matter with
youngsters. Most mothers now ham all the facts. I wish you
wold diunss it with her doctor. It sum eve both of you a lot or

no fruit, vegetable or
bran. Whole wheat bread con-

drug as worthless because
So, whatever drug you are
taking, be sure you need it,

This is very difficult for me to write about. Pm a 15 -ye old
girl in high school. I know I an trust you. I worry about this all
the time. The other day my mother caught me in the act of
masturbating. She proceeded to give me along lecture on how
evil it was, what terrible things could happen and how awful a
was. I want to please my mother, but I know what my other

A -A trtiy blend diet con-

others .n seethe equivalent
of one or two well -cooked

Are you banking for new
idea in home furnishings?
The public is invited to take

make reservations in advance.

ate
skuldnumhing
sessions to arriving at useful
conchnions. the agenda for
1970 can include such worrisome moot points as where to
set up a senior college, if and

onsists 01 two pounds 01

1166.6601066666666666666o6flaa aaaaaaa flees" Them re

birds.

Referring to just one vital judgmes.
matter, flood control in the
The nor top decision each

devote

pare

Make 1970 strictly for the

FOR YOUR birds' dining

not smaller than their wood

For civic ,aders willing to

kept as long as needed. This
mixture may also be put into

Future furnishing forecast

Conference to set any record,
for volume of decisions
reached in 1070.

member

sides. These may be frozen or

string or wire mesh container
meth from a discarded soap
holder. A good mixture to pre-

'motion insures bird safety.

adult.

nOrthwestern suburbs is by its

For the suet loran, use a

Page

An unusual sales course is being offered to a limited
enrollment group. If you arc a salesman, or interested

BAD KID

tains

sometimes take mit oe

should be away from heavy
branches. An ounce of pre -

and heMoom furniture.

Dear Lee Janson,

W. G. BRANDSTADT,MD.

.

birds to use A for their nests.

and been them. Place a pi-

We don't urge the members

SALES COURSE

CAUGHT

You r Doctor Knows Best About Your Drug Needs

SAVE A FEW small con-

serting a wire and tearing off

wt -proof by attaching a funnel
of satire with broad side down
to the pole on which the feeder
is placed.
Hanging feeders

or niore must

with the cash; the decision to
build retention reservoirs instead of other sewer arrange
men s; juvenile court status of

Act as If you weren't. If you aren't a bad kid, they'll fend it out.
What a surprise that will be.

UOCIOR SAYS

You my doubly assist the
birds. After the food Is god
clip the yam and allow the

food,

Make sure a post Maki is

by

sued

Wind in one eye and was laden
mapa burden of date. He

at any feed supplier.

cottage cheese containers
which may be hung by in-

ing, chopped nuts nod dog

feed them.

cup

cups, small juice cans (and cut
out the other end of the can to
remove cake) or cardboard

dry mreals, popcorn, dried
fruits, peanuts, pie crust. dress-

Groups of

when the electorate backs!t up

blue clothing, was leading a
light-colored camel that was

112camer. etchydtws. tu. main

spring.

centrated orange Juice cans.
Fill them with bacon drippings

net

wild bird, toasted brmd.
doughnuts, raisins, apple bits,

accompanied

.

him. But three hours ago such
a man as you describe, clad in

Milactoo Rehm, RA. m.o. WI.. tn. moo

You can purchase loose corn

halfraisins. one

chopped nuts and one or two
cups of mixed wild bird sad.
Mold in coconut shells, paper

be purchased on the market for

handling of
changing lift styles.
Occasional tables with glom
tops and pleuelw legs scent to
Boat in space. While they arc

government, suitable to its
residents a also obtains the
benefits and bears the respon-

the Arab "I have not seen
S. moo. moant Prissart. M. new
Breath finiess

II is, if you make it into a
bird haven smorgrubont. Cut
stale bread and let the young.
den thread it with yarn and
needle lathe tree.

pas', of plastic

of these left from your Thanks, giving or fall arrangements.

plunges
in his

by itself. Each is pan of re-

by the other footprints. "Look," he said, "do

into the sand, but the others do

the fateful
and prudent

village or municipality exist all

entire area.

THE ARAB STEPPED on

is.

half pound of peanut butter,
one cup sunflower Seed, one

cracked

chick or scratch food, millet or
the mixture of seeds which can

You will sm them if you
Tie a shaft of wheat or grain
to the top of the tree, and your
feathered friends will know
that Christmas will last till

Sorghtim,

fact that it

timely
friends' view, ill-advised in his

sibilities of hang pan of the

?You must have seen him;',
cried eke stranger. "He limped
badly, for he bad hun his foot.
Please tell met Which way did
he go?"

"YOUR FRIEND,"

NO LONGER does each

branch of the tree.

tree also. You may have some

say, "It's for the birds." And it

mountain of instant determi-

making

which it could see."
Otlhou art indeed a person
of wonderful discernment."
said the stranger. "but hose

not. One of the other foot-

him?"

r of a fragment of apparel
caught by the thorns
the

tan inside. Bring up all four

Grain,

corn, sunflower seeds, baby

plemere, km is a list of their
favorite winter fading, pro vided by the Galen Club of
Illinois.

and twist pipecleaner over a

Place ears of corn on the

the Chistmas tree you may

comprehensive study author-, takes just a minute bit of time
ised, the NMC-stated policy, to re -solve to cross your own
even the tentative move to pool particular Rubicon, but before
funds to pay for the study, you fracture that second, be
which will probably get a full- sure you have given due
time director, am not counted thought. Even Caesar mulled
on to produce an acceptable ever his basic decision for
years. subconsciously, before
program before year's end.

grazed on one side, the side on

the sand

-Was your friend a lame
man aml heavy?" said the

re

the

was my friend?"

bp;" replied the etranger, `but

this morning I slept too long

"If you're really Bob Hope and not 'Charlie'-say
something funny!"

"IS IT SO difficult,"

plied the Arab, ''to see the col -

Butcruive

pecleaner in the center before
freezing. Remove from freezer

When it is time to lake down

all 20 fingers and tom, we have

nations.
It's a known

hop, the kind citus fruit
comes in, into larger one -foot
squares. Place fruits, corn and
corners and tie with yarn.

of decisions. By counting on

portation difficultia
in intent.

Sensed in a series of Holiday
Planned Ove.)

vised."
Take the split second aspect

31,536,000 seconds available
in A.D. 1970 for the fracturing
process possible to produce a

"True." said the stranger,
"but how do you know the color of the camel, the color of his
garments or the burden which
the camel was tarrying?"

By Dolores Haugh

come up with the figure of

how do I know that the men

"Of a man sod sandsand sure-

were

into t
ground on one leg
than a spate man on two."

nities.
Decisions, decisions.

Metropolitan Sanitary District.
nesters taken by the NMC
last ymr towards solving trans-

Arab, "not see the flies feasting on the date
ce dropped
on the sand by the side of the
camel's track? And whenever
the camel browsed it only

way and that.

looting for My
friend," the man replied. "We

sinka deeper

the

across the d.ert, looking this

'Tm

and

side of incorporated commu-

flood control policies of the

Food birds love

1970 is for the birds

centralization; how to regulate
land development in are. out-

At the level we all understand best, in this northwest re-

By Joseph Stobenrauch

1970 has already been labeled
the decade of decision.
In takes no superior acumen

The day's prospects

Decisions, decisions

a

Threat to youth
next DAR topic
The Eli Skinner Chapter,
Daughters of the Amerimn
Revolution, will hear

Willie rn

Walton

discuss

"Threats to Today's Youth"
et their noon luncheon Jul. 8
al the Smnda House, Norway
Reim, Mount Prospect. Mrs.
Walton is state vice-chairman
of national defense.

Schulkey of Long Beach. Ca9f.
Scott Tnsch. 21/2, is excited
over the arrival of his brother.
Todd William. horn Dec. 15 at
Lutheran

General

Hospital,

bland of Mount Prospeet. He
has a

hig brother. Troy, 8

Grandparents of the children
art Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sass
of Montt, Prospect and Mrs.
Carl Edhlund of Fairmont.
Minn. Peter moon Bergen.

Todd weighed in at to pound
13, ounces. He is the new sun 'great-grandfather. also nssides
of Mr. and Id or. Gillen B. in Mount Promect.
Torch of Mount Prospect. Mr,
Bom Dec. 13 at Northwest

pect, weighing a whopping II

a. Mrs. Gilbert Tosch of Community Hospital was

pound 11/2 ounces. She has a
2 -year -old sister Lisa Ann and
grandparents Mr. and Mrs.

Mount Prospect and Mrs. Peg-

Rcidar Linnerud of Crystal
Lake and Prof. and Mn. FL J.
Clark of Madison, Wis.

gy Roark of Des Plaines am
grandparents. A great -grandmother, Mm, Feral Scott. also
lives in Des Plaines.

Anthony Matthew MenSik,
first son for Mr. and Mrs. An-

Carl Ronald. 6 pounds 11
ounces. was born Dec. 17 as
Lutheran General HOspital to

thony M. mcnsik of Mount

Mr. and MM. Ronald o Ed.

Ric ha rd Scott Matailuk
bpoUnd-3.aunm son of Mr.
and Mts. Richard Massouh of
Prospect Heights. Welcoming
the new baby is a sitter Mich.
ale. 14. and grandpas:tits Mr.
and Mrs. Jahn Day and Mrs.
Richard Massouh, all of Cam
ton, Ohio.

Prospect, arrived Dec. 13 at
Lutheran

General

Hospital.

this ?big hey" weighed II
pounds 5 ounces. He is wets
comed by sisters Maribeth, 4,

and Susan Ann. 3, . well as
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Jo-

seph Branick of Chicago and
Mrs. Rosemary Mensik of Riv-

New guide book
issued for Seniors
The City
recently

of

published

Chimgo
a

new

"Guide to Services for Senior
Citizens in the Chicago Area"
THE FOURTH CHILD of listing more than 250 orgnniMr. and Mrs. J. K. Schulkey of rations and services for this
Mount Prospect w. born age group.
Dec. 15 at Lutheran General
The guide is published by

erside.

Hospital weighing I pound
121/2 ounces. Jacquelyn Erin
joins Rebecca Ann, 12, David,
10, and Robert, 2, Grandparents of the children arc Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Belknap of Bar-

stow. Calif. and Mn. Julia

the Division for Senior Citisens of the City's Department

of Hum. R.ources and

is

available free in the division's
offices at 203 N. WabashAv.
Robert J. Ahrens, director
of the division, said, "AI-

though far lrom meeting allot
their essential needs the nuns
ber and types of services avail -

able to senior citizens is
ing rapidly in the Chicago
area."

This is an experiment.
It's exactly what fashion is today. Exp.-moon 1 al. Ilnexperted. Uncliche. We recommend yon enjoy this 'new freedom. Wear pants
on the dance floor and long skirts to the hearh. Try tat in by day.
And tweed by nicht. "Fry orange with roil. Roller still. tr!, it with
red and purple. .A.1.1 for heaven's sake, don) slak w one length
anymore. Have a whole wardrobe of lengths. In other words, play
with fashion. Enjoy. Experin
And shop at a stole that IIIMS the
same thing. The name of one we heartily recommendi just mad on.
.

The Guide organises its Baings of senior citizens' services

and organizations by paStal
zon. throughout the city and
by individual suburban con,
munitics. A separate alphabcall sponsoring
dad listing sail

erphisatioss

is inetuded.

44 W. Palatine Read
Palatine
FL 11-73S0

TomLundstedt chooses baseball over basketball

CITIZENS BANK INTRODUCES THE

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Fdltor

BUl HI HAD suffered an

ankle injury playing for Peoria

the Central Illinois Colt

in

Like most college students
Tom Lundstedt had to make a
big decision regarding
rung his he
The former
has.
O

kethaller from

Prospect

Changed his major from physical education to radio and telealai on broadcasting and
switched his scholarship from
basketball to baseball.
Toni also gave up a possible
starting as,gnment on the

University of Michigan bon
ketball team this year to give
beseball his full attention.
LOndstedt and been taco

ing scorer and the team cap-

hall Map

miffith into the semon. "In the
middle of the summer I fouled
baseball

a

,tabou

last Thursday.

elevated to the vanity at Inct
beginning of his sophomore

"Ile said let it in a cash'
said Tom. and that's what he
did And ewe four weeks the

Suppose you need temporary cash -say 5500 or $1,000.

United Security Account to work for you. Just stop in
at Citizens -the 5170,000,000 "on -the -grow" bank.
Or use the coupon to open your account conveniently

INSTANT WRITE -A -CHECK
LOANS AT ONLY 7%

InsteaO of going tlirough the time-consuming bother
of applying for a loan (at annual interest rates up to

(others charge up to18%)

rates of up to 18% or more) you can simply write a check.

MEANTIME WE PAY YOU
5%ON THE SAME MONEY
Now you can take advantage of a remarkable bank plan
that lets you put your cash reserves to work earning you

a full 5% interest -yet have all or part of your money
instantly usable whenever you need temporary cash
without disturbing the full 5% earnings on a single
penny of your money!

Citizens' FDIC -insured "Golden Double -Dollars Plan"
is the only bank account in America that gives you this
extraordinary, money -saving "borrowing power!"

Here's how it works:
Open a Citizens "Golden Double -Dollars Plan" for
$2,500 or more. You start earning 5% compound interest from the very first day of deposit. You can add to
your account at any time, in any amount. You can make
a direct withdrawal with just 90 days' notice, or without
any notice at all after 90 days, during the first 10 days of
any January or July.

18% or more) or using a regular "Line -of -Credit" plan,
"revolving charge" or credit .card (again at interest

When the bank pays, your check this creates an automatic loan at a simple interest rate of only 7% per year
against the credit of your account. But in the meantime,
even the money behind this loan continues to earn you
the full 5% interest, So in effect, you pay a net interest
rate of only 2% per year until you repay the money at
your convenience -either in full or in partial payments.
And your interest is only for the exact number of days
you use the money.

Include your check -or your passbook or
certificate if you want to transfer the money from
by

mail.

another bank or Savings and Loan.

The

freshmen

Warriors

from Maine West made a
third plum showing
among their confers um rivals
Saturday at the second annual
Niles North wrestling invitational.
strong

fall, but he had to take the
short end of a 4-1 decision
against gnaw Zimmer of Niles
North.

The "Golden Double -Dollars Plan" makes all other
"Golden 5%" accounts obsolete because it's the on/y
one that lets your dollars do double -duty ...

... they earn a full 5% interest, which is as much or
more than any other "time" or "investment" account
or certificate of deposit (under $100,000) in all other
Federal Reserve Member Banks in the United States.

...

they are instantly usable as credit whenever
you need temporary cash ... as simply and quickly
as writing a check .. at a net interest rate which is
far less than any other check -credit or "revolving
.

MOVING INTO the con.

0Ialion round. Hoocalo:

blanked Nil, West's Bill
Sakas.4-0 behind t be coaching

classmen had to take the hack

West

under-

Pewee 5 0

I

C

5P5

& TRUST CO.

THE RIG SANK IN THE CHICAGO. O'HARE AREA
ONE NORTHWEST HIGHWAY, PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS

8130613

Open your new account 8:30 to 2:30 Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday / 8:30 to 8:00 Friday / 8:30 to 12:00 Saturday
Phone 823-1155 or 831-4270 for further information.

bit slow in starting when the
baseball season rolled around.
"The baseball team captain
wrn a catcher, but by the end of
the year I was playing segolady. I got a late start because
M basketball, otherwise 1 think

practice and

begin

working out this Thursday at
"spring" practice. Obviously
looking forward to the action.
Tom said the practice was only
for pitchers and catchers.
The basketball and baseball
seasons obviously overlap, and
Torn found it incremingly
'

hard to

keep up as he pro

grassed in school. it's vetting
so hard to play two sports at
Michigan. Thu coauhcs were
always lighting about what I
shouts 150 and it juat wasn't an

ideal setup

Tom's first love is baseball,
is what I've always

have

a good future in hue-

"Thu

manta"

Torn

',aid

his

basketball

an battled his way to the finals

13-101

Please open a "Golden Double -Dollars Plan" United Security Account
for me. I understand I will earn interest from the very hest day of

receipt, and you will immediately send nay automatic OHO -loan
agreement.

P

is enclosed (coo. 12.5001

TRANSFER FORM
El Pleas. !twister money horn my ...um wm

or C tze sB
Please anon s

k

from

George

Prospect,

Po-

mey. the freshman coach at

although he did play some first
base in college and did a lot of
pitching in high school.

Michigan. He says he especial-

misses the sport when he

ly

He went to Michigan on 0

Tom hit "around .300 in
college" but dropped to .230

basketball scholarship, but he

last summer playing in the Ba-

had already been drafted by
the Dodgers upon his high
school graduation. He didn't

sin League in South Dakota.
"But I had good power. I hit
or eight home runs." He

sign then because he wanted to
finish his education.

admitted that finding the home
run range tempted him to
swing for the fences rather
than concennatc on hitting the

goes to the Michigan games.

THE SCHOLARSHIP was
changed over to baseball this
year. although Tom will be ell-

ban.

"I'D LIKE TO Vs wills

s

your passbook 01 ce,

maybe an expansion team
That would be a good way to
get into the big leagues faster
It would be good to make it

with the Cubs because of the
fans, but I don't know how
much opposition there would

ale trouble Lelia, the hallo

°I my mitt on a ye II

said

Tom

Freehan used smaller
mitt thin dal and that ad
vice helped.
I

During his "off-season" be-

be. They have a lot of good
catchers in the minors and

tween fall and sprinorg baseball.

then they have i Randy, Hurst

with light weights. "I put
about 10, pounds on my upper
body. I feel a lot stronger without being musclebound."
The decision may come as a
slight disappointment to the

Tom missed seeing pro base ball games last year while play ing last summer in Dakota.

"We played a game a day, 50

Tom has been wking out

and
friends of Tom
Lundstedt and even to his fam-

game, in bildaymall at night"
The college team goes to me

fans

Detroit play once M a while be.

ily as they won't be able to
watch him on television this

cause it is so close.

year. The reputation he earned

ALTHOUGH HE'S not
allowed to work out with any
of the major leaguers. Tom did
get some tipo from liger catch -

m Bill Freehan "I was has.

in high school was staying
With him at Michigan and he
says. "I don't know if 1 would

have started. but I know
would have played."

I

Neunrark, respectively.

Maine South's Steve Marv.

Once

however,

again.

to the crown. this time in the
person of Km Lashb;uok who
put the cuffs on Curran. 7.2.

Maine', Jerry Mielus had
no trouhle sticking his initial
opponent in

Ross

Fried al

South. 8.2, in the noeii finals.

Mien!, however, earned the
ihiN place medal by pinning

referee's decision

Wen West a Ron C apadah it
only 55 seconds of the first pe-

semi-finals,

Sct

an

11-11

over Jeff

MA.

Hartman

of

Deerfield. He linally had to

std.

settle for fourth Clam plateau
an, dropping an 0-141065100
lo Dan Yohanna of Niles

nov for the Warriors. Barry

West.

Sarin got on on the right Mot
in
the
pen uonat

also made their presence felt
with five Vial'," in the 12 divisions. Right behind the War.

In all opening match showdamn between
btu
West 's Roger
Blamer and South's Mark
Menne! at
130.
Memel
hi:inked Blumer. 74. and tamtimed to the divisional chain -

riors were ha, Niles North

pionship.

South.

meanwhile.

had things pretty much their
own way in crowning four individual wmnen and sending
another trio into Ihe finals_
The second place Cowboys

with 56. Deerfield with 43, last

year's winner Nile, West and
Glenhrook South wish 22 and
Glenbrook Not th with 13.
IN THE OPENING round
us 911 pound,. Warrior Ed Rag

I ne Wa nor: fin sty got
as Isfavour
stuck

South's Gordon Raley at 2:37
for Me trophy.

Avello
reached the smuts by gaming

MAINF''S SCOTT Smith.

in only Si seconds.
Tom Willming of West
reached the semis via forfeit
but found the shod end of an
1.2 decision against eventual
Cowhoy champion Joe Evart prima. Willming did, how relmund in the co,
solation match to capture third
ever.

with a pin at 4:46 over Maine
South's Greg Karacic.
Lamour had an easy time

competing in the heavyweight
division, wrestled to third
place honors but established
he tournament's fastest pin.

The action came in the

solar ion

round

against

Deerfield's Bill MO. as Smith
turned the trick in en amaxing
time of 13 second,
Anothm note of encour-

agement is the factthat the

at 1115 as he reached the finals

Warriors handed out a total of
seven sticks while only losing

In means ol a double forfeit -

by one.

ISS-potmd
2:45, but

Page 7

Nile,
Walk Gary Goldberg Put an
end to his dream in 6.1 fashion. Sado howl again in the

Tuesday
January 6

PIRTS
Sammy's back in action at the Amphitheatre
WARRIOR JERRY Cur-

lin Keith grown
The

figure who hegan a career in a
field which requires great

Horse of Roller

1

physical smina. He Na 115,n

rein Nina since he rem

Alter being rejecit01.10 the

Inspired hr a handicap and

I hicano learn. SanInly 0011t to
New York in 15.15 and signed

a father otene swords Mr his
son were 'never say die Sam

Pith the ilmokinn Red Devils.
Pr wins himself over and noes

in the
division as
Maine's Ton) heir drew Cow.
boy Lou St:rumpus in his first
encounter. Fele bowed, 7-2,
but provided Mamoplus wish

tion haugh at Bin the Inter-

lour.

national

...

Amphitheatre. Chi-

da,elonal his skating Jul-

lima hank in the action. His
11105 job will imelude vouching
tha lean. in Chicaeo.01.1.oui...

cogs, and signed hh tartan.
wills the aid of a magnifying

'Iilo

fig Madison.

IN HIS 20.year

SAMMY'S STORY runs in

IllconsecutiseAll-Star

parallel n tth every great sports

CLAIMS: An endurance record

Roller Daisy. Sammy set five
world records uhich mill stand

an

Zid as they defeated Holy
Cross 26-211 at SI, Viator last
neck.

3:101 of their match. Kmnar
follooed with a quo* pin over

mat are linwl nth Iwo, clippings es bleb cos, two deeralm

ployers hclore an C1111011115,

.

here

Pk,

Sammy's

Skohers

Hot

Dogs

1 he malls id' his iv4am

Eddie

John Capers all waned pinatas
the 1.ions. Viator won six
matches as did the Crusader.

hut the pins pn the points for
the victory.
STARTED

98 -pound division with a pin.
The slender senior put Cruse.
der Rick Martin to the mat at
5:11 in the match.
kept things going Mr
the Lions as he heat Dan Kennedy 3.2 in a 107.pound thrillr. Holy Cross gains. Ham

ed momentum and the lead

ethey oon the net four

matches.

John Donnelly of HC start -

al the winning sneak Mr the
Crusaders to he heat George
McDonnell 2-0 in the 115

123 pound battle.

Viutors John Geiser lost to
lough I 3Epound contest to
Roy Murray by II 7.0 score.

Crimes Mike Ude contin-

victory as he tied
Shamrock Tom Callahan for

was docked in 2:00.5, and

lighted a 61-34 win by the Sea.

Memo was tinted in 2:1/1.4.

to, in the 1011 hackstroke with

lions of St. Vistor over Chi-

Dan Mockler wan third for the

a time of IMIA. Ed Schultek

cagoland Prep League rival St.
Patrick Saturday.

Shemnocks.

grabbed third for Viator.
Lynch followed with

Lynch broke the St. Viator
school record of 23.1 with a
22.7 clocking in the SO -yard

victory for the Scalions as he
on the 200 individual medley
in 7:28.0. Teammate George
Hales apparently had the race
wen in 2:20A, but he was disnu:dined, allowing two Sham.

freestyle. The time, a new pool

record at St. Pal's. was the
hird hest time in Mc slate so
far this year. Only lira Haffner
of Hinsdale Central and Steve

Swanson of Rockford Gailford have done better. and
Lynch is woly .2 seconds army

rlfflo

Soon..., Po...ening

the 21M free "Stevie Wonder'

another

A fantastic performance by
co -captain Rich Lynch high-

Dave Takata got another

LYNCH FOLLOWED
with his win in the 50 free, in
which Gone O'Hara finished

ae.nd. Diver Terry McCue
got a second

giviii

2 2.5.

LYNCH ALSO added a vice

round out a perfect day.

for the
their

first win.
It was a bad day for Halas all

around as he lost the 100 ',aeerily by .6 seconds. His time

the

of 1:04.0 did not match the

meet right by taking the 200
yard medley relay. Tom Gal-

pacers t ti n g

I:03.4. St. Pat's also grabbed

Input an end mall this. and the

lagher, Jim Camp.. Dave

think

hmky Lion en -captain did it
with a 8-4 out over Bruce Sa-

Takata and Jeff Lavin cambind efforts to bring home a

ciewkt in the 145 pound class.
Tim McCue fell to Tony 1.0m-

winner in 1:51.1.
Steve Salerno continued the
Lion victory streak as he.

hardo 5.2 al 154. Ion Viator

roadins arms and

11111-: MEET was a sutreess

for Elk Grow even though t
didn't fare too well in the con,
i

petition.
Grenadier coach
Norm Lovelace said..the lour-

Sammy min.! hon. the
Chicago team M 1505. and to.

ney made money and would
definitely be continued next

morrow night will he his first

yorr.

The

Sealions

smned

pulled out en the last Imp to
beat 1300 DAMNS.01 PMS M...

Shamrock's

Meewes made up for his ear.

fee defeat by beating O'Hara
and Lavin in the 100 free with
a 34.6 clocking. The Iwo Sea.
lions picked up second and

SALERNO GOT part of

the 400 free. He was timed in
4:31.6, with Gallagher stooking in for third.

an

Viator swept the 100
breasntrUke as Jim Camps..

may victory over Mockler in

and Tom Harrison finished

Saud

wrestling

mach Ron Besseriter sold he
was pleased with his squad's
performance

at

the recently -

concluded Midlands Tournament at Lyons Township High
School as three of his top -rate
contenders tilt missed entering the semi -finals in one of the
roughest meets in the nation.

Competing

against 013,elf
college wrestlers from such

schools as winning Michigan
State University, Michigan,
Oklahoma State, last year's
NCAA champion Iowa- State
and Northwestern, the Harper
wrestlers picked up valuable
experience if nothing else.

BUT RAY EDDA, Tom

Ncuses and Mike Ferguson.
emerged with tfirce victories
apiece while bowing to grapplers who eventually reached
the finals in each weight clans.

Vilna eves ousted by Lane

Headrick of Michigan by a
score of 12-2, while Nerve
found glory in whipping highly -regarded Mike Cookus of
Northern Illinois University.

lei
to

I to Iron Horse"

15

hael. ill :1,1011.

',mainly

with an

pound bracket with Deerfield
taking first and East Leyden

EAST LEYDEN then won
its first of three straight first -

Maine East's

Perlman look third place hy

places in the 123-potind brackHerrey's Mike Whorls.%

heating Prospeas Rich Clark,

was neomrd, followed by Elk

second.

001111

Grove's

in-

Maine East took font -pans
points in the 107 -pound class
when More Sompolski won the
final over the East Leyden entry. 6-7. Hersey's Kurt Krewer
w as fourth.
Hersey's John Jetsit got the
first No. I finish for a Mid.
Suburban League team by
beating a Deerfield wrestler in
the finals of the
I5.pound

1.2 ahead of Pail Tom Callawn. Winner Campana was
clocked in 1:13.3

Lynch, 1evin. Halm, and
O'Hara topped thing off with
another easy win in the 400

Hawk Mike Ferguson,meenwhile, also shone for liar-

per in gaining recognition in
the 142 -pound class. All three
wrestlers were undefeated in

action before entering
die stiff competition.
Michigan Slate won the

Byrne

and

Ken Hutchinson.

The Eagles also won the
next two weight clamor. with
Forest View's Mike Martin
emend and Hersey's Bill

Moore third at 130 ponds and
Maine

East's

lack Arlan,

second and Prmpeet's Brian
Adair third at 137 pounds.'
Hersey's
Dan
McGuite
romped to a 13-3 victory over

8.5. Elk Grove's' Dan

Maine East's Mark Martell°
in the finals of the 145.pound
bracket. Eeriest View's Rick

Christopher took fourth after
losing a tough 6-5 decision in
the battle for third place.
Heniey them made

relay. The foursome
loafed in with a 3:46.1 timing.
free

ThiE. SEALlONS will

pit
their RqUatiC prowess against

the Knights of Prospect this
Saturday in the Viator pool at
130 p.m.

leant hampionMip with Michas

gun =ma. Oklahoma Slate
third, nova State fourth and
Mayor Richard Daley's Wren Cling ChM and Northwestern.league

tied for nee Teamwise. Harper put
hoard.

six

points an the

Midget football league elections

Ron Deena of Michigan

Dennis

Pros

Digangi took third with an 8-0

class.

Hawks impressive at Midlands
Harper's

Li

whnewash own Forest View's
Jim Koniereski.

Lynch flies in 50 free as Lions romp

ing frediman Charlie Martin

got three pins in a row.
O'Malley was the first to pin

firioth with 47. tfillowed by
East Rockford with 17 apiece.

1

night should he
it
.14 year old
'T he Day o ill he Mere

I ornslay

unite

creased number of Mara.
The tourney maned on a had
note tor lop.' Mains M the SW-

was

1

ked out."

heavyweight hassle.

VieW

Forest

ing. I he nun

record.

Jeff SLIM 111151C11 the meet by
falling 5.4 in a herd fought

Hersey.

Prospect Sub ml, Deerfield
with 36 and Elk Grove and

don't
nllael 1111Ieh 11( the raix.
but ,sheen I
found
ion that I set the oorlsrs

gummy Ir.. 15. and Steve.
II. hoth hop to break -Dal's
aorkl record hi, the mile."
Swum, nos hi, oldest hoe a
pretty good Mane,

East, Hersey 2nd at EG

eold feeling naming tip anti
n my pine. Maybe it Mile
he

Klinglierg got the final pin
the Ittl11%. putting Brain
Guirolir tat IIC to the mat at
5,5, of the lay 'wood contest

ued 11W good fortune by heat-

MIKE' SQUIRES decided

not
the
1.-1.1 this Ion-

nein oil and I was olf.

Iii

.ory in the 400 foe mdjMillld
the winning 400 free relay to

74101 137.

193S

menteanheintrole.

plans for a

people

mob, line and

Ed Vtalarlat at 1:51 of the 175
pound male.

4anna, ai, he

Samos

Si inch

11,011C111.

piratical oherer he goo,

la an inspiration to not only
ethic's, hui io handicapped

of 1.226 consecutive minutes
Outsider Eoe: Leyden took
of play o 'Mout a Nulls or re- `1 first place but Maine East and
lief: and election to Melia!! el Hersey tied for second in the
Ieme in 1'032
First Annual Elk Grove InIll all his records. Sammy vitatiocool Wrestling Towneholds the Hall of Fame end the root for jayvee teams.
mile as
his
,,,,, t
pr
Leyden piled up 93 points to
aehicesmerus. -It
seasto fill for both Maine East and

finishing Ins
pound Crusader Jhn blynin at

St. Si.,,,, wrestler, pocked
up another win an such John

the lite o as:etine maul.
Estra.curricalar activities
Include numenn0 calks and
speeches to blind :nal handl-

it

more developed prognun in
the future only Meal talent.
hut the pram has to climr the
program oith
present cut

the mile. 7,337 elected
thns4 tlmw,
the Most Vale.
able Player in in
Derby

f

C obi

to he quite :tn cheone inAFTFR
naireinem.
Niminy
rip.headrlers a1
34 S. Maio St in the tonn ot

in

eta

fats include, mortis record

St. Viator matmen
stick Holy Cross

bra. Al

I

cann501 children. Ho', provt.5.1

0145s.

at 115 as Mare
Homage battled his way to
Hon
third planes tains. h took him

nenn.

(Ph

New York. Sammy was

The Westerners gm on the

honors hy identical 11-0 decisions over his final two oppo.

T' W

eventually traded hack to Chi.

in

Mtxml Prospect 's Sammy
Skohel signed a tone.war conra. last ocek to coach !he ti.
Franuisco Bay Bomber Roller
Derby learn. Sammy oill take
oser his nee job to the Bombers meet the Northeast Braves
in.Chkago.

New Trier entry went on to lop

dN

th

S

cot and set off to make it in the
professional 5,11-15 world.

411 per

West's 155
-pounder
155
-pounder Mmc Hoorako has his hands full of Sheldon Minkow of Ombra. South.
It look Hooerko hut E05 in Merl. period to stick Minkow and edvance into the semi-finals al the
second annual Niles North Ineimti.al wrestling meet The Warriors Emished third behind Maine

1970

round. BO to
Deerfield's Mike Greenlee.
Cowboy Joe I abinger
consolation

Derby lame still be back in ac-

his toughen COIllfteliti011 as the

v>

MAKING IT two sticks in a

It was almost the sums:story

nel

t No
el

of another all -stater

records

pin at 1:43. lathing, Goalie tied one to the title by sticking

h, whipping Nick Avello in

Sophomore Willie O'Don.

th

in hint "If the team is hurting
for catchers I might sign." he
said. "Catching D my future,"

scoring

the

hams and Niles North's Dan

New Trier west with 77.
WHILE ONLYDave Leta Veer et 181 hound his way to
the winner, circle for the
Warriors, they 0.1100 frequent
competitors in the important
consolation rounds.

Things 1.1T for the Moon in the

Pay t

see

broke many of

revenge

Dm Nelson of Glenbrook

Klingherg. Rick Komar and

sae al Seem ty No

sal

o

to

which teams will be interested

um

2:56. but he couldn't get past

C A V ER S

A

Also, Tom wants

playing for Prospect High and

165 in the opening match, by a

an end 10 the Warrior s, hop,

Mike IThlalley,

My check for S

he wall depends on a couple of
things III wait to see when
I'm drafted," he said.

.

Citizens Bank & Trust Company
One Northwest Highway
Park Ridge. Illinois 60000

Coy

team in rune Whether or not

Lundstedt does miss playing
basketball. He was an all -stater

nuated Warrior Sieve Ware at

with 4-2 and 14-2VIC455(1e5
over Niles West's Bob Gib-

IrTO: "Golden Double -Dollars Plan"

Address

gable to sign with a big league

coach knew that he was corn
ins close to a decision It was
no surprise He just said hod
do anything he could to help

.A LOT OF people think 1

year."

Cowboy Bolt Billing., put

by Pete 1,111nle011ni 3:36 of the

CITIZENS BANK

lie says he was also a little

only chanipion Maine

Gedd, was hentictim of u pin

"Bankers and Trustmen"

play much until near the end of
the year.

South with 94 markers and

pound catego. Lion Mike

charge" plan in the United States.

AND SO 'TOM Lundstedt
lost about a month of Make,
ball practice and didn't get to

baseball

Maine South blocked the way

of head pilot Bill Barringer.
The eventual whiner at 123.

Samos,

In addition to saving money, you've also saved yourself a lot of time, bother and paperwork! And you've
avoided dipping into your cash reserves. There are no
"service" charges of any kind for this unique plan.

the conisone shots I was get
ting were enough to help it. It
just had to be completely insrnobilized."

to drop basketball so that he
could spend some Um at fall

I would have been playing all

toil 1.05 to oust Glenbrook
a South's Sheldon Minkow on a

By .I. Alan Cook
Awl. Sports Ed.

pey was eliminated m the initial round, 7-6, by the even
tual second place winner in a
disputed in
n..tch

Start putting Citizens 5% 'Golden Double -Dollars Plan"

flemation there and none of

He intends to continue in

the sport and this year decided

West frosh notch 3rd at NN

Maine

But here's the bait part:

off of my left

ankle." saidTom yesterday.
"It got worse and worse. but
I kept playing on it. Then when
I got back to school I went to
five or six doctors. Each
had
different diagnosis."
Then Tom went to the doctor who is now caring for
Michigan football coach Bo
Sehembcchler, who had hours

ball Wolverines and then was

points, the

acannit.

into basket until almost a
gel

heart attack just a few hou
before the Rose Howl

Tallying team score of On

It makes all other
"Golden 5%"accounts obsolete!,

didn't really

lain for the freshman bake,

nom

DOUBLE -DOLLARS

mate I maw that summer and

ankle healed
It turned out
that there was a lot of in

first -place

finishes in

two

a row

when Tom Hari routed an East
Leyden wrestler, 13-7. in Ito

finals of the I55.pound class.
Forest View's Jack
grabbed third place.

Reitz

TIM MALLOY cave Forest
View its lop finish up to this
point by taking second in the
165 -pound class io another
East Leyden wrestler. Prix -

pears Born, Klein took thinl
with a pin victory.
Maine East's Tom Groen.
weld got the Demons back into
business by taking first paw in
the EM.pound clam. Pros-

pects Dave Greiner captured

third with a pin victory over
Forest View's Bon Klein.
Prospect got its lone tilltpiaCe finish when Rick Schultz

shut tat a Leyden nun e 0 in
Its heals of the MS pound
bracket Maine East s Marty

State finally blocked Nooses'

et

path in the 150 -pound division

holds it annual election of 0111.-

dent, vice president Don Dun
sing, Secretary Bill Reinert
Treasurer Harold Hethring

by a slim 5-4 margin. Neuses

cers on Wednesday. Jae. 21 at

ton, Commissioner Ed Hen

looked like a cinch winner
when he escaped to take a 4-3
advantage with just 30 seconds

heavyweight bracket to elinch

the Mount Prospect Country

rich and Head Referee Charles

Club at 8 p.m.

Dominick.
All parents am invited to at

a fourth place learn finish for
Forest View Maine East s Ed
Kleckner beat Hersey s Matt
Pancrata by detault to pull the
Demons into 4 second place

remaining in the Match, but
Ouellet managed a takedown
and the decision.

The Mount Prospect Midge
Football Association will

A nominating commit= has

tend, vote and participate in

slate of officers
with Elmer Ballolli for Pred.

discussion of league activities
mkt year.

proposed

a

Novak grabbed fourth

Mark Sew!) then won the

23Enlieftint Agerveshen

Tuesday January 6 1970

DAY WANT ADS

iausinem SeitviceDikedotui

CLASSIFIED

WARN CUSTOMER

24 Help Wanted Men

2441.0Wa1MMR

SAO

WORK FOR YOU

YOUNG MEN

S650.$700 Co. Paid

Ape!,

1i

or

7

for

opperwney

FACTORY

Laborers

PRODUCTION
NA 4.0

Perm, meodews ,su cow

B USINESS MENS

d

CLEARINGHOUSE
O'HARE

Phone

ATTENDANT
Wanted For
11 Psi

296-6640

-

CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

tar 2nd
Pre.

r

Alterations
ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS 6 COATS
322-5410

Enpoenced

=1'1'4G

f gE,

Plastering

Lid dome. Rev. oulo

266,570

537 1244

JOE ORTMAN

An Service

el NErSON

SERVICE

Fluor

y

GERALDINE'S

'

rett.:O

CLEANED STYLED. SOT

lore.

Now

WI

Window Washing

yRo

Ch

DMOND

dRla
827 463,

GRAY

266-3822

DAN KRYSH

PROFESSIONAL

WINDOW CLEANING .50c

Plumbing

Moving

FIBERGTASS

Radio -TV Repair
TY SERVICE 6 REPAIR,

'"F"DrEtITZTES

usual Instructions

Dressmoking.Sewing

255-7200

9516

Bohr

Potsr
617 WOO E.,

1669 Monimll Or

%rook.%

ero 595 0833

SERVICE

Mane 263-7077

°vaned

PIANO 6 /OR ORGAN LESSONS

2176. Belief, Ells..

-"7.0%.C;r197,',"'""

Automobile S.W..

BOB & DOUvo

oppomtment

11124-1911

Demoting

&

Re'

"gMali*

5

Pointing

Sheet Metal

296-1638
SKIRTS 6 ,E:ESS:6 Ertl,

"ou pr";

B94 /M17

e

Carpentry -Remodeling'
Contractors
NOME Impro2znIs

6

INTERIOR 6 EXTERIOR

ne 316O or 356-8706

Lauritz

Odd

259,264 nr 85:e SORB

Slip Covers
IPCOVER CO

0;OdorZverne

2136

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Wor
reed. 3E943531

Decorators

OZINSIDU'ONON

821.0406

General Contractors

Firewood

1127.74

wood

rm

7":-

Comaleie service.
MAREULLORIALORS
022.71176

Og9.52113

Remodel

'

and Wall Winking

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

George Mom 393.0803

SILL SHONE REPAIRS

FINE INTNIOD PAINTING
voted

E rid 6 Lake Ave./ Glen

Small lo b. Wlcome.

red.

,

Reasonable. 139.1039
Decarasing

ny

"o'r:

BA

en

ADVERTISERS

HEWN/AY PAINTING

Free FNmores Ed Nwinaki
CESAR.
or
3,234S0

..
IP

22Situahons Wanted -Women
RESPONSIBLE ADULT TOR WEEK

WALLPAPERING

Up. bruert Wed, 894 9111

rembniatlen

RUGS

tiling. CL 31118
RIMS DECORATING
ing

CARPUS deemed. Floors

PULLED DOM BY INE

IN TEM
DOGS

.WE

A

quality
ha..671 CCM

iop

CUSTOM CARPETING

Upbeislery. ...Rados

.re.'"wrgmlni

STAFF

JOB HUNTING?

2,27/0

Imre

TRY

La Salle Parsonnel

okirmAL

E.

Nestunest

$650 Fee Paid
to

160/0

He

MTN ANDY TO .3
SEE IP HMO PULL

296/1071

CLEARING HOUSE

Tile

Mr. R. Helin, Supervisor

$13,200 Fee Paid

HARPER COLLEGE

Young Hobby Club

Cement Work

Heating Service.

H me Maintenance

foondotions

0,0 $ervIc Fn. Ern

CUSTOM DECORATING

FULLY INSURED,

CALSODWS

CAL1,63.4

ON111233710

YOUNG
MANAGER

BY MRE, WORKMEN

"Blot" flowers are easy to

these blots. enough to have one

make. In fact, a small flower pot

for every branch of the fallen

be "planted" with "blot"

re.

has fallen from a tree.
Figure I shows what the Com-

pleted "blob" display will look
like with the cutout blots glued
in place.

Every boy and gin! knows how
CUSTOM UPHOLS6ERY

LICENSED BMW, OPPRA10a
36.00

CS3.2130

or

C0.3381

0.operisis,

Furniture

Cm.,

nRF
M.K.LARZi7NWR7CTS."6270441

Piano Tuning Services
Used Pismo Wonted

ed Williams

O'HARE

392.40117

RECONDITIONED VAC'S NOO.
VER ELI REMLUX AND OA
XIS 9S AND UP AVM S ES IL
SERVICE 3.391544

ure 2, a small piece of typewriter
paper H creased, a few drops of

water color paint are placed on
the MOSS and the paper H folded again. Pressure of your fingers on the area where the paint
was applied will cause it to
spread in all directions. When
the paper is opened, a blob will.

SOODHOLIMa
A GROOVY PLACE TO WORE

salt.

Soall

---

self-addressed envelope to CAP.

NO FEE

TERRACE SUPPLY

Box 42877, Evergreen Park, III,
60642.

Por

Surn.Wston

ARINGTON NNG1115
Pam Time approx. XL Ms.

printing:outfit in:Contest!

W-

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

WEXI...WE'RE GROWING TALL...

WE HAVE AN IMMEDIATE NEED FOR

SERVICEMEN

L'[.0nLUOI:':i11C*
mNe

poc or ood as picker
free I on, *OS..

Call 437-0800 Days, or
Adler 5:30, 392.3951

Mr

COMPANY AMEN'S

Qualified applicants will be trained in our assembWdepartment, interested appli-

get

ca7ts call

f ull

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

CUTLER.

HAMMER
INC.

12S0 woo Oak
Elk Grove Village

MUST BE ABLE TO TRAVEL

TA

CALL MR.... teeht
173.7420

JANITOR WANTED
Poll Erne LIPP.,

TOMORROW: How to

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station

Promecr 394 5660

or

,ply m1,130.

PY DICK. BOOKLETS. P.O.

711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

The Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned

Employment Service

It only

FULL TIME

Mothers ant Fathers! If you

you'll find 45 of them in Cappy
Dick's "Birthday Party Stunts"
booklet. To get a copy, send 36
cents in coin, plus a

Machine
Analysts

WE OMR
al

YOUNG MAN

ond Stook Work

can use
w ideas for birthday
party funne for your children,

439-8500

loryssz

w

264-2400

DRIVER

45 PARTY STUNTS

670.1000 EN 0117

CUTLER

HAMMER,
INC.

Cull CArago office
148eI3 Wanted Men

to prevent the sand from running
through the drainage hole.

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

Skokie, III.

CLEARING HOUSE

Plant the twig in a small put
filled with sand after first placing
a cardboard disk in the bottom

YI Ciose In Parking

CALL OR COME IN

5.555 West isurry Ave.

773-2020

ASSEMBLERS

BUSINESS MENS

of colors have been made, a
colorful display will he the re.

Fr 2 Week Paid Vocation

TELETYPE CORPORATION

ELECTRICAL

JUST JEANS
Wm! Nom in Arl. Nts

NL

296-1071

twig. When the paint has dried.
cut out each blot with scissors
and glue it to a twig. If variety

7 Paid Holidays

Uf Completely Air -Conditioned

Full Time, For o

ood HMO,.

of

to make color blots. As in Fig-

Pertnanent Waves

SCHOLL MUSIC
N7-0171

'C
111
:op
6
A'rpl e
ooholmery. Coll CL 3.48OS Pros.

PAINTER OR FIX.ITNAN

REASONANE -REFNCES

...insured, Bonded

DANCE f ENTERTAINMENT SERV

:CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY. furMlure,

tamp Mroonod Rd.

NOM AND WALL WASHING

Dancing Sthool B Supplies

By nippy Dick

each side or the crease.
ake a .dozen or more

owers which are nothing mum
than water color blobs on pietas
of paper attached to the
branches of a small twig which

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

KANN, SON
Cement CRontractors
otion. Sidewalks, A

be seen, exactly alike nt shop:

flan

""" "::3;10k7

358A038

To Work For You

RE CALL U7-106

ocher

Put Day Want Ads

sMewolks mud Pent

I V AN 5

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

poingag. AS work guaranteed

CL "51/232

KANZLER BROTHERS'

A POT OF "BLOT" FLOWERS!
Upholstery
IN"Ef31;12TNGTO:1'

CALL MR,v JENSEN

359-4200 Ext. 253

CL 3 0363

Group Major Medical

L Regular Wage Reviews

S. Besse' Rd.

MANAGER

SYSTEMS ANALYST

ge Free Cie Insurance'

COST ACCOUNTING

O'HARE

Cement &Blacktop

MACHINE OPERATORS P. ASSEMBLERS

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

9 Peed Nelda,

POWER PLANT
OPERATORS

IT W WOULD BE A GREAT

CI 6.3B42

Graduate mix., does Olivier

LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

M' Group Hospitalixotion

Customer Service

tAO

*INT 000kodoos. Coll o.

BUSINESS MONS

PATCH S PANTRY

STORESKEEPERS

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Cook County

= *and

yroemo Bp

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

RISTICH PAVING ANO CEMENT
WORK ALSO TREE TRIMMING
CALL
24
HOURS
BEI 8285

2:30-5

f 8 f MOO

CALL 298-4470

"'S":1E'S'o'nrSE"R"Lrfr"

43,4093

FUTURE

HELPERS

ASS 1. RECEIVING CLERKS

MACHINISTS
CUSTOM MACHINE SETTINGS

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

1=oTl'

COMPUTER OPERATOR,

omr

MTH.

FREE ESTALATES

MAINTENANCE

MATERIAL HANDLERS

DRAFTSMAN

P.M. ROUTES

School BA Inc

FREE PARKING

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Cawing

rACCOUNTING

OVER 20 JOBS AVAILABLE

Complete Culeterio

MECHANICAL

6.30-8.30 a.m.

MORE CAll NOW

Interior 6 feudal. Painting All
Reasonable

HOW DOES YOUR

INTERNAL AUDITING

A.M. ROUTES

MONT TRAINEES -All SKID

knowledge

6

weds.

Earn Extra Cush
Paid TroMinyi -

Id. too Cm

ACCT.. 3B 5

ACCOUNTANT

255-1900

DRIVERS

SALR3 TRAINEE CAP BONUS

Mark Trail
As

LOOK

2' Profit Sharing

SCHOOL BUS

HIRING NOW!

"HELLO,
""--'0."
I SAW
t
YOUR
.7)
;',.r.,,,WA iNTHNTAED

MY TO RAKE
BREAD Pa2 NIP DRILLERS,
BEBE .WRAT ADE fOU
GOING TO DO Y

WAUKEGAN

MALE

prwichrolen

231rtamenthenceshlde

OAF 2015 15

P.

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

'""'gfcele"

or o thweiloya
to th
mN
PHONE 235.7200

DAY
FAMILY
WANT ADS

296-1071

ACCOUNTANTS

Plano CND MODE

MARKING

WEBER

BRUNING

.".."'"CAIZr,Zu

O'HARE

RR. ROO

Sump Pump

LITHO STRIPPER

BUSINESS MEWS

Wei eft a*,

E

EXPERIENCED

CLEARING HOUSE

fritithiniertiew
Nowt deck year ods owl
nest, es et enow Grew

AUDY NAVE

Mr. Keehn

ADD UP?

E"

method
ew

b

crISZP=FITS

TOWERS HOTEL

"mit. fro

readm. Wen wet
WORM

WE OFFER

ARLINGTON PARK

1/

nas

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

Cicero

H0050MAN

11 -Business Services

re estIty the

am et the seem tthmfri od

EN A STRAGGLERND GOT

G.S. BLAKESLEE & CO.

336-4200

309

359 4650

NW

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCEF
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

Cell far Appointment or
send Resme To

NOSCO, INCORPORATED

APPIe MPersen

13*0000141t psi
Mew*. ow oilarided
Wed de W. Warden at

Storm Windows

Ma S

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, and 0 3rd SHIFTS OPEN

Apply ps person or call

mu San.

Golf

coii Roe
314.1000.

[NAAS NOME IMPROVEMENTS

(EXPERIENCED)

Also Litho Press Room Helper

HOTEL

MASI

DOCAN

Demo, 6 Pernetelaltng

DRAFTSMEN

651 S. UTICA ST.

muld, !owbee. Wd
mod. ae

Yellow

CALL 826 3,0

Quality wodirsuusbip. FoIN

Non

Familiar with doing same
paste-up Er negative stripping

259-7000

$110-$135 Free!
41

Opoodunn'y,

Fleet Refinishing

Machine
Analysts

ELECTRICIANS

ANALYSTS

773,0E0

1844 5. Laramie
BI 2-2710

296-2100

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD?
LEARN BANKING

BY l'N'S:MB'FDL %TA:MEN

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

30116, Moser Dosco,111

Position open as

MAINTENANCE

INSPECTOR

Vasco, Ill.

HAMMER,
INC.

3.11

IT!

Snow Plowing

HAMMER,
INC.

DODGE CLEANERS

YOU
NAME
IT,

NM per section idoe bNR
100.1 of Fabrics
to choose from

13/9 Bryn Mawr

®CUTLER-

Cod shit: positions

We net

Palnling 6 Decorah,
53733g0

Call alter 6PM 292 889/.

PLEASE CALI

Newt* end eery w

69419322

FIREWOOD

326.610N DELIVERED
11../. TON STACKED

SCHAUMBURG,

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

CUTLER -

First Arlington
National Bank

Part rime

METENO

MrkgrIr 217Orptlett.

arijiL4:1

DRIVER

o. ewes*, the nimi

537-0737
EJ. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

Aooly oi Coll
773 1020
Mr .1 Indo

455-0200

Gs...MN.

moge

61

Also Expert Reopholdery

ROE INCAS

ng ,00dnions.

SIMONSEN METAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

order ihnteirom ian
on be merle. In the mew if

SO% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

bur:lugs. 40 hour work
week, good sthri
wages and good wads

VAULT TELLER

Winter Sole

Bjornson Bros.

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

APPOINTMENT
11.1-4.000

'h"r

DRIVER

13lost and found

SLIP COVERS

CL 9-0495

CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

94

259 1452

WINTER ROMA
Oleo. No
roo smell oll Nyaesol remodel

Or:creme not neces
sory. Improved medico

/6.222

Is

amen

delirem.

NOAH

COUNTER
MOTOR CO.
1301 E. TOWER ROAD

FABRICATORS.

Lion Uniform

296-1071

MISS!

Welt.Welt whwthirewnt owl

JENSEN

Electrical Work

NOWT CARPENTER
CALL PUN AFTERS Pm

or

Warehouse Man

BUSINESS MEWS

PROCLAIM
BORROW
LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

011ESSMAKINGflorrrorlionts

Day Pubbcarions. inc.

671.1340

lan, pension pion, prod

CALL JOHN DAM.

YOU CAN'T

LEND
RENT

3S3-9440
WINDOW WIN COWER CO.

Rooting

CREATIVE ART

Future is secure with....

FABRICATORS

TECHNICON CORP.

."^°
mm den

7.

LEASE

AwmH

CALL ED 358.5552

..urn

9eall stoning TM/H

Elecirical control muns
foeforer hoc opeo,nos
f o r SHEET METAL

INOceming. Advame nem In

CusIom

entro.

gi

BARTER

Window Well Covers

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

UOTSE

EL ECTE1 0

wHersiol and IeN

PROMOTE
BUY
TRADE

WIGS OF AN TYPES

"82A-2510

11110 boos wish

keslomoos

Wigs

'ErormInf'o"rnu.".

Draperies

ART

SWAP

lo

"17:E=E'lr

REVERS MASONRY
AlL TYPEAFREE ESTIMATES

ALTERATIONS

mo

PROGRAMMER
$11,000 Fee Paid

'4r1E2706

P000=1,rIZER

NOT

preview onowerrtri

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY

Me above a
and modulo., mow

SELL

WALLPAPER

IAN. CL .2500 FL 8.1265

Dog Service

MECHANICAL APTITUDE?

II

Wallpapering

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

Arneccou Cabman Co.o
Dayion, Ohio 4,101

YOUNG MEN!
IF YOU'VE

SHEET METAL
Piano Tuning Services

Dancing Schools g Supplies

B

000

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Firestone

LUNAR
OIL CO.

296.1071
B USINESS MENS

I

1930 kw

shill (A prn

910N. Elmhurst
Moon, Prospect

439.96SO

ag -

17 30 AM.

15101

64,9000 est 106

Apply In Person

AM SHIFT

toll

17.norZt.?'""

and reach 60.000 Households!

For

SERVICEMANFULL

PUMP

ACCOUNTANT

The Prosper, Day, and The Des Plaines Dou

PM

Avolehlo

ti*p=111=silO/

$9,000410,000 Free

255-7200

Hamm.

oe

IT
sore so do is
Prod. Peso Arnerwon lulsocona

394-5100

INSPECTORS

: men not o W

fis

T

'51

n Me A nplem

ARLINGTON INN

ASSEMBLERS

NCR Data Center

296.1071
to

GENERAL

Yoo, Ad will °poem daily in The
Northwest Doe. The Arlington Day

BARTENDERS
Full or part limo

2' 20 IN A

1

ST

n

flora 259 9550

FOR YOU!

255-7200 OR 296-6640

214elp Wanted Men

OPERATORS

AREA 822 215,

conur.edbm
Automobile. No Gde
Automobiles wanted

IN ACTION

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

WINER
30 PM11 Mondoy Mre

110 PM

MACHINE

1 DES MAINE,

L,00a

Lola,
Eweiionsd

GIVE US A CALL TO PUT ONE

nity...CALL ONE NOWI

90

ro

'10

1

Acorn, 192 18,0

5 DAYS EACH WEEK
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

II

1,cury

Is

244elp Wanted Men

RELAY

WAREHOUSEMEN

SERVICE

INDEX

luc,dar I mod, 6199/

24 Help Wanted Men

/4 Help Wanted Oct

2441409WD Men

24414ND/red Mee

1349 Bryn Mbwr Bosco:

BRUNING
1800 W. CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT

255-1900
on egeai ogroggein employee

TIM STEEN
SERVICE MANAGER

967-5860
rgra6Ordida40 ADEVE

Page I1

Tuesday, January 6, 1970
2044eM Waled Wean

Tuesday, January 6,1970

Page 10

MIR WSW line

248dp WaoW

NO Fxv.

RCA

FmabliWed route. geed tom -

port 'oratory, insurance oW

Full or Pon Time

now year 4E10.45
Wow own oh... Blg pay Dy
Smn

RECEPTIONIST
$125 WEEK

ROUTE SALESMAN
Experienced

Service Station
Attendents

area.

FECHBRE131

,1ce

design

They

greets everyone
the one whoThaw
wryono
buyers

hospiool plan, plus fring bee

me rhemoom, Tout learn fa

L -NOR CLEANERS
/Awnt Pm41,66,

TECHNICIAN

run a small multobboord. Type

TRAINEES

loaded wIM rneelna qople

T.' 'F.
MkFrn....IwT
Pro,.

439-1334

5-4600

wow Wow. Job

TIME
STUDY

hoe. He snaps
nowic yoo
up Fund for hi -rime, suburb..
personal' wcy.
You'll Im
Type hi. let., " Grew In.
lolno
veston.

.11...ter, Dee pl.

If eau hew at km ,ry, al goad 04whial naltiewm0
'

197.353.5

For Fact Results,

NW v nding
amounts off

AAA,

I

CLERK TYPIST

an near Npoog

1675 Glen Ellyn Road Glendale Heights
858-2600
(

phones. keep toPPotoo.e.
Coll

and haTolon and eau.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
J.

Polbotoke

IT

r" orur

o'nOT

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

al

13121

ore an Mow. Ploortuno,

MEN!

AIRLINE TRAINEES

298-4470

1970 Job

WARD

500

RCA

JUNIOR SECRETARIES

No Experience Necessary

16 W. Northwe t Hwy

KROGER

Set Up

Man

PRODUCTS
153 Third Street
Aurora, Illinois

Mount Prospect

S600 plus

255-9414

W

MECHANICS

100% Free Positions

290-5051

WEST PERSONNEL

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBUC CONTACT

We nave steady full time employment available.
You muss be dependable and conscientious, in
good health and eager to learn. We will Rain you
- experience is helpful but not essential.

Kroger
Co.

LAMINATING MACHINE TENDERS
REAM CUTTERS - ORDER FILLERS

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

For New National Party Plan

Clerk Typists

TOP PROFITS - NO INVESTMENT

3650

We Ira.. 8. Provide Customers

WM office experience to Irmo

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

ooles cocrosPetems.
mono end verbe work
oeitenr beerlts Hews.

$433

CALL 10 A.M. -

Es

5.15

y

Ginn & Co.
nenoEl

439-4500

G

DICTAPHONEwt

Northlo

562-1900, ext 303

JANITORS

Mee A

General Office

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S

to perform in Nis busy sales

to

MI

Protopak
Pk

SArIEVg.

red

ate adding machine. Its do general filing and
handle routine correspondence. FULL AND PART

956.17713

TIME.

OUR PLACE
RESTAURANT

Wheeling, Illinoit
I block south of Palatine ot Wall

PERN,P,W,ENT- PARWE

.

d

NO

p.

I

Dom

Resemotions
$504 Month

T

g

Doctor'S

Foreign amino will con,..r

Reception
$560 Month

BUS MEN

6028

9660700

Ctempster

Needs Complete Staff

ppligations
for'

OPERATORS

NEW OFFICES

d

PI

S. Dimon

en Dempster

PAID VACATIONS

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

ARLINGTON PARK

WAITRESSES
for anew cocktail lounge

TOWERS HOTEL

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

GOLDEN BEAR

TRH PARKING

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!

s:ndlitrs,"'ne=6:17g

PANCAKE HOUSE

(West of Waukegan Rd.)

300 Lake Cook Road
Deefitold, Illinois
or cell 945-3770

position

*".

come In o. Call

as

Fee

Vow
WeryIbIng

PZnagr'dred!'"F7Z.

401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect, III.

Miss Page

In Arlingoon Haig,
9 S. Counten

3025

Damp.,

304-0440

9.66-0.

Chicago Office 346-5040

PORTABLE TV'

HAVE YOU DONE
SOME DRAFTING
AND LIKE TO

AM Hrs.
CL 5.2650

286,4600

to

PICO( UPS AUCTION PRICED

107 AutoParts and Access.
Ed -Business Opoortmethes

112-Antembles Far Sale

773-2020

IN CUTLER

I * wirers & solderers

6PM 5665010

3410, and Anthems

1349 P.. (6.666 omm.

3926365 Ask

IF1C
378oats and Marine epees

Meacham

42 Wanted To Say

Rands,'

T1's.eis;
1.1 Rambler EicAdc

1111 Rent Furnished Apartments

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

. 6,

274,5300

kry Gold

SALES MANAGER
TRAINEES

v 1920
441logs, Pets & Equipment

Aro equaloPPo,nory.W1WF

ire. 6

op
d5r.2124

259-7010

Business Assistant

Full Time
Assemblers

mum.

nun sarcurer pups.Older twin
etl

F

AAC. Swee, temp. Home
oreiryKITTENT . FREE

lohn, Apro

5 Whig. orry I Meek

.392 2270

dm. pow

d.

wd

peareblieramm,

OPENINGS

e Group Hospitalization

21' Group Major Medical

Bonish Mow cold weaMer blue. ,M a fob that can

e Regular Wage Reviews

e 7 Poid Holidays

Weg CAMARO

SL3' 2 Week Paid Vocation

C7' Completely Air -Conditioned

35,1364
'65 Plymouth

III. 0-dr.. HT.

It

I actory olt cond.. 1603 or

hew Mho 537.10811
1,51.9

d

Ralik
twee

5.92 2772 or CL 3-7423

.3

3/4 poodle female, pocket so

ee CHEVY EloCoew. OWL.

6

,001

a "'d291;92

PALATINEIROLLINGMEPOOWS

NE 540 4122 oft. 6
AMPASSAVOWAUCTION
21164600

SW. voice. and wok nunda

Free Pension Plan

Paid Vrigation after six months

As on 11Bnals Bell operator You8 bA

.5 poised or it ready Ea ;peed ca.

.1 I prat

mar For No 146

which ',Follow, , belong Maple

.e.

10 Paid Holidays

Credit Union

d,m,adth. fomooe sell benefit.

CAR WASH HELP

CALL CL5-I900

@Illinois Bell

390 CO 8146064
MIXED BREED
SPANIEL PUPPIES WO

HOV,RD SPRGAPoo re6 CO

Coll for App

258-78.

99 RAND ROAD

Rene.,een Demos... Gal,

DES PLAINES

OBeessUlestnirests

O

3211iscallamoss Madman
=.to:Oel'c'o'nO736836;97

BRUNING

1800 West Central Road

Mt. Prospect

Extra

19,69

ry,

Boick

EaSsibre

P.16.

FlIA

nurarc.

rad, 1,1,1

A Co, Mb opm-o39 5647

1546sicallestements

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
Custom Amplifiers with onconditional
lifetime guarantee.
10% to SO% Off on Display Mordsondimi
Many used Specials,

AP. PIS. EYE. Eke wow tres..evy
90,5 corycl.1750 or
2595455 M.

C.. wog., g.(1 cond. ,
REX.

wheels te eno fir, I

iiyetl. new clury, olway. Moth
51956005 SatSualt ID am

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

204 Hicki Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

wanted Its no mbrown. WII
poy cosh. L.11,3

mug

TM 259 5E38

teKtom(228:..S.edor De,

so.

1,

Polura 500.

ltre ottl:',1=8/5117;r
AWING POOL.
1.144 6 Bloom Rd. 439-/.

JIFFY CAR WASH

bobbin winder. ch.
Cams. 31.65. 2W17.57

bucket woo.
full power. rat duo
eot1,9,,t5gt,besi olIm aver 4156

'62

Irimbe,lote,

51Flownage &CarageSale

7,45 AM - 4,15 PM & Saturday 9 AM - Nodn

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

Equal OPMETNMPITPY

829-0144

297-6440

Now Interviewing Daily

trc

Toy,

dtreMory

'ebel.t we. offer wart form. rebry,eMreber
woo wren, ox menthe. Iwo* ...den in *mom

Palleglen114014
116 W. Peewee
341-1600

Moos

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER & DRYERS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Free Life Insurance

findirm phooe num.. when

Poo Equal OpporlunIty Eagle,

au off,

SM.
P/So

MT PROSPECT

brghlen wen *mime dap

217 CM. Waird.

MTh.. fillrwle

ge. OW offe 259.0517

1

437.15
berm modern
Mt P. rums

FIRST

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Mercury Merger V.I.

63

d

e Free Life Insurance

711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

.1234

of fer_

355.6260 after 4 P.M

mccdrns Subl4i 3 bd.
2 both opt S230
call
`95584 alter 5 PIA
rtro

r, meOow to mom who
da
be d epenble
be

CA' Prof it Shoring

439-8500

or

WOO

Chew. a
Nat oiler.

lo'lfotl We 431;: '1

WAITRESSES
BUS BOYS

(rye, IW

CUSTOMER SERVICE GM/TYPIST
PACKERS

Me

dew

Awe. PH.

Mse Impala
Hord Top.

392.611

CLERK TYPIST

CALL OR COME IN

3.1.51613

cellno

SW

NO EXP NEC. WE TRAIN

Close in Parking

Lest of,r

Foirlone 311, 4 Weed. E.

/4 in Rent Apartments

MALE

Complete Cafeteria

n6a3wl

114.0s, Whoa InStre

6'o'ecd'Z

27.Help Wanted Men & Women

Schaumburg

Ivw
S

Call

rest

we

(AA-) MOTOROLA (AA,__)
14/ganguin and

Che(rolet, amd running

1957

KANTO,. CLOCKS

HAMMER,
INC.

111

Saturday, 9AM until 12 Noon

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

. 255-7900
The Bank & Trust
Co. of Arlington
Heights

T5200

102 Trcks,Traders

Call for Interview

SHIFT

TOP SKILLS
CALL MRS. CORNELL

'It

or bett alto,.356

Call 529-il, oft Spm

stock packers

CLERK/TYPIST-EXPORT DEPT.

435 day wool.

LYNN DAVIS

'67 HotolooP.','I'1,6011,
'ora"ye(nO"elme'll:n71conn7t7On 'On
yr, °PM'S 1106 CO
esi

107
Central

C

dd

16 CHM! SlARES '68 ,TO Itke

working Part lime Evenings
A pm to 10 pm Mon Mot

OFFICE CLERKS
nNERAL
SUMMERS

H

day custodians

692-6116

FILE CLERKS

Om ...INA Salary ape,

Girl friday Mr Wp ettecu,e
station,
of
pop,or local

64 A
/10 27

jig & fixture operators

945-B500

working c

erool

gotory

RESTAURANT

SECRETARIES

Jean Yole

98-Monne Homes

PIANO.. BENCH

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO LEARN
DRAFTING?

OR FEMALE

0,1

Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month

albums.

Mom., stso=,

ee

P.M Pee..

15FAKeiest *wits. Wow

an

The New

Olceo ,t

RETURN TO IT?

25965100

La Salle Penannel

APPLY NOW

47-4071

55

subbv
the Troogo Trini ope, and lets

Euclid ond Hwy 53

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

.8.2770

hoots. reer,..e. ft.

CASH

Franklin Pork

DON A PEARSON

1

3650

3,25. and many mem- CAD

Plover Ski
155.6068

Do You Won, 33.50 to lam

s,00 wo s. rasa ww. sec.
File Cletke SW. Stenos
WO. Recent.
3525. ciers

For Interview

MNI

3.0880
9660700

INTERESTED

* assemblers

M.

Worthwhile Investment

55-14micallnsInments

CALL 392.6600

kf

Coleman Floor Co.

9

Full Time Days or Nights

*

Now, GIVE YOURSELF o

unnl

nage

460-7204

Pm

153 3300

COCKTAIL

Rolling Meadows

HOLIDAYS OVER!
Capin, Creel

2141st Wanted -Men & Wean

3100 To,ew Drive

DISH MACHINE

I*

904nrestmentProperty

$51.30 Tax Included
9h School Grodualeo

MAIDS

GENERAL OFFICE

Me meet Oleean ...hero end met me ben orpoonen

LW new 610, CL 36461

* sheet metal model makers

HOUSEKEEPING
row Time- atome,

No1,

The new =OM MU PANGICT HOUSE RISTP.Ullnnt
DwrfleM often you the eppeloollly TO 6110 oho a meek in

01-11eal EstateVRant

not with

394-5100

n vita oll public

359.40813

ly

p

69 Singer Zig Zog

Deerfield

oREIVVolIRM

Coll lo. ono, 824,00

394-5400

ARLINGTON INN

Full Time Days or Nights

sc

SPERRY RAND COW

427-3185

Z.( InK749, DTK Pl. 297-3555

MURPHY CARPET 6 ,RN CO

REMINGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER

INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Airline

1,0880

St.

Mopes, opt toe lot. Wndsmed.

NOW

cation plan and profit shoring.

648 Bose H,

537-3400

O 5. Ounten

200 Wilmot Rood

SIMONSEN METAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

366500. 5000 sa. 0 3505040

on

P P LY Monday ItairpumFriday, RAM lint?

Laboratories Inc.

455-0200

11600 W. King

00pe

pla.

p

1111

From 3070 -40% Off

Horne?

sides starting the year out with a
better (oh, you'll receive an ex 'salient starting salary, automatic
pay increases, fine working conditions, major medical insurance, vo-

Baxter

YOUR SALARY WILL DEPEND ON YOUR

'"""v-w"

OR

ba, brk.

bdrrn.

RNEss.

296-151,

wololoY,

CON,CT MP ROLAND MIME'.

2611115 Waded Woe

255-g415

AMY

GENERAL OFFICE

CO

Floor Sample Sole

RCA

Elk Grove Village Numerous company benefits.

ary and henelin. Pleasant

100 W. Willow Rd.

Ext. 242
blow 13:30am &

Applicants must be aisle to travel and work in
Palk Ridge until completion of new quarters in

GENERAL OFFICE

BY APPT.

Rnr'n

CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO

Eng. Corp.

Grove Villa,

'BLISTER 'BY

YeU/6"A.I

OPEN

peoPO.

p

ci

CLERK TYPIST - Good typing speed, able to Oper-

FACTORY HELP.

$500

Cu. paid hospitolizarion.

talk

h

required. Should have good vino skill, able to
boodle routine corrospanden..

HOUSEWIFE?

PERSONNEL

RECEPTION

BOOKKEEPING ASST.

ItReaiEstateflauses

rg

h

358-16,

Ist W.7.3626

Idoing
INew Year than at Metore/o. Be-

Coll Comlyn Carlson

EXPERIENCE

'Ts00

SPORTS ASSOC.

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

g

medical awl 6, Insur.

SECRETARY - Some speed writing or shorthand

BORED
LEE Flauags3

V II

254 8.850

1205 VW
only
Promo 191-0591

Eoc,lenl Solo, bom,
dud, tuition Pdd Hurd 6

PAYROLL CLERK

SECRETARY 6 CLERK TYPIST

$PDO

RECEPTIONIST

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

P.M.

777-5555

Coll Mr...Jones

Wnr Wurc

I

to odd.. to en weer

'715'041'SpC'ru1nits

Sat 6 Son. 259-9,568

you don't

tool, In Mee.,

Villoge

G. -we

Elk

/59-8020

cr7s, n'OrdeTa.:7To'bt

i around

SECRETARY FOR SALES DEPT.

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

Coll MY Borkowski
691.7IW

SHIPPING and RECEIVING

etasee'i
WNW

on

EXPANSION HAS
CREATED IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS

Rd.

Hrs.

DOUBLE BED

Coll 7664354

motor Oa

"7-1

.

"rrZotr:r.:4t.

2563253 airyr

soc'o

Re

Want To Work Near

Baxter Laboratories

OR CALV45,9770

PRESTIGE OFFICE SPACE,

LESLIE SPEAKER °WINE
2 MONTHS OLD MODEL 145

There's no better Place to start the

(West of Waukegan Rd.)
Deerfield

d'
rp 'Ng
d
mode homes. Heovy ',Non pile.
Hg
d
8,7353 dlr.

head CL 5-2519

1"

you don't have
to spend another
year doing what
you don't enjoy

Melrose Pods

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

DEMONSTRATORS

555reenhener Ave

Stoning rote is determined on the basis of past
experience. Paid aaaaa nee paid holidays - paid
vacation.- profit shoring - other benefits.

300 Lake Cook Rood

'

1110 Red, Stores, Offices

INC

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Secretaries

GEORGETOWN REALTY. 537.55W

4741meFeeblimaritits

834ndustrialProaelT4ToRent

d

th

STORES

Irnms91. Pow T235.

care s dryer 640. 15.9-4013

DES PLAINES

414 1, GOLF ROAD

1955 W. North Ave.

RESTAURANT

g . p clo

.EI1,6j71

Secretory
5625 Month

9.30.6P.M.

Jorge

-

PK ORM

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

PANCAKE HOUSE

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

827-6626

$4150

$115 IRK

Rusty Steno

DAY SHIFT

ASSISTANT

au, we

:1'11

freC
297-3535

$.5.1=D1=13.7L3...'')
GOOD STARTING PAY PIUS BONUS

FAMOUS LIQUORS

caur

t

The New

16.210 10 PM

NURSES

S7on

BOOKKEEPER

DAY SHIFT - 7:30 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
NIGHT SHIFT - 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT

3100 N. MANNHEIM

se wry mss
Quo,

Apply Now

Child

1st.

k

JEWEL FOOD

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

Ian,

8

E WASH

GOLDEN BEAR

Call M,LO,o;c1ling

437.50.0

CAR LrS1NG

manplectrum welacontre and with the beg moaned

Good Pay-CieWPane benefits

297-7160

JOHN RUBINO

WRAPPING MACHINE OPERATORS

1on 13.9AM re 4PM

h

Avail

welcorne.137-146,11.4,

T1-9-473,," O

Engteemb, To.,

ISO

PAM/

'45

,rn.

Reasn

eds_nee

sen 1100 vol.-sell for 350.
25,1556

(Rotel,. ovalloblo at RCA'

Applicants for day work, see Mr. Schmitt
Applicants for night work, see Mr. Modica
(After 4:30 p.m.)

benefits.

The nmv GOLDEN SEAR PANCAKE HORSE RESTAURANT allele
oppoelunIty to own 1123 rake ow ...k
tie

FULL TIME

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon
In Mt. Pros,.

WAITRESSES

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

CASHIER

RCA

Good Salary -Good Working Conditions
and Liberal Company Benefits

d
d
good wing skills required. Excellent fringe

Nights for Ambitious Girls

ASSEMBLERS

5

Call Bruce Soul, 3102 3393 dys.

perience, Strong clerical
and
figure aptitude.

PAID VACATION

299-4446

ly

h

HARPER COLLEGE
TYPIST - TEMPORARY

DES PLAINES

EXEC P.10

FACTORY WORKERS
OVER 45

p

Jan le, 15

NITES
55 kleurlo Stort Kmg or ,

discreet person,. Full range DI compete Po,d

392-1234

91:n=

EMPLOYMENT

TRUCK

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

59( 5660

f

II

to Too

TArf

OPERATOR

d
k°

II

"FORD"

a.

for A0D6A+GIRL an

Work

bll

TOP WAGES

non end

Part or Full Time

NEED EXTRA MOM.
TIM OP HOUSEWORK,

or

lotmn

892-7696
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SECRETARY

REVOLUTION

AND EARN

AURORA STEEL

Arrjerei

Amy Personnel

PI 297-3535

JOIN THE

Press Room

Welding

or rox.

Executive

MAU

AidwE Exec Remy 6650

White Collar Girls

L gh

BEAUTY

Ch

I'

WAREHOUSE POSITIONS

immediate openings in
our executive office for
/

827-00211

Shipping
the world! See

Employment Service

Secretary

3.4.60

160 C

h

I

2518.

SECRETARY

hme.

FULL TIME

RANDHURST CENTER

Miss SPOmPstnoM

3450 - WOO Typo, Ike sham.

Paint Department

pleose reg., b

mt. Froryeco 5, 5660

II

yl

P hke new. T195.

Now that the winter menthe are here, beat the
onsporotion problem by working near your

Pallattyke

NO FEE

593-6161
6b

773-2020

you cone, wow i

Employment Service

CONTACT MSS 1.1.1T

310

17o.gotCrrClerl''*
Arl Hos loe Twoot

I

CLERKS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

bdrot, ranch home In Ad. Ho.

bloa

AM. HES,

SNOWBIRD SNOWBLOWER, 6 H

apw

l'iro'r:7:;i:r7 Ty

Heidenhain

v

SECRETARIES

NO FEE

Shorthond help-

CLERK
Pp

STENOS

TYPISTS

cmleoe

Corp

Register By Phone
Or Come In

CUTLER -

HAMMER,
INC.

1349 Bryn Mawr

NEVER A FEE

TETO Rent Hoses

c re, CL 3-3451

274100 Wanted -Men & Women

ern, 10 4:30 p.m.
4,30 p.m. to 12,30 am.

[-al

EPIKet

nom h

.froln7"Zong

Are ow oyo,ble for KORNond WOMEN, hoth dOYE and NightsHoor.19,

Itasca, Ill.

TOP PAY

M

mowre

Now Is The
Time To Get Your

AO Hour Work Week

Apply or Coll Mr. lo.

Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

Trainee

Pi

Pain,

co,

siert plon, paid holiday.

Interesting Office Work

AVIATION

Call Mrs. Fogel

De, 05-1 frodoy

Openings Available on Afternoon
Shift: Night Premium

EARN §
$$
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

ores has op
perlenc
light assemble
helpful, bur not n
Mory
la
sh111 only, good sto,

$7500 to slam

ADMIN. ASST
sisa

3,0880
9.0700

P 5. Duman
6028 Dempster

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

[ Ulup itts

.srnooth caw 4 wks
ably 296.616,

2.55)9261

560040

cand

P.M., 06-475,

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

Claims Adjustor

t

eve

'Coll 45O.2942

.

2141elp Wanted -Men 1, Women

537-2100

ollege gtud. to WSW

co

ASSEMBLERS

35 wan, tremolo,

SHARP MN Geed voice A per
onality far pad Pree witch -

CHICKEN

Monagement

Free

t.:7O73.1Sol

Eden* working conc... N

259-64513

Wheeling Area

Mrs Engel 298-4470

e-

FEMALE

we= Or7m4.,,,

Lunch
Pact Time

6116-7055

39.1-2200 v

General Office

Side. Weber or

0

WAITRESSES

Phone 259-7132

BUTLER

IC. WM( HATJAARK. 800 E.

HELP WANTED-DAys
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

crow.

call

2973535

Excellent bowfin Including

827-6628

Part Time Flexible Hours
O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.

Er.

$675 - NO FEE

Chicago Blower Corp.

PAY

CONTACT MISS HECHT

PERSONAL
SECRETARY

cAra.RAlavw

CORPORATE
SECRETARY

TOP

harp girl wanted br coo soles
Mee. Wcurole rylOng

We

Arl.UNLIMITED
tan Hos.

h'Id 8

3

Weclu are

T7:61.OY'l°4Z617,:r,1?R'11

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - §525 Mo.

Wad..

shill

392-3922

370412
Wrlog. Mar wols on wan as

cull

IDAYYMNI ADS
EGILARLO

Dam wry. No day or

E.C.4

money/

need a comclentow wornan to
work wend, mn, NEW 10 to
to work register and MI order

bob), We, motFm
on my home 4 or 5 cloy. o week
Own man,. Coll oh, PM.

CAR BILLER

Check

Co.

ao

General Office
Light bookkeeping.

imendIng

RMIable

RAINING

COMPLET E

GIRL

To work Noon

t.to

wra

R.N'S

ROOM CLERKS

Sound° Howe, Mount Prospect
Playa 259.9550

1

'n:T1'on'retrTZle 'Re=

-

11,0

JUST FIGURES
$500 START

Men on mcallent

ear LE Oepartena,. ,

ASHER
DISHWDISHWASHER

d

READ and USE

imprIonge, we would like to talk o you about a pershion

rig.

he

time Groot
people to oh, time.
chem., Great future Pr. IVY

291-3535

ry

sure

Make

and things 10 do. TWO traln.

tenet
folleirne Positions

ENGINEERS

.quiresseat.=1

alarnitalnwe

[3,2,Ki1iaeellaragesis Mereismise.

2642e07 Wanted Wilma

2514elp Wanted Wog

Are you a Mew. and Tee

YANKEE DOODLE

Dental Assistant

SECT $600

2441e4Watee Mee

1640i Ode Women

aniellmod num

5611e$ Well Wont

2641WWAW WINO

25FAlimmit /Qmdai Woe

15Fiplaymatiodolhemi

26IMOWirdel MINN

0,0

sod was orate, log

MOO cosh or WO cod lake
own pa

4334511
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Tuesday, January 6, 1970

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
YEAH -LET ME KNOW NEXT
TIME )04..ISLIYATLIBE OF
SHAMPOO THE SAME ,m
COLOR A5 TM'

WHAT'S ALL.THE GAGGING

AND COUGHING ABOUT
IN HERE? ANYTHING
I CAW DO 7

2
5
7
9

ESAL HER OLD

0E16E5510N 15

NA OS B. HOOPLE, YOU TOLD
ME SIX WEED'S AGO YOU

TOOTHPASTE!

WHAT A
MY LOVE! MY

11 Italian
Panorama
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

PROMISE IS LOOKING WORSE

IS TOMORROW!

6:15

COINCIDENCE,

HMPI-t1 YOU'LL BE ON THE
BRIN1.4. OF SOMETHING ELSE

FINAL- INTERVIEW

IF you DONT SHAPE UP)

11 Open Forum on

and J.J.
Alexis Smith guest

Show
7

affairs special features three panels of

stars as a girl out of
Governor Drinkwater's forgotten past.

military, civilian and
political figures for a

Dan Dailey, Julie
Sommars, James Cal-

Movie
"Thunder
Cloud."
Western

discussion of the mil-

lahan and Nora Mar-

stars Randolph Scott.

itary conduct of the

lowe.

32 Big Valley

war; effects of the

20 TV College
Typing.

war within America,

11 TV College

and. what victory can
or should mean.

Shakespeare.

20 Business Writing

6:20

Red

2

2

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

2

Julia's overly in-

Johnny's past

Johnny

415:23
I -b

THE WORRY WART

e

telligent
as

..114104

TY ,

nized by a bounty

PONT GO IN A

Wayne Maunder.
WHAT PO YOO OW A SLOW 51fiNAER 114 A
THINK OFTHIS CALILORON Of 0011.416 OIL
FORA FIND
roRnieSe CRETINS

MD rat ow/ wmArwE
1. BROUGHT you WILL Pe

THE INOOM OF>bitH
OW -W.5!
PAO<

Jeannie
Jeannie uses her

r
I TAKE IT I'M
NOT 10 NAVE A
CELL WIN A VIEW.

9

Horoscope

THAT'S FER NAVIN' T' LISTEN
T' YA PRACTICE YER CORNET

WHILST I FIXED TN' SINK:

"MISCELLANEOUS'?

FOR WEDNESDAY

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

5

forward --and then keep it

dream

into

a

Movie
"Revolt at Fort
Laramie." Western

features the

War.

Northwestern University Opera Workshop and the Illinois
Ballet.
32 News

5

12:30
Everyman

9

News

7

1:00
Perspectives

7

1:30
Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Movie

9:25
32
Pau 1 Harvey
Comments

9:30
11 French Chef
20 TV High School

porter for a look at
life at Moscow Uni-

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

versity.
9 Pro Basketball

32 Truth or Con-

1:40

ibe

1:45

sequences

The Bulls vs. the

2:00

Los Angeles Lakers
at Kansas City.
26 Motorsports International
32 Of Lands and

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

7
9

Neil Douglas is
host for a film trip to
the Middle East featuring cities like An-

decides
to
teach Debbie a le'Sson
designed to curtail

her journalistic aspirations. Debbie Rey-

tioch, Tarsus
Nicea.

10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5

Seas

Jim

"The Heart of a
Man." Young sailor
launches

singing

career and finds it

26 A Black's View

3:50

of the News
32
The Honeymooners

and

a

11 Canterbury Tales
"The Merchant's
Tale."

(PY

isn't all happiness.

Five Minutes to

9

Live By

I-6

there!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21)--A day when you may
well be able to transform a

Mike Douglas

Show

I9) -A display of personality
and charm could gain you

season

8:00
5 First Tuesday
Sander Vanocur is
the on -the -scene re-

Basketball
Purdue vs. Wisconsin at Lafayette.
32 Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea

E

Jan. 20) --The "break" you've
been looking for may well appear at a distance at this time.
Keep alert or you'll miss it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

about government
fort during Civil

"Black Water

Humanities.

26 Purdue
WHAT'S THIS
TWO- DOLLAR
CHARGE FOR

9

11 Chicago Festival
Chicago Festival's
second major opera
production of the

Movie

a

Show

Your

James Brolin, Robert
Young.

7:45

he has the wrong girl.

BUGS BUNNY

murder mystery at an
amusement
park.

20 TV College

life when he realizes

Raw

your ends today. Put best foot

by

at

dent demonstration.

guests.

disgruntled handyman
who threatens her
naped

"Gorilla

Large." Offbeat

Diahann Carroll and

lure for scientists and
criminals.
32 Password
Barbara Rush and
John Forsythe are

magic power to blink
up a bottle of ancient
Persian wine that
causes problems for
those who drink it.
7 Mod Squad
Julie, mistaken for
someone else, is kid-

12:00

Movie

2

Ann Bancroft, Cameron Mitchell.
5 Midnight Report
7
Chicago Show

Gold." A sunken
Spanish galleon is a

I Dream of

5

row

Reasoner

and Mike Wallace report.
7 Marcus
Welby,

being beaten by a policeman during a stu-

7

Andrew Duggan,

32 100
Paintings,
Great Music

efficient maintenance
man cause problems.

Marc Copage.

hunter. James Stacy,

ROBIN MALONE

babysitter

and an overly

Madrid
catches up with him
when he is recog-

11:30

32 News Final

M.D.
The son of a nonviolent black leader
is hospitalized after

Julia

5

9

9:00
60 Minutes

Harry

Skelton

among guests.

WO.
Lancer

Show

11:35

Vincent Price and
Frank Sinatra Jr. are

torial

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5

Ortega
Pan Am Show

Show

6:25

2

26 Victor

7:30

26 Today's Racing

Mery Griffin

2

A VVTTW public

Dick Van Dyke

T h e Governor

and Tom Bosley

Vietnam

Show

C,t-T i ING N 3.08.1 WELL, THAT
THA.14 THE CHRISTMAS "TREE/

6:00
News
News
News

i0:30

8:30

nolds, Don Chastain

EtACK.An I'LL HAVE

-To HUMOR HER/

WERE ON THE BRINK OF

-.0 4

142-1';

TONIGHT

EEK & MEEK.

MORTY MEEKLE

practical and

BECABSE
HAVE NO
REA5CN 173
WANT 70 H

profitable reality. Don't
hesitate to proceed.

ARIES (March 22 -April

ME.

20) --The sooner you translate

plans into activities, the better. Results should satisfy you
and all involved.

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21)--A good day for getting a
new enterprise off the ground.
Don't hesitate to ask for help
from those you've not approached before.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I) --Have all facts and figures
at your fingertips today if you
would be able to answer questions to your best advantage.
A day for gain.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER
Answer to Previous Puzzle

Olio

CANCER (June' 22 -July

E=311WIal

OCeMOLAOM

23) --Conclude important
business matters early in the
day. Social activities vital to
your future may take up after-

showing your cooperative,
friendly side at home and on
MAT I-IAPPEPED WAG HE e0Vol-IT A
NEW SUIT WITH Two FAIR CF WOOSERS,.,

IMOI, Il

I- 4

he. TA 116 ILL 116

with your progress. They may
need.

CAPTAIN EASY

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

Look to your health. Realize
that you're only as old as you
feel and you may find yourself
involved in exciting activites.

DIMITRI GOGOL? DR. VALRU5IG: MY NEW
EMPLOYER VILL. ADVANCE MONEY TO
HELP MY FAMILY ESCAPE RUSSIA, TOO:
You STILL.
GUARANTEE

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --If you are wise in rear-

succE95...og

I'LL. PAY HIM IF Z
SEE HES RELIABLE:
I HAYE AN UNCANNY

INSTINCT FOR MT we CHICANERY:

245 A APPEP PRECAUTION
TO HIS INSTINCTS, ME AND
HIS LAWYER NAFTA COUNTER-

SIGN HIS CHECK:

THAT'S UKE
GOONY BIRDS,
PROTECTING AN
EAGLE: SIGN THIS,
AND GET QUIBBLE

ON THE DOUSLV

MONEY SACK?

ranging your time you may be
able to

turn an unexpected

happening to your definite ad-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -The Sagittarius out
for immediate gain would be

/-6

wise to look to his methods
wasting time.

Answers to
Hideaword
FLOUNCE
ounce
once
cole
clue
cone

MWHIM

=1/0001Z11M.11

t 6i

0671UWC,)

7 Newts
8 Sticky

L.0001
division
appellation
substance
25 Jewish month 43 Slangy
9 Powderiness 26 Guidance
exclamation
10 Grafted (her.) 28 Fragrance
45 Bargain events
11 Approach
30 Angers
46 Shield bearing
16 English
high priest
31 Challange
47 Clodhopper
novelist
24 Sorrowful
33 Having four 48 Organ of smell
20 Moslem
27 Playthings
parts
50 Kind of armor
erudites
29 Geraint's
(comb. form) 51 Unbleached
22 Body's
wife
35 Begone
52 Think
arterial trunk
(Shak.)
32 Redactor
55 Saul's uncle
40 Feminine
34 Photographic 24 Tribal
(Bib.)
device
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
36 Father, for
instance
12
13
14
37 Blackboard
accessory
15
16
17
38 Allowance for
18
waste
39 Italian river
n
23
41 Mariner's
direction
24 25 26
27
28
29
,30 31
15 Visionaries
17 Depot (ab.)
18 Flower
19 Craftier
21 Asterisk
23 Biblical

1

vantage.

of operation. You may be

intry

2 Protuberance WW111011174
MMUM14-71
5 K' d of school 3 Margarine
4 Alienates in a
9 Low haunt
RWINEd
way
12 Cavity
014W
14!1M
13 Kind of couch 5 Greek letter
IMEIMMW WMIZIWOF=1
6
Prayer
beads
PWOOWELA
1#010111:1
14 One (Fr.)

Leave matters of discipline for
a later date. This is a time for

provide just the sp: rk yoa

ULAWIZ
MMIAM 10)=4,1

DOWN
1 Ocean vessel

p cipitation

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)

who seem to be interfering

ACROSS
1

noon and evening time.

the job.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
23) --Don't turn away those

NWWMObi U1.711.1=1110M

.114E0E00E2 A WO) THE CO7g!

119

.04L4.1..T.11,11S64.00

,CAMPUS CLATTER

42 Weep

44 American

inventor

I4Et EDITOR OF THE
UNDERGROUND
NEWSPAPER,:

46 Gets
49 Titled

M.

fuel
floe
uncle
lone
lune

area
O 11111 6 N. lc.

34

36

I"

35

37

38

53 King (Fr.)
54 Needlepoint
lace (2 words)
46
56 Card game
57 Italian city
53
58 Ireland
ea
59 Sea eagle
60 Gunlock catch
61 Squalid city

foul
flue

33

7"

39
42

43

47

40

41

44

45

48

49

60

52

51

...,54
_0

55

57

56

60

61

.

it

a

as its

oo

A new section full of food values and ideas --See page 11

Pro5pect

WEATHER
Tonight: 'Partly cloudy,
bitter cold, low near 10
below; Tomorrow: Fair,

Telephone

2554400

continued cold.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 180

Dist. 26 approves
4 new classrooms
The District 26 School
Board reviewed and gave approval to preliminary plans

last night for an addition of
four classrooms at Indian
Grove. School, 208 S. Lee,
Prospect Heights, for an esti-

classrooms will be needed next
fall but the others will be put to
use either for other school activities or storage space.

By the fall of 1971 all four

the board that the proposed ad-

work and $84,000 for con-

future building if more space

struction.
The site work will include a

was needed at the school.
Harwood said that

fire plug, re-routing of an asphalt driveway and the construction cost allows for the

$25,000 of the $96,000 would
be taken from the district's

four additional rooms, and extension of heating facilities.
REPRESENTATIVES of
Berger, Kelley, Unteen,
Scaggs Sc. Assoc. architects of

mainder would have to be taken from next year's budget.

Palatine said the fire plug is
needed to meet fire protection

The board said they would
like the architects to in-

laws.

vestigate the possibility of con-

30200

SPE
LIMI

dition was planned to allow for

4

the

The architect's fee, not in-

structing movable walls to be
placed between each set of two
classrooms.

all the others proposed four,

to report to the board in

with all additions to be built on
the north side of the school.
Supt.
Winston Harwood
said only two of the proposed

weeks on the approximate cost

.ARLINGTON.
HEIGHTS
52800

2

for using electric heating rather than extending the exising
system and the movable walls.

Agree to annex
Huntington Estates
countless

missions in hammering out the
details to gain total approval.

part of the village with the sec-

ond reading of an ordinance
that extends the village limits

(Elmhurst Road) and south of
Golf Rd.

to include the planned unit development.
With the signatures of Mayor Robert Teichert and Village

The $25 million project

planned to include 1,449
apartments, a shopping center,
lake, clustered
a four -acre

Clerk Donald Goodman and
proper publication the ordi-

single family housing in de-'
tached units and 79 town-

nance will become law.

houses.

features
INTERESTING
arose in working out satisfac-

approval to requested
zoning changes from R -X

tory plans for the development. Roads in the subdivision will be maintained by the
builders for a two-year period
before their maintenance is
turned over to the village.
Because sewer outlets are
planned at a lower than average level, the builders will have
to install sump pumps to raise
sewage to the level required to

THE HUNTINGTON Estates development is the first
building project to gain approval under the planned unit
(PUD) ordidevelopment
nance passed by Mount Prospect in 1968, and the Kenroy

,Answering
service set
on ice skating
The Mount Prospect Park
Board now has an answering
service for skating information and ice conditions, ac-

connect with the interceptor

gible for township assistance.

ALTON BROTEN, of the
ad -hoc

The view at night since Sunday at Waterman and Northwest

Highway, the boundary line between Arlington Heights and
Mount Prospect, is much brighter, depending on which way a
person is looking or driving. The view to the west, in Arlington
Heights, is bright with the completion of the village's new lighting project for the highway, isIdle the view to the east, into Mount
Prospect, was described by one driver as 'like driving into a
tunnel."

John Graham of Barringurbs, is the last of the legisla-

Piano injures
teacher's foot

er programs following the ice school, was taken to NorthCommunity

Hospital

skating season.

west

"We urge that residents of
the park district take advan-

and it was determined that he

whereAis foot was x-rayed,
had a fractured big toe. He was
then treated and 'released.

senate from the northwest sub-

on the west.

ner

brook and Des Plaines on the
He was elected to the state
senate in 1958 on his first try
for state office and was reelected in 1962 and 1966. There
are only 10 senators in the 58 member state senate who were

there the first day the freshman from Barrington repritted
for duty in January of 1959.
The change in Graham's
district has been. even greater.
In his first years, before the -advent of one -man -one -vote,.

Graham's district consisted on
only the four townships of Barrington, Palatine, Schaumburg and Hanover.

IT WAS largely a rural area
blanketed by dairy farms that
have been constantly giving
since

to

expressways,

lishments.

Twelve years later the Gra-

Ar--.`.';',.

e

of six articles on the citizens
who repreent the northwest

cast to Barrington and Elgin

homes, apartments, shopping
centers and commercial estab-

Year's Eve -if I could only remember what they were.

This is the fourth in 0 .series

//b//rb.1 in the lllinoi.e General
A .1\ em Hy. Previous articles
presented the highlights in the
careers of Rep. David J. Reg-

tive oldtimers in the 3d District that extends from North-

way

I would sure keep all those firm resolutions I made New

housing

committee

formed by Elk Grove Village
Work
and
Neighbors at
(NAW), a local community
group, said the town auditors
were "adamant" in their decision to cut off funds being used
for the expensive motel rooms.

"I was asking for time, at
least two more weeks, for help
for these families that they had

taken responsibility for," Broten said.

Sen. John Graham last
of oldtimers from 3d Dist.

Village officials have estimated that the new devel-

cording to board member Paul
Caldwell. The answering serLoren McClendon, 26, of
vice number is 255-4485.
"This service was created so 6623 Navajo, Lincolnwood,
that residents can more easily was injured yesterday when a
determine what the current piano fell on his right foot,
conditions are of the different while he was in the, gymnasium
of Lincoln Jr. High School at
ice facilities," Caldwell said.
He said the number will also 700 W. Lincoln, Mount Prosbe used on a continuing basis pect.
McClendon, a teacher at the
for inforMation regarding oth-

tage of this new service," said

said the heads of the families
all have jobs and are not eli-

ton, Republican in the Illinois

Prospect's population, now estimated to be as high as 34,000.

super-

were provided on an emergency basis to the five families. He

sewer along Elmhurst Rd.

opment will add approximately 5,000 persons to Mount

township

visor, the motel room funds

is

annexation was the first reading of zoning ordinances that

the project.

night reaf-

According to William

ington Estates will take shape
over an estimated five-year period, lies west of Illinois 83

trict) and R-4 (residential development district) in parts of

Monday

Rohlwing,

The land on which Hunt-

ham district, enlarged to include Wheeling, Elk Grove
and portions of Maine and
Northfield Townships, is the
center of the greatest urban
growth in Illinois and possibly
in the U. S.

Graham, seeking a fourth

R-Alonta Prospect. Rep.
Eugenia Chapman f
ton Heights and Rep. Eugene

Schlichman(R-Arlington

F.

Heights), all representing the
3rd District in the Illinois
/louse of Representatives.

term in the 1970 election that
would extend his career in the
senate until 1974, looks upon
pollution control as the biggest
single problem facing his district in the first half of the decade of the 1970s.

IT IS NOT A new battle for
Sen. Graham. He has for several years been a central figure
in legislative programs for the
Metropolitan Sanitary District
which serves Chicago and
most Cook County suburbs.
Optimistic aliout winning
the war against pollution, Graenough experience to recognize the masham

has

had

sive cooperation that is going
to be required of federal, state
and local governments.

"The cost of getting pure
water, clean air and effective
removal of sewage and garbage is going to be fygh, but

wer has done a remarkable job

sweeping approval of the Wi-

in balancing the committees

ter

Committee by Witwer during
the holiday recess, climaxed

politically and geographically
and I urge that the convention

his protest tendering his resignation as an official of his
committee.

approve his selections of chairmembers," said
and
men
Woods.

There were 87 votes for approval with only 59 being required. There were 24 delegates who "passed", and two

PRESIDENT Witwer

re-

fused to accept the resignation.
Kemp restated his resignation

and Witwer again delcined to
act upon the matter.

Woods asked for the floor
and said that while he was not

satisfied with all of the committee appointments, he recognized the extreme difficulties faced by the convention
president.

DR. PARKER affirmed the
Woods position. He reported
that he too urged the convention to approve the appointments.

Before calling for the vote
President Witwer reported to
the convention that Tuesday
was exactly 50 years after the
Illinois
Constitutional
last
Convention officially convened and began work.
voted
T h e convention

it is a job that has to be done.

The bill will have to be paid,
but it will have to be split up
between our government units," Graham explains.

ton Heights Rd., has moved

group has issued a plea for
contributions from local resi-

He said he is not certain how

Village agrees
to remodel
offices
The Mount Prospect Village Board last night had an

extended discussion over
whether to authorize the expenditure of $2,661 to refurbish the offices of Village Manager Virgil Barnett. and the
secretary,

allowed to select the decor.

There was elimination of
the idea of using carpeting in
the lower downstairs hallway
of the village hall on the basis
of "a health hazard" and the
feeling of some board mem-

why he accepted, under the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the responsibility for conducting a conference on scien

MRS. GARA

said

"presdnt."

One

THE QUESTION of

Kemp's resignation will be
taken up privately and resolved,
day.

perhaps on Wednes-

The controversy took up
most of the Tuesday meeting
of the convention. Delayed until Wednesday's session was
the highly controversial "disclosure of income" question.

Woods, Parker and Mac-

her

against the proposal.
Mrs. Macdonald was invited Tuesday to co-sponsor a
resolution before the Com-

mittee on Amending and Suffrage to'lower the voting age to
18 years. Mrs. Macdonald de- clined.

-THIS IS A controversial

dents to help pay for the motel
hills.
Thomas Smith of Elk Grove

issue in my district," said Mrs.
polling
"The
Macdonald.

Community Services said his

paign indicated that the question of lowering the voting age

agency has no funds that could
be used for motel room rents.
Broten said the ad -hoc committee is going ahead with
plans to request a special

work done during the camto

18

was favored by only

about 50 per cent of the voters.
"In view of this I think it
would be ill advised on my part

permit that would allow place-

to co-sponsor a resolution to

ment of 15 house trailers on
the St. Alexius Hospital prop-

lower the voting age to 18. It is

erty.

some compromise that I could
pklisupport,"red. Mrs. Macdonald ex -

He said several of the Elk
Grove Village trustees have indicated that they would vote in
favor of the special use permit
if the ad -hoc committee could

arrange financing of the trail CIS.

possible that

there could be

PRESIDENT Witwer proPRESIDENT
posed

that committees limit
outside of

hearings
thier
Springfield
to

three --one

south, central and north. Results of all hearings will be
recorded so that delegates may

Gripe
Of The

refer to any statement at any
time.

Committee

Day
To have to change from
a jet to a propeller -driven
plane on my way back to
Fort Leonard Wood. C.S.

bers that it was too ornate for a
village hall.

meetings

in

Springfield are to open at 10
a.m. unless otherwise scheduled. Meetings of the convention will begin at I p.m. as a
result practice. The convention is to meet four days

each week, Monday through
Friday.

Barnett appeared satisfied

with
placed

GRAHAM IS A firm' believer in finding new and better
ways of doing things. This is

families.

Mrs. Marie Hard,.

and finally voted to allow "up
Barnett
to $4,000," with

voted

Woods is prepared to speak

motel bills for the remaining

motel bills for the remaining
four families will be paid, but
Rita Gara, NAW president,
said the group would pay the

who

committees.

donald from the northwest suburbs are known to oppose the
disclosure of income proposal.

Broten said one of the families, the Anselmo DeLaGarza
family, originally evicted from
the property at 305 N. Arlinginto a house on forest preserve
property.

Con -Con

voted "no."

Elk Grove twp. still won't pay
for motel for evicted families
township funds being used to
pay motel room rents for five
families that had been evicted
from
substandard
housing
within the township.

hours with the village hoard
and its committees and com-

K c m p appointed vicechairman of the Bills of Rights

"I feel that President Wit-

firmed its decision to cut off

tates, came the next step to
completion last night, when
the Mount Prospect Village
Board gave their approval to
the 78 acre tract becoming a

(single family residence dis-

suburbs, came to the defense of
President Samuel Witwer's

The Elk Grove Twp. Town

organization

gave

Heights and Dr. Clyde Parker
of Lincolnwood, Con -Con
delegates from the northwest

Board

The annexation of the Kenroy subdivision, known by the
builders as Huntington Es-

Also a part of the Kenroy

John Woods of Arlington

es and no women.

The architects are expected

spent

By Richard Crabb

James H. Kemp, Negro labor leader from Chicago,
touched off the fireworks
shortly after the convention
opened at 1:30 p.m. yesterday
when he attacked Witwer's
committee chairmanships because they included no Negro-

cluded in the $96,000 will be 6
per cent of the cost.

submitted

Con -Con delegates
back Witwer choices
committee selections in a hectic showdown at the fifth meeting of the Constitutional Convention on Tuesday.

1969-70 budget and the re-

seven rough sketches to the
board. Two of these proposed
an addition of five rooms and

architects

PROSPECI,

he said.

Specifications for the project include $12,000 for site

The

MOUN

will be needed for classrooms,

THE ARCHTITECTS told

mated $96,000.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 Pages
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results, since he had
a higher priority on

having office work completed
as agghst fixing up the downstairs hallway, because of the
nature of village business con-

f?'

ducted on a daily busis.

tific and technical advances
that is to be held early in 1970.

"Unless we avail ourselves
of the newest and most effec-

Meetings

tive ways of performing the
services of government, we

Tonight

will fall behind. We need constantly to sit down with our scientists and explain what are

School District 26, 1800
E. Kensington Rd.; 8 p.m.

(Continued to Page 2)

NW Industrial Council
to hear Robert Sampson
Robert C. Sampson of Sampson and Associates Inc., Chicago, will be the guest speaker

Management" and "Managing the Managers." A third

at the Jan. 21 dinner meeting
of the Northwest Industrial
Council, in the Citation
Room, Arlington Carousel.
Cocktails will be served from
5:30 p.m., dinner at 6:15 p.m.
Sampson is the founder of
the Behavior Success Clinic in
Chicago and the author of two
books, "Staff and their Roll in

titled, "How to Survive in the

book is soon to be released en-

Business Rat Race."

Sampson received his B.A.
degree from the University of
Wisconsin and earned a masters degree in sociology. He
currently is a lecturer at the Industrial Management Institute
at Lake Forest College.

Even Mrs. Alvera Burkhardfs dogs Peppy and Timmy don't
seem to enjoy the !vportunily to romp in the cold at the forest
preserve in Des Plaines. They all live at 711 N. Elmhurst in
Mount Prospect.

Page 2
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called social success

Sen. John Graham last
of oldtimers from 3d Dist.
1Cottrntetrnost Coot /,

our great problems and let
them tell us the best ways in
which to solve them liters ex.
telly what we are going to do
in this spring conference on
mientific and tedsnological
advances."

(induces owncareer is typically American_ Reansi on a
farm in central IS
Illinois in the
Graham

shedepreion years.

was h oldest of seven children.

"I WAS REAREll in p0veriy. but didn't know it" is
IM why Graham likes in decc
have his boyhood." "We didn't
have much money. and we not

only went to school in over.
ails hut they were pout

volt he sure

but

al

limn there were muchm on
patches7 say. (iraham.

He missed [cling to college
by

telephone

a

call

Ile

couldn't raise the money to go
co college, but his high school
principal was determined to

get him into school with a

It was his experience on the

scholarship and a campus job
so he could work his way to a

village board that led him to

to reach him by phone as
withoved from state to stale
threshing
the Wheat

cmws.finally endmg no inCinada. He worked -his way back
to

Illinois-

corn,

shucking

mostly in Iowa. Ile didn't find
opportunity to
out about
save
pc to the tmrsity
until he returned in November.
Graham held but one other
elective oflim before he ran
for the state senate. Ha vies
elected to the Barrington vil-

1,250

opment of a new facility or di -

dance, far more than had been

action.

on of the General Assam;bly

that will have oc its major
of knowing
respo ibility
ymm 'federal funding pro-

expected as the youth of the
area danced to the music of
kg rous.
nvo

cm..

pornatilies and millions olden

holiday dance lor Me young

hers of the senate were paid a
salary or expenses for attending meetings of the legislature.

lain that

Graham regards the trend
toward annual sessions of the

nired. means of knowing what
federal programs are available. States like California.

people of Mount Prospect and
the surroonding area that had
Men held by any civic group.
He noted that the only ad-

would have bee
available to this state became
the

legislasure as absolutely nese,spry to
conducting
the state's business.
"This is gMng to require

has no orp-

legislature

tram the library:
Right now and until Jan. 27
there are two fourteemminute
films cm camp grounds in Alberta and Nova Scotia's countryside. "Waters of the White -

shell" shows a half hour of
fishing. swwirriing and other

6 -months
supervision

cies
hers

important services
ha

that we

st the K -Man

Deportment

vsten.

egetate lone choicer, baked
Mato. applesauce. Salad lone

(holism, awn rim .... mart

clitieeli fruit juice tossed sal-

fatx sandwich. orimm delight.
finger Bads. fudge.

ad. cote slaw molded, tropical
fruit. fruit cocktail. lemon.
sliced mar. Italian Mead but -

10 he armed lbur,da)
Arlington,

al

Rd. View high schools In

halves. Nackberry gelatin, bacream pie. angel Penal
n
cake. twang, cookies.

District 21.1:

tinin dish tong choieci Ng

with "Citadel of Upper Canada." a Elio On the may of
19th century Fort Henry. Vim
eon also me a round -up of wild

horsesn
o Alberta rangelands.
This Stimmer you can vicariously stalk antlered morae on
trails

of Newfoundland. even if that wasn't
game

whaCyou'd planned for your
summer vacation. Use library
will have. besides two others,

THE I.A.M"f IIREE scheduled films at the library in.
chide the claw -up action of a

29,

tapes worth 611.88 Dec.

present day painters in New

The library. hot. am still
10 9 weekdays. 9 to 5 Sam. Jaya and 2 to 5 Sundays.

Teal want to see the impalement. and experience the
inlities
creased service the new fahave made possible.

/lb

twa

If

..v,io7Jgimmmem,mior.rnriAl,53ee.

rl

i

11/.4

Pr'ag

GOOD FOODDRIOK

Shure Chew League Jan. 8, ar
Pioneer Park, 500 S. Fernan-

for Toed and Tun

Featuring

PIEMEv
Ora
ninbm
,,ore ne,
los. ehilm. together v..

Garden Club of Illinois from
opening day, March 7, of our
state Standaid Flower Show
entitled 'Season With Flowers." which will he powented
in conjunction with 'the Chi.
cup World Flower and Gar-

I

The visiting ream is from the

e 1970 season for the North

"GIVE YOUR CHILD A \

of 0000

worked

in

announces that Mrs.

bect. and you can Pan car iho Iwo for wry lime cost.
Give her don.
ins
and be assured Woe in Mr

ucaw to be . lowly so

1=0

Landscape

Into

of persons wishl

ism lo enroll for high school
croJit classes of the Maine
Adult Evening School spring
terrn will be held during the
evenings of Jan. 20 to Jan. 22
at
Maine Township High
School East.
Persons at least 18 years old
cut currently engaged in a daythne high school program.

may enroll in home study

Federal job
applications

coupes with classes meeting

one evening a week for

10

DANCING DOLL

000000 OPPRIFFE10600400011000000615d61/061.1106c0EICB

Ime end PIace

weeks. The classes will he held vemure that it 6.,
township High
at
Maine
School East, Ocamster St. and
Potter Rd.. Park Ridge.
Me -registration procedure,I

Page 3

the

high

school

view with

Swarm.. rimy vors

inClUded

others

social

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC

said.

ensiom and with matching
arf. to a SiOLVeks, jumper-

14 Hun. 9 deadline for filing)

algebra.

A coat plus is the straight legged jumpsuit with its own

t,. the printed lining of Mc

euon on -What's Ahead in

coat rei tended in the waist sash

e 715 for munieipill governareal" will be imunigers Rudy

pometry. advanced

.

16 S. BOTHWELL

algebra. trigonometry, or solid
MontettY.

skirt beneath a turtle cc k is [type) with a crisp ct-

masted

PALATINE, ILL.

arts,

plaid ....ket with smi
etoi effect.
dmiblc
The drew alone also carries
its nwn fashion weight. as
ton

crafts, physical education, languages, business. and technical subjects will begin the week
of Feb. 2.

359-3396

interpreted by Patrick Porter
for Rona. Particularly nom worthy are the trio of a nieasy -

.re wearing and packing
Again M e coi-d
not apnea,

JANUARY SALE

now in soft surplice bodice,
softened

shift

and

panel-

skirtcd shindies..

ion influence. Rona puts the
knit into spring via 0 creamy

SHELLS 14 SWEATERS

$ 1 50

$300105500

CASUAL DRESSES
from $5.00
ASSORTMENT SPORTSWEAR
CAR COATS 8, FUN FUR COATS
ROBES, LINGERIE, 8, AT-HOME WEAR
2-3 PIECE KNIT SUITS
ASSORTMENT OF GLOVES, HOSE

The snappiesMbIrla Elm the new seinen are shirtareases. Here.

catm.1 poly.. knit that

clever variation conceived by Patrick Porter for Rona has revered open neckline end giant -steed pockets. Other shirltsmst the

dress interpreted both in a shirt
shape and in a belted shift that

printed scarf tie and hill MIrbreffed sleeves. Sins 6
$50 so leading storm.

has a smig elasticixed waist.
line.

16, ahout

is

COCKTAIL DRESSES
Sixes 3 to 16

70%

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

St. George & the Dragon
RAND d DUNDEE ens, PALATINE, ILL.
For R
lions Coll 358.3232

CL 3-3500

/Waal

TW 4.3833

BARRINGTON

NORTHBROOK

350.1459

835 2320

,

ION. Denton
Arlington Heights

392-2063

nap 111 pm

Midwoo genii

Commtmity Center. Music was provided by Mrs. Revs Poem soloist, and Mrs. Dods Janssen,
ctimpanist, The Moon. Prospect group Is Chapter 701 of the National Fedwadon of Grand-

muds Mamma

mothers Clubs.

raied the alsleeveless

d

r.

THE BRIDE

fl or -

with a
brush train, lung full sleeves
and a mandarin neckline. The
rock and cuffs were trimmed
with pearls A fabric Maid en Ewined with pearls defined the
mpire wasst. Her fingertip

was dressed the same as the
mher attendants.
Jerry Adams serval his
brother as Lill num, and

William Van Crowch
freshmen

Calvary Memorial Church.
As a college football mach.
Van Crounch helped to build
Clarion State Colleges first

Crounch joined the foutbell
staff of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, and then later
moved on to Colorado State

uldef Ted,

Univemity.

team

in

1965.

Plan free demonstration
dent (seated), (standing) Mm. Bemire Nelson, treasurer, and Mts. Paul Lauschka secretary, were
among the 50 women enjoying the holiday food and entertainment Dee. 19 at the Mount Prospect

many. Red. poinsidna

and they carried holly balls.
Flower girl Gretchen Royc

He hues M Oak Park, where be
and his family are aCtive in the

unscored-on

11'1..

headpieces were holly ringlets,

Van Croumh serves with
Chicago's Christian Busi.ssmen's Committee and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

1969. TM bride is Miss Valerie Ann Griffith daughter of
Mr. arid !sirs. Jumph V. Grifin of St Anne. Parents of the
;room art Mr. and Mrs. Richard Adams. Des Plain..
The Rev. John Brown of -

pire bodices, long hill sleeves
and mandarin necklines. Their

men Pre invited to attend.

SHOP

oew, um. duo n.

problems.

wore floor -length cranberry colored crepe gowns with Em-

until I prn at the Nielsen Re,
=rant, located near Mannheim and Higgins Rds. All

Anneal Christmas luncheon of the Mowst Respect Grandmothers Club foetid the bend of
officers together at the head table. Mrs. Harry LePthien, viee-prmidrnt, Mrs. Kay Make, presi-

prlaNCs. mmulation powth and

and bridesmaids Billie
Goetz and Mrs Lonis Roye Jr.

Northwest CAMC meets reguJuly every Tuesday from noun

WHERE FRIENDUNESS
PREVAILS,

what can he expected by the:.orth. est culcurlft in services:-

Maid of honor Starla Grif-

Van's subject will be 'Tile

ew G original salesmen's

will Sc a free discussion AC

fin

Wake Up America Plan."

50' to $500

After introductory remarks:::
try the village in:wagers. thort:-:

row, accented
with a mom velvet ribhon.

Americus Express Co., which
he joined in 1968.

MISCELLANEOUS

.re, AM preside.

stem. prd

al account executive for the

OUR MAD
MONEY ROOM!

lire:

veil was held by a crepe bonnet
trimmed with orange hlossoms. She carried a long -

west Christian Businuornen's
Committee. Van is the region-

10-3,30 pm, Then

PALATINE PLAZA

Businessmen to hear
account executive
William Van Crounch wall

6f0 911$

SCHOOL OF DANCING

created this nifty duet -the coat arrow -slim and beneath it a
dress, gully Sliced and with a from half belt tlaat
rep.. the contrast color of the coat. In ivory -navy, ivory -rasp
berry .d ivory -jade, both are in a marvelously nubby ray.
Hum. Siresb to 16, about $90 at lading stores.

be the speaker at the Tuesday,
17 meeting of The North-

dise,

Seel SIN a lacy prrwc. are all

II wR1 be a WI. spring 1970, and in the world of Whim the
coat and drum partnership is a mind. Patrick Porter of Rona has

Grandmas get together

FUR HATS

1

ehaltman

Ruth Cant. of Mount Prs
Ruth

A pre-Clvistnaw wedding at
St. Anne Catholic Church. St.
Anne. III.. took place Dec. 20,

mal prints done in Banton and

AMC. and nylon for

HisSIsoll of Arlington !Might.,
boil Barnett ot Mount Prosmot and Charles aVillw of Ell
Grove Village.
Slodereting w ill he a Moller
village president of hInunt
Prospect. C. D. Schlaver. hits!mind ot the 111'W president.
Betty &Never.
h e civic participation

-

Christmas wedding
unites Valerie
Griffin and Michael
Adams

with a faintly flared skirt, the
jackct a brief little Etna stopping just above Inc waist. Another duo, with the =marks
m
suit, a in reality a Mess
woe jacket partner. As flirty

11

Additional inquiries should
Street. NW., Washington, D.

Participating in a panel dis-

-pretties" arc dross and jacket
combos such as the coin -dot
duet, the dress simply shaped

(Fora limited time only)

Rem.

be addressed to the Civil Service Commission, 1900 E

special double-breasted cover-

of the "jump.'
0 H ER T W O -PART

S.

F.vening MOM in

Three village m.agers will
be etiests m the Houma Pnwct Rusin.... and Prolewional
omen at their meeting Jan.
Ai lin glon Park Towers.

on skinny.slecved dross peek-

studies,

sitions will he given by the Civil Service Commission on Feb.

.. ITUTIoned in Mass. with a

ftwa.pnnted Antron and ny-

ing out hen.th.

the

mole, la

Village Managers to speak

epe drew plaided to giant di-

maid history, modern history,
U.

artner-

interpreted in a wriety
of fabrics, from the gently fit wool knit coat worn over a

825-3435.

history, conservation.
government. Democracy. economics, mathematics. general,

Those interested
should
Mpgenl a copy of Cavil service
announcement
No.
414,
vailable at high school counseling offices. college place.
mem offices and many post of -

The dress and coat

We

ship is

Full informarron and an in.
tervicaw appoirement may he
obtained by calling the Maine
Adult Evening School office,
Subjects

Dolores Ilatich.Momans Editor

assessoseessesaanetrettairMitteMitstassessissmulaaxtotsatilleo 00000 -

hours.

Td. Arai Cede 31111341.161

guidance coon selor. officials mid Thomday.

and

for filingt

created by Patrick
Porterfor
Porter
forall occasions and all

MO Midtown PRA,

a

in a sumer job with wept the

and March 14 Web. 4 deadline

with a snappy collodion of

011is..r O. Anklm.

viously attended and an inwr-

program arm English, grwle,
- 12. business corresponteme.

Examinations for these po-

says the fashion house of Rona

pre-

The deadline for applicaions fomr persons immersed
federal agencies is Feb. 4,

Snap and zing are the thing
for spring, 1970. fashions. So

include obtaining a transcript
from

0 1,

5.

Anon, IA PeKKoners

ga, ,h,1 ,h, supoessim

0

penneS

spring fashions. Led of room forces us to empty cur
racks for the new goods .... our loss is yam gain
with drastic reductions n loll and winter merchan-

Cocktails

C.

With flower shows like
these blooming so soon. can
suing be far away?

"A separate herb garden

as

GIANT BURGERS

Zefoies

Critics

Fashion puts zing into Spring

etairYnia"n'h_la(e7"'Citelnlo

We are leaded with

Ad dames pooped emu*
to age ad a4(14

r

Design

Council which is planning
"please comc in" planting

the International Amphitheater March 7 through 15.

*acme. New Yoh
Philp WaMurn

and

OFF

STUDENTS FROM 3 YEARS OLD 70 ADVANCED
SPECIAL TIM TOT CLASSES AGES 3 TO 6
SPECIAL TUMBLING
TAP CLASSES FOR BOYS
lADHS BALLET CLASSES

DERROIN MAN SANDWICHES,

S.

ors order opproy, and allowing s.
',eel °deepen, and far HRH HRH

..0000.0"

up to

REGISTER NOW FOR 1970 CLASSES

HONEY -FRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP
FISH X' CHIPS

A.

Sobolik Jr. will superrisc the

Mrs. Eugene Tamil. of Des Plaines i. chairman for the Garden Club of Illinois Standard.

el die Stine or New Vork Onendequ
corm, ot Syracuse, Neu; Vorl.
Ne

conjunction with

FORMALS 8,

4,11

den show Mrs. Tamillo also

Flower Shaw to be presented in cadmic nen with The Chieago World Flower and Garden Show at.

:Vote Cocci, rcen Mute op

Bennett added that the idea
was mentioned by hc couple"
of youths and the idea just
grew from there. A committee

*

S ore Chess League.

,,

Also on her busy agenda is
the Feb 5 Des Plaines Garden
Club standard show to he held
al West Park field home, 651
Wolf Rd., from I to
p.m.
Tickets will be available at
Tickets

recipe

fora delightfully tempting gar-

.

volunteers

from the sales.

FULFILLING the

aousenrs pur,

Assr pn 3410 42

Waukegan Chem Club, and
c match will offlcially open

oft, wmeciewc she

P.M.

garden center

er shows. some dealing with
nationally affiliated Sower

den Club members, at 52 for
adults, children 12 and under
$1.25. Tickets are available at
rbedmr hut the price n $2.50.
The paten clubs will benefit

will be accepted from all ap

°resident of the Des Plaines

for district and state level Bow-

seLe

Heights and Des Plaines Gar-

for
high school
Pepper"
groups. Horticultural anise,

show judges. She has served as

as publicity

through the Garden Club of
Mount Prospect, Arlington

garde fern .d "A Dash of

den Show at the International
Amphitheater
Ihrnugh
March 15."
She also reminds all garden
club prmidents to he sure and
send in tilts of hostemes and

atm., as wel l

TO, Autry Edward nom

SANDALS

Arlington Hemhts.

CURRICULUM UNLIMITED
the family Place

he

PLAY

'r11

e

ii!GeOrge,

the annual publicity for the
unique symmahons held every

ule.

information." she added.
Tickets will be on rate

There will be "Sugar and
Spice" categorie for junior

ticle published in Garden
Glories,
January -February,
1970,
moo,
she
remarks,
"Two months
The

DOORBUSTERS!

WONDERFUL FUTURE!"
.

She has competently handlml

IN HER EXCELLENT ar-

will be a feature attraction
complete with labels for your

And became the knit look

-N

407z,ZMAIUNTiNMEMIll RB 1111.:.I1

Club and on the sum Ward.

Notice\,

me.. eft,'

This year, Mrs Eugene Tamil. of Des Plaines will chair
the show for the Garden Club
of Illinois. Mrs. 'Iumillsi has
served Ice inany ywirsdl
with the Dm Plaines Garden

judge herself.

won as passible and encourages all caNbiters to Tile en Ries with Mrs. Emil C Walker
'and call 824-1383 fora sched-

continues as a dominant fash-

L4461S6.1-g-cl-r.W.L.Bialsrbak

cc", W.6. war

scheduled."

much

'

The Arlington Height,
Chas Clan will host the first
Shure match of the North

t

Legal

One of the first harbingers
of spring is the announmment
that the Chicago World Plower Show is schedultal In bloom

Garden Club and is a nationally affiliated Rower show

FANTASTIC CLEARANCE JAN. 8,9; 8 10th!

sets first match

d

Maine adult evening
class enrollment set

C. 20415.

-.Chess club

a ban.

wt. milk.
Available dewensi umiccit

Prospect. Wheel -

O Elk Grove. Hersey and

katchewan. You can take it out
next April and May. along

ci

opoltrin spaglictr,
in

tel hunting btg birds in Sas-

Brunswick.

Aguirre.

was accused of sm elt. two

hue. isWiter

good

Glowacki.
Alberto

lose Heise, 29. of Prairie View

Va

a

film for those who like Melded

pleading guilty yaterday before Magistrate Francis W.

of
A happy Merdyn Riedel of Proem. e,hts win the Mods Grayslake was charged with
Junior Mips mint00 3kiturchis
Playhoose in Niles. the then of costume jewelry
51se
the almghter or oar.
Ray ...del, 16 N. Wild. worth $7.84 on Nov. 28. Char -

at

and the contrast

of winter sports in Ontario.

=Wary Stampede and the annual Glengarry Highland
Games, plus the more serene
commentary of )wt and

Wheeling were placed on
twmonth supervision
after

"'Beninet dt'on17...the village
board that final detailed accounting of the dancer to
uances would be presented to
administration
the
village
within the nest two weeks.

By Dolores Haugh

Neremimu RI. IWO

the hunter any
the photographer.

norm 790 W. Dundee Rd..

In. J,at

isn't

pasttimes in Manitoba's
Wldushcll Forest Reserve.
DURING
FEBRUARY
and March you'll enjoy the excitement of
of big gene hunting

the

publicity
"We wanted something that
could go to during
the la
the holidays, when except for
basketball tournaments. there

JOHN A. GRAHAM
From cornfields to shopping centers!

joyable flint

Two persons who were lirtested on shoplifting charges

and
0.7 To what the sire of the crowd
might have Men with nor

ham explained.

-Goose Hunt'

ConjeCtered

grapevine.-

'missedin Illinois," Ora -

n the

and

high schools. and via the 'Men nvo

that employ large numof people and render

the film 'With Camera and
Gun in Newfoundland." en-

for shoplifting

was through posters in arca

many important federal agen-

need to be done that up to now

other groups. If you're intermted M any of them you can
obtain a schedule of the films

vents. dam for Inc dame

Texas and New York have

more time from the members
of the General Assembly.
There arc many things which

Prospect Pol. Dept

number 01 young people and
adults contributed to the suc-

the event would M repeated
next year. adding that as far as
he knew it war tilt ficSI such

that will he at the Mount Prospect library in groups of three
for two months at a time until
next fall.
These films am particularly
good for showing to clubs and

tact

the

attended

'Illinois has lost nu op -

many new 16mm color films

16 be t.

persons

Can Spring be far away?

Summing up Bennett said

TM. co operation and support of the Village Board ths
Randhurst Corp the Mount

He 5aid Mat he judged from
comments by participants that

available to the

are

where the state laws were
made. The first
he ran he
was not even aware that mem-

Travel and wildlife scenes of
Canada are at their best on the

MacArthur. Amt Oulliten, John
31Mr and Betsy Ross a.or
high schools in I)istrim 23,

Bennett told The Day that

I

Ism in the General Assembly

By Laurie Rami

School.,Menus

the dance would be repayed.

ample, in which
ant determined to work for is the demi-

lage board.

(Photo by IpRay Nlesemi

he
also a financial success,
assured the trustee, that all o
the 51.500 loaned the commis-

ex-

Libraryoffers outdoor
rims from Canada

o

Randhurst (cm, success was
but
not only a social

tion for the village, the village
attorney would explain that it
was a good idea but that state
law would not permit such an

GRAHAM DECIDED Mat
hc could do more for his vil-

linois University.

ths

day non danss held

sion by the village to finance

"ONE THING, for

lined up for both the scholarship and the job at ScamhernIl-

Commission told the 5.1lake
Board last night Mat ths hob

eration.

be proposed some course of ac -

A few dam after he med.
sled from high school. Gmhem look off for the western
groin fields to find a job In
August his principal gut him

a member

Robert Bennett

M the Mount Pros.. Youth

have been given little consid-

run for the senate. Often when

degree.

UNFORTUNATELY THE
Graham family was unable

The day's prospect

Holiday teen dance

THE DAY

groomsmen were John Mol.
lenkamp and Herm LeFevre,
J. C. Griffin and Jack ',adios.

Southern

ny sealed the guests.

ecivcd

FOLLOWING a reception
at the Gold Room of the Hotel
Kankakee, the couple left fora

Min. Emil Fick of Mount

organization with clewws in

Prospect, director of District

statute will hold a class at St.
Meryl School, Center and

personal development for

II of the Garden Club of Il-

people in all walks of life inter ested in self-improvement,
Anyone interested may con tact Fay Ruder, 298-4005, for

linois, mnounces the annual

Gabriel

Prairie SO., Des Plaines, with a

free demonstration on Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7:30 p.m.

The instil°te is a non-profit

40

further information.

Illinois University,
majoring in home economics

wino... The

groom

rcassociate degree

an
in aviation toehnolmy from
Southern and as senior mejor.

Pre -nuptial

showers

were

given by Mrs. Peter Karlis,
Mrs. Edythe Schroeder. Mn.
Clarence Hanen, Mrs. Al Mill en and Mrs. Louis Row Jr.

The couple will make their

Mg in industrial technology

home ALE Gates Lane in Car -

them.

bondale,

District II of Garden club meets

Richard In-

The

r. toil Mrs. Mkhael R. Adams

hooey... at Pheasant Run.
Thc bride is a major ae

district meeting will he held on

Feb. 16 at the Marriott Motor
Hotel, 8535 W. Higgins Rd.
The Park Ridge and Nor -

wood Park Garden Clubs will
serve as hostesses.

Av., Chicago 60046,
Registration will begin al W

with business session,
luncheon, a special present.
Iren entitled "Flower Shows
Can Be Fun" and oral judging
of flower arrangements con a.m.

This meeting is for members
only and reservations must be

in by Feb. 9. Mail c)

in
amount of SE. to Mrs. Georg

Anderson, 7040 N. Minn

eluding at 3 p.m.

Day light
Each January we are

Crossroads
ITS ALSO true that an

Sy Joseph Stuheurauch
re

minded by comptiers of alma

no,, calendars or gossip that
Janus, after whom the month
was named, faced two ways.
Usually it's not stressed that
tno her important function of
his deity was that he presided
over crossroads under the title

in nme turbulent history has
there been such instant communication. This is of course
part of the reason why we feel
dialed by . abundance of en happy forebodings or dis-

in two directions could also

through to him about the other
upheavals in the world.

Its

for granted by

taken

year of decision. That has of
course ben said of every yea
since the Sumerians baked a
clay cuneiform calendar.

all ferful specters
But the crossroads that di
vales 1970 from the past year
and leads to other de.nations
can be more than a point in

confused tangle
We are all aware that never

asers.

nlost of us that 1970 is to be a

PoPuletion explosions are not

nually
Milne Nat no fete
eranon faced such a mess or

of "Janus Quadrifrons."
- The intensely practical Romans were at their best when
taking no chances, whether in
domestic, foreign, military or
economic matters.' And of
course, a deity who could look
watch and ward at the two other compass points.

time.

It can profitably be used as

attitude.

dio, TV or other media got
THREE NEW publiatiOm
just issued by the U. S. Labor
Department's Manpower Administration are "Do You
Want a Joh?" "Is There

Youth Power In Your Labor

beds, nor that starving peo-

Fara?" and 'lab Guide for

notions.

Young Workers," the first two

polluted air and water and

available for 10 mob each

disease.ridden

costs SI 50 but IKIS 150 [lit
ferent occupations describes
them, offers a rich store of

there are points of quarrel with

Endings by the Labor Moen aunt claim one out of even'
five workers across the nation
at the most recent worker census in October, 1968. was 16 to

claims in clerical, adminis-

wisely? There's going to be an
investor education program.

publican women of the north suburbs. See. smith will
speak briefly at a reception al

trative

free of charge.
Glove Forgan, Wm, R.
Stoats, Inc., is providing the

stop raffling off Cadillacs, and raffle off the school!"

was with the Inc Follies show.
He performed for 10 years and
hus been adinstruetor for MiKirby Ice Skating
chael

field and was in Vermillion.

Schools. He still keeps in shape

tedly

S.D., attending school.

with weekly workouts.

for

in.
calling

the

by

without charge. TN. are en-

euhvenation ner.:35rentso week. bomedniterre.

Letters To The Editor
of his comments are as follows.

1 we by the Monday. Dec.
29.1969. issue of The North.
at Day
the Edward A.
Warman disspproves of Congressman

Philip M. Crane's

vote against the extension of

the Office of Economic Opem con.
portunity Fraud.
corned Mat Mr. Warman asI

pire lo CM1.0,1112.111 Crane's
seat in the Congres. and yet is

admittedly so poody informed

on dm greatest vote buy attempt in the history of this re.
public.
Mr. Warman, the record is
open to the public . never has
the

federal

bureaueacy at-

tempted to sell such planned
waste to the oppresed taxpayers. That h plunder the

working class -no extend the
dole to the
Congressman H. R. Gross
entered into the Congressional
Record a summary affidavit of

one of his constituents who
had been involved in this Office of Economic Op.rtunity
plunder of the taxpayer. Seale

The- official of the federal

the outspoken foe of the free
enterprise system. Suggested
reading included hooks by

proved. We Americans arc going to haw to change our way
of thinkIng a great deal to accept the idea of men Inver
working in their entire lifetimes. but living from the
cradle to grave on federal welCongressman Gross's

diluent

trashcontin'Tieing

t

in

nt of the

the top 10 per

staff, I was selected to

attend a National Defense Act
Institute which was set up as

part or the War on Poverty.
Each teacher received $450 M
nomtaxable dollars for the six
weeks. The purpose of the Institute was
teachers of

disadmmaged youth and to
give them an inside view on the

War on of

"

''One of the three books listed re. required reading for the

gation.

THERE'S A new employment agency in Mount ProsMurphy Employment
Service opened its doors just

Lusi.

each

Realty had been located.
This office is the 11111 Mar.
poly Employment Service to be
opened. The organization spe-

of the
meeting
Northwest Suburban Welfare
Council at the Northwest
YMCA. Visitors are welcome.

Howard Fast, long associated

TOMORROW

the
nist' whose husband
long-time organizer for the
Communist
conspiracy
in
rs

De

PI

ar. Nam tend the
record before you try to mislead the voters in the 13th
Conuesional District.
As the vote, become more
informed, Mr. Warman, I believe you will find the days of
buying votes with the taxpayers' money are about to
come to an end. Leglislative
Wunder of the taxpayers is legal, but it is still plunder.
Phil R. Dovid

totuPn

pains hoth with In

regreat
on

ni.,

campuses such as the

Lynn: "Where should girls

wear maxi...Mr
Carob "1 don't know."
Lynn: "To Maxi -co:'

any four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. End the woid

Pont employes. and came up
with some definite findinm.finin--

cluding
the way youth
about
about the chances for

the

view of the new society

in

many famts

"Ralph
Answer on rk,mie Page

tat G 'Id

Diwpg replaces S.P. Martin. who retired al the end of

Every nine second. sOMeone is born: every 16 amends
tomeorte dies. An immigrant
astly. every 73 seconds and
someone leaves the country
every 23 minute. The nct reseconds the
clock adds one more person to
151/2

our total population.

But more than

the

mere

number of people is needed, an

m, ms American citizens, participating in the census every
10 years is one of our most important duties. Taking 15 to 30
minutes to answer a few noes-

lions about the way wc live
now will have great effect an
ew lives in the years ahead.

01.10 FOUNDING falters
felt we needed an accurate
population count to decide
representation in Congress for

some already doing pan -limo
work, others now in the work
force. you will not he required
to do any arithmetic to agree

they may have points of dis-

Tomorrow
Is Today

sent. hat basically by a big ma-

jority are productive.

We art speak for rho cont.
plea situatiom in many innercity areas involving the SDInou
and our own adults in Our area.

WE FEEL that with limited
impulations in our village. we
can get chaser 10 Ottr own
youth vs. age problenns and
with a sound basis of undcr.

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

standing Wilt on the worker
and employer foundation. in

I

have henna widow for three years. Since my husbend

P assed away I have been end., wised UP. 1 bought on Veamat in a condominium. consisting of mostly older couples. The
people in this building are lovely us me, but without a compani.
on 1 am never invited to any of their festivities. Even though
have a lovely home and go out with girls from the office occatsionally, I still feel very lonesome. Can you see a better future

time reduce most of these is.
sues to youth -and -age aspects.

There's nothing in recorded

history that an army on the
march had to be all young or
all "over 30" in order to
march in step. harmoniously,
towards a suitable goal for
both. through any crossroads
of the future.

forme,
Curious. Wheeling

DearCortoosi

I dell Uns condinue will continue for wale yet, MS I do see
things changing for you within the next ale months and I me more
male companionship tor sou by then.

sequently was promotel lo administrative
assistant -flight
IIIDIDUCF of per.

Dear Mr. Del.00ise,
Do you feel that the cause for my wife's radar alanang symptoms will be found? Is it a serious threat to her health and will a
workable treatment a. ant be effected?
Secondly, I've recently changed employment to a position and
company that I believe offers an excellent future. I've been told
by my superiors that a promotion that will entail a Move to another gate is in the offing. They have further projected another
promotion and another move a year after the first onc. Do you
feel these projections to be correct?
CS.. Mount Prospect

sonnet rinerch and assistant

Dear U.S.:

where he was employed

job analyst. He sub.

1 do feel these projections will materialise. As far as your
wife's

finance and properly.
In 1903 Dimpfl was named
assistant secretary of United.

senior executive in the air
transport industry. with a ca-

was elected secretary of UAL.

reer dating heck 10 1977.

Inc

Dimpll's :association with
United began in 1047 in Chi-

wholly -owned subsidiary

health. I'm noable to amwer questions concern..

health, but I do fed sheds on the right path to Wing her problem
corrected

At the beginnt. of 1.1 yer he

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I have gone into the real mate business. I am now in sales

holding company of
which United Air Lines is a
a

about six weeks. Business is on the doe side. Do you think I
should stay in real estate sales? I like the bona= and trying to
help people find the right home is a wonderful challenge.

LB., Arlington Heights
Dear LP.,
Definitely stay In red edam 1 mallet things will be loosening
up early in 1970,

BAREibdrcip

,

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am a high lehnol girl and I would like to know three things:
will I ever Ism any dose friends? Will my mother get a car very

PAM

soon? Will 1 ever meet a certain boy?

D.T.. Elk Grove Village
Dear D.T.:
I see your mom gentles nuclear before summer begins. I feel
things are changing and your dose friends are an the way. And I
do see you meeting Owl certain boy.

Friday and Saturday
JANUARY 9-10, 16-17, 21.29
curtain time 8:30 rent.

$2.50
Is

tion of their work and how
for freeways, access ramps and

hat been with us for a long

Although it is essential to

time, the census never counted
CMS 1.1111i1
1960, The auto

have a count of every man,

count will also figure in future

woman and child in the U.S.,
along with age, race, sex and
marital status, only a per-

pollution.

complex.

programs for cotrolling air

THE NUMBER OF chil-

tentage sampling is needed for

dren a woman hn had is extremely important in order to
determine our rate of popu-

otikr questions. This year 5
er cent of all Americans will
answer 67 questions; 15 per
cent will reply to 58 questions.
the remaining SO per cent will
only have 23 questions to an-

lation growth.
The value of our homes, the
number of appliances, autos,
bathrooms, and the extent of
education and income all conALTHOUGH we are asked tribute to an indication of the
to list our 190 income from economic welfare of the popuall sources, such information lation. When these factors are
is not available to the Internal coupled with age and race,
Revenue Service. No govern- they determine the extent of
ment agency may examine in welfare, housing and educadividual census records for tional programs.

About 20 million Ameri-

A good example of the con-

cans have no proof of their age

fidentiality of the census occurred during World War IL
In early 1941 the government
wanted the name of all Japa-

or birthplace. Such proof from
past census studies en be ob-

nese -American, in the cou
try. Although the 1940 census
listed all persons of Japanese
descent, the Census Bureau re-

security.

taMed from the Census Bureau

for help in getting join, social

insert to give up the narrow,

ay groups, as our own youth

as

The 1970 census will ask a
sampling of people the loca-

is still Me
primary filiation of the mo-

any purpose whatsoever.

to the executive vice president -

D ecember as one of the most

15 good, 19 excellent

M rural area. where there
are no street addresses, quo,

Rolling Meadows man
new air lines secretary

Make as

using all seven of these letters.

and mailed back.

If you look ahour you and
take a personal moms of the
youngsters attending school,

sity of Michigan. young Du-

row on Duxbury. Plum Grove
Village, Rolling Meadows. has
Men eletel secretary of
United Air Lincs. accortling
G.E. Keck. president

MOTGSIE

hold, filled out by occupants

this can stem them"odus openmar

Richard A. Dimpfl, 4 Bar.

Hideaword

time
since the population count began in 1790, census forms will
be mailed to each urban house-

pitmen's

Kennaky. and two nyHerbert
Aptheket, a member of the na-

tional committee of the CO.
monists' conspiracy and its
chief theoretician."
Mr. Warman. the record of
waste,
stn, fraud vote buying and

Th

'

is

the
searchers still went

jects racism and its outspoken

Hwy. lhat's where C Francck

luncheon

a stalwart bulwark of
what youth calb the "estab-

church to survive. how it re-

two days ago at 8 E Northwest

will speak on "Myth of Psy'
chotherapy" tomorrow at the

with leftist activity, Ann Braden, 'an identified Commu-

nest employment service to the
residents of the northwest soh -

pect.

DR DONALD J. Tyrell

ica' by Michel Honing°.

It was

crushing news to the congre-

Sounds dke it'll orvery

couthe was 'The Other Amer-

urged

program

thusiastic dedication.

worthwhile lecture seties!

the teacher. to come up with
more creative ideas to spend
all the War on Poverty money
almost anything would he ap-

anti -poverty

vdm
mm their hearts with his en-

enges.

Asks candidate to read record
Editor:

lo. last summer and had

Imo

lishment"
Robinson said, "We- have
looked for over a year to find
the right location with regard
to transportation and conymience
now feel that we
M1
a location to offer the fi-

tomcod together. Ample time
TIM allowed for questions at
Aseta the many subjects to
be covered are mutual kods.
industry trends. inflation, government regulation and supervi.ion, trading speculation and
understanding the market av-

Veroniond prkw, racmi, e ore,

Kurtz had preached at St.
Mark and visited with parish -

WORST JOKE of the Day,
FROM Lynn Path. 111 S. Hi-

couraging husbands and wives

IftIntown U.S. well nee. SITAI sonarriaallrforis narrow

O N E OF THE mow

farmer ice sham, star who

THE ST. MARK Lotheron

You might he interested in
knowing that Robinson is

FOR THE FIRST

impact son reaches acrom the
nation. is actually first the
single matter of attitude. From

older. adult selves.

In charge of t. Murphy office is Thomas J. Robinson.

to New
their missionary
Guinea, Pastor Wilmer Kurtz died. Kurtz, 42, as home on
mission
furlough from

velment course

Mena

just for them, but for our own

for

&nod last week to learn that

Donald S. Kendrior at Fl
Wednesday, January 7,1970 6-1234. Tickets to confirm
ill be sent by re.
regist t!
turn mail.
1 Pubh0 er
John E Stanton,Edit,
William J. Kiedaisch
Alnn, e g Ediro,
The investment firm has as
its motto "The best investor is
the hest informed." In keeping
Thr Om pohliMed add %Nadas ihniona encore da, Cohn: Mons nor.
with this, they are offering this
Ili S. Hun. 'daunt momsgt.111.61.5a
investor education program

Aril.. "Idaho. lie
217 Arlimelen
722 Tearer. nes Maine, 111.600In

communication system
placing applicants.

utive Mondays. Jan. 19 and
26 and Feb. 2. It'll be in the

REGISFER

Dram. Orrnem

sense to suggest dirsmion. not

thoughtful scrutinies of youth
in 1970 is omitted in the latest
iSbIle of Bum I.iving. a no.
charge publiottion available
Wit'
by writing to raw DuPont
mad.
Building.
Building,
19X.N. Admit-

the lower level of the shopping
center, 7,30 to 9 p.m.

.. Moduli Field Hi

it's simply t matter of hone

Church congregation waasad-

series

Town Hall meeting room on

Dan, the w rannol dream it, alhuysonlansts hrsoms
the papa's freedom and intellectual integrity."

salts positions.

on threrem,

mature

Vie Pro5pect Dap

the Mount Prospect Holiday
No at

entering the work form. daily.
monthly. and in fact packing
the columns of the marching
throng at that 1470 crissroads

'they have unique teletype

and

back April I.

dis-

appear

mass trai.portation systems.
Although the autoinobile

National Life
hwurance Co., Minneaspolis,
about 60 per cent of all Americans will be filling in their own
MMUS farms and mailing them

expanding Me value and the

than ever before. We know
they are rodeos. whether on

learned, more information became
essary as American
economicnec life became more

-

Northwestern

business world, ultimately the
community in general, then

of emu mom needednow

they get there. This will determine traffic flows and the need

According too study by the
Emily Economics Bureau of

energy of youth harnessed. not
suppressed. to benefit the local

is

The 1790 census asked only
five questions. However, as the
Family Economics BINCEILI

wit every

TO READ THE pulse of to.
day's youth and to study how
to have the spirit and idealistic

this manpower aspect.

delivered to every household
in America.

tory will be carried out.

=aim of men.

will se why bath lob -seeker
end employer shook! study

they

urch will survive if it

tility. even destrUclion in the

with non -students accounting for the lam cal number of workers under
25, about Inn million. You

each state. This

Taws Day 10, the: greatest
do-it-yourself project In his-

shows readiness to suffer hos-

24 years old,

enchanted and unhappy about
so many faces of life in Auror-

Tyler Smith Day" for the Re-

Randhunst.

chsing

Milhons of big blue and' lionnaires will be left by mail
white envelopes will go into caviare at awry delivery
ttle mails on March 21, to be point.

Three days later on April I

excesses.

vertiThe

so many
amiss dissent
areas it's difilialt to find some
gelid spot where they stand

Like to learn how to invest

at

them to help remedy such 'nu
ltsasautononconscience'
mfety, price-fixing, questionable value of some products,
planned obsolescence and ad-

in

Lil Floras

vesting Skill,"

younger workers are coning
to grasp that it's possible for

sch.I teacher.

a. And with so many more

"If the financial picture gets much worse, we'll have to

holds it business does really
and more and more

mem his counselor.and we

firm;

old and the new

ere,

mmpower program data and is

A close look at the young

het

the status quo and whoever.,

campus or at home; that they

Chance to learn

"How to Improve Your In-

We.

Guide

DC 20402 The lob

If you consider that haat

We are thinking here Pa-.
the Armada to land Spanish Ocularly of a new look or
troops in an invazion knew just youth, its place in our lame
that impending fateful possi- of things, with all Me probkms
bility, but no newspapers. ra- and the potentials involved.

ples,

for some,accommodation he

Page

1970 census questionnaire
will pay dividends for everyone

The current turmoil tall,

GOveMrrhent

['unruly Office Washtneton

starting point Par at ttPdead

The Englishman waiting for

THIS DOES not mean that
atomidestruction is not a possibility hanging over our

from the U S

of great value to a young job

Main Stree,

go:J.46k.

THE DAY
Wednesday January 7 1920

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My son is engaged ton very nice girl. They ere having some

Phone 296-1211

for hikes reservations

inheritances

and

passports. The information on
a person is relemed only to that
person, keeping the con.
fidential aspect of the census.

Arlington Heights
residents plan
`March on Palsy'
Mrs. Joseph Baden°. of 4
Many Arlington Heights fe.
mile residents will march Jan. E. White Oak St.. Mrs. With
11 with a corps of 45.000 vol- aim Kelly of 751 S. Burton Pl.,
unaers in the "53 -Minute. Mn. Jose. Moore of 112_9 S.
Haddow and Mn. Frank 4th
March on Cerebral
The money raised by these of 503 S. Evergran arc other
women wit he used to sunon captains.
United Cerebral Palsy's serArlington Heights march
vice programs. This ante o
ChildDevelopment Center. no. also include Mrs. Gordon
five summer tamps. four adult L. Sundec of 61)4 S. Donlon,
solidly groups and family Mrs. Nick Calabrese of 112
counseling. The money will
also he used to support rc- Monk of 020 W. Maple. Mrs.

D.

WARNING
DAY'S NEW FAMILY WANT AD RESULTS ARE

EXPLOSIVE

Alvin Bel., . of 506 S. High Mrs. Harold Freedman. of. land H..1=0 F. walthn of

search programs.

1503 Jane Ave.. ix chairman of IONS. Walnut. and Mrs. Puler
the Arlington Detghts group. Titre of 312 S. Patton Av.
Camaim are MIS. Jeremiah
Other captains arc Mrs.
H. Higgins of 40h N. Stratford Williani Hmner of 410 S. Rem

Rd.; Mrs. ',Grain Schuler of 1ST Dr.. Mn. George R. Bell of
320 N Stratford Rd.. Mn, 1515 St. Jame Pl.. Mn. R.hOtis Johnson of 831N. Forest.

Mn. Maurice local:I id I

1

S.

Donald, and Mrs..Dnil R.
'Thompson, of 109 S Phelps.

and Goedke of INN W. Miner.
Mrs. Joha N. Pedersen of col
W. Campbell. Mn, Ralph
. Binds of 1304 Cottonwood

Mn. Joseph Devito of 715 La. and Mrs. Henry E. 11Roosevelt, Mrs. Jame mlberger of 640 N. Salem.
Rothe. of 1114 N. Data Mrs.
Mrs. Hurry W. MeArdle of
John M. Donahue of 415 N.
N. Slem
01 Av.. Mr.. .lames
Belmont. Mn. Edna Snell of An,.endell
1142 N. Mitchell
Mrs Kenneth W. Thorn 315 N. Hickory. Mn. Waite
of 1009 W. Oakton, Mr,
Kiley of 101 N. Lincoln IA.
and Mrs. Nickolas Meyer of Richard Kadin of 1722 N
1248 E. Kensington Rd. are Patron. and Mon J. V. Koine
of 1619 W. Oakton will also
captain..
Other leaders in the march march.
Also participating are Mrs.
206rs. H. Redenbaugh of

ONLY $3e90 BUYS
3 LINES FOR 5 DAYS

S.

2046 Cherry Hill Dr., Mrs.

Richard A. Salty of 128 N.

Paul hlefford of 704 W. Braeside Dr.. Mrs. William A. Da.
1116 Pine CL. Mn.
'letski
712 E. Oliva
Ronald Rox

Chicago,

Mn. Gtorge

CALL OR USE THIS HANDY BLANK

255-7200 or 296-6640
The Day reaches the people of:
ARLINGTON HIS., MOUNT PROSPECT, DES PLAINES, ROLLING MEADOWS, PALATINE, BARRINGTON,
WHEELING, BUFFALO GROVE, PROSPECT HEIGHTS, ROSELLE, ITASCA, SCHAUMBURG,
MEDINAH, HOFFMAN ESTATES, BENSENVILLE, WOOD DALE, ELK GROVE

M.

Grulke of 1912 N. Verde Dr.

and Mn William Sherry of
704 W. Lsrammid Ava

"ME WILMA. PLANE DROPPED
SOME LOOM I DIVIDED Ir

The march will lest 53 me Mrs. Kenneth F. Kneel. of
951 N. Haddow. and Mn. Ms because every 53 minutes

James F. Lee of 611 G Fredcrick St.

IMOMA.MkPRIS
'MX MOO LULU SOD, US!

AMONG CAA

another child is born with the
disability.

problems right now. Do you see them ever getting married?
My oldest daughter has been going with this one boy fora year.
Do you see them engaged or married, or will she go with someone
else" My husband and arc having saw money problem. Do

(Noon to 8 am.)

GUILD PLAYHOUSE

620 Lee Street Des Nein.

1

you see os le.. things worked out soon? Wes have been plan n ine on taking trip but things always stop u. Will this ever

THE

happen?

INN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

-

L0LIINE

A.M.Z.. Des Plaines
Dear A.M.Zo
do feel au interrupdon to your sods relationship with Ns
Nth but eventually 1 fed Oise will firm out okay for drat. I see
your daughter getting married, but not for mother year. 1 don't
set your money problems working out soon, but within the neat
Moor three years the major part ri these problems will be solved,
rid I me you travding then.

ARu anw

SCrif-4:RVPip

Our minimum balance for No -Cost Checking.
Are you with the leader?
PRESENTS

Dear Mr. DeLouise,

My husband hn had an affar with anotha wretch. He says

that he hated hen all the time that they were seeing each other. He
ems that she was serving him coffee with dope in it. He says
loves me. Dom he care for the woman? Was he doped? And

\'
HEELING

PETE VAN DYKE
HAMMOND X-66,
ACCORDIAN AND PIANO

Arlington Hon , Ill

Phone 394-5100

part of the country?

MEMPREDIE
NEW waaea & ORIVE-IN.ANKINO NOM
oweley. Tuesday. %undo,

we

team em

Way

moan hao
smear

a,00 am.a 400o.t.

8,00 am. m IMO p.m.

Dear Midde:
No, he war!s doped he [rimiest a dope. I fed he actually bas
no feeling for this woman and he does love you. Lay off the
sagging. It's sill over. Give him a cheese to prove IL
Do you see a transfer for us in the future? If so, when and what

WHEELING ILL PHONE 537.0020

Complimentary DINNERS FOR 4.

Mickie, Hoffman Estates

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

MILWAUKEE AVENUE Ai DUNDEE ROAD

on our new, WHAT? ROOM.

Entertainment Tues Thru Sat. 8:00 PA.
902 E Northwest Hwy.

-

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK'

on the fabulous

ay Naming our New loom
Samoan. will !mews

doe he love me?

Mrs. aft,, Palatine

Dear Mrs. 13.11.:
lam WILDING KANKINO HOURS

need, renews. Ilmialov
:30 a.m. re aim win.

freer.

.

Closed an Werldeorni

1 feel the big move will come by 1973 but In the mmotime 1
WM fed there'll be a transfer. rat sumo the SoothWet een.

JOSEPH DE 0LIISE, nationally known psychic. mill answer the question4.of Day readers in this column. Letters should

Sr signed, but names willdse omitted if the writer repeats It.
Write to DeLonise in rare of Day Publica0ow. 722 Center SE.
Des Plaines 60016.

Young Hobby Club
TOP PRIZES ARE PRINTINGWORK, WORK, WORK
Dear Lee Janson,

Do you think it's fair that when a girl peas a day off front
school, she has to goo. .0101 don't. I away have to work on
Sa10

and Sunday, too.

PRESS KITS!
BY
Ulck

How much money

from all the citics where
Bill

this column is published.
The local qualifying tutees are

If you can figure oat the total

fun to win ton. Each consists of
a set of two high -bounce rubber
balls about
inch in
These are real high-hooneers
just drop them and be amazed at
their rebound! len pairs will be
awaded. moo for each of the 10

Ens

saved?

pretty popular in school.I like to go to the big .hopping
center and shop with my friends I lotow my mom id dad work

value correctly,, there's a chance
you may become the winner of a

hard too, but move to shop.

Flash Printing Plant ...Min

Another thg, my mom never truss me in the house with
other friends. Is this all fair?

Slavery Isn't Fair
Every girl needs some time M enjoy the things she would like

lo do. Pm sure yaw parents todemend this and will give you
some lime off. In answer to you last question: If you are hiking
about boys, yam pother Is very wise.

FRAGRANCE
Dear Lee,
People at school can FM flat foot fragrance. I use foot deodorant but it doesn't work. That name at school is just so ugly that
the teachers at school call me double F. What can I do?
Smelly Feet

To be coned, they should all you triple F. Incidentally,
Mare funny letter. Have you seen a doctor?

Send your questions to Lee Janson, Oa Day Publications,
117 S. Main Si., Mount Prospect. IA 60056. Om with a per
tonal reely send a sr(Faddressed envelope.

bcjudged as one of the five neat.
est and most original correct en -

everything you would need to
become the publisher of your
own junior newspaper and print r of family menus, bulletins and
other things. The prize includes

an all -metal press, a supply of
rubber type, illustrations, paper
and ink and a booklet of lips and
instrtations.
Five these junior printing out-

fits manufactured for boys and

girls by the Superior Marking
Equipment Co will be awarded
as the national grand prizes in
today's contest. For you to win
one, your contest entry would
have to win, first of all, a local
qualifying Mize 110 to be
awarded in this area) and then

neatest and most original C011et
contest entries from young reeds rs in The Day area.

To !ern how much Bill has
saved, multiply where necessary
and then add the totals. Print the

exact money total in the space
provided. Clip out the picture.
Paste it on a sheet of pap.
Print your name, age, address
and Zip Code number beneath
it. Use paints, crayons or cutouts to decorate your entry in

Contest at The Day and mad it
before midnight of day day aft r
tomorrow.
Names of the winners will be
published here, and their awards
will be mailed to them at their
homes. Judges' decisions will be

final. All entries become Cappy
ifiek's PronenY; none will be re-

any neat original way.
Finally address it to Cappy

turned.

Dick's Midweek Printing Press

emperor and president checkers!

TOMORROW: How to play

naRkint *waft

134AM Ira Found

%deo(ley, tannery 7, 1970

Itegi

Lo.t Iroir

g

Cm PI

Elk WIte/brown apse

Milord Rd

ono

Subtus SekviceDimotottg

STAFF

Reword

lorOodler glossas norm Mn

tler!'R:orcl''=.71?1/
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

510500'- 512500

Exporlonc.d
IstoblIrted route Rood tom
pod rtory Promo and

M10..1 pl. plus Imes ben

NO

he
Mr lop
management. I to 3 years ex.
perlence
.11fles. Coll Ron
Holds now ot 304.1000
HALLMARK, 800 E. Nonhwest
Mnportunity

CLEANERS

1!Inh'ol
TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

altFor Fast Results

255-7200 OR 296-6640

DAY WANT ADS

Northwest Eury, The Arlington Day
The Prospecl Day, and The Des Moines Day
and reach 60,000 Households!

'EGULARLY!

an equal oppoounIN.HPicamr

to S9013

Management

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

La Salle Personnel
up/ L..
one/ores

NO FEE
EXPERIENCED

CALL 3061.66.

Plastering

Masonry

do bac,

Pomo. TIAPiTN.P.
439 0106

REVERS MASONRY

537-1244

Draperies

WIGS, ALE TYPES

10E ORIMAN

An Service

824-75to

GLEANED. SMUG SET

ART

RI moon

on

ust

w

ne

GERALD TINE'S

SERVICE

oreperte=,=. come

of

if

answer

no

lona disk..?

local or

letterhead Desiens

CLISTOM DRAPERIES
Carpel.
Uptscissery.

Corlooning

--tttarrtm`ttr

Radio -TV Repair

11.2'7!0983

winter

TV SERVICE 6 REPAM

Musical Instructions

Contact Dicks/de1;rd

Apply in person or call

6:30-8:30 a.m.

NOSCO, INCORPORATED

3-11 P.M.

p.ecton.

Install/non

2562440
WINDOW WELL COVER CO

HARPER COLLEGE
te,

School Bus, Inc.

(EXPERIENCED)

dwelt 6.Nes

Sewing Machine Repair

Pointing
AMES and 3,10r

8246911 for oupoinsman.

BOB & DOUG

Bo4-5484

dly 6

SKIRTS 5. DRESSES HEMMEN

694 70.7

oA

13

CamentneRemodelmg,
Contractors

Sheet Metal

peon. WO re resemble Arr

OW Mr fee

Ins* mei may ss Steam

soin M ilseremalbet Nowt

week.
realnast

292-315R or 356-8705

Lauritz

ere e

effect No
soo small.,Res of remodel
mg S. carper's,
WOLT/PAN
CONSTRUCTION
.6E0406

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS'

Detwed

General Contenders
remodeling 6 oddinoos

FIREPLAcu WOO,
WILL MOVER AND STACL

50% OFF

Rec. Rooms

.ILL 5 HOME REPAIRS

..""'

:26.2996

Call MN/6PM 372 08,27

QUALITY DECORATING

0011. Birch...sad Wen G
Center. On /Nlwaukee Ave. b
torten fuely1 6 Luke A..6 Glen.

sems

141.4 39.2 0.03

""'

Floor Refinishing

COUNSELOR

WPM VVAY PAINTING

71;',"71:17

free hfinotes
CL63991

THAD, NOME IMPROVEMENTS

Sowinski

110

Mrs.

e.s.

Sump PUMP

pens. o,
CL 3.11/0

455-0200

Inieriar L feeder Pasmng

CUSIC.CARRITING

HOSPITAL

Tile

.671.000.

'7R's="IFS

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Cons/M.o. worlonansho

PATO, PANTRY

en. esper.ce.292.0005 ah.6 pa

Cement & Blacktop

2,20 Points Most Room.

-raTIE'S"AZThnICM7KAIZ
HOURS

WE

827.8265

SRO

AA

PrOSP

DODGE CLEANERS

296-2100

Deplent'll=

nuns W am a good grow..

on en.. oePar
es

Neapi

irmen

Service Station
Aeon dents

437.2864

358-9038

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

PAPIER OR FIX4T.MAN
REASONABLE - REFERENCES

FULLY INSURED - CALL 662.197

FLOOR AND WALL WASHING
BY INSURED WORKMEN
CALL 825 3740
W

PAINT.

I

II

529 0631 after 5

Roure41.2.0..ster

pest

171,015 DersoNery# 83

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

LICENSED BMUS,/ OPEMT011.

.00 CL3 2236

or

CL3 318.1

Draperies.

Furniture L Carpet-

ing. MPenumNemen.
Mc !SLAP F'PrI7N.TERIZZI327.0.4.41

HOP
RECONDITIONED
VER EUREKA -LUX AND
AND OTHERS
Sr,., AND UP. ABBEY SALES I.
SERVICE. 339-1610

7411M6.4420 PM

in

our physical Arrow
ond H.E,61teactive ben..

HOTEL

HOUSEMAN
Sight dem,. chores,

Co.
PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBLIC CONTACT

TOOL AND DIE MAKER
Experienced in all phases of tool building and
maintenance. Minimum of 50 hours per week.

Vashease,
s

MARKING

Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month

TELETYPE CORPORATION

OVER 20 JOBS AVAILABLE

Skokie,

.....

I

4

lo

EMPLOYMENT

MAINTENANCE HELPERS
ASS T. RECEIVING CLERKS
STORESKEEPERS
LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

MATERIAL HANDLERS

MACHINISTS
CUSTOM MACHINE SETTINGS
ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

MACHINE OPERATORS 6 ASSEMBLERS

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER

Young amo for vacs.,

of

interesting FaCtory

SCREENER
Experienced person for screening Deportment.
Salary based on eXpenence

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR
Excellent working conditions. Solory based on en
CALL OR APPLY

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

VERNA MORGAN

455-8350

lose Mention Dr

TOWERS HOTEL
Lt

lalk

blks

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC

south of Oakton and

on... Prospect Rd
PerePlois,

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data Inc
-

2706 No. Edgington
Franklin Park

16 W. Northwes/ Hw'y.
Mount Prospect
255-9614

"FORD"

LOOK

5555 West Touh7
676-1000
n. Wed Fri
6.1

mo're=Irst
Amy Personnel

WEBER

Apply sl (Moon ot

.74000 eel 106

0,

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

562-1900, eat 303

Mos Paige

,e Profit Shoring

100°0 Free Positions

in Arlingran Hes./
S D,mon
OHO
.18 Dempster 966 0100

DES PLAINES
O'Hare Lake Bldg
2400 E. Devon
207-7162

CLERK TYPIST
61102M
W. SCOPE PERSONNa
228 5611

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

le Group Hospitalisation

e

e Regular Wage Reviews

SI' 7 Paid Holidays

PK 2 Week paid Vocation

kr Completely Air -Conditioned

GO Complete Cofeterio

Gat Close in Porking

437409D

In AM Piospen

keg

EXEC MO
so

MS0

M public context
BOOKKEEPER

All

Group Mujor Medical

CALL OR COME IN

bus, MP

C. NAN.

le Free Life

perience.

Apple in person

Euclid owl Hwy. 53
ArlingMn Heights

Des Ps 267351,

Hound dusies

Airline
Reservations
5504 Month

SMO

wish A./

FRE CLERK

usi

GIRL FIRDAY

Ssso,

,ght orn .

Pl. 297 3535
Eon

s.Mng Goods
To Rent Furnished

IVY
S

P

diately.

Overt* Pollable

ARLINGTON PARK

Piano Tuning Services
Used Piano Wonted
Ned Williams
3926817

PRINTED CIRCUITS
P.C. DIVISION of Expo ndi ng Electronics company hos rho following positions available Mune-

wo

si

Mos Pasge
o

d 6 ba.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
',EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR

ASSEMBLERS

To Rens ARadmente.

Permanentyrerres

he New

AIRLINE TRAINEES

FACTORY

-

Phone... oPPoinmund

Kroger

APPLY NOW

EXPERIENCED

MACHINE
OPERATORS

TRAINEE-DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

gm.

439-1334

Er

PIP. PIS.

JOHN RUBINO

Talk to Teletype about these jobs tbdoy

r117

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE

upholitem Coll CL 34866 Pros.

Comp 'Ma/6.1d Rd.

rn

1675 Glen Ellyn Road
858-2600

264-2400

MoonsProweciSiondord

t ps Arpl

h

finest ...Gnome free alum.
omen. 392.9648

CUSTOM DECORATING

Glendale Heights

Coll CM1dogo 011de

Full or Port Time

C

Home Maintenance

Chicago Blower Corp.

A GROOVY PLACE70 WORN

To Work For You

During School 8 Supplies

our I.E.

255,14

AMY

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - $525 Mo.

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

EXPERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS. EARN UP TO $5.00 AN HOUR

selhos

P,00o mama

Fully ,nscred.

NITES

co workers Good so/

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE °PERS.
For Brawn Er Sharpe Single Spindles
EARN UP TO $4.40 AN HOUR

tunny for responsen amigo,. and broaden, al

.'awry lMrzbnii,e

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

pcs.i'ntr:111rVoro:Vs7:1:red

Put Day Want Ads

987

'"

II you hove sit least 6 runs ool good 1:=1.1npg.Geor,n,,o,

JUST JEANS
Retail SM. in Ad. His.,

Upholstery

OPERATORS

/West of Woukegm, Cl 1
VIII lake Cook Road
Derstield, Illinois
or coll 945-3740
,

full Time, For

CI 5.8477

Moll Decor/AI.

KANZLER BROTHERS'

P

DISH MACHINE

g!"

VS toghnn..

TIME
STUDY

5 Wong man for

RECEPTION

General Office

AND EARN

MECHANICS

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW

SCHAUMBURG, ILL.
ye

N721

KROGER

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

MR AN

P

268

PAID VACATIONS

APPOiNIMENT
894.4000

AT:L:TOpsoZa7v

PARKNO

hill Time Days or Nights

WE NEED MEN .

ENGINEERS

TIME FOR

YOUNG
MANAGER

5/17 ProSpesr. 511W. N W. Eh,

TRUCK

AND.2
G MEN
CL 5 6236

Cement Work

267

t=trtit

PRODUCTS CORP.

Tile and Gore, Co.

C

JOIN THE
REVOLUTION

a

MIN. RIEDEL

1301 E. TOWER ROAD

includbig Free

Part time

BUS MEN

892-1696

EL EMIL°

Prole Nw,,,

DRIVER
II

Gradual. nudism does interior

24

137 10R3

FREE ESTIMATES

Reasonable pikes
437.9114
Free estimates

255-1900

PANCAKE HOUSE

COUNTER C
MOTOR CO.

La Salle Personnel
eeHO

TOP WAGES

I53 Third Street

ROLAND F. JOHNSON

Catering

SOUP

YR-2T/0

Press Room

-

SIMONSEN METAL

PAINTING. DECORATING

CALL

To 3:70. to Dart
NO FEE

P55d7

RECEPTIONIST
$12
5 WEEK
WK

BRUNING

CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO.

RESTAURANT

ST. ALEXIUS

PPEASE GALL

Needs Complete Sluff

OpReovnalefersivncomml

Top ANA firm. AR year Nader
'''sk'Pl117VPPE7SON'NEL DEPT

EwyIGE

_54,812

.

h

DRIVER

anted

COX:XY'XIFFITS

Full Time Days or Nights

736-8008

A CHANGE?

women.
/Hied Women.

Ming.
RICK'S DECORATING

RUGS I. CARPETS cleoned FGors

35R 4650

HvAr

296600

or

WALLPAPERING

keener 6
paneling

NW

S

Zssrs
Nso,,

PEE

Your Future is secure with ....

vp,sp..

21 -Employment Agencies- Women

WE OFFER

Whooling, Illau
1 block south of Palatine a Woll

rasa 05010

ment

392-5151

120 does of ernMoy

KEYPUNCH

Sterling rate is determined on /he basis of past
experience. Paid insurance . paid holidays - paid
vocations profit sltonng - other benefits.

694Mtee,/

PRODUCTS

ra...
IF MUNE
USE ne n.
WM' NOT4

Employment Service

CROWN PERSONNEL

Storm Windows

I

GOLDEN BEAR

SUPERVISOR
Receiving Depart-

5555 Wesl Touhy Ave
Skokie,!la
t e. is

inc ......

SHIPPING and RECEIVING

AURORA STEEL

MECHANICAL APTITUDE?

r

Snow Plowing
'der

ionina Salary SS 50 nes M

TRUCK

FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
FREE HEALTH INSURANCE FOR YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY.
FREE UNIFORMS:

/4 M,/ee Okpmirnr

TENOR INTERIOR

wos.m.

wall

LUNAR
OIL CO.

35646172

trlIsM7s,
h.

CAR NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

TELETYPE CORP.

The new GOLDIN BEAR WINCAAE NOUSE aLSIAURANI

np sompl

FT

ee

439-96SO

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Devoe NDIrt 359 1916

Carpet Cleaning

GII

All Work Guoranseed

on

676 IWO est 6117

Set Up Man

i-YOUNG MEN!

to

698 2522

3360

1

E

Analysts

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

No Experience Necessary

11,

Wonted For
I PM
AM SHIFT

394-1030 IADY HALLMARK.
6115.61.1 Hwy
BOO

Machine

We have steady full lime employment °voila b le
YoU mos/ be dependable and conscientious, IP
good health and cage,. learn. We will train you
experience is helpful but . eesentrul

Shipping

Welding

Chicago

An

Cu tomer Service
MANAGER

Lion Uniform

Mr. Keehn

APPLY

PUMP

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

I00 W Willau. Rd

Paint Department

30004 Des Hones St

020 N. Elmhurst
Mount Prospect

Warehouse Man

of Fabrks
to choose from
LOOS

Painting 6 orromenx
52

Doe Plosnes.111.

ATTENDANT
so

.

Cicero

t05o=1°.=P-""--

mg and receiving of

E.J. ERICSSON

FIREWOODD

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Apply In Person

317 ' ;1,1.,1171..." Ners. 115

tr-

.1oLioe

TECHNICON CORP.

Also &pen Reupholster,

622.717.

SERVLIjBrIAN

.5 shot ihe indiriduols
be able to handle she

537-0737

1

Cabinessoforn

required

INDEX

ON ALL LABOR

MAREUDO BUILDER'S

IsILIVME

13

is

Al ter 5.30, 392-3951

Laborers

NEW OFFICES

AIRPORT BUS

a =7=

CLASSIFIED

Winter Sale

Bjornson Bros.

127.7,06

SEASoNED

=71..s

to Pfd

1844 S. Laramie
RI 2-2710

Firestone

SUP COVERS

stacked

BOB /PACKS

Mai

All

5675 NO FEE
3 30

ACCT. CLERK

DRIVERS

sax

tes

s mg

I

polo, ond benel M. For

guaranteed E127 8537

CL 9-0495

Rtewood

helps

I

Shift: Night Prone.

$650 PER MONTH

...rested In .ning a
decoy aaiions

Foklrm.01x 1'-,

Openings Asolablx on Al Norman

I/10 AM, Ply.

IiIS Program? Pee you

E255.72000
7200

Jaa

WINTER RATES

company paid bene

trmitkIketlerr

sloth your

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO

Decorators

CALL MN AFTER 5 PM
359 145O

krr

notify us to mos,Pi

JENSEN

Electrical Work

EXPERI [ARMIN

Imes MN

feemetreernee

Slip Covers

155.0348
259.2164 or 3S960311

MOlessi

pm

73,'2'1,5

557577 °751.5

037-0800 DO), ,

537 3400

G.S. BLAKESLEE & CO.

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

mesa being pan

In

WOW

INTERIOR, EXTERIOR

ref

M'.

shift

be

296-1638
k

.1%17er'sr""

heel

CHICKEN CAR ZAP

956 0822

Slos km RS

MEN!

Call for Appoinetnern or
Send Resume To

roc. and Mier nian

s

ierd Rasonables Coll

Automobile Service

in

ow
ow at

Decorating

&

Are ye. interested

Ade.. we

Aporicm WWI.. Co

5555 We, Tuohy Ave.

'""""'"'

PRODUCTION

MASI
*MU VOUBADSI

4 SOI

m salary,

Cum, Club.

CORPORATE
SECRETARY

IN PE:=E11,r,er 3 10

PLY

1800 W CENTRAL RD
PKOSPECT

"

73

INSPECTORS

YOUNG MAN

ADVEX0381113

TELETYPE CORPORATION

An omml oPPor1s"s1Se.11,1°,1

DRAFTSMEN

""ttt

es, p.m, Olio

MAIPMf NANG, SUrapPT.

1111011e5105e

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL
298 5021

Roofing

ORESSsxmaNGLasnualonsu

336-4200

Cook County

359-4200 Ext. 253

rEr

WAUKEGAN

3000 S Buss e Rd.

ENGINEER

20

PIANO 6 TOR ORGAN LESSONS

651 S UTICA ST.

2:30-5 p

Mr. R. Hells, Supervisor

KITCHEN HELP

JANITORS

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Tod shift positions

P.M. ROUTES

WAREHOUSEMEN

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL
Y28 5021

Available. Phone on...

CAINE, 358 5357

Dressmaking -Sewing

255-7200

semen, wells. Shoner wool
.56 Rohs ennv. A Complete

Familiar voth doing some
poste -up P. negative Prpoping.

A.M. ROUTES

DRAFTSMAN

Our

Vet sem.C,6411

LO

WRAPPING MACHINE OPERATORS

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE,

Also Litho Press Room Helper

ttiitt,

Window Well Covers

serdce

most, Pieces

6125 WK
WIDE SC,O,Pee5p0E,RSONNEL

MVING/

cog RAMO

LITHO STRIPPER

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

2. 5021

d

IDi

CON

25f4010Mit Aguas Want

14 Help Wanted Men

gf

REAM CUTTERS - ORDER FILLERS

em

EXPERIENCED

,

WIDF SCOTP°ERSONNES

TRAINEE

Plumping

Moving

3.2.2576

"7g7ILLX".'s'

8.27 4637

GRAY

Industrial Research Products

DRIVERS

POWER PLANT
OPERATORS

SALES TRAINEE

23imploment Agencies -Men

255-3822

DAN KR7SH
EDMOND

Window Washing

0

I

0

LAMINATING MACHINE TENDERS

INTERNAL AUDITING

Call Miss Del at 455.3600 for on appointment.

SCHOOL BUS

LINDGREN. ASSOCIATES

2444 BRIM

Small lobs 6, Sperro/N

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

MALE

CI

peck. Masonry
01150.50

7:30 a.m.

COST ACCOUNTING

6343391
olda ai 394-1000 NA,
ARA 600 E NorMwesr FINN

Small, modern research company in Elk Grove
village is reeking a dependable mon for janitorial and watchman dukes from 11:30 p.m. to

o

COTE,. leidgren

Wigs

14ADTITG"

ALL TYPES -FREE ESTIMATES

255 6570

1.21..1 1'

394-5660
An Encellent

d

2

'"GVOOCASTrZ"

needs

smr

LINDGREN. ASSOCIATES

'f2:!OTNS'AVEefe

Dog Service

01111.

Employment Service

RESPONOBLE ADULT FOR WEEK

WATCHMAN

quolilied will be

Real Worn Salesman

I

FACTORY WORKERS
OVER 45

JANITOR

doe is seeking recent

22.Situa5onsWantoiWomen

EETR%"P'llgP?I'
8.1355
PAN CE 3.35.

do

t

ollege grods to begin

800 W Blesrodield Rd

A
mi

ADD UP?

an'itttti.'t:t,t

$550 NO FEE

Wallpapering

ACCOUNTING FUTURE

IF YOu cAN DIG ALL THAT. HEM CAPP RANK 59.3 5252

57500 to start.

15-Instructim

Piano Tuning Services

HOW DOES YOUR

Gm xi bock she privacy at your own orrrs and GROOVE

MORE. C ALL NOW

268 2770

SI 27.

1,91

,

Age., 372 1630

'1111'. "111' Is
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

,

NAY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR,

Trainee

.. Merit Bonos..ANG

d

JANITOR WANTED
255 MOP

Nailan's lonN grow, Saes Ongoidooll. wok 000

53000 to smd.
ACCT. S8 5 - SIPAmop Cos.
MOMS, TRAINEES...ALL FIELD

SC'Ej.PrE'R'50
2213 .21

TERRACE SUPPLY

0.11.6.amal la Cool&

SALES TRAINEE -CAR, BONUS

244ielpWanled Men
aae

WILLE LUMBER, INC.

PRE YOU READY,

FREE PARKING

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

II

gM

WIDE

FULL TIME

NO DOOR KNOCKING

259 6010

d

WAREHOUSEMAN

DRIVER

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

NCR Data Center

TRAINEE

3..10

on

In

Coll Mr. Oblorn

IBM COMP
Magic

*Rect.!,

Excellent

for
excillng

244149.64 Lien

444lelplEintedMen

24 Help Wanted Men

GEN OFFICE

HEYI

soles and customer support

advancement
field

244114 MEW Men

24 Help WantedMen

ECLI

662 E ust Northwett HwY

HIRING NOWI

READ and USE

Your Ail wdl appear doily in the

ONVGAORMnT'S '6%.5515

Interested In a career In

R

my Lodi. wrist watch. Sulam.

14 Help Wanted, Men

YOUNG MEN

AP Prospect.

nily...CALL ONE NOW!

Dancing Schools & Supplies

Wolnesd iy I heal'- 7 1910

ROUTE SALESMAN

ACCOUNTANT

741a7=1:rl'""n
CO LOST. Pocket sized poodle,

Alterations

24-1041110114010

,244111pWatil Men

orovas sai
ssoa,

RECEPTIONIST
bi as

.sk. Bus.

DICTAPHONE

ssor

SPORTS ASSOC

ow(

PERSONNEL

1.14

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.
439-8500
711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD
Kea. oposueuir

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

mP r.7

contact oosaion

Mel ',dudes

In Arlington Heights
374-0660
6026 Dempster
76617.

7 5. Denton

you

REGISISR
PHONE

OPEN SAT.. IVES BY ANN

Wednesday. January 7. 1970
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25Emplmat *slalom

weeding Co.

C

Work Close To Home

ALSO Breakfast, LUnch,
& Dinner Waitresses
AnitiCitONINNI

Wheeling Area

537-2100

free IVY IFM Miner, Der Pi

ASSEMBLERS
DAY SHIFT - 7.30 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
NIGHT SHIFT - 4.30 TO MIDNIGHT

394,3100

ease

HOUSEWIVES I. MOTHERS

GOO:ME:I INGITTU''

No

ram

Woman too, o mono. Prosp...
areo. Als
need baby ow.
Omas. In afternoon. 298.3264

To work Noon
PPILWASKR
611,11
1130 to 3:30. Apply

Sharp phi wanted for our tole.

r1:1'od'a :4;0

nenirt7E7k"GTe.
56.40

ASSISTANT

mone

BOOKKEEPER

work Mondo.hro rftlay 1010

YANKEE DOODLE

300 WR
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE My

HELP WANTED -DAYS'
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE
d

h

.GENERAL OFFICE

OPERATOR

PART TIME

259-6458

CALL 10 A M. -

37i00

Port er Full Time

tieGION
ieN

394.5400

I

required. Should have good typing skill, able to

rite adding machines: la do general filing ood

CALMR 'oat -

ASSISTANT

AVIATION

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

A

Emloymen, Service

692-6)16

PANCAKE HOUSE

DAY SHIFT

Interesting Permanent Positions M
Leading Northwest Manufacturing Corp.

tPit=r7P7.4retir'

380 Lake Cook Rood

MP

huh.p. re,red VV:11coneder hours 9 .3.

CLERK

emoinu o new

,x xi

Heidenhain

good men 06

Corp

ARY OTHER COMPANY BENEFITS ApolYCA TIO N,
MEDICAL.

593 6161
Moo Spomponalo

GIRL

392-3922

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

HARPER COLLEGE
TYPIST - TEMPORARY

EARN 0 $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

WILLE, INC

For Interview

HOUSEWIFE?

Roofless Assistant

Management

M6
99 RAND ROAD

I

I doing

Ipay increases, fine working conditions, major medical insolvent, vacation plan and profit sharing.

Figure Clerks

Miss

TayFo

fixture operators

.

RANDHURST CENTER

6000S

MT. PROSPECT

392.5230

Friday .88313

L
1

Executive

SECRETARIES

e ornwe crimson. wow coil or non in

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:
Why Sit Still

299-4446

U

figure aptitude.
and
shorthand
typing skills required. Excellent ,inge

and
Light
goad

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

r
A

Immediate mooning, 4
our executive office for
girls with socreional experience Strong clensal

°Ohre. Non

Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Ave

oll 439 2942

PP LY: Monday th3rpumFriday, 8AM until

Employment Service

267-6900

(A:"1")

lAlgonguin and Meacham Roads,
Schaumburg

NOWBIRD SNOWBLOWER

1

Row,

TIT/=

H

ewe

Fen,.

.

BRONCOS

Caroni.. Kamen for Sale Sq.n
kikk coWnels. eropl., hod
wen, Pm, sink, adieus, fan

TAI'E RECORDER

3.

0

1205 Wheeling Rd

only.

541 2022
h

h emir,

d

chomisersuosronoe.Crollnoin.

Bolgo 61005 drapes SPAM

p, Bd

La

6

0

pr

MURPHY CAM. 6 WW1 CO
3,4 0700

office

Le Close in Forking

Complete Cafeteria

you Oa reedom, interesting wort challeng.g assignmen
dern offices, oNosoni wrireonelnin. cooPRuce PROP'. r°

I

comprehensive

r6e Cava_

Paid Vacation after six months
Dodo Apostle
Est 3678

RnAng Phone Rumba. when a NNW, Ix,

Miss loon Denny at 676-1000 Ext. 5243

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

439-85,
711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

©

Baxter

Laboratories, Inc.

OFF
inghouse

7:45 AM - 4:15 PM & Saturday 9 AM - Noon

Refrig.

320.

le"

2

"' "

'St'de:orr2r0O:9.2"

Kenmore 36" gm roage watop

CALL CL5-1900

griddle. 32S 12' Admiral

Illinois Bell

bobbin

w

ch.

393 6600

Morton Grove,

ual Omni, For*,

-965-4700

a
d.

267.6900

M BRUNING
1800 West Central Road

Mt. Prospect

CARPETING

Must Be Sold
Oro alma offered lo

Sold. 1st order basis. Cob

OntZr'roIrs

st.

2gg-2757
Coms.3111S.inder,

6301 Lincoln Ave.

I

OsOgoelOPReNanIN fraldayer

10 Paid Holidays

Credit Union

Now Interviewing Daily

pkelone phi offer a growl and sok.,e,glr
least ere, Os =Mlle. Inendly avonoken
phase.,
work, damns. and Melan o. EMI Sonora

40 - 60%

Fr. Pension Pion

Free Life InsPince

SHE. rues one spalcis ewes owe wee for this lob
which speckaws in helping peach rook. M. am
ocohlv.

1395

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$895
$695

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

owl a premium, twat

goavle

asM eel l

469-7204

lowerlis

mm

A, !I LOVE working or lam,

STARTS JANUARY 12th

e,,rues

1967 GALAXIE "500"

OPENINGS

0110 ° '" 0°' 'n
r

$1395

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"

If rev els tasking
MN on .cells sale,

"ecIIme

CALL OR COME IN

S51.30 Tao Ineleded

SHIFT

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!
As oo mkedoneta

$1195

ar

orr

first quo*. heaal.biN carpeting. Insmilmion free

desired. Terms available IVO

rho Raider, Bobby Yee. Dion.

ie
more. Sac to 1.1.30. Coll ohm
a,. and aslt far Lysto.

MAR

966 - 5540

1795
1695

1967 FORD GALAXIE "SOLY' CONVERTIBLE

na

FIRST

e

1969 Singer Zig Zug

ECONOUNE VANS

1966 MUSTANG COUPE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2,6-1637

iorh

MB lull paw. loclory air condilioninsp. Odes. wall

Or. H

y

From 30% - 40% Of

Gas Stove SM. Hoop low 1.1,e,

Rome

Xpeaer., Cidotowr

Sding,

IMMEDIATE'
DEUVERYI

1968 FORD XL

Floor Sample Sale

KENABORi, L DRYER

ried openings
ing ond arid
for Peginners awl ex.

7 Paid Holidays

Completely Air -Conditioned

Teni-I

OM

Prase 392.05,1

OR FEMALE

inserest.

on.

Made

FOR

Oes. sofa adding mach. kWh

PUN,C,H,,BOML64.1AND

C

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

We hove

6

Cylinder, Crulsoomol lc,

Recur

110 KiK1

dos. 3 pc. wel. LR. e, end
GT 04726 oiler 0 om.

MO 529 HOOT

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

61 Group HOSpitaligption

goer MitkOne.

CHINA

PACKERS

Le Group Major Medical

(With Snow Plow)

hood CL 5 7319

JEWEL FOOD

CLERK TYPIST
CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERIC/TYPIST

ie Free Life Insurance

Nob

SIlver Jade

330 CL 5.4916

SSA,

Full Time
Assemblers

HARD TOPS
2 -Door Krell Top,

1
Lawn Hire Tow
Hine, Automatic
raw*. Vinyl NW,

Ms,

model homes. WN separate We
deliver.Cash or

MALE

LO'r Profit Sharing

Vinyl

seone
w

2 -DOOR

SELLING OUT FURNITURE

cml eras aaet. aR2 says eon

Melrose Park

drnesg sharp moos and expedenced Keypunr.Y.Oprolera who
be Broke r ge wclo

.

Baal
6.Cyrindsr.

Nwo.
Av.*
new*
Power Ste.. White
Slitinvolls

M. 0,0475,

Morton Grove, III

1955 W. North Ave.

O

-

STFa 1-0550.

2.53.3253 err, 5 co
DOUBLE BED

MOTOROLA

signimpis

500

Fl 5.0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept

'O'h'One

GApm

Saturday, 9AM until 12 Noon

005.8100

NO FEE

1.4

STORES

kr

.....sg,'

,,

/575

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

1-11s0elliasous Merchandise

I'X' wirers & solderers

Baxter

benefos.

M1v'erre'is'

2R. 2 Week Paid Vocation

manufacturing and sales company

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

s

I..

:I b

21411$ Wanted -Men le Women

ye Regular Wage Reviews

1s0LS01_,-,-

414iesshirwlivinnithirs

X assemblers

peewee helpful. hos Aot

EXPERIENCED

orreroge shamming ring syping
ohol.o. 811 range aL Eananx Pon

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

MIXED BREED
SPANIEL PUPPIES 310

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

Linda Apostle

FULL TIME

ELECTRIC

M

DONw

SHARP STENOS:

Secretary

comoo

d

437,5500

CIIMPIPIST-EXPORT DEPT.

8784200

$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK

390 Call B. 2064

1* stock packers

00 P

IA

AUTOMATIC

Trainee

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
"Pr iJ"

FILE CLERKS
GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
ASSEMBLERS

1970

;!or:.r2R7

'

Redwood NANA.

SWEDISH COVENANT HOSPITAL

e

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

White Collar Girls

NURSE AIDES
PAID TRAINING CLASS

'Chh"'"rolSh'o'n

DIETARY

* day custodians

lob

ease tall

Peer Coll
834.0140

lor

HOUSEKEEPING -

any al Mese areoh

945-8500

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

FREE

those who

so

529 72,0

X sheet metal model makers

1X- jig

benefits

my,

around
you don't

Deerfield

TO CHOOSE FROM

Poll 3,2 2279

Imotorola

Baxter

MANY IN STOCK

73';'9

ty KITTENS

oct,

I not with

Ext. 242

n'O'dr

Typists

Illinois

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

TroV.77 ;;.

Sealy mto b.f. white N000

Day PubliotimAInc,
17 S. Arl tit, Pd.

bowies

able 296 MOO

297.6440

NO EXP NEC. WE TRAIN

WEBER j IIMARKING

Rao 1336

akn:

Not Only Maverick But Also

DES PLAINES

New Year than at Motorola. Be'
sides starting the year oat with a
better joo, you'll receive an excellent starting salary, automatic

btwn 8:000r, & 0:00,

RESTAURANT

skri
ills and

R

Shot, e

JIFFY CAR WASH

There's no better place to start the

Mond, thru Thaw
tooMOO A.M. me:COPAL

57500 to non.

are

OUR PLACE

wks

s AKC

CAR WASH HELP

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERKS

di

P

h

T

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER E. DRYERS

year doing what
you don't enjoy

TYPISTS

STENOS

2,1-58.00

I to spend another

Call Carolyn Carlson

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

CASH
jOR ORIENTAL RUGS

DES PLAINES

414 E. GOLF ROAD

Ext. 3673

Interesting Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus

BORED

A, Pr

INC..

you don't have

emarose

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

CASHIER

SALES MANAGER
TRAINEES

INTERESTED

CALL 392-6600

these
peningef
apilt Typist, General
Clerk, Stenographer
Come in or call lot an
appointment: 562-7100.
Exl. 734.

CORP.

Masts andklafiesS60065

AMMIII11111111111\

OIL PRODUCTS
30 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, Illinois
60016

sheen.. sunk winsesWil
plan. paid

Please apply in person

Explore

GENERAL BATHROOM PRODUCTS

General Office
Light bookkeeping.

157i

On Me Oh bonus work oilers eon Me opparsonm,

Automatic Electric
oilers lots of good
things: Lrke benefit
package, Location
No smog. Nice people.
Nice boss.

WE OPFER GOOD A, PREF HOSPITALIEATION FREE MAJOR
FRU GROUP LIPS INSURANCE. PAID VACATIONS

RO 3-6000 or
VA 4-1155
(Sub.)

200 Wilmot Coed

and we need you

a.. worm.

n

1.310

Laboratories Inc.

Wre growing
BILLER -TYPIST

how plot boom or,

Pa

1127.0.8

au

42 Motel To Sup

BANTAM BOOKS

Schoal Graduates

Like You

GENERAL OFFICE

A5
CONTACT MISS HECHT

S2.23 per

SOLDERERS

Home?

We Need Girls

FILE -MAIL ROOM CLERK

elle.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Want To Work Near
m sT

I33.3.31Rood Pon25551.

0*5* hen.

U.0.1. Om en

to a/lesson to on

FOR WIRERS &

OWest of Waukegan Rd_)

Deerfield
OR CALL 845-3770

FAMOUS LIQUORS

rd

g

ANTIQUE CLOCKS

Assistant Manager

oif

ey.

fedi. In newt..

Shifts

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

PROSPECT 3, SOO

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Aprdy in pemon

ea

E NORTHWEST NWV

RESTAURANT

9:30to 6 P.M.

y

L^,eNer damng P.

GOLDEN BEAR

CASHIER

name

The New

SPERRY RANO CORP.

FULL TIME

COIL WINDERS

RO.NOIRTIAPOR

REMINGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER

ye.'

Perime.

UNIVERSAL

1st and

34Arti a1B lc oat

MT PROSPECT CINEMA

gliff

Secretaries

'1 to

r

Apply Now

Elk Grove 9111086 Numerous company benefits
CONTACI

Baxter Laboratories

central telephone company of Illinois

M

or. 0.7380

ircud .17,7 M .

Should Nom good skdls DM
one

WAS

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN

441851, Pets & Equip ent

CENTEL
SYSTEM

PAID VACATION
MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

Applicants must be able to travel and work in
Pork Ridge until completion of new quarters M

B27-0628

HOSPITAL

The now GOLDEN BEAR FANGIO HOUSE RESTAURANT of
week Is eh
p
IRrs yely
oppenunity
eam SIRS
=mph.. one with ANer argani2ed
nfl
e

TIME

BUTLER

6. 7166

aNrr°rronnitnp env ono

Applicants fo day work, see Mr. Schmitt
Applicants fo night work, see Mr. Modica
(After 4:30 p.m.)

,iron

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
027-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

APPM PERSONNEL DEPT

handle routine correspondence. FULL AND PART

686 -7055

Coll Mr Borkowski

Good Salary -Good Working Conditions
and Liberal Compony Benefits

oi

born Spam

Set

27-lielp Wanted -Men e, Wow

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

CLERKS

an e

,

CLERK TYPIST - Good typing speed. able te one,

NURSES

DM

in

SERVING PARK RIDGE 8. NORTHERN SUBURBS

SALES REPRESENTATIVE Nohon

coptionol

Nights far Ambitious Girls

SECRETARY - Some speed writing or shorthand

CLERK TYPIST

Specialties Inc.
Subsidiary of
Nucular Data Inc.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Franklin Park

ST. ALEXIUS

.1.1h

Olivet

Suburban
965-7070
owed OM.

Hours: 8: a.m. to 4:30 p m.
4.30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

STENO -TYPISTS

Metropolitan

No Experience Necessary

Arl,Hre.

Pose Nostetolirown

Coll 455 8350
Verna Morgan

PRODUCTS CORP.

SECRETARY & CLERK TYPIST

Om loll.,

BLAIR

WAITRESSES

handle routine correspondence.

. Hrs

/or

SokoKsesiryon.

-15Sporanes

uto shopping center
NORWOOD FORD

WAREHOUSE POSITIONS

CLERK TYPIST

ncer

9.

CL A3900

Chicago
583-5147

Maine,

777-5555

FACTORY HELP.

r. losing an op po mai, to molts

home.

OPPORTUNITIES

Heinn

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

392-1234

214Iels WRIROSen & Women

colored TN, one we now 90
PORTABLE
for sole.

Now that the winter too Thu ore here, beat The
ironsporation problem y working neon your

"AA Nam
"AA
Nam 3.96.1M3

SIMONSEN METAL

P.M.

9 WA

256-9261

Inssalled

Page

MET1CS Gad TOILETRIES. Orin

teas

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Ws ham unwary

SHE WHO
HESITATES....

Ts

OFFICE

MEDICAL

1 1600 W. King St.

call behmen 030 pm

m

th

g

PSm lorlmes

fO

455-0200

TOP PROFITS NO INVESTMENT
We Train Is Provide Customers

'Icare..

SNAAP MN. Goad yoke pers.
ono* for p an me s witch.
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FIGURE CLERK,

409 E.

EXPERIENCE

For New National Party Plan

aPPoinner,
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YOUR SALARY WILL DEPEND ON YOUR
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Rratopok Eng. Corp.

Phone 259-7132

GENERAL OFFICE

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL

3100 N. MANNHEIM

850 S. Elmhurst Rd.
Des Plaines
_ 593-5747
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DUNKIN DONUTS
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WIDE SCCIN PERSONNEL
3031
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PERSONAL
SECRETARY

SECRETARY FOR SALES DEPT.
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12 Midnight to 8 a.m.
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e

i2611elpWastedWomeo
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fo. Aliohloworlian who.:Ciy Worn osssraNY.
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EXEC. SECT.
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O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.

EXPANSION HAS
CREATED IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS

COUNTER GIRLS

Dental As SI slant

Yoh, Applications for

Cocktail Waitresses

Lunch
Parr Time

TOWERS HOTEL

2118Ip Wailed Women

Melo Noted Women

26tieW Wanted Women

WAITRESSES

ARLINGTON PARK

notices. Th. Me whole oft

HAW Wonted Nan

DENTAL ASSISTANT

255-7900
The Bank & Trust
Co. of Arlington

MAIDS Tm

COMPLETE TRAINING

26-lielp Wonted NI ES

TOP SKILLS
CALL MRS. CORNELL

HOUSEKEEPING

5500 START

Rues

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

264kIs Wanted Romeo

'JUST FIGURES

NVI

264Ws WAIN

1963a

FORD

ErloPPRd

SQUIRE

$1195

$495
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255-6260 after

bob.

POOP Boa LoSobre con

Poo, EoNPPed

111Molucycles and Stooters

358 1823 OT 358 5366

$2388.00 -

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

rce';',"l'oer6

19.

EL. e

3

BRAND NEW & DEMO'S 4 LEFT
No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused,
All Prices Reduced During
Our Remodeling of the
Used Car Drive In SuperMart.

OLDSMOBILE
F135 SPORT COUPE

N Call ND 6 pm 939-3617

5

1969 PONTIACS

PM

NEW 1970

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

Ills Rent Noodled Apaitments

=-215'9Z5VOn'

112 -Automobiles for Sale

1966 Blue Mustang

Bravos

O

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

$3995
1968 BUICK RIVERIA GS

86,RealEstatelloases

6PM 566 5010
d

II

Barrington

.31

259.2,36

Malinke,

:Lease
or
Manage
i'existing BEAUTY 561P

'C'OTRT

I 26 N. COOK ST,,
BARRINGTON

1967 PONTIAC "GTO" COUPE

381-0899

Vinyl Pool Bucket Seat, Wide 0.16 Roll,

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

"TPH

Jlly

hart,

THE

DO 1-3400

1965 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

''.71717176.1HC

4

:,:on or premises

of
NotthweS1

3.1.

1238. % Day

Box

Publication, 217
Arlington Heights
Arlington Heights,

°WACO

PALATI

Or Sado, Newry .1 Condtweing. AA.

$1095

Pm 637 MON

time VW 1500 SectueNN. !!!!!!!

359 43130

Suburban Hotel/Note

$2095

PINErEPVICL"

-

Hlitnei041S

$3395

IMPORT MOTORS

440t. Nam

36265965 As4 for RAM

MT PROSPECT

BARRINGTON

Olds

14 -To Red Apartments

Filusiness Opportunitin

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

88 -Real Estate.Vocant

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR

S.

Only $1695

Rd.

HOWARD SPROAP. I

for npeentmenr

PARADE

1963 Cheyrolei

90 InvestmentProperty

358-71169

255,32

HOLIDAYS OVER!
ITItursay Schools Child Care

16 To Rent Houses

t

Mercer, mem.'

63

DON A PEARSON
437 4071

SSMusical

15.Mosical Instalments

Ant 61.e,

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

558 39W qr.', Po,
OS6 CHEVY fliscayne, 6 ce

-

MAILIU101:111
7 121.6100 513

°CFI

75 More To Choose Front
PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing
OR RSENS ALL

N CDPV HOPES,. 0,69. like

Coda= 17

O86-4600

hem

PICK UPS.ALICIION PRICED

lull

on

.peck owN lom

CL 9.4100

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

Open Doily 9-9; SAT 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

7.1'23r

111

slices

I small clove garlic
I 1/2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup chopped onion
I 1/2 cups canned tomato puree
I 1/2 cups chicken broth or water
1/2 cup dry sherry
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon oregano
1/4 teaspoon basil

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL '69's IN STOCK

ON OVER 150

SAVE UP TO

NEW 1970's

9200
EXAMPLE: Brand new '69 PLYMOUTH fury

VALIANT DUSTERS
BARRACUDAS
CHRYSLERS
ROAD RUNNERS
A CHOICE SELECTION OF
SATALITES
STATION WAGONS
FU RYS

a

III

aware°, tremsmission, power stnerrna po er hroAes AIR CONIDI
ers etc

Lou. Model NOW $3199

4299

OVER 70 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM
1968 Chrysler 300

$2995
1968 Plymouth Fury

III

$1788
1966 Plymouth Fury II

1968 A.M. Javlin

1968 Mercury Montego MX
Ieed,'ee'"

'"'"'"'"

$1795

SEE OUR DISPLAY!

1965 Chrysler Town &
Country Station Wagon

9995
,1

$895
1965 Mercury

Rs

I 142

1967 Chrysler Newport
R,

9995

1965 FORD

$995 1 ,"' cCOUNTRY SQUIRE

1963 Dodge Truck

$695
1967 Rambler

Zr,."' 9395

'2195 ""^dy,.,,

9095

1965 Chrys Station Wagon

'4`r="'c

1969

144
9195

52595
1968

1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe.

9395

DES PLAINES

dm

$999

1967 Buick Wildcat

2c,'.,r.;11,.,i:.;..'"d 999
SEEP BEEP

CHRYSLER -

PLYMOUTH

3 pounds boneless round steak, cut
PA inches thick
Vs cup flour
IN teaspoons salt
'a teaspoon garlic salt
'A teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons shortening
2 cups sliced onion
I cup sliced celery
I can (8 -ounce) tomato sauce
'A cup red wine vinegar
V2 cup sliced, stuffed olives

and a masterful technique for blending spices.
Spanish cooks prefer to use olive oil for their
cooking and though they do sometimes flavor
their dishes with garlic and onions, they tend to
avoid the "hot peppery" taste favored by their
cousins of Mexico.
Fresh Spanish produce and fruits such as pimientos and olives, figs, peaches and melons
lighten their dishes while sweet peppers and
ripe tomatoes from Valencia are their favorite

"Ole,", shout the people of Spain when something strikes then as being especially fine. It's
little wonder then that for centuries Spain's fine
foods and wines have attracted as many visitors
as its bull rings, fiestas and wind mills.
The conquering Moors brought to Spain the
Moorish arch prominent in their architecture

Combine flour, salts and pepper.
Pound seasoned flour into meat on

ingredients for sauces.

both sides. Brown meat on both
sides in hot shortening turning
once. Sprinkle remaining flour mixture over meat. Add onion, celery,
tomato sauce and vinegar. Cover;
simmer until meat is tender, 2 to
21/4 hours. (A small amount of

FLAVORFUL ROUND STEAK will take on a
new taste appeal when surrounded by celery,
onion, tomatoes, stuffed olives, garlic and red

water may be added to pan if

corn for an equally protein rich dish with a traditional Spanish flare.
Bright pineapple slices contrast with a flash-:
Ong red tomato sauce in Pineapple Chicken OIC
The Spanish appearance is further enhanced b'
distinctive flavoring of oregano and basil.

wine vinegar.
Boneless stew beef cubes can be treated sins-

iliarly and simmered with garbanzo beans or

needed) Sprinkle olives over meat
15 minutes before end of cooking
time. Serves 8.

Pleasing contrast
BEEF STEW ESPANOLE

3

1968 Ford 4 Dr Sdn

Round steak with
Mediterranean flair

7,EST0FSUNNYSPAIN

"

1°' of
ne.s.'"3

1962 Chevrolet
Corvette Convert

Make any meal a fiesta with Pineapple Chicken Ole, a blending of tomato,
garlic, oregano and basil with bright slices of pineapple.

SPANISH -STYLE ROUND STEAK

1967 Chrysler 300

$2395

1:,.°27='.77,7 9995
1967 Catalina Convertible

Brighten VVinterMenusWith...

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

BUY NOW AND

$AVE

tightly and simmer 25 to 30 minutes
until chicken is tender. Arrange
chicken pieces on heated platter
with drained pineapple slices. Blend
cornstarch with 2 tablespoons
pineapple syrup; stir into pan
sauce. Cook and stir until thickened. Pour over chicken and
pineapple. Makes 6 to 8 servings.

1 tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons cooking oil
1(1 pound 4 -ounce) can pineapple

Bravo! The American Meat Institute applauds the Spanish touch given
into this flavorful round steak; a unique flavor to combine with the family's
daily protein diet.

DES PLAINES

WAS

381-6000

505 W. Northwest Hwy.
BOO

over moderate heat. Combine 1/2
cup syrup drained from pineapple
with crushed garlic, onion, tomato
puree, broth, wine, pepper and
herbs. Poor over chicken. Cover

2 (3 pounds) frying chickens, cut
up

auto shopping center

Or* 3:apg

TIONIING, yawl roof, white wolfs, inIffefl
"this ie our 'Top ',Oh

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS

102.1i5111,Trailets

r

'

er Mem W, Ire, Only 3 To Choose From $1795

1966 T -BIRD COUPE

369.1384

9,3151 SELL

Sprinkle chicken with salt.
Brown all sides in butter and oil

1967 PONTIAC CATAUNA

CENTER

Chevy Pit Crew

65 Plyrnou.h Eury.1.1.2itioH:;
AY

PINEAPPLE CHICKEN OLE
sharp $2495

Oil

LATTOF'S

9'

Turn chicken into
a festive treat

1968 SKYLARK

.

1969 CAMARO

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON
204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

.

oqe 941P offer 2.4517

9B -Mobile Homes

Custom Amplifiers wdl, upooncPtional
lifetime guarantee.
10E6 to 3096 OH on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials)

.

to

Now, GIVE YOURSELF a

Worthwhile Investme

I

Cevy. 4 door. Good Ns,

'61

Coll Mike 82,0497 oft 4
.1124Inted b Rent

Pepe I

392-9668

tone 325 wild con, 2-28 alum

253.0 32 or 253,8321,
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1124nmeedles fat Sate

11248Mndes fa Sae'

107416Parts ar41,oxst.

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, III Phone 298-4220
block Ea, of Cumberland Stat.,,n
CLOSt 0 Sl1hn..

2 pounds boneless beef for stew
3 tablespoons flour
PA teaspoons salt
'A teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons lard or drippings

I cup water
1 chopped onion
2 celery stalks green olives

I can (16 ounces) garbanzo beans

or 1 can (16 ounces) whole kernel

trn, drained.

Combine flour, salt and pepper.
Dredge meat in seasoned flour.

.

REGARDLESS OF THE country, both beef
and chicken are excellent sources of high -quality
protein in the daily diet. Children especially

.3 need a generous serving of meat daily to insure
adequate groWth and development and adult,
t, need the proteins to keep their bodies in a godd

1..;

state of repair.

Brown in lard or drippings. Pour off
drippings. Add water to meat. Cover tightly and cook slowly I hour.

Add onion and celery, cover and
continue cooking 11/2 to 2 hours or
The Nadonal Live Stock and Meat Board recommends Beef Stew Es.
until' meat is tender. Add olives and
beans or corn. Cook just until panole for its pleasing contrast of flavors as well as for the use of an economy
cut of beef.
heated through. Serves 6-8.
a

Weight watchers particularly favor chick
because an average serving contains fewer calories than most other meats.

Remember too that even the thrifty cuts of
beef when cooked slowly and long in the
presence of moisture such as in the tomato
sauces will taste deliciously tender and rarely
can be distinguished from the more prestige
cuts.

THE DAY
Wednesday. January 7. 1970
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Gold, cool world

By Chador= Erickson

I

will sejoy a Mexican Fiesta.
The food is simple to prepare

and nmy he prepared in advan ce. II lends Ina well to ins
formal toile setting. colorful
'tablecloths with brightly coloral Raw en and accessories.

Spanish cooks have a way with salads. They

MEXICALI CASSEROLE

never absents.
apples! And we min understand why. The crisp,

yn id. ie

licately hland flavor of lobster and therefore

only meals the addition of a
1'

wing froten lobster tails and apples.

SPANISH SALAD

I

I rip diced celery
Cook lobster in hailing salted water according
to package diner ions. Cod. Remove meat from
shells: slier:. Corn applies; dice (do not peelkdrop
at once into bench dressing. stir to coat. Peel
bananas. score soul, tines of fork: slice. add to
apples. Donn pineapple chunks. Drain apples
and bananas. Combine fruits and celery with lobger. Arrange on salad greens. Serve with addiIs

\
The Spanish hove discovered that tart ,tad tangs apples are the perfect foil for the delicately bland
never of lobsters -a different hut delicirms salad combination.

generous

WII0 WOULD helieve that
much
tho marketing
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inenus and low -calorie gods
and beverajw, to shed a few

peels old?
The (-bobcat

devices,

A SURVEY of would -he
dieters in a suburban Chicagsr
community backmi up this Dl producing weaknne The men
and women interviewed hum-

s' fur smighsti and pitta and
oodles of gamy ehocolme Inn
they want hew wilhoin the calories.

Others indicated they would

do the sane with low or no.
calorie pie must, fruit and pie
tilling. rolls and cal r -free
liquor.

avocado aith a fork. AsId lemon juice and laminae mixing.

I cup chapped friuen ',peen
PPRr'roe

serving dishes.
family -size
Seal. label. date and freeze he -

hire baking.

vARIA-1111Ntir For a dip
you may wish io add gar

and thaw at train, wmperature.

ounces

Stflartitills. On p111 11141.11 Cr

mblespotin NIB
dash cayenne pepper
I

ogiened cream
cheese to the mirth.' asocarks.

you start by collecting expensively detailed dinner platesfor only 490 each, with every
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and remaining ingredients.

For a free erro of Char.
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he
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dish. Add 01111lOrrik and contin-
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Today.

of

lotte's quick and easy 'fair
recipe las demonsumed on the

eS. Smaller casserole dishes
require less baking time.

49C.

Now chop ioniato as a medium
to
Ark' 10 the
mashed avocado and then add
seasoning. Slit well.
coarse

To serve a1141 Room Itemove casserole from freeter

Follow the Mose baking ill-

for only
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the sir Day Publications. 117
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$3 purchase.
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You'll get bargains like this

for the next 5 weeks. Week
by week, each new piece of
imported china in your col-

fano

!'

lection will whisper "elegance
...elegance... elegance."

name'

RELIEVE FINANCIAL PAINS!

And why not? This is, after
all, the Elegance China pattern
by Sheffield. A very fine name
in china. Imported china. Deli-

such staples as mug

laundry supplies. lohy tool,

torn, la major supplier of IllIns
nutritive sweeteners) reveals.
tor et
that the low -ca-

of younger house, p
in low-calrie produss fro rli

lorie !sewerage boom striped in
IWO. Between 1462 and 1963
the ease sales jumped from 45

million to more than 100 million. In 1405 260 million cases
were sold and sales continue to

inenas.
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a monthly
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with...
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There
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he
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measured diet meals semond.

Next come the diet
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mailer
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A Mach store study by Pro-
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feel
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ine. showed that these items
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ponies -diet -hr -me attitude has

cup chopped &oxen un-

'. teaspoon garlic All
nth and pepper to hate

tnoininliotoress'sir.l'Irak'irit"gic. Ido"' t oo

serole in preheated taVell and
add .10 minutes to the above
"stking lime. depending on the
and depth of casserole

ions

1 large ripe avocado
1 medium site tomato
1 !costumer Ionian joke

it..11177s
fine
as the Sheffield

hOrAbboit Inborn -

rise to 55 billion in the next
could come tat with a low -calorie chocolate. Hallelujah!
I'd eat it all day long."

sliced

Yid& ,60tart I., ago

I Raab -11000,counice
Peel. lute said sum' Roucado. 111,111011 keel muls ripe

so
1,

pra

2, ,sri

"You set

a

fme

table:'

'")1*-

cate and demure. With fine

4-4-4(vty

china translucency, platinum
edging and exquisitely appli-

t
V004

\,44.!

qued lily -of -the -valley design.

Fine imported Sheffield
China shows you for what you

are. A gracious, discerning
hostess and homemaker. One

who cares about quality. So
come in today and start your
elegant china collection.

It's a beautiful buy on fine

imported Sheffield China.
Don't let it pass by.

Fine

revealing commsr i

on the ambivalent 11111111, It

wend diming in general.

Sheffield in

crted a new and highly prof -

noble

imported

china
collection

and fried,.

350 degrop. Sprinkle almonds

-111
Ellb:Fj.E.: Put the
amount you wish to freeze in

if -A

tortilla, cut in small wedges

'The Calorie Comm! r ,em
Marketing

canned fruit. amicipme a sales

One woman summed op the
&sins with.
someone

1.3,ponneel

tomato

minimeni for moos. also makes
a deliciona dip served with tog.
taditas Ifrilos. town chips or

soaps and canned meal.

pounds.

excessive intake of food.

telex.casse A single recipe will

31:11111,1011S
11121. Ito lintel

Americans spend billions of
donors each year on exercise

11111S1

I

,

Low -calorie foods
are trim answer

Out they refuse to give Up an

Oleounee)

ripe olives
2 pounds ground beef
ioblesporms hotter
2 closes garlic mineed

Salad greens

vertisers' insist all

cue

"out

I can II pound) pineapple chunks

give 1111110a1 1111a1111, 10 meet
Me
ion image ed,

.meal.

maloft

3 red apples
bi cup French dressing
2 bananas

would

that

meal

Yield: Servo, 12
I can II pound) creamed
stYk wren
I soot CI pound) Mewed to-

padiages,(8 ouneeseachlfrounlobster tails

The din-consmorn

one -dish

=lad to make it a complete

ilium always be present.
Here is a less expensive version of this salad.

Makes

es.
:r 'r logelher tor 211 n annind
Add consomme and rice a
turn into family -size serving

This casserole dish is a real

tort. tang of apples is a perfect foil for the de-

French dressing.
servings.

Combine all ihe ingredients
except Oct lust three and say -

Irtakc two 4-by-5.by-3-ineh
loaf pans. Bake for one hour at

A fun time for all.

with the .anti,, but one is

cup CUITUIIIS

2 cups consomme
1 cop uncooked rice
keno, sliseced almonds

Youngsters and adults alike

have discovered for example how delicious
combination is seafood and fruit. One Spanish
moaner. in New York features a lobstcnndis superb. Some of the fruits vary
fruit

tioml

44 Start an
/*' elegant,

Ole it's Mexican
fiesta time

Seafood, fruit
salad with
Spanish accent

industry -low -caloric

loud noxious.

china.

Coffee With

NOW AVAILABLE AT THESE

PRICES FOR A LIMITED TIME

Irish or not. :111110,1 et ,ra tale
P,11111:4 UIIII

don warming ti ern from Me
Juld sod, Irish t alter.

Sot Irish Collet rs yam one
of the &lining" coffee -liquid
Sends guaraniecd isr brighten
of weather a01111,. I he We.
Bond Co leading mantilach
atter
:111101111111C
coffee
ranks. suggess three slimmed

affix recipes lhe

rrnJiliannl

Irish Coll.:. Cappuccino. and
.1

delightful ...braced lova.

Kosal Coffee.

FIRST MONTHLY INCOME CHECK

Did you know...Mat when you anthem a side cf
heel at the 1 a a Fumes Neat, Hind and Fore
Quarter, 69i lb., was can get as many as 50
inch individual steaks and os many as 15
bonen" rolled heel roast s...3 IL nog? Peery -

thing for the grill se spit.

IRISH COFFEE

Into a warmml table wine
an or mug. place two
boopoons of saga end lilt
glass.

olass alum mo-thirds with

USDA

Includes elrlsIn 1ipo none. 4nears,
beef randerkin and ground

CHOICE

beef. 18 le 35 lin sons wel,

bro. Doh coflee. Mix

Add
Leyiablespoons of Irish whir
Top

.

rim

whipped cream.

swemened
Slakes one

HALF CATTLE1HIND QUART
300 to 320 lbs.

Send was ilelails on Ole foilsman .vino also:
3! FAIR, Hest Mindy 1111140e ChM,
Rei Cosiontesm Deparait-Automatleally 'knowable
,
Regular %mink Amount
"7: Sinter Barka Ascorrai

150 to 180 lbs. overage
ALL AGED TO PLEASE YO

earnings at note, steady rate. To Dad out how,
mail the attached coupon or can 827-4411.

ROYAL COFFEE

rum. Minn the bowl of the
mooch. lien ig.

nite aupr ad rune When
'lame dies, stir the

spoon's

_tame/. nun the coffee.

.

Mn 49C :1=4,0

WV"

sc.,

Pb, 49cwgar:ee

ziru

man -

zn, 49c

,

ThaerGoadelI

as the Sheffield

ellierP NA TO NAL BANK OF DM PLAINES

ruled for brandy. if desired.

spoon with

2,7,'"

this ear.

MEATS WITH A REPUTATION"

sitylOoletam aid

J 8 B FREEZER MEATS

L

15 W Bum* Prospect

392 9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT OF AGRICUL1URE

name'

73.11s. Stn., Or, Plaines.111.60010

It makes muse to increeso your monthly income

Men loge, with

,T,ITI

125 49C VT.:74,7.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES, ILL. TELEPHONE 827-4411
roe, ',deal Deposit Insurance Corps

.
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non Member Federal Reuse Moire

-

Completer Kerns half e server, covered casserole.
etel are a POOR at pecial low paces throughout

to 10 Day Delivery

for one eight -omen
serving Rum may he salmi -

a lea

FIF

Regardless of how much or how little you save, we have a savings plan to tit your needs. Ask us

brandy

hose. Peon.
Place a lump of sugar in

4r

Join our growing family of FMIC savers who are relieving financial pains by supplementing then
monthly earning power. All it takes is a minimum deposit of $5,000. You earn 5% intents( pet
year from date of deposit-paid monthly! A $5,000 account earns 520.83 each month, whole a
$10,000 account earns 041.66 monthly, and so forth.
Interest checks can be mailed direct to you, deposited in your checking account or into a regular
savings account, in which case your interest earns interest. FMIC accounts mature in 90 days arid
are automatically renewable for additional 90 day periods. Deposits can be added in amount, of
$500 or more at any time.

Cue

Baulk: and kin. just right to
spark spirits at 0 party. Poor
Ion Mack coflhe into demi.

were °

yourouarn,

lb.

con:lino. and an ounce or

.tare

with Sheffield

serving.

CAPPUCCINO
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part hot milk. Add a dash of

S

:;t0 419c01=1..

wee?

WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!
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GIFT1
FREE BONUS
Set
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a very fine
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are an international treat

Pancakes
It:awakes Roe been maned
for centuries thiumihout the
oorld prohattly bee:not: the

loom. All of the r.ipon, in -

into Trying pan anti bake in

tom with hatter. Bake until

eluding flaming orange sauce,
can he prepared quickly and
canny with the aid or an elm:irk blender.

a very hot oven 1450 degmest

lightly browned on both slam.
Remove and repeat with rest
of batter. Roll cm, and
store covered in refrigerator.

mailable in numt countries.
Thranigh the ingenuity of
homemakers and chef,. the

4 map

for 20 minutes. Reduce oven
,eniperature to 350 degrees
,rd hake IV/ minutes. Slip onto hostel plate. Serve immediately with melted butter.
lemon slices and a dusting of

pancake. which ohs the

la tap illed flaw

powdered sugar. Makes 7

Rind of I °mime

sereingn

au cup orangejlIke

basic ingredients of floor.
milk and eggs are readily

curliest

for m of hre,,,I.

Merl prepared

GERMAN PANCAKES
i leavpaiin side

has

Hons. Whether served an
icier SIL/elles or hiint/..

Heat Men le 450 ,lensees
n- or 10 -inch hearlime
Hanky-

rancakc. ARC all intern:hm:II

blender

Colorize,

sponge of puce ir/

For

reci, for lee

yell.

light

:o pan-

grmlienis. ctncr and process ni
Shy until smooth. R.
batter

eleett.

in

11/2 caps latillermilk or so.
milk
M1 tablespoon...netted Pinter

I la mi,sillerl Hum
tahlmpoons soft holm

Pui all ingredients in. the
erizer

Orilla, slices ate 'semi.

2 tablespoons cornmeal

2 tablespoons broody

Ile...pima lathing ponder

at

taapoon baking wain
Ifteinoirtisalt

lilisal

smooth. Con ti rubber

if ileneatary. no help odd.: ingra.
.. to pr ceasing hiaden.

Pour from container moo
he rd affle iron. Cool

hotter Fuchs. Refrigerate.

S11100111. Coser And

I,' Se., Rehme suttee

a:lap:rale
tail
about Inn hot.

Light!, gr., a stun II

Shwk
allle, three or hair
high. tilling with sweetened

until bullish. Place crepes in
sauce. turning to coat well.
When healed through. place

tel orer modermeH
high neat. Poor ' ,,up hatter
,n skillet. then
quieLH lilt
skillet,

4.illet so i, 10 cowr thc bol-

I

Igt

ell tit. edienat into
Gueriter blends* mmminer.
miser and Iwo -vim hlis until
lEnt

juice. hinter and (odor
la
® small .iiliCr ,II. Haat anti!

blender -container_

cinch and rriiach,

Add a new
dimension with
a sugar glaze

I ha cup 'dried all purpose

of the twang, with a vegemble
racier. INA 1,. Alga! and file
rind into the Osteriner blender
container. cover amt process
at Grind until poel is finely
ansunal. Combine with orange

yklinir

color. Slop

in

cousins. oaitt

I

3 map

Rent°, the thin outer rind

3 lahlespotons orange IP

container.

Went, Add remaining in -

1,1,1

ings.V
Flanin. Serve when
Dame dies. Makes 4 to 5 serv-

V. cup taint,.

I talimpoun Nagar

cos," and process at Mir mail

eakes. crepes Sum, or the
pancake's
his.

.

3 le yolk,

frying pan. Put eg.n. into

treat.

Heal hrundy and pa. over

to cup sugar

CREPES SUZETTE
Ratter
It a mum milk

stinple griddlecakes. egg

Among the many advantages to Eagle's Discount Pricing Policy is that there are no limits placed on the
customer's choices. In many supermarkets, a few weekend specials are offered, specials which limit the shop
per to purchasing only one or two of the speciallypriced item, or to purchase a specific amount of tie in met,

chipped cream or ice cream.

ith mound .4 Cram..

crepe. on heat proof platter

Cul in eedges 1,, Av.%

and spoon ,.use oser crepes.

4 to 5 nallles.

hlakes

Centuries old tmeenless :ire still
international favorite
IR hillier Illey are made German style or called Crepes titteettes.

chandise. At Eagle, on fhe other hand, we offer (everyday of the week) more than 7,500 Discount Priced items,

and we impose no restrictions en the quantity each shopper decides to buy. No wonder so many homed
makers have chosen to shop regularly at Eagle, where Discount Prices and a "no -limits" policy can bring
you cash savings on your weekly food bill. Check and Compare!

You Buy, COMPARE ENEE'S DISCOUNT PRICES

BEFORE

--

.11.0. Eaten.

crepes.

1/2 Enip Latter

2 tablespoons melted Imam

1,70 By En.

VIIWP.R OF WAFFLE:e

la cap milk

many varia-

"NO LIMITS" TO YOUR SAVINGS AT EAGLE... SHOP AND COMPARE!

COPYSIGNQ
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glE DISCOUNT
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Sugar glove
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EEEE'
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1
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I cinnamon stick
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Anti-Freeze

DM Fop A,AANIURA
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sou

°

°EE
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24

R.48°

la cup cold nate,
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2 lalilmpoons brown sums
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Filters
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21' Sliced

17'
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29' Apricot Halves
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23'

58' i;;;,;ileans

18'

Faweireamer
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DuPont
Spray
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Plus
Double Edge
Blades

° E'`Eol"'co

Puffed Wheat

Maalox
Antacid
Liquid

16'

icaaoffee

15;;;WP;;

15.

oat,

until lender. 511 minutes to

I
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Hot Steam
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Quality, Courtesy And Service!

FOP EVERTM NCR., MX
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.30c0

.10 HOUR, CAREFREE
OPERATION

p299
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WASHABLE

Advanced

199

"Ali"

,,,

24° iiMilflower

:tarn.

471

Tomato
Ketchup

23'

14'

Food= 25°

21'

12` Paper Towels

Bread `"'"'"'"

35'

Noodles

31' Grapefruit Drink '!.7 340 Wheat Bread

21'

a

,r:v 26°

API E
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29'
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.:-La:717'-'
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"All

Final
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/Surf
We it nlonnt Everything gioe

Margarine
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Tomato Sauce

-o.

,:

18'
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35' Facial Tissues

GreenI Peas

Tomato Sauce

L.11#, 4714:6;"'"717 16°

72' Toilet Tissue

99' Orange Juice
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PnachSea

Why Pay More

frozen foods
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.,,male.

Bananas

,,, 190

-10011. tallt

dc CNA .t101/10

13,0F1

530

Golden

"4: 78'

3I

Syrup
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Joy
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199

decision to buy
ion shout.) bus until you're
Mn
understand
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ivoph 101 thew arranty. hot

ugh

Flashcubes

70TE0'00D'rEE-1.

177

lbw

MAI Denary rm.. al...

IN

Canned Goods

FRESH SELECTED QUALITY

9'

Cheese

MED

Cocoa

CISOR - SWING TO

elmep Blend together ...riot. eh arid cold water: stir into
'sods leg.ar hiown ,11,11 and soy mucc Cook. stirring eon4.ii.10
11.1
ae, nlueM . and NAM,
a hoil. Add pineapple
she, ..,,,l sawn van., A. minute. Serve pork chops on

he

64°

Orange Juice

1111.1. over Ingli he m. Ant ny. Irettnenlly. Add liquid Ironspoi!

r

its.
Potatoes.A
Red

Dairy

liVailhel:Z-7. 64'

k chop- and keep o inn in 7511 degree oven while
prep:Lime soma. Ilisearil
., -lick. Pour liquid in skillet
Imo measuring cup and lei stand a tew inintne, skim AT 1M. II
it:i.e....a,. add enonghm
iser to make two-thirds imp.

.41aLe

U.5. 5. NO. 1 PUMA,

15' Lady i;;Eair7:47,

$1" Mushroom

rle

on your family's favorites!

Stewed Tomatoes': 17`

Oatmeal Cookies
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`.;':

mnde

',tinkle pork chops. , Isiah sides with salt and pepper. Stand
Achip,all and in hot skillet and Id them tank Until a liElle rid
co lc.. ,, skillet. I.., them down and hnnain slowly on both
oimits, Add cinnamon slick and Juice Orsini

,

fine selection of fresh, healthful fruits and veg.
Stables at a savings! Compare quality and cost

GC;;;;ML"°'

oma rut in wedges

I he

.From the seasonal and the everyday in,
fresh produce items, to the exotic and the un
usual, Eagle's Produce Deportment brings you a

b`G

1101 cooked rice

Remo,

79c

16`

Kraft Dinner

Noodle

4

Dust Garet
Furnace

ydl

t

Chops

o..' 97'

Fruit Cocktail

IC

"

Beef

Antiseptic

680

KRA.

69'

Cepacol

Wonderful
Hair Spray

N RUM YF EN

R511

790 Minute

Steak
'kritY

S.D.A. INSPECT.

Smoked
Picnics

Grade A
Fryers
peppc

T570
t,:z
-r-

EE

SWIEFI.AISII.TART POCK CHOPS
4 lain pink chops. inch thick

pineapple

TAC AvS SENN

110111,11er haw many times 5ou has:

goen a nen dual:mit. with the addition of a lull,
glaze NI. Nmcc. Wiwi -and. fan /tank Chops are an caample ot
how soy sail, and.. pineapple glaze will give a new wallop 10
other. pe plain old pork chop.

1

$244

SFR.,

Sliced Oman ° "71'::°85`' Spare Ribs

1.011(X10,,

TEAEAA,
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4 79' Beef Short Ribs
SARIE

Standing
ib Roast

Steak

Housewares

V

Cu,

Round

Plastic
Lunch Kit

Eagle

B acon

Just A few Of Our Everyday low Meat Pikes!

Bacon

f117
OPE, U 3

Linear Plastics

tie a

Cold
Cuts

Steak

Swiss

OMECENTE
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We Discount Everything es_et_
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parts
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Irmo Are Discounted Except en fair Traded and Government Controlled Item.
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especial!, on the social keel.

t". W'''''')

232 -=Service

or

17 Aketract being

behalf of a

1,11811 could make this day an

your own needs. To trY
'ark. smotding
anorher's
tirletahle could Nopardiee

CAPTAIN EASY

38 Weep

appellatior
42 Variety of
quartz
45 Paturaga in

the brain

smite

goes

29 Bean. of

eithe
50 Hawaiian

rage

WE CANT Amor
Tu. BON! RE EVEN
saiLED THE SPECIAL
ENTRANCE EXAm

47 Recede

errtl rate
39 Cereal grass
34

22 Distant
22
23 Quechuan

41

kboofi

Indian43 Symbol for

2 American

thorium

30Roldiene (coll.)

garment
3

44 Social event
48 Copper zinc
Boy

eaths
51 Shakespear-

LOOK AT THIS ANSWER
COACH ALSORANJ NE

COW ON,
GIVE HIM

.5 TWO TIMES TWO
EQUALS Mg!

POESY

BREAK,

(var.)
52 Prohibit
53 Sheep disease

56 Fanciful
musing
60 Worship
62 OrthOrRombir

mineral

Alabama
64 Hidden
sharpshooter
65 City in
- Trance

35:700

or

Orange

American Beauty

BLACKEYE PEAS

1 5 -oz

BUTTER BEANS

Can

3

PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT

or Baby

'Can

DRINK
SAVE

Conte

Cans

29c

or Irregular

CHARMIN

4 Roll
Pk
WLT

..

teacher (Bib:

64J)

38c

59 Follower
61 English river

SAVE 5c

lirir

AM &Aril

and

SAVE 10c

OM SAVE 30c

Fresh -14-o. Ctn.

KOTEX

re

$1"

ii

60's

opm

SAVE 10c
ARLINGTON HTS.
_1818 N. State Rd.

Wonderlon
Stretch

SAVE 8c

12 -oz.

kir

39c

effective

km.10,1970

THRU JAN. 10, 1970

ri

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

in all
Chicago

Division
851 Stores

815 Lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

f

5138

ITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ASP STORE
THRU JAN 10, 1970

SAVE 30c
,

SAVE 6c

.

34c

MARGARINE
b.

Cln29c

Pkg.
WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION AAP STORE
THRU JAN. 10, 1970

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ASP STORE

SAVE 5c

SAVE 6c

SAVE 8c
DES PLAINES

48

BLUE BONNET

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS

Aro

PH Nos COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION AAP STORE

STOREPURCHASE

4Y

SARA LEE

Prises

PEANUT BUTTER

SANITARY NAPKINS

Pr.

SAVE 5c

SKIPPY

ORANGE JUICE
691
Sire

39

Fits All Sizes

AAP-FRESH

H s COUPON AND ANY
'ST ANT' CHICAGO DIVISION :MP
TIRO JAN 10, 1970

PANTY HOSE $

05

of
...

SAVE 20c

BUFFERIN TABLETS
Bottle

SAVE 10c

I

/ONION SALAD

EA.

PP

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANP PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ASP STORE
THRU JAN 10, 1970

SLICED BEAN

14 -oz.
Size

50c

GSize

ASP Brand

ASSORTED FLAVORS

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION AAP STORE
THRU JAN 10, 1970

a

Can

Withr Mariana Sauce

Pet Ritz-Brand

SAVE 10c
PUREX BLEACH

8 -oz.

SmA.hllroCo,,,E0

PIES

PLU

36's

45

Size
SAVE
I 4c

SPAGHETTI

CREAM

DOW IAN 10 1970

tOls

APPLE PIE

1:z

Conte

ALKA SELTZER

I

ISM

Ail

TOMATO SAUCE

11DIVISION ,1,1JR=1

TX,ISc.C;D,UAP0OoN

SAVE 20c

58 Tear

WIN

it:.

WHOLE BEETS

TOtTITOdEEDS

BATH TISSUE

Jane Parker

,

or Italian

ANSW SAVE 5c INft

beverage
53 Precious metal
54 Feminine
name
55 College official
57 Samuel's

4

PIZZA SAUCE

10 -lb
Bag

13

all.

15 -ox.

mericNoonrtaheeorrn:B: eons

SLICED BEETS

THAWING goo
SALT
1A"
FR'

ean river
52 Alcoholic

49 Palm leaf

MOW in
&,F'10.110

rite

46 Gardening tool

CAMPUS CLATTER

FOR ATHLETES

emit

49 Corr alive of

Lustrous
Perform,g.Reverberate
on
mineral

40 Feminine

to become ern
olv
ia0dRsagevnotinsed sib sales

me

bi.rd

2262 DCligui.hc,kbooedpint

21

serpent
37 Sticky

hmerleis-Put milt if you take

ties

e

25 Soft mineral
28 Group of

33 Speechify
35 Circle part
36 Poisonous

Dcp., 22i -A pod day for

moon

Race course

33,1

(pl.)

chflengry at dm Ines
SAGITTARIUS Moe. 23-

stem
stogie
gem

time

19 rlIcak,,n'so....

phosphates

thr home meet special

smog

g windof

Wan WUBLA
WahAU ll IBIFA 00111.4
WMU m/NUMOOMOM
MWW
dM 151115501
NWO W1WAW

22 Smyrnanative

2.1.001.
222k -heap productivity high.
714ne who work snlels within

1

mnim.a
mElmit;o3

30 mast' lien
marsupial

(comb. form)

51 011P10 IOr,

1,001104

76 PS tzoi

Grape

eat

Salad

Halite Brand

IM MO

W00.12N. F4a1BN=14104
WM1410 MI:11:1W 1.5=1

4 Seine
5 Suite

Can

PINTO BEANS

1--1k1!17

FAENIMMMIal

161000820-7

(2 words)
16 Preposition

22? UpwardEt'rrlitY

supre...

Answers to
Hideaword

eiries

f-L117

11of

F1111M1r1

Concerningoa

°it/Banding WRNS. Money
cis:kit tell the whole talc by
1.07A"'ISept 24.(kt. red -your whedule to mom

'--...t7.1:etair

1 ],429

11

White

C

15 -ox.

FRUIT PUNCH

1/3191155

WIAI IPMW

8 circuit
or..:),,,,,:09, HG ar rwl
Corinth)
Hawaiian

Eiming brings mcnernent.
VIRGO tAug. 24-Sersr

Ulafl0ltl

1'lW1.11

DOWN

ACROSS

. CANCER Dune 22.July

F,IIONtM

290

32 -oz.
Btl.

A.m., to Previous Puede

Golodren
Golden

RED BEANS if'

pt hob
kethem

'TAURUS !April 2I -May

Western

SCHAUMBURG

ARLINGTON HTS.

Higgins Road
& Rte. 58

1601 W. Campbell

THRU JAN. 10, 1970

BARRINGTON

300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE.
276 Northwest Hwy.

r

Hawk comeback bid stymied, 72-65
By 3. Alan Conk

Asst. Sq. Ed,
The Harper Hawks, under
head coach John Gelch. made
several spemaculm hut vain
comebacks last night against

the College of DuPage, and
dropped the final decision. 7265

Down by no leas than 10
points in each half. the battling

Hawks fought back to take
52.52 had after trailing 4739 five minutes ea r.r.

and Jim Belanger, 19 points.
The game began with each
team trading buckets until
with 15.50 remaining i the
first half, DuPagc, on a driving
layup

by

Kletecka,

Dennis

took a lead which they held

WITH 9:50 left in the half,
Gregory caught an elbow in
face which knocked out one of
his front teeth. He was rushed
to the hospital and it was later
learned that an 'orthodontist
was repairing the damage.

until both teams
went to the locker room with
DuPage holding a 39-33 maradvantage

gin.

HARPER'S PRESS took it's
toll at the outset of the second

After the accident, though,

half with DuPage giving up

They punched out to their

Harper, Mellen went on a

the ball four of the first seven

first 10 -point spread at 19-10

tilises without getting a shot

on field goals by Jury Carson,
Kevin Perrin and Randy
Gregory while Harper was

sconng binge, ripping the nets
for eight points and pulling the
Hawks back into the game at
31-27 with 423 left in the half.

replying with a free throw by
Don Duffy.

Munn's free throw shoot -

throughout the period at 7-6.

ing protected the Chaparrels.

They whittled their deficit
down to 49-46 on Duffy's conversion of Hawk steal. Lem
than i minute later, Eric
Schuster totted in a pair of his

Bar THE bid was fruitless,

II- points to bring the Hawks

however. as a well -disciplined
DuPage team inn on effective
offense around
pick -and -roll
the Harper defense that often
resulted in an open man tinder
the basket Mr an snisy bucket.

within one at 49-48.
Belanger opened the gap to
three on a jumper from the top

mate, theft. A missed shot by
DuPage provided Harper with
opprotunity for the lead and
they took it.

turnever-produci, full -court
press at the outset of the ste-

Harper guard lohn Knopf soars high ill the sky while dropping

pair agoind Minna ',Page College. Knopf hanged II
a
marker and tinned .3. 11 rebounds but the Chaparrels nolbrood IM Hanka 72-65, trhotio, ht J. klm Cm..
in

enntinuol its moicry oser St.

Paz Memo temporarily in-

Viater Ian week as the An

zerupled the Knight ssin streak

tome stroilem Mooed their

by taki, a forefen decision at

Don counte-Aire 411.15
1.4.1 rr.-4211. :Ile knight

-Al lean.

they

-

-

:oute to

n; 1:0ms
telseek

41

-in it sias
PROSPELT

Riek Brauer made it two in a
non for the Knights with a
1-44 pro

r

Dose Daniels Lit

door shot to push Sic home
team into a slim. but enjoyable

points on nine buckets.

one -point edge. 52-51.

most from about 20 tem. I he
Chiparrels, meanwhile. were

paced by Craig Thulin,

IIUPAGE (721

20

Player
Belanger

B
6
4

Carson

'

F
7
4

3

155. Bobby Klein turned it
inn. trio of lakedonns hs pin-

ning St. Via., Larry Seal -

3

the final pail of matches. fhe
Lion: Curt Heerdegen topped
11

three point to

at 105 to add
l'ateen's to.

tal

Little SU Jimmy Hynes of Horner drew a foul by OuPage's
Bob Gras, on this ploy us the speedster tried lumina Inc corner
an Me Noe line. Hynes also sparked the fun court pre. that
hrought his tram elm:, but they finally milled, 72-65.

Forme SIMS took first place
nue of the 11 inems and

led toil divisive 73.18

Lion Gm thither to the or,
in 3:37 oi Ow 107 notch
firm

St Viet, on in
oen is
on the scoreboard at I la . lien

id

S rh, High School pool last

svas

night.

Vince O'Leary third

li,

second

Tom Breen. 7-7. The Knights
then added two more vimorics
tabenst their mlvantage to 20-

league dual Mein comp:Minn.
Herm, is now 0- I

triumphs at 123 .heie he dear
Oaths' Mike Geddes. 1M1-1.

Y.
Freestyle.. SteseJmotrunther 01 Forest View shims firm in
his somialts Ian nieht ilmi, meet 'nth 11,1.11.

Hersey hosts 12 -team

junior hi tournament
freshman tournament last
son and held it again this year,
hut this is the firm year too Sct

Well

junior high teem, There are

up.

Fell. 7 with ime week off be-

Ibex such tnttrnetnews now in
Arlington Heights that are
somsored by high schools,
It will give the participating

fore the finals.

schools a line opportunity to

dates are Jon. 17. lash 24 and

A 6,1 of 12 games will he
plated on the lour dates. with
the' howled load of live eon tests starting the actin in on So.
unlay. It is 0 single elimination

affair, although one consola-

tion mine fin third place will
!xi pined immediately before
the championship till on FM.

Al.l. GAMES

we what plasi, II

Li

high

school in num., a Iike as

will

he

Henny milinashim. and locker. rooms and towels will he

Chicago Bears quarlerlvack.
will lie the guest speaker at St.

Raymond's Italy Name

as giving Hersey coach

Roger Steingrnher a chance to
Me the material Mal is coming

8

0

3

4

2

1

1

SPore

4

Schuster
Hynes

2

Wadeita

2

7
11

4

6

4
3

5

9

3 19
2

0

1

3

i

1

36 13 21 60

Tanis

in

second

and

Herwy%
in the

50 -YARD FREESTYLE-1. Gnus 101: 2 Lenkcit IFV1:
3. Higgins (FV/.

Diting--1 Johnson IFVI.
1014yiird butterfly -1. West 2, Patience IFV1: 3.
dale

IMrest View went 1-2 in
three other events. Patience

has been the center of much
centnwersy on the 1.13 1969
Bears. His disagreement with

The meeting will start at R
pm. All men of the parish are

include MacArthur sal
Prospect Heights as. SI. Ras Mond of Mount PEOVOCI at
9:30 am, Paddbck of Palatine
vs. St. Emily of
Prospect
Heights at 10:45 a.m. River
Trails vs. SE Mary's of Buffalo
Grove at 1,30 pm_
Sandings

burg of Rolling Meadoss vs.
St. Joe of Wheeling at 2:45
p.m. and Holmes of Wheeling

vs. Lady of the Wayside of
Arlington Heights at 4 p.m.

Jain. Harvey. vice presi-

College: Triton Junior Col.
lege; Wauhenthe Community
College: and Harper.
Membership in the Skyway
conference w
!mull
aith-

per College. Pakoine. has been

cloned president of the Sky conference. a newly formed athletic aamcinti,
serving six Chicagoarcs am munity colleges.

way

The league

formally

adopted its constitution and

ST. PETER of Arlington
Heights and lock tendon of

elected its first officers on net.
II. 1MM. ['hurter monhers arm

Wheeling drew bym in thefina
round and will play secondround pmes on Jam 17.
Hersey hosted a similar

Collect. ad

EG
College-

aka Conn,.

drawal next 1,11.1970.M these

six schools from the Nenhern
Illinois junior college league.
Harvey sale the. Skyway
constitution
flectscomon
philosophies of athletics"
among the
charto member
colkges.

-We joined together
Henry

McHenry

County

be.

muse of our proximity to one
another. and we hope to ex -

course

boys

of

tend a clink front 3 p.m. In

430. Boys eligible for the Sunday session ar thme horn be-

fore Dec. 31. 1957 hut after

Kcn

firttenewald.

super-

Illinois

the

Conservation,

Department
said that

of
in

] 0 0 -yard

breaststrokes -1

Polacek 11,1: 2. Bailey (EV
3. O'Leary MIL
400 -yard

freestyle

relay-

-Forest View (Higgins. Johnson. Jacothineyer. lenkeit I

asp...Odell., boater *heapplies for his new certificate hehue it is due to expire does not
Ime any time because all eel. -

tilicano are issued for a themar period from July I. 1970,

CANNED

by Dean
1110 50 -yard
freestyle and Caen Johnson in
the 100 -yard backstroke. !coven View took second and third

butterfly and lenkeit first and
Jacohnmesor sound in the

WV): 3. Peldhan (FYI.
4014yard freestyle -I. Len -

400 -yard freestyle.

hail IFV). 2. laeobsmeyet
(FV1.. 3. Timone (HI.

ooh events nit), Pete Lem
keit mid Kent Magna in the 50
and 111,ins and Jim Feldhan

freestyle and Johnsen the die-

o Nerh Polacek. Mark Bailey.
John Mate and Stool Patience
took the 2111,11n1 medley re-

las mil the then of Higgins.
lm Johtnen. Steve Jacobsme.

yet and Lenkeit grubbed the
4111 -yard freestyle relay.

Norh l'olacek was a douhle-

winner lot Forest View. win-

relay -

2 011-y a r

-Forest View drolacek. Bailey.
Males Patience,
200 -yard freestyle -1. Patience IFVI. 2. lacobsrtimer
(FV1: 3. Th.:41e (511.
200 -yard individual med.

tcy--I

Pot:leek (FV1t Feldhnn

Wheeling finished a distant
quadfourth Saturdity m
rangular wrestling mart hosted by the Wildcats. The final
point tally 1611We4 winner
Evanston with 63, Niles West

poet.. and sonic of our kids
weno real close to winning o

with 48, Mundelein with 44

of their nmtches but
couldn't mike pull them Oill."
mid 'Cat coach Bch Schulte.
The three visitors are usually
among the top mat Squads in

and Wheeling with 10.

the area.

",kit three of those teams
gave us some real rough corn.

(FVI. 3. Morris (HI.

SPORTS
few

SATURDAY'S Mill was
run like a Intik dual. with oath
team
once

each other team

Each individual grapEach

pler was awarded one point for
a draw. two poinks for a decision and duce points for a pin
or a forfeit. and then the points
for his three matches were
added up to give hint his total
score

January 7

Bowen were good enough to

DAN HARRIS of Evanston
won the 165 -pound class with
seven. and Keith Mackey. of
Mundelein was ,rfeet at 175
with three pms 101 14100ms.
Evanston swept MO final two
divisiim, Mark Waasner taking
the 1,15 -pound chomonship
with six and Heiman Russ the
heavyweight title with nine.

HOT DOGS

SLICED BACON

sion and earned u draw for
three [mints: and 1115.pounder

Evanston captured the 107.
pound division with eight and
Greg Schneider of Niles Wed

Tom Holakopf. mho decislolled an opponent fur two

BONUS 'SPECIAL

KRAFT

pond membership to oo mare
than
eight colleges. The

will he restricted to the bound-

Lions which for a

toles of that collegeh legally

Nonhcrn Illinois junior col-

established district, except for

around O'Hare International
airport," Harvey said.

having

cumbersome,

about 24 membe ands nidety of athletic philosophies
among its membership." Her.
toy said.

TH E SKYWAY

con-

dilution- provides for light
controls on recruitment and
subsidass. the wrnference pro.
'dent as

He said recruiting by any
conference

member

college

Illinois are, that are not part
of ajmior college district.
Member colleges mey not
award athlmic scholarships or
other subsidies based wkly
upon a student's athletic pani-

cipation, he sid.
BOOSTER CLUB financial
aid to individual athletes will

cluster

ktk Conference.

k

the semi, honors with
Greg

Casciaro.

Mark

17.

BANQUET

Hil-

debrandt and Ion: Luciano all
had six for St Raynmnd and
Terry Keetwn and Pat Sihern-

197

COOKEN' BAGS

COFFEE CAKE

cross contry, golf and were

HarpOC er.

ding oshe followed in the
spring, 1971, by baseball and

R members ere expected
to act upon the proposed state

James to u 35.21 victory with
19
points. Bill
Heffernan
Bitted eight markers and Ste.
Tim. chipped in with six.

next three to four years.

consistent with the pro -

Harvey

the winners with 16 points, but
Ward Schell of St. James took

AT THE SEVENTH grade
level. Mike Fitton paced SI.

Harvey said the conference

intrtiduced at the Illinois Jun-

month.
Skyway competitionto quali-

fiers will be allowed
atmpew in region four playoffs of
the National Junior College
Athletic Association as well as
the national finals.

PUNCH

T

Reardon led St. Raymond
with nine, and he wm aided by
seven from Dan Mann and five

12 OZ.

DRESSEL'S FUDGE WHIPPED

CREAM CAKE

26 OZ,

from Bill black
Al the sixth grade level. St.
James won a 10-9 decision
tree St. Raymond.

2201121

x

2/49

CONTADINA TOMATO PASTE Vff

15'

14:

14°

x

GREEN GIANT PEAS 4049140

25'

25'

25'

DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL... SIZE

25°

25'

BLEACH

COMET

SHORTNING

JOHN'S

EA.

PIZZA PIE

15 OZ.

'

5.45

13

1:2740

251

23'

545'

251

25'

24`

5.75

54'

54:

`2.8o
CASE,.

PSE OF 6

160

16'

570

57'

570

57'

55`

6.5 0

02.110E32'

34'

32'

32'

29'

374:5:

35'

35'

35'

33'

37'

390

39' H 39'

28`
33°

14'

141

14'

14

13c

26'

2/59

26'

28'

87'

89'

CAKE MIXES

REG. ASST

assr coLoas

.L. -

10'

25°
83`
10'

89
11'110
89°

BONU S

`7.71°5'

3.353.90
6.15

95;11989
5.

SPECIAL

PERSONAL SIZE

SCHENLEY

GIN

6

16'

L.oz

CRISCO

cs1.45:

15'

Orai

TISSUE

54`
23`

490
15`

54'

HUNTS TOMATO SAUCE .0. Sin

sth

581

25'

ALPO DOG FOOD 14120:.

BLENDED WHISKEY

58'

25'

CLEANSER

GUCKENHEIMER

58

DEL MONTE KERNEL CORN

CLOROX

Mark K.,1.1 the way for

points for Mundekink John

The league will begin cam petition next fall in baskethell.

may add football within the

HAWAIIAN

III

division of

DRESSEL'S PECAN RING

rows its name from our Inca-

prohibited,

eighth -grade

the Northwest Catholic Ath-

junior college association this

SPECIAL

PEANUT BUTTER

SCOTT TOILET

College Board MCP)
meeting held last Dec. 12 at

"The new confine= nor-

he

.

Arlington Heights. 39-30. in

the same total at 137. Five

nr

,BONUS

SKIPPY

BETTY CROCKER

of

McGovern of Evanston had

paced new state juntor college
athletic association formally

1 09

FOODS

LIBBY TOMATO JUICE 46 02 SIZE

Mount
Prospem nipped St James of
the

ARE HOUSE

HAWAIIAN PUNCH 46

son had I
for the losers.

SKYWAY
OFFICIALS
add that the philosophy and
mae Ittreof the new confer -

also

added.

Raymund

& SAVE!

RCIroYrRifEEAK

St. Raymond's
eighth graders
nit. St. James
SI.

w

WAREHOUSE FOODS- Lowest by the item, lower by the moll

LUX LIQUID DETERGENT ;g'z

championship.

89c

20 lbs

SHOP . ..COMPARE..

LB

pants.

formance of the day at 123
pounds by tying with Barry
Rosen of Niles West foe the

Hersey swimmer Jeff Tenable takes a breath during last night's 400 -yard freestyle ... ngaiml
Forest View at St. Vistor. (Photos by J. Alfred 511001

55C

69'.

59'.
SLICED CHEESE

fore points, Fred Wiedeman of

Both earned
four points.
Mark Gabon of Niles
topped the 130 pountkrs with
eight points. and Tim

CORN KING

draw: 130 -pounder Gary

took the 911.pound class with

RED POTATOES

GROUNDE BEEF

LB.

CORN KING OR ARMOJB STAR

AMERICAN

Schweiloer, who won a sled,

64

LE

Other Wheeling wmtlers
who figured in the snoring
ere 107 -pounder Dan Hotel.
who picked up one point for a

Tom Bruning of Niles West

LB.

H SWISS STEAK

PORK SAUSAGE

ROLLS 49

lic`B.

BEEF 70c
STEW / -

U.S. CHOICE (ROUNDBONE)

ARMOUR STAR

take 145, and Al Meredith caprured the 155 -pound title with
ight.

was host at 115.
Al Stavros otAYheeling gave
the Wildcats their hest per-

loge league has became too

4.29

AND $15 ORDER

1970

LB.

LEAN BONELESS

HAM WITH THIS COUPON

Wildcats fourth at own quad

MEET RESULT&

forks in both 1011100. Tile man

CORN KING - 5 lb

until June 30, 1972.

-I. Johnson 1H): 3. Higgins

in the Isacksinike

BANANAS

ROAST

return it with the 51 tee as soon

tience second in the 1011.yard

View%

SALE DATES - JAN. 7 TO JAN 11

.411

ith the tunic, 110,11001 should

complete the application and

."`

Opitirrrjr;;;XIS Cat;1:714fefi-7-7*-.

A

POT

AN APPEICADON Kw a
neW number will la included

Hunt

s4r -i0..ea-Vo

U.S. CHOICE
CENTERCUT BLADE

January 86,090 boat owners
well he notified that their eel,
'dimes of number expire on
June 30, 1970

fiiii

,144

LB.

Boating certificates
may expire June 30
Om of the boating ...ion of

78c

ROAST /

and Hill Mum,.

plank lillishos were thshioned

other two firsoplace finishes.

CHUCK

McEnerney In nuance team, Clark. Johnson,
Sam McGowm. Part Barrel

ISO -YARD BACKSTROKE

ing event for Forest

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

coaches
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11M -yard

STEAK

mutt provide all of his own
minding skate.
and sticks. Sew of the
conducting the clink are Pew
Smith
Forestal,
and
Bill

Wednesday

1.11011 View swain to vic.

the

mage boys their own age under
supervised condibons." The

ond in the 200 -yard freesok.
Fred WesWAle first and Pa-

the

CHUCK

game and a chance to scrm-

was tiro and Jacolumeyer sec-

Mute won

U.S. CHOICE
1 ST BLADE CUT

equipment

p.m.

Harvey to preside over Skyway League
dent or student affairs at Her

fundamental

as weather permits.
boy participating
E e

the third place winner.

Saturday's nrillininti pair-

all boys isssted in hockey a

sen ON/.

the management peaked in Me
locker room following the
Green Bay game.

management.

the Risentu four sic:lodes

The aim of the clinic, 10 cording to Bud Clark, one of
the co-urdinaiors, is to "give

SAVE AT

. . .

WAREHOUSE FOO

IFV), 2. °leery (Mb 3. John-

will he no admission chmge
for spectator.

1968 when he replaced the in-

ups.

Jan. I, 1956.

Goons (111.

cent success of the junior high
tourney at
Viator. this one
should he worth seeing. There

jured Jack Cannon, Caner

provided for each beam. Each
learn is to provide its own bake
kmballs for pre -game warm

when they heat conference foe
Wilson College.

100 -yard fremthle-1. Mate

hreasoiroke.

CONSIDERING 11IE re-

Alter having Mon apparently =cured of going the distance
in the cannot, he was nulled at
the
half and subsequently
made the famed -chickenbleep" statement. This lad to a
11,000 fine from the Bear

Society monthly meeling to he
held Friday. Jan. % in the parish eaditerium.
After succonftilly tiding

'the games will minsist of
fair six -minute quaners with
15 minute inter.ls between
names.
Trophies will
he
presented le the finalists and

0

Virgil Carter speaks
at St. Raymond's Fri.
Virgil Carter. omnwersail

played Oil the main cram in the

one

Ilt .RS1.1, ONLY

Bob Fischer tacked on the sec -

00101

:mains,

.

Km Hutchison gam the
Knights the tird or 110, run

medley and the 10(1 -yard
breaststroke. Felilhan was sec.

mid and Herwy% Brum Mnrris third in the 174 and Bailey

The win was Forest View's

/

ning the 200.sard individual

SW:orlon league ,mming
1 ro1011 En, Have at ,the Si.

Kevin Ryan tied Prospe,

The

0

kge lreaglic 000100. Harperb
nqat hotne game is Jan. 13

another clinic tor boys before
Dec. 31. 959 but after tans 1.

Falcons' nine firsts swamp Huskies

dle .ms. lisilli. He bioncht 4,

thereafter.

0

BFPR

Player
Mellen

stir of Provo:LSI. Violin.,

low, but wound op with

days

0r

HARPER (69]

With the more at 40.7 in fa.

pound opponent. Foin Hue hes.
in 1:27. Ganes took a Mile

High School will
hurl a 12 -tram eighth grade
haskmlnill tournament
this Satunlas. Jan. In.
and running lily Mur Satur-

2

Northern Illinois Junior Col.

clinic will he held on each &turday and Sunday for as long

PiLlitem age will be able to at-

0

The Hawks are hack in action Thursday when they travel to Morton College in

will In followed at 5 p.m. by

ON SUNDAY.

22 18 IS 52

Totals

P.W. Saturday with 0 stusion
for any boy horn before Eke
31.196, bia after Jam 1,1960.
That wi last until 4:30 and it

195g. Tin second Saturday

0

Harkey
Davis

The clink will open at

session will lest anti!

5 ID

Thulin
Perrin

pins In Rick Clark and fmm
Gain n. Clark pinned his ma

Hersey

The Arlington Heights Park

'District together with the ArEwan Jaycees will bold a

Harper sparkplug Jim Met
len led the Hawk attack wiM
111

throw shooting accuracy.

Hockey clinic
opens Saturday
3

FORG1 I)

i

Th. Hawks outscored Duane 12-9 over the final three
minuts, but the Chapanels
went into a depp (recce stall to

defense and scored on a back-

into a 111-11lead on oinsecimse

told victory hr pinning Resin
Lyres,. of Si Vialoi in as/

making the score, 63-53.

away.

5

logo am 145.11110 weond peel.
od
Am Joe two

combined fora perfect 6.6
mark at the free throw line,

lett gave D uPagetitime to pull

gsmond

bc or,

on buckets by Thulin and Car son while Bob Graves and Fer-

hockey clink this coming
weekend at Recreation Park.

Ken Smith in I:58.

SOPHOMORE BOB PerLim opened the Knight lair-

Page made up for that deficit
with their remarkable free

weaved his way through the
sticky Chaparrel maettrman

Hui

rung four snaight I ons.

hick,*gg

mea

cold spell with sen' minutes

oursecon ound. Dave
Grocer
n he
ut the quartet
Moped pulled Grenir
heating
some to dos after Mat. pin. of pins lot Prospect

Ir.

the floor. 26-22, and held a 6052. edge in rebounds but Du -

SCOTT S1BBERNSEN

a

1

of the 1311.peund pairing.

although little Jimmy Hynes

four -minute

but

Prospect skins Lions
The Prospect Junior eh,

was the last Harper field Jowl
roe the next foe minutes.

working their lead back to 10

DON'T PAY MORE

victory.

Scthe
ACTUALLY
HARPER
outscored its opponents from

of the key. but Duffy connected again off his teem.

The Hawks tried le
the Chaparrelie attack with a

m. half.

SibbernsenIs bucket, though,

5th $3 .1 9

SCHENLEY
59C,
VODKA

IVORY SOAP
3f. OFF
LABEL

5th
t

25'
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GOES YOUR
COST OF
LIVING!

le

Plus
All These

BONUS
BUYS

F

t:

;

A

e

s

8,

-ALItlaia,;,ML,2:4

.}

.

'

:TT

41

.

I

1

FOR THUR.,
FRI., SAT.
"BONUS BUYS" a -e extraordinary

offers, even lower than our low
everyday Walgreen WONDERPRICES!

'`/'

ra

it

I

nary'

p
M.., named,

a

4:bcrrY

200 SUPER
GERIATRIC

SUPER
GERIATRIC

100's

EXCEDRIN
Extra Strength Pain Reliever.

mr
ocolate

(Limit one)
ews

Super vitamin formula for folks
10 vitamins, 9 minerals
plus liver, 6 nutrients.

formula

' PrpPr,'11"21

StrTE'C'Boaaled
'R'P"'"'oc

Get two bottles of
100 tablets, only ..

MKRIN 12 -oz.

.

J&J ORAL ANTISEPTIC.

c -777.7s

a -week
Wonder price!

AND

Right Guard

aM1111IMI.

200 = 168 LIVER 120 Chewable
Get two
bottles

Get two
bottles
of 84

1"

of 100

WITH IRON!

Children's.
2 bottles
of 60

IVORY

.9_13_

Personal Size

u;_!

S oap

(Prices includes 3c off

label-Limit 1 pak)

.COUPON

bars
in a
pak

Bonus LIQUOR Buys
Most Advanced Features!
.1,..

131/2 -oz. can.

..--

.: \, .1,--1`

I

II

,,

'-',,, ,-;

I

I

It

4

POLAROID

Colorpack II

Has eight delicious kinds!

Electric eye LAND CAMERA with
electronic shutter.

99'

4): ...);

BaluNyU

22"

Save now!

s:,--11

this coupon thru
Saturday, Jan. 10.

Most Exciting Musical Value Ever!

I

Wairteem.

YOU'LL BE PLAYING IN 60
SECONDS

MIDWEST
CHARGE ANY PURCHASE OR St OR UP

Itx.EP1 FOOD

.

Without Lessons!

,ORGAN with Bench

WELCOMES ALL

BANK CARDS

.

MAGNUS CHORD

Wayireeita,

For adults & children! Easy to follow

/I

SERVICE)

2-LBS.
COOKIES

ll

--12.

,----;)°. IP

--------

69c

.

'Continental' Variety

LIBBY
TOMATO
JUICE

Limit two, with

.

4 2

DA
I

1

(Limit
one)

Multi -Vitamins

19

P

HALF -A -GALLON

ANTI-PERSPIRANT-5-OZ.

I MANY MORE VITAMIN SPECIALS ALSO ON SALE!
WONDER

I CE

7 -days -

mires a COWL,

With B complex & C

t Flavors!

CREAM

(Limit one)

LIVER and IRON

Chewable. 100 -mg.

1:;et
PEi

Rich

.041,114

AND IRON

/1::1CG'
ECntdIS'::htt

Creamy

olatean

VITAMIN C

ICE CREAM

nEa

cn

NOOK

SIND

.me

QUART MEISTER
White Velvet

BRAU

VODKA 6 -Pak 12 -oz. Cans

IMPORTED

SANDY SCOT

Scotch
_1259

89'

39

Men's Lightweight

5th

(Limit two 6-paks)

S -T -R -E -T -C -H

instructions. Has

37 treble keys, 12
chord buttons, 3
music books, rack

3995

7-Yr. Old BOURBON

#306P

QUART WHISKY

'Park Ridge'
86 -pr. 5th ....

Founders' Choice
Park-Tilford 86 -pr.

319
79

Rubber BOOTS
Tough, nonskid soles.
Sizes S -M-

L -XL. Only

40

Unmatched. Value For Apartments, Small Homes, Offices!

`WHITE' SALE VALUES!

Table Top HUMIDIFIER

1st Quality CANNON

WITH BUILT-IN ADJUSTABLE HUMIDISTAT
Automatic "TravelAire" has 8 -gal. evapcirating capacity; more than ample for areas up
to 1400 sq, ft.! Quiet!

i.Vi a'.

..p.2.7

Bath
Towels

22 x 44" Size

KLeENwIN8,

2 pillow
cases

78,

Many styles, colors, designs.

"r!llsetsCI CLOTHS

3°

68c

INokarieeso
ma ma MI
Ile

MI MI IP

Add A Spritely Touch!

MT. PROSPECT

WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

me,
FY UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT
NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised

items, unless limited by space or local conditions.

SORRY! We

must limit
"Bonus Buys"
so that all
will share
the savings.

MEN'S QUALITY

Colorful Print

HANDKERCHIEFS

PILLOW CASES

BONUS

UY

I

Choice of

designs and
gay colors.

2 per pack

.

44
PR.

oar ex

istrict
By Jan Bone

will issue. Money from this
will be used to pay fot an addi-

Plans for a Feb. 7 referendum are expected, to be approved tonight by School. District 21 board members.
If voters approve, the district will use funds supplied by
the Illinois School Building
Commission to build a 30 classroom school in the North gate subdivision of Arlington
Heights and a six -classroom
addition at Field School in
Wheeling. Equipment and site
work for the Northgate School

tion to Tarkington School in
Wheeling;

additions

to

a

maintenance warehouse and
the administration center; paving and site work at the Jack
London School in Wheeling
and equipment for Tarkington
the
administration
School,
center, and the Hawthorne
School, which will be built in
Wheeling in 1971 from funds
already approved at the last
referendum.

PTA representatives from
all District 21 schools received
background information on
the referendum earlier this
week at a special meeting with
Supt. Kenneth Gill.
Gill explained the Illinois

also will be paid for from these
funds.

ALSO ON the ballot will be
a proposition asking voters to
approve $800,000 in construc-

tion bonds which District 21

low

near

"We estimate the. financial

"A RENT levy," he said,
linois School Building Com-

JOHN BARGER, assistant

about $500,000 over the 16
and two-thirds years because

superintendent of finance, told
The Day that enrollments had
jumped 800 students from September, 1968 to September

donated by the builders. Eventual plans are to put a park on

mission builds a building for a

district which has exhausted
its bonding power and meets
certain qualifications for its
enrollment projections.

the site, as well as a possible
junior high school.
The second proposition on
the Feb. 7 ballot will use local

the
ISBC builds
"The
school and rents it back to the

tax

funds from the sale of
construction

district. At the end of 16 and
two-thirds years, the rent will

$800,000

have paid the cost of the building, and the building becomes

Both proposals are "very
crucial," according to Gill.
"If either one of these fail," he

in

bonds.

the property of our district.
"The cost of the building is

told PTA

"We need to add between

"double shifts might be necessary."

GILL SAID the site for the
Northgate School was being

"is the process whereby the Il-

rejeren u

e

savings to our taxpayers will be

we don't have to pay interest."

representatives,

30 to 40 classrooms a year to
provide adequate facilities,"
Gill said.

"Hundreds of single-family

principals, school board
members, and central office
ing

staff members are willing to
answer questions," he said.

"You can always call the

residences are being built now
or have been approved for con-

central administration build-

1969 and that an additional

struction in District 21. Most

erator you want someone to

1,000 students would be entering District 21 schools by September, 1970.
Although the district has
grown rapidly (ten years ago, it
had only 1,671 children), estimates show that it has not yet
reached the half -way mark in
its ultimate total expected enrollment.

of these are now being built in
the western part of the district.

referendum.

"Thousands of apartment

units have been approved or
have tentative approval for
construction in the next few
years.

"If we continue to grow, we
continue to
added facilities."
must

provide

ing at 537-8270 and tell the op-

answer questions about the

"If no one is available at
moment," Gill said,
"leave your number, and you
will receive a return call."
that

Schools in District 21 are
Poe in Arlington Heights and
Frost in Prospect Heights; Kilmer, Alcott and Longfellow in
Buffalo Grove; Field, Tarkington, Twain, Sandburg,

Barger said that some projections show a total of 20,000
students for the district by

referendum information

London, Holmes and Whit-

1980.

would be available. "All build-

man in Wheeling.

GILL SAID that additional

Pro5pert ;Dap

WEATHER
cold,

interest -free.

School Building Commission
"rent levy" proposal ---the one
which will pay for the North gate School and Field addition.

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
very

ecte to

15

below; Tomorrow: Partly

Telephone

255-4400

cloudy, continued cold.

Your Home A eirspaper

Weller Creek staking
to start on Monday

Combined
Appeal
elects
The Mount Prospect Combined Appeal elected 1970-71
,officers last night, after it was
announced that the I969-70
campaign had reached 80 per

An inquiry Tuesday night
by two village hoard trustees

cent of its $22,500 assigned
goal with $18,200.
The total area goal set by the

Suburban Community Chest
Council is $58,700.

The totals are all a part of
the national Crusade of Mercy
fund raising activities.

Conclusion of the 1969-70
campaign is expected to be in
Apri I.

Rds., Palatine; 8 p.m.

These young people in Mount Prospect took advantage yesterday of low temperatures and constructed an igloo, a type of housing normally found near the north pole. Sitting on snow wall is:
Karen Schultz, 313 N. Maple; inside is Tom Janis, 307 N. Maple; on top of the snow house are:
David Zapfd, 321 N. Maple (front); and Phil Schultz, 313 N. Maple. (Photo by Dan Balas)

Village ckerk's office to open
at night for voter registration
Mount

Prospect

Village

Clerk, Donald V:. Goodman

Village needs
crossing guards
The Mount Prospect Police

Dept. has two openings for
crossing guards. The position
will be on a twice a month salary basis. The hours will be
three a day for five days a
week.

Anyone

interested

stream, double its capacity and

between Mount Prospect Rd.
and Elmhurst Rd.. led Village
Manager Virgil Barnett to
contact State Rep. David Regner (R -Mount Prospect) who
came up with the answer the

other projects already in prog-

hopefully, eliminate all flooding in Mount Prospect.
Value of the work done so
tar, through Des Plaines and

of

stakes

to

guide

from John Gillou, chief waterway engineer for the Illinois
Divison of Waterways, the
agency handling the Weller
Creek project.

secretary, 109 W. Sunset.

Harper College Board,
Algonquin and Roselle

understood

pected by the end of the week.
Barnett said that Regner got
information yesterday
hi s

ry Brubj,tfeisurer. 818 Dresser; and Mrs. Dorothy Julin,

Mount Prospect Public

started some weeks ago. but

Monday, with completion ex-

president, 105 W. Sunset; Har-

Library Board, 14 E. Busse
Av.; 7:30 p.m.

on progress on the Weller
Creek improvement project

workmen will commence

1

has announced that the Village
Clerk's office will be open Jan.

19 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. to accommodate residents who can-

not come in during the day to
register to vote.
Regular office hours for the

Village Clerk are from 8:30

Gripe
Of The

a.m. to 5 p.m. and as a result of

Day
Sunday newspapers that
are delivered on Saturday.

should

J.H.

contact the Chief of Police at
CI -3-2151.

a bill signed by Gov. Ogilvie
town clerks offices are allowed to remain open for registration of voters during the
same times that the office of
the county clerk is required
to be open for that purpose.
Another bill changes the
days of registration for the city
and village clerks.

registration

through 1970 under the new
laws:

For county and town clerks:
Nov. 27, 1969 to Feh. 16.
1970; March 19, 1970 to Oct.
3, 1970; Nov. 5, 197(1 to Dec.
31, 1970.

For city and village clerks:
Nov. 27, 1969 to Jan. 20,
1970; April 27, 1970 to Sept.
21, 1970; Nov. 17, 1970 to
Dec. 31, 1970.

Barnett

said

he

ress had delayed this work.
The red stakes will be placed
on either side of the center line

of the creek bed to show the
permanent right-of-way limits
of the creek, enclosing what is

up to Mount Prospect Rd., was

legally state property.

by heavy rains in early Septem-

The yellow stakes, to

be

of the red
stakes, will designate the temlimits
porary
right-of-way
where workmen and machinplaced

outside

ery can gain access.

Elmhurst Rd. stretch of the
project is the fourth phase of

tion" in the budget fai :12 Illinois Division of Waterways

John Gillou, chief water ,way engineer for the Illinois
Division of Highways. told
The Day Wednesday he ex-

in the budget for the fiscal year
beginning July I. 1970. The
Division's budget for 1969 was

the findings of the Des Plaines

River Study Bill.
Such legislation would have
a direct bearing on McDonald
Creek flooding.
Gillou said that the bill will
be introduced in April by State
Rep. Eugene Schlikman (12. -

Arlington Heights), who has
been "working with us on the
project."
However, he said that funds
may be a problem. He said he
expects a "substantial reduc-

Robert Gilmeister; 3 -year old son of Mr. and Mni. Ronald Gilmeister of 1408 N. Reynolds, 'Palatine, died yesterday
Community
Northwest
at

Hospital as a result of burns
suffered in a fire at the family
home yesterday morning.
Also taken to Northwest
Community Hospital were
Steven, 7, who was in the home
at the time the fire started, and

the mother, Mrs. Corinne Gilmeister, who was visiting
neighbors when the fire began.

Steven was treated for minor
burns and released. Mrs. Gilmeister was treated for shock

and minor smoke inhalation
and was released.

N.Zolice received the call at
10:04 a,m. Fire Chief Orville
Helms said the fire started in
the basement family room behind the television set.

THE FIRE engulfed

the

family room and spread up the
stairway. Robert was in the
family room in a crib when the
fire started.
Police said that Steven was

on the second floor when he
heard an explosion. He" ran
downstairs

to

his

brother's

crib and tried unsuccessfully
to lift him from the crib.
Steven then called the fire
department.

Police said a neighbor saw
the fire and tried to get inside
to save Robert before the firemen arrived, but was unable to

enter because of smoke and
flames.

STUDIES
for
and
McDonald
Wheeling
Creek flood control projects,
but Gillou said, they were
made part of the Des Plaines
SEPARATE

were originally

planned

Study Bill, which deals with
the river and its tributaries, Of
which McDonald Creek is
one.

A situation report on drainage and flood control for
McDonald Creek was made by

the division of waterways in
1968, after severe flooding in
(Conti/wed on page 2.

William Cobb

and Fred Lloyd arrived on the
scene, and Cobb tried to enter
the house by breaking through
two doors. But the smoke and
flames were so intense, he was

downstream from
Mount Prospect.
In June, a rainstorm of lesser proportions had resulted in
appeared

It was thought that elimination of a big bottleneck at the
Chicago & North Western Ry.
tracks in Des Plaines by a major rechanneling had been an
important factor.
The fifth or final stage of the
project has been tentatively set
fci compeltion in 1972. This

will carry the project to the
corporate limits of Arlington
Heights.

SIMON

SUBU its
SAYS
The difference between New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
was all in the head.

Cold snap is bitter, but it
isn't biting, hospitals say
Despite subzero temperatures, none of
the four northwest suburban

hospitals
have reported any frostbite cases. Spokes-

men at Holy Family Hospital in Des
Plaines say this is mainly because there
have been no strong winds.
The
low temperatures

recorded

Wednesday by police departments in the
area are: Arlington Heights, -I I, Des
Plaines, -9 and Mount Prospect, -10.
The main thing, said the nursing supervisor at Northwest Community Hospital in
Arlington Heights, is to dress warmly and
avoid being in the cold for a considerable
length of time. Make sure that toes, hands
and ears are covered and dry.

In case of frostbite, a spokesman at St.
Village

Alexius Hospital in Elk Grove

said, a warm compress (about 100 degrees)

should be applied to the white area. As
soon as redness returns to the area, apply a

dry covering. In extreme cases, where the

frostbitten area turns black, a doctor or

not able to get to Robert. He
later went to Northwest Community Hospital and was
treated for smoke inhalation

hospital should be contacted right away.

and released.

0E0 to distribute food
to 45 suburban families

THE FIRE TRUCKS arrived at the scene, and finally
after Mrs. Gilmeister told the
location of the baby, the fire-

The year of 1970 will bring
some good cheer to the families of the Schumburg and Des
Plaines area when the Cook
County Office of Economic
Opportunity distributes food
to 45 families.
Volunteers will distribute
the supplemental monthly supply of food to low-income families in the suburban area.

men were able to reach the
baby.

Emergency treatment at the
hospital on Robert failed and
the boy was pronounced dead
at I I a.m. His body was then

taken by police to the Cook
County Morgue. '
Chief Helms said the cause
of the fire is undetermined. He
estimated damage to the home

Policemen

and the more than four inch downpour virtually disber,

third phase.

was prior to completion of the

$18 million, Gillou said.

Palatine boy, 3, killed
as fire sweeps home
By Jeffrey R. Clarkson

apparent when the northwest
suburban area was drenched

heavy flooding in southwest
portions of the village. This

The Mount Prospect Rd. --

By Ben Clarke

providing for funding of construction work to implement
dates

yellow stakes was to have been

Schlickman bill would
affect McDonald Creek

pects a bill to be introduced in
the Illinois General Assembly,

Following is a schedule of

voter

The placing of the red and

the Weller Creek improvement program, designed to
widen and
straighten the

placing

The new officers are: Gordon Wood, president, 106 N.
Waverly; Frank Newton, vice

Meetings
Tonight

Newsstand Price 10 Cents;

16 Pages

Thursday, January 8, 197 0

Volume 4, Number 181

at $7,000. He said there was
minimum structural damage.
Two other Gilmeister children, Eddie and Debbie, were

at school at the time of the
blaze.

The benefits will be proPalatine Fire Chief Orville Helms talks to a Palatine policeman about the fire at the home of Mr.

and Mrs. Ronald Gilmeister, at 1408 N. Reynolds, which yesterday claimed the life of their
youngest son, Robert, 3. Mrs. Corinne Gilmeister, another son, Steven, 7, and Policeman William
Cobb, who were slightly injured in the blaze, were taken to Northwest Community Hospital and
treated and released.

vided to those children under 6
years old, pregnant women,
and post-partum mothers.
The food, which is relabeled
under the U. S. Department of

Agriculture will include II
items. Some of the items will
be instant mashed potatoes,
evaporated milk, peanut butter, vegetables and fruit juices,
farina, corn syrup, canned
poultry or an alternative, and
scrambled eggs.

Larry Price, Public Information -Central Office
"The
sub -distribution

said.

will

eventually expand to the entire

suburban Cook County area.
But, the program must have
the assistance of the community if it is to succeed."

THE DA9
Thursday Januar, 8 1 97 0

Schlickman bill would affect
McDonald Creek flood control

1

Bids near on Northwest
Tollway interchange
Illinois TMlway Commisshoe officiats hope to ask for
construction bids on the
Northwest Tollway's Ailington Heights Rd. interchange
according to

Final plan, for the interMange were completed last

westbound from Chi eago No westbound entrances
or eastbound mots are planned

mid.

land for future development of
a full -cloverleaf.

FINAL DETAILS of the
Inc

ed interchange. he said.

dicted that 6,700 cam would
enter the tollway eastbound

The interchange, espected
to cost about 31.4 million, will
give Arlington Heights and

and another 6.700 would leave
the tollway each day from the
interchange in 1980.

cinski a. relatives of Illinois
men missing in action or in
Vietnam prisoner cam,, are

lies

avid yesterday that
Hanoi officiaLs infuse
give

expected to take part in a spe-

mony Saturday at 2 p.m. at Illinois 59 and the Ent -West
Tollway in Weo Chicago.
The
protraying
servicemen behind a barbed
tails fen, with the
inscription. ''Don't Let Them
Advertising,
Oakwood. Des Plaines.

14.000 intended for usc by the

Hadley School. to he diverted

fa

to completion of en inform,
tive Ohm, "Scholarships in
Courage."
its decision to transfer the
funds mix made at a December

the feet that some of us'blicLopyse-,
haven't

had word about our loved

meeting of the Lions. who
She said her men husband k
has hem listed as missing inaction since 19101.

Coach Sammy helping one of Ms Injured Bombers off the track. It was an enable match es the
n0.41011 Northeast Braves met the San Entwine Bay Doodlers. It was elm Sunmy's first time In 5
years to be hack in WIG- Iterhy 1 Photo
Llav Stafford)

Mr, Cooling said them are
more than 900 families in the
United States who do not
know whether their sons and

cago. a spokesman for the or -

School
Menus

Skobel's Bombers roll
to 28 to 22 Derby win

husbands arc living or dead,.
injured or imprisoned.
She also said the American
Red Cross is undos everyone
to join in a world-wide expression of concern by writing

To to served Friday al MacArthur Junior High, John

tm

Office of the

Provident.

Democratic Republic of Viet mm. lianoi. North Vietnam.

Muir. Betsy Ross and Ann Sullivan schools in District 23,
Memloar
or
submarine
mashed

Hadley School for the Blind
for he Keno Extension of

purpose of ROE." she

1297

Those interested in joining
ROE may write to Post Office

potatoes

Sammy Skobel coached the
San Francisco Bay Bombers to

a 20 to 22 win over he Northeast Braves last night at the In-

ternational Amphitheatre.

Box 105, Downers Grove.

with gravy. Pineapple delight,
doughnut. milk
To be served Friday at An
Region. Plea, act Wheeling.
Elk Grove, !Jersey and Forest
View high schools in District

Hurt in fall
front .2(1 floor

214:

Main Dish tone choice,: fish

R°"ur
Derbyu
'cumagility,
Wu"
which
requires
speed,
of
gem. The

and
k" is to see how many of
the sport
your °Pun.'" you cu" pats

6".uud Pcri"dun"""

Joseph Jurek, 61, of 1611

break from the pack. There an.

crisp, beef livers beef burger
in bun. taco. Vegetable (one
choke,: potato rounds, huttrod corm.. Salmi hone
choice): bait juice. tothed sal-

Ellinwood, Des Plaines. was
injured Tuesday night after he
stumhled and fell over the rail.

..ch
team working for the points.

ad, relish dish. molded: strawhurry. sliced peaches: twang:.

where he five,.

ing of the fire escape behind
the second floor hotel room

pineapple. gape. Rolled
muffins

and

butter

Available downs,

grape-

wheat

milk.

font segments, moil'. Rdding. pineapple pie. ehoeolate
cake. rolled wheal cookie.

'Dm RINK is oval in shape
and inclined 15 deuces on the
straight adsays mid 5 degree..

.furek was taken to Holy
Family hfloshital where doe tFir a told polite that x-rays

on the turns. There are cialo

sh,med that Jurek', right leg
woo shattered from the 11:01
bone up to and including tlw
hip Now. IR was transferred
to Cook County Homital.

player hma"
11000
from
tin pack. the other team
will ny to slop hint or her from
!aiming. anyway short of using
a gun. They kick. hit, bith

12 minute periods. four for the
men and four tor the women.

scratch.

Paula Spink

SurattorsInclude her

and

rink.
The rink is surrounded by a

Sam A. Thimos. 70. former-

ly of Des Plaines and Mount
Prospect. a -restaurateur. died
yesterday at St. John% Hospi-

tal in Springfield, fir

daughter Paula H. Manhimen

Survivors include his

of Mount Prospect. her son

daughters Evangelos Kano of

Bruce 0. of Arlington Heights
and four grandchildren.

clothes.

Sam A.

Paula A. Spink, 75. of 7 N.

Main St.. Mom prospect
died yesterday at home.

tear

throw each tither out of the

Obituaries

District 2 LI
(Iks treasurer's

Liuterburg and
Oehler Funeral Homo in Arlington Heights. Services will
he conducted by Earl W. Matthiesen tonmri ow at I p.m. in
the funeral home chapel. Burial will he in Union Ridge
tonight

at

The fidelity hood of Donandh

Mount Prospect and Nancy Roth. the School Treasurer of
Things of Springifield. four Township !Sigh School Disone
gMet- trict 214 was fipprovcd al the
grandchild and two sisters in s,cial meeting of the Trustees
of Schools held Tuesday at 6
Greece.
Visitation will be 7 to 10 W. Bone Av.. Mount Prostonight at Oehler Fermat pect.

Cemetery in Chicago.

Home in Des Plaines. Services

will he held Saturday at 11
a.min the funeral home chap-

The bond will cover the pmceeds. of the sale of three mil -

Burial will be in Elmwood

bon dollars worth of school

el.

Cemetery in River Grove.

bonds of School District 214.

Big January savings of 30%!
inimilable Gaut, of Colon Irma
draperies ...customers,. to sour measure
..nren0s..11row
new
rated
plus draper, trim in an arra, of
OE, ma sizes
sours at unhaernhle
he

.

.

Sere important dollars ... sake, Man our

almost Moine. Celled. al nnerl odors
and latest Tarns
10

rail that is padded. Whdn Sam my was skating a few years
back, there was no pudding on

minutes. there was only a few
pcants difference between the
mum. In the last three minutes
six points were scored. by tho
Bombers measure the victory.

the rail, and me players didn't
we.; helmets. ,
e
11AD-seven rib, broken
my right side in one mum."
Sammy. "send had my
teeth knocked out"

The official starter for the
match was Mark Edwards.
disc jockey for WMAQ-NBC
Chica,. Mark lives in Pros-

At one point in the mach

oge of the plover, thr

pect Heights.

the

La/ACHING THE Both

Bonthers received a stiff elNov
in Inedlelith Whieh loinened.a

er, will only take part of StIMmy% time. and the
lintM will

tooth. When one of his to

imam. Charlie Oronnel saw

Fe devoted to Sammy Skober

the planer with a piece of gaum
in hi, mouth he mid.
yet'

Hot Dogs Plus. Sammy oil

wrong with him.

they are in Chicago, St. Louis
Madison and Milwaukee.

m,!,..

-W,
irs
a

Player -coach for the Bowes
was Ronnie Robinson. ,on 001
Sugar Ray.

UDR TUE FIRS1 half of the

10

-

I:i,t

Ica

have exclusively financed the
film.
The original cost of the film
was estimated at S10.000 but
as a result of unforeseen lochnical and travel expenses the
mono funds are needed.
The Lions expect the film no

bc completed within the next
few months.

At a recent open house at
the Hadley School the 10041111
Prospect Lions were representcd by president Edward
Maws. Bob Welch and Jack
McLean
Principle speaker at the
open house was George Nedicks of France. third vicelesident of Lions
International.

Dailatine eye -mold and unsuroamd
math, await , al

at eta addigation.

Phone 358.7460
154 N. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE
Draperies - Wallpaper - Nylon. Wool & Aerlien Carpeting
Day or evening appointments invited. Ask about our 60 day no carrying charge or
our regular revolving charge account. Cali 358-7460. Man. Ohm Thom. 9 a.m. no
5:30 pan. Fri. 9 a.m. ea 9 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Productss:Co..c'
,Won'un:r1ri,i,',c:110I

l'a'..:i
,Ilwro':::::t:'L.:'1:::'0":nip::!:::
',11::;0-

hens.SEho:noP::ro

dc5isc,5Fec:ririzn:mdhLsErniit'pr5mwiriu:

dclnis and came a chain reac.

voted berause of a imams

and

said that when the

it:0uire'l'ibiiu'inbil:Liiii";:.ial:rn'rl:W'N'h'e.kl-'-.

bat:UMW:1M flooding pro.

''L-lington

Heights psslisi,
and firemen then responded h,

MUM; SAID that if the

the alarm. but left

iMpleMenting legislation n
the channel would he
widened and deepened some
founto.five feet deeper.
Richard Schuld. president

later.

Police seiti the camm to

ting the water pip
sprinkling
theconnec

has issued a "Fool Weather
Guide" for motorists.
The
'Tout
Weather
Guide" categorizes the hazards of o inter weathen-in all
their chilling variety. By

Three Dv Plaines

141

ident of the Des Plaines chip
ter of the Cook County P.M,
Assn. iCCPA) and Studies
second vice proident.

1-

nom. elected by Ram, ofli
in a special meeting 5rater ay.
will assist in making future -

Amz said

torment plans.

-Ifie coming months will
bring many chano,." said go -

disc

wrolay's meeting. "Inn wefir
touch briefly on the salary
dmance which was rejeethd hs

the City Council Mondm."

when these

I NICItY

the recent Ms

pule between (CPA and the

lice Chief Arthur Hintz. "end
we felt that one patrolman
from each of the three shifts
should he chosen to act in n

Several patnimen.wh,

Mans are formulated." Hintz

were questioned by The Da
after the closed -door meetith

called the meeting 000 discus,
lam year's opemtioth and ea.

spewedaolidence that h,

plain sonic of the plans hoe this

17.2 per eon pay hike will hs
mooned soon. Despite Ill,
,ctlxick Monday night.
Fifty-five of the 56 patmu

sear.

Elected to the group wen'
Patrolmen Robert Canters.
Robert Sturlini and William

non on the force were at th,
towing.

Spyrison Orillwrg i, oho pre,

"FORECASTS OF 'sleet'
and 'ice' are often considered

one and the same. Jun ask
any farmer if there's a differ-

ence! Being wipe or ignomrant about such distimtions
may be all right if You're only
deciding what to wear or
whether to take an umbrella
along," said Sierra.
'TIM Wed better pay more
attention where driving. is

"Foul Weather Guide:"

WHEN "SNOW is fore.
Mat, without a qualifying
word such as "intermittent"
or "occasional," 9he prepared for a steady fall which
probably will continue for
several hours without letup."

A full of four inches or
more in a I2 -hour period -or
six inches or
in
'4hour period.titutes
.monmore
"heavy snow." Su if your radio or newspaper stye -heavy
"-be prepared!
hi

the

term "heavy snow."

however, curl. in dill
parts of the country. In Min
nesota. for example. where
four -inch snowfalls are common, "heavy" snow is usually associated with aaumula'ions of six inches or more.
(Here. you can rely on your

Winter auto accidents stalled -

catty on the rise, too many

sully require snow tire,"

concerned. Obviously. with

driver, will he touch better

past).

Arc snow tires really
needed, you may ask? "Driving in snow does not toms -

"A regular

least 35 -mile -an -hour wind...
It is accompanied by considerable falling or blowing

perfectly

is

good for driving on packed
snow and ice. But in deep
anow,your best bet is a radial

gmes or lower typically prevul for an extended period of
time

lation. -But nutria are deceptive,"
Weather

warns

"Foul

the

Guide,"

because

"flurries commonly reduce
en
an eighth of a..
visibities

to

mile

less!"

Flurries

are often
the public

fused by
'Snow squalls:'

con-

with

which

arc

brief. intense falls of snow.

characterised by gusty sun
face winds.

"Blowing and drifting
snow- usually incur together. they result from high
winds. lolling snow or loose
snow on the ground. Blowing
snow-.1illed from the ground

A !SEVERE blizzard"
occurs wheat wind velocities
excec d 45-miles-penhour
and are accompanied by a
great density of falling or
M
snow and temperatures oleo 10 degrees.
All the, weather varieties
of the sow family call for raMame driving cam. But not to

be forgotten it the none-toth.
friendly ice family. Here%
mother high risk clan which

Willem J. Smite

includes: sec stor ms. sleet
storms. freezing rain and

damage to overhead wires.

allyy occurs after a substantial

snwfs,,
e
I.
ended.

Donald Ilatellimon

William Hine,

on Of
Flow era In
The AeleWe

U. N Rep. Philip M. Crane
opening an office at the
Randhorst Shopping Center!
He's leasing space from the
First National Bank of Mount
is

Prospect located there.

"Crane's office will occupy
about WOO square feet of the
newly constructed addition to
the bank," bank president Ray
Johnston said. "It will be on
the upper leveL"
Since his election. Crane
has used his campaign head gnome. in Winnetka as a local
office. This will be the first
time
congressono has located on the western edge of
Me district. Traditionally, of-

Willis, will be on Me panel.
The subject of the die.
mission will be Municipal

each has in store may he help -

freezing

ful.

rain and
freezing dri0.40 indicate that
a coating of ice is expected on

Of course. second-guess.
Mg Mother Nature is always

aardous, hui

Wing
is atached to These conditions.

so

w oder

IN

driving,

ACE% JANUARY
Medan, they stopped to read it
and then smiled. It was a nice

Government in the '70%..' Tim

touch from a shop that was
busy, busy, busy during the

moderator of the label

holiday ,camas.

mission will be former Mount
Prospect mayor, Clarence 0.
Schlaver.

THERE ARE TWO

Hardware Store at n W. Busse

Av. There is a picture of four
"grubby" charecters and oth
der them it says. "Our highly
skilled and intelligent person-

loam Mount Prospect that
should be noted. One appeared

on the window of the Gift Box,
107 N Main St right after the

you." Under he gents are the
names. "Hubert, Eck Al and

It was signed, "Zack, Sue, Hel-

panicularly

Fran, Olga, terry, Ruth."

A

nel um eagerly waiting to serve

New Year's holiday. It said.
"NW at the Gift Box thank you
one end all for a grand year."

en, Kathy, Win, Mary, Vi,

EARANCE

The other cute little sign is
we that has been up for a
e in the Bussc.Biermann

"homey" little signs in down.

p

4

Blouse -Bier-

mann, because the clerks there

really arc "highly skilled and

D

end of

the

insurance business fn an of.
nee in the Robert I. Nelson
Realtor building at Golf Rd.
Reg.

became

quickly took it ao that he
could conduct his legislative

TREAT YOUN CAR TO THE BEST

materials, film. instructors. You pont& iout tone
and interest. Regardless of out Chum. this iould ht.
valuable course. Don't wait to omit hen alb ry, is

MOUNT PROSPECT Village Manager Virgil Barrett

REG

79c

will he one of the panelists at a

THE RACER'S EDGE' 11

of local govern mom tonight at the Arlington
Towel, Restaurant, 7 p.m. In
addition to Barn., the village
managers of Arlington
discussion

Coupon

t 6R,1 6 t t

t

'1, V _

in a sales career, you should enroll in this
Nationally known sales trainer Ind ionsull min w II
conduct a 6 week seminar in Dec PI tine, one matt
week; beginning in SI id-Janu as I roux pioiado,

The office. In Room 202, if
open (nen 8,30 a.m. day p.m..
Monday through Friday. Regner encourages 3d District
constituents to contact him ei

Miloch. Happy birthday tod
morrow to President Riehmd
Nixon.

Use STP Super Concentrate for foster

An unusual sales course is being offetzti
e lam led
enrollment group. If you arc a sdlesman or intmcstod

business them.

ther in person or by calling
3924850
HAPPY BIRTHDAY today to Lyn Neylon and Judy

,3564(11 WPM

Ausgla...---

ems. He has been operating his

space
.space

Specialtym

I

SALES COURSE

nor alreely has an office open
for legislative business in the

II

DISHWASHERS -- DISPOSERS

Frank." It'sreal chuckle-at

A

As people went past and sow

and Illinois 83. When more

Flower Arrangeent Our

of sales engineering.

ezosiencing no
ol these
rig
at um dm or another
dm season. knowing that

Crane's office is expected to

Pie I mgest

Wale Quantities Lost,

is

NEW FLOOR

1969 DEMONSTRATORS!
NEW
SAMPLES -- BRAND
r

/1

'1

filled no further reservations will he I .ken for thio
session. To enroll, or to °Nato lurthis intOrMation
complete and mail coupon below m phone Sr 744h
R. McCARVILLE

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plaines Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Please enroll me in your sales course
Please send additional information

CRATES! - REDUCTIONS
IN
I
I NEW 1970'S

ON SCRATCHED

UNITS!!

1

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

TELEPHONE

e

Heights and Elk Grove Vil-

D

!age 1.. A. Ilansen and Charles

FANTASTIC! AMAZING!

S.

BEST

ANTI FLEA

BUYS IN

39

DOG COLLAR
Kilts fleas continuously
Regular 59c

6a

k

%%

1'S

NEW

FREE

%

lir

'

i, i ,tt t

,tt

CHOPS

lust say chars

it.

105 Dow tome. Calf

SImply
-

Offered

Overstock
to Reduce

NEW
Most

69'S IN ChRIC/"S

Less

Than

1.011-09.

6

Months

Stecu

All

p Good Roll

SAMPLES
NEW FLOOR
Out of COT
Never Usedl Just Use -- Some
Display
tons For
60 Days!
Less than

w

MI FINANCING.
Ihreywewele IA ton.

lb.

Other Beef Available
from SS' lb.

Opens stubborn drains
plumbing

AEG.
not

THE LIQUID DRAIN OPENER
USED BY MOST

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

591

GUARANIS e I

vid.,

With This Coupon

PLUMBER'S WIVES!!
1.

701 IN CARTONS

f weave f n
.111.11 or ens.

BEEF SIDE

1; 112

LIQUID PLUMBER

'

Items

40 PORK
U.S.D.A.

With This Con pon

LOROMEMZEMEMEIL

%

Arlington Heights, to manager

Lil Floras

shore.

br we on,

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

Donald Hutchirnon. of 219
W. Reseda Pk, Palatine has

William W.
Hines. 311 E. Lynwood Av..

The corxlieions li,11.11 ill the
guide cover the amen of win.
ter weather driving condidons. And because ell he

term lie,"

Ile

programs and

.i.t.hour period.

ground. When the cp.14

zeal" is cher:wt.-awl

visions.

temperature drop within

OF idc

FORECASTS
storms.

alert William 1. Smits, 1015
Vlator Ct., Arlington Heights.
to manager of Ben Systems

Then there is the "wt.(
wave." which augur, a rapid

glass.

is often referred to as

"ground

been appointed ta aides mut-

driving conditiOns resulting.

grniand. Such weather behay.

"ground hthzard" in the
nortbetn plain states and usu-

Cook Electric Co. of Mon
ton Grove recently announced
thorn appointments in its
Tech -Center and Data-stor Di-

mem and Other objects is like ly--with obvious lethardou,

freezing drizsle.
The guide pain ts out that
ice storms Are ithra on
with NIeln uturrIW -sleet can
he easily identified as frozen
by the wind -greatly retrict, rain dnips which lounce
horizontal visibility.
when hitting the ground or
awaits youin youi ear.
other objects. Thme an pcl"Drilling snow." familiar
lets do not stick to tree, wires
ILI drivers living on or near
and other overhead objects.
rough lamon. indicates that
But sleet can turn a road into
strong wind, will pile up
a slippery-surf...1 sheet of

.snow or loose snow on the

Page 3

3 appointed
at Cook Electric

snow. Temperatures of 20 de-

FLURRIES.
"°414,11(1
[trams snow falling inter meanly. for short durations, and with little accumu-

Opens office

January.
STATE REP. David J. Reg -

,

hbout the weather. Herewith,
ighlights of the Pirelli

ovm experience of winters

matching Epee. weather
tips :Hydro, Glide dehn ions,

be open before

Each

the public mind

because audiencm don't realize all the ramifications of the
report terminology.

fices have Men along the north

M 1 MIST

IWA RAD LOG

390

elect storm or if you aren't
too sme about how a "blizzard" differs from a "severe
blizzard," fasten your scat.

Sierra advise,
radial ply tire

THE DAY
Thursday. January 8,1970

Main Streei

With Th

AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

red in

3 Des Plaines policemen
will help`plan future'

starts and smoother operation.
GP, your car

It's a good Solid
Investment in
Your own Future

system bad him

relli Tire Crp. of New York

We

moot listened -to segments of
bews broadcast,, very real
nctions in wmther are

either.

To make driving this win.
ter a little Los. ormidable. Pi-

of the Prospect Heights Old ken.

FEATHERS

$10,000 certificates

tot

'ilre'fimrem'alairrm'nicntenlitiltio'st0a!

ntlackpfoRsilts:Iihofi'iinli't'irpns'tnL7M

Compare to

51/4% paid on

poim

et

w. long enough

multiples of $100
or:

Heights

'16iAkrlington

Beautifully blended
coloring with life Ill,.
Green Spray

jr,i t't tr.%

emedy'

belt and come along with us:
you're about to be educated

the

weather rc,rts are one of the

WHAT ARE the options?
Add anti-thmze? ICII help
some. Really put to use your
Fix.'sat ht
Sensible,
yes. hut that won't provide a

winter "antidote"
rests with the motorist him.

what to expect from
weather, chencm ere

The guide is keyed to
weather report, from the
broadcast media. Although

assume observers have termed

complete

difference between on ice and

Miens."

But the "autocratic auto,"

''fpdarierrinrgry ' -s.:::arntor-onv.watt:1(C:

"Ve'recognize that it's nor
easy to remain calm in skirl
or snowstorm," warns Pierre
Sierra, Pirelli vice president.
"But if we know more about
won't be as nervous or meidud -prone when confronted
by unfamrable driving con -

enough

to send
chills up any safety -conscious
motorist's spine. Snow, skids,
Rem add up to a barrelful of
driving grict.
is

self.

I

on 6 months' certificate
of deposit in amounts
of $1,000 plus

Winter striving is here.
dt111
the thought "winter

real

Will not harm

INTERIORS

'

''

:: ..ni:R,:?''
Lineichief'i'Lerr
ihrirr:ni,,,,:l di'L..:i

ORCHIDS

With our 5% paid

marked.

winter..

Beim the match darted.

IN YOUR NEST

car pool or from the super-

driving"

people are entirely to casual
about weather." Sc said.

If you're foggy about the

pawns of Mother Nature this

Sammy was asked if he would
like to be hack in the action he
replied...Sometimes I feel than
would. hut I think 20 yOors

PUT SOME EXTRA

go -home from the

irain station, perhaps, or from
ichool with the children in the

it, needn't have the power of

EXTRA LARGI
LIFE -LIKE ARTIE!, 1AI

tour with the Bomber's whe

to

for actual condiloon. on the road.
prepared

life and death, nor need we be

RAND POOL
a1:2"°- & PATIO

Cd far mu Warier Omar..
Rog asthma. In your harm

regions of the waterohed lead

tb"fr*

fidelity bond

grandchildren.

Visitation will be until lit

lion ofw ic will logo::
drainage pa... in the °PP" tfsm ...Om' permits.
undmeloped

or

developed

'neeessury

of

id
josa,,,oets
to

Mrs. Res Capling of Chi-

sandwich,

,0,

The Mount Prospect Lions
Club has voted to :Mow the

Be Forgotten," was donated
by Jack Metzger of Diamond

°onkel

..1,.:,...,r9H.,',I,I,i s."

American families the names
prisoners or allow inspections of their prisoner
near

cial billboard unveiling cerc.

titsi.sctze,h,i,n,i,etto,,r,i,,(1,.rai.andager.. iotrltyo

Lions funds
sponsor film

(Rho Reunite Our Fam,nization.

To-

lic Works and Buildings, of

inThe resolution
troduced by Schlickman,was Rep.
Eugenia Chapman ID -Arlington Heights). Rep. David Stegner 1R -Mount Prospect) sod
Rep. Gerald W. Shea (D-Rivaside).
to
in
McDonald Creek
northern Arlinglem Heights.
south of Dundee Rd, and
flows 8.5 miles east and south.

Billboard to portray GIs
in Vietnam POW Camp
Congressman Roman

new

broad base drainage develorment for McDonald Creek."
C eek.'

A 1968 traffic study pre-

only
thing delaying the thng-awaitare

7,11,:b:i.:00::;)hsotempirc.,c,,dg,bwy!PilIT,y0,

.,""ThlighnEr:',:::,7:17;:i. :Tr...n.7. ':uuslin::

chews in flood control and

purchase dough

way

are frosting. You're nervous.

lint sewers m nmin into a

plan

Snow has fallen. The road is
wet. skiddy. You have a short

It's dark. '1 he Pees windows

tided ,,,,,, den:name epee

provement

at this time, although the tell.

end. to

I

,:iv,;,,Sytitrd,y,

Assembly adopted a resolution
urging the Department of Pub-

which the walenvays division
is a part to proceed with the
Des Plaines River bill (Pa 76im1131 and include in

its

way commission reportedly in -

,,,,,,,. pmspect

LAST FALL the General

half -cloverleaf. with entranma
eastbound to Chicago and

e couple of weeks we will be
able to advertise for bids," he

re,rt

inin:;rw:fvo;...th,:e:onMni nc,'Dos,1 ac:i.,h1
dt00',,,,..

Creek).

FINAL PLANS call for a

auntrner. the spokesman said.
but construction has been held
up because ofdifficulties in ac.
quiring the land.
"Our legal department is
working on the acquisition
and they advise me that within

land purchase

The

,;:ralinRci iii;

recommended

the development of a plan too
flood control and drainage development (for McDonald

mittee, made up of represents.
fives of the tWo communities,
worked for more than two
years to encourage the MUM to
build the interchange.

spokesman.

Ad:v.iiLl.,.th
1,.

of reported pro,rty losses.

may access to the NortMvest
ToIlway.
The Toaway Access Can-

commission

a

(ComionedfromPoge

1100

June, 1967 resulted in 134,250

Elk Grove Village residents

within "a couple of weeks.-

,,,,,,,

Dos

Unhappy drivers still face ice storms, sleet

8
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teen p
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Day light

Back

By Joseph Stathennuch

With the festive din of the
year's

Of making platitudes about

particular plagues,. diseases
and general miseries.

work, as with the making of

THERE IS THIS differ-

"there is no end." Solomon
wrote of the "making of many

books noted in Ecclesiastes,

dying

holidays

end

to tell the other al/Henze of

down, like the final Ea of a
headache tablet expiring in a
glass, the raucous clamor of
the day's work dumps its 0,0.
bell into our eats.

If you
you think you'll receive
from
a medicinal potion to
inspire your flagging mental
powers to
frontal attack son
on

strong
unfinished
asks, go back and start over.
This session will be more no

the nature of ailing sitters in a
doctors anteroom, all anxious

It 0 possible -just pos.

books," and the volume of

sible, we suggest -that some t inks an alert
listener does

tripe issued daily and annually

ence.

about that item of work h3/4

happen on a nugget of accidenal advice which can dispose of

swelled to a mountain of liter attire. Of a/1 four-letter words.
it has managed totop the heap.
without benefit of censor.
down the centuries.
Carlyle assures us lost the

he affliction without recourse
o major surgery.
If, houghs uch unintended

t

g cod

fortune, you go away

with a hint on how to copewith
c urrent
-back to
work"
a

man who hat found his work
51101110 ask no other bkssednese, w hi le K ipl ing sang of the

gonics, you're entirely wel-

come to do so.

joy of working." Longfellow

DOCTOR SAYS

ducehu ed hrwn
w'iMhO 'Mc

m

pofo ding toi,tsielerrvs

the Gentiles, Sr. Pald, sternly
warned that 'if any would not
work, neither should he eat"
This is f course an echo o P'e

bodes atmos

19th verse in the third char
of Genesis, flatly laying down
the rules of the Mtn,. an the

hoirand and I hare

!cosy. He is taking Dilantin
rad phenobarital. He has a
igh I.Q. but with this disemc

nmeist carries some 50 or more

his Classmate' What causes

Chronic sore throats and nose

TdielnY,
A -When the disesse is ace.
trolled with appropriate drugs.
uch as your grandson is now
eking, there is no interference
with intellectual development.
he cause of the disease is not
known.

colds are common. The only
treatment is aimed al relict

good

is

dication Than no single drug ,or

drug combination is very effective. Otherwise. it would

crowd Me others oil the market. Amihistaminos and antibiotics arc often used in "cold

Zlit ProOat Dap

cures" hut they are non recom-

o3/4ap.o3/41onsly keep,
rheoupor's freedom turd intellectual foleRM3/4

an

said that

William J. hiedaisch

ifif

Managing Edge,

...Mae. mount liroapeci.111. Wan

the

flammation no, soh:side after
two or three weeks, in which
case the hemorrhoid will re -

sulnerimlan ream Mine, reek. honetlellsont

Min Inn will not be painful.

,sonae-thig, m,.rrel mid wt Mont PnLent, 111. MN.

Nothing seems to ham proyoked more thought by thinkdegree

down the years since Homer
smote his lyre and chanted,
,..roll
,,,,,,,,, ,st- au' making

the

con-

do.nssioniurn

complex to be
mt. on Dundee Rd. As refl.
dent and taxpayer of Buffalo
GroVe, I would like the Planning Commission to publicly
justify their appsovat in spite
of SO much opposition and
controversy over this issue. Up

until this meeting the village
attorney was apparently not
aware of the builder's rev/
Sims, one of which Is coast&
mod illegal according to the
zoning ordinances. Are all the
village officials ill-informed
about this proposal. as are
UMW of the residents?

The problem of flooding on
University Dr. has not been
rectified and the Wheeling
electorate has refused to grant
a sewer easement to solve the

problem. With this in mind,
moo, .rhomp,on stated the

=airy Dr.?
leaden on the Buffalo Grove
Utility Co. Did the Planning
Cornms,ion seek, e advised

gal aid for their own protec-

pay cannot handle this prob.

tion or form organizations like
the Strathmore Homeowners
Assn. Hit had not been for the
SHA revealing the existence Of
widespread violations in their

bled. Is this an tidiedton that
thedrainage system of this new
development is inadequate. or
would it be a part of the present
drainage system of the reside,
tial district of Cambridge

development, nothing would
have

-

slum lotonstruct a new school
and two additions, and the tax
levy

would

been

done. Do them

elected officials represent the
residents of Buffalo Grose or
the developers? It is time now

for the residents of Buffalo
Giove to scrolintze their public officials and these developers.

hands" while if He made another ciras to do "all the work
and no mting. He would have
nude them with hands only
and no muuths."
Contrary also to current
hippie idealistic slogans which

card and smile

those of the head louse. are cemented to a hair or to adjacent

niche so you're included -all
that ailment afflicting
humanity after any prolotiged

Since We will all be affected
nesonic way or another ythis

increased

w development, it is essen-

tial that all the fag, be male

,,, lady way hack in

arm, nmries" or the 'Ina.

30 B.C. with "labor omnia
everything." Mere thought iof

rut syndrome
Slapping ,
fancy name on it doesn't
change the mood. as some.

such a program must cause do.

thing like . the situatinn

m, in the ranks of the um

scribed by a suburban my.
chiatrist to his ad diem
"You won't mvc
g moms
hy talking fast. Mn',. Neurd

Most students must undergo

de -

viate the present growth. Have
the village authorities con

actions.

public and the elected officials

be held accountable for their

pencils

compiled

with four types of South Amer-

111.1 exam.? Your exam party
will recharge spirits inst antly.

from encyclopetlim and cur.

ican warbler). After grading

me magazines.

Have plenty of soft drinks

the

tions simple and limit than, to
25. The questions. although
lighthearted mid inane. should
nonethelen he
diversitim

a white framed cake mono.

As a light touch. hand out
and a "trivia um."

which

ham

you

enough

the ones -

to touch on every.

body's trivia repertoire teem,

footing awat I weeut holiday
fun to the place whre the m-

Clarence J. Gdowski

rosion. You can

the hot
water you need
have all

tact is the usual means of trans.

mission. it is not the only way.
The louse may move from one

when you need it.

to another in a crow ded

gym locker room.

Rm. sages Sam S5.07

$3988

live baby be horn?

abdominal-

White cast don tub

19- x T. vitreous china

thyroid defistillbirth or
congenital malformations?
A -Yes -both.
a

action.

Removable

basket.

silverware

4, 4900

FRIGIDAIRE 30" ELECTRIC RANGE

Absorbs 60% of nose

stng in

surface.

washable.

It's

PRE -FINISHED PANELING

New Mist White panels
give

rr

HAMMOND X-66,
ACCORDIAN AND PIANO
in our new, WHAT? ROOM.

hearts and bells, and they're
dark brown and sweet and
spicy all ter once-well/just to
think about them activates our
oleo
glands.

Complimentary DINNERS FOR 4.

Entertainment Tues. Thru Sat. 8:00 P.M.
are. rhm rri.eisowm. son ad0 a...sung:00am

902 E. Northwest Hwy.
At%

t ion Hts.,

Phone 394-5100

halves flat on side, cut side up,

4 to 5 teaspoons milk
flour mixture
Combine

from mix and sugar in three-

to form a V shape Repeal for
remaining dough.
Lot rise until double In size,
45 to Ml minutes. Rake at 375

quart mixing bowl. Cut hi hard

degrees for 25 to 30 minutes or

butter until mixture has partides the size of pen. Soften
yeast (from roll mist in warm
water. Mir in egg. Add to dry

until golden brown. Remove
from cookie sheet. Cool
slightly. Drisale with glaze.
Yields two cakes.

2

Following the "tcst,7 Serve
a hat supper of chili and garlic
bread.

'army.

the state's dude
business. Efforts in

7:11'

"and

Elaine

Busse

"

Neither too large nor too small, the "happy medlum" In coffee
makers Is this new IS -cup Par& Perk from West Bend. Just right
for two tables of bridge, afterdheater coffee or for most -ursine
on am
manions, this sleek new all.stalnless steel perk gas
dinner or buffet tables. It brews 9 to 18 cups of coffee at a cup per -minute rate and holds coffee at serving temperature without

$2°'

ass. ma,

-

a

"0

e

and are Out of sight, we
spring for the can. nuking
driving rather hamrdous, and
consume at least half is con.

2.1.16

$500

GRID LIGHT

tents.

darke.
a'bfr'ooceml ifi'n'yOu8 rn'hom

The Summer Sand panels
ing"s.Prho'pn'tod"au;! 'um

26'I,San

,

fixture to light your fire.
$9121 0C9,

q.9 $I seem 2oY
,i.

S'11131;E: S'm 't
as

Arm

,,

&SE*
nes
..p3AW

00500001
HALL

ilaa

PORCH

Rm. itsi

lim sane,

Ul =Proved

tenor wiring.
price.

mcurred to me that they're

YOUR CHOICE

hardly children anymore. No
longer am I a member of three

88`

244 n. milneed,

PTA, Why. one is oven of
marriageable age. one encroaching and one toning bl
fully along behind.

$7.9

ie.

New, low

on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
037 6

a

I

not used In measuring. But this
is what she canes up with.

3 cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons grormd cinna-

filling in a can is this way to fix
it fast. Empty a eery of sliced
pie apples with the sugar syrup

Fr greferegglA
Sat Invni a Pre
Sun 9AMm 1PM

into a casserole. Mix D tea spoon nutmeg with ti We sug.
ar to provellit 'plc< .1..08

It

ole o Din es

a ll

homt

w en.
ao

=Me

mamma we wee

Smoton.umdrMmp.ganm0m.ydogoingamough.

teaspoons mound ginger
M teaspoon ground cloves
1 cup hater or margarine

Bat dreaming worn make anything coma true. Nano has. Krum 0111.

Saiting yaw aroma batam mass is se business.
we do It by nations yea ma. And 0.0.0

145 cups sugar
1 egg
2 tablespoons dark corn syr-

43/%

51/%

up

d . comp
teaspoons soda

tied waleely

on hasa9ook aOall

1 tablespoon warm water
grated rind of large orange
Sift flour and dry in-

Simi. waived w e3/4 ren ./4 rus In. 1st

gredient,. Cream butter and_
stiriAdd

soda

7.21,Zdme

the

warm water, and blend well.
Add orange rind; add dry ingredients. Chill several hours
in refrigerator. Roll out and
cut with cookie cutters. Balm
at 375 degrees for about eight
to 12 minutes, until nicely
browned.

Don't be

ever dreamed of being

a reseal, 0.. ."
your dream can siert lo come irue now
Our Frref GIFT FOR SAVERS hes a theerno electric !m .o.. control

if you

as

met come op with

a

real

who keeps tons of pm on

AS American as apple pie

Mon Aa,Zors

Va.. hama.m an

mon

not Pe. d'oeuvres and casserores at ge right near.
torhours
hours as aaut
fhed with nisie cornitovrer gest,
it kWh instantly become an egrets.° setting for your mama PPM dish

Mat

TO hava your own FREE SOUPPEigelle avelstY OM S200 or loon
in a ,,, g, as,stiag egengs prograrn
tai radiant taatiog........tt
ape or sad to your account

We also have a Gum Grandma

hand for all the kiddim and
slips

them

a

Little

pocket

male' mei Malmo..

change every visit, and they
love her, tote

Easy US pre
STORE HOURS

OF ROPE

GRANDMA RIVES COOKIES

"Now look, Mama," I said
to myself. "If you're going to

cent cookie;, some real grand -

REAMS
ARE MADE

how she makes those cookies.
It threw her a little bit. She's

gar,

when stirred into Ste cup heavy
cream; pour over apples. Cov-

er and bake in a 350 -degree
oven 30 minutes, uncovering
for the last five minutes.

Makes four to five amen
mr7M.P.

A Jet Age Pillsbury St...wherry Danish Coffee Cake Is bound to give roar Coffee -Go -Round a
spin In the direction of easy entertaining.

re-perldng. Fully autornalle, handsome and COmpact. It's 15 inches
all, DS inches wide at the base. Retails for under 530.

the year -around resort village.

grandma cookie to please the
palates of your grandchildren.

at all, you're going to have to
learn how to make some de-

SALE ENDS JANUARY 14TH

ik mile west of Barrington Road

owned and operated Winding
River Guest Ranch and Winding River Villa Subdivision in

When marriage comes, can
grannyhood be far behind?

be any kind of a nice old granny

LIGHT BULBS -4 Bulb Pkg.u..sLoe sii
Ile 97'

STREAMWOOD

rob

WHILE CONTEMPLATING
our children the other day, it

ELECTRICAL WIRE
Now is the time to rewire an 5100 mi eaa
your home and Wickes is 14/2 tOnt

the place for your wiring

h.hilchsen can

bing Grandma's c.Me can on
our way home from every obit
and envying every crumb.

LIGHT FIXTURES

Sfuumam
WRITE MIST
a s shao

`Tre

,

og,,aw,,ouhroacr

7

WEasy

Wick. has Me lodoM

years they have

asked hero try to figure out

She pack, thorn in a two -

By Naming our New Roam,

Smarm= will %mei.

cup stfted confectioner.'

1

sugar

nacs in paperback.

ways sends home with us."
So I went right to the lop -La
Cookie Grandma herself -and

pound coffee own, admonishes
us to got them home safely and
as soon aa, wa leave her house

Ree.M.9> ml. Wm S2.91

low headroom ceilings.

on the fabulous

styling.

vitals reasons we mil our
Cookie Grandma, she always
mods an ample supply of
cookies home with Us.
They aren't just any
cookies. They're stars awl

Sme

Tnneyrzism,,,uzeucllp

L:tkct7t=tctkt74
'$2690°
control.

PETE VAN DYKE

Whenever we visit one of
our pandmas, whOm for oh -

8988

mnutes.

OWENS-CORNINGSUSPENDED CEILING
Sound proof your den or
PEBBLE
recreation room. Meal for

1 PRESENTS

center of roll to within one
inch of other end. Tam cut

Inmhy" current world alua

ma cookies like Grandma al-

WIXSAVE INTERIOR LATEX PAINT

3 level suer aurae wad.. al

10131

For Maze combine:

mp
Me

Cookie Grandma

4

Wickes sets the trend
in modern bathroom
design With this special. The complete set
for total bathroom
beauty & convenience
with clean, functional

ND, S26.711

SiSTS
WHITE ENAMEL CLOSET SEAT

FRIGIDAIRE UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER

71!

award the
scholar" and

papess.

"trivia

red° Guest and Dude Ranch
ASsn. Rule will serve two
years promoting the devels

lavatory

a

LOME Apu

ends fogether. Start at folded
end, cut with a scissors down

while others will he faronliai

hoard of directors of the Colo-

I'm heading back to MO..

gm. seem

White reverse trap toilet

-almost never.

THE FINEST IN FOOD & BEVERAGE

sins

and Mident, Was elected 00 the

pen, Or ,oln me.

ET INCLUDES

abdominal pregnancy can a

INN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

on top of other half. soling

,4 cup chopped golden cal-

Robert L Busse, former
Mount Prospect businessman

Tien is. You can start your own

3 PC. BATH SET

vent rust & cor-

cause

3/4 cop strawberry preserves
44 cup ground pecans

Elected to board

BY ELEANOR RIVES

YOu, too, can be

inches. Although sexual eon.

Hs -Could

guests will know Barbra Simi.
sand's husband's Bre name

For the past

Glass lined to pre-

ciency

inch side. Place on ungreased
cookie sheet. Fold half the roll

For filling combine:

0,rinres Haugh Smarts Fritter
rt,,,d 0,11.0011 8/ 0"
,,,,, 9222.90.211110 9.000.1omationageowhottgo 9009.9 222222 2

term =arninatkins in January.
so what bettor time to give a
party than after the last ached-

hand and perhaps d quick
energy numb of frmh fruit and
your snack
sherbet Den
table with textbooks, an apple,

tica."
To help you to the right out
mode. mrly in 1970, we offer
this practical segment of how
to conduct 'council. Call a ad.
vice -hateful a ord-or rid,rndly him or a helping ha
Be as
hesitant. as reluctant as 3/43/4
wish. m you follow me. slow.

grammed with a hig red "A."

Bob

two

A-Tubal-nre

half of filling and roll as for
jelly roll, starting with the 15 -

After exams plan a party

owned The Gift Box in Meant
Prospect for 15 years before
Moving to Grand Lake, Colo

rights. In its whole life. it rre-

suit

Two -thirds cup warm (not

medial airline,.

30 GAL. GAS

than

1 egg, slightly beaten

ranch vacatiorl
prom.on
through travel agencies, car
rental agencies and cola

hatches. it fends ter unattached
hair and assumes squatter's
more

si ems hard butter

1970 will be directed toward

clothing. When the OM crab

travels

until double in size.
Punch down. Divide in half.
Roll half of dough on
floured surface to a 15 by (Finch rectangle. Spread with
place

2 tablespoons sugar

Page 5

ranch

WATER HEATER

ly

foil. Let rise in warm, Moist

Hot

have

stress the role of love. Virgil

ankroom to the mythical dues
offered by other co.workers of
the age we live in we can cxs
mot to hear etch uplifting tips
as may encourage us to tackle
each day's work duties,.

ish Coffee Coke is a suggestion

Pillsbury

n in the

You can call it the "hack to
awls- neurosis or the "poop.

washed hordes who wave the
standard of Bower power.

A Jet Age Strawberry Dan-

paeldage

1

in the urea. postmen. police.
men. themen--rat youro
groper

holiday.

Mock" or "labor conquen

or are placed on their own cot -

°pent of

Q -In the ease of a what or

slightly. This would include a
10 -room addition to the Tar kington School to help all,

be

rte

that way. Please comment.

this sewage? 11111 utility cons -

coMple x would have to he hold

officer and factories and pawn

and

brighten mch one's entemble

your coffee break better than a
sOak of chewing gum.

to

be tables at their home."

Mrs. father Martin slimes her CoffecGo-Round ideas in the hopes they will brighten your new
year. Her menu Included plionipple and mandarin orange hobo., warm sweet rolls, homemade
eherry epoklea and lots of hot, freshly perked coffee.

them hut It, didn't get them
The function of the elected

attaches itself to a single ham
with its claws. Its eggs. hke

posed a 91.6 million refer.-

sembly lines. at check -our su,

Both nor wife and I have had

nity. but lately h has been necessary for resided ts to seek le-

School District 2_1 has pro -

-

He would have mode them
smly

leave. Then they go on

ever. is available. It is Ci ly-OL
isle and it requirm
prescription.
0-11n a recent column. you
said crab lice were transmitted
through sexual promiseuity.

A --A nob, or pubic louse.

urn

a

WE'RE SURE that the out
amw onsulrarban workers in
on 'pan -tins aer
eluding
70;7.1, rd, t:Z170.0.re.1.1z1 view

mouths

the quicker, simplest and
most charming form of entertaining. The added much of
the flower corsage will stretch
is

a
bright colors and serm
mnterpiece until the pm=

t

oLionagm.tnlytn.,,da.ailj d, ,O. all, ,:,11e.

with

A lot of goad conversation
about the near-past holiday;
isited and
old friends
watch how time flies. A coffee

Mn. Martin said. "I placed it

Another new remedy. boo -

village officials is to ragmen
the residents of the commu-

km, what does the village plan
on doom? Has it been taken
into consideration what effects
a lake would have on the exist ing water table and drainage A
this area? Do the present con
mg ordinances permit a lake or
retention basin in this arca?
Where would the mass storm
water from die lake be drained

splitting, mused the
Almighty had ever made a set

s if it were a game, solling
goal, daily for oneself, paint-

Amber on Comic Page

An

each of my guests. These are in

way
from dplaying
or
enthusiasm, going the job with
gusto, approaching each task

14 good, 19 excellent

principal of Busse School,
Poe a Coffee -Go -Round for
Mme of her friends and neighbors last fall. Her ideas wens
good we mood them to bdghlhe usually dull, let -down
month of January.
M have a huge lazy swan,"

had ended.

for B." Even a notable named

SUCH HINTS range all the

using all seven of these letters.

Esther Merlin former

by which A aeon. property

listening in our imagined

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these Idiom as you can. In addition. End the wend

het) water

drug has gone tent of business.

the Metropolitan Sanitary Distrio so that there would not he
any doubt as to the utility corn pony's capability in handling

$16.11011.000 condominium
in abeyance until this was set.

tem? Would the village trustees want thew children to
attend schools having double
shills or ovenrowdina?

This
new
development
would indeed be an additional

Mod value. they overstimulate
or even irritate thelining doe
digestive tract in children and
in some adults.

Bright china cum and saucers sparkle a welcome Tie
Its so good when
house
your guests arrive that the is
one party that will keep you
going in entertainment circle.

Mn,.

labor m bone of the processes

came out

A -Aside from having

With a brilliant winter coffee.

A -For mamas unknown to
me. the manufacturer of ME

what impact the prepared condominium complex would
tome. the exisong school sys-

to who was at Wit for the constilton that esists today on Lint-

other nmeons?

on Me listen r.
Senior Mt acre who
aild.
deniy micas 4 fiomjohs where
they toile
a lifetime find
their idle hater
nds almost nun,
noble and c si about for some
definite tas . ris trona of
our Moe is i itself nothing
new. but merely gets better
publicity t ese latter dap
Think bac
on how y,/
grandfather or graadmother

a new drug. Sorlyte. for canker
sons. Where ran I get it?

suited with Supt. Gill as to

ing)? Has it been eatabliehed as

dren because they mask the
Davos that a child should
learn to enjoy. Am them MY

is .
tended m hoe a novel alien

RoU Mix

Mae.

Cover bowl with aluminum

your coffee -go -round.

Just make a large container of
coffee, bake a cake or buy one,
but heat it just before serving.
"Keep it simple" is the
magic formula.

remark

mixture. Beat until

from Pillsbury that will add to

a few friends and neighbors.

in the center of my round coffee table. Then in the center of
it
individual corsages for

it the

NOTHING

Get inn the new year whirl

nature of this

'Made work" for themselves
after their regular, work spin

A. Lincoln. not unwed to arMaus chores such as mil-

IS

complicated about a coffee for

are

the metier of work more palatable. the monks ohe A. Benmono,
edict adopted

THERE

By Dolores Haugh

Q -You recently mentioned

Questions plan commission decision
Itherehy increasing the flood -

11-1 how always heard that
condiments such as mood anti
mustanl are not good nor chit.

the

with a Coffee -Go -Round.
When the after -the -holiday blues set in chase thorn away

ing a personal picture menial',

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
At the Dec. 17 meeting the
Buffalo Grove Planning Com-

leg the symptoms.

HILFCED

Such a hemorrhoid may make
the area harder to keep clean
and the inflammation may
flare up from time to time.

inetriash =nth,
mmma arhg. Innen as,

approved

pain that long. the in-

Zit sninatedielchts Rd. nom= meta.. lit mous
r22 Emier. nn Intim. lit tom

thrt.eara I S. nail raw..

ciency of dental stmemn,

h

pain promptly.Ifthe clot is not
removed and if you Can stand

emu, °mot

'

.1'

-I

this defect in their heat -rep,
luting mechanism. An X-ray
film of the jaws shows a deft.

Hideaword

clot is very painful. Re 01 do

he.

military diseuse appear to he
ormal at birth but they do not
perspire. They often have fe.

A -A hemorrold that conI

mosmo

A -Children with this

wasn t?

tains

i

R hemorrhoid com

mined a clot it should he removed. What would happen

Thursday. January 8. 1970

John E. Sianton. Edina zool Ynhli, her

than every four hours.

recent craw,. you

Marshall Meld III
Page 4

will ha be able to keep up with

mended. Mon mikl remedies
rely on aspirin or a similar pin
Q -I have two grandkiller and a nasal deeming- stolid= who have ectodermal
tont. These are ohm helpful dysplasia. What causes it and is
but they should not be taken
ere any cure 1br it?

rhe I riotnal ilwow

oar on warm days because o

buried under

commonpla
smart -deck

SARDONIC Ambrose
Bierce, in his Nting "The De.
airs Dictionary." described

colds. What will relieve
the
he headache and stuffiness
hat go with 0 cold?
A -The fact that your pharcold remedies

"Do you have 'The Love Machine,' by Susann?"

Q -My gransbon.B. has epi..

onar.

with all pla itudes. the V,

sweat of thy face thou shalt eat

labor is to pray."

W.G. BRANOSTAOT. MB.

dy

heap of tritesaws about work
is itself a pgradox. It this -if
work didn'q mist, somebody
would have', to invent O. As

"Lehrer,. est mere" or "To

No single drug
to cure that cold

e

lust midi g these over is a
form ofwor Or is it?
Actually, one of the plata

tpong donea and the Apostle to

as of low and high

Have a New Year
Coffee -Go -Round

The day's prospect

work.

FIRST
IX Mt Mame

I

IT

FEDERAL

al DIS MIMS r1 rat

LEE

steal

SAVI
1
Staatil
eh

le

peih5`

1

.

ssr

4u

1

11

1
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OPEN Mon thru Fri 8 to 8
Sot 8 to 6 Sun 9 30 to 1 30

January plans
for Over 50

The Cold Facts:
WILLE HAS WHAT YOU NEED
FOR WINTER OUTDOOR FUN.

The Over 50 Club 01 Arling
ton Heights meets or, luirs
days at Pioneer Park 000
Arlington
S.
Fernandez,
Heights, from 10,30 a.m. to 3

gM. For information regard.
ing tours and other activities
cell Kay Gilday. 392-0034 or
Jenny McInnes. 25E1941.
Activities for January in.
dude:
Jan. 8 hUSilless meeting.

inn. is Drop in Center Day
Junior Pommes club is

100 WEST. NORTHWEST HWY.

MOUNT PROSPECT

serving dessert.

0.5.160%

KEEP WARM WITH

2 -PC. THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

will he "Viva Max with Peter
Uninov. Cost is II, to he paid
to nine of reservation. last dot
10 make reservatMn is Jan. 29.
Nth% rotor hooch.

Reme m be r those who
for the Florida trip.
the %dance before

Please

Carole Banda Sbe

Is at
Randhurst through Jam 24 do-

Jack
Denton, Glenview,
vice president of America

gent need for help in cutting

Society of Divorced Men, will
talk on "Administration of
Justice and Equity in Our Divorce Courts Nationwide" ate
meeting of The Sperm, 0:30
p.m. Sunday, Jan. II, at the
Glenview
Community

America. Hewitt cite cam histortes and will aruwer queenlions at the end of his talk. g
Denton, a graduate Jo f
Southern Illinois University at
Alton, is vice president of Inthrnational
Metal
Homes
Corp. He is very much interested in divorce laws and has
appeared on television, NBC

Church, 1000 Elm St, Glenview.

Denton will stress the or

d

techniques

and

hold

a

Ap"be Soup, considered

the

"

soup

pMest

arid;"

II

in

the

th served in the

Tree Top Restaurant. atop
Randhurst. The recipe for the
soup, blending California mo-

Ilan will be earned out in all
areas of Carson's Stole Strad
store Jon, 12 Ithough 24.
Thc
on the eighth
floor will
transformed into

a Promo

of Airlines with

16 carriers gepreserned. In ad-

Save 10 to 30%

Auditiefoi for the eighth
Talented Tecn tour of Europa
will he held Jan. 18, at Wash.

LUG -SOLE

ington School auditorium. 3111
Washington St.. Itasca.

DESIGNED FOR OUTDO OR
SPORTS & WORK

A films& the last year's tour
will he shHOl at 2 ,m. and the
auditions .11* 'memNrship in
the 1970 troupe will wart ai 3

.12.00

p.m. The public is mooted.
Membership in the tel
is
open to singers. dancers, musimans and novelty acts. Teens

sO

oe5

PADS FOR

Weutst7U.Z7;"Vo

40BOGGANS

Reg 349 93.

es daily fly RtegertnKeh'nhe curt for for Sunken Gardens
Aviary. tIve Ergest walkthrough aviary in the South.
A new concept in fashion

o
14;:g

shows...The Travel Bag," will
be shown nn the concourse
stage at remand 3 p.m. Seth day, Jan. 17. Slanqd to the

$7.95

Ce

(

1.65

HOCKEY STICKS

\\\-

HOCKEY GLOVES

'4.95

TO

$ 2 8. 5

0

HOCKEY SKATES
M

$31.95

O

O
O

agc, dth show wiles
win theme en tire wordralms.

0)4,

commentattq by Shelly Per gerhouw, fashion rem -month
hue for Vogue and Both:rick

"BLACKHAWK"
SWEAT SHIRT

FREE

$3.90

v,

NOW

'298

g 3SONS

a speciallnotor coach. The to Lit cost is Sg23. which includes

plane trip. motor coach,
hotels. most meals, ieOa and

NOW

'229

NOW

'388 FrHO

08900

special sight-seeing tam in the
Alps and to shows. The three.
week

cur

will return from

Volvo Upholsrend sedoors
Reg

This h not

a

contest,

o
their Jan. W meeting, beginning
g p.m, at the Lade,
demonstration

burg and Oehler Funeral
Home, 2000 E. Northwest

Hwy., Arlington Heights. Fin,
be ex.
ishing techniques
Pained by Marrilly and Bob

$188

NOW

DINETTES
r""°

$158

NOW
olten

$62

NOW

'88

0.v

-

are being recruited as volun.

NOW

leers for the new program,

NOW

'197

NOW

'149

'788

floe, Set

$209

eta

,n,=:r1 .......

Zr1

.248

NOW
sAvE

'98

NOW

588 "". <"";""
Zee= eta.

10%

a

Tip!,

DINING ROOM
tons

See

Gee

AUNT OTHER OCCASIONAL ITEMS SALE
TABLES, CONSOLES, CURIOS,
COMMODES, DESKS, CEDAR CHESTS AND
PRICED

23:

NOW
,11111;11e1trril

'888

MORE.

COLONIAL
SHOPPE
we.

a, Wwww

Reg. S3 0

SLEEP SHOPPE
awm,C1Ww

Reg

Ile

'388
NOW $369

VOLUNTEERS will

give

advice on physical rehabilitalion and psychological support
for the post.operative patient.
They will help with proper ex -

The program is scheduled to
be in operation by early spring
in the northwest suburbs, ac-

carding to Dr. Cole. Visits to
patients will he made only with
Ike full consent of the attend -

ing physthan. and patients'
norms will be kept con-

CHAIRS

I

$119

Copies

SAVE

40%

NOW
9

ovens

$78

NOW

1;`i=""""'"NOW
genus

"

$79

'448

=OPT,' HEE"ADW/TIZ DBEs ERs,

$109

AND NIGHT STANDS. OAK, AN.
noDESKS,

WHITE, A WALNUT.

$98

--"""

NOWae9

$89

'149

,=2.2'"""'"""'"""
YoUR CHOICE

SAVE

$597

5".55"5

$288

$58

NOW

'Cisl

$109

SALE HOURS
MON., THURS., AND ERI.

9:30,9:30
TUES., WED. AND SAT.

9:30.0:00
SUNDAYS

eight -Page

NOW

$297

NOW

$34

NOW

$189

NOW

$29

NOW

$68

****"'"""'"'''""'" "=":=

Rep. SIMS

NOW

'99

$529

Cribs.

NOW

""

'178
"""

NOW

$129

NOW

'129

NOW

,:t1t

'159

.TmisecNoe
LL, January Clearance SarInps ln Our
Dining Room Deportment. We mu
dou our warehouse inventory, Dnos

dud., 01 a form: brand nhm

U..

RIO SAVINGS IN OUR COLONIAL SHONE
NOW. SOFAS, CHAIRS, BEDROOM, DIN

IZ O.R=LMPS, W. DECOR AND

.

ing mum. it you do not um robot you

N.rNOW

Aeodleeord.

".' '"-" NOW

*697

$279

NOW

susavveui
Rep. CMOS

NOW

NOW

NOW

10% to 40%

$108

Req.1915

$99

wow

NOW

ReD MARS

*688

Reg. 229 9.S.

'198

NOW

wont, please adc, we probably Kim brat
it in
our
animus*. limitod space does
allow us to display NI Om sets Thal we

BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS NOW IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. WE MUST MAKE

ROOM FOR 1970 MERCHANDISE NOW! GET BIG SAVINGS DURING
LYNELL'S JANUARYSALESEVENT .
FOR REST SELECTION SHOP
.

g' "'"d
12119

$238
LAY-A-WAY
A Small Deans., WM Mo. VOW

.

EARLY! SOME QUANTITIES LIMITED.

Phone 259-5660
FREE DELIVERY

BUDGET TERMS

WITHIN 50 MILE

O'NEIL'S

RADIUS OF
ROLLING MEADOWS

BUDGET TERMS

AS USUAL
OR USE YOUR

ALL LISTED

MIDWEST

of the

booklet may be obtained free
by writing; to Liberty Cherry,
Boa NA, Covington, Ky.
41015.

398

$4490

*189

mamma ref /Renew. e

$58

m" qua Your Choke

NOW

economists.

NOW

EACH

NOW

bea

Reg. I 99.99

urine, of Palatine.
Hostesses for JP0Dify will
be Mrs. Harold Chamberlain,
Mrs. Charles Jacks, Mrs. 10 veph Kennedy and Mrs. John
Emmet. For further informanon regarding the twins'
gram contact Mrs. Howland
Welling, 259-0751.

6.229.9S

ww.

I

tt.t.==NOW " as

&Nodal. added Dr. Cole.

Hajestek of Double H Fig-

BEDROOM

[

JANUARY SAL SAVINGS NOW

$3900

EACH

$339

Reg. 0329.90

stated or. Cole.
STONESVILLS Eu ARTYAND MORE

NOW
Res.6119.95

NOW

'114

NOW

SleeRSSIRR

10%

SAVE

$114

NOW

$158

20%

SAVE

NOW

Rag. SI MPS

:,':n4olsr71*M
n "n7c:neundiN''
during ynell' .Jaenuary ClearanceSale

aralreRelA Sono

Rep. 1.160.90

,.

recovered imambread syngery

Lem

sow,.
Reg 299.99

NOW

NOW

./1/4.'

'98

NOW

Slog

NOW

5

' sert idea. All were developed
and tested by Beatrice home

ington Ky. The recipes range
from Cherry Banana Bread tO
"Shah e.tt-To-Me Cherry

! sto

'

Re.. {LIENS

2331.

NOW

10%

IISIT OUR COMPLETE SLEEP SHOPPE

seu

For information write Tal-

Mal" recipe booklet contain-

of Beatrice Food Co, Cov-

UK 19399, pna

t1'7es to. 239 00

anted Teens. Itasca 60143, or
call Sharon Wanner, 392 -

Nog" and include several des -

ing 21 recipes featuring marmchino cherry products has
been published by Liberty

/unwise el Moninwille 5

$178

, 00

Spe.

A new "Something

SAVE

$538

ow

NOW

via:men.

reratnists to speak
ceramics

SLEEP SHOPPE

LISSKUNE

HicatIt one.. Oed. Tubed Vet. Orolr

of Twins Club will feature

BEDROOM

VDrCIVITrOi

RECLINERS

as

standing her problems during
the rehabilitation period.

The Double Dydee Mothers

WKS SW

D COLOEHEIRS.

$338

cabin

recentlyI at Michael Reese
Hospital.k Chicago and will
help organize it in the north-

hth

Save 10% to 40%

Huge Savings in Every Department.

Rea.

have been accepted already are

creises. comfortable clothing

vnalwi n,,cenc7

$ 97

NOW

Members of the tour who

adjustments and fitting of
prostheses. She will assist the
patient', homily in under.

gram, wilt provide meaningful
women who roust unhelp

TAM SALE FRAILIRING LANS, KROEHLSE,
WOMAN, T.:MAW-ALS, UNAGUSTA,
AINISMAN, WSSTSSN, own's° ANOM0116.

SAVE 10% to 40%

111.

aervice chairmenn.
iThThe mthree attended the
hunching of the program

The.,"Rthch to Recovery"
program, a nationwide pro-

your child see Carole .t RAO&
host. Sketches are $3 each.

includes people from all areas
of Cook and Lake counties.

and Expansion!

FABRICS AN

I sERS

Paris hack to Chicago on Aug.

Way, Rolling Meadows, unit

went suburban area.

sillud sketch of yourself or

of each month. Membershi

We Must Clear Our Warehouses and Showrooms So That
Working Areas Will Be Available For Our 1970 Remodeling

the

Switzerland and France for
students and American ser-

tour pays the same cost. The
too will leave O'Hare Airport

the second and fourth Sundays

BIGGEST JANUARY
CLEARANCE EVER!

$288

times. They will pniorm
and they pill he coached by
EACH1 MEMBER of the

March. If you mat a perAWEI-

Palm Beach UDR Wall In

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS

NOW

About a dozen concerts will be
given ill Europe, including
England, Holland. GCKMany.

Cherry and Fruit Co., division

AND UP

$348

Reg 3390S

patterns.

`Something Special'
recipe booklet

44;1

NOW

smas

and

seeing.

Nei*, RN., 5201 carriage

\\/)

$238

But a kW SRN mholarships
will be awarded to the tour.

Participating in the "Reach
to Recovery" program of the
American Cancer Society are
Dr. James R Cole. 500 card
IA.. Mount Prospect. medical
adviser for the program Mrs.
Michael Horvath. 11019 weegate Rd., Mount Prospect.
enordinator. and Miss Jeanne

gio

wow

MIS and the

professior,

by the GlenbrOok Ministeria
Council. The Spares meet o

high school Ihrou0 ut,Ilege

`Reach to Recovery'
program organized
in NW suburbs
AND "

$358

members pay their own way.

London, England, on 0 BOAC
jet, then visit five countries by

1 MP ft-rr.1.40494e

NOW

troupe will do good -will con-

on July 20 and fly direct to

69*

$268

NOW

all

voiced adults and is sponsored

Ns NOW

NOW

and Anaheim. Cfilit.,
Knoxville. Tenn.. and N.
diamtpati6 Ind.

Teachers and chap.
eron. will the wiih the tour at

d has studied at Me Muslim,

School of A. in Florida She
sal he featured at the We.

urea for

0114 wish to further their cdu.
cation during the summer am
to-avalitIon. Character
sight-

an Palmer Writer School

SOFAS

Cows here Room Sunken Gordens, Fla., will be displayed in

NOW

usual

elan, non -Profit eugthimtio
for single, widowed or di

ing her qukk sketch.. She Iv,
a Breda.. of the Art Instruc-

Odds and Ends Table Groups

from San Jose. Walnut Creek.
San Francisco, San Bruno. Ars

Nu
is
sa inmanapt as talent, as the

yea about divorce laws.
The Spares is a non -seem

Bureau Will be set up and ready

Talented teen
auditions set

"PIONEER"

and CBS, and has debated law

in

LYNELL FURNITURE

WALL DECOR

to min in scheduling flights.
PAIRS OF' tropical birds

Mee will demonstrate pack-

divorce rate

the

111111

"1970 hp to the Sun" on Jan.
16. At 4 p.m. American Tours

dhurst

down

Jan. 15.

dition. Carson's own Travel

ware section.
The Jet to, the Min promo-

PARKING

I

7

This charming sketch b the
trademark of a dental ardet.

it

+bout Si.
Jan. 29 Drop in Center Day.
Feb. I Plan, are in the making for a theater party al RIM.
d how Cinema. Leave Pioneer
Park by bus at p.m. Pielure

ie Scott's Rancenter will promote

will he available in the hard-

PLENTY OF

an unarappul gat salami

signed u

ad. and Smirnoff vodka.

ANTE: $9.95

views on divorce courts

I in 22 Rim,co Please bring

Page

Randhurst Artist

Spares to hear Jack Denton's

Carson Pine Scott & Co.
441'oit1970 Jet to Sun'
ing

INSULATED
SOCKS

.

Jan. 17 Saturday NV NIE
ty. 7:30 to IT

INSULATION

44%/A\

THE DAY
Thursday January 8 1970

BANK CARD.

INTERIOR DECORATING.

ROIL iNG MEADOWS ShOrsPI

CARPETING DRAPERIES

ITEMS swum

ENTER ON isIRGHOFF ROAD

TO PRIOR SAIL

1HE 13A1
Page 8

Full slate on t p for MSL gym teams

Thursday tannery 8 197 0

Lrarn about stars

Tomorrow
Is Today

Talk with a teacher

been flickering on and Off throughout the bathroom. garage
hall. etc.

helped sailors find their way

the sun? The earth is a traveler.

across the sem. Night travelers

Twinkle, twinkle, link star

It moves around and around.
We say that the earth turns on
its axis. The exact time the

have always used the stars to
guide them. We all know how
the Star of Bethlehem guided
the Wise Men to the stable in

When the glorious sun is set

next door. as 1 pt pyre pa, during =nom hours of the day an
eight. My daughter has cam amwered some of them. Lights have

parts of the world are seeing

earth takes to spin around once
is 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4.1
seconds. It is the spinning of

the earth that makes our days
and nights. We have night and

When the grass with dew is
wet

see the Mao only when the

Then you show your little

One of my friends watched onc night and she said it was reall
funny. like signals. my husband has been going up to Wisconsi
frequently.
noy, fishing and hooding. My Nrihday came and went. no
pesent, no words. On my anniversary no card. no
card.

light
fwmkle,
night.

twinkle,

all

place where we happen to be
nuns out of reach of the sun%

the

Thanks you for your dm,

Again he went hunting the following weekend_ Dom he really
spar k
like this neighbor more than me? Enough to break up our mar He could not see where to sn
rime? Or is he trying to near things?
If you did nut twinkle so.
Sometimes he gets so namy because I ask him if it's MR. Does
my husband need med.! attention?
In the dark-Nue sky you
My son is an excellent teacher. however he wants to he a big
keep
Immo pitcher and 1 Wel hell make it this time as he was Mete Whik you through my curcure at DI when lie va° signed to a major team. What do you
tains peep
think?
And you never shut your
My daughter enters college in September. 1070. She says she
eye
wants to he a domor ttl medicine or work in fine arts or archiTill theism is in the sky.
Ita or teacher of special education. What
tecture. he" social
I
em
est
qualified
for
Her
art
work.
&Id do you think she's
WIM DO MEN wonder
told, is very good.
and
study about the stars? The
Anon.
writer of this very old poem is
flew Anon:
I feel your saspicium repotting your buthend ate unfounded. asking :motions which we are
If he was finning...and he'd be sure torn eember birtkims and ahleut,o atutver today.
anniversaries. However, I do bid your husband should see

donor for a elockup. I dmr sor concerning your son and Mel
serene] fed your Month, should continue
good with a heel
wire her art Itut 1 feel special education ours] be the best fldd for
her.

Dear Mr. Dettillike:

the sky. The North St.,

dent.

how .ronomers have kenos]
whet they know and won.
any.

duties

lion. Will the Oars keep hi
ing forever? If you don't know
the answer why don't you See
what your encyclopedia has to
say about tNs?

,tion

i

general

adminid

soured bank.

Promted were Robert 1.
Skalicky to cementvi
prsdent in
charge of installe loans(
Robert B. Bowman to vim
poident in charge of cont.
mere. loans: Robert J.

Teach. insistent cashier, in Mailmen!

loans; Mn. Eliza-

beth &Waver, assistant cashin Chicago and had worked
ier. operations: Myron Selne6 "pert time at the First Arlington
fen, pro cashier. operations. National Bank.
The increase in staff and
and Mrs. Leona Reed, pro
cashier, savings.
reorganization are part of
Johnston announced the
changes being made because

I which like to know if this certain doctor h the answer to our
prohlend. If so. how long will it le below we are both in hater
health,
Also. will there he my changes made In Inn hushand's 1110i Eddy
ax.? Will the cnmi,ag yraf he a pod one Ise him?! listen t hi,,,

Hubbard daily nun wally enjoyed yam interviews with
hope you will he on his program n,,,, in the future.
Mrs. K.K.. Arlington Heights
Dear Mrs. U.K.:
I fed good with the donor who Is caring fur you. I feel another
nine month. Infonn you feel a nursed Mpromment. I feel there
will be minor changes in your husluras badness. and We Mill-

lkar kir. 001 mdse.
I have been a plumber for about 15 wars. New 1 an. thinking

of rnovin, torn wml. AlbullOurglIC. NAL Fire. I would like to
know if my wife ::red children will le happy with this change I
have two small children. rt and 3. I have Wen married for i0
yoo. Al,,.. windil I have my problem with employment?
!ham a home hoe. Should I sell it or rent it out for a yor or so
10 sec how we would like it tan West? Do you see a future. US in
moving?
H.M.. Des Plaines

Dear IIM.:
I feel very good with Mix move. I also think Albuquerque Is
only the limo move. I feel another move, In the game ore. will
follow. I feel your family will AIM 10 the move.

dear Mr. Derouists
Tye been married three and a half years and want children.
Will I have may. when and how many !per pregnancyff Will our
financial problems he solved?
M.N.. Mount Prospect
Dear M.B.:
I feel your Muncie! problems will become *nee within the
next six monde, I feel you will become pregnant. but not for et
hue another year and e tuff. I see two children for you. one per

JOSEPH DE I.01113E. nationally blown previa, will nut r the enestions of Dar reinich in this column. Livers should
he sinned. Imo nomm mill he nnialled if Ili writer :0000110
Write an Delzinhe in care of Oat Publication, 722 Center

with a full slate of activities.

added to the First

National
vice
loans.

hank now nearing completion.
First National's quarters are
being increased 16,000 square
feet. Additional expansion Ls
adding provisions for Mee

Prospect and Hers, as

staff: Ted Cclin, as

National Bank and Tmst Co.
of Chicago. Frank Palombelle, assistant cashier. op.,
ations, who was formerly with
the Central National Bank in
Chicago. Herbert Gordo, assistant

cashier.

operations,

previously associated with the
Harris Trust and Savings Bank

the

Huskies arc ranked second in

this week and the
Knights aren't far behind al
the state

scored over

said "I wish

had a dozen
more like him. You don't have

Prospect's' to push him into working. He

123.

redo, and he has ability, too?'

Hersey will have om new
performer, Bill Evarts, an the
rings tonight, but the test of

WHILE FOREST View is
0-2 in the MSL after loss= to
Hersey and Elk Grove, Wheeling goes in with a
slate. The

thg lineup will be the same as
Prospect's
major

usual.

Wildcats will probably go with

ation, increasing these to four.
The recently
purchased
travel bureau subsidiary, Pars dim Tours. Inc., is being
moved to new quarters at Randhunt Center immediately adjacent to the bank.

bit wary of the unfrlendly sur-

this year He had been Intured

roundings, praising du large
turnout of Husloe rooters that

and junior Steve Klingaman

18M out for the moots.

Wold is pm about completely
heakd and eon throw double
back dismounts on a couple

to Conant in an a

Forest View as each tries to get

onto the winning

and

North wtrack
ill be at

Glenburd
Palatine.

of sum known as Little Bear.

clow contest" by a snorted

pieces of equipment.
Elk Grove coach Fred
Gaines says that trampoline.

high to, and rings performers
have improved overall with
practice over the holidays. but
he said that he hoped the long
Gaines is looking to hit about
130 tonight, u mark they arc
familiar with.

Maine Eau and Prospect make

better than the 110b.

Arlington will try to better
its dual nit average tonight

of

the

war -studded

against Fremd and coach Tom
Walthouse does not plan to try

new performers or routines.
-We're not going to experiment at all. We want to gel

our scores up there with the
other schools.

"We'll be shaming for 130.
We haven't hit 130 yet."

standing eighth.

wonder what you

Thus. the sme, top eight
teams will collide with only

Stars are round. very het.

Maine East and Niles East not

FOREST
TONIGHTS
Yiew-Whaling battle is im.
portant to (loth mind Imam=

masses of gm. Stars are suns.

owning a spot in the top 20.

it offers

How
ar

I

Why do they look so niunt,

of

smaller than the sun we see on

them

have

a sunny day' Our son seems
brighter and larger than all

and Maine East's Bob Bal-

other sta. simply lweaose car
much nearer to its.

a good on for the piney_

giyes (be home team over a I3 -

point advantage for tonight.
but Chew claims his team
hasn't

been rammed Mto

win over Naperville, a loss to
powerful Arlington and a win
against Wheeling. Their high.
es t tom score of the year was

in the 18's or 190." Ho added
that their mcond best event is
free ex. "We hit 17 in the first
meet in free ex."

sixth two -wain competition in
nun tries.
The Donsdowned t he Scouts,
yesterday tinder the

wary eye of headmaster Bill

tough

Individual events. and
third leg of the SCUM, vicLorim. opening relay.
swthe

LIKE A DIAMOND in the

Casey's efforts paid off in
the final 4txtyard freestyle
teameyerd as his premier comhinetion touched out over four
seconds heron: Luke Forest.

The met wasn't decided

nese. It shiruld give us con.

.01 the final relay as the but
tankers took a 741 lead with
a victory in the opening med-

tougher teams 0011 bave to

!Ilene. against Mille of the

study them:us.
When the glorious sun is set
then you show your little lien
Why do the stars shim only - t
night' T he sun is much nearer
the mrth then ihe stars and its

light is so bright that we ca inn see the light fn. the stars.
We nun the stars only when the

sun is shining on some other
part of the world.
Do you know why We see the
slam when people in other

hand until XU's Rich Schweiz.,

Don's a 26-10

FROM 110,0,1 point until
the last event. the score varied
hemeen an 11 point spread af-

ar Toni Romano's win in the
100 -yard freestyle race, to a

dim two -point differ.. 45.
prior

43

10

the concluding

freestyle relay,

hut a strong team effort
il cap
Romano added the final seven

n

points to the winner

'the

multiples of $100. Certificates may be purchased at any time with 6 -month or 1 -year
terms. They earn interest with every clock -tick from the date of purchase. Interest is
credited every three months. Accounts are insured to $:400t)(by the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), an agency of the U.S. Government.

1

MORESS

CITY

STATE

My check fors

Is enclosed Of

I wish
Name o

f Silt
evInpi,Ins
ution

Golden Cup flaying. Gallic...Um:Jut On. annual Merest $1.000 minimum)
to transfer from my secouM b Arlington Heights Fade. Sedmis

My passbook or certificate Is °mimed.
SiosmuSE

I

Toth

MT. PROSPECT

iWeDenefetild).

a 5-4600

HOF. Meth* Hwy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

The Northwest Y won nine
of 10 relay events and also had

some line individual perthrmances. Cindy Antonik turned
record tine of 36.0 in in
in
the midget ill -yin] butterfly.

25 FAST CAMPBELL STREET. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 00005

Phone: 110-1003

lhonpND 12:24.21 3. DroND
I 2 24 . 3 I 4. Ciroirmth-I.1'
Freestyle:

MEET WINN...IS

The
Prospectors opened
Charles Sophomore
with a ,narrow 58-54 video,
HalidayTournament last week
Ruing the championship game, over the Providence Celtio of
to the host school, 65-62. and New Lenox. The Celts moved
thereby finishing in the tour out to a 10-9 for quarter lead
but an exceptionally good secney1 mnnersuo slot.
ond quarter by the Knights
In last year's monument, gave them a 32-21 half-time'
the Knight sophs copped the advantage. Providence contim
lop spot with a one -point win ued to chip away at the Pro,peel lead but time ran out he.
in the title encounter. This
fore -they could overtake the
the
young
time around,
Knights won their first two Knights,
Szymanski wasn't too higH
pairings before dropping the
on the style of basketball in the,
title match to the red.hot
match. ?It was a,
first you
Saints.
slOppy game. They really out

n doe eight-tcam eltminator.
"We did all right." observed

Mg affable coach. "Our re-

I.

1.1:1 I .70

2.

yard

1.a , e n . Wheeler: 25 -yard
freestyle: Halvorsen: 11X4 and

'mon. Antonik. Di Somme.

Moloney. T010101,

unt.ri after
r P to'nnigl7st

Carlhorg-ND 14:43.51, 3. Ma.
lato-ND (4:51.51, 4. Ncithchmann-LF 15:111.31

I.

100-Yead ItreaMetrohn

Kmeha'LF 11:10.81, 2. Grumu th-LF 11:12.41. 3. Komi's.

Broddy-ND

ND 11:13.01, 4.
(1(13.71

400Yard Freestyle Rein 1.
Wilricholek.
Kelly. Netral, Romano. 2. LE.
13:511.01 kecteninvold. Rom.
McGrath. Nickle.
N D-13:46.31

ley relay: (than. Di Francesca,
Ili Somme. Hemphill( 50 -and

7'

JUNIORS -200 -yard toedTakata, Dentgler.
Fitzsimmons. Burns; 100.yard

yard free.* aid 106Pni

Mate.

and 200 -yard freestyk: Geis-

f r cost y I e : Ivison: 50 -yard

Sipple. 50 -yard frustyle and
1113 -yard IM: Doehkr: 50yard butterfly: Takata: 50

ler, 511 -yard freestyle and 100.

freestyle:

Icy relay:

PREPS -200 yard medley

January 8.
1270

Moto.

The 1060 football 000,11
for the mighty Irons of Notre
Dame officially came to an
e nd as the Suburban Catho.
lie

strongmen to a 2-2 record during the last month of 1060.

Dave Chidley of Palatine is

only a junior on the NIL varsity warn. His local companions Phil Keller, also of Palatine. Cliff Hoffman of Wheel-

II

NIU

ing and Rich Larsen of Roselle
01 have even more olhgihhliry
left on the Huskiecquipment.

Bonn.co

their loose year of collet..
peti Larsen has been working nthe side. horse also. while
Hoffman performs not only on
the small
event. hut also

coach William Scale., Phil Keller and Cliff Hoffman.

ANDY BITTA was

top

point -man for Prospect, hit-

ling 16. lack Brink was next

League

school held

its

night at
teria.

the

school's

cafe-

Head co.11 John Pont of
Indian:. University War the
guest speaker. the theme of

backstroke: Gabler: 100 -yard
Dalton; 200.yard
freestyle relay; Hide, Gabler,
lesion, Dalton.

pionship

Charles, and the outlook was
bright for Prospect at the end
of period one as they led. 1411. The Saints rallied to knot
things at 30.011 when Me half
rolled around. They seeped
into the lead during the third

clock when the
Knights' half -court zone press

John Von Berg

started to work miracles. The

popped

in

nine, Brian Bergen eight and
Mike Keane six to round out.
the Knight's top scorers. Beyhalf-doxen

rebounds.

the

Hawk, suddenly were riled
and Prospect scored on several
fast

following steals.

When the game ended, the
Knights had outscored Auront
West

The Prospectors' semi-final
game was not on close its the
opener, but not by much. The
area squad tipped the Aurora
Wot Blackhawks, 48-43. Pro-i

breaks

18-6 during the four -

quarter a. were on top by
one.

47-46. when the eight

Minutes expired.
The score see -sawed

quarter until there were 40seconds left, the Saints' ball out of
bounds and the ledger tied at
60-60. Sr Charles brought the

The high scorer for Pros-

aer found them down, 30-34.

THEN CAME the cham4

ball in, scored a basket, was

fouled and hit the free throw to

take a 63-60 lead. Prospect

son, Ken Reda, Mike Wiedes,

Pont then made a brief speech
which he talked at first

Greg Schwab. Tom Mc Mo-

his prise seniors. John
isanturger. Jay Butcher
d
Derry
ion.. Punt then
Ilinled to a more political tack

manski,

in the Imo half of his talk as

nnle, Larry Jona, Ken LeSOPHOMORE AWARD
WINNERS

Bill Abraham, Ed Alois',

dives

I lic varsity season wm reviewed by members oil the
school newspaper before the
true highlight of Mc evening.
he presentation of the varsity

Jim Coursey. Mike Camshaw,
Paul Cmcinotto. Rick Dorsch,
Wayne Douglas, Bryan Duffy,

the (Keen and White captured

leans hy head coach Fran Willett took place.

the Mamma:in ("ohmic con Wren.. championship while
somplettng an undefeated year
ng

eight

games.

aver-

ging .11.4 pints per contest
while limiting the opposition
to a paltry 5 avcram points during the ;Mlle span.

THE DoNs heat Mann.
7N-6( Lane. 2-0( Immaculate
I onception. 47-0: Joliet Cath-

olic. 43.14: Nlarian Central.
36-0, Carmel. 24.0: Holy
L'om. 24-14: and St. Edwards.

of

today's !MUHL

During the name of his
presentation. Willett

and the

1069 Dons were 5he he
team he had ever pen con.
nectel with."
Bill

DeVoncy

war "The

MOM Improved Back." John
Petricca received the "Most
Improve! Linem an. Award."
and Steven Anon. Tim Rud.
nick .red Gary Potenma were
presented with trophies for
"Best Defemive Lineman
Defensive Back." and
-Best defensive linebacker."
The two offensive players to
,rcceim special mention were
lineman Islike Ellefson and
back Chuck Di Prima,

The Most Valnattle. play.
for the season was Gary PO -

temp. and the

Silver

FOX

await! went to Fran Willett.

year's granters when he chned

with the qmstion. "this was

son. Rick Thsch.

Saymenski said that both
teams played very well." In

this

particularly I
thought we did good, but we
gene

gist ran Mto an unbelievably
hot hallelub," pointed nut the
veteran coaeh. They hit 19
out of 20 fro throws and were
hitting from .10-25 feet out.
Them's no way you can stop a
team that's that hot."

PACING THE Knights in
scoring department 403
Brink with 15. He once again
led the team in retrHves with
eight. Von Berg bagged 12
while Bitta and Keane each
dumped in 10. Petersen notched nine markers arid ergen
the

finally fouled with zwo sec-

record (3-0 in confereno play)
on the line Saturday moming
'when the host the Forest View.
Falcons at I I a.m.

The Knights put their 8-2

Roger

Second year mud

Jim Rot.., Tim Rod.

nick. Mark R.. Dan local!.
Paul Trude. Ken Maher,
Chuck Di Prima, Ed Plienes,
Tom Gushurst, Bob Elscy.
John
Perim. Bill Van-

Eisen.

Phil

Cranna.

Gary Guziec, Larry Kearns.
Mau Kiefer. Rick Kloeset
John Lasky. Dan Lull, John
Rick Luxinski. John
Malcolm. Denis Mahoney.
1.und.

Steve Marquette. Tony Mad

Marx.° 'Dan

tino. Larry.

McCanhy. John Meek, Kevin

Moron, Bernard Nagel. Pa.
trick (/'Brien. John Pent Jim.
Pines, Cireg Rem, Kevin &owner, John Sin, Steve Trettier.

Ron Dietz Luke GOklathew Heiman. Dave

Hicks.

"Bas

SENIOR VARSITY
AWARD WINNERS
Third Year Award
Gary Potent,. Mike Eget,

filled up the Knight board with
a half domn.

bOth charity tomes to ice the
conttaL

Young Bill Lou, Skip Law-

INDIANA MENTOR John

-

tteml in h,e letters ahove the
speaker's table. was a simple
one. It was 'Dedication. Pout,. lqienni 1 hose lox words
symbolized it mason in which

brought the sphere down and
scored and then the Saints
went into a staff The Knights
onds remaining. SLCharles hit

Crenshaw, Jim Mahon, Jim

another?"

the banquet. which .vas enthla-

back

and forth during the fourth

gen shared the lop rebaUnding
honors with each hauling
down eight.

Things were looking badly

St.

out of the fire.

,ht -making. Brink and Ber-

MIS barrio,

versus

minute stretch to pull the game

and carted a 22-19 lead to the,

sped was first on offense

game

the team. When comes such

B ob Colman, Tom Crudell.

Sandonato opened the pro The Northern Illinois gym- n.. portion of the evening
nasts will swing back into acwith a prayer featring the
tion Jan. 23 and 24 when they
Menw...this wm these, ear that
travel to Colonel° for meets wm.
with the University of ColoraFr. Nlilton Adanison. team
do, Denver University, the Air Maplain. then read an ode he
FOM Academy and an rimy
had written mpecially Mr the
team born Ft Lewis. Wash.
occasion. I r. Adamson keyed
Me historical relevance of this

Aurora West was
leading 37-30 vrith 3:40 left

quarter.
on

a

yard butterfly: Gabler: 200
vat d IM and 100 -yard

INTERMEDIATES-- -200.

he concerned himself with the

..1fier a 7 pm. dinner. in,-

for Prospect in the fourth

with 13 and also hauled down a
tcain-high eight
rebounds.

added

inceastroke: Takata; 200 -yard
freestyle relay: Burns. Gents -

'Dedication, Power,
Dignity symbolize ND

helped coach Hubert Denn's

4

r

gen

Mars,

relay:

er.Geider. Gabler.

relay: Evans.

MI00FTS-200 yard mad-

freestyle

Cunningham. Allen. Doehler.

freestyle relay: Larsen. Who:ler, Halvorsen. Moloney.

S P/1RTS

'locker room at the half. The
next stanza was no better for'
in the second stanza residted M. the Knights, as the third

SeVeral turnovers that enabled
the Knights to forge ahead.

Erensyle:

yard breaststroke, Make 200.

Thursday.

Io a 15-8
001 period lead -The Hawks
came back strong, however,.

but luckily our second quarter
for us." He added that
won
excellent defense by Prospect

4 0 0 -Yard

yard breaststroke: Di Fran=Ye, 50 -yard butterfly: Autonil( freestyle relay: Hemphill.

mod.

Page 9

pect was Bergen, with a dozen
K0and he was follow." by
Keane with 10, Brink had
nine, Billa and Von Berg eight
apiece and Grant Petersen one
to account for all of Prospect's

played us in the second halr

Kelly -ND I 1:08.2 1. 3.

100 -yard freestyle. Lanem 504

CADETS -100 -yard

ter of or:minim Rot. Peter

Sr.

Beckstroke I.
Rectennwold.LF 11:07.01, 2.
100-11m1

1.

Mackenzie-TE

in the floor exercise,

bounding needs a lot of work
but our offense did very well
for the MOO park"

100 -Yard Freestyle: I. Ro.

in'no-ND 154.71, 2. Windy ND 157.01, 1 Rom-LF 157.31,
4. McGrath. I.F (57.4I

3. None 110100, 4. None listed.

Roo

I

comp.. the Ions hum and

generally plea
with his club's performance

dahlia

t: 1.11

NIS

DESPITE THE final game
loss, Knht
nonmentor Hank aced

rings and John Weaver on the
trampoline.

(1(13.41

Vague -1.1111:11010

Larsen and Hoffman are in

the

C Passbook Saving. Amoun114055 annual Interest, any amount)

PHONE

horse, Craig Sjogren on the

Cad

12(24.21

DIsinm
I. Sch. ien.ND
160.751 I Meyers -ND INS:.

is only a sup homorc. while both

The Prospect Knights' soph.'

100 -Yard Battens( I. MacKenrie-LE 01321, 2, JonesND 11:00.11,
HenricksenND (1:12.11b 4. Williann-LE

Nickle.I.F
Nietschnin-LF

Schwies s -ND 11:09.21. 4.

KELLER. A side horse man.

w ore basketball team faile d in their title defense at:

of my better boys, it could mat
n. in points in a meet.

for the title et
Hersey will de-

on all-aroundem Gary
Morava on the high bar, parallel bars and free exercise with
Kyle Wooldridge on ,the side

team /his season. "111 lose one

3.

Knight sophs runners-up at St. Charles

for NAsIEW

d

disclosed that lack
has been hurting hn

126.010 4. McGrath -1.F 126.41

view of (left to right) Rich Larsen, masks° NIU gymnastic

onsiE

depthnH

MacKenzie. Kress; 2. Notre
Dam:42:02A Rinker. &wk.
Jones. Lander

Ewer Indian &sundry.

NIU

Please open my Arlington Heights Earle, Savings Account as follows.

us some depth on the

Krell -IF 124.81. 7 Kelly -ND
125.m.
3.
Wericholek-ND

11:56.01 Vague. Trimm.

titis.h=ihe linal nine -point

NWyl

NEW ACCOUNT FORM

gives

Molly Relay: I. Lake Forest-

ley relay:

OUR GOLDEN DAYS SAVINGS CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT is available from $1,000 up in

"L-NOR'S" SPECIAL
CARE RIGHT NOW!

side horse," observed the
mentor." and Yager

Pirate

IndivIdeml Medi, I. Rock terwald

50-Y and

city gymnmtics team tths year.
and four area perlormen highlight this emphasis as they

CLOTHES NEED

pend

Huitt and junior Jim Yaeger.
ho
"Huitt's
done well for us on

MEET RESULTS

Northwest .Suhurhan

WHERE CAN YOU BETTER preserve your capital investment and. receive assured
earnings with ready availability?

AND YOUR HOLIDAY

M.

(2:10.11

The accent is with youth on

EVERY TICK -OF -THE -CLOCK compounds your interest. No financial institution offers
you a higher and speedier return.

by Woodward were senior Ed

10:11111-30 10:06.91, 2. Naze'.
12:011.51

the Northern Illinois Univer

Dave Chidley works out on the .ids horse before the critical

(Pt Rd

free ex but has been hampered

then take on Sr. Ignatius Saturs

YMCA -A" girls swim to
started it .Mein! "Y" corn.
mid. with a 236-108 victory

TRANSFER YOUR SAVINGS? It's easy if you use the New Account Form below. Just
fill it in and mail to us. We'll take care of all details.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS a 5-6174

Mallow has hit 7, and 81 in

Waukegan,

NW girls Y sinks Indian Boundary

mod Rich Meyers won the
firm two plates in the shying competition to give the

available for potential home purchasers. A more plentiful supply of home loan mortgage money in this area means qualified buyers when you are ready to sell.

.

rings, has been in the 7's in all
three men. according to
Woodward. Compton's scores
on the horizontal bar have also
been in that neighborhood.

annual banquet and awards

OUR REGULAR PASSBOOK SAVINGS ACCOUNT pays 43/4 per cent annual interest,
also compounded instantly and paid quarterly. No minimum balance is required before
earnings are paid.

THE PARTY

Pere

Hoping

by skg minrY
The other two boys mined

ley relay and held the upper -

like points of light that shine
of

are

Botthof, John Compton and
Paul Mallow... MONA, on the

day. Both mans will be at the
oppsitions pool as No.
Dane has established its fine
record despite Me fact they
have no ,o1 of their own.

200 -Yard Ereedyle

swim soon."

about those diem:, -

recent lies that astronomers
iles elopemd int:moo:nth to

performers

ND 12:07.71.

-

there. It w, only in 1,1

to

12:29.5t

AFTER 111E mem the winning mentor indicated he really Elkin) Mind the dunking as
"this was malty and important

SAVE WHERE YOU LIVE! It's wise to invest your money in the northwest suburbs. When
you save with us, you strengthen your home value because through us you make funds

PORES
TO
SERVE

The tank Dons, will Mini

sky? Since early links man 6 s
looked upat the sta. and wo
doted

vidual

Elk Grove this Thursday. and

Four highlight NIU gym propsects

the sky_

C,...(51, CLEANERS

IS OVER.

According to omit Jim
Woodward. the Pirates top

non -conference

are a

meets

THE COACH pointed

five boys as the backbone of
his team. ?our three top indi-

sneer

event is the rings. "We beat
Arlington on the rings,"
pointed out Woodward, "On
the ring, we consistently hit

Casey was forced to pew
Forest View will he bob.
%toed by the addition of Jeff forma series of lineup gymnits.
tics to ..till neutral. the inBnavn on rho rings. Jeff
dividual performance of Luke
mimed the flail couple' coma
Forest's Don Mac Kenzie.
because of a (clothe!' injury
who
held hair pool records.
and returned to action
the
and who won two of the nine
high bar amine Elk Grove.

HERSEY'S 126.66 average

Do the stars twinkle as the
poem MIN us? It is the motion
Of the air that makes the .1..0
weal In
inkle. and it ti, the
motion oft the earth that makes
the stars scion to move across

opportuntly to

MSI.. Neither squad is considered a contender for the conference crown.

docchi could give Ow ringinen

Is

the

pick up a win M

out.
individuals. however.

Each

mach and which ended with
that same coach's dunking in
the Lake Forest High School
pool, Notre Damc won its

Casey.

up half

Evaton. New "Mier East and
is fourth
Niles
rated
New Trier East is
seventh
ith hurl Waukegan

Itzt,trer gaup known as Big

In a mint:tone :nen which
opened with a prhtliction of

OPPONENT
CONANT,
however. is not expected lo do

state including the suite (mats.
Other wand to he present car
Waukegan include lop -ranked
Hinsdale Central. rough

looked like a wingetIllOrse. Pegasus. There was also a group

had taken his place. Chew says

looking forward to Saturday's
Waukegan Invitational. Ar.
lington, Elk Grove, Hersey,
field at this meet. which is often considered the hest in the

Cote,

he

layoff didn't hurt the timing.

Aside form the ell-imporram meet at Hersey tonight,
several o1 the teams will be

of ani.

Wola eo pen

Naper,v1e0,11,1.inttelr

.u.'''4Jons dunk coach Lake Forest 52-43

The meet is at Hersey, and

tempt lo better its 126.51 taverns and Arlington hosts
Rend. Wheeling will visit

with a season slam of 2-1, I-1
hi Mid -Suburban League aclion. Included among the three

brook and Fremd, score ordy
in the 80',,

Prospect coach Rich Chew is a

THIRD -RATED Elk tinwel

with only 10 men on the squad,
there is little room for change.
The Pirates go into the meet

1

other opponenn, Willow- works hard doing what he has

drive-in windows with

travels

the come lineutothey used in
Wore first two een became,

Falcon coach Gay Hughes

onc pot into immediate oper-

new

really like. They thought that
the stars made outlines that

I

be the beginning of n good csrle.

holiday layoff as the Mid -Suburban League gets underway
The headliner tonight involves

had no i'dn:rwnl'ult"tt sra":v:e'ri

looked like pictures
nats. The

Gymnastics will be in full
swing tonight after the long

of a large expansion of the

Maiden, commercial
Gel. was formerly dime, of
akotional 1,ns at American

toffs coming along well

highly many times this
year. Only ArlinglOn hes provided rapists competition, and
in that meet the Knights
41.0fning

following members were

thought taw gnam of °Los

My daughter and 1 havensn under a doctor's care since June.

Ile, Plaines 010110.

been used as guiding beacons

was announced today by
Raymond S. Johnston, prod it

Raymond A.1111. vice maident. formerly in charge of inmallment loans, assumes new

1

THEN THE traveler in the
dark thanks you for your tiny
sprk! The sun have always

Then IM traveler in the dark

P resent

dons and additions to the staff.

There will always be more
m loom ahout the mars -how
. recognize the constellations.

soured.
would like to kave
you today with one final nun.qes

nOo.

The First National Bank of
Mount Prospect board of di lectors has approved prom,

Bethlehem.

many questions still to

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

By Esther Cohan
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world se high
Like a diamond in the sky!

Dear Mr, Dehooisei
I suspect that my huthand is carrying on with the neighbor

ing roan

Bank reorganizes, adds to staff

NORTHWEST CATHOLIC
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
(Eighth Grade)
-

NORTH DIVISION

WL

Team

St. Hubert
SL Collette
St. Thomas
St. Anne

5

0

3
I

2
2
4

0

5

3

St. Theresa

SOUTH

DIVISION

Tema

Our lady of Wayside

WL

St. James
Sc. Raymond

0

5

4

St. Alphonsus

St. Emily

1

'3

2

1

4

o

5

Reaulk

St. Hubert 40, St. Thomm 36,
Our Lady of Wayside 61. St.

derhosch,
Steve
Annenen.
Bruce Donate, Gene Po tome, ohy Prange.

Emily 36. St. James 36, St.

Elea Year Asyut

Alphonsus 25

John Hallagan. John Sherry, Bill Devoney. Dennis
Schulte, Rick Mak. George
Lobb. Joe Bolin, Gorge
Schwabe, Pat Callao, Bill
Gruaynski, Joe Cannata, E. J.

Arendt, Tom Schertzing,
Ralph Polokar.Kevin Sullivan.

Mike O'Brien, Steve Bodes,
Bill Sunagcl, Mike Have,
Pete Pesole, Dennis Sullivan.
Terry Vaisvillm, Hank Hines.
Ed Devoney. Bob Tivinan,
Jack O'Keefe, Art Duffy, Brad
Hack, Roy Robinson. Marty
Powers, Steve Painter, Chris
Fortune.

Brian

Rassmussen,

Marc Cacioppo, Jim Lange,
Don Koller,
Pat Hickey, Brian Hangarty, Don Gushurst, Ken
Don Dups, Greg Twork.
Ed Murray, Steve Dolan, Ito

Him -00018. St. Collette SO, St.

Anne 14. St. Raymond RI, SL
(Seventh Grade)

NORTH

DIVISION

WL

Team
St. Thomas
St. Theresa

St. Hubert
St. Anne
St. Collette

4

I

3

2

3

2

I

4

0

5

SOUTH DIVISION
Tema
St. Raymond

Our Lady of Wayside
Si. lames
St. Emily

St. Alphons.

WL
4
4
4

I

2

3

0

5

Enrolls

St. Thomas 17 St Hubert 24
Our Lady of Wayside 36 St
Emily 20 St James 17 St
Theresa 24 St Anne 26 St
Collette 12 St Raymond 69
St. Alphonsus 21

THE DAY
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Records state's 3d best time

Flyin' Lion Lynch snags Athlete award
St

Vmtor swonmer Rich

Rmh who npetty saltsme sophomore year and it was
fledwith his mason so far a big thmg to break lus

Lynch has been named as The

Days Athlete of the Week for
his performance in the mat
last Saturday against St. Patrick.
Rich set a new St. Viator
team and SY Pat's pool record
as he won the 50 -yard freestyle

in 22.7 seconds. In addition to
these records, this time is the
third best time done by anyone

has been doing quite well this

year. In the team's first dual
against
Memnon Military
Academy, Rich set
pool
records in the 50 and 100 free,
breaking the records of exstate champ Steve him the'

The team awarded him the "B

II Cella Cap" award as the
outstanding performer in the

in the state this season.

Breaking Stasukaits

ALONG WITH his record breaking performances. Rich

records

also won the 400 -yard free and
swam on the winning 400 -yard
.

free relay. He holds the St. Viator roe. in the 100 free;
(51.0), and shares the records

for the both the 200 medley
end the 400 free relays. On the
frosh-soph level, he holds

records for the 50 free (23.4),
100 free (524).
150 free

big

a

accom-

Porter, impressed 311 by placing Clete second in

the Glenbrook South
and walking
ofTwith tile team Mk in the Lake Park Tournament.

COACH PORTER has brought along a fine
young team that goes on the mat with one thing in
mind, and that is to WIN. The Huskies were sec-

ond at Glenhrook South to Lyons -township of
LaGrange. which cerThdr has a fine team that
we might predict has sonie individuals whose
performances will place in our coming state
Maine East showed that it had the individuals
ea well as the team balance M winning the Palatine Tournament. Maine had four first -Mace of
ithers while 10 of its boys in all placed in one of
the top four places
Arlington proved it also has a fine team and

some outstanding individuals to be reckoned
with by placing second Si Palatine. Arlington's
Him 155 -pounder, Don Stumpf, won the championship, as did Rick Stanceik in the 130 -pound

class. Scott Douglas 0451 and Carl Anderson
(165) each took a second for t hc Cardinals.

A SITUATION occured at the conclusion of
one of the championship bouts M the Cilenbrtiok
South Tournament that many area fans may be

wondering about. TO begin with, there was an
exchange of words between one or more spectators and one of the wrestlers involved at the boot
inn completed. This type of thing 6 certainly not
to be encouraged, but it does happen.
At this point, the wresnerthvolved made what

wee thought by the referee to he a vulgar or
the crowd. Became this was
interpreted by Me referee as flagrant misconduct, the wrestler was immediately disqualified. The complication, that followed were
obscene sign

soon tfibecome an education for all present.

River Forest to take on arch
rival Holy Cross.

When the smoke from the
h o rshooting visiterS had

Lynch, Parent
challenge Ill.
swim marks
Rich Lynch of St Viator

the Scouts, 55.40, to remain

4. Coley -LE (6:5031

Me win, and oclebrated their,
victory by dunking the MOO
Because of the flagrant misconduct, the team
tlo wrestler represented had one team point de
ducted horn its score. As in the case of a default,
the Opposing westler was awarded one point fo
a fall, just as ho would have received in tourna
ment eimpetition if he had pinned his opponent.

St. Viaysis 400 free reGene

Lynch, -ive Salerno, Gene
O'Hara and George Halm cam

wad as the state'. 11th best
with a 3133.6 tone. The Sen.

lions medley of Lynch, So Bill Ocher and Jim

o. would have been
I:48.0
time Na the time was not sent
in to the ISCA.
ranked

10th with

ai

a

a

fantastic time

helps develop a person men.
'tally as well as physically. "it
you

develop

swimming scholarship

to

good school and continue his
get a
career. He says,
scholarship 111 stick it out. I'd
like to. But I don't want to go
to a school where swimming is

If I

him in the upper 20 per cent to
St. Viator. He is also an Illinois
Stale Scholarship Finalist.

Where yOu re
e big business,
of the
treated as property
"I'd
school." He continued,

RICH HAS gained soms.
thing from being team captain,

too. "I've gotten to know ey.
grybody and not just a select

like to go where MeV mc

tercsted in you persona111."
What colleges are in his fu'
tore? Southern California ems
the first school he mentioned,

group. And Eve been working

with Gene to help get rid of
some team problems like absence from practice and am.

hut he is also considering Ohio
State. Notre Dame and Colo -

competitively,

he continued, "veryone relies

4. Banks-LF (1:19,51

44H -Yid Freestyle Relay
I. ND -(4,063)
Zarnoti.

the

Eckebreth, Sawka, Stthaser
2, LF-(4:17.11 Stevens,

Relays later

Ming, then the insmetirmal
metemoms center should supply

these materials."

AND THIS IS what the liburry

a

117 S. Main St.. Muital Prospect, 111. 60056. If you wish a urn.mal reply. send a self.addrrssed envelope.

providing over
I.000 audio-visual itenn for
student and faculty use. &sides motion pictures, slides,
tapes. models, filmstripe.
transparencies, microfilm and
videotape facilities, the AV
section bouts a 372 -disc
does,

re co rded listening center.
Most labels are by currently
popular musicians: the calla -

posts equipped with earphonm
are located to the library. The
alsoays

occupied.

w

It stimuli.

the in rent of many students,
especially those not primarily
interested in books.
Conveniently

near

atudy

Mlle the library also provides
pleasant conditions for reading and study. Eight large windows extend along the It'
brarys entire south wall. pro.
siding an attractive view. Quietly modern furnishings, no.
typical of high school librarAs. cream an air of cultured
distinction.
EVERY HOUR of the
school day, and before and after claess as well, the library is

filled to

its 142 -seat capacity.

Excellent open -shelf facilities
make all resources easy to find.
Two conference rooms can be
used for independent study

and diwnwon. The total book
allection, of which over onethird wit published in the past

MEET RESUL

LIt..

200 Yard Medley
I

.

LT -(2:02.3)

fields. Circulation was 34,783
for the 1968-69 school year.
The library's periodical collection covers a variety of sub -

F. Nadonal Bank of Des

icals are those indexed in the
Reader's Guide covering a period of Mme to five yars.
Pictures, maps, pamphlets

coat administration ad tax

are P. separate progranl,
one teaches the use and operation of AV equipment and the

other is tormented with W.tional library skills. Over 40
currently involved in the programs.
The library staff also instructs freshmen in the me of
the

are

library and composition

students in the use of materials
for research papers.

of Holy Family hospital, Des
Mathcn He was formerly ads -

tat controller arbt Francis
Hospital Evimstoo,

McEnemey

Insurance
Bantam League

200 -Yard Freestyle.

Hawks White at the Polar
Dome. The Arlington Jaycee

The Saving Is Yours!

fan but he does not receive his placement points.
This meant ight points had to he deducted from
the start of the wrestler's team.

3. Mayer -LE (2:17.2)

I. Weser -ND (2:12.8)
2, Zarnoti-ND (2:16.1)
4, Nickle-LE (2:36.4)

gotbygni hamdgat mud.

In an effort to enc.. good, aggressive
wrtstling, our national rules committee has

by

stated in its rulebook that if the official thinks a
wrestler is shumg, he should wpm him firt natty) after a maximum of 10 seconds. There will
then be a maximum of five seconds permitted

1. mcCotter-LE 12:33.01
2. Rutkowski -ND 12:40.11
3, Landuyt-ND (2153.3)

prior to subsequent violations being called.<.
In my mind, and I know in the minds of many
of our area coaches, there has been less and less
stalling and more aggressive wrestling I rom year-

to-year because of these changes in mho rules.
Wrestling fans, who previously witnewed a wee.
der hanging on to the top position to protect a
lead, now are finding out that the wrestler that
hangs on is penalized for stalling. The same penalty would be given if a wrestler were stalling in
any other position.
EOTH0,

aidenf..c
the,
e area

HILYsard Freestyle.

rallied to score three goals in
the final three minutes to pull
the game out

I. McCotter-LF (24.8)
2. Stevens-LF (26:0
3. Sawka-ND (28.0)

4. Berafato-ND (N.T.G.)

with a pair of scores and an as,.

1. Ariesto-NO (NEW

sist and Ben Klemm with tort

2. Sutter -ND (N.S.G.)
3. Beaupre-LF (N.S.G.)

tallies

I. Wilburd-F (1:09.5)

make moves that put him in danger.

4. WilliarthLF 11125.71

It it up to the official to determine whether or
not a wrestler is stalling, and in doing this the
official involved should certainly consider the
styles of the wrestlers involved and allow time
for the set.up and the follow-up move. coo he
however, one of the members of the

100 -Yard Fro:style.
1. Neitchman-LF (1100.11
2. Sawka-ND (1:00.7)
3. Mayer -LE (1,01.61

careful. you may be called for smiling."

BLACK

et. Cashman -ND (1105.9)

,pay the Dundee VFW to

2. Eckebrecht-ND (1:13.3)

the dmemive work of Tom Les
and Bill Faber keying the

pite the fact they had played
themselves in for trouble, and

free throw situation. It
mat

as then that good charity
an

work paid off Ms None Dame
missed only one gift shot and
spread them lead to 20 points at

the end of the first half.
After the break, the Crusa-

ders made a faint bid at the
high -flying Dom scoring five
quick points at the outset of the
third period, but Los took

charge offensively, and nearly
matched the complete period
total of 10 scores for the Scarlet and Grey by collecting nine

points of hl own.
By, the middle of the period
with,,
strong rebounding of
Greg.Mratton and John Hiking.... the game was safely in

the past two years.

Is Yours:

Sweet or Dry

&

v

radio pro grems and e person.
Odes, and nth, sub*.
pertaining to the life of teem

68

in the area.

CLOSE

TOPCOATS
SPORTCOATS

OUT

SCOTCH

nip opium., snit, to Jaer,

II?Day
S. Slain St., Mont Pros.

roof 60056. Re sure to include

10.

)our name, addrew. phone

in Stitt.

2

CHATEAU
LOUIS
COLD DUCK

SALE

Large Bottle

149
NO CYCLAMATES

DIET -RITE

NOW!

SPORTSWEAR 20% OFF
SPORT SHIRTS - JACKETS - SUBURBAN COATS

SAVINGS IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT!
WINE ECORPALS BM BLENDS BONO
STRAIGHTS SOTCH. LIQUEURS
CHAMPAGNE VODKA
GIN IMPORTS

TURTLENECKS

$10 to $25

Ilecti

ints

Those who listen only to

reduced for this sale.

coats

they are put on the station's

PA

SPORTC

S

ASSORTE

AND OTH
AND FUR

IN
HIN

8

playlisk to uphold that

JACKETS

number of
progrewive rk programs on
FM stations offers a wider variety or mini, The songs are us-

HIONS

it is helpful for billing and calculating machine operators to
have sufficient sense of mathmatical relationships to enable them to detect quickly obvious errors in omputations.

who operate bookkeeping machines and electronic comma.
er systems.

high
from
Graduation
school or business school is the

minimum educational IC

Mitt employers

quireme. for Al but the most
outine office machine ogee
ator jobs and for work such as
operating keydriven calculators and some kinds of tabu-

follow

polpromotion -from -within
icy, so there is a definit e ecarter
ladder for newcomers. Salades
ary. depending upon ideality.
type of machine operated and
degree of schooling.

Wentert, 1314 N. Renard, Arlington Heights,
Alan ice
apprentice at Bodine Electric Co., Chicago, cam spokesman at
recent recogniti. dinner for graduate, of the arndemic phase of
by the Midwmt Industhal Manthe tool and die program
Nudelman
agement Association. He is shown with
(1110, that room supervisor, and Merle Odeen, maisMnt plant
superintendent both of Bodine. The company sponsors employe
elopement through an extensive educaskill and educational
tional subsidy program.

mercial -infested 'lop 40" sue
tion?

ME MUSIC of youth has

ALL

FINA

CHANGES

I 307.11and bad
ablernemrkived Gem.

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS:

...1."";rrat=kw

ARUNGTON HTS
1307 RAND ROAD
gillgaago AMMON

CCM

ottata.OP
POINSIPAIN

lelltOSIPAIN

OSPECT PLAZA

LA GRANGE PARK

CICERO
5815 W. [amok Rood

nd and Control Roads

Village Market or 341 N. LaGrange Mao

charge/accounts wokomo

wo honor midwast bank charge cards

1

create a sound with a heavy el-

hook blues
time harm built up
with light
lines and
classical arrow:mots.
Re album entitled In the
Court of the Crimson King.
An Observation by king
Crnoon.00106

snare

thorn,

acoustic guitar

played by John Lodge: "C"
flute, alto flute, soprano saxophone. playal by Ray Thomas.
and drums, timpani, tambourine. tablas and piano, played
(of Ciraeme Edge.

arm ALL OF these init's

s

that

evident

contains five songs

music has come a long way
from the three guitars and

which in more

drums days.

tit

the minutes. long.

nil.

which keeps

Inc album on Apple Rec-

thorn from being played on

ords by the Plastic Ono Band
has just been released. The
'personnel of she group changes every time the hand makes

the

1, 40 radio.

One of the instruments used

by King Crimson
o
rhis instrument is used
by other group, including the
Heaths. the Bee Gees and the

Moody. Blues ro achieve a
sound not unlike that of a full
orchestra. Because of As price
IS50.0001. the Moody Blues is

the only group to use

it on

stage.

THE

INSTRUMENT

pdticed
created by

elm...oily.

A

an eight -second
tape recording of particular

an appeal -dm:.

Pinying on this album am
,ohn Lennon. Yoko Ono. Eric

(lepton. Klaus Woman and
Alan White. The unman was
recorded live in Toronto. Side
ime contains some old rock
Min roll fevoritts
"Dry."
Miss kitty" and "Money."
pith "Give Peace a Chance
and the controversial "Cold
Turkey."
On Side two. Yoko does the
vocalizing in her own in-

imitable style. Thars ell that
can be said about it gracefully.

EVERY SATURDAY

note.

and electronic bloc, The music played on progressive rock
programs is a mixture of many
or all of these stages.

Mee

and western, psychedelic, soul
and

NO REFUNDS

Five

in

In this way one note could
sound like a violin, flute, trumpet or an) other instrument in
a symphony orchestra; or the
enthe orchestra playing that
note. The mellotron is played
in the same way as an organ
and can even sound like an

many stages which included
rock and roll, country

6.bile.0 9c

cues with cmht

guitar. MHO tambourine.

instrument playing only one

come a long way ham its blues
roots. It has gone hrough

Add

of 'Oka

elomerotion

but there the similarity ends.
The sound. rather than being

uninterrupted music on a com-

CDC©OFF

A NEW ENGLISH pinup,
King Crimson, is one of the
best comp'. of today's eon.

last as long os 25 minuses. Who

The Moody Blues have been

by many al 'The

only one kind of music. The

described

Bee Gees developed intricate
melody lines in their songs
Jimi Hendrix and his follow

world's smallest
orchestra This

s9 developed

ARUNGTON HTS.

r. inns guitar and auto -harp,

Inks like an electric organ,

Many groups specialized in

IN THE FINAL stanza the

flee machine operator jobs and

ually album culs which may
ever, heard of 25 minutes of

50% OFF

1,440 MINER STREET DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

sta-

tion's standards.
The growing

TS

COLA
Sugar
Sugar

'Top 40" radio ;tenons do Sot
get an accurate hicture of exactb where the music of today
is going. Tile. nations plo
only two to three minute singles which am screened before

The Saving Is You sl

New

STOCK UP

Our entire

filth

number and school. OM) ,our
name and school will he printwith your leiter, If you
request attribution for your

'98

$125.

Values

Distilled gfilerded

If mu nani to

oice yom opinion. Through
Publications,

IMPORTED

CHRISTMAS
DECANTERS
OF LIQUOR

the Ler h e

Dey in

review of new mord Mew..

$79

Valu
Valu

The &orth Is Yours

SUITS

SWEATERS & SHIRTS were

SU

fifth

$89.95
SUITS
$74.75
$115.00
$99.75
SUITS
$125.00
SUITS
$104.75
$45.00 SPORT COATS
$36.75
$55.00 SPORT COATS
$44.75
$99.50 WOOL TOPCOATS $79.75

movements and good viaion
are all imriortant for most of -

played by Mike Pinder: bass

70c

stock is on sale, but there's a wide selection
of Suits, $0.oremota, Taproots and Spornwsor at so JAtOnRol saving..

Were

Imported
VERMOUTH

skate against Hoffman Estates
at 11:40 a.m.

Ngws the time to update your wardrobe
during our January Sale. Not our entire

dination

corrib,k ofd 0 King.

By Juergen Rusnak

Sowngs'\

SAVAS
'

Boa pocket.the

torero inkelitutes saw enough
auntie to
an their nip as
,NoImiliMine
d Hply Cross

The

Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

a

FINGER dexterity, coRrof eye and hand

THERE ARE an estimated
350000 office machine oper.
w on presently employed in
the United States, not count Mg more than 150,000 others

A day in the Life
FORD

JANUARY SALE

move, ND was able to cause
many first period turnov
and move to an 18-12 lead after the initial horn.
By the time the second period had begun, Holy Crow, des-

been commercial manager for

PEBBLE

Crusaders.

rattled the how five, and with

moving to the Joliet -based post

6 Y°0 "E',?,,':,

SaArial

Meyers had notched convincing 77-50 win over the

NOTRE DAME opened the
game with a zone press which

A

from the compoy's ChicagoSouth division where he has

league game at 10:30 am. at
the Polar Dome. The Jaycees

100 -Yard Backstroke:
1. Luif-ND 11:13.0)

Chutes G. Harwell, 7 S.
Edward, Mount Prospect has
been promoted to southern division vice president of Commonwealth Edbon 'Co. He is

BEER

The Saving Is Your

MeE..rney had 27 shoo on
goal, Dundee took aim NI the
net total of 30 times.
Heights
Beth Arlington
quads have games scheduled
this weekend. McEnerney will

for the many jobs involving

1r

3c

McEnerney also scored once
and had a pair of assists. Glass
had two assists. It was Klemm
who tied the game at 6 -all on a
breakaway goal in period
three.

Public and private school
courses in the operation of office machines are helpful and
bnsiness arithmetic is valuable

tr

LABEL

and one assist Tom

ficient.

machine operators, em -

bowing machine operators,
duplicating machine operators, operators of tabulating
machines and related equip and sorting machine op-

E SUBURBAN MEN'S STORES

ItLARGEST EX

Liquor

I

Carling's

SCORING FOR the 'air
an were Jerry Glander,..thl

Olvlam

2. Borman -ND (1123.2)
7. Kleeborg-ND 11:25.71

saying "if you are living in this grey area, he

Core 1 89

two goals and an assist Hideo l

thought in some trwlances officals hate ham
mIlmsstalltng too soon and forcing a wrallerno

national rules committee. namely John Roberts,

No Deposit
12 ore, Bottles

of 12

general

Inventory

High -Life Beer

in Dick Glass' sleeper from

a

knowledge of the equipment

atrs, mail metering and han- used O usually regarded as sufdliong

TWICE YEARLY

to go when Rob Hudec tipped

however,

sitions,

lating and duplicating equip -

p

1

operators, adding
and calculating machine opermachine

MILLER

whist the Dundee VFW and
won. 7-6. The winning goal
'an eared with eight seconds
the blue line. The McEnerneys

100 -Yard honestly.
tels me

PeeWee team lost their eighth
shaight, 0-8 to the North brook Leafs.
The
McEnerney team
plow an exhibition game

4, MacKenaie-LF (3:04.2)

...

kill

-

has been appointed controller

Award Winning Liquor Stores

FOR MANY beginning po-

ployment categories as billing

work with figures.
It is also helpful for office
Mod
Os of these opportunities
will arise m bar new organiza- machine operators to have
ions continue to grow in Siee some knowledge of typing or
and number and the volume of to be able to operate more than
billing, computing. duplicat- one type of office equipment,
ing and other work contin- since many office prni lions entail varied assignments.
nes 10 MO!.

gram for students interested in
instructio palmaterials_ There

students

ings are expected each year, all
through the 1970s, in such em-

ealow

AS A FINAL service, 'bell.
brary conducts a training pro-

ing and accounting system,

McEnerney's
improve ice
hockey mark
its

matters pertaining to 01.1 and
agency woounb.

perience in accounting, audit-

NOW, IN addition to this, according to the
rulebook the disqualified wrestler is entitled to
all advancement and fall points (if earned) thus

2. NI3-(2:03.8) Wit, Mo.

Pbrsos as assistant trust orncer. He will concentrate on ow

world events.

Meyer Neitchmann, Moore.

moved

Bents. Wilber, Mier.

Eggs IL Kings has joined

Rots pertinent to the educational program the period-

and clippings to the library's
vertical file provide recent information on both local and

specialized training is
usually necessary.

More than 40,000 job open-

Alberto Heller, a Penivian
native with extensive ex-

,

Steven.. s

job, try
office machines

five years, is 15,250. Social science. pure science and NsIOry
are the library's strongest

this

LAST 4 DAYS!

77-50.

war just a prank" is a common phrase used these days. I
brary is one of the most with -it
oony neighborhoods people have suffered pranlm by youth.,
Cars have been robbed, houses robbed, windows shot out, fires spots in the school,
sei egg. Thrown.
On a particular occasion, a fire was tel on a rmident's porch in
According to the library
the early hours of the night The resident woke up to find this, staffs philosophy, 'Mx hood was extremely mad; and set out the next night to catch them pact of new ideas about Imo n the act again. Sure enough, the youths came back, and in tog has enlarged the role of the
resident caught them. They were sorry, and they said it was ?just library as a learning center. If
a prank."
the new media stimulate learn.
Whet if America was faced with youth that answered to the ing and make it more inter -

Send your questions to Lee Janson, Da Day Publications,

ter, Borman, Eckebrecht.

l..)N
had

but It's heard quite a bit at
Palatine High. The school M-

help,

late in the mason, although
I'm really looking forward to
Titan
month."

Dear Lou Janson,

are home studying, a few are out creating problems They need

eempetition is more than we

=wily run up against until

"I'll meet you in the library" doesn't sound very hip.

ow. ehildren. Each amen take rare of his own. There are no
pranks, where humor lifd h concerned. While MOm youngsters

THERE'S A lot Of healthy

3. Landityl-ND ( I :18.8)

folk rock and pop.
Eight five -channel listening

TO YOU

Angry, Des Plaines
Homeowners use pus., nod parents are responsible for their

competition on our Warn, and
this helps," he say, "The

tion includes acid rock, Hal,

By Claudia Borman

homeowners to act?

team. In football. for instance.
not everybody at. score
points,"

100 -Yard Breaststroke:
I. Mauer -ND (1:17.11
2. Haw -LE (1:18.4)

LISTENS

crime they committed by saying it was "just a prank"? Think
' about the idea of it all starting in small neighborhoods soul awn
growing int
American problem.
canarge
but whatthe
homeowners do, is what I ask?
Is it too late to solve this problem, or is it now time for the

record to 3-5 Saturday with a
forfeit victory over the Minor

the victors were soon in

been

22.0 is

redo He plans to go Into pre
nod or pre law but he lint
fully decided on this point
Scholastically, Rich carne
4.3 grade point average out
of a possible 5.0. which pen

Concerning his swimming
future Rich would like to get a

Fora key

at school is library

in She last throe events TO hag

state rank in the best times in
the state released by the Ilinois Swimming Coaches
Association. Lynch is rariked
seventh in the sate in both the
50 and 100 yard freestyle with
times of 27.1 and 51.0 rthpeclively.
Parent is ranked 10th in the
100 yard butterfly with a 58.1

having
breaststroke.
cl
in 1.06.8.

reach, but In awful quick.
Rich feels, that swimming

also chalking up a win against

ter the backstroke event The
little Dons then captured firsts

several first line players, 100001

yard individual medley with
2,13.0. Lance Kuntre, Parent.. teammate at Maine West,
in the 100 yard
is ranked 1

petition, and my only thought

2. Rutkowski.ND1506.1)
3. McKenzie -LE (535.5)

points of the leaders, 3434, al-

and Skip Parent of Maine West
ea
s s Homers in

clacking and I Ith in the 200

too sum about the 50 (free).

on everybody else -to sccire
pants for himself and the

oral races to pull within coo

Notre Dante High School's cleared, the Dons of coach Jim
won its fourth game in five attempts Monday as she Niles
mond linen journeyed to

around 47 seconds, but Em not

400 -Yard Freestyle.
1. Stoessen-ND (5:03.8)

the losers through the next sev-

Don soph's zone press
baffles host Holy Cross
junior varsity Mamba!' team

get my 100 (free) time down

sixth dual win to seven at-

tempered Madsen.

Since our last column, a fine Honey team.
with only two years behind it under coach Tom

the

state meet this year. Id like to

I knew Gene (teammate Gene
O'Hara) would be tough corn-

point on were able to match

Wrestling official
teams that hart won or performed well in recent
holiday tournaments.

place in three events at

3. Dovaks-LE (1:16.2)
4. McGotten-LE (1:16.7)

fall seven points behind the LF
youngsters: but from that

by Dick Mudge

always hoped to break 23.0."
Rich has some definite goals
for the season. "I'd like to

While the varsity swimmers
from
Notre Dame High
School teem capturing their

dropped the opening relay to

Congratulations are again in order for area

1

say the least. "It was just too
much," he said. "Like [said, 1

d as a tam sport it's fenta
tic," he says. "In swimming...

undefeated in one on one competition.
Coach Bill Madsen's squad

Mat talk

set the record, he was elated to

ONE OF his biggest chid lenges this year was to break
23.0 for the 50 free. but this
was far from his mind at St.
Pat's." I didn't know until
got up on the Istartin8) Hock
that I could break 210. Then I
felt pretty good. I wasn worried about their swimmer, but

Frosh Dons keep up
tempo Monday at Lake Forest, the Don frosithoph were

(1:31.2), and shares the record
for the 200 free relay.

Rich Lynch

was

plishment for Rich. "He Mat

records

throng the rag was to finish es
far ahead of him as possible
After he discovered that he

I

So you want to be

Most with -it spot

Lee Janson

Page I

heavy

m us

n. Bob Dylan and Buffalo
Springfield popularized coon
try and western arrangements
through their mow
John Mayall and the Blues
breakers. the Yardbirds and
the Animals tmected the eke
tonic blues sound on the pop
sane, which also helped the

symphom

is op.:ails

esident on then album In
Search of the Lost Chord

where

the

following

in

struments were used

A 12 string guitar acantu
electric
star

guitar

Mblas piano mellguthr
otron bass
guitar harpsichord and per
cusston played by Justin Hay
ward mellotron piano harp sword
cello SCOLIstic gut

night from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. the
following morning
WEXI
(92.7 FM) presents a top artist
or artist. in nine hours of con-

ant in

WEXI All -Night Concert.
Following is the program for
the upcoming teaks:
1-Jose Feliciano, Jan. III
Dionne Warwick, Jan, 171.
Elvis Presley, Jan. 24; James
'Brown Jan 01' Tom Jones
Feb

7

and Chuck Henry

Feb 14 Every song recorded
by these artists will be heard
dung theses concern says
WEXI
If sou think you re hip re
member this quote by John P
Graven princtpal of Taft High
School on Chtcaso

If

star

dents are allowed to wear play

clothes to school that. what
they II do -play

13-Ust Rd Nand

Thursday January B 1970

Page 12
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244Ielp Wanted Men

24440 WOW Moo

BOkT Model R C abalone

sow

...Vs

of

II k0

MALE

HOUSEMAN

o

chemical

of

P. has opened a
regional warehouse in

Ne you inmneend in

kM. ROUTES

en

=rsE'er's'o"c
prolessonally,

Y.

nancially,
al,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

255.7200

oo,c1

ApoN

ID Am

Ploso Pk, MO

Ideal for young oon or so..

25-Dpleprea imam Wewe 1ISEwlqoalkodelhem
ENGINEERS

student Coll Mt Prospect News
Agency 3,1 1830

TIME
STUDY

and reach 60,000 Households,

Deeds H.S. pea

seep.. warm
Dancing Schools 0 Supplies

Alterations:
ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

Piano Tuning Services

Magic
DENY THE MAGIC

MAGIC BY

ON ALL GARMENTS. COATS
392.5110
do

,Il

hemming 6 alie

I.M. Robsan-Piono ogling and

WANTADS

WALLPAPER

Irtgifter by phon.,

Cook County

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

School Bus, Inc.

SOO E. TOUHT AVI.,1002251, BRAE° DES !HINES

Chicago Blower Corp.
1675 Glen Ellyn Road Glendale Heights
858.2600

Use kcal...NH.

JANITOR

'ELE=LL"N"Z'EgC
EPA CL 3-3500 FL 8-1355

Dog Service

ALTERATIONS

237-2370

TECHNICON CORP.

/3P-0700

RE TTROE

Draperies',

An Service

SO

ART

Ch

GERALDLINE'S

DMONT7 GRAY'

8'27-4037

V/ IN DPj15717ATING.

Plumbing
255-7686

358.0190,

I

aC

hut. 725-3404

Res.

Musical Instructions

WAREHOUSEMAN

CYSPOo,

fit

25.109_

sho

17Situalions WantedlItinen

n.

15970m

Painting
woe

Diapason! Agencieseery

259 9,4 or ISS-6008

WINTER

RATES

Meel

m

No

nafr

delwew

d 253 4797

GgrIDE01 CONITOCECTES

Winter Sale

Bjornson Bros.

Delivered SeaDed
SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
NOLL DErlivER AND STACK

Xmciling Wood
Coll LE 7..11.4

r"'" 537-0737
E.J. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

100's of Fabrics

MA ION STACKED

end woll wea ho

537.33130

Collor: 5PM 392.88,92
BIM'S HOME REPAIRS

CALL NOW 251-7761
North Shore Imerions

George Klein 39,0803

OP.. Birch ...West Gorden

Day or N,gItt 739 IRA

Carpet Cleaning

Contact Personnel Office
'API'LY'PERSONNEL

Floor Refinishing

BY

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

1-1717

NorOwef I H.

MARK. 800 E

CALL 823-3740

Storm Windows
NEW WAY PAINTING

Z00.

PI

,1:zz'

GEN. OFFICE
IDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

THAD'S NOME IMPROVEMENTS
130

C1.5'-iVmO7 "

T9.95 6

S

NW

337 4630

Hmry

Sump Pump
W.E.'

I

paneling

RUGS b GARRETS dorm.. Floors

p

Phone

I

Wing. a

./118

''SfErto=77EA"

RICK'S DECORATING

255_72®

CL 5-3842

Odo011 pope, remoYed.b.002

/e4or

CUSTOM CARPETING

WNW Palming

A/1

ears ant.

'°°

Tile

or
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

296-6017

ROLAND F. JOHNSON
FREE ESTIMATES

Catering

3 LINES 5 PAYS

our

As. everience. 392.05 ok ORA

All Crocks Repaired

ONLY

$3.

La Salle Personnel
940 Lee

, Des 1.11.

3 Blocks S of Station

ad tee

FREE PARKING

'70Mrg NOGHPTs

SALES TRAINEE

YOUNG
MANAGER

Fully inured.

Cement Work

sizzr°

KANZLER BROTHERP

Mobs. No 101 too big.

No

CUSTOM DECORATING

e Maintenance

RANZSES.6 SON

CernentConerottors
Potios, Sidewalk, 6
Foundation.

.ins..

PAINTER -OR FIX-01.MAX
REASONABLE - REFERENCES

US, INSURED. CNN S62.1,73

li pod,iInsured,/ Bonded
.'s in business
CALI >6501

'COT'I'llAS'grD'Pl"O'R'APPrfr
CAN 87S-3110

Donde!, Scheel t Supplies

WHY PAINT, I'll cover Me oves
hang on your home WM MA
I
Munn

I

I

dole

M. Also
,gutten.3.246/4

ilaN5513.8EskurtoVERATOR
your

ome. Permanent waver

56.00 COMM

on

lu

Inn

Truck
6

s;

p
A rpl ne
,b1
upholstery. Call CL 3,805 ros.

Cl13101

CUSTOM LIPPOLSTERY
Pr

Corpet.

Ina Expert craftsman.

255-7200

Box

o.

696

Domon,

OLln

Tuoinggepoirillf
Used Plano Wonted

HE61112

Gravy

Call Chicgo...

Bou 846, Dayton. Ohio Or.

R64.2400

PER FURFKA,INX AND OTHERS.
$15.03 AND OP. ANDY SALES 4,
SPDVICE.159.154.4

MEN

Copons.! Helve.

OR

.

I. C.. CoM.
25.660

$10lair4er Week

MAINTENANCE SUPT.
Prefer mon expedenced

296-6640

MARKING

Outstanding Fri.
In

Count, CUT. N cellent
ring., and wahine cona
Does.

Rook, lox ICH
Day Publications,

Benefit Program

Coll or API, M

NORELCO HOUSE
763E Fro. Rd

I,,.

M.;AR.,,T,T4 Hes. Rd.

679-8600

CALL 448-1589
GENERAL OFFICE
REXAXANZ, %IT TIME

$500 START

ts Me whole Aln

TO`

Pasty Steno

Needs Complete Skiff
NEW OFFICES

LOOK
MACHINISTS

(EXPERIENCED)

CUSTOM MACHINE SETTINGS
ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

Secretory
$625 Month
In

Personnel

Me

Protopa k Eng. Corp.
p

be Me Secretary to Me
3325 Cleric Typ.

MAINTENANCE HELPERS
ASV-. RECEIVING CLERKS
STORESKOPERS
LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

MATERIAL HANDLERS

FACTORY HELP.

31271AM

WIDE SCO, PERSONNEL
N8-5021

ch

NURSES

ReceP,

5125 ond ma, more CALL

ASSISTANT

Peg

CONTACT MISS HECHT

9417711

027.6626

la Salle Persoonei
Miss Paige
Dempster

6028

FREE PARKING

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

766-0200

benefMogrem including worit sheer,.

MACHINE OPERATORS & ASSEMBLERS

ACCT. CLERK

Coll for Appointment or
Send Resume To.

G.S. BLAKESLEE & CO.
1844 S. Laramie
El 2.2710

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

$125 WEEK

2013-5021

NO F615 REQIRD,

CHECK THESE BENEFITS

Cicero

Mr. Keehn

Profit Shoring

153

e Group HospitoliTotion

Group Major Medical

? 7 Poid Holidays

kr Regular Wage Reviews

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN YOU!
WELL PAYING JOBS

0 Completely AirConditioned

2 Week Poid Vocation

We wvill Relis men lo become rnaclone e,rolors ond material

Free Life Insurance

0 Complete Cafeteria

Close in Parking

CORPORATE
SECRETARY

Call Mn Borkowski
b92-7100

omiug

who gr

,w o

NEED EXTRA MONEY,
TIRED OF OUSEWORK,
la
lot ADDA+GIRL on

show

$675.- NO FEE
'W.M0 Peoplh
Free IVY M95 Mine, Des

I

CALL 2911.504/

WARD

Des Plaines,

500 WK.

SECT $600
Big p, Dy.
norpp yo, boss
snops
your own al f Ice.

439-ssoo

You, be

711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

Porents and hen- young ono,
make Ihern comfortable MI
the doctor IS
oher

fret

in

You II

alio onswer

posItion
sals. or

Hours

are 9 5 no
Poe Is 'hpen

Mem

up lond for WrItes. suburbs

1 PM.

2020 S. Mannheim Reed

CLERK

Reception
5560 Month

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

Dan Me new veep rIghtl With

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

and M.o./ It

Experienced preferred but
ain.
CONTACT MISS HECHTwill

295-5021

-

9.

'to

assign.

Pl.

Prospect

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

Speclal evening or
1,1.6
,Wordwl
views arranged.
Coll from

term

with .rathy or Noncy.

Doctors

CALL OR COME IN

long

rote. Come In

Coll Celeste Weber or
311000 LADY HALLMARK

FIGURE CLERK

3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
UBERAL VACATION POUCY:
COME IN OR CALL 299,0111

or

!skills of all kinds, top hOLWV

dh

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK PAY POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL

Smell office O'Hare Field Areo

RECEPTIONIST

5115 WK

Look at these outstanding benefits:
No Ex,rience Nece;1,5M.
VOA JS Hour Week

miss Paige

KEYPUNCH

DRAFTSMEN

GOODHOURS
A GROOVY PLACE 10 WORK

American IAN.. Co.

V.

Wheeling, Illinois
block south of Palatine at Wolf
537-3400

OVER 20 JOBS AVAILABLE

eroYandue

4,101.

Laborers

MolGAR;71=r1TR71327.0,141
RECONDITIONED PACS HOO.

-

Opening for goad rnan over eg
in Me Arlingmo Heights. area lo

pact Heights Upholster483
Camp McDonald Pd. Pro. Ws.

Draper., Furniture

JUST JEANS

tomi Pro in Ad. NM,

Rood.American Lubdco.

Pianist Tuning Services

Ned WIN...

51,327.90 IN A MONTH was w

ew Plant In Arlington Hts.

Permanent Wav..

Is

Colors wag.
le

2,6631o. 5 Pm.

covers

Full TIme, For a

1,2411elp Waited Mei

is al public

JUST FIGURES

YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT. THEN PALL FRANK. 593,5952

4.11 some pro... Air moil FY.

CUSTOILIL UPHOLSIERM mahlonEurnimr8.

Boot

Prompt senx.,,P; est.:nate.

298,011

437-288A
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Put Day Wont Ads
To Work For You

WIDE SCOTPERSONNE

PHONE

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

CL 5-8232

I

r

.p

100 w. WINOW Rd.

Irvestdf Waukegan Rd.)
360 lake Cools Rood
Deerfield, Illlyeis
or call 945.3770

off pies.soosrlo

LUNAR
OIL CO.

sprions

=MAPS

439.9650

298.2770

You
Upholstery

WAN'S,'21;ONIT:,Ug

oil Jon 894-7037

CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO

RESTAURANT

WEBER

3 PM

c01 e.

pes 0, 0 uf053

RISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK. ALSO . TREE TRIMMING.
CALL
2/ HOURS. 827-8285

eta`ej

HEY!

ATTENDANT

MOMS. TRAINEES...AM FIND

Style

nova' . or .0,86 oleo. Poi

PANCAKE HOUSE

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
J NO LEAD CHASING

SALES VININIR...CAR, BONUS
Cos

Beeline

Call 8.7,17,1

Just se HO in Me privacy of your somace and GROOVE
isol.
wirh Narks. loslest grown. Sales

SI

t0 wMmr

v0.

25 EmploymentAgencies. Women

THU KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR!

ACCTO. SB.S

Reservations
0504 Month

COMPLETE TRAINING

PUMP
Wanted For
11 PM 7 AM SHIFT

Airline

ASSISTANT MANAGER

HIRING NOW!

of help

'Cement U Blackrop

solos :Wun IF you

ARE YOU READY,

imo ro pry

259-6458

Stoning rate is determined on the basis of past
expenence. Paid insurance - paid holidays - paid
vocations profit sharing - other benefits.

/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

298-5021

137.1W3

/37-9214

Nee eatimmes

PATCH S PANTP't

400 Maple Ave.
Corpentersville

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

5110 WK,
31,

PENNWALT CORP.

ST. ALEXIUS

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

HOUNWive1. MOTHERS

13/ 550r

I5H'S'Ort:TO"XIMH

YANKEE DOODLE
dolor Joh

SHIPPING and RECEIVING

10,485,1

ag1.41112

CARPET 6 MAN chomp
nil

Hills McCann Div.
DEPT

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Merlin Holaegge.

824 0146

Receiving Depart.

HOSPITAL

Snow Plowing

956.00,10

JANITORS

GOLDEN BEAR

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

AIRLINE TRAINEES

WRAPPING MACHINE OPERATORS

APPLY NOW
The New

296-2100

"'1710=1:

%C= tt;

525A TON DELIVERED

SUPERVISOR

DODGE CLEANERS

5550 NO FEE

choose from

Full Time Days or Nights

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

For mere information and to
ePoh

TRAINEE

.

DRIVER

Nonhwest

IBM COMP

.517.50 pm retionPhm

FIREWOOD

model

HALLMARK, 800 E

...Pow chew pp Pink.
rocroew
eluslobP

621.7111/11

10

Cdlebn

Also Expert Reepholstery

827.7154

BOB TAACKS

Dart time

es.

50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

!re rt7'4irnV.
ra

798-5021

REAM CUTTERS - ORDER FILLERS

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

SIMONSEN METAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

ACCOUNTANT

439.345

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

LAMINATING MACHINE TENDERS

PAID VACATIONS

Excellent. operas,

etc.

d

CLERK TYPIST

FORK LIFTOPERATORS

hold, devices jigs

SLIP COVERS

CL 9-0495

SEASONED FIREPNEE LOG,

STAFF

''werlarnonshm

goromeed 829 8537

Tool Designer

118elp Wanted Women

Sb
SMOAK

OPERATORS

DON ROTH'S
IN WHEELING

455-0200

9O6-0770

pp

726 0100 until 4 P.M.or
577.5006 after 4 P.M.

WIDE SCOFF PERSONNEL
2,58 5021

COMO'S,

6028

We have steady full tiros employment available.
You must be dependable and conscientious, in
good health and eager to learn. We will train you
experience is helpful but not essential.

m

Zeon':"Crl'a

ENGINEER

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO

JENSEN

Firewood

.GZET7'llAZI7/N"182=.'"

6283

Slip Covers

Decorators
o

DRIVER

24.21
314.000

Electrical Work

EXPERT CARPENTER
CALL KEN AFTER SPIN
3S9 -14S7

IT

IDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

Launtz

TIN new GOLDEN EVA PANCAKE HOLM RE...

DISH MACHINE

1175 WK

2,9.3159 oe 360-8705

FACTORY WORKERS
OVER 45

the mop *pant emperor. and wro the bee organized

CaRentendlle

Pi.oknk

Misr Poles

Deerfield of* you Pe worm.. le 4110 pus spar

400 Maple Ave.

KITCHEN MAN

16 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255.9414

Paean

Full Time Days or Nights

DRAFTSMAN

296-1638
INTERIOR 6 EXTERIOR

7087

and

BUS MEN

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL
298 SOP1

2

89

Lion Uniform

112SWIS

894-5484

COUTURIER denignr,Ininc.IL

ore

HMS McCann Div.

Warehouse Man

Tvpissiw
H60

Amy Personnel

Contact Personnel Office
437.3800

3500

Cu% ,Srlot

An -Ha

Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month

9

An Equal Opportunity Employer

welCaMe.

ProspecT

Girl Pridoy

Aurora. Illinois

ond grow.

Govern*. H.S..

PI

Pro,sA

_892-7696

TRAINEE,.

g

,I89

111 W. Centrol

Des

to

PENNWALT CORP

Sheet Metal

gA

d

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

153 Third street

Ave

255.1500

TERRACE SUPPLY

Cleanwp Lod.

BOB& DOUG

mon-

S37-8100

FULL TIME
Delisew and Mock Work

Decorating

&

memls

non

DRIVER

WINDOWWILICOVER CO.

Sewing Machine Repair

Automobile Service

F

gr PF

RF

Press Room

PRODUCTS

0//e.candleorm
excellent Wars hem.

PIANO 8. 'OR ORGAN LESSONS

Carpentry -Remodeling.
Contractors

WILLE.LUMBER, INC.

Wpm desire

Roofing

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

"

,

AURORA STEEL

Cost Accounting

Shone. proof

CALL ED 358 5359

Dressmaking -Sewing

nde le

.

Welding

R=C"annmERAZD'oAn=ds

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

onroe.. D,c1. Wermind

Plan

* LATHE OPERATORS

CARTRiSE3

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE

I/Business Services

Window Well Covers

Radio TV Repair

'"PPPrE'BiTZ-TES

'70:0

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBLIC CONTACT

Shipping

Set Up Man

50c

E

to

;,,,,trz.

DINSSFRIES

255-7200

SEE LA MAR CHIDDISTER
TURN -STYLE

Ven7:7373rPrtrl'O':4";.

outs,. only 2P0-1150

FIBERGLASS

and other services

.

wih lads Type letters, bill

255.3822

DAN ICRYSH

MOVING"

392-2577

Left,. Designs
Rochwe DOM.

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

Pai t Department

.6.0500

CHICKEN CARRYOUT

cd,,X0 bu

5,A1,10rA.,.

Moving
Ackeerridno Lapart Arr
span Illudrolions

.

394-0880

Dernpster

0028

Window Washing

'yrrniShi

SERVICE

8.7510

50E ORWAAN

Meyers

Brag Inasenry
All typAs.nr,:tlates

hordworewsta

Openings Available on Afternoon
Shift: Night Premium

Overtime Available

°onion

s

No Experience Necessary

920 N. Elmhurst
Mount Thospect

KITCHEN HELP

WIGS OF ALL TYPES
CLFANFO, STYLED, SET

In AOIngfax Hog.

DAY SHIFT

Firestone

coil Mr. Reynolds of 5 45.7950.

537-1244

n..358-0509

orgoniradon.

Apctly In Person

now vinyl ekirekinv

disoloy

Wigs

EX:IL:0011 tr,1r

71'(I'VF:E=TES

ALL

come im

Plastering

ry-

M

CALL 394-1886

Reliable mon wanted.
Full
time dap. Good
stoning salary. 14es:sont
working conditiohs. All
company benefits. Be
part of 6 progressive

SERVICEMAN

.

671.1540

13121

3130 WK

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S

MEN!

you
then
Mr.
WilSom Wooer, or

EXEC. SECT.
WIDE SCOPF PERSONNEL
295 S021

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ARLINGTON INN
.

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - $525 Ma.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

APO/

dm einem position
ond consCons interest

49

EETS, INC.

255,414

AMY

loin

-Wallpapering

=ERSHrZEI'ElUARTERS

offering ...Ronal Brno... benefit. and a sm. lope.

required

he obis to hood. she
PIcNng PoHng gods

CIO, gene., qPIng,
secroaq
Woo..

erol

wo,kers. Good sal.

Riding All benefits

3040 S. Busse Rd.

Is Mot she individuals

The Prospect Doy, and The Des Plaines Day

"rf

wary for responsible assignments and broadening of ex

ARLIN= ILL

NI Mot

recePtioN

°weed fen, gee
sew', on,

ler,

you hew .3.1.01 0 month. of good Incluu.s1 Engineering
experience, we would like to folk to you about o !N.B. iP

FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL:

DESK CLERK

Gerker01 <14,4

General Office

2:30-5 p.m.

Fully

We Need
Generals!

RECEPTION

OPPe.oRY M OM . is.ti

P.M. ROUTES

rid; helps m wee

Your Ad will appear daily in the
Northwest Day, The Arlington Day

2611elp WaittdMto

WA:Tindery M.

catorday Use company vehicle

You must he a rn.honicolly incise. people aniemUleodec

bone.

interested in joining a
non.rollirary operations

296-6640

OR

generou s

et

scream,

Noon

30

1

6:30-8:30 am.

Day Want Ads
Get Results

for cols. -see,.bah
both

work

Sc.. Hour* Mount Norm

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

TOWERS HOTEL

Rosemont, Illinois.

READ THE

DRIVERS

-ARLINGTON PARK

N

24140 Wahl Mtn

2441elaWaiteilMso

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads

SCHOOL BUS

ond perdue

low wino dark blue body Vic

nity...CALL ONE NOM

to

59,6HWASHER

HOTEL

Tel

word. 283.3371 aft 6 pm

Mal Waded Mu

2611elp Wanted Men

WAREHOUSEMEN

Adult male Slooese cot

dIri; 4737"'

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-
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DOG LOST Packer Need poodle

ARUNOTON HEIGHTS

61111,4 OPPPNror Prole,

Type

M11.

personal secy.
Doers Greet in.

his

wears. Get him on Dams
Make sure
People at

he pp

Eves

Free,

rlghr

Dahl lone Greot

In

RIOPage
rlinton Herghts

chance. Grew laurel re. IVY

9 S. DonlAong

1196 Mines De,

CaRe

297.3535

Demmer

39411.1110

966-0700

Auto Agency
Dr1 to nein on booldswpIng
machine General offIcs light
501n0

...dos of bps

keeping helpful 5 days.

698 3337

a mtoSprn

t

.....

,,,,,

r.

451001Vartil keen
Thursday, January 8, 197 0

?see 14

housenef and need
Are you
money',
We
extra sp

work Aboy
dain.°
M. Friday tOM

time

full

CLERK

Moose Oecervory. Corno
CHICKEN UNLOADED

ACCOUNTS ...ABU

in figure
aptitude. Full time, new
office. Free Hospitaliza-

Experienced

CALL MRS. DOODLING
359.4200

PAY.

FA

N

CASHIER

Mr. Max 2964102

Want To Work Near

MEDICAL

WAITRESSES

High School Gnashes. looking

MAIDS

'""i"

STANLEY KNIGHT CORP
lui

pm .nadl

437,500

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Ile A Bair Temporary'

WAITRESSES

JEREMY'S

ones

lunch

PERSONAL
SECRETARY

furniture hos
Friendly

BLAR
-1811pcsazies

In

PANCAKE HOUSE
(West of Waukegan Rd.)
380 Lake Cook Rood
Deerfield
OR CALL 945-3770

Phone 259-7132

ker KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

HOUSEWIFE?

Mr. Ward Taylor

all

Assistant Manager

ASSEMBLERS
DAY SHIFT 7:30 A.M. TO 4P.M.

MovInpe rms af (urn: bdrm ser,

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS. -

M6

so

Rea, to good homes.

F,

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

JIFFY CAR WASH
99 RAND ROAD

masa. coot A

wks old. Reason

en,

prlor

alh

PiANO - Brinkerhoff
,550 or best offer.

296./270

blarelino 433.3:1:

437.5500

P

h

Worthwhile Investment.
nolo

DON A. PEARSON
437-4071

la

go

"'

Zs,

Position open as

re

B11-11dile Hares
Call 511.1761

MUST SELL

66-Baseess Ofeartunities

Stk=7'ois:017'

18

:keg, 3111.;0117

11024rucksTraers

VAULT TELLER
kolwreosonoble

.12' CHEV STAKES. '68 6 '69 like

Coll 529.11. oh Spine

572-129B

No ExperlenceNecessory
PICK.UPS AUCTION PRICED

if ws ere wawa c tob

with on excel. mom
benefits

comm.hoshe.

W.ihMony gene..
ourdtred oppRcom earn SEES per hour vddY aneoding a

Linda Apostle

maiming schoo l.

Please apply in person

Baxter

Laboratories, Inc.

965-4700

ELECTRIC

2

S.

Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Help his, ill.

CL 5,0225

1963 301. 375 heads. ported

MIXED BREED
SPANIEL PUPPIES 310

e Deka
Coll

sr.. Pension Plan

Credit Union

10 Paid Holidays

METHODE

Ilene flinislimshnihre

4

392.8838

112-Autemobiles For Salo

7de,,!r

1700 5.1dcla Road
Meadows

7.45 AM 4.15 PM 8 Saturday 9 AM Noon

Northlake, Illinois

827-0492.

COMPANY

Now Interviewing Doily

400 North Wolf Rd.,

k

111-leatentycWs end Scooters

toll or apply in Porno.

Paid Vacation after six months

267.6900

SCHNADIG CORP.

1238, % Day

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Free Life Insurance

an imolai °p.m...P.M

KI 5.2300

Box

Coll 437 3826

FEMALE

AUTOMATIC

Morton Grove, ill.

Nor...,

IIIAu6PaRs and Access.

Northwest
Suburban Hotel. Write

OR MALE

6301 Lincoln Ave

EIEC. TPiONICS

Bart002i

ON on premises of

Publications,

INSPECTOR

Saturday 00 A.M. to Noon

Tease or Mono,
ems,Ug BEAUTY SAL,
luxurious

7old!ke2:eDr:-

[D7

Shift
Openings

Interviewlop
Monday Mini Thursday LIM A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

552-7100,

weeks. 43110700

259-7000

First

Hess .110.1.1.0 benefits - and doe rat

Ext. 3678

261 Doodle female. po.er sr.

ca

onakenab bonosworsotio.sev ntenitionniNNeircreered

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Wort' Po,

Now, GIVE YOURSELF

Sopro len

Pr, KITTENS FREE
3 White and 1 Block
Call 392-2279

First Arlington
National Bank

SOLDERERS

e6

HOUDAYS OVER!

Upr

wr, help. Coll 132.1733

Elk Grone

Full Time Visok

openings:
Clerk Typal, General
Clerk. Stenographer
Come in Or cell lot an

.0 N.

Full Time
Assemblers

FOR WIRERS &

ocher; r6elsrs,

I 90-InsestnestProperty

been

2g7-6440

Waded -Men & Wanes

Hen

!kg', Hill's' PU'Irdivisl
299.792A

hie 2e6-6169

DES PLAINES

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

11841ealEstateVecat

551Ins6l6olomets

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

Top wages - Full Time

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

1205 Wheeling
Prosp 3920591

only

e

SachsTNAN Parson, bAsck N ran.
ditions, rap salary ond benefds.

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER & DRYERS

3100 N. MANNHEIM

Irish

opt lge. loi. landscpd

MI.

Rd,

Shots 6 ears. 392.5109

CAR WASH HELP

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

Registered

AKC

Mt. PorsPeni

Mole or Female

drop,

44000, Pets & Equipment

DIETARY

PO713;74;37'''

cies, 3 pc. seel, LR. set, end
1b.1., sof a, adding mach, kit,

274.5301

HOUSEKEEPING -

Z'Ltg'=°827E. Rand.

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

01...0.

for lag* and

!Explore theft

bECot TS
Ext. 734.

CLERK/TYPIST

BORED

O'HARE OFFICE BLDG

emwral Informs

ands.

No smog Nice poop) e.
:Mee boss.

RESTAURANT

,

SINGLE=4PLETE

CASH

-

.Comemporory Sp. Lene1-3 bed.

3 PCMAPLE BEDROOM SVI,

'42.Wafteil To Buy

Ask form, Radtke or

21ffelp WanteMMen & Women

'Automarc Electric
alters lots of good
things: Lite benefit
package Loosllan.

O. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

Port Time. Flexible Hours

259-02.50.

group nsurance. Write box 1237
3/0 Day Publications

2140021400 Wasted -Men & Raw

Quaff Bar non!, os Cod Winders

Typists

growing
Here
d we need you.

surroundings wish tam.any

neighbash

ARLINOTOH INN
S100

Phone

71'c7r,it'....Prrl

IL6RalEsa616pa

inime finiswits-finien

of ssee»er.na

known company ir

Nationally

m0D

2554241

GOOD STARTING PAYPLISEIONDS

-

their corporate offices

talk Mao one er
bane.. Call r;grirandopenigs

AcoNons.

H. A.D..
.

board
bemmen M30 P33

P.M.

1

1st and Ond Shifts

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK
35,6110

& Monet -Waitress.

777-5555

patience heisNa boor

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

537-2100

ALSO Brwakfaotil , Lunch,

Insurance Agency locaNd in
e
SecreProspeci neds
m <pal.
mry. Salory

COIL WINDERS

Some

Oak Brook, 01.

ible work 'cher,

The Geer. x. Boo Campo,

NIGHT SHIFT - 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT

426-4651
on emmi opPonumM emPhtar

Like You

172 Ook Brook Centel -Mall

Mon O a nes

Port Time
Wheeling Areo

Cocktail Waitresses

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

We Need Girls

INSUR-

GOLDEN BEAR

Experienced or will Doin. Full or port time. 10 AM
to 3 PM or 11 AM to 4 PM. 3,30 PM to 10 PM. 1. reliant lips and solo,. Apply in Denson between
9 AM and I I AM or 1PM and 5 PM.

Work Close To Home

:i7ert'si

wane, Mors 63,97211

The New

WAITRESSES

Co114371000

Tokio nFrIhnf...f.'

We Train & Provide Customers

CALL 10 A.M.

ANTIQUE CLOCKS

SALES REPRESENTATIVE.

TOP PROFITS - NO INVESTMENT

Apply In Personnel OMce
McConna Mrislon

31300525 - 136 N. Marion

Apply Now

CALL MR, CORNELL

For New National Party Plan

z=Ity',21

1164-62D0 - 708 Church
333-68130 - 197, E. 154111 St.

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

For Interview

Noon
3.30work Apply

DEMONSTRATORS

W. Washington

775.7296 - 5550 N. Elston

Harvey,
Oak Park:

lo

orgeoes

with

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP

CALL 392.6600

ALSO NEED

Lee Supply & Tool Co.

Darting

employee benefits cind pleas

263.5146 -

...on:

PAID VACATION

INTERESTED

ST. ALEXIUS

General Office Help For

255-7900
The Bank & Trust
Co. of Arlington
Heights

North,

rift
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161 ad 610905

12141e0 WeittalMen k WON

2641e0 flatal Weer

5.11.01hiallhow

based on pr. omance. Marl

We

HOSPITAL

TOP SKILLS

og.

none.

mane...neat..
APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

BOOKKEEPER

Immediate opening
drim
'Processing deportment for AL.

Oa

DISHWASHER
11.30 to

25160Briled Nam

P1=25='D

CarPerniN

loop

atter

KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR

I

Keypunch Operators
Stenos
Sales Personnel
Typists
Office Machine Operators

Nhe new GOLDEN MAR AMIGO HOUSE RESTAURANT of
week in Me
ler: you 0. oppaeluiDly so mom 5125 plus

roost Mame atmosphere and

os.

oo

TOWERS HOTEL

F12-97.,

7;rnen'IZerhonr''"f

Nights for Ambitious Girls

1600E Birchwood Ave.

s'

MANPEDWER

nem err.

meat

ARLINGTON PARK

02.,051

359.4200

am

AT

TRANSCRIBER

CALL MRS. DOODLING

2SNISNA

6 T. apearnli

h

teurndoleCI:::

WI LLE, INC,,
mow Northwest 0,,

Home?

HOUSEKEEPING

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

HARPER (OUSE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE full rime

RECEPTIONIST
Nhboord and Typnie

=if.;,7",L"'n"

Operaion

1222.6628

of Elk Grove Villag
437.0600
Ask for Mr. Johnson

General Office
Light bookkeeping.
392-3922

LVIO

CONTACT MISS HECHT

OVERHEAD
DOOR CO.

GIRL

Teacher

TURN SPARE TIME INTO $$$!!I

m help Ofilice Manager

tion.

I or'interview. 259-8250

"0 .`""

Wornonao do Ironing. Prosp

epo. need baby

BOOKKEEPER

CLERK -TYPIST

HARPER COLLEGE
LIDARARy

Ph days Per week

ASSISTANT

26460 WIRE=

2644elp Welted Brom

21400 Rwted Brat

12E -Help Wants' Women

,

DENTAL ASSISTANT

26461P Weld Wm"

2$41,01Panted Bum

0841e0 Wanted Wine!

261We Wanted Worn

2641e1p RAM WORM

2HkWWWel Thom

11

Hug'e

1973503

ton

CALL CL5-1900

De

t

p

CL 5-2111

g

k-

VP

25

worre or

Be

COUNTER GIRLS

OUR PLACE

2 Shts Open

RESTAURANT

---,Leading Northwest Manufacturing Corp.
12 Midnight to 8 a.m.
D p.m. 106134.,.

DUNKIN DONUTS
850 S. Elmhurst Rd.
Des Plaines
593-5747

DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employee

FILE -MAIL ROOM CLERIC
Coll for °WI 82WEi.

per monemom. Twang and iewitchboord

.ere

Immediate openings in
our executive office for
girls with secretarial experience. Strang clerical
figure aptitude.
rid
lig. shorthand and
good typing .kills required. Excellent binge
benefits.

FREE GROUP LIFE INSURANCE. PAID VACATIONS
AND MANY OTHER COMPANY BENEFITS Wog, In parser) or

CORP.

'""'"e

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

JEWEL FOOD
STORES

BUTLER

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

EARN 5 $ $ 5
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

686-7055

DAY SHIFT
9:301e 6 P.M.

62,111,69M tYPIPD.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

unitn

ad:

ng

for

inedividuissals

We eller an enamel Wary and fel hinge benefit program
f or Ioniser information please contacts

200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Millais 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

Jan Banaglia
557-1100

FAMOUS LIQUORS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

White Collar Girls

es,.. ,.Kr

RAN DHURST CENTER
tory

General Office

ContraL

3.33311.11113111

and Budget

Deponmente

trshhOnr7hociVherli:-.

ceskory Nonh

you N. eePerience

if
and

Heidenhain

ore wenn o

e here plum call

Linde Apostle

593-6161
Miss Spomponato

Clerk Typists

Se. rely

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

SECRETARY FOR SALES DEPT.

Ext. 3678

BOOKKEEPING ASST.

Baxter

Laboratories, Inc.

GENERAL OFFICE
Must ham tome

YOUR SALARY WILL DEPEND ON YOUR

Hours:

Call Mrs. Jones

Ginn & Co.
439-4500

8:15

6301 Lincoln Ave.

777

Wheeling

Rood

Wheeling.

Illinois

TEMPORARY
WORK
GENERAL CLERKS

at

seam evces and quick minds are a musr Tor this rob
wish specialiem In helping Pap. rec. M. T°T"
nation a, Ceding phone numbers when a earctory

Merton Grave, III.

965.700

267-6000

455-0200

No typing required for general clerical positions.

WEBER

,

11600 W. King St.
en pool oiseerouney enPloVw

Franklin Park

An 8902100PorMolty Employer

Sobl

l:InZ.4:FelF(r""*"-

I

6 SWIMMING POOL
Boise Rd
4394100

AM FM

N3, 11.35

13e.

SHARP1311125. 3.4.31257

1903Chevrolm
Prelim candisian.
2366232

I

20,

Sion

an

Coll for Aeoeiromit.'

Chow .

331 A. ,i1g1,1.
'63 /331111.33V
Anmarane. PA very low mile
age BM offer 239617

350.7.4

Coll 350.0130

An equal opportunity employer

benefiss.

Illinois Bell

MARKING

If your bag is an

1909 CAANRO

Mr offer
3.5913114

15Ie Rent Houses

593.6853

HOFFMAN ESTATES 3 12.6 spla

8.94.1707 .6 pm
KENMORE WASHER

DRYER

FILE CLERKS
GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
ASSEMBLERS

CLERK TYPIST
CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK/TYPIST

PACKERS

21 -Help RANO-Men & Women

CHECK THESE BENEFITS
$4' Free Life Insurance

Prof it Shoring

2' Group Hospitalization

CJ]' Group Major Medical

Contact our employment depordent for details.

,e hook. Wage Reviews

Q' 7 Paid Holidays

ER' 2 Week Paid Vocation

O? Completely Air -Conditioned

unkom
Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

.12' Close in Parking

CALL OR COME IN

EXPERIENCED KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR, what we won't do to get you
.. and

11.10 Rent, States, Offices
3680 255 6068

er 324.4322 oft 6 P.M.

.

an

HO. om ra4:30 pm.

SIMONSEN METAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

of 35 r3 per monM. For

CODR1
1444 S

AT

HOWARD SPROAP 6 CO

© Western Electric

tres, 685,15. 320 827.7063

that means we will pay you for your previous experience

21.Relp Wanted.Men & Women

If
If

THAT'S GOOD! (there ore also some part time positions

your bag is

a

Now that the winter months are here, beat the
transporotion problem by working near your

WAREHOUSE POSITIONS
Hours: 0: ohm to 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 12:30 3331

DRAFTING TRACER .0( give

Good Salary - Good Working Conditions
and Liberal Company Benefits

Applicants for day work, see Mr. Schmitt
Applicants for night work, see Mr. Modica
(After 4:30 p.m.)

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, Inc.

Eire iMe offered

711 W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BANTRY BOOKS INC.If.1,

Ser

Dkwood, rob,. 6

An Equal Opportunity Employert

DES PLAINES

26.64600
02

if

Polara

51:10.

bucket se m,

383, 8°01,full power. r/h duo
3000,000 .012S

desired. Term smile. las,
Rok

AM0ASSADORGAUCTION PR1C.

834ndustrialPronemly(foRent

public.

,B6-RealEstste461ises

8

WM

3.195. 2 Caro

bucket

ea.nr

966 - 5540

od rod: also chow dreskes. st

oft,. pm. 439340

SSIlistallustomeits

55-114a0M6stnareanls

East of Hwy. 531.-

new men power WY. writ
25 259,5738

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

P.S. We Will also be open Saturday, January 10th for your interview
convenience.

31131303, ond Mrs
more. 50c to 31.50. Coll Ober

@ Western

We have recently installed
colored TN. and we have 90

Electric

An equal opportunity employer

414 E. GOLF ROAD

grOMR'l-r-WON

ROQM ONECHILD CALL 8244093

Lm:17,

Din

SPORT NTT CONVERTIBLE
5p
B
Off
C II Al
392 4251

112Wasted to Rent

aoality. heowidoN
InsMaYean free

us, we'll tell you all the GOOD things WE can DO FOR YOU

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

439-8500

PI 3.1333

Sold on 1st order basis. 00.

right now...that's GOOD too! If you come out and talk to

In the meantime we are keeping our BENEFITS in our

la

ean.Pped. Te9

1,65 FLYMOVIN

Must Be Sold

ICALfield we will put you and your mini skirt to work

bag, lust for you ... You con call Monday thru Friday from
7:45 a.m. to 4 ,p.m. (We work o 71/2 hour day), or swing
on but to 3800 Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows (Hwy. 58, just

ham

CARPETING

also GOOD! Or if your bog is in the GENERAL( CLER-

...

40 - 60%
OFF

you a pencil and the loot to go with your ability ... that's

hon..

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 80087
Telephone (312) 529-7700

Call far Interview

-400 IsarSTke

&

TANA91.

BUY DIRECT

EXPERIENCE

wing and varied work

41, Eye 437 547,

(Timber,.

MT. PROSPECT

d

3113,

*a's's'ots'c'orTs'ro'71d:it:!1'nt
celDni. benefits

ell

894-0212 w

PALATINE/ROLLING MADOwS

aperalar yowl be 6.11,6 691 The head
se, poised ond noon, to speed Tolls al over rhe cower

drk*Od

PRODUCTS INC

Complete Cafeteria

PAYROLL CLERK

25511384

469.7204

As an 1111nois

CLERK/TYPIST-.EXPORT DEPT

EXPANSION HAS
CREATED IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS

bad. Mite luaerg

condo. 3,70 SOY 261,

working conditions, and Me lainaus

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Corp

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

5161

TYPISTS

STENOS
CLERKS

380 52, O001

Vestries lobe otter er soot mining Rotary. wi rot
1110.11/15. friendly co.arIcers in ple
least every

EKCO

SI50

MURPHY CARPET 6 FURN CO
394.0700

$51.30 Ton Included

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

Union Oil Company of comma

Rd,

Coll 253 MS

1969 Singer Zig Zag

CHINA

briginsin Gen isswinwrinork.

C

d too- law mileage

159,86

19, 64DD

'who

0

From 30% -40% Off

PUN,C=W0,,,,STAND

Union 76 Division. Eastern Region
end w,« 1.34 pen. rr i2mAT!AbTNA.

93 600

14 -To Rent Apartments

'57gbez Ve.

L9 4,26 ollel 0 Pm

...

FspipiencePreletred
APPiYM Perm^

1904 Pont,a,c4porlCautto

sloo seise-so for sse.
TAPE RECORDER

D,

*Me

on

6 16-

59 -1556

541.2022

AW EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPtOYER

Good PoDComPony benefits

I ul

GENERAL CLERKS

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

Figure Clerks

n

aq.

so oleo...into...op...11N 3,Prerlme.eemPioree,

Interesting Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

0 HARE

CASHIER

,

Z',
Floor Sample Sole

For Our Employment Department

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

AVIATION

FULL TIME

H

`.13te Rent furnished Apartments

'227-'1230

Rohlwing

PERSONNEL CLERK

GENERAL BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

`A'a',UiV"

5

cr.

CALL 4,9 1806

CLERK TYPIST

f

NEED FOR A

SECRETARY

HOSPITALIZATION, FREE MAJORMEDICAL.

WE OFFER GOOD PAY. FP

350 C

yl

or older. 298-3225 off A pm

(MTell:Ttoot':

WE'RE IN A SQ EEZE

central telephone company of Illinois

BILLER -TYPIST

OPM 566.10

330 CL 5 4916

NOWBIRD SNOWBLOWER.

OUR

CENTEL
SYSTEM

GENERAL OFFICE

Mt. Prospect

\ ANNOUNCING

bGht DPing reguned W.11 consider hours 9 to 3.

BEAUTY

392-1234

1800 West Central Road

(11-Aptiszelbos M than

'tOCU'ILInGE%"PT

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

`r=..zL7L

CLERKS
2004 Miner -St -7

FULL TIME

Port or Full Time

ALSO AVAILABLE

CUSTOMER SERVICE

SECRETARIES

OPERATOR

e BRUNING

No Experience Necessary

interesting Permanent Positions in a

if'

Ir PORTABLE T.V.'s for sale,

"r'n'at=7,,,
948 Fast Nonhest

ADM,.
CL 54900

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

10% to 30% Off an Display Menthandisel
Many Used Specials)

,

ArT, P/5,115. like new Men eery
goodcorick 57.50or beer
252.513B

rs:rbogo71'IrstOirs.
studdd, 2 nearly new).
Fixe, new clutch, always Vera
52,6005 Sor.Sun aft 10 ons

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER.GOYAG1BSON

204 Nicks Place, Palatine,

359-2251.

a
*no. I rpm. wee ovals. Mao
1909 Dodge Swinger. Exc. cond.
n. sao

n hors.

52600 cosh a; WO and lab
ow. payments. 4936611
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY
rGEE WHIZ, MA --I

I"

WASN'T TRAMPIKD
MY FEET AT YOU!
HONEST I
WASN'T.'

PONT YOU TRIFLE WITH ME, MISS I
KNOW VERY WELL WHEN PEOPLE ARE

CLYDE'S

LIGHTER

AND JUST BECAUSE I TOLD YOU
TO 60 UP AND CLEAN YOUR
ROOM! COMEBACK DOWN HERE,
CUTOUT THAT POUTING, AND
60 UP LIKE A LADY:

7
9 Dick Van Dyke
Show

NO WONDER/ A
TRUcie. PRNER
WISED -OFF

ABOUT POPS

-THAN A

DRUNK

BEADS

EILOVJIN.

UP A

SALL.00t4

'n-IE
POLICE
osTA-rioN/

11 Frenchman's

L.AOST

WEEK AND
ENDED UP
A
TURTLINENECK

World
26 Spanish News

WEAR

32 The Munsters

MADE OUTA HIS

SPARE TRW-

Typing.

Ill

2 WBBM-TV EdiIlr

1:
_'''''''

1111.

----- ,-. ,

(.,---r4' ) .---, r

iIll'i

ji'-:1-

ROBIN MALONE
SURELY you
ANY WAY YOU CH005E,
LI6HROOM ! HELL OBEY
JEST
ANY COMMAND, NO MATTER
BUT" HOW
DELECTABLE !
HOW LUDICROUS CR
HOW HORRENDOUS!

MARY --HAD
A 1.1-1YLO

LAMB.

ANY.. cnuow,..

BRING HIM BACK! J c1.16 511LwiTH Lys?

Graves, Gale Gor-

Bu f fy and Jody.

They

7

Brian Keith, Sebas-

A -Way

ard K. Smith's

tian Cabot, Kathy
Garver, Anissa Jones

A series of ten programs investigating

special

and Johnnie Whita-

the role of the West-

from the home of

ker.

ern film as an art

Howard

2

2

Flynn, Maureen
O'Hara.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show
12:30

International
Zone

Smith
Washington
K.

near

features' ABC newsmen discussing the
major events of 1969
and the prospects for

5

9

1970.
9 Perry Mason

CAPRICORN

Ernie
Ford and Julie Budd
are guests.
7 That Girl

(Dec. 23 Jan. 20) Be careful not to over-

tire today. Efficiency will suffer, especially if you travel.

"Opening Night."

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) To be caught short could
cause failure. Make certain
you have all the facilities you

12:40
News
1:00

Of Cabbages and
Kings
7

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana
Show

1:10

32 News
Movie

9

"Phantom of the

9:25

32

Paul Harvey

Rue Morgue." A
chiller based on a
Poe story:

Comments

A Last Laugh at

the 60s.
9:30

Bob
Newhart
hosts a special featur-

20 TV High School
32 Truth or Consequences

ing re-enactments of

the comedy of the

1:40
2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

Five Minutes to

1:45

are Godfrey Cam-

JimNabors

Show
Tennessee

"Against All

Flags." A pirate story starring Errol

last decade. Featured

FOR FRIDAY'

12:00
Movie

originating

32 Password

8:00
Movie
"The Visit." A
film parable about
greed and evil. Ingrid
Bergman, Anthony
Quinn.

7:00

need.

Paintings
Great Music

Dinner at How-

form.

7

11:35

32 100

An ABC News

2

Edward Mulhare.
9 Star Trek
26 Today's Racing
32 Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea

CWANKING
UP MY BEG?.
PLEASE ?

That -

7:45
11 College
Humanities.

The Ghost and

11:30

32 News Final

Show
Guests include Petula Clark, Peter

don and Don Rice III

Daniel Boone

32 Big Valley

9:00

11 PREMIERE:

"An Angel

AAASCon-

11

vention Magazine
26 Wrestling

Dean Martin

5

Show

stars as Mr. Turner,
the devil who makes
a deal for Claymore's
soul. Hope Lange,

/WOULD YOU
MIND

goes. Don Murray.

pays a call on Cissy,

Went

Clod*

of the living hell a

Dragnet 1970
Sgt. Friday and officer Gannon search
for a I9 -year -old parolee from a rehabilitation center who is
feared to be using
'dope again. Jack
Webb and Harry
Morgan.

Mike Douglas

9

Dick

dope addict under-

Tabatha's milk on
which Esmeralda has
cast a spell. Elizabeth
Montgomery
and
Dick Sargent.

Mrs. Muir
Joe Flynn guest

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

Show
9 Movie
" A Hatful of
Rain." Melodrama

seen for five years,

7

fieA

1 our

spree after drinking

Cried." Jimmy Dean
appears in his recurring role of Josh Clements. Fess Parker,
Patricia Blair and
Darby Hinton.
-v

Tx4. US. to Of!

many unique festi-

Tonight Show

5
7

tives.

Samantha goes on
ravenous eating

26 Quiz

5

COMMAND

L)
4 Mb\

Show

5

a

6:30
Family Affair
Ted Patterson, the
grandfather whom
the children have not i

L wel.,,., ,.... n, ,.

IT -5A WONDER HE5 A PDX ON YOUR
LtVgt, 1415 LONG w1r14
MIRACLE" YOU
BONE SPLINTERS PRO551146
QUAVERING
ON HIS BRAIN I If
OUACK ! HOW CM
TAKE A MIRACLE to
r USE HIM WHILE

Ken Armstrong is
host for a film trip to
Laos to observe

8:30

torial

2

',-9

' .: 1- ) f YESTERDAYS

2

and rituals still practiced by Laotian na-

chell.
7 Bewitched

6:25

111111J1J0-I 0..
'
-f Iii'1.11,i1:L1

10:30

Mery Gatlin

Seas

vals, religimis rites

"Dora."
Raymond Burr, Barbara
Anderson, Don Galloway and Don Mit-

6:15
11 TV College
Economics.

.1

32 Of Lands and

7:30
Ironside

5

Honey-

26 Wrestling

6:10

20 TV College

III('

3 2 The
mooners

flight

Parker
11 Chicago Is
Bob Cromie hosts
a series that explores
neighborhoods, mu s e u m s and littleknown activities and
places in Chicago.
20 TV College
Business Writing.
26 Ayuda (Help)

News
News
News

2
5

EREATH114'

TRAMPING THEIR FEETATME--

Bessell and Lew

'6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

discussingtheir

Mario Thomas, Ted

10:00
News
News
News
News

bridge, Don Adams,
Dick Benjamin, Don

2

Rickles, Tiny Tim.
11 Speaking Freely
The Apollo 12 astronauts join host

7
9

26 A Black's View

9

Edwin Newman in

of the News

Live By

5

11 TV College

3:00

EEK & MEEK
ALL THE WORLD
LOVES A :OVER!

MORTY MEEKLE

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21) Prove your efficiency on
the employment scene. Other
will comisto you for help.

HOW

TERRIBLE

WHY 1X)NT YCY.J FLIT -A SLICK IN ITANC)

AND WHAT'S

MAKE IT A GIGANTIC RDPSICLE?

WORSE...

FCtTINBS5?

s§

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) This should be a day of
definite action. A dream could
ime true.

011104MIMMO.1111,0411.

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21)-Take care not to be too
unconventional today. Some

LEMONADE

-100APE

behavior is unacceptable.

51

GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)
Don't be upset by another's
lack of sympathy with your

5?

DOC

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
0

Answer to Previous Puzzle

cfAVALJ-1

(June

22 -July

Keep

a

MUMW3 1.11-01.10eK1
ACROSS

1 Northern

cess are good today.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
You may need an energy reserve today. Your physical reserve may be in for a testing.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Another's questions may seem

boring, but by searching for
discover

producer

something of importance to
you.

16 Extinct bird
17 Trial
18 Hebrew
ascetic
20 Shield
bearing (pl.)
21 Legal point
22 Three times
(comb. form)
23 Indifferent
26 Appearing
30 Lubricant
31 Female saint
(ab.)

CAPTAIN EASY

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) Feel free to give your

opinion to a friend. Hints can
help tell the tale.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) To try to go it alone
could be futile. Seek a common chord with co-workers.

IV RATHER BE
OVER -CAUTIOUS;

THAN RUN THE
SLIGHTEST RISK
OF

you BEING

EXACTLY: SO I'M FANATICALLY
ALERT TEI5 TIME: BUT I CART LET
FEAROF THAT VULTURE STYMIE
EVERY VENTURE ICONSIDER,

sti.KEP AGAIN.

5

I YOU BLOW A' CHANCE TO i.Akic,
MAN OF WAuzu5Kr5 CAUSERo
AND I'LL GET ANOTHER LAWYER:
NOW CO'SIGN: THI9. AAP CA5H IT:

OKAY.,.

BUT r

RESENT
ROIJR.
BELLIGERENT

ATTITUDE:

U,ATER

wat.,HERV5 THE

CERTAINLY: NOBODY

CASH. I NODE YOU

GETS THIS TILL I'M

KNOW WHAT

CONVINCED HE CAN

DOING!

Wins

HELP WALRISKIS
FAMILY DEFECT

EN PAA55Ei

Answers to
Hideaword

32 Also
- 33 Number

FILCHED
filch
file
field

;

idle
lice
lied
life

lief
child
chief

tide
chide
chef

34 Partner
oEfpes
35

CAMPUS CLATTER

fled

hide
held
hied
dice
iced

EVaiM

58 Dance steP
59 College
official
5 It -an
estimated
DOWN
population of 1 Ashen
1.491 million
2 Brazilian
8 Its - is 5,451 Macaws
square miles
3 Borders
12 Operatic solo 4 Small candles
13 Fruit drink
5 Parts of a
14 Tidy
harness
15 Light
6 Bustle

MMM MIOVA UMUU0

of the United
Kingdom

change. Your chances of suc-

may

14.40Z
OMM
WUM
WOMM
MWO01111
MWEnd
141`I

(comb. form)
57 Browns in

Ireland is - sunlight

(July 24 -Aug. 23)
wary eye out for

answers you

mccom

THE BORN LOSER

231 Play your cards right and
the day's results will be gratifying.

LEO

wmumbe mmm1-4mv

Northern Ireland

problems. You can solve them.

CANCER

1i ak

BI PPI E, GRUBBY

GRUMBLE SAYS
*LIGHT WS FIRE."

GROOVY,

FLORA!

NE'S FINALLY
NOTICING YOU.:

players

51 Gibbon
53 Allowance

1

2

3

711Z1U1:214zi

22 Abound
23 Benefaction

40 Redacted
42 Minute skin

oenings

24 Row

4

5

12

13

15

16

21

a

24

8

7

9

10

11

14

.._,fl

17

n

25
31

33

la

6

26

18

27

29

kil

34
37

38

39

..

611

._

43 44 46
50

for waste
54 lAmb's pen
55 Zoo primate
56 Within

UMMUM

25 Nautical term 43 Let it stand
26 Depots (ab.) 44 Anatomical
27 Genus of
tissue
Willows
7 Irish 45 Shower
28 Demigoddess 47 River in
8 County in
Northern
France
(myth.)
29 Ruminant
Ireland
48 Bristle
31 Farm
9 Stagger
49 English school
structure
10 Comfort
51 Race course
11 Lawyers (ab.) 37 Stage plays
circuit
19 Born
38 Mouth part
52 Brazilian
20 Native metal 39 Witticism
wallaba

23

36 Sewing
implements
39 Intended
41 Disencumber
42 Pea container
43 Leather thong
46 Idle
50 Group of

0M14.11MWdig
ICl(71 i 14=11=3
MAW
1=lOW MUA
1111#ZIWU

41,1111.1.==...MMh

47
51

52

53

55

se

U."---"

59

.041.1111AmMillIMMEM,

48

49

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, very cold,
low 5 to 10 below; Tomorrow: Cloudy, not quite so

Telephone

Arno' ''C.

=le

255-4400

cold.
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Centex opposes trailers
in Elk Grove Village
It

2.

By Jacque Batchelder

Centex Corporation, major
land developers in Elk Grove
Village said Thursday it opposes

the

temporary place-

ment of house trailers on St.
Alexian Brothers property and
offered "to develop a planned
mobile home park" on an unnamed site west of III. 53.
The house trailers are to

provide homes for Mexican -

Day
To have a load of white

clothes just finish in the
machine and find a couple
of pieces that should have

f.

been included.

R.C.W.

Con -Con is
During sub -zero weather, Thursday evening, Dick Robertson, 500 S. Albert, Mount Prospect
(left) and Jeanette Swanson, 108 S. Maple, Prospect Heights, fight chilling winds as they hurry
along Northwest Highway near the train station in Mount Prospect. At 5 p.m. yesterday the
temperature had not been above zero for 48 hours, according to the U. S. Weather Bureau. (photo

By Richard Crabb

Zero weather brings increase
in use of gas and electricity
With the sub -zero weather
this week, both the Northern
Illinois Gas Co.. and Common
Wealth Edison are feeling the
affects of the increased gas and
electrical usage.

"We set a new record from
noon

Wednesday

Thursday and

to noon
that was

2,662.000.000 cubic feet of
gas." said Bart McGarry, public relations manager at Northern Illinois Gas. This total includes 16.000 square 'miles in
Illinois and eastern Missouri.

"WE HIT our peak Tuesday," said Walter

Lambert.

for
district superintendent
Commonwealth Edison, "with
approximately 7,850,000
kilowatts in a 24 hour period."
The electricity total was
about 500,000 kilowatts short
of the previous high set Jan. 3.
1969 of about 8,300,000 kilowatts. said Lambert.

According to NIcGarry of
Northern Illinois Gas, the normal winter gas load ranges
above,the two billion cubic ft.
mark each day.

"THIS WEEK we'll

be

sending out something close to
16 billion cubic feet of gas.

SIMON

which is the same we sent out

in the entire month of August." said McGarry.
Both gas and electric companies have had little maintenance problems.

All gas pipes are underground and would not be affected by the weather, said
McGarry.
No major electrical problems were reported. said Lambert. There was a broken pot,:
in Palatine and a cable failure
in Rolling Meadows.

Family
flees
ing

when

flames

destroyed

Watching the way some kids behave gives the impression
that their parents launched themselves on the sea of matrimony
without a paddle.

Rd.. in an un-incorporated area
near Des Plaines.

Mrs. Ginny Medlock and
her children. Kathy. 12, Ricky,

Two youths charged with auto from the lot at Wilk's
the theft of an auto from a Plaza Service, 1010 W. Rand.

The theft was reported
Mount Prospect service station were placed on six-month shortly after 10 p.m. Dec. 19
supervision yesterday by Mag- and the auto was reportedly
istrate Edwin T. Breen in spotted several hours later by
Mount Prospect Circuit Park Ridge Patrolman Gilbert
Doebish whO captured RodriCourt.

The defendant's
Ronald
Rodriquez. 17, and Paul Stewart. 18. both residents at Mary-

yille Academy in Des Plaines.
were accused of stealing the

quez when he attempted to flee

from the auto after

a

brief

chase. A second person escaped but he was later identi-

10 and Geogia, 6, escaped from

the trailer when flames were
discovered at 3:25 a.m.
Mount Prospect firemen
battled the stubborn tire for

more than an hour.

Fined $200
in fight over
bill payment
Conviction on a charge of
battery resulted in a $200 fine
yesterday against Richard Prescher, 42", of 109 S. Edward,
Mount Prospect.
Charges

fied as Stewart.

went to the Prescher residence

to collect an overdue bill for

reported at any of the northsuburban

hospitals

21. Richardson,

an employe of Softee Rental
Service, 1508 Algonquin Rd.,
Arlington Heights, said he

12 below zero, but
no frostbite cases
west

Prescher

stemmed from a fight at his
home Aug. 14 with William
Richardson,

The reporwl low temperature was 12 below zero in
Arlington Heights and Des
Plaines and 6 below Mount
Prospect yesterday, but the
suburbanites proved to be a

against

in

spite of low temperatures and
high winds (19-22 mph).
People are advised to dress
warmly and keep toes, fingers,
and ears dry. Avoid staying in
hardy lot.
No frostbite cases have been the cold for long periodi.

day .to hold a public hearing in
Arlington Heights at which

citizens and organizations of
the Northwest suburbs will
have an opportunity to make
any proposals they wish for
the

state

As a result of extra expenses

due to the recent remodeling
of more than 25 per cent of all
facilities, the Mount Prospect
Public Library now has a deficit of approximately 535.000
which the Library Board has
of
Village
the
requested
The Finance Committee of
the Library Board attended the
meeting of the Fi1?$,c. 15

nance Committee of the Viland explained
brary's needs.

lage

able funds and the hills that are

tote covered to he studied before their next meeting.

THE LIBRARY

posed mobile home site adjoins

an area wherein Centex has
"created a 35 -acre lake. constructed and sold over 200 residential homes, are building
townhouses in the 540.000
price range and have a custom

property values in the planned
unit development. but will also

devalue other property in this
area and will substantially detract from the village as a
whole.- the letter stated.
The

statement

also

ques-

the Con -Con hearing will be
heldtlbthe Arlington Hotel at

II. The hearing will be-

gin at noon and continue
through the afternoon and

evening until everyone wishing to speak to the convention
delegates has been heard.

The public hearing in

the

Northwest suburbs will he one
of five planned for the C'hicago

Board's

report sent to the committee
this week stated that of the
571.000 in total expenses they
will he able to pay S36.00).
l he 536M00 is ill come from
their current balance in the operating costs fund. S7.000
guaranteed to them by the village front taxes and fines collected at the library.
After these funds are exhausted the library is left with
the deficit of $35,000.
PARSONS SAID they have
requested a total of 542,000
front the village which includes the net deficit added to
the $7,000 guaranteed by the

this

cit, the library can issue Tax

Warrants

(TAW.$).

TAW\ can he issued by a
taxing body and repaid from
future tax receipts.
The library has been able to
cover a part of the remodeling

cost from donations received
from local residents.
These donations are placed

his company.
Richardson claimed Mrs.
Prescher had asked him to pick
up the payment in a phone call
earlier.
Richardson said Prescher

let him into the house but hit
him and pushed him out the
door when he attempted to col-

lect the bill. The fine was imposed by Magistrate Edwin T.
Breen in Mount Prospect Circuit Court.

fhe Lions passed a motion
its business meeting Wedto

oppose

the per-

Thursday. He said he will appoint a delegate who will state
the position of the Lions to the
Board of -Trustees.

"AD HOC," a committee
of village officials and Neighbors at Work representatives,
will petition for a special use
at a public hearing
Monday. The permit would allow house trailers to he installed on Alexian Brothers
property on the southeast corner of Bisner Road and Gloucester Drive.
The hearing is scheduled for
8 p.m. at Thomas Lively Jun-

permit

ior High School. 999 Leices-

are also used for buying equip-

ter Rd. Jan. 12.
Villagk Manager

The Village Finance Committee told the library Board
that if the Village agreed to
cover the cost they would pay
it over a period of three

ment for the library.
During the past month the
library received approximately 53.000 in donations ranging

Willis said that for legal reasons the hearing will he convened at the village hall, then
recessed and moved to the

in amounts front S I to $1,000,

months. 514,000 per month.

for the Gift Fund.

school to accommodate the expected large crowd.

By Jan Bone

Charles

"You got

,nce. "Tell us about it," she

hours. and then you till some-

said.

thing up with cold water for

pened a few weeks ago,, the
memories of Santa's visits ob-

five minutes and put the blobs

viously were fresh.

"I had to use butterscotch

a GRETAEL-

time,-

E M US for Christmas?"

all

Teacher Marilyn Ziebell at
Mount Prospect's Westbrook

"There's
beer, licorice, cherry, and cinnamon. hut my mommy had to

School had heard of many gifts
her students had received. But

that was a new word to her,
despite Tracy O'Key's insist-

the

'Tracy.
butterscotch, root
said

throw sonic of them out because they were to sloppy.

"YOU HAVE to open the
cooker and put it in

ft.: -

Mine turned out upside
down. 'Dien you eat them. I
in.

think you call them incredible us edibles.

"I can make some and bring
them to school for you to eat. she told her teacher.
Though Christmas hap -

SHOW AND Tell 'lime at
kindergarten on
the first
morning after vacation was an
exciting experience. as youngsters enthusiastically displayed
their treasures.

"I have a new doll buggy."
said Jean Weber. "I take my
doll for rides in it. NI y grandma made a pillow for the buggy. My doll has a party dress. I
call her Karen."
"And are you going to bring
Karen to see us:'" asked Mrs.
Ziebell.

"Maybe," said Jean. "My
mother

has

her

new

baby.

She's still in the hospital."

made for citizens to attend
who come merely to hear the

"I CAN'T bring my Johnny
Lightning," said Steven Nelson. "It's too big."
But Major Matt Mason and

discussion of the key issues be-

fore the convention.
The
rapid sequence of
events that lead to holding a
public hearing in the North-

his Space Cannon showed up

Monday, with Eric Mann at

west suburbs began
early
Wednesday and continued

the controls.
As classmates watched admiringly. Eric demonstrated

through the evening and until
nearly noon on Thursday.
wk -

David E. Stahl. deputy mayor

of Chicago and a Con -Con
delegate as its chairman.

AT MEETINGS of the nine

I

how the cannon coirld go forward and hack on the kindergarten piano bench. "Doesn't
he get dizzy on there?" Mrs.
Ziebell asked, as Major Matt
Mason turned around for several minutes before Eric found
the "off- switch.
"I COT a grow -tooth,- said
Tracy O'Key.
"She has a pacifier and you
have to take it out and then she

gets a tooth and you have to
push it down."
"I got a typewriter from
Santa Claus," said Tracy La-

night meeting Wednesday to
find a means of coordinating
all of the proposed public earings. Meanwhile Stahl had

Quey, brushing back her ponytail.

asked delegates from the 58
districts in the state to list the
places where public hearings

"I DON'T know how to explain what a typewriter is."
"Yes, I can use it,- she answered her teacher. "But I
don't know how to spell.. Judging from the toys they
talked about, most of Mrs. Ziebell's kindergarten class will
be inside for the winter, playing with their presents.

could best be held.

The six delegates from the
Northwest suburbs discussed
the best places, deciding that
for small hearings the munici-

pal buildings in Des Plaines
and Arlington Heights would
be the best locations.

FOR A LARGE hearing it
was agreed that the Arlington
Hotel in Arlington Heights
would he preferred both be (Continued to Page 31

at

village.

in the Library's Gift Fund and

lington Heights.
In addition provision will he

standing convention
committees held early Wednesday,
a desire was voiced to hold 100
or more public
hearings
throughout the state.
Witwer asked Stahl to hold a

President George C. Coney.

Lions meeting. Coney confirmed the
club's
action

ment units such as park districts and private citizens will
appear at the hearing in Ar-

President Witwer early in
the week appointed a Public
Hearing Subcommittee with

zoning change, that would allow mobile homes to set up in
the village, according to Lions

mit and to send a delegate to
the public hearing Monday.
Although absent during the

month for their decision.
PARSONS SAID that if the
Village did not cover the defi-

Anticipation

ing a special use permit. or any

nesday

The Library Board is expected to return to the Village

Financh Committee

THE ELK GROVE Village
Lions will also oppose grant-

Show -tell a lively affair at Westbrook

con-

Rds.

li-

written report of their avail-

If arranements can be made,

Rohlwing

the

John Parsons, treasurer of
the Library Board said at the
December meeting, the Village Finance Committee requested the library to submit a

stitution.

Feb.

not only adversely affect the
THE LETTER said the pro-

the "legal ramifications" of installing mobile
homes on the property.

tioned

your mobile home plan will

IT IS EXPECTED that of-

their trailer home in the Oasis
Trailer Court. 7500 Elmhurst

6months supervision
for 2 who stole auto

Convention voted late Thurs-

Euclid and

value per lot of over S 13,000.
"We strongly believe that

ficials of township government, municipalities, schools,
perhaps other local govern-

A mother and three children
escaped injury early this morn-

SAYS -

Springfield --Delegates
the
Illinois Constitutional

in

objection at this or any other

lot program with the average

suburbs during the framing of
the new constitution.

fire

SUBURB

of

changes

Grove Village that we are
strongly opposed to such a
plan and that we will voice our

Mount Prospect to cover.

coming to
NW suburbs

by 1)an Balas)

and Board of Trustees of Elk

public hearing held pursuant
to the placement of mobile
homes in an already residentially developed area."

Library requests village
to cover $35,000 deficit

Gripe
Of The

-

American workers recently rem o v e d from substandard
housing in Elk Grove Twp.
In a letter written -Thursday,
Robert F. Calkins, real estate
manager of Centex said, "The
purpose of this letter is to advise the Honorable President

For Ricky Riley, 305 S. Kenilworth, telling time is much easier if you screen out the noise of
your kindergarten classmates. At Mount Prospect's Westbrook School, Show and Tell time on the
first day after Christmas vacation found children eager to describe what Santa had left them. See
page 18. (Photos by Jac Stafford)

THUMBELINA - "with
an England hat" --- rides on a

!Continued to Page 18 i
a

THE DAY

THE DAY

Con -Con coming

Friday, January 9. 1970

Peon 2

to Northwest area

Boy, 13, asks city,
Help save our animals'
could mention it

By Bea Clarke

to

Village

now and January, 1975.

`AS FOR his AVOW of me
to try and do something about
11.1 told him there wasn't anything I could do to prevent this

and an account of its aftermath

except to watch what type of
industry is developed in the

Airpod, world's

Mayor Robert Teichert said
that he would answer John's
letter and try to explain to him

property from becoming
=fled for light industry (1-0,

Yi LIVE right across from

year, to come, and make sure it

with our dogs and walked

is outlined in Ordinance No.

owner alne, m much

down the creek. It is the only
place we could go to have fun.
Even though I am only 1.1
years old,
Mink llsal the
uDEAR SIR.
I heard Saturday that some younger PcoPM should he
people arc going to NAM a fag- heard and should take a part in
tory into field hy Foundry what is going to he Mak in our
and Wolf Rd. I wrote you to town.
ask if you could do something
"I don't sec why we can't
to save the
that live huild it some place where it
around there. become if you would not harm the animals.

2174, dated August 5, 1969.
7There was one Ming I told
John that I could do for him,
and that was to bring his letter

number of other cithans may

to the attention of you. Mayor
Thichert. and other village officials, hy reading his letter
the Jan. 6. 1970 Village Board
meeting. with his permission.

woods or tramped through vacant prairie land near hi,

view Gardens Civic Assn.

Hendrick, told how he re.
mixed a letter Dec. 22. most of
which is quoted hehrt.
Inv, from
John Ge3ger.' 611

Dr.. Mount Respect:

1

drift them awy. when will
they be able

tsar!

for what reason would
there he for building it any

and

So if you

way.

3 get 6 months
supervision

falls in with the specific uses
which may be use
under I -I distract zoning, which

'I do believe that when a

as

And any adult male, who

nah that now live in whet he

population and industry

"the

field

by

Foundry and Wolf Rd.: and
's concerned about wont' s go.

'ng to he Molt in his town.] do
feel strongly that he and the

On the fabulous

HAMMOND X-66,
ACCORDIAN AND PIANO
in our new, WHAT? ROOM.
Br Naming oaf New Room,
Someone will Receive
Complimentary DINNERS FOR 4.

The ever outward surge of

brings with it many of the expected benefits of civilization,
Wt it also has its drawbacks.
Many pemons both adults and

lbree persons arrested on
shoplifting charges at the Carsonnt Scott Co. store in

J.:ccfg:;

Shopping Center

Hendricks told the officials

ga

u

aced on 6-monthe to-

that four days after he received

pervision yestenlay.
The defendants were Pairi-

John's letter. ha went to tow
boy's home and not him and

ch M. Lenn, 27. of 711 N.

parents. Mr. and Mrs
Rudy Geiger.
"I explained to John and his
parents exactly what was hap-

were

his

RuswIl. Mount Prospect who
was charged with the theft
Dec. 17 of a house worth 512:
Judith McCarthy. 7a. of Ham
rington who was charged with
the Dec. lb droll of a sweater
worth 514, and Kristine Kostyak

A three piece place setting of genuine Johann Haviland Bavarian China when you
join our FINE CHINA CLUB. Yes. absolutely FREE. we will start you 001 Olt your
own dinnerware service of beautiful crested imported China while you build up your

which he is concerned about
and the Village of Mount Pow -

pat.

1

told them that it

has

charged with the Dec. 5 theft

been in Sc't comprehensive oil.

of a shin and sweater worth
The three appeared befort
Magistrate Edwin T. Breen in
Mount Prospect Circuit

lege plan Mr loamyears. that
this property would eventually
become a planned industrial
park. This now depends upon
the Northern Illinois Gas Co.

Coon

and what they will do between

loAvA.I.GERMANY

China

savings or checking account.

/

John

Woods

vary Cemetery in Evanston.
Mrs. Conlon.
leacher at
Norwood Park Elementary
School in Chicago for 25

nroiwit

will It, held Monday at 111:311
a.m. at Sr ('ajetan Church in

Edward J. Jr. of Mount Pros-

France.an
gMhildmn
rco

pect

.

or bare
d

MRS. MACDONALD was

sehHhiled for next Tuesday

V IP

MI

the key

will be an opportunity for the
audit:no: to question each man
after his talk.

Wedding Rig

REGISTRATION

'

Prepare for admission to

FLOOR CLEARANCE

.

2,

Simply add $25 to your savings account or 3E00 to your checking account or cen
new savings or checking amount in like amount, and you wJl receive your FREE
3.piece place setting in Your choice of pattern. See the display in our lobby and you
will want to start immediately.

6 different pattern', in 3 ileum.
Imported linimenn porcelain

This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then. you thereat ter may purchase
99c
tax) stamp every time you make a demmit of SOS or mart to your Bearings

Fine bell -like nine
Pearly white irmniurent fiody
Guaranteed not to ewe
Gold and platinum trim
.11noningtervinp Orem
Open stork narrunty
Oienwarne r

When you have purchased 22 stamps 21121.78 plus tax), you will receive a 2g -piece so..

of the pattern of your choice that consist. of 4 dinner plates. 4 cup, 4 saucers. 4 mind
gainos6.4 bread and butter plates, 4 frail -vegetable dishes and 4 soup dishes worth

4.

B.

When you have completed the above plan in our FINE CHINA CLUE, we will add
4 additional pieces FREE sol thei you will have 5 complete sets of I. Should you
desire to add an additional set, it may be purchased for 97.40 plus tax. to discount of
205. Or better yet, start another club card.
At any time that you are a member of our FINE CHINA CLUB, you may porthase

ol

aia
,au

HERE ARE THE PEOPLE WHO WILL SERVE YOU:

swan co

MPHIL 2794100 Ed 154

Wean of as Easing Sessien
MOND CellOr

k

k

boo.,
u..13. LAI 4.AA
WITH

20%

Jon. 13,1970

COUPON

Yff

I,

t

no ail., rrotortWort'orro=17:1=

it/

li

ALL

9

hr+ ou

to

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD

TELEPHONE 255:7900

Lenny Meehan

Hans Maxwold

Service

Service

Harry Wennerstrom
Sortie.

Arnold Lerner

Pool Hollister
Smoke

I.D. "Pete LEWIS, President
Effective Mon., Jon. 5, 1970

DELUXE WEFTED WIGS

5ein

$7006

2499$

N OW

$3996

/NM -FALLS

LONG FALLS

w1536050w $4310

s.17950NOW$6160

REGULAR DELUXE WIGLETTES

SERVICE

CASCADES

BANK

w!2 995Notv$2 396
--11--NORTIIWIESTAuet.SSavii9oNANK

SYNTHETIC STRETCH WIGS
nter STOOP INCIOAMO

d ray rite
ord..* cut ke amt. and
wet $27.50

FROSTED AND SPECIAL 031.011

loch depositor insured no 190,000 by the federal Deposit Insernart Corporation

MEN'S CUSTOM HAIRPIECES

QUALITY
GUARANTEED

Led Armstrong
PuHs

NOW

Service

$22"
no..

Continental Wig Studio
2064 Des Phenol Ave

Dm Plaines

296-5220

Fronk Tesortk
Service

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

MUNE IN ALL DANNECES

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE
311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
394-1800

gob Vold

Pons Ammon

v11595Notv $1276

995Now$2 3 96

A FULL

10.7

Service

OF THESE ITEMS 20% OFF ADVERTISED PRICE WITH COUPON

LONG DELUXE WIGLETTES

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

Service

it,.

Ends October 10, 1970

Sun

Dan Ramirez

Service Farman

I

ONLY 3 SALE DAYS LEFT!
HAND -MADE WIGS

Derry,onlyeee WORE plaseheting per family

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

Ter, MarKhman

RROOkit.STATEMENT WAWA scrourrno

Ilia possible for you to complete your entire met of fine china immediately. JUN open
a new Savings Account for 1500 or more or add $100 or mere to your present ravings
$2accoui.74,..end.yerla may purchase a complete four place matting of 28 pieces for juet

Man

Norm Ifortus
Coupon Eap

THIS

CONTINENTAL WIG STUDIO THE HOME OF QUALITY HAIR GOODS.

w

THE BANK

INDUSTRIAL AND TRACTOR EQUIPMENT
LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT
RENTAL TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT

ealeira

ar

Classes Begin
Thurs., Feb.5

k, I 1 '1,k, 1 k 1

k

anions service pieces in your pattern.

5,

liadtaal

enherst, Minis 60126

Durable - high fired

uIplus
accont
ur 91001 to your checking account. Stamps must he purehartni when you make
your deposits. Naturally, a $50 mvings account deposit nr $200 checking account
deposit entitles you to two coupons at HO each. etc.

3,

-

FIR

Mr. Ids C. DeLlorenli

Mite or tal
Isr Inferothra

Cheek these onlsranding features:

20 tbr GOLF ND IN SCHAUMPIRC, PH 529-6102

Ammo

Come to Elmhurst.

your way up

Here's how this exciting plan works:

SPECIAL PRICES!

HARDI-GARDENS

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

Near Iha Northwestern nano. 30 minute service between Elmhurst and downtown Chicago. Easily
by BEState BIBB. EmeMower Expressway. AriTi, perking net on soCOm. 91011 working

Beautiful Bavarian China Patterns In three distinctly different shapes:

1.

November eleetion.

Pharmacy, Social Work.

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX

ON

Township

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 529.6102
(Just west of Roselle Read -next I. Luin's)

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL,INC.

Jan. 24 .9 AM-Notni

Also,
threcTwo and Four -Two Engi

*CMl to be ormawed hl Dena, clot Adlai Stevenson in Mc

the

ri

second semester
Jan. 23 69 PM

Schools of Business, Dentistry,
Divinity, Drama, Education, Law,

niaation of Schaumburg

Sun

10.7

Appouttmed

nn

ADVANCE TO PERSONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL GOALS

wired by the Republic. (hg -

HARDI-GARDENS

The north:vs, odour!, ere

COLLEGE DEGREE

earning your B.A. degree

TItio bill meet In the Sterelo
17 primars. The winner is

recognized 1,, bill', candidates

EARN A

a

penetrating experience 9111

nearing Programs Available.

LAST CHANCE SALE

imamshis views

imams of the eallIpaigit There

OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING

Elmhurst College otters you

.peaking t Scharr3iiburg tits
meiling Sputevenins in

Open
Mon
thru

Each candidate will speak.

WORKING YOUR
WAY UP?

GAMINE OUR PROGRAM AND

The 1n8urnational dealer,
smcialiee in industrial. garden
and farm equipment.

nhio.

Ova- the mooing weekend.

Uni-

on all Christmas merchandise Plus, ell
indoor gardening needs - planters,
house Plants, fountains, ferldirer, laird
feeders 3 seed, potting soil, assort
mem of cactus and more

by all Republican °rean-

0th...et:misers of the committee arc Father Francis X.
Lawler. Victor A. Arrigo and
Albert A. kally all of Chicago.
The subcommittee will work

versily Evening Colleges

OFF

purchased the
In:crational Harvester dealership
franchise in Wheeling.

tion, of Wheeling 'foam-

on that Bill of Rights.

Member of Association of

Blue Garland

710 E NW. HWY 3924mo MT. PROSPECT

munmineeman.

ELMHURST COLLEGE
EVENING SESSION

Silmrarheat

D. Lewis. of 9117 Iron.

100 minting will he open oar
the public and is being len,

,hould he invited zo appear be-

pertmenr

for the U. S. Senate.

will introduce the candidate,
at the meeting at uheVIAV
Hall at Yale and Northwest
Hw0. in Arlington I leiglm

appointed chairman of a submmmince to list citir.en, who

Medical Technology, Maui,

COME SEE

day'. Rentschler campaigned
in the area lam week and is

It

Richard A. Cox.. Wheel-

proposal was defeated 62 to 50
with fame delegates passing.

officer in in operaiions de-

son, III.

COLORED T,V.s

a Cook County on Thor,

Monday no hoar huth U010

ing

we. elected.
In the key vote the F.Iwaral

The eighth meeting of the
Conaittitional Convention 3s

40%

Forest.

gates it should have been made
a
requirement Wont they

promitml ro busha-o. 001.014:01

Chicago. Porual will he in Ran-

MOTOROLA

find campaign trip into north-

p.m.

quiryd of Me Con -Con dele-

fore the Con.Con Committee

Stewed
peaches.

Son. Ralph Smith of Allon and
William H. Rentschler of Lake.

that if personal di,
closure were 300 lune Seen re.

The Harris Trust and Say.
ings B.A.'. of Chicago hmanwowed the promotion of two
Arlington Heights rmidems.
Dine 0. Mak
. 702 E.
Park. was promoted to awls tam vice-president and Helen
17 Hirt. 1132 N. Mitchell was

ayO lauterhorg and

lington Heights. Funeral mass

publicans will hold a special
Son.

saying

One of
these einnmilliAn *Mt also

LaVern of

ick of Homewood. her son,

doughten Helm, and

to be vital, Seri. Smith made his

I ownship

candidates night at

spoke

Parker

Re-

Wheeling

against the Elward proposal.

Judicial Committee

Hollywood. Calif.. Margaret
Woods of Dee Plaines. Vero.
Cca Case of' California and
harles of Mount Pnyspect.
Visitation will be 7 to 10 to-

Oehler Funeral Home in Ar-

lay

Clyde

cheese.

peach -

Senate candidates speak Monday

ers.

In.

blonday .

:rod

timair3G. chilled
cookie. and milk.

LAST CHANCE SALE

of Winne11111, state central GOP committeewoman from the I 3th Congressional District.

ington said that the Elward
proposal had little significance
in that the Constitutiona. Convention was an advisory body
without decision -making pow-

Committee and Jeffery R.
Ladd ol Crystal Lake is on the

She is survived by her broth -

Park Ridge anal Florence Nov-

o

Doe northwest suburbs Thursday afternoon nt the Naliday inn in Mount Prospect. He tt a candidate is the March 17 GOP primary. Seen with him are two GOY leader, Mrs. Veva Meyers of
Arlington Heights. Wheeling 1 ownship Republican committeewoman, and Mrs. Gwen Sherrick

DAVID DAVIS of Bloom

klm. Jeannette Mullen of
H arrington
on the geyeme
Contrition. Mrs. Virginia
31 a c atonal al Hi Arlington
Heights ism the Hill of Rights

Geraldine Pellino. 62, for-

ha
of

years.

Sen. Ralph Snouts 10-01001, I was guest id a reception given by Republican coMMitteelVOIDele of

damn.

n earing.

morning war' Paul of the merly of Chicago. died yew,
Crow ('hush in Ws Ridge. day in Anaheim. Calif.
sisters

Arlington

served

has

the

look to your future with

Geraldine Pellinu

and

1.

the Elward resolution was too
weak to accomplish its purpose and that it should either
or voted
loo
strati/donned

The ron-Con Committee

en of Oak Park.

Mrs. Conlon. whiL'died Tuesday al Resurrection Hospital
in Chicon,. was buried in Cal-

of

To Iv

rod gelatin cube, molded: rap.

con
vention opposing the Ehvard
motion. Woods contended that

Heights s memher A likely to
he One of the IWO hecause of
rh inloreht of ollicials in ibis

her brother Walter C. 0Ther

Services for Florence A.
Conlon. R2. of 200 Sibley Av.,
Park Ridge. were held this

sa/ad. Boom xedge.

John Woods of 'amnion

THE. 'MAI. GOVERNmitivr onetime of which

cream pie. applemoce
cake. chocolate chip cookies.

taloa. buttered CarrOls.
(one choicel: fruit juice, towed

Height, made his first major

Arlington Height,.

Obituaries
Florence Conlon

Ione

wood Dr.. Mount Prospect.

2 promoted

pening with the Northern Illinois GM. Co. propeny. of

of Niles who was

20.

FREE

HNH4 '9444,

and
bun. Vegetable
Morten whipped pm

pelling that the delegates mak..

on Education has two members from the northwest ...Murk, mph Anne Evan, of De,
Plaines and Dr. Clyde Parker
of Lincolnwood. and could he
selected to attend the Feb. 0

about it.

choice?

rsonol in
a disclosure of
comes and financial holding,

Mon. 'kn., Fri. 6:30 a.m. Sot. 8:00 a.m. Son. 9:00 a.m.

Arlington Hts., III.

children wish this were not so.

aroni

lone

Two of the nine standing
committees will attend the

area.

Phone 394-5100

late

dish

afternoon.

Entertainment Tues. Thru Sat, 8:00 P.M.

902 E. Northwest Hwy.

District 71e:

Buys Harvester
franchise

Stahl subcommittee to aline iv

.,

high schools in District 03:
Hot dog on hun. baked Mac-

wiener in

Paul Elward or chicoo pro-

before

MacArthur, Ann Sullivan,
Jain Muir, and Betsy Ron Jr.

bales. cherry Oahe. chore

Stuffed mewled. pimm,

For two hourse2orsday afternoon the Constitutional
Convention. meeting as coin
mince of the whole, &hated a
resolution offered by Delegate

statement

fruit cocktail. Brune
mullin and honer. and milk.
Available (lessens:
pear
berry,

Forest View high echoed in
Main

Campus.

hearing in Arlington Heights.
Co mmittees with delegatm
from the Northwest suburbs
are likely to he chosen by the

PETE VAN DYKE

home. can appreciate John's
concern and impossible wish
that this land will remain forever untrammeled by bulldozers.

as

PRESENTS

has ever, as a child, roamed the

boy 13 years old, is concerned
about what happens to the anidescribes

"1 AND many people my
age end older think dm you
should try to do something

how it is that land belongs to its

like tome it otherwise used.

Convention will attend a -public hearing in Chicago. If proper arrangements can be made
Mc hearing will he held at the
University of Illinois Circle

held at the Arlington Hotel in
Arlington Heights.
Stahrs
committee aimmted the proposal and the convention affirmed the honing Thursday

busiest air -

the field and it's the only piece
where) and some of my friends
Mon go for fun. My friend and 1
took a walk in there Saturday

Felt 12. Me entire memberof the Constitutionel

John Wood, met with hlahl
and premed the hearing he

field that I
to
progess to now called O'Hare

To he served Monday at Arlington,
Heniey,
Prrtpeeenl.
Wheeling, Fla Grove.
d

ship

ing,meeting that the Northsuburbs woolyl he the
scene of one large hewing.

his age.

[kicks, president of Me Fair-

THE FOLLOWING day.

ing.

west

1

as told by Riahcrd N. Hen-

cause the hotel is near the tollniad and other important

When the Stahl committee

found myself in this
young torn place whenlost
I was

cherry

participate in the Feb. 9 hear-

decided at its Thursday morn.

"YOU SEE Mayor Tei-

School. Menus

IC etalintrecli
Pax*
use of of the facilities and be-

highways.

THE FINEST IN FOOD 8 BEVERAGE

town should In heard.

village could try to save the animals.
"Today we are pushing the
MINIMS and other officials
MUM have felt a nostalgic animals farther and father
twinge Tuesday night over to. away and we are wondering
membered boyhood haunts why sense animals arc diswhen they listened to :3 letter appearing.
prowect

moon,

LOUNGE

INN RESTAURANT

other younger people of our

Any. Jahn Zimmerman, he

Friday, January 9. 1970

55 E. Palatine Road
Pete Heinen
Soles

Am Payne
Seautery..Trvasurvr

WELL PROVIDE YOU WITH TOP QUALITY
PARTS AND EXPERT SERVICE....SEE US
FOR YOUR NEW EQUIPMENT NEEDS,

Wheeling, Ill.
537-6110
Just West of Milwaukee Ave.
Across from Polwoukee Airport

Day light
your meth are an familiar
form of such Intuiting her -

By. Joseph Stubenrauch

ping by mothers, hopeful that

Take a deep hrenth.
Be grateful that you awn still

offspring may some day (levelop clean and healthy habits.
So if you are reminded that

. SO. yen though you arc
bracing yourself for

a

Second wind

few

the dirty subject of pollution

words on the tedious topic of
pollution

will nut scour itself bid must he
taken ia hand, call it nagging
in a good cause: the welfare of

If you arc not tired of the
Wry word .pollution" you are
rare cate indeed.

everyone,

MANY PUBLIC sera.,

creating a council .1 cnviron-

The -Noa, or Never. All

performed by newspapers can
called -nagging." Exhe
hoflatiOns lo wash behind the

can, xyipe your Bet when ontering

house,

110

brushing

mental quality. signed by Pres.

Went Nixon as his lint official
act 011970 on law I. was ins mediately endorsed by Illinois
Ally. Oen. William SC01). The

urge m problems of air end wa-

ter pollution. preservation of
natuml

res

ources. apparently

need both the formation and
the implementation of a national policy to make local and
regional efforts show maths.

close contact with children.
To prevent catching a cold.
you should :void getting
chilled or overheated. nut be cause this will cause a sold but

Although the sweep: cold neglecting to get enough sleep.
in an adult lasts about two exercise or proper nour-

ctensils used by a person with a

ishment.

from the rest or washed infabl

Issra little longer. Elderly per.
sons ue less like's than others

Your sleeping mom in win.
ter should not he healed. This
is more important than petting
a for of ..fresh air: Above all.
you should avoid crowds and

ing water. Only disposable
handkerchielS should he used.

opsl more antibodies or be-

Brtriiri lung disease:
worker thirtieth
spinner:,
hernp-is

.. Marshall Field III

Wida,..lannar, 9.1470

Page 4
lo lm

o.,nion, I

Willonl

aoul

Although Mere are no well -

A disease accruing among
textile workers.carders and

inretirit,"

100,141,,h

defined limits of normal for

altiOn. 11. and

any

21, Militia. lineal. NM, Milinclun 1$1.. III. MAW
its
712 realer. 1. glalnes, la

million per cubic centime.manna! about SO millinnl and
the spins are sluggish or ahnormally shaped. pregnancy is

Depanment of Health. Edo.tion and Welfare. It is Mown
lung disease or hsssinusis. sim-

unlikely to occur. The inegu-

Rat' in many ways to the black

larity of your period,: hi itself is
of no significance.

primmo

Hideaword
PLEEROD

1101 rilkli

crs. school board and itdminisnative staff.

Editor:

Demme an ohituar, p r i lll ed

%lake:is mon, nutrient::
or. out of
more
these assets as no tan.

addilitith find the word
Is
all seven of those
Icons
In

21 nand, 30 excellent

snsweronnimIc Pass

The Day from Harlan R.

is

Michels. president. District 59
leachers Council. it should he

reported that District 59 has

time for us to settle

glimn to the joh of giving 0 topnight education to the students
and to submerge some of our

again six weeks later. even if

this industry.

you Moe not menstruated set?
A --Because of the danger
of infecting the uterus. six

train or hus. rattan than by or.
if you wish to avoid e

strictly pnomal pals.

61. to use a hormone

and a feeling of tightness in the

cream?

or histamine from the lint in

priod alter delivery Isenap
fore intercourse should be m sumed. After that. pregnancy
is possible. But. if menstruaif you
lion has not lour

the lungs ...tied on re -ex-

arc nursing your halty. the

1110y Will rejUvenale yOUr akin
or 1.00.11
wrinkles. Irs-

9,010.

are

or 10c:online pregnant

cessive amounts may eause 1111.

:ion is in. being considered to
insure better ventilation in our

nor he fotal :bout 00
dtrict.

bounces and expended 011,ms

con a spin,

to mike our educational. xis
available

count he and still Ierlilike an
ovum? Whit arc my chanen
of becoming pregnant if my

Ken NlocIsaac

hand's sperm count is low
Intelni

Mcrease
The rejection of
Lim he a blessing in disguise.
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On Jan. I I. the first Sunday
in Epiphany. area pastors and
choirs from the Inlihemn

s'on of our Lord's Church in
"10 show fmlh the light of the
glory of God as it is found in

Prospect Chapter De Melm, 1104 S. Adington 11.011, Rd Arlington Heights.11 pm.
Riverharst 140010's Outs. member's Mime. tl

Church Missouri Synod and

P.m.

churches to celebrate their joy
in the recently announced fel.
lowship between the two
church bodies.
On Sept. 22. 1969, 50.1. 0.

the face of Christ Jesus!"
Areas involved in this interchange of pastors and choirs
include Palatine. Plum Grow,

the American Lutheran

Church wall

Knight, of 3 ultinihtts Hall. ti p.m.

A. Pre.. president of the Mis.
swirl Synod, and Dr. Henrik
A. Schiotz. president of the
ACC, publicly declass:I altar

TUESDAY

'Metal Prawn, wommht Club. NNW.
Mount Prippect Community Center. I p.m.
TOPS of Me Emn inn. Bank of Rolling Meadows. :30 pm

and pulpit fellowship nelWeCn
the two church bodies.
This celebration is especially appropriate for the First

P rFnInss Wain-M.3s, Friedrich's Funeral

Wanday in

Council
schedules

Township Jewish CongregaBallard
Rd..
tion.
1100
Des Plaines.
The council, which is made
up of the rabbi, and presidents
of the 15 major synagogues
and temples In this area, meets
each month to promote a spirit
of mutual cooperation be.

'THURSDAY
Center. Ciniummity Preshstcrian Church. 1030
aon. to 3 p.m.
Arlington Heights One 50 Club. Drop in Center. Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights. 1030 a.m.
to 3 p.m.

the various congektm
lions The council consists of
traditional. consery ative and
reform synappes.
Max Rabin, of Skokie's
B'nai Emunah, is preside.:
Rabbi lay Kamen, Maine
Township Jewish Congregation of Des Plaines. is secreornneasurer

Satellite II ilionwmakers' Extension Mimi.
alitml. Main, Prosncel Community Center. 8

COSMETICS
PERFUMES

Milani Luther. School. PD.. gym. X
Des Plaines Valley Geological Society, Wmt

I pill -

FRIDAY
SL Vinton Siemer's Clog Punch and Lunch.

Rand and Central

Mount PrImpeel Chess club. hlount Mame
Community Center. 8 pin
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LUTHERAN CHURCH
Sunda, Srrviees 8:00 and 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School .9:30 loll ages) 10:45 (ages 3-7)
Nursery for Tiny Tots 10:45 A.M.

BAPTISTf.. DaaOd

2534E139

CHURCH

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

STREET

Christians'.

EveMng Services:
7:00
11.01 God weirs Us ia

Km,

CLIFFORD KAUMIANN

duisisa No.

n'T

I

Pastor: Albert A. Lirtchi
Co 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

Ci

cunt da Ittlivtait Clod,
1 W. Olive
Arlington Heights
1 1

SERVICESif

Sunday Masses:

411i-

.`,4 Relevant Christian Minis.
To All People"

First Presbyterian Church

First United
Methodist Church

-Iot

302 N. Ourzs,,t,,d.:211,on Heights

"Being An
Evangelist"
FRS.

.en APaul Nadi.,t Jamainples

Church
PASTORS

407 N. Main St.- Mt. Prospect,
PHONE 392.3111

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas B. Howells

Nord Pad Conga."

Eby

Community
Presbyterian

Su., Sch., 9:05

Color

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5.5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
Ness, con e, all Seyvioef

JEROME MGR, PASTOR. 156.1671

Wrory

4ii\eL

(ORGANIZED 1855)

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT

"Using in Expectation

259-4114

6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

of Arlington Heights

NI

m.

PROSPECT

w-rw

Parish Center

Mulligan iimmhim

Moraine Wenbio - 1,00 aikk

MOUNT

I 00A o

Merger, Provided for
All Services

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

I

Open

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

for

Rectory:

XTILIE11241.24

26 W GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 529.6102
(Just west of Roselle Rood -next to Lurn's)

Communion 10:30
owina rags* Claw of Chiist"

Poe

CL 3-6305
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Pastor

York Mess w,11 be the pest

FIRST

Rev. Homey R. Neuman
629-8163

OFF

HARDI-GARDENS

The Rev. Keith
Knauss is the motor.

841 N. Arlington Hts, Rd.
Arlington Heights,

bas W. GPO Rd. Moon. Prospect

N,R

St. John
Lutheran Church
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$t.3anic$ Church

Trinity United Methodist
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on that dote'

°the friendly Church with the Vital Massage"
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TO YOU

Church Schaal -Mooring Worship

10,r1Sa.m.

4 of this year. Rev.

10:50

'11,?it,
asok.

Tozer attended Morgan Park
High School and graduated
from the. Universoy of Chicago Divinity School. His ear-

inch.. a gym, were 1.1.,

office at 255.1394. Cast will

lend.

'what mum oesire:

esting insights Fin this
question.
Ws an 36 Illinois stations
ncluding:

poor. A native Chicagoan.

'ng over 600 persons and a
modern educational building

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

Christian Science Rod.
Series for some nter-

available after the movie.

mvarand Keith Doan
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SHAVE SUPPLIES

fee and orange drink will he

Belmont Av. facilities,
consisting of a sanctuary seatnew

Sunday School:

s Sundoy to the

the Lincoln Park Presby-

terian Church. Lincoln Park.
Mich.. where for the pan nine
years he has served as their

131 S. Arlington H1. Rd. -Arlington Heights
The puhl'w i, insure to at. 1,1FAITH

To Serve."
Listen

fromrne

Hum. and Wilbert, together

Best

Church of the Master --

LAST CHANCE SALE
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COLOGNES
COLD REMEDIES
FACE CREAMS
HAND LOTIONS
FIRST AID SUPPLIES
FOOT AIDS

P.m.

speaker. Irene Hughes. ft:3114m.
Mount Prospect Grandmother's Club. Mount
Prospect Community e enter. I p.m.

.

Non N a donation of 51.50 for
adults and 50 cents
children under 14 years. Refreshmeall of Loukoumathes. cof-

nveen

Chureh. 7 p.m.

Park field house. Des

the Maim

The movie stars AlikiVn
yionkInn with music by
Mows Hamithakis. Admis-

and St. James Sts. from the
First Methodist Church. The

ray
are
by Jan. 12. Contact the church

with their Canadian bass Singer. Paul Cook, have given over
325 concerts a year.
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The three Mot., Merlin.

madc . moomel changes.

Philoptochos Society fur the

pen Commun. Center. 12:30 p.m.

Estemioneers of Mount Primped. Drop in

the,.ri-ae liollway in

sponsored by the Green Ladies

ner meeting on Thursday, Jan.
at

The Greek movie 'To Klot.
be shown at
7145 pm. Friday. Jan. 16, at
St. John the Baptist Greek Or-

m.o.)" will

ther, WesIn the spirit of L uay.
ley and others. the Shorbs and
their 0001100, go to great
pains to moid the -predictable
religious Nound." Their nim is
to preserve the simple message
m
ateth Bible and to present
th manner of our tones
Since the quartet, beginning the Shorb Brothers have

recently vacated

speaker at the Dad -Lad dinner
Jam 19 at Prospect Heights

Shorh Quartet
at Prospect Baptist
M. ens this

Creek comedy
benefits school

participating

Others

North School auditorium on
Arlington Heights Rd. 1.o. 4,

The Shorb Brothers' Quartet. known as the amb.sadors
sinavd sonc. 0,11 sing at

ton Heights,

1953, and Dr. Olson was the
speaker then. also. Later the
group purehassd the- property

Eugene Ongna, peter, reprts
a record attendance of 666 at
the morning worship service

The church held Its first
congregational meeting at the

Church. 100 En McDonald. at

Plaines toss Park Ridge.

D es Plaine The eomedy with
English sub -tides is being

Die Synagogue Council of
the Northwest Suburbs will
pther for its monthly din-

at 6 p.m.

Prospect

loom. pastor of Suuthminnor
Presbyterian Church. Arling-

pied on

and two former rumors.

Heights, Buffalo 61,100. Arlin
Heights, Elk Grove
Moant Prospect, Des the Pr.,. Heights Baptist

SICr,

Comnmnity Center, 9:3114m.
P AM, Grove Os e150 Club, Drop in Center.
Ranch Shot Shopping eenler. 11111110
10:30 Ink 10 .1 pus
Garden Club id glumt Promerk Mount Pros -
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110111.

thodox Church, 2350 Den.-

dinner
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Epiphany, which

emphasizes fiat the whole refs -

tt:15 p.m.
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exchange

will he the Rey. William T.

533 churches and TniCT 59,0110

in this program are Arliopon
Heights Mayor John Walsh

Dr, Arnold Olson
.

Nicholas Latter of Southminster Presbyterian Church.
Arlington Heights. will mid
the Scripture.
Presiding for the Prcsbytery

Dr. Olson heads consists of

gelicols

Pastors will
exchange pulpits

Home. 7_n p
Northwest Philatelic Club. Afiing1011 Heights
Savings A Loan. 7: lo
Guardsman Drum and Bede Corps, Rooster
Cas. Sella tenharg V l W, K pm.
Comtry Chords Chapter. Swam Adeline,, International. St. John's United Church of Christ,

GROVE

which

of the National Assn of Ev.-

I pit

Mon

denomination

members, He Is also president

Ammo. MAIM, (baler SPERMMA.
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10-7

The
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grimpect Park
board meeting.
Mount Prospen Community Center. 8 p.m.

Jaen

Church of Ansel -ice, .1l be the
speaker at a dedication service
and open house at the new site
of the Arlington Height.
Evangelical
Free Church,
1331 N. Belmont Av., on Sunday, Jan. 11. at 3 p.m.

HE lob

SUNDAY
FIEM wheelees family ice skating. Flying
Carper Motel.

ber's home. 8 p

en ell Christmes merchandise.Plus, ell
inflow gardening needs - planters,
house talents, teuntains, fertilizer, Lira

On Arnold T. Olson, president of The Evangelical Free

11,10 p.m.

Antenna Lep, Poo 525, auxiliary. mem-

Bargain

is

Harold Walker

Jr.. a follow student at the Divinity School and now associate pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Chicago. will
deliver the charge to the pas-

sass

sham.

& VIEWS

SATURDAY
B uffalo Grove Over 50, Party bite. Ranch
Mart Shopping Center. Hulfolo Limn. 7:30 p.m.
Fifth Wheelen
Thunderbird Lanes.

Township District 214, hoard meeting. Adinisration Building. 8 p.m.

at RealPrices!

The Restaurants with the All American Menu

NEWS

Rondhorst Gostnneiters. St. black Lutheran
Church 7.30 p.m
Pnispeet Heights Schoen/Lenin 25. Bard of

OFF

MOUTHWASH
VITAMINS
HAIR PREPARATIONS

invited tonattend the free

Dedication service opens
Evangelical Free Church

Religion

Any orpanintion wishing to contribute should
cull Mrs. Helen Becker, Cl. 1-7469. Deadline
for listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

ter.

Nationally Known Brands

PHONE 259-6458
OPEN DAILY 1 I TO 9

of events

This calendar i, prepared as a public service by
the Mount Prospeet Chamber or Commerce.

Echo:talon. SI ocA thur 1 unior High.7:311 p.m.

tonighl!

--431221111"
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STOCK NOW ON SALE!

10 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT
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STAPLE EVERYDAY NEEDS THAT YOU
CAN FILL FROM A DRUG STORE.

Mlle home
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knowledge and having an inlerchangC of encouragement
to strengthen one another to
Remain strong in Christian
faith. especially in these critical times. In light of the times.

subject "True Worship Versus
the False." The talk will be delivered Sunday, at 3 orb Jan.

tight Kind of Min-

isters,' " Erickson said,
An extensive program of
Bible education is being
planned for the Libertyville

Rev. C. Victor Brown.
proof of the Preshyterien
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the pope ',freedom nod
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automatic.11101

sneeze fills the air with thou
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faring from a cold. Many of
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With pundils warning

Northern congregations plan assembly

or all.. some public imnd

mote aCCeplablv figure, which

technical secretary for Illinois

DOCTOR SAYS

cold has started. On any laic
fall or early winter day. 20 to
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B reaking the figure doWn
years
into spending over
will of course produce a much

Presbytery installs
new pastor

Wes

SReLes
Child Care Church School
9:15 Si 11:15 am.

Pastor Howells Pretaing

Arlington Heights
Evangelical Free Church
1331 N. Belmont Ave.
13 blki mot ad. me NS seek, a mom.)
Pastor Eugene Ongno - 392.4840
Sunday School

Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30 a.m.
10:45 ann.
7:00 p.m.
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Honore, vhairinen loon
eight area communal. he,,

I

been named tor the Northwest

Palat% Mr and Mn latk

Mental Health Awn annual

Moser Rollin, Meadows
Mr rind Mn Howard I Olsm
Pahl

Ells Ciro, 5ithigt Mr

dinner dance slated for Valin

end Mn Ted C

tines Da. Saturday Feb 14

Wheeling Mr and Mn Rob

The let intludes Mr and

Mrs. Donald DeValle.

Schaumburg, Mr. and Mn.
V. Krinsky, Prospect
Heights, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Alan
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D Tettimt Moon Pros
pen. and Mr. and Mrs, lobs
Walsh Jr Arlington HeigMs.
The chairmen represent
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campuses
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members of Delta Gamma
Chapter at Northwestern
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VIII, which consists of five
collegiate chapters in Illinois
and Wisconsin. One of the col-
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participated in the installation
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Delta Gamma
Illinois
University, Dec. 8. Mn. Mark
chapter at Northern
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mony. Mn. Francis Crotty,
Jai dirw who made a New Year

resolution to line weight are

weighed in 1, clim iestrtmor Miss Rah litoth Mum,. du.
ore de m Mt] Ho. George Aralsaive 1075 Peri. Lae Mn
Jeteph I. Deane, 1590 FM11 Aso Mi. bring,
Mrs. Ed-

ward Weld., 305 Willow Rd., Prospect Heights. They are participating in (gme control climes being conducted at the North.
west Submit:lit SAWA.

Wings
Bucks and Does
schedule new
dance season

By Dorothy Wirer

qualities. and most of the
Nook, I know have them also?

Would you like hs join my
alling it

imam
Parer. Who tiotif-Royalls.
I've elected

That

myself. prod-

dent.. I sewn to have. knack
ror doing tweedy what the
name suggests. Lind can sec no

hop: for myself in the fume.

IN ORDER to join.

you

must have qualifications like
mine. You must read the
bridged versions of "Baby and
Child Care" fey' Dr. Benjamin

Spark and "Belem: Parent
and Child" In Dr. Maim (ti
nott. In Addition. it is nemlo become addicted to
child -rearing advice ,alumnists Mutt:der magazines -the
Joyce, Brothers, and Tendon
vary

'

Smiths.

It is not nmessary for you to
accept their opinions or advice

verbatim Instead. read their
pearls of NiSrlOM. throw out
which applies to the
ncighhorhood
troublemaker
that

and consider that which pertains to your prodigy.
11nom fulfilling these basic
requiremem. I have learned it
is terribly Cass to raise children the way the hooks tell you

to. Ally

,

with each child (individually.
of course) playing games.
reading hooks, building form.
HOWEVER. I also have the me

quality that destroys my
grandest elfin. to hecome the
perfect mother human nature,
Unfortunately
have tired
days, crabby dayw, sick davit
nervous days, busy days and
1

just plain Ordinary had days
My husband and children are

asked me if nty mouth had lac

also plagued by these problem

asked me why I didn't can, if
he a. bad. When
finally

days,

1110111111:1

:HONCHO, the stele-

AFTER RF:ADING

child -parent hook and seeing
all the solutions to solving my
children's problems I decided
Mein my know ledge to work.)
kept my voice quiet and calm
smile graced my face when

m toddler's mill

splashed

across the floor 11 even gave
him 4 paper timel end let hint
clean it up himself t, I listen.1

understanding. Stay I
humblv ink] thus I have these

and

the rounds.

Mn. Patrick Phillips, Mon t

yngitis.

'IWti dam later

st.,

just west of Illirms

83

Interested persms royala
Huebner at

.he nominations submitted. In
May. 1970, the individual

now in progress. CIVIC and religious organizations within Illinois am urged to enter their
candidates for the state tilk.

Mute Mothers will convene in

pew for ribbons. trophies and
other awards.
Four
well
known ACFA judges will select winners in each category.
and s Best Cal and a Best Cat
Opposite Son will he chosen.
Entries have Men receives]
from all parts of the Nlidwett.
Admission is SI for adults,

achievement. an Mite mem.

her of her church or synagogue. and her youngest child
must beat Least 15 years of No.

the Mother of the Year from

Beta Sigma Phi

New York City where a Na-

teering your time to hospitals.
civil organiantions, philunthopies or just reorganiaing
your home.

Maitland,

S.

14211

Hickory Dr- Mount Pros.
peel. 911. Iorrest Sward will
present the program, -Meals
Mr the Family "

to learn from your past mig
lakesand look ahead to greater
accomplishments in the fu -

WOMEN 'MIME

The objectives of the Anted.
an Mothers Committee are In

develop and strengthen the
moral and garitual foundation
of the A ngrican home: to give
the observance of Mother's

My a spiritual maluy which
highlights the standards of
ognim the important role of
the mother in the home. the
community. the nation and tia
world.
Nomination blanks may he

have

opportunities to serve their
church and community and to
go on to greater expectations

in the patleal field on
and national levels.

Homemaking too offers a
challenge with the
able choice
choices of hohhies and

educational opportues in
home inamovermint. There are
no bounds to talent and ambi-

tion. A well oragnized home
can literally run itself. freeing

led annually stagger the irnapjnetion.
How Can WOrnen ever complain of being bored!
If they are hatred it is due to

el Prospect High School am
answering the calk Members

their own laziness and leek of

if discipline. Right here in
this area there are courses be-

ing uttered through the adult
mlueational programs which.
eneble women to hecorne
pens inn
r demolition.
weaving.
embroidery
and
many forms of art.

THERE ARE load hospitals in need of volunteers to
help carry out their important
services. A special tWo-year
course is nw being offered to

to join in the
March of Dimes. The students

of the Rhythemettes will make

a door to door trek on Sods,
day.lan. 10, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thc American Cancer

Soder and the Heart Assn..
among many welfare and re-

search arnica, would wet.
come call from a willing
worker.

THERE ARE homes for the
aged that need women to do
nothing more than visit with
the Confined elderly people.

The need for volunteers is
If you want to assist
jut Mtn 394 -HELP, and the
newly organized Mount Prosendless

help women become registered

pect Chapter of the Northwest

nurses. and Olen, arc eounes
t oo in practical nursing. Numaides are in demand. as
ntal assistants and youth

Cook County Volunteer Bu will he glad to place you

helpers.

Monday and
Thursday by calling the above
number or by contacting Mn.
Roland Becker or Marie 1.11i,
lin at lions Pail, field house.

dare

There are activities by the
wore offered to women in the
area

through

the

federated

witmens clubs. garden clubs,
senior cilirens and other civic
organiantions serving the com
munity. stale and nation
through philanthropies.

on their list of helpers.

lhis volunteer service on
be reached 011

January can he the beginning of something good for
you, yours and many Mlle..
Only you can choose how me do

Right now there is an appeal

oNained by writing la Illinois

To create organized centers for hobbies and sewing. Masonite
suggests tlw compact scree utilizMg peg board for sewing tools.
A room end closet feature, shelve. mounted on Royalcote Living

Chairman. hclicia O.
Koch, M D , 1821 Edison Al,
Granite City III 62040
State

Wall. Decorator panel, are abs available at local lumber suppliers.

LAST CHANCE SALE

40%

foe ObiltIren. FOr bo-

Page?

.

lent Pascal. ACFA judge at

YArryagUE

OFF

secretary. at 479-r17511 or

ell Chostmos merehndise Plus, all

EV 9-41100,

Vegas Festival
The Fathers Club of Resurrection High School, Chicago.
will sponsor a L. Vegas Festival. Jan. 25, from I m6 pm. in
the school gym.
Local merchants have do -

prizes to be awarded
during he event. Resurrection

is an all girls' school at 7500
T 1 It A

Embry. ..teary 9,1970

UP 22222222 41104009everavgaiogvatopitop 2222222222222 9 22222222
merit .if iovis .rd mrel

Little remnants
into pretty
pictures grow

Open
Man

HARDI-GARDENS

thru
Sun

10.7

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 5 29.6 102
(Just west of Roselle Road -next to Lute's)

tg

When I'm aggravated. the,
nave the eight to know ii. I he
Mille gout for when I'm
peeved. mad and furious. Si:
"goofs" afford
d
lueat

Francyne Linduska shows
her simple W1111 plaques which

ttl.r

decomte her sewing room. She
made use of adds and ends left

from projects and Oiled them
boa burlap backing. Rick rack,
yam, buttons and scow of felt
complete the ay line figures.

(For o limited time only)

tieing honest with my kisk.

11

the 1,Pufrii
j II

emotional lelime. and they
clear the air ter all of its. Si

Fabrics that wink at winter blasts

16 S. BOTHWELL
PALATINE, ILL.

in, Inclosed grandmother used

say. "A good mad nem

hurt anione."
11 )011n1

10 join. let me
OCT %WI a

should have S5 to purchase

movement.

Hey. maybe we

football cards. I spent en hour

could write a hook. Leis sec

a hell hour to explain why 110

359-3396
presents

its Spring and Sommer

sock it
away!

serving °the, through volun-

tional Mother of 19711 will be
chosen.

ideal motherhood and to ret..-

Xi Zeta Epsilon chapter of
Boa Sign. Phi will Meet at 8
p.m.. kin. 14. at the home of
Mrs. Sig

a

month for the blahs.
Instead it can he the beginnings:de whole new fife. It me
limn new purpose, like

for women

he

much huller.

to

259-992

Primmer at 255-4181; Mrs,
Jack O'Connor. Palatine, I
159-1654, or Mrs. Benton A
derson, Crystal Lake. at 815
459-3595.

iElmhurst Rd,.

plettic mei doorbell. stirring
pudding, eight,: a now and
YOU MINT he human to
paw
ing a crying child all at Mtn
MM. If You on
het`t
time When it hap- main the Nrfeet parent tor
yott. the trimly in the more than a meek. man. rm.
pew
situation is low apparent.
own clot. I', Mum! that during el, perlixt days I'm itot

intently as my 6 -year -old 1,1,19

loveou.

Mrs.

half the yearly dues.

On the prior days, my
Baled and let loose with an
learning goes for naught. In earth -shattering scream. he
the wirtoons it's funny to see told his dad that I was Nell,

nail is common
Mime. kindness

onto.

dlr.: days of this, the darling

7:30

Held will be on hand to direct

When daddy came into this,51
square dance club will
happy home. hew. told by' my' he "al home" at Dempster Juam that I was sick and to he nior High School, Dempster

tspicially nice to me. After

at

now

he

Needy 3011101in. will COM.

IN 3-22151: Nancy Dover,
try clerk. at 169-7303. or

meeting

year oR to a

t

near Zion, 111.

er1

caller "Foggy"
the ththe
in

6"
good
good
man. Susan and Henry

A search for die 1970 Illinois Mother of the Year is

Qualified judges will select

I

he

Mother continues

Thc Prairie State Cat Cluh.
Inc. the largest American Cat
Fanciers Amn. eat club in the
ountry. will hold its 'Third
Annual Royal Merit QuadJan. th and I in the Lodge of
the Illinois Beach State Park

not

Janus. He looked backward to
the pmt and fomard tin the future. January can be the time

Cat fanciers
to show

ruple
Championship
Cal
Show from 10 any to 6 p.m.on

need

January was named after
the two-faced Gnok god.

The Illinoit 1970 Mother of

at 478-17511i DorisHbOW

19701" will he the theme. Any
proactivepe member may join

club

of Elk Gone. Palatine.

January

the American housewife for
contributing. that when total-

show manager. Don Williams.

Ora gawks am Does .1

have

ns

the Yea r must be a woman of

Calate Chapter of
Clipped WIng9 will hold genThe

membership
Thursday. Jan. 8,

on:mi.:tn. of private chi-

By Dolor. Haugh

Search for Illinois

ther information contact the

p.m.ot the home of Mn. lithe
Huebner, 602 S. Belmont. Arlington Heights. l'Welcomp

Rich:' lie free. I'm ce

in the 96th year of

Delta Gamma's history.

50

meet

Join in!
',wait.

was hospitality

Clipped

doy at a time

the

Ridge.

Park

installed

Uni-

many and Mn. Alvin LeFeivre. M.. LeFairvre is col-

legians on
Sct
and
Si Anita Waskowski.
Plaines.

The chapter at Northern is
Delta Gamma's 96th chapter

T h c Nonhwest Mental
Health Assn. is a not -or -profit

promote mental heallif in the
!Mir township community.

Mrs.

Judy, Mount Prosp61. were
hostess. at the initiation ban-

end.e

ut aid in mental health work.
Tickets are olitainaliW from

Mn. Lem:of

and

the local owial calendar.

Mon, than WO an, impeded to
attend the Valentine's Day

Schaumburg and
Wheeling
tinvmhips. whose purpose is in

Price. Park Re*. mew

can

in

substantial increment

return

Suburban Chapter of Delta
Gamma will have a dem.

elision..

at 630

Berger's Orchestra will keep

chairman. and Mix H. Dun poblifity

begin

tahle or tour young,
Gm, mg it It has star sot
and mmortanee. the annual
event has become otastanding

January marks a
new beginning

Ink InsranbsIncnIs t III her tri.ht

p.m. Dinner will be served al I
p.m., and an augmented Ralph

Delta Gamma unit
sets meeting Jan. 12
The

ton WO, 5,2 1420 Seat

to Ix tvpialvd Amman

Oal hour will

The day's prospects

tath of ths
, 1/9 calico, du Nurthwim
Mental Ha* CLOG- Arhns.
souls.,

BRIDAL

FASHION SHOW
on Tuesday LC Wednesday

Jan. 20 & 21 at 8 pan.

join our Christmas Club

OLD ORCHARD COUNTRY CLUB
EUCLID It RAND RD.

AND RECEIVE 4% INTEREST ALONG
WITH A FREE GIFT

,r

By Fen. Schneider
Homemakers,

Cemplimentor*Tieltets
Ise Moy be Obtairied en

'1344101

'cutee

organize intoat a sewing center.
the m.t ideal
Star ting

those odd jobs you couldn't get
done before the holidays.
Are your Christmas decora-

storage unit in a space of only

tions wrapped and stored in
the attic or crawl spa.? Have
checked through your
cards for senders'names and

you

addresses? Are your thank you
notes land your children's)

speaking to you?

Well, now that die children
us safely under the teachers'
wings, mom, get at some quiet
work that will be a satisfaction
10 you.

in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
Eats depositor insured to $15,000
cothe Federal ObOOSII

rporation,

tel FAH KENSINGTON ROAD
111111111019 259.7000

\'N\111Z
712 E.

**N.Y. Pnletine,
or I, 049.01,
rased, wedovider 5m,
??fi 1?RT

Won mond,r,r. Rondo,

Phone: 359-1900-

have a whole room) for you to

-yourself, that is! Cold. mowy
days are good times to de ell

written? Has Dad seen the
charge bills, and is he still

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

THE
BANK
el Trust Company of Arlington Heights

orpnim!

- CONSIDER at least a cor-

ner of a room (if you don't

level. you can build a dream
444 feet wide. 15 inches deep.

fortunate enough to lave
center built.

BUT MAYBE you don't
have

the

need

for all that

equipment. A small chest of
drawers and a fitted sewing

lase will do nicely for you, if
you're short on space. Even
two -or

three.foot

pegboerd

folding
tabk for your sewing maddne,

will hold many of your nom.

for fabrics, paten..

Dr --you may be like the
young mother of three who put
Mr sewing machine in the play
pen and then got in herself out
Of the reach of her toddlers.
Whatever
your
ircumstance. make this your month
accomplish something to
your satisfaction. And it is

This will house

a

your
maehine
attachments
and nodrat

spools of
thread vent
can be orgmized by
tions.

placing them on dowels. These
small items may be placed on

the back of a door, forming
boxed -in arrangement.

Better Horn. and Gardens
Megezine (among others) has
plans available should Wu be

sary supplies.

Mc

very satisfying to be able to
say, "1 made it myself."

Left: Never cold shoulder does Bridget Gallagher of Mount Prospect have to bears she nave.
from clam to class at Sacred Heart High School where she is senor. Her handed wool skin in red/
white/Nue checks boasts II own matching shawl, a winter shoulder hugger no girl can resist. It's
madeatbonie outfit following Shnplkity Pattern 6298. Fabrics for all outfits shown are from Ethelg
Golden Thimble, Winding.

Right -Warm and cosy as a glowing fireplace is this orange, brown and white plaid wool coat
went by Janke Modules of Premed Heights, ajunior at Hersey High SchooL Teamed with awhile
turtle neck blouse and brown bonded wool decks, the outfit fs inexpensive to make on your own

lowing meal, using Simplicity pane. 8412 for the coat and Simplicity pattern 7688 for the
decks. (Photos by Elmer Rives)

THE DAY

Area delegates hold positions
on major Con -Con committees
THE LOCAL Govemment

By Richard Crabb
(From Springfield)

LAST CHANCE SALE

The Con.Con committees
that will develop and recom-

40%

mend a new constitution to the
Constitutional Convention be-

gan work Wednesday. flekbates from the Northomt suburbs hold posittons on sis of

OFF

the 12 major working unics.
d>N cold Nanketiog
With

the Springfield ermt..44.*.

an .11 Chi istnark merchandise Plus 11

indoor ardening needs - planters,
hawse glnts, founmins, fertibrer, Lod
!cedes 1 seed, earring mil mmit
men, f <mikes nd mare.

were forced to work es
gmc temperatim,
karts

of the

sections

e.eisseetwo

Hall Isuartel
But:si.m

CAP

validd
Mims ear: aro,

N
puraterea

,Nerd '9et zar :It. dam

ti

9on

HARDI-GARDENS

pee&
disclmore wags :ant m ses.
Tbee too ssen

terslas ram,. E'lmuOxciamaw Paul
F EMayd

1

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 529.6102
(Just west of Roselle -Road -next to turn's)

regulate°

ties ;tun 3.71 ,aird os the II -

of

proposal.
The resolution got 51 votes.
five short of passage. The con.

vention then voted 62 to 47 to

adhere to the same lobbying
regulations that apply to the
State Legislature.
Elward also has a tough pro before the convention
delegate disclosure of inThis question is wised 1

.

to be acted upon today
also appears likely to be
USED BERKSHIRE DELUXE ...mums

SAMUEL
Witwer brought the con-

PRESITYENT

to grips On Wednesday

nt

CASH DISCOUNTS
BIG TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
All Unconditionally Guaranteed

WILKINS
MUSIC CENTER
920
9

E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT 392-9020

holding hearings throughout

Hare by Me new mow

cles for oho Constitution.

reat aria. the inte r i ,,, and the
Arctic.

Witwer also held a special
evening meeting on the same
question. A convention policy
on public Con -Con hearinm
OUISide of Springfield it to he
placed before the full convention Thursday afternoon.

hest facilities in their areas for
holding public Con -Con meetes. Mr.. Anne Evans and Dr.

best water in Alaska." She also

ipal Building in Des Plaines.

presents each arriml with

Park Ridge and Niles.

lapel

Dekgates in the Third District from the Nonhwest subposed the Municipal Building

membership in the -Order of
ihe Almka Walrus." an honorary visitors' organization.
The full lmphotos
brought back by nephew Bub

in adinsnon Heights and for
larger hearing the Adinmon

Stubenrauch from a recent
business trip to the land where

urbs Mn. Virginia MartIon.Md. and John Woods. pro-

Hotel.

GAWK

Yankee

GET

ACQUAINTED
a judge lot youtsel

lel, go to MuTbe,...

SPECIALS

I 1:00.4 M. to 1,00

Government of which Woods
is a member. mu tor
tin
work session Wednesday. In

agree that even a grueling jour-

addition to hearing representa.

SEIM aspects of the rucation-

dyes of municipal county and

ing jaunt
eackaa.

orgamlons.

Weeds proposed and the corn mince approved the seeking of
rtports from the Northwest
Municipal Conference, the
council of graves -nine. of
Cook Gunny. the

SUNDAY THRU THURS.

SINT.

weather alphabet must be wen

township

..

M.

Illinois Planning Commission anal the Metropolitan
Sanitary District.

G
2.5cO.

'Ps g'
S

'n

oviayberrks=vSAVE 15 c
ON PINT OF

e_714ayberr2s

OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 31.

70

in the same

The Psychology of Coach mg, Phys. Ed. Men 511, will be
presented Monday nights. beginning Feb. 2. at Maine
Township High West, 1755 S.

Congregation

seller travelers find Ow falls a convenient source of wider and
ate of the aeth Mite's 1110s1 photoseenic refreshing locations.
(Courtesy Abeam Tsevel Div., Juneau)

crafts featured. such as raindoor and seal leather work. ivo.

ry and jade carvings. beaver

exhaustice cross -state ex-

itiens. model cache. an IA
dia!, headed gm case keep vis.
hors' eyes popping.
Remember. that -A"
your travel agenda stands for

pedition. a word to the wise:
linger a while at the Tok Center and prepare yourself for the
sights and experiences ahead.
Besides, you can make nmerva.
lions there through Dar Smith.

1968

but

already

features

wildlife displays and
Wive artifacts, most of these
on loan by local citizens. with
a wishing.well fountain of that
famous unpolluted Alaskan
ter streaming :may on the
many

Alaska in 1970 and the first
step is the TOO Center. on the
Alaska Highway just 300 feet
cam of the L. S Customs stalion in Tok. Your free map will
neer you to any mher informal.
you need. And that no charge rep of tova.

Illinoisians

ore

menlent year
meewles,"
an-

hacRd

than caught
nounced Dr. John R Hall, die

or Cook County De-

partment of Public Health.
-In fact," he continued,

"them were more reported

al

The Director of the NationCommunicable
Disease

Centa mys gonorrhea

has

increming dangerously
all over the nation for the past

rtrate °ISIS per semester hour,
6are received in the extension
office in DeKalb.

2f., 88(

about

25

WASTE

GARBAGE
For
For

tie, Ideal for kitchen,

captains

indoo

Judea

Saturday
Tag Day

Overweight

blind

syphilis
crease,"

heis

also
said.

on the

it.

uDOCTORS ARE adling

Plaines

report it directly to the Cook
hen We ham no
County Dctor.

word; f
since

sort of thing

is done through the

lage board meeting Monday.

were 24 years of age or under.
six

education.

SALE!

SET

CARS

2

Authentic scale and a big
Still long! Friction motor

creamer, teapot with

mods ow models - doors,

bowl
lid

forks, knives.

lates

oevn. closer

GIRLS' COMPLETE
EMBROIDERY SET
Ymn colors
play scissors,

WHY PAY
MORE?

pad

ioned

socks

sweaters

etc.

DRIP -GLAZE MUGS
Cocoa brown cerarnic Rock.
Ingham ma.
ard styles

881

11.on. stand-

Imiditional ar
trigger handles/ or 8.os. '0"

hdle stackers.

JANUARY WRITE SALE!

hoop, thimble,

2 for 88(

BIG MONEY SAYERS! SEE OUR

STORE 'N' SAVE SPECIALS!

patient, q is mfe to assume that
he will seek immediate onedkal care.

count for nmrly half of the to-

unate,

go on display this

are not alone in experiencing
this skyrocketing rise M gonorrhea

cases reported. In 1968,
42,464 cases of gonorrhea'
were reported in Illinois;

her the infection in the early

"THE FEMALE is less forhowever, because in

relatively painless.

Therefore, a great deal of damage cep be done to the Janette

dial. 70 Wain.. lo.: Pal

159 I attrel and Sup
4/1 Ridgewood, all of Elk

Rader,

Lim, Village. Linda Reinke.
2125 Vermont. Rolling N10:12 -

and Nina Erhart.

Mary Junior Volunteer charr-

ma. will psent the awanls.
Shen will he mailed by Mrs.
Volunteer
Bosch.
Health Careen chairman.

Ralph

Villa,. officially began in June. 190n. The men,
gram welcomed 50 youngsters
to its ranks at that

The Nell, hem., the aum
anil IX, gave m many
hour, .4 their free rote emry

uI 14

week. Boys as well es girls participated.

12-0Z. TUMBLERS

MATCHING FANCY
TABLETS 8, ENVELOPES
Swing

new -wither 3 plc, for

cdoems ipganrie

ds 97.1

884

3 -PIECE ALUMINUM
SAUCE PAN SET

PAPERMATE "98"
BALL POINT PENS
2 for less than the price

You get 3/a qt., I .qt and 2 -qt

Ssauce pans. So easy to clean!

GIANT EXPANDO
HAT AND COAT RACK
5 for

Classic design, superb

88(

ience. Durable wood.

compare at

5 for 1.95

Ht April. Pine. more dean
Uellteens had become Junior
Volunteer, Some travel great
distances tee work at St.

:Dodos. Ma the majorits re
in the neetrhm nortnwest
suburbs screed ley the hospital.
1 hough the Jernie;rs are partieularlm .epise during the

side

summer months. the program

space -saving

conven-

ngc

MULTI -PURPOSE
STORAGE BOX
Le/clothing, furs, Meats,

mil on ueckends dur-

.chords

ing the school (e.is
IN
APRIL
100100
IIe,Jrb I arcers program
111,111 lava for

.1 Hiller

110

VO1U11.

L rider the direciein of
anal

volume. NI,
the peeial

coma

I ad.

.trtplicilKII it enter.
e hewed. and those Ulm ale ellel-

progritin arc oisclued hr duty on generel m
een

de:al-surgical

Stvrdy1<;:ilBkO3ord."" 884

SAVE MORE ON CAR NEEDS!
REDI-MIX
WINDSHIELD

Box of 8

WASHER

88(
Set

PRESTONE

GAS LINE
DE-ICER

gallon
Reody to use - no mix Oa(
ing necessary! Protects

WI

to 20" below,

County residenm. They are lo -

FOR CHILDREN
-

COMPARE & SAVE NOW!

TWO.64 COUNT BOXES
CRAYOLA CRAYONS

SAVE 32%

TO 75%!

PHOTO FRAMES

Limit - 2 per customerl

Comes eac!

colors in sMguener box

Golden finish metal,
suede easebbacks. 31/2
.51/2" to
x 14"

compare at Sl each

1.29 to 3.99 values

Compare at 291 each

ttppOILLIKIII

111011

lot

Oyer., o hat protessimml.

4

linen. svateortg
ST ramp leuers mil keeping patient

rooms. sot:ulna, and windy
riamm straightened
Stich ationnon often makes
Illu difference between a pleas
pimand ail iinC01111111.1:11tle hos-

cans

I May Itlit

pa11,111. Junior

Volunteers not in the Health

Prevems gal hoe and

884

Careers

sorbs moisture! reg. 3 le each

program

with LINNITIIIKITITITIN

CHECK OUR LOW, LOW PRICES!

continuo

ttl a 1TP:dud'

Schaumburg
to sell auto
tags at night

it.

EVEREADY

Color -by number, 'mu

rhymes, morel 64 884

1110

BaltIre.

n:Or7y"ml:dgbetn:Oro7:.

`1"'
COLOR -AND -DO BOOKS

!loom. 011

;loins, they sre ropers bed In
hod nurses
IM duties the. perIbrin

helping with Ikmding, ouzo,

88

el

Ma is available to all Cook

Asia which are especially dirt -1-

ittilli111.1111g orw. Nlam of
"'eaters work rate

w

miiagh the .1.V.'s tasks are
lied to passing nesh xatei.

urdy.set handles

2 for

Compare at 98s each

abed in Chicago where freeler-

Mb to cure."

f"'"'

desk. snack shop.

porting patients. making leeds
and lierving truss

treatment. The state provides a

pment of organisms that
resist drugs used In therapy.
New strains of gonorrhea also
are being brought back from
Vietnam and other areas of

Junior Vol. -

gift and balk carts to trans-

syphilis

vela treating gonorrhea is the de-

170

Beeelley Hoffnmn Estates.
Mrs. Richard Dawdle...son-

tea

EMBOSSED GLASS

Our Stationery Dept. Goes Discount Happy!

The health department dis-

cated at 27 E. 26th Sr, and at
100 N. Central Park Av.
Dr. Hall Maher corn maned, "Ors of the problems

Alex.. Those reeciving

cam still be Kathy ,.Leming.
7.7h Slitheek CI.: Jan Town -

rho

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

DRYRIGHT
SWEATER DRYER

Pretty leaf design in avocado
or gold color. Boxed set of 8
makes o nice hostess gift!

or

250

aecensulated

hours eel volume. wrvice at

884 '"rs.
reception

spoons cups saucers. Sugar

&lull.. sponges
uses.

or

3 patterns to do up, plus

Two clinics are also Oper-

"Prompt treatment of every
case is the first step In prevention," stated Dr. Hall.
"Bemuse, gonorrhea is extremely painhel in the male

many years.

about 23,370-of-these-peopk

884

L'or1,'7hd,7`.d

reproductive copes before
symptoms appear." he said.

gonorrhea

they have

By

pery and suburbs. Any blind
pson-41,n, 0011100 Or tem-.

with

A ,apped." signifying

eini.8c
:11101 girls1 5 nears
.:Jar who indicate an in,-

any of the 175 dosesin the

locations.

is

MOTOR

SPONGES

o handy plastic

orunener

niwor

araerne nns &s .! ha

TEFLON'COVER SET

generously.

rdV

rsnig WJeu

toDn.
"mill

Ralph Mach. 8.5

gram in braille may be used in

Weight Watch, office It 275B5115 for information about
the braille program and class

modeling
Daisy
Shop in Arlington Heights,
The

from

ensenehles

ttailinc

IRONING PAD AND

on-agers recognize the need
for prevention of birth defects,
urged rawidents to contribute

stages

CORN

OF

The Weight Watch, pro-

arca

teenagers and young adults actal

TEA

members of Weight
in Chicago,

who has at least 10 peunds to
lose is encouraged to call the

norrhea than they have for
'Cook County and Illinois

BUCKET

persons

system of paying a set fee to
physicians who treat indigent
patient.

JEAN BRANDING, Des

FRICTION

may participate in the weight
reduction program followed
by More than 27,000 registered

fashion show featuring eight.
Junior Volunteers

Originally.

BROOM

Richard H. Cooper,
director. Tithe program is now
available
braille.

of Dimes Tag Day al the vil-

DURING THE tint

28 -PIECE

Watchers

Hoffman Estates Mayor
Frederick E. Downey proclaimed Saturday loon March

said

piaa$ overs Leeks teal loo.

21.4184

DUTY

Weight reducing
program
set for blind

It -

..daigh, for all young

FIESTA

BIG

bucke - I 00, of

On the agenda is a roast beef
dinner. preeentation of 60
a wards ihr 10 hours. 1110 hours
and 250 hours of service. and a

Grave

or outdoor

HEAVY

in

88C

BIG BOY

P

Pure

0t.r011101 annual awards

inner for St. Alexius Hospital
emeer Volunteers will he held
Sunda, afternoon. Jae, 1 IL in
nn hewpitars Stritch Hall.

not JUNIOR VOLUN.

CLEANING AIDS!

tL0

volunteers

TF:F:R program at the three.
in
Elk
pint -old hospital

BEST BUYS IN

t...

for

...joyerel visom p or pluck

Boys and olds delight!

use! R aged plastic with
tight- Ping lid!

bath, or workshop use,

2

downeta

CAN

BASKET

has the car!"

marked for a fulLgrown specimen of the brown bear of Alaskan hunting moos which is ex-

Showcase s with -native

seything

GALLON

-Cantaloupe tonight. Dad

ounty."
According to the report on
gonorrh., issued by Dr. Hall,

Year.

CLOWN

MUSIC!

y. need to

SWING TOP

-Cantaloupe.°
"Cantaloupe whom'

the health department and reporting that they treat three to
four times more eases of go-

pected

REAL

10

plastic construe

Rigi

GUITAR

STUFFED

ha
Fairytofromsilly
lot "0'1
his clownish shoes.

Chairman of the drive in
Mount Prospect is Mrs. William Bradish of 342 S. Maple.

who mono' afford to pay for

photoed by Alaskan Fred Reicher, with heads of such Alaskan wildlife' as a walrus hood
and cape, a Dali sheep and a

the

80th

TOY

SALAD BOWL SET

30-0T.

twards dinner
will honor

St.

PLAYS

toss ond ry eour most
scrumptious salyads,

the church will support United
Cerebral Palsy service programs we well m research and
education programs.

has

"Fine Binding.' look cover on
Pr -down dicey. Great
on!
motivation for self

hot any style! Perky dolly in
gay Sponish.slyle dres,upl

12" HIGH

or shelf storage. long- Noc

"Knock, knock!"
"Who's Mere,

For further information call
537-7656 or 537,423.

Downey, who

Venalite Sue can wear her

7 -PIECE

Ever

hildren, and proceeds from

.She

2 win(

2 !.,8114

SATURDAY &
SUNDAY SPECIALS

Great for refrigerator
lusting plastic

ceed, will gum the Northwest
Opportunity Center.

Gonorrhea can be fought
through three different meth.
ods--prompt treatment,
by
finding sex contacts of in.
faded persons and -through

by Dr. Mark

and tuition payment, at

COVERED BOWL SET

Tickets are one dollar and pro-

1968.

control in the United States,"
said Dr. Hall.

She .said "The doctor roust

Complete until filled -in forms

.PAnges!

8 -PIECE

Need to Wipe Out Hunar."

cians for treating the patient

in the state. The incidence of

is

soap dish and 4 handy 88(

ADORABLE

on Sunday. 5 tote p.m. A youth
speaker will diteust -The

cases were reported in Illinois
than during the same period in

ONE ENTIRE interior wall
is covered with lavish scenes

caribou mounted on the wall
opposite, with space ear-

fresher, Ion, v.nie

Lutheran Church of he Good
Shepherd in Prospert Heights
are holding ea Hunar Banquet

several years and M now out of

ter -hours credit, will be
at
6:30 p.m. and will be taught in

Dean, of NIU, DeKalh.
Dr. Joseph E Clettenberg,
N1U director of extension,
said registrations are honored
on a priority basis in the order

things

YOUNG PEOPLE of the

tributes free drugs to physi-

on the number of cases reported in Des Plaines.

The course, for three -semes-

Rn(

ples' storage - kem

Dim pan, sink strainer,

National Basketball A.m. films
will be shown. Tickets at 51.25
will he available at the door.

month of 1969, 1,000 more

this disease becomes the numThusber one communicable disease

foutain. Now there's a youth

Wolf Rd.

Rugged phone Mr sto

KITCHEN SINK ENSEMBLE

soring the luncheon at 1145 in

been

Project worth copying!

main floor Marl. Tok High
School
students Milt the

4 PIECE CANISTER SET

father.and.son sports

Venereal disease is growing
problem for county, state

Toll representative. for navel

The center was opened in

the

ANY 2 Tas 88

THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

wE

collect for Cerebral Palsy. CP
cthe nuniber one crippler of

Buffalo Grove. in the Kingly/0ml klethodist Church.

dez, as it mseades down II wall of Keystone Canyon. Camper and

income tax liability and the total amounts withheld than under Me 19he tables CCH said.

TOYLAND SPECTACULAR!

will be ringing as volunteers

Oneg Shahat.
Congregation Beth Judea
mee ai 401 W. Dundee Rd..

You need not be a honeymooning couple to enjoy the sight of
Bridle Veil Falls, along Alaska's Richardson highway mar Val-

dollar less was withheld.
AnMher employe, iininao

tied with three exemption, is

CCI1 GAVE two examples

tables.

DP SUNDAY. doorbells

this evening, lofinwed by an

Director of Public
Iblealth, could give no estimate

211

their anditioluni at MOO Ballard Rd.. Des Names. Official

will hold a workshop at 8 pm.

cases of gonorrhea than them
were of measles,
mumps,
chicken pox, scarlet fever and
tuberculoses combined.

Room

Trinity Lutheran Church,
575 Algonquin Rd, offers a

Beth Judea
schedules
workshop

BEFORE YOU set out on

classes at
Maine West

rersived. No registration

HAND PACKED ICE CREAM

pan

can also return home, sailing
south from Haines to Prince
Rupert. British Columbia. or
Seattle. hack on the mainland.

day.

37, LIN;0772;
itT54 JANUARY
T

ney in line of duly can Mee

N1U to offer

ter. school officials said Tues-

CREAMY CHOC. PECAN FUDGE

to he believed. We can easily

on the Alaska Maine Highway System, by which you

Northern Illinois Univer.
sity% Extension Division will
offer a graduate tom, physi.
cal education course in Dee
Plaines during spring semes-

ON OVIayberr 's

hat, is the lirst item in the

Church is having a tobogganing party at Beck Lake on Sun-

luncheon of Maine-rownship
Jewish Congregation on Sunday. The bleak, Club in spon-

D e service

a

The Committee or Local

Methodist

Chairman Mrs. Brattish
mid. ',Ay husband gives me a
good deal of help. We do what
can to help those poor little
e nd Canada.
tykes with cerebral palsy."
The public is invited to atDo greet Me volunteer with
tend and Lonemeers and a generous contribution!
friends for coffe and converWORST JAKE of the Day:
sation immediatety following

pin a. certificate of

law.

DIARY

United

Mr. Jenkins peaks from 31
years exarrience in the ministry both in the United States

driver
prefers. Nadine Otterhy, hostess for the stme-operated Maility, will offer instead :4 cold

tearer
will
tax liability
then be will have under 1969

DOLL

na response toe rea needs.Rev.

road -weary

cut as applied to withholding

opps

Youth Felhowship group from

Le

.fellowship, its nelevan. axed

fee.

drink of what she calls "the

imum standard dedtmion, was

a t. old

money- back gua ra n tee!

working directly toe her. and
The Rev. Mr. Jenkins' nor- each of them have several
mal will explore the papaw workers. They hope to collect
of the Unitarian -Universalist nhout 34,000 in Mount Pros -

steady now a free cup of cof-

Parker. Fourth District

benefit
stiincla al

e
help reflect
minimum
deduction. Dna,

111

KEY

tine.

is

delegates proposed the Munic-

which replaces the old min-

THE INTERMEDIATE

JERRY SLOAN, captain of
the Chicago Mills, will speak

Thc Rev. William Jenkins.

Highway to make their first
stop at the NI, Junction v s-

the

um used

attends church there.

the tko

Offer
special
classes

People's
formerly of the
Church of Chicago, will speak
at II a.m. Sunday. Jan. II,
at Countryside
Fellowship
Church. 4111/ Park Dr.. Pala-

torists who venture more than
1,300 mile. ever the Alaskan

If

51.100,

to

allowance gives the taxpayer a

The IRS has said the new
1970 tables in almost all instances will result in a haler
correlation between ultinette

STAND-UP

NORTH siders! Get your

Pastor

chars item promised to mo-

center

Immix of up

for taxpayers in the
55.000 $7.1118( income range,
notably married
!taperers
exemr

(making 57110o was used as a
hose. The extra 5 Pe
fig

five exemptions is paid 5270
biweekly. Under the 1970 tie
Nes. 221.50 it to he withheld
a
while under me 1969

5 -YEAR

church, 827-6656.

Another intriguing no -

itorinformation

I. The rmw Irm income al-

Linder 1970 law halt of his star
charge is even smaller and thus
change wipes
the
out the benefit of his surcharge

512.10 wine withheld.

A married employe with

LOCK L

fellfarship

-panhandle." the south ent-

Roughly. CCH mid. the instances or higher withholding

untkv 1960 law. the 8600 exemption plus a $100 addition

under 1969 law and therefore
his surcharge will be small.

SUE"

eerily Lutheran. may call the

Alaska

1909 tables.

categories

19711 tablet 012.30 is withheld

while under the 1919 tablet

"SOMBRERO

Anyone interested, not neces-

and off,s a breakdown of the
49th mute, our visitor re-

owe a small federal income tax

co rn 1 -dependent

wage-

the

situation under
bracket tables:

amount withheld in these in stances will he slightly higher
or show little change despite
the fact that the surcharge is
cut in half and the low' income

4,30. Then they'll go buck to
the chh for hot chocolate.

those with an IQ below 50.

police 'and medical assistance.

withholding atnounts for in

FOUR PAMIRS am cited
by the Internal Revenue Ser.
vim for the eropop of higher
withholding:

of this unusual withholding paid SII0 weekly. Under the

4. Thua, under tbe new aim puting method the actual

day afternoon from 230 le.

roads, highways, mil the ler-

vombeast

thing about the 21 boys in pack
50. They meet at St. John Epis-

9. A taxpayer in the catepries in question actually will

who maned the bags.

explores

gions tithe

wrought hy the new law was a
drop in the haleral inc011it tax
surcherge from 10 per ant fin
all 011969 io per cent for the
half of 1970.

Ifs kind of an interesting

Mg rate schedules.
2. When competing average

Trinity

young Christians, particularly

REVERSE SIDE of t he
a trawler's guide to
Alaskan fish and game, plus

Amon, the many champs

I. reveals Pat in some instances more tux will have to
be withheld ihan under llo old

integrated into the withhold-

sags.

livered Mena -rhe girls are
now receiving very warm letters of thanks from fellows

Scholia and Moo. Evelyn Kilar.
New materials have Omen purchased for use with these

mEVap
is

bkes that became effective Jan,

1970 law, this base is $600.

with three or more depend.

That's emmenicity! Camas and
ter is Bruce Hmth.
cubmpter is Bob Ben o. Dan
Kin erns "den father...

mom 15 at the church every

ryliner MIRO Of the stales

Boys

exam.

holding tax quirk of sorts, a.
cording to Commerce Clearing House. Chimps,

from Cub Scout Pack 53 arc
collecting them as a money rasing project.

close

last fall was filling small bags
with personal items for servicemen in Vietnam. Thc Red
Cross provided the bags, and
he girls spent about $6 each
to 011 them with suggested
hems. Then the Red Crom de.

special Sunday Church School
class for mentally rstarded
youth. It meets at 11 a.m. in

completely uplodate data. shows all o(Almka's

Mitees working on new

the 511 districts were requested
on Wednesday to designate the

ICE CREAM AND CANDY SHOPPE

arc

front

a

Motion of the withholding ta-

copal church. but not one of

provides

mileage charts. travel sums lions. emergency numbers for

dak.

DELEGATES in each of

cY14ayberr

"Teens

Man your agenda fur 1970
with a big "A" for Alaska.
Even if you plan to restrict
to armchair traveling.
your
you'll find the new free official
highway map of our 49th wan
a colorful
and informative
delight.
The lavishly illustrated. 28
by 22 -inch chart is the first issued by the state since 1965.

for an hour Wednesafternoon to study with
commit.: chairman the various plans advanced for the

Mione

CSIvde

reading.

WORTH-

pop bottles on your
doorsteps
lomorrow!

However,

reform law has created a with.

project
the
64
Rhythmettes participated in

lfie teachers arc Mrs. Jean

Marine Highway system.

the

tags

ANOTHER

WHILE

Sunday.

coinelicated queslion
of holding public hearing
throughout the state on key
I'on.Con issues.
Wine, recessed the con -

I

Thursday.

fine for travelers

the ce mention. the delegates tumml down Ehvarces

arareilmwooD DELUXE ITHBdot Manv TTnas

IM train maim.
Collectors will be wearing

New Alaska map

restrtesion, .001 handicap
citizen group such as the
League of women Voters arid
M PTA. w ishme m ore Mattby

NEW & USED

Actor WitWer that ha would us -

some the duties' of his office

Lit norm
Proud to Help". Those who
contribute will receive n lapel
tag. "For a happier New Year,
give to the March of Dimes."
Volunteers will he at their stations from 10 a.m. tor p.m.

Armchair or others

FEARING THAT the tight

Lowrey Organs

negro-labor leader from Chi-

estrinii artirt-

keemrisis
w Mae Ehiese-.e a a number

Pianos and Organs

mittee. of w high Mrs. Macdonold
member, wets tesolved
tare Wednesday. lama

Tax reform law creates a quirk, experts say
She recontly.approved tax

Comm ium asked the con- cago and delegate at the con vention to approve the holding vention, had resigned as
the Rhythmettes of Prosof 10 public hearings through- chairman of the Bill of Rights pect High are heading up the
out Illinois. Four of them
Committee earlier this week.
Mount Prospect Teen Camwould be in the Chicago area,
paign for the March of Dimes
one each in Chicago, Whms
HIS ACTION was in pro tomorrow with their director.
ton, Waukegan and Rockford.
test over the Mature of Presi- Abs. R Normann, as sponsor.
Mrs. Jeanette Mullen of
dent Witwer to appoint either This
the fifth yem the
was
appointed a Negro or a women m
Barrington
Rhythmettes
have
spear
Wednesday to a special com.
man of any standing Con -Con
headed this drive With other
nutter to determne Whether committee.
school ch.,: and organizations
delegate James E. Gierach of
ms
Oak lawn was qualified to sit
W he n the Convention
Teens' chair
of the
ofdWednesay afternoon
en Mc convention. Gierach is opened
March is Sue Boman
ws. with Gail
:Named bk a defeated oppo.
2 members
the assembly
Prochaska anti IT(011 k
mut that Ms residence is lo, presented a resolution speak - acting
co,hairman. The
:Arm' ktUlside of the district ing highly of Rem, contributeen volunteert will be stawhivik lie 6 representing in the um and mking him to with
tioned at the busy areas in
draw his resignation. Kemp town, like Rmilhurst. the
convention.
110 problem of leedership complied with the request ear - Mount Prospect- State Bank.
Mr the Bill of Rights Com- ly last evening. notifying Prm- IM Mount ro-peLl Plata, and
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64 different nandaric

88(

88t

RUBBER -BRISTOL
WELCOME DOOR MAT
Hundreds of rubber
bristles to wipe feet
super -clean. 14 x 22".

_,-

GEMINI

Flashlight batteries with

power to spare, have 9 88,c

residents un.

able to get to the village hall

TV

will have an opportunity to

BATTERIES

7 for

Schaumburg

INDOOR

ANTENNA
Improve your reception!

3.section aluminum di- 884

UVESI For toys, etc.

poles.High impact base.

reg. 2 for 381

compare at 1.78

during regular business hours
P

urchase their 1970 automo-

bile vehicle stickers in the
evening. announad Village
Clerk Sandy Carmen°.

The vdlage offices will re0 om.. Thursdays only. from Ian. 8 to Feb.
main open

for the purchase of 9ickers.

No
Ns

other Moine, will be

FIRST CARD

TOWNa Comer,
CHARGER
BRIOKEIBMI

AND OTHER

HOMERS MANS ARE ACCEPTED

during these special

hours said Mr, Carsello.

Police will begin ticketing
failing no display a
current Rieke Feb. IS,
vehicles

'

Upset -minded Lions host ranked DeLaSalle

Hersey, Morava bounceKnights
Br Linda Hamilton
Sao. Editee Both Marra hit their highest
scores of the season last night

honors.

the

Semen

then

7.6 and 00 The Hersey scores
did not vary more than S.

broken routines which kept
them from being in the run-

han I.eague dual meet against

twisted his way Man 8.5 °tithe
tramp.
outdistancing
Mo-

ning after the side horse.

ram% 7.95 second.

-

HERSEY'S BEST

72.50 which pushed them ovnr

Hersey's ironinan Gary Moram. who posted an 8.4 to win

Steve

the free exercise event.

MORAVA ZIPPED through
five

the

events

al haround

lo mead a new high average
with att unbelievable 38.40.
The state's best score to date

r was a

35.35 by Bob Roth
of New Trier East, but Mo-

rava's 6.95 on the rings pushed

bin well past [hat nark.
midAn

Klingaman and Poet
Klein hunched their scores for

a 22.80. It was the only cyan
that the Knights capturmi.
Morava 's 8.4 free ex routine
was preceded by Ron Reb-

mann with a Lb, but Bensen
copped a second in the event

with a fine 1.15. Teammate
Kurt Hendershot had a little
balance trouhk and scored a

exceptionally versatile

per former. Morava also
.1ka.7.:fstmllon.,'".1...":1o"Pr.,,,,Zin

111.11,1 scoring

THE SOPHOMORE Husk-

event

was the parallel bars with a
the century mark for the sixth
straight time. The Knights.
however, beat Hersey in the
event scoring as Ron Wold,

The score just barely nosed out

code slam. of Ilene) defeated a formidable Priopect threesome on the ringn lad night with
an LOS to help Her, Mill lki011.11110.i110001. II 136.3s last night. Whom hs Linda Hamilton/

at of the Season. the Knights
were plagued by missed and

Hersey's Kyle Wooldridge
deeded the large cnad with
an 8.15 side how mark, but
Morava had a battle on the
high ear with
Pimp.,

MORAVA WON his third
event of the evening with an

trampoline
the hosts' John
1.meher and Stile Conti of

um the molalot in the event

high kw Finally.

with a 545 and Rick. Bieg

horse went to For. View by

tidbit a 4.85 hi give the Wild eats their 13.50 total.
A 6.3 BY Berglund and the

an 11.7548.35 margin

fact that Wheeling only had
two entries led the Falcons done
15.4-11.25 triumph on the

The Wheeling sophomore
squad reversed the trend and
dumped Forest View. 551-

won Men nisi olderlsorban
iiinawies area of the

herewith a 6.55 and Mike heel-

Forest View nail for honors

meta

Ile)

with identical sages of 5.15.

etch

62.0th

loot contrthined a 5.6. matins
led the 'Cats effort with a6.2.

Ie.,
season

1.1

walled

es,

Wlayling took tn.,
irampoline and the rm..

wis the, 1,6e,,

tin

Ile Wildcats harely 11011 Ike

The tiwere all:ellWheel-

ing. Ina ause ta,

tinnier was able to come tip
a all, wore trier three. hluthis

'

leaps. wead to

1

their

7

FREE EXERCISE' I. Mo-

attain sip

rava. H. 11 4:

yet this season he-

cause or the injury. The Husk-

ies outscored Prosivet in the
Knights' strongest event attic
tie
vsiting squad found it difficult
lit" their routines and was
also in for some unusual

sear-

on
D,1ifces.
recite received a 6.7

ine Wm: had a 3.a from

hol

Beralund's 6.2.

bolt

6.6: 3.

^Mm. Martin

1,01 110:

phial

inalt liol.
ascrage

21

)

1..1

W Nth, gal,. ihitifin. linth
higho o
g, had a ina bran lor

HIGH BAR:
Ilethlund.
Alaihis. iy. lati 3.
FV. 6.3,

ne

mark fin each pin Immo
Oil ni tea
Itinglinal Ant
i

ing, to

ithn

melee aw

run

tine

s

mid slat,

s

le

ithe soli hone Iamb.

2

onsitlembls.

II. I Aeons tit

a

e, wit was

In Nona Dlwa, hat them to
lithalund was
also
nent& lyating 0111

SIDE HOME: I. Wooldridge.
H. 11.15: 2, Wilcox. P. 7.3: 3.
Beck, P. 7.3; 4. Fads. H. 7.1,
5. Morawa. H. 6.8:6. Cropper,
P. 5.05;
I.

6.9, 4 Row.. H. 6.6: 5.

!lamp. P. 1 35, 6:Lutx. P. 5.5:
TRAMPOLINE: I. Banal,
P. 115; 2. Morava, H. 7.95; 3.

Weaver. H. 7.0: 4. Hunt. H.

EV.

rava. H.8.65:2. Klein. P.7.45;

.

!he .winnum tradition that
hemline so fanalar to Ao
amnastic fans was not
bmilPild

lid evening
Cardinal

the

powerful

eine, W. 4.2.
Holthaa.
W. 155; 0. Martin. VV. 2.4.
PARALLEL BARS: I. Reim

first place awards. withArlin,

acrobats

downs,' another thinned op patent. Fraud. 127-7191
As was true in past meets
the Redbirds swiped all seven
standout John
grabbing three.

Boylan

HIS EXCELLENT' win.
nine perMrmances in the high

5.65: 6. Courtney. P. 3.95:

bar 16.111 and the parallel hays

16.451 combined with his re.
spa:table mann. in the sedanone and rings enabled hint to
amen: the grueling all,
event in a fine 6115 ay.
arose.

Wm fine performances
were recorded by the fine Card
side
hone foursome. Pat
Brousseau, Boylan. Mad Pros
cheeks and Larry Banana
stunned the onlooking fans
with tremendous it.4.7.35, 7.5.
7.15 averaps. respectively.
Steve Von Ebert recorded

halt a ,int 10f second.

free

strong in new parallel bars

thercise: The fantastic

se,* came buck only three

1)e moos try
hoot e eoort
lino 011 York

evenIs later to tiring home a

weanag
Friday

gold modal on the trampoli ne.

FREE EXERCESE:

1970

1.Grs.

Jeff Gilbert of Wheeling schen an the side hum veins Faroe View led night. Gilbert
2.65 on the hone. Wham by Jim Stearn

Ueda

011.

.,

1,001111,01

11101 11 1.1

011011

By Jim O'Donnell

the Demons' season to dale
has heen ineoinoteney. I hat
10p

wish

w omit,
Mgth eili

a

m.1,111111111.1

0110

alr,rs,cont.,the

110. 010.110. 111C most recent

enured.: ofilaiswas at the IX,
Kalb
Holidat
10111.11.1111e111

where ilk, .thred an mowsmils m
door: die nom
wow. pm el till 1..1111011.
1

11/RK MILL he bringing a
ruse amt r nix -minced team into
the Demons'
lonight

The Hakes ciao:nth spiel

v

I',,,, pee1. nts-SO. three weeks

ago. Panther coach Bill 1. on-

Alto

posting

second -

a

place finish in the Nil. North
Holiday Tournament 10 LIU,
too. the Frond ikin. tettini

oon explained the ...son for
the Its, lay -till.
-We thrren't
II tourna

ide.open farm bide oft
hard North le lake on the up.

ment because we didn't think
ise'd Ica strong enough entry.
Anti it's primly hard te ,cheilIlle games owl the holiday. Noma: most schools are
bair-

sethninded Panthers.
I he game will be pitting m..

his squad might lave worked::

continence

to

eatie

action

tonight as they trawl

the

or the spunkiest teams in the
Mid -Manahan League again.r
ewall other. Elie Vikings nen.
111fieling Iron, lack oil height
helore the return of h.:, Randy

7-0 record 11 Woo .N1111011

111,10

1101 11.111.1.. 1110 111111111.00.,
Won. III 111C league in Ilan
Pert, h
I he human minks

run tip 4-2 slate withom
hurt., glair

hoot

they managed eel

ntents." He opthnited that
lew kinks out of Matlack with
all the practice time they've
Nth.

Neithet

cluh will Noe an

oierpowering height
rage thong]. the \ 'Bongs oil!

ithth

.1

floor in Hamm. 1-1,king the
0000 .8111ith center for Fiona
will he Davi Wickersham and
It Lek Game. both...ling in the
set -lint neighlsorhmel.

perlormeh
Jointer, 22
pet game. lie's aided hl
the fine play of
I onafit

01111:11.

Prothro:Ind Gal Denelholi,
Denum coach Ithice linith.

wins thus far. Its pulled oft one
of the Num 01.1 moos m De -

THE VIKING hackman -

.aid that hell go ulile lits
usual smi ting linen, tonmln.
1 hat
minuet has "6'6 Math

wither when the, debated the

:en will he 5-6 Bob Moloenik

highly-thuted

111111

Hondo, at Wal, Mile D.-

If olie team does. hold it
slight edge going into this eveMay. Fount would have

Clam. mid Ja,

at

es

nt.. corners and lack C
,d Rob Reimarm 1111. backcourt. Rictuann has been meiing at a 20 -point clip tor most

GLENBARIO HAS alreadypinion

Et, total victory num.

with alai r of

her a

Conant

Con.

team

is

reeds."

observed

Brothers

ER01111014 100/04 for
g11111. and says 111111

Detain, 0010
haven't

lost

in

1111:

il. -We
our white

!hornet uniforms yet this season." pointed out the much."
and

I

hope we won't gam

to he minsidemil the Mari.
Their therall record

stands:

ees.

-We cnt take

'11:30 p.m.

Will he about

!Halm:Ea,

Glenhard

Bob loughlin. Larry
Hanks. Steve Wielonn, Tom

Burns. and Steve Ekberg. also
10
101:
0s
playing epee
tonight.

.year as a sophomore on the
varsity. Hague loomed large
inthe Fraud pre -season plans.
But a leg injury suffenth in a
hatch
game that put
!Mate in a cast fora few weeks

:tho eel the Eland basketball
01111.4 Mtn almay limbo.

The remaining Premd vat,
sky can.. responded to the
challenge

If.

2.5:6. Moran. P. 2.3:

PARALLEL BARS: I. Myers.
H. 3.2: 2. Knutson. H. 2.8; 3.
1.7:4 .1.a0n:a6.iCk. P.

2d 5 Kuhns H.2

added that Hague
had exprienee with the press,

ing defense that Frdmd as
been tang lust year and gives

IM Vikings a big plus when
het
Game time at the .Carol

will he 5.11 Dan
CraNne and 5-11/ Gone How-

is that S:10

holiday layoff, during
which time the Grenadiers

spent little lime on their rou

*soe sMINIMIlkk,

21415 on the rings.

Hass, on successive Fridays

his cond vaGity game and

row for a second league test

heginning in two weeks.

the

gives the Peelers some reserve

Vikings can use all [he wins
they can Pt

Might.. according to Connors.

with arch -rival Joliet Catholic.
At this point in the -season,
Ralph Hinger's charges sport a
perfect 10-0 record, and hope
tO dupficate last year's post '
Christmas performence when

particular importance as Joliet
is the team which has shared
the Suburban Catholic tide
with the Dons for the last two
years, and this mason the Big

GLENBARD
lead

A BIG factor M the gam
HASNT couId be the play of Helm.

game since they lost to

Aher having a good season Jut

aria in the season. topped

night (Photo by Mike Imre,

home tonight, and then take

should be sophomore George

The Grenadiers. who hit
Addison Trail

132.fi din

[he 21/ mark he only two events

1011.- And gremd will be noel - &Mini and Terry Horan. Soing Prapsft. Adingion and. dini. who is
bc playing

ell. Coming in off [he bench

tines.

Dave Swenson of Elk Grove, his hair s'anding straight up.
°omelet. his routine on the high bar with a flying dismount.
Swenson posted the hen wore hi the event against Conant tort

they won 13 games in a rim
before dropping their final
contest of the year in the.11.
hams State Tournament

the

undefeated

J

lack

Akhnugh em would expect
a leant to he elated after heals
ing
team like St. Ignatius.
Thal is not Ihe awl affect the
victory had , the Lions.

victory over. area.ranked
Del:tat/Ile tonight. Mit that%
vat one would dedum from
his statements.

the arcs 10 the Chicago Daily

fin good toe, in the league
tat we haw to heal, Dela.

team the Lions beet last Saturday. 59-$7.

the

cPt,

0015e1

ALTHOUGH THE victory
ine as a urprise to thity.

I

the mason to the

in the second half to the testa]
neck and lost on a last second

wasn't shocked."

have the firepower and the &-fens.,"
he added the manis
Be
mental attitude play,. big part
whether the squad wins or
loses...We can lanu anybody if

13cLaSel1e players play well 10gether.
They have no super-

along with Hersey hut stand
only 1-2 after December losses
Adington and Conant.

star. Its a team effort. and they
have a well-balanced

se put our minds to it." he
aid. "It's all a date of mind. I

player who might make Waste-

hall dub aro.

lev,k, think owns about their

a

eons were prethason favorites

in non -conference clashes.

Wasielewski noted that the

never take

Coach Ken Arnmon's Eel.

done well both M the CPI. and

anybody." he mainlined. -we

'HIE METEORS have

Powell. H. 2.7; 4. Biel
Withneyer, P-Sheperd.
H.
2.5:6. Redo. P. 1.11

a

3.

I. Brous...

Boylan. A, 7.35:4. Thorne. F.
4.95;

Boylan, A.
6.0.2.Brogdon. A. 6.6; 3. thin.
I.

sim. Is. 6.4:4. Wilson. A. 5.1:

TRAMPOLINE
I.
von
Ellen A. 7.15; 2. Moore. A.
6.75: 3. Isaacs. A. 5.7: 4:Whit-

ing. F.2.0:

PARALLEL BARS: I. Boylan. A. 6.45; 2. Brandon. A.
595: 3, Wilson, A. 7.0; 4. thin.
cm.. E. 4.9:

RINGS: I. Dottilo. A. 7.25; 2.
Kennedy. A. 6.75: 3. Wilson.
A.015.4, Stinson. E. 5.55.

place with Arling-

share
ton.

Page II
Friday.

The Maine West hoopsters
well resume action after what
thn hardly be termed a 19 -dons
,,h56

amainsi Conant. They had 20-

flat em the parallel bars and

THIS WEEKEND

ft

of

Green would like to take the
crown outright as they field a
veteran squad of center Tom
Iteckert, forward. Eno P0111

and Sala. Eaton and backcourt

loss, and records mean nothing

wivards ftyron King and Ka
yin Keehn.

in this one."

This

impressive

coin-

Nnation has its work cut nut
however. According to
er, "Both (IC if. Joliet)
real
competitive teams, We curb
take

Immaculate Conception

lightly. They are playing upderoltamen,

but

are awls

aping.

hue was the.team we beat
but twti years for their only

THE EXTREMELY sac cessfid mentor also indicated
that -Its tough to play confer race grimes back to back."
But if he Dons can main.

Janutuy 9,

Central Suburixtn La.
cellar -dwelling t den
brook South Spartans.

Three losses

might

crown. Init it would seem unlikely the Falcons could post
the necessary 10 straight wins
to do it, especially with the

Arlinedh and Deerfield, but
they stopped clicking at that

KBee hasn't been snoring
well, partially because he has
always had to guard the other

point.

teams big man. but scoring

losses :Ming heartbreakem to

The loss to Conant was the

a

hack

',ol

r der- t

lid

dis-

fast break type of offense aide
sticky manto-man defense.
tiann,sh;),ncr,,ne ha dorthhoomi

o pposi

all-junia,cafro nt wall

The

suable mention elleonkana
6-2 senior Roland Smith hot

scheduk they face the rat of

Falcons' hot real bad game
and they followed it op with

January.

mediocre performances in the

"This is a real hig game for
Arneson said. "We have
to get off on the right foo(iho

ond

because we face Fremd

and HeGey on the road next
week, Elk Grove at home the
following week and then
Wheeling on the road again
M week after that.

Mg pretty good in practice
lately and it looks tan wen.
regained sone: ,thet alertness
few

lath

we've lacked
games."

That lack of mental attn.

Fox Valley Holiday Tours. meth where they finished sec-

spaty

against
petition.

cope -

will

PHILLIPS

KERN

jump center et the start or each
Forest
View
quarter
for
tonight, but George Bauer will
Come in to handle most of the

ong at the forward,.
Prospect will make one
change th its lineup tonight.

inserting senior Jeff Meissner
at a starting forward position.
Meissner had smrted the early

ness has been the major firer
for Forest View's recent lines
The Falcons wore 4-2 in their

pan' this y.r,

first six games. with the two

fensive play of Bob Kline.

had

-you,

his

mum" practicing and scrim.

matting on a full Speed basic
over the Christmas break.

FREEMAN WAS pleased
squad, play in the

with

practise sessi ,,,

"We

cov.

are things that would have
been impoksible to

on

ters. EG.

I B. Fernandez.
EG. 6.0: 4. Gardner. C. 5.85;
5. Anderson. C. 5.45: 6. Ram -

SIDE HORSE
Olson.
EG, 8.05; 7. Sao. EG. 6115:
2. R. 3.5 Fernandea, EG. If;
4. lingwirth. C. 12:5. Miller.
C 2.95:6. Mayer. ('.2.85:
I

then

was

she hench for the
Megavitamin by the line deforced

be the league's fourth -mad haves lot of respect for them."
The Knights are 5-4 for the
mom. Brad Rucker. and junon Dave Ladstedt. Stu wan against some mighty
White and Casey Rush.

last league game against Glen -

bard North and two.for-hvo
against Wheeling.
Coach Bill Slayton
role

again

because

rays

he

has

lice this week."
Slayton also said. 'There is
also a possibility that Kim

Welter might play more. He
ha started to look pretty decent in practice." Walter in a
6-0 senior guard who "hasn'[
played much yet." according
to his coach.

THE OTHER starters will

fin.
are ram

Wilhelm feels deal e
tabbed a a definite threat byofenur
pax
.Main
league coaches. according lo
Glenbrook thmth head coach h;,;;;;...,1=."...7..;"'.
John Wilhelm.

MACHE'' ar'
.rnrised that Maine West is as
strong tt. they are with him

"ABOUT THE only thing

'

juniors in the starting lineup."
Wilhelm said.
Me Titan mentor. nieanwhile. Is also espeiiinenting
with an embryo team:. he list ed all lne starters as Juniors.

colder than the weather is our

mallreork the hall four

a good 15.foot .net. but we
hit ahem.

I. Swenson.

Isernandea. E(i, 5.95; 5, An,
Jerson. C. 5.55; 6. Mayer. C.
4.115.

rate

the

al

co

his

Mese Weal

lege. for instance. mistakenly
thought Wood was a senior.
md he sent a letter to the talented mph offering him a full
scholarship and a guaranteed
I0fli, span on the vanity

"BET HE'LL do a lot bet.
ter than Millikin by the firm

pionship fairly remote.

he's through here," said Eck -

advantaa on the rush.

on

While struggling to an over-

111E WILDCATS itp4ar

all mark of 2-8 and 0.3 in

Larson.

league play, the Titans have already played Shine South.

to be on the upswing, however.
They heat highly -rated Hooey

Is

Wardell star on the Titan

Niles West ,d Niles North

stayi, with the quintet that

grid team nught he One reathn

without succith. 'I hey have he
tripped by Woodstock. Moen

they're rmdy.
veteran head pilot

has reeled off live straight vie:

tentlthouh they'll he at

hides and moved them into

heigh

onorable mention status

in

disadvantage

a

against

the Warrion. they'll still toe

Palatine and Frernd in
triple overtime to add to their
E:

their muscle on the board..

area notking,s.
141
A
PROTECTING
league mark will he the for
senior starter Willi, A nderso n

PLAGLED merit kick of

THEY DID topple Niles

Wil.
m has gearetl his letor In a

Ent in their season opener and

hand

inexperience.

Grant in Me Nilo North holi-

11. yea.

He's rally coming

Overlock and 6-1 Kurt 1101 neach. and 6.2 center 5100,
The fact that lawn and

in their last MSI. outing and
then had a respectable show ins at the Danville Holiday
Tournament. trouncing Lewis

a-

long. and you min see his improvement every week."
Eder works with Wend every day after practice minimis-

town in the opener and then

the pivnt. and the dedication of
both is certainly paying off.
Wood will definitely start

wiener,

tonight along with senior for-

losing

to

eventual

Danville.
One of the more noticeable
Wheeling ballplayers at Den elite was 6-10 sophomore &wter Roger Wood. He continued

regulars

haven't

haskethall quint. will

hope-

fully lake another step toward
the league trophy this evening
as i1well tangk with the rising
Conant Cougars in the Cards
(race gym.
The upsand.coming Fight.
ing Redbirds now Imat an impressive 34)

record. anti,

top-rankal
Hersey. Forest View and Elk
Grow. Thew three wins. pltis
an excellent showing in the
DeKalb Holiday 'Tournament
gives thiCurds one of the mod
aswerful can in IM' rea
over

statc. Including Evanston and
DeKalb. blm Cards
host
dropped the opener to the pow.
Wildkits of Evanston.

hut fought back to down Rock
Fans and Morton East to earn
a place in the consolation fi.
The

circa -recd

Cardinals

couldn't quite recover from an

earlier match and fell to the
ranked DeKalb Barbs in the finals, but head coach George
was
exceptionally
Zigman
glowpleased with his

hew 11 long Ns ridathhere
were
veral other disedyantages

eau

.said

'We

fall asleep, but we're greet at

to cm
('meant meat.

Lam, went o

ment on the
mr, thAre expect a real good
them -..they're
from
game
breathing right down our

necks with their 2.1 record.
We've got to respect them and
their three fine ballplayers-

-Donn) MacDonald. (Brant)
Barton and (Davel Lloyd."

THE CARDINALS

will

throw the randier quintet of

John Breda, Mike Mandek.
Jim Stipp, Bill HerTernan'and
lack litilt at the Cougars. The
Redbirds' superstar, Brudnan.

will he hying to maintain his
18point average
excellent
which was helpG1 along by his

Zr and 2throint efforts in the
Delialb Teernarnent.
The hustling Cougars will

bt manned by MacDonald and

home!"

ton will be entering the rainiest
as the league: leading scoring.

The talented senior boasts a

starters did a real good job on

&knee at Danville, but there

hruken into Dean Sanders' star

quintet. Grant Wyborm and
Greg Bradley will handle the
forward positions, Rob Rice
slots, while the center pat is
sewn down by 6-2 Dale Hendricksen.

'We've got a very young tbam

-they depaid on him too

with I.1out of IP boys being
juniors. The expenewth We

Saturday night. The. Cerdi-

gain this year all greatly ben.
eft next year's loam."

will face another rival.

bolster

similar records.

the

Broncos 7.5 and the Cards
53

Arlington will he out for re-

(men

The game will also mark the

ds usual senior starter Bruce
Newman will be sidelined due
to an ankle injury.

final basketball game played in

Dick Itedlinger anticipates

g'yiniTtingrs'ihrwee'll ju'nti,

aspirations for the next season.

venge against the Broncos after taking a thrmhing last year.

.Head comh for Coma

TIIE STARTING

"When he gets hot you can't
stop him. but if he's cold the
rest of the team reacts too-

Ken Bowen at guards, Lloyd
and Barton at forwards, while
the center position is

vengeance whllq the Bunten
look for glory.

Sanders has high hopes of
his talented snoop with high

Remington. in what proves to
be a very. interesting math.
B oth teams fared well in their
holday tournaments over
Christmas
thd both squads

the Barrington gym as a new
fieldhouse is being constructed our by. Both squads should
he spirited as the Cards seek

challenge tonight at 11:15. Ma-

Prospect for second place and

th& squad will play tomorrow

could leave Arlington a full

night

gamse up in the standinp if it
win tonight.

Barr hits 9..65
on sitlehorse
for Illinois

SLAYTON AND his team
have been quite interested in
Forcs[ View's progress his
season and have followed it
closely.
Although Slayton
hasn't seen the Falcons in actin, he has heard reports that
`They're
good hall team.
I've heard a lot of good reports
about thorn and I guess they
had a pony good [ournament
at Batavia. They were seas
concluded.

Slayton

"We

The University of Illinois
its dual gymnastic
competition lest Saturday al

o penal

Wisconsin, and two notables

helped the Illini to 153.35143.0 victory over the host
Badgers.

S ophomore Ken Barr from
Prospect

High recorded an

onetanding 9.65 in side horse
competition.

that Wheeling has been a better outside shooting team than
Hersey so far.

"Ewe though we have a lot
of respect for Wood. we know
Wheeling isn't a one-man
team. Kawell has played real
well probaNy as consistently
as anyone [hey have. and Bar.

set this.

ELK GROVE will

.rt

mg, weroners include
sophomore guard Jim Kass,
who has already seen some
varsity action, and junior forward lay Rack. Runk played
lb the Danville tourney hriefly
after being with reedtayvees all

ar, and he tu

in good
in both games.

pas

Eckcr
hustler,

Tony

ohs him as "a real
albout player."

another
sophomore guard, has been
moved down to toe jayvees so
Schuld.

he can get some playing time.

ad

should not he hurting too bad -

Be Jim Start

limey's up-andelown aswill find out
Weight if its dramatic victory
ketball

team

neer Morgan Park in the COW
sUlatiOn lassie at the Danville

Rise au is one of thrm lettermen on the tam. but Rees hew
tinned to start him because he
is only 5-9. The veteran coach
the 5-10 Bayer because he felt
the Grenadiers needed rebounding help from their

other twelfth, migh[ off-

has

jury problems facing the Wilde/its.

however.

Seniors

Bob

one forward if Spry can't play.
and I'll probably um Nagle 10
spell

Pancratz

(sophomore

ban League contest. The jays
6:45 P.M.

pleasant surprise this season.
especially at Danville where he
picked up [he team in the frig-

It is a mast win for HeneY,
whose 1.2 MSL record makes

id -shooting win over Lewis-

say the least Center Dave Hasbach ha second in the league in

town.

scoring. but otherwise mach

almost every game a necessity

The other forward spot will

if the Huskies are to retain
their hopes 'for a conference
eram.

be manned by senior Scott

wen will start the action at

HERSEY COACH Roger
Steingraber

puts

n

more

Feige, who is hopefully recovered from his early -season

slump Jan year's all -conference mrformer regained his
touch in the Morgan Park

"I think you'll see a brand

pi. 110

starter bigger Ilan

6-2. Coach Bob Rees n keep-

hampered them.

PALATINE USES a 1-2-2

bench, and l think that game at

concern to the Hatties.

Denville was more typical of

earned. It looked like thc onthe mead would be healthy

him than the earlier games.

mall y ready to gunow"

Grenadiers

and has damaged

o nly one win overall. A definite lack of height and an inability to viork for shots has

year as far . inter. are con-

the jayvees this week, and Ines

the

The Pirates are 0.3 in the

lie didn't like sitting on the

new Feige," said Steingraher.

"If he gets hit there egain
he's going to know it," said

problem for Elk Grove, .pe-

Norm Jones' Mani is hurting.

gin." he said.
Bob it is not the Huskies'

the game.

cially since

on Ihe age sane this war. to

zone defense and occasionally
a press, but it is not an aggr.sive one and should cause little

conned On to aid the wheel-

7biggest"

the

downstate tourney.
Palatine has had its troubles

game by scoring 21 points and
leading his team to the win.

this season, than of them mfte
lost by a total of 12

Wood pos. the

JACOBY SENT the Morgan Park game into overtime
with a 25.foot shot at the buxom Powell played some

ounuthding taketball at
DURSO HAS also been a

back on that short jumper he
likes to take. He looked gmat
in a scrimmage we had with

ve has some real
gortRN,alividuals in (Gene)
Pinder .fla (John) Flinch,"
said Ecker. ',Nese seerl them
a few times this year, and we
look for a good game."

the way he's been going."

Lindsln, or John Durso al

Andy) at center."

considerable

THRE ARE no other in.

start

he said. I just Math tee how
can keep Jacoby out of there

Holiday leurnament was the
real thing when the Huskies
host Palatine in a Mid.Subur-

thalglY. L'I mid the kids they
trouble with the knee, and a an Pretty well forget the tea son if they don't win this one,
may have to berc an op5t.grion
and not just by a narrow marafter the season.
He

ly at froward.
Steingraber said,

for the Palatine encounter. but
Spry broke his
fonvard
nose in practice and svill have
to war a prose
device in

last four appearances.

ther North and Cantata."

Hobbled Huskies need
win over Palatine to
keep hopes flickering

all of whom have started much
of the campaign. will be avail.
able and probably will be

hot hand of Bronco Wybolity,
who tallied 109 points ins his

needed. Looking back. he
came off the bench and helped
us to our wins own Frond. Lu-

guards. but Ile has decided Res -

and

say.

the hot Beetleos s
run
field, enabling thorn to coast to
an easy fourteen point win, 8066. This year the Cards hope to
turn the tables, but before they
do they will have to cool off the

and leadership. which we

some fine work in the holiday
tournament at Macomb.

experiences!

"We have anon the boat four
out of five ballgames, but
while we have lost five gams
Last yers0

ar....ure situations at
Macomb:. Rees said. "He
some ball.handling

earned the starting job with

Oak is

Sten, Kevin Barthule, Jon.
Pitt and Mark Benerisetillca

Sanders went on to

"Risat proved himself in
some

the

`WE HAVE tome younger

healthy 25 -point per game
crap. His coach claims,

eels

should asily provide a good

league in fouls. Another reaSEM wee amt mg Co Wood is

played

ballplayers who really want m

and Brian Holcomb the guard

CS/HANTS 110T shot Boo

be taking on Arlington nada
fated. A hos tonight would tie

manor of fact we lead

newcomers.

away game jins will he present.

away," Redlinger

often plays its
best games against tough competition, and Forest View

ney.
Prospect

didn't want to main him with

well. but den they arc being

Rill tee, many ariatak.a.-

Conant has failed to win one
game this season on the road
while triumphing in every
home contest. "When we play

game tonight and should heat
Conant next week, it would

Prospect

Dive Ristau and Jeff Boyer at
the guards. Pinder and Mach
iit the forwards and Mark
Hopkins at center. Ristau

It isn't that

'up
tIm

unpredictable Cougar five
the Courprs, the

can take the

If

good ballplayer."

now the other three paitions

play. and I plan to use them
gone e hits said Eck.. boys

again per

pionship of the holiday tour-

small schools)

ELK GROVE. which is 1-2
the NISI. and 4-5 overall.
ran into a similar problem earlier in the season when it opposed Hersey and its 6-8 lee.
The
ter. Andy Pancrate,
Grenadiers tried sagging in on
Panama. hut they got into
foul trouble and Rees will
pnthably try somihing else
tonight.
"We've had quite a bit of
foul [rouble." Rees said. -As a
in

ward Gary Kawell. but . of

League -leading Cards host
-very rouge game" 0.5 once

then lake on a healthy Hersey
team Ja. 30.

1

ing and receiving the ball in

pushed by several outstanding

ing. He said, 'We played real
well except for our Iasi game.
fair I feel that game was not a
fair assessment of the mu bull
teams. We had to get up early
Ilan day while DeKalh didn't

ranked Okawville in the cham-

ping No

andus

Thecoach of klillikin Col-

loss to either would take the
possibility for a league cham-

Wayne Ilerer and 6.0 Scott
McMillan. Conards 6..7 lint

must play at Frond and

hig center.

several local onervers.

Wheeling and Elk Grove
will battle tonight for survibal
in the wide-open Mid.Suburhen League basketball race at
the Grenadier hardcourt. The
atpreliminary will begin

ohmn a two on one or three

guards

ins his slehmsive plans a anent.

but he indicated his thinking
far, alai ha drew the raves of cambial around Wheeling's

5-10

are

Elk Grove to -

coach.
ache Ted F.ther. had hoped

encounter

.1s.

derson. C. 5.25: 6. Rambo. C.

'

and

tally ready for a gap: after
such a long layoff Freeman

ARLINGION ENTERED

Melanin:11, EG. 7.45: 4. L
Fenundez, EG, 5.95: 5. An-

By Jim Stuart

deficit. the Titans
try to n ut ilk much as pasible

To make up for their

when they carry their 1-2 slate
host

the Knights last game and top-

Grens host Wildcats in tossup

he

the tourney over the Christmas
holidays along with several
highly -rated schools in the

RINGS B.MleY, C. 7.11,2,
Fernandez. EG. 7.65: 7.

chance to reach the .5W
plateau in conference action

(Ian, the nod for tonight's

TRAMPOLINE I. Minos.

C.4.905. Anderson. ('.4.75; IL

The Warriors will complete
their rwintheekend billing in a
affair
at
n
nconference
Wheeling of the Mid -SulamMn League. Wheeling is nurs.

prohlem getting his hoys men-

lions." Freeman nal
ddwell
Asked if it was much ol a

EG. 715: 2. Reline. EG. 6.4;
3, Dorsey. EG. 5.5:4.
7.95:Sinntt
C. and Gardner. C. both 9:

PARALLEL BARN I. L
Fernandez. EG. 6.95: 2. B.
Fernandez. E.G. 6.9.
Stenoien. EG. 6.15: 4. Armfield.

saleable expericime.

against
night.

will have to meet Arlington
petaturay. After that. Prow.
pe

ing a 2-5 overall mark with a

at 6:45 p.m.
Both mann are amenity 1-2
in the conference. and a third

under tournament coati-

triumphs

EG. 7.2; 7. B. Fernandez. EG.
6.35: 3 A rmtield.
ft I; 4. L.

to break Into
day tournam
the win columentn, hut with the
assurance that Wilhelm will he
couching the same smiling five
again next year. he thinks
[hat his club is at least gaining

Smith has since moved leaving

usually ligMed t on shot on

Freeman

like his, he might not have tee.

rough competition. Evanston
Tonight's game also is I and New Trier East have each
',mist" for the Knights as that done wells ince knocking off
the Knights. and Maine SOuth
unbeaten record will he on
shakey terms all month. Arl- NS proven II is about the best
111h -ranked East St Louis A.
sumption when the Knights ington. the other league team in the area after winning
met the unbeaten powerhouse i. leader, plays Conant tonight the rough Aurora East Mura home and has a very fun ney.
at the Pres.-Mater Dei
opportunity to run its slate to
day Tournament.
Knights will need to
EAST ST. Louis AssumpMEISSNER WAS three. keep pace as they will play ion is now rated I 1th in the
for -three from the field in the Conant nest Friday but then state after rocking Prospect in

-looked pretty goal in mac.

court

risiun.ardt

on tonight. But with aqua d

from that one forward position
his been
Mepsner led
the team in scoring against

and Wayne Meier and Dave'

"1"
ming:mace crown.

Riding high on their three

4.15.

lewski. "is the biggest surprise

Meissner deserves astaning

While not engagi,
11111
6.th:intent action.
bead Warrior coach Gaston
holiday

previous conference ictories.
the Arlington High School

oared league wins, and be well

last two season.

Rah. according to Wane-

IN LAST weekend's Iwo

the lineup will End Rich Olson
and GAM Shevell at the guards

Wilhelm with a hie gap to fill.

By 'tom Rowe

B.

tilk which has eluded them the

Wmielewski is not going to
change or do anything special
when the Ikons face the Mete-

pivot duty. The rernmnder of

and center Fred Horn.
The Warriors. ono, thought

They've eve waiting fisr this
anie for over two weeks. and

pit the two days play with a
on their way loth.

Next year he should be great"
Cullen's 22 -point performand against Ignatius surprised
his. Coach. "It's amazing to

"AND SOMEBODY his to

Now
she
View. 6-4
overall for
season, must
face first -place Prospechoc and

1071/

the

I.

min the consistency they have
shown so bor. they should fin-

peered him to be this good.

and 18 against Palatine.

wan beating Prospect and Kr lington. se we might as well do
it ourselves. We've hoer look -

gm's

Brennan, EQ. 6.75, 1 Wal-

HIGH BAR

est guards in the league. and to
score 22 points against him if
real accomplishment."

FOREST VIEW ha to win

there.

Wood!, provides the other
half of

MEET RESULTS
EXERCISE

Lynch Hes one of the tough

tonight if it expects to be a factor in the race. Before the Cons
ant game Arneson [old his
squad it could lose one anon,

to go out and ha that one
more time right then md

while junior Manama: George

By J. Alan Conk
Ana. Sports Ed.

said. -Our kids are really laintry for some competinon.

BEN, FERNANI,k2 of

FLOOR

aeon that wall apt. (Jen.,

Mm nom the freshman squan
but he came back out and his
been serimagging with theyancity ever since. We never ex-

Hungry Warriors clash with GBN 'Cats

A, ICS, 2. Prochaska, A.7.5: J.

HIGH BAR:

reeled off three straight wins to

'an

7.1: 3. Moon:. A. 1.604. Mellin, F. 4.9;
SIDE HORSE:

Pruspect. meanwhile. has

time and still win the title out.
right. The Falcons proceeded

SP RTS

best condition physically that

gain a sham of the Maga

hue League basketball game.

basket. Since then they haw

squad hustle:capability to heat

of the year We .61 -all -had NMI

sharpen their shooting eyes.

antrous.

Forest View will try to jump
hack into tide contention
tonight when ft halo co -lender
Prospect in a key Md-Suburs

weary Means blew a big laid

lion mentor said. ''Our

a

By Mike heron
End Linda Hamilton

tournament at the

LI?

have

wins guard, tom* Cullen and
Bolt Ruh bore th brunt al the
R oring, something neither in
accustomed to doing. Cullen
got 22 against Ignatius. WNR
Rech got 14 against the Pack

Knights, Fakons in early showdown

Won -pack of Ignatius. but the

that he

, sis , ed

The Meteors will

phenomenon.

Salle is just a good as St_ Ignatius. s we haw to prepare
for them."
Delabialle placed seci,1 in

Walielewski regards them as
just as good as St. Ignatius. a

the

corner. DLS has found anothcr good big man so agile Mello
an move to fonvard.

"We feel that there arc four or

News, Ore also leading the
Chicagoland Prep League. But

were. but

the pivot, though hut to the

r!. Lions, who are in the

this

strange

they vs been m all year am
the Lions may have trouble according to Wasicuwskt
lindmg enough tall people to "doing a Int more shoal,
ever done while
cover both Burke and the Me- than we
tau center. Wasielewski has I've been her, "The Limn
not altered his basic phn of have added a new. smaller rim
to fit inside the regular one to
attack, however.
slight advantage in height and

WASIEIKIVSKI explained

Thc Meterors, which haw
Wen ranked a high as Illth in

Wasielewski

of supint in Milo
Burks. oho was an allthonfir
ewe center laSt year as ajuni0r, returns this year, not to

cut

I

siy. P. 1.3; RINGS: I. Knot.
son:H. 4.0; 2. Krug. P. 2.8:

he

Unbeaten Dons put streak
on line vs. IC, Joliet Catholic
The

know

I

as-

long

ability."

'voi

baten. A win
filenhard counts a4
much in the Yandings a a win
ace ant
spent or Arling.

trailed the lower more to

Notre
Dome High School bmkethall
[cam heads into a big weekend
of conference play as they host
Immaculate 'Conception at

they
against

Isaacs, A.

Visitor head Isola:that!
emich Eil Wasiclewski didn't
cone: right out and predict a
St.

was not fooled. -Maybe you

HIGH BAR: 1. Knutson. H.
2.81 2. Krug. P. 2.5: 3. VS.
count. H. 2.2: 4. Juntnik. P.'
2.1; 5. MMus. 6 00:6. Rich.
der. P. 1.6; TRAMPOLINE:
I. Tracy, H. 5.0: 2. Johnson.
H. 3.5; 3. lantalk. P. 3.2: 4.
Miller. H. 2.9: 5. Bennett. P.

Ju.1n;gd.ahl.

whirs units,
xl

dm horizontal har. Al

Ml almost hack to his full

Stream school

5.55.

I, V,

on the trampoline. Landy
nand.. on the parallel liars and
Denny Fernand. on the rings.
ULM night's 123.37 distil'.
espegially please Gain., who
was hoping to start hitting the
130N with consiftency. He at -

belt. But with a few exceptions,

will open at sward
along with 5-9 Tom Pulling.
Junior Bill Wright
Mve
away two hick, to Hague in

herst

die

had seven games under their

.11111111.1

Ong at forward for

under

-WIIEN HE PLAYED his
first pine this season apinst
Palatine.' the young
to
pointed ou "the other boys

ries a 2-I mark for the year.allconference
candidate Don

ih

:nal

prodding of Kawhoske posted
:sib ood early season
record.
The num of Hague 'has
presented a few problems. of
it that most of
Kasuboske thinks
11,11110W hen
out.

For GI,bard. which car-

too lightl.
wore Conant did and

tonight. Game 1111101
tar!

5dl Mike Kollar. Kano-

locke expects five other

7-3_ they're in second place in
of the season.
the 5151. and they cannot
'I he hiah.pointing guard find to lose. Coach Kasulanke
.1111 the nu for MO amwoods that a Freind ram
dass, this woak Lunt linithers would seriously dampen the
'thks
perchis not operating al 100 Viking championship clan-

could hurt the club.
"Hexind) in 1,1 shape today
IThandayg hut the rest or die

remo.

tomorrow's Waukegan In- ilk Grove won the all-imporvitatiOnal with a 123.37-X067 [ant all-around competition
blid-Suhurhan League gym- sow.- Conant's Bill Anderson.
nastics victory over host Con- 6.12-4.62. Benny had wornd
ant last night.
ill b.0 in the free exercise. 3.7
7110 victory homed
Elk on the sick horse. 635 on the
Grove NISL record to a pea horithanal ear, 6.9 on the nee fect 3-0 and ill overall mark to anal bar, and 7.65 on the rings.
4-0. The Grenadiers have a
Winners in each event were
practice dual meet at Lake Brennan with a h.75 In the
Forest ar 4:45 this afternoon.
floor exercise. Olson with an
8.05 on cheerio horse. Swims
ELK GROVE. witch Fred son with a 7.2 on the hurt/oaGainms vet:.. has lineup at
t:a har. Mint. with 0 715 on
Waukegan Saturday would he the trampoline. I andy FenEugene Brennan in the free ex- intiuka with a 6.45 on the ao
ercise. Wayne Olson on the elle! hers and Conant's Doug
side horse. Dave Swenson on Bartley with a 7.8 on the ring..

11111a1.110 1 coral. I he snore oil

repeatally

2.6: 4. Knutson, H.
;5 Jensen. P. 2.2:6. NI..
P.

i3n,

Elk Croke warns, up tor

2nd -place Vikes at GSN

he Demons' tiro

11,x111ly

renal, H. 3.0. 3. Cassidy. P.
2.8: 4. Imodin. H. 0.7: 5. 'reicher/. P.2.4.0 Moran. P,2.1;
SIDE HORSE: I. Salary. P.

Grove's 123.37
shatters Conant

hot and.cold siaine
1-aw little I hallow ss ill anemia

Yolk

2. DiL

Selembe, H. 4.21

MEET RESULTS

Loma, e

Me

ec.. imam tm,h1 as rile,
,h Dukes Li
challenge Me tosednithan

FREE EXERCISE: I.

and °amending 8.55 in the

IftIREST VIEW loin, ids,

to keep then milvaten home

FADS/1.50PN

Arlington outduels
Vikings, 127-72.91

e11 Wining In

Don 1.1111.

H. 6.75: RINGS: I.

Sjogren, H. 8.05, 2. Ontowski.
P. 7.2, 3. Morava. H. 6.9504.
Valentino 11.1. P. 6.8( 5. Royal.. H. 6.11, , Wald. P. 5.75:
ALL-AROUND: I, Morava.
H.7.68; 2. Wold. P. 5.64.

0. Beam P.

7.75; 3. Rebmann. H. 7.6; 4.
Hendershot. R. 7.2: 5. Courtney. P.5.8: 6. Farris. H.5.45:

H,

Ruiner. W. 5.43: 4. Olsen. EV.
Fss. a,.
.f;5,
TRAMPOLINE, I Itiet
Conti. EV. and Fisher. W.
5.15: 3. Tthlty. 1.6. 4.O: 4.

and..V. 6.55: 2. Mathis W.
1: 3 Sullivan. EV. 50( 4.

7.15; 5. Farris. H. 7.1: 6.
Boyant.

Be Gong, Hai.

2 4 Weld

I Alms,amin P

4.0: 2. Myth. H..1.0( 3. Cam -

PARALLEL BARS: I. Mo-

Rainer. W. M1.15( 4.

nonlit hale

MEET RESULTS

Morava, H.
7.6: 2. Wold, P. 7.5;1, Farris.

RINGS: I. Mathis. W.5.95:

I- V. 5.6: 5. %lathe.. W.

2.75,

free ea routine.

2. Bien W. 4,05:7 Bthy. W.
3.7: 4. Olsen. FY. 3.55: 5.
Brown. I -V.
Pergander.

MEET
RESULTS

5.15:6. Hermann, W.4.3.
SIDE. HORSE: I. Berglimd.
[W. 6.2, 2. Pierce, FV, 15; 3,
Waters. W. 195:4. Mathis. W.

;En

s

Stew Schwabe was acne' in
line for high snorts with a 4.3

HIGH BAR:

Pomander. IN. 4.9: S. Rainer.

FREE EXERCISE: I. Dian. IV. 7 7. 2. Berglund, EV.

la(k rn depth 1.,0 meta a
appaomt
knit ma men edni-

.1.1111

the

Falcons wen: again aced hy

41.5

seal.

the side

ies elso reeled in a victory with
a strong 57.4 showing. The visitors had a 43.5. Pal ireacy
nearly posted a varsity score as
he earned an excellent 3.0 on
IM trampoline. Tama°

805 on the parallel bars, mitre
than a point ahead of his nearest competitor. Craig Sjogren
took another Hersey grit,
muscling his way to an 8.05 on
the rings. Prospect, Mike (Janowski, this
he torn linemans in his elbow. managed a
second with a 7.2. Ossowthi
was I I th in the state nal Iasi
year, but has not been able to,

Falcons feast on shallow Wildcats
II, eerie lor the Wildcats
lierglond again led the was

tit

other Oswald s thinks
were a 7.9 and 6.5. Nahik
John yaknlino was rated at

Wald klortvas 7h w is a
point Merida -Weld to capture

a Hersey took a Mid-Subup
Prosact. 136.38-125.90
Prospect, Jay Bensen was
the meet's highest individual
scorer of the meet with an encollet 8.5 on the trampoline.

L

1,pata ssonng their hish

Sean

r.

sur IF ITS at all possible.

`HE'S GOT HIS

touch

Steingraber also has
a
"problem" at guard, where he

has three fine players and must

Junet 01.15 Hashich. Rusty

Sehnert and ['hurley Phillips
at the forwards and Chris An.
driano and Jeri Algaire al the
guards. All-stars football play.
er Bob Carr o the third guard..
and be adds a lot of hustle and
hit -hawking ability to the
lineup

BUT IT appears that the
entailer Pirates will be out-

the 6-7 senior will stark tic his

make a decision. He will sole
it at lemt temporarily tonight

classed bye Hersey team that

been the surprise ot the season

by starting Dick Powell and

is

and would be a drastic loss at
this point in the campaign.
However, the Huskies have
regained the services of Mark
Lindstrom and Tim Nagle and

Mark Jacoby.
-But
don't think Erase
1

(junior Bruce) is goi, to sites
the bench too long become
Inc' such a competitive kids."

just now coming into its
Hersey will travel to Elm -

saws!

Park

Saturday

night

for a non -conference game
with the Ti -County School.
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News
News
News

to shape up
physically or shipout
to the Russian front.

32

9

Dick Van Dyke

Bob Chute, Wemer

Comments

Robert Clary.

32 Truth or Coo-

32 The Munster.

5

sequences
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Mike Douglas
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Bottom of the Sea

7
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The Brady

Brady kids
fight over what they
are going to get with
94 books of trading
Ramp.
SO Leak Carlos Ur -

Your
Horoscope

I1 Geod. Thaveler

Robert

Brown, loan BlonBobby

Sher -

I1 NET Playhouse
32 Of Land and Seas
9:00

Bracken's World
Jimmy Durante
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Shiers' Hour
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5
7
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7:10
HoPer's Heroes

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23410.
20) Set you mind to work.

him.

de!).

Bunch
The
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longer

threatens to quit the
Bala unlav they
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for
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Hall

the existence of a retarded
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man in the New York
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the
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are
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32 News Final

you personally daring 1969 that was

among

1:00
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32 100
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of the News
3

of a long lost bomber.
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T
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9-

Show

Tonight Show
5
7
Dick Cavell
Show
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1:55

Late Report

2

Movie
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0

M edit?.

2
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40

James Darren, Debo-
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Hot

26 Red
Blum

and

32 Movie
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novel pH during the
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3:40
News

Movie

"God is My Cot

Depression.

II

7
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and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide
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vent'. Magazine
12:00

guests.

Mork
"Andy." Tells of

5
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Edward,.
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pened to

during

8:00

The Good Guys

other publication.
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II Washington
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Movie
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9
Star Trek
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ROBIN MALONE

save

owning.
9

2
5
7

10:00
News
News
News
Year's End.The

Oreet

Deeds is suspected

High Chaparral
"The

Mr. Deeds Goa

to Deem

to

Home Buyer's Guide

in I

Melodrama starring
Glen Ford. Lee Mar.

People Speak

his career.

Get Smart
Max and 99 go to
London to investigate a series of
crimes committed by
wax dummies of fanor people. Don
Adams and Barbara
Adams

on hole 111010 I

vm.

Dan Farrell tries

2

Movie

9:30

Game

6:25

2

"The Big Heat."

Banner, Iv. Dixon.

26 Spanish News

Name of the

Midnight Repent
Chketto Show
12105

Show

tacks that threaten

PIC. A WRONG ',NOME,

9:25

5
7

Pant Haney

John

, Idemperer,

6:30

!y4

2

NQ

dered

2
5
7

NIELLBENI LIFE 0R7dER?
11

Top Plays of the
NFL

9 Perry Mason
32

trterss

9

News

Charlottesville, Virginia

Means to achieve ordinary
ends could enliven the day.

AQUARIUS (3411. 2I -Feb

.19) Aiding others in attaining
Their goals could make for n'
distinguished day.
:

PISCES

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

211 Others may tempt you but

this is not the day to heck off
from a promise.

ARIES March

22 -April
20) Check plans before taking

Limestone Farm is located Seven miles east of Charlottesville, Virginia on the Richmond Road U. S. route
# 250. Limestone was formerly owned by James Monroe, 5th President of the United States.
Monroe served in the Revolutionary War. House of
Delegates in Virginia: Minister to France; Governor of
Virginia; Minister to Great Britian and Envoy to Spain;

RERF,C041,3

20 -March

(Feb.

WAITA MINLRE!

13,11102EM.42121F0,.

CCNT I
FIMEANY5AY

AND 3 o4 p.rersaF A
&I,M.005 LAWYER..

IN

ration- you may amid an error.

Secy of State; Secy of War, and then President in 1817.
The wings of the house shown here as well as a Brick
& Frame building at the rear of the main residence were
built in 1794 as evidenced by the carpenter marking on

TAURUS (April 2I -May
31) Don't insist on having
things your own way. Giving is
1116 best way 010110g.

GEMINI (May 22.1une 21)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

You could he persuaded into

a beam, and again listed on Mutual Insurance policy
dated August 1804 and signed by James Monroe in

Making a bad bargrin. Be care-

ful about money.
CANCER :lune

Answer to Previous Pante
22 -July

231 Devote to day to home
and family. Avoid rushing into

Difficulties

THE BORN LOSER

ventures Oat do not include
!bun.

ACROSS
1 Gordian

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) Try

perplexity
S11.'d
crack
8 Labyrinth
12Ireland
13 Roof finial

to try on the other fellow's
shoes. I n that way you can fig.

um ouhis behaviour.
VIRGO (Aug. 24.Spet. 23)
Give special attention to home
projects and children.

14 Soviet lake
15 Dash
16 Man' s

LIBRA (Sept 244O0t. 23)
Now is the time to use your inVentivencss. It may be mastery to take an original ap-

llkkll...
17Become

proach.

SCORPIO

(Oct.

submerged
18 Makes . loan
20 Cuddles

24 -Noe.

22) Good work habits pay off
now. Be skillful! at unimpor-

CAPTAIN EASY

tant chores.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) Unless you talc 1111
chores in order of importance
you may find you have
pushed little but trivia.

rat
Alaraz
MOD IP 06666r056

Answers to
Hideaword

,

Biceo op

elope

deep

.004

drop

rode

role
reel
legs

doer
dole
,dope
deer

reed
repel

delve

rope
older
lope
leer
lode

Pd
Pere

lore

lord

per

prod

OWNER WINI IG 1046,

AMEX

e

Fr '.../42,
V. tal
POMP MR WPM
.

0
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.:

,

_

,w,

9-

..

MY

,

-4.

nr.rar'
.0".

e,f.-l - 0*
0...

tFJI

DEPLORE

-

Tam.

.

.

......
iTO

,:c.,

t,

A 'tat

dli-y
'It kJ,J
'

extremity

MS =COS

TV AND Mt. ma
40.12TIONG2.

140W LONG

This rowanota.
SuPfiniOntri
COMPLINt

171.111111F=1

Algeria
5 FiAing

1111140M MOW 1111W14sie

4 Takes care of
gadget
6 Preposition

7 Fitting
moment
dog

8

Large

110

IMIE=1/1.2111-1

WPAIal
XHIMM4-711

tMIUM
hl0611P1

1#211101,
1.7JEIgn

23 Principal
26 Regulation
27 Arabian

ruler

1.41/41ii

42 Swiss canton

43 Negative'
word
47 Airplane paste
48 Card game
49 Fatigue

50 Chateaubriand
hero
51 Conjunction
52 Soft drink
54 Rib, for
instance
55 Man's name
M Rodents

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happensfaster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -5V4% Guaranteed Interest on

59 Spider snare

prefix

41 -task

44 Candlenut
tree

(lb.)

58 In what
manner?
60 "New" star
131British
composer

Pied

82 Fruit drink

elder

63 Insect
64 Golfers'
mounds

.45 Slight flap

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

17IOZ1

1 Ship's part
2 Egyptian river
3 City in

form)
40Negative

57Ulasinian
city
NAPS YOU IUD

NJIMM

liffiON

with offices in Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect.

THIS SECTION

4,11&4111ZIO

1=TRYAF.1

history

48 Difficulty
NOW, PM 001110-10 MK
YOU TO 'DONK BACK,
/610160 61.1ARK01, AND

WWMI,i=1
Y111.411

11

Mr. & Mrs. Donald D. Florence, who purchased it in
1948. Mr. Florence is President of F. B. K. Realtors

39 Up (comb.

(p1.)

ngsWateran, AS =LG.,

AFARE17.1

on the carvings on the beam of the Monroe Law office.
which stands to the rear of the min dwelling.
Lime for the University of Virginia & Monticello was
taken from this farm. This property is now' owned by

37 Mnice of

53 Italian river
P9PcurATRICT, 05141101
1.111P VOM( AR0100
LONPOPTAIlli ON

currency (pl.)
DOWN

9 Seed covering 29 French river
30 Norwegian
10 Writer,
22 Was seated
_Gre,,
toast
24 Two (Roman) 11 Members of a 31 Early center
25 Exal
of Celtic
fraternal
28 Double peril
church
order
(2 words)
19 Pouehlike
32 Chamber
34 Alcoholic
33 Sicilian
part
beverage
volcano
21 Family
35 Annoy
member coil) 38 Musical
36 Pedal
intervals
23 Act of trying

45
48 BaseTroop

CAMPUS CLATTER

66 Far Ems

c; _dr.0

!ZIF:.11.1

OWIIE1 0! all4

.which he states "occupied by myself."
Limestone Plantation is a part of the grant of 1200
acres patented by Charles Lewis in 1731, which was
located on both sides of the Rivanna River,
Limestones' buildings date to Aug. 30. 1794. as seen

CHECK

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only 51000 Minimum Deposit. Choose
G -month to 5 -year maturities.

All Interest
Compounded
Daily!

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings ...all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking fora mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

in the heart of Bell Town The Weather Bell Corner Monroe and Clark
Phone Financial 6 1000

Chicago, IINnois 60603
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DIF DAS

P ,g, Is

I rid iy 1100,119

101 D\\
Pi, 14

Sill

More
Ridding

mon.

num Theater.

ground

to a club, church, school or

gum, windiest it upend fly on
bubbks. All the action conies
for only $3.
Tomorrow foe $3, Joe Kelly

it may be a cama

in

CHICAGO:

bubble

thus far

For those who didn't see
Jethro Tull at the Amon. the
Kinetic Playground will opcn
in

ron Ruso at the Aragon cons

cen. Tull also said that the
price will by brought down

WAUKEGAN:
To appear tonight at the
Wild Goose is the Mead for

W's Happening with you.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

Me middk of

January. as annbunced by Aa-

Blues Band will appear for 53.

us and 1111 Day win tell others

Graphics consulta.. mato
dvisor. landscape lithiatchilectural model

iy

.., Shoes

'the activity may be sponsored

a

"What's Happening," Day
Publications, 117 S. Main St.,
Mount -Pros pect, 60056. 'Fell

Frank Lloyd Wright or Louis

popular concern to be p.r
homed this year at ths Aida.

Tomorrow ohs Prat weld.

listing of acties for youths.

is

menial event. Send inform,
thon on what's happening to

Sullivan would have dreamed
psssible when they first went
to work.

mrfornunk for II 75 alms

action. Mapc
Child and Mogan, held to the.

"Whath Happening"

speciali nn am replan and erect a'
today than either

IWO groups irs inn' out thou

Tan.ht at the Cellar x,11 In

By Dim Hamilton

path, or

nnin. to

Don't send children early
Churchill principal asks

What's happening in the area

Construction of 0 -Hare Plaza
requires many heads and hands

1110104

19711

from 151073,711.

The 22nd Century Protrsions is omenting Moir list of

01.73.

I'Iolap ol

Pil Hints Wen tom Imo..
School. his rdo.s1 lot mouth,
"urgent
co.operation"
in
making sure children do non
:tone at school too early
"Despite the estrous. cold
wmiher." she fold. --mow
children have Ivett arriving up
to 30 minutes before our ..-

Concerts arranged duo far
Paul
Butterfield Blues
Band. lan. 16. 630 p.m.:Neil
Diamond. Jan. 17. 8:30 pm.;
Delaney, Bomb and friends
with Eric Clanton. Feb. 14. 7
Ma 10,30 pan.: Iron Butterfly.
are

March 21. ]and 10(00 p.m.:
Ire Cueker. March 22. 7:30
pm.. and Sankey Robimon

and the Miracle, April

,

nt Ih
sommusil hot
children have hem, arriving
even oirlicr, causing sinter
vision difficulties since ninny'
not begin
of our teachers
their teauhing day until 8130

"Your co-operation in limchildren, arrival in

ing

no directions.
ODE teachers allowed the chil-

the morning io cot-int:Mc with
the th45 twit and in the after115 hell is urr
noon w iih
ecru!, needed."

REST:111E1NT OF THE WEEK:

nalser a. soil
gotestin
gultant-Ilie we specialinal

DAN 111111,1 CATIONS

erviees thin did not exist 20
gas ago.

All of th pond more ore

THE COACH LITE INN

medal on

oject os complicated as O'Hare Plua, the
six-laid
office

WeekEnd FunFare

VIleasing space. along John
Kennedy
Expy.
near

VITI.

Ianewer

.ee hells.

dren to enter the building as
the, arrisol during the earls

17.

8,30 p.

Ih

I ht pr edamwill non In

Thane International Airport.
EACH SPECIALIST deals
in only ono phase in the pro.

ee

a, Like lb. firm thin pecial.

fin. h...7

===1.77"'alw

enjoy every bile See you there Inn. I 311. ler dr WW1.,

Dining...D(ncing...Entertainment its the "Northwest Suburbs

'

res in building architectural
mulcts. O'Hare Plaza cdes

c:nhon'z'
,

elopers. Scay k Thomas. Inc.
Ind Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co., commissioned
hens lo prepure 0 oneithirly-

wond inch equals one Kid
cab architectural model of

NIIII, MOM e111.0110111. thiel the average person realizes ere involved in the construction of

he six building complex cam.
doe with trees. people, grassy
areas and automobiles. In ath
Jition to the six buildings Ii wo

aired office complex like O'Har Pnt The six -building project features an aincoarlitioned mall
and undercover parking facilities
2000 antomobiles.
the model details the 800.11/21/2
all.weather mall. The
model wan ordered to give ppu
lung

tential oilier tennels a three
dimensional look It the project before it is built.
The final model is 24 inches
wide by 411 inches long and 6
inches high. It took 320 manhours to complete. cost 150011

Investors form team
in development project

and ban exact replica of the
545 million project. The actual
project will sit one 14 -acre site

and require about 2 million
nottemlingleaoml
Corn
has ineiounced it has csomilal

hi 542j100.

its real alai, holdings wok .in
Monism. re 3 min

hog

homes are

,,

being

'The griming number of Indus -

hial Yorks limited in the sum
rounding are. are expected to

,

Nceling
mi

to

11,0,00

he prime sources of home hus-

311,1

Lipman located go 3 imme
residential site in a suburb um(

Puma& Constme
lion Co. ail build the houses

en in this development.

of Chicaai.

Sales Dill be handled by Gladstone Realty. a prominent real

POTTERs.ENCLEWoulTS
other real estate interests
are located in Fon Wayne.
Ind -and Evanston. III.

John 10 loci. and Filwarit
E. Animer.clwarman md pre, mune sales form which how
Mon gogvaiiels. said Potter. served Ciliated, eastern sub.
Englewovid has gneiss! ,nut
whim area tor mans sear.
joint
Milli Millealle
9,,., 'Well

I'lltler-Englexood

W mod Iola

with three
the Pinter Co.. which

ills PRIeJrr I. gam.

ligatures componans
ela
meal -electronic applications
and manuring instruments.

are

with plants in California. MisII

11 e

I

1,,ummil.

1,111 NG,
kitine arid .Snis-

sonippi

Engle.
Eleoriml SuPP17
0..
the largest independent di,

ter said.

aid tho Wood Dale
milriod ounstionatimi
Plans dull Mr 3 total ol 1116

ggilim in 11/2Page C'imnly arc

raked-IAN:h.

finical!, noidential und

am!

and

MAW

homes

fiice

PIMP, in pi ism

experienced

s

gio. th

Zitd3.ZELirdroC403. .37-Izra

hike, in Chicago. Laredo. Tab.

GIViJ

awl Scitos 1 onlo. Immo

in Me ism leis_ eam
,o

and

reams of electrical supplies.
equipment and appliances in
the !Olden, and Videneraft
Slantifiuguring Cm. with foci.

%Ili rounding cant Lmo-

O'Hare Plaza will be Malt
of architectural concrete. The

model is node up of styrene
elastic. plexighta. energised
hoist plates and epoxy glue.
The actual structure will have

people working within
its walls; the model is penult.

601/11

ed by 72 lead figures. 'The 11.C.
tunt

structure

will

provide

FAMILY
APPROVED
HOMES

f he number of apartment
units and single family homes
for which permits were issued
in November in the Chicago
area this sear declined 55 per
cent from figures reported for
the same month in 1961.

150U of them underground.

The model details underground

lot

entrances

intricate pieces at

building

scene -the graphics

consultant and the landscape
architect -worked on their

Now Appearing

a ...Motion of itools--onti

Lloyd Lindroth

First evidence of the graph.
consultant is the die-

signed too destinguish the Ate
from other buildings in the
area.

THE. LANDSCAPE architoo's job is pretty basic but

An important part of any
new

building. graphics are
mnieularly vital at O'Hare

arranges the elements to attractively complement each

Plaza. The graphics consultant
assists /he architect in design.

other.

lcZrrart'e'iLthe Tlow:!jYtraZ

office complex: 78 crabapple

arriving at me she. The graph-

MGM. 'MIMI with paehy-sandra
underneath. will he spotted
wound the arca. Ninety

was in a slightly darkened hall-

month. a drop of 677 from (he
1,676 reported last your..

The surrey also repo.'

Savings Survey of New Building.

permits. issued km the pest 11

confine tonatistics retently

months of 1969. amount for
46.924 hosing units Com.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
ALTHOUGH

decrees.
ere seen in both categories.
110 largest gap was in the number of apartment units for

Cook County Recorder Sid.

toy R. Olsen Bond the Wm.
ing real estate transfers from
Maine and Wheeling townships for the week ending Jan.

reached

20.991

31.840. while the' number of
single family honns for which
permits were issulal declined
from the 1960 total of 22.271

Promoted

51 11 220 S. Illinois Dr David
H. Hoe Jr. to Joan P. Limner.

shire. Donald D Seifert to

M. Collins. 941.50( 1779 Orchard
Stu
McKay-NI:28a
Inc. to National
Bank of Albany Park. 035.50.
Arlington, Heights: SOO W.

nie

depart-

D.

Baird to fie rotate Dahm, $42:

Prospect Heights, 806 Bon-

Brook Dr Thomas

P.

Muchisky to Roman F. Buchhuger. S40.50.

Loan arranged
for plaza
A 13,220.000 mortgage
loan has been arranged by

Ple111

in

Des

Number RECOA, INC.

MCCABE
rwEALTY

-

259 L Rod Rood

Member MA.P. Multiple Listing Service

(81.12)
Mt. Prosfect

CL 3-7600

parking will be provided for
400 cars.
General

contractor is J.
it Anderson A Song litchi net is Marshall D. Leib Pt An
sociatm, both al Chicago.
Frank M. Fleck, senior
vi

e.president,

represented

Great Lakcsinthetransaction.

has been elected Mee president
et employee reladons and per-

simnel for the Walgreen Co.
thews started with Walgreens
in the employe relations depanment, and became endsrant director it 1958 and the
following year became dimes
tor ofempleyeedetlare.-

NIELSEN'S
RESTAURANT

WITH

SWING

LEON BERRY

with
DONNA
DAY

r cr--

-" Run,

Old

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY'

"0

NIELSEN'S 8 27-1 8 1 9

Ct,TIAL'A'Y':IL

ATES N MANNHEIM RD ROSEMONT I

L

ay

UESINE

Feature

Brunch
area

By Mr. Ers
New fastening devices come

on the market every year. but

the nail --which dam lock to
ancient
tmss--amain the
mot popular for use in wood.
Whether you are building a
workbench or a house. putting
down flooring or applying
trim. there is a nail to suit the
job.
The average mannhotth

Sunday

Brunch Ituffei

PIZZA!1\

1 0:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

l)ou'l hiss Flovds .
Aged Steaks or Son Food

4. CALL
600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

WAYNE

S.

1111 5T.911.1.(4,,J;1.

when:strength is FL ft
i rnporlent and where the heavier

Fill the holm "with' Only or.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thunday, Friday, Saturday

Lototion 340S Alg ngogn Rd., Rolling Meadows, 111

WATCH for rim
ritiormn spermls
al

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

the' Day

Far those arriving

CL 52025

mthil coaling is to prevent russ
510inks on these are fairly
thick. no do not MG where they
might cone splitting.
A so-called threaded nail actually hm grooves around the
shank. This increases the hold-

ing power to

the

point that

they arc just about impossible

Prospect

for Reservations Phone 312-426-3446

smorgasbord j

between.

the

longest that 'makes sense far
the joh but not one That is too
If ,011 have is, drive nails
close to each other. avoid dries

log them along the sante hit..
Mn. 8thgBer therti,O0 avohl
splitting.
1

A.MO. 1N2 A.M.

LemonTee

1

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

JILL

HAS SOMETHING
EVERYONE WANTS

Zaleilo tote

Business Men's Luncheons

Mon. thru Fri.

9.09

DELICIOUS SMORGASBOARD

g9fh elute to Ed

uallhoard.

in

1

NEW

to install shingles and

When picking a nail, remember that the longer'ones
hese the mmt holding paver.
Ilia too long a nail increaws
the risk of splitting. So pick

It

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.

THE

to pull out. These are often
used

tenet

noon. oomph me ntarychampagne

nails now and then
that do not lit No thew cate-

long.

is small enough to be dtiven
below the surface tithe wood.

WITH CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
AND THE MST IN SERVICE.

537 8 866

ENTERTAINMENT

cial -owe

want to afro.
heads show

The head of a finishing nail

ANYTIME!

001' MAY run into spe-

something

mil

GREAT DINING

ILL.

.THE FINISHING nail is just
what its name implies, a nail
to be used where the finished
appearance
imporlant. Use
finishing nails wherever you
Inn, mg

CL 5 2441

PHONE

8175

1'.1111.1111 0'S

Luncheons and Dinners from 11(30 Doily

ROUTE 31 NOON OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSvIssI.

the -house will run into thoc
main types -the comma nail. gook,. A shoot galvanized nail
the finishing nail and the how with a large. fiat head is a roofnail -though there are many ing nail and is used for nailing
others.
roof shingles or roll Reding.
THESE TYPFIL are avail- The largo. flat head is to mold
able in a wide variety of down the shingle. the galva-

are much like

CARRY OUT SERVICE TOO.

s2"

1111 1,Th

.

long. you will find them sold
with heads that am that short
are neither common nor box
nails. his are called wire nal!,

ef ery

may we oiggest..
PERFECT

ing nails Ira -inch to 11/2 inches

under the name of brads. Nails

the hest in the

we mink.o too -Ire.

Sunday feature ise. art both losers

ITALIAN BEEF

plastic wood afterward.
finishing nails for cabinets
furniture. molding and trim.
If mu are looking for finish-

is

If you bag, no, vied this

STEAK SANDWICH
AMISH SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

Handyman faces
a world of nails

Bullet

ae xi. more people knew ationit it.

Menu!"

There is a nail to suit every job.

told oil Sun.,

110lane heen

every
week!

Exceptional

common mil might split the
H. R. ll/kk)Drews, 703 W..

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

READ

with the

common nails. only thinner.
They are used for lighter work

Sansel Rd Moog, prow.,

NI

PHONE 299-0011

Plaza-sa

"The Drive -In

Box nails

rl

i.t2 N. Ii snot 1,1.. Wing.. 11 eight,
I

city in the suburbs.

SAUSAGEINN

holding power.

The fiveetory steel frame
office building is designed far
muttiplet
.1. It is now under construction on a Ifift9013square.foot site at Touhy Av.
and Mannheim Rd.
Area of the Milding s
125,000 square fect. hbrface

RESTAURANT & 1,01:NCE
1-0,5

Elk Greve Village

10SU Oelden Si. lure Weo el Nene..

=Mt

mond -shaped point and groves
under the head to increase

Great Lakes is lam correfoe Metropolitan
Life.

Fashion Show Doily
Complete Dinners

ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

lengths and thicknesses. The
common nail gig the heavy one.
the type used in general coo.
nruction and ter foaming
It hos a flat head, a dia-

Great Lakes Mortmge Corp..
Chicago, on the Tonhy-Mann-

Businessmen's Luncheon

`111,ei),1,162'.1:-'

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Marius Jr. too Raymond Hollis.

Stephen 1. Malak, $17: 1117
Craton= Ln., Robert A. Rischant to lames F. McDonald.

Campbell A,. Margaret

ANYTIME!!

PHONE: 437-6526

to 16.933 this year.

411 S. Reuter Dr.. William E.

1.11, F

FN-FFIZTA IN N1ENT

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day!
1850 Higgins Rd.

Wriglor. ern But then Frank
Hood Wright never tackled a

like (Illaie

EagW

ilirstaurant

flooring subcontractor.
'that's what nes i nio a
building today. It's not as
simple as it was in Frank Lloyd

protect

SNACKTIME

.t,urtt

the

pared with last year's figure of

St., Richard C. Miller to James

Des Plaines) 8812 Church

-1;1111"ji

DINE AT THE ELEGANT ONE

cono

spondent

SALES POSITION OPEN

DNE SPECIALIST will
stay ornerier the pogo.. e.eno
/Med and occupied--accurio.
Security people don't talk

439.2040

Elk Grove, III.

f

1969

Plaines, 110

Des Plaines

gave a complete analysis"( the
job site soil conditions.

he onwrete consultain.

'the number of apartment
onM for which permits were
issued in the I
months of

Permits accounted he 979
single
family hums last

hcim ()Mee

Des Plaines

and approved.
Anil there are morewfitle re iiNarchon. the anieetiAliCtIl onsultani. the interior ikeorar or.

with 1968's total of
54,111.0 13 per cent decline.

taling taro compared with
4.531 in November. 1968.

tric's Hawthorne Works in Cis
cars 110100 h. been a sectbn
chief in Panel and Step-hyStep Switching Systems Ennis
meting.

1443 Ashland

take samples.' the sith.surhice
soil. 'they ran their drills down
75 feet to verify subsoil evielh
ons and to determine the

pared

lie L. Amato. El, SO
Mount Prospect, 700 Wil-

ment chief at Westlectort E

1453 Ashland

out with their drilling rigs to

Their report to the architect

Chalet

gfcurtiy con.lta. began lay
hog his plans when the arch,
mound plan was completed

hearing pressure of the mil.

8 his Quartet
RT. 83 3 RT 7R (Oakton at Higgins)

Join
Your Friends
ot

state revenue stamps for each
SIGOO in market relue.

has been promoted

85 X 150

the huildings
bitio.lars
to watch the parking loth -the

RIDER'S

BRASS RAIL COCKTAIL AND SHOW LOUNGE

$16.50, 314 W. Hack bury
Dr.. OH Building Corp. to Les-

Peter M. Sulks of 2410 N.
Lafayette, Arlington Heights.

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!
ADJOINING PROPERTIES -- R-5 ZONING

Afore builders
in.
Then there is the voiln,ting
service. One of the lint
cialists ion the site, they came

sfras. plainclothes men
per haps even spotters stationed

adjacent to the Kennedy Expy.
and along East River Rd. The

Builders,

m

the trees and shrubs were there

formol plants. telesision

FEATURING DAVE MAJOR and the MINORS

4. Price 1, indicated by $1 in

which permits were issued. to-

$30,900

And all the plmtings must In
arranged to look natural. as if

931
oil

Scotch pine will lien the area.

Real estate transfers

r which permits Were iengtd
hist month reached only 2.764
compered with 6.207 reportal
in ()globe, 19611.

$26,900

beauty

At 0 -Hare Plan. 61 honey
!MAIM trees well surround the

ics man usm signs and tar
lots. lights and colors to perloan this communications job.
A sputlight shining on a dam.

Sun. & Mon. -'The Swingers"

and the tenants. Working with

still moo important. He Selects
the proper trees and shrubs to
tastefully dworate the site and

assignments.

Aiso"slfv==hceroc=ores

cago climate as

tincitive hulls -eye O'Hare
Plath sign. The sign is do

plastic and planMI 65 Imes.
two other newcomers to the

enact) Itte.linn

graphics.

172 MHOmobiles parked on the she.

fashioned

ennial Hower heds. Each shrub
and tree was 101001.1

7 N1TES 'TIL 4 A.M.

tienho entrance is a form of
ics

WHILE THE model maker

him Ines
ir Sometimes ,siii
we them: MOM of the time \,y
don't. I Iwir joh is to pro

the comer. of the buildings

and

,. and includes

each Mill boast its own pet-

DINING-DANCING-ENTERTAINMENI

coordinated with an eye toward withstanding tile Chi-

above -gnarl. parking facili

units and ,inglc family horn=

mimimmaiva.,.

was to direct people to a par -

that November is the fourth
consecutive month in which
the mmulative 1969 total of
apartment unhs and single
family homes was lower than
figura repainted for the same
period in 19010 this year's

According to the survey. the
combined totals of apartment

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

parking for MOO automobiles.

much about sib, Iles As go

Nov. '69 permits down
55 per cent from '68

relmsed by the Bell Fedend

rori

dela& Interconnected buildings arranged so MN tenant can expend space vertle.ly and thairantally.

.he site

nonh and south %mils

Chi -

men -bawd holding tonna,

deal ono EVel Ihd, sad. I
props
mils northam
01 laic

manhours to build.

Architect's nedering of completed O'Hare Plaza complex

LUNCH

EVES.
DAYS

01.19

51.69

SUN. 8. HOLIDAYS

$1.79

DON/ FORGET OUR PRIVATE

DINING ROOMS -AT NO CHARGE
SEATING UP TO 500

6). ItaM

,ola mt. Imo Nero
Mete. MHO

RESTAURANT

PRIME RIB
OF BEEF

vse.essa

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

4-7

WED., FRI. 8 SAT. NITE

Mixed

Zalta tO the tine wait

Drinks

of the

501

CORDOVOX
By the

Bottled

J.M. THREE

Beer

35'

CONNOISSEURS OF
EXCELLENT FOOD

BRING IN THIS AD ANY WEEK DAY AND

$4.25

RECEIVE YOUR FIRST DRINK FOR ONLY

ARE ADDING NEW

IC.ILIMIN'S PORTIONS WEN Lin,

r194.

SPECIALTY

OF THE HOUSE

Eocktai
Hour

5

'TASTE TREATS'

TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU

ON FIELDALE RD

MEI, US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCKTAIL BAR

IN HOFFMAN

253 Rand Rd. 253-3300 Mt. Prospect

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
ExCell/ SATURDAY

11/2 miles East of

BoningIon
on Rte. 72

PH: 592-884

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

784 5 Milwaukee Wheeling, III
S37-9fi00

IAIANIGMERS NEW

MEM. PUCE

Hit. DAY

THE DM,
P

Cant. Phu, of

Mount

Prospect will thin [how meth
season with a produrdson 01

Nocr Too 1410

Four who
will star

a

1vt.11

211111421 ai 8 10 p in in the
DIM MGM, ol Prosmat
ontris
High School Tom

will dm.al the am It will Ix

comedy *how Mk ma ins

Mc firm limo Mr %ono, with

what it my,
Tho play will b. prthontod
on I oda, and Saturday, 1 vb.

Ws ( mt. Moors

Tho Immo I Min h is own,
blod Intnt 911 mot M. iro i to
help brighten the Fehmary

IA. s born Mount 1,11.6,1, al

man.

linekson al _50-100n

lli1 after noon.

indoor 'widening needs - planters,

house glen!, feunmins, fertilizer, bird
(coders g seed, Wing sell, 1111rrient of onus .rd mere.i

th. of romance and
and lolls

thm

Mon.

HARDI-GARDENS

ma

Sun

10-7

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMIURG PH: 529-6102
(Just West of Roselle Read -next In Lure's)

information and reservation,
the Molter or the thou , dinner combiniuito. call 220,

dic funds during the three.

Baron. will 6 pn,vtrl0d fig

St.

games of skill, sale of mer-

(barks reort i offering anm
ch. itahle and nomprolit or.
gareratios an op,finnity to

ehandise and other fund-rai,-

1 eh

7.

h

and A the

ay gala event.

Booths in the New Orleans

auditions

given over to tho traditinal
ivwlry f
New Orleans
holiday. 'Mardi Go, is ex-

ndt. Hog., will hold auslionight and tomorrow

en. Jan. Nand %at the DA,
brook field house. 333 W.
61.0190. Arlington Heights. at
8 p.m.

sot I trot a ANI1 OIDIES. hut goodie, are the promised musical offerings of Mire Nlajor
and the Mime,. I he quintet of aroomplisheil mositians are appearing nigh. in the limo Kull
Hotimraut ta the Sheraton O'Hare 011 Mannheim Rd. in Rofienvint Ii11-0110 bathed,. Jan. A.
Risco:Mars are requested.

the auditions are Ka the
scheduled
Kir
production
March 1,3. I 3 sout 14 in the St.

Vimor High School Thotter.
Four [Stint plats will he gie.
en.
They
are -Interview"
from

MacGowau director
DP Theatre Guild
Kenneth
MacGowan of
G ow ww has been naiad di-

man mum] tik, rd! sodithiners
10 he prepangl to devote ie.

Plaines

hearsal and play ante from

of

the

Des

I he. Guilds fourth

pro -

don ion of the season. the SU,
pose drama 'Wait Until

There will he open readings
for the eight roles on Sunday
and
al 8

1.0.Mnday,
in,
Ian. 11 and 12.
.

the Guild Play-

house. 020 Joe St.. Do
Plaines. -Wait Until Dark"
will he presented
Mme for three
weekends
MaeGo.

now through March 24.
The story ix alarm a blind
girl
who defends
hcraell
agAinst three Grin, inals who
are threatening her 1,10 in her
Greenwich Village apartment

-American

Hurrah."

fur men and four women.
"The Shiny Red Iltdr yes
two men. "Rollicelli." Iwo
men and one hit and -The Ti.
ger." one man and one worn.
an.

Barbara Connor at '_553543 will supply wripts.
The director k Arnold Nei attn.

'Cat' opens

by pulling her light lbw and

Thnnessec
'Cat
On A Hot Tin Ronr will open
this weekend at the Ivanhoe
Theatre. HMO N. Clark ST.
Chicago. 'Director Gong,

rendering

Keathley hits

them

blind.

too.

a

staostuddol

Non. ThOIMO
Anyone interested in coninm- ant in leis Ale,,ikon.
Re.
nity theater. regordlem of pre. (Font. and
viols experience or activity. i, wry:Mons are required. The
urged to try mu or volunteer

Mn Mb. number

2..

mA iamBELLAIRS
HAS MOVED!
Kenneth Maerrowan

fOrrl. or write the theater.

far hackslage work.

filmed on a recent trip 10 that

continent. Alter lit movie he
will answer questions concerning the tilm or his other

-m-wwwor-emamr-m-senraa

he

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

CINDERELLA

Can you
eat all day
and still lose
weight?

aN

i.r.th°DONNA DAY

Weekly Dues $2

I'm further
the

6.--i isto

Theatre

information

is Ai.

A ktinctoit
THEATRE

PHONE 255-2125

food, great beer 8 cocktails, and that ale time
fun.

076.1000

D

Attention kids! Get your Mom and Dad to take
y. to The Pit 'N Pub on Rand Rood in Arlington

eg/P*28

Heights. Jerreo, the Clown, is back That famous
character who makes balloon animals Mat no one

con match will be an hand Sunday afternoons

6.9

from 3 pm to 7 pm. P.S. While you're there, enjoy

1.!!.
STARTS FRIDAY
A

ON OUR WIDE

A

some mouthwatering pizza! You cant beat RI

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER
CLIFF
ROBERTSON
BEST ACTOR
OF THE YEAR

The lemon Tree has designated "Hap, Hour' as
4 pm to 7 pm any week day this aiming week.
And they have cocktail pleasure to enhance the
magic time. Mixed drinks are 501 and bottled
beer is 350 OUT if you bring in their ad, which
appears M todays Dining Guide,
your first
drink is only Sr! Now, that's what I call a pretty
good deal!

PLANNING A PARTY?
private room for your next party or meeting..
red at no charge to you. They'll also serve you
the finest smorgasbord in a comfortable
home -like atmosphere. Dining is quick, anwen
ienb and inexpensive. Give the Sound° House a
.

loll before you plan your next get-together.

We look a different tack

not be used es en unsupervised
than usual and asked a state. warming house. Someone tore
legjalator. Rep. Eugenia Chapthe washbowl out of the wall in

man, not "Wines new in your
political life?" but ...eon the
home front"'
les beautifully consistent
that

the ChapmanAndrew

had his birthday party Monday
in

the

forest

preserve,

his

mother having spoken at a fall

conference on wider use of
public facilities. The
group of 7 -year -olds, mother
such

number of CO.

1l

Mrs. E.D Affington Heights

Mrs. 1.1/t

fed he will be prommed sere as sM present dam However, I
do see .move in the future.

I definitely see you going to Aostrydia, but nal in September. 1
feel it will be the tieninnleg 019.71.1 don't fed this boy sell go to

Autodia with you, but I see another n.) in yam life.
JOSH'', lull LOUISE. fitilliONYO 0110.01 psychic, will ons-

and signal heMre pulling out
into traffic the law says you

Robert P. Hallrahall ('101k
County
superintendent
of
schools. and Wendell E. Jones.
Hanrahan's assistant superin.

How to stop the diversion of
Ilinois highuayaiscr taxes for
wit -highway purposes will be
discussed Jan. 19. at a lunch.

lendent of special education.
have announcol the availbility of "a handicapped children information packet."
The packets were prepared
to educate the ,hlie :Liana

live ballets which were distributed km year by Hann,
hatis otlim a, x part of a Title
VI Elementary and Secondary
Education Ael program.

-Mc information

And how about you? Or me,

tar Mat matte, With all kinds
of winter wonderland about IS
minutes away, we sit watching
nun of a television show

jaunt up Dundee and into Deer
Game Its us the tobogganing
is great. One New Year's reso-

lution around here is to manage a family -size sled and lose
what dignity we have on those
slopes.

IF YOU THINK Mama is
funny on a sled, wait All you

we her falling down on the
skating Pond planned for Buf-

role 0:9y9 Emmeric9 Park.
What a sadness it is, though.

h?` 9999'

1b91 999'

about

descriptions

learning

Ill loos Ud0

disabilitie, the blind, the pardolly sightid. the deaf. the
had of hearing. Ihe mentally

'

retarded. the physically Nandi-

I

?dinar John Moody has.,

and

adult

Donald

spimsor

Diedrich. a Palatine National
Bank executive. will lead this

vii

Convention.

and explain how its ultimate
adoption at a referendum elec-

tion will insure the improve.
ment and maintenance of Il-

013onm11. 4100 N. Redwood
Dr.. Norridge,
chairman, is a discussion of neighborhood traffic safety projects.

re) mon 01 prusihle. Slow

speed and make the turn into

the proper lane of traffic on

Frenchy. Arlington Heights

'Mere Y, Tellhen, not me.
RETURN OF THE. NATIVE.
Dear Lee Janson.,
Last year 1 went with a md I liked very much. Then she moved
away. We wrote each other for a while, but our letterswere fewer
and fewer.
Now I've got a new girlfriend. We have a great time together.
Last week I heard that my old girlfriend is moving back here. I
don't see anything hut trouble ahead.1 still hare a year and a half
of high school. What do l do om?
Csught in 1hr Middle

Why bonus, freebie: wait until the *lurch ht focus before
yea deride what will develop.

SWEET SMELL OF DEFEAT
Deaf Lee Janson.
How come when girls gm to he cheerleaders, they get so snobby? It seems that eon when the nicest girb become cheerleaders,

they forget all their old friends.
How Came
You purr bat 1100 a cal.

the road you are entering. Slay

.5..,L1 11101 tpieslions III Ler 10111410L do Dos Publif anions.

to the RIGHT of the center

117 S. .1hrin St.. .Wount Poisons. ill. 00055.14'pm wish ff urn
wood rtply. :end ,elPfuldo fief I envelope.

line in a two-way street.
7. Pawing. Be sore there is
plenty of open road ahead. Sig nal before moving into the pas.
sing lane. After passing.

he

IT'S

hSVE TT.Ell. that we cannot
ignore the 250010 infants

MOTHER'S DAY
TONIGHT.
How about celebrating Mother's
Day once a week? Don't you think your
Mother or your kids' mother deserves
it? Sure you do. So bring them out
to Bonanza. Bring the whole family.
You can afford a weekly celebration
at Bonanza.

40%

NIU extension otters.: registrations are honored on a pri

wily basis in Mc order

I 15 per semester Mum are re.

wiped in the extension office
in DcKalb.
In many NIU eXtell2s22
centers, however registration
also can he completed with the

100d director of adult education. If openings still emain,
registrations will he accepted
al the first class meeting Add.
oral information may be obtained ham the NIU extension
office.

Try a little tenderness tonight.

COME IN
AND MEET

OFF

re.

mind. No registration is complete until tilled -in forms and
tuition payment.= the cam of

Our steaks start for a little over
a buck for OUT Ribeye steak.

ret

JAKE LINK,

all Chostnio, merch.dise Plus. .II
gardening nook - okniers,

d..,

house plants, fwinorns,

OUR NEW MANAGER

turd

feetios 1 seed, net, sed, ssart.
mem f .fius and more.
.Onen

Mon

HARDI- ARDENS

OPEN 7
DAYS A WEEK

BONANZA

"

MBLOISPIT.

PHONE:

4378313

thin

Sun

ID-)

26 W. GOLF RD. IN SCHAUMBURG PH: 529-6102
(Just west of Roselle Rood -next to Lure's)

1249 Elmhurst Rd, Des Plaines
(NEAR THE CORNER OF ALGONQUIN a ELMHURST SOS)

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)

PIANO .ORGAN
RENT 8 SAVE

NO EXTRA CHARGE

Just stop in anytime between December 1,
1969 and February 14, 1970, with your

NO RED TAPE application, 1968 identification card, the
license fee and for $1.00 we will take care

P. Haurahan, Oltice of the
Cook County Superintendent
of Schools. Special Educahon
Packets. Chicago C IVIC Cen.
ter. Clark anal Washington St..
Chicago 606112. or by culling
Wendell E. Jones at 521-7610

is.

LAST CHANCE SALE

Ed. 593. Supervision of Stu dent Teachers. will he present -

Constitutional

inn! the proper lane for turn-

Information packets on one
or all or the handicaps may be

of all the details. You will receive your
plates immediately, no waiting until the
last minute, as is the case by mail.

Monday thru Saturday - 9:00 A.M. to 3:00
Friday evening - 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

ILLINOIS

... STORY 8 CLARK
WHITNEY ... CABLE ... YAMAHA
KIMBALL

Snowmobiles will race
Whodine's Heritage Park.
322 S. Wolf Rd., at 2 p.m. Sin.

OF NE SIM"

and the food, very good. A very pleasant lunch

day Jun. 18.

Wheeling. Buffalo Grove or
Prospect

Heights

renffents

who own snowmobilio

THURS. FRI.

enter lac rani for an entry the

800 P.M. ONLY

of 13 and a chance to win cash

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

shoulder when hacking. no, in
the rear vislon mirror.
6. Tontine. Activate the app
propriate turn Mem! 1100 feet

GRFAGEFACTIER
Dear Ise Janson,
Al our school we have the worlds greatest French teacher. Ho
lima swell some of humor. Mill. everybody seems to learn a lot in
his class. I think he's a grantlfathel', hut, day, he's a cote grandfather. I wish there was something 1 could do to let him understand how much everyone likes him, and what a good teacher ye

sure you an: eompletely past
the other vehicle and give the
off fora good and current
Mark, either. Kay Adam of 011r horn annually with one or proper signal before pulling
neighboring Wheeling Public mine birth derems." said Pam hack into the driving lane. Do
Library lolls us they are Halo -These children who are not pass on 0 hill. or within 101
..bursting
the seams" with not yet horn will be goamnteed feet of an intersection or when
there is a solid yellow stripe tat
good stuff.atand more arriving a happy. healthy life.
bWe can accomplish these your side of the center line.
all the time 1 he library board
goals by helping Mt March of
II. Puking. Untoss angle
is omit...), to search for.
parking is permitted. park parpropriatc new housing. 1lwie
loen. are doing a fine 01101 10 and with your right
last bid for the St. Mark's
job and making e great 001111' wheels within 12 inches of the
Church building was refused.
Ninon Iowad the future ooh. For parallel parking.
A few quotable titles and hail, of this nation." suid p1111 up even with and near the
Diedrich. -I cm:mirage all the car ahead of the space you id
their authors available there
half a block south of Mil- cilizen, of Palatine 10 10,2,2,1 lend to mime Cm your wheel
with lin equally onerous con- deeply to the right and begin
waukee and Dundee are 'The
to batik With your or it a 44
Wake of The Icarus.' by tribution."

Na necessity to tramp far

hen Rd.. Arlington Heights.
Dr. Byron Radebaugh, of
NIU. DuKalb. will teach the
threesemester-hour cum,

disturbed.i

Had lunch the ether day with my cousin, Evan, at
the new Denton House in Arlington Heights. The
decor is warm and welcoming, the service fast,

scene.

meaning. Always yield to pcdestrims in a crosswalk and to
moving traffic on a through
highway before proceeding.
S. Reeking. Chock traffic in

NO WAITING

THE FRS SIDE

Arlington Heights dining

ing red light and a stop sign !always red wih white letters and
octagonal in shapm have same

capped, and the emotionally

Snowmobiles

hour, indeed. Welcome, Dunton House... you're a

and warm the chilblained feet
al Countryside Ciallcries. This
winter fun for our maybe
sniffiy indoor moments is
available every day but Monday. from Ito 5 p.m. on Vail in
Arlington Heights.

ed at 6:30 p.m. Tuesdays.starting Feb. t, at Forest Vies,
High School. 212_1 S. Go. -

ule. according to Stephen L.

(PLUS CARTAGE)

COME IN AND browse

ity's Extension Division is o
fering a graduate education

altar club's assistant general

MONTH
1

line.asp at that lino. Aflash-

rdiltliritlf"%Telb;to:WZI;

Despite odd weather. Palo-

NEC offers graduate course
ypanhem

ountel will outline a pro -

A

Cold won't
stop teens

entering the crosswalk or
terseetinn If there is a stop

ink'

the

RENT

t

e'
h.
t'o
t
gudearians in the crosswalk.
4. Stopping. Apply brake to
warn motorists he hind you. At
any irmisecti on where stop is
t

din. to ti reasonable turning

centers

Cook Count,
The leallms contain heel

A plea eomm from 014.0r --

sign, signal light or otherao traffic control is apparent. Yield

the young pUople will raise
fund, for progrann aimed .11
treatment and gievention of
hint: tkfecb.
Tom Chairman Pans Hate

linois tourist trade.
Also on the meeting sched-

hat 0,11 be submitted ,or con-

Rene Nm,huger.

leveled.

chard Country Clash manage.
ment 110t, however lovely the
skating looks
the far north

Ap-

igualed the day as one in which

serve as a stimulus to the Il-

sidention by delegates to the

is

interkertimb

proach wilt, caution at red iced speed even when
stop

by the municipal pool maws
the street. the), MM.,

lunch in perfect winter wen&
cr. We night add that the Ron
Olson, here gave their Scott o
tall party the same way with

11,21211111111. O'Hare Inn.

awed mii-diversion pnwiaion

School

hour is recommended.

Wilt .1 fire and toasted their

linois' highway system:aid the
states rive
economy, and

Hugh Neill Johnson.

handicapped children. Each
packet contains eight i ntimna.

Kilmer

length between you and the Car

ahead for each 10 miles an

take your business to the pond

on meeting of the Chicago
lotto Club North Metro.
islitan Area Council in Hen.
Dos Plaines.

at

/rounds after Me ground

Elizabeth

"In The House."
Rumor Goddem 'The Lowy
Childs,. by John O'Hara, and
Jeanne Dixon's -My Life and
Prophetic," written with
Csoudge:

tour hoot

the speed of the traffic. Keep
your
of about one car

hooted, played games, sledded.

Diversion of highway taxes
topic of Jan. 19 meeting

Offer packets
On hatalicappet1

omelet

Ten Gifts."

'The

whols

sour

nut

Millen

tr DIMpLe Of Mk other car
sut hard 1011.10 and vontin
th hacking into the spuo
iightsning out as yrnlyci

2 On the road Keep both

come to a complete stop berm

Benchier

ghttn

bumpers alum soon so. tlu

hands on the wive!. 121022 al

.loued (by a steady rod light.
flashing red light or stop sign)

Nathaniel

nor bumps ut the Mkt r
gradual?,

tine teens will he on village heron: may turn in a business or
streets tomorrow for March of roidential area. 200 h. he.
Dimes 'I col Tag Day.
fore a turn in other areas). Gel

tree Ile 0111,1h1,0 nil Den renders fa this column. Gel fen slanld

siened, hot moon will 6r tonifted if the writer requests it.
Write ro nelson I. in nod of Thy Publications. 722 Center Sr..

At lot report, a 000 pond,
weather permitting, will he

vice versa)

I. Starting. Enter

car
from the curbside. hasten seal
belts and adjust the rear vision

dt.grao angle to the eurb and
sour i-vm shout sum with the

the right stdo of ths road and

rotIly big six feet four inches at
151
thonmghly suited and

and hig brother John (that's

the first time around. Every who has taken the short

Dow Mr. DeLouise,
Will we be transferred in the near future or will my husband be
promoted within the company here?

the ladies room "ladies?"

must .110014 Oh nit turn mg

eel when pulling out lion a
parallel parking python nn

o f the gob mune on
McDonald Rib, the 10 smuts
from
of
or an active spring
and Ws neacherous. Please

we weren't too thrilled with

NICE ADDITION!

the

a

about what to do and what not
to do. courtesy of the [SBA,

By Barbara Smart

obtained by writing to Robert

Scanda House of Mount Prospect has o special

nice addition to

hem one

Outdoor party

others close Ii, you. 1 feel you will accept your present husband
the way be is eventually, but before that
.see your ex,111aw
bang, muse trouble and get burned a little in the promos.

7,1,L"ZdP7itilngZ, rt-t

THE "HAPPY HOUR"

BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR

NOW
SHOWING

SAT. SUN. WED.
1130-4:45-8100 P.M.

JERREO IS BACK!

US laltilS

wit The Sorcerer's young as

aughter.

with Se beer. On
January 13th, in celebration of the opening of the
Coady Lite Inn, Bert will serve you ice cold beer
for only nickel The 10
beer -loving offer is good
Hoot". pm
6 pm,
don't miss the "Happy
our!". The Conch lite has been closed for holiday
vacatien, hot once again, reopens with good

Registration $3

sion is SL The play is geared

istml then trio his kind at
ogic .011-hul with Water
i 1101 rem. and plenty

The geed ale days are bock!

Beginning rues., Jon. 6
ot 10 en. 68 p.m

crs WOe will face 0 road tog.

Buffalo Banter

to make yourself happy but in the procia, you'll he hurting

/Sea Pinion 01010.

it's time to find out who's happening in the

5c BEER

oitl'arorgi'gr

lake and McDaniel. Admisfor age four and up.
The absentminded Sorcere
make spell on a 0101 hr
tt
ake it s
the floor by it

/

"Swinging Areo. again.

CLASS NOW FORMING

1

ACCORDING '10 thc II-

the same success.

Deer D.W.,

Wei9ht
IS comng.

prentice" on dam 17 and 24 el
lb a.m.. pan. and 3 p.m. it
SIfilo Junior High School.

mirror. Choi, moving Ind&

year .rod.

w mourn rmpemed in the park building it can

.

pro., "Thu Sorcerer% Ap-

No name please. Wheeling

Dear Mr. DeLimise:
In September 1. hope to go to Australia to live. Them is onc
prohlem. though. I have been going with this boy for nearly five
years now and I really don't want to leave him. Do you see me
going or will I stay here? irlgd: do you sec him coming with in?

Now that we've all survived another New Year's
. with all 4! parties and all its football games

Theatre 65. the children's
Moiler of Evanston. will

MON. TUES.

dial...

Theatre for
Children

nity aft corulially invi1011 10 at

"JOURSEY TO

limIP

by Don Appel

world trawls.
Parents, student, teachers
and members of the commit

OLIVER
aomn yroaL

"a girl could
get lucky"

Stewart will show an Afri.
can safari manic which he

fS

85rii

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

at the school.

1111411

Sorcerer's
Apprentice
is next

es -husband and if something sould he worked out now gm we
am older. I WWI 101114000 W111114 lalk 10 my present husband and
explain what life i about :mil that women have needs that are
different from men's. Ile a in not listen to amain.,

Sooner or knee you are going to Moe to make. disci:don-which
is more important In you, a gay Ilfe and no security or security
and a dull hire','That's
h all Mils dour) to. I see witi making
mistakes, but 1 feel the problem will he eorreetn1 within yourself
when you get your values straight. Meanwhile, you'll find ways

pected to attruci 112/Lelaall2 of
visitors.

Chicaym number. 201-7300

a

I just don't know what to co anymore. I want to love my
present husleind Num the ,one tine I keep out
about my

Deer No Nana

rocninp. will he the guest
speaker at the Jack Toulon..
nior High School PTA me
ing al 8 p.m. Moiday. dm. Iri.

. of entertainment will IA ea
ljand. Me entire resort wills

Any group interested M reserving a booth...old contact
Mc... director of FutHic
Hations. at 584.0300 orhe

celled and told me he still kited me. He is remarried and has
little boy.

to be speaker

Marching hands. cleans,
colonic hulls and wide ease-

Village I heat. Inc.. of Ar-

I just can't get used to this quick dull life. My first husband was
so alive end outgoing. We were never home. 1 guess 11011 have
feelings for my ex-hesad and what makes it worse is that he

help me.

auxiliario. churche, ttal

Hold
play

normal for a 17.yomr-old man. I've hied to talk to him but
nothing helps. His friends at work don't invite us over. They just
talk to him al work. so you can't call them true friends. IMO he.

11'V pellS011allh

by local groups such as hospi-

civic orgAnolin.

is

husband or leave. Now with my ex.hushand hack in the picture
I'm mon: confused. Is there any happinem for me al all? Please

ing . , ivitio to he ,an
tal

pastor, doctor and other people. 'They all agreed the way he

SARI.

Reit-odium, will
served after the groom,

black arrow) ,his red
to
driver will he required to take
only the written
of his abil

be subject to exammation. All
6,8001100 licensed drivers are
to
examined over a nine-

him if he', happy. He says "yes." I've talked to
to my

and I want to stop them. hui I'm 20 nervous. I haven't realty
laughed in two years. I don't know whether to
with my

viewed in this area on Salunta,

Pheasant Rads
Bourbon
Street and Nam Orleans Ballroom provide, a perfect lotting
MI
Mardi (Ira 10 he held

provide for his family.
I have been remarried for two years now. but I'm not happy

I have been on tranquilizers 1,11 and on ever since I remarried

Jim Stewart. host of WI S.
TV's "Passage to Adventure."

Offer chance
to benefit
minded

previous marriage. 1 was married in 1%3 end in 1967 it ended i
divorce, not because I dithi% love Min but because he wouldn

most was when he didn't suck up for me. I his keep.
he around
in ray mind. He will never stick up for me. He sas he doesn't
want any trouble. lie sits around with a sad &mall that ime and is
making area nervous wreck.

Jaen

intimate 3 I 5.00111 house. I Or

with an expiring
will
receive an application for re.
newal in the nail about a

be750.000 motorists will

1

mother called me a nasty name Wore she even knew me and my
htaband jou stood there and let her call me thi, name.

and "Milk and Honey." has
cuugM the flavor of the fon
Norman Rim resident ili
rector of Conntry Club Theater... stapid the play fur Me

skills on the road.
If you are one of those dd..,

linuis State Bar Assn.. a driver

cation and paynunt of the SS
license fee to the secretary of
state. He will he re anted later.
However,
d its a white form.
loll report
to a testing sta.
he
lion for examination.
If there is a number "6" on
the white renewal application
form On shaded area near the

Mks. We Minh talk to hi, parents, at log I won't because his

n 1I Christmas merchnolise Plus, all

Playwright Appall. whose
other hits include 'lullaby"

ire number ',Va-

Dear Mr. &Louise:
have a problem. 10 24 and have a 5-yuar-old girl from

ny to ro-opran Ingo. signs
sed hit lams kdp. of traffic

If the applmation form Is law aka in LW nR Hawevar
yellow a person license will a numb, 7 on tht lorm
b. rstivwed for three yon mem he will also be requited
upon
apple
automatically
to domonstrin his &isms

programto 11.4.2
amine all licenied drivers and

My new husband is a good proeidebagood father to my daughter
Me even adopted herb but he s quiet and doesn't understand
about women's need, and feelings. Henever asks if want to go
out. He doesn't like people that much.
We have no bonds 10 go out with or invite over other than my.

OFF

the following weekend, Jan. 311 and 31. (Ou-

date

This will be the soond per

I'm a decent person and MOO deserve that. but what hurt

tring weeks or wedded Si.,

to fiat 8,30 p.m. I leket and .... rr :Mon, may

or Ma

40%

temperaments during the cm le

24. There will also he Iwo lonelit performance,

M7-8 192

month 'before the expiration

of

I

The fresh plot crow., the
courtship of a 'any couple
who find trouble oljusling
each other's pcculiarilie and

of Iles Plaines. the ...in, neighbor and
the norther of the bride...Barefoot lnl he Park"
nal play on Friday and Sato., through Jan.

.0

LAST CHANGE SALE .

hum lighting up the sky in the
area of the Old Orchard Co,,, try Club. where it will he phising through February.

plan the tenkwerlm Fatted) FA Saner and Fran

mom hist. Kenn

I Ito

In nom it lb. honk (It min

are Ginn, 161111, Marcia 9w.-

very funny comedy As

N oral Dale: irublaekie ?Harlin of Park Ridge who

H
Dcoto Pffirson is dm

0.1 middleaged motheato.

for theater.gners.
Gloria Dee. who plops the sm.

attraction at the Country ChM
Theater in Mount Prospect.

m1 1w1 pli),..o.ro. on Friday, Jan. 0, in the
I ha Pkine Theatre Guild Playhtio.,e7 the four
donr abuse
proside inuch of the merriment. !he, are Islandingl Paul Hawkins of

Thu clan of a new tear is a
good IMIt. to brush up on your
solo driong lerhntquo sups
ci tIly if your driver Imam
expire, during 1970

bone

dent Ruth Erickson. who Iris
been ;miming Venni.% for
tickets or more information,
call lade O'Brien ticket oho.

Girt Could Del Lucky."
by Don Appel!. is the current

When "Ilarefoot In The Park," ,me of Neil

IS

Page 17

Start year with right driving habits

Tomorrow
Is Today

Don Posta ond Ctrl
knokson Ir Don huhrtnikr
as Idamiddlo insd ham to
11110

%rheum 01.11.1110

weekend

`Girl Could
Get Lucky'
on stage

in 'Barefoot'

Ire lead by engine Ida

The law serves you

Cameo Players
present comedy

Friday tannery q 1970

16

Fnday January 9 1970

11011.

1970

OPEN TIL 9 P.M.

Mt. Prospect Music Center
Main Sr. (Rt. 83) 8, Bosse Av. (South of Central)

- LAND OF LINCOLN

1Phone Orders 259-13001

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights
in the Arlington Markel Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

1

Fnday tannery 9 1970

Page 18

Christmas makes show -tell
a lively affair at Westbrook

Page 19

Endes January 9 1970
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2441elp Wanted Men

234nMemnent Apexes -Men
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Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business
nity...CALL ONE NOWI
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your

people in
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SELL
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SWAP

800 W B est

Boars end
Monne S
Boot Storage

and reach 60.000 Households'
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45401

On, OWJAyron, Ohio 45.101
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557.5500

KITCHEN MAN

60

soon.. opeommiren

ENGINEER

Card or Stmt..,

274,000

For more infarma.n seed to

WIDE SCOP,USSONNEt

SERVICEMAN

2571-507,

apply
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Contact POMP., Office

HIRING NOM

SmeloYmrni

BUY

The Pr.,. Doy, ond T6 e Des Plaines D.,

.1, Tolo

k Groh. n

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Day Camp

Your Ad will ouiWor doily in the
Northwest Day, The Arlington Day
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PI 127 90 IN A,,MonONTH was av,
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255-7200 OR 296-6640
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298
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PROMOTE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

WIDE SCOPE PF.ONNEL

INDEX

2141112:021

244110 Wanted Men

DRAFTSMAN

Apply In Person

SALS.5 TRAINEE.. CAR, BONUS

Employment Agencies Women

Moats

25

ACCT.

Fi restone

Or n

- Pl. rep Cos

020 N Elmhurst
Mount Prospect

T.INEES.....ASt FIELD

Ions.

726-0100 until 4 PM. or
537.51106 after 4 PM.

Hills MeCOnna Div.

DON ROTH'S
IN WHEELING

===

PENNWALT CORP

hie

Dancing Schools & Supplies

Alterations
ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

DOLORES BLOTS SCHOOL OF.

MAGIC BY -DENY THE MAGIC

3O2-6410

170.17.11 ...P."' .

P;.
.1 deal cell 800&h?, explains bristiric Prieder, I Rob Rd., Mount Prospect, to leacher Mta.
roll her Sri, Elm, don't remember where her ahem are.
Marilyn Ziehell or Wartbraels Schord
111probenft put her feet Man Iiaa ,l9ItittaflhIga,,t to do with ms feet aos lac ent prebkm,"

0

ii

CVI

WALLPAPER

14rirs ...Maio

Plastering

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

GROOMING
156,2670

ALIERAilONS

EXPERT PLASTERING

REVERS MASONRY
ALL WPESPREE ESTIMATES

& REMODELING

-

Draperies

WiL5

g

I

Ils R p , D.

.

CL ISO.

b

hen Sown Thanatos

push, the button: klichati
rocket from hi.
I:tem.:and Kett Ms ka
Cimo has
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space set w rth .1101 of men

riguidnat sent Nock eow

lot Rao. with red. blue. and
white decor-Aro, to %duel

"rd

Schlure-

.

2029

S
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Moving

...hew nest.
g,,g,, raw..

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

and other melees.

....

Simon.

hus.

/252464

Res

)).

InonIrplI thought it
look opt, w hole room.
IT0. I aLWes, mother gel
an adding machine from Santa
Claus. she w3a. and Tracy's father got pants that wore be hug

Window Well Covers

Musical Instructions

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
217S Arlingion Hts art

H917.0%.9=4;99"

Phone 1567077

I

hld

d

1

I

T

h

2507.0
WINDOW WELL COVER CO.

Roofin9

IP'

PIANO 8. /OR ORGAN LESSONS

&

Decorah,

I

BOB & DOUG

894-5484

1

nee hadtime holliwo-drawing
rin his electric
alwaG
As Bashi, tells It,
works in the dark so !do it every night. I turn the light off
and I do it in the dark."
"What do you draw?"
asked Mrs. Zichell.

'Tip.. raid Bakery. logmat-

that's itc
lures they put in the efatrie
ly.

4

{who...Coll 359,2SIS

I

Obtaission

NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN Mai on

the 16 day al January. MO at the
hour of POO PM Mere will be a
Irian far CNA, 1:1M1e

"

As whams weather plagued
the Northwest suburban area
for the fourth day in a row.service station rum -mentalism re-

ponsd they arc --,narrsrm,rand 9snowedmialer."
Customers ow
their
gas bulks to ward off moisture
gmline

and

wplacing batten,

that

FRED NEBEL OF
Sinclair Service Hint.

!hal custorn,r, rent, nsise r aLat

war

Gid. He CalltiOned that drivers
depress the gas pedal once or
ovice below starting the car. If
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Thor pad of Me Nodhwesi quarter

of Sen. 14, Township 41 Norm,
Ranee II, fad al
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All persons interesred .n

ml;,, aria. haitI

Worse. A ".e

Plan,
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Dared at Mounl ProspeCti. 1111nails

Mem re ewe Prospect, INnals.
MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
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Constivraiwa workman..

PATCH'S PANTRY

hand* ware

FrIdettlenereye. 1110

Wean January g 1070

d

....ow 596040.016 6.

Atoll

General H0611.1116

.27-0103

010 ed

CL 5,8121

CI 5-8717

a

Cement Goole...

P"

Palios, Nelewal.,5

. All wo k .
d

W. ',M.'. 'n

Coll 055-11350

TECHNICON CORP.

CO al

0) al
4.1

Foundations
Pro., Servi. Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, 6 Bonded

FULLY INSURED CALL 562{1,76

FLOOR AND WAll WASHING

.V....
W."'
G112254740

20years In bus...
GU 7635004

Mee

one of

*WOO

To Work For You

WHY PAINT, I'll cover Me over.

00

viviAN,S. 5CHOW Alp.12C
.CANCIfi 52111112Milin00 Mi.mc cAn. a 4-104 177TOM

(

moterlals.

goners 290.2

PLY IN PERSOlaBL3 10.

*wee

leen wet *
to Weraterliert
Ira* 0

re: rer=re

te

Colors

Permanent Waves

CNIK8IN CARRYOUT

HALOGEN PLASTICS
459-7400

WAREHOUSEMAN

JANITOR
WILLE LUMBER, INC.

DRIVERS

254.1200

255 1600
MAINTENANCE KIPP

Rehable man wanted
rime

days.

AIRPORT BUS

Good

starting salonn. Pleosoor
working conditions All
thropony benefits. Be

Parr pie progressive
organization.

$650 PER MONTH
FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
FREE HEALTH INSURANCE FOR YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY.
FREE UNIFORMS.

SEE LA MAR CH1DDISTER

TURN -STYLE

';:707"rt:,",7.1.Alt""'""a".
Chicago

726-8098

25

Warehouse Man
F

II

Lion Uniform

11 -Business Senices

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

LATHE OPERATOR
EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEES

700 6222

Have severol permanent positions open mochin.
22 Situations WanteEWomen

ing TEFLON parts. Will provide training A the
machining of this plastic material. Very light
Olean work. New plant. All fringe benefits in-

MAN NEEDED

cluding COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Coll or °FOY:

AA may Wane
927-6908

HALOGEN PLASTICS

AD. A 250
P

b

150 Gaylord

1

52,072.5

DESK CLERK
23 -Employment AgenciesMen

Elk Grove Village

4394400
An equal opportunity employer

676 10.. 6117

ICUS.. UPHOLS111.-BurniGre,
Corhions,

1'

i
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DO IT!

H
.
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TELETYPE CORP.
5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, III

3125

CL2.2381

F
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from the ground floor up for

Used Piano Wont.

T...A-is

Just Phone 253.7200o, 296-6640 to start
the action with a Day Family Wont Ad.

.2.17

Full Time, For a

o

brIght

Individual looking for o great
start in the IBM Ail.. Coll Ron

Halda . TiM1000.

JUST JEANS
Retell Store In Ad. H..,

HALL-

MARK. BOO E. Nonhwest Hrry.

Mt. P.p.,

GEN.OFFICE

RECONDITIONED VAG'S HOO"

functions. Eventually move into

needed hue lust

Piano Toning Services
TonIngRepoiring

hose wonting to psi inlo dote
1oris coma.,
operations ond oll necesso,

YOUNG
MANAGER,

process..

,,(,,,,,.......4

GOOD HOURS,
AGROOVY PUCE TOWORK

VOT FURFKA-LUX AND OTHERS
ye'

615.96 AND UP ABB. SALES I.
SERVICE 26.1541

4

SCHOOL BUS
Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

5550 NO FEE

programming, . artriows

1

MALE

THE WORLD WIDE WATER
CONDITIONING PEOPLE.

DRIVERS

7

6 Co pet
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LICENSED. BEAUTY OPERATOR '

Ned Williams
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APPLY
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Groor owe. Dock
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G.S. BLAKESLEE & CO.
10445. Laramie

300 N. Des Plaines St.
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Put Day Want Ads
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fully insured.
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Ms Village of Wheeling ler wee.
...poses am. properly Owned by

DAY141241CATIONS, INC.

FREE ESTWA.S

Do It Yourself Headquarters. or
II
AP Pr ess
Re

'Cement & Blacktop

(EXPERIENCED)

Send Resume To
Il the above position
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at -..
DICK'S tili SERVICE

Furniture Refinishing

2671087

OAT 200ucAnont INC

Ti,

ROLAND EJHNSON
O

-
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DRAFTSMEN

4375500

Full

1 55 w420°

to ..0714009.

R
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Call for Appointment or

13 Lost and Found

PhOne

SATES end SERVICE
CL 5-2842

200 E. TOUHY AVE., 296,251. EXT. 260 DES PLAINES

CLERK TYPIST

.5. grad with

15 -Instruction
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KAWLER-6 SON

Town Clerk
Wheeling Trownsho
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SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

HOSPITAL
be able rs. Fondle the
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III ir
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Sump Pump

Raul

doy of Jon., 1.0.

Mis Oth doy of Sono,. 10712.
MALCOLM G YOUNG, Chebreart

,
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ST. ALEXIUS

i

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Infer. L b.
tr0",%"
Furnace installationa.

Wheeling

used for Townthlp

FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALI
In'l7P'E'R'S'Cl'N'INEL DEPT
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CAti.825 3740

NEW WAY PAINTING

on

Elmhursi

SNOW PLOWING
BY INSURED WORKMEN

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

Floor Service

Cement Work
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pinto,, will b. unto

Sew- 29,6781.

sil'..

tl

......er 250.4072
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FINE INTERIOR PAINTING
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CALL NOW 251-7707
North Shore Interiors

255.31

27,111111

South

(Vial Fabrics

Pm0ressi. essmPen7

roceptional employee benefits and n secure future.

choose front

WALL PAPERING

LEGAL
NOTICES

900
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Noun? Prospect

\

215.50per chair plus b
DaSoper sato o bs robed.
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k

k

drip .eclors sholl he held on Monday

AND Expert Reupholsters/

5370737

Floor Refinishing

,

rowed Des

PLAN COMMISSION

awing mew, of ihs Mops of

rnrn°''' '"'".".

.8-2322

....d ......
814-014O

ett, the ear. he mid.

rowing o widen for Menge w the
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ON ALL LABOR

526-2776

'

Cleaning

palal to the lloor before Barl-

won? ro resobrion of

50% OFF

QUALITY DECORATING

SW A TON STACKED

...

Day or Nigh, 55,- WOO

dmtitili two should put the

hour of 8.00 PIA Mere will he a
Publk hearing 1111, Village nar

nwo mo mechanically inclined people orientated Nader.

Carpet.,

II 0,,, OPAA 392-8892

NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN ihor on

100.80 feet ro the comer of Simper

Winter Sale

Bjornson Bros.

FIREWOOD

Cabinets -Trim Work.Res ...Ts

and

.,FoliT;;,`EEZ;k1Q1p.

SLIP COVERS

E.J. ERICSSON

Also Ki,ling Wood
CWILE 7-44.

MARZUGO BUILDERS
621.7E70

feet

point

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

PAPS2112

Rd.

Range It..., a in. Pad Prwriow

dion

Sept.
...Sales have incia.Shesi

Oisammeed.0290537

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN
whit is leaking for on ease indoor ona outdoor Mow...

LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

FASHION SLIPCOVERGO

CL 9-0495

Firewood

8.14-0406

CONSTRUCTION

wrieneing now.
He also passed along a hint
to those who must park their
oars outdoors all night. "Lei
the oar idle at legs! 15 minutm
helore attempting to move it."
he Gid.

Meridian. lessen, the West I? of Ms
Sasoli 1128P thereof,. in Cook.Cour.

99' it 99 ."h"

No

00100

in the fitlir 1hail 'they wonh
have the problene that so
nt a n y motorists are ee.

klot ,,, ists not used to mft
rens conditions di, flooding
their carburetors and running
slimn their Dubois, Natal

99 lath

effect

new Sachem lonrib room. both.

AWl Sunoco Servim in Mount
Pnwpeet. We tire constantly
kept hone.' ho said.
SUGGESTE1)

www, described

in

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
MAU. DEUVER AND STACK

.';;,n,:: Fosdick of Kara and Wirth 11Y
as boom,

RAIES

Car trouble multiplies
as cold weather continues

III. No on the Wheeling Prospect Heights horsier. said
more customer< are definitely
keeping their son tanks filled to
keep moisture out of the lank.

Tho pors of Me Wee half die,.
1.1.Lownshi:
Hon, Rang!

d 2534792

_p

SUPERVISOR
Receiving Depart.

Slip Covers

Decorators

,80ii 0..

IP YOU CAN DIG AD THAT THEN CPU FRANK 603..52

rAlliarnleone'rel,'
sal 1540
012.

JENSEN

Electrical Work

EXPERT CARPENTER

wINTER

,,,,,i,
Lauritz

0.0 ri,,ZWII a '..ty.yar.

Should haw Men installed last

Quad. ,pg,

oohed am

,

General Contractors

and

ot Doe awe and Wen or lin.

,, -,,

,

0, re,ava vin,antanvav

frewe. as rill as changing to a
thinner motor oil. purchasing
more window washer solvent

1strithirion the aa 9 H.

,

ProMseel. shows Iris Disney On Parade book and tells about his
night at the performance.

condensation

CASE NO 71711,

-,

,

"'".""'"'
d there was a party with Alice that nice a party and it
n one's birthday. end Peru Plvis enemy not him with a
Ginn, runt shot liim on o pith, and Mkkey Mouse tided on it
wire I n a minthae...- nubby Parade Ill S. {Poverty. Mating

earoWnrfru'rlf=rocr

coulleithi designing o, sth

aug

was

255.4 TOO

.4-7087
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b

Soh

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Iwo, se, Thar I, ,upposed

rEGAL NO 70 IP

-

INTERIOR 6 EXTERIOR

"Because

LEGAL
NOTICES

,

296- 1638

olfices.co. to coast

679.8600

PROCLAIM
BORROW

'

prams. of your own allke and GROOVE
sil Pack in
wm Nation's fastest growing Salm Onganirommr with

7530 Gonroge Rd

tAmprables ond ...en It

Snorting Gomb

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREE esti

Sewing Machine Repair

Painting
D ES

mow
pro.rion. Installa.n
...ri..,.............

CALL ED 3.535O

'r''re.-',."Z.Z;:.

Pr"'""in.-Sewin.
REASONABrE COST. Dress..

Dt."1111011111 Grasse has a
1g wt.

Coll or Apply or

LEND
RENT

E

11/ SERVICE 6 REPAIR

827-0.1

McKloren Inferiors

255-7200

H

for Dm.

I

Radio -TV Repair

FREE ESTIMATES

connive...paid

lxicauw

.5 7680

50.

soon Ithohertions

and

the I rreord y now downstairs

PROFESSIONAL

WINDOW CLEANING.

HerirageRlombing Oo
358-0110.

MO7.02

191.2579

Comae

Game
Stolen
new wong set w 1th

1,' 11!

A.,"

wade. Pobrics 506 off on Ore yd.

877-4637

learrhoodOesions

porno.

4re

"bur-

99^999.

9,

100010.GRAY

JANUARY SALE

Ad...7 L... AN

Suaree. Rothe and ken dolls
now

255-3822

,,,,in

yca,.

111. LPN:CRON YOUR 00011i

TI -Help Wanted Men

LEASE

Window Washing

S'rirolr '71...AWSPrec.4
YSN

GERALDINE'S

SERVICE

$100-$110Per Week

'DE "ZZWTI"N"'

NORELCO HOUSE

ART'

hone

SALES TRAINEE

krcl:ZP:

Art Service

r NO CAR XPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

83

9

a

HEY!

MEN

FREE PARKING

WWS OF ALI TOWS
WANED. STYLED, SET

824-7610

JOE ORTIV.

no Salle Personnel

TI317kn

BARTER

530 POW

Masonq

000,11

oo

6. Rol:Ton-Piano .unag ..

026-4854

298

27

It

5.5.0

Dag Sam,.

TRADE

Wallpapering

Piano Tuning Services

Magic

Help Wonted*

24

W IDE

Sirsil'i,.50NN El

Coll Chicago Office

264-2400

Ist ShiN:

STOCK CLERK 12.72 lo 52.90
2nd Shift:

AM. ROUTES

6:30-8:30 a.m.

PAINT SPRAYER 22.2610 $3.45
ASSEMBLER $2.92 tO 53.10
3rd Shift

BLOW MOLD OPERATION

P.M. ROUTES

& SET UP 0570 te $406

2:30-5 p.m.

Complete comary poid benefit program .r more dor

Cook County

RD SUREK 272 1000

CULLIGAN INC.

School Bus, Inc.
30405. B.se Rd.
ARLI GTON HTS ILL
'45.9.0913

1657

S.

Sher.:

Rd

Northbrook

An Equal Opportunity Empto,

4

Friday January 9 1970
2441.11WAtid Am

I

Wow

2IdlslpWpTtEdM,R

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY
for

244101 WINK rho

12

EKCO
lir PRODUCTS INC

RADIO TECHNICIANS (Solid Sone:

'

$2.57 To Start

647-9784

CALL NOW -MR. MECSER I

Euclid and Hwy. 53
Arlington Heights

linuot he Experlenced

DP ammo 8 AM
439.9650

2nd Shift
3rd Shift

4115 pm to 12,45 am
12:45 am to 7:48 am (61/2 hrs.)

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

meals

26 kip Wailed Wenn

26 Help Wanted Women

DENTAL ASSISTANT
171

259-6458

BOOKKEEPER

CALL MR TERRY GOULD
437-6621

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PAY

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.

/8. do, 0

ere
WIDE

b'rr

SrIX ZSONNEI
248 5021

PUBLIC CONTACT
PERSONALITY?

CALL 537-1100 68:30 AM (o5 PM)
OR VISIT US AT

LIKE INVESTIGATIVE WORK?

777 Wheeling Rd,

Wheeling, Ir.

canine.. ono ome. complete benefio program
and

method improvements,
new equipment 101111 00? ons, plant layout and cost eel mating.

This voile. PLUS pos.. will include sesing standar

FACTORY WORKERS
OVER 45

company.,

PENNWALT CORP

OUR PLACE

North

Road

PAYABLE CLERK

RESTAURANT

We have steady full none employment available.
You most be dependable and conscientious, in
good health and 00001 10 leorn, We will train you
- experience is helpful but not essential.

CALL MR. TULLIS 267-6800 EXT. 537

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

APPLY !HMSO%
OR GEL MRS.MIKINISEN

Chicago

437.5300

00000410110 0tho0

d

IP

PRINTED CIRCUITS

CASHIER

WRAPPING MACHINE OPERATORS

1,Z.717,"

La Salle Personnel

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

MEN!

SHIPPING and RECEIVING

010 11 determined en the basil. of post
experience. Paid insurance - paid holidays- pod
vocations profit sharing - other benefits.

I

AURORA STEEL

CALL 298 SC.E,

BUS MEN

betvelits. Coll sodas ond roll clown one of the following pa

Halogen Plastic
00 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

437 5500

lempor.2s

Interesting Permanent Positions in
Leading Northwest Manufacturing Corp.

so. KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

KI,5.2300

Coll Mr. Ward Taylor

SCHNADIG CORP.

KEY PUNCH

CUSTOMER SERVICE

at
.1)

CL 3 0100 fw

Figure Clerks

BEAUTY

DISTRICT 25
/

12.83-5368 on hour

FILE -MAIL ROOM CLERK

WAITRESSES

OPERATOR

Experienced or will train. Honor port Dine. 10 AM

PHA or Full Tune

person bowmen
c ellent tips and salary Apply
9 AM and II AM or 2 OM and 5 PM.

to 3PMor IIAMto 4PM, 330 PM to lOPM.E.

FACTORY HELP

PANC.E HOUSE RESTALonAte

onnounft

S

im pima week in

Protopnk Fog Corp

**DRILL PRESS

...one

GENERAL OFFICE

Young Hobby Club

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:

TI Are You Going Places

DISH MACHINE
OPERATORS

or Standing Still?

Teletype Corporotion ,s reworolna ard chalEleci ri

Its Cap. Hick
Stolen fton I, added to the

Full Time Days or Nights

We neol Mitt cod udented peon1, for these

Electrical Engineers
Boc,lor Degree Elecirmol Engineering writ ton
emotions or. shoot:oast desired Work in R&D
homiling loon ond cii cm! designing for our new

PAID VACATIONS

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSURANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS
APPLY NOW
The New

electronic dam communicotions sys1ems.

Mechanical Engineers

GOLDEN BEAR

:

ming Dud often.. shops mem design require
meats. Sperm..in ioo manufacturing. moo es(
engineering

O

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS
Call R. ',doorsk, ouday al
670 1000 Est 6117
confidential interview

5555 West Touhy Ave.

As all hoys and girls know..o

captured. Opposing checkers
may he jumped over a president.

ful. A president is &shwa. by

me I design:um it as a king and
it can be moved either fonvard

11E1-1411.

PANCAKE HOUSE

Meet of Waukegan Rd.)
380 Lake Cook goad
Deefield, III
or call 005 0770

..

comes an emperor and a second
checker Io placed 010 100 of the
first two. no in Figure 2. An

emperor's spenial nature is that
he con he captured an, by being
jumped a occond time. Like a

PG2

GEN RIM OFFICE
1,14MANFEIT PARTE,.

MAINTENANCE
MAN

ASSEMBLERS

1390 io Wm 1

...ITS. INC.

82.68-52.83 on hour
Ewelleol

PARTY STUNTS

IA new ideas to entertain guests
al your children's (00101 01
101.1 meetings. you'll find 45
good ones M Cappy Dick's
Park,

Ill

60642.

TOMORROW: limo to make
°drossthe doll" jigsaw puzzle!

$1.

:1=rvite"Zi.LUre:
hospaMmok Raid yo

omen.. norrim.

EXPERIENCED SCREW MACHINE OPERS.

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

met nol

* LATHE OPERATORS

ERIENCED

Apply in Person at

CARTRISEAL

TELETYPE CORPORATION

055 West Touhy

Skokie, III.

676-1000
Wheeling

Tees. & Thursol a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday4o.m.04 p.m.

AVIATION

Corp

',ORE

593 6161

1

Wr1 sph

be t

rej m

e

a

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

MAJOR MEDICAL GROUP INSUR-

Linda Apostle
Eat 3676

ANCE
FREE MEALS
AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS

Baxter

CASHIER
DAY SHIFT

EARN SOS
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

Apply Now

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

The New

Imeresoing Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

Laboratories, Inc.
I

9:30. 6 P.M.

I

.0

PAID VACATION

FULL TIME

CALL 448-1589

GOLDEN BEAR

6301 Lincoln Ave.

STANLEY KNIGHT CORP
1600 E Bus hwoiod Ave

630 Dundee Rood
Northbrook, Illinois

mmm. 346.5506

EXEC. SECT,

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

105 4700
1

FAMOUS I 1011016

i

267-6900

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

RESTAURANT

STENOS

(West of Waukegan Rd.)
380 Lake Cook Rood
Deerfield
OR CALL 045-3770

CLERKS

M. MOH PORSOOM:

TYPISTS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

-,-

White Collar Girls
Typists

ow PI Girl. irwloy

E.SO,

I° V New Clerk

34

.L.NN. Lim TRY.,

IMr. Pros Inven.VCRO

Call MRS. GOODLING
55A 4766

DUNKIN DONUTS
EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
TOP SKILLS

255-7900
The Bank 8 Trust

255-9414

Isegi

We Need Girls
Like You

BOOKKEEPER

hul nal

14, R. Machine Model 33
ALSO NEBO

Heights

General Office Help For

I

We're growing
and we need WA.
Automatic Electric

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Offers lots 01 good

PERSONNEL CLERK

nenelits.Soloor Open

MAIDS

Call 43743000

APO/ in PAH..

Lee Supply 8. Tool Co

Mount Prospect

MUST BE ABLE TO TRAVEL

fer

Des Plaines
593-5747

Co. of Arlington

HOUSEKEEPING

16W. Northwest Hwy.

050 S Elinhorsi Rd

CALL MRS. CORNELL

'F.

Amy Personnel
I

For Our Employment Department
Linda Apostle
Ent 3670

ARLINGTON PARK
26 HE

cans Wawa EmpinymemPIPPorrewn7 /FP F/k/P.F.

TOWERS HOTEL

Wanted -Women

CLERK -TYPIST

TIM STEEN
PERSONAL
SECRETARY

180058tiolv856 BOWERS

967-5860

'orZ,70orrTF

OURBORIEL:Na -PCEITIE

00

01h

OLntI

10

Persenol meroine ..ofnment

,oe deft

nzwir

MT PROSPECT

392 5230

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

SERVICEMEN

.......

RANDHURST CENTER

293 5021

subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station

SERVICE MANAGER

COUNTER GIRLS
Shifts °Pen
12 Midnight .8 0. 10

SOW.

The Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned

cants call

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
EARN UP TO $3.63 AN HOUR

BUTLER

Heidenhain

,

Qualified applicants will be trained in our assembly department, interested appli-

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS,

0090

RECEPTIONIST

hi. pa

t Ming redwsimc.Swne

ERIENCED MACHINE REPAIR MAC ISIS. EARN UP TO 55.00 AN HOUR

lem you ohe omen.. no, wen 512, dm Per we.

686-7055

Morton Grave, Ill

CRAVENS CO.

WE HAVE AN IMMEDIATE NEED FOR

EARN UP TO $4.40 AN HOUR

MR. FUG1EL

BARRETT-

WEXI.. WE'RE GROWING TALL...

For Brown 8 Sharpe Single Spindles

CORP.

Orre new GOLDEN Mae PANCAKE HOUSE RESTAURANT

PANCAKE HOUSE

Talk to Teletype a hoot these jobs todoy!

Overtime Available

GENERAL BATHROOM PRODUCTS

NO med.! eon moio,

.011"

...re am grecs,

WAITRESSES

SALARY WIDE OPEN

APPLY IN PERSON

Evergreen

Nig

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

nme

42877.

General Office

CLERK TYPIST

L.ENEPAI RERWIER
OAP ON

.1E OFFER GOOD PAY. NM HOSNIALILAHON. Hat MAJOR
...FISCAL. FREE GROUP DTI INSURANCE PAID 114.17.11011S

DEsPiame. Area 823.7111

ond rogN shift

Zo=pt'nsr=17;

BOOKLET:

Birthday Party SEEM" hook.
let. To gel a copy. send 50 cm.
in eain. plus a oclIkaddressed.
Pionped envelope to CAPPY
DICK BOOKLETS. P.O. Box

1111

CANEWS1 HEADQUARTERS

STOCKMEN

four checkers as in Figure 3.

1Mil

.toiTy:'7:oe7=

DAY SHIFT

GRINDERS

HARPER COLLEGE

Skokie, IN.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

FIG 1

113 Ook Brook Center Moll
Ook Brook, Ill

bights for Ambitious Girls

Mow, Des P0 29/.35.321

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW
in

Ei1417111

enNY worknig with num.

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
Call nar Borkowski

We Need
Generals'

ROUGH

Mothers! If you are looking

town hack now and rem... lo
the enemy', hack row. II he -

RESTAURANT

5021

HANDLERS

heath, presidenl remains on the
board and ColollinLICS ill he use-

the checked.ard to the mownenl's hock no,to A second checker placed on
Al it as in Fig -

5100 WY
WIDE SCOPE PERSONNFI

MATERIAL

kiag.

ordinary checker becomes a king
when it has traveled OMIT its
own hack row all the way across

IT a king MORD% back to de

WE NEED MEN

TELETYPE CORPORATION

comes n president and cannot be

or backward.

To,

of ru:
sclurnon thnique5. Includes deseloiment al new ...naming processes co lower tests
he. mr parte mane..

longs.

old. familar game OTLheLL010 hy
establishing emperors and presi-

mid

noientral a. on eacemional future.

dents. outranking the uldoimc

emperor can move foraard or backward.
If an emperor moves hack
ils own hack row and returns to
the opponent's back row. 11 he -

FIGURE CLERK

BILLER -TYPIST

JEREMY'S

ehtler =11.',74

392-1234

hers.

OPERATORS

for

s,

ST. ALEXIUS

Ad. Ms. Public Schools

MACHINISTS

me woo dee.od funasehere and sr.. on.

MR, ELECTRICAL OR

and faciory

SSSS W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

several chol.

new OrillOge
Deerfield Mien you

oriom

TELETYPE CORPORATION
hol

I

tit/ kV, I

MECHANICS

Full Time Days or Nights

RLlTOg

OIL PRODUCTS
30 Algonquin Rood
Des Plaines, Illinois
60016

Emmture hos weer. openings in Meir corporate offices
1:0,40 nerghboMood weronowlious non mod Home

TURRET LATHE

Eihisil Opportunity Employer

for

UNIVERSAL

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

fer light clean work
fringe benelds. Com

&AIR

SECRETARY

INSPECTORS

OPERATORS

892-7696

Murry
14155 HECHT

359-0110

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

Mark Trail

Amon: Illino s

sip

Acto, Inon Downy id Lag 11100 Ext. 5243

memory Wdi

NEED EXTRA MONEY,
TIRED OF HOUSEWORK,

OPPORTUNITIES!

537 3400

153 Third Streei

Why Sit Still

CIERK-TMIST

PRODUCTS

k age, op bort:antics

"" CONTACT

JOB

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data, Inc.
2706 NORTH EDGINGTON

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

PARTS

Be A Blair Tempo...

HOSPITAL

100 W Willow Rd.

Wheeling, Illinois
block south of Palatine at Wolf

SECY $600

Mt. Prospect Illinois
60056

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES, INC.

Set Up Man

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

EXPERIENCED

MANUEACTuRIHO Of TEFLON

CLERK

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E. Northwest Nwy.

455-8350

WOMEN
1000 00 PART TIME -

537.2100

MEWS TO.

Mr. R. D. Hint.

STORES

MEDICAL

SHARP STENOS:

RO 3-6000 or
VA 4-1155
(Sub.)

Ft 5-0500 Eat. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

JEWEL FOOD

Lunch
Port Time

TRANSCRIBER

WARD

herk 5C,04170VONEIFL

CRESCENT CARDBOARD CO.

110019 i

ACCT. CLERK

won

259-7000

WAITRESSES

Wheeling Area

394.5100

VM'ITTErtIOWIE8OUt/

VERNA MORGAN

Press Room

FREE PAWING

394-0800

CALL OR APPLY

No Experience Necessonl

Welding

experience.

o cam

nea.

Experienced person for screening Deportment.
Solory based on experience,

ExcelMnt working conditons Solory loosed on

r'

ALSO Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner Waitresses

InOXIIT'I'rr7O7eleeZ

Starting

Shipping

Paint Department

SCREENER

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

JANITORS

Openings Aoisoluble on...Innen
Shift Nig. Premium

.

t

P

mnefin

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

uop

perience Strong clencol
aptitude.
figure
and
and
shorthand
Light
good typing skills re
quired. Excellent Binge
benefits.

Necestow

rv.

y.,.

3a13.
RollIng Meadows

1100 FINNS Road

Full T.me work

Cocktail Waitresses

Experienced in oil phases 01 1001 building and
maintenance. Minimum of 50 hours per week.

STENO -TYPISTS

girls with secretarial 0,

TELLER

5519 4500

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER

TOOL AND DIE MAKER

Call or come in for an interview.

Ref naolo

mmediato openings in
ur executive office for

Position 0700 01

CALL MRS. GOODLING

WI LLE, INC.

LAMINATING MACHINE TENDERS
REAM CUTTERS - ORDER FILLERS

1st and 2nd SHIFT OPENINGS

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

phyre. Pon ihne even., WM

SECRETARIES

First Arlington
National Bank

WOMEN

Full Time

023 Clerk THE 1110 Re, mu

bohr

FULL TIME

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
15T AND 2ND SHIFTS

965 7070

583 S147

:527yrhdy =k781:17:71'.

PrWted Cir.? 00,000 01 Expanding Electronics Company hos Me fa owing positions ovoiloble immediately:

Stamina

272.33CED

CRAVENS CO

HARPER COLLEGE

NEW OFFICES

14. F.

CALL 259-1670

CRAVENS CO.

BARRETT-

Sono.

Needs Complete Staff

sew. P.P.
gnome . ih

BAR RETT-

MOILS And 'OUTROS. Ow,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MUM.

Auto Agency

698-3337

FINANCIAL
ANALYST

PACKERS

541/5 WOPEES04

HESITATES,...

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEI
248 5821

T7o87/TroEF:./7'075'n;

able 5/0 :Ploy 827 7w,

OPPORTUNITIES

ACCOUNTS

',7,,',7=core7olerc=

CLERK TYPIST

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

"r

Permonent full rime positions
No experience necessary, we will train you.

tt.trP1:::)."C"e:Oritt:1I'n"P'r

SHE WHO

4264854

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Sheridan

CHICKEN UNLIMITED
1409 E. Poluime Rd

P2
"7E748

Mr Mos MATO,

1..1000 LADY NALLEFAFF

ABBOTT IS GROWING -WHY NOT GROW
WITH US?
688-7500
PHONE BILL PUCHLEVIC

and

8675 - NO FEE

400 Maple Ave,
CerpentersvrIle

When you add our outstanding benefit plan and mellent oolone
ycor arrive or a rare opp nonhy. Benefits include tuition refund, comprehensive
medical coverage, prof I sharing, stock purchase Ion, liberal vacation col-

14th

CORPORATE
SECRETARY

Hills McConno Div.

lowconem.

so, ALLSTATE offers you a secure future co.
CASUALTY CLAIMS ADJUSTORAppI.00nI.SIrOold
If

hove a college degree .and on intereso M insurace clairn eivesoigation. Our comnrehensoye
mooning programs ohmed lead 0 supervisory
...enmities within 2 years. ALLSTATE offers

Contact Personnel Office

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE

2641e111Vanted Women

,2641e1pWantal Waren

OFFICE

I

We will train - add Ito per hour for 204 .1411 and
I8c per hour Tor Sod shift - 10 paid holidays major 1,1.41001 end life insurance - many cam.
pony benefits.

19711

'2';:toT

HOUSEWIFE?

327.66211

KEYPUNCH

grow.

wiegies

orisonNes.

BORED

lane III g

CONTACT MOS HECHT

15 Employment Agencies. Women

tw. con*. risi

UPY/ Re18

ASSISTANT

wonte'fi'o7Ziisort

moo,

Friday

2646lp Waited Man

26-1Iels Wasted WOWS

R NE

STENOGRAPHER

No 111,Et

HELP WANTED DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

uGcturso Lorne sollisg leoe

1=6', rzg

The exponPon of oar doll, o1 Engineering Deportment has created an unusual growth opportunity. Does your experience inc u e 2 to 3 years of time
.1040 and method onaly is? Then you may qualify.

with

pinions*

26 Help Wanted Women

YANKEE DOODLE

One to Hare Hors coo ex,

1 PM

LUNAR
OIL CO.

296-2100

PRODUCTS CORP.

Deed

Cost Accounting

II PM 7 AM SHIFT

DODGE CLEANERS

SIMONSEN METAL

snort

10 E

Wonted For

455-0200

TOWERS HOTEL

oaring

26 Help Wanted Women

ATTENDANT

DRIVER
wort. for 2 hour trip dolly
Ideal Mr Mg. worker or

PLEASE CALL

MOO

PUMP

7.45 om 10.15 pm

1st Shift

Erre 5 nom &Wk., om.

rmar.

24-liel9Wastal Men

ASSIMANT /M.O.

Part time

rtric*.e:ten' Sferbe o'vet

canT

ARLINGTON PARK

TV BENCH TECHNICIANS

Psole554/188

HOUSEMAN
den.

Ugh. thlonlog
linen ler melds

ARMY T11 EFF".

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Press Packers

011911
Te handle Mck too a. deliv

HOTEL

NAN WSW*

24 Help WantedMa

2014 Wanted Men

='

Phone 259-7132

Experienced in figure
aptitude. Full time, new
office. 0,22 90201000

Baxter

Laboratories, Inc.

unit"'

of Elk Grove Village
437-0800
Ask for Mr. Johnson

Ext. 734.

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region
6301 Lincoln Ave.

OVERHEAD
DOOR CO.

things: Lisa benefit
package. Location
No smog. Nice people
Nico boss.
Explore these
openings:
Clerk Typist, General
Clerk, Stenographer
Come in or call for an
appointment: 502.7100,

...tun Grove,
965.4700

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois_ 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

R67.6900
An equal owportundy emPT41141

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Friday J mute 9
2614M Ruled Wanes

26 Help Wanted Women

SEAMXTRESS WANTED

DISHWASHER
Sh 0
11 10

E

1v

Po

o

Apply Br a

Pla o

1970

To vo k Noon
r01 SO Aopi,

214100 Warted-Mmi & Women

264Ielp Wanted Women

2611dp Wanted Mayen

Assistant Manager

=',,",=°

9560

47 Nome famishingsfumithre

527E Rand Rd

p.

DEMONSTRATORS

437-0820

For New National Party Plan

ELK GROVE MOTEL

7PPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MRS MIKKELSEN

SECRETARY

We Ira. 5. Provide Customers

t.

Northweit
luxurious
Suburban Hotel. Write

3248scellaneous Merchandise

3125 25.2735

1238, % Doy

Box

217

Publications,

ddlrydp

pg

CRAVENS CO

0161:
-8219
alecomet.

S.

shorthand and

INVENTORY CLERK

DAY SHIFT - 7.30 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
NIGHT SHIFT 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT

BOO W. Biesierlield

69-M222f)1SC2OMStrhi0C112

TILOTL'SEZT
d.

Coll Brune Book 3,2.38,3 drays

W

NG OUT FURNITURE

L

:37="

tit

b by

d

IL

p

AD,
PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
u, men
One

4

3161

537 MO

159-1556

JIFFY CAR WASH

1

HOWARD SPROAP 6 CO

DES PLAINES
297.6.140

333,7E.

650 35E.26912

INSPECTOR

SIARTING PAY PLUS BONO

CI

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS
11,,

II

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

..

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt Prospect,

7kgreund
and

'asa

641.2022

ei

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY

CNINA

vole girl GOLF MID AR. bas

Floor
Floor Sample Sale

37.790P al14:30

di ear,

Dab lore,

,.9I.9,067. ""

3rD

170 292161R

d

IN THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

FURN CO
'DROOL.
ARLINGTON PLIGNIS

MURPHY CARPEL

DATA
PROCESSING

'"t'e

WAREHOUSE POSITIONS

Coll 358.0430

4311.6400.

ROOM ONE CHILD CALL 824 04Y0

83-In(ustrial Property tioRent)

Jan Battaglia
5371100

Applicants for day work, see Mr. Schmitt
Applicants for night work, see Mr. Modica
(After 4:30 p.m.

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
777

Wheeling.

Wheeling,

Rood

THREE

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

la70 BOSS 429'S

TS.73Mpet" ..nder7,17:7r:

KENMORE WARNER IL DRYER
S35 EACH

11

'LIBRARIANS' :SI '67
ASSISTANT CONTROL MA;
AGM. Ern

r'

41FE

DES PLAINES

469-7204

Ts9 Taal

1969 MOST FASTBACK GT MD all red.

""°-"'"'

.d6Fv6

PM eNve, 1,616.
SISOIL 397,7137(1

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ
Exclusive Atmosphere

40 - 60%

u

[Now!. elle la,*
telnklual tr.

60.

Lge. lot

pd

OFF
Must Be Sold
vs

M. O

-57 Chevy Var

'ett. ya aome.9,.0 117.=

umel *Ow 3110..0-

Luxury Suites

GENERAL CLERKS

610 so. 827 13993

rorr

ALGONQUIN AREA 3 Wan.
61

52,500

No toroloq reunited tar,general clerical positions
805 o.ro. to 6:30

Desirable Location

I

66911

P.

Chew

Starke Wago 6

6

sole

3S963.3 Pl. 7

we

euee

best prier 537-1 005

Furnished Models
open doily 9 to 6
Sunday 1110 6
yr.old, f I Ida 61 5.1954
ANC,
Brinherha DPrigh.

receney howled

Union 78 Division: Eastern Region
ARLINGTON INN

945 foal...eel,
Arl

r

Cod.c 'ex neewood emus{

1969 MACH 1428,

Q3.1333

1969 MACH 1351,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Cull 641

usical Instruments

176.4

CASH

©

A, Gold

Western Bectric

OPERATOR,

'NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

that means we
THAT'S GOOD (there ore also some part time positions

IFIF

683. ERA lull power.

II

a..

B'277.4/2.."'rso
root, 6

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359.2251

529 6805 Sal Sun alt 10 om

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR

Pim, KITTENS FREE
I

AIP

shots. Sall

7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m. (We work a Ns hour day), or swing
on out to 3800 Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows (Hwy. 58, just

Wind, llovlhorsdey See A.M. MN:130
5atorday 4,00 AM ou Neon

.

AV

to
LATTOF'S

OX

P.S. We Will also be op. Saturday, 16.09 1051 for your Intervim

297-4792

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

316 poodle female, padre: SI

8

-

©Western Electric
An equal opporlunity employer

'65 CHEVROLET

Len. 2446.5P3P

111001:111
a

MIMI OS

$2199

we ore ready ro leave Rome

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAM
IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

Daily 8 Lang Term Leasing
EFSERVI,ONS CALL

CL 9.4100

CL 9-4100

IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381.0899

ter EXCLUSIVE

AKC. Home raised. Call after
6 PIA. and
3S8-2699

fulvgton Xi,

A

VISTA CRUISER

/895

9

/895

1968 CAMARO 2 DR. 11.T. V-8, Power

Steering, Automatic, Fact, Air Conditioning, Radio, Floor Console, WW's,
Light Green Mist with Black Roof,
Factory Warrens,.

$2495

1967 THUNDERBIRD 2.DR.

TIG

DIALER

Bucket

Seats,

Floor Console,

nNESijFBver-

Brand

Gold Seal.

/395

Gold Seal Warranty.

Roof.

/295

Tires, Mog Wheels, Automatic, Power
Steering and Power Brakes, floor ConRoof, Gold Seal Warranty.

/095

Radio,

$1695
$1195

1966 MUSTANG COUPE

'63 FORD

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE
Block Top A BoV

1967 GALAXIE "500"
$595

9395
9395
$895
$695

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"

are w.K my AS

""'""'

1963 FORD SQUIRE

'

0

'

1

OLDSMOBILE

Saturday 9.5

Sharp!

$1595
1966 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 9 Pats.
Wagon, Full Power, Automatic, Radio,

WW's, A Prfect Car For That

Big

Family, Extra Nice. Green Sand,

$1595
BUICK

WILDCAT

2.DR.

N.Y.,

With Power Windows,
FM -AM Radio. chrords Where,
Power,

Full

Brand New Set Of WW's, Rod bucket
Seats, Candy-Appl Rod With A Whir.
Vinyl Top. This One Won't Stay Here

0

$995

oui44,,,ef
69

AND & CENTRAL ROAD
HOURS MondayAhru Friday
9 00 to 9 00

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774-8177
CLOSED SUNDAY

Factory Air Conditioning, Radio, Like
Now WW's, All Vinyl Interior, Silver
Blue With A Black Top. Green Seal.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

550 NOIIIIIWEST HIGHWAY
Corner Nonhwest Highway

Mon. -Fri. 9-9

Best

$1995

$1195

$495

Fully Equipped

0

Ford's

Long!

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

'

Interior,

1966 OLDS. F-85 2.00. N.T., Full Poorer,

1964

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

etsrasr:'

Luxury

WW's, Lime Gold With A Block Vinyl

$1795

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

$$$$

1967 BUICK ELECTRA O -DR., Full Power
Including Factory Air Conditioning,

Roof, Gold Seal Warranty.

$3181

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

WW's, Whim with Block Vinyl

1967 FORD LTD 2.DR. NJ., 390 V-8,
Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned,

$995

JIM AIKEY FORD

1960 OLDS CUTLASS 2-0R. H.T. V-8,
Power Stewing, Automatic, Radio,

FOR

$1899

827-2163

LANDAU,

Power, Factory Air Conditioned,

Full

Rodin, Like New WW Tires, Dark Aqua
in Colo, Gold Seal Warranty.

$1395

.1969 CHRYSLER 300

Passenger,

Full Power, Factory Air Cond., Luggage
Rock, WW's, Radio, Automatic Trans.,

sole,' Lime Green with Block Vinyl

DEUVERYI

$1088

500

Color.

111.61.Nag. Row Deleglet

ECONOUtif VANS

$3299

SEE AND TEST DRIVE

MIXED BREED
SPANIEL PUPPIE3 310

7 weeks 2904571

104,

In

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD
9.8,
Bucket Seats, Red -Lined Wide Oval

IMMEDIATE

$1899.1

1968 COUGAR

CENTER

"rig

Mist

1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

$995

$1899

1967 T -BIRD

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

Coll 437 3026

Subsidiary of General Telephone3 Electronics

(With Snow Mow)

$1995

1968 CHEV

Ar

Chevy Pit Crew

convenience.

ELECTRIC

1969 FAIR 500

s.

East of Hwy. 53)...-

AUTOMATIC

. .

Pepper 331-4037

bag, just for you ... You con call Monday that Friday from

Interviewing

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

PARADE

ho

ells

NEW

1968 FORD XL

1966 CORVAIR CORSA CONV.
$895
1967 OLDS TORNADO

1967 MUSTANG

BID,
Coll 32-2279

Mite and

Green

SIN. Pale UR, 0
601194.,, CroismaNaIly
=pow.t.,.........%
oriel Rase SERN.e.

BRONCOS

$1895

$2399

we will put you and your mini skirt to work

WW's, Light
Gold Seal.

1295

$1595

auto shopping center

Avomotl:

bow

1967 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

right now...that's GOOD too! If you come ovt and talk to

Please apply in person

Rear Deem and Many

'67 BUICK

$3199

1966 GAL. 500

e-Cy linde0

.,,..,..... yktyl

Rea, Body .1141,

'64 OLDSMOBILE

oars EVAN WAGON AIR

able 2,66469

CLER-

us. we'll tell you all the GOOD things WE can DO FOR YOU
It, the meantime -we ore keeping our BENEFITS in our

STATION WAGONS
Price Cut
1969 FORD

1968 PONTIAC

you a pencil and the loot to go with your abdity ... that's

ICALfield

1967 SHELBY G.T. 500, 427
$2295
1967 SHELBY G.T. 350,
$2095

FENDER-G....GIBSON

your bog is a DRAFTING TRACER we'll give

also GOODI Or if your bag is in the GENERAL

$1899

1969 FORD

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU

.

SAVE

11968 TORINO 428 COBRA JET,

3.19.5. 3 Corvette bucket

1014 to 30% Off on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!

296-7278

SOLDERERS

924Aolie Hanes

Cyst., Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

445ogs, Pets & Equipment

what we won't do to get you ... and
pay you for yourprevious experience

FOR WIRERS &

274-5300

EXPERIENCED KEY PUNCH

If your bog Is an

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

7-4071

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

$$$$

$2399

1968 CHEVELLE SS 396,

AMLASSADORS AUCTION PRIG

Investment.

DON A. PEARSON

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

" wllo ""

, GIVE YOURSELF a

W art,

1

$2399

HOLIDAYS OVER!
N

47Wanterl To Buy

lg. PLYMOUTH
SPORT FuRr CONVERTIBLE

AT PLUM GROVE

Phepton

Cr 5.2,0

136181-DeteNled Tea.

.1rr.SZeennro wed,.

CLEARANCE OF ALL HIGH PERF. CARS

90-loyestment Property

WWI. HARD TOPS

Aal.w. TA* el 116.S. 2.11 Nand Ten

88-Real {state -four)

re call for appointment
(312)255-I998

THREE FOUNTAINS

SS! RAY iiuoryp 322 SO

500

2 -DOOR

it 1100, 0,100,,, IA.
cm Mee eateemi.

522508 up,

with help. C6111E37.1733

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

GALAXIE

$2295
'68 CAMARO

1969

31, US ABOUT OUR 36 MO USED CAR WARRANT

Pass.

Wagon. Full Power Including Factory
Air, Radio, Deluxe Wood Paneling,

Green with Black Vinyl R.I. Sharp!
OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

51960 6 up.

6Id

or Nem offer. VNI move

SO

.r

COIA.

9

EXECUTIVE

New Set of WW's, Radio, Diamond

16 8

rt

BRADSHAW 96585

PONTIAC

1969 FORD PICKUPS

,000

253.8952

'68 OLDSMOBILE

1969

age. Rea oller 3594517

PA,.

/575

$340011

CRYSTAL LAKE COUNTRYSIDE -

Sporkle, 6 150,,C:141..

unk n

itely 750 t

r,

"..""V11C:"

55 -Musical Instruments

Contact our cimployment deportment for details

84700,

$3495
1963

Ready To Go. Gold Seal Warranty.

$$$$

1970

Factory Air Conditioned, Radio, WW's,
Luggage Rock, Balance Of Factory
Warranty.

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

harp black 5.09 wary
mom( exi,

mom

ow, 390 V-8, Power, Steering
8 Power Disc Broke.,Comeomolic,

SUPREME

radio, wAteerall tires.

SMARM 31826 616.30E7

1969 FORD LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10
P

1968

brakes. power windows,

970

OFFEA EXPIRES JAN. 17, 1970

$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK

E.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

TRUCK CENTER

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY GOLD SEAL WARRANTEED USED CAR

'69 CUTLASS
HOLIDAY SEDAN

JIM AIKEY'S
1

1.9 It

1970

OF THE WEEK

a

a.1973

all 253 1.1.15

Underground Parking
Oeedmr
Hooted Pool

Fad

w"`"

1st and 2nd Shift:

SPECIAL

$3181

6., PIS, pie 3876 Dees

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pad,

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

4

$3400

CARPETING

WEIRS IN A SQUEEZE

tea

Hl LER. L V Ram 6.6 el., pock,

gag

SOO...a offer 579.75117

COMPANIES, INC.

WORK

Used Can

$3008

A0 OT TORNINDS Ram.. and

a, uomt Sloop 2 hdro. hor.

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

Pcui Ready

6.616

59361133

Call B24 6737

JEWEL

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

ea

Gorden Apartment Stoles

39613E7

rOu, om,okrurv,

COIL WINDERS

04,

$5000

urn BOSS sore rode toss car, a Lute lest

868calEstateliouses

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

WORTH -W.,.

1064PeatWorrCeePe

345,0500 Ext. 594

414 E. GOLF ROAD

arro-rat6-946, Sq. Ft on.,

FOUNTAINS

B51.30 Ton Included

ALL

HI -PERFORMANCE CENTER

SEE MR. GINO OR MR. CATRONE

254,1050

Illinois

TEMPORARY

Esc

66666 MOO

V. 0333

0.30 p.rn 10 12.0 a.m.

.Bed

1063

Not Only Maverick But Also

JIM AIKEY'S

_

KM SALE.

98s -DELTA 88s
CUTLASSES -F -85s

$2897

'rrAj'uniT

1969 Singer Zig Zag

.Pm

TIRES

TORONADOS

nA.t.th,

overrun 1010

From 30% -40% Off

SNOW

23
IN STOCK

lit-Watted to Rail

weinqho

13

Good Salary - Good Working Conditions
and Liberal Company Benefits

Stock.. 23B0

Gelorrie 500

Mum Grove

to mon hs ore here, beat the
Now that the
work, near your
Vonsporotion problem

a rn to

Factory Invoice

sZo'i"uts.',7jr
Tr, 3502

Hour,

'69 FORD

DAYTON

New '69s at

$3244
tur.9611

1 PAIR OF

CLOSEOUT

Seletro.,

1It. n.gs

FREES

'69

A 66..L Candeapple Red

4To Rent Apartments

Winterized Used
Cars . . . Cars to get
You thru the Winter
and the years to come!
Fully

PRICE

stodtpO 2222

112.Automobiles For Tab

Palo SW 0691

TO START!

Pay

aolexie SOO

11To Rest, Sloes. Offices

Dergbis Coll 1V2 6306

GENERAL CLERKS

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

'69 FORD
111.MotorcOes and Scooters

804,0,0 a PT

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN WAS

14001E-TR/

6.6..0. ed.... mat 66116

Ibrow rep lamp

d

Good

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

27 -Help Walled Mend Women

661

$2441

V,:i.mtarZ

2,83275 oft 4 co

''''NHISeErGLA"'S:""

p work end use art basic

THE SINGER COMPANY

SECRETARY

II#Ns.allees Wine

"'

Mr. R. 0. Hints
394.0800

Shrek de.2e2,

Custom

76 -To Rent Houses

CALL

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL

MANNHEIM

rte

C

ROUTE CLERK

'69 FORD

'carTrtrnuCri

Coll for rEePoinmon.

GUARANTEED

get the

375 heads. paned 6

763

SERVING PARK RIDGE 8 NORTHERN SUBURBS

Take your pick of 125

IN STOCK

3171

OloonmBoard-Housekeepng

For Sole Bircb

0 RAND ROAD
HOMO AIR COND. BIOG.

OVER 150 NEW
1969's IN STOCK
30 DEMOS
ALL MODELS 8 EQUIPMENT.
1970 MAVERICKS $1995

439 4100

Busse Rd.

BEIGE RECLINING

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER 2 DRYERS

r,ro,

E'rI071;AA'1NG POOL

'rgK'JRT
1414 S

NORWOOD FORD

119

JIM AIKEY FORD

255-3253 oher S

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT.

CAR WASH HELP

777-5555
ASSEMBLERS

SNOWBIRD SNOWBLOWER, 6 N

pip".

10

1074stoParls and Access.

thrnberlaltel

MT PROSPECT

Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington .Heights,

2,300

22 Help Wanted Men & Women

ASTRO-PARTY DIST.

auto shopping center

2.5503131

,,-,,,d. HI

PM.

1

6150.

Rd.

ON on premises of

255.79

BARRETT-

Rohlw189

xisting BEAUTY SAL

VaTOMZ17,'

DIETARY

Manage

or

Lease

'

HOUSEKEEPING

Page 23

Friday lanuery 9 1970

ellice6cv

rm.

sId

Yrs

21

I

74 To Rent Apartments

c'a'ociNe of efficiently handl ng

Mok

CALL 10 A.M. -

Toy block poodle

Or'Zree'Perris="or"r1

WOMAN

TOP PROFITS NO INVESTMENT

73 To Rent furnished Apartonents

:Sliminess to.r.Drnit:

444140,Pels &Emastment

Beau Cottage

SECRETARY

CLEANING

271412 Watta5Men & Women

Sat 900 to 5 00
POPO 1.4t

v.*, Sweeter

Closed Sundays

Make this year your
ount Prospect State Bank Year!
the Banking Center of the Northwest Suburbs!
unnuA RY

JANUARY

Most New Year's resolutions involve
wiser use of money. The Mount Prospect State Bank offers 4% interest on

Regular Savings and a big 5% on

Golden Passbook Savings

.

COM-

POUNDED DAILY
payable
quarterly. Make a promise to save
iore in 1970 ... start now.
.

.

.

Traveling to the Suit Country for a
winter vacation? Get a vacation loan
from us. And a handy American Express Executive.Credit Card comes in
real handy to help Lilly ithose vactition extras'
h
ime.

Lucky indeed if you get through the
winter without medical or dental bills.

Prescription for big bills: a Mount
Prospect State Bank personal loan.
For spring shopping
a Ready
Credit Account lets you "overspend a
.

.

.

little."

To help you meet the April 15':'tax
deadline, a 1oviroost tax kian.Cao =be
ideal. (For trix:leCArds and important

papers, a Safe Deposit Box p tees
bank -vault protection agai

theft, loss..

for Ronoies.a

OT600000605060

66-661g

JUNE

Mount Prospect State Bank makes
loans for super summer fun such as
boats of all types and sizes'. . . new
and second-hand intluding all marine

equipment. (If you're heading for a

vacation anywhere, Travelers

Cheques on your trip prevent the loss
of your hard earned cash.)

AUGUST

We've started many happy married

couples on the road to solid financial
security with a sensible Savings Program of "Growing Interest." (We can

also be a good source of financial

To keep cool in hot weather, a checking account is a "must." You pay by
mail, quickly and conveniently and a

first -aid for the Father of the bride
just ring our bell anytime.

you money, all year 'round.

.

NO -COST checking account saves

.

.

MRISM.USLWARM

SEPTEMBER

\sill

11111 111111111
1

11111 111111111111111 11111111/

NovEMBErt.

.c)

The future continuing education of
ayour family is important. Let us show

C you how a high interest Education
C Savings Program can assure your

2

children's future education and suc-

Cg

cess.

=;

And

.

.

. our Trust Department can.

X show you all the many ways to assure
L"a

a better life for you and your loved

Winter's here ... and you'll be spending more time indoors. If a new color
T.V., built-in range or new furniture
will make your home life more comfortable . . . go ahead and pick out
what you want . . . we'll be glad to

arrange a convenient loan, quickly
and easily.

ones.
11111111 1111111111111111111111111111\

Mount Prospect State Bank

Busse and Emerson -Downtown Mount Prospect -Wednesday Drive -up, Walk-up Banking. Call

CL

9-4000

Tbe Pro4pect

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair and colder,
low 5 to 10. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, high about 30.

3Dap

Telephone

1554400

Your Horne Newspaper

Proposes
school site
selection

Smith, Rentschler will
speak this evening

-

moo

By Richard Crabh
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -

Arlington Heights) said Saturday that she will recommend

Sen. Ralph Smith and his

this week to the Northwest
Suburban Committee for an

RentWilliam
challenger,
schler, will appear on the same

V

Heights tonight.

k..

soon as possible.

which determines when additional state universities are
best be used.

findings and re-

, commendations to the Illinois

yBoard of Higher kducation

"

when it meets in C'hictgo Feb.

3. The study group has indi
cated that it will recommend
waiting until the 1970 census

reports on population are aattempting

before

vailable

to determine how many new
state universities will he needed early in the 1970s and
where they should he built.
The 1969-70 study group of

Illinois Board of Higher

the

Education is agreed that there

should be another university
in the Chicago metropolitan
area, probably in the northwest or western suburbs. The
predecessor

group's

study

group two years ago recommended that the next Chicago
area university he located

within "five miles of the intersection -of -the Northwest -Toll -

road and Illinois Rt. 53.'1f the Illinois Board of
Higher Education accepts this
recommendation next month, -

said Mrs. Chapman. "this

able indication for the northwest suburbs.

"IT IS FAVORABLE in that
the census report will confirm
the

ning Commission and the Chilransportation,
Area
cago

Golf

there has been no progress m

Study.
As proposed.

determining where the longawaited freeway will be lo-

highway will come north from
Chicago parallel to the Edens

cated.

Expressway and

H.W. Lochner. Inc.. planning firm on the project. said
in a report dated last month
that collection of data on the

west

proposed expressway corridor
area has been completed but
further action will be delayed.
pending .coniple't137"6.rolri-er

proposed by the Chicago Area

expressway

indicates

studies in the area by the Il-

linois Division of Highw:ns.
the Northeastern Illinois Plan-

the

then

super-

head

Iron.' Evanston to Pala-

roughly following Golt
and Rand Rds.
tine

THE EXPRESSWAY, first
Transportation Study ICATSI
in its 1962 transportation plan
for the Chicago area. could he
located anywhere within a
2 -mile wide corridor along
Golf and Rand Rds.

northwest area of

Cook County has the most
rapidly rising population of
any place in Illinois and that
its high schools and junior
colleges could quickly provide
the students for an important
university.

"The decision to delay refor another
year, or even more, is an unfavorable development in that

commendations

Si

N

SIIBURB
sans=

The football gambling probe is continuing --and the Las Vegas
line is 2 to I that Kansas City's I.en Dawson was the nation's best
Quarterback Sunday.

Wheeling twp. GOP club
to elect Congreve chief
Daniel Congreve of Mount

in the northwest suburbs are
disappearing rapidly." Rep.

Prospect is scheduled this eve-

the club's annual meeting.
Other officers scheduled to

ning to he elected prisident of

be elected are Lee Canfield,

Chapman said.
Rep. Chapman, a member of

the Wheeling Township Republican Club.
The
former
mayor of
Mount Prospect has been recommended by the club's
nominating committee. 'The
retiring president of the Wheeling GOP group is John Gillen
of Arlington Heights.
The election will take place
this evening at the VFW Club
in Arlington Heights. It will he

vice-president; Mrs. Donald
Goodman, recording secretary; Mrs. George Ireland.

the

potential

campus

sites

the Higher Education Committee of the Illinois House
of Representatives, said she
will talk with leaders of the
Northwest Suburban Commit-

tee for an Area Senior College this week and propose a

meeting of the group immediately to consider the matter
of a location and a plan by

treasurer: and Henry DeGroh.
sargeant-at-arms.

Those recommended to he
named directors of the Wheeling club are Robert Clark,

Mrs. Charles Mihalek, Roy
Bressler, Mrs. William Klingaman. Pete Bunnelle and NIrs.
John Davis.

tors. State Rep. Robert Juckett
(R -Park Ridge) and State Senate NV. Russell Arrington (12 Evanston). senate majority
leader.

ACCORDING To Juckett.
cut
highway would
through Skokie. Glenview.
Niles. Morton Grove. Lincolnwood. Park Ridge and Des

thc

opportunity for the audience to question him.
The endorsement procedure
of the Wheeling Township Rebe

be required for a university
campus site. This is a task on
which citizens, educational
groups and perhaps industries
in the area would need to cooperate. There is precedent

quire a week or more. The
group's board will make a recommendation to be acted upon
by the precinct captains.

Richard A. Cowen of Arlington Heights, Wheeling 'Township Republican committee"While we would have liked
to have arranged a direct ex-

type of program, it just wasn't

Vietnam film
`Year of the Pig'
to be shown

Insurance
group offers
scholarships
The property insurance industry, is sponsoring a Bachelor of Scien.,.i degree program
in the Department of Fire Pro-

tection Engineering at the Illinois Institute of I echnology.
Chicago and is currently offering 16 full tuition scholarships
for a four year course.
The scholarships are valued

approximately S10.000

each. Deadline for scholarship
applications is Feh. I.

Northwest suburbs
he divided and dis-

living allowance of S300 per
semester and trawl expenses
for two round trips each ear

the

would
rupted:. Juckett said recently.
He urged the state highway
division to locate the road

where it would not disrupt established communities.

ARRINGTON HAS also
criticized the yet-to-be-announeed freeway phins, also
warning of the danger of disrupting existing communities
and destroying property values
along the route.
As the criticism mounts. the
state seems to he getting even
more reluctant to decide on
the exact location of the expressway'.

Lochner said in the report
that several alternative routes
are being studied with the proposed corridor and that plans

are being made to shift them
within "mini -corridors- if
alternatives was

A holder of one of the

16

scholarships also receives

William Rentschler

Sen. Ralph Smith

change between Smith and
Rentschler in a meet -the -press

at

in

District 59
sets hearing
on '69 audit

man.

"Not only would many
homes be displaced by this
highway corridor, but all of
these important communities

The first. the report said, is
the fact that the highway division is studying improvements
proposed within and near the
Rand -Golf expressway corridor which could have some effect on the proposed super-

mittee.
FROM 120 to 240 acres will

publican Organization will re-

Palatine.

lays.

the area senior college com-

a

between college and his hone.

To qualify for one of the
scholarships. a candidate must
he between the ages of 17 and
19, a senior or graduate of ;in
accredited high school and

have completild the College
Entrance Examination Board
Tests.

The Northwest Suburban
Peace Coalition will present.
Emile de ,Antonio's. Vietnam
documentary Film. 'In the

Year of the Pig''

Admission is SI and a discussion period will follow each
showing.

The locations lire: Jan. 14.
10 a.m.. 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. at
Harper College. Algonquin
and Roselle Rds.. Palatine. in
cooperation with the Harper
Human Relations ( lab
Jan. IS. 8 p.m. in Elgin. in
cooperation with the Elgin
Peace Group Isite to he determined):
Jan. 16. 8 p.m.. at Elk Grose
High School. Arlington Heights

Rd. and Elk ( ',rove Blvd.. Elk
(',rose Village. in cooperation.
with Neighbors at Work:
Jan.
1600

17. 8 p.m.. at St. AnEpiscopal

Ridge.

agrees to work as a profession-

for Peace:

least three years following
graduation from 1. LT.

For further information on
the scholarships leading to a

Church.

N. Greenwood. Park

A candidate selected to receive one of the scholarships
al fire protection engineer in a
rating bureau for a period of at

;it several

locations in the Northwest
suburbs. Jan 14-20.

selm's

in

cooperation

v, ith

Northwest Suburban Women
Jan.

18,

3 p.m.. at St. Za-

chary's Church. .567 W. Algonquin Rd.. Des Plaines. in

Joins firm
John Gavin, 410 E. Mar-

degree in fire protection engirt ---- shall, Arlington Heights has
eering. students should contact
joined Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. as
Mr. E.N. Scarf. scholarship
an account executive.
committee chairman. Western
Gavin was previously a
Actuarial Bureau, 222 Adams
vice-president and account suSt.. Chicago. or the manager of
pervisor at Young & Ruble:1m.
the Illinois Inspection and
Inc.
Rating Bureau. Mr. E.R. Mar Bozell & Jacobs. Inc. is a national advertising and public
con. 175 W. Jackson Blvd..
relations agency.
Chicago.

cooperation with West Des
Plaines Peace Association;
Jan. 19. 8 p.m.. St. James
Parish Center. 800 N. State
Rd.. Arlington Heights, in

cooperation
Committee

with
on

James

St.

Community

Lite and with the Arlington
Heights Ecumenical Action
and Discussion Committee;
Jan.

20.

8

p.m..

at

Beth

Tikkah Congregation. 275
Hillcrest
Blvd..
Hoffman

is

nothing that we could do at
the opportunity to secure a
new state university for this
area in the early years of the
1970s so much as taking a direct interest in making available
man.

Promoted
Robert E. Conklin, of 512 S.

Arlington

tail.

Schools in District 59 are:
in Arlington Heights;

Low
Jay.

Frost.

Holmes.

Forest

View Elementary and Dempster in Mount Prospect; Brentwood. Einstein, High Ridge
Knolls and Devonshire in Des
Plaines: and Ridge. Rupley.

Grant Wood. Grove, Byrd.

terfaith Committee.

Elk Grove Village.

Hopkins, and Clearmont

in

Taillon murder case
continued 6 weeks
A six week continuance was
granted by Nlagistrate Francis

NV. Glowacki Triday to give
States Attorney's office
time to prepare its case against
Ronald A. Helton, 17, and
the

James I). Leweke. 19. two of

mute during their brief appearance in Arlington Heights
Circuit Court. Taillon's wife.
Helen, and a daughter were
present in the courtroom.
Asst. States Atty. Joseph Poduska, in requesting the delay,
that "the State is
preparing to seek a direct in-

the four persons accused in the
robbery -murder of Fred T.

explained

-radio,"
The two defendants stood

dictment

Gripe
Of The

before the Grand
Jury."
Judge Glowacki set the new

preliminary hearing date for
Feb. 13, but the hearing will be
cancelled if the Grand Jury indictment is obtained by then.
The other two suspects are
James Ales, 24, who is in custody in the DuPage County

(

Day
Plan a party for nine and
discover invitations come
in packages of eight.

B.S.

Jail on burglary charges and
Robert H. Fucini. IS. who is
being held in Atlanta, Ga. on
armed robbery charges. Ales
and Fucini have yet to be arraigned, though robbery -mur-

der warrants have been

se-

cured against the pair.

All four suspects are from
Milton, 60, was stabbed to
death Nov. 11 in a 590 holdup
at the Arlington Park Shell
service station, Euclid and
Wilke, where he was employed

5,

as the lone attendant on the.allnight shift.

Meetings
Mount
Police

Prospect Fire
Commission,

and

portation data on the metro-

District, 600 SeeGwun; 8

politan area.

p.m.

bort said.

Bunny Cheryl Ann Lee, 18, of Mount Prospect, serves in the
Lake Geneva, Wis. Playboy Club -Hotel and is featured in the
winter issue of VIP, the magazine of the Playboy Club.

On hand to answer questions will be a representative
from the auditing firm of Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Board members will review
last year's audit reports in de-

eastern Illinois Planning Commission (NI PC) are in the process of updating trans-

"We are therefore delaying
my presentation or discussion
)f alternative alignments and
:onclusions concerning these
corn:
pending
dignments
getion of these related studies
nd analyses," the Lochner re-

a good site." said Mrs. Chap-

committee meeting at 2123 S.
Arlington Heights Rd. The
meeting will be open to the
public.

Cook. Lively. Salt Creek.

said, CATS and the North-

this time which would increase

tonight at the 8 p.m. budget

Estates. in cooperation with
Schaumburg 'Township In-

The highway division has
decided it wants to review all
the proposed improvements in
the area before further decisions are made on the Rand Golf freeway, Lochner said.
ALSO, THE REPORT

state universities.

District 59 finances for 1968
-69 will get a close inspection

Naperville.

highway.

for this kind of citizen participation in the location of

Heights, has been promoted to
of
assistant
vice-president
New York Life Insurance
Co.'s real estate and mortgage
loan department in New York.

dor.
Latest denouncements of
the proposed corridor have
conic from two area legisla-

expected to he completed in
late 1969. Lochner said, two
new factors have caused de-

mayor of Elk Grove

Walnut St.,

possible displacement of residential areas along the corri-

preliminary

Village. are co-chairman of

that there

prehension has grown over

ALTHOUGH ITS study of

availability could
be assured for at least two or
three years. Dr. Edward Gilbert. superintendent of High
School District 214. and Jack

"I am sure

Many areas in the corridor

necessary.

which its

Pahl.

Sen. Smith is scheduled to

are heavily developed and ap-

Plaines. as well as the Northwest suburbs of Nlount Prospect. Arlington Heights and

is

both a favorable and unfavor-

that

A recently issued progress
report on the proposed Rand -

David Brown, of Wilmette.

speak at 9:15 p.m. After his
campaign address, there will

Wheeling
larger Re-

Jim Richmond of Bensenville watches his model airplane climb toward the 30 -ft. ceiling in the
Forest View High School gym.. Jim, world champion indoor model airplane flyer, represented the Sen. Smith and Bill Rentschler
United States in Rome last year and took first place. He made the team again this year and will he
on the same program as
traveling to Rumania in April to compete against top flyers from all over the world. (See story and Wheeling Township's first big
picture on Page 2)
event of the new decade,- said

No decision made yet
on Expressway location

AFTER RENTSCHLER'S
appearance there will be comments on the 1970 elections by

State Central Committee.

Township has a
publican vote than 80 of the
101 counties in Illinois.
"WE ARE billing this evening's candidates night with

needed and where they can
its

Organization.

can

tion him.

13th Congressional District
member of the Republican

important endorsement of the
Wheeling Township Republi-

Illinois

THE STUDY GROUP will

ing in the VFW Hall at Yale
and Northwest Hwy. There
will be an opportunity for

the U. S. Senate are seeking the

of the

people in the audience to ques-

this evening at the public meet-

The two candidates in the

Board of Higher Education,

report

Rentschler is scheduled to
speak for 15 minutes at 8:30

March 17 GOP primary for

Mrs. Chapman's statement
followed a meeting
study group of the

possible to coordinate the tight
schedules these men ire keeping. Actually Sen. Smith is
coming here after a dintier
campaign appearance in Chicago." Cowen said.

platform for the first time in
their campaign in Arlington

Area Senior College that a site

for a new university he found
and its availability assured as

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 Pages

Monday, January 12, 1970

Volume 4, Number 183

The Rand -Golf freeway is
part of the third stage. of exconstruction pro (Continued to Page 2)

pressway

Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect

Park

Prospect Heights Park

District, John
Muir
School, Drake Ter. and

\

5er ink)

T TrirT'T It!

Tom Clark of WBBM Radio, Chicago, talks to Cindy Schalis of 8920 David Pl., Des Plaines, while
he cuts cake during Saturday's 10th anniversary open house at WMTH, the Maine Twp. High *chool
radio station. Also pictured are Daryl Schultz (2d from right) and John Hamilton ofUMAQ Radio,
Chicago.

4

Oak St.: 7:30 p.m.

School District 59 Budget Committee. 2123 S.
Arlington Heights Rd.: 8
p.m.
School

District 214
Board, 799 W. Kensington: 8 p.m.

I

Indoor model plane
flying comes to area

Ordinance change moves
block to sewer project
By Ben note

has

amended an ordinance on mwer permits that could have
stalled the $900339. 3,33.3

Pr0/ec1 01 the Pf',cct

Heights Old Town Sanitary
District IPHOTSDA after EdL. Sakach. clerk of
PHOTSD, had made a plea before the board.

The ordinance. passed Ally
10, 1969. provided that "sewers,24 inches or less that canliect with the MSD system
shall he laid with straight

alignment between min-

McDonald Rds., then go west

boys timed out for an

along Camp McDonald to

door contest

Wheeling Rd. It is then to nth'
north along Wheeling Rd. to
Willow, and West. along_ Wit

the Chicago Aeronuts Club

The PHOTSD sewer prowhich Sakach said
to broken on
is planned to use sewer. pipes

i'SDI
grolu,ndfoins

I

To be served Tuesday at A is
Rupiah Prospect, Wheeling,
FIR Grove, Hersey and Fewest

View high schools in District
214:

Alain
halted

dish lone choice):
ham, fish sandwich.

I°

CONTENTION
was that the 1.700 acres in
Prospect Heights to be serviced by the new PHOTSD sys-

to continue south along Dale
and wet along Wit.
make straightLow9,11

t..°33
a. to
line
.433...

tV'NwUtarerrnan, the

of

noted that imposition of
the regulations of the Illinois
Sanitary Water Board that al.
lows no curvilinear alignment
of sewers 24 inches or less
"will work an undue burden

phases. at a test of 13.7 mil-

rhubarb crunch, boon eream

lion.
Richard SchuW president of
PHOTSD, bus raid that his or.
ganiration intends to kmp
work On its sewer system 'to
month ahead of the MSD."
The first phase of the MSD
interceptor will tic into the
existing MSD interceptor system at Wolf and Camp

To he boxed Tuesday at
Saillvan,

Ann

r, and Betsy Ram
junior high school. in District
23:

Hamburger, french fries.
green salad, tee hoe metric,

and ndlk.

June

by

15,

geg

Forest View Hhh School in a contest sponsored by the Chicago Aeronoh,

posed by CATS fm the Chi-

Third

construction
projects were originally scheduled le, be started in 1975. but

after one retires. but several

ion a s,eilic plan that will apply to all retirees." Floyd H.
Brown. Illinois Bell Benefit

23

numerous

of wifeiy through defensive

consultation

parochial schools.

Illinois Hell Telephone Co..

based on our experience."
There hone been people who

may now be as much as 15

ployes a year. There are 9.500
Illinois Bell pensioners.
Employes scheduled for re-

years behind schedule.

tirement in five years are in-

According to John Ormske.

chief of data collection for
CATS, the updated studies for
which Lochner says it is waiting may net be completed until
1973 to 1974.

fields of health, finances, we minion. insurance. housing
and law conduct Me group sessions.

Helen Piepenhrink. 72. of
pect. died Saturday at Ameri-

ana Nursing Home in Arlin.
include her hus-

S110,,

band William L. her' ana
presented to Wheeling High

mums ,sterday between St.
Paul Lutheran Church and St.
Mark Lutheran Church. Pas -

Ice E. A. Lade from St. Paul
wax in the pulpit at St. Mark.
and Pastor Nolan Watson
from SI. Alsrk preached at St.
Paul.

The bye churches are memben of different church bodies
or synods. St Paul belongs to
The Lutheran Church. Missouri Synod. St. Mark is part of
The American Lutheran
Church.

run his local restaurant. He

lrarde S"'" S'Ad' Hot

Dogs Plus at
S. Main St. in
Mount Prospect.

SHAME ON THE

no-

goodnik who stole the American flag from the porch of Don
and Ruthann Norman! She's
the girls' physical education
teacher at Prospect High and
coach of Me Rhythmettes.The
Nor
are tine patriotic
cinema who proudly flew the

Firm place award went to
scnior Ron Cuff. mond place
to sophomore Rose ;aerie Leiss

and third place to sophomore
Mike Mills.

every

flag

day. They were

CONGRATULATIONS to
Sammy Skohel on signing a
contract lo act as consulting
comb of the San Francisco
Bombers roller derby team!

crushed that someone would
take it.

ship" between the two large

Mob& will coach the mom

Ltnheran churches because
they are Me hest of friends. It is

waukee.

you went 54 quarts of milkT'
Lady. "Yes, me doctor told
me to take a bath in milk."
Milkman: '13o you want it

It seems ridiculous. of
course. to mention "fellow-

e, however, that last tum-

mu. for the fot time. the synod of each Church okayed the
altar and pulpit fellowship.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

Milkman, "Am you sure

when it plays at Chicago. MilMadison

and

St.

Louis.

Skohel expects the oon

pasteurized?"

take only about 40 days a
year so he will still he able to

Lady. "No, Just up to my

tirement Others fear the day
of separation and want to
avoid thinking about it.
"Thank goodness we ham

Visitation will be until
lonight

Lauterburg

ar

10

and

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Services will
he held tomorrow 01 1:30 p.m.
at St. Paul Lutheran Church in

in M. Peter Cemetery in ArljnetonaHeights.

Fslwin of Arlington Heights.
Clarence of Mount Prospect
and Wilhen
Arlinnum
Height.
nher daughh.
t.
of N100111 Prospect.

Gertrude Carman
Servino for Gertrude A.

for

hunt.Dv Sr
t. Mourn

were

held this moraine at St. Ray mind Church.,Mr. Davis. who
died Thursday aT Hines Vete,
am Administration Hnspital
Maywood. was entombed in
Queen of Heaven Cemetery in
Hillside.
his

Wood ridge .

Felts

-

sons

icoo grandhcildren and her sisters Margaret Seward and I 0.

Mlle Conover of Danville, Ill.

Cascades

tiller 000

HEIGHTS

PN
LA CO M.

1

OPMENT ORDINANCE IN PARK MANOR SUBDIVISION TO REMOVE FROM

They'll hear
ilization
of

"SterInstruments."

about

ORIG. 134

gamble., Leek, MIA bed, im like now

Suburban
Assistants will hold

haw,

Just wash Wald

If Yew See It,

4.h,

o

Warw.,

6.6d rotath

WHO'S AFRAID of Vir-

addition to your home.

A great number of questions
5a ring the seminar come dur-

Mets' catcher at Gregory PTA

FOR BEAUTIFUL
MODERN DURABLE
STYLES -CALL FOR ALEX OR NTRY

There's a big thrill in sure
for children who attend
Gregory School Pl'A with

H.

death are` ust a Own( the main

CL5-6888 5.AZnton in Minton Coon

rutin, coered.

their parents on Jan, 15. J. C.

Martin. catcher for the world

champion New York Moo,
will be the guest speaker.
The woe ing atoms at 7:30
p.m. ache school_

ANNUAL 20%
SAVE LIKE CRAZY!

Manin. who lives in Hill-

ginia Wool" will be presented tomorrow night at Maine
South High School. 1111 Dec
Rd. in Park Ridge. ICs part of

the "American Identity Crisis
11" pm on by the Forest Hospilaf

Foundation

and

the

Maim Adult Evening School.
Members of the Des Plaines
Theatre Guild will perform. 8
There will be only one per.
formance, and it's considered
community service. A panel
of psychiatrists will join nimbus of the cast in a discussion
of the play after the final curtin for
tain. Admission a 11.50;
students. SI. The basic
the Siouasion is 'The Pry.
ernChalknges of Mod.

ern Living. '

THREE AWARDS were

IN% MAY JAR
Se mad harm
lair Ms made. Pre

HUMAN NMI

tam am fin
100% teem hair

Cdr. a fantod

fah

radian and re a
samara wand -

Iranian

at

onla

Mai

of

you mold mum

AO roe. Sim Ica

mr. Dow 300

red me as law

fells a rata

lek-obles m diseke

A seaman Gowan
CurICawarle that

be ma in cork e,

tarp Wald. A fell
3 as, 10, 12. bre
100% Hunan link
Geodes Diem 75

rodeo en Male,
4 DAYS OMNI

drab d bead,
kill, Oiled MA

,

Nem Sakai.

20% SAVINGS

Mn. Irons

A black lacquered hemhe secretary offers display area plus MIlleMe its power space for desk and
rurin enhInels are het an example of the Me
s.rage ham, ow elegance of these three

furniture now im inlay at the Merchandise Mart 111i-hie:lg. The show will he open to the public
beginning Tall. to. Guided hosts will 1ca offered from 4:30 noes to 3:30 pal. Cost i, 50 cents for
adults. children miler 12 are mlniitied nee if accompanied hyun what. Groups num hose rem,.

Glen

eacielePelin
4 DAYS ONLY!

6 of. documeni No RES7733.,

soy too of and adpin rr

9 PA

Hi.FASHION WIGS

T.P.304.10PJA.

DOWNTOWN DES PLANES

1193 EWNW000

St (Norlinvost Hwy. &River Rd.)

Sox. In his PHA 0LIK011 with
the Mex. Manin had a batting
average of 225 with three
home runs. 31 RBIs. TI nil.
and 55 hilt.

World Series games. Folio.ing she
he will answer
qumtions from she
nodal treat.
and. as
'bees nanie, trill he drawn
receive autographed baselhOs

see Fotimler's
dtty philv

CARPETING

Chapter Kis oldie w, l sis-

World" luncheon. sponsored

Bennett Trapani, Mrs. Edward
Koren. Airs. Morgan O'Brien.

by the junior mothers of St. Vi.

Mn, John McGuiness and

Mr High School. on Friday.

Mrs. Earl Telco.

lure. Mm John Banas. Mrs,

Mrs. Juts
sr.
.m
that in
J
view of he popularity vt Mrs.

Hughes. early tickm reservaions he made. Ticketscan he

obtained by calling Mn. la.
row, CL 3.6193. or Mrs. Takata. CL 9-3921.

umn, lectures and gumi aro
pcarances

on

various television shows including the Lee

a frequent guest on the Wally

Satellite
II to meet

Phillips' early morning radio
show and nmtry other pro-

Young People" will

grams. Anus, her more fo

presented by bin. Ralph Eel,

predictions were the
snow storrns of 1961. Presi-

renhecker

Philip show. Kept Show and

HARDWARE

At Random. She has also been

mous

'

dent Johnson's decision noi to
seek re-election, and the withdrawal in 19.9 of some of our
troops Porn Vietnam

A oriel period beginning at
0.n1.

and

featuring
will pre-

an

Barbara Hower lair

month.

A

Founder's

IX,

play. "Back to the Land a
Vesteulay." Will In ,ores

ed

under Ow direction of la...

At
Fathers have a dale with
their daughters to atIcild the
Father and 1)aughter Night
sponsored by the Kimball Hill
PTA on 1Thstlay. Jan. 13, at
p.m. in the school gym.

coning will Is

"He Ain't
Done Right by Nell.- a plat

"Pressures and Tensions in

and

mem di the hoine

erhood

speaker at ihe "OM of This

Mn. Hughes is the leading
proponent of ESP in the Chi cage area and is well known
through her newspaper col-

Call for our Interior Decorating estimate in your home
at no obligation

Mr. afal Mrs. William 1
Fail. Mount Prospect. are announcing Me engagement of
their daughter. Pamella. to
John Horton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Hurley of Niles.

arcel

Parcel 1 The Noah non of .oared
kw II tr
pining Parcels
R

I

and Z oil in Cook

a director of
Mitten's and girls' activities
for the BrantOrd Recremion
Miss Fait

coled no. holf of Rookwell Street
Reid riled

vacated half 01he aka

7,==,171011
940 T

to the Penn:d
nt anshow d eta
or silo or parts of each of the

mince includes Mrs. John Al-

Jan. lb in thc Red Lion Room

MAKES OF

$3695

$1395_

1997 when he was iraded !mho:

Meth completing the deal in
which Ken Boxer omit 10 the

Hughes. pot.
chic -mystic. will he i he guest

of the school.

TIM is a a dor

U.

Martin will pits: u shim talk
on the SICIIL. smolt:War Mite

Wilbur Braun pertormed his
the Music on Stage plovers,
Refreshments .rill he sere,

Camp Eire Girls from Mf111111 Pimp... &worsted a tree fur the

birds at the forest prmerse while on their Christmas siltation.
Junes Nedoitt, Sands Edward, .Llice Sonnichsen. Janet 1.eininary, Pew Phillips and hallo Leonard ease the birds a treat of
mipeom Mrtng., bdmrr toast. and .net nips. as well as
wer seeds and usher hied fod,-shoe hoe returned to find the
food cam.. au inn c replenished it with mort."densrations.9

he

Mrs. Ames

Holmes when the SamMte II
Homemakers meet at
Thursday, Jan. 15, al a pan.
at the Mount Prospeci Com11

munity Center.

Hostesses for the evening
will be Mrs. Stephen Ownadi

champagne punch
cede the luncheon which will

and Mrs. J. E. 1 irak.

he served promptly at 12:15

Homemakers' dinner will be

The annual Cook Cm.),

pn. Mrs. Leon Janus is gen, held Thursday. Jan. 15, at the
chairman
d her com- LaSalle Hotel in Chicago.

PRESTRID
Gem horn hen.

nen.

1'Jh2 tar

entertain Mothers Club

WIGS

ode. Only man
in hir hen wise.

cab Whim gio Rom

Psychic -mystic will

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

CASCADES

WIGS

side, 111., played for the Chi -

Sisterltooti Ito

11:30

100%

-

family. The priee we it mart tom a whin, modem mil places h in the saw of a permanent

Bridge Cleaner" and 'Tele-

GENI

hlonday.1 nua y 12.1970

Aker

Security.-%Vbais Coming to
You." "Legal Affaira-Prometing Your Rights."

-How to Make Your Own
phone Tactics."

MM.

A nmanifirent collemor's cabinet mieh On this will borne an heirloom of the fume nor Jour

WALLPAPER
OIL PAINTINGS

`'hljZot,',,,ttft.:1"1aid

Vow Can Ray Id

fumtional heirloom of the fu -

11111111100.a..

Housing-Thrciding Where to
Live." "Mental Health -Having Peace of blind," "Social

SHADES

95

ria man water to corm lot

prices of these mhinets
are appnnimately 51.0011. hut
the investment guarantees

.0112.aaguatoottaelbg...it aaecaeaaoaa flora

WINDOW

family was with him when the

Clinic Night tomorrow at the
Mount Prospect Holiday Inn.

OtOrts 11.iimPS amens F.tlilnr

planning, Brown said.
The bVeikielh 31.0 tuned to
subjecis such as: "Financial
P ro ble s--Nlaking Ends
Meet.""the Question of

DRAPERY
NOTICE ISRHEREBT GIVEN THAT A
PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE HELD ON

NORTHWEST

Wed
provide, Megan! background
forth.e true collctor's

each warier, covering a multitude of subjects. fine spread of
li
allows for reading and

DRAPERIES

STREET

wipe d ...bur

Worked in Circassian walnut veneers and butternut solids. the interior lights. glass
shelves and chicken wire grille

aaaaassessali de Theriedneaaasses o asstrirrill

AVENUE AND VACATED ROCKWELL

twiteengine aircraft, end his

Dental

phasized.

CUSTOM MADE

and three grand-

had an accident at Palwaukee
Airport recently, Congreve
was at then ntrols of the small

7Nw hand.,

vaceous bombe styling, available in antique white with Venetian hand decoration.

driving cannot he over ern -

The course wascondoled

ON ALL...

Everett

TAPERED NECKLINE 544 -E -T -C -H

mishap occurred.

whimsy This particular piece
a onc that is created with
Old World craftsnmnship. The

Ind., created the Venetian
China Cabinet with cur-

A Venetian china cabinet in soft while etched with delitste gold can become the focal point of
any room Ow providing 1110 proper background for our personal collection.

and Thome,. G. of Palatine,

W. Jr. of Joliet. Ralph of Bellwood. George E. of MOU111
Prospect mid Charles E. of

Choose From Over 800 Styles Wigs

Furniture Co. of Evansville.

each Illinois Bell em-

Survivors include her sons
James P. of Pruspeet Heights

Survivors include his wife

LARGEST HAIRGOODS DISPLAY IN ILLINOIS

SURE VIM wonderful that
the Dan Congreve family
wasn't hurt when their plane

home regardless of decor.
THE PRICE of $1549
is an in v e st Ment rather thin, a

ploye receives 20 booklets, one

Cemetery in Dec Plaines.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Yesterday was the first time
that "fellowship" was put in
acion.

FOR THE ELEGANCE your
collection deterves the Barges

period before the day of retire -

al, was buried in All Sone

children

chin."

and

quisite conversation piece feel'
any room it enhances.

Page 3

Northwest Communily Hospil

tauten W.
73. of
Pe PM S. were

A..

21

82 inches od providet an ex-

horn, sectary in

This magnificent memento

DURING THE five-year

mo. who died Dose, at

Everett Davis Sr.

Ellen

and

In this oe of opurelence a

s
424,-21-28 inch.. This
beautifully styled seentary is
manufactured by the Union.
National of Jamestown. N.Y.
ThcCollector'sCabinctfrom
the Madero collectkm in Mod
in:trine. styling is created by
the Eancher Furniture Co.

group sessions.

ing the legal SC151011. Transfer
of property. probate. gifts.
taxes. estate planning and

seven grandchildren. iwo great. Comm. 72. of WO N. Ash.
grandchildren. her brother Wil- land. Chicago, were held this
UrnHaijc....01"d'oP and morning at St. Thiresa
her sister Edna Ether of Tenn. Church in Palaiine. Mrs. Co-

Services

some materials used

the
in the

cabinet measures 54 -by -l6 -by -

MOL1111 PrOSINCI. Burial will he

lon Hri nu.

School students by VFW Post
7173 yesterday. The students
were the winners in the "Voice
of Democracy" essay contest
sponsored by the veterans' organization. The presentations
were made at the Wheeling
Amgen Hall.

haw refused to plan for retire-

ment. Other form have rho
vited io Thend a one -day mmi- samc problem. Thee people
nor. Technical experts in the feel they will just drop into re-

114 N. Maple St.. Mount Pros-

For the hot time in history,

at-

tempt to offer the guidelines

Helen Piepenbrink

there was a pulpit exchange of

"We

said

covering

1.0Me a focal 0000 10 a room.

high. The desk measures 31W4
inches deep. Ilk lower chest

Archie Riggs. company
dispatcher, who is a qualified
instruelor through the Nation.
al Safety Council. IN was
Don Weidner,
manager of the company's

ing School District 214. 23.

years before.

shelves ore of glass.

hutch is 341/2 inches wide, 12
inches deep and 471/2 inches

by

attitude." drown said. "But in
such cases we offer personal

40.000.ntires sons 8011 em-

stage

1209 or the club merentry,

years ago Mat you cannot hell-

with a current work form of Department.

1967,

one inierested in flying. there
may conlact Miller at 437-

shouldsinno: the first day

and

tion. There is no reason why
the curio cabinet cannot be-

Chinoiserie would certainly be

model flying every Send,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Any

Arlington Heights area. sem.

Heights

collec-

of gold stripping and raised

The Forest View High
School Girls Gym is open for

encountered very sew with this

Prospect

pans of pecan. The interior is
illuminated..and the adjustable

display your

an heirloom addition to any

-WE REALIZED several

ing.

If you are a collator you

black lacquer with hand work

pectivelY.

retirement

for

All drivers completing the
course drive in the Wheel-

Salamanca. N.Y. It boasts surfaces of walnut with structural

beautiful

RI,assisted by
Driving course Dm. 29 and

to plan retirement years
Planning

STAGE,
which
includes
Chitagog
Coastown Expressway. was
scheduled to be completed in

bus

Here are three cabinets for
displaying collected curios.
should

ones of M. 53. and S2 res.

Arlington Height, office
With the ins sing amount
of traffic and congestion in
the area. Rotenhales oflicials believe the importance

cago area.

THE FIRST

school

drivers completed the Nation
al Safety Council Defensive

Ill. Bell urges employes

(Cendorned front Pace I I

Eric Miller of Elk Grove
Village look 2d in Easy B

School bus course
Rityenhaler

set yet

"shall not apply to any appli-

Erie MIMr, 12. of 524 Con -Mau Coon, Elk Grove VMage, gets Ids Weer model Airplane elf
on its winning night of 3 minutes, 49.7 seconds. Erie took second place In the junior age group al

Rand -Golf

Elegant curio cabinets

Erwin

Pete Solicit, at RE 5.1353.

from 7 to 55 years.

3 miles.

route not

cation for ormit."
THE PIRHSD project will

years of age arid older. The
age range of the flyers were

1971.

Length of the entire MSD in.
te raptor is slightly more than

The words of the amend Mont said that the curvilinear

cherry

etas
John

plated

whose

those

Asefilable desserts. Arlan

pien gingeNop cookies.

,

applicant,
plans are in an advance stage
of development" and have applied for MSD sewer permits.
on

t

point of the Old Town
westerly poi
Sanitary district system.
This phase is due to be com-

sihle in most instances.
The foreword to the amend.

consist of sewer lines that will
connect laterally with the
M S D interceptor system.
dated to he constructed in two

custard,

ton and Bensenville.
The contest had two events.
'B" la light weight.
Easy
rubber -powered model) and
Hand Launch Glider. Contestants were divided into two
mlegories, Junior - 15 years
of age and younger, Open 16

are not built with such pose

ed: strawberry. sliced peaches,
lemon, apricot cherry. Hard

baked

thenward

nonh along Maple to Re nilworth, and west along Kenilworth to Dale. It is to then

sions. and as a result homes

alignment provision for sewers
less than 24 nc he. in diameter

halves,

low and Hillside, go west alorig

includes chiefly homes
that are not part of subdivi-

winner was

Rodcmsky of Barrington who
took first place in botht"Easy
B" and Indoor Hand Launch
Glider. His 1on, Dan, took
first place in Junior 'Hand
Launch Glider. Rodcinsky in
a pilot with United Air Lines.

Entrants came from as far and 3d in Glider - honor Divin. His brother, Brett, took
north as Milwaukee and as fat.
south as the southern end of Odin Glider.
The first, second and third
Chicago. The local area was
place winners in each event
well represented with contest.
ants from Elk Grove. Barring- received hobby gift certif.-

THESECOND pham of the
MSD project is to
at Wil-1

tem

inby

View High School,

pnase,,

Willow to Maple Sr,

sponsored

in the gymnasium at Forest

'3..

be

diameter.

wiener in a bun, or beef liver.
Vegetable lone choice) scalloped potatoes, buttered corn.
Salad lone chmcel: fruit juice,
tossed salad, cote ob., moldnail and hoer. and milk_

low to Hillside, Acdvc.bI

from .inches 9,to'9.1.3

me rit

Menus

Indoor model airplane flying came to the Northwest Subarbs Sunday. Sixty men and

holes."

The board of trustees of the
am"d;ZeTaCnhitIgio%,,Y

Open

By SMMlller

be given a

hoot,

oppoduriay

ARINGTON MI., ett.
CTAMIVION

1e..5

grakka.

of Poss.

Slate University
LaCrosse. Wis. where she go

consin

at

ceived 0 B.S. degree in recren.

-

a

pea High and :Mended Wis-

nor 'muter twelving
inamet.Ce113511.7460 Man. thou thors.9
3,90 p.m.Fri. 9 a.m. le9 p.m.Sat.9a.m. M 5 p.m.

A.11.1111.*
PIAILICATIONSIAlt.

mow la, IWO

She is

Draperiee - Wallpaper - Nylon, Wool Aerilen Carpeting
More linked. Ash ob. our.60 My no carrying <home ei
Day (»owning oppalimnents

too Med, Uwe,

t.

Depart rent. Branford. Conn.

154 N. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE

Wham Home, Chairman

to

INTERIORS

is

tiMI in 1999. While attending
colleen An was a member of

Sigma Lambda Sigma. a ne.
tionel

honorary professional

fraternity in recreation. and a
member of Gamma Sigina Sigma.
womens service norori.
ty.

Herley is a 1964 graduate of
Notre Dame High School and
a 1960 graduate of the Unite,-

sky of Notre Dame. where he
received :0 dear. its Mosinee
adminisiration. He is onplOyed by McDonald. Inc.. of
Chicago.

The wedding to planned for
AU& 22.

Ale.

and

Mrs.

Howard

Hochlenther of Almon Prospeci ore
cogal...num of their daughter.
Darlene.

IINT
Us

Sergeant

Terry

Holshother, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Holshomer, also
of Mount Prospech

St. Emily's women
to see play
M. Emily's .Women's Club
of Mount Prospect will hold
their hi -monthly meeting at
0:30 p.m. Tuesday. Jai, 13.

MTS. Frank Poznansky of
The couple huh praduattAl
from Prospeci High School.

Of Waticondn in the lead role
and mambas or the women's
club making up the rtst of the
cast

Mount Prospect women in
the east include: Mm. Joseph
Castronovo as First Angel:

Darlene is employed at the
Goodyear Ruhber and Tire

Mount
Prospect
program
ll women of
Chairman, invit
the area to see Sally Middleton
skate her way into heaven on

al
Co. flolshuuscr
is in the army

roller skates in the original

Wagener

stationed

play, "From Tune to Eternity." written by Billie Sullivan

Aquinas: Mrs. Norbert Kash

Mold. Mn.

Eon

Leonard

A wedding dale will he ino
nounced Men

Mr, Herman Walkowicy

a

as

Second Angel: Mrs. Robert
m

St.

Thomas

and Marilyn Ornianek of Waucoedit. The play will be

as St. Peter. and Mrs. Robert
Burhop as St. Augustine. Mrs
Ronald Moeller of Des Plaines

promoted with Sally Mitchell

o cast as St. Cecelia.

Lee Phillips and Mrs. Jack R. Piper. presiden1 of the Alounl Pnhpael Junior Won., club.
exhibit some of the hand made toss that were sent to 24 children's::envies. hospitals and orphan ages in the Chicago area. Patterns fur these lull, as well as lap rubes fir elder!, and handicapped
people, were offered on the Lee Philips' dd., CILS.EV. Channel 2. to inivre5ted groups and

individuals who were willing Ica make these Rem. Volunteer. from the 71111,61r. Junior h onsues Clubs assisted Nil. Phillips in sending out the 2,100 request, fur these mitten,

Monday January 121970

Day light
you go to borrow 0 from the
local library, take along the

Be lowish Stubenrauch

We take issue with readers
who say "Nothing's so dead as
yesterday's newspaper."

In a narrow on., of course,
the statement is oorrem.

The reponers, editors and
all craftsmen engaged in get-

Suburban headlines

ring out a daily newspaper will

be the first to point out that
they are already busy collar-

Mg, weighing and readying
news of 00,00 unfolding while
today's papers are being delivcoed to your suburban door,
It's also all too obvious that
readers of a newspaper issued
yesterday have in our hurried

times turned their backs on
what's happened and want to
know not just' what's going on
this instant, but what the forecast is for tomorrow, and they

family car.
But when you study the foe-

ham, tnla metaled that idea
Beal phrase. So what s new?
More down-to-earth local
hassles were recorded on Feb.

14, 1929, by theChicago Daily
simile of Dunlap's General
Advertiser. date Dec. 27, 'News about county issues
1776, the headline is as current which seem lifted from yestertoday: ;The American day's front page: "Cut County
as

Crisis," with the author, Tom
Paine, plunging right into his
theme: 'These are the Mims
that try men's souls..."

Norm to our own day, the
May 27, 1844. issue of the
Philadelphia Public Ledger
had "Interesting Experiments"
over the story on the successful operation of Samuel F.
19 moorsesmagnetictelegraph,
ending with 'Th0 is indeed the
annihilation of space" Several

remit accounts of the Apollo

Adrift in Tax Tangle" and
"Sanitary
Out."

Regulation

Voted

SPORTS, CRIMES,
ions, inventions, comics, wars,
plagues -if you want to find out

what happened on the world
scene, or the national, or right
in your community, and derive

some clues to the shape of
things to come, you will agree
with Thomas Jefferson's belief
that 'The press iE the bat in strumeat for enlightening the
mind of man."

WHEN YOU accept that
is dead" defi niyoDare saying that head-

haak up"

few

ned

"I know he's well, doctor, but he says he won't go back
to work -he's hooked on daytime soap operas!"

as

Mr

This may sound like a wan °pure. but feel you may ha able to
barn seeking. Will our two sons find nice
Ind some answers
women and ite able to settle down happily ever after? Am their

present positions a pod sten for their futures, l'hev ore our

JiG

Americaas regaavlI

Vie Pro5pett Dap

measures

I3 by

std weighs

inches

171/2

shat roe' When

'Honor Me c rtginal drew,' by oltimrs jrahneely Leepinr
the pope ',freedom and intellectual integrity...

.. Marshall Field Ill

Letters To
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John E Stanton. Editor anti Publisher

nett,

Wilburn 1. Kiedaisch

117S. Maim Slount

letters

la the

edi.

fur mos/ he signed.

but
vP-

.111

publiMed dads. Slondm Manuals ISA, H. IT, PubliTalion6 I or.

name will be ttahheld

neweTt.111.60056

on

sell idleglan 11*510lids, Alma. Hagan. tor, nMMS

pvm

L

should be as One) as ma-

ul*, roeterinen,

UR Center, Des Plale..10.1101.

nos-

Whir. and should re main
an address or phone mom.
her _at theta authenticity

RelneriplIna rant .15 reels.. gee.. Mae skittered.
11. If Men -timid! rele.$17.1111,manSa.1111fer
nman, price. Illeent, NIP
Prospect ISHT Seened.CM. pail., pad el .Inunl Prospect, III. M100.56

tive of a certain stylized way of
life. they am today a miniature
of the world at large. Influences such as exchange stu-

If you want to hap posted
on what's going on, at home
and in the wide world, you'll
find your suburban headlines

girl.

Dear Mr. Delmuise:
Sinn: the birth of our last hay' I have been nothing but resent.
ful and unhappy. I always, even before my marriage, wanted to
have a daughter. I haw taken out my unhappiness on my family,
before the baby
mostly my husband. I was very happy with
was been, Di, you sec that I will be my old self again and forget
this obsosion about having 'a girl. Do you sea any more children
or do you see my going to work and gaining other intemsts?

the

yield

strong

ill,

B USINESS MENS

Alterations

GM

194 1886

ReMng

"To progress
is to opett

your mind"

perience" If nobody is willing
to give ITN a chance to prove
myself?

I

one myself in

school. What was these nse of
going to school all those years.

if

1

mret use what

I

have

Editor:
One of the four Imedoms of

carted now?
Please. I'm asking all in you

"Iircalon. of

to help ere. and others like me.

this mean.

Warn not hying in the Dark

our muntry

Sh."
peec 1)oesn't

right to speak our own
minds? If it does. please. IM ma
the

as

this right. now!
I'd like to ask your help. The

help of esurs one who is able to
understand someone's tied
Mr help. Especially 'those

people who am employers in
the vast businEw wodd of ours.

But. lira. I'd better tell you
a female and 19

who I am.
veers old,

fin a graduate of

rlington High School.

While 1 win there. I was on the
honor roll several

junior

RW6.1
fries1
nd

nty share of
and from all outward
have

I

apps trances you'd say I'm like
any other typical American

boys. What can I do? She is the only real friend I have in my class.
Janice. Palatine

llds is e friend? Watch out when she discerns hem. Youll

Ages! Don't toss us aside as if andmbly get hamperl in the rush. Keep socialising, and yoar.irl
we were totally unlit! Gives us a DINta .111 eve..., ode,. Mr with You
chance to prove ourselves.

Wont you take a moment of
your time to learn a few simple
is about us? Did you know

that many epileptics' seinnes
are completely controlled by
medications? (Such as in rny
ase!)

Sao Iha .

youcome

across one of us, please remember the Golden Rule.

-Do unto others as you"wd
have them do unto you. And
eke that to progrem is to open
your mind.
Name Withhold

TOO YOUNG

Mai Lea 1.9.9.

As a suburban mother, I wondered about the Idler rmm the
eighth grader who was pregnant. It seems very difficult for me Its
believe that this Inter wastiljust grader?. A high school senior.]
could understand, but an eighth grader? I wonder.
Palatine

I deal wonder,, whir that eighth graders didn't gat pregnant.

!CARRIER.. SON

that

is

It terms 30 peen and about 52E500 to meke
Ler Janson, oleo Day Publkorkon,
Semi your our,Oons
117 S. Main Sh, Afoot" Prospect. III. 00050. if you atihh Pe,
d rclf:oclormi,ed envelope.

for $10 deposit
as

sun

PloYed.

I haw sought employment

tried
rip

of various murex. But it's
usually the same old story, almost everywhere I go. The

VAGABOND

prospective employdrs look
over
qualifications on the
qualifications
applica
and usually scum

AIR TRAVEL
CLUB

SERVICE

DC:BORES ECUS SCHOOL OF
DANCIN. TNBOLL NOW IOU

the word epilepsy. Then the
employer smiles politely and

ca.
-e

it Fl

8 I35,

Decorating

tab Farm

A

IM MO TO HAWAII.

1030E. Northwest Hwy.

Mt. N.H.., Ill.

CLEANED. TYLED. SET

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR
PET IURNITURE. WALL
FLOOR
CLEANING.
WAXING BY IN
WRFC. WORKMEN B25 27.1g

home 29,52,1

.n

men'e',:rr"'rjrZate

WIGS OF ALI TYPES

Fully enured
SNW DecerarIng
3511.5.020

Day Pub,ations. Inc
217 S MTiamon Nis orr

Window Well Covers

Draperies
Custom dropenes by N

CUSTOM DECORATING

if mu haen't

252 2251

al

Ed

Mcgtoren Interiors

.5, Kehl

reasonah

emenor.

Interior Decorating

G^NAL DIME'S

Automobile Service

'I

2020

..4.7250

DRAPERIES
FURNITURE

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

,

CL3 2236

56.

Coll 298.4646

52..5095

33B4

Piano Tuning Services

Lawn Mower Repairs

OUR

unly

30% to 50% OFF

25,4261 or 359460B
EXPERT CARPENTER

"

on all fall & winter
merchandise.

UDIES and cbildren.s cloThes.ol.

J.

R

C

I

110 f Rona Rd. Mr. Pres,.

II

EXPERT RAMPING.

CI 2.2E21

REMODELING

42.1.4911 ler 0PP...en'
dressmaker.
!Ming.

al eeeee Wt.

rarn'

Magic
MAGIC BY ME, Hit MAGIC

JOE ORTMAN

WINTER

Spooal,

Smoll.labs

coa utle. 6PM 3;2 0612.

"";:r3B22

DAN KR vdna1

RATES

Plumbmg

veer.

ssiot000r oLvenv..!

Maw,
atom., Finn...

holr vo, awn. ve
Dear Mr. DcLouise:
Wc have two children. Do you se: any more in our future? I
also wonder Hoc will mow again. either out West or within this

Bws

022.711711

CALL ED 350 535,

255 313

ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS

FULL BASEMENT
cam sera.

.92,637

GRA,

EDMOND

Mn. F Buffalo Grose

lemma! Work

limed Ice

Save Up To 40%

HOT,Main LOBBY

MOVING,
Mn
Mstance,

MAR GUARANTEE

2.4-2000
Since

Entertainment

1916

b..

riu346:" E' s:

Muster,' Instructions

200.51185
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Fireweed

Sewing Machine Repair

Sp

INVEST IN HOSPITAL BONDS
AT

An unusual sales course is Wing offered to a limited
enrollment group. If you are a salesman, or interested
in a sales career, you should enroll in this course.
conduct a 6 week sernirmr in Des Plaines, one night a
week; beginning in. Mid -January. Course provides

9%

materials, film, instructors. You provide your lime
and interest. Regardless of your future this could be a

valuable course. Don't wait to enroll -when class is
filled no further reservations will be taken for this
session. To enroll, or to obtain further information
complete and mail coupon below, or phone 827-7448.

CITY

.

TELEPHONE

Help improve your earnings with en attractive income, a secure investment, and serial
maturities to fit your specific needs. Na
soles charge.

Carpet Cleaning

petted Det

PI

Slip Covers
PIA 0 LESSONScheam harmony
her Coll 3S, RIEE

Painting

S

Decorating

BOB & DOUG
Rd Ne r to r

b dg

II

B24 6,6

=.1'sre:1',L',7rrrZt6
roma,.

296-1638

Floor Refinishing

Lauritz

Warren F. Coultas, Rm. mgr.
ran S. le Sala St, Suits 2049:Phone 346-7493
Chicago, lignah

same reed infemegen *ord.g news lees UM.

soma

JENSEN

raMlni.

HALL. BAR. BUFFET' Pkg. MAL
PROSPECT CATERING CL5 M33

E North West Nary Mt Mos

Cement & Blacktop
RISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
;WORK ALSO - TRU TRIMMING
.CALL

24

HOURS

B17 Ana

1
Need Help?
Advertise with Day ,

Decorators

THAD S NOMEK6ZMOVEMENTS
130

S

N W.

3591660

liwry

9

-H

AD

T

US.1131

CL 9-0495
E.J. ERICSSON

Furnace installetion
road Humidifiers.
Electronic air Cleaners. Oualily

QUALITY DECORATING
P.IBBITIangIng.ENst ef.
free Estimates.
698.2222

Decorating
Wall Washing
Gworge1C4in
NOB_
Pointe,ng

Day Want Ads

Convert usable
but
unneeded
items into

Sump Pump

ready
a far

with
reaching Wont Ad
in The Day. Phone

cash

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE

Tile

255-7200 or 2%6640 to start your

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Superific Quick
aNS

NEE ESTMATES

bull sMne back into all type

Want Ads
235:7200

WANT

el.,

CL S3.60

a West Bend, Wis, 53095
our

CULLIGAN INC.
1657

S

Shmme.

FASHION MAPCO/FRC°

Storm Windows

scrubbed 6 wore,' won, wash.
astwoapoeaweaosed oak 0122

ED SURER 272-1000

BETTER

Workmanship
ed B29 8537

6.17.3900

Complus. company pmd beueM amgrom
ma,ne cell er n"

'WILY

IOR Ola,HaN ,f,ESSOIldS

325 w lop omvERFD
626.2996

ARE

BLOW MOLD OPERATION
& SET-UP 53.79 to 14.06

DAY

Sera. 296.6205..

Do. E.pertWork. fi,1,411

Shier

DAY WANT ADS f1%,,

Sheet Metal

Coll LE 7 14,4

Catering

Coll or send MD coupon today,

I map. I* ;vs I

NANO

PAINT SPRAYER 13.26 to $3.45
ASSEMBLER 092 $3.10

AS A

al ee

112: 7426

STASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL [HOVER AND STACK

CARPET 6 FURN Wampum.

WEDDINGS

ddress

Hickey
kd

C. ZIEGLER AND COMPANY

414434-5521

Noma

M« .

Sae leACRS

TCHSPANTRY

B.

Birch...

Mahr 36./ 1,06

puy

STOCK CLERK 52.72 to 12.90

2nd Su..

NOWN

ADMITS ONLY

0

1st SW,

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREE em

JOSEPH 00 LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will answer
the questions of Day readers. Lettent should be sigma!, but mum,
will he omitted at the writer's request. Write Dc Weise, in care ul
DIDeRtiblications, 722 Center Si Des Plaines, Ill 00016.

296-6640

EVERY DAY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Roofing

emeit iroono,..,

rot

regsm,

Pralpect 5.12 W. 14.W
CI SHIM'

um.

C.7. -b

Machinel

YoUng Hobby Club
MA. THIS BUTTON TREE

°mons or pints to use in draw-

By Cappy DIM

ing the gee trunk and branches,
as well as the stems of the flow-

The boy or girl who likes to
collect things can turn his or her
hand to ,ollecting a supply or
buttons or various alms to be
used M caking a button tree.

The

lien actually

is

a

three.dimensional picture' (Figure 2) to he pleced on the wall.
The ft] Et step is to decide how

big yon Want the tree to he and
then do two things, get a piece
of poster board of a size that will
accommodate the tree and Men
collecting enough buttons Se

serve as the leaves and a few

Upholstery

.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
e specialize in <oodles on
clarirs. No lob too

Ni

.127-2812/

AMERICAN VPHO.TFRING

24.Nelp Wanted Men

THE WORLD WIDE WATER
CONDITIONING PEOPLE.

EYE CATCHING!

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

HALL

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

a4k,

Radio.TV Repair

CL 2 5904

HEMMING AND MENDING

aneruntns

region.

MACHINE

'Rey.

grick

394-1000,

or

1111elp Wanted Men

MAKING

,RIS.FREE E

General Contractors

Noldo

OR

QUICK
CAM -

REVERS MASONR
ALL

'0077.7:

255-7200

RI FIC

Plastering

$550 NO FEE

PHONE

Carpentry -Remodeling;

Chas. B. Gray Sales

Soso r.Ewdro

TRAINEE

296-1071

SUPER -

town Mower Remora

PARKER
25B-0600

Y

Permonent Waves.

CARPED',

253,16,

ONLY

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

IBM COMPUTER --

3.

met'

ATA90 A. Ma COVER CO

CUSTOM UPHOLSIF

Dressmaking -Sewing

3 LINES 5 DAYS

3O2 0405

'77":""5

Barber Service

Complete

A

1551440

tem., jo

Aue. Paktum

392.2576
answer call

no

11

Anwar on Comic Page

Forest

S.

entry.

bl'ItM1

Groduate student. inferrer

We offer
aperies . bedspread, custom
made. sabres 50c off on the yd.

13604 lamellate

SALE

296-1071

Bjornson Bros.

C';af°2=G

L. M.. Alount Prospect

ADDRESS

and *.b.p,

$150-$170

537-0737

kITOW about

SALES COURSE

Trainee

Wigs
WIGS EXAM MB

DiAsion of

is all you need

letters.

this region al first and then, within the nex10 years moving
hundreds of miles away. It will haw seaethlog lo do with your
husband, amino..

Audio Communications

ROLAND I JOHNSON

BOODLE, SCHNA,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

PH: 253-5678

Deer L.M.:
Cementing the hey, 1 feet you will continue to be gaud friends
but ea more than that. I feel you should go hack to school. our I
don't feel you will.

NAME

Stop or Call
PH: 392-3220

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE
mes F. Lindquia 429.070t.

rats071

552.1.75

C

Electronic

B USINESS MEWS

RICK, DECORATING

Maintenance

If

296-1071

WALLPAPER

CL .1.

ing

I.

GALLI°. DAHL

Wallpapering

indow Washing

212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

becoming mom Man friendship?

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plaines Avenue
Des Plaines, !BMWs 60018
Plea. enroll me in your sales course
Please send additional information

calm

panel,

PMNITR OR FIX IT MAN
RE /T..50.HE PE, EMUS
5

I

R. McCARVILIE

quite pleased. Until their eyes
glance over the -Medical"
pan of the application and NC

someone with a little more experience. (And this is the one
emote that hurts the most.)
1- How
- acquire

SERVICE 3a.1511

..0.2
Dancing Schools 8, Supplies

TAN C

HAROLD E. NEBEL

In addition. find Me word
umng all ,even of illese

Nationally known sales trainer and consultant will

Fumpe
as

I'm unem-

hands me some line like:
...We were really looking
for someone a little older.
...I do have several more applicants towntervi
ere
looking for
...We

5.15 a5 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6
392 3450

or

WALL PA.,RING

ART

296-1071
BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

VER MIRD'arlI.ddX 6.461.Ectl.HTR'S.

5f ASONFO FIREPLACE L,,GS

teen-ager.

problem

NEW WAY PAINTING

CL5 3..1

HEATING SERVICE

255-7200

Do you feel the future holds any chants: of mu relationship

A LEE JANSONISM:

one of two million epileptica in
this country. But this isn't the
entire problem. The ma of the

11

Heeding Service.

TheY

But I'm not. For I am just

k

WadN"DTST'RTN'Gd=d
CI 5 8232

these low, at. sou can.

ou moving within

$11,000 Fee Paid

.Vacuum Repair Service

BRANDFNBERRY BARBERS

Dear MM. Fa
I feel you will have two more children.

ry.82

upf

oh

H

need.

good wham of succeeding per my scholastic efforts? Also. there n
a boy up there that I haw become very. wry cline friends with.

n their i.e., and they told me. That was it. After clam. my friend
wouldn't speak to me. She walked ahead of me, and didn't talk to
me
the rot of the day.
I'm not a hood or anything. hut I like to socialize with girls and

PROGRAMMER
p

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR
ID

1

Dear bee Janson.
I have this girl friend, endzhe halo boys. She won't even go to
a party where them is one boy.
The other day in school I asked oceanic of boys what they lad

General Hauling

RN CUSTOMER SERVICE

S650.$700 FEE PAID

Des Maim, III

,511.Rth

TTBTM Holmager

s.

Plan,

A

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Upholstery

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Use it for whatever you

through following the birth if f a baby. You will overcome it.
Erg you to be grateful fora healthy. baby and remember the

WALKS ALONE

Painting g Decorating

KANZLEP BROTHERS'

No 04

I feel this deprewion you me in is something mean mothers go

work. I now want tiiittain in January. Do you think I haw

Furniture Refinishing

Cement Work

And a State Farm Medi-Cash

See me today for the facts

attended college in Wisconsin. My grades were
poor because 1 didn't study, ,ouch as should have. My parents
and I dmidml that .1 shpuld 'stay out of. chool for asmester and

D. Plain.

940 Lee St

Mot. V.P. Arlinmon Heights

last year

298.2770

296.1071

H

about a low-cost Meditash

Dear Ale. 1)1:Louise:

FREE cafe.
La Salle Personnel

An Service

concerns visa rea. it has been

working in the Baur folure.

Small office. C103,0 HOME

o. reach 60.000 Households,

2S3.1868

when Ibe gory interests or

do feel you will have your girl creamily, a. I don't tee you

hill, TO Type gen elm job You'll
cholMnge.
love Me war*.

Muslim, Dun, aced The Des Plainer frey

CemenrContracters
Pores. S.dewalk,

Metli-Cash pays you cash.

DOSCobot

360/30

one

WANTADS

Yoe, ha will phew daily in the
Northwest Doe, The Ming,. Day

Hee. 3611.660.

non be checked

Letters To
The Editor

an

ACTUATIONS

found chronicled in your sub.
urban newspaper. Not always
with a front page headline, hut

YOU RUN

0650.00

255-7200 op 296-6640

Geroge lbws . found

pital more comfortable.

3,2-4433

THE SHOW1

CALL

Everyone

a "sick
income"

WILL DO 111.2,a40 IN MY

. In

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS
ON ALL GiI,ZAZ;1,,B1 6 COALS

should have

mm message eacB day.

812,20g HE PAID

In a recent discussion David

lines and sce for yourself.

HU. lor doily Tu.. HSI*.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

chie.
Susskind pointed out that it is
true that a number of news.
papers have quit publication, but that the actual situation is
not that newspapers are dying
out. but that' they arc moving
to the suburbs."
Why not? It's where the action is. Check today's head-

Waal&

23ifsloyment *Nies/Set

movement of the whole ma-

be

hundreds of mothers who have not been so fortunate. However, I

m.o..

All day nursery far Pm
m my licensed home -for work
other 255 7019

nity...CALL ONE NOW!

sustained

of their experience, will

Make am many fuer letter
more words out of

Reward

roller ID vic 5 Foramen

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in- your commu-

increasingly are dominant fac,
tors in sustaining the wellbeing of the larger centers,
even while the central hubs

school, with first-hand capon,

or

eel borne 5 days a week

Rd

Ng nee

LOST Adult mole Slomese COT

EAD THE

country" where it was just arl
on of metropolitan life:
Thendrive and vigor of those
living in area communities on
the periphery of the big cities

Plan is it. Extra income to
make your stay In the hos-

Hideaword
VONNECT

ml Sr baby Hem,. In TM 'H..

OITOT,KI

vrc

P lad.

Long vanished is the picture
of suburbia as "out in dui

northwest

suburban yomh who visited
to local
Russia and rat

D. BOUT Pockev stud poodle
whas

Inta

High-level diplomatic dealings with the USSR on, not be
recorded, but the minuet of the

Soviet name on

/1 ROOM WWII -Woo

rd frig
Thacker

GU HIFI/

Businets SeAviceM

or will be duly passed on to

serve as dependable guides.

Dear Mr, Debouive,
Concerning my husband's job. Do you see him staying in his
meni location or hong transferred in 1970. If the Liner. Will it
he claw tChicago areal or far in the distance? Also, do you see a
hill tor twins maybe) for m in 1970 or 1971?
Mn, A.. Des Plaines

Darr Mrs.
I swat loom built w1R be In this arm. I *omen did,
toward the end of 1970.

The Editor

Anahantau Editor

YESTERDAY
WHERE
the suburbs were representa-

mnts. often in regions beyond
village !knits.

concern and frankly we am more than a little wdrried that
the oldest one sacs to be very unhappy. We are flying (my first
ferent times during the 280 ong journey by air) on the llthofianuary and on the 21st. Will
years life of Me Amerkan
11 h well"
newspaper. You can find these
No name please. Elk Grow Village
and others in "The Story of year No Name:
do see one Eon rhanging jobs and eventually changing locs
newspapers,
ions. Don't worry, M. will find the proper mates and be happy.
1965. edited by Edwin Etna.
feel vou 'II find dvine art exciting and wonderful adventure and
Wc warn you the tome year Inp will be a plee,,enl one.

;1.1L,"1,7;;;

Con delegate.

purposes and civic improve-

Viewed with judgment, the

,

propool fly John Woods, then
mayor, now serving as Con -

ents to widening philanthropic

deMats, Me hopes and the disasters which arc a part of the

mmessage

more comprehensive way than
originally envisioned in the

units busy with spoific hobbies and parochial imerests,
members of such bands me
now eager to apply their tal-

Tomorrow
Is Today

lines are tombstones heralding
oblivion.
A more precise interpreadon would all them Asian.
posts to the future."

has been "',"a."'"

become a focus of the ans.
crafts, and refined skills in a

the former concept of garden
clubs and woolen's groups as

"yesterday

jug long after their Ln.l,'"

come and political attitudo.
The officials of the mew cultural center undo way in Arlington Heights will probably
find that the entire project Will

are no longer oddities. Beyond

ports.

human condition have mean.

in-

to

according

groupings

Mon from foreign countries

don't mean the weather re-

tio n,

With the eromon of etlane
enclaves in caws and even tn
suburbs, such as in our own
area in nonhwest Cook County. there is the substitute riseof

Page

larger ones to be used as flowas
at the haw of the tree.

You will also need glue and

ers and the ground.

Outline the shape of the tree
1Mhtly with pencil, then glue the

buttons in place (Figure II. The
leaves need not all be green on
this make-believe tree; use red
buttons for some, white for others and so on. Attach each leaf
with a small dot of glue.
When the tree has
formed, frame the

border of colored*endinn
completing the project.

TOMORROW: A new homemade same to be played with
BEANS!

Rd

.644 mIor

Mandel Limon. 12

1970

24449

Wed Men

24

24-11e1pWented Men

24199WaRed Men

1 2411LIP NM"

1.1

1411011atil Be

24 -Help Warded Men

WAREHOUSEMAN

214111pYIENIMN

Poo iirno

rgalkwaNI EIRMegien

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN

WILLS LUMBER, INC.

MECHANICAL APTITUDE?

MECHANICAL

;0=1.?!?;;;??

DRAFTSMAI4

DESK CLERK

SYSTEMS ANALYST.

Yoe must he a menhonicolly inclined people p.m*. lender,

255.1600

112.00015815,030

YOUNG MEN!

KITCHEN HELP

No Fee

lo join o local pop..

APPLY

PLY IN P=1,111zi,3 30

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

bS6 OM or 73911 SS on 3 30

61104135 Free!

COUNTER 8
MOTOR CO.

ym

Press Packers

7L7:07VP";''"

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

$2.57 To Start
7,5 Oro 104:15NM

1st Shift

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT
WITH NO LAYOFFS AND AN EXCELLENT CHANCE FOR ADVANCEMENT

PLANT

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

El ECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

WE NEED MEN

POWER BRAKE
SET UP AND OPERATE
S3.0343.48

.

Paint Department

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

.

..

Earn up ra14A0 an Hour

Skutt io 3000 TRU
GENERAL NW/QUARTERS

EXPERIENCED

SET UP 8 OPERATE
52.85-53.32

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS
Earn up to $5.00 an Hour

INDUSTPL SHE TRAINEE

Press Room

29,4470

P PAID HOLIDAYS
PAIO VACATION
PAID SICK LEAVE
PAID HOSPITALIZATION

KITCHEN MAN

Rood

North

An Equal Opportuiety Employer

398400

PAID

394;800

kirMETEMVATIOMAL

two in or call

Personnel Department 296-4488

men:.

726.0100 until 4 P.M. or
537.5806 after 4 P M

5555 West Touhy
676-1000

Warehouse Man
Lion Uniform

DELIVERY MAN SHIPPING

117117

CBLitton
111 A L LIOn Incluolries GrOise Protest. Osiwu

DON ROTH'S
IN WHEELING

Tues.. Thurs, a.m. to 7 p al
Saturday.lo.m. to 4 p

niSruC:ITy'S

259-3553

teach
you

'Rusty San,

OPPORTUNITIES!

1625 Month

MEN
3

YOUR

II

FUTURE IS

LOOKING UP

so. ALLSTATE offers you 0 secure future os

have a college degree and on interest in insurnce cleans investigation. Our comprehensive
training programs should lead to supervisory
opportunities within 2 years. ALLSTATE offers
competitive income complete benefit program

Stan

7I-\

linIts in you

It p

towork

at Bell.

,LLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

BUFFERS

COST ACCOUNTING

An int..

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

STOCKMEN
59685263 on hour

©

392-6600

SUNBEAM CORP.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Des

Plaines

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

0,,

nor became an Aon Reese

of

popolor

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER
Young mon for variety of interesting Factory
duties.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

Dereuukr

-'Rae,

ckollexoug

1430 Galmon St.

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

phone

1.

dok p

WARD

tir".7'41-1200
A

TolueR AP144.^...
Cocktail Waitresses

AMY PERSONNEL
255.9414

IRgister Pm Pho.

Mount tramped

05

I Oppo

rr

P.'S

ID inner Waitron.
AltUNOTON INN
394-5100

IIITOIXTRANONIT

Me or

965.4100

392-5230

our rray
bone..

mcolloor merino wIonn

meetan pion

SHARP STENOS:
EXPERIENCED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:
Why Sit Still When you con move ahead?

who know whosh to. so

o

you L. freedom, weressno work,

holla:6ns ...

wrk

mentor. withal...
CALL FOR INTERVIEW

MR.
R. FUGIEL

Miss Joan Denny a1676-1000 Ext. 5243

TELETYPE CORPORATION

686-7035

A130+A.GIRI

Non osoen-

mtnn. We nate worn. wiN
dills of
hinds. NP Awrtr

BUTLER

row. ComeId and dm. X

AVIATION

'CALL 29.5044

Calor*

yr. G.. sr Nanny.

PERSONNEL CLERK
For Our Employment Department

CLERK TYPIST

ALSO Breakfast, Lunch,

work for

MT. PROSPECT

Morton Grove.

WOMEN
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

MOOT HOOMWORKV
,ou solo,

--

White Collar Girls

O MOTOROLA 0

BARRETT-

CRAVENS CO.

ME.S051

mamas

esunno1. Sonst

6301 Lincoln Ave.

Ow Plaines

WRZIP'i'R'RON74t

our al'

Laboratories, Inc.

APPLY: Monday - Friday 8 AM 3 PM
359-4800

MRS MISSES.

sell., comp.' PoiL I/NW'

ofAoinleresling work a you

Baxter

TYPISTS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

modem wading mod..

ALL FREE

Purchasing
Assistant

Linda Apostle
Eft. 3670

Referral Bonus.

RANDHURST CENTER

mope. taco, imusonee

1;dTACTIMES HECHT
1127-.211

16 W. p4orthwasy Hwy

FRANKLIN PAULI( ILL

Interesting Office Work
FMriblo Days or Weeks

SOLDERERS
n.

Es

experie.MIPM.

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data, inc.

TRY A TEMPORARY LOB

rro vow hnite. snort ero now

I imam Strwe

20112770

cite.

WIRERS

he Paid

000

uk,11,:=

GAL FRI-L0

braduers. Neat
and
Owing

Rolling Meadows

sis

INCEPT SI 25

mat33

To° gig.

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES, INC.

PAYABLE CLERK

U7U11

S'EaPilla 1105

Experienced person for screening Department.
Salary based on experience.

455-8350

ACCOUNTS

CLERK

SCREENER

CALL OR APPLY

2706 NORTH EDGINGTON

"'""

LAtril TERNATIONAM

Showroom
Reception

An equal opportunity employer

"

2011.4170

la Salle Personnel

VERNA MORGAN

t

GIRL FRIDAY

3 .0

EARN 5555

5520.

An Equal Opportunity RospHyer

SECRETARIES
To

630 Dundee Rood
Northbrook, Illinois

=XL:I:Zs.

=oe:Zipl

FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

STENOS
CLERKS

PST GTX110

965.7070

Istn.:inors':VrcelF'.17e'e

RRETT-

KEY GutsI05111.1S SERV {SOO

TOOL AND DIE MAKER

Coll or come in for on interview.

Suburb.

local

- BEST IN TOWN -

Experienced in
phases of fool building and
maintenance, Minimum of 50 hours per week.

Excellent working conditions. Salary based on

fair

DN. OM S5SO
nLT CL 390

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

Permanent full time posEons.
No experience nor ..... y, we *Minoan you.

CRAVENSo CO.

Chicago
503.5147

5E091891mi Agennes Women

PRINTED CIRCUITS

meth.

1st and 2nd SHIFT OPENINGS

' BARRETT-

MONEY?
Radio Station
Girl Friday
5500 Month

Typists

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Grill Road, Palatine. Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

FRANKLIN PARR, ILL

1100 Hicks Road

NEED

Public Relations

A

um en

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS
3100 N MANNHEIM

=n:7=

C,S,11CKEN

DO YOU

CRAVENS CO.

116 W. Eastman

RESTAURANT

Contact our employment department for details.

PACKERS

of Elk Grove Village
137-0000
Ask for Mr. Johnson

259-6458

oniNsMi.

ono .....

.11

Arlington Heights

Illinois Bell

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS
676-1000 Fat. el 17

qo adoss

alln. con

to 371 per week ha. ones

6:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

in

OVERHEAD
DOOR CO.

IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE'

LADY PARKER

Or Apprenticeraa

ti,

OUR PLACE

GOOD STARTING PAY NOS ROWS LY

NOW omf

253-6600

IL. onnInunr

No typing required for general clerical positions.

CALL 259.1620

ASSEMBLERS

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

PAR. P. JENSEN

An Equal OppRauniN Employer

tor your craft specially

t WIRE could you Ask foR'?1

experience.
T

da:.s. s,7ss

tion.

Prospect

GENERAL CLERKS

Limon 76 Division: Eastern Region

ASSEMBLERS
DAY SHIFT - 7:30 A.M. TO:1P.M.
NIGHT SHIFT- 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT

TYPIST

Journeyman

P.C. 0,iSiOn of Expanding Electronics Company has the following position, [wadable immediately:

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

$650 MONTH

MAN

.14 ohm o number al ouniandsop oppodonlfies

INTERNAL AUDITING

SECRETARY TO YOUNG
BOAT DESIGNER

117 S. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

HILLMAN'S

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

W,WW

Ormesim

LEARN A TRADE

&cc

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

Street

reaclanotoo'wro:

or lot,

GENERAL FINISHERS

YANKEE DOODLE

MAINTENANCE

MEAT CUTTER

CALL MR. TULL15 267-6800 EXT. 537

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

lee

Iho slatting salery
good and you!!

BORED

figure
ptitude. Full rime, new
office. Free Hospitaliza-

-.Iced

GRINDERS

679-8600

ADD UP?

3 Shifts

JEREMY'S
112 Oak Brook Center Moll
Oak Brook, III.

ROUGH

NORELCO HOUSE

:r7Lrs'in'araVi t"a

.

HOW DOES YOURm%
pACCOUNTING FUTURE

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

1365

co or Apply ot

nwrest too ability Rermas

WORK

PT, 2300

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MATERIAL

own. responsm1s

rommunicmions

Cxxogo

3.6 eyrola exusk.beror

OPERATORS

Ors; rn'OT

AT G.M.P. /

%Iplul.

HANDLERS

INTERESTED,

44P

aaw

CLERK -TYPIST

DRILL PRESS

H0

$100-5110 Per Week

CASUALTY CLAIMS ADJUSTOR. Applicants should

CRAVENS CO.

HOUSEWIFE?

Experienced or will troin. Full or port time 10 AM
to 3 PM or 11 AM. 4 PAR 130 PM to 10 PM. Ex.
cella,nt tips one salary. Apply in person between
9 AM and I I AM or 2 PM and SPM.

698-3337

5283.53.68 an

50011

and a company...

Ser

HELP WANTED -DAYS

wPn!'y'one=l'unra"stn:sy=

URSON

OR CWL MRS'IAMSELSEN

TEMPORARY

KI 5-2300

ISTO W Beerort

isookk es. 9

JOB

00213

'WOLE

1111nols

SCHNADIG CORP.

Am Army

TURRET LATHE

ropes.

Nal Irai

LIKE INVESTIGATIVE WORK?

,v4,4* 04

04 KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Coll Mr. Word Taylor

211111.WAAWITNE

MACHINISTS
nIO

Wheeling,

Road

BARRETT-

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

359,00

V Si G PRINTERS

START

Wheeling

p
surroundings wall prod
fribamiNg P.
on may and tali annul sem of

CALL MRS. NOODLING

MECHANICS

PUBLIC CONTACT
PERSONALITY?
If

,sses.

INSPECTORS

the

515 E. Totally Ave. Des Plaines,

RfacrelnION

105 SINGER COMPANY
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt ProspecT Illinois
60056

Chicago

c Dons

777

neieldroMood

benele..
soon,

OPERATORS

Mon.,Fd.-7 a.m. too o

Medical Products

HARPER COLL E GE

1175o. Emerson
Mt. Prmped

Mr. le D. Hint.

Skokie, III.

le PRODUCTS INC
7PPLY

Ookon SI. Des Plaines

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Ph

LADY PARKER

:?:s'n'ts:=o*gtXt

APPLY IN PERSON AT
are

-,

WAITRESSES

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S

ELECTRONIC TEM
FEE

SECRETARY

EKCO

CLERK -TYPIST

xueeep,

Sheridan

Mr. Kelly P5ai667-7500

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
S riendly

ANALYST

DRAFTSMEN
LABORATORY TECH.

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
and

Jan Bonoolio

1600 E Birchwood Ave.

359-4200

c42C=.

When you odd our outstanding benefit plan cod excellern salary potential,
VII arrive at rare opportunity. Benefits include tuition refund. comprehensae
medical coverage. profit sharing. stock purchase plan, liberal vacation ol-

14th

tor fur...melon

CALL MRS 0000050

An Equal Oppor onky Employer

ABBOTT IS GROWING -WHY NOT GROW
WITH US?
PHONE BILL PUCHLEVIC
688-7500

Earn up to $3.63 an Hour

PIONEER ASTRO
INSUSTRIES

Coll 437.B0116

STANLEY KNIGHT CORP

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

lowancos.

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

wo aria on oscoenn: talon one fue frilem benefit program

5555 Wes' Touhy Ave.

892-7696

study and method ;analysis, Then you may qualify.

EXPERIENCED
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS -r

PROFIT SNARING

Lee Supply 6 Tool Co.

SHEETS, INC.

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

The expansion of our loclusteal Englneering Depart lent hos created on unsual growth opportunity Doe, your experience rnklude
to 3 years of time

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

fil(41:=T7

TELETYPE CORP.

zrovaz,e,'

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

MARKETING REP

5.173rt,,,:4Z

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 1311 kme

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437.6621

This variety PLUS position will include setting standards, method improvements,
new equipment justifications. plant layout and cost estimating.

MILLING MACHINE

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

figura.. ihhtho,ou

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

PRODUCTS

CARTRIHEAL0

TALK TO TELETYPE ABOUT THESE JOBS

For Prawn. Sive. Sing. SoMd.

General Office Help For

HARPER COLLEGE

no Rd FA Grove Vnape

BOOKKEEPER

RECEPTIONIST

STENOGRAPHER

WI

EXPIRIENCED
SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

259-3553

ORS -71.

676 101%).

AURORA STEEL

6.1,nt.

$3.23-53.58
POLISHERS
$2.93-$3.38
PUNCH PRESS
SET UP 8 OPERATE
$2.98-$3.37

ALLEN CO.
1100

GENERAL CLERKS

MONMPNWP.

I

FINANCIAL

MAINTENANCE MEN
24461p Wanted Men

Call Mr. Borkowski

Set Up Man

me

lull lino of company ben..

Miss Paqo

Mrs. E. Wissmon

IVA comm..

operate

V 8G PRINTERS

LIAR
-11iNsoreres

$560 Mon.

Li EL

LI H

53,28-$2.73
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
$2.65-$2.94

M1

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

UTIM
10 Roy

437.1500 Ext. 46

SECRETARY

pioni novo,.

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

of

not omen.,
Coll or Apply

56.1.0

needs

Skold, Ill.

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW !
We offer rapid ad.

to

Shipping

Welding

WIRERS -SOLDERERS
PARKER

Street

CL 1610050.237

Orkx1or'k

No Experience hares.,

J luEL

WELDERS
53.13-53,58

301W See

297-5222

for. und Ph hse PP.NsP

DISTRICT 25

.5

odd.

THE HERST

Ad. WC Public Schools

MANAGER
55,55,5 5

Reception

Wheeling, III.

52.68.5308

$4.00 Hr. + 0.T.

pre.

flour* ante.,

Good

Gpinp ond Isnow led

537-1100

* LATHE OPERATORS

777 Wheeling Rd

OFFICE

344

ptoy

d

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers 5525 Mo.

GENERAL OFFICE

GENERAL OFFICE

wonNd oe our solo..

horp

IBM TYPING

WEST PERSONNEL

CALL 557-1100 (8:30 AM fo5 PM)
OR VISIT US AT

KEYLINE PASTE UP
SECRETARY

358.7460

GIRT

::

bo
Wr'ea ."nAl"so'
Ocam. in .elsernoon 290.32de

ory. Sohary open. MO. V. Doh..

Spring Interiors

Openings Available on Afternoon
Shift: Night Premium

Overtime Available

WITH OR WITHOUT.

CONTACT MISS mc.,
SalsMee

255.1E00

ALSO NEED

We will train - add 15c per hour for 2nd shift and
I8c per hour for 3rd shift - 10 paid holidays

MAINTENANCE

Mud

Investment.

No

Otooes.

103 W. Northwen Hwy.
mt. ProspecI

Prow.

om

PAY

TOP

natohon

se

RT. G.oSe

MEN!

12:45 am to 7:45 am (61/2 hrs)

moire medical and life insurance - many com
pany benefit.

B

Sales Pena

DAY SHIFT

4:10 pm. 12:4500

2nd Shift
3rd Shill

eeline SwIt
v...
conduct
Mo. for small inf ormal

DroPstY

obN.I'oa day...37.7322

K.F. Days Wit.
r
shift

*Ms Pestsilem

DitdslIsetillow

mil.Trans/anon Orson.

R.N'S

Pull..

now we of ear Er Ph.. ,er

tro
he

Pa°N.

WILLS, INC.

Firestone

ouo

296.1071
BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Glendale Heights

1675 Glen Ellyn Rd.

SCHAUMBURG,

An Feu, OWL.,

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

seey.
In.

Apply In Person

920 N. Elmhurst
Mount Prospect

PRODUCTS INC.

iF rOU CAN GG MOW. MEN CALL FRANK. Se,S9S2

roe

Zesry'

CHICAGO BLOWER CORP-

394-1000

EKCO

ARE WUU READY,

anal

pe

Type his le
',ANON CM,

nt company hentliis.

858-2600

APPOINTMENT

1301 E. TOWER ROAD

WY KNOCK. YOPP DOOM
the an., of now own office and GROOVE
grow
les Orponuosion with MO

notioo on opewernerremPord
ALoprest ,Elo EEO.. of gnaw resp.

GALL .1RS1:1E13 FL

ELECTR 0

! NO DOOR KNOCKING

uipmen1.

Lewin sheet

You
att.
istry.Par.'"P''

Company notae.

DAY WANT ADS

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

.I .w mew... lar men so de. and
metal

Paid holidowE seconee

200 E. TOUNY APR , 29,22SL EXT. 300 ORS HAINES

HEY!

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD?
LEARN BANKING

You'll be his

Mat Wry

p000rwoutt for odwouffital

EXPERIENCED

CASHIER

Mel

hoe

rep

hIN

can mrn
lairNtof1dnR
S40 to STE or more In 2 or 3

Pew 7

Monday. limitary 12. 1970

TillOpthibiltrus

2641.9 WNW Won

HOLIMMIVEIR MOTHERS

up land Dr hal. who..
SERVICEMANF

rilite Mai Nem

21114MORRWRIR8

SECT $600
sion es NA, year right, WM
our own office, 1115 pot 00.
non. young boss. Pe mops

Your Future is secure with...

SOS AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

CHICKEN CARRYOUT

*KW

2

AUISTANT01060111
stoning rolory. flood

"""l=74"'

UP TO 4.10 PER HOUR TO START

any of

orine,R00.1,pol employee homeRd and a wore future

ARLINGTON INN

6:00

2

5"5514474.
Ow Equal Oppodmity Emobya

Come inroad fropl.neni deo..., jot de.

union
Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

Union Oil Company of California
200 Eadt Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
4.19.1.parooney ample.

267.6900

Monday January 2 1970

Page 8

324/scihmed

Ho..

710/611atil

Mid IlmOre Igmn

47. MI

We need as.. woman to MVO

3 days MoMer employed do.

CLEANING

EaMm noes. lde housework MN
Whx1rng Rd A. Co
honal.

WOMAN

wels 4 yr ola boy

13.4. Or

310 Ira
Coll

Sale Fkrch
comol b uilryn

kItch

ank, exhaust fan A
hood. CL 62519.
as

wasNefidryw.
Chambers gas range..11 clubs.

M5294061

SALES REPRESENTATIVE,

Notionally known co o

Call 4551350
Verna Morgan

troyel.

o

furnace. 165. 537-69613

Westinghouse
Liberal

Metropolitan

stove,

Mrrytag

SOLICITORS

Call fee APOrd..

ToP Pay

2706 IF Edging.

Coll 358.7460

.071'11:e7c'etles

96.15.

'ro'f

3250

S5.16nicalkalrmoon6

p" wk 11505

a.eym

3591116

ANTED APARTMENT

IN

DES

ONE OR IWO BED-

o,

"1"'

ROOM
ROOM ONE CHILI/CALL 8.0493

1964 PonZron Coupe

834nde1ttiadeteerly0iden0

CAR WASH HELP

For Leos.

se. CL 19.1

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER
DRYERS

onlY.

P/B v

,omrdery
Like new 340. CL 3-9461

trne
wog.JIFFY CAR WASH

1600.

'7010 6 way vertical
w/bar

99 RAND ROAD
DES PIAINES
297-6440

change,

phoned Save MM. 537-1926.
gunronryed

PIANO

Brinkerhoff

.

Up, ON

WII
with helo. Coll 437,1733
350

N

b.

.

1110tO Re.

ry Sold level,3 bed.

p

By

yr e

M

p 2 bd

Sh

drapes. cot

66 -Business Ogartrarbes

CHECKER

sale'

home

after

PM

7

ON on premises of

292 2501.

luxurious
Northwest
Suburban Hotel. Write

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

lot, Mndscad
323 000 C II
ly

31 50

50

33.04 per how

Call of er

mete with well. co..,

Arlington Heght

359,4080

1970
$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK

III

A MBASSADOROALIC TION

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

286,4600
VW

69Wm Selmols-Clid Care

953

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

'`--1CM.ImIner4

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

1960

g.4

Will train if necessary

HILLMAN'S

SHARP, 11825. 394-3057

shoPed"7.1:.%3

rO=BIV7's t"sol'e°

Full or Port Time

LTFT

Publications, 217 5.
ArlingtOn Heights Rd.

253 8952

Dishwashers &
Cafeteria Help

Pug lime immanent emPLer

400 olc alb,

'67 Firebird

1238, % Day

Boo

FOT

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

1968 VW 1500 Sectary.. MYst
sell learingz;ei3O;11

Lease
or
Manage
existing BEAUTY SAL-

t:i7e'bdt:y'
35O 5385

Not Only Maverick But Also

150 or best offer 529-7587.

Lge

y

PmnOrT'ora'de

a's"'

doo

2

'65 Olds, hardtop, ooto. trans
air,
S. PB 3575 Dory 296
3441, Eye, 3,5477

Sot, Son 259,9568

GROCERY

Conte,.

n.259.7046

c

Call. AM,

304 0 S. Busse Rd.

Low mile

9

19. Mercury

Weal Endealdses

stereo
head

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.'!
9-0923
_sip

at 32 45

"d

25.17;2;'

co. 3800

BlEmtri bleat

fpm

School Bus, Inc.

N

Ae

ex mme4ri

6 85 15, 320 627 7063

Cook County

o.

''jer:W,Id164;f3 52'9

Fac. Iona. 347

2:30-5 p.m.

112411.1tiniblin Tor Sale

966 - 5540

827 E Rand Rd

P.M. ROUTES

'2".; :7

7/o5rI

MT PROSPECT CINEMA

6:30-8:30 arm

Emellent

438 6400 offer

Lunn

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

pm

ASK FOR JEWEL

CL 62.0

394-4000, Ext. 313

6p

N

ARA Cafeteria, in the
42 -Wanted To Buy

HONEYWELL PLANT
HONEYWELL RANT

wk; Gd 2nd cor. 3100. 537-

'2575

70-Ro8M8oa4lousekeep9ng

CASH

Prospect Hts. Comm -Girl

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

M G Id

Mord Estate -head

2765300

1965 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY CONVERTIBLE

44 -Bogs, Pets & Eryamrent

First Arlington
National Bank

NOMD skills are requved

392 4251

71-411 aei boas to Seal
Coll 359-2630

Singel

The

Herorys. C0113.6385

Position open as

Company

Shots A ears 09,51139

INVENTORY CLEM

190.115.2064

o Expoimma Nefies,on,

NOUDAYS OVER!

SOO

good cond. 37. or best.

259..08

Heo

DON A. PEARSON

259-7000

529-6805 Sot -S. aft

7-4071

.7110 Rent Furnished Apartments

DELIVERY

Muni

AL.Doss. Enortunissi..
,Fewor 31.irso. White
Sidoreffigs, V1.1 Rod,

h

Full

With Many Benefits

R.

IMMEDIATELY

T., Aso. 34.1.,

,zhtItY,Onvt5n,fleF:
PI

PRICED FROM
123, 2,Door Hard rep

11Cyllnder, Automatic

Roll. Oa. Molding,

om
3 '13

1

IN.,

TranerniMian

Roar 1.12kowo end Many

Illody MAD..

Rom.

NAM* Homes
358 1823

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIII

8.14 PT MOBILE HOME 2 BED
ROOM EXCL COND BEST OLEER
303 4340

14To Rent Apartments

GU'
Mr. R. D. Hints
394-0800

INSPECTOR

Roht.9 Rd- Al. 255-0.

THE SINGER COMPATO
Hoffman

800 F Northwest Hwy}
Mt. Prospect,

35653.

sun,

111

oppedm far

Coll 437,3826
EXPERIENCED

Coll or ago,. person

Figure Clerks

old

1700 S. Nicke Rood

Roll...adows,111

47463e finishingsfumiture

392 MOO

our corpon.

1

OcInn. apt

I

6

PM

5511usiral Instruments

loLoble poorly. AKC 355-2699

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY

101-Traks,inigrs

/014
ECONOUNE VANS

FOR
PICK UPS AUCTION PRICED

IMMEDIATE

2E6.4600

OF.

12

(With Snow Plow)

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

cc.. avec,. vp
c3

MIX. BREED
SPAN. PUPPIES 110
7 weeks 299-4871

BRONCOS

12' CHEV. STAKES. '6 '69, like

0.

DELIVERY!

55/osical Instruments

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Custom Amplifiers with unconclMonal
lifetime guarantee.

10%1030% Off on Display Merchandised
Many Used Specials!

BARRINGTON

;IMPORT MOTORS

1968 FORD XL

$1795

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

$1695
$1095
$1395
$1395
$895
$695

1966 MUSTANG COUPE

Imy.sererel

Ohtlox =Ls=
any mtg. sOlt

DATA
PROCESSING
5

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

SKOS Coma

.

are se..iob

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

eh POW. 31SAVESS

O

eci one com,,c peep,.

PARADE

fa

fu

LATTOF'S

office personnel

OX

345-0500 Ext. 594

COMPANIES, INC.
1955W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

'

630Rincoln Aar
Merthadiso
tingle bowl kitchen sink, (Onto,
Doso cobble's, ft. formica top.
1.30 356269N

crynore automatic console
1. humidifier. 10 gal. outage -

Folly Equipped

,Today,

SHE

takes a bold leap
into the wise world of astrology
by bringing you Capricorn, our

first in a series of Zodiac personalities

APULINUS

NUS

it.

Serving The Norhwest Suburbs for 35 Years
1969 Singer Zip Zap

Us. mochin. in so,. co..

mon.. For hot

d

I

II

Capital Omer Mono, unnl

epx.

4M-7204

Model: Dawn

"7°.,:r°

IIESUIV AVOW CAI

BOO E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

CL 9-4100

uw

Photo by Argho

or 35.13 down and 9 payments

tit 15.13

1

Daily 4l Long Tam Leasing

$51.501. Included

LEO

.A.1__LA.1,0_, 1
'

LATTOF_ EON

marilyn shuman, editor

$495

CENTER

Chew Pit Crew
.E. Ooes

or ea Doll 25.6.70

1195

81968 FORD SQUIRE

to

3

Laboratories, Inc.

oeirovoleeewenen *now

Live a little. Swing out into those wintry blasts
in a coat as practical and reliable as you are
Enjoy! Winter '70's maxicoat is the success
story of the season. Turn up that deep
collar, wrap the deliciously long warmth
around those long legs of yours.
Mini -skirts are the greatest, hilt
not on an icy corner when the
mercury's plunging! Take to
cover. We know you,
Capricorn --you're conservative,
but let's begin by conserving
you. Here's a sound
investment in comfort.
Luxuriate! Let the
minis shiver.
You've got
it made, and
you know

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

. . .

NI'
an

JEWEL

267-6900

CAPRICORN, let yourself go!

COLONIAL DAVENPORT

.Baxter

Morton Grove, III.

1965 FORD GALAXIE["500"

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR

330 CL 5,4916

TAPE
LIBRARIANS and
ASSISTANT CONTROL MAN.

Linda ApocE4
En. 3678

1967 GALAXIE "500"

flEIrSIEVICE."

p

CHAIR

ALL

you how omen..

965-4700

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

GNGE
BLOUEIE
RECLINING

Nom for COMPUTOR, TAB, ond

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

381-0899

255-3253 ober 5 orn

Osms.
If

BARRINGTON

Coo

Amu.. and Budge

and
wnh

ry d

11

126N. COOK ST.,

Ild

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

wintery

...,1.Mrele.

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

3125.259.2735.

170

FALCONS

ElanestmentProperty

Single girl GOLF MI AREA hos
at to ho e
e. C II
8377903 oft 410

TELLER

NEW

GALAXIE

3425 259 5738
Is

WAS

THE MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN

MN -

1.70 Bed, Stotts, Bides

`TI'

t locker

310..7,110,

A.M. ROUTES

case

3275

1st

CL 66420

horse

Gos Staye 325. Mu,

Earn Extra -Cosh
Paid TrOtn.mg

Feb

POI.

94-1707 oft 6

first qua*.

KENMORE WASHER 8. DRYER
35 EACH

FEMALE

WANTED

PRESTIGE OFFICE SPACE.
{Turn
1000 to 8000 sq. fr.

110"

Assistant Manager

DRIVERS

eye,

Clos

Sold on IN order basis

Wood kitchen cabinets; Roper

SCHOOL BUS

111-1lotracyclos aid Soden

7810 Rat Hodes

lent condition,.

tore: hobby

SERVING PARK RIDGE 8 NORTHERN SUBURBS

Call Mike 827807 Of 4

drye, excel.

electric

NORWOOD FORD

Delco

35.71.

5916853

Nuculor Data Int.

recuryed

DOMAN ESTATES 3 bdrm sold

011353.438

Full 6 Part Time

Specialties Inc.
Subsidiary of

dIectric

frelenecIL

ler

HOWARD SPROAP 6 CO.

Must Be Sold

=1:o6n7;0,4;761'9' '66d

ce. W. box 1237

N... 6

dame. included.

CARPETING

"

I

i

em'

balanced 'A

tons, 375 solid cam. 2-28 alum
quart oil pan

One A Two
APaNnle.
161.3191

214818 MORIN 6 Mao

Salary oPeo,

auto shopping center

19. 301. 375 heads. pod, A

emAINNROUncoNIADOWs

OFF

12

No

Monday, January 12, 1970

polished,

Immediately Attila.. Comet

CHINA
Seni.

Front end for AS Ph... GTE
Radlo mufflers intake .0016
4 barrel carburetor oho
SagNL
fi Hockey skates CI .1275

43..0

1. S. 'Bole Rd.

40,-.60%

FITN, dralrys. 2594786

DAY PUBLICATIONS

123401ry

rental
Reasonable
TENNIS
Appliances

Serymon Derr.I., L Golf,

Pen.

107-Ad3Ports urban
ders, grtll hood bumper AI

COURT A SWIMMING POOL

541,2022

ELK GROVE MOTEL
pemen, Accurate N/19

Incl.

HEISEYGSS

437-0820

A 2 Bed. Aots
etting,

C.O. Kitchen For

PUNCH BOWLIA STAND

a it

CLERK TYPIST

I

M

at AM.

If *be..

my ...KT

Ea is

ce air 50

...own hours

ry 394.5405

Com

mow:,
3924.0

ryon

14 To ROM Matron

4741EN 88118180E88881

Mari from Coburn's, Arlington Heights

1 14001.00
KI

Roo
eryry

eryeey

A

UM.

EADIT71.1113

lb DM
Piave III

SI

Fiesta ..a and kids have a ball

Artist Vera Berdich

ode, t m

New show at Countryside

w

Md. Vera Burdich was

ftem.U. OnVisC.,

guest of honor m the amnion

weather outside may be
frightful, but a number of
northwest area youngsters are
still warmed by the glow of the
party given in their honor by

CoMumer Information
Director
The lff est Bend Company

of a one -men show of herwork

Countryside Gallery, Friday. A specialist in graphics
at

and print -making. as INCH as a
teacher of over 20 years at the

give a pasty than

Yearafte the hut

r 'Task..
Party" will recharge spirits In Amity.

Institute.
accomplished etcher,
her work has a feeling
feeling of fan.
a y. a d she is
known for her innovatiOns.

your

Decorate

Were surprised as well as delighted when the large, paper cloche agate of a satellite was
broken. They all scrambled to
fill special Christmas hags
With randy, gum, nuts and

snack

table with textbooks, an aPPIrt

white trusted cake mune-

conibMing etching with pho.

...mot with a big

tographic

transfers. According to Harold Joachim, cure -

As

or of prints and drawings et
the Art Institute, Her cornt

"AM".
litibt tooth, hand out

at

or
temperatures
make the walk to the nearest
seryice station any shorter. But.
the Speetally designed attire
am will keep VOU
(unable when these airritating
s u h-xero

never seen a pinata before and

e:tern, gut= of fresh fruit end
rherbet.

The clothing won't Mort a
cold engine, change a tits in

Many of the children had

Have plenty of soft eirInks
on hand-Snd perhaps a qu

An

road emergencies.

'Three Kings party as an annual affair when she plays
hostess to the small fry tthe
entire neighborhood at an authentic Mexican pi=ta party.

schedule:I. exani

winter driving problems oc.
cur -and could save you from
freezing in a real winter emergent".
It's easy for fingers and tom
to become frostbitten end for

prises.
The children were later
Waled at the dining tables

'3

rytent, sensitive and imagina-

tive handling of Ilk copper-

the entire body to become den g erously

ychilled in winthr
weather, especially a there is a

Where they were given a tradi.
lineal heat of spiced cocoa and
liday cookies, as well as op 1'16 sad manses totake home.

plate is a unique phenomenon
itt esor time."

Her show. which opened to

public, with a reception
trust II to ID p.m Jan. 9. will
run al the Galkry through
Feb. II

wind. A wind-chill chart com.
piled
by Ski-Doo
Sport,
LW..

"Trials Test:.
whits you hare compiled from

Anon for her innovnlioni in the fleld of graphics. Veralltrdich toper* etimbines
'moo, mold of her ann.

phonographk transfer, with etching and rallage.crealing

a

equivalent to 21 degrees below

and lint. thou to 2. TM gum.

scow And a 15 -mitt -an -hour

Cons, although' lighthearted mid

wind learn

the equivalent
temperature to 36 degrees below zero!

ertourti

goal the now acrylic paints."

child can accomplish." added

Mrs. lebbin.

''Idy child doss very well in

she said. '''rhey have :any
definite advantages f use hr

aft M mime, and he week) mac
try some painting at home.

young ample and. after all,
they arc new and arc Wing

By Ruth Coonsoyer

College boll for ever?
lie tether sag

sol

:tat

nk

a big niist.d.,

uhich innio .sie
,

i.

r.,

s,

It

Ints

Inkirts

snoml

dist ealticationtil

ha, keno.

alystri the world

tounaltiert

Ice

sit

eau

he send lo tat, sunk.. Am!

wane kind tit an internal Peace
mg. foe a courts'
ryai II
of

the: graduate: from high
whoolothings might otitis out

ter

-SIsstical.

though

trod

ramantle

OF
-ere

word, frequenlis med to doscribe the unique art of Yen.
Berekk ankh can be seen i
her ons-nern Ninth at (one Indite (Milers. Arlington
Hakim.

in
What
nrtterials should I buy
for him

used by many contempontry
artism ,vhose work the chilThis is one of Many similar dies enjoy."
questions eked Mn. George
ACRYLIC PAINTS come
Lebhin. president of Crain- in tulles or jart ands= he hmtryside Art Center and saes- dled much like oil paints.They
Lary at Countryside Galkry. mix with water instrad of turd 0 7 N. Vail.
Arlington ocotillo nicking
dean -up
Heights.
prorara much easier. Hwy dry
-If this is an older child. wry fast and IWOrlic exJuntot'highageorulder.lsug. moiety durable. Mow children do not Wye the patience
to
it liar the shtwer rsing

-In the first place. avoid the
nugraines. the coloring hooks.
and the numbered stint sets. It
is ate child's creativity that we

ne trying to etwourapt.- adMrs
Judith McKee.
100.1 N. Harvard. who leeches

vised

children-. art at Pirate. Park
Mr ('des
rick Art Center

-Buy only the primary col-

interest in an to copy other
work from time to time. If he

mix his own mhos and

succccds in comets well he Is
often complimented on his

e

courage him to work big."
lie will also need an assort-

drawing and soon is afrad
it le

ment of brush. stone kirly

develop his own ideas. It

large ones (perhaps one or two

portant that the child he conco

Metes wide and a few medium and small ones

100.

An exmllent painting shr.
ordinary masonite.
wntkd. and covered with
ral ants of gmso. Gesso is a
thick white
aNe at an supply stores. Large
face

is

asbards can A so

he

used.

Acrylic atria may he
thinned with water and handled like water colors. using
water color papers.
This technique is often too Jib
PAM fare the younger child
regular

'The rtwer and less coniPliertrti the tools. the mire the

ALL FABRICS

idles asked_

ors plus black and white,' niggated
-Let hint
"Lei

M.

OFF

ying pictures from the maga.
sines. Everyone says he does
hcautifidly. How ran I help
him'"'
b another question

It we
to be quite common
for a child who has a natural

oils.

/411/0151/117

"MY C111L1) is always cop.

wait

is

that is what is important_

SCHI PAINTING materials
Mc the younger child. Mn
McKee temper, huyitm large
jars of tempera in
a few
assortment
of
brushes and large drawing
pads or pads of newsprint.
-Have him work
and

colors,

an

solve his awn problems. del
hint mix his OW11 colors. He

may mix mud,

hut

,

he will

lea"rn."mss MO.:et:S:11A

re

WHI to,

Barbra

Streisand', beAamr. first name,
while others will he tsmitier
with four types to Matth Amen-

Cciong and gluing on.

1.

Cotirreges'
collection

odor aN he RAIL
him collect flat things.

such as suing. toothpicks. pa-

per stars. trimmings, tickets.
Teach hint to use
scissors

emphasises by wrapping them

Remember that art work
:mil children combined are go.

in witly.hear fur.

mobiling by Ski-Doo Sports,
are the three most common
items for motorists me in winter. The typical one-p.me

but the =tune= are safes
guarded by tiny skirt flaps.

front and hack or mini-pina-

ten. tar Linet ditto well below the navel. held together

lion can be pretty wonderful."
Mn,. McKee said.

with tiny plastic bows. His
mating wall to his followers
changes but sightly each sea -

l se holly powder after your

There

went.

hesides.

his

I lsk nown -sculptured"
eesats dotted with for s of pockets and rths and belts

Ion suit zips down the length of
the front. It has a hood and its

-

lightweight orlon fleece lining

Icons the history behind
those painted images
By Des Juice

rial

world and the *ritual

world. Some to
Antique collecting.
ells
as .1most everything
in life. Its
by the moods
tastes of the lime. Today
dram and tastes in furnishing
seem to he heavily influenced
by medieval lime.
'This

perthe an-

has

mated to the workl

wcrc e.
wally believed to possess spi ri.

Mal pavers.
the average westerner.
s

it is nm the sacred MIleCt of the

icon that is so interesting but
their high artistic quality and
the nde they played in the de velopment of Europenn art_

PIE

tique collector. and the de.
mend is ter tlet ancient and

were prolnid) tom.

European. Another strong in-

the 4th Century AD in Egypt.

Mien.: noticed 'relay

E.S.

acot
.11I0111

found in writings of this period. We do hove icons dating

tine icon. The led, the look

back as far es the 7th and Nth
ate. of
centuries A.D.

and the style arc Oriental.
Some of the icons show only

hey are sacred paintings.
Fair

od
the devout Orthox

Items were so popular and
so much in use by the Nth cm -

Christian. icons had great spir.

wry Mai two definite schools,

'lust meaning. They were and
re helieved to serve as intertar:diaries between the mac.

or styks, had developed. These'

styles are very kimply identifie d. One is called the antique

425°

All decorator pillows

Pillows

y3 '`k

Drapery
Fabrics

6650

Choose from 150
Reg. 2.98 pillows

SIMPLE INTEREST

one saint, some larm gnu=
of
sec
Others

tobe says

have

from the life of a saint or from
the life of Christ.
All the icons which depicted
divine figures were thought to
1mm the power to act as inter.

means between devout ha mum and the mint pictured.

ICONS WERE afro produced by co attrics other than
those when- the Eastern Or-

Ifs been a long time since the two-piece drew
has had a real fashion immicl. hut smart undone.

worship
any countries.

home

services

They have the flexibility of a glove and are available in regular and malinger

in three styles. a regular model

in

in oxford nylon. a 'IN1 model
in oxford nylon with rally
'tripes and
leather -look.
close fitting Vistram model.
Boots and M% come in regu.

sts (mm all over the world and
influenced painters of reli.
gious scenes and mosaic artists
throughout the world.

lar to

All Towels

Bath

Bath - guest - fingertip

accessories

8 wash cloths

Odds and ends

p0LPHIN

20%

al

learn

about Russian icons and their
discovery by the current gention as decorative art
form.

1/2

perfect for ounkle winter jobs.
toper:jolly snow shoveling in
cold weather.

SkpDeo

and slim jersey sportswear we
daytime =Mts. Try
them in soft shades of pink or
blue. For evening "date.

snowmobile moat and then

space but holds

Removal.
ALN11

NOVI

intreglel

PL SW

IIAMOH6 MOM

weenesday - ems ern. to ciao p
Feeley -

aotorday -

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

RANDHURST

Mond.,
faroThursdov

clad on wedn.duf

MILWAUKEE AVENUE AT DUNA. ROAD

GEOROIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
Member of Illinois
ElfttfrobfOss,

WHEELING In PHONE 537 0070

OMER FDIC

WE POKE SAPS,

Sward,

Bagn.m.ro ta:roxann

392-4975
"The only Results

ore Floppy Ones"

Wary load for our shoveh.
To the children. though,

inow is still a great delight. If

raid like in add to their exchement during the next snow

storm, try this little recipe for
mow ice cream. Scrape off the
top of freshly fallen, dry snow
or catch it in a large bowl.

Fur six servings, stir one
cup of sugar. te, teaspoon nal
and one teaspoon vanilla into
one quart of sweet cream until
she sugar is dissolved.. stir

the snow mo theorem mixture until it is
thick no
more ,now can be added.

pins art in your holiday arta.

Owe shifts. And, keep your
eyes open for unusual gins for
family and friends.

books and brochures
from the city's tourist bureau

winter. before you succumb to

will give you Mat inform,

the

lion 1 -or just a few examples.
Men ko for silver and pottery;
amt handsm.
Jima im.
WM& red Irish linen dresses.

touch of spring to your house.

Fi rat learn what the bar-

.

doldrums,

try to add

For Inn put a red wagon in
yin,- living room and fill it
with potted plants. Or hang ap-

we. oranges and other fruit
you take off, try to from your dining room or
have in mind specific dents kitchen chandelier. Bring in
you
me. for example. a some branches from a dormans flowering tree. Nixed in
lingCan to go over the =mu,
cola ful pottery for patio use water, racy will blossom dcor h andcarved candle holders lightftilly In a few weeks.
Even if you don't have a
tear se when you reproduce a
din net you enjoy on vacAion. green thumb. now is the time
Be fore

Of co M. you won't always be
abk to find exactly what

youre looking for. But what-

Serve at ume.

swee year non ra buy. crop fim

SOME PEOPLE Mae the
coward's way oat and run
uway from the some, ice and
wind', howl to molter oh.
mates If you are one of the

and think, so you are sure you
will be able to use it when you

growing numbers indulging in
one
winter vamtions,
of the pleasures you're an

If you're staying hon. ibis

Ira

thumhing

to start

through

Mom beautiful and inspiring
sad catalogs. Plan your sunt
men garden. and when you're
through with the catalog.

make moll, frOM it for your

gm home.

kitchen. Cut .t picture. of

HERE ARE some items
you might nike to pick up whk
0_

flowers and vegetables in different shapes and mount them
nil a heavy piece a curdboaa

you

are

away:

overt:mei, them Mk

small.

paling is shopping. Thin is a
magic word for women.

The return of
the li'l ole
,4
trench coat

TiredofYour
-

Christmas Tree?

REPLACE IT

It could Nat be that the link
old trench coat sinned the
whole thing. It's hem a staple

with Green Plants from

Sylvia's Flowers

for years in spy movies and
probably has appeared in more
of them than James Bond.

While it's a virtual uniform
with master sleuths. its styk
feat ur e s --always doublebreasted and with belt storm
bep. hook and eyes and shou
der strap,--heve also app...
to the overage American
double
an.

And now

breasted

1316' Its. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights
CL 5-4680

c

L74trIVt7SC4

90t44 t..:::141
4

1
D WIN HIS

HEART WITH 0,,

4

raincoats have blossomed into
one of
he biggest fashion

1,1014116, a

items in the Lay-dr, badness.
Sales are a ,pect to show further gainse according to Gleneagles. the rainwear manure,

"VAN"

tom. And he trench coat A
to be among the

expected
leaders.

'the 'Mask" double-breasted has six buttons (three of
which are functional), straight.
hanging lines. lay -down cork

r

of "i-wo-

4
br-alto

4
V4.!1Z;;IL vt7:14.FtavrP
-

e

co.-..

split oglan shoulders. a deed,
ismer 0011, and a length end.

MERLE noRman
,,,,.,tary Les..

inn jtet a bit oho, e the knee.

IRMO, ton will he the stillfavrawd color wah ten rising
in the rank, and navy also im-

ChorlOot; Worn

ponant.

Single-hreakd

'-`i

rainwear

will he pkntiful with a whim,
of stale, being offered in the
above colors ;end other new
shades.

is

Mal from home to snowmobile trail. It has a water.
proof compartment kJ boon

sueoess at any gala.

so other clothing stays dry.

FOR THE

HOBBYIST
AT

WILLE'S HOBBY CORNER
knire

ond

toot

soi

Outstanding values

comoins Nos. 12,5 knives and
on entire ma. of Moder.
gouge, rooters, punches. Has
1"

in all departments!

mode.,

spoksahove, balsa stripper. In
wooden box, complete with
see-thro cover and fined Manic
troy imam that holds end shows

Our decorators will aid in

512.50

y

We honor Midwest Bonk C

to

soy obout Permanent Hair

NaIN M111.01N,BANION6 HOURS

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

Tues., Wed., Fri., Sot -9 to 5:30
Mon., Thurs.-9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Profesoion Mos

all that

beautiful white stuff is just a

appo In

perfect for ming a complete

veteen will make you a shining

swam

Before you start treatments:
Aik Mr, Chapman who, the
Medical

that

few
the

much
complete

sonw. The Mach, also
.

drown. inrtallic knit and vel-

UNWANTED HAIR

5% compounded daily on a balance as small as $25.00
Now, what could be more simple than that?

Scrooges. but new
great day is over

a

saw advance planning night
you from rids din-

per flowers or seed necklace
to use as table d&orations;
kitchen utensils. flower con tainers or folorful fabric to bc
made into table lines or stow

wkeduffle-beg,

which dealt

good

being used. in both solid colors and marvelous
prints.

off

- Everyone wanted a white

wile n we are back again. A

straw figures for
Chriatmas tree ornaments: paexpensive

Ideal for storing this winter
iS our car t

Cool Pore Air Process

253-5249

We honor Midwest Bank Cords

rmidents

What's the look this =son?
divided. one by day, moth.
to by night. Angora dresses

*Sem humpy boucle,. and fluid crepes are

11 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights
INTERIORS

inler Ontsluor
hinny snow twit

also are finding the clothing

Divided look

REMOVED FOREVER

off

TNT(rally

stripedt
style, All are stylish for gener-

goch planer

Front our

tually' arc mailahle

Suit

The formation of schools of
icon painting encouraged art-

Nino week we will

horsehide

Imed with fleece and foam

and served as the center of

x-acto

Ong translated tenon o -piece dresses. Actually.
Many of the tom look like the great littlesweaters
coming from Furopertod the oenchingskins are
either nippy and flared or pleated. All the slinky

yd.

isurns ARE

winter.

except

the

tum out to be useless

Snow. somw. snow and m

wow! That seems to be the
wetherman's theme mg Bds
Christmas,

though,

.,Terurm we buy away from

CARVING TOOLS

All of these groat little polo -shirt and undershirt looks that Acted nicking it last summer are

I
100

ing on icy pmement.

tian ones were alone in lovely
gla, mosaics and look likc
Yale jewels. Bulgaria and
YIMOSIaPia ofveed their
own schools
icon painting.
were used by
These is
Christians throughout Europe

looking two-pieters arc beginning to arrive on

149

2 to 20 -yd. pieces
Values to 3.98 yd.

feeling of depth in the Byzan-

were almost considered divine.

the fashion scene.

off

dominant. There is very link

of Christ or the Virgin Mary

SOFA2
3 -c'hi'n

and rubber bottoms and a
inner liner of thkk hair
felt. The heels and solar arc

i

Thom with scenes from the life

I cushion

CHAIR

nicept of beauty.
The Byzantine. on the other

ed_ Among thew ate icons.

museums around the woad.

in

factor when walking or work.

fluence. Ow figure, are lifeless
with the visage shown full
face, and wish eyes large and

worse. are housed in various

also available

is

pmtsandjacket combinations.
Boons have nylon uppers

The Sicilians and Venetians
produced some truly exquis.
ile ones. Some of the Vene-

hand, show the Oriental

Greek. meaning an image. fig
are air likeness. In the Orthoox Christian Eastern church

The same insulated, warm
design

other the Byzantine. The antique.or Hellenistic etyle has
figures that are well modeled.
and handsome. the faces are
alive and natural looking The
viewer gets a leelith of depth
when looking at the icon. The
painting, never look Pal and
lifeless. They arc truly Hello.
nistic or Greek. In that every Ming conforms to the classic

gan in Egypt. No actual kon

WHAT ARE icons? The

ety a colors and sizes to tit
men, women and children.

non -slip. an important safety

Many of our art influences be -

been found. hut we Antra they
existed herause of descriptions

comfortable. The windproof,
iiwaterproof suit comes in a va-

thodox church was dominant.

is the

dating back 10 1111% period has

the wearer warm yet

or Hellenistic style. and the

Orient. Many Wins that would
not have beeri ceanidered by
the majority of collet:ton a few
years ago am now much &sir-

word itself comes Irom the

originally he snow-

keeps

Teo

By Amy Freemen

IT

boots and mitts, de-

satin.

signed

Antique world

on a basic white. ribbed ennui,

Above MI. moo, who he
protium,. -A child's magma.

hash --the
it Plere a the
con Ms makes 1010 0.111 AIL 1,1

-at ready" in the trunk.

came lo the fiesta with his Cub
Scout pack. (Photo by Jac MA,
ford)

All (' ,,,,, lege, line is built

younger child. Encourage hint ba c, swinging from gilt straps.
:ork as mam ways as pos. For evening !Imre are statoins
Oslo
Lwauereti over a layer of chif.

silky skin

ter emergency) hence the need
fur emergency apparel carried

nut, Arlington Heights, who

(Miring, has blend a line
lead a own on. He also

Wool hase.

them atenal, to
work with. but do
give too
h direction. especially the

lullyeadeourte attire for win.

Danny Pere, 1310 N. Chest-

properly so that he may be to
allowed nt use a sharp pair. knows whot kind el wmen
a
o
Who wants to cut while small, num likes --girls with a bit of
dulls cissor, (ict sonw glue flesh on them. His models arc
that ,rally sticks. like Elmer's big. husky Wes with chunky
to LePage's. and shim him thighs. cheerful and bouncy
how to glue to a qurtiv card- and also hugmblemi point he

ing to he messy. Provide a suitable place for him to work.

hostess

"entinmini, MA week.

shades of oof

well

healed cars. it is common for
motorists to travel without

Nellie Tejeda.
Looking on with delight is

;raTi1:1Z,trtlIeN k Ix sad

Have him collect as many
colorrtl papery or materials ill
Let

W I T II TODAY'S

N. Dun., Arlhgton

Heights, gets a link adyke
from

types of Impers as he can. such students a but sapper of chill
m sand papers. foils. shelf and anti irarlic lsrend Moen. the
wallpapers or tissues. Let him Milt in advance and keep it

Your choice any 52.50 yd. fabric in stock.
Price includes fabric and lobar

Slipcovers

Y3or h jhop

1113

eXpresi themselves. Hare the rwt world ahem. in Pone,
child collect as many different ''F'ktrflowing the' ,est:. agent hie

Famous names -- Waverly, Charles Bloom,
Spectrum, Desley, P. Kaufmann, etc.

GOLDEN

Blindfolded Steve Ward, of

.. warbler). After grading the
tamer, sward the top
way for children of all ages lo scholar.' mil thy lambs'

IN STOCK
Custom Made

on

which tits like a second skin.

different from .11
adult's. hut it is hi. way, and
It

clime A.

touch

to

evorybods' trivin

discover the it:alums in Item.

make a
reading

aims. Bew the nerctiona sinmle

inane, e hould nonytheless , di

Encourage your,child's creativity

largest

and

sin -hour wind can
Mernmmeter
zero

encyclopedias and current mann.

Creative corner

pioneer

mmufacturcr of snowmobil.
leg apparel. shows. for in.
stance. that just a 10 -mile -

the

pencils and

Snow, ice and everything nice

o,iin is finding
its way into the trunks of num
automobilm for USe in winter

Owner Nellie Seca Tejeda

e'ruin'etriThiunnoTst
January, to what bettor tints to

ooch Knife Chew"The leader" No. d Knife handle, 5 mud., reg.
ulor blades in =tented holder,

FURNITURE

ARLINGTO

linch blades, 6 °mom. I roars

AII,nehe

Carpet and Furniture Spenoliitr

ers. in handy, indewsite, natural
finrth wood chests.

$6.00

I I

Potpoum

winter sport in North Amer-

has established the Feast of the

MOOT

Page

Clothing originally design.
ed for
he
fastest -growing .5),0

El larocho restaurant at 3 1 N.
Bothwell, Palatine.

j'aZNrniataVIet
Grade

Art Institute of Chicago, Miss
Burdick is one of the few persons to be given a onesman
show at thy department of
prints and drawings of the An

Be ready
for cold
weather

By Marilyn Shemin

ar
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About those feeding problems

Designers create coats
to satisfy every mood

Polyester knits
high in fashion

Parents ask

11,

THE PAY
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tote, says
By Louise Bates Ames, Ph. D.

"Dear Doctor Amu:

"My two children us extreme rating ptobIuns. It tent
just that they won't eat certain
feeds. They just won't eat.
They seem totally uninterested
in food. I won't give you any of
my interpretations. But my reaction to their varied mealtime
woks and acts is apparent to
them. They just don't respond,
My oldest child, aged 7, is the
size of a 5 -year -old. so I know

mtera

my worried attitude is justifled.

al feel I am deep in a rut.
Hest! gone too far to be cured?
IV like a once -and -for -all so-

ludon to this problem, if there
is any hope left."
Wouldn't we all like a ono,
end -for -all solution to our

All the comfort of the old familiar sticker chair, plus the latest
hs updated design with the continuous curved base of spending
mead is on display at the Founders Funtiture, Inc, shoeing of
ew, homes ideas at the International Home Furnishings Market
in Chicago. Even the fabric, here a soft linen, Is also available In
lively patterns and gay prints. The cocktail square is another new
item in the Romano top table Hee, with sleek Polished me.I kla
forinim a sturdy support foe the black Romano, although other
models also provide see-through thkk Mass lops to reduce the
crowded look of a modest -sired living room.

various problems!
Feeding
problems are among those

-.The small child requires
small amounts of food. Smell
feedings don't make the small

C, one from B and C. or two
from A, B. or C, or none front
either A, B. or C. Even is he

child," That s, it isn't lack of
foal which makes most small

does not eat anything, at least

he will learn the new match

children small.
I can't really tell tyou, by

concept of sets. If after fifteen
rninurog he has not too*, his

mail, how to make your Chits
dren eat, but I can share with

plate, you should remove it.

Dr.

you

Gersh's"Chinere

"VERY OFTEN a child

Menu Plan: How to Cure All
Feeding

umIng on the Chinese menu
Man will say about one hour
later, 'I don't know, that stuff
toast really fill you up,' and
will request more food.

Problems." Mb is

what he has to say

"NO MATTER what type
of feeding problem we are
with,

"The point of the matter is
menu plan offers the pos. ,that a healthy child will regm
Why of a high degree of sue- steles own diet quite well. No
cern Let us list ordinary foods child will starve to death if he
under A. B or C as follows:
is left alone. A child receiving
dealing

the

Chinese

"A: milk, soup, frankRaters, orange juice, carrots,

a pint of milk per day or a
serving of meat two or three
times a week, fruit or vege-

peea.

"B: egg, salad, tomatojoice,
which don't solve themselveshamberger, corn.
immediately no matter how
"C: cereals, cheese, livergood your remedial techwurst. bacon, spaghetti.

tables several times a week, is
having an adequate diet as re-

"Tou may decide for your-

girds the basic foodstuffs. He
will adjust his caloric requiremots himself.

As Dr. Marvin Gersh points
out in ho amusing and highly

self what you team to place um

"So, LET US ALL RE -

useful book, "How to Raise

Children At Horne In Your

"Post the list and then let
your child select one thing

sell Institute of Child Duel -

Spare Time" (Stein & Day).

from A and B. one horn A and

opment, Ine.1

niques.

Your Weekly Horoscope

tier AB or C in your home list.
(Copyright 1969 by the Gm

FREE 100440 China
BAVARIAGERMANY

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: Good grief. Ari, you should
know that a new person A about to come into your life, and this
Person will really knock you fora twister. In short, you will be

real lemon. What are you going to do, continue to Mood? If you
do, you brood alone. On the other hand, if you shake yourself up
and dust yourself off, you just may have a rather jazzy week.
You might possibly meet a member of opposite* who will tick
when you took. You May even maim a little time.

demos." You are by your very nature a most loving,. kodet
person. However, in week ahead you will be called upon to give
of yourself above and beyond the call. Give freely, M the flowers
give of their fragrance, asking nothing in return)
LEO (July 23 -Aug. 229 -Time to get back in the saddle. Lao,
and get to fixin' those broken fences. And promisor. You've been
a bit of a beast lately, but all your friends and family will fuglve
you if you lower you voice about 50 decibels and start acting civil

again. After all, you do have SOME responsibility, you know.
Being the royalty of the jungle and all.
VIRGO (Aug, 2.3 -Sept. 220 Virg, we have to discuss something of a delicate nature. It is your makeup to be concerned with
k g
'
making a
good B t
y
I" g, d
'

living am you neglecting to "live" in the truest sense of the

world? If so, then in week ahead give thought to rearranging your
life style. The life you liberate may be your own.
LIBRA (Sept. 21-00122): Libra, it's time for you to give some
thought to your inner self. The "real" Libra There is much more
to you than just charm and an attractive face, you know. Are you

doing what you really want to do" You are what you do. you
know, not what you think or say. Mull it over. If von hear a
different su, don't plug your cars. Follow it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nor. 211t O.K. Scorn, you had your little
ly, but emotionally u well Face the unknown with confidence.
You're a winner all the way, and you darn well know o On last
day of week he flexible. Creative person may contact you with
novel idea. Listen.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 211: YOU've had a couple of

savings or checking account,

rather hectic weeks, Saj, so perhaps In week ahead you would he

wise to seek a quiet spot and listen to your own thoughts for a
change. You spend a good deal of your time listening to others,
and this is not bad, for you have thus picked up clues to what you

want to avoid in life. Now, however, itit is time for Saj to make
some seHous and person. plan. A
but most unportant
task must not be postponed.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 -Jan 191, Did you follow old Olga's
advice last week Cap? You did? Gool. Then you should be in
good spirits. Week ahead is one Much may prove most demanding. On last day of week, surface and take a Meath of halt air.
Don't be so tough on yourself. You're the nicest people I know.
And Olga DOES know. you know.
AQUARIUS Han 20.Fe6. Of): Let your spirit dance In week
ahead, Aquarius. The music of the universe will be alt you need.
The complete stereo. Forget the put on. Forget the turn on. Leap
at life and grab it by the shirttail. Then don't let go
PISCES (Feb. 19 -March 20)t Events will no doubt alter your
plans in week ahead, Pisces, so keep your hat handy. You nay
have to take an unscheduled trip. If not, then one may arrive on

Meer Wheat

-

the scene whom you least expect. In any event, hang loose.

Wedding iline

By Frances AlMion
Whether it's skiing, skating.

toboggan* or just building a
snowman with your children.

floe Gorlond

skin, eyes and hair should

be protected from the wind
md glare that accompany win.
ter.

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX

Eye protection belongs at

Beautiful Bavarian Chino Pattern, a In three distinctly different shapes:

the top of your list. Maybe
those large,
goggles with

Sweetheart Ran

Here's how this exciting plan works:
Cheek these outstanding features:
I.

2,

Simply add $25 to your swinge account or SIOLI to your checking account or nom a
new savings or checking account in a like amount, and you will receive your FREE
T -part plate setting
you, choice of pattern. See the display in our lobby end you
will want to start immediately.

6 different pattern. in 3 shoe.
Imported Romero. poresloin
Durable - Sigh fined

This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then, you thereafter may purchase a
99r Iplus tax) somp every time you make a deposit of 52.5 or moss to your melons
eCeount or 6100 to your checking account. Stamps must be purchased when you M.ke

Fine belt -like rune

3.

4.

5.

tax). ems mil receive 4-P6. R°'
of the pattern of your choice that consists of 4 dinner
plates, 4 cup.. 4 saucers, 4 salad
iria,tro. 4 bread end butter plates, 4 froiLvegetable dishes and 4 soup dishes worth

Dishwasher cafe.

When you have completed the above plan in our FINE CHINA CLUB, we will add

sTATlissENT SAVING.; ACCOUNTS

4 additional pieces FREE so that you will have 5 complete sets of 7. Should you
desire to add an additional set, it may be purchnsed for 57.40 phs tax, idiscount of
gin,. Dr. better yet, start another club cud.
At any time that you are a member of our FINE CHINA CLUB, you may porches

1".!:IY

M:ntrr,:=."7.1.7=

GOLDEN smehtfis r
6

various service pieces in your pattern.

8.

Your head and neck saoukl
be completely protected from
cy winds that cause frostbite,
noticuarly when skiing. For
wmobiling or ice boating a
all face crash helmet is advisble. The Army and Navy surIrastores should also lave a
mask which will cover most of

Geld and platinum min
Mucking wring Meees
Open emir womanry

asidgemmood

Ote end

It is porsible for you to complete your entire set of line china immediately. Just open
a new Sayings AZcoont for $500 or more or add $500 or ranee to your prment scamp
aceount end you may pnrchase a complete four place setting of 28 mwes for just
821.78 (pls tax).
Sorry, only one FREE plate mains per family

'1,0211

SAX EGA

a'"Leo,ir7g1
ottlidisson

rernt'7

PEPORIT

-

ential, one that can quickly
fluff up after hours of outdoor
ampness and the crush of a

,;14)

etc

A FULL

e

load smiles'
sham gnhy

ond Malmo'
granCof color Odes a cola

moored We* em..
Ems. tedwy.

311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
394.1800

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
TELEPHONE 255.7900

gods daps., intend to 820,000 by Me Federal Deposit Inatome Corporation

111

keep you warm even after long
hours on a frozen lake or slope.

Start with thermal underwear
and wear relatively 100seffilling garments to allow good
circulation,
Remember
to
overlap the arms where glows
fit into boots.

Another handy comfort item
to take along in your pocket is
a small packet of tiSSUrs.

Fleece coat
costumes
dress 4P" If you're tired of the

7G SMA4

ra, yearned sm

N--iv,1110RTFIWEST J,,u4tScwiezio. BANK

Select sensible clothing to

Are you 411i0-PIM and
wondering wheel's new for

Ladies, kin.the

SERVICE
BANI?

THE
BANK
Et Trust Company of Arlington Heights
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD

FREI( CHECKIRO se.

r4zr.r.rrt."cirg.
don% m under WM ft

mouth and eyes. Apply suntan
lotion during Meeks in the ac lion to serve as protection
against wmd burns. Use water proof mascara and cream based lipsticks and genemeslY
apply a good medicated chap
stick. A good heavy-duty night
cream will help replace awls lure lost in a day out in the ele-

Finally, keep 0 bottle of antiseptic or eye Ion.on handy fur
minor cuts and eye difficulties.

,n

to our

elude a heavy cream -type
makeup foundation. applied
more heavily around ihe

- WHEN FUNNING in the
now, an easy haw style is es-

wertehhsai

The

Skin protection should in

join jacket sleeves and trousers

rOgJrVere'
trim Kauai pared
Fe - 5 YEAR GROWTH SAVINGS BONDS -- Pr

Stub October 10, 1970

keeps well.

the face as well as overlapping
the head and chest.

ad. meY

Br. CERlaril'ATE

periment and find yourself an
easy simple hair style that

me*.

ials.

Prouty *irons' mem body

When you have purchased 22 scamps (.021.28 plus

reen lenses do* look glom.
orous, but they null improve
visual definition and
most are made of safety mate-

Guaronmed nor to mom

your deposits, Naturally, a $50o ravings account deposit ore$200 checking aPeolfet
deposit entitles you to two cpons at 09, each, etc.

rubber -rimmed
the
polarized

helmet or stocking cap. Ex-

foe sworn ova.. M me
far knew ...wire phase'
colt oftemeen

v,entea

&7M2
Party

c.o./Wen mead.

same old glad rags and the
young hippie look is not foe
you, the new topping for crepe
or brocade dresses --a matching pale -colored fleece coat-ds

made to order.

Good advice

Wise words from
hometown prophets

maxi proportions.

By Gerry Walsh

"If you were a prophet in
1970, in this town, what would
you say to the people!,

Well, ifs an unusual Lloesdon. II was asked by Miss Rose

Krier, assistant administrator
of St. James School of Reli.
gin, Arlington Heights. at her
reacher-trammg class. Here
are Kerne. of the answers writ -

tot by suburban women taws

16 to NH who am mluntecr

who am hungry. There am
black people who arc mitering
injustice, also Indians. Puerto
gleam, Appalachians. They
are all suffering."

do not low hose whoni God
lows? ()tun your home to a
homekss child."
'Wake up' You am frustrated, sure. because you see your

old values such as hard work,
cleanliness, God ad country,
and obedience, going down the

drain. Are your values amid
values?"

"You --all people -must stop
considering war as a solution
to your problems. Realize that

irwatwalleetw."-_.,,Viarito,n,, of the meth emu -belted, buttoned or with

4, d cis svfari inspiration in Zt8,2 ,r4 oTn81, er.irrVo7.
atlas-

inactivity or escapism. Grow.
Dtpress yourself honestly with
the dignity of a man."

pinch pockets, belted in leather and teamed with companion
pant, it's offered in peanut shades and complemented here by a
hat by Adolfo II and shoes by I. Miller.

Furniture sparkles

a

hope and courage, -

"Hie real challenge lies in
loving Show far away -the ne-

gro in the inner city: the re-

we nd hope:
"DO NOT be afraid to give
a real Christian comment on
the black, or the poor. Have

du courage of your

con-

victions, though you may he
sheking in your hoots."
"I see homeless people. also

hair. And. of course. the scarf.
this season's all-purpose fash.

...One look" sea.

ion amessory. is at home on

eons are passe. The freestyle

heir.
With short, bobbed hair, the
cut is the thing. Once stylist. it

over.

a

arc modeled 'with a Wales
look. a gypsy air. a casual

her gone curly and wavy; short
hair is bobbed: medium4ength

styles hug the head, then flip
out in curls at the chin.
wiglos and hairpieces

forum, as with

"It is the dawn eta new age.

The younger generation will
be the ones to bring this about.
11 is the agc of hope for the fu -

"People of Arlington
look

outside

your

homes and be aware of Sour
neighbors' needs. There is
more to life than just things."

"LF.T US listen

to

our

young, and they in turn may
listen to us."

doper to stick. Try rubbing the

zipper with welt paperit and
will

glove
Wear clean, amen gloves
when working on unfinished
Wear

Pan Am

2 meets Daily

ORNAMENTS

side -parted

C

CLUB

or upswept

Sig.seeing 8 Omitted Par
ties

DID YOU
GET A WIG

0

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF GROUP RATES
IN SEASON - SPACE LIMITED,
SO BOOK EARLY!

CHRISTMAS?
HAVE IT
STYLED WITH

The Sparkling '70s A definitely the label for furniture, 0 any
rate the new designs featured by Issuorless Famiure, Ise. for the
Thomas. Me. N.C. Industries
their display at the hilemational
Mow Famishing. }locket Chicago .,which dosed Saturday.

MOUNT

PROSPECTV

1835 °AMON ST
DES PLAINES

acationsinc.

824-9347

159.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

The Omin sunt tables sparkled with hegllasoly selleeting clam,
plexighur and polished mehd of which the new models ere made.

Even thr fabrics offer sin, colors and tester,
greys and snide,. Imes. now am also available in heavy textured

V11-

1119

Will effect...jacquard, and colmful prints wIM a new dimensim
provided to Mid, 0112 exiaing chsair stud Mae frames stand out
with extra con Irmt or emphasis.

until irk entirely dry and
then brush away the powder

Rubes supposing thick glass shelves mounted on nylon tabs
makes this etagere itself a showpiece for ditplay of your mtml

lightly. The stain Will be gone.

treasured pieces.

\

ieconcl

wrssm

a 31,1

Prospect Heights

Mt. Prospect
V&S Hardware

113 E Lake St set

PHYLLIS SIBLEY ANTIQUES

aloamirsodo e

7 Mile. No. of Holt Doy

253-4601

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
463 S. Milwoolcoe Ave.
Wheeling

BOARDS

629-2653 or 894-7572
ntiquis,Collea01,1 u Mom.
Also se

o

Carole me r

el Bo d

Roll, bw.lenl

94 Prom.-

go*. Nonagon
AMMON SW
1392.0383
253.9117

SHOPPE
,I14 THE PEPPERMINT STICK

RE. BLDG
MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE
FURNITURE, CUT GLASS,

PRIMITIVE OCETRA

THE RED GAVEL
Resole Shaer

USSES ROWER a GIFTS

Bwahilull

..Ar mted

with a Floral momentary.

SALEBA N

sousse,t!'11.,°"
AUCTIONS
Every Wednesday Eve - 7,30

MS Lee M- Oes P,inex .
024AMO

TO ADVERTISE WI
THIS COLUMN

heeling,

CALL 255.7200

onst

MI N. MIlwossm Am.

537.98 6

I

to C30

634.9802

DINE. BROWSE

Umd Mona re

We

OPEN Dray I

Aomori Name SUN. BY Mt

25921r
014gofzx :Vass

Flea Market Sole

_

YE OW CHINA & GLASS

ANTIQU SHOPPE

ANTIQUES

Beefy Operated $15.95

312 566. 7572

open every*,

BIG HOUSE AN IOUES

Phone 537-91374

DESIGNERS CLOCKS

rs=11"ato

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

MT. PROSPECT

BULLETIN

BE SEASONS
COUNTRY HOUSE

(A NEW SHOP us
OUR LOCAL AREA)

1003E Wonlel Rd

im .STMOSRECI AVENUE

CORK

GUTS

COUNTRY HER TAGS
ANTIQUES

255-0212

SAVE 30%-50% ON "SECONDS" FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

meat of the fish.

'MY' HOUSE

ANTIQUES A E
CHERISH

PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

When scaling fresh -caught
fish, use a dull knife instead of
shorn one and you won't mar

\i;II

"II

1

\

(

11'11.QUES GALORE

12

dull knife

(

ail

SOUTH

juAi a

4.11i

11

Al'
An old idea wish an up -to -the -second combhiation of plexiglas

a Ifirloy arm

\s,

for

!D,-4

woO dwork. This prey.ts
Mining from perspiration.

U. a

Round Trip let Air via Delta

Flowers lam curls and braids:
jeweled pins and tit as perch
on a mass of vrams,rreOs ae.
cent

mak up the grease.

waitpcnvd

men *oda,

Somenmes starch in a newly
washed cotton dress caws the

well

Includes:
Superior Arrommodetions
the laMaito PLAYBOY

II A I R

Mirk, updated for the '7IK, while still in onditimal neutral,
For grease Maim on cloth.
ing. sprinkle talcum powder
on the stain immediately. lei

L Toe

AIM to the total look. too.

also true today of people like

grease stains

$380 per person

stickerefully.

wave touchup at the end of the

toyevsky. in IMO. in 'The
Brothers ilaramarms". It is

There may be female pro-

features.

choimportant

ose colors and apply lir,

come in handy for a curl or'

their martyrs and homa dime
whom they hate slain."

phets at your own club meet -

March 13-17,1970

Your mouth is one of your

EVERGREEN

Wm that zipped

hose

Apply carefully

"Men reject their prophet
and kill them, but they love

-look around you. Pretend that
you art nearing Judgement
Day. Steil in your homes, your

see

-for you.

hack to case curls with stay ins power. Curling irons also

1,C, or
"the hew investment se make
is". They proved by their written responses Mat they art
thinking. aware and com
corned about our morality
here and now. They arc truly
like the prophets of old!

trY." (Matthew 13: 311

"JOURNEY TO

.

nut pron.. will

honor save in his own coon-

611114/"1 elefaeehill 54114

you -think in terms of when
you go and what yo wear
that hairstyk is the bc,t-

.

prophet. Not ono said. "We
will live on Mars", or "the

-A prophet is not without

ON ALL GOODS

Which hair style is the best?
That's the beauty of this beau-

with. band
a the forehead.
tieing at tit(' -....m.fthe hood.
Permanent, rarely used
during th ' et few seasOns. arc

"Oh, you blind Christians-

you'll
work.

place.

gypsy look -long. straigbt hair.
with several take bra., wound
through rt, ....I:scarf used as a

The anwaing coincidence
that MI these local.women fell
into the correct definition of a

in, Think about it!
Heights.

will need only two or three
clips or cellophane tape to
hold side and nape curls in

arc intertwed
in to meow the

H.

Jr.. and ahem

10% OFF

ty era. Pick the one that suits

the implications for morality
and roe religion of their contemporary situation...they
pMnt out the sins and Mies
of their fellow citizens." Un-

Ghana Martin Luther King

Jan. 22 of the Shop 7-9 KM.
t -S*I

New York4NEA)--Fashionh regimented days are

THAI' WAS said by DOs-.
peoplein the chinch hete.vrho
arc shut Om of the community
by gossip luck of cooperation
and stubborn show me aid -

Al Project 2, Groner puts together a composite for Spring '70,

...mho an easy wrap revemittle Wirt with an unlined coal in
doublmfaced wad that's carefully hand spilt at the edges

WIG PARTY

Cheers -- it's the hair era
of ."do your own thingr

THE LONG. thick mane

ied for the revelations of the
future. However. "Despite the
implications of their English
tisk, the proplms as a clam
were not usually concerned

we are beyond winners and los.

ers. We must 1101 del.), the
whole human race. Loving all
men me
ending all killing
forever. Don't say it can't be
done. but work for peace with

appearance and lighter weight.

hair -is "in."

minor prophets. From
earliest Amer thee ware studand

1.

and the well -dressed woman

And beauty has taken the
fashion cue. Hair -41 kinds of

In the Bible then: arc major

derstanding the Bible.
Smith,

this produces a beautiful soft

era has replaced them. Clothes

sampling of the local prophets.

with the re

fashion

era of creative individtulity,

01111 in 1 VOA poplin loomed in America by Rochambeau. With

"Make better me of your
leisure time. Don't drift into

have

particularly those that belt or
flare, are still around.
A number of designers have
abandoned the lining. In wool,

WE ARE IN A

neighborhood. your relations,
your friends."
"People of this town. there
axe other people in your Midst

Re ThERE you

with pants Of a shatter skirt for
cOntrast. Cardigan styling. are
proving Me favorites, but
close -fitting and robe designs.

fashions.

roaches:

"ACCEPT ALL people of a
minority race. Men must love
mare. How can we exist if we

The midi coat seems to be
for daytime, worn

favored

or mai, all will be "now"

Yeomanlike, to wear to fell
year, these IleStutneS rt. per feet travel cOmpanions to take
Ito P.m Be.h or on a Carib -

zippered and often patch pocketed, in both midi and

Council has expressed a vimHemlines, they prediet, will go from mid -thigh to
the ankle bone, and whether
the length is termed mini. midi

40..SurulavolmehMooM

other festive
hoPPerrings. Later on in the

out the American Wool Conn cil. Their forecast is that coats
will be pencil -slim, buttoned,

"creating in all lengths to Satisfy the mood."

confashionuonscious

and

fashions of the future, points

"up and down" pante.
At least one designer, Luba.
has
taken the attitude of

prectsely what the
weddings

of versatile wool coats that set
the trend for new avant garde

to stop playing the

decided

Resplendent with (elected
buttons, these elegant ceps are

servative

The wardrobe of lengths for
the '70s is seen best in a variety

red Coat Sr Suit Fashion

bellious teen-ager. Most of all

Beauties! Beware of the
weather -protect yourself

will have a coat wardrobe of
lengths," explains rte Conn -

Could it be that the designers have done somthing sonBible for Spring' 70? At last, it
would seem, they have beton.
reconciled to the co -existence
Mme different hem lengths and

moderate prices 01911 or 140. One of the more
beautiful versions is a matte jersey construction,
used for fluid supple dresses right in the current
trend.
In stores now are some devastating shirt or
swap dresses, also some soft gathered styles for
late day. Rich in look, soft and clinging (but Oct
Mu clinging), the new polyester jerseys still boast
all Me advantages of easy care and wear.

GEMINI (May 214une 200 Gent, Olga wants to ask you
very persoml question. Am you living your life to impress others, or to express yourself? Think a while before you answer. If
you find that you are not truly expressing your own talents, then
Olga suggests you consider changing your life patterns. Week
ahead excellent time to plot and plan.
CANCEROLise 2I -July 22k Key word in week ahead is "arc-

, By Frances Mtman

ter knits right up to lop fashion levels, even in

completely mesmerised. Don't get rattled, just be your usual
charming, gracious, outgoing, loving self. Keep in mind rhea
you're a bit of prize yourself, you know.
TAURUS (AprIl 20.May Mk O.K. Taurus, so last week ems a

fling last week. Now it's time to ger back to business. If you don't.
Good -Time -Scorn will be Ina colossal mess. Not only financial-

A three piece place setting of genuine Johann Haviland Bavarian China when 1;hau
join our FINE CHINA CLUB. Yes, absolutelyFREE, we will start you out Ott your
own dinnerware service of beautiful crested imported China while you build up your

Polyester knit dresses have found werm acceptance over the put few years, but well wager
gratitude has been more because of service than
because of the beauty of styling or fabric.
But now, developments have brought polyes-

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

',AV. Mall

Mar minOr
Do. Plaine., ID
TOP DEALERS..
COMPLETE LINES
3rd. Soo.
essh month

Admbuen see

-

O.

Falcons fly by Knights, 69-64.7'
by JIM OThendl

.

The Forest View Faleons
soviyed la fourth quarter Pros-

Pect idly Indak: nigh) to keep

flair Mid -Suburban .League
title asntrations olive and

the loop's lap spot with match.

fOr first place because with 30
The second period was no
seconds left in the quarter the uIsmer for Prospect as the Falhosts led. 20-11.
cons managed to run the more
-01,

ing 0.0 marks while the Falcons were losing ground back

1-2. 'Adidaton's win over
Conant coupled with Prospect's less puts the Cards all

View domination of period one

kntick the Knights out of a fin -07 alone atop the league at 40.
place tic in ihePeoccss its they
dealt the .V1kitors it 60-64
THE FALCON gagers 06ilifeal.
Mou-dy realized the seriousThe contest vms.rated in a ness of the situation and con-

- 'Wm'. triune for the Falcons
beforehand and a win wouldn't

',archon Piostieel either. Goier into the contest the
Knight...and Arlington shorid

oulled the tempo of play Mg the deOn.ive hoard for
throughout the first hall Late
arrival, at the Forest View
gym might have had trouble
goesstiy which club was lied

Forest View. A succession of
two.shot fouls against Prospeel also aided Fotest View in
running up a Mg lend

-

Vikings trounce GBN
In an important Mid-Sub-Yrhan .Conference basketball
game lad Friday night. the
Frond Vikings -kept pace with
letmue leading Arlington with a
71-58 airs at Illenbard Ners.

the story m the Vikes reached
the twenty mark for the stanza
While holding their opponents
manly 13.

.

The role of the box score
showed Fremd also won the

I he Vikes are now 3:I in

charity

shooting

contest.

the 'conference Mal only one
game behind' the undefeated

hitting 21 of 28 free shots to
insure the win. while the vie.

nirdinals. 1 hey ay alis tied

tims were missing 16 attempt,.
This weekend the tough

with Praspect.

FRESH, WAS led by the
scoring of %like Rolm and a
sum mhouding effort hr

Randy Ilugne. KoDe
Ida hand ie. he hit 10 of 15
field goal attempts eight of
field goal attempts and eight
of nine free throws for his
total. My= in a jimior error-

the dark side by only 17.44

Hague

5

math

7

5

.13

25 21 22 51

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Fremd 18 20 11 In 71
Glenbard
North 9 19 17 13 58

Bad Forest View came back
fast on the strength of Rimer
two baskets, Shevell's free

View on top 3301, Inc Falcons
mug eight consecutive points

throw and Ric/101.0as layup
to broaden the gap 10 one of
the widest points it would be
all night. 51.31. Two -Pointers
by Knights Rucker and Walter

*widen the ledger to 41.21.

decreased the Forest VieWild-

prio r
Pnopect bagged a of
to the eatscm of the half
and went to the doming room
18 mints down.

mntage and the quarter seesawed back and forth until the

KNIGHT COACH Bill Slay.
ton tried a different lineup for
the second hall/ °potting linos
he
nserted Kan Oaten Doug
Honey
tans Bob Kline in place

of starters Casey Rush, Stu
White iind Dave Lundstedt.
The net Knight lineup quickly
cut into the Falcon ledger as

By Tam Rowe

broke louse Friday and Santo

day evenings and ditphtyed
his excellent scoring finesse

BEPR

as he lead his spirited team ma

pair of impressive, triumphs
over highly regarded ['tyrant
and Barrington Hugh &nook
Biotinan tossed in a total of
47 points in the two contest..
25 of which bounced through

.

I

I

the hoop in the 71.50 massacre

of the Cougars. This very ins.

1

0011 ant win. coupled with
Prospect,. loan to Forest

'

View. rives the Cards undisputed leadership in the Mid
Suburban Icogue with an un-

BFPR

hotel difference despite the
hot .homing. Kelm and the

Mo/oznik
Loughlin

hoard cleaning Hague.

Wickersham
Hanks
Bruns

'4110. 140111085 W ere unadde to sustain their rush in
the face of the Frond Oro.
and the final fight minutes told

5

4

3

3

I

0

0

I

0

3

2

2

II

0

0

0

0

Wick=

blemished 4-0 murk.

opening tiptiff in Frid's meeting nhich ,taw the Cards triumph,

BESIDES FINN:WARN fine
performance. head coach
George Zigman found plenty
support an the court in junior

71.50. Whom by Tom Room

Bill Kieck. Kieck chipped in

Arlington's Bill Kieek and Con is Dale Hind go up .r the

Gave
1

5

Wood's 31 paces Wildcats by EG
B s Mike Imrern

Itoo, Wheeling stand. 2-2 In
the 11751.knd 1-6 overall. Elk

Rig,

woad shot Grove. which was idle Sam,
Wheeling' into an early mad day. dropped to 1-3 in league
Beg

and the Wildcats held off a play and 4.-6 overall.
slanted seoned-half axrchaek
Wool pouted through It
Ist Elk (inn' to wore an en- points'
against Elk Grow_
57.54

alidstinburban Which had nobody over 6.2 in

Len
League sotto on the Grena- its line,. The fast -improving
dien' 'home court FridaY sophomore merely shot .shoo
night.
turnaround jump shills and
It heeling.. playing without driving hooks over his shorter
Wood on Saturday night. lull .oggoggygg.
n
noncenterenee game to
The lanky center was espeSlaiM West. 91-62. Wood suf- daily destructive in the first
felvda hrubcd Dot against Elk half.. hitting eight of 14 field
tinny and. though the 6-10 goal at
and four of live
cerner suited up Saturday.
points. He
.

100011 Ted Eder Chose not to

risk limbering the injury.
AEI Ell THE weekend ac-

scorird Wheeting's first nine
BBB
points and paced the Wildcats
tea 33-24 halftime advantage.

WOOD'S REDOUNDING
also
triggered
Wheegng's
high-powered
god
break.

which produced cant 5110011

throughout the first half. Elk
Grove coach Bob Rees shut -fled

his guards in and mil of
the mime in an internist to
find a pair that would keep the
Wildc at runng
ni
game
in

Rees' club shin off the
Wheeling fast break and nibbled the deficit to five points
oil Hopkins' jumper with 5:43
nanainhy in the third quarter.
loll the Wildcats started loh-

hing high pass. into Wood
and the hig guy dropped in
easy layum 10 boost the lead to
11141 at theend of the period.

check.

Elk tiro,. trailed by just
nvo Prim after Mc tilt period. but Wheeling meiched the
margin to 11 at 11-22 with
2,04 tom, he the second quay
ler. Mark Hopkins of the Grenadiers and Wood then tradcl

inakos bent. Dave Ristates
two free throws inn Me gap to
now at me intermission.

ELK GROVE Penally put it
all together in the final stanza
to almint pull out the victory.
The Grenadiers held IVood to

piiim, and Wheeling to

Iwo pones. The 5-9 guard
drove from one end of the
court to the other for ono bas-

ket and hit another from the
ire throw circle to make it 51-

the Pimm in running the final
HencyA talented basketball

margin IA 19.

teum ANand Alid.Suhurbad
'

Andy Panertila led the Hersoy scoring with lit points. The

League.piay Friday night after
its fine:bowing in the Danville

find the rams, consistently. the
visitom overwhelmed the Tigers the rest of the way.

Instrumental in the third period hinge War Mork Jacoby. who scored 12 of his 17

sophomore center had much
Holida1 'tournament with a of the pressure taken off him
Wiwi. The
71-52 victory aver by the presence of other 'hilt
Huskie I star throogrmin 1M
I11
Talon ne.
men in the lineup. and he had 1w., however. was Thine
The oin mcoed H'ersey1s Mlle trouble with Palatine's The senior forward came up
mark a) 2.2 and pushed -1.2.2 nano.
with 27 points although he sal
as
all nand to 74. Then
But it wm Powell and Scott te a the entim fourth quarter.
just "eher good 'measure. the Fcigc who really homed the
Feity hit an incredible 11
Haan 0011 to Elmivond Pirate zone with longlumpers, for I from the tinit line and
Park Saturday night .and set a .giving the Huskies the outside. added eight field goals. Ile cerschool sowing record in a' 4- shooting they desperately tainly showed in the two games
63 romp over the Tigers,
lacked at the beginning of the this weekend 1101 his perform.
' H 01101 coach . Rogue season. Powell hit for 14 ante against Slogan Park in
Meinpaher Wm able to empty points and Feige for 16. all of the tournamont wits no fluke.
his knell in both affairs with his.coming in the first half.
and it should hea long time beht. club ahead hr cvmfortable
The gin e's scoring honors fore he returns to [hi: bench.
margins.
went to Palatine's Dave Has
Also in dnoble 'figures for
Stark Lindstrom oral Tim back who is mrrently second Hersey wan Powell. whit pop.
Nagle bolls Payed a consid- in confereme scoring. Has- red in 12 points !Everyone in

Hopkins hit n long jumper
m the dart of the fourth quarter and then Rishm took over
to mu the Wheeling margin II

PALATINE 1521
Player

-

showed lea ilLeffectsof their had 11 rebounds. which put
long Lyons. And Don Spry., him second to Pancrate 21.
although be was not allowed to Overall the Huskies won the
wear hiAspocial protective device fin his broken now. start-

ed hod, Vohtests and had no

ninthly

11riday1s league game was
never many in doubt. the

Huskies jumping off to a 9-2
advantage and.'holding edges
of 15-7 and 37-16 at Ihcquarla r and the half

battle of the boards. 53-13..
Finding himself in IN unaceustorned position of holding
sizeable lead. Steingraber was
able to experiment somewhat
with his new -deep squad. One
interesting combination saw
John Durso at a guard for the
first time this year. and his

4

Hashach

Phillip..

Wood

responded

Wheeling% only field goal of
the period. but Elk Grove
closed to within a point on a
free thmw by Ristau and two
more by Jeff Boyer. The Wi kt1100hed it hack up to

three. however. on Fred Ben-

ctiscuti's two charity

tosses

JOHN FLFSCH

poured

through a hung. Melanin., to
make it 55-54 with 52 seconds
to go. Kevin Barthule then hit

hustling play on the Hersey

'Palatine narrowed the gap press may earn him more time
to eteht points midway in the al that spot:
but three jump
kali/
A 35 -point third quarter
shots
Dick Powell and a was the story of the :Inside
bucket
Nagle quickly ended outburst at Elmwood Park:
that threat.. The fresh reserve, Ahead only 34-32 after a first
entered the game shoilly after- half in which only Feige could

'

B Far ''R

Jacoby
Powell

I

0

II

2

Eeige

6

Pancratz

I

8.2
.2

0

2

Lindstrom
Toneff
FmN
Nate
Thomas

Fischer
Totals

2
I

0

0

1

I

0
2

30 II 22 55

4 13

II

0

4

1

4

offense. Nit lead the team
rebounds as Lloyd nulled
down Oil and Barton Ill.
linalinin gave the crowd .,
in

hint of what was to come as he

19 14 21 33
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Grove had a balanced attack.
Hopkins had 14, Ristau 12.

2

4

Carkeek

I

0

2

roads

Hersey
Palatine

15 22 17 21 71

P ear
Powell
Jacoby
Pancratz
Spry

7 11 17 17 52
11ER:1E1 1941
B F P R
4
4 2 2
7

4
0

2

3

1

I

4 II

0

4

5

I

3

.

1

6
4

Lindstrom2 0

0

5

Erase

I

I

P0100
010001

F

1

4
3

Nagle

1

I

0

1

deficit after the initial eight

early edmintage. Barton teed

( omit .111.

The tads einemed titter

quarter spurt pushed them up
its 31 points at the halfway
mark. but the Broncos hod tal-

the game with a pair of free
Rosen but then Brodnan and
senior Bill Heffernan put nn a
scoring demonstration as they
threw in four points ouch to
often n 111.2 lead 0h1011 they
tamer reliweinished.
THE CARD dl aside
ers were hot and were mit to

be denied as they win on to
05110 26 markers in the first

eight minute, Brednen regis
opening quarter as he had 12
uhile Heffernan contribticed

1

1

2 10

Bencrl.cuti

2

2

0

0

0

1

5

7

Ka,

O

4

Tyler

O0

5

3

3

Totals

6

4

2

Duffy

I

2

I

1

1

I

O

0
0

I

3

O

0

0

22 12

it11 win only good for fourth

Tom Amlin of Maine East Em-

place and seven team points.

ishml ninth find 10111. aspeclively.
Prospect picked up first on
the trampoline from Jay Ben -

Greg Dattilo of Arlington
and Prospeenk Mike Onowski
tied

for sixth

:it

7.25, and

Brennan

of Elk Grove and

tossed in a pair of field goals.
Itrodnan mad three. and Mike
Slandele ton in lead the Nog

teams entered the final minute

of play with the score 65-64.
the Canlinals holding onto
slim Inc puint advantage. The

BRODNAN
anew FtorNO the

holm, in an alleMpt tOgnin

again early in

pot. l ession of the haskortill.
Muted the Arlington ballplayers and the results were dis
mierouliir Barrington 01110.

scoring

the final manta m he sank
ups in a matter of sec.
1.151v The Cougar, rebounded
three

welt Iwo buckets by Barton
and 11010. hill Kieck Emil
Slandelo all swished the cords

Elmwood's

0:irringer.

Greg

another

undefeated Maine West performer. stretched the War.
riots' rom.place %heal, to three

nobly.
Maine West totaled 1011
points 1.1 91 Dr second place

kored View. Elmwood Park
was thild with MI points and

Kyle Wooldridge was barely

the

411.11011,11 by talking off woh
137.oinend
tingled the Warrior.' Bob
Wylfgram
the opening

and. 6.2. then ripped Elm

o hal was ahead by once again
winning his
neight

wooers .Atime
the finals.

Bruce went unscored Litton.
topping Nen
tars Doug
Rothrock. 90. ond Ellwood

West

3, of the lintel

atter nhrp

ping Neu Trier's 13410
le n. 62. M the openinglound
Menlo.

Hill Beam. Bruce, Modem.
a tough opening bout
to oite the
kmaind title llor
%Wine Wed NI ...deed I 1 10,1
View's !dike Altergott. 141. in
his 11101 match and then mono! Elmwoutl's 1111106 Spry.
vier.

140 in the Mud, Alio-

min mkti

hyntopping New

Triers Steve Goose at ',tin
of the consolation match.

(;.sst:rr

AE.CKEAt of

Maine Wool won

the

123.

pound Ian vion by edging Em.
est

Vieli's Gordon Moore.

4.2. in the finals. Waecker

gained the finals by pinning
New Trier, Ken Weinberg
and Moore adsanced by mt.

Pal Cronin for the 145 -pound
referee's decision over New
Tries Jim Vervifie for the
heavyweight crown,

tine ihe game out of reach of

dinal and Cougar menioy. sub.

B roncos didn't please rho

1 1111111:11 I0-0111 11/ give their nk.

crowd as much as a Harrington

se ll my chance to play.
Peters. ttrcg Harris.

win and the Cardinals walked

a.

1 :Capra

-

at

seonds.

Neithet team held a game
straying advantage in the re
hand or personal foul depart hut some line outside
sting
hoo 1-11 the Cards dazzled
their defenders While pnwidb
ing the winning inaq:in. The
Cards hit on an impressive 11
of 611 attempts while the Co.

GARY KLEIN gm Mame
hack
oho winning
track in the 145 -pound di, tThe Warrior pinned Elmwood -5 Lan1 linloisila
the finals after edging New

Trier's Dom, Shall in

best performance of the
day for the Maine East De-

but he slipped off the bar to-.
want the end Of a fine routine
and thus lost valuable poi._
Dave Swenson of Elk Grose
had a BO5 for an eighth -Ow
Boni) and John Zickus of
Wine East was 10th at 4.6.
Arlington last year's tat
champion.
alto won the
Waukegan meet last season.

mons with a 6.25 that was good

PARALLEL BARS: I. Moma. H. 8.65; .2. Neuman. E.

I. Mel Anderson. HC,
and Roth. NIB. 7.75: 5. L.

7.115.,

Fernandez, EG. 7.65.

RINGS: I. B. Fernandez.

ec. 8.75: 2. Pentee. NTE.
0651 3. Krcin. E. 8.1:4. Slo-

handy Fernandez of Elk

ven. H.11.25: 5. Sievers. BC.

Grove completes his routine an
the parallel bun oith a specta.

7.85.

Prosynampect look meet honors two

years

son.
8.2;

FLOOR EXERCISE: I.
Walker. W. 8.6: 2. Von Ehers.

050RESULIS

TRAMPOLINE

the

Ben-

A.N.S, 1 Morava H 8.15;4,

P. 8.45; 2. Weiner. NE,
3. 81 mos, EG. 76; 4.

Bowles. RC. and Fogel. E.

I.

afar dismuunt in the Waukegan Invitatiomi Saturday. an.
dy finished fifth in the mem

with a 7.65 score. ahem by
Rob Prisrolsky

SPECIAL

.31_ AMY
Heim o in n Hem until January 17 or while quantities Iasi!

SALE! Junior and Children's

the

opening round.3 2.
Al Vaccarello meld up
%bine
West',
fir,
place with two `soh
impressive
w ins lit 155 pounds. Vaccarel.

lo opened by snipping Elm.

amid,

Fred Allegretli at
3:05. 111 ell wrapped things tip

ndh a pin ins vier Forest
Vim, ',Randy Tomb at 2:34.

Staine W. Lepi

WEARING APPAREL

NEW ITEMS DAILY

Jr.

Shop early . . shop often
for the lowest prices

Were 5.97 to n.97

3"

Mion with Rob McAndrews
sipping the title. MeAndreWs
tipped Forest

View's Greg

Swanson. 2.0. :nal followed
with
pin ,iron oser Elmwmtd, Jim Karakosta.
1311.0 TILLNIAN made it
roar in a row lilt Maine West
by tatting the 175 pound diviion. The clincher was a
thrilling loll osertime vielory
over Pored Vien's Bruce
Brod. Both fiwolids had ad -

Jr.
Shirts/Blouses

Sweaters

long in the 165 pound compe-

299

2 for 6.66

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
SAVE 40% TO 50%
Gifts for Him

2 for 5.00

Sweaters ane....
in
32
to Mk
Maasso

stylea and eel.

Girls Tights

69c

W.r.

slremh nylon 01111111

N am by the rally minded

2 for '1
Cro!,1.01 look

Dresser Valets
Were 5.00 to 6.50
only

Melee fluor the mud owners

'gars earns
letter at Iowa
I)

250

n

To

Girls Stretch
Playwear
Jumpsuits

350

Were 0.99

Assorted
Belts

Former alkiround athlete
Pat Dunn Ian from Arlington
Heights and Forest View High
genool has earned a varsity

11.9

Were 3.00 to 15.00
only

football letter horn the Units/ratty of Iowa. The speedy

nun, quint. could only man- hogback is a senior et the low
agetocliekun 18 0146.

7.75, and Neil Rotski turned in

CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

(1:0 !Bioko all received, the of a 69-6k winner's.
glory of plopping in a bucket
as each tallied once in the final

Pat Broussegu of Arlington

followed in fifth place with

1/1

the

of its tirst.pluee finishes in
the nest nit,. iti7 pounds.
Pete
ind pinned Elmwood
Park's Jim Nlaravitiliti at

dridge.

Sears

Mark Bone of Ingest View
ended Marne West's string

Toted Stem picked tip one

Ian's Tom McBride. McBride
had a 7.6 to 7.55 for Wool-

W.7.75; 5. Boylan. A. 7.35.

seventh with a 7.1V His score
would have been much higher.

3. Wald. P. 8.05: 4. Habjm,

Ellwood, Lex Smnnicchio

Sew Trier East founh with 40

Palk, Rim Winter. 4.11

for first place.

Morava. eonmeting in Ns
third event of the med. was

puund clans. Barringer pinned

points. 1 he host school won

rim let get away.

John Welker edged Elmwood's

Elk
Grove's Wayne Olson took
second prize with a 7.65. and
enough

nosed out for third by Wauke-

title. 5-4. and Don Real look
Forest Vim walked off with
the final two weight classes.

Hinsdale Central was easily

11.45; 2. Carpenter. NTE. 8.2;

straight by winning the 130
in the lira round and moped
Forest View's Mike Pirron in

Me !Mir top sports the Wal1

von.ed with cast tint -mud

In the side horse commaiden, an 8.5 by Ed Slezak of

HIGH SAL I. Wallin, HC.

lington's John Boylan was
fifth with a 7.35.

BROONAN AND Peters
each sank two free throws

Omit kept his squad, spirit
high an he Mims in two field
goals. hut then both the Car-

nd

Romer.
Bruce

East took ninth with a 4205.

8.05 good for third. and Ar-

City school.

150

Jr. Jumpers

800

Were 9 97 to 17,97

444
2 for 7.99
Wallets and
Billfolds

Tops or Pants

13-

were 4.00
to 25.00
only

Were 2.00

2°°
to 125°

139

00.11 \ thou I MD \
0:00 \Ili.. 9:00 VII
s,

0:00 \

II III/k1

2 for 2 38
Choone Mu, red or greenmix n' notch Sines 42.30
61(4-51:1,16-61)

e.:00

ELK GROVE (NO
Playa
Flesch

BFPR
5

0

2

10

5

!

3

4

4
5

6
8

I

0
3

0

Bover

2

3

3

I

22 19 24 27

Leech

0

0

0

0

Totals

23

20 14 35 25 94
Elmwood Park 14 18 9 22 63

7.55 by Kurt Hendershot of
Prospect emned the Knight

fifth on the trampoline with a
7.4, and Von Ebers pulled up
eighth for the Cardinals with a
535. Bill Dahlin 01 Maine

Weak.
H. '1"110"1"ll'Ig.;
HC. 8.5; I. 2. Olson. W. 7.65;
3. McBride. W. 7,6:4, Wooldridge, H. 7551 5.Drouseau.
A. 7.35.

8 24

2

SCORE BY QUARTERS

same event with. 8.15. nnd a
standout sixth place. Eugene

4

Pinder
Hopkins
Ristau

1

the

well Movertline.341.

1

Wood

2
4
3

I

Pitt

1

1

In

Malhe West's BM 'fillman looks like he's about In give Forest
Gov's' Ilmee Brod a ride on his buck during their 137.pound
match In the Eared 10m nuadranguMr meet Saturday. Tale!

I

4

3

Morava wm third

John Weaver of Hersey tied
Jay Zeman for

Prospect with a 6.2.

Evans. W. 7.5: 5. Biel Weaver,

111 11

7
I

Palatine

Evanston 's

rings to capture meet honors
on that event. Herscy's
8.25 but
recorded an 8.25, hut

the following evening

6

I

The two equally bulaneed

the Raman. A last minute

School

dee. Landy's brother.
UP
with a nem-perfect 8.75 on the

day mind hosts Glenbard North

Kassel)

BF PR

13.7. in the period. Kieck

less Cougar, uas Barton with
seven pont,

MID-SUBCRRAN LEAGUE
RARKEGIALL STANDINGS

put him just .1 of first -place
honors behind Phil Walker of

Hirodale also captured first
place on the high bar as Carl
Wallin was awarded an 8.45.
Ron Wald of Prospect had an

Waukegan, who had an 86.

Palatine Saturday night. Elk
Grove travels to Palatine Fri-

I

l

lied 34 markers so far and lead
by three.

to make the score 63.44. each in Thi. heat: minute. pub

minutes of ihe ,egad gloater

1.55 in the free exercise, which

76 fora third -place finish for.
Elk Grove.

Grenadier Benny annex
Fawn--

WHEELING HINDS league..
Arlington
Friday.
leading
night
and
cellar.thvelliog

2

2

inemeored their lagging opiumems.

seven. High scorer liar Me cam

The Cougar, treat up on
the (ordinals in the opening

for seventh. Jim Wilcox was
right behind in eighth for

Flach I0 for

0

ZintMernun

Hersey

I

2

Webb

'

1

C.

35 24 25 39
ELMWOOD PARK (43)

Player
Afdridge
Desmarete .
Pflug

Pinder
and
the Grenadiers.

D

I

their len minute break
spiesil and ready to go as they

Milan, or play. A ;second

Wood M douhle figures, Elk

2
3

0

slow dart in the opening stan-

In coons, to Whaling,

WHEELING 1571
Playa
II 14 P R
0 0 0
SteS2
Bfirthule
4

2

The Redbirds mo off In

age to the intermission. as the
soorelsonnl read Arlington 3n.

Elk (irove

which didn't have anybody Vol

2

Arlington. including Brodnan.
cooled off and had to tight for
tis fen had -earned baskets
tallied by Kieck. Ken Peters
and Jack Huh The Cards still

came back strung the follow.
ing night todown a10010 Bar.
ringlon quintet. 69-66. despite
early game prohlems.

za an they fell to a ten point

both

Burthule

I hod. and Barton.

donald.

BROONAN & Company

Point..

tawnier wrestling meet Sat

1

on key buckets by John Mac-

drake for ., lay., with le,
than a minute gone in the
match ti, Abe the Cards an

Forest View
Conant
Ulenbard North

and

1970

held onto a sin point advan

to tie the game. The Grenadiers got two shots off, but

4
0

1

Carr

Foss

10 12

parnot only sparked the f

Eremd
Prospect
Hersey

misfired

F'/IRTS

Monday.
January 12,

Dick Redlinger's line., as

54 with 38 seconds lo go.
Wheeling mixed a free
throw with 31 seconds remaining, giving Elk Grove a chance

the game out of reach

Atunann
Craceio
Cosentino

2

5Peg

Durso

I.

8

5

Page 14

t-onant's Dave Lloyd and
Brant Barton were the two
high now, in Cougar comh

Arlington

5

Fischer
Totals

HERSEY (71)

4

2
6

Keene

ception of Spry. and he played

player

16 point, Kieck, fine

they marked up 12 and IS
point, respectively. Thew

sey's 415.

ship in the Forest Vico quad.

1110. -CE
BEAM.
alaine
Woolf undefeated 98 -pound
r. gas: some indication id

defensive efforts also played
a key role in NW Card ,wtnr

throw situation to make it 56.

sank another free throw -with
six seconds remaining to put

Toneff
Thomas

.

tally

with 1:02 remaining_

2

the Husk,: lineup made the.
scoring column wait the exun outstanding game on defense and under both bout*.

PR

F

B

Andriuno

L

crahlc amount of time and bach picked up 22 markers and

Wayne Steier of Direst View pulls a rebound off of the offenabe hoard despite the efforts of Knight Bob Kline. Locking on
H Proven...len Niel,. 123/. Whims by 1.indo Hamilton,

encounter. and canto hack
strong Mc formally night to

just six during the period.

Hu.sktes romp to twin victories
wards. and 110y poured 11 on

Maine West captured first
place in eight of the 12 weight
classes to win the champion.

dumped in a 1114boter.

wed almod half of his awl
with output of the night in this

49 with 4:1/3 to go.

the first of a .e,and-me free

B s line Stuart

kleissner. Forest View finally
connecled when Shevell
Prospect put in two denees
and 160 Falcons hit it charity
to mit Me ledger at 61 52 aide
three minutes loll on the clock.

through Ithh place. The win Wing 040111 fur Hinsdale was
OR. followed closely by Her.

petition that was only good for
seventh place. John Boylan of
Arlington and Steve Seigle, of
Maine East also competed on
the parallel bars.

son, who pulled doom an 645
on his specialty. Al Milton was
also tough on the tramp with ti

East specialist Keith
Field came in 10th with 5.45.
Arlington ace Sieve Von
Ebers amassed an average of

Maine

Warriors win eight classes

on free throw by White and
Lundstedt and 0 bucket by

seven buckets in the I ontint

Arlington's John grodwan

GLENBARDNORT111551

.

set by Dave Long's shod

Arlington triumphs twice to
remain atop MSL standings

the Vikings

Crabtree
3
0
I -remit jumped off too quick
Horan
I
0
IN o lead after the lira period
Wright
7 4
and Men held the lead through ' Aanstasi
6 7
4
the rematinierialhe contest.
Pauline
I
6
I
by the second buzzer the
Sodini
0 I 3
GI., had reached a ten- Reeve
0 1 0
Point spread. In 211:ovet the
Howell
Most Ili eand seemed lo have
totals
19 20 20
Met:time oell in hand.
'
FREMDI711
In the third period. however.
ldenhod managed to bring Ithsyer
the' c ontest hack m a three
Kelm
10 8 4

sonal. Mei,ner replaced
Rocker. Meier minsed the Oka
and the wore stood to 58 JO
Lundstedt hit a pair nom the

in the game. but Rucker now
had four foul, Falcons Shev.
ell and Meier entered the per
with each carrying a quartet of personals_ The fouls on
the two Viewers caused each
Ken Arneson to alter his strategy, calling off the press. The
Knight mentor, con.erselY.

of Leon Kasuboske host Forest View. and then Saturday
they complete the. doubleheader by meeting Conant in

'Myer

Rucker totaled Falcon bleier in

jumper. Then Pnispect mlhoil
running olio half-doten points

on each piece, and from nine
to one ware given for second

nisetutareinn'r erni'nf t'lh.'srhic117.,

m
comit
his fifth and final pm

Slayton put his starters hock

en loam points were minded turned in a fine 73 for his roufor a nee -place performance tine. but in this top notch corm

Gary Morava of Henry was
the lint-plam medalist in the
etmently ranked lir!, in IIparallel ton with it sensational
Itnois. The host Wm imik
average an 1.63. One judge
gave the Huskie st ar a 9.2,
'''PJrbs.
linished shah, kik
which is considensl to he of
lowed hy New der Eam
- college caliber.
Minton. Niles East and !Maine
!Andy Vermindez of Elk
Grove was fifth in the same
who,
yem
allowed
F-7ach
event with a very respectahle
one entry in inch event. 1110, 1.65. ',tweet's Pete Klein

ond time around either. hit

charily Wipe but this was off-

Hoffman Estates.

Petinrin only his second conference.game.of the year after
being sitIlined the first half
of thevemon with an injury.

Neither club could hit the sec-

boned reading home 5g. visitor. 40.

Frond five will continue their
conference efforts in a pair o
league tilts.
Friday night

!Jersey canto in nenttnd and
Elk Grove finished in a founhplace tie with powerful EvansSatruday in the fourth anIt
Waukegan Invitational
nual
Gymnastics
Meet.
which
mop together ,onte of the top
the:dale.
gyololunds

attempt. as did Forest Aims,

buzzer. which found the score -

Page V

Wildcats, Grenadiers near top at Waukegan""
-Y1100

AND FROM the final opening tip. oho Knight press work
ed wonderr. Prospect control!.
.ed the jump hul missed ill first

27.

was the effectiveness of the' traded baskets in succession al
Falcons' zone pm, The the outset of the quarter. but,
Knights were forced to take unfortunately for Prospect the
low.percen tam shots and exchange mis tsvo to one to
Greg Shevell, Wayne Meier the holm club, advantage. A
Jon while linen with Forest
and George Hauer were clear-

-

called for his quintet to use a
half -ands concerns.

Jeff Meissner put Prospect on

to 41-23 in their taco, by the
rnid-gurne hreak. The Reams

A big factor M the Funky

at

buckets of Brad Rucker and

THE DAY
12,

Monday,

13

Elk Grew

on year;

Revolving
Charge

1

17 26

"SCORE BY QUARTERS
Wheeling

CHARGE IT

14 19 18 1-57
12 12 19 11-54

.

Mark Hopkins1341 of Elk Grove leaps acre, the end -line in an attempt to save a loose ball. VI heel
ing's Roger Wood and Elk Grove's John time!. 1421 keep their eyes on the ball. lPhoto h Debbie
Helmer/

vviso

Forest View's Pete Lind Imp) puts the wraps on Elmwood Parkes
Jim Maroviolla during their 107.pound match at the Forest View
quadrangular Simard,. Lind won the bank for the championship.

Sears
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

CATALOG OUTLET STORE
Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois

MANE

07 66

'

a
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SHORT RIBS
Monday, Januaryl 2, 1970

hunger in the city of

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

WHAT'S WROP.167 15
JUST )0U, 15 IT r AND TRYING 70 CET IN
Tie DOORBELL OUT
THE ONLY LOCKED DOOR IN 7HE HOUSE!
OF ORDER OR SOME- IF )0U EVER AGAIN MAKE ME rASH OUT

THING? rr5
JUST ME!

Chicago

OF THE 15.6EMENT ON WASHCKY,70 DO
A WHIRLWIND JOB OF HOUSECLEANING,
YOU'LL FIND THE DOOR 70 'CUR ROOM
CLOSED -AND WITH YOU BEHIND IT
FOR THE REST OF THE MY!

',Cu DULLARDS

poNT REALIZE

GuEsEi WE

IN THE 'LOsT

CALSE" FOLDER!
HELL BE HARDER
-V GET ON SKIS
THAN THE GUY

9 Dkk

7 The New People

computer. gets into

5 Tonight Show
6 Dick Davett Show

argument

returning home would
end his romance with
Kathy.

6:10

20 TV College

with

9 Movie
"The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse."

her bill

or not.

"On the Horizon"
With a shop off Bamano. Paul, a Chicano who fears that

Griffin

Show

Doris over whether
she's paid

MLAN

IDEA !

2 Mery

an

7:15

32 The Munsters

THAT GIVES

W1-40 SELLS

CRUTCHES TC
THE HO6RTA4- /

Acevedo

Show

Van Dyke
Show
26 Spanish News

THAT ONLY THE
EXPENSE KEEPS ME
FROM SKIING
EVERY

CAN PUT 1-ltAN

26 Turin

6:00

2 News
5 News
7 News

manager of the electric company and its

32 The Big Valley
9:00
11:30

2 Carol Burnett
Show

32 News

Nancy Wilson and

Nanette Fabray arc

11:35

guests.
6:15

7:30

7 Love,

American

32 100 Paintings -

Great Musk

Style

11 TV College

2 Here's Lucy
Lucy brags to Kim

and Craig about being the model driver,

6:25

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

VHAT

WAG A

MISTAKE,
MAZO12-.

wt... r.. -''-9-

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

WHO'S 14

LAI- SWUM?

THE fRuEOviNER OF F1000,1

SiLakic,)(913 609R-POSSED
oLP 5AwvoNES! A AsER

MAWNE5 FAR-FLUNG EMPIRE!
-(HERE HE SIM! SO

iwrrat of -rke PROPER
sfRfN6 MOTHS PA55N6

mARvEwl.SLY imALEAKE!

PUPPET' WILL 5/6,4
ANYD-11196 x DESIRE

CURSORY
EXAMINATION

viatc, REVEAL.
HVAlt.:TALLY

20 TV College -Biology

the Dinosaur."
7 Music Scene

Part I. "El Cid."

and

Goober gets furiously protective

teen." Duncan is
hurt in an automobile accident.
Meeting:
II Town
Who's Hungry in

6:55

FOR TUESDAY
20)

(Dec. 23 Determine your

o1 AL

THINK I HEAR A

A SOUND...I

WONDER IF

Frickert.
I I To Feed the Hun-

CALL RIGHT?

gry
A documentary re-

ther delay. Time wasted now is

gone for good: make up your
mind to it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

views the social and

economic cycles of

19) The wise Aquarius will not

this time. Wait until friends
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

21) Begin to work out your
plans more fully if you expect
to get started on a new project
before the month is out

ARIES (March 22

-

"Tomahawk."

32 Paul Harvey
Comments

Sun -Times editorHarry
writer
Homewood summarizes and interprets

9 Flash Gordon

the important news

5 Memorandum

ial

12:30

26 Luis Carlos Uribe
32 TBA

Day

9 Movie
"Ali Baha and the
Sacred Crown."

10:00

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

1:00

7 Perspectives
1:30

II Law Enforcement
and Criminal Jus-

2 Late 5eport

tice

7 Reflections

Black's
of the News

Doris

2:15

ter

26 A

8:30

2 The

II Fact of the Mat-

View

1:35

2 Meditation

32 The Honeymooners

Show

3:10

Bill DeWolfe.
guest -starring as the

9 Five

Minutes

Live By

10:30

EEK & MEEK

insist upon his just reward at
go along.

southern peninsula of Michigan.
the

is guest as Maudie

r BUGS IS

LiyiNNFT?

Dennis Cooper is
host with a trip to

5 Laugh -In
Johnathan Winters

I HAVEN'T HEARD

BURGLAR: GO TAKE A

course of action without fur-

and family are more willing to

Chicago.
32 Of Land and Seas

7:00

LOOK:

CAPRICORN
Jan.

26 Big Play
q1.

2 Movie

12:45

'Chapter Fifteen."

Bottom of the Sea

BUGS BUNNY

12:05

events of the week.

7 The Survivors

26 Today's Racing
to the
32 Voyage

I

9:20

9:30

when his pretty teenaged niece. Beverly,
comes to visit.
5 Movie

ver-

9 Star Trek

L P.S.

Re-

port
7 Chicago Show

II A Memento

8:00

perior

Being

NFL

5 Midnight

7:45

2 Mayberry RFD

Human

2 Top Plays of the

9:25

neighbor's boy, setting off an adventure
into the realm of subeings

12:00

a

sus inferior, in "The

I.. TM.

Douglas

Barbara Eden and

a

takes a punch at

1fiEMct

`/OUR INSURANCE AGEN7.

Your
Horoscope

32 News

Lydia Monroe

.50R R W EVEN

NCOMPEIVNT1

I

9 Mike

Peter Lawford are
guests.

devoted
friend of the boy.
5 My World and Welcome to It

ROBIN MALONE

Ex"; "LoVe

Boss'

and Mr. Nice Guy";

Show

wily little orphan thief named Sancho
makes

the

nese laundry truck.

accident with a Chi-

2 Gunsmoke
Marshal Dillon's
kindness toward a

and

"Love and the Gangster"
9 Perry Mason
26 Wrestling

then is involved in an

6:30

Iq

"Love

1&.

LOVE IS THE

r000 OF LIFE I

MORTY MEEKLE
IF ).12J12E WART'
El42.1GH10 TALK,

April

r

NA:XliRE 541,Aa
ENa-01-1 10 ii:NOW

21) Extend the hand of friendship toward one who may have
reason to feel left out lately.
Put yourself in another's worn

K106 ARE GETTING.
VIACT-ALE-CKIER
EVERY DAY.

WHICH WAWA:V.1TH

2
-I

101t;..,

-,7="11111;

tit

shoes.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) Take a different tack from

JI

the one pursued yesterday and

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

you may he able to conic up
with the right answer to difficult questions.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Make every effort to make
a good impression on one who
can be of great help to you in

future. Map out career

the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

"Robin Hood"

THE BORN LOSER

-

3 Expressing
emotion
4 Japanese unit
of length
Huntingdon
5 Disease
12 Roman
(suffix)
legislative
6 Trout, for
assembly
instance
13 Region
7 Destinies
14 Capt. John
8 Family of
Smith, for
insects
example
15 Tear asunder 9 Mars
(comb. form)
16 Egyptian
10 Nevada city
mother-.
11 American
goddess
psychologist
17 -Forest
14 Closed
19 Becloud
carriage
21 Capuchin
18 Scottish
monkey
explorer
22 Calves'
20 Chess pieces
flesh
25 White -plumed 23 Consumed
food
bird
29 Cordial
2
3 4

&REltlel, UM)/
WOULD AkNOPE

spiritual satisfaction.
Gills come from odd sources.

LEO (July 24

1 - of
Nottingham
8 - of

PORT 136

you

66 sultititMiuto
IIJ

LIKE THIS?

Aug. 23

Take care that you don't push
your own argument so far that
you anger even those who have
heretofore been on your side of
-the question.

eo

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23
Don't rely on purely material

gains to take you where you
want to go. An exceptional day
for the Virgo who listens well.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
A premature decision could
spoil the entire project. Take

4,11010, lac TM I. II to

CO

CAPTAIN EASY
WHOAVOW MAN SY RED AGENT,
WHO U9PEcT HE MUM 50VIE7p

care that you don't listen to the

wrong advice

at

the wrong

DEFECT AL90 YORK MO YOUR

time.

50 VE MEET

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) The wise Scorpio will turn
his full attention to staying on

PLHA*C01141109.0PU51.11EIC

SAFER FROM

the right side of those who

"r.;

have managed tn ...master the
field.

AS5A55IN5t

understanding
33 Shoshonean

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

nickname
35 Ingress

this time. Make the change
with as little fuss as you can.

Answers to
Hideaword

38 - Tuck

41 Marsupial of

Australia

CONVENT

UWM IAMMSO

[.MUM LIMM
I: I::1:
17.1111MMMPUO U7J1
W

rvs MEARD THAT YOU -ER- COMPUTERS
NAVE THE ANSWER TO ALMOST

vent
oven
once
tone
tenon
none
note

#*C.:Nti

40 0

vinewiud.,

y1,====4,

resistance
48 Final
53 Desire
54 Inert gas

Otal

01:11Z

110i=1

24 Fasting period 40 Constellation
26 Move swiftly
Aries
27 And so on
43 Restaurants
(ab.)
46 Billiard shot
28 Golf ball rest 46 Stay
29 Sprite
47 Peltnies (ab.)
30 And not
48 Distinct part
31 Philippine
49 Unaspirated
dyewood
50 Lacerated
32 Depot (ab.)
51 Hyperbolic
36 River (Sp.)
function
37 Sidewise
52 Within
39 Adjusted
(comb. form)

abreast (var.) 56 Rocky hill

5

6

.7

8

9

10 11

13
15

6

17

9

18
21

26 27

30

31

34

39

55 Dreamers
57 Concerning
58 Sign,as payee
59 Oversee
operations of
60 Not as long
DOWN
.1 Extent
2 Sunk, as a golf

11111

MEWI OMOAU

14

ingredient
I SAID, HOW CAN
KEEP MY STUDENTS
FROM SLEEPING
U4 CLASS

MM

PILAWOUSsi

12

44 Of electrical
THIS IS PROFESSOR ARID SPEAKING.

HU

M1-1MNE=114111.1

ftiVUZI

42 Varnish

CAMPUS CLATTER

111:11:4

MWOMM
ziEllS

34 Masculine

Dec. 22) You may find that alternate. plans are called for at

cone
cove
cent
conn
cote
covet
vote
veto

ball

ACROSS

Mr21,4-A

111J11 UWOM

EA1.V1i9

plans now.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Don't underestimate the
ability of small things to bring

MTIMIS OLGA'S

49
54
57

58

59.

to

28

to

Ogilvie reveals record highway improvement program
Gov, Richard B. Ogilvie
yesterday revealed the largest

program in Illinois history for
improverinent of the state's
primary highways. The 1970

state highway program.

i

t h $28,773,0(X)

for

i n-

non -interstate.

record Set in 1969.

citizens into a truly modern

Distfict 10, which is all of

Cook County. will total
$118,261,000

for

highways,

nounced by Ogilvie last
Wednesday wine included in
the 1970 program, along with
projects from the earlier three

million will finance work on

non -interstate roads, including $142.4 million for

of meeting the needs of the
next several decades."

revenues ($185.8 million) and
bond issues ($148 million).

The federal government will
provide $232.3 million and

downstate freeway system:
construction of 108 interchanges, grade separations

local

sources

an

additional

Reviewing 1969 highway

terstate is currently under
Other construction com1969 included 88

construction, Ogilvie said

pleted in

INCLUDED IN the $212.6

According to state Public
Works Director William F.
Cellini, the state will finance
$333.8 million of the program
with funds from highway -user

other primary highways. 615
miles of concrete resurfacing.
50 new bridges and 102 new

nounced non -interstate pro-

$331 million in contracts were
awarded at 13 bid lettings.
HE SAID MORE than 100
miles of new interstate roads
were opened to traffic during

phases not yet under.contract.

million in previously an-

Tbe Pro5pect

cold,

Another 294 miles of inconstruction.

$9.7 million.

and bridge structures; and 25

the year. bringing the state's
total to 1.188 out of 1.725
miles designated for Illinois.

intersection improvements.

The remaining $355.1

transportation system capable

Tonight: Cloudy, chance
of snow, low near 10. ToCloudy,

including

bridges and 88 grade separation structures.

the tax dollars of Illinois

WEATHER
morrow:

already revealed by Ogilvie.
All Phase -Four projects an-

highways,

of new pavement, 23 interchange structures, 40

said: "This program represents

Illinois history toward putting

mediate action program

earmarked for work on in-

miles of highway, including
20 miles on the proposed

the construction of 42 miles

Springfield office, Ogilvie

exceeds by more than $200
million the previous Illinois

jects are improvements on 167

terstate

At a news conference in his

the boldest single step in

projects in the four -phase im-

$220.7 million will be

terstate and $89,488,000 for

estimated at $575.8 million,

OF THE TOTAL figure.

miles of new pavement on

grade separation structures.

Telephone
255-4400

chance of snow.
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Smith, Rentschler seek
backing for U.S. Senate
By Richard Crabb
Scn. Ralph Smith (R -Alton)
and GOP primary challenger.
William H. Rentschler of Lake

Forest fired their heaviest
broadsides of the campaign
from the same platform in

Arlington Heights Monday
evening.

They spoke before a standing

room only audience

in

public

the VFW Hall
meeting sponsored by the
in

a

RepubBoth
Organization.
lican
for
Republican candidates

Wheeling Township

in the March primary to
become the GOP candidate
for the U.S. senate in November, shakes hands last evening

with

Daniel

Congreve

of Mount Prospect, newly
elected president of the WheelRepublican
Township
ing
Club. Richard A. Cowen,
Wheeling Township GOP com-

mitteeman, is at the left. John
Gillen of Arlington Heights
is at the right. In photo at

left, Sen. Smith is advocating
giving the vote to 18 -year -olds.

equally binding standards and
requirements for all groups
who use park facilities.

He proposed that the ordinance

require

all

groups

of more than 20 persons
wishing to meet, parade or use
park district property to obtain
a permit.

THE' PERMIT would be
issued by the board president
or some other person to whoth
the authority was so relegated.
The proposed ordinance in section allowing the
'chided

a matter of co-operation with

insurance rate.

surrounding districts.

PARK BOARD President
Robert Jackson said the district

has an obligation to set up
broad and liberal standards to

allow any groups to use the

park facilities without in-

Ward said in preparing the
ordinance he consulted the
Village of Mount Prospect on

judices by park officials.
"Whereby guaranteeing use

activities may affect the

per-

Board Member Richard
Ward said the board should

contact surrounding park

tion, but the candidate refused

days.

to modify his views. "1 have

of Judge Haynswoth.

"HE (NIXON) sought me
out of II million people in
Illinois to head up his campaign in Illinois in 1968. With

cept their support of the Nixon administration. They even

and President Nixon that I
would vote for confirmation

demonstrated a significance
difference on the issue of
lowering the voting age. Smith

"I said nothing about my
decision until advised by the
White House to declare my
position. This was three days
before the final Senate vote.
Phis was the only time I ever
made a conclusive statement
on my decision regarding the

advocated lowering the voting
to 18. Rentschler proposed lowering it to 19.
age

Ward said the cost of the

insurance would be ap-

proximately $10 to $15 and
give a maximum of $300,000
coverage.

Although the Park District
is well covered by its own in-.
nuance, he said any damages
caused by the group holding
a pqmit would be covered by
ihAtrance and would not

having

to

assume

this res-

ponsibility."
Smith based his right to a
full term in the senate on his
15 years of experience in the
Illinois Legislature and the U.
S. Senate plus the fact that he

on the basis of his past voting

record in the Illinois General

who was also downstate (from

Assembly he has been charged

Pekin).

While acknowledging that

is

a

Village Board adjourns open
meeting to weigh testimony
Elk Grove Village
Board adjourned last night's
The

public hearing to weigh the

permit is granted.

No indication was given as

to when a decision will

Financial arrangements for
the trailers were explained by

but "the real party of interest
is the Ad -Hoc Committee."

By Jacque Batchelder

be

reached and announced.

Speaking on behalf of the
Alexian Brothers was attorney
Dean Esling. He said since the
land is owned by Alexian
Brothers they must, under the
law be the formal petitioners,

John McCoy, an ex -officio
member of Ad -Hoc. He said

IN A STATEMENT earlier
this week Brother Ferdinand
Leyvir, Director of St. Alexius
Hospital, had expressed "re-

an estimated $11.657 was given to set up the 15 trailers

needed and that $4,800 was
currently available. He estimated that they would rent for
$163.95 per month, and that

servation and questions on the
trailer plan" and urged that alter n a t e solutions be in-

the committee was prepared to
subsidize the rent payments.

vestigated.

Joseph Wellman. chairman
of the Ad -Floc committee set

OPPOSING THE special

up to find a solution to the
housing problem. presented a
10 -point "Emergency Temporary Mobile Home Program". It proposed that 15
mobile trailers he set up for a
period of 2 years, their mainte-

nance and occupancy to

be

governed by a six -member
board of village officials,

Neighbors at Work members
and occupants of the trailers.

use permit, Richard Jones, an
attorney for Centex Corporation and Vale Development
Co., said that the "petitioners
are asking for a special use for
a special use."
He explained that using
land in the village for a hospital required that granting of a
special use permit according to
the ordinance.
Jones said Centex was will-

ing to work with the village to-

ward developing a "proper"
trailer park that "could be a
plus to the community instead
of a minus."
Other opposition by "organ-

izations" was given by John
Swartz, attorney for Urban Investment

and

Development

Co. purchasers of land near
the proposed trailer site, and
are planning the construction
of apartment buildings there.

THE ELK GROVE Village

Lions and the Chamber of
Commerce sent delegates opposing the permit.
Ed Walsh, a village resident,
presented a petition signed by
homeconcerned
"1,900
owners" opposing the permit.
Anselmo DeLaGarza, presi-

dent of the recently formed
Latin American Community
Organization requested "approval tonight,
not
next

week," of the permit.

general all from Cook County

now," said Smith. "My op-

ponent is from the same
area."

RENTSCHLER told his
audience that he was aware of

the reports that he would
retire from the race, but his

campaign was in need of
money and that the White.
House advised him to leave
the campaign.
Slugging hard and making a

public break with Gov. Ogilvie, Rentschler said 'These
rumors are spread by Gov.
Ogilvie and Sen. Smith and
they persist because of desperation in the camp of my
opponents.

."If the governor had appointed someone else to the
Senate seat left vacant by the
death of Sen. Dirksen, someone like Bill Scott or John
Altorfer. I would not have

entered the race," said Rentschler.

"This matter boils down to
a question of who can beat
young

Adlai (Stevenson);

I

can tell you there is no glory
in winning in the primary and
losing in the general election
in the fall.

ADMITTING that his campaign could use more funds,
Rentschler reported that his
were
committees
citizen
growing rapidly and that
he had assembled an adequate

and capable staff, Rentschler
charged.

"I'm planning to win this
race. All the polls -- the Mayor
Daley polls, the Republican organization polls and
our own polls -- show 'that
Mr. Smith would be badly
beaten by Mr. Stevenson."
Bidding directly for support

in the northwest suburbs,
Rentschler told the Wheeling

Republicans, "I think it most
commendable that

you are

willing to take a hard look at
both candidates and I hope

you will make the hard

decision to support me. I make
no bones about it. I need your
help."

District 63 board selects
new business manager

village as well as the park
district and then be required

The Prospect Heights

following the executive

School District 23 board, after

to obtain permits from both.

the screening of seven can-

administration and a half-

session, and before the final
vote of approval was taken,
Supt. Edward Grodsky said,
"Mr. Hendren comes highly

hour executive session during

recommended by the business

last night's school board
meeting, finally selected
James Peter Hendren, of

manager of the district where
he is employed. I feel certain
that he will prove an asset to
District 23:"
The vote of approval was

The board deferred further
discussion of the Ordinance

districts for information on

their ordinances governing
permits before preparing a

missioners will have had time_
to study the preliminary draft

final ordinance.
HE SAID ALL these should
be taken into consideration as

and information will have
been obtained from sur-

*40.: ,t

didates for the position by the
NIA

Wheaton, as business manager
to succeed Gene Kucharski.

At the public meeting

rounding districts.

%AM

W.r

for a permit to obtain liability'
insurance.

a 12 -year -old daughter, and I
think she should be 19 before

downstate senator appointed to the Senate seat held
by the late Everett Dirksen

planning parades or similar

until the next meeting in
February when the corn-.

board to require the applicant

delay the decision for several

101

"We have a U. S. senator,

a governor and an attorney

going to a bar."

counties in the state. The
endorsement procedure of
the Wheeling Republicans will

primary than 80 of the

teeman.
Both candidates emphasized their close ties with
President Nixon and the

suburb

of shifting his position, Smith
said, "I think the time has
come when a change on voting age is reasonable. A female is an adult at 18 for
everything but for voting and
RENTSCHLER advocated
the voting age be lowered to
19 in his prepared remarks.
During the audience forum
period, some young people
challenged him on his posi-

tradictions between the two
ordinances because persons

responsible,
meaning
sons." he said.

ship Republican Organization
which has more potential
Rebpulican votes in the March

its ordinance for parade
permits to prevent con-

terference of personal pre-

of the facilities to qualified,

Sen. Smith told northwest

be the decision on endorsement by the Wheeling Town-

Smith and Rentschler dif-

standard dwellings in the Elk
Grove area if the special use

cause a rise in the district's

can-

fered on almost everything ex-

families
Mexican -American
recently moved from sub-

A preliminary draft of an

the

didate night presentations will

Republicans, "Three

use permit which would allow
house trailers on St. Alexius
property in the village.
The trailers would house

ordinance that would govern
the issuance of park permits
for the Mount Prospect Park
District was submitted to the
park board last night by its attorney, William Ward.
Ward said the purpose of
the ordinance is to provide

AT STAKE in

House...Of course Mr. Nixon
is not going to take part in a
primary campaign. He hasn't
in 20 years, but the President
assured rue that as soon as I
win in the primary he will
personally campaign for me in
Illinois," Rentschler reported.
Speaking of his late and
seemingly shifting position on
the Judge Haynsworth issue,
weeks before the final vote, I
advised Atty. Gen. Mitchell

testimony concerning a special

Park board sees draft
of park permit ordinance

put Mr. Nixon in the White

the U.S. Senate were introduced by Richard A. Cowen
of Arlington Heights, Wheeling Township GOP commit-

White House.

William Rentscher, (above)
challenging Sen. Ralph Smith

Haynsworth matter. I tell it to
you like it was." said Smith.

the help of people like you. I
think we did rather well..We

SIMON
SUBUit13
SAYS Remember your New Year's resolution? Well then start dieting.

Gripe
Of The

5t,

Day
Spenu8 day and night
a

One. way of passing whiter evenings is by painting. Here Mrs. Buda Ellasen Wendt, 12
N. Owens, Mount Prospect, paints a scene during lifart 'Class being held at the Mount Prospect
Country Club, and sponsored by the Moimt Prospect Park Distrkt.

setting up your electric
train and nobody wants to
come into the basement to
see it. R.C.

unanimous, with Hendren's .
annual salary set at $11,500,
and a pro -rata share to be paid

for the remainder of the
academic year.

Hendren, 27, for the past 3

years has been associate
business manager of elementary School District 16 in
Glendale Heights, and Grodsky
said he had about finished
work for his Master's Degree
in school business administration.

The days prospects
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Fairview

Gardens court

Village judiciary unit oks
changes in zone ordinance

to shopping centers, and definitions in the code.

,

line.

clear that any four stores or
more connected by common
a 'shopping
walls

grade at the street lot line shall

as such must con-

and adding thereto an amount

requirements.
In its rephrased

equal to one-third of an inch

development containing four
ar more offices or indoor retail
stores....developed under one
ownership, with an integrated

the Metropolitan Sanitary

N. Hendricks, association
;1wsletters

The overpass et old ILL 53 at Central Rd, OIL 58) yesterday well the nag of most dal consnorting hi the nonhwest suburban area of late, when heavy construction equipment began
sioggMg it section by section into oblivion, to make room for a new structure.

for each foot of horizontal distance between said edge of
street curb and said street lot
line; on an alley, grade shall be

lTHE DEVELOPMENT,

that elevation which is 00111,
manly termed 'alley grade at
the property line."'
Accordingly the ceiling lev-,
el height of a building is now
measured from "grade" to the
uppermost ceiling line of .the

with its oft -street accessory
perking facilities shall be con-

topmost habitable room in the
topmost story of the building.

building anangement having
en aggreagate floor area of
more than 20,000 square feet.

sidered as a single god occupy-

Charles McLean, assistant
in charge of operations for dis-

Imes on

trict 10 (cook County) of the
Illinois Division of Highways.
told village officials yesterday

mauth of the intersection, one
for left turns.

ell other retail rotor and service

facilities."

buildings.
An addition to Sec. 26 (max-

and Central intersection.
The budgeted cost of the
and paving project at
tinrsectNn, where 48 ac-

Measurements of 'ceiling
level height" and 'maximum

imum Heights) was the provision that flag poles and chins.

cidents occurred in 1969. is
510,000. Highway officials

neys shall be excluded in deter-

said earlier they did not think a

rnMing maximum height,

left turn lane could be includ-

provided

as

in

the

code often were obscured by

in meisming the height of

thee

ed at that cost.
Manager Virgil
Village
Bernet', who attended the
meeting at the highway division's Mari. City offices

Main Streei

along with Village Engineer

Loads of help

that the plan that highway offiare 'hopeful" about
would have three, 12 -flat
cials

THE DEFINITION of 'Max.
imum height" of a building that he is "hopeful" that an es pechanged to note that Ira left turn lane can be includnthouses, towrs. or ed in plans for the Busse Rd.
steeples shall not beecounted

William

said

MeManamon,

Busse

Rd. et the

Construction and lighting
contracts art to W let Mach
17,

Highway and village offifeel that traffic lights
would end accidents occurring
when northbound autos on
Busse pull out into the 45

cials

m.p.h. Central Rd. traffic and
help to space traffic along
Central Rd.
into smaller
groups that would not bunch
up as much at Arlington
Heights Rd, to the west or at
Central and the Northwest
Hwy. to the east
Cr. Fred Hedlund, com.

Forest Hospital to offer
Li/ Fioros. psycihatric nursi ng course
The Mount Prospect Junior
Woman's Club was one of six

helped -Ms Lee

clubs that

Phillip in her annual

A six.week refresher course

in psychiatric nursing will be

REMEMBER Herman

offered

by

Form, Hospital.

Ike, who was mentioned in

555 Wilson Ln., Dm Phones

P tie te.

lap robes.

beginning Feb. 3.

'ion

The to ys were sent

this column about a week ago
in con...ion with his 94sh

childron's agencies.
and orphanages. The lap robes

birthday...11-1e h. been living at
211 S. Wino and recently mow

a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday

woe sent to older people and

It to the Lutheran Home is,
the Aged in Arlingtonhat
Heghts.

hospital.

the handicapped.

Vito en request patterns
eat for
the items and then
them. Tins year there wes
such & mountain of requests
for patterns that our local,
women went to the TV studio

and helped with the mailing.
They were needed morn in that

capacity than in the con.
stilled., dineh hes.
The /unio

night at

meet tomorrow

die course.
Nurses interested

bob Elk Grove, Hersey end
Eared View high schools in

demonstration by Net Quam.

to 25 m.p.h. The combination
made for a -comfort reading"
of minus 47. That's a bit brisk

market manager of the

havel at 2011 W. Northwest
Hwy.

-even hi ski huffs!

The Park District's Paul
Caldwell actually made a trip

TIIE ARLINGTON High
clasg of 1945 has its 25th reunion all set for July 25 at the

1417

et

While. Des

or call her 01

Plaines.

1127-1181 I.

his wiener in a hen, Vege-

Subject areas will include

and Principle., of Mental

Surety bond
issues okd

ppiesauce. Salad tene

choice): fruit juice. tamed salad. cote slaw. molded: cher-

MR GARDEN Club of

tral/.
Extension of
north
beyond

ry.

hanana-pineapple.omnee.

about one-half mile, was also
discussed, Barnett said.

The highway division's traffic experts feel that the exam
would improve the 'flow
pattern" through the area.
Barnett said that the extension would require dedications
of a right-of-way for the road

t

approve

division).
Hendricks referred II. 196

surety

bonds for onc bond Asue for
School District 59 and two
bond issues for School District 57. In the absence of
Fred M. Rambkim. president.
Harold D. Erlandson, clerk,

mere any such connection
OM" then,

Notice

Guests are welcome. For in-

formation. WI Mn. William
Balm, 253-6235.

WHA'r A marvelous idea
the icy "hot line" set up by
rho Park District, Ice skaters
ca
find out about let conditions at the various rinks in

aloes. finned Jell -0, c <mo-

presided.

late cake, milk.

Hot turkey sandwich or
three men tea tub, mashed po-

WIOREAS,. Nan cornrno.to. of the v,11.,

the district
4485.

by

calling 255-

Rinks are located at Lions.
Park,EmersonPark, Meadows,
High Ridge Knolls, Devon.

c

I

WHEREAS, the Judiciary Comm.. of no gourd

and rho Villosn,

FlUENDSOF Mr. and Mrs..
Caliente will be sorry to learn

;

of that family's sad Christmas.

Mis. Caliente'. father,;

WHEREAS, do send Judauw Comminee hen recommended. Me ProsIdont

Souilledel

.

_ Ilyeralismo family lived in.
Mount Primped for 21 years
on the 500 block,of South 1_

of other

begins wall the school year

the

barbers

for whet

If you wish to on
tribute your tensorial Mimes
halls.

call 299.6927 and volunteer.

MARYVILLE is mom than
just a place. It is a home. It
provides a plate for children
who need help. Through the
volunteers the atmosphere of

PHYSICAL examinations
tan given each year, utilizing

volunteer program was established in MS and has met with

he medical services freely pro.
videdhyataff personnel of Holy

outstanding success throughthe

The sum and substance of
volunteer program was
described by former alaryvilk
when
resident Marilyn
she said. "You do, need los
of money to he a volunteer.
lot of time. It is most

cooperation of local doctors,

portant that somebody

Family Hospital with the

dentists, numesandassnlants all

always cares."

love is nurtured andstrenethen.

Messing of the hospital direc-

working indirect harmony with
the Maryville staff.

Tomorrows ..Maryville Was
My Home."

our kids while providing a
valuable health service for

THE MEDICAL -DENTAL

vcry4

,91

RD moon: Mee.
Me point of
con0ne

of rM arosed

san o Jeer East of and parallel to one

nese,

Nordin. of

tor. Sister M. Mute.

ima

aei

of the Southeod

IMItire

re W the Souther.

ond ron.11

"...."',7,nrotc.i.t.toon.,:ho.,ru.:4 of the
:]lease sm. al the tvisohned mow of sod

.whish od.
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Januar, 13. Ink,

10,onion, LIMO

Birthdays are special as olunleer, Min celebrate them, Jelin and Ricky wipe out the candles

on their birthday rake a, Mrs. II. It, Motion, Sinter Nlactlalen and %In. Joseph Nejman of
Mount Prospect look Mi.

Mothers pion luncheon.

Puha,. Mem
DAVPIMUCAMONS.iNC.

Timor, moo 13. 1,30

Psychic -mystic nal
entertain Mothers Club

OtiontANCF NO. MIN
AN
01NANCE AMENDING SECTIONS IR IAD coal OF ME
PONiNG ORDINANCE Of THE VILLAGE Of MONK! PROSPECT

pub. Maine anent Gip . 6O38P on Done.. Iv Inv, or no Moral

Mn. Irene Hughes, prk.
chie-mmtie. will he the guest
Veal., al Ilse ,0111 of This
World" luncheon. sponsored
hi 'In:junior mech.-sof St.

WHEREAS, me wid Pmn cenn,r.iwn con me aTnnmenleoii<d d. did

ator High School. on Enda,

I

tees of me Village of Mount

Boar

RM.., as ornereled, be and re he.y noher amended by restos-

newspaper mlmin. lectures and guest rip-

through her

TRUSTEES Of THE VILLAGE Of MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, R.N..

1h. South In fon of no North 462 fora teoupt no no 400 feet

I, fast of t..Nrd ulna

34.1a.ship 42

festal
allmad med in Ceal.Counly. Winds.

Pal Merlon 1.

SECTION ONO, That this ardinone shall ha In full force rind Ones from

e.

Robed 11.1*
Willow Pored.

Mrs. /arm wage. thaT in
Vow of the popularity of Mr,
Hughes, early ticket memo-

shirrand many other pm.

Pons he made. Tickets can ho
detained In calling Mn. J.

ammo

wowing on. far ouch SOO

of

neon In

7Oked

Council discusses
responsibility gap

INC

SALES COURSE

can

trek excluded.

MI Auto laundruts.
gadlIng winks.

RoWas Pena. oemne week MAW. ow, co.. or owed

Nationally known sales trainer and consultant will
conduct a 6 week seminar in Des Plaines, one night a

and Dinner is Being Served!
after 5.00 p.m.

week; beginning in Mid -January. Course provides
materials, film, instructors. Vol provide your time

Itelatted Atmosphere for
Casual Dining.

valuable course. Don't wait to enroll -when class is
filled no further reservations will be taken for this
session. To enroll, or to obtain further information

and interest. Regardless of your future this could be a

Des Plaines, noels 60015

Mom so

d

w

,

mall.

Heffernan,. assistant sup:nu-

mbrimd menlmean or Wen.

tea, CL 3-3921.

SECTION IWO Ihat, should ony oart or porn of Ws ord.., be held

Dr. Donald
moderate.

NAYS,

Johnson.

..i.uary,

1 Do.

ArrE51,

CITY

Winne Dierk

wall

392-02111.

or any

Chess club

Rohe. D Meow Wangs Imam

ADDRESS

Strong

Questirew am invited and
may be Riven to Mrs. 11Ihot

Ant,
PASSED AND APPROVED To0 vls Joy

I

pm

in

1.
,9The

Mount Prospect Jun r
Womans Club me etof
,the see -

roaIn pa-'
Becan

Ore

Spencer.

WOHELO
SIn. James Meimer's

swered roll call with their new-

Camp Fire Girls held their mly chosen names. Anathema
any, rennhments were
lira Council Fire on Dec. 15.
Einem fourth graders received
their first honor heads and an -

membership

chairman. at CL 3-0875.

served to the parent. who were
present for the occasion.

They're off and running

anon
through

and Wednesday
month September

blio e.tild is affiliated with the

Dermatologist
to speak

c PTA Fun Fair and taffy

t

apple sale.

District

multi -purpose

the

room at Betsy Rens School,
R1N. Schoenbeck. PrOspeet
Heights.

Topic of interest will be a
"learning machim" which
eves purchased with funds do.

nand to i he Dorothy lihrke
Memorial, and profits from

23

School Board

will name the new library in
&By Rom School the Dorm
I y Ehrke Library. honoring
In Ehrke. who was principal
Betsy Ross before
d ath liks1 summer.
I

i

her

The general public is invited
the meeting

Roffman -Schaumburg

The program for the eve is,
"DermetologY.'

nine

pmsented bY Dr.
dermatolo,ist.

horn

'5.95

airb

THEATRE

PEPig Xttftlf

from

$3.00

WEDNESDAY.

Shore Chess League Jan. S. at

CINDERELLA.

MATINEE

PO\Y

at the

°

LOU\GE
Now
appearing

The

George Graves
Showhappy, fresh, last -paced

entertainment by 3 guys 'n' a gal
Show time six, nine and eleven pm No cover

by Don Appel

ONLY

Theatre for
Children

dez, Arlington HMO.

limited time only)

Professional Theatre Presents

"a girl could
get lucky"

Alms.

All area nurses are invited Is

tg

Northwest Suburbs Only

I4

attend.

DIVER
THEATRE

Regis-

tend Nurses' Club will he held
Thursday. Jan. 15 at 8 p.m. in
the Hoffman Estates Fire
house on flagstaff Lane.

country;eib

The Arlington Heights
Chess Club will host the first
chess match of the North
Pioneer Park, 500 S. Fernan-

DAYPUIRICA7PNS. INC.

General Federation of Women's Clubs. which 0 celebro.
ling its Diamond Jubilee this
year. Ain onc wishing to attend a meeting or wanting information regarding membership should contact /sirs. Gilhen

the market iminattei
of Melon:I at 2118 %V. North.
wee Hwy. will explain saris us
sotcut meat and their prepara-

Went for 0011.1111113

lions. Chicago public whorls:
Gene Hoffnem. Illinois State
Represe.ative. Ihdrict
Richard Crahhs political editor of Day Publications. and
Mrs. Joan !amen:inn of Pad duck Publications.
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Council of PTA. et themes public educaffind"
Heights Council
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An unusual sales course is being offered to a limited
enrollment group. If you are a salesman, or interested
in a sales career, you should enroll in this course.
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anon, tar each Lye hundred Iseeglex el let or wee.
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bre. Mrs. John Ramo. Mrs.
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Meg Is hue, culling paper tebledoth, getting reads for St. %ia
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Dr. Pete Ceetraus, Maryville
dentist, use both Me school
gymnasium and Maryvilleden
oMces to complete the examination,. Treatment phase
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WHEREAS, rhe President ond Board a* Trustees of the Vii.ge of Mount

Anthony Della Donna, died on
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volunteers remondedand really
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Patrick loco, research director
of Loyola Dental College. and

tone is the motto of Me guild members al SI. Emily
ki
Cold drirk,mW him ride
Catholic Chore,. in kloennont Prospect. Since 1067 the III guilds have adopted the children at
volunteer, Fileen nipperger
Maryville, and the, maw Citric... last all year round. Children
ee for theno. of a Alan sill,: dorm.
and Stephanie Iamb ell Do. Plaines go

sord South

7. Po., lots lee arwn sell-Prop.11.d past.ngm aufaam1. M
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Gaol., Sanctuary." They'll
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NISD system, and said it did
not appear

the year, outings for the

ilie goo of mono.is

ol mik soma

illegal connections to the

board decision, he said.

row with quite a progrdm! Mr.
and NIP. J. J. Kaiser will
present Plan a Peaceful

and give some inside tips on
"how redo
The meeting slam at 1245

ion 177.89 leer: thence Soulh porollel

village ordinance prohibitin

through property now being
developed for a subdivision.
This is a matter for a village

children and,
Imaging fun.

W of On Somme° o of

Nor

Reds., Gregory and Central

(Fairview Gardens sub-

able to maintain and exceed the
medical standards abash state
and local school agencies.

Eust Wong rhe So. line of the Nortbweet W of

Stevenson Ln. and west of that
street within the area bounds
roughly by Westgate and Wolf

lhomall of not per of the Southeast n al th...heost Ns of

cookite.
To he served Widnesd y at
blecArdier. Aan SEM van.

evening

to Me West line
odwg soid Weer line
line

Hendricks said Mst nigh
that the homes affected wer
roughly those on both sides o

Northwest Hwy, a distal. Of

of the Soothe.

e

mermann appear on behalf o
the resident of Fairview Gardens. an area annexed to th
village within the past year.

special

Town Hall at 2400 S. Arlington Heights Rd, Monday

held

in

that Village Any, John Zim

Boise Rd,
Central to

rhe Southeast
wish

outh

Last week ate Mount Pros.
pelt Village Board meeting
H endricks appeared to Pie

crimp gelatin.
lemon crcam pie, chocolate
apple slice.,

Mount Prospect meets ton.,

show slides of noir Inell garnen

avdl to

sewers.

shin from 01 Mingle fanny Reddens. DistrIc0 to PO Oneness - rids.
DOM. the following anon..

Elk Grove Township School
Trustees, who hold title to all
public school property in the

Public Rood (Golf go.;

line of

ter

elleged illegal channeling o

trait cocktail. Cornbread and
bulier. milk.
Available demon: pine-
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0751.
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various holidays throughout

annual Maryville Health

Maryville The dormitory

fun for all.
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N'o'C'th

provide special celebrations on

summer physicals maryville is

un

special occasion celebrated
with the pnmer kinds of pony

North ainm the lost line of Me

thence

division and ks sewers, for

tone choice): potato
rounds, buttered green beans,

conditions there. Then the
this week. late corner, there-

Principe.: Meridian;

.Coe p., who built the sub-

table

brownie, rolled wheat prune

fore, have a chance to sign up.
Cost is S20 lor transportation,
sdmission.equipment,towfees.
Trim wi I be on four minscculye 'FA odays. Buses will leave
at 7,00, return at I 0,30.Schukl

Riley

Joan kaiser, In -Service Falucation. Forest Hospital, at

District 214,
Main dish tone choice): piscasurole. hamburger in a

meeting in the Elk Grove

said letters have been sent to
graduates asking for reserve.

the commit.. contact

in this

program should cont. Mn.

township,

Camelot Restaurant. 1750
Elmhurst Rd. Mn. Thomas
Riley. formerly Olive Walt,

clam did not get a letter from

licensed in

out to the Fox Trail slopes lass
Thursdayafternoon tocheck on
decsion was made to postpone
meta tart of the program to

Mem If someone nom that

currently

Basic Psychiatric Concept.

day, tars. 15.

Nib minus 10 with winds 15

the

Menus

Any inactive registered

To oc served Wednesday in
Arlington, Prospect, Wheel.

p.m. The pref-

11,15

the.

Illinois is eligible for enrollmem. There is no charge for

because of the weather. The
lemons will start this Thum -

.ird

the

Ramos Catholic) have taken
up the project begun by the

who Pre cared for through an

vrulyunte
volunteer

every child's birthday is a

na

St E.gh guild, in 1967 They

guilds make it a point to shOW
they care about the °Mitten al

adothe children :ire iiterally
adopted by them for the year.
There his special treats. and

allylegname
Mis:grc0,Vr,,r,°°°'
SECTION ONE: That
an all ld ond rerrilry
or roliaon,''

Sons and the Central Land

(three blocks south of Cen-

Family

last

Park District ski lessons didn't
get going last week. The four.
week program was postponed

nE SUIT IN chancery
brought by the MSD
inst Robert I. Moen

during peak periods, often
backing up traffic past Lincoln

Therapy.

brother, Albert. 112. died

THE MOUNT Prospect

ror-rro

npecialind unittnehildeare 411d
health

el

nurse

The temperature last week

orm m will he a meat

through Thursday at

dA

Group and

t

his

Community

Caper,

will be held from 9

Classes

to

1

Sorry to report
weckend.

Zr,n

ehuruhm (not necessarily

Through this system of

Week -lack LaMolle, program
director. said, -The program A

of women from the church,

Other voluntesrs from local

bledualnamunsludingdos
tors num...And MCIal worksrs

srs set up prosiding 4

adopted children
There are over 400 children

buildinpare assigned togroups

4grisT,ITET,I,e,rorr.°g,",,rr,o-g,°Rce

week that traffic lights would
eliminate the bottleneck of
northbound autos waiting to
turn from Busse onto Central

Health. The Role of the Nurse
in the Psychiatric Setting, Th
Latest Trends in In- and Out -

Clrisunas request for toys and
to
hospitals

;;;;.;,,;'Id. C.,:-

murder of the Mount Prospect
Police trafftc section, said last

Oka. They now reside in Sleepy

Hollow to Dundee.

rues

hciloos of War
o1 rM acid usls

morrow ate r into sanitary
By Ben Clark

al en

not within the corpora.

is

printed yesterday
st

:mama

h'',,,"'0,1Ad ti'mandoi'ieruaf(e'cdteT,

Busse and Central will have
left turn lane, officials 'hope'

ing minimum area of not less
then two and one.halfaeres."
'Theeerm 'shopping center'
shall not include drive-in and
or automotive service type or
sales facilities but shall include

height'.

soid lond

president, expected that

e;

el"tr

wee

Winners and %. en

hem, and w ileum t him

Christmas may be over at
over
your home, but it is
for the children at Maryville.
because mmehody car.
Every month the women of
the St. Emily Catholic Church

WHEREA, o written petition under oorh eigned. by rhe ow..., mord

District of Greater Chicago
MISDI.
By this afternoon, Richard

"Where the sidewalk does
not adjoin the street lot line,

form to acreage and parking
form, a
shopping center is "a business

issued

the sidewalk at the street lot

be determined by taking the
elevation established by the
Village for the street or curb

ORDINANCE NO.2211
ANORDINANCE ANNEXING PROPERTY LOCGED SOUTH Or GOO
ROAD WEST OF ROUTE 83 KNOWN AS HUNTINGTON ESTATES

their interests lest an order be

defined, "the elevation estal,

ing. Zimmermann said that the
phrasing has been changed to
avoid confusion and to make it

and

Lupe Thursday to protect

him

Lgcrens who 094.11 their

(I int in a series
Marseille Heardiee)

pearance at the Circuit Court

GRADE OR grade level was

lished by the Village of Mount
Prospect for the proper level of

the

-.14BAIIM courtroom of Judge John
to sever illegal sewer
connections to interceptors of

Thure can many I maim lila

By Dolores Haugh

division will make an ap-

for use as a reference point.

Though the wording in the
section
defining 'shopping
center" bears the same mmn-

Legal

CIVIC Ann ie hopeful that a
large portion of restdents of
the Fairview Gardens sub-

age walk grade and m the
changer Zimmermann devel
oped the definition of grade
or grade keel was establuhed

mood to changes in the non
mg ordinance that have been

worked out by Village Atty.
John Zimmennann, to apply

The Fairview Garden

measurement from the aver

The Judie -troy commerce of
the Mount Prospect Village
Board last week gave thee ap'

Chrikimas all year long

meeting set

charge. Reservations suggested Call 394-2000
16 S, BOTHWELL
PALATINE, ILL,

359-3396

arlington \ark towers

Chicano s nen shburban hotel

Day light
Be Joseph anthemsach

Magic number

seats the nine elapsed betwes

In these early hours of the

the birth done group end the
birth of those following sham

new year it is astonishing how

appears to have shrunk sonsid

many of us am consentrating

erably, with so many young

on what the year 2000 will
bring to humanity.
Not 1970, our immediate
concern, but a year 30 years
ahead of us.
Perhaps the very neat mend

marrieds already parents.
Ws quite possible
that a
checkout with the new compt2
tersystemforRealtorsannounc-

ed by John McCabe in

1969

d by

e

milenn m,vmou
evhave lost contact withthee

pilgrimage on the globe. Ten

long these lines than the slower.

fermenting regions around us.

more centuries behind him, as
he enters into what seers. poli.

umviddyCensus7Opronsswill

lei accepted that by a fractional nudge of a thermostat
we can heat our honied, cook
our mesas, ands° work in cm.
fort. but the depredation on

scientists.

tech-

'TECHNOLOGY.

is the

nesso perish m expiation for
our guilt.

bilitmics.

THERE IS a fascinetion in
projecting what
holds. Especially

tem, of

the future
when the

tremendous

The

demand

for convemences, Mims of al thence, ease and comfort has

so

caused how many smokestacks

speeded up that incredibk ad-

to belch forth how many tom

vances may well be achieved in

of pollutant,. suinnerp Now

th0 three decade, thud, cornpared with the 30 years now
ended, say. by any individual

many streams with an overlay
of chemical red idue. even to.

life has

suburbanite in
western area.

this

been

north-

Al mdeentury we do dot
an there was as big a to-do
about what was over the hriion when 20110 A.D. wattle
dawn. Probably because we

rah in how ninny canisters of
atomic waste which must he
dumped into ocean depths or
far inside the earth% entsri
Don't blame technology for
our current ills. Any mullinade improvement. the
stance. replacing horse-drawn

fora smaller numeral, or even
pair of numerals.
One. for instance. meaning
an tine._
who

vidual who can Nine .thout
lasting

neve

ect IDap

An P.year.old blacksmith.

merly wow on as represent-

Germershaueen. stood.
just like I...fellow's cl.sic

Mg a expiation. Even a goneranon which technical! ) rePre-

der

Joe

figure. outside his smithy unspreading

tree

and

because

the lanky
senior
fonvard scored 25 points. 11 in

'

What a light 00 have. My boyfriend and I are going to he
married. but he can't pt used to my family and 1 can't

the first quarter, end grabbed

other significant lire might
eon

to,"

74. s,amen. for

hour. in a day. You can he the
real

wonderovorker of our
day.inch by inch. day by

day.

now a casual etnernir will so berly note...The) worked won-

dem. fookprefulplanningand
yet. plain ordinarysustainedef.
fort Day after day after day..."

I

do love him.

Old Country
I lice your way better. Good thing you're marrying
and

By J. Alan Cook
Asst, Spurts Ed.

not his faintly. Teach him.

1:26.81

fourth but Deerfield increased
their margin 10 27-7.

.1'9'
My brother is very shy. Even though he's u Bushman in

Although the Milne West
mermen split a pair of swim

doesn't date When he was home for vacation,

mos over the weekend. they
lost the mum imp rtant dual to
Central Suburban league the.

vied to gm him to Jule one of my girlfriends. He wouldn't
even talk about H. I think ifs lime for him to Mari &tine, don.,
I

you?

Deerfield.
night.

I just know lots of girls Mal would love to date him. I kite,
he likes girls. hill he just doesn't seem to want to date. How

61I-27

on

Friday

All was not loll however..
the West Warriors proved they
can hoenec hack as they edged
Niles East in a Saturday affair.
53-42. in the final event.
DEERFIELD 11411 every.

Helpful. Hoffman Estates

Nest lime there's podium Ihro10 a couple of yanks. If
nothing develop., pm... got a tale blooming Nether. There
me some, you P..
Senrl sane rpresdestr, la Air demon. elo rho- Pnblicarodn..
Ahern, Prayer,. J0.611050. If ;non 2
HP S. ,lain

thing pretty much their own

ward reply. send a ell.addre,,Alearelope.
.

was in the weekend opener as
they outscored Maine in digit

of

11

events including both

relays.

The Deerfield foursome ot
Winne Smith. Paul Kan. Jim

Menha11 Field III
e.,

Tuesday. January 13. 1970

John E Stanton. dir

Id Publisher

William 1. Siednost

nlwarning Editor

ammo, theme

117 Arnim.
tel
ittlitho.libmwo
733 t'mier. IM einin., lit. wpm

Eagan and Ttiat Domsch mtmbinsd for an impressive 1:47.6
in the 2110 -yard medley relay
for seven quick team points.
Muine's Larry Bierwirth,

Ever see
a$200 bill?

Lance Kuntre. Don Hudson
end Rum Zap...limed the two
minute mark. hut couldn't
keep pace with their imp.

creased their mitrgin to 15.1
with a one.two sweep in the

National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence fingered the peat.
enemy facing the United States in the immediode years ahead.

lei Pogo's immortal words, -It is us."
(kir amt serious challenges to date ham
been external the kind this strong 'and rcsaurerful country could unite against, mid
the commission, which was created by PresWent Johnson in 1908 following the assassination of Martin Luther King and Robert P.
Kennedy.

Nn, however. slated
13 members in
a unanintous voice, "While serious external

dalliers remain. the graver due. today
arc !Memel."
These include haphazard

pOpulation and advanced technology, any
man 00 modest literacy could have charted
the route from the recent past to the present
and on to the questionable future," he
writes. 'The agonies of the cities in the tate
'60s should have been predictable in the
middle years of the Depression, if not long

urbanization.

But prophets are seldom honored, espe-

racial discrimination, disfigurement of the
environment, the dislocation of human
identity and motivation "all resulting in a
rising tide of individual and group AO-

dally prophets ofgloom.
gloom.
Anyway, no one is actually gagging for
his life's breath on polluted air. No one is

The commission recommends that when
the Vietnam war ends the nation increaSe
annual welfare expenditures by abont $20
billion, partly by reducing military expottlitures and panty by increased tax rev,
nues resulting from growth of the gross nntits.' product. Welfare spending should
continue to increase "until essential social
Is are realized "

-The greatness and durability of most
civilizations has been finally determined by
h ow they have responded to these challenges

from within," the commission summed up.
-Ours will be no exception."

dropping over from diseases spread by rivers we have turned into sewers.
The mathematics of population growth
may be unarguable, but most people as yet
see no real reason why they should not bring
a fourth or fifth or sixth child into the
world.
There is still plenty of countryside for the
suburbs to spread riled The Manta of na-

turc maybe imperiled, but the stores are
still
kd
h food
Despite all the annul bilk about crime,
n is for the most pan confined to the black
ghettos, which one can easily drive around
on his new car on the new freeways.

Few persons in or out of government have

Organized crime the kind of crime that
takes namey from -everyone's pocket and

either hailed this last report, along with its
forerunners, as a much -needed, I Ith-hour
warning or chanoned it as a blueprint for

most directly threatens the health of society
is largely regarded with indifference by the
public, even in the of of revelations, as

brighter national future. Nevertheless,
commission members believe that the nossimc 0 slowly sinking into the national con-

corrupted law enforcement and government
and how deeply it has penetrated legitimate

science.

businemes.

o

"10 in five years nothing has happened,"

says chairman Milton S. Eisenhower. "I
shall he the most disappointed men in
America."
It

is to be hoped that he has not under-

lately in New Jersey, of how middy it has

MALDREE
Make as

any four letter or more words out of

these letters as you can. In additioq, find the wood
using all seven of these letters.
32 good. 39 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

tor Infest

he

signed.

bar

on mire, Celine,
shnild be mbrief as pos.
sit&
d pos.
tilde, and rhould contain
on nddress or phone
ber eo 'heir arrihentioity

,

15O.17 liar Moore.

The elilon won their see -

Branding, Gpsler.

Ikerfield's Smith and Courter
recording times of :50.4 and
West's

respectively_
Pat

an

11:11.71

took

third and fourth. respectively.

with mime of 4:1E4.

it

2:14.7 while teammate :Mike
Gram edged Maine's Hudson
for thinJ. 2:2026 to 2:26.5.
THE HOSTS TOOK charge
in the 50ard freestyle at

breast.

cae in the 1011.yard
tyke as Lance Kuntz.: ent
Steve Ducholl finished first
and second with limes of

1:06.1 and 1:04.6. respectively
for an 8.1 margin in the event.
Deerfield quickly. got the

Eagan and 10111 Courier notch.

ed the top spoo with limes of
3 and :05.0. respectively.

Wee, entries of Gary Lir.

Parker. Liddle and ['miner in

Notre

100 Yard Butterey:
1. Borman-Nd 11117.41

2.

Kkeburg-,d

der.Eg 1E27.71 4. Ziffra-F.g

1:111.61 3, Gan-

The only individual event
Elk Grove could win was the

100 Yowl Freestyle.
I. Stoesser-NJ 11:110.21 2.
Eckehrecht.Nd 11:01.71 3.
Preacher -Err 11:04.31 4. May.
yell.Eg 11,11.31
'

The Hersey wrestling toam.

to crone the wide spread.

litataglia then km a -Id Jo. firm Lief.. tit the
el , i , II kw
year. bu Smith non :tnother

CATANZARRO TOOK the
honors in the 130 -pound eta,
tight 6.4 decision. and
tarnnki followed that up

returned to the Slid -Suburb..

2.

The bright new ideas
are Electric.

2110 Yard 1$1151$5.1 Medley.

I. RmlunPki-std 12:41.712.
Imhoff -NJ 1257.913. Marion.
t2,59 5K
ID isq.
Est

4,C.E. Co

111t

5

25 15 16 21

1,conn

ST. % I A TOR 1491

ahead. Then Rech collected
two fouls in Idol than a minute
and headed (pr the bench.
the Viator lead
.Wmiiththtim

ore.

From there. Burke and his

cohorts went on the ramp,.

12 poi. Mitre the

scoring

period ended while only a

Player
Cullen
Ruch
Kaskie

F

H

4

1

3

4

I

5

II

3

3

Pettenutro

4 12

4

II

2

4

Kechan

3

3

3

X

I

3

It

4

1

Tniwinski
Toads

IX 13 17 32
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1970

Trailer -camper -show set

tame-

Vial, rallied in the

%V'

Rend quarter as Kaskie and
Retch opened the period aith

field muth to

onset rule

Burke. Frances and ihrke
added three points to the Me

More than 200 id the heat
in te1.0,1111011111 which,. will he
an display in the Arlington
Park Grand Stand Exhibit
HAIL Jan. 2NFeh. I. as the
SeCend
Annual Super 70

Travel Trailer -Camper Show
Open, le Chicago area ethiping enthusiasts.

The Super 70 Exhibit wto
open at

ours daily and sthY is

pen pie 10 p.m. Admson
5.311 is
for

51.50 for adults and
children.

Dipene ticka are aail.
able hom participating recenthinel vehicle dealership..

Han was pinned in 1.25 at

155 pounds. but then Info,
started the Hersey comeback
with an X-5 decision in the

165-puund

class.

I ewan-

dowski kept the rally going
with an impreasive 1040 neap
et 175. and Anderstm tools the
elincher with 0 5-1 st

Turpin w. pinned m 5:119

a; the Ilea, weight clam.Inn
the meet wes olindy out of
reach tar the Panthers.
Hersey will entertain Forest

Yip, Friday night at] pm in
another NISI. meet.

400 Yard Freestyle:
1.Sawka.Nd 14:53.512. Cie.
o-Eg 14:55.11 3, Zeman.
Nd 15:11.31 4. Benosieli-Eg

Eg 113isq.1

-t

107.

Smith followed that up with
his pin.

After Munch won hb crucial match al 130, Mike Caldwell 'gave the Pirates a fuerpoint lead with a 10-3 win over
Frank Cturneeki in the 137 pound division.

RICK ANDORNETTO
the Huskies

ithe

one again with a 14-4 triumph
hob Peterson at 143
pounds. but Palatine matinee
155 -pound win over Tom Hen
with a 1541 shutout.
Heriey stsphomore Pat

Ie.

Iles

175.meneler tion Levaindinotti hen an arm and maybe o piece of

,

Demon frosh remain undefeated;
take honors in WSC tournament
I lie

bib

teams

web. mn the onl, hardeouri

In dm yeat% competition
front
klaine Fast High school es.0 as
toided them lecord to
Me undee idled

to Pirate 165 -pound-

,,t, s, hem foe stew.

It Jim Walsh. hut Ron Lewan-

el.men. and one of the num

they downed the tiro -year men
from ,,,,, too West_ 51-44. in
the championship ginte to nail

7-6 see

"f 1

t,

tumenant xi. the Wed.! !ether --

With the score standing at
18-14. Bruce Eberle clinched
the meet by pinning Tom Anderson at

185.

THE HENRIK heavks turn.

400 Yawl Freestyle Helm.
I. Notre Dame 14:20,91

victory. Tceley. Lewanclowski

Rulkowsk. Cashman. Betafato, Chelonuti 2. Elk Grove
14:23.41 Ziffra. Gander, Pratcher. Ciarizio

their

and Anderson all *visioned
opponents with the
Huskies Wailing late in the
meet.

Dodd was shut mit, 6-0. to

I

tournament

win M mum yno.
THE YOUNG Demons of
coach Paul Mc Clelland took
prly lied in the title contest

Jon

floor play of guards

JohWolf and Bob 1.14d. and

I. Glarizio-Es 127.21 2.
Luil-Nd 07.613. SeeSNIO,Nd

staged a second -half rally to

stagand Don Duffy,

overcome the Morton Panthers, 79.71, last Thursday

Divingt
I, ErickscoeNd130.651 2.
Sutter-Nd 124.901 3. Gyllen-

evening at Morton.

berg-Eg 123.55/

blood following the opening tip

The Panthers drew first

Cromer

the victors.
The first half erekd with the

Blue Demons holding a 10 point lead. 25-15. but in the
second too periods. the KO,
py five front Proviso closed to
within four points of the lead-

the War.. and early 54/ lead

and at 137. broadened theWest

as he pinned Titan Ho, Schnell
in 1.44 of the .neponmimatch.

past weekend.

Warrior Bruce Hiliner in

advantage to its largest point. Cromer proved to he the
17-S. Mike Bistany gave the hig man in Maine's atink
Warriors the first of thaw he hit a crucial romp shot fie
match wins with a 6-3 victory
eof h6 21 poin:s and then
over Jim Papa. The final Wem
tchedw time Maloney wore
victory of the day was put on mn a driving !twee after mead.
the board at 137 where Ross
tong the Ndl on the ensuing
Anderson blanked Titan Hugh
Pniviso offensive pattern.
Janney. 8-0.

The Warriors rollml to a 17-

Glcohartrk evened things at
107 where Rick Fake pinned
1:37.

lead after the opening six
eve.. After that it was all

Fred 'Incise put the West.
enters buck on top by de-

Glenhrook astheTilansravordcd three decisions, two forfeit

C111111011n Jim Behnke. 7-3. at

5

wins and one pin proute to
up two dozen points
to Mke the med.

115. The Warriors widened
their lead to 11-5 at 123 as
Keith Fehrenbacher topped

Opened

Titan John Wnsiter. 4-2.

with a 13-6 verdict over War -

THEN GLENBROOK South

began their rally. Russ Cohb
the

nor Chuck

barrage

at

Rucker.

145

Glen

brook's Tim Haefke made the
scone 17-13 by pinning W.'S

Mike Palaxola in 4:43 of the

TheTian

back though, outscoring the
home club 46-32 in the' final
half to ice the junior tollege

with 13. Bob Spurn bagged a
skein while Eric Schuster was

17 for.the Insets.

Warrior Steve Bednor lost

the final Hawk in double

Tegliaferro at 175. Jim Farris

battle.

hauled o

The Hawks return to action
thin evening (Tuesday) when
they. host Wilson Junior. Col -

LEADING 711E victorious
scoring was Sibbernsen wed hit 19. Duffy

while

junior varsity wrestling squad
rattles! off 24 straight pints to
ono: from behind and mop the
Maine Weht WnefiOnt in
conference mem. 29.17. this

lanky gunner popped in

Hawks in

guards

dominated both the pwing
and rebounding columns tOr

Two more decisions. at 130

was next with lo and was
followed by Larry Wadeita

advantage. The Hawks came

viso

KIN GUSTAFSON gave

155 paiT

50 Yard Final*:

Wolf and Lloyd kept a tight
rein on the high-woring Pro-

'rhc Glenbrook Sow/1Th,

Harper rally catches Morton
and moved to a 39-33 half-time

the allbrombl ,lit, 21 bdrting

forward lin, tomer.

MW JVs blow lead, bow

Heavyweight

Jeff From put the icing on the
cake by taking a 4-1 decision

1,1

thei

10l1111.1111,11

During the chriSt.
ebbs holiday. hlany tom na-

lh.1119"

Me shoulder blade of Palatke's ('raig Reddair on the nor to en X-11 decision

over the mime entliMer.

Oku..ES

Ziffra-Eg 129.11

oi

2

PALATINE TOOK a 6.0

lead on decision by Dean Hutchinson aver
Dodd at ell

breath with an K.0 whitewash
of Cods Haddam.

The Harper Hawks, paced
by the high scoring of Scott

127.81

eon breheeked.

4.

,ou nptiul

4

Jim Catamarro. 64.

dowski gave the Huskies a last

12:02.41

12:15.51

a.kn,t.es
sr

3

1

ed the lido on Saturday by winning their matches nt 165. 175
and 105 to pull out the narrow

Sawka-Nd

27,

Skahill
Totals

3

lead at Palatine when he pin tied Toni Filipinni at 123
pounds. hot the Pirates wenn
ahead to stay in the following
match when Rich Munch bon

cer-Nd1C1111.1 4. GYIlenberg-

I.

lidded

Oden

3

and rebounded to defeat Glen hard Saturday. 22-21/,
Smith
Sophomore
Brad
a brief 0.6
gave the

uma.

20$ Yard Freestyle.

For the next minute. they

5

Huskies dropped a 26-14

Turpin.

Disq. I.uif. Maurer.
Gorman. Stoesser.

quarter, made the some 33-32
with the Meteors still leading.

Konchari

Burke and Skahill helped
dorm the
Meterors repin the

x110.0 137-pormil sictory.
dornetrognined a draw at 145.

Huskies on the worel omd.

100 Yard leembdrolux
I
Landuyt-Nd 11:18.41 3.
Marion-Eg 11:260/1 3. Mau.

2.

t. a little Pi tall and emir., it. ilburio I, Koh Prisrvwkyl

brook South and lake Park,

200 Yard Medley Reim,.
I. Elk Grove 12:20.41 Ok.

Ger..

Pool Kaskie 1441 and Mike 1,11M.1.13 OD of SL Via. vie
pet. Ill LiSalle on. cccc or Tom Mahal 1421

for rdnI1.111

holiday tournaments at Glen -

over 'Kathie big man ('ruig

Gunder.
Notre
Dame

the

B

III

3

rnesday.
January 13.

St

lopsided unit,2. 10.2 at 123

1. Luif.Nd 11:12.81 2. Okunia-Eg I:20.10 3. Heloni-Nd
I:23.214. Liurnik-Nd 11126.51

13:58.61

Byllenherg.

toss.

10 5

with less t ha
thin minutes remaining. but

that the Lions
bounded them 32-21.

L1,11111, .10101. 11111 (
Wimgo to a 3-3 draw to pt the

IW 701/11 SUCIUlltOket

SO -yard freestyle. in which the

Gmns mammal a 5.4 score
edge. But in live of ND'ayins.
the Dons scored a peat 8-1

Rech, charity
which came at 551 in
throws.

Burke
Eninces

15.111.

fact

after its recent successes in

Ron McAllister ekked UP a

Noire Dame dominated the
record kook by taking nine of
the apt DI races.

Kahan and Koch added free

IIELASALLE 1651
F P
Beyer
B

Huskie rnat 'nen lose at Palatine, then nip Glettb and

brought

recent with it Ng 611.26 victory

opening medley.

cond half with a free them.
but Cullen and Pettenuzzo
each gal a Odd mrel. and

the Sloanwere able to

turned in a plod lob in win-

Jim Ihniuglia of Hersey won
his 15th decision without .loss
at 115 over Jim Hambrick and

Deerfield was the owner of a
68-27 victory.
AGAINST NILES East the
following afternoon. the Mainc
Was, Warriors got hack on the

mointained Rs unbeaten dual

Madsen.
The Greens opened up a 741
team advanlap with a disqualification victory in the
relay. but

points spread.

OPENED the se-

to 23-12 at gheend of the limo

yard freestyle in taking second
plan honors in 4:24.7. He also

3:46.4 but

Don soph swimmers
trounce E G, 68-26
strong

"'VALE

role as they expanded their lead

off his lest time in the 400-

pounds and by Kevin Loner.
over Tom Campbell at

in

Lions pulled to within six
poims III 32-26 at the inter -

The Meteors continuant to
expand their lead throughout
the fourth quarter, and the
Bane ended with the final lb

t ha,

rot I 11

dom.,: the game depile the

a time of 3:39.4.
Maine's Pennon. Larsen.
Gyssier and Parent churned
distance

Keechan IN a

brought the score to

winning elf..

head couch Pete Anderson.

MO lidded Iwo each as the

AFTER DELASALLE took
111-1
lead, Kaskie and

best time of the year in the
backstroke with.6 I:14.6 in a

ning the 21111 -yard individual
he
in 2:22.7. according to

thing to the Lion bond.

their

his

toedconre

Cullen field goal added any.

mn. but Kaskie gm four. and
Keehan. Cullen and Peeler -

tively.

and parent edged Niles by a
touch. 3:40.4 to 3:40.5 for the
victory.
th ere/bib who

Icor side Of the scoring col-

sion to Palatine Friday night

The visitor% best showine

the

with seven and so .respec-

Petersim

Dahl cut a full six seconds

boost their advantage to an insurmountable..7-14 score.
It was the Snille story in the
11111 -yard
backstroke with

else hem:fitted

Gary Konchar and Robert
Oden rounded out the scoring

points separating

ed Werth in 1:05.9.
Smut Gynsler's 55.4 and
Gary Larsen s 0511 .3 wen: only

for third and fourth he hind Stem Parker's .52.6 and
Doetsch's :53.0 as Deerfield
won the 1011 -yard freestyle to

4

Zed

tuck throughout with only a

Outstanding perthnnances
were turned in by terry

hind

bounds despite the fact !het
Burke covered him on several
poccasions. Kaskie had II

from Burke's presence n di v ideally Os center Tom
Skahill got 15 pints. and
Gerald Frances totaled 12.

'Ile contest was nip and

mid event of the night behind
Perent's winning performance
of :58.4 in the 100 -mod but.
teeny. Deerfield's Chan and
Eagan hemmed. for second
and hint while Hudson notch-

ever. as they won the 41X1 -yard
freestyle relay behind Cried.

Eg 52:37.51

vines arll be realdield up-

West's 196.35 for Mieyja and

sewn learn points back. howe

Zarnothted 12:17.61 3. Pnal.
cher-Ep. 12:19.01 4. Maryyou-

All fewer ro M. edi-

Chapman
masted251.80
and Peterson 249.25 to

s

mark stood at 2:12.7.
Deerfield's
Dave

Name Withheld

Letter's To
The Editor

dy Chammin and Neil Peter-

record to 8-0 for coach Bill

Commonwealth Edison Company

handling and DelaSsillePit

mined thc mem.

both teams at the end of each
event. Woh the score reading
46-42 in favor of Me Warriors
going into the final event. Jack

over host Elk Grove 10 till its

tide to do what has to be done to make them

Hideaword

ion.

Dame
sophomore swimming team

,

poi. and grabbed eight re-

Sinee

L5v.

couple

sel a new pool marl.o 2:11.2
for first place honors The old

The

Dr. Eisenhower's optimism to the cOnterry, things may have to get much worse,
Much more quickly, before Americans de better.

finally got into

Fired second plan with -his

And you'd probably have money
left over, Surprised? You shouldn't
be .. because electric heat just
doesn't cost a small fortune anymore.
Here's why: Commonwealth
Edison has cut the cost of electric
heat dramatically in the last ten
years. That's why today, you should
expect to pay less than $200 a year
for electric heat in an average six -room
home with proper insulation.
So if you still believe the myth
that you have to make a lot of
money to afford electric heat,
forget it.
It's as phony as a $200 bill!

has Viator missed Rech's hall -

defensively.

The

line and Glenhard Nonh. The

dividual medley as Skip Parent

Given a few facts about the chemistry of

Kaskiewaphle loge.' Burke.

performance by Kaskie and
Mark Keechan. Keechan led
the Votor scorers with 13

ventage

scor

winning track with+ victory in
the 400 free mho/ that deter-

of

111E LOSS spoiled a fine

Terry Cullen got nine and Pet.
tenuemi eight to round out the

Moore couldn't
budge Deerfield% duo of RanDave

defense.

tle punch. Rah left the gars
with three points. and Trawinski got four in his place.

diving team of Terry Matyja
and

several points from a presaing

ut

Graham captured hon.

g act in the 7_ kipin-

the environmentand Me impact on it of

Joe Inovinski came in for
Rech and itnk over at center.
movingDave Kaskietoforwanl
and Mike Pettenureo to
This cave the Lions an ad -

and led all rebounders
with 12.
Otherwise. the Lions had lit-

on Rfreestyle. but Deerfield's

West

foreseen decades ago.

but when Bath

opennp shot, he was Ruch fouled out moments
scoring
passing to
teammates for Incr. the Lions seemed to low
scores or dribbling the ball some of their eip.

1:38.3 while ipmmate Tom
Creed Inn right behind in

and 2:10.4..pctively.

would buy you
a whole year
of electric heat.

pin-

uts on. and actual

edit 34-33 lead midway in the

League wars this weekend and
split'ts two matches with Pala -

Maine's duo of Tom Peter and Jack Branding were
pushed hick to third and
fourth with docking. of 2.114.5

Just one

thrnugh the Lion, rem: prem.
The Lions staged a mighty
rally from the opening min-

WHEN BURKE wasn't third you

MAINE'S ERIC Dahl and
Deck Branding combined for
second and third in the 400s

2:03.2.

estimated the individual citizen's capecity to
ignore the perils which do not threaten him
immediately and directly.
As Richard H. Rovere noted recently, all
of us alive today in the "developed" countries grew up with technology. All the causes
of our present laments could have been

early in the game.

Run Grahm churned the dinin u winning
ning lime
lime of

KM -yard freestyle_ Deerfield's

sewn end priosionenn

impressive

Larry Hierwirth 11.115.51 and

DEERFIELD

HOOF

Shit tit town l.a. mull nue. S17.no u war: sate twos means

In its swan -song report to the nation, the

Maine's

Even

rents.

Subwritalanrene.sevemsew.....weditherwl.

Letters to the Editor
It's the enemy within
which perils U.S.

and Art Larson
settled for third and

126.01

ben

BLIND DATE
college. he

court.
In Friday's Day. Iron coach
Ed Wasielewski was quMed as
saying that DeLaSalle had no
superstars. Burke went wild in

majority of the points to help
give the Meteors a 10.1 Ind

Deerfield; defeat
Niles East at home

all 1118. wry 19id

Now Ern wondering. ten we really be happy together

49 victory over the Lions on
the Via tor home basked:ell

the Friday bank, cadet a

West tankers lose at

Iniet110

then any Merlin ever did. The

ation hill he 0 30 sears (nun

products.

REAL LOVE?
00:01.00 lumen.

enchantment

Thirty years from now. ju
all Fury pooling , the- %chick, with self-starting mihim will the story of our it&
ni., and rearranging indi. tomobiles. requires duo we orbs
he told?
vidual lives and mankind in also make provision for the
Find lt tribute lie this tamergeneral after World W., 11. end NSA, as well as the hvFdly yearsalso wemedalot fur.
Oar off than the figure of 31/,
which some authorities for-

his mess clippings in the Day
',tidily before he took the floor
he night against St. Vilala,.

You see, when he comes to my house, he always thinks
it's funny is see my father and his brothers kiss ouch other.
our atmosphere her until In fact, everyone in the family shows lots of affection for
mend,. not caused any mu - each other. We laugh. we kiss. we hug and we show sve all
loves.h other,
cry'
When we go to his house. 10Ve Soon wry formal. They
INSTEAD OF expecting shake hands. No one hap. Nu one touches No Inc kisses. It
magic from the numb.. 30, ht
might he more sensible to settle

10 rebounds as be led the
Meteors of DeLaSalle toe 65-

Oteljo Burke must have read

TO Y011

make up our limb, first hi Our
own snug suburbs, Men in the

were

"Hey, speaking of my tunny looking outfits, dod-you
looked GROOVY back in the 'dos with your zoot suit!"

By George Flalas

LISTENS

Ymiardmtoes

eryday reality of details that

nological and religious leaden: scapegoat to which we are in are already mapping out as a clinentoettachsymbolicallyour
country of utopian dreams sins of omission and commis.
coe true, limitless posh-ionn then drive into the wilder-

Irbe firot

r

h

m operative by N A R EB local
member firms could come up
with more accurate figures
provide.

Lee Janson

chews up the road awful
If such simple down-o-

figure of 2000 has appeal. Another thousand years in man's

ticians.

c6t4v-OtAr

about 25 m p h
at
turnN and wid to me Sure

street

eteors

Lions fall to high -flying

watch3d one 01 the curly Ford
scarab down the
Model

I

I

Dan Willis

hauled down a pair of rebounds
for the winners.

Top pointer for the Pan,
Tom Huth. The

18

points. Leon Garberino snared

165
1-0

cp. Game:time is 8 p.m_ at
Fremd High School in Paletine.

with

a

took the iced to
forfeit victory.

heartbreaker

to

John

of Glenbrook shutout Den
brook .dam at 185 and Glen.
brook snared another. forfeit
win on the heavyweight level
to fill out thsscombourd.

ers. 39-35.
ONCE AGAIN

the

an ea., ene. Iliey heat Moe
., Grove North their time.

ing come, see.,

The semi -lint pow fea.
tured Nlaine and a stomp 1.a

Grave contingent. In prohably the toughtot. num close.
ly contested match ill the tour-

nament. klaine was the victor.
4946. la Grange led through.
0111 the gene. opening up an
,ight-point lead
the first
quarter.

wrrn

Is I

in

TWO MINUTES lett

the game In tirange still

led by live. but John Wulff hit
e three-point plas to key a De.
mon wen:beck. Wont hit wren of eight free shots in the im.

portant bpi frame, leading
the 01150 Denson (0 i

heir fast

triumph of the season.

All that remained was the
Two free throws by Wolff
tide come, and the Demons
then hiked the spread to to
points

once

again, and

Set

hack on the ehnnlpiOngbip track us the Blue Demons
held on for the seven point vw.
tory.

had a championship mend the

slender ypr.
Mc
Clelland's freshman
now own an unblemished 1141
murk on the season: the best in

1. mine w n hikh own with fix ma Th round as mon
maims but hen lb nntlemt mixt. be, Park
Munch *Les is marl ant to thdpa list plus m Ito lour,h
the son ....rt. the mans has Wart Suburban
leas and In.ohi t hs
ons of ths
lank nsokmod
Wrenia.st roondk
Loehr
n1

4%10S/0 hit 9
1/111
points ted look down 14 no
bounds tnd the plies thms.
Wulll wound up atth 15 points
Ire
d
Ihe

mmons rth to

rho

i-niA In IN. int
MAINE ALSO holds mores
sos non 3onfebnce wins over

Er tem, ind Prospem both
ot whom an on top ollhalrru

sh.u.onship pma was not speAtoo. haps..

Grens romp over 'Cats on .mat, nipped at Palatine
The Grenadiers oho n
milt two Mid -Suburban 1... stand 2.3 in MO. ashen. lost
e meets ever the week. only threematches to Wheel-

Elk Gm., wrollulk Warn

Elk Grove con' inusd with

rn1 Elk Grove 98 pounder
who is bath unbeaten and un-

victories

scored upon this season, start.

matches. Craig Mann topped

in

the

ttwo

next

Dan Beard at 107 pounds. 4-2,

ed the Grenadiers riff with pin
victory over Wheeling's Mike and Ken Siebold ripped Tom
Beard at 1:20 of the meets Sukow at 115 pounds, 11.0.
AI SMvros
finally got
opening match.

pounding Wheeling Fn. ing Friday. The bases came in
day. 30-13. and losing a heart- the 123. 13a and heavyweight
breaker to Palatine Saturday. classes.
24.21.
FABULOUS JERRY An.

Rich Lynch and George
for to pert., Sh 9 victory in
which the Scahom took all thc
first and peened places away
from Prospect in a swimming
meet held at St. Viator Saturday.

Lynch

confirm.]

his

record-hmaking ways as he se

aew Sr. Viator record of 50.4
ethe 100 yard besot In. He
also won the 50 yard freestyle
in 22.8. just .1 secant off his
own

record set

last

week.

Hales won the 200 individual
medley in 2:17.8 and to A the
100 butterfly in I:03.6. than he
and Lynch joined Steve Su lento and Gene O'Hara on the
winning 410 free relay.
THE ROCT by the Sealions
wa. so complete that the el°,
est Inc Knights got to taking::

second place um in the 1011
yard backstroke where Scott
Hare gale Salerno and Bill
licher a mighty battle before

Awing think Ile wet, new
Prospect team record of t,022.3

while Geiser um the winner in
1:01.2.

The Sealions also won on
the frosh-mph level, taking all
the firsts hut allowing she
Knights a number of seconds

130 pounds.

ELK GROVE put back the

Sealions in perfect, 86-9
win over Prospect tankers
Hales combined for five firsts
between them to lead Si. yin.

Wheeling on the board with an
B-4 win over Denary Byrne at
123 pounds and Gary Schwazer made it two in a row with a
7-0 triumph over Ron Kotal at

the match ended in a rte.

end Jeff Froysland continued
it

with a pin win over Don

Advice on hunting, fishing ,Aonnco,::: ,L',3.r.oc.,`,..,'

Jeff Iversen and Rick Mo-

Halm kept the hall rolling

Kirchoff was a close third for
the Knights.

with Fred Engleson third for

Expert advice on hunting.

the Knights. Iversen's winning

lashing and trapping for the beginner as well as the mom ad-
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came at 130 pounds and 155

19-18. by heating Mike Slit
Luisa 4-1 in the 175 point
to I
Komar MB din.

HOWEVER. JOHN Geiser.
Tint O'Malley and Kevin
Emil all fell to Shamrock

Sorenson tied John Cropper an
165. I-1.

Tn. far the Koghts with

when a tied Ralph Withlin.

wsurself. A da when %nu

OPOINANCE NO 220.
GRANTING VARIATIONS FOR PROPERTY 1....CATED ON TNE
AN
SOUTH SIDE OF GOLF ROAD Al THI WESTERLY LIMITS OF THE VILLAGE Of

115.

Ciordy Moore mod ors
Verde at 123. 3.3: and Greg

DOLIsul mateh.

Paul latch of Si. Pars 11,001
Eddie Klingherg. %hipping

Lions would hme non

Forest View's other points
came on draws. Mike Alter -

come weld hale Nen differ.

St. Patrick grapplers
Prep

match.

deer
dermal
dole

HAS FLORA POWER
GOT

realmmere

road
ride
reel

elder
earl
eared
armed
.

alee

alder
ameer
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0100111
HEARD
SLIGG A CHEER

LEADER!

You MISUNDERSTOOD,

Simol saws

TOO

kin.

ESTABuSHMENT
FOR

36 Coterie
37 Flatfishes
39 Sell
40 Foundation
41 Through
42 Automaton
45 Raged
49 One who eats
too much
51 Masculine

52 Rational
Rational
53 Take out
54 Burmese
wood sprite
55 Winter

vehicle
56 Rooms in a

seraglio

57 Note in
Guido's scale

DOWN
1 Instance

2 Arabian gulf

©©hl
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3 Most delicate
4 mixes
5 Electrified
UMOD AL:K.0001AM
particles
I Spanish city
7 Depot (ab.)
bacchanals
with ennui
8 Portable chair 26 Flat-topped
41 Minute skin
9 Philippine
hills
openings
sweetsop
27 Foreordain
42 Betsy 10 Act of healing It Press
43 El ipsoidal
11 Buss
29 Scandinavian 44 Well (Latin)
17 Sea nymph
31 Staid
46 Anatomical
19 Smells
33 Scuba
tissue
23 Church parts
enthusias
47 Epochal
24 Grabs

38 Overmatched 4 Fa is

25 Cry of

40 Aff licted

50 Bustle
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OEM
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=NW
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AFTER INVENTORY SALE!

LOOK CLOSE AT THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES

SHELVING SPECIAL

Winter Clearance

lklk)$

NEW LOW PRICES!
-all first quo% -end we're pandau the awing,

Or would -dowdy" he

a

about her terrific huy.

nob. then the Christmas rush.

lift provided by a new drew.
cost or shoes for the triple lilt
of all three!! an really bring
heck the old glow. Somelinto

especially in clothing chances
are hylhelmmurini, get there.
all the goodie, Will be gone

none Ihe postholidav

we all need to lake stock and

II nouldn't haat to snake :r

more accurate description?

Well. you're not alone.
Mlar one throsigh the fall
tel

rush. most suburnin
iv

-

a lehdann. And

IAA

lind time to get
stud look .:1 Mennehy,

a

tinsd19

HOW DO WE. lake

lull length mirror.
Is thew a remedy? Happily.

ma

Clone. 1151.0 great sales non

unit no..

all

Allen thew

miles mem. annually so you
could anticipate them and not

real Nixon inside.

isms:tim, this happen, when
hey

on,' nom

sec if our clothe, reflect the
ad-

he stuck with a bridge lum
chism that could haw flay,,,

vantage of the great shopping

opportunitim of the January
sales? First of all. read the

another day. on the wry day
)011 nasal to he out snapping
up Isimains. 'I ra to lens in

papers -earl, The ads and
flyers will .11 loll when to
nabs stkrt..usd the ii ii khii

c hal son nitt,ttk

tin

for. promising yoursdf
that pttfll keep an Open mind.
Sey that you want a knit dress

inn

b. plum shade lit very gooal
this season). But thercs nary
a one to Ire seen. Maybe this
is the time to change your color choice. or you may end up
onpty handed.

But don't go to the Horn
with sao plan in mind. or your
bargain may turn into a white
elephant. Plan your wardrobe
purcha, mrefully. If you
haven't already. pick a basic
ist.lor whom: and make -sure

all your nen porch.. flt in.

January

SALE
for example:
50Cyt
H 48" Drapery/Slipcover Fabrics
Pert Lengths)
0990
45''

48" Drapbry/ HOD $149
Slipcover Fabrin.... 9
&
I yd.
IS"

SPECIAL ME Pi

Noe noa sad an an bawled alma, era tripcoyer fairies fee New Wwwwww, home
wain. LAG tote oh,. tiola .hita ova.. lail. . ,nce.s.yseD sayings mono.
nit, on Isbulea (obi,. horn Yoddict shoes.

WE HONOR ALL MIDWEST BANK CARDS
4911 DEMPSTER, SKOKIE

OR 54036
or
RAND 8 PALATINE ADS.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

111111111rshoPA

394.2223

applies to shoes and men's end

that all lengths are in. and ne
can pick the length most nat-

children's clothing.

FRIEDLEN BROS.

to buy today. pm haW hi pay
hack your loan, just
you
would if it were from a hank.
Ti. digress fo, clothing
kin a moment. I want to add

touch and lush 111 the haul, It also maw, a aim place Mr tacking papaw ity-creem cone, pink
ribbon, and ether meowed panmhernella. classic Marnin., table Wain in wrvier a, dust, Ores.
inglahle and wning-norklehle stem,. pmatiaal Elwin, Mel cite. ,hl
tOi1t.11, desigrod
adaat plush runlet, by Gianni.. aeailshle fly the foot, oaf
by Florellee
nulT, ltd par emil Kodel pol,ter. 1 has thy added adman.: rif Ming machine laughable.

a

footnote about

the great

Engineering

buys that are to be found in
the annual white sales now in

al the end of the

progress. Try to plan your
purchases: and review your

sale, you may actually he able

linen closet. For most families

to buy a perfectly great pair

there's i.e reason that all but
gill purchases of linens could
he made at this time. m savings of at lead 25 , Mehl

it Urnina stud,. who

cum,:

pmf.sional wciety

enginawring called Keromoy

in most stores

to the Anon shops. replacing
the 5 inter stocks. dresses are
4 good buy. Marge's apparel
is featuring reductions up to
511
per cent for the lucky
customer who fends just what

Organize
your sewing

she's looking for. md a find
like that gives a girl the lint
that only a real buy can give.

Most women who sew welcome ideas that will save tines

DONT FORGET the rest
of the family when you're
shopping -chances are that

and help
:terns

organise

sewing

Clip the pattern enaelope
and instruction sheet ii.0 clip.

A handy pin tray l.a pin
iota and ',ening project is
wlad honl. 1 he haul
will run tip awyr. anal the pin,
slide to the owner ot the 1,,m1
anal arc eew to pick no.

When mon, seta, ot

Now is the lime M gel real
huys in mens suits and top.
uf T1 to 30
WW
t

pattern A removed from the
material. place it under the
the pomiclip. This

on. lithel meta pie ,,,,, , 10 cite.

bulky of misplacing any of the
pattern or the instructimi

piece. '1 Iss, ,a, y, the tittle ot

sheet. When the garment C,
completed. all pattern pieces

looking fie nudes ial lot
the future
small project

tonsil sou ma, o .11 to me let
small sketch stun

.thes

eluded its dem the shape of the

folding and unlolding Mica
.:

as

a

A good place 10 keep ista,..
sexing is in AI enth.
ty matchbook.
Place
thy
111:nles for

blade, edge alonn behind the
cardboard xhich held the
1111111114,

tern. and this will save time in

To keep knitting supplies
organiyml.
kinhan olden

the future if you are looking

tray N1111 different ,iwal Look

for just a skirt pattern or a

par ,,,, ems

blouse pattern.

nemlles and small knitting w.

WHEN HAND

:s

ideal

lan

waving

OX111.1110. the small ache twist,

slippery.. materials. folds large

used to clow plastic hugs III,

turkith 10Wel aCroys OD knees

This helps to kelp the material
from sliding off.

111

1

he meal to yin! mound the
need. Iti keep Mom in pair,
ttr gps.

We've got hen P.7. we was' t.
Heck. Nest d the mirebard p ttttt ca
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here's the pa far
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cutting heights from

114" he 30e.
Large capaCifY Otis?
Catcher, simple to at-

panelow -Mad..

TRUCKLOAD SALE!

BAIR

HUNDREDS

STOOL
SPECIAL

tach and remove

More load
a

5

OF DOORS

lip, gag engine

;tstez.g,:t

received

jrArtagl
ON AT LEAST ONE FACE.
inCluelh

Philippine

$1488

II" wide to 36" Wide,
no" High

back wills

YOUR
CHOICE

.s

it is right non.

extra comfort
Frame made of heavy
Tabular steel
in black enamel finish.
Seat Poiy - Foam 0,0100
covered with channel def
sign

$47.50
Value

Therapy"

being
the education

N.CONOLITE SALE

lisa

dims don when pre.
'erasing treatment for patients.
In snWition. chemical changes

,thich may occur as a result
of mil, anti.depre
drugs

Scandia
Carpet

and lithium wits will he di.

Tiles

cosd,

Dr-lan Fawcett. of the Pur00 Howital staff, will

serve aS
committee of Forest Hospital.. the discussant
following
Dr.
a ornate psychiatric haApital. Schildkrours presentation.
Dr. Schildkraut. in addition
Since Deckling his medieal
to hetng senior psychiatrist
laude. trent Han.
and
director or mite mu- mot Medwel School in 1959.
ropywhopharmacology labo. Dr. Sehildkratil
has held a
ratory ai the Massachusetts number of clinwal position
in
Mental Health Center. a also Bel1011 :mid with the National
. amistant professor of psy- Institute of Menial
Health i8
chietry at Harvard Medicul
Bethesda. Md. He has

36c

Chicago, III
S. Evergreen

Evergreen Shopping Center

Arlington Heights
Open Thurs. & Fri. Evenings

School :tnal lit the editorial
hoard of the Martial of Pay.

received
11 number of awards for his re -

warch, and A the author of
chiatric Resewch and a eon- ova 40 papers dealing with
suiting edit. id the Ply. drop and mental Muss.

1

ONLY

OUP

i`/

SAVE 20%
Over 2000 pCS ol Prof:nailed Molding

a8

,sr Ott 11kti

CchuriL

complete

ings Arlington Height:only

FIR PLYWOOD SPECIALS
FULL 11/32"
THICK

I

Saimod lace. m
with exterior grad
glue. A fine backer
board for paneling
jobs.

$249

counter tops, bar tops, tables, etc. It is stain, heat & wear resistant. Has a hard surface that wipes clean with'a damp cloth.

4'8'

Easily formed to follow contours, 30" wide, easy to (reply.
Get new beauty for your home with this special purchase

12"X12"

pc.
$1 75

availeble at the closeout once Many

$

Conolite e a flexible laminate material suitable for kitchen

.9.

Pc.

I SHEATHING GRADE PLYWOOD
This plywood is tongue and grooved
along the 8' edge. Ideal for use as a

value. Many pattemS to select DOM.

sub floor. panel.. backer

many

$1164

other uses

Nov, you can have beautdut carpeted hog.. year Ntehm.
bath, family mom, baseinent.

REG.

only

49c

an. bedroom NM range of decorator colors, Unlimited design punibliniest Stalmresistent,
colorfast unaffected by mildOW Avgilable at Arlington Heights

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

9700 Irving Park
Schiller Park

5601 Elston Ave.

CHICAGO: Ph, E00.0840
Suburban: Ph, 678-4950

419

with gag, while they Iasi

Available in

SAVE OVER 40%

sez21.7.'

degree."tilt

FAR

vinyl

black. Avocado Gold a.
pumpkin
Indivtdually

Psychiatrists discuss
'anti -depressants'
discuss !As imponance of dif.
Wont:ding among the depres-

rsruate'm'engt

CLOSEOUT
1r Steel Flag Pole

gauge Cu

cartanee

DR. SCHILDERAIJT will

etosol

only

swivel Seal.

ONLY

98 . meat lor

12

ren's reran.

efford

to compete lor tune.

chophysiology

NOVAPLY

Wrap around back rest

$399

sat matter WlimiHill do the work. get it maned

non. nhyn then's mi golf course or cloth gnn,

$29e?

411ELF BOARDS

wainut color tintsh - this shell unit
nes
sheives w deep Icem as a
bookcase or shelf unit for the ch..

8r'Incir.'72e"Osock:t

nork outside. It caer they haw a slow wanin.

view:Med hy

Men's all wool sport coats

30" X 30"
STEEL SHELVING

'-fdaret Sizes Awallable From

$5995

Now only

gol.

CLOSE OUT

ylsinhogany and Birch. Doors
are suitable for closets. easements coffee tables end other
ows

Now Only

ASSORTEDWALL PLAQUES

,d;E:BONAOR: SEALER
Made by

Were $18.95

MANY ALMOST PERFECT.
Specials

g199

Prefinished

SPECIALS FROM EVERY DEPARTMENT

Recieved too late for
Our Christmas Promotions

severe!

doors' .

ry:ect

Factory List $104.95
Our 1969 Price $94.88

4,.

vt7on t=ltnso'-

header. now
sib, time It um Nun done and get quotations.
During thew heating months. it:apemen can't

D ug

SPECIAL

rif-----itcmassitiPAIIIPPPLIMAHOGANY

easy storage

All 4 wheels adjust for

RO 3-4160

FT.
SO-

Ff.

4 99 IlLa

111113I7.114,11,11111:5511hetle

lonegaima pl..
all in

2

ONLY I 5c

,1111,1Vo.11.1, .111111 (111.11111111,31111111111ke
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Fold.down handle for

L111-11-

el mei,
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tates transporting of mower

MODEL 518

to dddddd

New Patterns Include 3 Embossed Tiles Same Low Price. If you're thinking of

. Positive handle lock facili.

fib LICII Flth di, when tel tIm,, your
purehnn then. to., a, yoll N011111 when sou
Ism

H ttttttt end

12" 12" - DIE Um, American ma. as First

convenience

old knotty
pine reeryasion loom amities are putting in
auracine hedAwnek wking looms. in addition
w Waldo anal wnl, room, anal Ihe play mom
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mui,Intig.x ghoul ska rocketing Ow yes:

ttttt

Quality. Fanner) waxed.

a let dilly!, Mani ol cat hoot

present an address on -Antidepressant, and Lithium" ate
ona Wednesday. Jan. It. at
yore., Hospital. S5i, Wilson

$645°

---.,-

were /ND gantry

Lustro oondords and break, are prodwed from the linear
...dived aluminum and ore amilable in three decorator

Flip -over handle for operator

torque than

.

NM all new dummatiss patterns. Our vinyl floor we

o .111 litmhine lw mealy the K14,11111111 room

tor podes.
stored pimple only. Ic the
fourilh in the kwirrententtISP on

NORTH POINT SHOPPING CENTER

ALL PANELS ARE °SAME..

TRUCKLOAD SALE! FLOOR TILE

her gnu:lure A all there. Nen developmersts

I.n..Dox Phu,
it,, lemon.

Rand and Palatine Roads
Arlington Heights
Mon. there Fri. 1030 to 9; Sat. 9:30 to 6; Sun. 11

Stn.. be first spent, However
Tewii

40.

rm. See

tyll yans the laws:mem limb, newt
economical plaw t.s esnual
house -the

Health Center in NM,. will

ON

C

PANELING BUY

These shelves plus our standard, 9. bracket,
ore all you need to design° wall el shelving la
lit your individual need.

All

MOWER

high whool Wins: sou wen.

Dr. Jokeph i tichildkratit
of thy Ntsimachusetts Mental

OUR NEW SUBURBAN STORE

I 20
I 60

show

VEST SUITS

124 S. Franklin St.

.

LAWN

%awl an cum roon,'
mad,.
ik the seer le finish alt ia owin
in thy knemeni if Ow den ha, lawn in your
thought, tor soma lima by all mums don't wait
until sour challis:11 aw in
law yams in

the fold that you have.

such
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Only

BRACKETS
70e IO.inch

nacos pryliniyliod

Don'. the noise leael ig you. Itaxne,

hoard when working on a sew.
ins project. As each section of

Do the same for the blouse pat-

FRIEDLEN BROS.

ents Sly.

to improve
your home

have been Aitiated into the

NATURAL SHOULDER

$225°

4

Special

80e 4 ft

"qt. 18'R' ENIC:: I C

Plan now

Edward R. Salm, 1.11,
Lillian I.n.. Aslincton Heights
is one of II Universits of II -

Values to $115.00
Worsted wool, 01k and wools.
Newest shodes and styles.

MEN'S

Minch

SPECIAL - SPECIAL

If pou borrow from ',vines"

skin and
blouse. the pieces of the skin
pattern may be pinned togeth.
en and placed in the envelope.

Men's Fine Quality Suits
$6500

$7.Ieo

Itntshea

If you happen to inks the

parts.

CHANCE TO SAVE

$3.S9 ea
$4.79 ets

5 It

Yosb shelf mai...or wannnwt

early -hint sales. keep in mind
that many stores sponsoring
an annual clearance will have
even more drastic reductions
Sas the sale draws to a close.

If the pattern consists am,

OFFERS YOU THE

$5.. e.

12,36"
12,48"

Sae 3 ft

4

St cane, duct, drawlsiig a mem am be mare fun then draysina u doll. Dileyoung girl's -round.
Makatea, badman has Gland, Seleel Plush carpeting elneiesud on the licadMeard wall mil ha the

velope_

MEN'S CLOTHES

Soon,,.

r.ri"

12.inch

are ready to he put back in en-

Exrrutiur

1

°

SHELF STANDARDS

SW

The new in this argument
is nut knowing when to stop.

.

10,4,

to go oul and hey a similar

that the, will may short. but

most of them don% have the
lime and freedom to survey

$2.99 ea

2 It.

a balance. Ws rust Mine frugal
to turn down c chance co buy

dress at the full price of $411
nest monthThesame thinking

As the eruisewear comes in-

10,36" .

Ng/

If you don't

take. let us all know! The best
thinking Inn the mailer now is

c,56.' ,'Poonl:shed

8 FOOTERS

111

have a hulking sum in your
clothing envelope right now.

a $40 dress Mr 520 bemuse
you don't have the cash in
hand. if maim going to have

of the oriainal cost.

818?d.

$4.79.0

s.luiml

wiw to stretch that budgie at

fashions are in to stay and

of shoes for about IS per cent

ran"

DONT RE RIGID -it's

accounts nhich has built up

your smog

Sa.39 ea
$3. I 9 eto

SHELVING HARDWARE

sales.

cenain times.

2x4s

8 FOOTERS

12,72"

Nalco and plan ahmul for

ou's,: been reading about
'isle, and wends. you will
have some ideas on what

enough to find a good Ogle in

DRAPERY, SLIPCOVER and UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

flit

If you budget land we all
shuld), don't feel that wales
we not for yOU. The TON
astute shoppers shop on a

on. bort, from one of your

ofr. but if you arc lucky

HI
2x2s

budget.

when all the sales are going

hoe trot.,., particular. may
Mart with 25 or 50 per cent

THOUSANDS and THOUSANDS OF YARDS

per cent we available in most
Of the stores featuring selca.
and this is enough to make a
big difference in the average

A ixrri.E homework will
off handsomely. too. If

tering to each of us.)

(Many Short Pieces)

I

...

klii
pri H

pay

which unu in their way out.
ill you already know what
direction hems are going to

Clearance

54" Upholstery Fabrics

161111111ii

r,

Get a lift out of shopping
until your neighbor tells you

\vi

SAVE 40-50% OFF

drebma.

per is there early. It yam wail

7.ir

=

OUR REGULAR PRICES

All shelves ore nude of t, quality Leman, factory
finished like furniture, full Ma" thick. Use Lustre
hardware to design the wall treatment of your

Cure for post -holiday let-(Iown

If women ever needed a HD
iCs after the holidays. And the

TO SERVE YOU

We've mode a huge purchase of ',refinished shelves

on to you. II you're ever censidered shelving for
your !Wine room, den, bedroom or study, here's
tInn "buy of the Year."

Peeling groovy?

LOCATIONS

HILL-BEHAN
538 N. Morris
Mundelein

566-5300

NOW
ONLY

Thick

=
6 NEIGHBORHOOD YARDS TO SERVE YOU

HILL-BEHAN
S Sou.
ArlineNn
Arlington Noiebn

CL 3-4910

Pc.

SALE

HILL-BEHAN
Rt. 20, Hanover Pork

SE 7-2051

HILL-BEHAN
55 York Rd.
Bensenville

PO 6-1800

THE DAY
Tuesday, January 13.)970
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Students may register
at Harper by telephone

Permanent press
requires care
Whatever did we do befum

permanent press

Vic
clothes?
hod

A lot of ironing!
Although permanent pros
clohes have cut clown on our

Et

ironin

these processed

garment, call for special care
EJP

at home to he at their best.
any consum ers we haw

urveyed report uncenaintire
proper laundering of

RC,

about

durable pros elohes," says

Dr_ George S. Wham.

Eta'

dinotor of Good
Housekeeping Institute. 'Ve
c developed instructions
can eliminate this prochnical

*Is_

-

EXPEND: IN the Good

vas

11171kact: trillenferil'ab'n'r; Trrin

hundreds of durable prase
garments of many kinds in
different machines at varying

settings in arrive el these
direction.. Samples rd each

permanent press garment

Color with 'abandon

bedroom MB, red while and

hare der TM malls hue
and him strims M Idle, and
the red carnet. dr:merits and
pillinis balance nicely with the
blue bedspread. the furniture.

bensmrt wt.,

One of the most imponant
elements in imerior dworathe influence of color.
To
To. .odor is the one element
un Ma n

Inure (Muse
mu i 10
Ile I moo /Muse laosinn of

bins,

B royhill Furniture Industries

is lha opt coo
nirMIL 11 phry Ill eksor rune
IM under t torline d as use

The investigation covers stains with spot rem., or
we one of the now pre -treater
products.

mode on Jan. 14, 15 and 16

fabric smoothness. crease

rerentio. colorfastness.
strength.n shrinkage. and

un
r

, hie as

Iln. see. s

as h ion pages of the

10 UM

idiot 01Ih i
n
°eh ihinL

don lul Moe

,adcon.
as lot amts1 inl hul

urchin
g

DO SM A LI. LOA DS.
Crowding the Wildwr calIe05
wrinkling.

you read gioneni labels and
appliance instruction hooks
for specific details on handl-

ing. in addition to these
general

rules

for Pennon.,

press care.

WASH FREQUENTLY.

laundering. Don't! Once

Need room? stack them up -

Lon. More. Iras Mu.
eolor
union
dis

I

re r

t 'I mre 111,111

slid
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t
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911111 tins

11111
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n
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r
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the tte,dom11 o

(

tmite

oilwatt.

knish
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L

p.m. by calling 339'2500 and on Jan. 17 from 9
and

BAIL hi 4 p.m.

arm water produces

Cold or

lost wrinkling- HovilY
soiled clod...howewr. will
need hot water to come
the

thoroughly...cloth. This may

mean more wrinkling and

he winter -spring term

intendants stationed at
toitimputer terminals connected
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.00

ASSISTANT MANAGER
Moreno
solo, Goad

$12 000 to EIS 000
Na Fee

HAILMARS,

BOO

E

455.6222

GENERAL

IMI-1000, NALL
MARK 800 E Northwest 1-1,
Heide

ACCOUNTANT

at

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
9595 Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

$9,000-910,000 Free
010 Am Paid

/ NO LEAD CHASING
NO DOOR KNOCKING

READandUSE

MANAOEMENT TRAINEE

DON ROTH'S
IN WHEELING

"LI= rEr"
S0

ATSP.1.171.

conditions.

company bon.,

port of a progressive
organization.

olliwk commas..

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Dishwashers 8
Cafeteria Help

IP YOU CAN DIG ALL SNAT, TIONCALIERANF. MGM..

Full or Part Time

PLANT

MECHANICAL

MAINTENANCE

DRAFTSMAN

troin if necessow
ASK FOR JEWEL

394-4000, Eat. 313

WITH OR WITHOUT

ARA Cafeteria, in the

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

HONEYWELL PLANT
HONEYWELL PLAN/

$4.00 Hr. '+ O.T.

fullest.

sow. Improved medico!
plan, pension pion, poid

Experience

watZloglit

eistablobwl menu...Weer ol indumial air
we. Immo e al comPOM entmns.n.
re daluil ond lam almm
metal equipment II sau are seeltim on apporruniN lo mow,

ASSEMBLERS

horts in your cone

d ri in. vela,

Mtn:7=

upp. 02,0

SECRETARY TO YOUNG
BOAT DESIGNER

Mulfigraph Cam

ANALYST

SECRETARIES
F.IP
.9430
290.4)0

24.4.0880

S. Dunton

P

;0%15=7'

S110-5135 Free!

HOW DOES YOUR

d

255-1900

M

elACCOUNTING FUTURE

riaanim'iv6=7=

INDUSTRIAL

7,41Z,;;V:a7Zird.

mimed

tor= .....

in

117 S. Einersan
MT Prospect

SECT $600

p

'Alm=07,11,:pwa't1vTE
MEATS TO.

296-1071
:717;le

r.

Wier

COST ACCOUNTING
24

Wmted Men

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

KITCHEN HELP

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

GOVERSNFEDED

'"Cg±r'tet':teeN' "

Mal and ow
113.632.1461.

coV

Wonted Men

956 0822 of

or

onte Satery Dept. Notanwide
%stems lw. 4/4 Mora, freight
rermume

'''7111.1. MR P JENSEN

CHICKEN CARRVOUL
l3 -6n

=175 afr

676-1000 Ent 6117

3 30

MAN NEEDED

1PA5 5. Belmont

JANITOR

Z-6908

1litshress Sams

ri4

-

14.40soals

0a7

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 West Tout, Ave
Skokie, III.

YOUR

TIRE MAN

WAREHOUSEMAN

LADENDORF

MOTORS, INC.

22.Sitnalions Wanted Women

$10,000 to $12,000 per year

8,31M
255 1600

DELIVERY MAN SHIPPING

LEARN CUSTOMER SERVICE

5050 WOO PEE PAID

plettup

Comno,

MEN

""ZTIZZ:7
Skirt lonveen

$1004110 Per Week

mg record. VI assist in parr
le

yeT

KA

L

mem,

"

CA11 n. PAN

yourself on excelleot oodues. WHY NOT WORK TOR USi

Coll A,. N, Darwsk at 766.6130.

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

V & G PRINTERS

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

NORELCO HOUSE

679-8600

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW !

04 Mo.

3,..2770
La Salle Personnel

SLISTEM5 ANALYST

1365

3150 20

Ferran

DOS Cobol

u Pre No

and

Des

Plaines

BLOW. MOLD OPERATION

ED SURER 272-1000

MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS

CULLIGAN INC.

Earn up to 85.000,, Hour

EXPERIENCED
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER

Experienced in all phases of tool boilding and
maintenance. Minimum of 50 hours per week.

Young man for variety of interesting Factory

EN.Plomor

Week.

In

222 3535

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR
experience.

appaelenies

MLA a local rupgressIve company of.

Wrins we.* employee

swan ivivre.

5555
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CAL,

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

S ko k i e, III.

VERNA MORGAN

imm.memoree AtPanvelLY

,..e.ee
EC F

rmarion.

or
PAY

TOR

2706 NORTH EDGINGTON

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

em

keeping Iselplul. S dom.

rowan.. in personals...ma of monotone cnolortn
mtl experience

Geed

698-3337

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

CLERK -TYPIST

Coll Mr. Borkowski
692.71.

Experienced in figure
aptitude. FUli time, new
office. Free Hospitolica-

AIRLINE TRAINEES

dm,

Denton

P

2O1 0880

703S Bony
Rosemont, III.

Telephone 13121529-7700

of Elk Grove Village
437.0B00
Ask for Mr. Johnson

Mark Trail

TYPIST

widnesday. tcs
1030 N Arl Ho Rd
aSa.9325

NA, and

ele

=m9...0"7=N

dyNes

APPLY IN PERSON

OR CALI MPS MIKKFLSEN

BARRETT-

PLAN TOURS

FOR V.I.P.'S

°Iaire7i,

CRAVENS CO.
ra-re:M'Pl.en'T'VW

GIRLS

PAYABLE CLERK

Cashiers.
Concession Clerks.
APPLY MANAGER
SANDHURST CINEMA

':herw'rtm'l sop',

GRINDERS

LADY PARKER
MAIDS

117 So. Emerson

Mt Prospect

MAN

MRS MIKKELSEN

BARRETT-

253-6600

ASSEMBLERS
st

5 Dun,.

W213

ARLINGTON INN

324.0880

Purchasing
Assistant

Showroom
Reception

SALESWOMAN

Gel who likes Aulek Came.
re,

Mow

mormis
and

clients our Was
Nem appearance

,mosing

Salary benefits, 5 day

LO 1.9357

onconsgh

cin002 Rom. R'

CRAVENS CO.

,a

phe

I,

aT

BEAUTY OPERATOR
itn salary

CRAVENS CO.
CO.

AMY PERSONNEL

620 Uyrde. Rood

255.9414
16 W. Northwest Hwy
Rpm, fly Phanel

Mount Prospect

Experrewed Preferred

Della's Beauty Salon
coMst.

3S.S13

By Cappy Dick
Liam0, that are made an home
are often 65 001000 fun. Because

the setup is shown in Einem
I. The hole in the middle of the
corrugated hoard 10,013 5, only
one imp in diameter. All 10
beans arc to he placed at one

they usually are mode of odds

corner 01 16, board when a play-

and ends around the house they
cost very little. and therefore
any boy or girl co have as maw

er begins 51, 1,0 He must use
the paper cup to encircle one
bean al
lime and move it to-

different ones as desired. Today's fun -project describes such

It is played with navy beans,

WOMEN
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

?erni7'n'o 7'n'Zdta
procioo7eorreceic

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.
1421 Smnidale gd

Log.. NIA

A HOMEMADE BEAN GAME!

a game.

27a-2300

2660700

Dermearer

Young Hobby Club

ACCOUNTS

Airline
Reservations
5504 Month

ROUGH

APPL2 IN PERSON

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

OVERHEAD
DOOR CO.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road. Palatine, Illinois 60067

Work Close To Home

HANDLERS

h..

SAXON

Union 76 Dyision: Eastern Region

do

MATERIAL

tam. hem...n[10M, pralir

CALL MP GPIS,

unwn

I

No Eirommnie needed he

STOCKMEN

CALL MR GROSS

CL 3.6100 Est. 222
Y

COUNTER SALES

the follow, AM

thwing OPPortently Tor over

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES, INC.

aneveAie d Leen

,n

Pesifion

Dave only. No day

DISTRICT 25

324 0880
h

Excellent dm ond Piew tv

455-8450

PERSONNEL CLERK

SECRETARY

For Our Employment Department

R.N'5

$2.68-52.83 on hour

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data, Inc.

NO E. 106000 AW...4-2261. EXT. 340 RES NAMES

y

Ark His. Public Schools

Miss Paige

MACHINISTS

Experienced person for screening Department.
Salary based on experience.

CALL OR APPLY

TELETYPE CORPORATION

pl yed d

SECRETARY

MECHANICS

SCREENER

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

BOOKKEEPER

lee Supply B Tool Co.

Po

Reception
8560 Month
Woi Inewn sashimi
S Doren

437-3700

ELK GROVE MOTEL

M

MAINTENANCE

Excellent working conditions. Salary based on

uhnxa reliable woman to

OPERATORS

CC Division of Expanding Electronics Company has the following positions
available immediately:

APPLY IN PERSON AT

BUSINESS MINS
CLEARING
MOOS! O'HARE

TURRET LATHE

& SET-UP 8179 G 9406

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN

Deer

OPERATORS

TOOL AND DIE MAKER

co

2974550

RUM, Shea
Secretary
9625 Month

OPPORTUNITIES!

norm Single Spindle.

EXPERIENCED

InftS

gol Mice Wearied .11 Cen

BREAKERS CONFECTIONS

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS ILL.
439-0923

827.6628

Dodoes

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Earn up M $3.63 an Hour

.."'GAInl'eltll'N DAHL
296-1071

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBLIC CONTACT

91 297-353.5

Earn up no WO an Hour

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.

° /Wm.

her

Fork

ry 3O1 5405.

DRILL PRESS

EXPERIENCED

SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

pleasing

iM1

773-2020

rep. pennon., awl,

HILLMAN'S

IBM TYPING

general office week

230-5 p.m.

CUTLER.

';21:1"c
to SI° pet swab based

trxreoixo fxn IC, rob ror 0 Ad eta enlors
oark D.1.5 will include skorMand. nom. r

Coll 43741000

CONTACT MISS HECH1

ABOUT THESE JOBS TODAY

PAINT SPRAYER 83.26 to 53.45
ASSEMBLER $292 to 53.10

damn.

local
and

2,7.3533

meet efeellent corner, bene

Street

GENERAL OFFICE

"el'ern.Viro'r=
437-0820

REICHARDT CLEANERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

513,200 REPAID

oa

Lee

SECRETARY

6:30-8:30 a.m.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

SHARP MEN Gated voice it pers.

$2 33-$3 6B an hour

TALK TO TELETYPE

A.M. ROUTES

General Office Help For

WOMAN

Pam Paige

rli3 Mew Ybrk Week
Apply or Cull Mr. Sohn Ihda

Subs d ary or

Ell line al compel, benelirs insluding kle i ,,,,, me. las

ardShIfir

wow wping

mores, nninci and cm ...elm pod holiday.

'We'r:SnWtritt"

full

STOCK CLERK 92.72 to 82.90

popular

of

JOB
'rM'e'rll'A'Le'ornc=1Z7.11

SUNBEAM CORP.

THE WORLD WIDE WATER
CONDITIONING PEOPLE.

YOU RUN

THE SHOW
$650.00

MRE.Cog Peg

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

Journeyman
Or Apprentice

ramompaiir employer

ALSO NEED

CLEANING

CUTLER -

MEAT CUTTER

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

Ciatartm,

once 'MOST TO WOW

RECEPTIONIST
$1.25 WEEK

INSPECTORS

.

.60040

sea between 030 pm

HAMMER,
INC.

267.6900

MC., Machine. Model 33

Auto Agency

HAMMER,
INC.

965.4700

firre

lull

CALL MRS. GOODUNG
359-4200

Girl fader, for top ...... ire

Pomona!

BUFFERS

WE NEED MEN

'De's PI

WOW be/ nnl ewe

Eg;

CLERK,

LIBARAPP

Health human.,

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

840 East Green Street
Bensenville, Illinois

HAVER COLLEGE

greue al people a emu

LEAPN A TRAM

259-3553

296-1071

T,Z1,rirt1=:'

GENERAL FINISHERS

ARE YOU EARNING THIS NOWT II nal. and you wohder

tAI 3535

Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month
T PR, pr

9 Nod Had..

3 Shifts

inicint. Medical. lire and Surgoal Insu ,
.Camnony
ned Peneion. Yucatan. Eight Puld Holiday,. Nes 011m Wm.

'Zee

NO UP MOUIRFoi

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

WILLE LUMBER, INC.

2R0ITIO

ASSEMBLERS

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

259-3553

n7eS' t'u7sT:'tv';:n;"ZI:r!

All FREE.

FEMALE

An equal °PP. -tonal' ent1Ple1er

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

MAR GAL".

KEYLINE PASTE UP

PP WPW ecoetime. helpful

3:2 8'5=6

Ph''d

DRAFTSMAN

von Plan

5 0 P A old. W5 5130 helm 4.30

s'ee

PILE CLAW GAL FR13500
KEY PLIN-1.5BUS. SEM 3500

MECHANICAL

IN
WOKING UP 71111\
AT G.M.P.

!wino MIMING HOME in

GAL SS. RECUT 5125

DR

CARPENTERSY IDE

DRIVERS

Morton Grove. III.

VS G PRINTERS

La Salle Peisonnel

FUTURE IS

711 'se'

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

Room. board for older woman

EROARD-1105

TYPIST 1100

426-4854

773-2020

ADA A 250

23 -Employment Agenmes.Men

Mt. Prospect Illinois

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437-6621

439.3.601

Hills McCanna

403 MAPLE AVE

1600 E Birchwood Ave.

- BEST IN TOWN -

Contact Personnel Office

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E. Northwest Hang.

*A

INTERNAL AUDITING

STANLEY KNIGHT CORP

STENOGRAPHER

he

h

s

ehetle,r9

PENNWALT CORP.

394.0800
THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E Northwest blory.

P.M. ROUTES

in

xna

SCHOOL BUS

Paid Training

CALL 448-1589

SEAMSTRESS WANTED

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

meuol

!

Mr. R. D. Hint.

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

erO:d

"

0301 Lincoln Ave.

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

FEMALE

Eorn Extra -Cosh

253-6600

39,C1-0[100

131olland Found

LADIES

LADY PARKER

1717:ftn;nd
Excellent

Laboratories, Inc.

BLAIR

RECEPTIONIST

/7,1"4trkRtMrR"V

.Se4Z71

5 Employment Agencies Wooten

o

Baxter

-Iiigporaties

II

21-fklp Wanted Wmen

ENGINEER

@ Illinois Bell

ADD UP?

pl

able 310 a day 327 7322

Arlington Heights
116W, Eastman
392-6600

Metropolitan

liTERNATIONAL

'531

p

h

11

Linda Apostle
Ea, 3678

Specialties Inc.
Subsidiary of
Nucular Data Inc.

OPEN SAT7E'VNE'S BY APPL.

1349 Boer 00,0, 110,,,

rra orr herdirs

Credit Clerk

PM PROSPECT

HAMMER,
INC.

could yotl?

WRAY

Cell 455-1350
Verna Morgan

ds

1

MORE

lier

359.6110

PIrRrelli*XL'

$650 MONTH

MOO W. CFNMAt RD

CUTLER -

FINANEIAL

Glendale Heights

2546600

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD?
LEARN BANKING

piece@ mall,

VMart NM

H

'"!

CHICAGO BLOWER CORP.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Salary elMA

life

BRUNING

CUTLER -

Is Rood and you'll

with on gnaw adorn
owners
comprehensive
promisIoR

21.

srlinston1Wielm

Vim'renstris yt:

T

II you are seeking. HE

Be A BlajrTrnrParaFYl
Pr.

Wiat

Inventory Clerk

Ser.
4jilitillifil.122841roarl

COMPANY MINIS
awl 10. Bonus

HAMMER,
INC.

858-2600

296-1071

bra

prO.

°bro.,* m.o..,

AVIATION

MOM!

Apply or Coll
Mr 2 Inds
773.2020

intereet end Minty pormas.

Please co. or GRP..

1675 Glen Ellyn Rd.

neces.

holidoys, 40 hour work
week, good stoning
weans and good work-

own. Meuensible
Mr illumines and
maintaining sae!
communications

PROGRAMMER

PARKER

not

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - $525 Mo.

eer

ELECTRICAL

''

'Wenn

PAID

oriel era ming.

Som

BUTLER

TELMIG OPERATOR

ng conditions.

ywr knowledge or progress ems a poorion al greater Immo,

vee

aromas selow

FABRICATORS..

VelMlin cream.. mii sem Am

L. LW

SHEET METAL

:::'y'eVr'irrs'et:r.c:I7n.
electrical a0101. la Ihn

UP TO 4.10 PER HOUR TO START

$11,000 Fee Paid

gjCI(NE741"''
297.3535
d

FLETOWRITIR
FEE

ing

IlfPne Wilt ere nevem 1,11

CLERK TYPIST

TYPIST

GOO

we wen um. Inters.

tor beginners and ex.
pemtnewINOW.

686.7035

$700

CAR TEASING

teebm9 A PAH°.

MR. FUGIEL

39.5100

COMPLETE TRAINING

Secretary

-

TENS CO.

CA. TOR INTRIPPIEW

ARLINGTON INN

TURN -STYLE

I,,

sell communications

ALSO Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner Waitresses

137.31.0

MEC AID

OR CALL MRS M1KKELSEN

BARRETTCRA

297.7160
In Ms Prospect

Typists

''''''7.PPLV IN PERSON

Cocktail Waitresses

O'Hans Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon

JUST FIGURES
$500 START

Analysts

h

and °PAO

297-5222
CLERK TYPIST

DES PLAINES

3513.7460

Machine

Be

°on,.

CALL 298.5011

Spring Interiors

FABRICATORS
Electrical control monv.
focivrer has .openings

Mg. Career as pn

GENERAL OFFICE
skills of all Muds, top hourly
rots. Came in ond discuss it

100% Free Positions

1433 °Merlin SI. Des Plaines

All

GIRL

EMPLOYMENT

Sales Person

SHEET METAL

TEM KNOCK ON POOR DOORI

296.1071

'c'e'L

working

SEE LA MAR CHIDD1STER
33 Oak

M70

starting salary. Pleasant

AyERNATIONAF
I

lusi til bock in Me privacy al your own cake and GROOVE
wire semen's Guam growing Saler Organize...in wiM .0

'''''t171O7IN

DAYWANTADS
GULARLY!

773-2020

""'

ARE YOU REALWP

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

For Fast Results

537.51306 after 4 P.M.

DAY WANT ADS

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

296-1071

CUTLER-

HAMMER,
INC.

726-0100 until, P.M. or

Reliable man wanted.
Fall time days. Good

.11.0170

HEY!

COMPUTER OPERATOR

13

260.6222

1349 Bryn Ma,,,,
Itasca, III.

21 -diet Wanted Roma

T

TIRED OF HOUSEWORK?
Work for ADDAAHOIRL on

"FORD"

Drapery

citkITERNATIONAG

Lion Uniform

7700 5:30 PM

PAID

FEE

NMI tram

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

EXPERIENCED

MPORATORY UCH

JANITOR

Warehouse Man

,haring. !mamma home and advancement appoduniiy.

1000,

WED VIM MONETT

Page,L

Tuesday January IT 1970

16 IMP VIBIKI POW

2141e1p Haled Woren

2E44 Woofed Wow

25-Entpopent Aterum Women

26-160 Rasta Worm

8 A M ioSPM Is days Re

ma.

mnPMWe bone. Include 12, 000 1,xnu,

5-Empomont Apron Women

DRAFTSMEN

a GENERAL FACTORY

HEAL! ARC WELDERS

24414 BARON

KITCHEN MAN

Coll (04-7,1711

SHEAR SETUP OPERATOR

$550 NO FEE

24-1110 Waled

2444WITmtelMse

44011WiMed Men

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY

DIE SETTERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

TRAINEE

244leVfeTedREe

24.111p World Ma

242-1100

An Equal OppadenIty ErnWont

70071 cup, a piece uf corrugated
board removed from a disainied

shipping carton and four books

or other object to elevate the
board as shown in Figure I.
The object 01 100 game is 10
use the paper cup to maneuver
10 navy beans. one at 0 time. so

ward the hole .114 10,00 sumo-

ver it until it drop, through the
hole. A small pan or dish beneath

the

hole

will catch the

falling bean, and the sound of
them landing will lel the player
know when he has succeeded.

Na player may lift the cup and
see where the bean is: mice ha
suns a bean hasvard the hold he

limy not raise the cup until the

Dick's "Birthday Party Stunts'

bean has dropped.

they drop through a hole. The
player who can do this in the

-4.5 PARTY 6001515

least time beeomes the winner.
Because time is the deciding

Mothers and fathers! If you
can use new ideas for birthday

factor. a watch or clock with a

pony

second hand is necessary.

you'll find 45 of them in Cappy

booklet. To get a copy. send 50

fun

for

your

children.

cents in coin. plus
selt-addressed.

stamped

a

enve-

lope to CAPPY DICK BOOS.
LETS. P.O. Boa 42877. Evergreen Park. III. 60642.

Tuesday. January 13, 1970
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GROCERY

CLEANING LADY

required. Convenient loconon
full fringe benefits. 371/2 hour
week.

per

$2.75

5260

Previous errPeoenze

Experienced on Plug
Some
typing
Board

1 day a week

So Arl Hts area

PROFIT SHARING
Previous

or call...

consider qualified beginner.

perience

Market exdesired but will

Super

Rondhurst Center
Mt. Prospect

Trainees

start at

$2.45

3925230

SOLICITORS

office. CTA Bus to door.

PIONEER ASTRO
INSUSTRIES

Figure Clerks

per

hour with automatic increases
to $3.04 per hour.

ASSEMBLERS

benefits. For interview
Store Manager:

DAY SHIFT - 7:30 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
NIGHT SHIFT - 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT

see

to

Do

we

NM. suburban manufacturer offers steady employment

HILLMAN'S

for reliable workers, who enjoy precision assembly.
FILTERED AIR.COND. BLDG.
GOOD STARTING PAY PLUS BONUS

Excellent benefits. Cafeteria.
tion. Coll GI. 5-3600 or come to:

able for individuals who
bers.

Rand, Central & Mt. Prosp. Rds.

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS
FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO LEARN
DRAFTING?

WAITRESSES

HAVE YOU DONE
SOME DRAFTING
AND LIKE TO

Experienced or will train. Full or part time. 10 AM
to 3 PM or 11 AM to 4 PM, 3:30 PM to 10 PM. Excellent tips and salary. Apply in person between
9 AM and 11 AM or 2 PM and 5 PM.

you have experience

in

any

of

and are

Electrical and Mechanical
you learn plus all these benefits: New Modern office,
Improved Medical Insurance,
Free Life Insurance, Nine Paid

11

sitions

1. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
/.." CLERK -TYPIST

CUTLER -

965-4700

1349 Bryn Wm, I tosccr, Ill

99 RAND ROAD

We are a medium size man-

DES PLAINES

ufacturer of Electro-Mechonkal products with excellent
opportunity for EXPERIENCED
INSPECTOR. Must be able to
read prints, perform 1st piece
set-up work and use all basic
inspection guoges.

Call Mr. Ward Taylor
SCHNADIG CO R P

our

Franklin

Pork

and

air.

Will

Call or apply in person

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY

consider

1700 S. Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, Ill.
392-3500

Full Time
Assemblers

Cornputor operators
should know IBM 360 or Honeywell.
We ore also seeking experienced Data Control people for
TAPE LIBRARIANS
and an

Modern working conditions
automatic increases
major medical insurance
vacation plan
profit sharing

DAILY TII:Sill T

CD

IIILIlL. f

1.3105st

irES-rti

Algonquin & Meacham Rds. Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

1..,

_

_

First

_

:. ='""

OR MALE

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Permanent full time positions.
No experience necessary, we will train you.

Free Life Insurance

10 Paid Holidays

Free Pension Plan

Credit Union

Call or come in for on interview.

Paid Vacation after six months

El&

.

CALL CL5-1900

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Single bowl kitchen sink, fittings,
base cabinets, 7 ft. formica top.
$50.358-2699
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Kenmore automatic console
home humidifier. 10 gal capacity $60. Coll 296-1475

Fully auto. Ige. Lau Humidifier.
Lke new. Can be attch'd. to any

Mt. Prospect

NOW HIRING...

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

$2.57 To Start

Press Packers

7:45 am to 4:15 pm
4:15 pm to 12:45 am
12:45 am to 7:45 am (61/2 hrs.)

1st Shift

2nd Shift
3rd Shift

We will train - add 15c per hour for 2nd shift and

18c per hour for 3rd shift - 10 paid holidays major medical and life insurance - many company benefits.

CALL 537-1100 (8:30 AM to 5 PM)
OR VISIT US AT
777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

iflPi

moh

ilik

et,:v
P.:f

tiro

iii,-
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WOMEN

YOUNG, OR NOT -SO -YOUNG
* EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED
* CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS:
Full time, part time, round -the clock, 7 days a week

WE NEED

YOU, NOW!

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?
EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

Maytag electric dryer,
lent condition. $60
593.6853

High pay for qualified
operators...any hours

excel-

Schwinn.

Exercisor,

Good pay for
sharp people

Computer Operators
Tab Operators

Interesting Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.
.._

STENOS
CLERKS

NEVER A FEE

160 C19-3914

bl&white TV console $25
(no UHF) Duncan Phyfe din rm
set: tble, 4 chrs, buffet, & china
closet.

- Complete
_
kitchen for sole

mach.;

Mt. P.

392-0591

OP AIIIINIOA. I

541-2022
washer -dryer.

$80. 529-9061

Black wrought iron sconces &
lamps from Mexico. Fischer AM -

FM stereo console in dark oak

cond., used very lightly
home hobby. Priced/quick
sale. 359-5385 after 7 P.M.

392-5230

6:00 and ask for Lynn.
253-8952

We have recently installed
colored T.V. and we have 90
19" PORTABLE T.V.'s for sale.
For information call...

7624 N. Austin

Skokie, Illinois

588-8734

Easily accessible from Touhy to

Lehigh at Howard

ARLINGTON INN
948 East Northest Hwy.
Art.
CL 5.2900

P.M.

6

(Timberlake)

& 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike

setting).
Reasonable
rental
inclds.
Appliances, TENNIS

1969 OLDS - 88 CUSTOM 2 dr.
hdtop, full power & air, $3600.
297-2796

'69 Camaro 55

4
speed 1ST
Hurst -Stereo Radio -Wide Ovals

Chevy Impala
P/S. P/B, air cond., $950.
297.2796
1965

Busse Rd. 439.4100
(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Demoster & Golf)

1444

S.

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

One & Two Bedr. Apartments
$161

tope. $750 255-9622

1962 Volkswagen. Looks & runs
good. $375. Call

439-7890

of $5.13 per month. Fcr free
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until

Ford Custom, 2-dr, sedan,

6 cyl, standard shift, low mile
age, clean. 259-4528

$191

Immediately Available. Carpet.
and all Appliances included.

Call for Appointment
358-7844

Air

Power

Full

III

FURY

Conditioned, 383 Good Condi.
1965 Dodge Custom 880 9 pass.
wagon. P/S P/B, Factory air
& rack. $950. 392-0512

'64 LeMans. 4/Floor, one owner,

16 -To Rent Houses

HOFFMAN ESTATES 3 bdrm split

level. Poss. Feb
894-1707 aft 6 pm

'65

tion. 259-9504

HOWARD SPROAP & CO.

5275

1st.

excellent cond., $600 or best
offer. 53_7.3077 after 5.

1967 VOLVO 1225, auto irc;ns
condition,

AM FM rad:o, mint
Best Offer, 259-9517

1967 Ford Custom 500 V8 eng.,

Cony.
pleasant
surroundings. Avail. at 225 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd. Elk Grove Village

A/T,

P/B. Exc. cond
537-8872

VOLVO 1963-544 Sport
B-18 engine, excel cond,
5795.529-9434
_

.

.

'65 Ford. 4 door V8 Auto P/5
Almost new tires & brakes Good
cond. $695 CL 3-8413

mi. south of Toll Road.
439-8020

I

running

Excellent
condition. $450. Call
CI. 5-3249
VW.

1963

Inc. 5000 sq. ft. of Warehouse.
or $5.13 down and 9 payments

door.,

2

Dodge '65 Coronet 440, 2 dr,
H.T. New paint & snows, stereo

COURT & SWIMMING POOL

PRESTIGE OFFICE SPACE.
from 1000 to 8000 sq. ft.

$51.30 Tax Included

'67 wagon 8 auto. P/S,
P/rear window, low miles, like

9 p.m.

Chev.

82 -Wanted to Rent

new. Priv. 51450 529-5888
IN

DES

PLAINES ONE OR TWO BED-

40 - 60%

ROOM ONE CHILD CALL 824-0493

83 -Industrial Property (To Rent)

Mercury 6 cyl. stick; R/H,
ke new snow tires, good cond.
$250.253.8827
'62

FOR

SALE.

6000

offered to public.
Sold on 1st order basis. Clos-

sq.

ft office

diately in:

ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228

Mt.

with cover $650
255-8327 oft 5:30

1966 Mercury Comet.

Prospect. Choice lions Pk

location. Spacious 3 bedrm. Custom ranch offered by transferred owner. Walk to everything. $43,500. 522 S. Emerson.
253-0153

Lester Baby Grand Piano
25 years old. $400.
CL 9.0437

Will finance w/low
down pymnt.
$22,500.

2 manual Alan organ. Full floor
pedals, bench. Exc. cond. Only

CRYSTAL LAKE COUNTRYSIDE
5 Bedrm., 2 bath Rnch., all

S1000. 392-5090

paneled, full bsmnt., Air cond.,

Holten, silver plated.
Immaculate. $150 firm -no trade.
Call 541-1764
Used Martin Imperial

acre,

Cornet,

2 car garage. On a wooded
$39,500....good

financ-

ing available.

BRADSHAW, 658-5661

Tenor Sax, $175

55 -Musical Instruments

Coll 392-2609 after 6:30 pm

cyl.

Low

2 door
mileage.

$150 or best °HIE 529-7587.

'65 Olds, hardtop, auto. trans.
air, P/S, P/B $875. Days 2963441, Eve. 437-5477

1968 VW 1500 Sedan -Beige Must
sell - leaving state. Call
298-3188
'67 Firebird 400 a/c. p/b,
AM -FM. New tires & brakes.
SHARP! $1825. 394-3057

ALGONQUIN AREA 3 Bdrm.
Rnch Home, oak floors, thermopane windows, full bsmnt.,

55 -Musical Instruments

6

Call 253.3445

Built ins in kitchen. Mid $40.
Call 824-4737.

SNO MOBILERUPP SS281, 18hp
Excellent condition

$1800. 297-7870

1'57 Chevy V8, 4 dr. 6 pass.
wagon A/T, runs but needs work

Contemporary Split Level -3 bed.
21/2 baths - lg. fm. rm. 2 car gar.

48 -Snorting Goods

'68 Olds Cutlass. Excell. cond.
P/S, P/B vinyl top. low mileage

sedan.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

966 - 5540

1964 Pontiac Sport Coupe
$395
593-6853

ware-

&

house space available imme

entire warehouse in-

Exc.

'64 Buick Special
Good Condition, $300 or
best offer. 359-1152

6000 Sq. Ft. units,
254-8850

Must Be Sold

TBird

359-1116

Arlington Industrial
and Research Center.

CARPETING

1963

cond. $800

For Lease

OFF

Chambers gas range. Golf clubs.
Beige cptg., drapes. 259-2786

the Troggs, Trini Lopex, and lots
more. 50c to $1.50. Coll after

CHICAGO PROCESSING CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

after

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Used machine in stylish cabinet. Does everythiing without
attachments.

PUNCH BOWL & STAND

the Raiders, Bobby Vee, Dion,

RANDHURST CENTER.

Call

dishes,

392-3358

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

COMPUTAX CORP.

set;

pots, pans, lamps, radio/phono;
lawnmower; roaster; bar stools;
lots misc. 1205 Wheeling Rd.

CL 5.0144

"Oldies but Goodies" albums Beach Boys, Paul Revere and

White Collar Girls

kit.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

WANTED. Basket case motorcycles. Anything considered.
392-8838

297-4940 After 6 PM
1

M.T. PROSPECT

Moving: 3 pc. sect'l; end tbles;
coffee tbles; choirs; sofa; ad-

Bicycles, 20" & 24", $10 ea.
Small tricycle, $7.50. Call

TYPISTS

11'1Pi

disposal.
894-8219

set, $25. CL 5.2914

ding

Call Mike 827-0497 aft. 4

'65

desired. Terms available (Dist)

H EISEY GLASS

S.

255-8384

$150.

bdrm. apt.
$165: w/w carpet, air-cond, all
utilities exc. elec. Stove, refrig.,

358-3605

ELECTRIC IRONER $35
ELECTRIC TABLE SAW $20

exc.

RICK TODD

bedroom opt. on

Hoffman Estates

$125.

ventory on balance rolls of
first quality, heavy-duty carfree if
peting. Installation

Radial Arm Saw, 9" Craftsman,

Come in and see.

mahogany

dk.

ing out

9, like new. 827-0534

Work close to home at the new complex of Computax.
Easily accessible (see map) with ample parking space.

1

Rd.

proof wire. $300 or best offer.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Des Pl. Lg.
Bdr. heated Apt.
Air cond. Pool -Parking -Feb. 1st
available. $160. 439.6841

I

Schwinn 5 spd. bike; Bar -bells &
weights; Westinghouse elec.
range. 537-8094 aft 5.

as

TOP PAY

CAPTAIN'S

21"

6 P.M.

gd cond; also chair, dresses, sz

General Work,
clean work with paper.

CARPETING,
YRS. OLD.

AMERICAN

EARLY

First time

Din Rm Set: Dkwood, table, 6
chairs, china cabinet, Ig buffet,

- LIGHT ASSEMBLY;

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

14 -To Rent Apartments

(rejetted), recurved Delco
distributor, ram -charger, burn
ley

after 5 p.m.

DESK, ANTIQUE GREEN.

30" gas stove, clean. Good condition. $25. Coll 394-1576 after

Bendix

rm. efficiency.
Beau. Cottage.
Rees. Refs. req'd. Pet accepted.
358-1823 or 358.5366.

$50. 956- 1265

Bicycle

cabinet. 625-7380

nii

I

BEIGE
NYLON
60 SQ.
YDS,
5

type. Good condition.
Call 392.3365

Comb.

Young man to share fur Des
Plaines Townhouse. $90 ea, includes utilities. No lease. Immed.
occupancy. Agent. cl. 5-6175

Sublet I
Rohlwing

BEDROOM SET -modern walnut,
complete - $75
296.5127

lite fixhorse CL 5-6420

Service for 12, used only once.

[DATA PROCESSING

tables,

1963 301, 375 heads, ported &
balanced & clearanced, 111/ to I, TRW alum, pistons, 375 solid cam. Z-28 alum.
hi ghrise, 6 quart oil pan
w/windoge tray, 780 c.f.m. holpolished,

1

$30. CL 5-4916

40- gas range; mod.
ture; hobby

p.m.

WANTED APARTMENT

CHINA

PROOFREADING

yrs. old,

BEIGE RECLINING
LOUNGE CHAIR

Wood kitchen cabinets; Roper

KEYPUNCH

OFFICE
Telephone Work, filing,
Typing Statistical Reports

0....

NI

MEN

3

4

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

ft. loose cush-

469-7204

G. E. Electric Dryer.
Must sell --moving.
Call 358-0438

PRODUCTS INC.

VA,q I

FL9 3200

Westinghouse electric stove,
double oven & deep well. Good

1800 West Central Road

7

ivory davenport,

condition $70. 392-2619

EKCO

"ie.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

COMPANIES, INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

iik'

Single girl GOLF MILL AREA hos
opt to shore with same. Call
837-7903 aft 4:30

Female Schnauzer, 2I/a yrs. old.
Toy black poodle, 21/2 yrs. old.
Schnauzer puppies. Barrington
area. 428.3750

mica tops w/sink, exhaust fan &
hood. Best Offer; Dining Room

furnace. $65. 537-6968

Rolling Meadows

1100 Hicks Road

lovable pupply. AKC. 358-2699

JEWEL

255-1107

Now Interviewing Daily
7:45 AM - 4:15 PM & Saturday 9 AM - Noon
Also Monday Until 7:30 P.M.

CALL 259-1620

Or older. 298-3275 aft.

oak kite h. cabinets, comp!
built-in stainless steel oven &
stainless steel range top, for-

FEMALE

1st and 2nd SHIFT OPENINGS

40110k

345-0500 Ext. 594

Shift
Openings

'

PACKERS

0 P14401:1); aliA[1210 '

CONTROL MANAGER. Experience is essential
for all positions.
For further information call
office personnel
ASSI :TANT

APPLY: Monday - Friday 8 AM - 3 PM
359-4800

10 MOTOROLA

ily. Min. Schnauzer male loving,

Due to recent expansion and

SHIFTS.

Motorola needs you now! Insure your future, start the New
Year with the leader. You'll enjoy an excellent starting salary
and many outstanding benefits.

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Sz. 8 Hockey skates CI 5-6275

French Provincial dressing table.
255-3253 after 5 pm

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS - ALL

like new, 44 ton,
286-4600

Anxious for a new home and fam-

SI25. 259-2735.

conversion in our Data Processing Area, we hove immediate
permanent openings in operations for COMPUTOR, TAB, and

PICK -UPS -AUCTION PRICED

& AFB 4 barrel carburetor also

ioned back & seat,

DATA
PROCESSING

286-4600

RN would like room mate for
partially furs apt. in Des Pl. 23

Small

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

Prospect Hts. Career Girl
share modern apt. with 2 others.

Heights. Call 392.6385

AKC. Housebroken. Shots. Child
raised. S125. Call 823-4562

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
'Huge discounts. 824.7353 dlr.

Chicago

4820 W. Belmont

12' CHEV. STAKES. '68 & '69. like

Working girl has small house to
share with same. Arlington

Min. Schnauzer 9 mo. Female.

SOFA -Broyhill,

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

.

in

292.2501.

KI 5-2300

new, will sacrifice, sale or lease.

Front end for '68 Plymouth GTX.
Fenders, grill, hood, bumper. Alternator, ring & pinion 355 radio,
Radio, mufflers, intake manifold

wormed $90. Call 824-2064

training someone with a dispatcher's background. Good
starting salary and excellent
fringe benefits. For more information call Hank Nelson at

267-6900

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

11-Apts. ad Roos to Uwe

INSPECTOR

296.4741

102-Trucks,Trailers

$80. Coll eves. 541.-1841

1

worldwide shipping center.
The person we are looking for
should hove some background
in routing shipments by truck,

an equal opportunity employer

I/ KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

Old English Sheep Dog. 5 mos.
old mole. AKC. 437-8152 or

3bdrm.

54800. adults

after 6 p.m.

Min. Schnauzer AKC register 2
males 7 weeks old. Shots &

Work

Morton Grove, Ill.

for working Mother. 259-8149
old.

Top wages - Full Time

rail,

HAMMER,
INC.

Will do baby sitting in my home

mon

2

16;60,

Porch, shed, awning, air cond.

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Free: 2 kittens
Box trained.
Call 437-3826
Kittens,

833-4340_
PLAINES

DES

Clean, Comfortable room for
rent in private home. Arlington Heights. CL 5-7177

ROUTE CLERK

6301 Lincoln Ave.

ROOM EXCL. COND. BEST OFFER

Free to good homes -Siamese F.
cat yr. old & 3 pt. Siamese kittens 6 wks. 259.1754

Baxter

773-2020

One of the notion's largest manufacturers of upholstered
furniture has several openings in their corporate offices.
Friendly neighborhood surroundings with good company
benefits. Call today and talk about one of the following po.

8x44 FT. MOBILE HOME 2 BED-

Free to good home LARGE male
Irish Setter, I yr old, house broken. 296-5939

259-9022

JIFFY CAR WASH

Call for Interview

98 -Mobile Homes

Shots & ears. 392-5189

894-3718

Male or Female

Laboratories, Inc.

S.

Good with children. Reasonable.

259-7000

Worthwhile Investment.
DON A. PEARSON
437-4071

Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Min. Schnauzers. AKC. Ch. sire.

Siamese

Contact Bruce Dodds

297-6440

Holidays and Paid Vacations.

Publications, 217

Call 359-2630.

Now, GIVE YOURSELF a

1238, % Day

Box

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER & DRYERS

drawing. Good salary while

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

Full Time Work
With Mony Benefits

CAR WASH HELP

Ext. 3678

luxurious Northwest
Suburban Hotel. Write

Setter,

Irish

HOLIDAYS OVER!

ON on premises of

good hunter, $100 or best offer.

No Experience Necessary

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA
827 E. Rand Rd.

Linda Apostle
We will train you to do both

112 Oak Brook Center Mall
Oak Brook, Ill.

TELLER

train for Managers poswith rapidly expanding
theatre circuit. Apply Manager.

RETURN TO IT?

JEREMY'S

Position open as

ition

with a future please call:

or
Manage
existing BEAUTY SALLease

M & F. Reas. to good homes.

To

these areas,
seeking a job

90 -Investment Property

Registered

AKC

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

21/2 Acres Coral Woods, residen

hal, McHenry County. Call Owner, 439-3726

66 -Business Opportunities

CASH

First Arlington
National Bank

Mt. Prospect
If

51101 El Rey Music, 7 W Eastrnnn

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

Assistant Manager

In.
in
Openings are
Ac ventory
Control,
taunts Receivole, Cost
Accounting and Budget
Departments.

Mascot chord organ, new, $40
$175 Notional folk guitar, new

37 -Boats and Menne Simples

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

867-7500

BOYS or WOMEN with Cars for
lite
delivery &
collection.
Earn up to $5 hr. Bensenville
area. 394.5562 after 4 PM

-enjoy working with num-

Mount Prospect Plaza

Must have own transporta-

3100 N. MANNHEIM

several chalpositions avail-

67" Misc 392 4546

Large or small.
274-5300
'Mr. Gold

21 -Help Wanted Men & Women

have

enging

6 rm brick bungalow, gas heat,
air cond , carpeted Move right
in 259 7346

Call 358-7460

recent expansion

of our corporate offices,

Brinkerhoff Upright
$50 or best offer Will move
with help Call 437 1733

42Wanted To Buy

OR CALL

Mr. Kelly

86 -Real Mate -Houses

PIANO

Top Pay

7401 W. Lawrence
Chicago

full time permanent employment with excellent company

55 Musical Instruments

Frtgidaire Electric range Combination storm windows, 28"x

BOAT, Motor, Trailer . used 12
times in 3 seasons, $1700 firm.
Call 392-8277.

Full & Part Time

Work close to home in modern

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

359-4200

and

No travel
Liberal
group insurance Write box 1237
c/o Day Publications

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

sentative

FREE INSURANCE

hour

Needed for temporary office
work. Come in and register

CALL MRS. GOODLING

Type

diversified duties

CL 3 1916

CHECKER

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. WI erne

RECEPTIONIST

CALL 358 0631

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

E

Nationally known company is
seeking a salaried sales repre-

SWITCHBOARD

Earn $50-$100 or More Per Mo

HARPER C
position.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

WANT TO DO YOUR OWN THING?

26-11ein Waited Wain

2641eM Wanted Women

21 -help Wanted -Men & Women

26 -help Waited Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

264Help Wanted Women

1963 Chevrolet
Perfect condition.
255-6232

Chew Station Wagon.
cyl. Auto R/1-1.$195. Call
824-1519
'61

'67 Chevelle SS 396,

4

6

speed,

gauges, console.
CL 3.5296

AMBASSADORS -AUCTION
PRICED like new, '67's &'68's,
286.4600

'61 COMET 4 dr Cust., auto, int.

& ext. excel!. cond; eng nds

It

wk; Gd 2nd car, $100. 537-8653

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

10% to 30% Off on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!

Cadillac '67 Fleetwood Broughfull equipped, very low
mileage, private, $3900.
CI 3-1333
ham,

1965 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY CONVERTIBLE

Best Offer. Call After 5pm
392:1251
Pontiac,

76:-§torcTief

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

Hdtp., P/S, P B, white, red int.,
immaculate. $695 Coll 391.3332
after 6 pm

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

Needs some repointsut here's
a great ball 1964 Chev. eel Alr

p

V8 station wagon. A/T, P/B. One
owner. $550. 391.1496

rL

4

,The readers speak out

Many suburbanites puzzled by moratorium goals
This .fratur,: iA the beginning of a new
Day Aeries that Iva( .reck to learn opinions

of Northwest Suburban

resilient.%

"I think the majority of it was a joke,",

on

lotlay..s important i.1.10e1.

By Oliver Brown
It seems that since November the last of

the big moratoriums has ended. October
proved to be an effective nationwide movement for peace and November stirred the
nation's capital. But what has happened to
the promised once -a -month movement for
world peace?

should be left in the hands of those who are

what the different groups that participated
in them were trying to do.

said Percy, "to see who was there.

"It wasn't just the long-haired hippie
type, but older men and women conducting themselves in an orderly way. I
was so impressed by. what the marchers
were saying by just being there and acting
the way they did."

Elk

at

108 N. School, Mount Prospect.

Grove High and also a member of the
NWSSP, explained why their group has

MRS. PHILLIP Agnew, 435 Case Ct.,
Schaumburg, said no in response to the
question "Do you think the moratorium
helped shorten the war?" "I really haven't
been paying much attention to it," she

no chosen leaders. "We all get along and
we all agree upon the same thing -that the

Students around the area who are active

many older people participating in the mo-

in the moratorium have different opinions
than the adults who feel that the anti -war
demonstrations have been useless. "I think

ratorium as there were young. I think it
helps to close the gap, if one exists. With
the summer coming and warm weather I

the anti -war movements that once the
warm weather comes, the feeling will
grow, but the feeling is not limited to a

Palatine, both said they were among the
President's "silent majority." "I think

the people were surprised that we carried it

think the moratorium will explode with

particular age group defined below a cer-

on as long as we did," said Niel Powers,

they went as far as they could with the last

112 Pine, Mount Prospect.
Niel has been active in the moratoriums

participation."
During the November moratorium, The
Day was in Washington to get
Sen.

tain number. Rebellion is not a state of age.
but a state of mind in which the mind rebels
against the state.

war should be ended."
When asked if there was any generation

gap caused by the moratorium actions
Mike replied, "No. There were just as

said.

you're at war or at peace."
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J.1,ish of 701 Bennet.

seemed to be uninformed on what took
place during the moratoriums and just

MIKE PARRILLO, a junior

tol for the weekend, "I was out there,"

It could be a lack of communication that
instills a gap between what the moratorium
stands for and what the majority of the residents of the Northwest area think it stands
for.
It is the belief of those who participate in

change of the times," said Mrs. Carl Nobel, 3 N. Williams, Mount Prospect. "It's
something that you have to learn to live
with and learn to adjust to. I doubt if it
did or will have any effect on ending the
war. Everything is too political --either

movement." I he majority of those quizzed

Charles Percy's comments on the actions
of the demonstrators that were in the capi-

since they began and is a member of the
Northwest Suburban Students for Peace.
"We held one in December at Dempster
Jr. High and it was really cold. You can't
do much until the weather warms up and
people are willing to come out."

delegated to handle it," said Carl fish. "I
think President Nixon is taking the proper
action'in ending the war."
"We didn't care about the moratorium
one single bit," said Mrs. Phillip Kunz,

"IT'S JUST A change of pace and a

The Day, in an effort to find out what
was in the minds of the Northwest suburbanites during the Moratorium, called a
few to learn their reactions to a "dead

moratorium and now they're working on

Pro5pert ;Dap

W EA TH ER
Tonight: N1ostl) cloudy,

chalice of snug, hill

something else," said Mrs, Lish, "and I
hope it works." "I think the .decisions

said Robert Quackenbush, 22, of 1211 S.
Fernandez, Arlington Heights. "It seems
like the whole activity of the moratorium
was in post mortem." In response to the
question of the possibility for future moratoriums, Quackenbush replied, "There's a
lot of people who are waiting for the results
of the conspiracy (Chicago's Conspiracy
7) trial before they make any plans."

15-211.

Tomorrow,: Cloudy, chance
of intermittent light slum.

T('le 10) tie

")33-774Hr
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Northwest suburbs get
road fund 'lion's share'
By Ben Clarke

ning engineer for Dist. 10. yes-

million for that project that

tion expected to start in Dec.,
1970, and completion planned

will have additional turn lanes
terday detailed the.apArxiiigiewsitit...
he northwest suburban
area will receive more than 40
per cent of the $89 million al-

provements- that-

lotted to non -interstate highway improvements for District
10 (Cook County), with Higgins Rd. construction receiv-

interstate roads.
Higgins Rd. is to be widened

ing the lion's share,

S37.I million of the total $89
million spent locally on non -

intersections and
resurfacing where needed.

Another even bigger Higgins Rd. project is estimated at
$14 million:

to four lanes from Elmhurst

widening from
two to four lanes the 9.2 mile

Rd. (III. 831 to Rohlwing Rd.

section from Meacham Rd.

in the

(III. 53), a distance of 4.5 miles.

record $575 million highway

(just east of Ill. 53) to III. 59

in an 18 month project slated
to begin in mid -April and be
completed by Nov.. 1971.
ESTIMATED COST is $6

(Sutton Rd.).

budget for 1970 announced by
Gov. Ogilvie Monday.
Thomas

Morimoto.

plan-

Morimoto said plans are
still being developed for this
improvcmunt, with construe -

Mount Prospect police help one of two injured men onto the stretcher just prior to his being taken
to Holy Family Hospital. The victim was injured in a two -auto accident on Central and Emerson. The
accident was one of two last night in which persons were injured. (Photo by Dan Masi

Slick highways cause
2 crashes injuring 3
Three persons were injured

last night within an hour in a
pair of two -auto accidents on

Central Rd. in Mount Prospect.
.

Police said the first, at Cen-

tral Rd. and Busse. involved
autos driven by Kenneth P.
Siculan. 23. of 2346 Cowper.
Evanston. and Elmer C. Wei-

Striking Lanes at Golf and
Elmhurst Rds.. Mount Pros-

pect last night.
Police said a stereo tape
player and one stereo tape val-

Skating to begin at 9 a.m.
The Mount Prospect Park
District Board voted Monday

to allow the park director to
open all skating rinks at 9 a.m.
on Saturdays and Sundays.

like to have them open so
people may use the warming
houses." he said.

mer, 57. of 1705 W. Martin

he was unable to stop and

Paul Caldwell. director Of re-

Ln.. Mount Prospect.

struck the other auto.

creation, said that on the

Day

the auto
driven by Siculan was east hound on Central Rd. in the
inner lane of traffic when the
Weimer auto westbound on
Central Rd.. turned in front of
it. Police said Siculan tried to
Police said

that

apply the brakes of his car but
because of the slippery roads,

ing at

SICULAN WAS taken to
Northwest Community Hospital where he was treated
and released.
Police said

Siculan

was

charged with driving too fast
for conditions. Weimer was
charged with failure to yield
the right-of-way while making

I

p.m. on both days. But

weekends people began skat-

ing long before the rinks are
opened.

Although the earlier opening will mean the district has to

Police said

Also, they said, a stereo unit
at

that

an

71, j

.(i

Having people, month
after month, send applications for something you
don't want.
D.S.

hire more guards. "I would

42, of 219 N. Elm, Mount

driver's side vent window was

Prospect. Police said the Birt
auto was east bound on Central Rd.

ued at $115 were stolen from

broken to gain entry into the

'an auto belonging to Terry

cars.

Announcement of candidate endorsements will he
made at the Feb. 6 meeting.

SCHAUMBURG township

Contracts for this work are

Committeeman
Don Totten announced Tuesday the representatives of the

to be let in late 1970, with completion expected in Nov.,

Republican

1971.

Food Has Its Day
Starting on Page 13

considered to be routine. Republicans running for county
offices are also without opposition in the primary.
The Schaumburg Republicans have already endorsed

procedure. Rentschler
spoke before the organization
earlier this month.
ment

at the River Trails Junior High
ice rink, 1000 Wolf Rd.,
Mount Prospect, weather permitting.
If the weather is had the car-

nival will be postponed until

charged with failure to yield the -right-of-way at an Intersection. Birt was charged with
failure to reduce speed to
avoid an accident and violation of driver's license restric-

is a possibility that Smith can
be in Schaumburg Township

the

Jan. 27.

On that date the executive
board will meet, and on Feb.

Feb. 18,

I

the precinct captains will act
upon the recommendation of
the executive committee or

Skating with his father, Bob Goranson, 415 N. Wilk, Mount

ON

Morimoto, was the widening
and resurfacing of roads which

are two-lane roads of 20 foot
width, to he widened to 24 feet.

and covered with bituminous
resurfacing.

THIS PROGRAM includes:
River Rd. From Irving Park
to Belmont:
$ I 00,0(X).

estimated

cost

Lake -Cook Rd. From U.S.
14 to the east corporate limits

(Cotitilitlto Page 2)

River Trail park dist.
to hold Ice Carnival

Feb. I.

Prospect, 4 -year -old Brad It4rns bask skills of skating. The rink
at Emerson Park in Mount Prospect wasn't too crowded Monday
giving Brad an excellent opportunity to get in some practice.

A part of the governor's
program that was classified for
said
action"immediate

SAYS =

get a date on which Sen. Smith
can meet with party leaders in
Schaumburg Township. There

All drivers are to appear in
Mount Prospect Traffic Court

and traffic signals.

Only 50 persons turned out to see Spiro Agnew --they knew what
he might call them.

quire the full use of the township organization's endorse-

they were treated and released.

(III. 58i. where $560,000 will
be spent on extra turn lanes

hence these endorsements are

River Trails Park District
THE ENDORSEMENT of will hold its annual Ice Carniveither William H. Rentschler al for residents of the district,
or Sen. Ralph Smith will re- Jan. 25, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

t_

A
MAJOR
intersection
reconstruction
project
is
planned at III. 59 and Golf Rd.

SUBURB

AS IN the first accident both
drivers were charged with traffic violations. Wuest was

Both drivers were taken to
Holy Family Hospital where

Morimoto, and be finished by
Oct.. 1971.

SIMON

date for Cook County Clerk.

tions.

This $2.5 million widening
project (from two to four
lanes) is to begin April IS, said

Township will bring to a conclusion its endorsement program for the March 17 primary. Legislators are without opposition in the March primary,

An effort is being made to

What's to eat? see

Planned for an earlier start

Rd.)

cussion the Republican Organization
of Schaumburg

Schaumburg as the Gop candi-

46, of 714 Algonquin Rd., Des
Plaines, southbound on Emer-

Police said in both cases, the

ANOTHER MAJOR, non -interstate project is slated for Dundee Rd. Additional lanes are to
be added in the 3.26 mile
stretch between Elmhurst Rd.
and relocated III. 53, known in
highways division code as

from Fap 61 to Roselle Rd..
which will be widened from
two to four lanes at an estimated $3.5 million cost.

pect.

Mayor Robert 0. Atcher of

driven by Robert T. Wuest,
son, was struck broadside by
an auto driven by Edward Birt,

necessary

and channelization and signalization of major intersections.

of the General Assembly.
Following the panel dis-

auto

$115 were stolen from an auto
belonging to Dennis Steinke of
22 Cedar, Arlivton Heights.

Eugene F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights and Rep. David J. Regner of Mount Pros-

northwest suburban press

a' left turn.
The second accident was at
Central and Emerson.

O'Brien of Carpentersville.

and twelve tapes valued

The rinks have been open-

where

pletion set for Sept. 1971.
Another sizable improvement scheduled is the 2.8 miles
on Algonquin Rd. (III. 62)

would question the members

Gripe
Of The

$330 stereo equipment taken
Stereo equipment valued at
$330 was stolen from two
autos in the parking lot at

can legislators of the 3d District.
The legislators, all seeking
re-election. are Sen. John A.
Graham Of Barrington. Rep.

stallations

"Fap 61."
Morimoto said that contracts for this $5 million project are to be let in May. with a
July start expected, and com-

Schaumburg twp. GOP units set
program for 3d dist. legislators
The Republican Organizations of Schaumburg Township will sponsor a "meet the
press" type of panel program
Feb. 6 involving the Republi-

for June, 1972. This project
will also include drainage in-

is a 3.75 mile section of Algonquin running east from Fap 61
to Dempster (just west of Busse

The carnival will present
figure skating exhibitions by
Park District's skating
classes and racing events for
the following age groups:

Boys 7 and under (skate
dash); ages 8 and 9 (skate
dash); ages 10 and I I (one lap);
ages 12 and 13 (two laps); ages

14 to 16 (two laps); and men
17 and over (two laps);
girls 7 and under (skate dash);

work out another endorsement. The full membership of

age

the township Gop organization would have an opportun-

ages 8 and 9 (skate dash); ages
10 and I I (one lap): ages 12

ity to vote on the endorsement.

and 13 (one and a half laps);

ages 14 to 16 (one and a half
laps); and women age 17 and
over (one and a half laps); and
parent -child relay for parents
with children under 12 years..
It is not necessary to pre register for the races. Con-

testants may enter the race at
the starting line when the race
for their age group is called at
the carnival.

First place trophies will be
awarded to the winner of each
contest.

Meetings
Mount Prospect BuildCommittee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams
Committee, Village Hall;
ing

p.m.

Opposing groups speak
at annexation hearing

THE DAY
Wednesday, January 14, 1970

Page 2

Northwest suburbs to get
`lion's share' of road funds
ICnmitreed how {Wee

Av.: estimated co, SI 40.000.

of Barrington. estimated cost
$75.000.

West Lake Av. least continuation of Euclid Av.)-from

Landwehr Rd. to River Rd.,
resurfacing only. estimated
cast 5122.000.
Ballard Rd. From Rand Rd.

U.S. 121 east to Greenwood

ANOTHER MAJOR pro-

Field) to Lake
ILLS. 201 in Stone Park.

O'Hare

Ific first in a scrim of hear.
Ings scheduled by a subcom.
mittec of the 91010 Senate Mu.
nicipal Corporations Clint-

St

Mil. On Hobo Bill 1241 Ian.
Nth was held
rc.ntly In Waukegan.

The Or millio widtcg and
resurfacing job will involve
some further acquisition of
rights-nfway. said Morintoto

jest that. at its north and. will
touch the northwest suburban
area. will be the widening of
Mannheim Rd., now a -norrow four lanes". according to
Morimoto. in the four -mile
section from Irving Pork Rd,
(at the southeast corner of

School, park districts
to prohibit snowmobiles

By Maureen McNamar

Marie Gotta. Ill Euclid.

Prospect Heights., member of

Au Euclid Fake Homeowner,
Association and of hers
committed Homeowner, leg-

A hop.' starling dale for this
project is Oct.. 1970. with a
Dec.. 1971 completion plan

islative Committee

formed in opposition to

MISCELLANEOUS non -interdrainstate projects in

hill. represented group, at the
hearing.
Mrs. C'aylor said thin she at-

age rehabilitation of U.S. 14
north of Baldwin Rd. Bust

tended dm meeting 10 keep
watch on all aelion eitmernMg the bill and to VOICe Ilic
issue.
UHLC'S dissent on

northwest of Palatinel at :m eselima...0 $250,101 cod to
eliminate roadway flooding

and the modernietion of oaf

SI.B.COMMITIVE. State
Sen. Karl Deming opmed the

lie signals. a 530.1100 project

at Irving Park and Barrington
lids. mon/least of Hanover

The snowmobile. that noisy
hat generally popular addition

was expmssed by hoard mem
hers as to the district's liability

to outdoor winter with is not
being welcomed with open

!Hy informed the hoard hen

A major interstate higlenn

ditilriel would he liable. sit
any injuries that occurred as:

priding Hated 10 hestin in 1970
is the involval grading. pavinG

arms by many public apmcies
northwest suburban
Prospect Heights School
District 23 and the River
in

the

Trails Park District am no exception.

night% District

At

23 hunt

Road Atty. Henry J. Val

betbeen
and grade separn
work on

ose. unless the tireas were Not
hr with ".. =soluble num

relocated

her- of signs informing peopl
of the pnthihititsn.

an ordi-

to poshbit the use of snowmobile on
school district property at any
nance was

Park.1

remit of the -snow hoagies'

Yestenlity. Marvin Weiss.

session of the legislature.

snowmobile ordinance for pre-

weekend periods and concern

meeting.

sign with S2110.1100 allotted lot
sign, and SM10.11110 for light
S. "Mori Immo mid.

In past weeks some =ilk=

saltation at the park district

Gm Co. distributed during a 24 -hour pond ending A 1111011, Jan. 7 in order to keep
people like Libby Steward lahyds/ warns and happy. It was. all-time, oneAay sendout record.

nicoil,., of the caucus and um
entitled to iwo delegmes who

will be held Jan. 2f. in the ori-

eallCiek that will stkwur on the
school hoard this yvar. said
chairman
Marsha
Caucus
Heifer:in.

hary of River 'Trails
High School, Ito, Wolf Rd..

Board members Charles
Morey and Stanley Rumen

Mount Prospect.

have each served two. 3.year

sion oill he the number of can did:am Mar ihe Calla. Will en 0011C." Mrs. Heffernan said.
"We have an unumully lame

M the Lie., Caucus of River Trails School District 26

The enc

commit. will

meet on the. following three

Mondays to interview .rsons
inlet:nal in filling the Into ea-

haing. she said and the til
whether
hak 1101 been
they intend to seek re-election.

Six Pl As and 10 home.
owners gnu, are standing

Residents urged to protest
illegal sewer connections

-Our most important Jcc

number of sell qualified

people who have shown an in te rest
Oa,

in being intervimed this

dSome yetis the caucus hit,
endorsed all qualified candidates. and in .the: seals they
have endorse! one Candidate

The Fairview Ciardens Chi.

Ass.iation lEtiCAI

Iris nod letters to all residents
of the Fairview inn
sub.

division of klinint Pounce.'
yeterday urging them to ale
in Circuit ('sun, in Chicago at 9:30 0.111. Thunday.
when an order may be issued.
have illegal ramer connanions
in their area en.

A suit has been bronchi
against Robert 1. Mugu and

Sons and the Central Land
Corp.. who built the mbdivi.
cn by the !Metropolitan Said.

Wolf rds..

area annexed to
Alount Prospeci during the
past year.
Hendricks said last night
that the letter. were dh-

miens
committee may schedule an

bus if Chietgo. Sir. (inindin 010v an
enough residems were going installer tor Illinois Bell Tele.
as to hire

he possible m gm c Mom he

ing of storm water into mni.

said.

1110

\ interceptor sewei and

tramponation by car or Wei

affects approximately 195 persons in that area. Richard

the train station in Chicago to

arc

connected

Hendrick,.
F(i(tA said.

10

president

of

phone Co

lispMSD

the tine Colter.
H. said many 01 the 0:0dent, may not have found their

Survivors include his oife.
Esther: two 00111, David of
Rochester. N.1'. mil %Valium

ternoon and evening.

Heights.

mul

It:moor:1r, office
while the NISD interceptor
unser is Being constructed
toed

im

a

'Ho 1,irk Board gave three
reaon, Mr refusing the

Fire, police units

update traffic
The ('are and Polim Committ., of the klount Prospect
Board

updated

the

al

heir Monday rsight meet-

Tu Ire served

lb. otos

ing.

(' ril ail I 100 Chairman
meorge Reiter coin the codifiwIth
f In tonal lax
dime alle Or 101ge a war. de-

Srlinglon, Prove. Wheeling, Elk Grove. Ilene and
Forest View high schools in

Caylor mid that at the
December meeting. the -Maga.
propellent, of the hill were

puke!. W0111t1 freeze and
ak if oat r ssa all000d1
rim through
TIC lace
the
pump WntIld IIC providing

(ireenherg mid.
Doing the nine numtio that
the Lion, Park pool is closed
thew fileilities
be
are turned offt

laws alko included tinder the

he said
to prevent
trimoings

there is no heat
the pipes from

cdumtion recently improved a

the.entaltse to each of the
scheduled heurings on the hill

to delay 1110 smirk ol :he con-

convention in Item.in to
(dented'. cilia t to go personal
financial disclosure atoned

_1

lis

hose not yet hem set fin the
April hearing in Spring:rid
the klay Iscaring in Retki.v.,
or the June hearing in Arlrim
II

INSSE01.
rho seven school districts
sharing in the 111.0 promam
ary. I wnship Iligh school

r ospect Heights Pohlic
School Dist 23-m0,111th:1ms:
Arlingum Heights 1,1111c
School Dist. 25411 ,.dents:
Mount Prospect Disk 57-11,or

siudem:
COIllalliaily

Consolidated

School Dist.
Community

bun, and wiener in a bun

board takes ad.:, on a tratlic

land or eyamment to supply

School 1,1 54-1011r ,ticicr,.

law eh

01Sfrs needs,

the

IS

budget

-live snalents:
(Consolidated

cos, s

e,

FIN ard 1. a prone example

matte,

io

M the lll.

v mke, and

rasa'

Elotrd proposal..

rcture'. travel and supplies
expenses.

lor the articles

e. pork sausage. bro., nd

Thursday's
Dr. King
holiday

a new con

.

t

15 p.m

*rs a chance to discuss HAG :(d al mohlems or the general
learning 1h .0 i11rD
stfiject

a

mill other own xhthe proles -

drisiun myth. a de.l. in loi rid! setting al whal or elm"hug rather in an inimical
sySjing

in

1101110

,

SOnlan.
rah
ear hag to leararn
ojter fathers': Wieeew WW1
Ittr hot, ill Little League.
Btff Scrim. hockey . and sinm

m ograrns, as well as to
have a chance to discuss (rim
trillions. This will be an inforrrffif

I'

Ham:than. superintendent of

educational service fir Cook

,,ldburbful aid

County. "Commemorative

for retarded

5% compounded daily on a balance as small as $25.00
Now, what could be more simple than that?

attit ANS bet/f,/it

rial persons or occasions.

IA benefit card party sponsored ny the Northwest Suhuo

"On commemorative holidays, teachers and siudents
shall devote a portion of the

August Busse, 101 S. Owen, Stoma Prospect, resales a donation far the March on Cerebral Palsy
from Lester Slone, 100S. Edward. Being "711-years-jeung doesn't prevent Mrs. Busse from making
calketions. Tuesday in snow and cold weather. She will be out again in February collecting for the

"School boards may establish
cOmmemorative
holidays

Heart Fuod.lPhola by Ilan Bee)

such action inadvisable.

Whenever M their judgment

discus inn as

some

_

Mn Aid

for

the

gnereed

RESARIwillbeheldat the South

MAIM Mete samara itOuRS

Wednesday -.11,00 a.m. to 4.0assm
1111101'

I

BANK

Nuessall0S invaltd SI MANCUSO.

tinettkn1,0010

tics.ormao
510

MOST OF the meeting time
was given aver toe debate of
the Elward resolution proposing tight restrictions on the activities of convention lobbies.
The delegates, fearing that

group of eitimns wishing to
be heard by the convention
would be hampered, voted
down the Edward resolution 62

of
Harrington nes nainol to the
committee on reyenne and li
1111d lefties. R. !add of
Crystal Lake froin the 32d Ills.
trict was appointed J. the judiChit corentilice.
1151.11 !HEFTING. Jan. 7.
1970. -With Springfield in the
grip df record cold for this date
lain of the com endrafty sections
, hall
Mute Capitol

School DistrictDistrict

worked

-

statements on its finances
from its township school
treasurer.

But its auditing firm wants
records given to the
district's finance department.
these

Budget committee members
heard Tom Sump, manager of
the auditing firm of Peat.

Marwick, Mitchell & Co..
repon and make imommendo
lions for
ma nagement let.
ter from the firm trace district

and all during the morn. pnedure. Mrs. Evans was named Bee -chairman of au Caging to develop a prograni for ention's important Education Committee by Witwer.
the consideration of the am niman.ght

at its afternoon
afternoon meet -

The proposal met with general satisfaction hut President

the

()n Slonday. Feb. O. genea
committee. or the conventon.

consisting of one member ol
of the article -writing
committees. would hold public
hearings on all issues belime
each

simultaneously -- Rockford.
Peoria and Marion. '1 he hearing, W0111t1 C011111111,1 1011'1 tie,
day if neemsary.
1YEDNES11A1'. Feb.

I.

I

full afliele-X siting ...amities:,
would meet in five Chicago
mburio--Wacketpm.
.Arling.
lott rights. I)owners irove.

litho and

Harvey

Flearingv

would begin at no, and con-

hy Mary Droner
The 13th District's new
congressmen Phil Crane
blames the labor lobby and IIlinois Rep, 00311:111 gligittski
ID-Chic:mot for his failure to
obtain a seat on the prest,
giou House Filitettlital and
Labor committee.

A Crane spokesman has
charged that Andrew H. Nlilk
er.
litr the Al,,:
.-C10, talked Pucinsla nuo
opposing a puiposed dom

HY Passel through the liduca.
lion and Lahor contmatee.

told him the Republican leadership Wth trying to put Crane

-THE REPUBLICAN pol.

on the committee.
By the time the hell came up

Med leadership Wallin 10 get
Rumsfeld." observes Pu.

einski. 'When the 1 10100 KC crowd HED it was a victory
Mr Rumsfeld and ri setback
tor For J. !Home Nlinority
Leader Gerald al
-this

talked tit lobbyit Mdler about
the hill.
'I he technique thin fsould
have obtained the seat fin
1' r on c

of the proposed
theseot
adn to

Ic-Rep

hi, committee until
lution oas milled
immeMutely following the turmoil

a,

a

larga

egallY

prem. from Pu-

11

cinski which mused Hooke

which

MMority I euler Carl Albert

could have gif en it, of the

abandon the committee
increase. says a spokesman for
Crane.
to

new 'eats to it Democrat and
the other to Crone
ACCORDING to Pucinski.
Speaker John McCormack,

He noted that it was unusual thr a representative from
the same stmt to embroil him.
self M efforts In keep ti fellow
represent:like off a specific

called

vim' Coo -Con committees nel tin. the Imo 11lll e
this morning. Most of them

I 2.0:legates of the entire Con-

charges Pueinski. refer,
ing to Me
theRepublican leaddl mill that downright
usurpation!"
(' cane. 0 eonservative.
Education and
Labor Committee appnimmem b0, re
him
maim,,00 background in than
e field 00

Whon Pucinski heard the
clerk reading the hill he and
Rep. Joe Waggonner D. 1.0.1

this.- predicted the spokes -

objected.

slip this

dismissed the holding of pohlie

hearings throughput the utile
to cif,: the mMlic an opportum
itv to speak 00 the great i,ues
hefore the convention. %lag
committees projected I 2 mea-

1,.

to

versity ot

would continue through 1110
evening and into lriday if necessary.

hot .11 the oorking time in

he held samide of
the

Springfield.

When the eim meet.

mg otomed. Ihesidesrivntam Witmer
announeel
mid-semon rem, to permit committee
chairman
discuss a co-twai-
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EVERYDAY-FRIED PERCH
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nasal
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anti

on Tuesday & Wednesday

EVERY DAY-FRIED CHICKEN $ 49

French Fries, Cole Slaw & Tartar

(our 18th in the Chicago area)

Jan. 20& 21 at 8 p.m.

served day & night 'til closing,
Lunch! Dinner !Family Party!
Any time you're really hungry!
French Fries, Roll 8 Butter, too!

A NEV HOUSE OF VISION
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1 111
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Grallanwn m Opnws.
MAIN OFFICE 135 NORTH WABASH AVENUE
30 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE MO With MICHIGAN AVENUE

'Donation is SI for an eveof cards, refreshments
anti door prizes.
'Tickets may he obtained

erred
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change in proceduressugg for handling budding rental account.
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not

59 is
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The day's prospects

Day light
By Joseph Stubenreuch

Youth moves up

come involved in multurlun
groups as well.
Como Allen defined

A government bureau is
bureau is
bureau is a bureau
and so o n.

contry.

they may be completely forgotten.

close observation throughout
.1970.
The establishment by U.S.
Education ('om, James E. Allen Jr. of an Office of Students
and Youth gm practically no

result, it is thought, and efforts

school Burry that sweeps

young people arc developing.

for south to move upends..
learning the way to map the

nation in mid -September.

we suggest Moffett will find

mud ahead, before they actual.

ANTHONY J. Moffett. director of the new unit. which

this portico la,uhu rhan area a
West fruitful one to discover.

ly have to travel it.
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vocate for youth won the

We think he will find some

Geologists Mg the word
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of the youthApomored and
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sensibk and we 1111 guidelines
fix other lot creative arms.
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the

25. Previous experience: lie.
ison with
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groups.
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egg allergy

burg. Moffat. Estates. Pala-

M.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

tine and pan of Rolling Mead-

Q -My doughty, aped 21
months. is alkrgic to eggs. Do
vanilla ice cream. spighati
and macaroni contain any
egg? Is them a mayonnaise or
egits?

"New York with cherries"),

thouieing Editor

macaroni. spaghetti and egg would he O.K. for
your daughter. Don give, her
less 0004100

mY salad 0'004 except Ime

tz s. mon. Marro gootwit. Ilk goose

French dressing. unless it

is

made at home without eggs.

Oils oma. wipe. No. wham.,Heitz.. In...
742 Timer.. 1,00.111. mots

healthy. but shouldn't he he
getting some foods to supply
the missing vitamins and min.
rate?

A -In is pueslhk to gel 0 wellbalanced didl without the

doesn't get in milk can be sup-

plied by broccoli and muliflower. The vitamin (
oranges
and tomatoes is also found in
cabbages. new potatoes and
green peppers. and chocolate
is a nonessential fun food.

Li! Floras

Q-Eveo day I give my Mil then. 4 and 5.a tablet that con-

tains 4.000 units of vitamin A
The teens who collected for
Me March of Climes lad Santo
day did quite a job! they turned
in a whopping 51.1 61.92! This
was the largest total from any
one snare participating in the
drive. Also. it was quite a.
giant leap from hot year's
o

while. Six young girls. about
10 yeanold. saw theolder girls

with their identification tags.
The youngsters handed the
girls an oils elope that contain-

ed S6.50. The little onsx had
-earned" it when the) were
Christmas carolling oral,won.
ed to contribute it t
the

which was 3212.
One hundred and

fortythree girls took pan in the.colMotion.

J.C. MARTIN will speak at
the Gregory School PIA mem.
ing tomorrow night. lie, the
catcher forme world champ
new rota mats nesm.n

Rhythmettes participated and

were given anist by the
Orchesis
theass Pep Club
and the Studem (
Mrs. Ruthann
ant

.

Hui well known in this arcs

chairman of Me Mount Pros.
peel drive. heaped praise on
the girls. 'some of Mose gels

for his play with the Chicago
While Sox.
night M.O.,
will discuss the meteoric climb
will

stood ow in dal bitter cold
said. 'and they never com-

of the pea to the world chem.
Plpinship. He'll also field qum-

plained a bit!'

ans from the audience.

Also, Mrs. Norma. had
good words to my for Robert
Bowman of the Finn National
Hank of Mount Prospect at

Randthist. -Ile von a very
scaling helper." she mid. Mic
stayed law at the bank to assist

with receiving and counting

themee."

of the -colleclurs"
had an interesting thing happen. Several of them went to
Yankee Doodle fora snack af-

ir,v"" "" lc """'"'"
0M1u. you might consider allending the Dad -Ind dinner al
the Pb
Heights Baptist
Church
Monday. Jan, 19.
Martin is speaking there, too.
For more information. call the
church. 255.1394. Cost is 32.

Som

ter they had Ewen outside for a

100

and 400 units of vitamin D.

S.

They get a well-balanced diet.

Inks. The Voss' moved to
Sarasota.
ago.

Fla..

three

Could that much vitamin A

years

and CI Ion them?

A -Sinn she

They low their new loot -

EUGENE AND PAULINE
VONs spent three weeks
Mount Prospect during th

i

holidaY bacon. Them wers
gees et her daughter's horn .

HIDEAWORD

tion and were particularly em phatie Mout the warm weather

More when nor blow -em your children could

temperatures hit.

using all seven of these tellers.

its PTA meeting tomorrow Mght. 'Elie program is

Alieweion Comic Page

to

giving them vitamin whims.
Q -The

-Accent on Elective Area,"

ductile Nos my
has thalessemia.

I.
What o this? How sem. is
niece.

soun like a goat program.
Students will he present and
will demonstrate typing and

it? Can il be cured?

A-Thk disesse is a form of

sewing.

caused bye is

de-

There'll even he a
the fact.
thalassemia
pin minor.
show of items made by the there is moderate
and
kWs. Central Junior High par- eon. enlorgement of
the
cots ere thing invited. Inen. spleen. Sine, it is mild.
the
which is thoughtful. After all, diagnosis may tun he nude till
mar
gh.child
pm old. In
bc

and

I/ear NIG Delomse
Nlj catism's In.warmild daughter ran away from home Now.
10. She and a 14 -mar -old tin' over...ought at Union Sutton in
himgo the sante eyening. She asked top, to the washroom and

is

/ler mother and I haw searched every. here. called the mate,,
put het name in missing pm sons. Ismouht her picture and showed
anond. Iler motherssiust sick overall this. She would Idie her
hei and let her knows. she is all right.
laughter whist
ih hormone she thinks ow 0
be child tell
The tot

Jays and Thirsdays will be offered. beginning Feb. 10. in
English. social studio and
American history. arid in
voGational subjects for both
men and women from 6-8 p.m.

and II -10 p.m. al Fremd High
School. S. quentin Rd.. Pala These are lecture.

di,.

.

.

week.

I do feel MI return wifely. posibly in the fall of 1970. Am I
feel you do hue a Mine with Min.
I/car NIL 1/el mdse.
I have had this losable woe was a little girl 1 make friend,
cooly and het hot as hard as try to keep them. the dims
Believe me. I Iron my husband. my Rem was and pnatticallj all
whom !thought were my friends.
1

I

I don't kn. what to do and wits everyone mentually hates

by students.

mc

1

n

ny ipt I mi

g9

nd n er ny explanations as to

why they drop me suddenls .1111 you see any hope forme?

trill a huslond and children return to tie and find out

LISTENS

('.0.. Elk (hove VIP,

Ike C.B.:

I do see ehuuge in year lob. and I fed your relationship sills
your son, will improve. hut heir. there c. he a change for the
better in your life sou m1111 look inward Rmliae that
me

TO YOU
SON CONFUSES MAI

Dear L. Janson.
I'm not sure you can do anything. but I'll try. As a father. I've
never written to a column like this before. even though I like to
read it. In fact. thought I'd be the Imt person in the world to
write to a column like yours. I am malty perplexed. hovever.
Both my wife and I were very mod of our son. He was always
so careful of his grooming. I used to laugh at the long hairol and
1

beanled w
o f int
American Roy_

ends. Our son looked WO like the All

HL, a senior in high school. and suddenly he's changed cornpletely. His hair med. cutting Insdly. Ile has long sideburns. He
do
ham
iscard, hut he has a mutual:he. I go nauseated
ery time look at hint. The whole thing makes me sick.
friend, of curse. are highly aniused. That really doesn't
Mother me. but my.. dom. I've told hint he has to get a haircut.
or hell have to find somewhere else to live. Until now. we always
B, along well. hut things are getting very strained. He is refusing
to get his hair cut. and Ill have to carry through on no threat.
even though I'm mil ol slirC should.
When I was a kid, I obeyed my lotion. Why are kids so different 110W, I'm really perplexed.
A Suburban hather
your sot. is trying his
01 you did. Sorely you and

your wife love hiin as a pew., and not far ht physical weir.
onee. You can disagree with his looks, Ids philosophy, and his
Man, but you still love ham.
mget yimr riend,' kidding. Let your son know yu'e um
µin]
app,rallee, 11111 OW you respect and lave him as
an individual Somehow,
kith make it, and he happy for
miring moo it.

Roared:MA constant complaints and demands.
find lift
oi
much teller from Prepositive sale than from the negatio.
JOSEPII
1.01,1Sle. nainettolls brown ps.st hit.
ams
e n. the gees:ions ip
reader,
Mb column. Leiter, should

a

its Cultural Arts cedes. Hanper C011elle Presents -Rosh.
mon." This is a Japmese film
with clever flashback tech niques,

set

in

Middle
Ages. Adults. S Is students. 50
cents. At I and 8 p.m.
If you haven't been 10 Har.
per. consider going out to am
this film and do campus.
the

axiom. Many victims are km
elked by removal of the spleen.

0 -When my max 9. was
toddler, he had bouts of

You'll probably he surprised

a

and impressed!

fever

WORST JOKEof the Day:

Mani "Why does your dog

Jane: "He's a watch dog
All learn, to the editor nolo he sward. but
rumen will be withheld opL

should he as Intel or pos
nnewritien.
pas-

phi, and should morello
ii
bn address or phone numer so third authentieire
ran be checked.

(105

to

1061. Some.

imes even now he gets them.
worried about bmin damage.

Our doctor assured me that
he fever will not cause this
ut it could he caused by the
s ounce of the fever. What do
y ou

think?

A --I1 is Due that some victims of such diseases as men-

ingitis and encephalitis may
suffer brain damage as a result

of the

disease.

Fevers from

other causes may cause men-

tal confusion and delirium if
they remain above 103 Soar
several hours, but this
temporary mental derangement.

0nly laywomm on the Maud
Trustees at Lutheran General Hospitl. has a unglue tal.
em. She
!Mop going. She
plans. organize,. recruits and
leads until projects am run.

smoothie then quietly
fades into, the bacAgiouttol.
Known to her on-som km,. a,

-Emmy." Sim. Walter Kirchoff of I IN S. Owen. Slount
Prospect. has been exemising
this talent in volunteer work

for lothemn (teneral I lospital

1 he North! in

n.uld

Nationally known sales trainer and consultant will

remised

care

at

Lutheran

General Hospital. Park Rid,.

daring inn,

Antral of 61.679 persons
nem treated in the hospital.

FOR THE tenth mow,:
toe ymr. the number

hilt,

CITY

TELEPHONE

hunt. a position that had to
chin through the American

her hospital and sponsor of
1 oherati General" she

es

ticipant..
Emil, Kirchhoff has lived

tilained. -Then fora number of
wars them wm one haunt for

in Mount Prospo,t shim 1910,
when she married into orns of

I

111.000 adult

and children in -patients. 171,01111 emergency ptients.
Del out -patients and has delivered 23.010 babies.

'throughout its histor

one

the Mail

behind all Mk -

MRS. KIRCHHOFF'S full
sloshing through :he mud of

to 2.607 in 1968.
Emergencim showed

the site on Dempster St .rat the
thows nt construction. nub
headed a group of Mourn

the

Prospect wornrom the N.

gh, nglln Isan imaasa of

or
WO more than doom
mnn.

During the past year 20.720

14.127.

selling and sem Mg 1101 Meal,

ihe number of patient dos
apm atehed _MOOD in
ironl 8 2.01111 du ring 181,8

'The canteen wits siaffml In

ova, in..

patients were admitriN to the
Door

mg,

rr

Outpatient use climbed iii

Paul ladies Aid oi a combination illorivAmaking and
service prowci cmnIstiting.
10 the 150 workmen on 1110 joh.

olunteci,

1 utherun Church.

the two hospitals. Now Deis
Leine,. has been completely

/

Mrs. Kirchholl. phis rota um

Xf

alslaolthMN

7 Meta

,40.07.179PINT MIMI

In

40 famarrenayso PRO,

netted the hospital about $6.!XXI.

559

Wt.

In June, 1454. SIn. Kirchhoff became the presiokin of
the first Service League. hot
nest

toot,

years

wloilo

serving her term. Emily rare!,
day of working. She
wissed
rote the bv-laws. structured
the League'''. hoard oil oliicc

Sludge

Burrows. director of Adult -

GOOD FOODORINK
MI

ing that gives this security to
.
them." dies:dd.
-The Sisters who have
charge of the halls arc psi like
mothers to the children. I can
remember one Christmas one
of the sisters Ler:roved some
moneys a gift. She spent it for
new draperim for the dorm for
us, but she would never let at
tell anyone.

-Our family belongs to St.
Emily Catholic Church. and I
belonged to
of the Maids.
The menthers were looking for

have always ma project.
aimed to Maryville md given
time to the children, for time is
1

so important to than, so 1 suggested that the women visit

at

experience. but they decided to

try it for a month.

TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES

taking

"ONE GUILD made outfits
for the children so they could
wmr new summer elothes It

there an several halls that

a

-There arc individuals who,
come and out hair. Right now
need a barber to Lvov and eul
hair for the children.

ceiyed many calls from the
hembers. 'Our guild finally

Win and everyone sewed. By
dot afternoon there were dooms of new pairs of shorts for

s found a purpose. We arc
happier when we leave than

the Thrren.

"MARY ILLE hose right to
has come
he proud. From
selfmnde professionals with

the children. ' they said.
-These women have ripened

need for help. btu Maryville

their homes und their
Each month they provide spe.
cial holiday treats, and there
arc birthday odebrations in

upponunitics for volunteers o
he did.
help They need
ieed with a group, and groups

hearts,

each of the 15 dorms so that no

"There always seems to be a
dotes not beg. There are always

do not have to he offilia.
with the Ron. Catholic

is frgotten. AI Christmas
thisere are gifts for all with
and food." Marilyn mid.
-m
-Many families hring the
children home with them. and

Church. though many (Mho lie churches in mesarm partici-

some take them on vacations.

from

ple M the program at Maryville.

-There is a group of teens
Shirk

St.

Mitheorn

s.,

doctonites: some More entered the clergy. Most of them

come hack. In fact. some arc
20 -year ohms. There are those

who, own McCown commies
and others dial return In cut
hair. but they all remember
Ohryville, and so, do I."

Editor's Sae:If you hoe a
few hours to Moe, or if your
group is lookilig for a waythwhile end rewarding protect.
call Mrs. Airtime at 101-6427.
calm you.
She will be hapm

the

Ilmml of In ,,,

Sir eight
yea... I his pgir ylle is lip for

and a Mil !renh. who hits jug
returned lion Bruail after two

re.election Mr a iy-e111. term.

years in the Peace Corps.

Intl)

has

Lutheran

into
been

Oil

teem. set up the volume.. pros
gram of the hospital.

sew

Help for
rock garden
enthusiasts

EARLY IN her years of se,
s we. she re -tam

the aux.

'

iliars at Deaconess into a Ser.
lice League. Nlore recerat)
one of her tasks was to
elder!) dmiconesses. napes
ages
72 to+94.
94. from their. Deaconess

as a volunteer over the years.
including St. Paul Lutheran

Church. School. and Ladies

Hospital residence le lather.

Aid. Carp Eire. Tomtmim
re.. the !doom Prpect Li-

all tient:ni and. nio,

brary limord and the

ant. -to you that they made the
."
transition

Lmomo-Swim program.

-Some had lived them over

35 you.: .;ctrl fins Kirch.

lace for them to move.m1MI. n bile o member
of the hoard. Enid) wised as
president of the Hospital Auxiliaries
1)istrio of the Illinois Hospital Aon.. covering
52 homitals
metropolitan
es

1

"RI's. E

Cross

THE most chalk...

close to

a numhei A slides. shoming
ghosts 001 01 his ,tun alleothin. which are mainly true al pines ill
the, come mostly
Iron
jne

elev... :Mse tin,

Havens is a member of the
P.Aecatire Corilinillee
the
American Rook Gardening
Socha,
Tickets for this lecture are
S1.511 Mr members. 'LI for

a

nommeruhers . Seating is limited: therefore. se suggest makall earls reservation. For
inkinnation..11 DE 2-21168.

the wonderful new

Chicago Economists
to meet

me

Looking for s wonhwhile

him also hero active in prrh
grans of the American Novilal Assn. and the Tritilate

leure
sill he supporfed y,ith
ct

machines. is so gratifying to
Tay to spend your free hours?
he Service League of Lutheran ieneral will he glad to hear
from you. Call 023-5409. It

millet: 01' that association. She

'The Pleasure and Challenge
of Goosing Rock Car oleo and
Alpine Plants on the Western
Shore Id Cake Michigan." His

tional esperience in my enti
life ha, limn my hospitarel
ork."
yak!.
be in
contact with thew great.
knowledgeable people. 10 be

sr. do Ilic WW1 ding tun,

For

hee11011 01 the Amencan Rock
Garden Society. will discuss

reWarding allot Inlly eilUen-

1011r wigh she

Chicago

II rock gardening is your interim. niao to attend the first
leclure of the Chicago H
cultural SeeieK on Wednesdm. Jan. :ff. at In 11411. HI the
na,I'Ihe
Crest Room
Civic Opera Building.
Donald E. Naomi.. ..liair.
Mail 01 the WiwilthilyIllinoiy

airs. Kirchholl
served,
great many beat orpnimtions

may he the beginning of the

Hospital Assembly.
Presently she is chairman of

moot challenging, novarding
and truly educational ex.

the deaconms non as and

perience in your entire life.

Mts. Walter Kirchhoff of Mot. Prospect join our "Ten -or Section" today as a volunteer who
hose given bloom more yen, service. Ifer volunteer work for Lutheran General Hospital beg. M
195/1 during its construction. Today she t completing her eighth year on the Board of Trustees, the
only laywoman ever to serve on that body.

Honor Holy Family volunteers
Featuring

lye said.

is

group of children on wintertime party this month." Mad-

camp. They cut out simple lan-

WE BEGAN in November.
1967. One month later t re.

III IM -1.=

GIANT BURGERS
HONEY.FRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP
FISH N. CHIPS

they have offered.

They felt it would be a weeny

he founding families of the
area. 110 husband Walter has
the insuiunce agency on Main
Tlyzy
have a married
daughter in Prospect Heights

hal -It um such a traumatic

v

many mentitedious
_

boys and girls want to look like
everyone elm and need cloth-

"Some were reluctant

Church

Evanston Open to the public
holm IU i.m. to 4 p.m.. then:
mill Ix Losoinatith solusational

it has mred for

Firths during DM comparol

Note. increase with 26.0/

finit, for they fell deep pity.

which

They hive found that it is a
happy experience, for these
hildren arc not cripples, but

hcalth fair to he held
Feb. 14 at St. Francis Hospital.

booths deamitorating the various risk th oors in heart db.
ease. Motors. dieticians. phy.
sical thenipios all oo ill he par-

contact w
ilw hospital
19511 when workmen acre

'Therapy

Takes

Many

The meeting will he held on

Forms- will he Me topic for Saturday. Jan. 17, beginning
the Home Economists
in with lunch at Marshall Field
of Greater ('hi- :andso downtown store. HeRan. No. 2.
migu's Januar, meeting. Mks r
Marilyn Wellhausen. Forest
Hospital. Dm Plaines. will
share information and &ger.
nations on mental health with

Any graduate home mono mist interested in more infor.
motion about the group may
contact Mrs. Willis Proudfoot,

the group.

CI 3-2835.

One of the nicest activities of the holiday season was the appro.

elation lunches given by Merest., of Holy Family 11.pital for
the women of the auxiliary. Directed by Sister Amnia, hospital
administrator, the affair included a buffet, a gift for end, awe
Ninny member presenK and an awards presentation lo various
members for their irony boon of volunteer.ervice to the bmpi-

ALCW district

president here

tat Mount Prospect women who were presented with awards are

shown above: Miss Bernita Rah., Mrs. Helga Vakkinen, Mr,

Cocktails

C. Weides (president of the auxiliary), Mn.. Richard Broeren,

Ten years ago ;he American
Lutheran Church Women was
organized under the auspices

Mrs. Leonard Brooks and Mrs. John H. Reese,

Of The American Luther.

Eugene Vogt, Mrs. Penny Foster, Mrs. N.P. Wester, Mn.. James

NAME
ADDRESS

heart

-Originally this was the
hold for Lutheran 1)easoness
llosphal
in
C hicagm-the

1458.

Inc ,,, used. Thete were 2.1(22

roll me in your sales course

- Please send additional information

store. .I, Operation Alen. a

Hoard of Trustois of the hospital. the firm laywoman ever to
move
this 1.5 -year -old

Births lip. Inure patients al Forest

for food and fun

- Please

Suburban Assn. for Health Re-

to;tic She was electml to the

star." she void,

the family Place

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plaines Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

County Heart Ann. and North

Service League ac-

dos

Nesset has been min guiding

valuable course. Don't wait to enroll -when class is
flied no further reservations will be taken for this
session. To enroll, or to obtain further information
R. MeCARVILIE

ONE Sl111 activity. spon-

sored by the North Cook

Des Plaine., hallln.

and interest. Regardless of your future this could he a

complete and mad coupon below, or phone 827-7448.

ix 1962. NI, KirehholTs

t ineral."

More than Mthalll Noon.

to the public schools. and of
course this pose, an entirely
different situation. Now the

nd ponsidy adopt

the childrena.

a

aithi of imponsibilit, changed.
No longer mks she inoolsed in

consolidated

conduct a 6 week seminar in Des Plaines,, one night a
week, beginning M Mid -January. Course provides

materials, film, instructors. You provide your time

confided.

lime is spent in meetings.
Shush of her organizing talent
is given to planning special activities.

I turned met the presb
den, of the Soviet League. I
wall; ley like 1 wm pushing
the bib) out Of the nmi." she

Park Ridge is this month celebrating its Ifith
During Ha ilt.gaile 01 eki,lcilce.

sinos

tors. and wall lbs.
An traumal soles course ix being offered to a limited
enrollment group. If you a a salesma or interested
in a sales career. you shore
enroll in this course.

when

memher of the search cont.
mimic and personnel and po1.
her
icy committee. Much

Mrs. Kirchhoff. -Dr. Mimic,:

hlo !moment is required for
another person with this disease Thalessemia major is
neared
with blood trans -

Emily
Kirchhoff.
wife.
mother. hospital ,olonteo and

',ore e ere lumps in my
throat and tear. ono eyes

man stands out. accordion to

SALES COURSE

itself early in in
the former. but the victim
should ts, srarispd ram m marry

By Eleanor Rives

or tinned. hut nanws will he twined if the wirer noon,. tr.
Write
Del.aniw.
rare al line Puhlirotions. 712 Center It
g

Maryville

round It area volunteers

the

major, a severe
progressive anemia manifests

TOMORROW. AS PART

I

Moats hived them and did ftir them what was in iny power to dos
do you see an advancement in no Kils? I hose iced herd to do
sell. her the manmentlw
gels someone before me. I am 57
years of age and am afraid of everything right no,

fine -oscrmtion program. In
1969 the chiWren beg. Minn

Game time for volunteer NM. Matte Greiner of Des Plaines
with 'Menus Alice. Eileen and Kim. The children enjoy the adult
fellowship and are feeling is neatly mutual. Many local families
not only go to Ma, villa hut Ala, the children come home with
them. Special outintm vacations and part. are sponsored year

.

D ear M.I.4

Lee Janson

An 'Emmy' for
Lutheran General

reeenlls became engaged. NI) Dance is in Viet Nam ighl
Wm. Do you see a side return Sir him? and also a future wah
him?
MI... De...Plaine,

at

individual

ed with meals school aml a

I

JeWelditnIs7anda7.:1'w"-dill'he7siffl'uredil

more

the

-OCR LIVES were schedul.

Ten -or section

er In the dote nth is in prink
.

When I tint arrived there wore
shout 40 children in a hall, but
now there are approximately
20. This is good because this
children

W I tight and. in fact. sla should ham already contacted her moth-

.English

-Maryville is wonderful.
and the pomle there arc too.

emibles the staff to

Be mow oldie flood of nail It took some time fur sue to rmeh
yew Idler. I feel that the girl remained to the ('hiatioarra nal is

mnsuntri."W' i"n.h'the'

time. A matriculation fee -paid
only once.is 55. Textbooks
and .applies will be bought

100.

Ch .C.. Mount Mo..,

Demerit,:

who oinnon get to mum
a -seek classes may sign up for

-Tuition is Slit per ionise.
and students may enroll at any

Mrs. L. Bauer It Dm Plairms. K
mil Sister lemne 11001011, Nlaryville chit together with other
children. 'talking and story telling is run for one and all. Of course, the homemade cookies help

her mother the problem. Please help on.

and tuition is 510.

Frenid High School from
7311030 p.m, one night

,thatbra. Volunteem can give lime. Cathy, Juan..

11 isn't money

pregnant and ,lid not want to upset her mother. Her maser
wry understanding ma would ham helped her had she anti mkt

researehaype

chosen. and will Ow .X unit of
high school credit per course.
Textbooks and supplies are
to he purchased by students.

.

Men," she said.

was allowed to go. unthended. eihe ewaped through. emergen.

naW ern

Resider. who are into,.
coed should call the cornin
uing education office at 359.
3300 and dhows their pro.
mum.
Classroom study on 'hes-

Of our own and eight dal -

tel ono niece will be all right

chewhere. as it moves up to re.
sporisible maturity.

cussion.

there and now we haw a home

un't espy, minwles.. I don't we a etiiinge of jobs for either you
yutir husloted in the nearfuture. I het your mother will he able
to her ono Mime, her again, it won't he permanent. 1
0

thalamensia

en news.
2541/00,-52 excellent

lead

there is nothing to he gained by

has

and he's winding himself up."

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

you

poisoning. If they am getting a
well-balanced dim, as you say.

LINCOLN JUNIOR High

turn around so many limes before he lies down?"

BLOSRET

3111101101a

arc giving arc hosed on the rot
quirements for adults. pm longed use of these tablets by

blench

All the ha Prospect

weather for four hours," she

the Henry Wendts.

Soren,. your lax bill, IM afraid, not. In the day and age,

and

foods listed. The calcium he

A giant leap

of Ms make-up. Your in -Incas will be able In get out again soon.

We sugged the n'e'wtfederal
office loos youthful as i wants

and chocolate. He seems to he

Poo,. Isar: soenthillsu poem paid 0 Mount ems., M. too.

hatpin...3.mm will improve, but it will always k g,

ahout to ...duo the proms
in misting youth. here

nee. my he 8hand. Maryville
and me." said Marilyn Melon
of Mount Prospect.
"I went to Maryville when I
was in the third grade, and
was my home through high
school.met my husband

tear C.D.s

diode either what has only b.,

I

"It's a kin. olio,. story he.

C.D.. Rolling Memes,

a -Youthful State" they in-

ows.

tI

Q -Our tun, O. is allergic to
milk. orange juice. tomatoes

subsolothe rake Menton awls. Mesa mihered.
Om annual .S.mall nee.S11.th sear: Awaw rt.,. moons

for in.

to residents of Schuette

211

A -Vanilla ice cream !except

kredasch

CULTURALLY,

(oars,, Marling to a high
w hoot dtplono are king ofi
feted this spring by District

other salad doming without
William .1

ingot Areas! Cl other student
innovative miivitica

DOCTOR SAYS

Wednesdas January 14.1970

for Me varuns news-

(Second in seri. o
Maryville Heardlnen)

s+ cam who can helpclear up some of oar prohlems focus

flow of life. When they refer to

gun to mare croion or

By Dolores Haugh

mink title enough for one time. Ms nice liming

I

Diploma courses offered

Counteract

Pa

that

papers of the area high schools

particular outpost of bureau.
cracy is Mot it will not Confine
its activities to
inner-city
youth. but will Inevitably be.

Mambo! Field 111

programs

We suggest the new group

The reason for proposing
dm you keep your eye on this

slur onorw, freedom and Well. owl Wearily."

If the prognosis Mr the nalion's population by late ills is
that approximately half will he
under age 25, it', a good time

=hanging information on in-

Sir. Detour,:

whoa. Will he ever outgrow his temper? 2. WA my in-laws ht
well moms, they can gel out and viol people again? J. Will our
as hills.ine .1 Mr the hetter?4.1, you see any change for lie
my job or in no hushand's joh? 5. Will my mother ever rehrrn
100110 her own house, b. Will my niece he all right amigo IAA

educational involvement.

IF THE NEW office hopes
to serve as Mc vehicle for

`Maryville was my home'

I or several tuoriths now I have been trying locompom, kn,
I have so many things in my mind I don't know whit
o suu.
o ask first. I'll list than: I. My son is having a lot of tremble In

lot comprehensive operations

headlines anywhere. perhaps
because is was announced in
the mist of the
rcturno.o.

"Do you have any Ilea collars, size 15,/2?"

year

will be node to develop are- emend!), WINS -MSS commun.
noes for modem and youth ity boundary lines.

right age for the job. He is

wwlonsly Are o tne

the OSY check

let

out the effective operation of
many. usical. dramatic, dam,
' ing. singing and allied groups.
in the sociological and civic
spheres, OSY can get some
data on many units aided Iff
women, area chits. colserva-

Better communication be- tion and as
Pm.
lween younger people and fed- gram and 4-H .tivities. Egan1 education programs will plorer projects. and many sitn-

Wc suggest that one federal
department be kept under

-Inner itrr riNiwal &eon.

as

Maintaining
with and
assisting student and youth or.
rnizations throughout the

It . also been described as
a place to file things neatly so

Vie Profipect Dap

the

duties of the
the new office

stance.

Tomorrow
Is Today

OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M.

Church. a new synod formed

by the merging of three sy-

Ste George sr the Dragon
RAND A DUNDEE RIM., PALATINE, ILL.
For Pettitoetions r.aa

201323D

St. Mark Lutheran Church

bearion Iff . their regular meet-

I potion. 21.
Mrs. Frederick B. Dinkel.
ALCW Illinois district president. will speak.. -American
Lutheran Church Women -ing at

Past presidents of St. Murk

ALCW will mark this event

ALCW will be hum.'

with a 10th avvinersary Lek-

this meeting.

al

(

TOE 091
Wednesday January 14 le70
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Engaged

TAKE AIM

CLASSIFIED

WITH A

ilu,sinette SeitviteD-

Dy Mb

10,1

INDEX

SHIPPING CLERK

Kenny Mfg

TRAINEE
$50060 FEE

s

Mn. and M. Ration

1000.

finvirotech Corp. in Manfred.
Calif.
Miss Chamberi win graduated from 1110 Crmlal Springs
School nod attends Manterd
UniversiH. u here she will

Roger Dkkerson Perm. The
wedding date has blend for

MISSI

d'es7e;

Percy is the rIo,, iii Son,. and

MA. Charles H. Percy and
grandson of Mrs. Edward
Percy of Wilmette. III.
Chambers hi ehainnan and
chief executive officer of the

1.7 3.87

am* 'Nita

3SS on.

An Service

0
0

dm subject when Miss Dorisk
Delhi addresses the Chicago
Suburban Chapter of 1110
American Society of Women
Accountants Jan. 14 at Plenty wood Farms Restaurant. Ben-

CALI 76.6 3084

SERVICE

fire

a

Wallpapering
AMI

a 31118

memo. ogre

PAINT8R OR PI% IT MAN 11
REASONABLE REFERENCES

'Zs'c',6"no'UITATer'nAer"Z

PEI RANI.. MAI I 6 FLOOR
,IESNING. ....NG BY IN.
WIND WORKMEN O. 3740

4379214

Wel,PoP.,,^9 red wenn,
&liming All wore guaranteed

255-7200

'"DC"XXATC'""

CREATIVE ART

253 25,

Ms Rd.

6 haven't head

of NNSON gal your nemhber

tending this miming or in obtaining information on the or.
Rani...Ilion may contact Ruth
Schmidt at the maniming

Automobile Service

Killian & iicS.oiL.

atc0laren Interiors

ileteGLASS

60 00

Barbel -Service

Call 298.4646

Dressmaking -Sewing

Jan. 21, The meeting. witch
will be held at SI. Timothy
Church 2101 N. Kildare

niggling are I-In:good Park
Woman's Ion. Mr, ArIlhong

CTI:EN"P.;;;.RTPIA

Chicagn will he relied lo order
by Mn. Benjamin Adam...ski.
district president. at Mem.

Wo

'I'

Results!

Years

"7,M.rSttl="
10f ORM,

esperience Remodel

,...,r, r.¢r

TN

largo -en. pleedsni. tad Small
lidgehrook
Piney. I !Ilk
NI,. John I mokc.

M o so, try
ALL

the Nlotior l'imm et Co... -

m.0 I corm

senior

P ion pc et

.1u n

Prospeo ii ins Pled NI ui Ear
further re Ida Mallon co1114C1

,

FULL BASEMENT

m

Save Up To 40%
Entertainment

beginning

RIFIC
QUICK
CASH-

classified

3 tINES

INSPECTORS
where people count.

Boor Northwest Hwy.

TURRET LATHE

Mit. Prospect Illinois
60056

000'V10001

ELECTRO

COUNTER IT
MOTOR CO.

OPERATORS

MECHANICS

APPOINTMENT

891.4000
SCHAUMBURG,

1301 E TOWER ROAD

MACHINISTS
S060.15080, hour

Machine

Analysts

Elperlence Needed
The Fallowing NM.

DISHWASHING MACHINE

DRILL PRESS

MECHANICAL QUALITY
CONTROL
5700-1780 Free

OPERATORS

HE G PRINTERS
Start. Seery 1330 Pe, ,

259-3553

portment

Head!

deparommt

De-

the

1. 45 YO

296.1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

.°

nom am remote, In
9 to 9 weekdays

starting salary. Pleasant
working conditions. All
company benefits. Be
progressive
pa t of

App y

Pe ,on

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

train men to become machine operators
material handlers to O. fast growing company
This is your oppciamme to learn o skill & progress
with mr fem.
8 PAID HOLIDAYS 3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR

We
P.

MuNgroph

APP.' IN PERSON

1880 W. CENTRAL PD

WITH OR WITHOUT

TURN -STYLE

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN YOU
FOR WELL PAYING JOBS
ON OUR 1st SHIFT

BRUNING
BARRM-

PROSPECT

CRAVENS CO.

255-1900

Aq

I

PP

W

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
SICK PAY POUCY
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL
PLAN COME IN OR CALL 299-0111

630 Dundee Rood
Northbrook, Illinois

'9""7.116"c1761!"9
Y

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

INDUSTRIAL

2020 5, Mannheim Road

w. Is Gang 6. on ocn. indoor or. mt.. Govern.

...It M.N.., . ie. e l". P.....M. `R.I.,' '

PARKER

leen, excel...al employ. benefitt ond a mine lure re

353 6600

Meend

of lime sNdy.

data

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

ear, CALE e

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD?
LEARN BANKING

$110-$135 Free!

Des Plaines, III.

Yeu must be a mechanically inclined pee.. mie......,

200 E TM., AVE . 19.22S1, EAT 3. DES PLAINES

Contact Personnel Ofhce

DAY SHIFT

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

Hills McCann° Div.
PENNWALT CORR.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Overtime Available

$10,000 to $12,000 per year

S13,200 NEE PAID

MO MAPLE AVE

All,. bends. In.ludIng.

CARPENTERSVILLE

* HARDtNGE CHUCKERS

,...gg 'gag grse and swarcal insurance. CO,Pn n'l
Paid Penedo. Roca.. sou Pod Monday. Plus Other ,..

426-4854

3temetenest, Lots

MACHINE

$2.25 PER HOUR

MAINTENANCE

DA. el ActereemeelroPt

011 1* MAR CHIDDISTER

m

PHONE 255-7200

a

$2.68 $2.83 an ha

Reliable mon wonted.
Foil time does. Good

ENGINEER

296-1043
ENGINEERING [CHAU
2720 Des Nolnes Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

!en. employee benefits. including pod lllll ions end free

GRINDERS

ASSEMBLERS

end IONS Rams

MAINTENANCE

the ex -

Far eneinte.en.
Pleas* chock your ode and
notify vs at on... Canso

ROUGH

STOCKMEN

ea

rent of Ow grow *Me "
...hew Seen will be
me..4 by republication

of DINSWASHINGMACIIINE OPERATORS.

MAN

COMPANY BENEFITS

Ted Legere.

$701348. MEE

lint *ma

Ineertion and only

zo day. of employment

We ore now Interwewing nem, alert men Mr Me posh.

HANDLERS

o MS line of

JANITOR

passer will re means.. be
ONLY

I

WE OFFER

Call

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

in order Me ame.cm
or be made.. the ay., .0

-Avg

2

firs1

spectian of
precision
131
parte and a
modern
Inure.
using

menu. Advance to

FULL TIME - Days

MATERIAL

*Flee

Sone. Plans.

of N. Lost S.,

* LATHE OPERATORS

ARE YOU EARNING THIS NOW, It not. ond you contd.

Ms. fecellent marking con

SAVE

Phone

PAS.SEMS

725 3.1 Re.

Sewing Machine Repair

KNOWN
AS A

8M-MB4

Musical Instructions

BETTER

255-0°
or

BAL. NOME REPAIRS

Sheet Metal

Firewood

Mn. Jan Hansom 259-1601.
or Mrs. Kenneth Guenther.
12241414. Norlioi cif. ell Us,

DAY

SEASONED FIREPIALE LOOS

1.0.

Chairt11.11.

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET X FGRN

M.O.

DAY

PIANO

shamOtening

FIR

=MOD

o

239.14191

PIANO LESSONS Moor, Aormony

WALD...FR AND STAcle

of Mn. Cad Rehm. 743 Car-

imre R. a acit :ore. :leered
SIMS: Sok. aeon. 19 96 I.

Cr. LT

325A TON=IVERED

11 MP .63

$39 A TON STACKED
SRA 2996
S.37.33611

l'41MTMD

&

Decorating

BOB & SOUL,
Rd

t

ro

II

y b dg

Catering

and

Registration will he limited
to 20 participants.

hours of Wrens. Jenumslrabone. tilen :mil
mnerielice.

-The hospital's puNie
Further information may be
uNained by calling 437-5910,
03 or n.14.

rr10.)

fsa

10131

20,

0)

asp.)

41 0

00

MEICCINUS

IL,,,

OUR

sedum

derg

me. as

SPN.IAL TY

JENSEN

BAR. BUFFET Pkg. DEAL
CATERING C15 4833

AD

Storey Windows
THAD 5 HOW IMPROVEMENTS
ITO

N W HAy

S

359 .50

EME CEA, SUMP WIMPS
SALES ant SERVICE
CL 5 3842

Tile
DICK 5 TILE SERVICE

PROSPEC T

all ems. mach. icrol, mu and
huff shine back into ell Type

Decorators

fr,
255-1131

CL 9-0495

Cement & Blacktop
H

CALI

HOU.-

PCM 8285

sat.] Holy?

f

Furnace installation

ry

E.J. ERICSSON
OUAL ITT DECORATING

437-4053

lifeeseeals

cash

into ready
with a far

reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making

Pts.eg

Day Want Ads

Electronic

Trainee

296- 6640

$150-$170

GRILL MEN

WIDE SC"G"PT ZSONNEE

MAN NEEDED

HOW DOES YOUR
.

v.e.'stop'en

we con eller permanent full lime employment with excellem

employee benelils. Mclueling owl reagens ena free

Mrao9N

1130 We_
WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL
228-5021

1I Induction
DRIVERS NEM.

'ch., ',cat g'1:::'ave7ge 'shoe

PARKER
seem

WAREHOUSEMAN

HILLMAN'S

ACCOUNTING FUTURE

tr.-

svtano.P.O.N.

ADD UP?

Apply In Person

OPERATORS

',";,0",r,;1°,7,i..,'"7°°°z"."0'

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Yeer ram

WOW.

PROGRAMMER

WIDE SCOPEPERSONNE

511.000 Fee Paid

29..21

MECHANICAL

PAPERHANGING.

.

3, I

62111, CITAMPOOED

NAK AND BUFF OFF

AND WOOD SLOOPS
FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING. RESIDENTAL AND
COMMERSCAL REF EST/MATES.

CALL 259-3018

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE
1710 rma Flown Am.

...P.N. N.

cy.

INTERNAL AUDITING
COST ACCOUNTING

UP TO 4.10 PER HOUR TO START

JANITOR

STORES

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

..... e....rerene I. men so det. end Iowan sheet
meal equipment If you ore leeldng on oppostunryy. expend

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

your latoroledp or meow. wro a ROO. of greater reepan.
sib.. pleas* coil or op* ar

296-1071

A.

'WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

JEWEL FOOD
Epommenl g IBM 3.8S wilM1
commercial and teleprocess.

G

y

300 N Norther. FINN qtr. 53 6 141146.1orme,111

DRAFTSMAN

CLERK TYPIST
11 -Business Series

ro Teletype, a boar in Ihe Oolo corronunicoliens
tett *hour a number of *unhanding epperlunilios in

Talk

PRINTING

WILLE LUMBER, INC.

.6000

CALL JOHN DANL

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Ave

288 5021

EXEC. SECT.

longer

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

137.1864

Glenn

034

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

32.75 PER HOUR FULL TIME

Prospect 512 W.

Defect..

CART RISE

24418Ip 1141161 Mee

ADS A250

No

eede

766.6230, or. apply at.

,I,,,,,orr

927-6908

CI 5 8477

CpUSTOMI UPHOESTr

Want Ads

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Machine!

Upholstew

. R. ....It as

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

Audio Communications

-

,%elvertise eilh Day
255-7200

ERES ESTIMATES

will help
'
gIP you

ncog

FIGURE CLERK

Convert usable
but
unneeded
items

Sump Pomp

.

296.1638

Flee, Refinishing

RISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
-WORK ALSO TREE TRIMMING

WANT

9000

Launtz

geared to give the nurse y he
has 001 practiced in uremal
wan a Isnowledyre of nmeully-

in

449/

Any area Beta Sigma Phi
memben interested in joining
an exemplar chapter should
MAME Mrs. Rehm. 359-46S11

FASHION SCIPCOVER CO

SRN...

4. 10.11, wood

members will meet in the home

penter Dr.. Palatine. for coffee
and refreshments.

FAMILY

Slip Covers

la n

armed Det Pl. Sere. 296.030S.

developed
estuipmenl
nursing procedures.

.OR ORGAN LESSONS

OP 7430

11011

t

110,10S1 Smoll. Med wscollat

1'2550:7200

ad apa"

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

296-1071

SOLES
4:\
IN THE

296
out

CALL JOHN DAHL

YOUR

1

The smarm will continue for
cighl sweks and includes 240

rli resume her career. Inc

uus

027.9E3

Any rem, ham Mounl

Monday. Jan. 26.

vice program is designed mpe0Tally for the nurse who wishes

mmerted to
rhea Me First imettlen of
their ealwoommant anal in

MAKING

0

Ng

Simon

Offer ref reshe r fur MINIM

nurses

CHECK YOUR Om
Adverriren

MCP/mos
I

PATCH'S iANTR

registered

OUR

Roofing

m,

Electrical Work

Porn.. droPery

;garment of Si. Aleaitto Hopi 01. Elk Grove Village. will
csnduci a refresher :mune fie

THE SINGER COMPANY

PRODUCTION

13Last and find

Sorority jours college

The Slid tkvelopmem des

NIGHT SHIFT

Full Fringbendin

Paid

296-1071

[Arks: Zurich. Sir. and Mn. An
Edgren of Northhrook and Sir.

Following the lour. [kegler

394-0000

DELIVERY MAN SHIPPING

ADVERTISERS

I

group.

awn. is in charge of theevent.

FOR

396-1071
BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

°o.n.o... far Adrwrie

OPPORTUNITIES!

DUNKIN DONUTS

$4.00 Hr. '+ 0.T.

Radio -TV Repair

Weber of Elk Ciro, Village.
Mr. and Mn. Lime Ingley of

of the college. Mrs Thomas
McLairghlin. program eh:dr-

Sport.,

.

Woman's Cluls.
ho each
Squares. Among the dancer,
preside emert.nmenl
will he Mr. and Mrs.Bill and roinc, h
a is tor 1 he

Xi Eta Eta. a chipter of Boa
Sigma Phi, will meet at Harper
College at 7 p.m Wednesday.
Jan. 2 I, for dinner and a tour

.011 lo.

S37 244

the

7:30 p.m. Xlonday. Jan. 100.01

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Ade

Y

%ff:ZS.SE=ATES

seniors

l'hoirmelingn'dlInhdldoi

824.7310

Plumbing

entertain

and Mn. Ed Caper orris...

Mn. R.D. Hint:

Pleasant working
conditions

NS,M1

Squares to

Stool,,,,

Plostering

Moe ii

I

No

longer

SUPER
3 2811

to

CL3 3104

or

T.

824 .11 Inr

n
'VS 'UIVr:SL1
CONSTRUCTION ION Oleg

Mount P roc p cc, So I, iii
Clamna by the AI-IMMO.)

BAKER

Future is secure with

JOB

CALL

am* of aura te ewer Ma

Chas. BeGray Sales

3.1439

COY r

FOR PERSONA INTER.DN

I

PLANT
"'''''CeZleS'o7Jen
296-1071

Lawn Mower Repoli.

C0.4....,ror,sRerviodeliem

Jsc wc7p, Jsy sore

CL3 2236

Plana Tuning Services

BRANDENEERPT BARBERS

litiream Chicagii.
13 llll ict cloh Ihwicwing the

will be presenied to

n . 16M I d Coll R

org

Reaching

Permanent Waves

DRAPERIES

Women's Club.. will attend the
winter meeting on Wedianda,

296.1043

For High

Groduore student wenn. ow.

CUS1.10110.5tIRY

3u2 2s/n

hu I on c r. 1, m 1

ee,

SeS0.700 FFE PAID

Interior Decorating

GERALDINE'S

blinhunk

Skokie, III

6794600

trip.

o man for mechanical
quality control and M.

Window Woshing

392 0405

Inprinc,ucdlr Paid Itafir.,,-,

in

a

Nation-wide firm needs

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

=7. i7.'s:gt!'s7Frer:es.7'etort.

Members of the Sesemh
Dislrici. Mimi,. Federation M

An exhibition of hquale dan-

$500 FREE

WANT

GUSTO., DECORATING

JANUARY SALE

7th district
to hold
winter meet

cing and an lnciial,onloo,ir

MECHANICAL
DRAWING

a

Window Well Covers

2231.

Eiectieal 0,re,a
me,Fpn,e.,
lot Oleg* mug.

OPERATORS

Bjornson Bros.
537-0737

217 S

It pays to advertise
with Goy Wont Ads.

LICENSED BEAll. OPERATOR

A film tour of the wmi

CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

LEARN CUSTOMER SERVICE

BneoeA..

Any women intenmed in at-

'y

eeile

FAMILY

Wigs

ROLAND E JOHNSON

NOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR.

Ilug !enema

prvedmil. Ischia Park

Fs

Jusr

101111

WHY NOT USE Trin
what ii tokee to

TELETYPE CORP.

Herne Maintenance

DOLORES. TILERS SCHOCH Or

-,nr-°.;,`""

IF

NORELCO HOUSE

E

Decorating

Somery of CPA'S.

.t1

800

MECHANICAL APTITUDE?

Call or ApP,V

needed sere

296-1071
BUSINESS MINI

MCA'S DECORATING

'1"-r'3'35'07P'1"8

the American Women's

[nO.01

392 3450

or

Fanning

Dancing Schools IL Supplies

the Chicago Chapter of ASWA

senville.

Miss DeBri is a member of

CLS.3991

F

WAN PAIIPRING

ART

OUNal

Heating Service.

June.

and

676-1000 eN. 6117

850 S. Elmhurst Rd.
Des Plaines

Vacuum Repair Service

NEW WAX PAINTING

...downs

-

SERVICE
Y1969 Changes to Personal

CL 5 8232

FANESER.I. SON

Po p

7 999Cle". 2''?'10S2

9

WIN721.0'N'GrZ'S'

CensenrConeachars

ASWA studies
tax changes
Fndnnl Income Tax" will he

HALLMARK.,

YOUNG MENI

t681'.1r17ZNEI today at

9

clo7ne'r7;

longer

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

ALIERATIO

r-

ftlesser of Xlenlo Park. Calif_
P.my gnidnated from Deerfield Academy and Menlo
College. Ile will receivd.his
R.A. degree at Stanford in

P

$9,000-510,000 Free

No

Coll Cs 3 4.0 Pros

Pull, Sidewalk,.

graduate in Juno She
the
gronddatighter of Mrs. Barr V.

June 17.

g

ACCOUNTANT

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

General Hauling

0

I..

t

Nalda at MAO., NALL.
A,RY... 800 E Hafthwest

Ne,gt gahclaery03 n

Chamhers. of Atherton.
announce the engagement of
their daughter Penelope 10

t

$1004110 Par Week

YOU CAN'T

tOO

Mow Chambers

II

sr

KANZLER BROTHERS'.

455-6222

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Franklin Pork
9595 Grand Ave.

5555 West loch. Ave,

No Foe -

The Prospeo Day, and The Des Plaines Day
and recall 60.000 Households

6901.

7 AM to 5 30 PM
development departments.

112,000 to $15,000

Your Ad will apnea. daily in Me
Northwest Dow The Move,, Day

3512-5410

Our employee benelet net,. $25 000 Wm. plan p of

=etrtIneg'''onTI

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

IBM COMPUTER -

255-7200 OR 296-6640

'5

Cast '17

GENERAL FACTORY

HELI ARC WELDERS

copoN

3,221833

E

Painting 8. Decorating

ohs

SHEAR SETUP & OPERATOR

MEN

SYSTEMS ANALYST.

Furniture Refinishing

FINANCIAL
ANALYST

TALLYHO 76
MON A. Ion. Rd
437-4500

CALL

Cement Work

we need

DIE SETTERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

WIS. SCOPE PERSONNEL
198 S021

learn Good mental

WILL NO 121-:40 IN MY

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Alt e rations

lR

TPAT

kn person

22fInpinnent Agendeumb

0

nr Yo.^0

24 NB WIEN 111

ACCT CLERK

Serv,ce Siot,on Mechanic

22 Situatons Rented Women

AD

nity...CALL ONE NOW!

IS ye

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads

WANT

24Ampwaitenta

20,0p Warted Men

11{ERImma gamesmen

PLAINES AREA 8'4 4188

DAY

Consult this doily guide of reliable services offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

.
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21 Santora MOH*

TIRE MAN

CALL MR. P. JENSEN

OFFICE
PERSONNEL

1358.2600

MOTORS, INC.

345-0500 - EDT. 594

CHICAGO BLOWER CORP.

7.7 Rand Rood

Mere. Park

IADENDORF

Des Names
027.3111

1955 W. North Aw.

1675 Glen Ellyn Rd.

Glendale Heights

r3Er

67.1000 f

el 17

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

An equal opportunity employer
An Equal ORM., .81ITIKM1
11111,

Wednesday. January 14,1970
244elp Wanted Men

24-11eigWalt6dRia

244Ielp Exited Meo

I

2411elp Wand Men

244Ielp Wanted Men

M

WE NEED MEN .

Col/ 8,4 MEI

KEYPUNCH

$125 WEEK
NOM PHIUME01
This cameo, if new in Wit
week Ihey design NNE

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW !

WIDE SOO. PERSONNEL

JUST FIGURES
$500 START

RECEPTIONIST

rse okke °we C/9.E.'

enning Wilk 3.5502 aft A

CLERK TYPIST
NW vending

Check

Co

GIRLS

we erke mod odrowereeet. ewe/H.01 grow. petent.ol

KITCHEN MAN

CASUALTY CLAIMS ADJUSTOR Appkonts should

hcwe a college degree and an interest in insurance clam investigation. Our comprehensive
Raining programs should lead m supervisory
opportunities within 2 years. ALLSTATE offers
competitive income. corneae.* benefit program

ABOUT THESE JOBS TODAY
PreParailon

EXPERIENCED

Fine

kpp

W

pl
r

SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

537-580601e. P.M.

CALL MR. TULLIS 267-6800 EXT. 537

CLERK TYPIST
Export Dept.

Pollkon in wir Dem Deer A

F" w/Munguis Rd
.00.1111Helpin,

MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS

LADY PARKER

Earn up to 55.00 an Hour

SALESWOMAN

PE/wh.

POR/P

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

When you add our outstanding benefit plan and excelfirle,alary potential.

it.5555

lowonces.

ABBOTT IS GROWING -WHY NOT GROW
WITH US?
PHONE BILL PUCHLEVIC
688-7500

Sheridan

Road
An Equal Opportunity Ernplo,

North

So.

Chicago

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

$2.61343,8
WELDERS
53.13-53.58

ropes.

LADY PARKER
1175, Emerson

POWER BRAKE
SET UP AND OPERATE
33.03-53.48

Mt Prospect

Ruse, Steno

Secret,

$2.28-52.73

h

"FORD"

Denten
5028
Dempster

394 PESO

S

PUNCH PRESS
SET UP 8 OPERATE
52.98-$3.37

DES PLAINES

t MORE could you Ask fool

297-7160

SETUPS OPERATE
$2.85-$3.32
We offer you Mb f ecurny Mos Mese *la

A-

N

PAID VACATION

KOCIKKrEKKr '"'".

PAID SICK LEAVE
RAID HOSPITALISATION

0,

II

FUTURE IS

stop in or call

99.9./i,

required.

Z711,111utif "'"ir.

5541

School Bus, Inc.

25 Employment Agencles.Women

;500

5/BOARD-NOS

DR GA.550 HUM..

26 IWO Wanted Women

FILE C.. GAL RI .00

ABY SITTER DAYS IN NW HOME

KEY PUN 5. ICISBUS SERV S500

.30 AM

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

keeping

for a Too

Wowing, internacional mei

297-3535

0,6, GeV Oes Homes

Reservations
9504 Month

n

100,66 WHEELING HOME ,n

6 6yr old 665 5110befor

E'rlso'6:16'cllehlwe7Ei

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

Emelt.,

role
comprehensive

rc,

c',7-ncrcc

d

enefir

oro

shin

ore

R.N'S

Wis oll ianklm

BREAKERS CONFECTIONS
.4. Env. Ave

Mk Grose Pi..

nonn perches.

437-3700

BUFFERS

S

Baxter

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

Laboratories, Inc.

Showroom
Reception

ASSEMBLERS

s

0306 Linetiln Ave

Marian Grove, III.

Be.

Plaines

965.4700

267-6900

of 6° kerwrine wed T Lev

800 E Northwest
Mt Prospect, III
Wr
9
9
IP. t

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.
Call Mn.. Dears

455-3600

WAITRESSES
Experienced or will train. Full or port time. 10 AM

to3PM or II AM to 4 PM, 330 PM to 0 PM, Eu.
cellentfips and salaq.. Apply in person between

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

reordeeng. Gm,
mowed ond excellent sem.
mg calory,

AMY PERSONNEL
255-9414

16 W. Northwest Hwy
leoisor Mithono

osomnsillsol insurance

do!, a

Mount Prospect

SECRETARY
to Director of Publications.. yeor

Hospltal iss

Art Hts. Public Schools
DISTRICT 25
301 W. Soulk Street

C1.3.6100 Nr.229

CALL 537-1100 (8:30 AM to 5 PM)
OR VISIT US AT

ligregS4

Medernwerkma cones...

*wow, gee

worikartne

APPLY: Monday - Friday 8 AM . 3PM
359-4800

MOTOROLA

0

AlgonyGn Meacham Rds.5cM10vmhery
An equal opponunitY employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northiake, Illinois

Mork Trail

WE'VE DOUBLED

Cincinnati-ForteURSIZE.
Company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly the CinThe

cinnati Shaper Company, will soon be occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station
WEXI...WE'RE GROWING TALL

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
We need an experienced EXECUTIVE SECRETARY to work for one
of our dynamic vice presidents and general managers. The individual we hire must have excellent shorthand and typing skills plus a
Pleasant disposition.
Transportation is a must as you will work approximately 5 months
in our Niles office and then move to our spacious new facilities in

the Arlington Industrial Park.
CONTACT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE FOR INTERVIEW.

Phone 967-5860

UNDO aINDGITIM
211 Lawrencowood Canter

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Wheellng, Ill

777 WheelIng

Union 76 Division, Eastern Region

-

oo no benefits.

011510

Please apply in person.

Interviewing
Monday *hot Thursday 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 AM. to Noon

12:45 am to 7:45 On, 61/2 his

-

JEREMY'S

Call Mr. Borkowski

Varied dunes include outside
nce

7.45arnm4:15
4:15 pm to 124500

We will goin - odd I5c per hour for 2nd shift and
I8c per hour For 3rd shift 10 paid holidays
major medical ond life :neurone° rnony corn-

,,20ok Brook Center Moll

692-7166

odo

A.
THE SINGER COMPANY

Orl who Ves public coiled

emetieme bele,

SUNBEAM CORP.

3. 0880

Purchasingst

Rem weakener.
Porducts
ond
Mom..
personal.
ef
Wm. general ark*

Subsidiary of

Donion

Press Packers

FOR A PERSONA IXIERVIE,
GM I, 0.

CONTACT WSS HECHT

Ext. 3678

m °emending benefits -and clam to home.

$2.57 To Start

-

;tlr' 'PZ

Call Undo Apostle

PRODUCTS INC.

tory nommen% ..... with e..

Oak Brook, III

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

For several months in our Credit Department

EKCO

Clerk Typist

full company benefits mon e.
cellos. wedeln. candnmas OF0

9AM and IOM0T2pM,nd5PM.

SECT $600

GENERAL CLERKS - TEMPORARY WORK

SOLDERERS

Cannel, or call out Employment Deportmeni for details

rialtetwwl

Pros

conroletetr

g

GENERAL FINISHERS

1280

.M.3405

Arline

FREE PARKING

3 Shifts

SEC ETARY
GENERAL OFFICE

for cusnoinTrnenT

17,riermy Scheel in Mc

La Salle Personnel
ecnrel

5.00 PM Pooh .

ALL FREE.

varied dericol ossignment.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

PHONE

MAIL CLERKS

who are interested in

FOR WIRERS &

392-5230

Credit Clerk

$600

OWN SAT , EVES BY APPI

- BEST IN TOWN TYPIST SI.

is on enep.nal wee; en

.....

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

3040 S. Bosse Rd.
ARLINGTON WS., ILL
43O-0,23

8500

;'POIL1'5'71;6;C."'

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBLIC CONTACT

961770

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$500

1465ONNEL

416,

weerwel
Wimp dais ore required Ihn

PAYROLL CLERK
Position in our Poyroll Deportment requires experienced Keypuoch Operators

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

White Collar Girls

394-ONK.

Inn/lingo/1n Heig.

MAIL GAL 5.3

Street

eeCEPTIONIST

C'w.nrn!

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

1st Shill
2nd Shift
3rd Shift

LIKE MUM,

Nee

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

capable

Skormond ond

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
Openings on day and evening shifts to; experienced Key-punch Operators or we
will train individuals with moderate typing skills.

Cook County

So iEO,U.nan,

515 E. Touhy Ave. Des Plaines, III.

AT G.M.P. / I

Lee

230-5 p.m.

API, WI PERSON
OR CALVARNMIKKEISIN

GIRL FIRDAY

my yrouo of people

ER Litton Medical Products

LOOKING UP /1111\

1365

P.M. ROUTES

PI 2.3535
Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month

4.1 4

YOUR

01

.50
S.2

o

1st and 2nd Shift

TYPISTS

Secretary
We are seeking

6:30-8:30 a.m.

9 PAID HOLIDAYS.

Personnel Depai-tment 296-4488

-,,*

A.M. ROUTES

CRAVENS CO.

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

HU CLERK

8,4

TYPIST

BARRETT-

EXEC AIO

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Paid Training

ond Pen

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E Devon

MILLING MACHINE

Earn Extra -Cash

reception work involved.

COIL WINDERS

NEVER A FEE

STENOS
CLERKS

DRIVERS

Ask for Mr. Johnson

9.0700

AIRLINE TRAINEES

SCHOOL BUS

537-01300

100% Free Positions

Hove several opening. far young women with good typing skills. Dictaphone
experience helpful but not essenrial. Must hove Pl.... Pere0na,l, Same

Flarilele Days or Weeks
Referral Bonus.

TOP PAY

FEMALE

of Elk Grove Village

EMPLOYMENT

TYPISTS

central telephone company af Hanoi.

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

HIUMAWS

OVERHEAD
DOOR CO.

52.6542.94
MAINTENANCE MEN

NO lin.

In ..... ting Office Work

ne,

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

63.23-53.58
POLISHERS
$2.93.33.38

C4li640.m,

CLERK -TYPIST

CENTEL
SYSTEM

EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS

sa. Per freer

office. Free Hospital:zo

d

5

OVERCHARGE YOU?

=:11,

opt ,de. Full time, new

253-6600

$625 Month

SW 10.

CLERKS

2004 Miner Nt.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employei

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

Experienced , figure

WIRERS -SOLDERERS

-wr

Illinois Bell

M

AT UNION 76

also available
SECRETARY

GROCERY

Call Ed Surek

CALL 448-1 589

La Salle Pareannel
Ow Plain.
.0 lee 5.

WITH A NEW JOB
No Experience Necessary

Northlake, Ill.

con sider qualified b1/20100,

cam/

3W-2770

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill

TURN THE TRICK

CHECKER
h9M ,PMMI end ...

FREE CWI Rep

TELETYPE CORPORATION

and an Forty Interwar.

825-8124

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

GENERAL TELEPHONE
& ELECTRONICS
400N. Wolf Rood

LADIES

miiew a PIWINnOn

Miss Joon Denny 01 676-1000 Eat. 5243

PlEPPLINCH OPERATOR {AP o-Numario.)

CALL MR RE KUMPEL

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

5moll office. CLOSE TO HOME

heg.'re:Po'n's'ire

©

FOR V.I.P.'S

wee sets Ms Oh. Y00 II

mom you ii Re Mlle to clone es far es you.
qeterost end 80Mly pm.%

An .......

3r9onaln,711.

FORMER
OFFICE GIRLS

PLAN TOURS

$650.00

love

wit nay

ior irriesing and
maintaining roe!

7039

CRAVENS CO.
7476 FAXer. ge"s PI. 297-3E

the
Yelerail Crammer *II, pen pis

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

BARRETT-

394 0800

Duman

S

SAXON

MRS MIKKEL

=1, =11...=====

Company bane. include life Insurance. lumbar onon,
medical and pod vane..

Clerk, Stenographer
JICome in or call for an
appointment: 562-7100,
Ext 754

CALL MR GRESS

297-5222

1p ...pan /Heights

Day Want Ads Sell Things Faster

you

fullent

297-3510

open

is.

answer.

7c7n ;=l Z-nr

Well
teach

mecirteei :mopes to Ine

ur Eves. Age

whoe ir takes to get a job done.

Explore these
openings:
Secretary
Clerk Typist. General

PAYABLE CLERK

GENERAL OFFICE

676-1000

101e0r

L'il:=11174.4)Zeiitio;trtk.

- Membership

PARK C,SSIPIER - Membership
SECRETARY - Advents/no Manus.

far Isiam Inf

who

Nice ban.

GIRL

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND AN EXCELLENT CHANCE FOR ADVANCEMENT

START

Dello', Beat, Solon

PROCESSING

CORRESPONDENT TYPIST - Membership
CLERK TYPIST - Membership

OF CHICAGO

package. Location.
Na smog. Nice people

5sYnry commenswore
wins experieme. Goad work
no conditions and mono
umpain benefits

ACCOUNTS

;5=7a

o,ow nom,

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
and

comp./eh Pain you N weer

West Toohy Skokie, Ill.

medical coverage, profit sharing, stock purchase plan. liberal vocation al-

14th

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

ork'os

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

DUE TO CONTINUED GROWTH HAS THE
FOLLOWING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE FOR.

Smnagw/Pher.
Comptometer Operators
Typists
10 Key Adding Machine Operators

we're growing .
and we need you.
Aulomotic Electric
offers lois of good
things: Like benefit

CRAVENS CO.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORD-1Sr NORTHWEST SIDES

We Need Girls
Like You

SECRETARY

BARRETT

BEAUTY OPERATOR

Doctor's
Reception
S560 Month

TELETYPE CORPORATION

you arrive at a rare opportunily. Benefits include widen refund, comprehensive

10 1-9357

in am.. Height:

APPLY IN PERSON AT

this variety PLUS posilion nail include seeing standards. method improvements,
new equipmeni justifications, plant layout and cost estimating.

OR CALL MRS SPERMS.

253-6600

Murat.

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
Earn up to $3.63 an Hour

the. exponsion of our Industrial Engineering Department hos created an uneoo, Vramth oPportuniG. Does your experience include 2 to 3 years cif time
mid, and method analysis, Then you may qualify.

N PERSON

EXPERIENCED

Data Processing Management Assoc.

WANT EXTRA CASH?

Call Mn. Schager 782-6244

Mn. Prospect

SHARP STENOS:

International Head Quarters of

437 4550

141 5-2300

1175. Emerson
EXPERIENCED
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

r26 -Help Wanted Women

Saleslady Wanted.

°"tHIMC01.LARGIMS

Kenny Mfg

oc CLERK -TYPIST

I" KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

NIM) EXTRA IMINRY,
TIRO OP HOUSEWORK?
Work for AD./Ai-GIRL an

Page

wOrl. cams in and r.if ier

GZ:a VICTOR TEMPORARIES

SECRETARY

Wednesday. January 14, 1970

2641eip Wanted Women

1N6lp WAIN Women

BE4VAVKLIN

0 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

Coll My Ward Taylor

0pluable.

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

CLERK TYPIST

4820 W. Relmonl

Lawyers .5525 Mo.

EXPERIENCED

DON ROTH'S
IN WHEELING

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

Att'ICriOVZ

Reception For
Group of Young

2511elp Waled Women

One of the moron, laegesi manulaerwen of opbolvered
furniture hae sward tannings
crepe,. offices.
Priem* eNONserboad Damao. with pead ta0110000
benefits. CY tacky 0n4 talk obout en* al fire Ermine no.

AVIATION

with Day Want Ads.

726-0100 until 4 P.M. or

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

SCHNADIG CORP.

MAIDS

Fore op to 4.40 an Haar
INTERESTED,

16Iklp Waned Women

264Ielp Waled Waren

26.11e1p Wanted Women

""C'E71916

BUTLER

$650 MONTH

ER pays to advertise

I

k

c.c17i'5"cTiVi5L

SECRETARY TO YOUNG
BOAT DESIGNER

292.3535

Z'roolf '"Cr"ltr

and o company cob

dd

dna/ d

I

TALK TO TELETYPE

d

I

501 G

cAll. EON 'NUMMI
MA FUGIEL
686-7035

Cashiers.
Concession Clerks.

2,7.3535

1,ne ofeornpany boneles includeo Om insurance. hes

r

th

4 50 M

so ALLSTATE offers you TOOtS future as a

CLEANING LADY

2F1111111Fiatal Renee

COMPLETE TRAINING

398 .21

LIKE INVESTIGATIVE WORK?

6161$ 9.810 Waren

:rc

Work Close To Home

d

PUBLIC CONTACT
PERSONALITY?

2814e$ Wanted 9.801

Weetal Wow

15 -Employment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

ASSGIANT.NAGER

Young Hobby Club
11015 TO WIN A ZEROED
By Cappy Dkk

Zerold, the mechanical man
from the mythical "Planet
Slars:' who walks, grabs things
with his claws, executes chops
with his arms and does other
amazing things. is the national
grand prize in today's easy con-

to boys and girls of the Day
area. one set for e,h of the 10
neatest and most original correct

Five Zensids will he awarded,

other caies when the judges look

contest entry iS judged to be one
TO the five 0ee051 Mel 81055

Original of ell.

fur the five molest and most

original correct ones from the

The contest is easy to enter.

cities where Ibis column is pub-

At yeti have to do are these
things, I, clip out the pielme

Zeroid is a .creation of the

Ideal Toy Corp. Mn stands six
and a half inches high, is powered by batteries (batteries not
supplied) and is great (unto
owe
For a chance 10 win a Zeroid,

Niles, Illinois, 60648

friend. Ten sets will be awarded

onc to each boy or air! whose

lished.

a contestant's entry must first.
win a local qualifying prize This

a

Any boy or girl who wins a set
cal keep one 1,1 15, games So
hinuelf and give the other M a

entries received locally. The 10
winning eMries mil he matched
with winning entries from all

test.

0 -4-

iS Sel of Coppy Dlek's nem,
pocket-size cup and -ball Eames.

/3 8

t

above: 7, count the sevens in it:
3. paste the picture on a piece
Of paper: 4, print the number of
',ens beneath it thong with

'..t22,22.;Nstddiiit
at The Dol.opdn.oaIlubEeTu,p
midnight of day aft. tomorrow.
Names of the prize winners
will be published here and their
awards will

your name, age, address and Zip

be sent Ii, their
homes by moil. Judges decisions

Code number: 5. decorate the
entry in any neat original way
with paints, crayons or cut011s:
6, address your entry to Canny
Dick's Midweek Zeroid Contest

will he final. All entries become.
Cappy DIck's propeny: none
will he returned.
TOMORROW: Private Fiona)
901 Ma and how to 510ke it!
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*kip Wattal Wmen

anted Wenn

26-lielo Wanted Women

154616 Waled Wow

264RBITaltd Mem

26-Itelp Warded Worrell

Shau min Pm

L7;

h.

Snoulri

ilarling sax, Llacble

CALL MRS. GOODLING
359-4200

13LNR

LaGrange Park

-01poones

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

CALL MRS.GOODLING
359.4200

New Office. beellen2C6
BenefilA Soloiy Open

942.2200

21-11e0 Wanted -Men & Women

V & G PRINTERS

OeL Plaines...551M

SOFA -Broyhill.

SKIING
sk.ns. 22 5 MoPle

Telephone

<mem°,

McSM

2141elp Wanted -Men 5801888

fresibi

1969 Singer Dig Zug

cM

SOLICITORS

222 022, cds

/*

on.

10 Paid Halidoys

Free Pension Plan

CrWlif Union

cond..

sole.

thing 313,500. MS S. Emerson 253.0153

R24-2175

6

used nen ligMIL
Prcedignm

250.5245

We son

or..

olier

7 PM

i

18 SportRg Goods

.BRUNING

beet

Sorge

M1

.

Newly lin.

I8h

Not Only Maverick But Also

6200. mon. income 4 des red

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

1800 West Central Road

3 Rehm.

centA

ri

64

1970
965

88 -Real Estate Vacant

will Roof. Equip. with auto Irons 3,93 V 8, Power Steen, S.

'

4179

WAS

X

42 Wanted RI Rey

pla d
'rode

.1

I

awhile SISO

CASH

1968 Chevrolet Caprice

eas aa oda- ePos
Call

BRAND NEW 8, DEMO'S 8 LEFT

BZWEIrtler 6.30 om

Na Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused!
All Prices Reduced During
Our Remodeling of the
Used Car Drive In SuperMart.

Now, GIVE YOURSELF

Worthwhile Inveslment.
005 0. PEARSON
G

437.4071

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

$3895

1

Sleep

background. Good

"

1968 Plymouth Fury

III

1788
1966 Plymouth Fury II

1965 Chrysler Town 8
Country Station Wagon

9995
1967 Catalina Convertible
.

0

$

1795
966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe.

lo

Des PI

No Mg...Necessary

hl.oupoly ARC 352602

A

1

ea homed Apr
knuF h

IP

P

31

Rehire,

259-7000

Rd.

1150.

OLDSMOBILE
P85 SPORT COUPE

Bare

ElectroNechaa
with micelle...

her

4 EU Gro7

REDS witteached

BRIM<

dekk

sme bed ..PIese

disposal.

Coll

cam

6

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

BENDER-RIEGER
ILLINOIS
SARNI

Barrington ,..P.m

MAVIS
PAT.PROSPBCT

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY
irirro

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

nimiserako

Busse

nL

PAIATINEMOILINti MEADOWS

1967 Rambler

0,l;n,.lo1 1395

3 pe. awl; nci
Fans, [beim sof

pan. pans lamps todn/Pbene;

1962 Chevrolet

PL9 2200

2551107

Coniefte Convert 9 195

At

mamma, roman bar nod,
Rd
Ms min. 1205 VA,

ong

011

Apolwrges

LATTOF'S

250-7544

1967 Buick Wildcat
r

on

DES PLAINES

Reno,. 1113,11.

on

YE

Come

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

Lk* new, Con be otlohrol lo OM
Somme. US. 53710611

PLYMOUTH

622 E. Northwest Hwy: Rt 14
Des Plaines, III Phone 298-4220
blo,k lost of Cumberland Siouan
C,OVoD SU I.E.

Westin... elec.,

stove.

$1095i
1395
$895a
$69

1967 GALAXIE "500"

.

.dr

.

Custom Amplifiers with unconditionol
lifetime guarantee.

386 to 30% OR on Display Merchandise,
Many Used Speciald

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE

9191

Ar
1963 FORD SQUIRE

$49g

Folly Fou,pped

CENTER

in and Meet Your

.

Chevy Pit Crew

I '

0

Serving The Notthwest Sehoripe for 35 Years

15 360. Coll 216.1475

BEEP -BEEP

CHRYSLER -

0

.

55Alusical Instruments
392 0591

Mug. 3914516

1968 Ford 4 Dr Sdn.

1966 MUSTANG COUPE

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"

41P"'
Air
-a.
jrr

To the June in January Sale

335 CI, 53$1.1
Leogno
nolsee

$1695-,

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR PARADE

cab

Oonlen
.16 Popo

32Atuellaneous meichamise

381-6000

IO,11O0

Room

144

1967 OLDS CUTLASS

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE

StiLZO'P'o"c
11.11.

IBM,

$17954

Open Daily 9.9; SAT. 9.5 CLOSED SUNDAY

model homes neary .001 is,L

oal,

1968 FORD XL

75 More To Choose From

IJ

Olds

Inha
SIM; wk. came, oincona
V, good cend. SIDO es besr
offer .6 1675

Bravos

3100 3.1r7 0381

1965 Chrys Station Wagon

$695

Sharp $1195
1965 0 -BIRD COUPE

440'E. Main St.

Hollmon Foams

se)

772,5500

"

IMMEDIATE
DEUVERYI

1965 GTO CPE.

zig, groom Sar hemed
b engem, w.lb some 593 6667
or 05.1252 M.

LATTOF

1

0

Erilltvg

,

I

0111111811 OIl

51111011

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing

condoron S703772617
G E,Eleelna DIVE,
Call 358.0138

Single howl kimhen sink, lilting,

base cabin., 7 h. lormica 10P

Era 23269

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDEP-GOYA-GIBSON

204 Slink, Place, Palatine, M.359-2251

TOR RESERVATIONS CALS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

ECONOLINE VANS

FOR

ep Wh,, WA1 Toes, Only 3 Ea Choose From $1695

$2388.00

Rolling wade.,

"

Sharp $2495

091.1' S.F. Pk.)

DES RAMS 5, 2 hdrm.
4141eme Furtestimis-Ferretme

inspeefien gouges.

1965 FORD

NEW
1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

FINErERVICE

NEW 1970

255830L

$2014

Transmissne. Virwl Roof,
gedy Noldino.

I

MOM, 3163 RN 611R1

Pull Time Work

n

I...Cylinder, Automatic

Radie. gads Molding,

BRONCOS

EXCLUSIVE MAUR

THE

PRICED FROM
112S. 24Mor Nand Tom

Root

1968 SKYLARK

381.0899
'THE

Vinyl

Only $1695

209.000K ST.,

300 e

e

I

Aclw.

Amon SemEnem WNto
EMMteMn eod Mans

IMPORT MOTORS

74 -To Rent Apartments

Masi be ode io
mad orals. perform Isr pie.
nl.up wan ond use ell basic

$1195
1968 AM Javlin

2

DELIVERY

MCHIndet.

AMEntoris mann*
Sidminolls,

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

BARRINGTON

TELLER

kal ;mode.

$1995

195

1963 Dodge Truck

3; 2222 .0 2 20

EMS

IMMEDIATELY ,

a -0e, Mad

1112,

Only $1595

FALCONS

500,

1967 CUTLASS SUPREME HARDTOP

BARRINGTON

Position open as

alax.re,

COUNTRY SQUIRE
rr,

5i7le 3ir,LCOLFITI:111 AR. chos,

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

NEW 1970

GALAXIE
$2095

after 6.110o;..

1967 Chrysler Newport

1967 PONTIAC "GTO" COUPE

11Apts, and Reims to Uwe

INSPECTOR

1965 Mercury

RA,

g

'7'57B371'orS2517:5'3

r

toopottan,A for EXPERIENCED
.ss

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

$3395

ri:n1/11147L'e5 7117 ""'

In 'memo ...tents h., truck.

INSPECTOR

I` $1995

1968 BUICK RIVERIA GS

stud sem. 229.6596

SEE OUR DISPLAY!

1395

or

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

90 -Investment Properly

HOLIDAYS OVER!

44 Bogs. Pets & &Anent

First Arlington
National Bank

1967 Chrysler 300

$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK
Coll 394 2778

0510.0- 1969 PONTIACS

Used Marhn Imo!

P.

OVER 70 -USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

80

C

SICOO. 292.3000

"

VALIANT DUSTERS
BARRACUDAS
CHRYSLERS
ROAD RUNNERS
A CHOICE SELECTION OF
SATALITES
STATION WAGONS
FURYS

d

177: 3410 3:3'1351'2"'"

Pend7Zbentl,174nor.:

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

NEW 1970 's

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

BLeot buy! 196R Chem ea Am
On '0 l0 ...go. NT. PO 02,

BRADSHAW, 6S8 5661

70 ReandEloard.HOUsekeepinq

ON OVER 150

All Pow.. A,

kURs

65

427.0240

2, S300

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

. sed

AS Foal C

S200

314eats aful Marine Supplies

ARA Graf eserio, in Pe

g

MANY IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

4dr,

SIOGia.i9e2l'POngoe,

nonnonolme 3695 Cuff 394 3532
CRYSTAL .oP COUNTRYSIDE

Weekdays

"'171.1=11NN

394-4000, Ext. 313

I

Ant Of lep Coll OW Open

A.II finance wtlow

522 500

Bed

!

Cafeteria Help

Arlington Mts.

SPOR'27L5E:i'rrc'iU°N;E'RTIIILE

Rood. 537S coll

209.2077

HONEYWELL PLANT

runs

.110.11190

2.18 tam Norineslan.

Dishwashers 8,

Mt. Prospect

1962 yeas...open loots
ALGONQUIN AREA

2D7-6640

Petehet s

EXAMPLE: BRAND NEW 1969 CHRYSLER LUXURIOUS NEWPORT

w

517F.r;ifiM 1.2.0'neeas=

004 201. in bowmen. Mean,

SAO mOBILE RUPP SS28I

colored 1.V. ond mil hove 90

DES PLAINES

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

$1200

fog

112 -Automobiles Tor Sale

'5DO'Cr:17= '5'34'1=2 .'"rs

SAVE UP UP TO

0

1

porch. Remy el double clown,

ROUTE CLERK

BUY NOW AND

1

Be

253 5452

JIFFY CAR WASH

Shopping Center

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL '69's IN STOCK

W

6

Call Mike 827.0197 oft. 4

5S -Musical Instmments

ASK FOR JEWEL

DES PLAINES

door

2

edo

poo d

d

knot

1

1966

nun, club sea* 242 barbs.

00ond ask so LLLLL

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER S DRYERS

Foil or Pars Time
Will train necessary

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Dkwood. roble.

375 h

51890. 2977070

255 8337, S 30

CALL CL5-1900

re

di

Mune 4 Ilechm. custem conch

CAR WASH HELP

Also Monday Untri 7 30 P

588-13734

b

L., mg. IBbbr

358,7460

7.45 DM 4.15 WA 5 So tu Hop/AM Noon

CHICAGO PROCESSING CENTER

1.

8 hiookey skoies CI 5 627S

70°L1,T;2=7Ant7

0. like new I*= d'""' "

Spring Interiors

Now Inienvieseing Doily

re...G.

1T"M"'oh*dtl'

IMR

car onaceed eat. Patio from

Sales Person

OR MALE

Free Life Insurance

COUP 01022

Sul

Drapery

FEMALE

Paid Vacation after six months

Imm

heti off er 359 1152

1963 301

clodndout stock
2
Heavy duty corpehno
3. Free installation
4. See large eamples

F.

T.Sarl

359.1116

n.hur;or olsb'

161eal Estate4louses

your home.
5
Terms available

190

107-hteParts arel Access

5

cannel. e25.2M0

EXPERIENCED

of Computom

Skokie, Illinois

aore

olMe

IP

& RESEARCH CENTER.

40% - 60% OFF

99 RAND ROAD

7624 N. Austin Ave.

t'2;";n7,;'"'""`°'
FOR SWF

MAGIC DOLLAR SIGN WAS

THE

0/0

not HIS INDUSTRIAL

CARPETING -

I.ohr blue rugs. Wash...

t71.',mr3V,T'e--"

2064609

Top Poy
Call 358-7460

392-6100

COMPUTAX CORP.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Goll Road, Palatine, Pinola 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

296/1711

CREV SLAKES '68 6 '69

251-8050

ram

SHEETS EMPLOYMENT

Come in and see

union 16 DivlEl on Eastern Region

11371661MIhmetyffeHen0

46,72.1

Contacl Mr Sheeis

Easily canes ible (see mop) w. ompl pork ng space.

&,®

3bdra.

16x50,

54800 adults

28,600

loe

r.

VOLVO 1963,511 SP,

1InTr16ss

$51.30 Tax included

Lot Boo walla.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

RICK TODD

537-8872

PUINES

0E5

G

253-5228

General WoW,

unlit n

Elk

Full & Port f,He

Full Time
Assemblers

- LIGHT ASSEMBLY

Auto Shopping Center

condi.,

1967 Ford 0.10111 500 V8 eng,

PICK-UPS.A0CTION PRICED

PERSONNEL CLERK

Work close la borne al the new compl

Rd

isogon.

PROOFREADING

clean work with pop

15.

2141elp WantedAlen & Women

Good pay for
sharp people

For Our Employment Department

I

139,0020

p

sTperotors

mini

ROOM Mk CORO BEST OFFER

SALES REPRISMIALNE

aperolors...onyhours

DATA PROCESSING

radio,

B. Offer, 259-9517

8.1 FT MOBILE HOME 2 BED

3125.

350.2605

7a11%.Z.71VoTt

High pay for 'qualified

filarg,

"'LIMO.,

dI

DAT PUBUCATIONS

Isms

1967 VOLVO 127S, moo bone,
AM/FM

Page 11

...Pool, 6 Pail Jed 22137

KEY PUNCH

Work,

excellent cond. MOO or
HISE527.22RF ens,

t *ma

98414 him

PRESTIGE OFFICE SPACE,

"t7tg "ctL'el!"l7h::
(Help WantedAlen & WorsT

.61 LeMone eifloor, one owner,

blocks Ma sewer

TIE Rent, Sloes, Offices

39528/5

PART LIME WO.

Crawl rake 28 acre. Hone. 2

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

de.. aye 5562 alter I PM

Wednesday, January 14. 1970

1124Momiles Fit Salt

3501450 or CL 3.0.7

in

537161n

YOU, NOW!

TYR, morrstrcol Reports

FURNITURE

ism

13'5E2 v1:6

INTERVIEWER

OFFICE

h. loose cod;
Bee 1 707 ols

OUT

Ohm

Ills Rat Houses

259-3553

* YOUNG, OR NOT -SO -YOUNG
* EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED
* CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS:

WE NEED

7

27 Help WantestMen S Women

Lee Supply 8, Tool co,

WOMEN

MEN

5,ela wirb sllo cover 315. con,

1126.259-2735.

Call 437.8000

0001 Birchwood Ave

ZIlleip Wanted -Men &-Vinnten

42 hoe FurnIshingsfanitwe.

CALL 2.51.1 0631

ALSO NEED

NOW HIRING...

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

2241ace010ems Parchnim

General Office Help For

698-3337

274ielp WantedAlen & Women

happy.

35,6110

lime

STANLEY KNIGHT CORP

Pool

Call Bob Perkins

N.C.R. Machine- Nadel SS

IBM TYPING

wing. NoMeage of book

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

RECEPTIONIST

bill

RECEPTIONIST

keeo.no helpful. 51542s. Ion.

trindgebene1W. 3.17, Son

WOMEN

Be A Blair Temporary!

tzr

LIBARAI. CLERK

BOOKKEEPER

KEYLINE PASTE UP

HARPER COLLEGE

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. lull Ione

y. 394-5/05.

L'55-9261

M,S6-9010

Auto Agency

HARPER COLLEGE

ion, Mc Wheeling Rd. 6 fe-

sas, open ONO V 000

2)6(6 Wanted Homer
GANT TO DO YOUP OWN THING?

26-liel8 Wanted Women

5 cloys, Moller employed days.

nanne woOns

26-11 Wanted Wore

2

4°=I
NO E.

CL 9-4100
west Ilwg:

Mt.

4,41
TONI illy. 4.1

le* 1

r ess*er

I

11 -***01-91-11-

11-S1-11- 18-41-

111111

etas

wait

5-

A

Buick on on Rand!

.10

adtA

awn of a new era
at o n ufic uic

Serve

a man
his
favorites
'6

It's a New Year at the new John Mufich Buick with new deals, ideals
and ideas about the TOPmost big seller in Chocagolandl At "BUICK
ON RAND" it's a TOP sellen', TOP sawn', TOP !oaken' crew to go with
TOP sawn', TOP lookin' car, Yes folks, the TOP brass
the TOP
at John Mufich Buick has decided to TOP it all off in TOP fashion by
featuring their men in TOPPERS in the advertising lust to emphasize
the point you can't TOP the sawn, you can't TOP the tradin' on the
TOP big seller in all Chicagoland, Buick as featured by John Mufich

It's easy to please a man' Just
serve him what he likes to eat
This is not to say that menus remain static or that you should
continue to stick with the old favor-

A New Year with

ites

New Ideas, New
Deals and a New

foods that have built-in man appeal
and then making something new of
them by combining them with less
familiar foods

Buickl

Symbol at

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE boneless
chuck roast and potatoes That s
everybody s favorite Give it a new
Flavor by simmering it in spicy to-

Your New Buick

VI, You can't TOP our deal!

mato sauce with tasty tomato bits

1969 BUICK LESABRE

baked potato garnished with a ba
con curl and a spng of parsley

John lAufich

$1795

TZIANW
1968 BUICK ELECTRA

1967 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE

$2795

your choice.

$1895

1968 BUICK WILDCAT

--,For the champ,1'

IFC

WAGON

high this year and you'll want to fly too -- with Marna Chick and all
the little Chickadees to John Mufich Buick where you'll save the most
"scratch" yet on the new Buick, Opel or/Double Checked used car of

Rob lwrnell

1 boneless chuck roast, rolled and tied (3 to 31/2
pounds)
2 tablespoons Wesson Oil
Dash of salt and pepper

twee. Personnel

1968 BUICK LESABRE

11495

2 II

1966 BUICK LESABRE
Bergsnern

$2295
1968 BUICK STATION WAGON

(As
Ed Claussen

ttonsm si.^,
One owner. small town oem

$1095

.

$1295
1966 FORD GALAXIE "500"

1965 OLDSMOBILE "88"

to.te win*. Pow.

Nowt

,

conditioning, with go... steering,
automatic tronsmissiori. P.S. radio,

powers,

1967 BUICK LESABRE

1965 CHEVROLET MONZA

brekus, automatic trans...ion, worn°, a

$1995

This is tailor
made for him

11-

TOP VALUE Car!

.....

Automatic transmission, wan bucket seats, PA
radio whites GOOD TRANSPORTATION

$495

DEVILED SHORT RIBS
4 pounds beef short ribs
I tablespoon brown sugar

(You can't Top it at John Mufich's)

ts_

1/2 teaspoon ginger

I teaspoon dry mustard

TOP VALUE Trades!

I1/2 teaspoons salt
(4 teaspoon pepper
Po cup catsup
'A cup soy sauce

(Top dollar for your old car too)

ALSO

2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 bay leaf
1 onion, sliced
Water, if desired

.400,1114

OF

Flour, if desired

THE...

BIG TOPPER
Small Car Deall

801 E. RAND ROAD * PHONE 394-2200_

cOO

1/2 cup water

HOME

"Top Saving, Top Trading at your Big Topper Dealers!"

w

(Top Big Seller in Chicagoland)

Sit. TOP VALUE Deal!

$2195

.Hard to find low mileage beauty

hour more. Makes 6 servings.

--CENTER--

8995

a vinyl nof

Art Nowa

TOP VALUE

$995

$1195
1967 BUICK ELECTRA

has its DAY

1

.15 Boyne

1968 OPEL SPORT SEDAN
mib white, Minder, with 4speed, trona.

PAGE 13

covered for 11/2 hours. Add potatoes, carrots
and 11/2 teaspoons salt. Simmer covered for

Wwev

$1795

DAY PUBLICATIONS
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 14, 1970

oven brown in Wesson Oil. Pour off fat; add
Hunt sauce, water, onion and garlic. Simmer,

$2295
PRICE010

FOOD

2 cans (8 ounces) or I can (15 ounces) tomato
sauce with tomato bits
I cup water
I onion, quartered
I close garlic, crushed
6 carrots, pared and quartered
3 medium potatoes, pared and halved.

Sprinkle roast with salt and pepper; in Dutch

1966 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

it the same old way.

Dennis Malec

1966 BUICK ELECTRA

winyl tool

America's favorite
eoenmale ristkecVng ier
om;sasoNetlt

a man-pleaser

ISawer emals,
fl

It pr
meat. However,

CHAMPION CHUCK DINNER
Arn sari

rebel

$2395

served with a crisp mixed vegetable
salad is sure to complete an
eye -appealing trio.

BUICK ON RAN

1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

mrnal

'

Deviled beef short nbs also are
tailored for hearty eating A twice

iNt#1

Dealership!

Big car buyers say, it's the break-of-the-dayl And once you check our
newly hatched batch of top values we know you'll flap your wings in
excitement and crow a little tool The new John Mufich Buick is flying

Men may like their favorite

foods served often but they enjoy
variety too
The secret then, is in choosing

See the men in the Big TOPPERS
for the Big TOPPER deal on your

small car purhcase too. They're
soli bent for sales in seventy and
they'll make you the TOP most
deal on Opel by Buick teal

..
vt'PF4P""

Brown short ribs on all sides. Pour off drippings. Cover tightly and cook slowly 11/2 hours.
Pour

off drippings. Combine brown sugar,

ginger, dry mustard, salt, pepper, catsup, soy
sauce, lemon juice, 1/2 cup water, bay leaf and
onion and add to short ribs. Cover tightly and
continue cooking slowly 1/2 hour or until tender.
Discard bay leaf. Add water to cooking liquid to

make 2 cups. Thicken with flour, if desired.
Four servings..

-weal
Deviled beef short ribs are tailored for hearty eadng. When
_makinggour meat purchases select thick and meaty pieces with

thin borders of fat, recommends the National Livestock end
Meat Board.
A

sit

Cold cool world

a

I

A touch of the Mediterranean at home
By Charlotte Erickson

If

trip to the Mediterra-

nean it not
your immediate
plans perhaps you could enjoy
a touch of the continental flair

with the following two mein..
There are many variations of
time popular chshes depend.
ing an the country and the
providence or area of each

I cup raw flee
I cup white raisins
I teaspoon salt
I can
(10,..ounce) consom
I

cup water
cup lemon juice

1 cup (2 3 -ounce packages)
sliced almonds, toasted

, cup chopped gr snipped
Pandetr

Preheat oven lo 400 degrecs. Melt half the hotter or
margarine in a large hmtvy

country.

LAMB PILAF
A manolous
dish
with a distinctive Medilerraman flavor
Yields 610 a servings

cut into one -inch cubes
I large Spanish cmion, sliced
thinly and separated into ring,
13 teaspoon cinnamon
Penner

minutes

er. Serve immediately

eling.

laf in sneer:role dish.ondlting
ahem &s and parsley. limeter-

skillet. Add remaining butter
or margarine and reomit with
remaining lamb. Lower heat.
Saute onions. Add ein.
sermon and pepper. and COFItime cooking to er medium

Smalkr casserole dishes Inquire less baking time.
CASS()ULET

2 cups cubed cooked ham

, 0 oP miliiir'd parsley

in

oven Intl beans in water and
bouillon cubes to boiling.
Cook for five minutes and 'c-

hlediternineen

the

pen.. Them at, many sariations, and they all comprise
very hearty, wholesome, sourkiting meal. All that W nceded
as an accompanent is a loaf
or crusty bread and perhaps a
Yield: 3 quarts

2 cum sinall navy hems.
washed and drained
I quart water

TO FREEZE Arrange pi-

I poimd sweet Italian sm.

14 one hour and 35 minutes.
Remove cover. add almonds

I

can

(8

**oak

Try something new ... something with the Lady Lee lobe! on it. Lady Lee products
will surprise you with their flavorfulness, dependable quality, and comparatively low
prices. Lady Lee canned vegetables, 'fruits and fruit juices are prepared with fully ripe;

re,

with cubed ham and parsley.

A pretty

table of vegetables

double treat

12 per cent of the

untry's total land

arca

is

liable for cultivation

r

:tried foods.

Sweden and each oft. orMr

Scandinavian cot atria still
carry on the living tradition of
theirage.klmethodsofpreparr
g native foods. The Northern

Lino pain waters yield an
of seafoodst breads

abomd in urr
limited variety. and rich dairy
and

food, fad Heir way into all
e :. of the menu.

SOUPS ARE found almost
1...ly on Scandinavian tables.
Irmo the rich fruit soups often

noim. Gradually add half and
half. Cook over medium heat.

add rema ining chicken broth.

stirring constantly until mix-

Cook over medium heat. stir.

lure thTekens. Add earn° naggestanddill weedtheat through.

ring occasionally

°lingo. the Sucdish motels
cornucopia of abovelothly

nJ.Add

nutmeg. ( radially

yymcbaa tine) chat
Batur

unlile,suup

just tamest. a boil. Ladle into
soup bowls. Garnish with it
slice of egg. Yield: four to six

If desired. garnish with fresh
dill. Yield: six to eight serv-

servings.

SWEDISH GREEN BEANS
19 -ounce package disputa.
butcut green beans frozen

CARROTS
2 10.eance packages carrot

nugget, frozen in butter mace,
that clings
tablespoon flour

Si cup hay and hell
la teaspoon dill weed
Slip pouches of carrot ma -

Do not mear pan.

Partially open pouchm of

meat and vegetable soups. This

nugget,: drain butter
,auce into saucepan. Stir in

AV= HAMS

SAUCE

leaf

A dash of nutmeg and °palcookol egg slices add the tidal

rich

meant sauce.

hes3

bitcwire carrot nuagca.
frozen

Here's a way to serve carrots and beans that's different The recipes are
Scandinavian.

Hash and cheese
are a tasty duo

in

boner sauce Lae

clings. take on a Swindina vain
air when served creamed and
enlivened with a dmh of ,1111

Lt.e diagenaheiti green [vb.,
are reminiscent of Swabia.
when comhined with sapicest
onion and lopped with thin
strips of smoked ham.

SPINACH SOUP
I

10-rrunce package eat fear

spinach froeen in hatter ram
Ant dings
4 cups chkken broth
1 tabiespcion floor

A delicious way 10 call family or guests to the table is with
Corned Beef Hmh and Cheese
Pie. Inexpensive and satisfying
it it sore to become an often -

onion slices into quarter..

served favorite.
Saute' Bermuda on

golden brown and peas arc
partially evoked, about five
minutia. Semen half of the

peas.

with
until onion pieces are

golden brown. Roll pastry thin.
Stinks a Iniking dish, and crimp

Melt butter or margarine in
frypan. Add onions and peas;

rook slowly until onion is

hash over the crust. Top with

kms and peas, and sprinkle
cheese cronly ow top. COW!'
with remaining hmh.

Bake in hot oven (400
degrees) until thoroughly
heated and crust is brown, 25

to 30 minutes. Makes six to
eight servings.

r 100,001111.11MICA

I hard-coiiked an. sliced

Slip pouch of spinach into
boiling wino-. Ming water or
asecond boil: continuccooking
IS minutes. Do not cover pan.

Bum sMnach and I cup
chicken Moth in blender until

atiractively around the edge.
Spread half of the hash over
the crust and top with the
onion mixture. Sprinkle shred-

Combine apple pie tilling and blueberries: spoon Mto urea,.
shallow baking dish. Combine hiscidi mix and 3 rablespeoo
sugar; arid enough annuli to make a soft dough. Roll or pal
Va -inch thick on lightly floured Ivan) or aac.
Cut with ihreerineh round cotter ern each round in half.
arrange around edge of baking dish rounded side M. Combine
orange peel mid remaining sugar: sprinkle over biscuits. Bake

.,r!'"'"

45111 degree, ror allow lt minute, or until hi,etili, all colder,

Chuck

brown.

Roast

Jeriiag,

,

-

Ocean Perch

T -Bone

%Steak

Oa Roast

ON. 2 MINUTES NORTH oF RANONAST

Sirloin
Steak

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

B & L SCOTCH

BLATZ BEER

4.09

FULL QUARTS '

case 24-12 oz. Bottles
Reg $4 59

$3.29

SILVER or AMBER

case 12-12 oz. Bottles

."

2 cans (I555 -ounce) corned
beef hash

8.99

Serve

1 Pmkage (91/2 -ounce) P

oral ma
1
large Bermuda onion,
thinly sliced
2 Tablespoons butter or
umegadm
1 package (10rounce) frozen

$

VINEYARDSW

Saratoga California

$2.79

Fifth

RED DIAMOND

Imperial
Napoleon
Imparted

SACRAMENTAL

KOSHER

FRENCH

Blended Whiskey
86 Proof

BRANDY

$2.79 s2.99
Fifth

Straight Bourbon

SIMON Amnion cheese Oa

Whiskey

Peen"

Mix pie crust as directed on
package. Roll crust into a rectangle 15 -by -I2 inches Pa

86 Proof
Reg. $3.09

lightly floured surface. Line
bottom and sides of shallow
Whether Its brunch, lunch, dinner or a late evening supper, Corned Beef Hub and Cheese Pie A
-An easy to prepare trasterpham.

2

89,fth

VERMOUTH
Sweet
an Dry

n
1.37

49e.
Bottle

26'

French Fries

64'

T*1:69'

a 55'

Va GALLON

Golden

22
°

8 Yr. Old Blended

WHISKEY
Full Qund

Reg. $4.49 $3

691

47' Folger's Coffee

Cream Cheese

:

64` Longhorn Cheese

as

Eagle Cheese

Snack Pack

20' Cinnamon Rolls

Pork 8 Beans

49' Apricot Nectar

88' Facial Tissue

20' Pineapple Juice " ' 35'

7.°: 25' Hamburger Buns

Wheat Bread

l'L.' 21' Frozen Donuts

g.--, -.....-

l°.".. 31'

Pillsbury Biscuits,.

Nog

9'

151

Tomato Sauce

"

10' Parkay Margarine ,271

43'

''.: 36'

Multh 8 losety Aids

. 39' Colgate

-.
Efferdent Tablets':," 77'

e _we

quality, Courtesy And Service!

*eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1

44'

31' Tomato Juice

.1, Coffee Cake

We Discount Everything

$1"

Coffee

Tea Bags

iih&I;ead

28'

"

Coffee Crystals ":'sl2

71'

87'

Sliced Beets

emp.! steamboat Alma

s2"

Shortening

11' Diet Bread-,

38'

sl"

66'

18' Margarine

32' 4 Tomatoes

001111 V a .1

77'

,.

iolger'S Coffee

"

17' Palmolive Liquid

L.... -

17' Spinach

Key Buy

Lady Lee Butter

63'

Everyday low Priced Bakery Items

27' Ice Cream

MU 011111LS rate Nu., Of an

PHILADELPHIA

leverages

Check 8 Compare

Puffed Rice

Dairy foods

Canned goods'

Pork
Chops

=,790

Seedless Raisins

Wesson Oil

- Apple Sauce

I

;;;IIir

Beef

Sliced Bacon:2; 65.
iraieA Turkel 'L.',"43'

Chocolates

5101 A

Tomato Juice

Sliced Carrots

7.29

59C

79`

L'S

Premium Saltines",.: 35' PnnCakekix

I7 Fruit Cocktail

Leaf Spinach

'BLENDED

PEBBLEFORD

I cap abredded peateurixed

Vegetables

Reg. $7.99

Full Quern

Stock Imported Italian

4 Waffles

37'

Green Peas

WHISKEY

WINE

aEE'

bog

47'

Item or

39'

47' Pancake Syrup57'

4 Orange Juice

iWhole Kernel

BURNEY
BARRY

5 Yr. Old 86°

CONCORD

Pork 'Butt Roasts

tits, siosiso cuauty

A Delicate California
Rhine Wine

PAUL MASSON

Link Sausage

53'

T& Cheese
'4 Dinner

RHINE CASTLE

6,51

HW !CE,..k

0 i:.,

Bacon

e,:

icAii;;C":"'17, 79'

Sliced Bacon

ff!,Armour Star

Swiss

0.

All Meat Wieners,", 78'

Macaroni

PAUL MASSON

Chilled

GIN

R-iifli.-

79`

Why Pay Rom'

Noodle Casserole

limit 2 to o Customer

Averages out to $3,9 o fifth

EagleSWieners

hoot hods

Fifth

kJ

HALF GALLON

OF WISCONSIN

\

CORNED BEEF HASH
AND CHEESE PIE

.a

Beef

Best Of Fryers

$3.99

BACARDI RUM

90 Proof

emergency suppers.

Liter:550

Rib Roast

C

100 Proof Liquer

IMPORTED

HUBER BEER

rL'L7-39. Bologna II0I It ml,

Beef

65t

Reg. 95c

99'

Ifs a wise homemaker who
plans ahead for unexpected
company and days when she

39'

51,. Fryer Wings

NO CYCLAMATES

6-12 oz. Tab -Top Cons

tonere,

two -quart baking dish with pie
MUD: flute edger on mak Cut

DIET - RITE COLA
8-16 oz. Bottles

$2079

Short Ribs

1415-16 8 17

BEER

qa

for special brunchet and

it;nk''.

*' 48°

63.

Sliced Cold Cuts

,IANUARY

No Extra Charge

CANDA DRY

Susi "can't gm to the store."
Keep a can of hash and a
paltry mix on the pantry shelf

Rib Eye

Fillet

79' Fryer ii;;6;i;'..7, 69'

7.07,;;;;.

SALE DATES:

BUDWEISER

470

i

Serve,. plain or whipped clean, alAtv, eighito

COLD BEER

,6io

EACHE

I tablespoon grated ontop,e peel
tahlespoons sugar

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

onion. Spoon the remaining
lush over the top. Bake the pie
ready

280

000'41111111 1

HEIGHTSAN,LIQUORS

ded American cheese ovcr the

2510 30 minutes, and

260

\ 4.)

lid cup light cream

serving,

'1'at 4..ciables. found in

r, are often enhancvd,..,

Yellow

Ill'.Cling
Peaches

Rolled Beef Roast ,a 99` Fryer Thighs

pinach frozen in hotter

ciiise that clings. ley say
Medina blender:tad Olen
to se r ving toupenitme

AINE,

Bartlett
Pears

tasty Norwegian Spinach
Soup takes advantage of two
convenience foods -- canned
chicken broth and savory CNI

SLICED OP

3 tibleapoons sugar

or same that clings
37 cup chopped alien
1 clove gadic, mhweel
1 tablespoon butter
1/4 cup slivered cooked ham
into
Slip pouch Bt

Turn into serving dish. Teo
with hon. Vild- th
+fear

canot

tonIns.

APPLE

APPLE -BLUEBERRY COBBLER
lining
cam 0 pound 5 ounces meld apple
I Mat cultivated blueberries
1.7 cups biscuit mix

esecond boil: continuccooking
15 minutes. Do nrn cover ron.
Sautd. onion and garlic in
Turin until tender. Add bean,

water to a second Mil: continue cooking for IB minutes.

HaYIWArnMrF

Aglow with color. Apple -Blucher, Cobbler is as flasor...1
ascii easter to make with delicious mirk
pie filling ready to he emptied from the can into the biking
dish and combined with nasty Nueberrits. 1 ry while waim
with plain cream outwit on top or a swirl or whipped err....
m a fitting climax hir a miaowed dinmr.

boiling woe, Bring water to

wr, Bring
gets into halingate

JUST A FEW DISCOUNT PRICED LADY LEE ITEMS!

as it is beauclul.

ings.

ot LED

.1

fully fresh produce; and Lady Lee processing maintains the natural goodness of these
foods all along the way.

If the man In your life enjoys apple pie Then give him a double'
amt with Apple -Blueberry Cobbler. You'll enjoy nuking it, mu
with prepared mixes.

Bake uncoveml in a prehealed
325 -degree own for about ono
hour.

ounces) tomato

Set a Scandinavian
Even though the growing

Of Lady Lee

barn cut into chunks along

paste

eason in Sweden is brief and
than

Iv

4.4t Ai

Now add samara: thal has

be cup chopped from oar

lousy
2 doves garlic, minced
lit teaspoon thyme

ZEN: Bake frozen casserole in
a preheated 400 degree oven

0,44,r,

9'

paste and simmer. covered. for
one more hour.

ate

111 SERVE WHEN 6110.

7;51

simmer. coved, for one hour.
Add tomatoet and 101110

4 bouillon cubm

wrap, label, date and freeze.

.4t444

move from heat. Lei stand one,
hour.
Remove meat front sausage
casing and simmer for 20 minutes inn separate pan. Remove
meat and drain. (This removes
fat from sausage.)
Add onion, garlic and
thytou to bean mititire and

touted salad.

parsley. Bake 10 ern...long-

I

Ina large heavy pot or dutch

This ,Yr.,'Idi,, is vorYPV-

Rennet cover.

browned. Remove larnh from
skillet and drain on paper tow-

=toes

ins for another 10 minutes.

also

Goodness

I cm (I pound) stewed lo-

and parsley, and continue belt-

Butter a 2, -quart casserole
lightly. Sprinkle the bottom
lightly with VI cup of raw rice
and one-fourth of the raisins.
meat and onions. Repeat layers. Sprinkle top with salt. Add
comhined consomme and water. Pour over the mixture
along with lemon jun, Cover.
Bake at 400 degrees for 50
Sprinkle top with almonds and

Remove excess rat from the

pounds honed lean honk

low beat for three to five maatce, until the onions become

skillet. Saute half the lamb
over very high heat until

4 tablespoons baiter or margarine

-I

A

THE DAY
Wednesday January 10 1970

Lavoris

88'

Vicks Formula 44

9"

Suave

62'

Arrid Extra Dry

'1"

leergens Lotion.," 88'
1519 Irving Park Rd.

HANOVER PARK

+ 1111114 A.1.3..ilt.S WV CIO

NO MATTER WHO MAKES IL IF AO SELLS 17-.10° rOARANTEES IT!

Vie Oar
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OUT OUR 191Y-:

SHORT RIBS

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

SASSLESMAM. HE
SAE'S I WAS TOO SLMSED LASS TO
WOK IT UPINVSE,
WASMT
MIURA TELL MiSt

of S'A'XESAM

SCAN
SIM
RESORT 0013..

NE WANTSW
KNOW WHAT

POP WILL -

ALLMIE MURRY

EM GOING

GAOLS,

on Sundays.

-roNguE -NOW
SAA A VIRTUAL

7
9 Dick
Shove

BETTER . CAREFUL

The second pro.

gram

Van Dyke

raiment in the Jet,
Mental Health Cen.
Mr that gom into the
community.
26 SpoolehMovie

2 WBBAITY Editoral
16 Quiz

Escucha Mi Can -

Hon."

6:30
Hee-Haw

0130

Hank Thompson
and Lynn Anderson

2 Beverly HIMillies

are guests of co -hosts
Buck Owens and Roy

Mayor blind Hel-

ler of Silver Dolor

Clark.

Secrets of MOMS,

City COMES fora visit
bed he and the Clam -

Comers
A satineal comedy
specnil spoofing tele-

7

The Shameful

5

MAarm worrr
taac Text;
Rama -Po

pelts find Shorty hiding in the cellar.

vision programmth
involved plots. Hal

ROBIN MALONE

Star Trek
26 Teday's Racing
32 Voyage to the
Bottom of tbe Sea
9

11-1/91.906FR1E0 011.514-

00ece1

0010 01101.11.0 CO
Fore -00 DOUGH OaPilig

THESE cattrota

.17P7OPROVI1Y! NOW

Arcnsazz!

Flying Nun

7

nUlM6?IGTHINK

ECORIBIN VOLEAR

I WAS AFRAID
OF -1116. HES JOINED
THE SILENT MAIORITY!

II

p .....
studied.

6:55

32 Pareword

26 Big Play

1.14
MOO

7:00
5

Mend

Barbara Feldon

and

211

nrai

dling all affairs luring to do

her

upcng

Dan Rowan and
Dick Martin oar in a
special mooting Lek.
vision with guests
Sammy Davis Jr., the

neighbor tel

Eddie he's selfishly

children. Impmknce.
however, is not part of the

with

conditiomion

wedding may have to
be pmtponed.
Rowan and Mar5
tin Bite the Hand Mal
Feeds Them

the Hotel Tropicana
in L. Vegas.
7
The Courtship of
Eddie's Father
A
meddlesome

Jan. 241) Be quick about han-

Camera crew visit

demanding too much

to

the 1969 Paris Air

11 Intonation.]

Show.

Magazine
32 Of Londe

26 Luis Ced. u,

and

Be
32 The Big Valley

Seas

9:00
11:30

Hawaii FivA0
During Ile pursuit
of nn AWOL sailor.
a fight enwes end

2

32 News Flout

st.

12:00

IIROGROD

2 Top Plays of

teems
Bronson
with a singing guitarist.

Perry Mason
11 're Feed the Hun.

2

Movie
`Because of You

A woman who .en.

32 News

ed

9:25

Comments

12:30
5

Fawn Forum

9

12:35
News

31TBA

T-BONE STEAK

1:00

Nein
Now

7

Pennons.

9

Moyle

News
News

PORK

1:05

II Book Beat
26 .A Black's View

"The Thirty, ale
Steps." A pair of

of the News

'he

SUPER -RIGHT -CLUB OR

family.

930
26 Arturo Moldova

32

Honey -

become eameinci in

a tangle of murder

Mars Griffin
1130

Show
5
7

14 Pork Loin
Sliced

and espionage.

10:30

Tonight Show
Dick Casett

Sieve

9 Mork

2

-rho Rains of Ron.

ehipur." Concerns

2

forbidden romance
benmen a wife of en
nobleman
English

9

2:00
Late Report
2:05

3:110

GREEN GIANT

your emotion.

face problems.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211 Take caw that trying to
solve the situation on the doMeMiC front early in the day
doesn't throw you
whod ule later on.

1-

6E760 oirm;

111

----,4-..,.

iii

TAURUS (April 21 - May

;;;--;------

211 Give eresht where it is due

-,,,..re,

reprdles. ol how you feel
sharing

benefits.
dcmonstrate

ifirssOl :

the

This is no Mu

,

l

11I

,,

1

0,'

,

--g_

ognize

U.S. Presidents

THE BORN LOSER

temptation when he

ACROSS

ams it. and then ignore it.

Howard5 Martin-

231 Profit by lessons recently
learned. Don't be afraid of relying on your own intelligence
the

and know -h. to

weapons
55 Slavic ruler

1 William

CANCER (June 22 - July

DOWN
1 Scatter for

Buren

get

8 Chester-

present ph done.

2 Ndriytrionggen

Arthur

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231
Routine matters serve you best
today. Don't Mink that you

12 Old Testameat prophet

ham to neap any offer simply

13 Coiwrtirixen)of

3

freezing

4 dllisoht Mexican

because a friend stands behind
it.

14 Additional
amount
15 Unhappy
destiny

VIRGO (Aug. 24 . Sept. 231

Stop imp of making irrevocable decisions where money

matters arc concerned. Rely
on others for valuable infor-

CAPTAIN EASY

5 Depravity
6 Particle
7 Recent

(comb. form)

16 "Keep cool

Amon,

Motion
18 Capital of
18
Oregon
20 Dialect
21 Agave fiber

LIBRA (Sept. 24 . Oct. 231
Mix bagmen and pleasure so

your profit at this firm. Take
care however, that not every knows your'e doing il.

23 AYtikrm
24 Diced

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

U.

your
persuasive
Reggie to best advantage today
especially
where
decisions
221

9 California city
10 Jason's ship
11 The margosa

17 Climbing
,

2929 Flower

30 Molten rock
31 Stir

made.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

edfabric

Dee. 22) Morning is r. the

mTrMelhoioraky

One for trying to smooth out
roublesome business relationships. Wait until afternoon.

Answers to
Hideaword

ONE BEEN STUDYING

LOBSTER
BOLSTER
besot
rent
robe

rote

rok

sort
slie
sole
sore

corrupt

YOUR MITI,.

lobe
Ione
lest

lost
loser
slot

35 Bomb of a sort

CAMPUS CLATTER.

TEST- VERY
INTERESTING!

37 httirm
38 Taro root
Mu ARE SNEAKY, SHIFTY,
STEALTHY, SLY, FURTIVE,
TRICKY AND
EVASIVE r

IN SHORT,

MISTER

39 Stipends
40 Ellietfovatedn.

43 Forest (Latin)
45 Waterfall
47 Solar disk
50 Encourage

tore

bolt
bell
beg

ask
era

blest
bore

her
slob

52 Roman

Won

stok

53 Stratagem

rime

maw

bole

MOSS

plant

foe' 19 Conducted

merchant

concerning children arc being

(Damageco'n bykrvm )

51Take into

mar[

emperor

51Furnish with

21 Frosting

Orange
Grape
Orange Pineapple

Answer to Previous PREZIO

MUU PUFA

NOMO
UMHUI fgesIMU
P1tAbll 1110.1MOMfalPi
RIMLe/F11
140;=1M
[TL]I01

MIAlOfe
OVAIA

I] a3lrl©

MIMII/

MHZ

lAHAFIUMW
]E31,1
P214EM
WLAW
WWMMid E9krWJlni6041
60MIIUWAGUISAM 01-10

fe30

BO-PEEP

Save

Or

AMMONIA

17c

25

354 oz$
Btls.

-

743:

00

M A W MC AGO
AGO

SAVE Sc

MIIMM MEMEMMEN

,

1

100

SAVE 10c

On'

-.01414?

V

46 oz.
Can

Oa
FROZE"

PET

oz.
Can

15

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. MaM St.

TOOTHBRUSH
Ea.

596

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO OIVISION ARP STORE
PHRU JANUARY 17, 1970

on

;;;;;:

I.
DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

Coconut

90

14 oz.
Size

SPRINGTIME

BORDENS

CHOPPEDoR LEAF

SAVE 15c

MILK

MANOR NOUSE

COFFEE
2 Lb.
Con

on

ChocolateStrawberry

SAVE 10c

B
Navy

imam
1818 N. State Rd.

G. rape

CREAM PIES

PIMENTO
SLICES

ADULT SIZE PEPSODENT

PintoEANS
Red
Great Northern
Baby Butter

ARLINGTON NTS.

990

AMERICAN

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
THEO JANUARY 17, 1970

KMpNppRIN

AMMO WHIM
ammams

MEM
MOM ®MM
WWI amm

,,,,,

20 oz.
Loaves

51
0ize

149

Cans

Cherry

HOE

IV

TWU JANUARY 171970

TASTERS -CHOICE INSTANT

AMERICAN BEAUTY

WM=
©MOM
MOM WIIMM
WIN MOM WIIMM
MUM
MEM
WOE MUM

DRINKS

51"'S

MEM MAI MOM
MIN MOM ONNE

MUM liMM
WEE=
MAIM

FRIIII
.0Troapnigcal

38c

SAVE 25c

43 Horn tissue
44 Detail
bathing resort 46 King of
3 bLohndg-legged
Judah
Age
3 Forward
49 And not

80g

$199

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY na.AU

DEODORANT

sweetsop

Lb.

A&PBRAIIMP

WHITE BREAD

SAVE 5c

Size

3

.

FRUll PUHCII
()range

Pk goer

JANE PARKER

SAVE tic

SPRAY

37 Pointed tool
40 Cicatrix
41 Sacred inter -

Custom
Ground

t1

COFFEE

26 Sails
27 Roman o ff ic i al 42 Philippine

28 Actors' parrs
3
Venetian

Thr

36 Nullify

country
(Peet)

CLOC

tOga

TO101ApES

]ITN THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
PHRU JANUARY 17, ISTO

RIGHT GUARD

(2 words; Er )

25 Low-Vng

(var.)

37,

P

SAVE 25c

MOW

U'RSLU' W LCO
22 More ce Lain
23 Bestow

102

1Doz. 59C1

PEANUT BUTTER

WESTERN

FRUIT DRINKS

1-19

selfishness.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
211 Stick to your principles to.
day. The wise Gemini will rec-

Pint
Ctn.

HI -C

I

97

ORANGES

41214,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

A.

NAVEL Slilz3e

0

EIGHT

TUBE

SKIM'

,

,4

Prices effective No Jon. 17, 1970 in all
Pool, Ted Ca

Chgo. OM. ASP Beres. The Greco Atlantic

MIX OR MATCH

SAVE 6c

oz.
Can

_

EC

*00

CALIFORNIA

751/2

matters come to a head now.

LB. PKG.

Tomato Sauce

ONE THING... wi-ixrEvaz

Isandif you would /levee really
mccessful day. Employment

pkgs.

0

Frozen

4

IT ID-

WINT1-12,9?

behind

If:AND I DID FR1Diarg

Y

8 oz.

with

I'M CONTAGI005/

EDT INE MADE A STOW CF

WHATAAAKE5 RAJ

i,

SIROPIERRIES

Brown Sugared

MORTY MEEKLE :

ARIES (March 22 - April
201 Stick strictly to the job at

about

BEANS

EEK &:MEEK

guide you to a solution to sur-

Brand
Chopped

FRESH

AQUARIUS (Jen. 21 - Feb.
19) Stormelouds MI the hori.
aost need not be taken too seLet

Pickle Loaf or Olive Loaf
or Plain Loaf

Meditation

scheme.

iously.

STEAK
Jiffy

113

Five Minutes to
Live By

and Hindu doctor.

h

Brand
8 Oz. Pkg.
Frozen

SLICED
BOLOGNA

BEEF

Miller's

9to11 Chops
Super Right

Reflections

7

CHICKEN
LIVERS

CHOPS

innocent bystende,

moaner,

2

r

turn

picks up thc pica,
of her life with her

Paul Harvey

32

prison

a

T8

SIRLOIN STEAK

12:05

26 Boulevard Adis-

la

RUMP ROAST

OR

SUPER -RIGHT -WEDGE BONE REMOVED

the

NFI,
5 Midnight Repon
7 Chicago Show

9

5
7
9

&TIED

11HS

32 100
Painliv,
Great Music

one of two shore
patrolmen iCsihos
s
Then
5

surgery for a serious

unitthe cast of the
Folio. Bergen from

FOR THURSDAY

one of an Interface

gether.

ter that she muss face

stars Gene
Kelly wins Ruth Bum

Horoscope
CAPRICORN (Dec.

Dr. Paul Lochner
has to tell his daugh-

special
xi,

Medical Center

2

Wonderful World of
Girls
A musmal.variely

BUGS BUNNY

Your

Gene Kelly's

of in plane hail out to-

a

ld in the city are

Inter.

face

10:00

to adopt

MIMS

Tan-

"the Paris Air
Show 1969. pan

deo

A documentary on
the single adoptive

to

and Burton.
II Premier;

gier," A plane 893and the pilot
U

da Walt Whitman

chiperson

BL

Movie
"Flight

RnY

II AM Baby Molten
Teo

6:45
Italian Panorama

7

SIRLOIN Ti
ROAST
ROLLED

Lana Turner. Rich.

Brothers
andCarol Burnett.
Smothers

ROOM 222
A famed pop sing -

ropout. agrees to
discuss the subject at
a student anumbly.
Mike DOOM.
9
Skew

arry D.
Linden.
Mann and Peter
Broeeo.

gala]. 91

Community

ferson

2

Phil.

IGRRest

health prom -am fo.
mans on an ex.

6:25

00800 SiAuERS eFgeevalftINEfigit5..-191.
GaNTLEINgOTCRAVIUMO,ROW...A BRIEF

on

&IOM'S

26 Spanish Now
32 TheMunsters

RESUMING W
FAVOR,
SPORS!

.),W1

11 To Save Tomorrow

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

RE0,955

[MG FORS/A.4RP
SOC,14S1G

ALONG VATIA

E. -lige

time from his father

Tonight

CONFOUND

PONT THINK
DUCK

BONELESS

Wednesday, January 14,1970

1/2

$124

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE

Ga1.Ctrs

49

AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION AU STOM
PHU JANUARY 17,1970

SPINACH
10 oz.
Pkg.

Frozen

SAVE 15c
ELK GROVE
Devon & Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road

tate SI

ARLINGTON NTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

Op-kale/ &tizzy *to mw

Jewea3/ten g d ,qow 4totiteA GewiNg 0#(

rit&t Exetibtg Oreit,/

(119)

Save Cash Everyday With "Mira

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

IS YOUR FAMILY READY FOR A THICK, JUICY STEAK?

Jewel's Shelves

Jewel Is Having A U.S.D.A.

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

Choice Mop
Steak
Sale !
in today - take your choice

Chances are your family is yearning for one of Jewel's tender and
delicious steaks. If so - here's a

Like These!

from ens of the widest selections of

fine beef in all Chicagoland. And

while you're there - don't forget to join
in all the fun and excitement of Jewel's
Oriental Happening. You can choose
foods that'll take many of your meals

good opportunity for you to please their
GREAT AMERICAN W/MUSHROOM

Chicken Rice Soup it'? 23c
LIPTON
Vegetable Beef
31c
Onion Soup
Pkg.
Instant Beef
akg
27`
CAMPBELLS
111,co.2oz
Pork & Beans
25c

taste buds - and your budget. Just
look at the attractive prices Jewel's Butcher Shop is offering on many fine cuts

out of the ordinary - into something

of U.S.D.A. Choice beef.

special for these cold winter
days. Stop in, won't you?
sally

P2tos..c

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

WY LER

El

1

METRE NEM TOO

o ters et

in 9a

Jr

M1'

Jo,

--

rahe

Anotlelg 8.4 el athatayle

uraaraocoem

T

CBs

FINEST

36c

Pork & Beans
EL ,AEJOR

A

P

Taco Shells

I

Porterhouse

LB'

LB.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

kg 37c

of 12
7 oz

Pkg.20c
Mexican Style
Noodles Almondine f',7;:: 41 `
"a: 32c
Derby Tamales

009

BETTY CROCKER

:

:

SCt

COLLEGE

INN -C'CKEN
Noodle
Dinner
Cheese Ravioli

IIFI;

38c

7.°:

31c

CHEF ROY AR DEE

Gan

U.S D A CHOICE

cattle

r

-

r roe LL Masa 000P SEAMING

Cherries with Stems'

Sweet Gherkins
Sweet Relish
ENTICING-JUMBO PITTED
Ripe Olives
Watermelon Rind

;

33c

20`
52`

gar

29c

T.':

5 COURSE

(
Chuck Steak
LB.

33 C

CHUN KING

Frozen Dinners

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

REG. PRICE 36'

hie in

r

88 c
56`

JAN 21st

IN PINEAPPLE JUICE

ogg

Jar

LIBERTY

I

oKDole Pineapple

nc

43c

lox

.zoibz.

CHUNKS. CRUSHED OR SLICED

rt
tterts

Jar

GOOD THRU

JAN 21st

E

lane

Honey

GOOD THRU

i.4CFM

Jnr

SOUTHOLD

Minute Steak

r_11

ETAT WELL i

26`

Gan

LIBBY'S

BONUS SPECIAL

201/2 OZ.
CAN

43c

AUNT JANES

LB.

:

1 lb 3 oz

JEWEL MAID

Rump Roast

KRAFT -DINNER

25
4

4C:n

Chicken Spread
Rib of Veal
FAM PAK
Grape Jam
YUMMY-RED
Currant Jelly
SKIPPY-CREAMY
Peanut Butter

29

04010E

U S.D.A.
TAIL -LESS

C

Jo.

UNDERWOOD

6197:

17c

ii;AC'ITTAYAolasses

ortrne

49
HOHORMELc
Pigs Feet

Beef Stew

Vegetarian Beans V.b.;

ablce

,tilt

1

1oc

PEER

BOUNTY

HEINZ

non.

as

3, oz.

Bacos

1. el

it

ba

H.;;;" '4

t: . 14c

Beef Gravy

Vienna Sausage

Sirloin
Steak

HERB OX

Yuur

)Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's
"Miracle Prices"

ear

in ir c Meru, c.nct.e41,11.,11..

t

,s

s

.r1

the

r

c

VLASIC

F

Kosher Chips

L.

EY:171711%.1Iiien

noir,rtIe vt11.,n11..o:g.!rcrrnno no

:n1Eitiatlea 4; tgg
any

Find yourself perplexed et times when trying
to understand the meaning of current news
events or complex scientific developments? Oc-

casionally feel at a loss when attempting to
answer your youngster's questions about important issues of the day? Like most people, you

probably don't have the time for lengthy, indepth reading. And, if you have a reference
work at home to check, chances are it's too
"dated" to be of help in understanding current

Ground Paprika
Garlic
LR
Powder

developments.

Yes, today's family needs a new kind of encyclopedia ... one that's attractive and read-

...

allowing you to build o comr,te 22.volume
Iget pare. Just
ut long, in your

... yet one that's also timely and straightfor-

home, Jewel wants you to hoar Volume I for
just 492. Whatever your age, 'nn you afford
to pass up this thrifty way t
xciting
new learning tool yo
iomily

ward enough to allow busy adults to en lily stay

can use?

able enough to stimulate learning in youngsters

the Colorable is attractive and durable ...

Columbia ... people, places, philosophies,
yesterday's history, tomorrow's science! ...
all are expressed In a concise, interesting way.

the entire seta reference work you'll be proud
to have in your library.

* BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
Asa farther aid to learning, the Columbia
features approximately 7000 IIIustrations

about 1000 in full color. AT have ban
carefully chosen for their significance and
memorability.

* AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE
Men*. text of the Columbia was compiled
and edited ono college gamma by renowned
researchers and educators. Its information
has been fully authenticated in order to

THE ILLUSTRATE!? 22 -VOLUME

Columbia Encyclopedia

A volume a week thereafter at just $1.99 each

assure you of factual dam on e,,,r subject
covered.

90

III

1=11

Bananas

c

11`
E

58

too-

23c

3 az.
Pkg.

1=1

GOLDEN RIPE

lo7

BORDO

10

vegOcC011ate

Pkg.

MARY DUNBAR

6.k.

Fruits for Salad

Can

Strawberries 3z,L$1°°

v.

e%tic

%,

1

.

mill,

Prt sit?- SI;
771LorT
-- 29c
!fiEsind.ii

BLUEBROOK

Apricot Halves

co.

ALL

FLAVORS

n

Hawaiian

,

pr.

Chocolate Sundae
Layer Cake

Punch
46 OZ.
CAN

32

Sliced Peaches

,

Pineapple
Grape Juice
REALEMON
Lemon
Juice
HEINZ
Chili Sauce
TANGY
Brooks Catsup
WISHBONE
Italian Dressing
Russian Dressing
HOFFMAN HOUSE
Tartar Sauce

2::34c

SlicedDOLE

CHERRY VALLEY

24 rer
BH

8 oz
23520933 ccc

i.lo7r.

8,::

36:
29c

METZ -WHITE

RED RIPE

Pkg.2553:

'

5.

CHERRY VALLEY

C

Pitted Dates

-7-"

VOLUME

only

5331

Box

KOSTO

1=1

49c

3x

Gelatin
NONSUCH
Mincemeat
BAKER COCONUT
Angel Flake
Vanilla Pudding

* FULLY INFORMATIVE

Pick a topic! You're bound to find it in the

7cito or:

WILD STRAWBERRY

C'TMIRACLE PRICE:)
Designed for o limetime of use, each volume of

2.cs7

c

DEL MONTE

Product, M arket!

42

Seasoned Salt

Jewel believes the Colurr
cp'opedia is
such a work. That's why it
-qj ffered,
through special arrangement ..
its publisher,
at a fraction of the price you'd expect to pay.
Each week you can purchase one volume

to let you see why the Colunil

Fit ICI 11=1 MI 1=1

LAWRY

informed. It should be a work that everyone,
regardless of age, can look to for meaningful
information.

set at a gradual, easy-on-llir

Jar

McCORMICK

JELLO

LB.

Jor

Sauce

Fruit Cocktail
Applesauce
MUSSELMANN

Jar

HEINZ

1'3135

44c

-- 26'

Heinz Ketchup
57
Steak Sauce

Keep learning at any age with this
new reference set from Jewel !

* COMPLETE 22 -VOLUME SET

3.7.7

STOKELY

Vinegar

:j' .:'

HELLMANN 5

Sandwich Spread
KRAFT
"Mayonnaise
GERBER- VARIETY

Pr

433:
41c

-

69'

7.,..z
15`
Jar

Baby Foods
CMIRACLE PRICE

MINUTE MAID

Orange
Juice

APRtCcir

DELIGHTe

EACH

Coftee (.6(
B3c I
PRICE

RAG.
PRICE

510a

6 OZ.
CAN
120Z CAN4

REG.

4110

Jewee'Rthtgd goil-ilwatet Fveethtg O/>w! Jewagitingd

th74.the4 &citing Oce/

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewe

unopping Trip Can Be 0,

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be
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THE DAY
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A convenience meal
to save the day

Economical eggs make
easy, elegant dishes
N

Pent.mumh. Sok
NMI*t made ahead and rehemd with
savory conem.Don in eggs out fear ot Ladling
horn with pap Lod yellow
Ths Seafood Pie sdh for
mustard. Salt, pepper end canned tuna or crab meat,

null, how tun the

Lear 11 m.n InOSS. m Ile
ralnktrator the makings of a
good meal are nt hand. The

Prepared I Blow Mustard

French s

2 ...Poona
Paisley Flakes
teaspoon sail

food 6 the busk of literally

3 green onions, thinly sliced

hundredsofdishalhal havetlw

TINOS,

I

added virtue of adapting to

with Golden Mustard Sauce w poured

pastry shell,

4 tablespoons bolter or

menus.
'This

elega nt and satisfying sprinkledwithcheeseand baked
luncheon entree. Fresh 10130 that A differentdin-

margarine
Neat together eggs. mastard,
parbley, salt ands pepper. Cook
onion and tomto in but

is.

a pod time 10 ley

ae ekCiling new 'BE roue

asparagus is topped with hard

like thee three created M 1110

cooked eggs ant an easy but
noteworthy sauce. Made with
mayonnaise. prepared yellow
mustard. butter. cream and
cornstarch. the mixture can he

Test Kitchens of The K. T.
French Co.
A delectable breakfast or laic
supper dish is .Saanthled Fsggs

a

ner dish that conies
he tabk
puffed anal goldm brown.

cup chopped green

I cup heavy cream

2 tablespoons French's

Serves 1003-.

3 tablespoons French's

Go international
with plain potatoes

SAUCE

I

tablespoon butter or

margarine
2 teaspoons cornstarch

s cup light cream or milk
cup mayonnaise
ts cup French's Prepared

Yellow Mustani

make Italian dumplings with
salami and cheese

a

The rhisiken's

tors even

cuss

breeze.

self -basting Shen it. tanked
n m imported clay cooker.

4,

3 eggs

-lia

-""

Prepared Yellow Mustard
cup grated Swiss churn

wine and boil for one minute.

p01:111Sao

1nI

the Po, main

cooked

stir in Mae Or erab mixture.

61W cooked amp, sliced

Pour into pastry shell, sprinkle
withchame.Bakein375-degree

saucepan. Stir in asmstarch.

own Mr 30 minutes or until
filling is puffed and golden

Melt butter in small

Add c rea m. mayonnaise.
=mars], sugar, bring to a boil.

bonen.
Let stand

stirring constantly. Arrange

befoie serene. Serves,.ix

a

mnturies ago. it w. &wailed
. a small truffle and enormity
dubbartartufoli."Even today.

la, minutes

This is the saoon when eggs are a food bargain and therefore a good dine to try some exciting
nee dishes for breakfast. luncheon and dimer menus.

the Germans can potatoes and
truffles by the same nano:
In this country nee have

many formb of pato. to

Duckoi chicken broth with a
flour -w:
mote and hring to
toil. stirring until slightly

,.

their unique Sawn. can he
found knee-decp in wur frozen

a few at a timc. When they
rise to the surface. turf them
over and continue cooking

111111111111111111INAIIMApAreA

three minutes. Sousse Mitt a
serving dish with some of the

crinkle -cuts slicedeuts.shredd-

broth and sprinkle with parsley.

Just Call Us

nhash browns. swage fries

Save with chicken baked with
anchovies and bake in a clay

And Pick Up Your Order

a stock of instant mashed and
packaged seallopedor au main
hand)'
handy in your pantry.

dish created in the tat kitchens of The R. T. French

the special tang.

You can serve
You
Idaho potatoes

L

I,

SPANISH RICE WITH
FRANKS
IC,
packaged preCups
cooked rice
cups water
I envelope (155 -ounce)

A flavorful concoction. the
recipe calls for quick.cooking

French's Seasoning MA for

rice. canned tomatoes and

Sloppy does

tomato paste, an envelope of
Hamming mix for sloppy jogs
and hite-sim piece, of franks.
For even cooler cooking, make
the dish in an electric skillet.
Serve the meal -in -one with
a crisp green salad tossed with

Pipuant French Dressing. Oil
and vinegar are the base, and
prepared yellow mustard adds

PIQUANT FRENCH
DRESSING

1

I anala pound) tomatoes

I c(6 -ounce) tomato

SHORT RIBS

43c

cept frankfurthers, Ina skillet.
Bring to a boil. Cover and simmer 10 minutes. Cut Ranks in
bite -sine pleas and add to not
mixture. Simmer, uncovered.

Coinbineingrediente al ajar
andshak- vimaromly. Refrigerate severe'
ova

wood salad grans. Makes

43` lb

I

Save $1" ,'On

St rensel Coffer: Cake (from the

Kttchcin of Sam Leel. But because the new Danish product
is an all -day Danish it an be

Tender Crisp
Fried Chicken!

screed as is.

American.] talians are as
likely to heap their pldes with
potatoes as with pasta. Instant

mashed Mahn, can eh°ln
come, nstani dmipli nos. awnderful thing lo serve with
Totem chicken in
clay
cooking pot. ThAe happen to

F,Iled Butter Streusel. the but-

tery flacons! puny is simply
sliced into two layers. A rich
fudge

late

be flavored with salami and
cheese. herbs. crisp bacon bits
and perhaps a little chopped
fresh spinach with anchovy.

CHOCOLATE FILIED

ITALIAN POTATO
DUMPLINGS

Jaw holing osier

potatoa are tender and nicely
browned. Serva eight.

baked. fresh frozen Sara Lee
Buser Streusel Coffee Cake
cut into two layers

96c

Ib 85

SLICED BACON

item, low

1

STORE
A

STOR

0E

by the case!
...HOU

SLOPE

FOODS

tp d

tablespoons

mos

19c

17c

17c

16c

'",-'0"

PETER AN PEANUT BUTTER

z....-

58c

59c

58c

58c

54c

'16 vi'5 ' '

CATALINA FRENCH DRESSING ..,.z.,.

36c

36c

33c

33c

32c

.C 3.9f02

Jos Gve

25c

25c

25c

2/49c

23c

I''.'rI.I5'

GREEN GIANT PEAS

3D3 ,be

25c

25c

25c

25c

23c

...cs,5 TOMATO SAUCE

100..z0

x

21c

20c

20c

19c

maul

PILLSBURY BISCUITS

..,

llc

10c

12c

12c

7c

1.65

FRANCO AMERICAN SPAGHETTI

2 m. me

28c

29c

28c

26c

25c

`1,.::39"

1.02

x

.'1.09

1.12

99c

'il';'

17c

17c

17c

17c

16c

7.50

ze

52c

52c

49c

49c

47c

I.SIeIo'I

STRAINED BABY FOOD GERBER'S ASST.

10C

11C

llc

llc

9c

2.15

10c

llc

llc

llc

10c

37c

39c

39c

39c

33c

65c

65c

65c

65c

59c

KRAFT

ASE

DEL MONTE

CREAM CORN

..0c. RED SALMON

Na.

z.

z co.

.

5

CAMPBELL

,.....z...
32 m

.....,,.

zioo GELATIN

...,
'''',2'
P, Of L2

PILLSBURY ASST.

CAKE MIXES ALM

3.90
cnss o, m

ed

Mien

partially

for easier handling.
Prepare chocolate pudding ac,
thawed

end
melding
Chocolate
dairy sour Crean are
are added to

1

GOOD THRU SUN , JAN 25, 1970 ONLY

"We Keep Restaurant Hours"

50C OFF

50c
CASH
VALUE

ON ANY VARIETY OF A LARGE

-a,

Lb. 49:

LOG CABIN SYRUP

24 ay. sue

7.05

For hot results cut frozen

WITH THIS COUPON
REDEEMABLE., AT YOUR
404 E. Rand Rd. Chefs Carry Out
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

L

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

University forecasts
for new year
The same factors that have
kept 1969 food budgets moving up in Chicago may contin, repons the University of IIlinois Extension Service.

"Real Pizzeria"

Melt butter in a heavy

ring now and than, until

PORK SAUSAGE ROLLS

package completely

coffee. cake

cup whipping cream

3cupsIdaholestat Potatoes

76c

17c

REALEMON

STREUSEL CAKE
I

Arlington Heights

Mon. thru Thurs. 9 a.M. to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

12" Cheese & Sausage
12" DELUXE

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

Cup daky sour cream
I tablmpoon cocoa

Sall and ,pper

stirring. until lightly browned.
Add potatoes. onion. curry
powder and salt and Npper.
Pour in cream and cook. stir-

pudding.

lie cups milk

powder

skillet. Add almonds and cook.

lb

0., z.z.

ding

4 cups frown diced Idaho
2 teaspoons or more curry

instant

milk and deiry sour cream is
added. The top A sprinkled
with cocoa and Nwdered
and the result is a chocolate -rich. devilish good des -

50` OFF On Your
Favorite Pizza!

!Ranched almonds

2 tablespoons minced onion

NOT DOGS

FRENCH MUSTARD

and yummy mixture of choco-

issamismaglab

tw am boner or margarine
cup finely chopped un

660

10

the awe of Chocolate

,cries

404 E. Rand Rd.,

CURRIED AJ.MONDINE
POMMES DE TERRE

potatoes

ending

elegant

lunch. brunch or dinner

this glamorous dish of diced

square meals a day.

an

11110

.two of curry powder. chili pepper or dill. You can give them

Today there's no limit to the
potato, potential of your three

or with a few

simple additions that turn it

COMplinneels for a earl -from -

p

59'

12" Cheese

WAREHOUSE FOODS Lowest by the

This special dessert starts
with Me Illae completely
baked. fresh frozen Butter

eager

TY.

ARMOUR STAR SPECIAL

Danish plus chocolate

tions. or you owl give them
a nationality with a whiff Sr

sauces.

GINO'S PIZZA

12 to 22 lb. Size

cup.

I

character with imaginative

9

.ICI
C Z CE

lb.

TURKEYS

enne Pepper

255-98461

potatoes with almonds and IA,

97c

GRADE "A" YOUNG

lempoon Prem. Cay-

Combine all ingredients, ex-

STRIP STEAK

.

I teaspoon French's Paprika
I teaspoon San

pate
fmnkfurters.

FLANK STEAK

RIB STEAK

Seasoning

diced potatoes and all of the
scratch taste are yours with

-

Sirloin Butt

lb.

U.S. CHOICE

te.poon French's Herb

shelf following package direc-

pn-pared. pre -

73C

Boneless Top

LEAN MEATY

I

go international. too. All the
of

CHOPS

STEAKS

Blade Cut

pared Yellow Mustard

ready
freezer or

convenience

CHOPS

213 cup oil
113 cop vinegar
tablespoon reach's Pre-

I
4 ,x -o unce package
chocolate fudge instant pud-

FOR A touch of the West

ECONOMY

SHOULDER LAMB

an additional Recto 10minutes
or 0001 trunks arc hot. Serves
four.

pm. if you have one. Serves

Indies let frozen Idaho potatoes

794

ROUND BONE

63`
On a busy day convenience
foods are friends doe come to
the housewife's rescue.
Spanish Rice with Franks is

_LJEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

(hick. Tuns down heat and dnm
dumplings by the spoonful into

RIB ROAST.
LAMB SHOULDER

advance preparation.

404 E Rand Rd. Chars Carry Out

aat

3 13°9.35`

Spanish Rice with Franks is a one dish meal that spells convenience and equires little or no

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

food section. french fries.
d more.
And there 'b a section for instant Idaho products. too. Keep

1390

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT YOUR

the simmering broth. Do just

IDAHO POTATOES. with

$100
REG.

Crispy Fried Chicken
JUST $2 90 WITH THIS COUPON

1
CASH
VALUE

ON 16 PIECES Of

Ntlami and cheese into cubes.
into mnato mixture.

ing international cuisine. With

time to add the gourmet touch-

$r) OFF

Let cool while you cut
Sur

of peeling. slicing. and dicing
done for ow. me haw mom

GOOD THRU SUN, JAN 25, 1970 ONLY

flour and egg.

give us a head start on prepar-

so much of the tali,nn job

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

water over then). tossing lightly with a fork. Add seasonings.

10'

APPLES

"KING OF ROASTS"

I cup flour

Measure potatoes into a
large howl and pour honing

t:

CARROTS
JONATHAN

until well blended., Gradually

2 pounds fresh muumuus,

1 teaspoon salt
talSpoon nutmeg

Chapped parsley

1....

U.S. CHOICE

In a mixing bowl combine

A devilish good dessert

presented to

tinCIOR914,

in tuna or crab meat, heat
gently for two minutes. Add

Out near you!

When the

-,-.,...,,,-7-

onions in butter one to two
minutes. or until tender. Stir

offers to treat the whole family to TWO
delicious dinners from the Chef's Carry-

diner,
I can t pound IS ...rot.)
[Riau. broM

..,:::_,.,

,

X47,11A7s.

-

Bake pieshell ina4S0-degree

Take advantage of these special

delicacies of the Italian,

11.

--7-,"-"-

oven five minutes. Cool. Cook

Eat Out Tonight-At Home!

I egg. slightly beaten
6 Mick slices salami
6 -ounce package momarella

6.4 cot

,,,

__

VISIT THE CHEF'S CARRY -OUT AND

The potato holds a plane of
honor in the history of cooling
around thr world. The potato
dumpling is an hemnious invention of ancient Rome. You
know it by the name of -gnocchi." one of the great classic

GRAPEFRUIT

.

''sw

I

eggs. cream. and mostard, heat

teaspoon sugar

Lent Instant Naha Potatoes

vex

FLORIDA INDIAN RIVER

DOSE

I can (7 -ounce) tuna or
crab meat
2 tablespoonsMadeira or do
vermoudk if desired

mmmble todesiredeonsistency.

WITH GOLDEN MUSTARD

OPEN

9 TO 9

e...4

3 tablespoons butter or

6 eggs

'

1,77741S

I

Margarine

about four minutes or

EGGS AND ASPARAGUS

itt

onions

SCRAMBLED EGGS
PROVENCALE STYLE

niii
tender. Add egg mixture and

yaa

8-1nch pastry shell

ripe tomato, peeled and

breakfast. luncheon and dinner

into

platter and pour hot sauce over
the top Serves ion

SEAFOOD PIE

hopped

JAN 14 TO 18

asparagus and alsced eggs on a

mapoon lava pepper

beatenwith cream and prepared

EGGS AND Asparagus yolk. mustard. The mixture is

inima

"".

parsley flakes and added -td briefly cooked with onions end
Iighily sauteed onions and to- added to eggswhich have been

neatly packaged. protein -rich
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s

Farmers produced and delivered to market more pork,
fryers, eggs and lam last year,
though veal and lab supplies
were reduced and promise to

be even shorter ten70. Big
supply imms haween appla,,
pears, peaches, citrus frail end
banana. -

baked.
frozen Butler Streusel

new

the

fresh

Coffee Cake (from the Kitchens of Sara Lee) and the result
Is

a chocolate-ekh and dol.

Ishly good dessert.

Inflation has affected every

cording to package directions
with It, cu, of milk. Blend in
mar ream. Spread mixture

tare to rise from containers to
trailiportation to taxes.

coffee cake. Put a six-inch paper circle over center of cake
end sprinkle edge with cocoa.
&movie paper circle and
sprinkle cake center with powdered sugar.

are Just

BLEACH

PORK

WA 29c

10c...

SPECIAL

BONUS

few: soups rte

soup

garnishes. egg dishes, casse-

use was confined primarily Its

me expected to increase. As of

wlads, or it was served as wedges with crackers or fruit.
Today. however, homemakers have found countless uses

roles, scuttles, omelets and
rebbits. entrees with meat,

for the mellow cheese. Here

poultry and fish, sauces of all
vegetable

dishes,

all

types of Fundy/idles and des-

Reg.

COLA

SPECIAL

R- 16 or. Bottles

SLED

COMET

WHIPPED

CLEANSER

CREAM CAKE

10C

With

Lobel

--'-

26 oz.
Reg. 1.59

SPECIAL

PEPSI -

BEANS

DRESSEL'S CHOCOLATE FUDGE

produced in this country, its

kinds,

BONUS

SPECIAL

GREEN GIANT
BROWN&SUGAR

Experiment

In the Chicago area, food
promotion and price -cutting

budgets Will be a little bit high -

BONUS

HOUSEHOLD DELIGHT

BONUS

When Nue cheese was first

right new. Extension mono.
reins are prediaing that food

SPECIAL

evenly over bottom layer of

one, and there is no end
sight yet. Marketing costs eon

BONUS

1 1

:us

9

P.

694
.

Waitrons

O.

100

Ice Crea

MULTIPLE

VITAMINS

MT. PROSPECT

of. WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

Nine essential

deily vitamin!

67,

Rich

when youth buy5
f5 ate
$1
and

76

I

Huebner sets mark in Gren tank win

PIN?.

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

9' UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

I

SORRY! Ma.

He ney at the Lively Junior

must Mud

High School

'Bonus Roy,50 Milt all

Grove.

1

shan

NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised
items. unless limited by space or local conditions.

Elk Grove opened as MidSuburban League swimming
slate yesterday in high style
with an 81-13 victory over

12 -CUP

SUNBEAM

B

FULLY AUTOMATIC

-

Than Gains of Ilene, noon a turn In butterfly race during yesterday's meet with Eik Grove. Coins finished third, and the

Groin won Mc meet, 81-13. (photo by Jim Sward

Percolator

0

t,nm. Family

brews 4-12 cups
to your desired
strength; keeps

PACK

11 serving hot,

OF TEN

CANDY BARS
Huth, Her.
shey, Nestle,
Reese Peanut
Rutter Cups.

33,

,ore' brand 2
67,

REG.

69'

Tablets NOw0S STOMACH UPSET:

p6;

two

DRISTAN

6

6

DECONGESTANTDEC

COLDS MEDICINE
C

bottle.

8CVit

lei

at Only

DOVE Bath

Ili

4 -Pc. Mixing Bow Set
quart sizes)

f

ffr iCn includes 8c

off label)

83c

r

bite Gullible

PANTY
HOSE

teak

Limo
one
pak

HAMPER
front and back.
apadty. Rigid cover

1,,e3

Sturdy

97

Six -Pack
12 -oz

no-

dep bottle s

Screwdrivers

GORDON'S
VODKA

n98 0 -pr.
2.0 Quart a- Sth
86 -pr.

5th

BOURBON

hinged cover.

-

2°

5th

BLA

COUPON

/YWONDER

lty!

COUPON

-1

WONDER gab

400 yard
Senior Bill

on. Jeff Burling. Placing second were Coo Herrick. Doug
Wundede. Mark Tokerman
and Dave Hammen
MEET RESULTS

0

COUPON

fl

If'

Len

I:12.11: 2. Aro11. A.

200
I. [barmen. EL
2:33.5: 2. Braun. P: 3. Sinown.

EI:4. Sandelang. P:50 Free; I.

the IllOyani butterfly and the

El.

21111.yard individ.I medley.
ilM Mod- nvo Prospect
milkers ior pock up seconds

were Dan Young and Ken
H
I me s Junior Young
grabbed the number two spot
in ihe

ItIrspnl hr....like

25.1:

7.

Homes. P. 3. SeMok. El: 4.
Reimer. P.

Olvlom I_ Hutchison, P: 2_

Min. P: 3. Allionullo. El: 100
Butterfly: 1. Turnhow.
I:01.5: 7. Braun. P.

El.

while senior Holmes placed in
the 50 -yard freestyle.
P row
look three thirds

Ertet 1. Smandherg. EL
56.4: 2. Seniok. El: 3. Sand -

and minim Jim Conway had

Mere. P:
Pmmtek. P: 100
Beckslankm I. flaxen. .1.03.8.
2. Flynn. P.

not 1110 trio_ FM thirds came
fms:style and

in the .yard

nal Mini went io Guy Sand.

4:411.3: 2. Sinown. El:

err.

107.1: 2. Young. P.O. Rob -

Brenshlreket

I.

man
there are times
which the results do me henestly reveal their. victors.

Such was the cone last Friday evening as Maine in

null) hinged

conference

011 a reteree's decision in Me
DO -pound match in which
East's Bob Berihold was called
fir a penalty in the ohird perisod making a three poini differ-

ewe in the scoring thus playing /.yons instead
Maine
atop

lough

the

coach. "It was just a real ter08110 call."

meet. and probably the

emich

Kraus

Bert

with Rick after the

penalty point

The

Suborhon Conference
wrestling match.
The hook shows Lyons us
defeating Maine. 23.21. but
the

Lyons

I.yons mono, gva, happy to
gel is"

High faced host Lions in a
West

ins an official for a lox, as
match that Inct official made a
poor call. hut according no the

with clear sailing to ihe title.
According 10 all extretuely
Nlaine
disappointed soh

forced

to settle he a 2-2 tie

his oponent, as both

-Our man was called for

schools then shared two points

mailing. but in hook inmances
oho. wgrning and the penalty

adding three no Maine's hCOre

call) Ile was working to im.

and pulling the Demons over

in the beam iotals

penalty i the
interference.

ice vie to

lidt triune for

In the +bird pedod laith
squads suck) the nets twice.

of

IN THE SECOND Mania

Bensenville the previous week.

they shut cur Bensenville. Des
Plaines was again penalized in
the second period. this time Mr
tripping

Plaines was penalized for high slicking and charging. and
Bensenville was sent to the hos

Arlington Heights squads
both lose in hockey loop

the second period, both assist-

ed Aby Santelli, were not 0,
neaRh 10 pull an the Victory.

The Bantams were onmhos,
14-3. in

TEE Hr/ST Titans got off
and running in the 9R -pound
division
Chuck Armenia

'The penalty box now more 40 -

Des Plaines scored once us

TWO GOALS by Hudec in

I. 83
won by Om Mark
Schmidt. VO lbs vdon by pin:
won 5.0:
Dan Kekiela. Oa
Dave I
107 lbs., won
7-2: Ernie N'tekstrom, won

6-1: Dan MY Mark 123 lbS.
won hy pin: Mark Bumelle.

Forest

View's

swimming

wiwn homoad in dual

fir. period but

came back to collect in shots
on goal to 11 for Dundee in

blanked Warrior FA sappy.
54/, on a takedown. a near pin
and a penalty point.

for interference and roughing.

West mboundell in the secfled match as Tom Fels stuck
Than Chuck Vogel at 1:12 of
the third period to push Maine

Shesdhap

Bantam League
gram

W L T Mtn a shim 5-3 tea.) Iced.

Redwing,

0

Bruins

The advantage was
lived, however. as

0

0 gibr ook 's Sheldon Minkow

I

stopped Maine's Gary Gun ReelleM

I

the second.

0
Maple Lesfs
The Ponwes. sponsored by Pee Wm and Squiro

Mc Arlington Heights Jayceces.
were not so fortunate as only a

Team

goal by Scott Lander assisted

D gtreo

demon. 7-2 m the 115 -pound
match to boost Glenbrook
back into a 6-5 leml.

0
0

2

by Mike Shukix Inge in the
game
blame saved them from a

whits

Montreal

fine losers were °Mho,

by Hoffan Estate, 30.12.

New York

1

0

0

This Saturday the .13 mums

will take on the Elmhurst
Huskies at 9:15 am. and Ilia
Pecwws Will take the ice
against Dundee VEW at 1150
p.m. at the Polar Dome.

B oston

0

Chicago

O

O

I

1

stock.

%nuke.

I

inn...

meet the same day and will
coke on
conteM al St. Victor Jan. 20
Resells

200 -Yard medley relay; I.
Elk Grove (Callahan. Purcell.
Kinn. Jacobront
I.
Huebner. Eg: 2. Leibrach. Eg:
2 0 0 -Yard

3. TOSCIle. H.

1970

the
hmt grapplen
should have been the stronger
team. They had won the recent
Glcnbrook South
Holiday
Tournament. defeated IS othpaper

er entrisw including the Demons fn Park Ridge.
according

113m

Reik.

"Our kids really worked." and
Maine held a 19.14 lead going
into the Berthold match.
The Blue Demons got off on
the wrong foot. as Steve Lei -

West's Jerry Curran. who has
only one defeat blemishing his
mead. tripped Glenhrookb
Kevin Cunningham. 4-3 on a
near pin in the second period.

South got the three points
right back, though. as Dan
Nelson toppled Jerry M lents at
145. before Titan Jeff Johnson

grabbed five more points on a

pin of West's Barry Sarin at
1:56 of the initial period.

TILE WARRIORS staged a
comeback bid in the nexttwo

...(g to c,, , sieve Wore

w.

and Toni Willming both pinned

until
il 1:47

o47

waited

f the third period m

crush Dan Kehs while Winning turned dm trick in only
1:05 of the first period.

But- with Maine trailing
240w8i111611V

clutchlTr!

1'05

famsnaa from

Ymay

boniie drop,d an IIJ deci.
sion to Dave Battaglia in the
an -pound clam.

But Scott or piniml his
107 -pound opponent at the
give Slai a 5-3

14Y mark tow
ead.

Ray Flores then put on the
performance of his life holding
powerful Rick Snow of Lyons

in a 2-2 draw at 115 pounds.
The score then stood at 7-5 in
favor of Maine
At 123 Demon Rick Johnson dropped a one-moint match

to Dnn Hamilton. 8.7. as the
Lyons grappler hit Johnson
with a mensal in Olefin:it toed
od for the win.
Dave Maple then overno
whehned Mickey Elsner. 6-0e
return the mam lead to the
visitors at 131/ pounds
Craig Brockman rout oal
his 137 -pound opponent to
raise the score to 13-14 for
Maine. but Sieve Wettengel
was the victim of a pin at 145

to bring the home team hack
on even terms with Rick's
roughhouse, 13-13.
Things looked gloomy
Maine in the next match for
Marc Lipnica dropped a decision to Bob Fleming of Lyons.

FOREST VIEW gained

a

bracket, 5-2, while Stephens
.05 Maine Scott Smith at
1:57 of the second period tel

Y09.11. .49000

obe

005

put the frosting on the cake.

0

The West frosh are back in

The Falcons had term
double -winners in the Marl

with Mate copping the 2,1 freestyle and 4014yard
freestyle. Wesidale taking the
individual medley
and

the

I.

Massey, Tolerl

But Pete Gross and Gary

swimming ability. Our menial
swimming obi lily in Ihewule
was good."
['sorest View is now ulle un
ail

it mos Mellen*

nes.

Tuesday in another nonieou

linen meet.
SLEET ItES111.-fS

2011-l'ard medley relay: I.
Woodstock
2011.Yard
free.
alylet I. Mate: IE.V.6 2.

1

en.

keit ifm: 3. Oherhelman Qt.
2.00.Yard individual nudley:
Westdale tfv1: 2. Erickson twi,
Polacek tho
SO -Yard fivestylm I. Patience IN, 2. mills tw 0: 3. Bailey 110i. Diving: I. Ammo

Formed:Mom as well as he es.

(Ng 2. Smith too: 3. Farr Mt
100 -Yard butterfly I. West
dale tivi: 0. I-eldhan Dal: 3

peeled even though it mon',
one of the Falcons' better

freestyle:

Aukerman

after

said

the

ince that his mans had pew

showings of the mason.

-I Mani' expel to be up
for Woodstock." the Forest
View macs said. -Ines 'cc
hero through some estremely
hard pramices timely and they
were physically fired going
into the meet.

we were physically
Brad,

though.

I

really
mental

was

51.504 AVM Oar

COIllcr so,

100 -Yard

Patience tory 2
Bailey II,: 3 Slather mi.
1

1110-l'anl backstroke:
I
Oherhelman Ix 1. 7 HiM115.
livr. 3 Schmidt ilvi 4011-16m1
Moll,
freedgm
slate

iwt: 3. [onkel, itv

1110-Inni
breaststroke: I. Ea ickson to 1.
2_ Sorenson ta 1: 1_ Pulacek

411(6Yard freestyle relay
I. Forest View iwestdale. Bailey. Mate. Patirneet.

Hersey juniors down
Pirates; lose at EP
The Haney jayvee
hull ream ran its klid.Suburban league ICCOM 10 3-1 Friday night with
impressive
65-34 triumph over Palatine.
The Huskies dropped their
000011d game of the season Sat-

teas11011.011ferCal, 1055
to Elmwood Park by a nunsn

rr-53 sue,
Mark

Leonhard.

a

will,

ohm!, who was playing in his
lint jayvee Iles,ia ihe sea,

ity to Lbe his eiroro squad
players. A 00_1 -point Huskic

binge in the third period was
instrumental in the lopsided
contest.
Hooch also
up an earls
!Cad SaltIrday al V11110,1.1
Park.1,10 this time the 1 hokies

were unable to hold it as 11e
Tigers rallied for 19 points it:

Mhe finalWM, 10 00, up the
tigle

O'CONNELL WAS high to:

scoring
with 12
points. Tom Donahue of Palatine also had 12.

Hem) in 1110 loss with la
counters. with Leonlianl and

OTHERS WHO contributed
heavily to the halanmd Ilrokie
effort were
O'Connell

MSL games this weekend...,
to (Benham] North
1 ridas
night and then a home gm6
with Forum View on Saturdro

son. Ied the
against the Pirates

Scott Sehuben adding
nine. respectively.

I

I

...61

14.tro., this will plro tw.,

edict with nine and Steve Koch
with 10.

Phil Ben.

Scores by quarters

to Maine for

Hermy jumped triune 14-5
Mad in the first quarter and
was
never' headed. giving
couch Al Kinole an opportoon-

group, beat Andy Epenpulin,
6-I. and Ecklund downed

DPPD holds skating' meet

Ecklund both downed iheir re.
spctive foes to return the lead
the last time.
Gross, going in the 165 pound

Bruce Patterson_ 7-1, at 175 to
bring up the Berthold match.
Berthold and his isppo-

The Oes Plaines Park Dis-

trict', annual skating

races

14 15 21 15 65
Palatine
5 10 8
- 34
Elmwood Park 11 Hi 9 iv-,
Hersey
6 15 g 14 5
Hersey

I

I

Open and the Women's Open

Trophies will be awardeil to
fia:inners. Previous own
rst place winners will no( he

neat. Dave Benhart wrestled
through the firm two minutes
without an advantage to either, but in the second two
minut, the Ent entrant took a
1-0 lead and looked to
the
dash hero as his win sv,Id put
the meet out of roach 00 matter what happened in the final

will he held this Saturday and
Sunday. Ian. 17 and IN at
South Park, While and Howard Streets: at West Park. Wolf
and Greenview Streets, and al
Lake Park. Lee and Howard

bout.

parlu Saturday. and the two
winners in each moo will he
eligiNe for roe championship

for their age groups.

races at Lake Park at 12 noon

and u wommis division, witn
tlw age groups separatol into
six, seven and sigh. nine and

But Berthold let the Lyons
youth escape for one point,
and then was called for the

Sams.
The

neighborhood
00
races
will tak.0 place
all trove

Sunday.

,mIty which sent the meet
into the heavyweight contiedest
whichJamie

took just I:50 to pin Maine's
John EllswOrth and give the
ropsy Curvy to the home xqual.

This Friday Maine will al
tempt to erase some of the

action

when they host Deerfield at

Lyons match from their mind
as the team hosts York In the

0

stuck Maine's Gary Helminski
at 1:58 in the opening period.

6:30.

Park Ridge fieldhouse at 6:30.

weekend

event.

with eight ,ints.

16-5

this

106Yard breastrookm

Purcell. EU; 1 01.rory. H, I.

freestyle.

100 -yard

Johns other winner was
Johnson in the diving

13 in favor of the Lions.

0

again

3,1'400110, H.

Scion Patience.

7-2, to make the team score 16-

and Bob Stephens to Sap the

Dave Le F a your was

I

!Wehrle, ig:

Elk Grove (Kinn,

yard

Wednesday
January 14

tre.

1

400-1rord freestyle relay: I.

.

feeertmr, 1, Jacob_

and

a

i,I.

Sonnenhrog. H.

2. Schlak. Ey, 3. Morns.

Page 23

done

I 00 -yard, mbutte. 0,y.11%.

_d: °Yard, f..!Fk9

KOVerd IM: I. 'Pt

and Paiience
grabbing the 50 -yard freemyk

had

2.

100 -Yard fracksbake.
Toler. F. 2. Callahan. Ey,
Johnson. H.

freestyle;

and the

Nick Avello was wamed four
times about clasping his fingers Ma hold, but the next time

South increased their lead to
when Mike Brubaker

I.
.
cobra.. Eg: 2. Burden. Ea: 3
0 hebtlli H.

swimming off with the 4110 yard freestyle relay. Aukcd
man's team in the event was
composed of Fred Westdale.
Mark Bailey. John Mate and

won by pin.

&roil,

brought the disqualification.

school and St. Viator Flerscy
will travel to Lake Forest fora

Mani.. Eg.

I.

Elk Grove resumes action,
Magaainne,,FaL with :
0"9.1.9.0.-y5.-..
Jun. I]

record this season to 7-1 yes.
mrday with a 59-37 non -con strokes win over ho,,, Wood.

won Mc medley relay. the
backstroke and Me breast.

Fiske
11-5 at 123 when 1m
picked up a victory by means
of disqualification. Maine's

TITAN BARRETF

T nude it

W

LKinning. EU.

split in the day's mlays by

limos, 155 lbs.. won by pin:
Salyer, 165 lbs..

Maine

say. Fg.

freestyro relay team of Kinn.
Cidlahan. Toler and Pat Mare
sey closed the meet with. win
Mer Roger Oho. JO U.. Jeff
Thiele and Bruce Morris,

rime,

Coach Gordy Aukerman's
Calmns lost only three of the
137 lbs.. won by pin: Bob. II events in the meet against
Rose. 145 lbs.. won 5.2: Rick Woodstock. The Blue Streaks

Maine West frosh grapplers
come up short at Glenbrook

6-0 shellacking by

trail 4-2 at the intermission_

lbs., won hy pin: Bob Tram-

mendous job just to he that
close to the Lyons team On

agreed

conference

don with blur infractions. Dos

Hudee and by Mark Sante,
assisted by Bern, Klemm to

The point -getters for Des
Plaines were Jim McGuire. 77

he usual case of a coach hl n.-

Maine rallied to within six
points with only on contests
remaining. but South put the
meet away will, a decision at
185 and a pin in the heavyweight br.ket.

The McInerney Insurance.
sponsored Bantams cam up
with first -period goals bY
Craig Lander assisted by Bob

burp,

the to with 24 points for a
match victory.

.12-1, as Me Titans won eight

the Polar Dome in East Dundee. the Bantams dropping a
74 decision to Dundee V(v
and the Peewee, taking a 9-1

=el out of reach for Scbaum.

prove his position and should
never have hem called."
Rick's ounmenis wen: not

setkiek against thin vivories

heights
Both
Arlington
looms lost again last Saturday
in boys' hockey league play at

swept the

nest seven matches to put the

son. Kg, 2. Goias. FL 3. S1..

Forest View swimmers
move season mark to 7-1
by whipping Woodstock

Kustion. El.

Kasper. Fp.

boa period, each team tallying
'voice. Des Plaines picked up a

grapplers

Plaines

and Glen Johnson of Hersey, The Grenadier 400 -yard

Jacobson was a winner over
O'Leary. Coins, Wayne Joiise

way. P: 4. Proulow. P: 100

buttrefly 1. Rowe. A. 59.0:'-.

All seori, was even in the

of

Con -

grapplers suffered their second

a

School

200 -yard medley relay team of
Callahan. Purcell. Kinn and

400 Free; I. Kudellberg. El,

Mon in ihe 1181 -yard freestyle.
h ive Knights walked off
with fourth place finishes.

of the 12 matches.

Thio-

High

Both relay teams were also
victorious for Elk Grove, The

the 2110.yard freestyle. 'fla: fi.

own the weekend to a powerful (ilenhrook South squad.

1.17.11, 3,

diving and Mike Kinn in the

ME wrestlers lose to Lyons, 23-21

The Maine West freshmen

beating from Hoffman Estates.

I

I.

olino. Ep. 46.65: 100 Ford

avenge

GlAnce!

-WONDER 11:511 COUPON

100 Vord breaststroket

By BM Hellerman
Swimming to Iwo firsts for
the fros,oplo was Kevin
history' w a fairly definhe
Hollistedi Dards:di won the
cases
200 freestyle and the )00 thing in sports. Inn
freemyle. Other lint pia. fin- the record hooks relleostm ged
ishers were Jeff Simon. Greg formmces with 1C20011a151C
Ouid, Richard Cook, Jeff Sim. curacy. But M the 0.14 of hu-

team hem Bensenville. 4-3. to

Date

6/...4

"

the

and good position play, the
Da Plain, Juvenile hockey

At A
WONDER

4:36.4: 2. Rowe. A. 4:3711: 3.
crank. A. 5:09.2:

Conway. P.S. Prinslow, P.

3:54.4, 2. Prcapcm.

Utilizing a total team efforl

98

BR -pr. straight.

backstroke: 1. Mimeo. Ep,
1:02.4: 2. Lindhald.
3. Ryden. lip. I:09.2: 400
Yard freasrylet 1. Collins. lip.

DP juveniles

OLD HENRY CLAY
11 x6x41/2" size
with handle &

A. 54.0: 2. (iontoola. lip. 5,3:
3. Kobe. A. 1(11.4: 100 Yard

2. Kagelberg. EL: 3.

tek.

Kerby House
Dry GIN

WHISKY

man. A, 1:27.0:
100 Yard freestyle: I. Jurco,

2:11/1.7:

3:52 h

'

Philadelphia

1:03.0

and he wax awarded first when

ands out of a possihle nine.
Jack Flynn gave the
Knights n ono -two finish in the
100 -yard backstroke as did
Dave Stitt in diving. Curt
Braun snared a pair of runnerno positions fin ihe Knights. in

1:53.1; 2. Prospect,
200 Free; I. Kastion. EL.

freestyle. 54.M.

2:35.9i 3. Kusper. Ep.

sis,

stroke. His time was

hack -

).)den,

7:25.2. and in the 100 yard

Vind freestyle;
1.
Bronco. Ep. 23.6: 2. Witcher.
A. 25.9. 3. Kobe, A. 27.2, DN.
into I. Thicman. A. 005.3: 2.
Witcher. A. 56.85: 3, Oth2

118hytord

wrestlers win

by Tony Ferraro. the Da
TOO Medley relay; I. East

Eli, alonweiler. P. 400
Free rainy
East Leyden.

Jaren. A. 2:25.2: 2. Stoll. A.

Packs

in the

Park district

Following an opening loss

Kurt Prinslow Sandeherg.
Dan Reimer and Frank Pocza-

.0: 2. Mike Topp. A. 2:20.1;

Ln
in

fir,

MEET RESULTS

They acre Rich

S0

9

Knights
were seniors ('raig Hutchison
and Semi Hose. Hutchison
gnthhed the lop spot in his specialty. diving. Huse cantonal a

h'e

Others include Jacobson in
the 100 -yard freestyle. Toler
in the 100 -yard backstroke.
CI II Schlak in the 400 -yard
freestyle and Bill Purcell in

Schaumburg at Iroquois Junior Hgh in Des Plaines.

him was disqualified.
Prospect did much better in

the second -place depanment
ak they look six individual sec-

000100,509

ff9R'Wle' S. Mania M 01.

kr Junior

1:16.11: 3. Ulmer. Fp. 1:162.
400 Yard free relays I_ Arlington. 3:59.1:2. Elmwood Park.

nen*: I. Collins. Ep. 2:04.

OLD STYLE

vous
ictori

the Eagle who finished before

l

stand second places in every
but the 50.yard freestyle

47-11 drubbing of Helen Eel-

Sim, A.

and 3. Brink. A. 247.5. 200 Yard Individual medley: 1.

roly.

Hangers 77c

Elk Grove's individual win.
non included Spencer Hoch nor in the 200 -yard freestyle.
Dave Toler with a new school
record time of 2,25.1 in
Bob Jacobson
on:no:i

their third straight dual mot
victory Monday night with a

team.Laren was first in the 2110
yard individual medley.

200 -Yard medley relavo I.
Arlington. 1:53.0: 2. Elm.
wood Park. 2:02.7: 200- Yerd

Bonus Liquor Specials

BEER

tioruisi?rr

breast to break up the Grove

THE VARSITYGrens swept

The Des Plaines Park Distrim junior high team grabbed

nine 200 yard medley mom

Choice cif shades.

Wayviee,w4..

MIDWEST)
BANK CARDS

floc Arlington swimmers
drowned Elmwood Park last
night. 55-37. on the varsity
level and 64-26 ion the fnwhwont, kvel. Sophomore Sieve
lurco collected two individual
Bins along with being a mem-

ed two seconds and was a member of the medley relay squad.

MISS

aMe Mn cop two individual first

Cards roll over Elmwood
Park by 64-26 in tank

Witclwr of Arlingion collect-

LOVLEE

Bar 2.:3

WELCOMES ALL

The

in'
freestyle, 4:

Special RIO Quality,

lima:
one

.2-34

'FESTIVAL' SIT -ON

62.31, to the host East Leyden
Eagle.

wale'

,

Reclargolar. I';:
I anitdry
Bosky', Recrong..:
zo-qt. or
Round, 35-gt. VilagegaskelS, or

place.

Rowe touched first in the
100 yard butterfly. :59.8. and

tc'eVautado7

-.mice

00011 as they 105I another dual.

Junior standout Tom Rowe
swaM to a lbw and ..cong.i.
and was a member of the win.

ARRID Extra Dry
ANTI-PERSPIRANT-9-02.

-1Aig

second and Iasi,. 75-9. Yesterday. the Prospectors were

ber of the 400 yard freestyle re ay team.

v.. NIGHTTIME

REGULAR 51.12 -6
-oz.

-.001001.11%n

A'1°411-1--

TYSON

REGULAR -1.04 BOTTLE
OF 24

0 NYQUIL

The Prmpect Knight swimming tram stayed out of the
win coluinn Tuesday alter.

The Knights showed some
improvement from SaninJay's
dual 0rAilet St. Vialor, in
which the Knight,. were "shutout'', failing to gain a fond or

//

Buffered ASPIRIN
Bottle 100

,

senior .ptawin Vince Mealy
came in
cond in the 100

the 100 -yard breaststroke.

Knights drop swim meet to
E. Leyden; still winless

Gleareang aluslim

I

9

took second in the 50 free and

doination.

squad had somewhat tougher
time but still came away with
49-44 triumph.

1272

II

Untie standout Dean Gains

2

A

I

Elk

The Grtmdier frosh-soph

21greGEt jf/Savorsf(

11, awtogt,

in

pool

and the I00 -yard breaststroke.

THE RACES are open only
lac residents of the Park Dlstrim. Ribbons will he given
for the top five places in each
event at .ch park.
lhe open event races will be
held only at Lake Park lb the
lam events of the 1970 rues.
The two final races of the afiennion will he the Men's

eligible to compete.
All persons dmiring ko enter
should sign up with the warming house attendant at the rank
as soon as possible. Ent

will

tic au:opted at the rams. Ska-

te, may enter the nein, only
THE RAMS include is men.;

and 12. 13 and 14. and
men's and
womcn's open division, will be
for those 13 and over.
10.

I

I

15.year-olds.

If the weather is edam,
able.' the races will br, pos6
poned until the followingweekend
or the first weekend
the ice conditions are favorable.

THE DAY
Page 24
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Many basketball players
reach their peak in their junior
or.frsenior year of high school-they're good, solid high
school ballplayers but they

sity although he is only a fresh-

ONE BOY WHO is starting
to fall into the second category
former Wheeling High
is
School eager Don Wright.

Wright was a steady performer for Mike Owens' Mid -

411114el,aPtill.

Suburban' League champions
last year. but his forte was de -

tense and he was not really
known for his scoring ability.
In the Palatine Regional he
broke loose, however, leading
the Wildcats to the championship with three all-around
great games. He then scored 24

points in a losing cause in the
opening game of the Arlington
sectional, when the 'Cats were

la

DonWright

the beginning for the quick

ther.

are the ones who often go on to
make it big at the college level.

IWU is currently 5-3 on the
season, and Bridges plans to

late -season heroics were only

lack the ability to go any furOthers are only starting to

scorer because he'll fund ways
to get the ball into the basket."

IT LOOKS like Wright's

.

six-footer, because now he is
pressing for a starting position
on the Illinois Wesleyan var-

reach their potential by the
end of high school, and these
YONP41k,

have but he could be a good

eliminated from the tourney.

By Jim Stuart

count heavily on Wright to
keep that winning record intact. He has already seen action in seven of the eight
games, and he is shooting at a'
.500 clip with four field goals

man.

Wright came off the bench

lona when captain Torn

at

Gramkow got into foul trouble
and scored I I points in the 9286 victory. He was also credited with a good defensive per-

formance in a 79-64 loss

Youngstown State.
"I'm not sure we could have

won at lona without Wright,"

ing.

-HE MIGHT he as good on
Jefense as any freshman guard
we've had. He hasn't yet

Gramkow and

Stan

Broers

freestyle
helped with seven more scores

avenged sonic 01 the pain. takDe-

ing

mons from Maine Fast High
returned to action I -ridgy au
Proviso West, ;Ind despite the
fact nine 01 10 Nfione tankers
improved their times over the

last dual held December

19,

Ron Davitrs

mermen still
were overwhelmed 11y the host
squad 62-33.
The next day. however. East

third in Niles Vest

it

swimming one leg of the final
40(1 yard freestyle relay captured by ME.
Morgan put almost two full
seconds between him and the
rest of the field in the 200 yard
ireesty le. and then laced the

OF THE II events at Proviso East captured hut three.
as once again the finest `1WiM-

mer for the Park Ridge concaptain

was

tingent

then

and

events,

Frank

ning both the 200 and 400 yard

THINGS WERE smoother
following day as Maine
participated in the Niles West

that Wright developed as an

Tom Jackson turned the trick
with his 5.0 effort on the side

this time at the hands of host

Rich Dancaster Maine's allaround man placed filth htr
the Warriors with a 2.85 in the
tree exercise event. Dancaster
was followed by teammates
Mike Redmond, 1.9, and Dean

the

Big Red Invitational.

Notre Dame swim team
55-40 winner over EG
By Bob Flellerman

the 200 -yard individual med-

It was two tor two this week
for the Notre Dame swim team

ley on Carlhorg's touch. the
50 -yard freestyle !loin (earn
captain Romano and the diving competition on the per-

it stroked past Elk Grove
yesterday, 55-40, after dunkas

ing Lake Forest Monday.
Bill Casey's mermen won
seven of nine individual events

while splitting the two relay
events to glide to their seventh
dual win of the year.

1 0. 5
(1:13.2)
(

formance of Rick Schwiess.

a

seven -point

teamlead

which was never really challenged by the Grem,l'ers.
Notre Dame then racked tip

four individual wins in a row
before Mike Kinn of the Mid Suburban entry could break
the string in the 100 -yard hutterfly'.

Prior to Kirm's first. the
won

Dons

the

200 -yard

Hersey's sophomore basket -

pall team built up a 10 -point
halftime lead and held it to de teat Palatine. 61-48. in a Mid Suburban league contest Saturday.
The Huskies are now 3-I in
the MSL and 6-3 overall, with

day, and kewly added second
place points to boost the team
totals to 41-20.

Elk Grove then won the
hacksti Like event. but the victors once again feCapmred the
lost points and more so as they
touched out first in the final
three individual races to take a
22 -point lead going into the fi-

Elk Grove.

WITH THE victory.

plete the sweep.

So far the team without a

I

:

I

1

I

:

1

. 4 1,

3

5. 5

)

Purcell-EG

3.

4. Martinek-EG

400 FREE RELAY: I. Elk
Grov c--(4:06.6) Lcihrock,
Kinn, Toler. Callahan. 2.
Notre Dame --(4:13.5) Malmo.
Landyt. Nolan. Rinker

This Friday NI E will

200 Yard medley relay;

while

suffering

1.

Pw-1:48.9. Nlaslanka. Bokish.
Pochop. Barrett: 2. N1e-1;55.2.
Arvidson, Phillips. Barsky.
Hall.
200 Yard freestyle; I. Slurgun -Me. 2:03.9: 2. Plaegman-

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

cessarily.

this year and he is confident
Wright will he able to
move into a starting role.
that

But

even with Gramkow

And you can het that the
was talking
he
about was a guard named Don

"reserve"

Wright.

horse.

4.55; 6. Jacobs, Mw. 3.65; 7.
Dancaster. Mw. 1.65: 8. Dar-

tine. This was good enough for
a second for the West squad.

High bar; I. Stone. Gbs,
6.55: 2. Crjsewski. (lbs. (ills.
5.4: 3. Hakenan. Gbs, 4.7: 4.

Dancaster

West's

placed

good enough for a second in

second on the parallel Kars
with a 4.65 average. 'teammates Tom Bihari, Dean Kolts
and Mike Redmond all followed with 2.45 routines. Wes
Hancon of South hit a 6.65
routine for a first on the paral-

the side horse. Bob Slipkc was

lel bars.

Kolts, 2.45. Guy Richtoris of
Glenbrook South placed first
in the free exercise with a 5.7.

200 Yard individual med-

Titans with 6.55. 'Folly
Kurtz was the Warriors' only
performer on the tramp. and
he came up with a 3.75 routhe

Jackson's

5.0

effort

was

rie -Mg. 2:27.2;
50 Freestyle; I. Batson- Pw,

fourth with a 4.8 and Jay Jacobs was sixth with a 3.65.
Rich Dancaster came in sesenth in the horse with a 1.65

3.8; 2. Hall-Nle 24.6; 3. Brit-

routine. Jim Daub of Glcn-

Lange -Me

brook South placed first with a

Free exercise; I. Richtaris.
2. Geistares, (Lbs.
4.115 3 Saltamato. Gbs. 4.9: 4.
Darden. Ghs. 3.75; 5. Dan caster. 51w. 2,85: 6. Kolts,

On the high bar all West

Mss. 2.45:7. Redmond. 51w.

25.0; 4.

tain-Pw
"6,6:

Diving; I. Janata-Pw; 2.
Sedjo-Nle: 3. NIcKerney-Me:
100 lard butterfly; I. Barrett-Pw, 58.6; 2. Wray -Me.
1:0)8.8; 3. Bigioni-Pw 1:13.4:
4. Barsky-Nle, 1:15.1:
100 Yard freestyle; I. Batson -Pa. 52.2: 2. 13rittain-l',.

performers tell short of the Li -

tan performers. First for the
Warriors was Dancaster with a

4.15. followed by Kolts with a
3.65 and Bob Gillespie with a
3.25. Jay Stone placed first for

MEET RESULTS

lilts. 5.7;

1.9;

den. Ghs. 1.1;

Darden.

Cibs, 4.6:

Reichardt. Gbs. 3.35: 4. Halkanen. Ghs. 1.05; Parallel
bars: 1. Hanscom. Ghs. 6.65:

Stone. Ghs. 4.9; 3. Dan caster. NI w 4.65: 4. Swaydiak.
Cibs, 3.(t: 5. Darden, Ghs, 3.15;
6.
(tie) Bihar]. Redmond.
Kolts.'51w. 2.45:
2.

Rings; I. Jaeger. (lbs. 7.25:

2. O'Donnell. Gbs, 6:35; 3.
Darden. Gbs, 4.45: 4. Dan caster, Nlyy, 3.85: 5. Yieser,

Side horse; I. Jeff Daah,
Cibs. 5.1: 2. Jackson, Mw, 5.0;

3. Jim Daah, Ghs, 4.85: 4.
Slipke. Mw, 4.5: 5. Scott. Gbs,

51w, 3.7:6. Lolls, Nlw, 3.35:7.
Sulik, Ntw, 2.85: 8. Felt, Ghs.
2.35; All -Around; Dancaster.
Mw, 3.43: Darden. Ghs, 3.41.

3.

59 9- 1
A ry idsonman -Pa
Me. 1:09.6; 4. Becktord-Me.

I:10.7;
400 Yard freestyle; I. Morgan -Me, 4:30.6; 2. Pleegman-

Pw. 4:35.9;

Barrie-

3.

YOUR CHOICE

Me,

4:38.8: 4. Beshit-Pw. 4:45.4:

100 lard breaststroke; I.
Pochop-Pw. 1:08.5; 2, Kohlish-Pw. 1:09.0: 3. Philli psMe. 1:1 1.2; 4. Nlarek-Nle.
1:13.1;

40(1 lard freestyle relay; I.
Nle-Johnson, Lange. Morgan,
Erickson, 3:55.4; I. Pw-Dotnbush. Sobeecky. Gautreauy,
Schindler, 3:58.7.

36" WIDE

CAFE DOORS

Prefinished -

White with Hardware

PECAN PANELING 4 x

a

PAIR
1 6°°

7$4.20 Each

MAHOGANY
(Choice of 2 Colors)
(Avocado- Eldorodo)

200 Medley Relay I. Not re
('arlborg.
11:52.2)
Jones. Romano, Kelly. 2. Elk

4X7

11:55.0) Callahan.
Schlak. Massey. Jacobson

D & E Antique Birch

...

200 FREE: I. Netzel. ND
I

2

:04
0.4
:

I

1

2

:

1

2.

.

$3 .98 Each

4x8 $4.56Each

Grove

1/4" 4 x 7

Huebner-EG
Malmo -NI)
4. Barden-EG

$756Each

3.

.

. 5)

1/4" 4 x

8$13.64 Each

12:25.2)

McCarthy each had 14 markers for the winners.
Phil Tarrant added eight
points to the Huskie total and

OAK

200 INDIVIDUAL MED-

(CHOICE OF 3 COLORS)

LEY: I. Carlbor g -ND

12:22.41, 2. Toler-EC:12:26.5i,
3. Schlak-EG (2:28.9). 4. Orr ND (disci)

John Clarke contributed seven. Zayre had nine rebounds
down

50 FREE: I. Romano -ND
(24.3). 2. Jacohson-EG (24.8).

eight.

HERSEY COACH Bruce
Glover said. "We had one

3. Weizcholek-ND (25.4).

the game, with Mark Leon-

DIVING:

hard moving up to the jayvees

02.501 2. Myers -ND (49.05
3. Martin-EG (42.85), 4. Broderick-EG (NPG)

but McCarthy playing for the
first time in three weeks."
McCarthy had been out with
an illness and an ankle injury.

FLY:
: 0 2. 6 I

I.

100

'

I

.

Kinn-EG

brock-EG ( I :03.8)

100 BACK: I. Toler-EG
1

(

1

:06.0)
:06.6)

,

$5.10

4x8$5.82
ROYAL ELM
0-0"ro

SEE THE 2 NEW EXCITING SEAMLESS
CEILING TILE FROM ARMSTRONG

4x7 $
4x8

NOW ON DISPLAY

r
J.

2. Callahan-EG
3. Schwiess-ND

DELIVERY

Of Orders
comr BIS
ifREE ESTATES

D

Exact

Measuremnts)

;

-UFFYEVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD

MT. PROSPE 'CT 514 E. NW. HWY.
HOURS:

Thurs., hi.,

a.m. Is 11.30 p.m. Tws.,

CL 5-7141

ow. ho 3:30 p.m. Sot.. II

it

$6.40

DiseRoor the &elan Imp & IOW /Arm
FREE

(

4x7

2.

100 FREE: I. Netzel-ND
(55.7), 2. Kelly -ND (55.9), 3.
Jacobson-EG (56.9), 4. Lei-

,

(1st Quality)

$13.44

1/4-4x8

Massey-EG
t1:03.51. 3. Jones -ND 11:08.5)
(

HERITAGE WALNUT

91.96

D & E WALNUT

Schwiess-ND

1.

1/4"4x8

1/4" 4 x 8

$6.48E.th

HERITAGE HICKORY

4.

Slassey-EG 126.3)

plus and one minus factor in

(Brown Mist Silver Mist - Green Mist)

so 3:00

Dim-

'Trampoline; I. Felt. (ills.
5.4: 2. Kurtz. Mw. 3.75: 3.

Hall -Me. 56.4: 4.
Erickson -Me, 56.9
100 Yard backstroke; I.
Nlaslanka-Pw, 59.0; 2. Frill 54.9:

5.

easter. Mw. 4.15: 6. Kolts.
51w. 3.65:7. Gillespie. Mw.
3.'5;

OF

D a in e

3

for several years, will graduate

been

"Our bench has proven to
shooting ability was the only me that it has players capable
thing he had really lacked be- of giving us a lift rather than
just serving as replacements
fore."
while the starters rest," said
ECKER POINTS out that the coach who has always preGramkow, who has been one
ferred to go with his five startof Wesleyan's leading scorers ers and not substitute unnec-

1)

PANELING!

has

on the use of reserves.

EVAN

9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

MEET RESULIS

2

Bridges

fOrced to change his outlook

to powerlul West

close loss
Leyden.

I

around,

all-around ballplayer.
"That was the first time his
shots started dropping regularly." he said. "and that

DUF
F

OPEN SUNDAYS

and Elk Grove in dual competition.

face

Riverside -Brookfield as a visi
tor in the pool by the zoo.
Proviso west results

Prospect.
Lake Forest

Quigley South.

Jeff Kozel was Hersey's
high scorer and rebounder
with 16 points and 14 bounds.
and Dave Zayre and Rob

8 61816-48

Braddy-

Quigley North,

18-6.

Palatine

a show finish in the 400 yard
freestyle. Mar1111011 Military
Academy placed second. followed by Maine. St. Patrick,
Niles West and Lake Infest.

pool has downed Argo. marist.

Huskies was the second, when
they outscored the Pirates,

Score by quarters
6 18 21 16 - 61
:Hersey

the

Saturday in an effort to com-

re-

Glover added that Clarke
did a nice job in setting up the
team and that the Huskies had
a noticeable advantage on the
boards. outrebounding the Pirates by a 42-31 margin.

1

Dons have completed the second leg of this week's triple. as
they now will face St. Ignatius

THE BIG period for the

pulled

teammate Bob Barrie recorded

nal relay which was won by

spectively.

Tarrant

I.

(1:18.2)

I l4) -t and freestyle. as Netzel
picked up his second win of the

pine!, Saturday and
Glenhard
Monday against

and

Henriksen -ND

4.

100 BREAST:

points in the next event. the

home

North and Forest View.

Schlak-EG

2.

)

ND 11:13.3). 2. Kozekla-ND

helped close the spread to 33-

freestyle behind Don Netzel,

Hersey topples
Palatine sophs
by 61-48 margin

Nlorgan turned in a third in
100 yard freestyle. and

the

(4:58.2)

Notre Dann led in the team
points 32-11. kunis eftort
But ND recaptured the lost

mano and Terry Kell} lu naive
to

2

petition.

recorded.

been

had

lime Mike Sedjo was the big
gun for the Demons taking a
first place in the diving com-

Rinker -ND

4.

.

meet won by Niles North. This

3 9. 7 1, 3. Haebner-EG

(4

BY THE TIME Schwiess's

THE NILES tankers
burg, Rock Jones. Torn Ro-

.

14:45.2),
score

I

Davitt's men placed third.
scoring in every event in the

400 FREE: I. Carlborg-ND
14: 33

19.

the opening race, the 200 -yard
medley relay behind Jeff Carl -

.

I

Ecker was in charge of a

The Maine West gymnastics
team slumped to their sixth
straight dual loss. -93.41-59.18.

Proviso jumped off to a 7-0
team lead after the first relay
event, and steadily' stretched
until they
the difference
emerged with the 29 point vic-

vidual event.

dropped. The thing is, he never
dropped."

Present Wheeling head

ley; I. Kees in-Psy. 2:14.4: 2.
Trellman-Pw, 2:21.5; 3. Bar-

seconds in the 41)0 yard indi-

be

hustling and put out until he

coach Ted Ecker didn't spare

gan.

tory.

guy who would always

.615 mark.

PW, 2:05.8: 3. Erickson -Me.
':06.1; 4. Nesbit -IN. 2:10.2:

competition by over five kill

ways been a real gutsy kid, a

held last year at the school, and
it is his opinion that it was then

The relay win for Maine featured Loren Lange, Bob Johnson, Roger Erickson and Mor-

Morgan who singlehandedly
contributed 10 points in win-

fense for any college in the
country," he said. "He's al-

summer park district league

Cilenbrook South. Only one
Warrior performed well
enough to gain the 5.0 mark. as

shown the shooting ability that

"I THINK he could play de-

Fr

Warrior gymnasts fall to GBS
for 6th straight dual meet loss

at

said Wesleyan head coach
Dennis Bridges. "He has taken over as our third guard. He
is tremendously aggressive
for a freshman and tries to intimidate the man he's guard-

any superlatives on his ex -pupil, either.

in eight attempts. He is also
8-13 from the foul line for a

ME 3rd at NW after loss to PW
Alter three weeks of
Practice the swimming

at

t s o in Sins o star o

ri
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Bond vote in October
proposed for Dist. 23
By Ben Clarke

MacArthur Junior High

to

School.

An October, 1970 construction bond issue referendum

The building committee of
the Mount Prospect Village
Board last night affirmed a
board of appeals denial of a

residents

nearby

as

carried

Board of appeals decision in
granting approval cuf.pies for

over in the transcript from the
earlier hearing was that a boutique would change the character of the neighborhood and
lower property values.
The vote of the building
committee was unanimous in
denying the variation. although Chairman Robert So-

a real estate ancl..offiCe build-

derman informed Mrs. Dou-

ing on Main Street that' will

glas

have less than the number of

permit her to petition the full
village board at the Jan. 20

that

variation

would

allowed a boutique is a

have
resi-

dential neighborhoodN.
The y affirmed another

parking spaces than the zoning
ordinance requires.

that

village ordinances

meeting if she so desires.

Mrs. Marjorie Douglas, 809

S. Edward, who is renting a
frame Victorian style house at
222 S. Emerson, asked for a
use variation that would allow

her to operate a boutique in
this residentially zoned neighborhood.

APPROVAL OF the hoard
of appeals unanimous decision

was affirmed in the case of
Robert Starck, who is building
a two-story building at 209 S.
Main St. that will contain a

real estate office on the first
DOUGLAS

MRS,

tended that such

a

con-

business

would not bring a large number of cars at a time, in answer

to claims of nearby residents
that the business would cause
congestion

on

the

narrow

Gripe
Of The
Day

street.

They claimed in the earlier
board of appeals hearing that
there is only room for two or
three cars on the side driveway.
The

main

contention

The permanent 20 mph
speed limit on two sides of
St. Viator.
MS.

first filed
Since Starck
building plans in 1967, the village zoning ordinance has
been changed to require more
parking spaces (based on a giv-

en building floor space) in a
B-2

(Business -Office)

day's meeting, to provide an

necessary.

additional classrooms would

In addition, when Starck's
plans were first submitted, said

Mayor Robert Teichert, who
attended tile 'fleeting, Slarct,
was tequired to place the
building "far to the north"

and give greater' than usual
south side yard and front lot
line setbacks.

mended to the village hoard
instead of the 22 required by
the zoning ordinance.
The
building committee
gave their approval after being
told by Starck that seldom

would more than one-half of
his employes be using the park-

ing lot at a time, in addition to

announced that construction

of the Northwest Tollway's
Arlington Heights Rd. interwill begin about
change
March I.
John Lavery, chief of the
authority's legal department,
said "quick take" condemnation

proceedings

would

be

. filed in court yesterday or
today, giving the commission
almost immediate possession
of the interchange property.

According to George Guderly, the authority's executive administrator, bids for
construction will be advertised
as soon as the condemnation
suit is approved by the court.

A CONTRACT should be
approved three weeks after the

bids are first advertised, Guderly said.

Clean streams
commission
meeting reset
The Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams Com-

mission regular

meeting

scheduled for last night has
been cancelled and reset for
Jan. 21.
Commission

Chairman

Robert Klovstad said four
members were unable, to attend and that since many key
decisions will be made in the
near future concerning Weller
Creek, all commission members should be present for the
discussions.

Rt. 83 and Rt. 53 exits.

could be let and the contractors out there throwing

FINAL PLANS call for a

dirt somewhere around the
first of March," Guderly said.
Final plans for the interchange were completed last
summer, he said. but the nor-

half -cloverleaf, with entrances
eastbound to Chicago and
exits westbound from Chicago. No westbound entrances
or eastbound exits are planned

mal process of land acquisition at this time, although the auhas not allowed plans to prog- thority reportedly intends to
purchase enough land for furress any faster.

"THERE HAVE been no ther development of a

full -

cloverleaf.
explained
that
Lavery
"quick take" condemnation
allows the authority to take almost immediate possession of
the property, and let the courts
determine the final settlement
since it was started, Guderly at a later date.

Guderly said.
"This process is a time-consuming process and has to follow certain time-consuming
requirements."
The interchange project has
proceeded at the normal pace
real

delays,"

said.

The authority's pace may
have been speeded up a little as

a result of a letter dated Jan. 9
from State Rep. David Regner
(R -Mount Prospect) to Guderly, asking why the interchange
project has been delayed.

Republican

the

nomination for the U. S. Senate in the March 17 primary.
'The decision came after the

township's GOP candidates
night on Monday at which both
Rentschler and Smith spoke.

THE RENTSCHLER coffee is scheduled for 3:30 Friday afternoon in the American
Legion Hall at Douglas and
Miner Sts. in Arlington
Heights. The public is invited.
The following day Rentsch-

ler will make the first major
campaign appearance in Chi-

Chicago.
Smith

has

making

been

campaign appearances in the
Chicago area and downstate
since he was in Arlington
Heights

Monday.

Yesterday

he opened his Chicago headquarters at 333 N. Michigan.
MORNTOMORROW
ING Sen. Smith is having a
breakfast conference

in

the

Hotel for
and policital

Oakbrook Drake

is planned for 'about March
"I expect that the contract

for

Smith

p.m. Saturday at a Rentschler
rally in the Assyrian Hall,
1618 W. Devon Av. The eve'ning is sponsored by Rentsouth has R -I zoning (Single
schler supporters in the 47th.
family residential).
48th, 49th and 50 wards in
The variation as recom-

Tw y. interchange construction
Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority officials yesterday

Republican Organization announeed yesterday that it will
sponsor a coffee in Arlington
Heights tomorrow afternoon
H.
in honor of William
Rentschler. Rentschler is running against Sen. Ralph Tyler

THIS WAS done to form a
-buffer" to the south, said
Teichert. The property to the

the second floor renters.

of

Township

Wheeling

cago. He will speak at 8:30

would allow 15 parking spaces

The authority first authorlegal department to

ized its

negotiate for the land purchase
in June, 1968.

Retiring after
46 years

"KNOWING THE great

E. D. Poulson, 18 S. Waimportance and need of this Pella Av., Mount Prospect,
project to the people of this has recently retired from the
area," wrote Regner, "I would Chicago & North Western

the

publishers

writers of the northwest suburbs. Smith will be hack in
Washington for theopening of
Congress next week, hut he
will fly back to Illinois
frequently for campaigning.

YMCA offers
.dance classes
American, Latin, beginner.
advanced
or
intermediate
dancing, even the latest in discotheque, is taught at the

In a Springfield press conference Sen. Smith gave an accounting of his income and net

worth and challeneged Rentschler to do the same. Rentschler responded by saying
that he would match the Smith

disclosures hut that he would

he needed to accommodate the

is evident in his (Smith's) campaign for the Republican nomination for U. S. Senator in the

March 17 primary.

"This is obvious from the
of his

campaign.

the time of his own

Even at this early date, key

toward

members of his camp who are

the end of the primary cam-

actually owned and directed
by the Governor are engaged
in the sort of sleazy personal
charges and spreading of thsort of cheap. untrue rumor
and innuendo which are in-

do it at

choosing, apparently
paign.

There

have

been

rumors

that President Nixon is urging
Rentschler to drop out of the
race. Rentschler supporters at-

tributed these to "plants" by
the Smith -Ogilvie camp.
Yesterday Rentschler gave
r. -..papers ?holographic
copies of a letter from President Nixon. written on White
House stationery and signed

the

"R

N.

dis"ALLEGATIONS
torting my long and productive relationship with Presi-

Nixon are being introduced into the 1970 U. S.

dent

Senate race as a red herring to

tended

to

discredit.

raise

doubts and smudge a fellow
Republican," Rentschler said.

The Nixon letter was written Nov. 5 on the first anniversary of the Nixon victory of
1968. It reads in part, "Dear

Bill: On this first anniversary
of our campaign victory last
year, I am reminded once
again of how much your active

and very effective participation meant to our achievement

Police said that Patrolman
Warren Fischer responded to a
call of a stray dog in the area of
504 Holly Av.. Mount Pros-

pect. Patrolmen Fischer said

he saw a dog believed to be
owned by one of the owners of

One of the owners told police the money and credit cards
receipts were missing and presumed stolen.

Community leaders in the
northwest suburbs got a pessimistic projection on public

Fischer said he checked the
building and found that a window on the north side had been

school financing in Illinois for

in a state of disarray.

Commission ventured Gordsky, a reminder to the board
that the commission provided

chitect gave an estimated cost
of $22 per square foot or
$440,000, at present construc-

solution when funds were lacking for the new Eisenhower Elementary School that
opened in September.

tion costs. These have been es-

calating at a minimum of 10
per cent the last few years.

Dist. 23, park to air use
of 2 school properties
sive plan for the Park Dis-

The Prospect Heights Park
District Board of Commissioners and the District 23

trict are expected to make a
proposal to the hoards to de-

School Board will meet Jan. 19

velop the Eisenhower plan.

7:30 p.m. at MacArthur
The planners have conJunior High School, 700 N. tacted the superintendent for
Rd., Prospect District 23, Edward Grodsky
Shoen beckHeights to discuss the use and and, said Greenberg, "His
at

development of the property at

proposal seems reasonable."

Eisenhower and John Muir
schools.

Set electricity

At a previous meeting of the
two boards, an agreement on
the use of MacArthur and Ann
Sullivan schools for the Park

output record
Edison

Commonwealth
Company's output

of electricity last week was the highest of any winter week in the
company's history.

been gathering information on
a proposed base ball diamond

The output for last week was
1.007,395,000 kilowatt-hours,
7.9 per cent above the corresponding week a year ago and
million kilowatt-hours
z
more than the previous winter
output record set in the week
ended Dec. 20, 1969.

for Muir school and an overall plan for development of
land at Eisenhower.
He said McFadzean and Ev-

erly, Limited Park and Recreation Planners of Winnetka

who prepared a comprehen-

Financial outlook bleak
for state public schools

the car wash, and which was
usually inside the building.

broken. Fischer checked the
building and found the office

Added help might also come
from the School Building

TENTATIVE, rough plans
submitted by the district's ar-

of that victory...With my best District's winter recreational
program.
wishes. RMN."
Park Director, Ron Greenberg said the park district has

Rand auto wash hit
by burglars; $250 taken
The Rand Auto Wash at 101
E. Rand Rd.. Mount Prospect.
was
burglarized
Monday
night, and 5250 cash and credit card receipts valued at SIO0
were stolen from the office.

northwest quadrant of the dis- sues, according to the Wheeltrict, where it is felt by the ad- ing township collector's of-.
ministration the next new lice.
He added that with the reschool building should be
tirement of from $85,000 to
built.
Grodsky said that it might -$100,000 annually and the inbe possible to build a 24 -room crease in the district's assessed
building on this plot, but valuation, the district could
added that purchase of addi- expect to have a bonding powtional acreage by negotiation er of $I million by September,
or condemnation seemed nec- 1976.
essary.

duck such real issues as taxation...An aura of desperation

character

$560,000 by June, with the re-

the 1970s at a conference yes:

terday sponsored by the Parent-Teacher Assn. Council in
Arlington Heights.
Two Chicago area leaders in

education and work with the
Illinois Legislature told their
a u d i ence at Kensington
School in Arlington Heights
they saw little opportunity to

eral

Assembly,"

Hoff-

said

man, "no major changes in
school policy."
Nor did the speakers see
anything which the Con-

additional

stitutional Convention could

funds for the public schools
from the 1970 session of the

ture into developing a sound

get

significant

Illinois General Assembly that

opens April I.

do that would spur the legilsa-

program of financing public
education in the state.

THEY DID think that Con Con could be helpful largely
by lifting the minimum 5 per

Plaines, according to Grace V.
Hansen.

school

cent bonding restriction on
school districts by requiring

Fenton High School teacher in

that the 1,300 public school
districts in the state be rear-

programs, and Rep.
Gene Hoffman (R-37) and

Many men enjoy dancing,
said Mrs. Hansen. "They may
feel tired and worn out after a
busy day in the office, and ac-

Bensenville.

ranged

ARRANGED AS a meet the -press program, Hoffman
and Wiktorski told PTA leaders and District 25 teachers

tually like to spend the evening

resting at home, butt once on

the dance floor they feel rejuvenated."
Classes begin tonight and
tomorrow night.

that while there would be bills
proposing important improvements in school financing.
they did not expect to,see major legislation affecting public
education this year.
"I don't see many success
stories,"
said
Wiktorski.
"School personnel should not
expect great changes."

For further information, call
Northwest Suburban
YMCA at 296-3376.
thc

.

Lake Geneva

retreat planned
The Senior High School

for the approval of the inter- in Mount Prospect for a year
change, and I would, like to be and then move either to Den-

Augustana, LakeGeneva, Wisc.
on Jan. 16th through Jan. 18th.

"I'm inclined to think that
during this session of the Gen -

Lutheran Church, Prospect
Heights, have planned a
"Break Away" retreat at Camp

In a letter to him, Larry S.
Provo, president of the rail-

through Jan. 18th.
The cost is $13.50 per person, including housing and

road, expressed his apprecia-

meals.

ver or the West Coast.

that

and would

The speakers were former
State Rep. Chester Wiktorski,
now co-ordinator for Chicago

Youth of Grace Evangelical

able to explain totWm the reasons for the delay," said Regner's letter.
The interchange, expected
to cost about $1.4 million, will

emphasized

GRODSKY SAID that 24

Northwest Suburban YMCA,
300 E. Northwest Hwy., Des

like to know the reasons for the
delay."

Railway, ending a career of 46
years with the railroad.
"Many people have pin in a
Retiring as passenger sergreat deal of time in the fight vice officer, he plans to reside

CI rodsk y

cember, 1969 was $420,000
increase to

Drive and Hintz Road in the tirement of certain bond is-

plies.

Wheeling Twp. GOP Unit
plans Rentschler coffee

zone

than formerly.

trict's bonding power as of De-

Prospect Heights School District supt. Edward Grodsky to
his hoard of trustees at Mon-

The

floor and offices on the second
floor.

Grodsky said that the dis-

72 academic year.
He said that District 23 now
has 5.6 acres of land promised
by builders near Windsor

fund to pay for teacher salaries
and increased educational sup-

addition of 20,0(X) square feet

Board of appeals denies
variation for boutique

district's students in the 1971-

classroom

pected increase of 650 students
Ross -Sullivan -Macin
the
Arthur School complex at
Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.
by Sept. 1971 would make this

was the recommendation of

Paul Post, (left) 1705 Verde, Mount Prospect, and Bill Griggs, 1717 Verde, Mount Prospect are
ready with their hockey sticks for Dick Griggs (center front) to move the puck. Young hockey
players from the neighborhood gather at the Griggs ice rink in their backyard. Sometimes the
Griggs have 30 to 40 skaters on their rink.

Grodsky said ,that the ex-

space

would also require a substantial increase in the educational

increased

tion for a job well done in a
give Arlington Heights and career that was "highlighted
Elk Groye residents easy ac- by your energy, interest, cacess to the tollway and will pabilities and devotion to

The event is open to high
school youth and further in-

take some of the burden off the.

824-7408 cy 259-8086.

formation may be obtained by

calling Vicar Mike Kivi at

into

fewer

districts

with more nearly the same
number of students in each.
Under questioning by the
press panel,
Hoffman and

Wiktorski attributed the preoccupation of the Illinois General Assembly with political
f e n c e -building

(Chicago

downstate and Republicans v.
Democrats) as the principal

cause for the financial brinkmanship public schools in Illinois have been forced

to

adopt as a way of life in the
1960's. They held little hope
for matters being greatly
changed in the 1970's.

SUBURB\
SAYS =
Speaking out on the 'educational system in Minds is former
rep. Chester Wiktorski (D -15th) (eft), while rep. Gene Hoffman
(R -37th) thinks about his response. The two were guests of the
Arlington Heights PTA Council yesterday.

What I thought was a snow-covered fire plug yesterday turned
out on closer inspection to be a short -fat girl in a white maxicoat.

It

,

THE DAY

Thursday January IS 1970

Phone rate cut seen

boon to Illinois callers
elm. throe/hIllinois are. tapeotedho
mean esti meted/0 million m
Telephone

all

result of the Mrk long-distance

rate

stnictare

which

14 NIU students
to get stigienas
The

National Science
Foundation Wig Sponsor 14
appenticeships he biology at
Northern Illintibt University

this summer Mt top under-

we

to dialed .11. made outside IIknots which are more than 196

miles away from the caller's
home telephone area.

The rate is for calls made

horn midnight to 8 a.m. For
lexample, o call nude during
those hours from the Chicago

area to San Frans.. would
now cost 25 c,ents for the lint
minute and 20 rants for each
additional minute.

In addition to the rate re-

Grants in

graduate

the underreward% program

pirovide student. doing summer research with- stipends of.

S60
S60
-

Mese are The Four Renemdes, a Barber shop quartet, who will perform at the 20th annual

Srlingtoto Heights Barber Shop Q.rtet show Saturday al Glendora South High School in
Glenview, flie Renegade,' ere ((noes left) Ben Williams, Jim Foley, Tom Feta. and Bury linear.

Rep. Warman to moderate
Vietnam documentary

a week. The institutions

on the Want program
deo receive funds for °perMional expenses. '
The undergraduate students
selected will easdnet essentMlly independent research under
the guidance 0/established scientem.

Sadents taco:surd in

the

biology research perticipation
project at N.hern should
write to Dr. Sidney Mottle/

State Rep 1,k1W-11,i Wa111,11
tlYSkoLiet will Iv the dis-

cunt., following the sched-

Jan. 1ST pm. at St. Zecharys Church. 567 W. Algom

following

uled showing at 8 p.m.. Jan. 17

quin Rd., Des Plaines, in cooM

Dejratment of Biological Sciences, Northern Illinois University, Delralb, III. 60115.
Deadline for applying for
the summer biology program

motion with the West Des

is March 25, 1970.

mission moderator

heeing Jan. M at X p.m..

1 0. a Me Pig" a

of

docomentary film on
n:Mt. al Elk Grove

VietHigh

School. Adinmon Heights Elk

gad Elk Grove Blvd. in Elk
Grove Village.

The film is being presented

will be modemtm

at Prospect High School, Rill

Northwest Suburban Women

1600

N. Greenwood. Park

Ridge

in

cooperation

with

for Pence.
Jan. 19 -It p.m.. St. James

Parish Center. 800 N. gate

writer for "Chicago

Rd.. Arlington Heights, in co.

The Wm. Estates show.

D. our Mogan.

ingots Win/ presented by RP('

professor of journalism at
Northwestern Unimrsity. who
wilt Ire weldng the Democratic
nmination litii mprescntalive

in cooperation with Whaum-

1311, Conermsional Dis-

Episcopal Church.

275 Bitterest Blvd.. Hoffman
F.states will he Dick Shop
palm. a Vietnam veteran and

('lordsNeghbors at Work.

she

St. An-

selm's

Today."

Dr.

at

moderator for
showinglan. 20 at 8 p.m at
Bah Tikrah Congregation.

tan 1NPC:
with

Jan

Prospect.
Discussion

feature

moperation

Plaines ICI
Peace Association.

W. Kensington kJ.

by the Northwest Peace Coatiin

the Ms-

burg Township

commit..

operation with St. James Conn
mince on Community Life and
with Mc Arlington Heights

Interfaith

Ecumenical Action and Ohs cession Committee.
Discuoions will follow each

Other scheduled showings
of the film arc)

showing.

Maio Street

into effect on January 1.

The new lower mss aPPIY

graduate smiler..

duction, several new rate treatmews are being introduced
CNef among thme is a new op.

or handled raw which will
replace the Mimeo station -tostation mte and a change in file

late night rate front s mins
imum three minutes to it one
ajar. raffia Peroml rote.
With the exception of the

discussed

a

proposed agree-

pea
Park Board President Roben Jackson, said it is a prelimi.

tom agreement that when 0nalimd will give lank din-

ciliti..

agreement clean the adminis.
native staff tel School District
59 it will be fonvanled 13 their

at

Current
lidc
pre a preKopp Park wilconstruction
east. reinforced concrete
structure to endow. the swimming-diving pool.

the pool from 8 ant.. ):30

p.m. and the Park District and

Mrgain Moe for emu/mars is
to make calls from 7 p.m. to 8

ara, uttass
A continuation of the Fall
Holiday Crafts program for
vramen

sponsored

by

p.m

A SPECTATOR deck

If the ogreement is approved

is

paroled for the rooftop of the
locker roam wing.

the Park District will eon, a
small portion of their property

1

0.111. in the mirk district oflicc.
01111
Seetiwun Av.. Mount

ount Prospect

Midnight Sunday, Feb. 15,
is the deadline for displaying
1970 motor vehicle license
plates, according to the Secre-

SOK

Powell urged motorists who
plan
submit their apply'
naby mail to do so without delay. He pointed out that

& 13 Meat Market is moving mom the Tacks and Paddock Publications is moving

"(1111 of This World."
wPRESSItIOS and Tensions

'Preston.

DELUXE CHAMPION
The two that came on many of America's
finest NEW cars from 1967 thru 19691

11

i

Young People" will

he

in.

discsssed at tomernav's meet-

The J h 11 me, market is
moving from the I II S. Moat

ing of the Sntellite 11 Home-

location to the vacant stone

Mm. Ralph Fehrenbacker
and Mrs. James Holmes will
lead the discussion. at
p.m.

just west of Dein.: !fakery. It
doesn't really ham a number
yet. /nil inl. probably be 19
or Si W. lirmmet Av.

makers,

at the Community Center.
are Mm. Stephen
Caraidi and :qrs. J. E
ikMehqei

red arc available from any of
the boys in the troop.

Contact Paul Bresemann
be
dinner tickets or to
loam tel a !mop member in
your vicinity. Paul's number
for

is 255-1655.

Klowaiskoufl" will he shown at
St. lobo the Baptist Greek

THE SENIOR NMI youth

.111E PAUL Neylons 111010d

of Commonly Pimbytanin

last week to Hantimr Park. am

Orthodox Church. 23511

Church one going moor retreat
e
a
East 11., Ca no p.

Schaumburg.
1 homeyved in one of the hip.

Bloomington. thi. weekend.
The, 10u5 0 tomorrow and

old hme houses on Emerson
that will soon he crunched to

Dentmter. at 7,15 p.m. It's a
comoly
h has English subto
titles. It's to benefit the Greek

me-

1111(1111.S.

I

imystic and "or-sesory
persapiion pd. will be speaker

luncheon of
Me junior mother: of St Via al

tht.

tor

annual

High Schmil tomorrw.

make way Mr the

Mount

1,041013 State Ilank, driein
nice
expansion. 'They're
artily with four youngsers.

ly
3
Ii
h ni an at
Prospect High School. received
a doyen red roses at a surprise
oo

school at the church.
Ad ni In 10
is S1.511 fo r

avails le. Refreshments will he

available. For more info. call
Sim /dike Bicouvaris. 1928562.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

Lady: -A ticket to Toledo.

non who "didn't want her to

James Murphy. 21. of 1801

Algonquin Rd.. D. Maley
suffered injuries when sintek
h. on auto while he was caus

Ticket Agent: "Do you want

**ANT TO help the Boy
Scram:int) hom a good Moon,
at a very economical prim?

WHILE STOCKS LAST

Little City
seeks cottage
supervisors

COMPACT
CAR

unit housing 20 students 16
years of age and over. was
reisntly opened at Little City.

logo by Buffalo!,
Ludy: -No. better make
!rain."

by

SIZES

Little
City, a residential community
thr inentelly retarded chilal

orthhoto....

0

It.m1

dren.

and struck.
1 here were no charges tiled

aninst Kempinski.

COTTAGE

StIpCiViSOIX

Menus

FROM

shifts will be intervened Monday through Friday from 1:30
p.m. to 2 p.m.

5\

The shifts are: 7 cm. to 3
1

1 pm.: and, 11

'ANY SIZE
LISTED
5.50.13
7
6.96.14

Dl"

Plus 51 55 t 51 .1 ner urn Feel
excise tax Idegendone on

one

2 fires Ifyer car

WHITEWALLS ADD 63.50 PER TIRE

B2,14

86614

B ZS 15

2 RAI;

FOR Me

OFF

"avve.

DRIVE IN TODAY!

"

:11
FORg till
2

WHITEWALLS ADD $3 50 PER TIRE

ITH THIS COUPON:

Wheeling

FR Grove, Haney nod gores
View high schools in DiStrilI1
214:

Main dish lone dunce/
riven -haled chicken. barbecu

halves, tapioca pudding, epp1
pie,cherry rake, safari
cookies.

To be served Friday in Mac -

Antra, Ann Sullivan, John
Muir. and Belay Row junior
high schools in District 23:

French fined corn dog or
open face mndwich, fruit cup,
bettered vegetables. bread and

butter, cookie, milk.

which the members of the
committee will he striving to
learn all that they can about

to the committee.

General Assembly.

Thursday.

Delegates hoot the North.
v.merally

west suburb

the

The hearing originally scheduled fur Thornton
High

of which Eon!

posed to Llw.0.1

lea,Gene Assembly

s

PRESII)ENT

a member.

SAMUEL

College's

winter-

28 through Friday.lan. 10.
The semester begins Mom
day. Feb. 2.

AMONG VIE courses se100110115 are: family Mandel
planning: income lax seminar:
contemporary

gourmet
COOkery: physical BURS. lash-

ion workshop: lingerie design
and sewing: social poise and

PHILOSOPHY OF

aboard to nonhern Europe.
Scandinavia and Englaml:
ground aviation: flower and
vegetable gonlening.

In addition to the Harper
continuing education courses,
extension crolit courses from
two other collerra will also he
offered.

Nonhern Illinois University will teach two courses on

530 -the junior college. three
credits:

munamment

5115 -

principles of husintss organiration, three credits.

tele

aort humoon potentials semi-

lege will offer a three credit
course

in

modern

physim

(physics MAL
The three extension courses
begin on Tuesday. Feb 3.
A eomplete schedule of all
Harper offerings is available
thaugh the college.

Student cited for English
Cynthia Crane of Conant
High School hats heat cited to

were chosen
from the almost 8.000 juniors
872

finalists

one of the outstaniling high

nominated from the nation's

school students of English in
country. The National

schools. The winners represent

slat.. the District of Columhic and Amcriran Preparatory Schools abroad.
Cynthia is one of 2.1 winners

ment. according to Mrs. Martha Schrwipp. die English dopartment chairman.
nonanat on each sm
daft submitted samples of his
bat writing. Including an

autobiographical ,etch completed two standardored exam
intions on general English

knowledge and skills and on
iterary.

over 600 scholia from the 50

wareness, a. wrote to

in the State this year ad he comes the third Conant. student to roxive the honor since
school opened its doors
five years ago. She also is the
only talent in High School
District 211 to receive the hon-

Fine ol! Wool and Wool -Dacron blends in
single and double -vested styles. Most
sizes still available in depth.

UP to 30°/0 OFF

High School District 214.

Hubert A. Adams, vice

DR. FISHER esplamed to
the revenue committee that it
had three alternatives in writing a new revenue article for
the constotution. It could e move the present revenue ar.

tide and make no

"I favor retaining access to
al/ lox sources in oar new con-

stitution," Mrs. Mullen told
The Day in Springfield. '1 favor leaving the year to hear de Mamas to how the tax sources
will be used to the mate legislature.

litically impractical approach
in dun the citinms will capon
to see a revenue article that
provides limits and bounds beyond which the legislature
cannot go.

111E SECOND approach
new be to provide a general
statement on revenue. The

taking the sales tax off tel food

or any other product. I would

setting a

hope that the legislature might
find it practical to take the
sales tax off of food and medithink the concines. but
tax ckffie the
stitution

rate of an income ax.

vor of the new constitution

door to any tra source," said
Mn. Mullen,
HORN WOODS OF Arline
ton Heights favors writing in
the new constitution a lien
aon that would exclude food
nd medicine from the sale tax.
the
Other delay..

fn.

northwest suburra in general.
agree with Woods, pointing up
how homat difference of opin-

of Chicago Title and Trust
Co, will teach the !M.Oh
course each Monday from 7:30

pm. to 9:30 p.m. in Room
128 at Prospect High School.
Classes begin Monday. Jaw.

rcolaee-

third approach Wttukt he to
write restrictions into the saenue article aooh as eliniinating
the personal property tra and

"Specifically. I am not in fa-

president in the Truss Division

in on the maximum

Grimm R.N., of Rolling Meadows takes Chester Slpiora's temperature with an electric

thermometer al Holy Family llo5pital. Des Plaines. The electric mechanism records a patient's
temperature in seven to 12 seconds, compared to the three minutes required with a conventional

The course format will include discussion of general
busieess. characteristics of

thermometer.

varlet. assets, wills and irons,

Priest on Lutheran General
staff to talk on 'Alcoholism'
A Catholicne

the Lutheran General thonioil rehabilitation center staft
will he the featured speaker
during an alcoholiwn program
Thunday..1m. 22.
Hugh H. McGinle,_v.
chaplain and staff cone"
o.Father

Neglected Disease ,to X p.m.
!Ugh
hi
the Resurrection

him with

each

School auditorina. 75011 W.
Chicago.
'falcon
midl
Father sleGinley

tq many

m.l

Fisher told
the committee. "Via will get
many proposids. ninny in =Sother.

This

committee will have to listen

Sane will be well hough
out. Some will

he profound
and some will be smelly crackpot. YMI will anon Nan, to distinguish them." Fisher told
the Con -Con revenue com-

mittee.

ion can mist between delegates
from the same areal

5p0n5orine thc commuwide

education program

led at

the lunge, chool

would he the personal properly tax, but even here them is an

programs sponsored

hy

the

to bs. lost anmd which mum be
made up somewhere else,. ex-

AlcoholismoWedport.
thelllamblen.
Conn.,
Hamblen. Center C0..
and

core brewed Beer

Minn

the winners to every4college
and university admissions offi-

cer and English &mailman
chairman in the country. It
also recommen, these stu-

NO DEPOSIT
12 oz. bottles

He also completed:, special.

Oral alcoholism training pm

12

OPEN SUNDAYS TO SERVE YOU.. or maybo

can help you with

APPLIANCES

LAWN MOWERS

CUSTOM WHEELS

TELEVISION

AUTOMOTIVE ACCE,

DISC BRAKES

"firestone

ORDINARY
EXTRAALUES!
V

NEOGRADIN
NILSEN 6 OTHERS

Prices To Fit Every Budget
EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

NI ma NIDIVISTI LUMP DISPLAY OF ORIGINAL aff PROSI
5 WAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

HOURS. DAILY 11
SAT. 5.5

SUN. 11.5

c education think the lime
s not yet appropriate to spell
tit how the nubile schools
iloold he supported.
WHATEVER GOAL 20 set

to PUCELLE ANJOU ROSE

189

up in MD matter. it may be
emissary to approach the goal
phases
or gradually n

achieve Phase One by

Is To,
By the Makers of
The Saved g

The Saving
Is Yo, rs!

1973

out Phase Two by 1975 fin console."

Early Time

DL Glen Fisher, prof.sor

WINGED BRASS

f economic at the University
f Illinois. was the first author Dr on taxation to speak to the
ComCon committee on
He was introduced to the

KING

CORK
SCREW

Whiskey

...nee be

A Blend

Imported ham Iralr

Dawn

lark Netsch.

associate

rofissor of law on thc faculty
f the Northwestern haw
Sehool faculty, as "the fore-

FLEUR de LIS
Peppermint
Schnapps

SNEAK PREVIEW SHOWING

Or

Anisette

CANADA
DRY

Ginger
Ale

6
rri.r!

12 oz dep

From Fronce

MERCIER

49c

CHAMPAGNE
Extra Dry Pink
Demi.Sec Brut

there's a lot of talk about the
low prices of
Famous Liquor Stores ..
AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

nirgaffi `11/i/5

171

469

ge

Bartle

American

THE CAMBRIDGE HOUSE

CARTA BLANCA

RIVIERA

Mexico's Popular Beer

Sparkling

"Des Plaines First Condominum"

No Deposit 1 55

633 RIVER STREET

12 ox. ffils

1

CHAMPAGNE
rage
BOHIe

FRI. JAN. 16 SAT. JAN. 17 - SUN. JAN 1 8, Noon till 8 PM

1 98

Featuring:
Radiant Heat
Air Conditioning
Patios& Balconies
Color & All Station

Enclosed Parking
Fire 8 Sound Resistant
Custom Cabinets

2 Baths

T.V. Antennas

and many other Quality Features

1 and 2 Bedroom Apes - From $28,900 and $33,900
Located n. Shopping / Transportation

Nationwide, Ad Cotten

Firm279

know near end komom.

cane Beauty Satoh, ca11 30 2 2 08 1

FABER
-

1

POUILLY FU1S51,

2,000 ORIGINAL

-

line WIN}

SELECT FROM OVER

SPIELMANN
BOWER

and prob. ad -

The Saving Is Tosral

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

ART PIECES fly Such

ti-LISI

PAUL MASSON

FOR

1 89

dents for eullege scholarships
in 1970 should they need such
assistance. Approximately 80
per cent of Dose applying for
scholarships in Mc past have
mcciverf financial help.

Nationwide Apt Cuttem
GIANT STOREWIDE

He A prewntly the head of
general

America's Pl Wine Shop

anytime
savings on your neKt
vvithin A months Cad fares
many
Anieri

"I favor a lesser dependence
opd real estate taxes for pub -

1957.

d

Niko*" entitles you to the ome

plained MD. Mullen.

admitted to the Illinois bar in

OLD STYLE

IAirfield County Council of

prices slightly higher. Reg. 30.00
15.00. And our special "hones

important aount of revenue

major and a lawdegreeand was

Thu Roving Is Tours!

Alcohol Sadie, and attended

CARSONE ANNUAL STRATOWAVE
BODY PERM
SALE! 12.50, 009_25.00.515410

stitution to rule out any tax it

bachelor of pholosophy
degree, with an accounting

Award Winning Liquor Stores

BEAUTY SALON

"III were to make an ex condom and use the new con-

is

.(7fE sends the watts

`WITH THIS COUPON

_

Hospital

as
Adams joined Chicago
and Trust Co. in 1,53. He has

io motor, el -active Ways to
deal with alcoholism.
Admission will be SI for
adults and 51) cants for slii

emin at Luther:on Creme, Lf.
ter he joined the staff in 190.
Resurrection

and miscellaneous subjects.

wt. at the hospital's alcohol.
ism center. Park Ridge. will
speak on -Alcoholism
The

nicle".

"I favor a simple. flexible

26.

After the shaver, the carving knife and the toothbrush comes the electric thermometer. Betty

OIL PAINTING SALE!

-

-

address

Governor's Office will speak

HANSUNG

-

to

or this mar.

REPACK OUTER FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS

30% OFF

SPORT COATS MENS & BOYS

offered this spring through

and budget specialist from the

the Blooper campus, education

CHICAGO STATE Col.

&ago,

Interior

nor: travel programs geared to
the Harper
summer trips

FRIEDRICH

30% OFF

has a session on Thursday a tax

the northwest suburbs for
mare than 20 years. is one of
the hest informed women in Il-

rant is likely

Cardigans - Cre Neck, - 0 -Necks
IhNeeks - Wools Orions - Blends

Long Sleeves - Imliao Knits OrMns - Cotton

"Preparing for Retirement Present and Future." an adult
evening edu.tion course being

hear from the state's foremost
authorities on tams and budg-

dtty's session. 0 tel adjourn -

SWEATERS MENS & BOYS

SHIRTS MENS & BOYS

Mrs.

Mullen's committee on rem.. today. If the committee

University of Illinois

meet. having the entire matter
of traation to the state legislatomey general of the stale was
required to exercise executive linois o rho work of the Il- ture.
Since the stag and its legispowersand that 00th an office, linois legislature and its revelature have all powers not ape.
should be elected by the citi- nueespo
EIGHT YEARS. cifically mentioned in the conzens of the state nut as a goverfrom 1961 to 1960, Mm. Mul- stitution, Fisher said this
nor or fri.1,01- is elect.).
might be a very workable aphe official representaThe convenoon may ad- len
journ for Me week after to- tive of the Illinois Le40110 of proach. Fisher:Mowed it is po-

SOHLER
STADELHOFER

KNIT

Chicago bank will teach

otion and finance. They will

Women Voter, to the Illinois

A vice president of a

is

Mrs. Mullen, resident of

HE POINTED out that under ccrtmn conditions, the at-

Chicago bank
vice preeident
to teach course

Prof J. Nelson Young of

the fundamentals of state -m-

an appointive pow..

Renowned Artists As:

CD a bun. wiener en bun
Vegetable to choice): fra
mice. tossed salad. 000 slaw
molded raspberry, diced pear
orange. pineapple grape. Bis
mils and butter, milk.
Available desserts: peat

scheduled

Jeanette Mullen of Barrington
is a member, planned its work
for the next two weeks during

m gening the office of alto 00y
era l

fo lw served Miday on A,

ling.. Prospect.

and Finance, of which Mrs.

speak to since Gov. Ogilvie edolmssed Con.Con on its open ing day early in December.
Scott used his address to urge
delegates not to consider mak-

10 Wheaton. Me county...

one -hour inarompto may.

81g Car Sues 8.85 14 and 8.85 15...2 for 160

...EASY TERMS!

the

Lan week Attorney General
William Scott was the first to

will be shifted from Downers
Gr ove. as originally planned.

was slotted one entry fnon the
junior class for every 5110 students in the total school enroll-

1111

BLACKWAL LS

Inlere,ted parties may obtain further info/motion by
calling Little City at NE
1,696 or FL 8-0510.

ing that Me convention debate
the matter fully.
The Committee on Revenue

Lion. Gov. Paul Simon and
State Auditor Michael /Low-

efforts to
subject Ow conveama =miters to do .13,, more strict
entorced by
10.1.
than ha

in the C0111,12lition. The school

8. SAT. JAN. 15, 16117

201. 50%

ONLY SLIGHT changes

represent Conant High School

who can work any of three

PHONE 359.0041

All of our line winter weight jackets
left over from this season -still a good
selection to Moose from

Committee for runner study.

school nominated Cynthia to

PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

JACKETS MENS & BOYS

1110 the Rules and Credentials

English teachers from the high

O

WEAR
SALE DATES THURS., FRI

con-

Lollspring a committee of

ly

.

.the

peti.

(tiesMEN'S & BOYS'

He was token to Holy Ginn

discussion.

vention refused to accept the
Elward proposal and returned

lish has named hole 1969 national winner in its ann.]
Achievement Awards com-

STANDARD CAR SIZES

Place. Des Plaines.

long

Council of Teach., of Eng-

The students are involved in
vocational and independent

ing River Rt.d near annett
Hospital where he was in
satisactory" condition.
Police said ansubsdriven
lee Gregor. S. Kempinski, 20,
ffiamont. was

I 1011

Palatine.

p.m., 3 p.m. to

As in the other cases. after

appearance:

Pm. to 7 a.m.

please."

forget 11h."

the

adults: 50 cents thr children

farewell piny from two young

Juli Iry car

11111/ NOW

over the counter at SIX:Teary

of States office facilities in
Springfield and Chicago and

vocation. traiang

legal age.

porary novel:
enema.

Spruce Cottage, 0 two -wing

WANT TO see a Greek
movie tomorrow night? 'To

eluding children of las than

secretarial workshop: coact.

purchnsed

at 137 banks throughout
state.

all members of the family, in.

rials,
Registration for sequences
beginning in lichruary and
March opens Wednesday, Jan.

Discontinued Design

processing time plus the Met
that plates are third clam mail
may result in . interval of am

carrma thmn mode the car

Saturday. Feh.7. Tickets am SI

don to requsoire delegates to disclose the urces of income fur

of courses. ranging from /ournet cookery to welded mate-

compliance The plates must
Mad loon the vehiclp by

change again!

haw in as many sessions albs
convention Paul hoard of
Chicago introduced his reso/u-

Harper

He also emphasized that
having applied for the plates or

Theme of the program to he
Troop 51. sponsored by St.
held intim Red (.ion ROOM of Mark Lutheran Church, is
the school is appropriately. holding Os annual bean dinner

The eighth meeting of the
convention took place Tun-

spring sem.ter of continuing
education will offer a variety

ery of the plates.

glitio time: in downtown
Mount Powrwcr ro going to

writing the ronstoraion got
down .
PrelwreMO
work.

most authority of state awl local government taxadon.in Il-

I

t, of State's office.

he

nine of Me standing consrance. concerned with re-

Winver, known to personally
Mow Elward's view, it insist-

Harper sets registration
for continuing. education

vehicle plates

may

Rimed major proportions for
the first time Tuesday as all

Two more date officials are
sebedUled to appear before the
convention today. They are

The [lair, County Waring

for '70 motor

Plates

The work of the Illinois
Constitutional Convention as-

wood.

public hearings in the Chicago
suburbs scheduled for Feb. 11.

of the applications and deliv-

Li! 111oros

School was shifted to Home-

were made yesterday for the

Deadline near

afier the deadline will not be in

the

Mount Prospect Park District
will begin lob. 4. and will 10
held from p.m. to 3 p.m. on
The pool will he furnished the find Wednesday or each
with solar glaring on the west month in the Mount Pnupect
elevation and connected to ex- Community Center.
pro
Registration for the 01
post the locker room by a
gram will begin Jan. 22
9
posed gallmy.

Nord fur action.
AGREEMENT
THE
would give the school use of

gymnasium from 4 p.m. to 111

a.m. on weekdays or all day on
certain
holidays.

insurance tot the
times they will he using the fa-

By Richard Crabb

day aftem.n. For the third

rFall Holiday

liability

Thomas

Cooper said as soon us Me

of the school's cafeteria and

to
accommodate
physiod education classes and
recreational activities.

agreement .d each is expared to provide their own

tricks use of thc

Park Director

The multi -purpose room is
designed

mml amt of the room is estimined at more Man 0100,000
No action was taken by the
('weer said.
The Park District will then Park Board conCerning the
have use of the multi -purpose agreement at the meeting hut
nom, but it will owned by the Jackson said It will be raferred itothe building and grounds
School District.
DISTRICT will commatee to be studieil Wore
EACH
maintain Melt own portion of a meetingis scheduled with the
the property involved in the District 58 School Board,

rant between the district and
School District 59 on the use
of Me Kopp Bark pool enclosure, under coraruclion and
facilities at Dempster Junior
High School in Mount Pros-

Imo night ratef the mound best

Saturday, Sunday or

and
the school district
530,000 toward the construes
of a molti-purpose room,
to

The Mount Prospect Park
District Board Monday night

or three weeks between recmpt

Olt the move

Northwest Con -Con delegates
differ on new revenue article

Use of Kopp pool, Dempster
facilities aired by 2 units

THE DAY
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Meeks North of Northwest Highway,
ganef River goad.
For Information 837-2184
Edo,. lakimek, Wilder /Developer

ARLINGTON HIS
1307 RAND ROAD

Ctn.,. tatoorItemrCA;11. AtIOCSITY SPECIALS:
ono

ioust. .?"

ARLINGTON HIS,
1307 RAND ROAD

OlICA00 AMOR
CRUM

Mean

POIRSDAIS

HWORPARIt

Beyond Babel

Day light
By /aleph Slobeonach

makers we leave to you, as CO0

begin to page through these
One of the brighter events
On the scene as 1969 neared
in close was the one -woman
show presented by Lillian Gish
in five lecture appearances at

Or/e outspoken declaration
by Griffith is worth stressing.
"Flickers"wasedirtywordto
Grifith
the great innovator

once horst out: "We ere

the 29 -year -old, tall personable

Aratmlian who replaced Sean
Connery a the James Bond in

"On Her Majesty's Secret
Service" currently showing in
Chicago. admitted his parents
and everyone else thought he

the Goodman Theater with
film clips miming up het

playing to the world! What we

comments on the 139vid Work
Griffith films in which she

have of the world - and they

was insane, passing Jr

will understand what we're
saying. We've gone beyond

possibly millions of pounds,
that he
when he an

Babel, beyond words. We've
found a universal language
a power that can make nwn
brothers and end war forever.
Remember that. Remember
that, when you stand in front

would not continue in the role.

Some folks like to read the

book before they see the
the movie. Cohen prefer to
return to the book, after they
have seen the movie, comparing and contrrating actual
performances vs. the written

film tomorrow will stir the

about simply becruse "I dont

soul to do an, moe-.

It

would get prep} dull-. I teed
to be a car salesman." Given

that, even if you did not see

PERHAPS k is just as well
that Griffith is not around

filmdom's great lady, who

these latter days to see to what

started her 70 -year career in
the flickers at the then
munificent wage of 55 a day,

balderdash, violence for its own

"you sit down with the col&nation life -story and film
hastor y she sc rote, 'The

Movies, Mr. Griffith. and

tasteless trivia, boring

sake, and nudity on display
without even the excuse of
Assyrian orgies, all crowding
the screen or M view on the

usurping medium, the TV
tube.

Such sensitive and mean -

A NN PINCHOT helped

with the compilation of
memoriss spanning seven
decades,andPrentice-Halldne.,
published the book, if the local

public library copy is mull out,
as it probably will be in Most
communities in this rca.

ingful narratives end documentaries as are sandwiched in

between soap °giros, old
Western reruns, family situa,on comedies and so on total
up to a minority report.
Some folks think that it is

of money dm bus

matter

The f.cination of the ex- caused Me difference in stanciting agehof the early film-

dards_ Think again.

the choice of be ing a

stereotyped Bond or car

salesman. he said without any

qualification: 'A car
solssman'

some of them may decide the
cash is not so big a seductive

Lionel Barry more. Henry
Walihall. DoroFhy Gish
Lillian Gish. Douglas
Fairbanks. Charlie Chaplin
name your own
and, well.

force as it has been declared m
he, and that some of them mar

Apricots light up old favorite

discover for themselves the
challenge, to use a word that

By Dolores Ilnegh

has recently been overworked.

favorite.
George Ragby once wrote
these words I -or his Inspector

\

PRIYATELY,we'rekeeping

an eye on such

Schmidt to utter: -Any man
who has a great talent will find

a

really emrms the hearts and
tummies of your family. That

slow lo

dessert is old feshioned bread
pudding

Heights. Who knows what in.
novatoe may develop his talem

field but in some al Mimed a.?

At our house this dessert
usually accompanim an all
oven cooked menu. This
cludomeat loaCtakolislatom

If you recall. the original

and a vegetable casserole. A

Babel structure featured full

tossed VILid dr one of sparkling
gelatin that can be made ahead

hint You can fence him in.
out. It% one
but talent
of nature's &Mental form.
Nothing can dm up."

in tint such a way as Griffith
once visioned. perhaps not in

A SUBURBAN friend to
whom we showed the 1.11s.
w A not her Da v. A not he

the medal

&diversity of languages used In
the workers that they could

too. adds to the time the chief
cook can stay away from the

not understand one molter
You could say it's an apt

Death.- in which this passage

appeared. ay in men led
sardonOh. 'You could say

symbol for today's non -cent.

crabgrass.-

the world or regrettably men
in our own suburbs. Right

kitchen.

The economists of the
Northern Illinois Gas Co.

thaneut municative hubbub, aroma!

PLEASE JOT down in your
notebook that laeenby was
paid close to SHOO a week for
36 weeksandeould expect toget

5per cent on the gross of Ihe
nexI movie he would make in
the Bond role. (The previous
Band him was reporter! to
more than 5-10
base
Ilion.)

All in Me viewpoint. But

the

the disappointing featured
Lasenby abandonment of the
talent is rim all had iiew.

3Dap

A-Taemnon:nest mum is
poor dental hygiene. Other
muse include excessive no
ing :hiatal hemiat infections of
the mouth. nose or traoat, a

-nom"- the oriaMole mon by al rop jealously treeing,
Mr paper's freedom end intellectual integrity..
-- Marshall Field Ill

taking drugs that contain a
metal ion. To get rid of it, you

Page a
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John E Stanton. Ediiar and Publisher

William J. kiedaisch

Ofittaighie Edirne

should brush your teeth or
uth she
nnse y r
ry
meal or snack. Have your doe

tor search for the cause and
eliminate it.
The Oat is published deny. Sloe., through
1

By

at

11 --What would ewe me
to have a salty taste all the

17 s. mein. Mount Prospeo. III. noose,

Brunch °Men
21, arimetan lichen Rd.

time? How can I prevent it?

M. tere3

A-The crane and treatment

922Cemer, Ins ohms.. Mamma

Sulualudin raw &masa awe.. lestradelbend.
mot Maras EN. nun ...Silo& a war:ram tarok month.
sreasstand tram Mrarasarara
Present Das: serandtless assume paid al Stem, Prospect, HI. OM&

By Bother Colton

dot Ida you

A-Abnormal taste is often

T is the first letter of ten triangle

Dear Mrs.J.B.:

Today lam going to try to
r your question about

trains
turtle
tickle

to
toys
tenth
table

Sesame Street and learning to
mad. Let's talk about readiness
first.

tractor

Tao many times the principle of readiness is ignored. In

Q is the first letter of -

army homes and educational
circles it is still ,nought .that

Quaker quay

teuh a 4.year-oid to sound out
words and read. You con teach
a 5.year-old to read. hut at six
he will read in a shorter length
of time with less effort and less
chance of failure.

During the Christmas saved... my son told me a lot of things I

other subjects.

Here are some of the notes
nude as watched Sesame
I
Street ho two Satunlay morntey.: eajoyed every minute of
the tirne If I wanted to watch
televis,or
Saturday morn.
I

gag it would be the only pro.
gram I Could enjoy.

A is the first letter of -apple Adrian

perceive

birthday cake has a beginning. Showed mixing of cake.
Tree has a beginning. Picture
showed a tree (a small one),
then very tall tree.
is rho best beginnieb
Who knows what a baby
nbaby
music

FAMILY LIFE-Buddyand
Jim make peanut bum and

WHAT DID you see? David

jelly sandwiches. If you are a
part of a family you do your
Sham of the work. Sometimes

woods. Caught a spider. Jill is

man hetes a woman.

afraid. (came ecited when

Sometimes woman helm a

they saw the fish

Ina

Stopped to pick some benies.
Were asked to name and tell
about the things they saw.
Watched a man -hole cover

fora lung time Warelted mapie walk across rt. Watched a
ladder being. put into a man.
hole cover.
What did you hear? Watched
it rain. Listened for sound.

Listened to leaves rustle.
Listenedtosoundofmilkhilling

HIDEAWORD

My favorite time is nighttime. What do you hear? What
do you see?

AT NIGHT
Strolls and sounds are more
important..Blacknss

is all around,
Sounds are more sill.
Grownups talk and reed and
have a good time,

KINCHEC
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

breathe at night?
Garden has a dark smell,
Moon races through the sky,
Street lamps glow,
Sidewalks surprise peinople
the

tastes

faster

wally got my Flora opened.
My WV :old! hose a good relanonshm. I trust him. and I kmot
he wits me the truth.1111111.1y.oing to worry about him. because

guntees
ara
our succss.
Becausey
si mph: to

I

°pause,

A-Although Ms condition
has hem desspbed in medical
has never been
literature.

A-Loss of taste (0014,3.11,
sweet and bitter) it rare but
what most people mean by
loss of tam is inability to taste
the flavor of their foods.
-

This is entirely a matter of

Proved that the arthritis was

on top of the stove with the

We teaspoon salt

minutes in a 350 -degree oven.
Yields six servings.

2 egg, well beaten
whipped
66
66 -Duna custard cups

top of the stove by placing

You can cook this recipe on

custard cups into skillet filled
with one cup of Water. Cover

Grease custard cups and

aid of the the.ntotatic burner.
Custard bawd dishes should
always la storod in a very cold

skillet and place pan ori

place 2 tablespoons of apricot

automatic burner set at
medium fame of 200 degrees.

preserves in each cup.

a:saucepan scald milk. Pour

place to prevent spoiage but
there isn't much chasm when
this recipe is node and lopped

Cook 25 to 30 minutes or owl
firm. Invert cups onto serving
tray and top with whipped

scalded milk over bread. Ads
supr. raisins, vanilla and salt.

Combine ingredie= end

with whipped cream.

let

cream. halved muted NM...

bread mixture stend at room
tempendure for 10 minutes.

APRICOT BREAD PIJD.
DING

and cherry.

caused by the change. Treat nrant with estrogens. neither
prevents not benefits n and it
does not clear up after the

they were in school.

shall 1 serve for demon.1.0111e

('NIIAPPS' HOME

Q--,br Literal was removed

Dear Lee Jansen.

eight months ago. Since then, I

face. is this part of the surgical

I'm a tiny girl. I'm in the ninth grade_ I'm very nervous. and
I'm very unhappy. The reason I'm unhappy Is my Daddy. So
matter what I do. he honen and screams at me. Even when n's
nothing important. he scream. He works Ices hard at hie joh.
He', always tired. hly mother sap. he's ant cranky. I know Ih

MIS gnu=

mon. than that. I wish our home would he peaceful so I wouldn't
he so nerams. Cm I help my Gad?

have taken female hormone,
Now I have begun to hake a

heavy growth of hair on my

the nasopharynk Loss of the
by chronic nasal congestion.

=al obstruction due to poi.
yps or chronic allergic rhinitis.
is

aggravated

by

smoking and excessiveheavy
usof
nasai decongestants.

If your doctor can find the

on the :ace is due chiefly to
herediums

Nervous. Rolling Meador,
Votive helped your Dad and others m well. Reed the letter
again. Iftd.

factors. Bob, he.
often accompanies

cause it
he men pause, some authori.
k
ies
much in

he way of solid proof. that

-u

cause in your case, he should
M able to help you find relief.

Telefon
are
md hydrochlorot hi a PLR pee n
for?

girls for hridger'
Mary's background assures

!?,101ID RD.

ac PATIO

pressant and the other drug is
diuretic and blood pressure

degrecinfoodsandnunitionend

Bydlon as she selects one of the

home economics education
was only (he Moinrang. She
went on to do post graduale

mini pastries her mom put
baked.Marymakesthreetotour
different fillings to offer a
variety in the use of one

Massachusetts Genwork
eral Hospital in Boston and
at

was then emplOyed as an ad.

rIr

SHE RECEIVED more

HIGH DIVIDENDS
Plus

GRAPES

assoc iate food eat; r ffir
McCall's Corporation. Heuer

TWO REASONS
Why You Should
Save With Us
During 1970

The Largest Selection of
Make.Believe Flowers
In The Ma.Wes1
00101004119 Values in This Brand

until smooth and creamy.
Scrape howl and heaters. Add

141111 degrees) IR to IN minutes

is set and firm. Cool. Carefully

or until delicate brown. Cool.
('amfolly remove from pans

remove from

cup Pour. Beat at slam speed

until well blended. Remove
Mato,. and stir in rensaining
I
cup flour until thoroughly
Mended. If Jminnd refrisonoe

dough for easier shaping.
Pinch on mem of dough and
shape

halls about

104

heeling., press dough :1,51itut
bottom and up sidm. linings:up
evenly with dough.
Fill pastries with suggested

fillings and bake as direeled.
pastrim.
Makeia

AINIOND MAIDS
(filling for It pastries,'
cup sugar
1 tablisspoon nom
Ihura of salt
..11

cup ground blanched

(Amends

eYcese

2 weDhotten g,,,s,
2 tablespoons heavy cram

2 Immures anted lemon

2 cups sifted allsparpose

You'll want to I. them home by

Las

'Whinrucks.

working with onehalfoldoughand2Mough.lined
cups, fill the remaining six
cups with thick jam. sprinkle
with a few chopped mos and
Nike as directed.

inch
into cup of small
muffin pan. With thumb or

23 -Dense wimps cream

two,

Dog barks at nothing really
important,
It is night over half the
world.
Soon it will be day time.
I do not believe that Sera=
Street will teach your child to
read, but it is an open door to

Flower Arrangement Om
Specialty

PROFESSIONALLY CRAFTED

rind

SOUTHERN PIXIES
(filling for 24 pastries)

ca cup vegetal* shortening

to 17 minutes or until filling

teaspoon salt

is atrium set. then nduce heat

to 250 degrees and hake 10
minutes longer or until filling
pans

I

0

cups brown sugar,

1 cup sifted an -purpose flour
I teaspoon vanilla
2 egg, well beaten
rablespoons flour
ly teaspoon baking powder
1's cups shredded coconut
I mop pecans. coarsely cut
10 candied cherry halves
10 pecan halves

racks.

CHILE CHEESECAKE%
IBIIMg for 40 wide./
1 Younce packages eveem
dome
cup sugar

as teaspoon vaunt
2 unbeaten epp

.

firmly packed

to wire

Combine shortening led
salt. Add M cup brown suer

I Pop sou, re.
Laeup cherry preserves

undergoes well. Add 1 cupflour
and blend. Pack mixture firmly

tablespoon melted butter
or margarine
Dash of salt
Few drops vanilla

ecrend cheese soften in
mixing bowl at room tempentane. Men beat at slow
speed with electric miser until
creamy. Gradually add sugar.
condom Mating until well
Sand. Add vanilla and eggs
and beat 110111 very ercanly.

is cup paeans, abet me
mixing bowl,
In a

fill -

poons Sour. baking powder.

mg them sea quite fall. Bake

coconut. and I Clip pecans tind
over baked
inroadS
blend.
Arrange
p
mixture
cherry and pecan halves over

cee

5) cup firmly packed light
Iwwwn sugar
1

beat egg only enough to mix
yolk with the whit,. Gradually
beat in brown sugar until
well-hlended.Stir butter.sult
end vanilla. Min well. Sprinkle

Spoon filling into cup.
in moderate
degrees) IN

oven
10

21

1350

minutm.

dough -lined cum. Spoon filling

Cool. Carefully remove from
pans to wire racks. Riot Mfore serving, spread a little
mum cream lightly over nn ins, and top with a bit of

into CUM Sprinkle each with

cherry preserves.

half the mans In bettors of

The Mount Prospect Warnan's Club luncheon and card
pany will be held Jan 20 al I

"WINDSOR"

SLATE BED POOL TABLE
Melded packet
liners

in Ssby-12-inch greased and
floured pm. rake M slow oven
1325 degrees, 20 ruintil es..
Meanwhile, add remaining
era brown sugar and vanilla to
1

well beaten eggs, beating until
Mick and foamy. Add 2 tables-

Professional end
ball return

many more than pre-school
..

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE. CLoorhrook 5-6400
FreePeAdoe I ...ober Oar Onlese

student." Mrs. Gown said.
the Mindy need not know a

he

foreign language and the only

held at Prospect High School
Mtraday. Jan. 26. w 0 p.m. in

obligatiim is to provide room

A special meeting will

room 141. =cording to NIss.
Oscar Grants. spokesman for
the American Field Service,
foreign raid.t esehmge pro-

and hoard."

The studs), council at

Prospect High School pnwides

the necessary wholasship to,,
them isiting student.

Yott ma, SO

Hung

std is
-Anyone
welcome to come to the

I 110

Mt,

GLOM Or 142-40115 if you am
interestedanderanot attend the
meeting.

meeting and ratain Me in

Apple Crisp

Cub Pack 55
meets tonight
-Knights of Yore will

be

Me theme for Cuh Scout Pack

55 who, it walls tonight

at

7,30 p.m. in St. ItaymmaN

auditorium. Assistant Cub.
will in111.6.7 Wei Pi oh
spect the Cob SCOOP, grading

Cut in small bars or squares.

them on personal app.:amnia
and good .grooming. Awards
will he given to the scouts
achieving highest ratinm.

Makes three dozen.

Plan sock hop
club has donated many scholanhim to students of the com-

munity, gibs to the Mount
Prospect Community Center

Community Center.
Table prizes will be givertafs

and other philanthropies. The
Mount Prospect Woman's

to lunch. Coal is 5135 per
Person. Tickets may be obtained from Mrs. Willard J.

Club is affiliated with the II -

Hogreve at 437-3229.

Also remember the annual
Antique Fair to be held March
II, 12 and 13.

limns Federation of Women's
Clubs.

When winter sets in, the call

goes Out for church suppers
and PTA Meetings over a potluck. Good food, esmeially
when it'
a co-op venture,
helps getsthings accomplished.
Perfect potluck dessert is

Apple Crisp with Birds Eye
Cool Whip Non -Dairy Whippd Topping. It's simple and
carries well to the dining hall

if made at home. It's geed
worm or cold and takes edam,-

tap of the abundance of applea. so it's economical to
There will be a breath of spring at the On. 20 Itembeon Bea of all, everybody likes it,

num corners and side
rockets

wool cloth

'10

RAND

MS Pt nttaS

flo

ligIII;

terpieces will grace each bridge table al If Mount Prospect
Community Center, then serve as MI& pekes. Anemias the
Weedier),
or
are Min. Willard No
Ilptheerted

Mobs.. of the any: Mrs. E. D. Poilbra

cowleraramm

and Mts. William Stuebe (kind the decorations committee.

M teaspoon salt
ss teaspoon grated lemon
rind
4.5 teaspoon cinnamon
La teaspoon nutmeg

W cup butter (melted)

2 rablesPeora kmoltiols
6 cups (about 2 pounds)
stied apples
Coot whip topping
Combine
sugar.

ssumbs,

brown

salt, len= rind and

spices. Add butter and lemon

joie, mix well

t% cup graham cracker
emias
Icitp firmly peeked hod

Sprinkle half of the crumb
mixture into a greased eightinch square pan. Arrange
apple diet, over crumb mix lore. Top with remaining
Crumb mixture.
Bake 00'400 degrees for 30
minutes or until crumb mix lure is lightly browned and anpia am tender. Scree warm or
cool, pmished with whipped

area sonar

topping. Melees eight servings.

given by the Mount Prospect Woman's aub. Daley cen- mPecinilY when it's dressed up

hacked S

313 Steam a

fornktuon regarding hmting

Cool in pan on wire rack.

ios Rails -genuine
walnut grain Cam
Satin finish alnmi

AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

Would you like to host a
foreign student? If SO now is
the time la sign up.

toy. Return to slow oven
(3251 and bake 25 minutes.

p.m. at the Mount Prospect

Money realised wil/ go towad dub philanthropies. The

tes

Rubber

Donald Schmidt. 259-1NN3.

lirith Women All-

Genuine natural
quarried able

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

further information call Mn,

Host an exchange student

TEATIME BAR COOKIES

rate

Wind nice out a swing or

The woman's clubwould like
to broaden their horizons and
gem acquainted with more of

Cards and lunch for M.P. Women

. armful

oss

Any Amount in Your
Account is Welcome

into,

inch in diameter. Put each Dill

2 Whim II cup) mentarlee

Ile Artificial Flowers at Rand Pool
and Pato
Come in and browse arming ear
multitude of oPrIelitte end colors

moderate oven 1I50ckgrees115

teacher in New York.

and serve a mrimy.

WILD BIRD FOOD

remaining nuts. Bake in

margarine soften in 1.1 at
room temperature. With electric miser. beat at slow speed

This recipe makes AN potties The fillings fill IS. 24
or 48. So make some of each

New Wonderland of Ultrashalis

mixing howl

food photogra ober a nd
substitute home economics

MINI PASIRIES

Equal

Heights.

combine sugar. flour and salt.
Add remaining ingredients and
nes well, Spoon filling into 18
dough -lined cups, filling not
quite NIL Bake in hoe own

Let cream cheese and

one
yourself you'll. try at Ica
of them. As Mary SiI}S..1.1111
really can't make mistake."

INSURED SAVINGS

In a small

floor

Do make it a point to clip
thme recipes and pnonise

ARTIFICIAL FRUIT DISH!

the daytime.
There
no charge. Coffee
and desserist will be served. For

for Lever Brothers and

domesticity.

PERFECT TO COMPLETE THAT

find it difficult to "get out" in

you.

Schoenbeck Rds in Prospect

1

especially

those who, with small children,

training as a home economist

nut a delicacy from the oven.
she's framing one of her mistime for the wall. :imitating
a piece of furniture or giving
the sewing machine a work ma. YOU can't heat that fin

[Assorted Colored)

nt

area women.

the

bums. nab Jong or what haw

School. Palatine and

Hopkins Hospital.

WIIEN SHE isnt turning

LARGE BUNCHES OF LIFE -LIKE

Everyone is invited to come
and enjoy an evening of cards

gym of the Ann Sullivan

minisnative dietitian at John

3. but hopes to go hack to
her career in blood when her
children are older.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS,
FRUITS AND FANTASIES

The Prospect Heights
Woman's Club Is sponsoring
an evening social Wednesday.
Ian. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the

recipe.

.

FROM OUR WONDERLAND OF

reducer.

PH Woman's Club
hosts social

Left °I like fn one, mommy,' says 3-yem-old leen.

Mr success in baking. Her

own kitchen. and keeps track of
Roland. 12. Mary. K. and lean-

As -Tarried] is an antide-

rrrrr

Mg, its the answr to -What

Now Mary .. buss in her

Q-What

1,a day. January IS. 1970
Lgifti-LBS-W-TdTS-LWPOPPOPPOPOOptigoso PcooTale0 ea tioceettesto
ffiraires Datig,Monmns Editor

She was also a free lance

factor.

Pa, 5

flavor.

Living magaginc.

is

isHms-831131310.-

Here's a yummy In the
tummy hearty dessert with a
golden touch of spring aurae.

i

Ulna and has a variety of fill -

Now a Believer. Motmt Poopect
Your memory is faulty. l'onepe hasn't clunged, bat yea base.
('Idlest Is a has of expedmentatIon, both then and now. P.S.
Tour son Is lucky to here a mother like you.

smelling the food as it crosses

School gales are closed at

children.

imp from curdling when added
to the milk
You can. acconling pudding
Ihis pudding
economists, he

Mini Pastries and practically

think ha is making the right dmi,nwts. I am concerned. though.
Mai other moms realite how much college has changed since

menopause.

night,

discovery and learning for

10

Is there Icy.... foe

mated.

Do you listen to yourself

daytime,

Answer se Costar Page

later, they hare still not te-

What is your specie! time
of day?

with bumps not there

le pad. IS emellett

months

stream

They saw a very tiny turtle.

usingall seven of Mese letters.

other

than those that register sour.
I a few persons, the cause

after heating to prevent Inn

here's

didn't know how widespread the practice is. I knew college sat
dents drank. hat I didn't know it mow, freely done in the Mann.
og ls. I guess Anew students wore mrmissivc about tin. but

I

played while

is

stories are read. Papers are
used to hold the loftiest of
anal children.

'

eight

Q-15 there nab coodi.
tins a, [swoop:Pon! erthnus?
Will it clear up after the men -

you recipe e011eelOrs

your chance to take advantage
of an original recipe developed
by a home tarn rims. Mary
Bydlon. Cook of the Day.
worked out the recipe Mr

find lord to !slim,. I Ohm students smoke marijuana. hut

being milked.
Every thing has a beginning

Soft

and Jill went on a trip to the
By watching and enjoying
Sesame Street I believe your
children will be more ready to
learn to mad and will be more
ready for formal education in

= of the sensory nerves that

win be when he grows tra?

quick quote
quarter quite
quince quantity
quack
mliet
quinine question
queen quarrel
quit

you can't learn a good thing
too young. Thu probably can

mate may be one to a wearing-

pail as they watched cows

adorable

Now,

Bind!.
smell.

It

seen in persons who are past
those who alto
60,
complain of dry mouth. A sour

ant

Q --After an Mu*
flu '
lest my seem of tamea and

0-1 have had d sour taste
in my mouth for years. What
recommend,

Talk with a teacher

several times a day.

sense of smell is usually mused

Id

Reading readiness

may be an orpnic brain derease. If your salivary Plods
are not secreting well your
doctor may want you to try
undi der
nimthmmide

practi cally identical to
those listed in the preceding
question.
are

Pour one cup of hot water
in pan around cups. Bake 30

S, cup golden ranks
I teaspoon vanilla

Get out tome Wiwi.. all

1)ssir lam Janson.

W.G.BRANOSTAOT.MJ/.

Tbe VroIpect

'hcup sugar

By Fern &Weider

Poor dental hygiene causes bitter taste
112--I hare bitter or met-

shallow pan.

crumbted

suggested that therasIded
milk he allowed to cool enough
Itpise

TO YOU
1,TE t)PEAr.12

allic taste in my mouth. What
muses it and how can I get rid
of it?

reci.

Training plus talent equals
home full of pleasure

LISTENS

In In

have added apricots to the basic

=radial Griffith's gaol

Lee Janson

his own way Lazenby
Ina arrived at the same truth
that Griffith stated as mans
years ago to the dedicated

Pour pudding into prepared

custard cum and place in

6 slices' day old bread,

Cook of the day

here isn't the MOM ill -chosen
',mantel
spot loge going

DOCTOR SAYS

"I've got this great idea, Mr. Merrick-how about
'Hello, Dolly' in the NUDE?"

On those b rrrrr days of

Then add eggs and mix well.

Y., cop apricot preserve
2 cups milk

have approached this standby
pudding with a new look. They

winter there is one dessert that

emerging operation as the
Cultural Center in Arlington

way to exercise that talent.
You can pot every obstacle
You can frustrate
hefore

His "first and last ap-

pearance" as James Bend. according to his own words. came

of a camera."

word.
In this case, we recommend

still ale in fond memory by
many of us: Mary Pickford,

that.

Recently, George Lazenby,,

nosteggic cinematic annals.

Enough talent is arosend
dame days to that there is hope

cluster of actors wham names

- THERE'S MORE to it then

The day's prospects

with the frozen whipped topping, so easy to take along for
last-minute pretty dollops.

APPLE CRISP

yan Chapter is holding an oldfashioned rack hop with spaSat.
ghetti dinner at 8:30
urday. Jan. 14, at Beth Tikvah
Congregation. 275 Hiller=

Blvd.. Hoffman 11110. Donations for 94 per couple, and
the outhic is invited.

For reservations call MD.
Joseph Pachter, 529-6822, or

Mrs. Robert Goodman. 52971178, by Jan. 21.

Lincoln PTA
meets tonight
The Lincoln Junior High
PTA area tonight. Jan. 15.

at the school in Mount

Prospect at S pm The program. ''Accent on Elective

Areas." offers an opportunity
to learn more about some of
the elective classes offered and
to see the students demonstrate

their work in the typing, home
economies end industrial ens

pmQanx

THE DAY
Thursday January 13 1970

Panel

Village managers forecast future
hopechhatConConwouldgIve

when village managers and village presidents gm along, and
today is a cold, cold daL"

was

ducted

troduction to the members of
the Mount Prospect Business

track passageways and the soh

Women's

take note Id frosty
western conditions and record

nationwide
the
Perhaps
cold wave given so much neon

facMrs

attention last week wasnl.so
hid after all. Weather Mrtiaularly cold, snowy windy and

generatty

wet ..or -usually

few other saldd items. But most

.
rtrishatele food markets sums sends

anger prices for

confine their pessimism to the

mg. Dania, to the more perihhabld items somaimen gen
exaggerated. Some buy., al panic and bid the PRIM
higher.

That doesn't rem to be the

care this mrvey week. or at
least tin nor m pronounced as

in hOe winters.
FoMr instance:
Fresh fruit and

.s

lettuce and much highei costs
peppers, cucumhers and"

wider range of qualities minfog and an equally 'ride range
of was.

unclanged coos to as ranch
as '5 cane- a dozen Ina for

Village Managers Association.

HIS INTRODUCTORY re-

ernments.

sham

%.7rceo
logtnr

Grade A ben fruit. Retails

They are potation of air, a ter. acenery; sodnd. transportation. and evironincit and
grow"AEI

impressive past. andaerseving

pan

a -We should
rurrr hesaid.
have history but not he his-

minpetitively tagodd from 79 .
.

livestock changed fraction.

and

off last week'sfast pace. and

January luncheon
for Republican women

promising fu-

and

with lop Grade A large egp
cents to 85 cents.

villages
air:1171=1 have an

ins. Pork

held 'pretty much unchanged,

Fryer buyers tenon a steady ally, womb came averaging
whojwwie nweker, with the cent higher and hugs ape -tenth
cent lower for the Reek.
week -ago higher level averRed agag mole quoted Sy
aging 2803 cents to 29 cents at
the warehouse for fresh Grade cent higher for most prime
beef ans. Larger sise pork
A birds.'
loins were as much as 2 cents

EGG.PRODUCERS

vegetable

rntid g:rmth'tTPTtrilinPthl'IC

with by local area village gov-

,.

hhort rots;

sirloinnod

Pnr.d°°°.

utilisation of physical facilities

by daily usage of churches,
schools. etc.
The rime managers were in

agreement on the following
prediction within thenext drt-

tiger of Elk Grove Village ad-

marks included
ly problems that are being dealt

handlers note anywhere from. spareribs jumped 21/2 cents.
Generally. count on these

HE 4150 proposed more

CHARLES WILLIS man.

did explain why. "Rudy" was
his nickname) is the village

Better market values

level,

merchantile development.
The future will also hold solutions to flooding and, in paw
eral, deal with the seven prof
lams sited by Hanson.

GOvernment in IWO,
L.A. Hanson, (and he naves

Towers.

He hope, that there will elm
be shared fonds derived from
state and federal gommistenls
that will he spent at the local

will he predicted bring more

"What's Ahead for Municiple

Professional Women's Club January meeting at the Arlington

will bring.'

wing of bottlenecks in traffic.
The plan of the future regarding solving of traffic problems

Mount Prospect president G.O.
Schlaver.
The subject of the panel was

participation chairmen for the Motmt Preened Basin. and

for Mourn

tory-.
....ks'. Virgil Barnett, row Mount

closer co -

area in order to
operation in
supply the needed demands
which increased population

Prospect

with an eye to haute under-

Club made last Thursday by
panel coordinator and former

president, Clarence H. SchLaver. Mn, C. Como served as civic

villages but rashraer a

traffic study being con-

This was the opening inProfessional

corparating a large number. of

mate workable bearing for municipalities. He also. aid there

"It will be a cold, cold day

and

solidstion. " not en the basis
proposed recensly in-

Pros pe c t Village manager

By Dolores Haugh

Forecasts for future in village government were made by
,Mount Prospect's Virgil Barnett deft), L A. Hanson of Arltnelrm Heights and Charles Willis of Elk Grove Village.
Modemor for the panel can former Mount Prospect village

ilted that he had more on his
mind than homes for dim
person, but predicted that this
will be the problem of all area

.

ON THE subject of growth
the three managers gave the
following forecasts: Arlington
Heights projection for ten year
period 120,000: Mount Pros-

pect. 80.000, Elk Grove Vil-

His forecasts included wide
increases in city personnel in

WATER POLLUTION

cials.

.His forrtast included con-

govern..

mental positions and in person-

THE PANEL discussion

improvement through the pos-

concluded with the answering
of several questions regarding
flooding, garbage disposal,

,lisle adoption of Lake Mich -

hea lth

inspection

rantsond the benefits held for
through Con Con, these Wire
elude Imre home rule and le,

disposal M up which will both
ridthe area of carhop, and Prduce usmble by -products at

lion and incorporation.

mini:non regarding annessMn. C. Caruso, former president now serving a, C ink Par
ticipation Chairman cortemicd

the program old

for really

HD members and guints.

CLE

vited to enjoy the event with
members of the club. Social

person are available by calling

SAVINGS UP TO 40%

'

Mn. Carole Li rhanski of
Mount PrOS,C1 at 437-3982.

or Mrs. Barhan Vidmar of
A rlington Height al 4311This will he the firm

SUITS
SPORT COATS
TOP COATS
SLACKS

women w join the Re publican

Women of Elk Grove
Township. Dues are 51 for the

year 1970. Membership
chairmen is Mrs. Donald
Sharp.

1306 W. Cedar. Arl-

"'

ington Heights.

20% off

John A. Graham (R.Barringtonl

Beehive
Helm en: I. good home-

store aerosol packages near the

facturers have mode it possible

arta in which they will he used.
Bc sure m keep cleaning supplies separate from Nod prod 0C11. And store all aerosol

rtmove stains and spots
from durable.press tablecloths

children.

of Illinois Extension

home
managements specialist. explains that nvo

have Bien developed to provide a soihrelease finish. One
produces a protective film; the
other changes the surface

DRESSES

cialists recommend that you

Great selection of
woolen and of
dressy styles

padutacs out of the reach of

When soring

prowess

away fromL Jima RCark don't

.1 /3

overlook such sources as pilot
lights. direct sunlight, irons in
use and heating pipes.
Since some products require

linin on the label, you can also

the soil by cleating the fibers no
Thal oil -and water -nand stains

avoid the possibility of an explosion. Labels contain warnings, such as DO NOT PUNC-

trtatment change's the character of the surface SO
at -

wash water and album oily
Rains and dirt to be washed
away Woe easily. The sooner
the stain is treated, the better
the results.

When shopping for easy arts tablecloths. look foe the

KNIT SHIRTS

JACKETS
25% and 40% off

WOOLEN SHIRTS

25% off

SKI STYLE

25% and 40% off

SPORTS WEAR
Coordinated styles

25%

and 33 1/3 off

KNIT SUITS

husband last year becaumi I couldn't tolerate her self-centered.
spiteful and sarcastic aititude toward me.
My husband feels guilty about askingher to leaM and because
oilier. our married life is not what it once was. 11 n also making
his physical condition worse than it was. When do you see her

Regularly priced
$25 to $115

SPORTS WEAR

25% off

25% off

BOYS SUITS

SPORT COATS

SPORT SHIRTS "
KNIT SHIRTS

Girls Sizes 3-14
and subteens

TURE OR INCINERATE
CONTAINER, do not store at
high temperatures, do not use
near fire or flame.

Sizes 8 - 20

Boys sizes 8-20

1/3 off

BEFORE DISPOSING of

1/3 off

No Marge for alterations

25% off

die problem of the aerosol age.
Because hundreds of different

products can come in aerosol

Ovine your,. family adequate
amounts of this needed vitamin daily. Among the plentifuls are grapefruit and grail.
fruit Mice, oranges, mrs.
wines. canned tomatoes arid

storing them as well as in using
them.

University of Illinois Eaten bon home management spe

on

the

of a
number 10 identical gifts distributed by you. nich as pens.
calendars and similar items.
it is one

Q. The yeterinacian saw et
Mt of our farm animals during
the year. Can I deduct his fees
from my farm income?
A. Yes. Vsserinary fees and
anyfiedielne for farm livestock
are dednetiblewhen you report

Minort andseven mher near

Scheduk. E, Form 1040. veterinary cure for personal pets

remade

For this Imam, the

SBAurged

taxpayers In read

share of stock as a dividend on
some stock I own. Is this stock
dividend taxable?

A. In gemral, if the share
of stock you received as a dividend is the same class as the
stack on which 6 was paid, the

stock i, not taxable However.
if there wa, an Option to take

received should be reported as

loco..

.

Q.1 ht. follY supported my

HERE ARE soma rpm -

grendmother for yean but

limo and answers compiled by

*ca nse she now needs eon.
sant attention she has moved
to a rest home. Ton I aril

ISBA whichsit so,, will help
prevent mistakes of the' Drt
not rankly detected when the
IRS audits the tax returns:

claim her ask dependent?
A. Yes. As long es you con

dependent upon me for her supmonths before she
port for

tinue to support her and she
amen the other dependency
tests you may claim her ex-

Q, My daughter w
I

I

her?

A. You may Elites the

household. kloreover, if she is
in the rat home primarily

trouble. I would suggest you hark away from thE involvement as
quickly as powlble.

daughter if neither she nor her

tendon available Mere. the en-

Midland are required to file a
return (bemuse neither had in-

tire Mil of her maintenance

LOVISF, notionally known psychir, MB answer Me questions of Day readers in this column. Leiters should
Inn signed. Inn names will he omitted if the writer requests it.
Write to Daimler in core uf boy Publications. 722 Center St.:

ns. of WO or more), but

I feel youn heading Parley and troubles. the same time. But

feel you wool he able to handle this wined, gening into

exemption for your

JOSEPII

they hle a joint return in Order

a refund of tax

Student voted to
Phi Beta Kappa

'

Among the new members is

class at Vale University have

Thomas H, SO.. Jr.. 209 S.

been elected to Phi Beta Kappa

Princeton. Arlington Heights.
Sloan. a graduate of Adington
High School. is a junior majoring in English.
Election to Phi Bete Kappa
mushy implies an academic
'tending in the top If per cent

nationalamdemichonorsocietv

up

roll

twice

that

miles to your depreciation

Fixed ems remain the
same, so while total coat for
up.
the 20,110n.le

a Any who .F'S only Sining at

costs an in
eluctable 14.5 CVAS mile to

the nub, to

[trivet° the ,tore and hos:Leven
though you're consuming tally

his cwt per mile drops
around 30 per cent:
20,000 inifes a: 3.95 mat 5790

10 pplWn 01104.

The AAA calculations are
based on extensive tedsof drivingunder a variety of road condItions. Hisle's. the way the
yearly cost breaks down.

Fledanoml co. inelodm

I

Fire & theft

44

Fixcd annual cost
Plus 5150depree

Trod

1.053
150

-51,993

For -mile cask for the. (mit
conies Co 9.96 cents, In con.
east .10 14.5 cents for the
10.000 -mile driver

In Appreciation of

theist Anniversary

sult .u'Inv,}Tr. ace.ntant, or
they have any questions.

you

mileage. mid III per thousand

a
up a tenCup of gar"
costs 5gain.
2.101
Just as this ear" costs

Q. I received an additional

payer Form 11/40 and to con-

the IRS Informatio Service if

If

to the grocery and back.

is not deductible.

cash or other proicrty in lieu
of the stmk Maiden, then the
fail market value of the stock

mrefully the instructions that
come terib Me individual lax -

Thais besed an the average
driver's 10.000 miles per year.

80 IF you think it cons on-

I

.68 cents
.51 cents

farm income and expel,. on

emption even though she is no

of our Antique Shop...

WE ARE OFFERING ALL
OF OUR FRIENDS & PATRONS

A 20% SAVINGS ON ANY
OF OUR ANTIQUES
WHY NOT TREAT YOURSELF
TO ONE OF OUR GEMS?

Busse's Flowers & Gifts Inc. *
Elm Sn a ivergrmrtAve Mt. P.p.
PHONE 259.2210

longer member of the

tY

of the medical a,

personal ressohs prtmpted the

withheld. Or. if four daughter
only these exPemm
Mediml care
files a separate .return, you specifimlly
may ersina her exemption es art deductible.
long as she qualifies as ,your
For some rearm. the MBA
dependent,Othenvise, however, said,
said, the taxpayer who in due
if she decides to file a joint a
on 1,1, tax appears to
return with her husband you he the more error -prone then
may not claim her exemption.
others. It said it may be that
gifts fol. those taxpayers who are only
Q.
I
bought
customers of iny harrows. breaking even. or who may
we Uncle Sam an additional
claim a business-exCan

it's a

A. Yes. Business gifts are
adeductibleexpense. However.

mount, take extra

recaution,

In prevent mistakes in their
computations

SPECIAL SELECTION...

LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS!

with

Sensational sa vIII go when you want

them most on ,matey styled suits in
trim -fitting two and three button
models. Better get here early
for best selection iO your
size range -this is one suit
event you can't afford to miss!

cost of an
average
dresser

"4 6278

ring walit MN.% obtainable

the top one per cent of their

ANTIQUE finishes afford the amateur with an easy.to
apply highly decorative finish for woodwark, furniture;
pichre and mirror frames, and is particularly suited

U.S.D.A.

Eleven tarp -ranking juniors
and 49 members or the senior

to those old, ornate pieces of furniture, cresting a
finish of subtle elm and unmatched beauty. Adds
that touch of rtegancetomordecorstingorrefinishIng

BEEF SIDE

134owie 6 S'169,

asenisss tee -No 111.111 RPM err

in the area

IN-STORE

all orms

Boys sizes 8-20

25% off

JACKETS
COATS

Boys sizes 8-20

OUNMMIDI
mendAl bad

ceel.rAl

Hoehn w

met

rare fat SG rip

All children sixes

25% off

atilt..

nwetre Weida

weeker. law sr hewn ete saw

1108011110111118031.11

ANTIC/DING DEMONSTRATION

SAT. JAN.17th 9-4 P.M.

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

220 S. Dundee Ave.
107 S. MAIN

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big 8 Tall Men's Dept.)

DUNDEE

Des Plaines
Phone 824-6164

DES PLAINES

a

Downtown

CORD PANTS
.

goods 8 station -

try far one a all

,

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

1507 RAND ROAD

Most friendly store

SWEATERS

to
origtnally 49.95 to 64.95

1

Pense deduction for these gifts?

39.96
51.96

is considered a medieal expense

is deductible as such.
However, d sorne family

MEN'S LUXURY
SUITS OF PURE
WORSTEDS,
WORSTED & SILK
SHARKSKINS
price -smashed...

of the senior elms. However. al
Yale. it is customarily extended to 10 juniors who represent

aerosols into an open fire.

Con the January plentiful foods
list, there is little excuse far not

printed

OM
Mm and

mistakes out of 11.10$.171 tax
reaurns filed by resident. of

rrsikmg up the Midwest Region.
HOWEVER, the 180A said
most serious missome

blear I.S4

Added to the durahle-press fals.
ric. Then follow the laun-

OUR OTHER tips concern

whichMost $4 or Rs, are not
subject to the 525 per.penon
limit:. if your name is per -

got married in December. con
my usual deduction for
1

port,

its especially important that you take care in

Form. -Mathematical errors
amounted for only 147,1g3,

J.S.. Chiwgo

SEMh. Remember, never pot

packages,

-11

Several months ago I Ressolle involved emotionally with another
man. who ih also married. I would like to know what the final
outcome of this involvement will be and also. what effects will it
have on our lives M years to conic?

soil -release

dering instrUctions carefully.

and these included such minor
errors as
missing Social

I on 23 wain of ape and have been married for two years.

Gifts, the unusual, for

One extra hint to aid your
pocketbook and to help probal your family's health. With
ao many vitamin C,rich foods

customer, However 'gifts

1968 were fo.und to have errors

a

15% off

an aerosol container,
valve until there is nosign
sign
of propellant or product being

value of the gift to the

In the Midwest Region of
the Internal Revenue Department. the 1SBA notes, only
about 10 per cent of individual
federal income tax returns for

deF feSel there Ds ma for you. I feel he kin edocammether

released. Then put the contain with other nonbuenable

manufacturer's assurance that
finish has been

themselves and they will do so
with a high degree of accuracy.

class.

Girls Sizes 3-14
and subteens

deductions. but become inn of

2.76 cents

Tort -195 cents

total per -mile cost COMM to

banes. yours on11 bantitM

'the

& oil
Maintenance
Tires

to the fixed costs, and your

not qualify for senora. $25

.

The variable sods me.,

per tn.

10,000 miles on his average
my. variable costs come to
3.95 cents pet mile. Add this

ly 5 or 4 cents to run down

'

economy,"

For the average auto and

excess of $25 is not deductible.
Moreover.
ad.
a
clw
tomer wife or children do

It points .out that corm 77
million A mericads will file individual federal income tax
returns for 1969. most of
them will compute their taxes

car is expected to deliver
cost
the greatest
over-all

overage driver. whoputs

iners M the world, according
Association,

vice period, during which the

confine to the number of miles
driven during the year.

only the first $25 of the value

10 the Illinois State Bar

years or 60,000 miles, which-

and fires. They will vary so -

14.5 cents.

teacher or someone who tiles instruction. I feel he has darkish
blond hair end Ida feel a remarriage for you.

1

hear regardless of how much

of a gift toady one customer
is deductible. The amount in

TM 49 years oil. divorced Inc yours and have an 11 -year -o
boy. I worYcvery day and own my own home. I have not uveral
eligible men, but as met I haven't found anyone.
I would lake to get married and have. a happy family life for my
son. Do you see any change for me? Will I meet a man soon who
is willing to share the love and responsibility of a wife and child?
E.S.. Arlington Heights
Darr

JACKETS

2,KHILDRENS WEAR SAVINGS

DRESSES

a

Securit, number. m issing
signature or Missing W-2

CAR COATS

bel before you press the but.

repels

don't remh then/. The other

CARDIGANS
V-NECK

shaking before use, road the la-

And by following the dirtcThe film treatment

off

that the average motorist puts

group, Aniericans are. probably the best infant. Ma-

Des Plaines 101110.

lie January white sales are
here. and homemakers will
welcome the 1113, that manu-

with little effort
Dorothy Ciao. University

CAR COATS

SWEATERS

SPORT SHIRTS

w0MENS WEAR SAVINGS a=4,"

making tips for the new year.

to

ever point occurs first. This
is the approximate duration
of the most monomiml ser-

Dear Mr. 17elouise.:

up-

T

of two add three years no.

wrtismjnisrair, wean'

- MENS WEAR SAVINGS

1224.

pro -Wilily of the year for

during the year.

Congratulations. As

his tint wife, to naive She almost mused at to divorce my

The depreciation figure. says

or whether -you drive your

years I feel youll move West

Dear Mr. Del.ouise:
My husband has a large stomach ulcer and malignant polyps
and refuses to stop smoking and drinking or he OSCARS re for
Ile polyps. WMt's going to happen to him?
rm also having triable getting his 18-year.old daughter. by

or $1,052.
Those are the fixed costs of
auto ownership. whiGh 100

cars licensing and registration,
de preciatiow insuranm.
Addtofixedcoststhevariahle
Catcla gas and oii, maintenance

in 1969 for the 10,000 miles

by taxpayers do
takes
1 see you moving into an apartment, but I see roam mothernear not show up in their WA re.
you. I don't see a remarriage in the near future. b., I feel Ylataaw,
WM since they involve the
tour children will do all right.
taxpayer'. own failure to take
all the deductions. Weniptions
and other exclusions from tax
Dear Mr. Delouise:
which may be- mailable to

Friendsandneighboruare in.

I

was the largest figure, 51,448,

a big jump from the figula

Dear Mr. DeLMIIM:
I hart boin.mpenited from my hmband for several months.
We have thrrt children. Do you siva sellieMent SOW If so. will I
hart to sell my home and move inure an epariment or with my
mother? What do you see in the futmrc for my three children and
myself? Will there her remarriage for me?
IT.. Mount Prospect
Deer 1:L:

/t

p.m. New officers will be

Automobile Association. it

Fe

Si 053

and driving it 10,000 mile

band.

installed. Tick. at 93.50 per

According to the American

24 f

729

on his car each year. That's

be a rorrertioo in the relationship between you and your hus-

hour begins at noon and lunch

Depreciation
TOM

which will last two or three years but eventually. in live le seven

I see the girl lensing soon. With your husband's attitude 1 feel
the family is heading for much trouble. 1 do feel someone outside
the family should discuss the problem with him, 1 feel there will

ville.

I

Deer LB.:
feet you going both wars. not I feel a move to ate East,

ht.G...Rolling Meadows

foiwuu

Grove Township will he their
annual January luncheon to
he Mkt Jan. 21 at Green Tirt
Inn. 800 Irving Park, Bensen-

of just letting it sit at the curb
would amount to 12.88 a day,

American taxpayer
the world's best?

Dear KC:

Pint activity of 1970 for

Liability, 3100[300125M 154
License & registration

The law serves you
Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I would like to kninv if there is a move for us in the mar future.
hey husband has several job possibilities and if there is mow.
will it he East or era little further West?
Z.B., Elk Grove Village

of

igen water supply.
Smnic pollution - a coopera.
n large refuse and garbage

Transportation: The form.
ing of traffic control patterns
again possibly through non -

key in the car all year, the cost

5100 dedue. collision ins. 102

dm AAA, is the age annuel cost "prediwed on car
trade-in at the end of three

Though Hans. took the

nel.

relatively nominal costs.

vantageous trade-in schedule,

I feel you will have MO children, one adopted and me your
own, In that order.

stateand national rtgarding re strictive legislation.

miries for them emPlortes
Paid to firtmen, Poliec, health offiCers and 0111-

AS THE AAA figures il.
even if you never turned the

open space provided in overall
planning.

villages in the not too distant
future.

and

The figure includerdepoicia.

with exact areas of common

fifth ammendment ollthe ques.
don. Barnett and Willis agreed
that Mere definitely wm a need

1X,0, e,4 Mall r I

dins, figured on the mint ed-

Dear Mr. DeLvaime:
I am 36 years old and have never had any children. Do you.see
an chance of me having any in the future?
E B.. Arlington Heights
Dear E.B.:

acid high rise dwellings.
Density of houses will increase

OPH4

By Carl. Smith .1

awareness, check below your
'estimate of the yearly cost of
Mining a popular, mediumpriced eight -cylinder intornobile with standard accessories
ono automatic transmission.

These figures will hc. men,
cashed through expansion of
boundries, annexation and in.

Page 7

ALISRICA S LARGEST EASILY CLOTHING CHAIN

Richard ewe= Prod
As a test of your inflation

lage, 60000.

for women in local

order tosupply neededservices
which wall he demanded by
residents, services which they
cannot perform theimelvessind
must be provided by local goveminent. He also forties! larg-

Tomorrow
Is Today

blood efforts of more than one
village government.

Air pollution - steps us he
taken et local level as well es

-

Driving costs? Man it
costs just to sit still

leaving?

the Repohlican Women of Elk

at

THE DAY
Thursday January 15 1970

Personal finance

Mt. PROSPECT

Rt. 25 Just Ngrth of Rt. 72
1445 EAST PALATINE ROAD ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

slate
gym
MSL
highlights
dual
Gren-Knight
By Jim Offloveell
The -top high school gyni-

The only Haig that counts

Hassey at Famed

Frond will have to come up
with one of the hest perfornimem in the school's history if
they are to beat Hersey. The

will all begin at 7:30 pm. and

the site, of the meet will he
Frond. Conant, Forest View.
Gkehend North and Elk
Grove. Frosh.soph meets will
pecteed the varsity straits.

Huskies are one of the top five

Premed at Elk Grow

in
One factor
Emma's favor is the muscle
pull that uus suffered earlier
Mix welt by Hersey superstar
Gary Morava.

amnesties in Illinois and the
Vikings have not pro. them-

...,,.. a state threat.
that

to Elk

Grow should prove to be the

meet of the

night as it pit, two team that

able experience.
The Huskies

ed number thee in the sum
last week while the Knights
held down Inc sixth pnsition

The Wildca.Cougar conBanish.. will ma be s high scoring contest but probably
will he the closest meet of the

the dark side of .500 at
lire two squads Met topped

uch improveweek and not
men, is in sight Wildcat mento Wayne Selvig mid that his

problem with Free,. YThis is
lgood tune to rest him IMo.
va) with a few weak teems
up on our schedule;'
erved Von Ebets.

Moraya's replacement will
be junior Jeff Ferris and Von
Ebert conmeds that the Huskles might finish a few points
lower because of the change.

and Arlington. are hotb
state-ranAed.

CONFINGENIS

ered in the presigious
we
big
Waukegan Invitational
NAM weekend and Elk Gnwe
came out as the better of the
two. Coach Fred Gaines'
on

the rings. tied for founh place
while Prsupect came in sixth.
GainsA. who made it clear
that he Cu. not pleased with
meet

to

tonight. ..PrOspeet Will

0

tough One for of.. 1 think we
heat them if we perform up

to or potential.'
Both

out-

have

teams

i

standing individuals. but Elk

SP

no whew near the 100 -point
plateau. This will be a meet for

people who like competitive
events regardless of the caliber

of the competition.
Palatine at Forest View

The additionaf mom of our

on to college and continue M
This weiges award winner.

Hersey gymnast Gary Muraw, also wants to perform his

specialty at the college kwl.
hut he also entertains a much

ti tan

with the return of Jeff Brown
elan improvement in He free
bar

parallel

been better than Palatine's this
season thus far hut Hughes
isn't taking anything for grant ed.PI think it'll be a knock -

the New York Mets' World
Series win look like

team of Maine E. High

within reach of the Dukes in

off on a soot note last Friday

York Oct only was ble.ed
with the size advantage, but

Inct leas-

sword

ranking,or

foe York High, 54-45.

When the Dukes took the

the sport, and this season
Mullenix accomplished Me
same honor.
Filling out the six man team
are letter Winner, Stew Mashl.

Mike Koob and Mike 'Tabor,
all of whom compete as founh
year students. Paul Quiniff.
the usual sixth [min. is only a
innior and has yet to viM a var.
sity award.

This year is the fecund for
the Dons with their new eketrig ouring equipment. and
not only are they able to consDeleon (ha Minds high school

level, brit now can panicipite
in the AFLA. or the Amateur
Fencing League of America.'
which holds the numerous

Palatine sigrtup
All boys age eight to fifteen

with birthdays between Aug.
1962, who

wish to play in the Palatine
North Little League must register at Winston Park Wino!
onlan. 17 or Jan. 31 between 9

am. and I pm.
.All registrants must live
north of the Chicago and

Nonhwestern Railroad tracks.
All boys must be accompanied
by one parent and a birth cet-

THE HEIGHT difference

became all the more apparent
as the game began when York
dominated the hoard play, end
forced the Blue Demons to rely

plays when the running game

tificate if they are signing up
for the tint time. Registranm
who have played in the Pala.
tine North Little League before do not need birth certifi-

former and all-around map,
Rich Brosuau, has been hr

The success of an retail
huskiness depends largely on its
sales people. Courteous, of

tin 7.0 on the horse. Opposite
him will be Card Pat Bros.ao
(no relation) whose urea

countge or on the sales floor

service from behind the
does much 10 mtisfy customers

have been in the 7.35
All in all. the Arlinpon

The defending state champion
Cards will he attempting to go

and Will a stores good reputation.
More than 3 million sales
monk are employed to retail
trade. Morn than three -fifths of
in 100 or
then, are

gymnasts can expet tff run
their conference miark to 4.0
and they might bdable to break
He coveted 130 mark.

to the victors during the first
half as they fell only live
points behind after the first

and Men matched
York's 14 point Mal in the Ea
cond frame to trail 31.26 at
the hall.

ing seventh in the high ban

Don Von Ehers thinks he is
just the kind of hoy that could
make an Olympian. He has the
talent and the dedication necessary. and it would he no su,
Pmt to Von Eben if he reach-

Morava is the Huskies' all
non, which means he

IIIS ROLlINE on the pa,
allut hors, which cormd him a
sensational score of 0.05. was
-the hest I've ever seen at the

high school kvel." amording
to Von Eher, One judge pee
him an incredible 9.2 mark.
which A almost always re-

must participate in et least five
events (excluding the trampoline) and he proficient in all of
them. His scores currently
rank him as the top all-around

man in the state. so his proficiency is really not in dont.
-3ac hackle Slur reached a
new high last Saunlay at the
Waukegan Invitational. which
brought

together

I0 Ill

the

his head out", "eat he mill has his leg". Some-

times having his head out ur his leg free would
matter, but other times it wouldn't_ The main
him toamnsider is whether or not he has cont..
' -A SITUATION came up in a meet yours truly
was officiating last week. The situation eon-

said_ As it was. Horsey finished
.,

'caand t° tha a'ahz.a ha9aaa".1 Hinsdale Central.

caned what coaches understand to he a "Granhy

MORAVA became interak",,illha aiha' ...0hat,n; h.a,,,...;waa
grader, seal hits

a h'"",Y.Whaling1''''P''''"',. aara,"--,' -a-,,
sophomoc at the sanw school

' ' ''''''' --a's"

h",wn' l'at'..4 a ,,Yar'..'..'';`":0,....-

.01ympic gymnasts.

l'ahrt, "fl'aan'....,.'an''"...,..'n ]"'

am'cran' on

"" hhah'"..°'

and lifik in free exercise.

Stove was only second with an

-

riser ha "ahahad
Hersey. and Von Elvis got
L1.'m

hint

third.t was only good for

Gary could talk
mout spedtho high bar. where
he slipped on his dismount afall

interested in

limo

other

aka". ia. aPani99". iHa

will

emmetes on the trampoline although h is not included in the
a,,..1"...f9ifd,...k Ho nra.....aan"hkak.

''''
."9" '''a a.° ""' 9"n''''
bars his best event's.
m...

Morons giant Von "'ben

used to be pretty hotheaded.
and coach Von Elias calmed

e.' dawn gaia'a hik" h'to-'
NATURALLY many col.
leges arc after the talented sen-

ion hut as of yet he hasn't

In explaining He fmainaFoy this knee known

nude up his mind where he

sport. Calhoun empbminal
sport
not only the physical challenge

wants to go. It is

whereceo

wen that he will goh

the

to a panicipam, but also the
imptirtance ill mental skrt-

mmpetition is greatest in or.
der to enhance his climces of

new.

making the Olympic squad.

With namaalles taking uP

most sff hi, nine all year Gent
has fifth chance to compete in
other sport), but he dr. Meth

age SE get in some diving in the
aS a Ithbs thc"
Von Eher"0. is not reluctant
to speak lightly ofhts standout.
"He is as dedicated a boy as
you could fund, very receptive
to coaching, and he's always

SUMItter.

heyin

thinks, the better a fencer he
Mould he"
The succesfful coact) in -

trying to improve hintsitlf."

I

said the imam mentor.

"HE HAS 111E. ability to

dictated a foilnian must lint

acme heck strong after a bed
performance," he went on. "I
was pretty down myself after
gait gh bar routine at Wank..

analym his onluctentaed learn
quickly to react to him before
the true physical conthin really
plays an important prt. At
thn poon in the season NO has

ND coach, ''We are nisi
our peak, amt rid
to
the state tournament) should
have better team balance than
Niles, winch will be to 01.1r fa-

pieces.

Prospecis sophomore koketball tens vercome s 20 hy Forest
point per

vor.

View's John Russo and scored
a 60-41 MisI.Suburban League

Niles East has three very
good top men. but I think

court.

victory on the Knights' home

Maine South and Notre Dame

Forest View had boosted

should be the best balanced
teams which will he more 1M-

three of its top sophomores up
ta the jaYvee team for the
weekend, but Russo almost

week's

tournamem
Thus the little known Dons
from the fencing team may be
the first to put a real state

mast., much for PrOtheCt by

big ddl rase this year for None
Darne.

COACH FRED Lualow's

championship trophy in the

himself.

The

bespectacled

hit 10 of 13 shots for his
20 points.

Falcons even had the lead after

one anarter, 14-13, but Pros-

pm adjusted to their offense
and shot out to a 29-23 loll-

View.. running a

weave offense, but we adjusted

in the second and third guarters to run up a I.d," Prospect
coach Hank Szymanski said,
"Our defense did a real good
Job
of stopping them."
Prospect, which is Con 4-0
in league play, plays at Conant

11 am. Saturday rid then
hosts Arlington at 5:45 Monday. FOrest View is at home to
Framed Saturday Morning and
at Hersey on Monday.

with

marketing

"He is the top boy in the
ah9a night °°* ahaa° ak"he
for Mum Keeshin of Evans Ebers,

INTIM PAST, a boy could hang on (control
this opponent) in the Mind period for example,
tun malty working for the pin. He would thus
receiveone,dditional point al the end of the boot

Palatine;or at the adminis-

trio.

huilding. 1750 S.
Roselle Rd.. Palatine on week
days between 1(30 am. and 4

von', be satisfied tinkle he

again lvoken, however. whit

Sue Infs. and Caryl Cannis.

Cadet 25 yard butterfly for

ribbons fall to Ilse four Conn -

In The 200 yard freestyle,
Hervey grabbed first M both
the junior and intermediate
groups, while Tracy Dutton
and Sue Clips captured SOOPoole

and

grabbed a third.
In the two following events,
the 25 and 50 yard free. Hon alkiin looked superior,

wyMaumen

leaving thirds to both Stacey
Thom. end Cathy Howland.
Prep or
Joseph polled
through for Countymide in the
50 yard fretstyle, however,
capturing a low place in ths

fluke, as he recorded an anbelievable spot Est shack
Prospect in the allaround to give him the state's
hi hest score to date.
So that state championship
is certainly within reach, and
in a few wars them. S. Olympit gymnastics team may very
well include OM name of Gary
Morava.

Meadows. Garber is president

id the Crawford Department
Stores, h. been director and
president GI the Rolling Mead-

ows Chamber si Commerce,
president of the Rolling Meadows Shopping Center Assn.,
the NorIP-Itown Chamber of
Commerce, and Chairnmn of
He Board of the Illinois Retail
Merclmn. Assn.

James S. Novak, 2745 Cmig

Robed E. Feldhake, 9006
Senate th., Ile: Plaines, has
been

appointed

over and five in Distrna 211
Vr., Uc Plaines, rim beenor
may register for no he for all

,uperintenservices for

lected by Standard Screw Co.,

dent of oHe Peoples ES. Co., parent
company in the Peoples Ga,

mmmer

mstem. In hi, new position, he
will he respoweble for r oordimating the system's short-term
cash management, banking relations, stockholder reconts
and related treasury functions.

,t it

on.00,

courses if they am Gokl Card
of Club memhers. Details on free

the botitute of Management at
St. Procopito College. The InManagement is an
stituff

ey,, mim. my, on.
bit

Harvey

The

streak

Wheeling's sophomore bas-

education designed for mastrs aM
genies.

pair of freshman gam.
Elk Grove taking the A piing.
6241, and Wheeling ragging
the B game, 44-31.

against

IN THE sePhoMom game,
Wheeling led by stx after the
first period, four at halftime
and five after three periods.
Wheeling, however, came on
to omoore the Grenadiers by
the final
a 17-8 margin
stanza to produce the win. Jeff

poured

in

Countryside.
The blob ribbon mos merely
a momentary glimmer as Ann

quarter to fashion its viCtory.
1110 Grenadiers led by only
two at the half, but they outscored \Sheeting, 21-2, in the
next stanza to win going away.
Bob Prince was the Ng gm for
the winnen with 31 big points.

Wheeling rallied loin fresh
B win after falling behind by a
9-4 count after the tirs, qua,

ter. The Wildmts gained- an
18-16 halftime advantage and.
secured the victory with a 20.
point fourth period. Ray
had 10 points for Elk Grove.

and sculpturing at Isremds in
sketching and drawing, studio
painting. ceramics at Conant;

(tonam.

BOTH THOSE schools or
ler real estate investments.
hook.
At I:remd only,

koeping and real estate solos
and bruin:taw [taught by lack
Man
Kenimerly. president
hlullhple Listing Service, will
be given, and this school also
will offer basic income MX

appoMted

superMlendent

of

property accounting for Nutural Gm Pipeline Co. of Amorkg. pipeline subsidiary of He
Peoples Gas Co. of Chicago,

He ha, been am is.. super.!rodent in Me Property Accounting

department

since

1955.

Windsor Ur., Buffalo Gm,

Ridge, Elk Grove YIllage, has
lweri appoMted assistant sin

courses

vision by working pen lime
in local storm.

A MODERATE increase if

regitration

p rocedures
-

Iaatha

"aaah

mcluele

McGiveny. Pat Walker, Tracy
0111100. Mary Jo Comerford,
Cheri Branch. Chaila Bbir.
and sister Ray Blair, Dee

Fricke. Kim Corbett, Carla
Gornuen. and

111

Blair
BI

loom beaten by the Harvey
tankers.

The 50 yard backstroke in
the prep division found smith -

cr wmncr for

Countryside, as

McGiveny finished
ahead of berm° Harvey oppo.'

sethp,,h,

recac,h,,,fizishcvdenttshirwdhiilne

Barb Kolin showed a spark of
life finishing second in the 100
for
Yard intermeMate back
found favor for
"Sue
Countrmide in the Junior 100
yard breaststroke, winning the
event, and setting a trend for
foUr of the lap six events as
four
Countryside snatched
first places in the fre.tyle re lays, in the prep, cadet, midget:
and junior age ere
The others were Pam Diorio
who finished second in the in termediate breaststroke, and
the last
for Countryside
was also defeated.

9.30

for more personnel. There
alth should be opportunity for
considerable part fune work.

langunpff
law. reception and switchhoonl. Conant
will give real estate -buying,
selling. trading.
fundamentals of

CONANT AND Fremd each
have courses in effective man agement and inVegments and
Industrial arts courses

Comm include radio.TV repair. mechanical drawing. fur.
figure upholstering. fund:w

mentals of welding. Thaw at
rend will
willhe machine woodfor the
working.
homeowner. and of'niduction

to electronics. with furniture
also

num.

STILL ANOTHER ads
that sales

persons in m
manyctretail stores

are allowed to purchase
a

co
disco

often from 10 tato 25 per cent
below regular prices. and this
Privilege oeRnsthRththithildSd
to the employe's family.
Also, slime sums. especially

Cobol teempiam

upholstering

at

Special interest courses will

include: Issuing. power and
sail: grew book,, bridge l and

the

large one, pay

all

It, NIB...twine Iregistra.

ploye benefits
such as Lk
retirement. Insinsurance,
pitaliatinn and surgical and
medical insurance_

NEWLY -HIRED personnel

usually receive on-the-joh
training. end most large firms

have a promotion -within
policy for career advancement.
However, executive positions
large retail businesses are
often filledby college graduates
originally hind so trainees and
assigned to sales jobs to gain
practical experience.
Nevertheless. sales personnel sometimes become department managers. buyers.

Little City
seeks volunteers
If you find the Egg

Workshop of Little City a

carent place to work and buy

don by ample, fundamentals
of photographs. mivate pilot
and indus
mow.

eggs, you owe a bit of thanks
to the institution's Suburban

trial pilot rating. creative
thinking. child psychology.
and it consitunim test review
An temhers. all taught at

The Egg Workshop is the

Fremd.

DAY PUBLICATIONS col-

umnist John A. Hunt will

Service League.

American, bridge 1, plating-

handwriting

chased

Eggs can he purchased at
the workshop Jail; from 9 a.m
to 5 p.m.
Dm league was founded foot

years nes, by a group of :net

residents. Mrs. Earl Older

Fremd and Conant. will offer

clerical duties. and to help ina
the library.

Dist r

Little City. to insist with

counselors.
college. appliWines.

The need for volunteers is
great. a Link City spokesman

scholarships, requirement, of
ontra. and similar topics will
be studied. This emir. will be
tuition the. on them will be a

Interested persons should
contact Norinc Davies at
tle City. the residential com

catiOn

51

f

211

limn.,

'25 registration.

Year $60

much easier and more pleasant
for the students and customer

retarded youngsters living 0,

Choosing

.1111,.t,

to make working condition

to work with He monied

guidance and presentations by

Contp

has also pin
additional equipment

planning for parents meeting
fin three Wednesday, from
01
ufffired

s 36

then 51.01111 for much -needed
ventilating6 fame

Barrington. is He president.
Mom volunteers are needed

dal

FAKE-ru
PILE COATS

Mrs. Katherine Ellstrom, a
volunteer worker who lives in
Palatine. recently misted mars

MON, gamin/ pmehology.
A ,peal course in college
7:5169,30.

BEAUTIFUL

current league project.

each a creative writing work-

antique,.

i

or part of the cat of em-

AT PALATINE Ifigh School.
you can lake ',nod" dancing.

will he given at l'alatinc and

Sherwood M. ',mini, of 317

which include

Frond.
al
taught
and Conant will offer
two leads of shorthand each.

and a course in basic commiter
Ailments and programming

Cowry, 995

will also contribute to the need

Some high schools 01,2 ofTer distributive education pre'

raphy seminar.

Fr

E.

many sales positions.

manual typing. with electric

High

Palatine

typing

Rohm

mein open for longer hours

School.

chitecture at

ell

fart

wily a good background for

shop an Palatine High School.
(nom
will offer first aid
no
handwriting
tuition is
for new
analysis. English

aid.

munity Hr mentally retardid
children. Palatine.

has been appointed corporate
ussel of Interstate United
Corp. He will he responsible

perintendent Of property m
for Natural Gas
Pipeline Co. of America, pip,
line subsidiary ak the Peoples
Gm Co. oR Chicago. He be came associated with Natural
in 1952 as a derlu Tn tbe work
order department.
counting

fr the company's contract
nd tense negotiations and

They're off and running

preparation,.

bogus broadtail wtth
super -wide back belt
In lustentis rayon
L.1, t. th et ell it der
pdi a Oh In I, , is Howl markings of mat
brown el It .U/0 1 did mine IthltuitS,
ih tint Pik 1.. 1 Hint li It hie. 81u 113.

Aluwid elmaitce Sale

Rintie. Cindy Wolfe. Cheryl

points for the loses.

In the freshman A pme,
Elk Grove used a big Hint

ing. acrylic and oil painting,

All three building. will offer

934

Factors contributing to the
in sales jobs
are population and economic
growth, and the resulting in crease in volumef sales.
to re The trend

ISarcy Dec O nitshed first in the

c°uragc the C°^mryside giro
14

359-331hit

urid in Chios.; An and Ar.

SAVE

SAVE 20%

20%* SAVE 25%
ON

ON

CRYSTAL

ONEIDA

8 and 12

OPEN STOCK

SILVER PLATE

SAVE 25%

GREAT

SAVE ON

ON

SAVINGS

ONEIDA &
COMMUNITY

ON

CHINA SETS
SERVICE FOR

This win did not seem Min-

Sronkowski

01'.11

"P.I.W.

OPEN
Stt30

was

Kim Holcombe. and Dana J.
ketteli team rallied in the
fourth quarter to pull vat 5248 victory over Elk Grove on
the Wild.ts' borne court.

Gold Card

sirc

Classes will be offered in deoil paint prognun of continuing 9 oulsage draw

event.

'Cat cagers stop Grens

The two schools also split a

HIS PERFORMANCE at
definitely no
Waukegan

ire,
ton of M Bank of Rolling
elected toohe Board of

Bi.ell Dr., Palatine, hin. been

trysidc junior girl, Gretchen
Fricke. Sue Stahnke. Andy

i

Pao

don't betsurprised if he comes
away from the state meet with
a championship. I know he

Alan J, Gerber, of 2939 W.

arithmetic and home ecoimmmiss help provide the student

Palatine !link

MOST CLASSES begin the

Sahitino Nardecchia,

length 0125 yards, nor as wide
as most pools, ht is mare than

Arii.mm

Hoffman FORM from

I

I larvey Y is not the regulation pm. leaving the only blue

fe

Registf-ffinn) are now being

mcepted by District 211 for

interested may also
IM
dgister for courses id the two
buildings. at Frernd High
School. 10011 S. Quentin Rd

Cetal pa Chkago, has been

as salesship, commercial

for continuing education

week °limitary 26.
Senior citimns who are 65

der. Cindy Brown, Jan Peterson, and Sue Chips with seconds and thirds.

pm,.

Dist. 211 sets

thee in their Mild mos.

(tor... Fricke. Sue Enan-

grid,

are as

p.m.

load winning the medley relay
event n the cadets. midget.
presalp,
and internmliate age

to 930 at the St. Stator High

responsibilities which

explanation. in recent years the State
has eliminated riding time in its state tournament
scrim as a remit most schools do not use riding

expected against their rival
loam at the Harney YMCA.
Although the pool at the

swimming every Tuotday and
Thursday ewnings from 8130

ferences in duties. skilh and

Signup nights have been
scheduled for tmsday. Jan. 20

years. One of our area officials hes reminded me

following six cwnh, leaving
behind Mild"... ['amis. Carla

keep in shape. however. by

are dif-

continuing education classes.

.

41 first places.
Harney Marled 00110 a solid

the Countryside girls have to
their Hain,
'The Countryside 'I lacks
the facility most important to a
ovim wank a pool.The girls do

there

7:30-9 p.m.

as

tine did not fun oh won

118.

time advantage.
r

capabilities
need,

profitable

anticipated

merchandise

Rd ,

formance as Harvey wept the

hyside swimmers straggling
and the rings where he is home after the bitter din.
weaker than on the other appointment of losing, 231 -

Von

and

low equipment product lina
and coordinating production

Etnployers generally prefer
to hoe high school graduates
such
for salesman and

students to gain practical expe rknee under trained super.

High School, Old Plum Grow

they only minuted nine of the

en =Meta, 1' on the Bde horse

said

competitive

through the 1970s.

vantage is

Wednesday. Jan. 21 in Conant

team followed to equal her per-

Gary isdill
dill growing, .1 that last Saturday, aid broke up apt
geg ...q ha,
is a handicap to tome of his proximately
moves. But no one woris hard- hour, later, with the Conn-.

to.-

attending the Illinois

Mt.. nt Technology,

plc sell.

in merchandising, principles of
retailing and retail selling and
also provide an opportunity for

customers.

AMERICAS LARGEST FAMILY CLOTisiten0 CHAIR

expected in the number °tattles

that range in size from small

ASIDE from contact with

Page 9

kindsof merchandise these,. people employed in Mailing all

grams.

al Palatine High School, 150
Wood St., Palatine; and
E

Imo were red and white, as

The meet began, half hour
thanks to him, we did..
points out MS boor an pimmed. . 5 p.m.
Von

Prospect sophomores win

opment and .inienmce of

per and paper products and installment financing.

No other swimmers on her

ing for the IIISA shattlpion-

esmpt Mks East
and Maim South, the two top
to the
finisher). Nut

Complometer

now responsible for the devel-

sir,' in SI. Louis and pi...1y
is

Victor

Corp., Morton Grove. lie is

National Bank of Chkago. Ile
attended Washington Univer-

advertising, graphic aro, pa-

Most of Countryside% rib -

After the tedious ear trip all
the way down to Harvey. the
girls' hWith leant of the CounIryside Y.. \ I.C.A. in Pala-

Heights.

Gary Morava

Div.,

edifies division of The First

fields of insurance, publishing,

Worn Countryside YMCA
girls lose to Harvey

soma

In that meeting. Calhoun's
fencers finished, defeating all

Manager of the Victor Golf

,--A

we'd make out all right. And

at' their slate competition on
this past weekend as Notre
Dame High hosted a 10 team
meet which brought the best

assistant manager hi
the bank building and new fa elected

T.D. actually has emund of his opponent. hut have Men writing what recently. cur re.dem
still has his head tucked under his opponent's should look fonvard to next week'senicle.which
will take you to a tOUnnallient seeding meeting.
While the official is the one that must tnakethe Also, an interested reader suggested we go ova
dwisi ,, n. the imponam point is that. regard]. whet criteria is used when an official is required
of the position of the head, if he is perpendicular to make a referees decision in tournament comand showing cannot by trying to pin, fm az- petition.

gm but he abored me that

Illinois f werdsmen together in.
tournament competition.

has been promoted to vice
president in the rommemial
department of The First Nadonal Bank of Chkago.
Herdrich was promoted from
assistant cashier in the cons
nwrical department's loan diD, which serves the

;another West Suburban Con f femme victory at the expense
fof the Park Ridge

Pendleton, Mount Prospect
has been named merchandise

great as the differences in the

businesses. working in stores

A. Roma 1002

Flank

dories An

a 441 dual reconl, and is shoot-

ships March 13-14:
The Dons had a strong look'

Vernon W. Brown, 765 W.
Dull, Dee Plaines, ism been

104

E. Lincoln, Mount Prospect

roll". To Mr. Average KIM the bottom. orskfenBy
sive wrestler, reached back and took hold of his if he had a minute or mom of time advantage.
for ex.
opponent, Mad with one arm in the wme time eliminathng riding tin. in a tic match.work for
reached hack with Ow other arniaiid took hoklaff ample. the top wrestler would have
near-Mlior otedicament point.° vm thcmatch.
one of his opponent, lop. locked his hands in
Another peculiar situation thi, week comes to
front of hint, and deg to pin his opponem by
wresforcing his shouldess to the mat. (Some fans. as us all the way I ion, Rock Hai, II seems
forgot his headgear and the official did nm
well es week, understand that if this near leg is
used it h called a 'Granby" and if He fadeg is notice it until one minute of the bout hadehipsed.
could
used limn be called anything theywant wealth.) This is.once again. up to the official. hut it
he
trmted
in
one
alms
ways,
to
Whm Me wrestler being Pinned starts
squirm to stay off his hmk. our rttles' committee
If intentional. the official could mitaline the
members tell us the other wrestler has gained
control and should be awarded two points fora wrestler one 'mint for delay of match or, accord reversal. The main thing again is that control ing to nor retwnt National Federalism interiflation, the time required for auquiring a head a' s'"'
gear could he deduct.1 from the three -minute
ANOTHER TYPICAL situation that fans injury time slimed each wrestler in the match.
would probably be more familiar with is the tag
TD DIGRESS a little from the situations we
wbere the wrestleranempting the

tame than ''n'thin. ch'' 1

last

Heidrich,

that the elimination of "riding time" . also
wrestling. By way of
den about. One would my, -hut he didn't haw encouraged in
of Illinois

would have won the meet:. he

Morava ',lineal' to 8.15
in the free exercise. but with
the quality of commition
Ming so high Vol Ellen' son

C.

Has wrestler gained moot? HaS a wrestler ample. he prebahly has the takedown. and how
Last week we talked Mom stalling
mum mgr.
officials
re nt
ding by cabling stalling more strictly in ecwrits-

scrved for college -and. yea-

Rut

comeback against the York

loss control? Theo are the questions an official
hes to answer to himself in deciding whether or
not tonward a takedown, escape. reversal.
Wrestlers sometimes get tangled up in poilions and holds that the average fan °nen won.

gymnastics teem.

111I5 IS no pipe dream for

Richard

Wrestling official

troaarmgn'urac.inh.lf ni ;-,,,,7,,,!,-,:m

Gary. and his coach at Hersey.

subs in the last period, but the

time the 'game was well out of reach
to 51-30 by
the Duke, mok home
heart.,. sounded for the third ;end
the

The Demons made a dight

differwomen.

drug or grocery stores to mammoth department stores.

By Dick Mudge

quarter,

off the hat I winild haw fin.
ishal at least fifth. and we

the punnet hers. taking third
in Me fro: exercise and finish.

He hosts and build the score

ent kinds of

more

Mat talk

was not used.
Maine maged to stay clone

month.

in last

horse. The Panthers' best net-

fast break, but also a well -fun -

vidual lsasis in three AFLA
'Tourneys this season, hosting

portant than

side

the

tinning series of patterened

that lead to, the national

a

meet could be on

an outstanding offense which
featured not only an effective

al aspect of his performance

faster

THE PANTERS' top score
of the year has been 59 :ind
they are shooting to break 60.

chalked up 16 more points than

complimented the ..t with

credit for developing the men -

The

st rongmen.

reuse and strong boardwork

nits

thinker

bard North b ranked number
10 in the MSL. The Panthers
am plagued with a winless
record for the se.on and
coach Commn Ertl is not expeeling to defeat the Cardinal

theirand

highly ,r.?nid., 20.:

5

one of the meets itself

min-

The Cards are ranked M Me
top live in the state while Glen-

York made everything work ai

timed in throe events, winning

page

i

a

the 127 mark tonight
The best competition in this

iscule upset by comparison.over

BUT IN THE third period,

fancy outside Hoofing to stay

beauty of lenching is
squads. An extwrieneixl team
will help whiew that pad as Max it is strictly individual."
five lettermen are returning Calhoun wid. ffhe thrill
from last year's fifth place comes in beating that other
person one lit One. TO be a
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the good news of God's King

the way for him; even when he
grows old he will not sum acid
from
However,
many
young
people today are turning to tit

also believe that they have

gation of lehovals's Wimemes.

most

taken seriously the wise coun
set found in Proverbs 226

feel about youth today. They

Approximately 170 teenagers will attend the Christian asset.
dy in Libeny, ill& Ilk, Jan. 23, 24 and 25. Among them will be
Ben to rightl Sharon Anderson, Jackie Zaleski, Judy Anderson,
forefront, and Tim. Thomas all members of the Palatine Congre-

reason

C 11170 7339

FLICK-REEDYCORP.

AUTOMOTIVE SHOP
FOREMAN

presiding minister of the con
sensation, explained, "The

MAN NEEDED

2,8-5021

DAY YMNIADS

LR

Service Station Mechanic

5100 WIN
WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

READ and USE

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHER,

298-5021

FIGURE CLERK

For Fast Results

3123 WK.
WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

?P45021

478753g

assembly

CLERK TYPIST

1115

Mirk OW 66001 6 Sal...lays

Rd IS

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

guid Insurance
Paid Holidays

spection of precision
parts ond assemblies
using
modem
ins 's,

Paid Howitilbation

Paid Vac...

sesSL 34353 SPELL/CY.
WEDDINGS
NALL BAR, BUFFET PLR DEAL
PROSPECT CATERING CL5-4833
6 E. NorM West Hwy M,. Pros

ments. Advance to Department Herd! Coll

RISTI

PAVING AND CEMENT

I

N

t

255-1131

WORK. ALSO TREE TRIMMING..

dose sem

CALL

26

HOURS.

N W Noy

359 .50

endly 3

H

JENSEN

827.82851

DICK'S TPE SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATES

1376093

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

631

Glenn

cond. Humldifien.
lectronk elr Cleaners. Cluolily.
wort Was. Scow. SW -1764

Wm.

ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING
'779'8*.2"37;e

with a far
reaching Wont Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making

WAREHOUSE HELPERS
BUFFERS

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW
CALL

Subsidiary of

194-0800
C,USTO,M LTHOLST,BRY

437-21364

teseorge Klein 342a603

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

Mr. R.D. Hints

chairs. No job too big.

5374100
DivIston oh Res Chain Belt

GENERAL FINISHERS

into ready

Machine!

CL 9-0495

roma.. smelt.... At
296-1043

items

3 Shifts

cosh

Lauritz

Decorators

p

S

CL 63812

529-1211

1

130

EMERGMIC
SALES ond SERVICE

Fellund Floor Service
Aserage m, sanded, sealed

OUR

Cement & Blacktop'

dg

y

Floor Refinishing

PITCH, PANTRY
Cornplem Catering For Wes,
dtngs. 80001011, CocSieil Par,

*LATHE OPERATORS

Glen -

Convert usable
but
unneeded

FINANCIAL
ANALYST

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

SUNBEAM CORP.

THE SINGER COMPANY

80d E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt, Prospect Illinois
60056
An 3o301 oppomnity smu.,

1365

lee Street
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Thursday lanuary 15 1970

Page 12

Waled Men

24-11e

25Dreloyment Agencies Woolen

2644Wante1Weiren

GIRLS

25 -Employment Agencies Women

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY
PUBLIC CONTACT

- BEST IN TOWN

Cashiers
Concession Clerks

GAL FILL5S00

CI 500

PILE

ALL FREE.

MAIL GA1. Sm3

ARLINGTON INN

mrk

.6orner Wolf 6 McDonald Rds

Pr1;;!1'5731'
NEED MIRA MOW.
TIRED OP HOUSEWORK,

Work for ADOXAWGIRL on

940 Lee St Om Moines

g;ITACIT MISS HECHT

Airline

paw inward* mod

CALL 296.5044

ASSEMBLERS

5504 Month

RECEPTIONIST
$125 WEEK

al

h

WANT EXTRA CASH?

BEAUTY OPERATOR

Dello, Beauty Solon

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

ngion

or

oreo

2E4dE1,1E6180*min

264idli WW1 Wow

Depencloble oar for occaelonel

Lk, ghl wanted for our soles

SHAM( TEN Good voice Pm.

CLEANING .DY

baby Kiang

our
SAM.
Trans
provided
Rand 6 Polohne 19P 3935

Accurate typIno nece.

office.

in

Vic

loaded with meeting Evorkle

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

Call Undo Apostle

For ourgointrnent

[0 3678

Stenographers
Comprommer Operators
Typists
10 Key Adding Machine Operators

CALL MRS, GOODLING

TRY A TEMPORARY JOE

HARPER COLLEGE

Women,' Office Work

359.4200

Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

TOP PAY

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

, st and 2nd Shift

GAL FRIDAY

Baxter

Reception For
Group of Young
Lawyers - 5525 Mo.

Laboratories,

International Head Quarters of

Local Rod 0 Station
$450

Data Processing Management Assoc.
DUE TO CONTINUED GROWTH HAS THE
FOLLOWING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE FORr

wlh emend wars One woe**. Some purchasing work

6301 Lincoln Ave

267-6900

965 4700

PROCESSING

re. Pos.,

all public e

Pe phone.

Employment Service
Open Eve...6 So r. by app.

For Interview and Testing
apply to BILL PUCHLEVIC 688-7500

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR (Allo.Mmeedel.

V SO PRINTERS

reised.1125. Coll 623-4662
10-Rooms-Baard-Nousei ming

140 & Sheridan Rd.

Tins Troislims-hoibro
BEDROOM SET

RECEPTION TYPIST

TRAINEE -DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONIST

OPPORTUNITIES!
INSPECTORS

'''LEITFCCUMIGIPIS
392 5230

o. manna

ere.,

MECHANICS

- "11 Z:7

MACHINISTS
$2 83 S3 Silon hour

\-/

ALosPave

E, Arlington Nei.,
9

6,0880

Uunton

5

YOU RUN
THE SHOW,

DRILL PRESS

630 Ekverlo Rd Northbrook
IT6R54115

100% Free Positions

MATERIAL

ACCOUNTS

io,o, epo ...es.. von II

PAYABLE CLERK

HANDLERS
sm. Dike. CIOSE TO HOME

I, Salle Personnel

297-7160

''''"I=OVCA717
ISEF

MAN

EXEC AID

ASSEMBLERS

5700

hE hV

5450

Worthwhile Investment.

1M C6,391.1
837 7903 ali 4.30

99 RAND ROAD
DES POISES

oxxd cond
offer 296.4675
U

K

Press Packers

$2.57 To Start
7,5

1st Shift
2nd Shift
3rd Shift

Friday 800 AM to 400 P.M.

HOUSEKEEPING
(P411 00 Part Tinsel

BEDS wronached desk

Saturday 8:00 A.M. to Noon

MAIDS

MaLogonE Duncan Phyfe

phone SOMA&

392-6100

SOFA Broyhrll. 7 h. lease cosh

SHEETS EMPLOYMENT

362-2,00

r

ARLINGTON PARK

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

TOWERS HOTEL

MI5 pm to 12:45 am
12:45am to 7:45 orn 16½ RI )

Hew several openings for young women with good typing skins. DiClapharle
eXperience helpful but nor essential. Must hove pleasant personality. Some

SKI BUFFS'

630 Dundee Road

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK TYPIST

CALL 537-1100 (8:30 AM to5 PM)
OR VISIT US AT
Wheeling, III.
777 Wheel, Rd.

ZPQR

PAYROLL CLERK

000d work:no knowledge of
Spanish would be rshemely

Position m our Payroll 0ep90Qme01 require..perienced Keypunch Operators
who ore interested in o varied clerical assignment.

valuable

mbei

sures. NO FR.

peopQ .

Ealk

REGISTER
PHONE

"I4,4afeffAIJRIAL

Kenclzr,sgtn.6..clkssorloto

riPEN

BY

AMY IN PERSON

WE; Br APPI

OR CALL MRS MIKKESSEN

BARRETT-

allele Wanted Women
ABY sliTER BAYS IN MY NON(
30 AM 5 00 PM. apply 1288

JUST FIGURES
$500 START

GENERAL CLERKS - TEMPORARY WORK

in W. Go

or Nursery School

nr.

no,sr

eel.. Than Me whol

b.

WHEGING HOLM

n

297-3535

AN .5

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

67"

rhorce ro .e

FILE CLERKS

IVY for fasts! 1406 Mi
PI 7,7 1535

Coll Ed Stack
272 1000

flik,V_WiyA 71(4g_

r

Tape

anneal .rry
his

!amen.

Orem

e

d

culehrtnies

p

L

h

,n

pondar
Soma Swing
penonoliry

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

local
and Meosiou

required.

Free

2 years. old

0,2-7166

SECRETARY

=17:7
All HIS. Public Schools

Ibb interesting work if you

Parrs

DISTRICT 25

MOO Oppoo.O.I.

penances,
one(
pleasing
essemal Sense general office

301 W. South Street

GI. 16100E0.227
OW

X

d

2

k

eveoenthelpful

Work Close To Home
ing salary.

AMY PERSONNEL
255-9414

6 W. Northwest Hwy
oweinsievernei

mr

Prospect needs o Senrw

1L m.

210-5
Cook County

School Bus, Inc.

Ask for Mr. Radtkeor

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.

439.0913

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
GENERAL
400 N. Wolf Read

Northlake, Ill.

S15; desks. Etched

se

lea. baby furni ..... 50, off
Web..., am, plie on ne, lur
inure.

el.,

`u" -1!"")77%"*" HILLMAN'S

ELialilL-1-ROTIFTSIS
ELECTEL TAB/F.6W 5.20
5.0144

Irks/EQ.

57.50.

Carr

desks.

wrier desk Coll 307-6350 AEk

ISM Rory.

Western Decfr
PROMOTIONS hove been taking [11,1, 1111 01 our KEYPUNCH OPERATORS.

We need experienced replocements..ond low! For this we CIO willing to
pop TOP MS.

our benefit. are the greatest, but we'll tell you about them, when you come
stereo interview. also we only work 07½ hour day.

We will also be open Saturdey, January 17. for your interviewing con.

I

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Phone 956.2641 or 956.2642

Westem Electric
An esiVal OPPOrtvnity employer

6000

40%-60% OFF

cluding. of course, messages to

you end from Y.
The mail container (Figure II

notes.

The box bee0Mes the most
lee

with fancy paper. stick.ons or

school.

make a slit in the cover. large
enough to receive an envelope
(me Figom 21.
Place the hoc anywhere about
She house where it will be handy

for all members of the family.
Explain to everyone what the

PARTS STUNTS BOOKLKII
Mothers! If you are looking
for new ideas to entertain your
children's parties or scout meetings, yop'll find 45 good ones in
Cappy 'Dick's "Birthday Party
Stunts" booklet. To get a copy,

send 50 cents in coin, plus g
self-addressed. stamped enw.
lope to CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS, P.O. Box 42877. Evergreen Park. III 60642.

clean.26..4626

ARL. HIS. INDUSTRIAL

, Heavy duly carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large wimples in

BffilealEstateffouses

your home.
5 Terms available
by owner. Pepper Tree

ook min.(

loco

k

meen

Spa inn

i:e7.Ford Goiania MO. Good

PROCheurole
Perko condirion
2S66222alter SPAl

bordrm. Cue.

61 50 C

SNO MOBILE-PuPP 5S281, I eh,

thing. 343.500. 522 S. Eames..
2534153

2,5.8327 olr 5 30

Elem./al Leffler location in
coon, club mann. 2. broths

11

Clerk Typist
Oulagend New
general ia.Ing. filing 6 orher

p,

Eghol,

lied buyer Privote 501

Credit Clerk
316oats *Marine SuppOes

(TelephOee)

hN

209.3077

W.. pearl drums,

guired.

It min he exciting to look for-

is made from a shoe box coveted

red and then apply the stick-ons.
Before painting You mnsl

ag

Non

aline

ImEw A.A. bal.

Lao is Tee and tell them to he
sure to look in it every day for

ward to the messages you will
find when you come home form

any other decorative material. If
you have poster paint. you new

I(

253 5228

55-Musicallnstoments

whole F.rniI .each loNeMIS Nod
receiving notes even if they lee
00 0001 than funny messages.

messages. in-

sq.

e

P cabana club incl.. 540.s.

d

sof

50c

lion inside your T,nl liosc000
for special

En

P. RESEARCH CENTER.

6 30 PM

the Tropes Trini Lopes, and lors

Son when it is used dailY by

used

T-Oirel

411 -Spores Soots

make nod place is handy loco -

want to paint the box green or

3800 Golf Road

CARPETING

1,21011ne

FM

Young Hobby Club
A mail box that is tor your
family's use 10 1101 of fun to

INT

.0 Ford Cullom 2.de. sedan.
manard shift( low mile

u,,.

35.2106
Mr. Proem". Choice Liens Pk.

PEECING TOWARD

117 Capps Dlek

FOR sem

I. Closing out stack

BEBE .0 ANDY

YOUR PRIVATE MAII, BOX,

0,191, SItS

'1350';'53172X " '"na

4000 Sq
25,1 2650

Secretary

RUNT., 7COMT111.6,

5r9;'r

$1450 529

01 00.10.10 II

elm

Westinghouse

range 33741194 oh 5

r

AS Awe. KS

coed $6,5 CL J-6413

Pk G

Rd

83-IntlustnalProoerhyllolient)

very best

work
at

,s

Frd72,Yr

ond MOO

wepaLIE,

MEANWWILE TEE ESKI/60

people

ror'r"rOZE TgOOP's'o' 0
3000 p ft I w
h

Milweekee..les

537.191

0V

.7.4

SMARR DISCO/NI FURNIPERE
AND WOOING

824-2175

TELEPHONE

& ELECTRONICS

I

L cand'304.22117

e

ralC

c,,ram

894-1707 of r 0 pm

"6 rir=bin%"nLrnIs=

nothing

venience.

P.M. ROUTES

3040 S. fume Rd.

Mount Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

the

mo,

17 To Rent, Stores, Offices

elgion WS. Call 3.1576

200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Ill ino is 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

but

16 -To P890 60401

SS

%wall

package, Location.
No imog. Nice people
Nice boss.

k
az
s17, 1130,

sem SPQ

SSM111.

Union bit Company of California

Telephone (3121 529-7700

offer: lots of good
things. Like benefit

A.M. ROUTES

I

GI

CHECKER

Union 76 Division, Eastern Region

My Dear

Clerk, Stenographer
Come in or call for an
appointment: 562.7100,
Est 734.

MT PROSPECT

offer 537 3077 after 5.
1967 VOLVO 1225, omo

302.2E75

6200

and we need Roo.
Auromotic Electric

DRIVERS

p

C

HOWARD SPRO, d CO

GROCERY

we're growing .

Korn Extra.Cosh
Paid Training

rioe

1969 Singer Zig lag

k-

while

anteel modern

Explore these
openings.
Seeretary
Clerk TypnE General

ir

575.

827.7605

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Reed. Palatine, Illinois BOW

We Need Girls
Like You

Coll 551 Borkowski

Showroom
Reception

CLERKS

central telephone company of Illinois

SCHOOL BUS

Miss Paige

VALMMSMOILINN MEADOWS

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL

Mark Trail

FEMALE

Ill-Auttestits For Sale

460.73.

23" Mororcla Color TV Good

Union 76 Division: Eastern We'biOrt

2004 Miner Si.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827.9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

B27-6628

rove si emote c veer

et

.4."Vre

5P M

111. AAPP,

I A.. %MOM, OlIOWillr SOO.

alus lesbno of ....We enyoWees

unktn

No Experience Necessary

Cul:444.,

503..06
1 !Bedroom Apoomem amiable
Feb Is, Des Ploineneasemont

C

New unused Toro SnOw nos

Some M wean FrepIoymenr dePaAmeer

CONIACT MISS HECHT

iewed and an Mier.

in

Yen

ro

sena.,

SECT $600

R.N'S.

Radio Station
Girl Friday
$500 Month

Rd

$S1.30 Iasi Included

437 8356

Lon, typing and ...kill.

after A o0 p.m.

3,2-4546

MOO

G W. Algonquin 00

in

STh671,1=1) g:;r:r

1205 Wheeling

skins 22 S Maple mr.P.39,156

439-8500

Some ...anon work involved. WIII hoed, preIrwinr, War**,

adeghnne

CENTEL
SYSTEM
FORMER
OFFICE GIRLS

ng

El

Admiral block

Corn, in or coil our Employment Deportment for details.

CRAVENS CO.

COMPUTE TRAP. .

Mr Grove. Coll

161

FLO 3200

asks 511 $9 collseins. Veen

For several man., in our Credit Depart loll

SECRETARY

YOU MAY

in

2114 DIRECT

I'EaL7 e'srELE7.!::rl

also available

S00

PERSONNEL

SECRETARIES

Apt

OPM.2637192

wk. Lead typEng slulls for Elis

PERSONNEL CLERK

TYPIST

Worn

will nos, ind,iduols wilh moderate lypin,

GAL FRIDAY
$550 . $600

heed

..--

Op.

1

01 015,1, eskaust fen &
Bess Offen Dining Ram

Export Dept.

For Our Employment Department

25-(InglOyMent Agencies Warn

n6

shairdess

mica

PICK UPS AUCTION PRICED

camp!.

k

InAlLin

302.0501

F gA

OpeMngs on day and evening shills for esoorenced Key-punch Operators or we

S600

ollE FIGURES,

oak

286 4600

$50 353 2099

255 I107

102-1mcks,Trailers

260-7641

poppEles.prwiers

Northbrook Illinois

S06-,1037 oE .66719

swasos

ASK FOR JEWEL

la

receprkm, work moo/ued.

TOWERS MOTEL

255 6384

12' CHEV STAKES MB 6 '6, rye

by phone.

RECEPTIONIST

1541

SIM

Rd

troin if n.cessory

Arlington Neighs,

CRAVENS CO.

Rohl.,

DES PLAINES, Wryly, fior 6,n
garage. SRN healed

Em; ba sleek;

add 15c per haw for 2nd shift and
I8c ue; hour for 3rd shift 10 paid holidays -

ARLINGTON PARK

in

32 -Miscellaneous Meichandise

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

Mcirm.
2064741

6.1800 oduris

,49 3 pc. pectIr end ?Nes:
coffee thl.S. Chain, {Oho ad

We will train

5SSO

DICTAPHONE

FURNITURE

537 iesn

Arbil gton

y

TYPISTS

hoLIEIS pm

Noon in /mean

OUT

Dishwashers &
Cafeteria Help

HONEYWELL PLANT

h

633.4340
10650

PLAINES

DES

6125 259 MS.

ARA Cafeteria, in the

(RESTAURANT)
rola

Call Bob Perkins

Ills Rent Apanments

CL 5.0370

Should

Garr, salon flexible. Pad

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Subsidiary of General Telephone P. Electronics

ROOM EXCL. COND. BEST OPFER

I

Conrocr Mr. Sheets

394.4000, Ext. 313

CASHIERS

'171=he'rZrUlly1

10101601 Famished Apartments
9341Tile Homes

MINI SKIRT TRAINEE
$95 - $100 WK.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

GIRL FIRM'

359-1450 or CL 3-0297

3100 392-03.81

Full or Port Time

CRAVENS CO.

BOOKKEEPER

9,341111

5100 or hew

115.000.

AT UNION 76

630 Dund:;2;1 Northbrook

STOCKMEN
82.68.32.3 am hot,

Now, GIVE YOURSELF o

r

JIFFY CAR WASH

l'Irrena'al'earn.nod 910,041 rd

WITH A NEW JOB

BARRETT-

F

CAR LEASING

MPS ELIKKEESEN

Heralds Coll 3,2 6385

DON A. PEARSON
437-4071

INTERVIEWER

pony benefits.

MAINTENANCE

Cyr.,,R,PTLC,

NYLCsili

1'50

372-5300

mojor medical and lite insurance - many com

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E Devon

.11-2770

GRINDERS

I

HOLIDAYS OVER!
BEIGE

2OX-6440

-

DES PLAINES

FRH.Cull Peg

ROUGH

PRODUCTS INC.

wet YOWLS.

CRAVENS CO.

EMPLOYMENT

$650.00

OPERATORS

I'dnr',Lt

BARPITT-

"FORD"

EKCO

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
OR

_Jr

1,6 M.rer Des PI 297 3535
Ge Following Mee(

Please apply in person
Interviewing
Monday thru Thursday 8:00 AM to 9:00 P.M.

825-8124

SECRETARY

OPERATORS

259-3553

CALL MR R E KUEMPEE

TURRET LATHE

11-Apts. adios USW

d

CAR WASH HELP
SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER & DRYERS

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

392-5230

Spring Interiors
358.7460

North Chicago

MT. PROSPECT

°viable pupply AKC 358 26,9

SELLING

Far Mose inlormolien end on farNlmerwew

$560 Month

111-RealEstate-Vacart

ARC. Housebroke,. Shop chm

Sales Person

BILLER TYPISTS

TURN THE TRICK

training nee..

Company beaeliis

JOB

BRADSHAW, 658.5661

0.4 ry. MOBILE NOME 2 NO

trEAMngronlieighis

E9PeOtr9rk

Madness Iffsortunities

wormed 190. Cell 624.2004

Drapery

IBM TYPING

31.33 on San wine onend,no o

MAlt CLASSIFIER - Membenhm

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

CAREER SPECIALISTS

s Poige

or

- Membenhlp

CLL. TYPIST - Member.,

Ken Larson X ASSociates

mole. A.. 437.8152
259.9022

EXPERIENCED

KEYLINE PASTE UP

CORRESPONDENT TYPIST - Member..

[AGUE at 299-7191

el 1.

B94.3718

RECEPTIONIST

940 GreeNewl Ave
4.114146

wo too NPing oPd

people

FOR WIRERS &
SOLDERERS

CRYSTAL LAKE COUNTRY51131i

vri,K[hil:k 'Re":

ffOlneesbnenthoperty

on,. sharing

We offer en erwellemberadispraprorn

,..* ........

. Ernad OPPedrod, 'FP*,

(nonce 01100

w,11

NO PEE

TYPISTS

White Collar Girls

S22600

Day Wont Ads.

old

AP Mons necessary is Mal rou tn.* W.., "cr....

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

RANDHURST CENTER

dud service 43,6899

collection.

6

G

L"

new, PM 9.

Gneei Chenk room Mem so

Morton Grove, III

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

143,3300

Reich Home ook /loon ?been

PART TINEWORK

ABBOTT LABORATORIES

LaGrange Pad/

delivery

3 klon

ALGONQUIN AREA

BOYS or WOMEN with Cars for

Old English Sheep Dog. 5 mes.

Ii

ovelrly for training ex Coil WEnders.

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

fl&ReMrstalelloeses

B. 2457

.11834.1097, all 2 pm.

NEVER A FEE

STENOS
'CLERKS

block whrle
silver AKC 273 and 01,
TOY POODLES

Earn 350-5160 or Moro Per Me
CA4135206E1

i000
on.
NO, for billing pur.

r

SECRETARIES

lob Includes ammicol 'alum

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

CLERK TYPIST

297 3535

WANT 10[040EN OWN THING/

21 lido Wanted Men 8 Women

COME TO WORK FOR
ABBOTT RESEARCH FARM IN LONG GROVE

EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

foll forge henolds, Min hour

455.3600

Call Mrs. Dudko

day a wee

So Ad HM1

Solon open JNO V Doeh
Elk
Grove
Miklos

321 Bond SP

stock...use.

main Gr par, lima swat,

Page 13
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444Sos, Pets B Equmment

16-liolp Wanted Wainer

lite

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE full rinie
position. Prekous

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH Pr NORTHWEST SIDES

or WOMEN

Goad wages
Evening .0 1W-SSeaah A

A

VICTOR TEMPORARIES

COIL WINDERS

d

I

161

259.5730

LO 1-9357

dl

h

lover

klephone work from office

26-Iklp Wanted Women

r Id

ph'

WOMEN

r're,7,,'"vonrO'

NO EXP REOUIREDI

for Er. son.

GIRLL

26-lielp Wanted Women

Doctor's Reeepoonat

lc, dms
Call Mr. Schager 702-6244

r

ReservodOrry

Rahn.. supphes

tram

To

OF CHICAGO

SALESWOMAN

FREE PARKING

TYPISTS

o

CLERK

La Salle Personnel

operations los
eAsh same

P996

Ce
t owl V c Wheeling Rd
.dyo,147,,,E,ondhir si Good solo

BE05,40NT(LIN

WARD

.2.1770

We have see

211WpWWIlliell

;otr'n=teerh"tek=o;

GENERAL OFFICE

MAIDS

PUNESIOSBUS. SERV $500

yr?, e yr old boy 7 a r"

9AM 4PM

GIRL

297-5222

S'EOARD-3105
DR. GAL $550 TIFCRT 5135

26-liolp Panted Wean

26-lielp Sated Women

Saleslady Wonted

APPLY MANAGER
RANDHURST CINEMA

TWIST 5E00

MAIL CLERKS

2441ipWinedlis

261Ielp Wanted Women

pdl,b

hE

31000 3,2.5090

d Oly

Al

Sho

362 1507 or 362 40,6

55-Alusicallnstonnemis

r

'0,717;l3V"
fult cora*, benefit. weems
neenneg

*A.

SaGry comrnennoran with ex -

/noon.

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Mr.

Gold'r'' '"'"374.53613

6

1065 PLYMOUTH

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

2 -Wanted To BuCASH

.7 POPO f

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

SPORT FURY CONVERT.,
Best Offer Coll Alter SOm

no...ion sus con xes-333O

10% to 30% ON on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials?

Needs some repair,' herses

AL% Epee ro good horne. RSV,

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

VB storion wagon. Alt, PEG One
owner. 5550 394-1496

A cuddly Valentino.
male, I
female S 6 P Min. Schnoucer.

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359.3251

FOR A PERSON. INTERVIEW

44s, Pets

294-01100

Cairn 'Ferrier.

fipissont

greet ky, 1964 Chew Bel Air

THE SINGER COMPANY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.
es199I

ensPI.26

3

yr.

6Id mole.

I

AEC. kuks. 438.6431

1965

Dodge

9

paw

StatIno

cond. Eric. cond. Vull once. OM
Call 3082718

.011101111

SHORT RIBS
Thursday, January 15, 1970
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tt.t

News
News
News

2

HOLD IT/ DON'TS -TART THAT WITH HIM
ASAIN/ BOARDING HIM WHILE WE WERE
ON VACATION HAS TRIMMED OFFALL,THE

BUSTER 0-AC095, I'LL

FAT YOU PUT ON HIM/ AND HOW THAT

THANK '')OLI -TO KEEP YOUR

HE'S BEEN OFF THE SNACK HABIT
FOR THREE WEEKS, I'M GOING TO
SEE THAT HE STACK OFF -SO

OVERSIZED NOSE OUT OF

/THAT MEANS BUSTER wiLL
BE BACK. AT ,TOE'S DINER/
HE COULDtIT MAKE
DOWN THE DRIVEWAY
STRAPPED

FAMILY AFFAIRS! HiMPI-U

I'M SERVING STEAK. -npaUST
MORRow

FROM NOW ON YOU'LL HAVE TO

CIO IT ALONE!

S

t

7
9

70806G

THE SKIERS: Dpi MAKE

1VE LEARNED A LESSON.
I'LL NEVER DO VAT AWN.

MYSELF CLEAR1

Dick Van Dyke

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
6:25

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

featured

Les Brown and his
Band of Reknown
seen in filmed
highlights of their
Christmas tour to entertain American servicemen stationed in
Germany, Italy, Tur-

G u es ts include
Andy Griffith, Sammy Davis Jr., Paul

key, Thailand, Viet-

7

are

g3HE CAUE141 HIM
PICKING ON

.

ano3a., (Ai
1-15 e,..,

"IPANSFORM PEOPLE INV
'TOADS OR PIGS OR CROWS --

11

Daniel Boone
Daniel Boone and
Gabe Cooper make a

daughter.

in the 70s

daring escape from
death when a traitor
leads them into a

Show

-0----,
0

THE MAWR

0

ROBIN MALONE
WIT).156SES!THER5

MY SHAME BEFORE

MUST" EseemNy

,..---;---;

).'

They

hands.

A -Way

AT ME U.N., PERHAPS -OR

STRANGERS ?Must

WIfNESSES "CO
1-tv PASSING OF
ROBIN MALONE .1

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN .

WEMAKrrA ROMAN

CIRCUS OEMS-IBIS

0

AO/ARABLE

Aok/EARY

Underseas

The

of Jacques

World

"The Night of the

FAIT NEVER AGAIN

INTO A SKUNK!
"/5 -

O

"The Inland Sea
of Japan" takes a
look at the colorful

guests.

and vigorous fishing
still maintained by Japanese

2

I

BUGS BUNNY

Your
Horoscope

SORRY, DOC, I

CAN'T HEAR A

OH -OH: HERE COMES
TH' LANDLORD T'GIV
ME A BAD TIME -

WORD YER

RENT!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

SI-PUP

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) Accept help when offered.
Do not, however, ask another

Bottom of the Sea

Holden.

Grenoble

7:00
2 Jim Nabors Show
Barbara McNair is

7

9

Movie

bezzler goes to jail.

De

1:40

26 A Black's View
of the News
T h e Honey32
mooners

G u e s t s include
George Gobel, Shani
Wallis, the Rascals
and Raphael.
1

"State

A
Penitentiary."
falsely accused em-

11 Les Nagles

Jones

mas Special

26 Wrestling

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

1:45

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Show
Tonight Show
5
Dick Cavett
7
Show

T o Feed the

Hungry

2:50

Live By

Movie

9

EEK & MEEK
STUDENTS ALL OVER. -THE LUORLD
ARE 7A),--If.JC, AN ACTIVE IMISPEST
IN v...AiNrs BA,FPF_Ariuct BOUT
WANT TO GET ifJ1ADLVEDI TCO 7

at' AGAito!

,

MORTY MEEKLE
MY AAAprria4 is W

Rtrst

Yam NAME A

-- -

-=.....e.___._.._

f40.3P/A0441W

preciation in a gracious way.

CD

A

-

AfVFL'55 gEiOW
KANE

DA CANE OF THE
LEADILJG CAMPUS
IIJACTIVISTS !

,

1

EteariPEsEty KID
IN TOO. IF I HAW
0vERI_cckEos/cv .

ting others know of your ap-

1tf

e IA ,r 10/00. TA I. Ill hi M.

ADMV-,5

3P9., 0.4.4

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) A day of ups and downs
which may leave you feeling

.1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

take

you

S

This is Tom

7:30
5 Bob Hope Christ-

GCOFIQG

20) Be lavish with your praise
of others. A good time for let-

unless

9

1:30

10:00
News
News
News
News

Movie

LOOE AT YbCJ, LOVABLE!

ARIES (March 22 - April

depressed

News

Jr-

for assistance. He doesn't seem
ready, willing, and able to give.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

9

OOZY'S

fault.

211 Take the optimistic view of
present-day happenings. A few
objections arc not tantamount
to being considered a failure.

32 TBA

Indialts.William

1

SLURP °Ic-A411:

1:00
Of Cabbages and
Kings

20 TV High School

7

-

Don't he too quick to accuse
when you may yourself be at

International

7

9:30

federate sympathizer
warring
confronts

11 Chicago Is
26 Ayude (Help)

Jan. 20) It may well he that you
have changed, not another.

5

Zone

Paul Harvey

2

ABOUT TI -1'

FOR FRIDAY

Chicago Show

8:00

guest.

SAYIN'L

7

12:30

9:25

32

arc

Peter Lawford

Midnight Report

5

32 News

from
"Escape
Fort Bravo." A Con-

26 Today's Racing
32 Voyage to the

bling casino as an experiment.

Comments

32 Password
Barbara Eden and

fishermen.

to hold up a gam-

Show

features

Star Trek
11 Aroundthe
World

S

four college
students and a night
club singer who plan

Quintana

26 Tony

"Hell's Hinges."

festival
a

That -

excerpts from one of
h i s earlier films,

9

MISERABLE,
MOUNtEVANK.'

House." Drama
about

now address the first
the
of
meeting
citizen'
WTTW
council.

A look at William
S. Hart, motion picture star and film
producer,

Cousteau

Squid."

MUSTS° WITH

A FGARE!

SlcENCE YOU

EL4MIKIATIoe4

IF GO 510 MUSE,
THEN MY MOST

Douglas

Went

Public Television

Fred W. Friendly
and Newton N. Min-

11 PREMIERE:

British colonel's
7

FOR VOW OWN PROWCrIoN I
imuStAPPEAR ACCIDENTAL!

WOULD YOU PARADE

Mike

9

12:00

Movie
"Five Against the

2

rooned in a blizzard.

100

32

Perry Mason

9

cope with a strange
professor for his

5

11:35
Paintings,
Great Music

Brokers."
Robert Wagner with
Michele Carey.

morhusband has to

tal

11:30

32 News Final

It Takes a Thief

Samantha's

ma-

32 Big Valley

Glenn

"Nice Girls Mar-

Bewitched

7

Mr. French, Buffy

26 Wrestling

ry Stock

6:30

Family Affair

and

Lynde
Ash.

and

Taiwan

nam,

and Jody are

comics
"Cops,
and Girls, Part 1."

Dean Martin

S

Show

Guam.
2

11 The Toy That
Grew Up .

9:00

diggers of 1970 and

torial
26 Quiz

00

bullfighter

American Rockies is

t] y , Eva Reuberthe GoldStaier,

Show

life and loves of a

A film trip to the

Graves, Connie Stevens, Suzanne Char-

4:00

Sand " Story of the

Sea

Teresa

Schneider,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

"Blood and

32 Of Lands and

Bob Hope, Romy

TONIGHT

pains to ride with the current.

GEMINI (May 22

-

June

21) The challenges of the employment scene should he

enough for you today. Don't
go out of your way to take on
new responsibilities.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Before making any deci-

DOWN
1 Flat-bottomed '1 Mineral

ACROSS

sions, be sure to get your facts

boat

straight. An excellent time for

taking others into your confidence.

LEO (July 24

-

5 World War II
vessel
8 Three -masted
vessel
12 Corn bread
13 Japanese
name

Aug. 23)

Routine matters should he got-

ten out of the way as early in
the day as possible. Don't expect others to shoulder your
share of duties.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23(

Take care that a minor error
doesn't lead to a major one.
Keep your attention focused
on the way to rectify things.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23) --

Without taking unfair advantage of the competition, see if

CAPTAIN EASY

you can press business matters

to a profitable end.

IMP055IBLE: THIS HASN'T
LEFT MY HANDS FOR AN

NOBODY'S TO_VCEPt THIS CASE

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

22) Keep a happy outlook and
you shotild be able to meet the

day's minor difficulties without additional trouble. Look

SINCE I 1..,0-C

ED -RE 825314'

INSIDE: BUT WHILE WE WAIT ON
WALRUSKI

HOLY

INSTANT-OH, MY SOUL!

SMOKE,
mR.meKEE:
IT'S FULLA
PAPER!

in22.FoR

17 9CUPFLIN' WITH
THOSE HIPPIES:

GO5H-1 RNCA1.1. MEW VP GAL REACH W *FA
CAR AT TN' TIMEL MAYBE SWAPPED PleFCA651'
50 FAST We PWN'T NOME IN TN)
NM ONLY
EXCirEMENTi

A SICK MIND
COULD SUGGEST SUCH

II[ UCeIM
CdON

UMUML4

MMAM MUMUM14121
111:1113 MEMO OWM
0_1111 MUMIA AMUM

springs
2 Inlet for a
pirate ship

MIziOMFIDA
AMID
MONUA
kAMMffl.MUMMO
MOUVIWORkil
OW[40 P1[VJ[ IMMUIDO

3 Heavy blow
4 Have existed
5 Transatlantic WMMI4 Gil
vessel
6 Female saint 24 Bristle
14 Lake - ore
25 Nautical term
(ab.)
carrier
26 English
7 Used by
15 Asseverate
composer
tugboats (pl.)
16 The Queen
8 Ancient Greek 27 Belgian river
Elizabeth 2 is
29 Distinct part
measure
a - cruise 9 Dry
30 Elevation
ship
31 Feminine
10 Ceremony
17 Arachnid
appellation
11 Sharp
18 Tranquil
19 Net tons (ab.) 32 Look for
20 Spiritless
34 Moored, as
21 Conclusion
22 Retinue
a boat
23 Necessity for
24 Remains
40 The SS Mana ship's
behind
hattan is an
radioman
28 Withstands
6
5
7
3 4
2
33 Strays
34 Exist
12
13
35 Barge on
1

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) Be generous with
gains recently made. Those

the --

who have been of help to you

36 Fork prong
37 Yugoslav city
38 Small island
38 North or

in the past should be recognized with praise.

Answers to
Hideaword

010

chin
chink
cinch

chic hick
hike
heck

kine
inch
nice
.nick _
niche
neck

.

41 Observe
43 Papal cape

44 The seven 45 Small pastry
46 Italian city
47 Pause
49 Window glass
50 Toward the
sheltered side
51 Light sailing
vessel
52 Perches
55 Island (Fr.)
@

9

10

30

31

32

II

62

11

14
17

9

1

n
25

26

36

37

39

54 Narrow inlet
56 Kirghiz
\44 46 46
mountains
53
57 Crafts
58 Cloth measure
57
59 Eft
60 Let It stand
60
_11 English river .
82 Lampreys

40

47

,9

28

27

Demeter
44 Solid
(comb. form)
48 Pays back
53 Comfort

M
-- breaker

16

18

41 Meat cut
42 Epithet of

CAMPUS CLATTER

chick
check

15

South -

CHICKEN

a

WAIT:

A FEW SECONOS.,
WHEN YOU PROPPED

A THiNGI

ahead.

I':

kiln!.. Wal MOO MMOM
UALTIM
MMMMUMMN

Water Vessels

THE BORN LOSER

r

0

38

35

49

54

P48

56

st
1

59

'

'

,_

4

+ 40014

est su ur

ort

out s to enter service e

,4

District 101 includes those suburban
areas from Mount Prospect through the
Cook County portions of Barrington and
Elgin.

Eighty-five men of the northwest suburbs will be called into military service
Feb. 2, Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, executive secretary of Selective Service Boards 101,102
and 103. said Thursday.
Numbers one through 79 will be called,

she said. Fifty-seven of the men will be
called from district 101, nine from district
102 and 19 from district 103.

Rosemont to North Av., in Melrose Park.

days 9f the year.
The draft call is announced on a different day each month. Men who are to report

among the men being drafted, Mrs. Kiley
said. Some like it better than the old sys-

in January will report on the 27th . Numbers, one through 29 were called for

Mrs. Kiley favors the old system. under
which the men were simply numbered alphabetically.
But, she said Thursday,a majority of the
people want the lottery, and it should be
given a fair trial.

District 102 cotisists of Des Plaines and

Under the new lottery draft system all,
the age -qualified men are numbered by
date of birth and alphabetical listing, Mrs.
Kiley explained. Some are exempted for

those areas through Lincolnwood to the
east, Rosemont to the south and Northbrook to the north.

medical or scholastic reasons.
That means that all those born on Feb. 2
are numbered alphabetically. The same is

January. A few more men are being called
this month than last, Mrs. Kiley said.

District I03's area is all that south of

done for those born on each of the other

The loitery is inspiring mixed reactions

tem, and some don't she said.

Pro5pert ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, snow
flurries, low 10-20. Tomorrow: Cloudy, cold.

A13-0f.S. uva-c

rireleplione

2554400

'WW) WINI(11P44.
Volume 4, Number 187

Friday, January 16, 1970

20 Pages

Newsstand Price It) Cents

Dist. 57 board members
Walberg, Houchins retiring
District 57 School Board
members Ralph F. Walherg,

dales for the School Board positions to be vacated.

320 N. Alain.\ lounttrospect
and Charles \V. Houchins. 318
Albert, Mount Prospect
have announced that they will

S.

not

seek

to

re-elect i011

the

hoard when their terms expire

in April.
Both board members have

notified Robert Novy. chairman of the District 57 General

Caucus nominating

coin -

mimic of their decision.

The nominating committee
selects and interviews ca ndi-

Harry Voitman, noted Chicago meteorologist, shows a weather report to Mat Maloney (left),
505 Wee -Go Trail, Mount Prospect, and Lauri Georgeri, 808 S. Maple, Yount Prospect. Volkman
spoke this week to students at St. Raymond', School in Mount Prospect.

Dist. 21 general caucus names
officers, nominating committee
The

general

of

caucus

School District 21 Wednesday
night elected Ken Nicklas. 5(13
'13 ra csi de Dr.. .Arlington
Heights. to serve as the 1970
caucus chairman. Nicklas is a
delegate to the caucus Iron)
Edgar Allen Poe School P -1-A.

Elected to the post of vicechairman -treasurer was Mrs.
James Wieder, 116 S. Wine.
Wheeling. a delegate front the
Wheeling Women's Club.
'THE CAUCUS secretary is
Mrs. Ronald F. Luditers.
34 University Dr.. Buffalo

Grove. a delegate from the
Cambridge Countryside Women's Club.
Serving as corresponding
secretary is Mrs. Howard H.
Rice. 143 Bernard. Buffalo
Grove. a delegate from Joyce

Kilmer
The caucus meeting was
held in anticipation of the
April District 21 School Board

Three board members' terms will expire at that
election.
time.

PTA): NIrs. James lenahan.

T H E CAUCUS

nomi-

nating committee will begin interviewing prospective
hoard candidates this week

and will continue for approximately three weeks.

from Buffalo Grove Jaycees):
Mrs. Donald Cross. 1084 Kenilworth Dr.. Wheeling. vicechairman (a delegate from Eugene Field School VIA): Ray
Polstcr. 288 Scott. Wheeling
(Carl Sandhurg School PTA):
Moran.

re-elect Robert P. Hanrahan

as Cook County superintendent of schools announced
yesterday

that

contributions

may he sent to Richard A.
Sheldon. associate chairman.
1228 Oak St.. Winnetka. Sheldon's telephone number is
446-3725.
Headquarters tOr Citizens

for Hanrahan is in Homewood
in southern Cook County.
Communications may also be
sent to Citizens for Hanrahan.

Post Office Box 141, Homewood, III. 60430.

"OUR COMMITTEE

cites): and Mrs. Howard H.
Rice,

143

Bernard.

Buffalo

Grove (Joyce Kilmer PIAJ
Nicklas to
take charge of publicizing
caucus candidates are Mrs.
by

Phillip C. Kanoles. 514 \Vhite
Pine. Buffalo Grove. chairman. delegate from Louise
Si. Alcoa PTA: Don C.

Me(klothlin. 11)47 S. Carol.
.Wheeling. delegate from Eu-

Jaycees), Sirs. James Wieder.

Ily Cary. Shiffman

this

important

office, -

tion. large or small. will

he

used to support the Hanrahan
campaign.

Supt. Hanrahan is not opposed in the NI arch 17 prima-'
ry. He will oppose the Democratic candidate in the general
election Nov. 3.

school

districts

capped

the School Board. Walberg has
served on the Negotiating

in Palatine

told the

committee that expanded pro-

During his three years on

Ducharme said that the increase was predicated on the
recommendation of the newly

work program and funding application has been advanced to

Legislative

appointed

ning Committee to

Plan-

NIPC.

A DRAFT OF the

HUD's regional office. It
(ConiimimIT Porn 2

by Rep. Eugene Schlickman
(R -Arlington

Heights),

,,onight

funding.

After meetings with offiof the Department of

The neighbor whose
back -porch thermometer is

Mount Prospect
Conunission, Nillage
8 p.m.

cials

Housing and Urban Devel-

always lower than yours
and calls you up to talk

opment (HUD( and represen-

School

of sister planning
agencies with whom NIPC's
1970 application for Federal
tatives

cold weather.

District 57 spe-

or}: Saturda}, 10

E. Rand Rd.. Mount Prosqct.

A Barrington youth who

Plaines south sy 110 was to he a

"as the manager was locking up
the store Dec. 27.

terested in retaining a qualified and competent incumbent

don.

financial contributions front citizens who are in-

won a federal court bathe permitting him to stay in Barring-

ss itness tor Olasgok in yesterday's case was taken from the

In
side

ton High School without cut-

courtroom is Mount Prospect
Detective Robert Barone and
Detective Sgt. Joseph Bopp

waukee. Wheeling. was taken
into custody by Arlington

and charged with an intempted

Heights

was stolen.
Cihtsgotc. IS.
by
Aril ngton
Heights Detectives Richard
Robinson and Ronald Van

in

con-

Detective Robinson said the

School, mount Prospect were
burglarized late in Decemher
while the residents were on vacation. Nlerchandise valued at
53.000. including many Christ-

pletion of Oregon, and Sunset
schools.

Houchins w ho w ill leave the
hoard primarily because of
business
as
commitments.
.Asst. General Counsel
for

Borg-Warner Corp. of Chicago said that in his two-year
term the hoard accomplished a

great deal and has moved toward the goal of an excellent
educational program.

HE MIES A lot of traveling
Ins work. Houchins said.
and will not have the time

In I ehruary of 1969. when
past School Board President
James Rutt resigned. Hansen
was unainimously selected by
the other board members to

serve the balance of his term its
president.

NOVY SAII) the nominating committee has sent 43
letters

regarding

April

the

School Board elections to persons who have expressed an in-

in School Board activities and to presidents of various civic organizations.
Largely due to the press of
other commitments. the maorit} of those responding have
indicated an inability to run at
terest

present, he said.

T II E
committee

NtYsl IN ATINC,
met

last

Sunday

and is prepared Is} interview
candidakts.

Anyone interested in run-

in

ning for the School Board may

needed to serfs e on the hoard.

contact Robert Novy at 392(18 I. sir am other member of

"It's a tine board.- he said
and -I think it is on the way to
solving its principle problems.
mainly those of building. curriculum and the budget...
"It is time to turn the board

over to new people with new
ideas.- said Houchins.

WHILE SERVING on the
board. Houchins worked on
the Facilities Committee and
the Curriculum ommutec.
School

Harrison

Board
Hansen.

President
519
S.

Emerson. Mount
whose term also expires in
April. has not indicated
whether he will seek re-election. Nosy said.

Richard Seniour. 19, of 2699
('raig Dr.. Des Plaines. was accused of the attempted armed
robbery of the manager of the

Thom NlcAn Shoe store, 916

encyclopedias from Paddock
Publications, 217 W. Campbell, Arlington Heights. last
Feb. 24. Noerr also had apProspect
peared in Mount
court
charges.

on

previous

arrest

dise instill missing. Itohinson

-"ME BREAK in the
case,- Robinson said. "came
last Friday when . Patrolman
Ronald Knapp stopped an
auto on a routine traffic violation on Northwest Hwy. near

"Through a check of serial
numbers on the stolen merchandise against stolen prop-

Yale and discovered the stolen

;

Toils Wan tail Mina swim

RIM MMUS NOME
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detectives
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Mount Prospect.
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that
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Day

about the

1970

made up of 12 members of the
General Assembly and chaired

Gripe
Of The

Board and

in
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the District and for the com-

Northeastern

for 5100,000 or
double the 1969 figure. as the
state's contribution to the

instrumental

"It is important to share the
responsibility.'' he said.

funds has been set at $420,000.

Assembly

DIE FACILIDES Committee was
leading the

Walberg. who is the executive director of the Countryside Center for the Handi-

term.

the request to HUD for federal

Illinois
Planning Commission (NIPC(
will ask the Illinois General

1

community to acceptance and

April session of the legislature.
Executive Director Robert
Ducharme said yesterday.

Only minutes earlier a Des

"Nlr. Hanrahan's record as
Cook County superintendent
of schools speaks for itself.
Since 1967 he has served the
many

The

in the district ;mkt iecenils was
chairman of the
acilities
Committee.

ciple reason for leaving the
board. he believes it is time to
give some one else an opportunity to serve on the hoard.

NIPC 1970 71 budget, at the

uancc on other charges.

ting his long hair was arrested
in connection with two recent
home burglaries in winch
53.0011 worth of merchandise

Richard A. Sheldon told The
Day yesterday. "Every dona-

though his work is the prin-

funding must he co-ordinated.
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Committee with the teachers
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David Hanna.
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candidates ma} be placed in
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and Van I>riek Drug Store.
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ducted throughout the month
of Januar} prior to the nominating committee recommendations to the General Caucus

on Feb. Is.

Bad day in court for burglary, robbery suspects
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gene Field PT.A.
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Hanrahan supporters
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state for $100,000 budget
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Michael
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(Longfellow
Independent
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Prospect Detective Robert Barone on attempted
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Glasgow into the picture as, a
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arrested
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to the American Management
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the present labor force is al-
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Drench 011-0ess

haven't wen my boyfriend or NSW to him for two days.

.117.Srlinglon Sleights Pd.. Arlingsno11 aM IN. 6111114.

talked to hit matter, and she haslet seen him for two days either.
Ile lives in Chicago. Ent very worried about him and wonder
what kis happened.
He told Inc once he wouldn't run :Amy because he lowed his
parents too much. If you could help me I'd he very grateful. AIM.
if you we him coming !wk. will we be together fora while? I like
this key very much andhavc a feeling he thinks a lot of me. too,
C.F., Prospect Heights

MCenter, Des Plaines.111. WIG
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on che hoard of directors oleic
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Alliance and the National Industrial Conference Board. He
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Dear D.E.:
Give your daughter a chance to find herself in her marriage.
fry not to be overconcerned m oversensitive. When die children
come she'll he more family oriented again.
Regarding your husband, I don't feel his new venture will be a

YLV1SAKER is nationally
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presiding

Schiller,

in'rater of the Dm Plain,

Versus the False." The talk
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Witnesses.

tyville High School, 7118 W.
Park Av.. Libenyville.

According to Schiller.

arc 1,4,11:4:11:11 111 3111:1111 the
three -day ser.
minaThe recent

lehovales Witnesses 00 over
the world have three eoninions a year for the purpow
of increasing their Bible
knowledge and having an interchange of encouragement
to strengthen one another to
remain strong in Christian

meeting of presiding ministers

faith. especially

held in Libenycille. IV on
Jan. 23.24 and 25.
Schiller will that over 2.000

with John Stcpowoy, special
representative of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
of Brooldin. New York, was

Ili s Piiiinert 60016.
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Make as Many four letter or more words out of
those letters as you can. In addition. find the word
mote all seven orthese letters.
24 good. 30 excellent

Architect,' meliminary draw
ing of the proposed permanent

mammary and other facilittes
highlighted an albehtireh conference at Trinity United
Methodist Church lam Sunday.

Russell Anderson. ham,
architects

Treatment regimen
for Raynamis disease

victim should give up amok-

caw? ls there any cure for it?
A -This disease is character-

In cold weather the victim
mint protect himself from he-

Ind by a blanching of the finpre of loth hands. usually followed by a bluish mpg then.
with the return of the circulation. the fingers become wry

coming chilled and should
take special care not to chill his

ing.

lingo,. Always wea

gloves

when re ruovme anyth ig from
the refrigerator 61 roam the
hands with Polysorh Hydrate
Lotion every night at bedtime.
Avoidance of nervous tension

The cause is a spasm in the
small arteries of the fingen followed by, dilation. bul ,hewn.

in ahvi ad tRiP9Flabt pun of the
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what
I.
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poisoning
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Our long experience and complete facilities
enable us to conduct services to conform to
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teemed near Shopping B Transportation
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arl Frans Jr.. 7:45 p.m.
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T h e Arlington.- Heigh.
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x

pending
in mission
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an. European and Vietnamese
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of Vietnam, beginning with
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First Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 18551

302 N. Di/etN=1,, Heights

Illy
i'A Relevant C- hristian Ministry
To All People -

S. Civic Dr.
1

%

Sun day Seryiers 8100 and 10,11 A.M.

Listen this Sunday to :he
Christian Science Rod,.

thi
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7 3o non.

0901.,

MO
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Pitt.
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St. Raymond's Catholic Womwes Clati, St.
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Prospect Mome Lodge 660. V EIV 6011.8 p m.

BIBLE

SPEAKS

FRIDAY

VFW Hall. 8 pm.
Parents Without pni01514) coffee and conver-

sation for prospective memben. For information. call 358-2924.
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N

NialuaitwEvr

voukTreataviu

300 N. ELMHURST . MT. PROSPECT
JEROME DMA. PASTOR 25,167

BAPTIST

Sunday Scheel

9:45 AM.

Nursery Provided for
All Services

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi
CL 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 391-1712

Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30 a.m.

10.45 om.
7.00 p.m.

7.00 p.m. "Dedication to Outreach"
with
Paul E. little teacher, lecturer, author

Evening Service

700 p.m.

10:50

.The Man WhoWas Ready"

Pastor Eugene Ongna -392-4840
Sundoy School

9.4S A.M.

Memo. wen., -moo A.M.
"Living with Purpose'

CHURCH

them.. ammo,'
Evening Services:
7:00

Evangelical Free Church
1331 N. Belmont Ave.

FIRST

scorning Worship:

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center. 8 prn.
VFW Prospect Post 1337. social meeting.

Arlington Heights

"Release PARKINGf
I

UnneeMAIMI

Sunday School:

thrper College Board Meeting. 1200 W. Algonquin, 8 p.m.
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"Freeing
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From Envy"
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Mrs. Barbara Numrick. new director of Christian Isditmlion
at the First United Methodist Church of Des Plaines. wish liar-

and
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The four maims are Mich elk Stackhouse. Emil Eck.

Prospect Community Center.
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The School of Religion will
hold its first sessions in the new
synagogue on Jan. 24 and 25.
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The services will be led by
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Viet Nam documentary
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in a

its

bah annimrsary at the annual
meeting on Jan. 25. Many
charter members from Mount
Prospect and Deo Plaines will
be present to we history Pori

Trinity Unit.] Methodist
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and moved into its first all-purpose Molding in 1460. A
Christian education addition
svas completed in November.
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Neer the Northwestern Railroad, 30 minute service between Elmhurst end Renton Chian. Emily
reached by Tri.Stets Tollway. Eisenhower Expressway. Ample parking right on ample. Seri working
boar mY uP. Core to Elmhurst.

824-5155

and

call Mrs. Hekn Becker.0 I. 3-741S. Deadline Mr
listing is Tuesday of the proxeding week. his
calendar covers the week °flan. 17 to 21.

Fifth Wheeler. 'trinity Lutheran Church.
1)00 Plain,. 710 p.m
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p.m., tonight at 901 Mil-

Church of Master
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Prepare for admission to

Religion

Dace Lashway and Dave Con-
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ArlInglen Helens (leer 50 Club. party eke.

ADVANCE TO PERSONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL COALS

practical teaching experience

Balton.
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ELMHURST COLLEGE
EVENING SESSION
Member of Association of Uni.

ml program of the Central
United Methodist Church of
Skokie, where Me has had
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progressive and disabling.

Q -In a recent manna You
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Strickland. Mn. Frank Hen-

Hans Schiller
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a

Borger,
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BANNING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS,

Richard

Ho,. Rotten Mob. Phillip

Mount Prospect State Bank

Buerger's disease. ff you rte:
guynaud's disease associated
with scleroderrnai it may he

show

methyldopa.

5361100

chili. for many weeks. Also
were

recommended methylpolysilo-

that

estimated

Fmk I-tenth:non heads the
architecture and construction
subcommittee which has been
meeMing regularly with the al,

severe cassas with impendin
gangrene of the finger tips.

weather will prevent the onegal spasms. Recent >studies
He
prescription drug. is effective
in controlling this disease.
serpine injected into the mein
artery of the :Am is helpful in

whose Waukee,

poled.

elude

derlying cause is not known.

For 12 years Mn. Numrick
The "Soutar Module," a group of worship spec' E ev, will appear this Sunday at Faith Lutheran

lion is tinder contract to de.
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N

thew erica-

a lieutenant
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clotrci.o the United States

Trinity plans
new sanctuary

for the purpow of planning

Mre.1.0.. Buffalo Grove

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic.. will mower the offestiom of Day readers in Mix column. ',Mrs should
be sinned. lot names will be omitted 03 the miter requests it.
Write nr OoLowiso in cam of Day Publications. 722 Center Sc.

'True Worship

the subject.

DOCTOR SAYS

Q-Whei ore the cause and
symptoms of Raynaudb dhs

Auditors and

Jehovah's Witnesses plan
three-day seminar

tremendous financial success.

Dear Mrs. LG.:
feel you choose to live alone at the pesentlime, oil &Wiles!
that Mil be a problem. I see this continuing for about three you,
hut then wall find someone. I feel you'll take a job that will
continue for about nine months; then I see you finding a job find
you'll really settle down to and enjoy.

the Niles Township Baud of

the

cummittee chairman. introduc
eJ Anderson. Rader. Yantis:.

Will I be happy living alone?

HER HUSBAND is a training program developer for the
Alloate Insurance Co.. is on

tend.

ligious assembly will be a pub.
lic address by W. M. Knott on

Dear M r DoLouivei
I am a dtvorcee and feel alone even though 1 have a family -murices! children. Do you feel that I will remain where 1 five at
Ihik limo? Can you tell me if 1 will find satisfactory employment?

boys erul a girl.

community are invited to at-

instruction and ninny other

D.E., Mount Prospect

persons in

Interested

materials and scrvims that will
be required,

"Richard, whatever happened to the poor, the black and
the young?"

urb of River Forest. She is
graduate of the University of
Wiwomin, is married and the
other of four children;thrce

A

Ritter of AHEAD The Hess

thethe delegnes: providing

Secondly. my husband has gone into a new business and has

,

native. Chisagnan Mrs
Numrick was raised in Me ..t, -

organized hy the worship com-

Ilk food. housing. program of

taken ono very substantial financial undenaking. Will he ever
come Old of this with anything linancielly for himself?
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John Ylvisaker, Doug Trove.
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really think dui. her family?
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presemed by Soular MO11.411a, a
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f . oral
gvernment's
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encouragement at Iheir set i.
annual circuit assembly to he

, tha

lanes. is a Conner alderman

25e,

pose

Illi,1011, MOO been illegal_

hook drive

in the itA., of relations between
governmental units.

from Jan. 18 to

today that he has too with the
presiding minister of 15 other
congregations in Northern Illinois lo plan bar three days of

cal municipal hoards and C0111-

Heninser said Robert Jan,
amistam director of intergovernmental relation. will

Mono

IEuciid 1111J Rohlwing

Rds.. and that members of lo-

annual meeting on Jan. 22. ac
cording to It. 11 Heninger.
NS1C secretari.

speak to the confere

Arlinoon Carousvl Res,

,:ritrakfrs Barbara Numrick

worship experience.
tapes, sound and music are designed to create a total awar
nerd und involvement in the
human drama of li lc as created
by God.
The celebration is spon-

is celebraach
ye
ted

from

new denary of Christian Edu

called, will be a multi -media

The octave of Christian un-

its immuring In know

your personal prdblem. should
h exist. along these lines. ad snits a possible volution just by

111

Season,"

Heights.

group of worship specialists

In this day of widexpread

Heninger mist the dinner
Meeting ill mart at 1531, p.m.

inter-

on

held

ht.

holies living with the problem.

and the shared experiences of other mmmIco-

MN First United Methodistnew
Church of Dm Plemis has a

known form. work la the wor
ship ficld He hes made wveral
recordIngs the most popular
being Cool Amin
The Cclehration for Every

Sunday m h p.m. et Faith Lutheran Church. 431 S. Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington

holism

is a small segmel,t. in the form

nepin County. siinn.

A rip -level Nixon adminis-

Litton. units will

is todenomi
bring Christians
hunt all
nations together to worship in their unity
in Christ.
The celebration will be

Nixon aide to speak
tratiO II

A spciaal worship 01.1,Jut

ity

world-wide Al -Anon organisation, of which the local unit

Methodists welcome
education 'rector

`Every Season'

can get help. too.

needed will hopefully in link
filler down to the local level
is the individual path
anJ

Anonymous al .705 W. Wacker

I

Dear Mr. DeLouism
Ian slIncernml about my 23 -year -old deughter who married
recently. Is there a future for her with this men? Will she ever

move

nht!

a

any handicap.
S.

abuse Mien provoked by the
or she
problem. hem,:

beganonal

is

group of Alcoholics

James

tensions old physical °mensal

Appointment of leaders of

The Chicago and suburban

appointed

spokssmsn rho non alit
holm mod not suffix from Ihe

caliber to spearhead organirm

you're out of a job and not aisle

er two appointees are Thomas

you had him hack you wouldn't really want him for long now. 1
do nee mother man already in the plentre for you. Forget the

sal

alcoholic
FM
nrmnd 11.11h1.. kb

horn

HOW.,

My alooholism services.

es the ads say...as dow as your

Finch

before. and rust ncong very strange.
I told hint wasn't impressed and would he please stop. He did,
and front there the evening cons almost perIcl.
'then he Lid something else very strange. He brought me home
at 10 p.m. I asked hint why:old he gave me a hook of excuses. We
Knight ahmo them and about the fact that he always talked about
OM girlfriend.
Well. ho told me that if I didn't like how he treated me I could
leave I did, and I slammed his car door. He didn't bother to open
it for me.
Ho drove away list and I never saw him again until the other
day at school. I asked him what happened to our relationship and
he told rite that he decided he didn't want to dale me any more. I
am.1111 not over him and it No been three months since our lost
ate. I ant wondering if you we us going hack together again or if
oiti we mother boy in the pictum.
PS.. Hoffman Estates
Dear P.a.:
The rennet your friend acted the way he and was another girl.
Hal I feel it's your gain. Remember, the gram is always greener
on Me other side of wherever you happen to be standing, and if

Loin

opment of manpower to pro
vide somprehinsise sommu

to nail one down, through dis-

was dating a young man for live months. He is in a well
Al tint the evening went Just fine. Then I noted a change in
hint. He was swearing in front of rue, something nee never done

agree that there n need for
health in suranse cove rags for
alsoholiks more federal sup
port for ressarch training and
service programs and a dc W1

Impressive as thou figures
are. they don't turn you on if

HEW Secretary Robert H.

known hand. We never had lights except for our 111S1 ore. The
firsland Ims fight was on the last date see went on.

Worker, in the field of also

problem

Famr

Group in P141111a amid be
the first to shake in colkidiva
load nhnnulls when bleed
lord. norms Mount to m aka
an durtuim drop drinamt.
Th. dare to, knock ell mn
non. With 110 h001). mud

holm impact on our moon

tional work to handle

AI Anon

Th

tor problem drink

crimination, lack of skill or
Dear Mr. DeLouibe:

Faith Lutheran
celebrates

Drink to this

$t.3anno Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois
Rectory:
CL 3-6305

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Height: -

Sunday Munson,
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,

los% 11:45, 1:00,
Parish Center

9:30, 10:45, 1200

I ti
1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M, 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
Noreen core m oil services
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The day's prospects

The MP Historical Society needs YOU
By Dolores Haugh

Now is

the

THE ENTIRE executive

non and mamtenanse of a mu
vmm

In order to procure tone

time for all

Mount Prospect residents to
come to the aid of their Hist°,

society.

A special mid -year member-

These funds may not heeled

ship drive H being conducted

for the acquisition of a Mu-

by Mrs. John Weber, vice pres-

seum.

ident and membership chairman, amisted by this writer,
wIto serves as program chair-

TIE MAIN purpose of the
Society

Prospect

Historical

of Elk Grove and

This mid -year membership

asee the heritage of the area
nd in particular the historical
"Affects, records and pictbrn

Min is to stimulate interest.

dealing with the development
of the village of Mount Pros -

ceive informative programs al
each of the monthly meetings
held on the fourth Monday of
each month, October through

The prmervation of thaw

ceives an approving look from her father as she becomes the first
baby to more Resurrection Hospitel with an offer of honeymoon
aceomodations. Holly wm born 2...5 at the Manion Motor Ho-

kerns would best he accomplished through the acquisi-

family membership 110, life
membership 5900, patron 550
ennually, sustaining by peraon
Or organization Sot annuaily.
In the past there have been
historical programs at the
regular meetings dealing with

membership.

Wheeling townships is to pre -

Left: Hotly Joy Thompson, held by num THane Karnidd, re.

Mrs. Charles Francais,
treasurer, extends a most
hearty invitation to mom the
tociety.
A student membership is SI.
individual membership 55.
and

IT IS ONLY through the interest of the residents that the
historical -society will second.
Interest can only he shown
hough
donation
and/Or

man and recording secretary.

Mount

VMor Dinner, president, Me..
John Weber, vice president:
Mrs. Robert Haugh, recording
secmtery: Mrs. Rodney Wilson. corresponding secretary.

-ship funds a museum must be
in the control of the historical

kat Society.

which Includes Mn

board

For the small amount invested

in membership. you will re-

Steffens chase Dee. 27. 1909.

Seminary. Notre Dame,

ments and the Limn Club.

written for and distributed by

onnivenory of their engage-

ry lace door -length g.n. as

groom' brother Todd. Mike

ment.

did the hridesmaidc Kathy
Sullivan of Wilmette, formerly

°onkel Of Chicago and Gerry
Ginsine of Barrington.

Rohm C. Steffens of Glen-

of Mount Prospect, Colleen
°Merton of Elmwood Park.
and Jill Steffens, sista of the
groom. of Glenview. Flower

St. Paul Lutheran School auditorium ID Mount Prospect was

view. Rev. Leo Coggins of

girl was Joan Steffens. S. sister

atteMed by 170 guests. The

of the room.
The bridal attendants car-

Schlavers also entertained in-

ried bouquets of ivory heihy's
breath. wine and ivory roses

evening.

at the ceremony in the
ergreens.

THE BRII)Eli GOWN of

and holly leaves and berries.
THE MOTHER of the

Pearl Bins. was designed with
Empire Wain and hullorts

bride wore a pink broads ensemble and the groom, mother an aqua Aline dress. Beth

down the hack and cm the
sleeves. Her
of French il-

carried
uanlenia
with stephanotis.

ivory km on satin with seed

lusion was bordered with lace

bouquets

Anisting at the altar were

us

niversary of the library inscorning nut exempt.

O

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

CL5 1600

CIVIC GROUPS have
lectures

heard

presented .by

members of the society. Cllr-.
wady the historian, Mrs. Rob-,.

en Freund. is working on the..
"History of Elk Grove Township" at the direct request of
the township.

If you enjoy recollection of
the past, join en organization
wits future. Call 253-3996 or

253-1628 if you care to join
Your

Historical

Society

needs YOU.

....

a
6

mhurst.

Ushers

were

THE WRAP UP

THE RAINBOW STRIPE

BOREALIS

he

m.

doubleIcy

iday, January 16 1970

Dolores Haugh.Womans Editor

slut Was double
WeOwn
.....
COLORS: Bleckner. Wind Wewinsi

Gregory adopts
volunteer program

as altar hoc. and cross bearer.

a cousin, Lames Fuller of El-

Mount Prospect church decorated with poinsettia, and ev-

ducted

society

special membership drive M
conjunction with the 25th an-

Ave,41).

edeacon,

merly 01 Mount PropeCt. She
wore a deep red velvet and iva

fens is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Through its

Community Center.

and Sam, Tins and
Tom Coplan of Belleville. III.,

The groom was attended by

wedding took pltm at St. Raymond Catholic Church Stef-

Society.

year the

cker. Ye,

Oliver Williams of Moreau

of Fot.na, Wis.. for-

The pm -Christmas

of the village's 50th year of organization and in the states
sesquicentennial celebration.
It has sent representatives to
the Chicago Historical Society
end to the 75th annual meeting
of the Illinois Historical

A special donation has been

nude to the library. and late

Page

The bride left one red row et
Marys altar.

Blue

THE SOCIETY has, in the
part two years of eXidence.
participated in the celebration

donated to the Mount Pros

"sorsa"

Maid of honor was Debbie

Mr their wedding dam it held
special signifimnet. It was the
mad Mirth anniversary of the
day they met soot the second

poet Public Library

May, at the Mount Prospect

in Momt Prospect, Indians.

Marcia Schlaver now Mrs. Mark Steffens
cote O. Schlaver and El6abah Schlaver. and Mark D.

At Melon. 26 meeting Mar
tin Hart Sr. will relate the beginnings of the school system
in Mount Prospect. The meeting begins at 8 gm., and you
are invited to attend.

early settlers. Christmases of
the past. the beginnings of the
vi/lape police end fire depan-

who rem edled from the rostrum where he was addressing the
convention. Henry Fisher, resident manages. of the Manion Motet Hotel, has promised Holly. free honeymoon in the head room
where dunes born. The Thompsons live in Davenpon, Iowa.

tool embellhhed with pearl sp.
pliyucs. She carried bouquet
of white roses. haby1a breath.
holly leaves and stephanotis in
the procession to Me altar On
the arm of her father

the society with special comes

executive
board. lectures have been given mid special exhibits provided for local schools.
A special historical tour was

the Civil War soldier, railroad

tel, where her parmts were Meoding pbsrammales1 con motion. She was ddivered by Dr. R.N. Roberts, Summit, NJ.,

When Marcia L Schlaver ol
Mount Prospect. daughter of
former village presidern Clan-

There are many Interesting
programs to come

LL

coeWeld Blue.Bleskoul Snipes.
Wind BluedWdifeunYellcrecsireakdok Snipes. Need Nue
Bcoudy.VIPd Hon,Wbileout Chamois ecnenstene Be,ccs.

$33.00

$27.00
$30.00

THE MAMBO ONE-PIECE SUIT

UPTIGHT ONE-PIECE STRETCH SUIT

SKI FASHIONS FOR THE ACTIVE FAMILY

iveno.s pleat in hock end closes
PPPed from widc e turnbuckle
collar bos

the

buA.rstreppower Culls reran she mold., sm.

COM. Blackout

Yellow amok

$65.00

THE BUFFET reception at

-

ranaiword obis Iia.ew. laimild linear

blaes,1.1.1

ale

1\

formalfy at their home in the
The newlyweds are now residing at 1800 W. Farwell in
Chicago after a honeymoon in

$70.00

the Ozarks. Mrs. Steffen is
continuing her studies at Mundelein College where she will
graduate in lime, and her husband is completing his senior
at Loyola University.

Mr and Mrs Mark D Menem

Weddings in the future

Mr

Ind Mn Geor,
Pommel an

of
their daughter Mars Ellen to
noun

toherons
engagement

,

Paul D Palm son ol Mr

red Mn
Arshn. Palm
Lansford S D
The engagement of Pamela
lean Keefer to Ronald Steven

School.

Frazier. son of Mr. and Mn,.

played at Motorola.

attended

Ma, LeM

Colorado

parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jack T.
Keefer. Mount Prospect.
Miss Keefer, a graduate of

Sacred Heart of Mary High

narstered

net, sradu ltd morn o sum

State University and is cm -

lauds from Gust erns
Adolphus Colima

W.S. Frazier of Denser. Colo..

has non announced by her

a

ni

SI

Polar

Minn Sht.n is dish Ind atth
Dolls PM Omma wont, She
surrsnth wcoltns an hr
master s dmrm m marina!
surge, isursint, and nunins,

Frazier. a student at Color.
do State. a majoring in dance
and plans to be a teacher there.
A March Re. 1970, wedding
is planned.

,et
edualded layman. from soles-dem tvachsr ods
the library and listuhroom
under sneaker. do clerical work and ucost
.11kan

1,11tani /mit

cago, She is a graduate of Pros-

pect High School.
Palm is also a graduate of
Gustavus Adolphus College
and was affiliated with Nu Upsilon Gamma fraternity. He is
now serving in the Army.

Pamela lean Keefer

New Rhythmette routine
Mary Ellen lock

A wedding date will be announced later.

OLO., WhIsuut nodylirlyer Cloud Yu.

hoto by Fleenor

HE MINI QUILT WARMER ONE-PIECE
IN. (rebel. N.51511 yolun
leer wry. program is in lull
with 48
mhos donor-

and WW1. sm It inhere s rah

ing time. according to Mrs.
Ic Rodriguez. principal of

noted

t

,des do

small amount of time
week. Efforts were coonliMrs.

Lynn

Weith. PTA volunteer service
the MoUnl Prospect school.
-chairman. and the Ciregory
This program has leacher stall.
aides in the clannyoms. den.
More and mom teachers are
cal volunteers and other .1- looking for additional re.
unwell assisting in the library sources to lap in oohing the

to

TYROL TOP

OVER SUIT

a

Yoke Sp,. Copan Body Stripes. Mornay Podyldockour

Seep 5.441411.

lunchroom or clerical volunteer. or if you have two years of

$29 00

Mont ours.
COMM mamma. vrte mum tamlino. Ink

resew,

frnbandery

Mount Prospect to 4 -year -old

Strout McNally, while Mr,.
Thomas Bychowski sends

beeps of

encouragement.

Couples from outer space will
Mkt over the auditorium of St.
Raymond Catholic Church
Jan. 17 for the ennted potluck
of the SI. Raymond Woman's

$27.00

twbro,derv

$25.00

$65.00

SKI VILLAGE EQUIPMENT

the school.

RENTAL
PACKAGE

ter of Mr. end Mrs Charles F.
Penne. 32 S. Imois. Mount

Prropect. a freshman at August:me ('tillage. has Imo

for the fall simmer. the lint
covers aludenta whit grade
point average is in the A range.
front 3 50 to 4.191.

subject for
Nurses club

$40(8)!

MENU, WOMENS & CHILDRENS
WEEKEND

.50

.50

TOTAL

0

Keeps out Cold Wind & Wetness

.$9.00
$3.00

$8.50 $12.50
DAILY

SNOWMOBILE MITTS

$1200

CAATRATCRKS forPrila.

'1145°, $4200

WEEKEND

$15 0

hP

dminnan of the affair; Susan's

mhurst.

WOOD SKIS $3.00
BOOTS
$2.00

$4.00
$3.00

.50

.50

POLES

M. Thane Wester, head
nurse

et

Lutheran

General

Hospital, Alcoholic Rehabili-

mailable; cell Mrs. McNally

tation Center, will speak on alcoholism. A speaker from the
Volunteer Bureau will also

at 392-1448.

speak.

A few &kers are still

The club's winter social
led by Prospect High's 64-giel precision marching group the Rhyllutiettes, teen took over the
3 Owes of Mount Mesmer on Saturday, fan. 10. It was a non-violent seizure approved by Mayor
Teicleml to mark -Teen I ag Dry" for the March of Dimes. Kicking off the drive were Sue Bates,
len chairman. and her co-ehairmen, Gail Prochask (above) and Tana Gino& (not shown/.
AsJated by Pnopecrs Oreheds dare group, cheerleaders, and representatives of the Student
nastil and Pep Club. Mr teens coileeted about 51,170. (Photo by E. Rives)

1a)

DAILY

$5.50

GLOVES & MITS Mr=s.

evas. swe.n
adds body le cull, cells

ckncd Mc, Poclen 8moz any
ice, iccry colyuder

& UP

$150

HEADBANDS & HATS

$8.00

ever ...Wed.... Sing oller, o 100% canon stun rhor

otr7.:c:g

SKI BOOT TREES

WO,. $1500

is

planned for Saturday. Jan. 31.

a6:45 p.m. Club members
d their husbands will meet at
Striking Lanes for Scotch

Doubles bowling and lunch
following.

TOTAL

THE SUNDANCE SHELL

CLASSIC INTERLOCK TURTLE -T

CCUPISI Oloclroot Greenlee.. Int, Weld Blue. WWI len,

(11010 OFC01.01114im Sal

Fuecrocker.Tellowsirenk

Tyra arts
Mtn

$4.00
5.00

$13.00

RETAIL
RENTAL

SNOWMOBILE SUITS

METAL SKIS $6.00
BOOTS
$2.00
POLES

Alcoholi,4m

Odyssey.. Mn. Maisie is
McNally, and Mrs. Hugh Ziek
are ticket chairmen; Mrs. Byrsld is decoretions chairs

-

named to the dmin's honor list

Club, co6ume dinner-denee,
this year dubbed the "Space
Lawrence

s5w. s

frw

rock, vellascono.

college and wish lu hecome
teachers aide. Meow contact

The Mount Prospe.it Nunes' Club will meet uesday.
Jen. 20. at the borne of Mrs.
Carl Frans Jr.. 205 N. El-

mother, Mrs.

$19.00

oc.on,no

Min land E. 1Senne. dough -

"Try this on for size," says
Mrs. Eugene McTime of

COMIrs wistessimm iris Yoke Sipoes Loncholo 5,,

wad

On dean's list

St. Raymond
space odyssey

PHI..

Mow ben, tr:sunrw k:LTA:4n
COLORS: Metro, ink who

r

mom. nembmsaut ,.bBrnpocreilewstrcek neer

Strobeyahl

Volunteers are still needed.
If you wish 10 help as a library.

her

Stripe FiliNfeael nod, Smogs, Greenrwe Body Packard
Yokn Stripas,ellowureak Body Stripe% Ink Body Whiwour
Tar StrIpes.Brandy Body

and meaningful one
e individual child.

archswing

through

it mum

THE SNOWSTRIPE

io.losbiound ,culnd sleeves Nocrcreeer stripes accent Hes

altuatiou at [ht. University of

LamesChi-

THE SNOWSTRIPE

THE 5NOWSTRIPE

Coe r.hlid,,,renrsoat,,N015ounSitaPrrossp,e,c100ref orlc,m,luatouml,arsetrabe,,m117tln,,go.f,,m7,...h,,od sg,,a47etmee.r0Por4.07:7,

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

WARM-UP PANTS 7c=:

Direction, talent make
`Barefoot' theatersiinat it's best

by Catherine U Donnell

in New York C

brownstone

in

Mitten at Pheasant Run Feb

hand pl o Iha r 1010, is 11 lb.
were living them. They are

are

notoriously steep. When the
homes were the abodes of the

beautiful ly auuned. Their tim.
ing. and that dull the argon, is

of -Barefoot in the Park." at

city's wealthy. the hired help

excellent

the Des Plaines Theatre Guild'
Playhouse on Lee St.. is just
right for any night.
The director is Nancy Kole,

had the tip, yiiiiriers. When

There are two minor roles
Ihat could have pawn! unnowd except that the Guildactors am polished and Niko.
loUnless you have lived at the
lairs in New York
brovnatone. he huffing and
pulling mighi win] a Utile es]

they became rentols they weni
to periple who 011 for ads say-

ho has done a great job of

ing -st, the sky every night."
The newly ads are ram only

tailing some very good taknt

traumatized by ilia steps hilt by

but not too fast.
highly amusing play that is

the arrival of the bride's very
suburban and widowed moth-

community theater at its best.

er for a sightseeing visit In the

Director Kole could' never
have done it without thc combined talents of flip Neil Simon. the playwright. and Jackie
Martin. Michael Lucchesi.
Doug Paticrson. Paul Hawkins. Frances Grose and Ed
auer. They were meant for
tall other and the play.
will never
THE FLO
throe protest signs to he ear.
ried in front of the theater thy'
the DAR. the Sig or the Legion of Decency.
no
soniroveny.
niltaken
plenw of
Lonnie,. but ifs
care
of in three acts which only

Jetliner',

ri

Eist.

hoedown. momentarily. in else
second.

The story conthrns a newly
wedded couple who mow into
the Aylight apartment of o
converted brnonstone house

home. Their
life is further enhancedwith a
new.

go-asthisinicd rash by the lenuthiairs who has hien locked Inn all his annulment for not

paying the rent. Ile ie. to say
the

leant.

chanteter.

a

Ed

Sauer. Des Plaine. tinny.ehalwan. noiLer. him tn
giddy.
happy. sad and .00derful.

THE HOTDER of the gni
is

I ran., (Hog.

played hy

The role wan instrumental in
reviving klyrna I oy's career
when she

h

She could not

Chicago.
!MSC

Mistypossb

heater (lull it(How.
She gives a hilarious portnHal

done

of a pink pill taker front the
car

he young couple.
Nlai lin as Pic one
and
andhe Paul Hawkins as the inis

agthiraied. It didn't 10 this l'orer Islanhattan roohop dweller.

It was hcaulifully done.

Ihe roles wen- those of a telephone repairman.' played hy
hlichael Lucchesi. whose costume incidenvilly with never
make the grade with Illinois

:Ind Do, Palters..11

R 7 and 8

Highlighting the event will
to a carnival at which coign,
nity organizations from the

and Other civic fund raking
groups.
The SS

Charles

resort's

gaiety before the Lenten fan.

mingstlales. They wen: Slath.

will he games of skill such as

Much criolit for a perfect
telling should go hi the pm-

dan rind baseball throws.
shooting galleries, pitching
Loins and sale of craft and bou-

duction staff. Bill

Lethinlei

did the set design. and Roy
Quid lest the
Rattling crass.

wed

was escellem.

Incidentally. Ken Johnson. in
aharge iol pospenics. rates a
"hurrah" hi! Ilc hihni scene
and the bright') shining Ninth
ihai
the second aci
lake a how. Nancy
your
ilirethion was superb.

Mill Run Playhouse is now
accepting registrations for eta
fifth season of acting Clean,
In addition to its usual two
lasses. one for high MAMA
students and one for eleentary age uhildren, a third clam ly
being ultered for previously
enrolled Mill Run suidunis.
Classes will he held for one
hour on Saturdy for II/
24 and
weeks. starting
Month 28.
oantinuing

replica of Bourbon Street in
New Orleans provides a.pco
fen background for the threeday Mardi Gras event. Mardi
Gras has be, celebrated in
Now Oilcans f r more than
200 yet., marking a period of

the delivery own from Moo.

tique items. In addilion to the
booths. there will
conlinuoto entertainment
throughout the hotel. Poroika,

voice und articulffion. develireopment of characterization.
scene analysis and creative

clowns and pretty girls
ill entertain during the entire
Mardi Gras period. Prises will
he given for the hest oniumes
mt both Fridily and Saturday

provnation.

is

a

listing of activiiies for youllea
The actisity may IM sponsored

by a club, church, school or
park. or il may be a nn menial event. Send inform lion on what's happening la

liappeni,.7

aWIG1N

Day

PoNicaliims, 117 S. Slain SI..
Nlounl Prospect,
.rat
Its, and 'tioltay will tell ,rile.
W
Happening with you.

ARLINGTON HEHarrs:
'Tonight at the Cellar will he
along with. another

Klo(ter,

croup yet

he aminuminl.
A PINaring Sultirday night will
he
Bangor Hying Circus.
hacked up by aninher gawp.
the Minim l'isiffit Retell°,

Emphasis in the classes will be
., technnium. inoil
stage
movements.
cluding

carnival

marching hand, singing

What's Happening"

Registration
opened for
acting classes

hooths to raise funds. All the
games and concoGions are
Ming turned over to hospdal
auxiliaries. health re,wren
groups, church organizatiOns

ho

limey Iligh School.
hornets

is

presentinp

-Spoon River Anthology", no
8 p.m. WARN and tomorrow.
78 nnetic charsic-

I

ierilations Admission is SI.

[ion call either Mrs. Biter at

coneri lan. 31 al X p.m. and

Haney High !knout will
present III SCRIMS! annual POP

eh.clatE p.m- in .1.:
Featured in the concert will

itchy. Ian Nil lb. 1991

DA1

I, 'Thomas I,Nsh, director Ill
hnnJs al tie Pao' in iveth th

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK

arid

BLICATIONS

unlinks whom

Rained

Mendez.

WAUKEGAN:

THE PONY LOUNGE

WcckEnd RinFare

o

1

If you like elegonce....and a good time...Men The
Reny lounge, in the Arlington Pork Towen Hotel,
is van Place! Currently minearing is the George

Graves Show, a happy,fresh, ',minced type of
ente.inment...by three guys and one good.loo4.

Appearing
On ne tonighi
Clown. Toni ,,,,,

Wild

the

I he
and tin 1110
he

Saitudins, of lair
Wild
,,,,,,

oars

the
orssent lie

1)initig...tineing...Entertnininetit in the Northwest Suburbs

tion eUneeelS with the Chicago

Symphony Orchestra Thur.
day and liriday. hin. 22 and
23. The performances will
be at It 13 pm. Thoriday and
at 2 pm. Friday in Orcheslm
IND. The
swill feature
Donald Peek. principal flute

Wheal a plug is res brightly
pohshr.d, as lardhanth stAgad,
as beautifully
mounted at
Ivanhoe

and Bonnie. and Friends with

will

Harrison
them.

appear

The Milliard String ()wino
will Prow. a Fog... el
lIceihown canners in ()richesIra Ilall
Killi p.m. Tuesday.
30.
Thu 0,r1e1 will

Beethoven, Quaron
in A major. op. It. No. 5. the
()nano
(' major. opus ES.
IITVW111

No. 1 and the Quartet MEMO

inajor. opus 127.

I

I've enty

second

renuary

l'oselselims proton, Doha,

onus movements and an occasional stammer. before exploding. Fl final capitulation

ALI, THREE anon were
technically excellent, hut it
seemed thin they wire pro-

oecopiea with mechanics

more than emotion. To a lesser

mem this was true of the reg
of the east

Ming Bank as Big Mama
ennununicaled much Mme
womanh groping low for her
and son. As Gooper.

Don Marmon londed to over
whim his fellow emirs every
thus' he got on as . His hi
scene was all the manlyffec-

then

to Maggie was lon indifferent.

inflections on 11111, compulcrs

however.
Art Kassel replaced ailing

and pressed the brawn at on lain time.

Thom. Gottez in the role of
Big Daddy, Even without a

tive when he scrupulous

um

Mississippi ac cent. Kiimul was
1110it effector,: in his 50 -minute
ocene with Mixon.
final

derplayed it. On his eiernally
fruitful spouse laeguebelh
Benton was convincingly bitchy. cell
nyyt eat
her

angry outer, and unbehey-

final whispered

a

diar,

gE

Don't :Miss Floyd's
1

1

'

1

withesiled

No.Neck Monster's owing flees. Bombe Hither. Craig awl
Clay Taylor and Barbara Su],

were horrifyingly imilthiu

GOUS 148US

ui

their noisy foniys

ONE OF '111E quiet Fan-

Des

lights of the performance mar
an a cappella Muth 111001 ming

by Tom Bradley and Louise
Jenkins as part of the biers ground

sound

It

rb.:

THEATRE

694

STARTS FRIDAY

A

ON OUR WIDE
BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR

Director George KcathIc)
ti -gad hit.play io ehh and II ass

threethrini IN Meter.

Maximillion

NOW
SHOWING

NIL Sclitath
Ralph

NI

Rated G

s.fiurrit..r,

musident of Me I lyi, Carpi
anal O'Haic Concord Moto

A

iGurday a Send,
N

DING ER

Inn coniNex. levealed the op.

Plus

THEATRE

',Simon hl Kim 1'. Schlarh

OLIVER

geisnal manager of !hes:tint

path's 011am Airport or,
eons0,111.

Sohlarb, oho has
net
lecenil, served
genera
manager of the Of lam Con
Gird him has been with ths
company almost
since
founding seven year. ago and
considered one of the lead
ing expens in airman hotel tip
amnion,

SAT. SUN. WED.

Iron

ROBERT FULLER

'5.95

"a girl could
get lucky"

'Boeing Boeing'

io :or
JERRY LESTER

TIVRE

1:30-4:45-8:00 P.M.

Richard
Johnson

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

Honor
Blackmon

by Don Appel

prom

$3.00
Theatre for
Children
CINDERELLA

MON. TUES.
THURS. FRI.

8:00 P.M. ONLY

TWIST

A

4f SAND

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

Best thew Buy in the Area

The Pony Nampa!

SAUSAGE INN

1

nem role in the play. As the

uponoo

PHONE 255-2125

'0

Mac I

RESTA( RANT OF"IIIE IT EE

PLENTYWOOD FARM
Youre

1

!wood House'', a mecorpla. for mesa lunches
I and pre.,oto parties. The Howells built o Amer
Ibuilding ...mime with live sego.,,, dining
thos, fish ...Ada end lirosilases. It% quite a

(.

BRASS RAIL

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

treat will, a brand new

plase...very unusual in a beautiful selling. Please
stop and get orrrninted. Yuri II be very glad yo,,

.

.1;4ed Steaks or Sea Food

in faro real

dining guide mernber...The Plentywood Form in
wilishoested offering
in 19]2
a one mom log
Base land
rabi."Todoly
cabin 1

HARCZARt

11

fast to leave its print
the minds of those wbo

thing possiNe 10 flesh sal Doc
Baugh. but it renmined the Ith-

KRAKOTA,

Dining...Duneing-Entertaintnent in the Northwest Suburbs

'

Thanks to his nneticulom pacing ihe slay passed swifilo. but

East of Java

WcckEnd RinFare
I

Tooker.

lush..a ugh

is

Join
Your Friend,
at

Exceptional

Ron

th

in one imporiant day in the
lives of Big Ibtddy's

THEATRE

DAY PUBGICATIONS

with the

person of

George Womack did evay.

rundma

the evens, nth happy and sad,

AA A ntittetolt

Frid,..lanuary

The Drive In

I
red Man ols iril clad
some higuhnous humor into
proceedinp as he Nundered
inlet Fig Daddy's way in the

Schell

Misr

(e.g.

Georg,. Keathley had lovingly
craned a Maggie Doll. a Brick

child:1Ni the hod, of a ligrott
She ,talked her man like a cat

mission Peck will Iv the solohl
in Jail van Oftimen's Serenalti

conecrli of the
(3mhs

ongradually. with link ner.

with the soft her of a hurt

phony Chorus and Giovanni
(iiihrieli's min for orchestra.

Claiwgo SYnthlwins

Daddy. though. He built term

at though director

h

LOIS NRITLETON was a
gorgeous. carlikc
Maggie,

Earle Brovas -Fmnr Here."
featuring the Chicago Sym-

fontfont

sion into

carefully progrlinunsai
their movements. cesium and

major. It will be followed by

No. 2 for Iliac and orchestra,
1 he program will conclude
with Sehoenberg's Varialions
lair Orchestra. opus 31. The
composiiions In Brown. llahrieli. and Vthinen are Nina
performed for the
Lime ai

his denouement scene with Big

Doll and a Big Daddy Doll,

the program will open with
Monirls Symphony No. 31.1)

arroganth,

inttrodrn,
tr, et
contrast with his early crony

the evanescent Maic

lambed

Gen. manager
is appointed

ant.

that transforms theatrical ilea -

929

i"

should probably
pro
receive nods inR but adulation.
Ben me Ivanhoe p
am

with

stall, a arar younb rahha
palmed. Taal ventt.d her
Niger in feline fury. and kept
on trying.
As Brick, Alan Mixon wag
unbelievably cool in the face
of Maggie' s repeated
inviations to connubial beddybye. He was very effectivo in

Of;

Eric (Upton Feb. 14 in the
Notified= Theater. George

player of the orchestra. and ths
Chicago Symphony Chorus.

Nod.
triday. Jan. 21. Wild Ilan-

in g gall Show time is sea, nine, and eleven p.m.
And, while you're them, nuke a Iona lack tirohe

lighting (inures. Hwy, fabulous!., and s

CHICAGO:
Compther-conductor Bruno
Mederna will guest conduct
his second week of subscrip-

191111

The classes will he taught try
Mi.ele Vacea and Fred
Mic.los, both protosional
actors. For furthet inform.

674.2592 or Mil1 Run Playhome at 298-6202.

Ivanhoe's "Cat" brightly polished

[ What's happening in the area

Moss, 584-6300.

Chicagotand area will sponsor

AMONG THE hooths ri
the New Orleans [toilworn

Bell.

The Mardi Gras hours will
be 6 p m to 11 p m Friday ID
a m to midnight Saturday and
noon to 6 p m Sunday
Booths are still available to
sponsoring organizations. For
information call Miss Gilda

a

gala weekend Mardi Gras cede

lust right for a winter
In fact, the current production

into

Sauer:Mil anions row of Des Plaine, in their roles:is Sietor Schwa, and Mrs. Banks. shame
tile lannIn of Neil Mini, comedy. 1threfoot to he Path." Pedonth
tender moinent ni
Guildthontinne this weekeng Fond nest) at (Suild Playhome M
mees lo the etas
111
linilas and Sown!, night.
Des Plaines. Ciirtain little

houses

Plan Mardi Gras

Plane are underway for

Restaurant and Show Lounge
stme sonny!,
pos. sailSAns

PERFECT

PIZZA!

BRATINURST
HAMBURGER-

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

THE

NIELSEN'S

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Saturday
11 AA? PtNN2

A.M.

NEW

RESTAURANT

'Xr

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72 CARPENTERSVILLE,
ILL

I ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

NIELSEN S 827 1819
Across from 0 Moe field

CL 5-2441

A RyOLH SERVICE TOO.

047S N

Rh ROSEMONT ILL

PHONE

537 8866

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

WATCH for our

thogen snecils...,
in the itmv"!

Businessmen's Luncheon

GOLDEW'
EAGLE

Fashion Show Doily

Complete Dinners

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
14:t2 N. Rand Del.. Arlington Neigh.

Old
Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB
(n EverySundayre
Featu

Lemon -Fee

LEON BERRY
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

WAYNE

394-0765

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Coacb lita _Ann

Hour

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

4.7

WED., FRI. 8 SAT. NITE

Zattce to tilt

Mixed
Drinks

j

61116 otooic

50'

of the

Bottled

J. M. THREE

ROOM

CUI SINE

RECEIVE YOUR FIRST DRINK FOR ONLY

hilt LTS

$2"

ON FIELDALE RD

IN HOFFMAN

LAMERS

'LAMPLIGHT ERS NEW

lChalet0

MEETING Moor'

CL 52025

$175

PH: 529-8840

Now thru Jan. 31st.
BRASS RAIL Restaurant in Sheraton Ono,
MANNHEIM Rd. between HIGGINS a TOUHT
For Reservations Coll 207-6010

Elk Grove, III.

439-2040

Scan da House

fa*

This Weekend ... discover

PLEIMIN 11%
ail-

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAII. LOUNGE

mIreeki. eosin,

P.S. For those arriving after 12
noon. complimentary champagne.

GREAT DINING

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

WITH CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
AND THE BEST IN SERVICE.

ANYTIME!

arnonthere

reVdTit'e'PriCebs.dt"ryOrti:171:1

D:skoViVilfitienTsai.:11
or brie month
I, ry

chop

AIep er of many
mtiones

CL

Locationr3405 Alg ngoin Rd., Rolling Meadows, II

For Rose. Phone 259-5000

RESTAURANT
EXCELLENT FOOD

5119

EDVAEy5

$199

$169
DONT FORGET OUR PRIVATE

DINING ROOMS -AT NO CHARGE

253 Rand Rd. 253-3300 Mt. Prospect

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA
DRAFT BEER -WINE FROM THE KEG -SOFT
DRINKS

COME AS YOU ARE

ICHILORINS PORTION% EVEN MS,

'TASTE TREATS'
HELP US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCKTAIL BAR

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

SUN.& HOLIDAYS

ARE ADDING NEW
TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU

Bring the Family
and watch Jerre '0
make "baloon animals"

A a yore e(sa to Eat
LUNCH

CONNOISSEURS OF

BAR -B -Q BEEF

4 PM to 8 PM

DELICIOUS 5MORGASBOARD

II

FANTASTIC PITBURGERS
ITALIAN SAUSAGE -ITALIAN BEEF

EVERY SUNDAY

Mon. thru Fri. $1.09

Ciaithuolosers Pawns
Par II Tears

where cnsole, din ere, inclde,

ilte elixa

Business Men's Luncheons

BENSENVILLE, ILL

PHONE 299-0011

FA'

smorgasbord

GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
OUR OWN SPECIAL COLE SLAW
ZINGY DILL PICKLES, LETTUCE & TOMATO

HAS SOMETHING
EVERYONE WANTS

FAM
R

A

OUR FAMOUS PIT & PUB STEAK SANDWICH
CHAR BROILED TO SUIT YOUR TASTE

ar

Make. lour Itesethalions Now

ibbei

SERVED WITH SPECIALLY PREPARED CHIPS,
SLAW AND OUR DELIGHTFUL SAUCE

his Quartet
RT. B3 8 RT 72 Makton at Higgins)

UM L OM U.

r(54,

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING FRENCH FRIED SHRIMP
OUR OWN SPECIAL RECIPE

Lloyd Lindroth

'

CHILDREN

ESTATES
LUNCHES EMILE
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

mites Eon of
Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

DINE AT THE ELEGANT ONE

Sunday
I 0:3 0 t.111. to 2 p.m.

LUNCHEON DINNER.COMAILS

Now Appearing

'

Brunch Buffet

DAVE MAJOR
IN THE.COCKTAIL SHOW LOUNGE

ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Sum it Mon. - The Swingers"

Nrstattrant

we wish more people. knewuboui
If you have not Hied this every
timidity feature see are both losers
- so may we suggesl...

Featuring

rich juices.

and the MINORS

turn Eagitg

We have been told our Sunda..
Brunch Buffet is the heal in the
area - sie think so too - however.

in its own

1_1)10.
DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TM 4 A.M.

35e
BRING IN THIS AD ANY WEEK DAY AND

HERITAGE

'

I

$4.25

Beer

537-9500

OF BEEF
A generous cot
of meat sewed

ink

I

784 S. Milwaukee Wheeling, Ill.

GATTNEATAL

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

SPECIALTY

PRIME RIB

54

THE

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

OF THE /OUSE

ocktai

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

RULY

Zale Roue

for Reservations Phone 312.426.3446

WITH

CALL

%12:

PIT 'n PUB._

ENTERTAINMENT

THE FRIENDLY

SEATING UP TO SDO
,

inf.'

WAteil$

helped Nein

r. Nom Pima

239.9550

PLACE

PIT 'n PUB

EAT -DRINK

MAKE MERRY

ORDER BY PHONE -FOOD WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
HOURS COME FOR LUNCH -11 A.M., OPEN NITELY TILL MIDNIGHT, FRI. 8. SAT. TILL 2 A.M.

Tilt Oar
OUT OUR WAY

GINO
NAP ar THG

G514. 61770

SGOTTA GAG

S COLL

ORMOVT POse

His onto<
wIT I -

m 02u6 oat
AMMS.c03.

sE ANO sieve
ANDS-TNE SUN
WILL EE CCAIN

SANa TWISTY

7,16TOUNI07amOR

BOYE THE
MESSIntitio

THEN COULD
T621714'201.1..

H6 CAN'T

PICK,

A VCR
A, LAST.'
THIS

2
5

ONE

-

Van Dyke

THAT UOB 1 60T

1Cal

Ed

Ronal

26 Quiz

12:00

9:00

Brackenis World
Real Indians kid-

2

nap Paulette Douglas
in an attempt to force

5

5

lads Carlos

6:30
Get Smart
Max sneaks into a
wax museum to find
out how the dummies
are being brought to
life by KAOS.
5
High Chaparral

I WOULDN'T KNOW. I
HAVENT 505 02AVOAT00,17

Tired of the daily
grind as cowhandson

the Cannon ranch.
Buck and Manolito

ROBIN MALONE
A PARTY!, MIIJEMP.,

leave to operate their
own recently pur-

GUICKEY MYPIZEITIOS,1041A MOM
CLIP CUR/GASP SECGO CONMR.

011 0000ISIP11 A

chased spread.

MnitOtrOttrEntosTaciwoo

FAREWEbb vaar,, PoR
ROE. MALONE

7

ROAD/ FOR 000 GALA!

Lee.

Make

Deal

SIRaFRIRO AILISHRDRW5

poop).

Mike

11051" WalaFICanCOUP !

sier

WNELV

Jimmy Duran.

7

7:30
2 Hogan's Heroes
Guest star Nita

Presents the Lennon
StWers'-Hour

Talbot returns to Sta.

Guests include

glamorous Rosman
multiple agent.

Name of the

When one of the
work's
wealthiest
men dies and leaves
only a small estate.

Jeff Dillon and Peg-

gy Maxwell are as
Minot to find out
what happened to his
fortune.

Mr. Deeds Goes
lo Town
A pretty girl is the
hail used too Longfellow to hire a moivational
research
outfit.

117 and

and Teicher, Ed Ames and

26 Today's Rash,
32 Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea

32 News Final

David Frye.
32 News

CAPRICORN llhe.

26 Big Play

BUGS BUNNY

A THINS:

FOR SATURDAY
23

Eou,
7

-

Jan. 20113ring di ffennacv of an

opinion among antedyrs
00 in the open. The wise
Capricorn will insist upon a

I I 4i-e

)4-

ys. m.'

H.
_
--_,_.,--

191 Make the effort to heal INC
wounds caused hy recent arguments. Loved ones tweed to he

teassurmi of your affection toward them.
March
PISCES Web. 20
-

211 Look on the bright side.
Yesterday, activities ;hoots]

12:30

COrnments
5

9:30

11

Movie
"Shell Shock."
12:35

Hungry

32 TBA
10:00
News
News
News
New

2
5

9

News

7

Movie

"The Projected

mooners

7

9

A

tke

his

i
-,

so

.

ex-

'

"Robin and

the

Hoods.- A
Chicago gang in
Seven

Rabin
Hood of Chicago be.
cause it donated
some money to anorthe

Come the

Tonight Show

2

Late Report

2

Lt(to
Meditation

2:10

Show
5

Dick Cavan

7

Show
9 Movie

-It Happened at
the World's Fair."
An Elvis
film.

coma Saloon.

Blues

9

Pro Basketball

The

Bulls vs.
Supersonics

Who's Hungry
Chicago

26 Red

I

Presley

II Town Meeting:

at Kansas City.
32 Of Land andSeas

Hot

captures the
Florida Everglades
rney

hi this film trip.

3:35
News

9

Movie

and
.

'Cry Wolf: Ad-

Bay.'

"Hudson's

C o.ncerns three

venturt myStury.

rough trappers from
9

5.20
News

9

Biography

Ciumda.

II

Midway, Georgia.

2:35

3.40

32 Moyle

MIDWAY MUSEUM,

ENT

Reflections
Naked City

9

in

Dr. Anhur Two-

can break.

The Brady

CromlirCircle

&ides
Jeremy and .10hus play the roulette
wheel and win a Ta-

for help and winds up

7

9

Mery Griffin

2

Seattle

in a trance no one

10:30

8100

Movie

Midway Museum. adjacent to Midway Congregational Church, honors the founders of this historic
settlement. Patterned after an 18th Century house
which stood a few miles away, the Museum contains

furnished moms. a library and numerous exhibits
which tell the story of the Midway community.

AAASCon-

5:25

sention Magazine

tl.

On August 28, 1754, a group of settlers recently
arrived from Dorchester. South Carolina. met in a log
meeting house on Midway Neck and organized the
Midway Society. Some of these people were descen-

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

ffyillimplur

11: 00

dants of a small group of Puritans who had come
from near Dorchester. Massachusetts, in 1695 to
settle in South Carolina and others were French

do much to make this a highly
satisfying day for you.

ARIES (March 22

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each. Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

1:011

d

71st

Homes

T o Feed the

32 Password

goes to a hypnotist

Bench
Abbe Lane leanest

N

Great Music

Hari,

in
periment.

Rufus reluctantly

-

tlement.

AQUARIUS Han. 21 . FOE

7:00
2
The Good Guys
Unable to conquer
hispassion for candy.

OF COURSE

CoMENATIONV

*25
Paul

32

Great
American

12:20

32 100 Paintings -

II NliT PIybome

phanage.
7 Hese

6:55

ARE YA?

JANUARY 16, 1970

12:15

Ferrante

26 A Black's View

tagged

Psychology 201.

JUST DEL'AuSE THIS CLUCK
0E0 FIGHTIN' KNOCKE0 OUT
SIA STRAIGHT DON'T MEAN

April

201 Only an extremely reliable

Continental Congress in 1775, St. Johns Perish
way) indignantly. asked to be annexed to South Caro-

had been [obtain in 1792..wwv.oParod...1 nstonins

lina. Denied this request, they sent their own delegate. Dr. Lyman Hall. to the Congress. The following

Members of the Midway Church and Society and

Huguenots. Scots and Carolinians who had joined the

year. two Midway men, Lyman Hall and Button

Dorchester settlement in the first half of the

Gwinnett. participated in the Congress which drafted
the Declaration of Independence.

18th

Century.

source or information can he
trusted at this time. The amain the field is not yet wise.
te TAURUS

(April 21 - May.
211 Keep abreast of happenings on the employment scene.
Though Saturday. there H

much you can find an about
the way thing, are going.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
211 Avoid those commis or ac.

tivities which ctotomarily put
strain on your nerves. This is

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

a weekend for recovers.

THE BORN LOSER

CANCER Ilinte 22 July
231 Uncomplimentary remors

P'Cf.AR MAN& AND DADDY: VOW

should he put down imme.
diately. To allow them to rim
riot amid he to cause wxtrself

much damage.

SHOSELEP 5207.1 ALID eATHURED FIRE-

WOIX TO 240ARD MoMIGT THE co12.
I ROPE Y00 SACS MERRY (0051312,S.
LC-L.:1,:1JILBERCOR66.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Murder Mysteries
oREAT SCOTT, WE F0124:07-)
TO BR184. THE LAO HOME
FROM (AMP

ACROSS

7//

-

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - 00. 231
Check out your facts before
employing them or you may
find that an advantage can be

(Sib.).

27 Pl..1

demonstrative
pronoun
31 Punish (Van)
35 Even (contr.)

SAGITTARIUS !Nov. 11 Dec. 221 Honey catches more

tplwr
to
turn the tattles in your favor
Seers the day's cnil.

hake

fist

(Doyle)

21 Slumber
23 Allow
24 Desert fruit

cocky that others hack away.

FLORIST
Ion
sift

....re
18 Ireland
LIKE HH19"

he ping

Answers to
Hideaword

17 kfilfial.

19- Holm.

your way tit this time. Don't
spoil the trend by being st

that and you shotild

15 Island off
Venesnela

CAPTAIN EASY

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

Ilicz than vinegar:

8 Nero -

fabric
4 Friend (Fr.)

13 Movement
(music)
14 Sono( Isaac

turned against you.

221 Things should

4 -Mayo

2 Spring month
3 Watered

(Stout)
,
12 Away (prefix)

Adventure may wait for you
and yours this Salunlay. Take
advantage of an opportunity to
mirk well with others M a nes.
field.

1 Satisfies

(Taylor)

community activity. If so.
heed well what you know to he
maxi principle.
VIRGO /Aug. 24 -.Sept. 231

CAMPUS CLATTER

36 Embrace
37 Babbles
40 Inactive
43 Operatic
selection
44 Gnaw
46 Meager
50 Boasting
55/31blical tower

flin

sort

&Shedder part

foil
first

slit
dot

57 Slow

flit

silt

flit

'ft

frost
foist

oil

toil
trio
tito

eft

sort

oft

mil

oris

silo

oils

tot

ist

DOWN

1 -Spade

(Hammett)

Italy' 24 Aug. 251
You may well haw an opportunity to take the lead in a
1.1E0

Wall. publication.

his men through an

of the News
32
T h e Honey-

2

Literature

YER NOT NERVOUS

suburbs than any

regains the respect of

Man." A seiemist
turns into a madman
killer through a mis-

Dr. James Zigatell

ALL YA GOTTA PO IS
WATCH OUT FER
LEFTS, RIGHTS,
upPERC life ANY

greater northwest

act of heroism.

7

11 TY Caller Pre.
view

o host for a look at

Your
Horoscope

Movie

in

Show

WEATHER WORE HA55167

i

2

Home Buyer's Guide

'The Deep Six?'
A Naval lieutenant

Came
2

7

MielMgM Report
Chicago Show
12:05

movie.

Critic

5

Top Plays of the

NFL

Kevin Grant to alter
Apache history in a

lag 13 as Marla, the

6:25

WBEM-TV

2

life.
11 Washington
Week in Review
26

11 Around the
World
"Shalom Yasser."
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

NC ELSE GRABS

130A,16501

6:00
News
News

9 Dick
Show

eeroas Somv-

FOFM

wmionT

NW as a glamorous
egametic queen who
biNomes the strange
woman in Mike's

7 Nom

E

OP
OPTS
AMLESTONES:

RIGHT UP: WEVE
SOT TO GET TO
THE SKI SLOPE

THE70.72370S

''

cut-L.1,06g!

Reaching morn families
TONIGHT

7)116 LS
ONE LOCK.

LONG THI2E8

MEASURE PARTS,
NOT HUMANS:

510.7155 THE

DAY !PUBLICATIONS

Friday. January 16, 1970

THAT THINEG

RU MACHINE WAS

OH UH-.1491.

mis

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

THAT NEW ZOE,

- Today

SHORT RIBS

59Person
rOnoted

BO Exclamation

of pity
SI Legal point
112 Existence

(Latin)
68 Tyndareus'

wIfoi(myth.)
84S

tatty,

5 Swards
6 Greenland

village
7 Warble
8 Affluence
9 Capital of

-3.12 . 3,71

[Livia

o

I

sT_Staltra
41111.II

.717
MBA
PlAl.k MA IMIAL1e31I:1
IIIVIIMMI
've alltgaLApi
AlulEYIMN

AME-

When the Revolution reached Midway in November.

secure grants of 32.000 acres in the Midway section.
Upon the arrival of their minister, the Reverend John
Osgood. in 1754. they organized the Society along
the lines of a New England town. with annual meetings of the citizens to elect selectmen who governed
the community as well as the church.

tempted to delay the British advance with two pieces

I-

t.

012

ET

L

A

.oitell.11 L.] UllAillEVAPI
flr.X.-1
A efElli
Emil
Elate
t_ L
-E 1
PluIL
being
31 Greek I Her

bbing and
flowing
47 Worship.
48 Nostrils

10 Secular

33 Become old

11 Flinch (coll.)

3 Auricle

16 Requires
20 Soak flax

38 It exists

49 Appointment
to meet
50 Hillside
(Scot.)

22 Light touch
25 Point

3 Be silent
(ramie)

28 Moray
29 Watch
30 Abstract

42 Child's game
45 Pertaining to

(contr.)

51 Operates
52 Insects

26 Hebrew priest 4 -Fortune 53 Egyptian river
(Bailey)

1778. about 100 men from the Midway colony at-

of light artillery until help could arrive from Savannah. Outnumbered. they were forced to retreat.
and the Church and all other buildings in the area
were burned by the British. The same area was again
ravaged by war in 1864. but Midway Church. which

their descendants have produced eighty-six ministers.
seven foreign missionaries. governors. United States
Senators. Congressmen. and Cabinet members.

Among Midway ministers were the Reverend Abiel
Holmes. father of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes. the
author, and grandfather of Supreme Court Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmet: Dr. I.S. Arson- grandfather
of the first Mrs. Woodrow Wilson: and the Reverend
Jedidiah Morse. geographer and father of S.F.B.
Morse. inventor of the telegraph. General Daniel

Stewart. member of the congregation, was

the

great-grandfather of President Theodore Roosevelt.
Five counties in Georgia --Hall. (iwinnett. Baker,
Screven. and Stewart --were named for Midway men.

UM.

A'1

3 Barbarous
Asiatic

Norway

The settlers, in need of more and better land, had
decided to move to Georgia when they were able to

standing today.

54 Happy
58 King of

Have your
'69 incon t axes
got you down?

Judah (Sib.)
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0116161 mama
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WEE 61.1120111=
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Plan ahead. For 1970 find oat alma,
Bell Fr.,,,leral Savings
Now you can postpone paying taxes on your savings for as long as 5

years. Just put any amount, $1000 or more, into a Bell Federal Tax -

Deferred Savings Certificate that matures at the end of the quarterly

JUST ONE OF THE MANY WAYS WE HELP MAKE
YOUR SAVINGS WORK HARDER FOR YOU.
Iligh.est legal rates so your .0v logs grow caster than c. er.
Interest compounded tinily on all accounts. passbook or vertifitmte, paid quarterly.
Up lo 10 days free interest -all sal ings in by the I 91 11 earn from the 1st of tin. month.

All this plus insured safety and banked.by orer a half billion dollars in assets.

period you select-from 6 -months to 5 -years. Then sit back and relax.
Your money earns 51/4% Guaranteed Interest compounded daily from

the date of issue. But you receive no taxable interest until your certificate matures. Then, when you are in a lower bracket, your interest will
be taxed at the lower rate.

.N.011 ! Your Sittings are insured
to 820,000. MEMBER FEDERAL S.11-INGS
and Loan Insurance Corp.
MEMBER FEDERAL
HOME LOAN BANK
CHARTERED AND
P0: VERN ISED 10 THE
I,. S. COVER NM ENT

BellFederalSavhis- and Loan Association
In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6-1000

You're not sure how
I tO go arbaOlil

hem

VALUE PLUS
wooded semng wtrounde

thts
Attraetwe
ultra convenient colonial home. Eight generous

rooms, 4 bedrooms. I Va baths. Large living
room with fireplace. Attractive kitchen. Walk
to nom, shopping and schools. Asking $40,900

Call - BOB WALTERS

ASK

BAIRD & WARNER
We know now.
Since /855

in real estate.

will opts this weekend as M Iller
Buddsrs Inc unveils lice new
model homes in the company s

oven and range built in
Co h

Counter tops are of Farm.

Lin, a Seed nand to

Mill Crack subdivision in Bid
falo (wow
ItaMiller s 23d subdioraon
Ind increases the number of
tulli developed arvas in which

and the wall boasts a detarativi

and oct

thy [trot A cur rvnt ly

varpetint plus strarnictikam

ex

o foe Miller a now opening
nimbi homes daily . thc
ruhlty at prises rano. from

baths one of whoh is private
attached to the mast, suite

533,1100 to 551,0010.

a complete!, landsoapkd. am

'may
In Mill Creek
choose ranch, bblevel or wadi-

the driveway of concrete art

nEold ILII to

Other models have from

prices ranging front 532,900
to 537,500. There are 377
Immeshes athilable oil a 125
site. which will even.
wally includcapark,schooland
340 luxury apartment units.
The single-family lots overage
8.1.0.uare rect.
INCREASING demand for
nostory living has prompted

three 10 four hednxims, and a

majority Mac two and a hal
haths. The homes have been
vdi in
Riven Tinier,
styling, one model has formal

dining under vaulted reamed
ceilings: another a mgpiaue, a

to lan, a !Em-

bed... ranch at Mill Creek.

'

The opening of Miller Builders Inc., 23d subdivisiom, Mill
Creek it Buffalo Grove, was highlighted by the -relent of the
ntrah house. n11 ts the first one-stoty home offered by the
widespread re;idential and commercial development Orel in the
32 new model home designs it has introduced in ramna wang

To reach Mill Creek. take

overlooking the family room.
Most have elegant traditional

Edens Expresswm or Rte. 21
nook lo Dundee Rd. (Rh fig).

the ennui,. of ilnthicidels.inft
ore block east of Arlington
Height, Rd. in the village of

staircases.

Praered west on Dundee Rd. to

Buffalo Grove.

scatting.

models:Than...A.611nm,

Cook

County Recorder
Sidney R. Olsen listed ihe
following real estate transfers

in Mai. and Wheeling townships for the week ending lam.

11 Price

is

indicated by SI

revenue fiamps for
e:10 51600 in n111011 value.
in state

met

weather entrance leads through

DES PLAINES: 0059 W.

the wad -utility room into the
taint y mom. stretching 22
feet or the rear of the home.
:WM, glass doors open onto

Terrace PI Edward Levin to
Lee H. Zindell. S2650: 14111
Redecker RJultenry Tana:ling
to Stock Gears. Inc... SR: 742
Rd.. Limb
Algonyi. in
.

athi
A galley ti ;Ye ot kitchen at loin hot h the Doily room and

the

0lorlin,

st,

IBS H r vet. El wood J.
Kallay Io William L. Kunkel

A Co.. Inc.. III: 532 N.
to Edward Gated i. 530.50:
9402 Meadow Ln., Pearl M.
Sorensen to Phillip J. Amit-

"7 N. P°Paa1.1, 'oh.

RHODE MANI,

-CONNECTICUT

547.50.

B.

PR(kSPECT HEIGHTS:
105 Garden Ln.. Donald L.

NEW JERSEY
DELAWARE

William Mitchell to Donald P.

Moth to Edward G. Slad. 552:

MARYLAND

45; 4116 N. Brighton

6 Larch Dr.. Slade. °leak°.

briRE, Sio."I

Woitas.

Rk'9111,

tat Donithy E. Brenner. 529:
210 E. Marion, George H.
Sheppard to John ('. Beranek

to

H. three to Ernest D.
Re h as a. 325.511;

Ln.. John W. Kelley to

Henry W.

'Thmas
656
B. Appleton,

1241

Sandra Ln.. Rae M.

Blackstone to F.Elwanl K.

BUFFALO GROVE: 4111
Lauren Dr., Curl hiantago

Crescio Jr.. 524.51h 307 W.
Wayne. Richard Zajkowski to
Die id P. Barrio. 555.

716

541h

Richard C.

RANGE OF AVERAGE ANNU EL MiNlMUM

AyeeOEIMATE

WHEELING: 670 Sandra

100 E

D. Mow.. Kt&

200E

1

-4d TO -30.

ROPE
ZONE

4

-30' TO - 20'

5

-2d TO -10'

ZONE

6

am,

7

-Id To
d TO

ZONE

h

Id TO

/

7,
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,.;

1

O.
10.
20.

I

FROM DATA COMPILED BY THE UNITED
STATE, NATIONAL ARBORETUM, U.S. DEPT.
OF AGRICULTURE
IN COOPERATION WITH
THE AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

"CONDOMAXIMUM"
DES PLAINES

IT TAKES A NEW WORD TO DESCRIBE

5 BEDROOMS

.Eryd

eee.saesiemo

544

PLAN

HAWTHORNE HOUSE CONDOMINIUM
GEORGE

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
GARAGE, El105ilcolLT7PLIANCED A CARPETED

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

E. CREED

By George

Creed

s

Mat temperatures haw

wide variety of plants
in many parts of Mist:meaty.
had on

Have you metoondcred
you trawled than one minor

IlLOCKS TO N.W.R.P. a MAJOR SHOPPING

2 & 3BELMOOM

FOLLOW THE ARROW
TO SAVINGS

Full

LARGE BRICK FAMILY HOME
OR IN-LAW ARRANGEMENT
finished bsmt. with wet bor, both, wine

LIKE THIS

to another why it is that types

31,900

veptation change? Thew
Chang sre brought almuti
variations it) soil conditions.
minfull and temperature.
Of these three.

Hawthorne House

factor.
probly the mtmt important

faBecause this is sin her
horticulturalisis. nu,

ONE HUNDRED SOUTH VAIL 392-6200

Edward Etc.Trsonsirtz Ace,

seamen, orchardists and lithos goo, mod
innse
retiolaal and rcpt red on De et.

of these °Nitra-

As a

tions...et a long period of tirac
there finally dvolwil plant
rime nom such as that shown
here.

This nap b far from

complete. Because of local
physical features such as large
bodies of water. mountains
and forEists which can in-

In BIG AND IT'S REALLY
BEAUTIFUL!

Home Buys for
the Very Wise!

there is no sl1011

plaill1 in.
dibited as growing m ram:
Eloinnlion

and

a

ook) melt Mound grg in
soine glad.
Jimone

Ill THAT a,

nay. this
,ervci as u guide to

$53,900

it

Moiff generally. minimum
Icolpolallin.i throughout the
cawgro pan of this country.
and with a little inquiry you

.-

urn rind out what plants grow

AMA

VACANT SPLIT LEVEL

0 0I0h zarte. Sonw nurser,'
11101 tell you. in their eatulois.
II, high zones their plants will

$34,500
Fresh decorating and ready for you NOW. Of,
lets 3 bedrooms. 2 baths. huge kitchen, 27 It.
family room. Cyclone fenced yard. A beautiful
location close to schools and only 5 blocks to

grow. Then there ere at least
whichxcellent

LOADS OF SPACE!
e Fnabin

C d NW depot mod

Fr Woo. sad bw-mair

in
If you are inclined to exi

$28,500

CALL BOB YEAMAN TODAY

poi matt with plants land why
not?) and you fend that a mrmin plant thrives in a climate
somewhat warmer than yours.
try it anyhow Inn give it a little
grata:mi. By comparing

OUR STAFF OF FULL TIME SALESPEOPLE
12 East Busse Ave.
Mono the yo.,

Ruth Wendt

N en Wink

Gatti Ellis

Bob Ayres

Mt Prospect,

Bob Yeoman

Myna Johnston

259-0200

Fran Parker

Emery Akin

D orothy McIntyre, Sec y.

re Soles Mgr. Ted Wrobel, Vice Pres.

books in prim

assign ,one numbers to
almtnt all ornamental trees
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ti111 baths and an attached two -

a trot:anon

Gren gymnasts whip Knights with 128.02

5 Mill Creek
models to open

three

lands.

Just think airfare, rental or room, breakfast
with an occasional winefest thrown 111, all
for as little as $195 per person in o group of

die tops,. in only

atAid

events

Bob Waltman

paced the East:num with a
lair of victories in the 200.
yard individual medley and the
IfKl-yard buttedly.

AtP114

Illinois
1 our Lakes. 16 base. 3 taw
Buffido Pork. 16 hose. 4 new

Fox Trails. 11.19 bare) new
Gander Moil Main. 16-21 base. 3 new
Villa Olivia. 10.24 base. 4 new
Holiday. El Mae. 20 base. 3 new
Alleldgan
Carousel Mountain. 30 base. nu 11110. Lai r

Skyline. 6-111 base. I new. good

lifkl1TM1-8 b1110. I new

Timberline. X his, 2 new. excellent
Wintersown.11-30base.3 new -excellent

Swiss Valky. 10-12 base
Timber Ridge. 1.5-22 base.4 new

Jain us on our trip to Aspen end really live
the Ski Life. Fly to Denver, pick up a Hertz
or Avis sicielized car, with rack of course,
and drive with your friends to the
Heatherbed Lodge opposite Aspen High-

We leave O'Hare on Sunday. February 22
and return Sunday, March 1st. The very
height of the season.

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
*

4

4

oA

of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TRAVEL SERVICE
900 East Kensington Bead Arlington HMO,. Illinois 60004
Telephone 255 7900

+ 111111..4 A.1.3 -414S 111/ CIO 11

THE DAN

MW risks streak vs. Deerfield, Niles West,
By. Also Cook
Aol Sports Ed

4-0 conferenes mark this
weekend NO what should be the

stiffest Matelot the Wartime to

The Mune West maws and
head coach Gaston Freeman.

division of the tough Central

Daurfisld match wohout pt.cr

Suburban League mandates
rates m no pushover,

mg Maid to %ord.) .610

date.

currently Hang the crest of a
towns game wrn streak. risk
that. along wife then perfect

Tonight's

competition

IN FtACT, it will be interending to see if the sky-high
Reinke can keep
twit
thoughts trained to the

is

with host Deerfield. who although resting in the second

home confnantation with the
once -beaten Niles West In.
diens.
The

Indians.

resealed

lac waulund h, M,mc South
as both squads c.und icon

man paarshtd atop the Is nus

cal 3-B marks late the contort.
Maine West kept pace with
their Omer school by drubbing

FREEMAN INSISTS he is
playing only one game at a

I

Glenbrook South. 66-32. and

as

one of tlw treat best, had their

will probaNy need a pie of

conference

victories this weekend to re

slate

Nemished

time, and as a special preparetory move, he has scheduled a

pactice fin Saturday morning
to rehash the final tactics for

mat IA in pultink tht al nip

The veteran mentor. who
has pemenally seen the Indians
the

Niles North holiday

tournament, admits than Niles'
sensetional 6.10 center Mark

Cartwright will

mann up for the contest. the

and J. Atfred Stn.

TFIE REMAINDER of the
ieeltuks 6.0
guard Jerry Cir/yhowski. and

One of the most natural and

around the MSL for the remainder of the cage season.

row evening when the seconned.
place Prospect Knsghts invade

THE HOST Cards go into
the game sporting a 40 conier.

the nest of the first -place Arlinmon Cardinals in the Mid.

ence mark while the Knights

Suburban

Ion came last Friday evening

carry a 3-1 bill. Prospeces lone

tekend

League's

to the Forest View Falcons
graphy
both

weren't enough to

whom the Cards squeaked by
lier this year.

et

KNIGHT MENTOR Slayton admitted that going Me

Me weekk play ArlingtOn

ever, Mat them team could lose
and still be in the race. Slayton

said Leman. I n this balanced
league any ball team can beat
any other on any given night.
We've got to hang tough."
He added that Prospect is
very quick and the Cards will
have to try and control the
Knights quickneus.
"Well
rnix up our defenses to keep

must be considered the elms of

said. 'les conceivable that wc

the

league.

Both 0.110.1 did say. how-

delighted m win."
Zignian warned that this's a
do-or-die weekend for the
Cards. 'This is a big weekend
for Prospect. who' ll he lighting to get hack in the race and
for us who'll be trying to stay

at at Arlington. Ho

conceeded that Atlantan will
have
slight home can ad.
vantage, but he raid that nay -

partraten1 Ily the return aleck

playing them one a
tinte
starting with lrernal
Fridaya
We know

Rich Olson and 6-3 Greg She.
Tell at the penis. He hopes his
height adtantne over the
ings will make the difference

we've got to win
or Sal.
urday's genie won't Twain any-

whether

69-64, and coach Ka Arne -

-THIS WEEKEND we're

Is hoping his club retains
the fine edge it re -discovered
in that game.
"We were good in the Pros-

pect game. hot we can play
even batter than that." Arne-

thing to us anyway. The kids
rcaliac we have to do well this

son said: -We've been .0 good
free throw shooting team. hut
we only made nine of 16 in the

weekend

May gritty in the Mid-Suburhun Inoue basketball race.
Horsey and Forest Van, the
two nuns that were favored to
take the title before the season

smarted. huh play two impor,
tont

Ion at the foments and n.0

Mike harem
they're getting down to the

w

wee

and

conference

gams, this

weekend with neither aide to
aflord losing one.

had

as

goad.

friendly rivalry with them.

they've

and

barn

looking in
like dn. 're
responding to the challenge."
Arneum will own n-3
George Bauer at center. b-2

fourth quarter last week. But
whalways a nil an for us
en we bent Prospect he

-The key to

Randy Hague, a jawing-jk
who sat and nem of Decemhan

with a In injury. Hem m n

uicnarv.

tice he was hack in for with a
2 3-r e It
performance

can offset our height mlrvat-

against (Hellbnt North btu

tage." .arnanam said_ -they
rehound well l'or their sim. anal
if they out -rebound us we'll he

week.

trouble henause we
out -quick them."

team up with 5.6 Bob 01,111,0.

the

thernd's

game

in

Wayne Meier and 6-2 Have

is

earth

With liagne hack. 5-9 Mike
KOHL' has moved to guard to

nik and 6.11 Rick tathre and
0-I Dave Wickersham in the

1'RYN111 HAS hem given a

frontcourt.

Both teano stand 2-2 in con-

ference play and a third loss
could he extremely damagin
with Arlington calling along
undefeated.

But

either

have to lithe that situation. be-

By Mike Intrem
Short Elk Grove. which has

BERN Hersey club In somewhat of an easier deal than
Fount View because the
Huskies'
"warmop" ganw
tonight is at Glenberd North.
which has managed to win

Going no the two

Glenhani
warmup.

Wheeling tomorrow. is 04 in

Swint:amber. however. does
not coroidor he
contest
as
any

'Right now were just point Mg far (ilenbard. and well
sun marrying about Forest
vNw Saturday morning," he

which helped our nun spirit.

By Bob Holleman

ELK GROVE has had nobody over 6-2 in its starting
lineup and has bum forced to
adjust its game plans around

by

opponents

like Hersey's

Andy Fancram and Wheel-

look for a zone defense from
the Panthers. with the possibility of a helacourt press.
(ilenhard had considerable
ouccess with n in last year's
game until Hersey solved it
and ran own the second half.

ings 6-10 Boger Wood. 11011
weekend Grenadier coach Bah

Don Spry :rod Scott ',eine at
the forwards and Andy Putter:it/ inthe middle.

had

to

use

against

will be a different story

i

other

t is going to shake its slump.

against I5orest View. because

Krege teams with 6-2 Rusty

the physically strong Falcons

Sehnert at forward. whik 5-9
Chris Andriano and 6-3 Jeff
Nastier share the guard pos6.

won't be intimidated by the
tall Hersey remi. Sieingraber
feels Mat Forest View is the

Hashach, of course, is

et cc.

only club in the league that

ter.

could play nlan-to.man defense against hi, kids, although
he still expects a mac

GLENBARD NORTH will
start 5-11 Dan Crabtree and
6-1 George Sodini at the forwards, 6-3 Bill WrIght at cen-

HE ALSO my, hem is a
strong possibility that the Fal.
coos will
up some kind of a
fullcourt Tone
on press Saturday.

ter and 5-1 Don A nnstasi and
5-9 Tom Panting at the guards.
Sodini. a sophomore who
1

RIDGEWOOD. (IN
other hand.

won

the

handlers and shooters hut are
moo adept al defensive play.

they will ialy he remembered
m the 13th and 1.10 victims of
the

particular

has

valuable trophy in the re
Notre Dame Christmas Tour.
lament.

Probably the most important reason NI) if ,I51 ID he
beaten is that each of these
outstanding individuals has
geared himself to a team effort,

outstanding

View. The Falcons responded

rebounds against Stemmata

Don lineup. The Notre Dame

Hai

mule and

0111i)1h1 hSetef'gg'iinn

backcourt. Gary Ewell and
Jim
in the corner, thd
6-10 Roger Wood ut Scott
Wilson in the pisou Wood is

fonvards.

RF:DLINGF:R said that th
Cougar morak wm the a hi

boost this week by the ram
of Gerry GraJy who had Iwo
tabbed ter 1 mining assign
mem ill toedackcourt hefon

he

hy a pre -seen
geallinkyr hopm 1101
he ready to ploy in a few weeks

Elk
Grove last weekend and it has

The Knights will open to it
Casey Rush and Stu White ia

been slow in healin.
Wildeat coach Ted Ealsees
COMMOTT 011 lho genie was.

the

a

because

fear

aga

.

'We kot a break playing A,
!Melon al home because their
gym is slippery. like an as
skating rink."

Prospecis lirst task of the
weekend will be no ,isier as
the Cougars arc righting lor

being Sideli

*odor (icor, Woodier. Tillig the forward positions are
returning letterman Dennis
Willison and thnngboard Inds
Kummer. Junior I red Horn
handles

cathably

atm,

the

trout*

loud

bench.

aarsaltile

enter, the game 1011011)goes

he Wan iors a Inoo
bust.
Alter lour ledDlle eneren
to, Kummer has a slight edge
ssi the stalls110,. Mg two of ho
teammates are challengmg.

olltin junior has netted MI

pont!, and hauled aka,.

Tt

Starting time tor

all three

1:12.11: and the junior
200 -yard 1ml:style relay broke
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rind

Sr:: 08.7%..7
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use HO. MSv

Sehttllilds

second. Fast 100 0 ha thence North Al degrees, 45
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c
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On Sunday. Jan. In, the
Norge Ski Club will play him
to the U. S. Ski Amociation
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Championahim in Fox River
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fIREPEACE WOOD
WILL DRIVER AND STACK

PANCE LESSONS -theory harmony
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Grove.

Col.,

fea-

ture up to 161 aski jumpem. an

vision.
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Division has been the strongest
in the country and promises to
present the lotion's top skiers.

aorta oemHloT Sr°,°weeres.

S33

u° E.°ua woos e9u

5264996

the

one week in :ids:ince, allowing
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final event.
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RAVENOUS DOG DICK
AWN MOLDS DIG
OWN UNGLs.

00 1-9397

Ken Larson A Asso,nles

S

ing doily 7:45 AM le 4:15 PM.

TO WORK
FOR YOU!

,RRG9 awl

moilme aka. NO ile.
[ALIA.. at et1./101

on occomong inventory
mom. Choose your own hour s.
work any time between 410
PM & 12:30 MA. No experience

630 Dundee Rood
NorMhrook, Illinois

Ailreil s

TOWERS HOTEL

Work

CRAVENS CO.

NAIL ClASSIPNR - Merrilsenhip

R.N'S

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:
Are You Going Places
or Standing Still?

i benefits inekuling me.

PIOCESSING CLERK - Marnhership
CORINSPONDENMYPIST Membership
CLERK TYPIST - Membership

XI V141111

Loco Radio Station
$450

OR

MGMT. TRAINEE

(RESTAURANT.

GAL FRIDAY

ENGINEERS -

C:n

H

VI 1 PI

MR. ELECTRICAL

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

GUARDS

1143,311,1s

CASHIERS

Rusiy Steno

PHONE 255-7200

DUE TO CONTINUED GROWTH HAS THE
FOLLOWING OPPORSUNIII ES AVAILABLE FOR

Decle

An Equal Opporturmy EroploYm

STOCKMEN

International Head Quarters of
Data Processing Management Assoc.

SALESWOMAN

FLICK -REEDY
CORP.
York & Thorndole Rds.

rcad:rotoci,

SECURITY

NO mech. exp.

liee

1035 1,00

OA to door
HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

ta'or:V. :re as:11 mew"!

900 AM - 6.00 P M

al INSIIWASNiNG MACHINE °PRA/ ORS

ASSEMBLERS

APPLY IN PERSON

35B-05,

Po. Houpdaircation
VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

MAN

BUFFERS

Plmne

...Sao, Lois 12

Sahadays.

RECEPTIONIST

SAXON
BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Call Honk Nelson
292-2501

Olg in, Rotes Profit Shan,

MAINTENANCE

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

bell., Beauty Solon

For more
I nf ormation

ARLINGTON INN

ENGINE LATHE OPRS.

DISH WASHING MACHINE

ROUGH

GENERAL FINISHERS

.700 mckf Rood

poil,

TRAINEE DOCTOR'S

Excellent Work, Cond.°.

OPERATORS

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

KEYPUNCH

Teeroniele;r8O":1

DRILL PRESS OPRS.

Boars 4 co le,O230,

DRILL PRESS

cos or °AA,

I..,

BEAUTY OPERATOR

SAW MEN

840 East Green Hreel
Bensenville, Illinois

1°,133

noaa.

ASSEMBLERS TRAINEES

TURRET LATHE

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW,

paper .II ea responsible fos
ONLY
the fins

259.5730

EXPERIENCED

MACHINISTS

1K,101.1,1K, IN WI

sYs Yob., dors ter

NON -EXPERIENCED
Mod de roechmecolly inclosed

MECHANICS

22SituationsWanted Women

372-5300

$10,000 to 512,000 per year

K1LZTKRARa'81.19.3'0'0

Z7, 7:::41
Melt ...Nem. and in

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

Hq, horneclroto Opei,ngs On

INSPECTORS

Tool A Ove,MoME 15 mem ee

ram of one. to notify the
classified
4,e9elent at

YOU RUN
THE SHOW,
$650.00

lu Shift- 6 45AM 113 15PM.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

OPPORTUNITIES!

CALLS 25,3010

wet DO

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

SPIA

FLICK -REEDY CORP.

Marlon 0,001. 111.

TOOL AND DIE

CHECK YOUR ADM

...

5,68

6301 Lincoln Ave

ID'O'leA,M'XIA'LEF':E'ENELAAAn
102

oner ny an,

,,

Saleslady Wanted

5555 West Touhy Skokie, III.

Chicago

960-4700

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES
dor,'
CT A

530

676-1000

Call

29,1043

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

CRAVENS CO.

FILE CLERKS

TELETYPE CORPORATION

enteNyee benerrm .0102

JOB

523

BARRETT-

c.

Laboratories. Inc.

Le-

FURNIKURE AND UPHOLETEIre

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

GIRLS

Cashiers.
Concession Clerks.

APPLY IN PERSON AT

ments. Advance reV.

ea-

Suburban
965-1070

Chicago
5815147

Earn up to $3.63 on Hour

baxter

of
precision
spection
and assemblies
PENIS
modern instruusing
meriMen

TYPIST

Onm Noun. Call an.

An Equal OpPorlun, ErnPIeYer

SNOWPLOWING

rn

MITICS and TOWN. Own

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

=Maw rms nen,

Nationwide firm needs
a men for mechanical

'n7ases..
xpertmeres..

MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS

EXPERIENCED
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

Coll Linda Apostle

us

ben nail. snood. AVON COS

CITY OF DES PLAINES

E. 3678

ABBOTT LABORATORIES

HARPER COLLEGE

EXPERIENCEb
Earn up to $5.00 an Hour

ABBOTT IS GROWING -WHY NOT GROW
WITH US?
688-7500
PHONE BILL PUCHLEVIC

CALL MRS.GOODUNG
357 4200

purls. and

lowances.

wrestles onsi kegler. .111

full Irina. benefits. 77V: no,

SHE WHO
HESITATES....

..... saw, ...SW...

Earn up to $4.40 en Hour

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Franklin Pork
9595 Grand Ave.

medical coverage. prom shoring, siock purchase plan, liberal vocation alHALL

WIPE SCOPE PERSONNEL

SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

Whey you add our outstanding benefit plan and excellent salary Pmentml,
71.2 00.9 co a rare opportunity. Benefits include tuition refund, convrehees,re

3.1000

e7,

EXPERIENCED

This variety PLUS position will include setting standards, method improvements,
new equipment justifications. plant layout and cost estimodne.

r

Call Ed Surek

ACCOUNTS PAVANF. 1,1 nine

FIGURE CLERK

ABOUT THESE JOBS TODAY

Melrose Park

study.
N

Ronr.niCen

TELEPHONE EXPERIENCE

TALK TO TELETYPE

AUTOMOTIVE SHOP
FOREMAN

345-0500 - EXT 594
1955 W Ne,lhAoe.

7 AM 0505 PM

and method analysis? Then you may aucd14.

DRIVERS NEEDED

.111 COD. GIRLS

298-5180"

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

Iny= Psseeery

290-5021

398 5021

PER

The expansion of om Induariol Engineering Deportment hos created on unusual growth opportunlly, Does your expernce include 2 to 3 years of time

112

Ren0

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

DUNKIN DONUTS
EISO S. Elmhurst Rd.
Des Plaines

wE BOW COPS 8 YOU Pr
ON PAPER
MY BE 22 UPSTAIRS

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

4,6.00.051,010

Dg. rylaing and peon., on,

KEYPUNCH
$12SWA.

AND WE NEED 'EM NOW !

OFFICE

27
26

FORMER
OFFICE GIRLS

Rood Ps Polon. 394 2925

II YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
5,3-5952

GENERAL FACTORY

HELI-ARC WELDERS

Room

Sloe

IM1ION WIN4200 Of FICE, COASI TO cOAST

SHEAR SITU OPERATOR

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

I

DIE SETTERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATO 5

B=.s'sePorieve

k

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

Pleasonl working
conditions

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR

s

or WO..

16/

Esewng Owls 3,1 5562 of!

NIGHT SHIFT

1700-48S0 FREE

xr

WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL
29B-5021

FOR

2s0 same. 23

Ala YOU READ,

259-3553

Boas Sloroge;00;

Help Wonted Women

BAKER

-

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

deRI.coim,

lover
Mph n

GIRLS

ACCT. CLERK

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER IBM

HEY!
MOD 1722

EGULARLY!

lo

Anion's.Wes Wankel

willvDay Want Ads.

GCCtlGR 9001

glaryERNA TIONA
fluoinri Sower

READ and USE

'DAYWANTADS

work oft:','scssOOi'61.6,coss

Coll Mrs Agel, MI -WO

For Fast Results
10

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHER,

It pays to advertise

afee company

Good

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
Kenny Mfg
Gxenleril Ave
432,560

3040 &Bosse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILl
439,0923

GENERAL

TELEPHONE

& ELECTRONICS
400 N. Wall Road

Northlabe, III.

Is

I Inu,,,Tr,

19111

26 Nelp Wanted WomeF

26 Help Ranter! Women

16 IleM Wanted Morten

16 Help Wanted Women
/

iNpRy,

16 Help Wanted Romeo

Data Processing

550

d

1

AutoShoppingCenter

Accounts
o

V Woe

Receivable Clerk

3,1 5405

Aallv561751

OF CHICAGO

GENERAL BOX CO.

Stenographers
Complometer Operators
Typists
10 Key Adding Machine Operators

YOUR NEXT CAR

Secretary

...

ivaing 11:11. ore reeerketi

COME TO WORK FOR
ABBOTT RESEARCH FARM IN LONG GROVE

4,

Sod,

414 B. GOLF ROAD

nitro

For Interview and Testing
apply to BILL PUCHLEVIC 688-7500

14th 8 Sheridan Rd.

North Chicago

OR A PERSONAnL I. NTIPP1,.
R.O. Mi tz

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

3940.00

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E Northwest Hwy
MI. Prospect III

FOR WIRERS &
SOLDERERS

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY GOLD SEAL WARRANTEED USED CAR

1999
'69 FORD CUSTOM 2 -Door Sedan

OFFER EXPIRES JAN, 24, 1970

FACTORY AiR

SHARP STENOS:
EXPERIENCED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

'3250

PART TIME WORK

Wor1641,
1968

'3290

interviewing
Mond, duo Thundery WOO A.M. to 9:00 P M
Friday 8 00 A M to 4,00 P.M
Saturday 000 A M to Noon

WW's, Light
Gold Seal

03495
Miss Joan Denny a1676-1000 Ext. 9242

rir

Subsidiary of General Telephone 8 Electronics

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

ranty

358 7460

35 IN STOCK
MUSTANG MACH I

DES PLAINES

Gold Seal.

Poss.

Station Wagon

Radio,

Luxury

Interior,

Ford's

Best

Roof. Gold Seal Warranty.

'3095

9995

111- APFLO 3200

au, Prom, Dear Intent requires experienced Keypupch Operators

TRUCK SPECIALS

1966 OLDS. F.85 2.DR. WT., Full Power,

40 IN STOCK
'69 FORD F100 Pickup

Blue With A Black Top Green Seol

Factory Air Conditioning Radio, Like
New WW's, All Vinyl Interior, Silver
Sharp,

'2189a
'69 FORD F250 Pickup

d

ire 660 Call

'3195

111

'69 FORD Club Wagon
call our Fulp1,ment Deportment forrdetoilt.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700.

13

'69 FORD 1/2 Ton Pickup

Ami. YE E. moMs 610 P.30120 vs,

'69 FORD Econoline

your home.

teat 1,61

5. Terra. mailable

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

itellogs. Pets

112-Autpuotiles FOI SaM

10-R00185.13004HOUSekeek

2570321

en

2.-11,15g2

al Instruments

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee

10% to 30% Off on Display Merdtandisel
Many Used Specials!,
;41ZolLip'.

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL fOR VO,
FENDER.GOTAGIBSON

209 Hicks Place, Palogne,111. 350-2251

Diver ARC. SYS and up

111 -Automobiles For Sale

At ..

09.1-1707 Mr 6 pm

Two.hedroom Dom 1.256.
all lwar616
end air conditioning. car.
'Wings mdwarcess. else

Pas Include

A'C'O'117i75Y: 'rr:8/'5'"/

E0'27,1"

LATTOF'S
63.1ndustriMPropeolyffoRent)

Noon

2644=

Toei Vs mile war el Poole SO

ARL, NTS. INDUSTRIAL
8 RESEARCH CENTER.

Northwest Wieser
12

CENTER

Come in and Meet Your .

Scheele. slipped., macti
tee
sad
'easement
sm.
Unexcelled comm.
NW.. on Neorieoln Rd..
nd

0

.

minute. to

fr

.

.

Chevy Pit Crew.

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

office

IM10101:7111

4201

ARLIRRIOR

Daily 8 Long Terrn Leasing

253-5228

Mime.

1410 Rent Apartments

Ron., Pd.

MI.

undated models open dol.

5150.

25,8384

PrespeRt.

BfillealEstateelouses

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9.4100

9 To 6. 6..11 610...ore.

. . appointment

S.,. Mad. camel Dot
elas

8o4 8/57

FITZSTRIRVICE "

80220

I

To the June in January Sale

1,1-1

Ina. MOM

_AM. loop

ANC.6w4s.13116142.1

109 P000111, bled, whip, 6

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR PARADE
3 Om soli

MA

Lowy unite wIN

12.18 Rent Furnished Apartments

UMPMent

rn'or'S

TENNIS

SWIMMING POOL

FleoUtin,
EILYCIP, Naomi pool.

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

271-501.

381-0899

THE

11 -Mt al Imus to Share

55408

16f

DPP. Tr. Mt Pros. 01 3-9461

a euperlely landeenped
seINsg. 104.10o1 patios

COUPLES WOW LOGE..

SIA"7,?es '88;p7Ce'r,"g-

55 -Musical loshuments

8411 ICNOGOTIO

,312,

266.19911.

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVE

25,3100

ns

Clean

Put Day Want Ads To Work For You

Dry

39A NW

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Center

1970 map

PASSWORD TO ACTION !

1970 MONTEGO 2 DR. HARDT013--.441111%1_

SPECIAL VALUE PACKAGE
Includes window washer% 4 seat belts back up lights, headrest, s boulder harness,

safety door lock, double anon brake, whitewalls, wheel discs.

k

FOR

$2299
LICENSE
PLATES

OR LESS
with your new MERCURY,
MONTEGO, COURGAR, LINCOLN
or PRE -OWNED CAR

ONLY FROM ROTO

1966 PONTIAC TEMPEST LEMONS 2 Dr.
Power Steering, Bucket Seats,
New WW Tires, Sharp Throughout,
Green Seal

$1495

1969

BUICK

STOP IN AND SEE THE ALL. NEW "ANTI -POLLUTION" CARS
AT THE RANDHURST AUTO SHOW . . .JAN.20 THRU JAN. 25
1969 MACH I COBRA
let engine, 4 speed, Am & Ern radio, s.el wheels,
like new

$2 5 96

1968 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE, "327" (300)
steel
0o4Rer steam,.
transmission,

$3488

wheels, Am & Ens radio

Tull Power, With
FM -AM
Radro,
Chrome

Wheels

Brand New Set Of WV/is, Red Bucket
Seats, Candy -Apple Red With A White
Vinyl Top. This One Won't Stay Here

$1 943

$1 274

1969 COUGAR
Powe,
brakes, facto, oir conditioning, console, vinyl met
outornotic transmission,

radio

ovals

automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, power windoses, bucket seats, leather
interior

1965 FAIRLANE

power steering.

$2 769

$1177

1966 BONNEVILLE, CONVERTIBLE
1967 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE
outomatic transmission, power steering, radio

WILDCAT

2.1)R. N.T.,
Posker Windows.

steering, power brakes, foot, oir conditioning,
radio

autopilot,

1966 CHEVELLE, MALIBU
2
door hardtop, "32r, 4 speed, headers, wide

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY, HI
4 door hardtop, automatic transmission. Power

1968 MUSTANG "302"
avtomMic transmission, powm steelier

$1 897

passenger wocien, tr-B, automatic transmission, .
power steering

9 072
$777

Long!

'70 FORD

$995

Ton 4o4 with Plow

enc quali

937.7696

5200 537 6491

Coll 393 3366

An Equal Opportunity Employer

9595

V -B,

TEMPORARY WORK

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

mahogany 0 inman phyle bee

SAM far 10 acres 530 dn. 530
mo.191 payments, NO INTEREST
chorines For si.. kik, a Guar

in

2, Meow doty alegelln9
3. Free installation
a. See large samples in

lor sole.

sell one isse

te Mt W. Sha.

1967 FORD LTD 2.DR. WT., 390 0.11,
Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned,

'69 FORD LTD

32Miscellanefis Merchandise

CR S. PPM otter SOAR

uni

Ewa,. areneePR.

250 516OAM oral, 9P 61
66 -Business Opportunities

...in. ow stock

PI

$2095

the

Zealand sheepAine

40% - 60% OFT

e be'.

y

IMPORT MOTORS

Sk Omer hunting oreo. Bs,
tog nearby. RA mice Ong

2 IlecIrm PP,s.

7:1d5' A'polloneZ

5100 392 0:81e

's

12,mberloYel

Radio, Like New WW Tees, Dark Aqua
n Color Gold Seal Warranty.

'69 COUNTRY SEDAN

HONEYWELL PLANT

New

6

BARRINGTON

Color

WW's, Lime Gold With A Block Vinyl

-

I

1967 BUICK ELECTRA 4.DR., Full Power
Including Factory Air Conditioning,

n dery and evening sin{ Is for experienced Keypunch Operators or we

GENERAL CLERKS

g,

Ow

9.66.711.44

$2195

'69 GAL 500 2 -Door Hardtop

-caption work involved

ren

Unart een.

offer 296 4675

come if assired

5200

C

3914

installed

recently

Power, Factory Air Conditioning,
floor Console, Bucket Seats, WW's,
Power Windows, White With Black Top

'2188

390.40:10, Ext. 313

1,,

CL 9-0132

$2295

Fullyr Port Trrne
Will from If necesormy

0es t, cc

wive, Bobby

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

lipueidfing
beautiful
Owns,
foothills acreage. Trees. View,.

NOWA,. SPROAP 6 CO

1

Gold Seel

'69 FAIRLANE 500 2 -Door Hardtop

PAYROLL CLERK

LOW

51n I

5161

COURT

Tull

ARC FOR JEWEL

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CARI
813-hal Egate.VaCarit

MT. PROSPECT

CARPETING

L'"'"

1967 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX CONVERT.

Dishwashers &
Cafeteria Help

a oh 2

PALATINE/ROLUNUPARADOWS

5.0,56126S

of WWis, Radio, Uramond
Green with Block Vinyl Roof Sharp,

SHEETS EMPLOYMENT

235 1102

MOly.

h

410. 392-50.

New Set

'69 MUSTANG 2 -Door Hardtop

392-6100

J

5

$2295

'4495
Contact Mr Sheets

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

so

1967 THUNDERBIRD 7DR. LANDAU,
ull Power Factory Ad Conddroned.
Bucket Seats, floor Console, Brand

razo BOSS 429

ARA Cafeteria.

GI's. RCA aim
sum
washer 6.,frovr;,:ft7.

oo

BellealEstateRouses

$2595

SHELBY COBRA GT 350

WITH A NEW JOB
AT UNION 76

ape

/

Totes. Mary Wheels, Automatic, Power
Steering oriel Power Brakes, floor Con
Lime Green wall Black Vinyl
Roof. Geld Seal Weimer,

99 RAND ROAD

.cool openings Tor young won', with good typing skills. Dictaphone
H'pensnce helplul boa not essential. Must have pleasant personality. Some

961d.

te1.

42-elanted To Buy

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD H.T., 0.11,
Bucket Seats, Red -Lined Wide Oval

MUSCLE CARS

297 6440

515 Woe.. Q.

eatm

DESIGN BY
SCHOLZ

Presage

$2595

JIFFY CAR WASH

2

'c'adFF"..0391'870 1:r5.97:

FOUNTAINS

Coble ffologzoml Pion°

set, 525 G. 5 291

room New.

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER 0 DRYERS

TYPISTS

THREE

469.7304
CARPETING,
YRS. OLD

51.1loats and Marine Supplies

Windows. Facto, Air Conditioning,
Radio, All Vinyl Interior, Extremely
Law Mileage, Factory Warranty, Show-

'3780

CAR WASH HELP

4\

In

b

waY Nal

1968 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME. 4.Door
WT., Full Power Including
Power

Senna Interiors

TURN THE TRICK

Mist

'3670
'69 FORD LTD Country Squire

Skokie,

Green

hol

359.3361

Action Tadpole, Radoo, Factory War-

Sales Person

5555 W. Teohy Ave.

9

IN THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

1968 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN. 10 Passenger, 390 V-13, Tull Power, Factory Air
Conditioning, Luggage Rock, Dual

Drapery

TELETYPE CORPORATION

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Rhshen

NOON
yes,

BEIGE

824-2175

$2895

'69 FORD LX 2 -Dr. Hardtop

EXPERIENCED

EXECUTIVE

3

car gor

baths

.1"fg 66/1

garden apartment suites

GL 5 2900

Wagoe Full Power Including Factory
Air, Radio, Deluxe Wood Paneling,

'69 FORD LTD Country Squire

Please apply in person.

PONTIAC

Fem.- by owner PePPet Tree
d

I

299.3977

296,127

49..d.

NGTON INN.

$3495/

'69 FORD GAL 5013 2 -Dr. Hardtop

Why Sit 51,11 When you con move ahead?

Coll 392.,apoofie,.,,,,,,

IleloseFooMligsiuribre

Passenger, 390 V.8, Power Steering
Power Disc Brakes, Crugeornatic,
Factory Air Conditioned, Radio, WW's,
Luogage Rack. Balance Of Factory

ible

bdrrn 3 flat
garage 5279 h

DES NAME,

Plum Grove

55Muscal Instruments

ly WC 350 2696

colored TV and we hare RD

1969 FORD LTI3 COUNTRY SQUIRE 10

'69 FORD LX C

herk re.,h

7 .7...A Webee'eb

We ho.e

BATTERY

'69 FORD GAL 500 Convertible

7 Help Waded Men 8 Women

C49'

FYI

Hee Tramos. trinMapee, and
rum.. 50c to 5/.50 Coll oiler

DELCO
HEAVY DUTY

33066

ABBOTT LABORATORIES

411.11,

WAL,

9 FORD LTD 2 -Dr. Hardtop

I

Page IS

14711

P PO

wer wrgnmn .1hoPI

375

OR A

u

COIL WINDERS
1st and 2nd Shift

Hor

1911 PORTABLE

69 FORD LTD 4 -Dr. Hardtop

credit appiicawne born

\

TIRES

'2860

1816.06.0.1

DES PLAINES

aPP OPRY

end Ibles

551.30 Tax Included

253 8952

..,

Credit Clerk

Al

nhonn.

moc

SNOW

'69 FORD LTD 2-Dr..klardtop

1.1

1969 Singer Zig Zag

lo.oble

DAYTON

'2150

fed

r
bar a e,
en., 1.5 Wheel% Rd.

lot beatwolloce

1 PAIR OF

Clerk Typis

SECRETARIES

10
Mr healed Apt
Def
prr tond Pool Parking Feb les

Friday lane try 16

ISRMIEstatillooses

OP /Ph 2017192

Cars

FREE

'69 FORD Custom 2 -Dr.

BANTAM BOOKS INC,

PR..

et

and the years to come!

ON NEW '69 FORDS

The

Pfc

14 To Rent kartionts

14 To Rent Aparbmots

SI75 Notronol folk g

FINAL JANUARY

oy

dog Mov% 137.55

f%etili

Gu.,,

to get You thru the Winter

CLEARANCE

[NO IA01110 RUPP .281 18hp

SP, TPPP

Female German Roth. ler Good

Take your pick of 105 Fully

OPEN SUNDAY

CLERK -TYPISTS
NEEDED

014

Cl

Winterized Used Cars

f

ci.crilaNe

025-7380

Is The Best Place To Buy

FURNITURE

*Spin Goods
Encellerd cond off

TO START!

JIM AIKEY FORD

OUT

PItC champ tired olso Cho,

GUARANTEED

Call Mr Schager 782-6244

455.3600
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CHECK WHY

GAN ANA4BASTIAN

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH 0 NORTHWEST SIDES
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VICTOR TEMPORARIES

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

14106s Peto 8, Equipment

fern.ly

WANT EXTRA CASH?

ASSEMBLERS

toate,46-014

124AmeellaneouT Meichandice

damn. 121 Call 394 167fi aloe.

JIM AIKEY FORD
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

827-2163

aleiteeoldOgrA
Rand & Central Road
Des Plaines, Illinois
Hours: Mon. thru Frodoy 9.00 to 9:00

,00 to 5:00 Closed Sund,

PHONE 827-3111

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

CL 5-5700

(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121
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HOLIDAYS OVER!

NORWOOD FORD

Now, GIVE YOURSELF o

LOOKOUT

Worthwhile Investment

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

DON A. PEARSON
437-4071

THE MAGIC DOLLAR. SIGN

93 -farms

Crystal Lake. 28 acres. House. 2
blocks from sewer & water
Good investment. Terms. Owner.
359.1450 or a 3.0297

WAS

BE OW!

-

-0

...._

98 -Mobile Homes

HE HIGH
FLYING

8x44 FT. MOBILE HOME 2 BEDROOM EXCL. COND. BEST OFFER

...833.4340
3bdrm.

16,60,

PLAINES

DES

Porch, shed, awning, air cond.
$4800 adults
1965

with 6

-

I

Pontiac
Chief.
ft. ext. Almost

-

6M0

10)65'
new gas

heater & furn. Diamond Lk.
Trailer Ct., Mundelein. $3400.
566 4037 or 566-6719

IS BACK AT A

102-Trucks,Traders

DOWN-TO-EARTH

12 CHEV. STAKES. '68 & '69. like

IS
DROPPING SOMETHING
SPECIAL INTO THE CAR BUYER'S MARKET.

LADENDORF

tt....._ ,
_____....

296-4741 ,

,

PRICE

new, will sacrifice, sale or lease.
2864600

4400/11114

The car that's special in every
respect - color, white vinyl top
and insignia .. the great and
gallant GMO has returned and
awaits your pleasure at a very

PICKUPS -AUCTION PRICED
like new, ,r0 ton,

286.4600
1967 Ford Pick up. Small camper.
529-8140 otter

Low mileage,
5 P.M

extra

special dealership, Ray

Olds
price

.. at a super special Ray

112 -Automobiles For Sale
1969 OLDS 88 CUSTOM 2 dr.
hdtop, full power & air, $3600.
297.2796
'69 Comoro SS 4 speed 1ST
Hurst -Stereo Radio -Wide Ovals
297-4940 After 6 PM

csitej Ready

-

Chevy

1965

Impala

Used Cars

41

door..

2

NEW '69 FULL SIZE FORDS

.-i4iirtm

4

SPECIAL

P,S, P/B, air cond., $950.
297-2796

1

tape. $750 255-9622

° '69 CUTLASS

1962 Volkswagen. Looks & runs
good. $375. Coll

----

1967 Ford Custom 500 V8 eng..
A/T, P/S, P/B. Exc. cond.
537-8872
_
.

HOLIDAY SEDAN

DON'T BUY ANY CAR TILL YOU GET OUR

'brakes, power windows,
'radio, whitewall tires. A
Osharp black beauty with

Call 392-4128.

'1960 Olds Ste. Wagon. Runs gd.
$275 or best offer. 394-0417
aft. 6:30

'68 OLDSMOBILE
Air cond. "88" Holiday Sedan
with hydramatic transmission,

power

age, clean. 259-4528
III

Power

Full

Air

tion. 259.9504

1968 Chevrolet 9 pass. station

'69 Opel Rolley Kadet. Excellent
condition. Very low miles. $1650.
Call 394.5472

'68 CAMARO

'64 RAMBLER

PRICED like new, '67's & '68's.
286-4600

'61 COMET 4 dr Cost., auto, int.
& ext excell. cond; eng nds It
wk; Gd 2nd car, $100 537-8653

'66 Cutlass, 2 dr h/t New transor

best

1964 Pontiac Catalina convert

Low mileage. Suburban driv'

en. Must be seen.

engine, automatic
transmission, power steering,
cyl.

8

heater, whitewall tires. Per-

SHARP 1970 Maverick, A/T, 200
cu. in. 6 cyl. w/w, Freudian
gilt, int. decor group, must
Sacrifice. 437-4046 aft. 6.

$595

fect second car.

Best Offer. Call After 5pm
4:dr,

Hdtp., P/S, P B, while, red int.,
immaculate. $695 Call 394-3332
after 6 pm

Needs some repoir.but here's
a great buy! 1964 Chev. Bel Air
V8 station wagon. A/T, P/8. One

._1

NEW.
' 1970 TRUCKS
IN STOCK

ECONOLINE VANS

'

FOR

'--; IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

.__,,_

1\ ,40/

J.
---- _____
,_

._,

"gb

--.
,

,"

v.../

:..

G

1968 FORD XL

$1795
$1695
$1095
$1395

1967 OLDS CUTLASS
Dr. H.T. V-8 full power, factory air conditionings, whiteside wall

tires. All White.

1966 MUSTANG COUPE
_

.

1967 FORD GALAXIE "500" CONVERTIBLE
Full power, white side wall tires, radio, heater, Dark Green with
Black Top. A Buy at

1967 GALAXIE "500"

$1 395

2 Dr. H.T. air conditioning, full power

U

..,

........,
_---,

Sport roof V-8, crutsomotic, power steering, power brakes, radio,
heater, white side wall tires. Gold. SHARP
4

-

$2014

Transmission. Vinyl Roof,
Body Molding.
'

Sharp Radio and Heater, Auto. Trans.

IT'S EASY
TO FIND

1965 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY CONVERTIBLE

392.4251
Pontiac,

l

$$$$
'63 FORD

8 -Cylinder, Automatic
-

CD I niirk

whitewall tires. One owner.

DELIVERY
PRICED FROM

Extras.

dramatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, radio,

ible, auto., P/S, P/B, excel. cond.
362-1507 or 362 4096

'64' StarCI;ief

Rear Defogger and Many

wierenifffifff-- - -

# 1125, 2 -Door Hard Top,

Roof,

'64 OLDSMOBILE,

Goloxie "500- 4 -door with

-

Radio, Body Molding,

"88" 4 -door sedan with hy-

Must sell i96-8906

Coll 392-9471

Sidewalls, Vinyl

(With Snow Plow)

offer

'67 Buick GS Skylark. 3 speed
Hurst Good Condition $1300

1180, 2 -Door, Kird
Top, Aqua, 8 -Cylinder.
Automatic Transmission.
Power Steering, White

#

$595

AMBASSADORS -AUCTION

IMMEDIATELY

__

BRONCOS

gauges, console.
CL 3-5296

FALCONS

VIIII6.,

Classic 660 4 door with Automatic transmission, 6 cyl
engine, radio, heater, economy car

'67 Chevelle SS 396, 4 speed,

NEW 1970.

500

$1895

394-4376
1963 Chevrolet
Perfect condition.
255-6232 after 5 P.M.

steering, power brakes,

vinyl top, radio, heater, white.
wall tires. Steal this one. Only

'

I

'67 BUICK
er

..,-''..-":000.

GALAXIE

$$$$

automatic transmission, pow-

,,--o.

tZI:.-j'. L- -Zili.

OTHER MODELS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS -EXAMPLE

power steering, radio, white.
wall tires. Sharp suburban.
driven car.

Wildcat 4.door hardtop with

1

:

$2295

1967 Ford Galaxie 500. Good
condition. Must sell. Best offer.

$1050

.:-..0----

..1.1.1

vinyl top. Give-away at ..

1965 Dodge Custom 880 9 pass.
wagon. P/S P/B, Factory air
& rack. $950. 392-0512
wagon, 327 engine, P/S, P/B.
392-8065

-4"11.1114140010?-q2-1

1

Gold coupe with 3 speed,

Conditioned, 383 Good Condi-

mission

N
...N,

power

steering,

L.T.D. 2 Dr. Hardtop

t..,,,
rm,.

radio. Burgundy with black

Ford Custom, 2-dr, sedan,

FURY

..

....._:.,.:...

brakes, power windows.

cyl, standard shift, low mile-

'65

1969 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS
< ,...,

1964 PONTIAC Catalina 2 dr.
hdtp., P.S., P.B., Auto T., $550.

'65

$AVING$$PRICES ON ALL CARS IN STOCK

7.

$$$$

'65 Ford. 4 door V8 Auto P/S

6

1970

Hydra ma tic transmission
power steering, power'

VOLVO 1963-544 Sport,
8.18 engine, excel cond ,
$795.529.9434

Almost new tires & brakes Good

TO CHOOSE FROM

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

Prow -1y extras.

icond.-$695. CL 3-8413

.

SUPREME

i119-7890

'64 LeMans, 4/Floor, one owner,
excellent cond., $600 or best
offer. 537.1077 after 5.
1967 VOLVO 1225, auto trans
AM FM radio, mint condition,
Best Offer, 259-9517

mr;-"'d.

4-1

.,

MANY IN STOCK

r4,

--

OF THE WEEK

Dodge '65 Coronet 440, 2 dr.
H.T. New paint & snows, stereo

O 1111 liar

Not Only Maverick But Also

D

$895
$695

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

IT'S WORTH
THE TRIP

1965 FORD GALAXIE "500"
4 Dr. Sedan, 352 V-8, cruisornotic, radio, heater, white side wall
tires. All White. $$SAVE$$

CL 0 is here!
It's back. And flying high. The 1970 GMO.

The most special Oldsmoble ever built.
Built specially for you by your Gallant Men
of Olds.

Special color. Special white vinyl top.
Special insignia. All the extras you can
think of.
The GMO. They can't see it in New York
or L.A. or even Detroit.
But you can. Only here. Only now.

Only 170 Available, so Hurry

owner. $550. 394-1496
1965 Dodge 9 pass. station
wagon
owner. Stick shift. Air
cond. Exc. cond. Full price, $750
Coll 394.2778

40.,1

1964 CADDY SEDAN DEVILLE
Full power,
power, air conditioning, vinyl roof, white side wall tires, All
Block. SHARP!

'

1963 FORD SQUIRE

'56 Chevy 2 dr. 283 cu. in. 260

Fully Equipped

H.P. 3 spd. Tack. Gouges. More.
Hurst link., $150. 2F60.15 Good years on Croger SST's, $165.
2519193 bet. 9 & 3.

'
OLDSMOBILE

'63 CHEVY II 2 Dr., 6 cyl. S.T.,
Runs good,

.5295

'61 CHEVY IMPALA V8, auto.,
Power Steering
$195

Used Core Dealer,
296.6127

Mon. -Fri. 9-9

Saturday 9.5
CLOSED SUNDAY

0

I

IN PARK RIDGE

mew

I

I

4/./.
111111,

,1

0
0

DEVON

530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
Corner Northwest Highway,
Green socc and Busse

Phones- 825-8871
Chico90 774-d177

'4

A

I

GMO HEADQUARTERS
'64 VW with rebuilt engine, excellent condition
$795

Only at your Gallant Men of 014s

$495

$400 or best offer. T.10 4 spd.

WE SPECIALIZE
In Quality Second
Cars

$11 95

II

II

NORWOOD FORD

INew Corsi
A4.14

. ,

NORWOOD

or

FORD (Vied Cool

Kenn.* Expmftway

The World's largest
Oldsmobile
Dealership

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS, DES PLAINES, ILL.
HOURS: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:00 TO 9:00
SATURDAY.9:00 TO 5:00 - CLOSED SUNDAYS

j

at oes it

unit colle

e co
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Part I: The community college revisited
(First of four parts)

colleges across the nation are quickly dispelling these notions.
Projected figures released by the American Junior Colleges, the American Council on Education, 7th edition indicate that

By K. C. Radtke
The community college means commuter education for the '70's --aptly named

by 1970 there will be 1,000 community
colleges in the United States with more

and understandably misunderstood.
What is it? How does it function? What
does it do for you?

than two million students.

ILLINOIS now has 35 junior colleges
on 44 campuses, with 124,000 students and

High school students are quickly be-

one college district (Maine -Niles) formed
but not operating.

coming aware that the community college
could save them money, get them safely
through the first years of college, or give
them a short term education.
Yet to many adult taxpayers the community college is a vague institution with even
more vague objectives.

Ironically, Illinois had the first public
junior college in the United States, Joliet

Corr' unity College, formed in

extension of the high school, a place to take
required degree courses, a place for failing
students who cannot make it in a large university.

lege students now begin their higher edu-

systems.

building and education in Illinois commu-

Smith added.

If the need was there, the high school
district could then offer the 13th and 14th
school year with the district's superintendent heading the so-called junior college."

ILLINOIS MEANWHILE is in a state

IN 1965, THE same year that H. B.

13th and 14th year of education to a community college for everyone," Rep. Chap-

1710 was approved, 20 states passed major

man said.

legislation for junior colleges; Smith said.
But the Illinois act has emerged as the

model for the junior college system, he
said.

mittee and eventually call a referendum to
determine if a junior college was needed.

Why?
Smith gives these five reasons: 1) it is the

best written single act; 2) it contains a dis-

tribution of authority and responsibility
between state and local implementors;

3) it has the best written definition of a
comprehensive college; 4) many individuals around the U.S. see the Illinois act as
rightfully placing a high degree of responsibility (financial) on the state; and, 5) it
offers a concept of a state junior college

"JUNIOR COLLEGE education now
is not an extension of the high school,"
Mrs. Chapman said.

H. B. 1710, has eradicated the high
school extension idea by I) creating the
IJCB; (Illinois Junior College Board) 2)

system that is highly desirable.

distinguishing between two classes of junior colleges;

Tomorrow: The Community College as

3) Outlining a comprehensive junior

(D -3rd Dist., Arlington Heights), H.B.

of crystallization, attempting to re -organ -

nity colleges.

"Before 1710," she explained, "a high
school district could form a study com-

College Avt.
Introduced by Rep. Eugenia Chapman

than a four-year institution.

viding for state funding to supplement

"H. B. 1710 revised the community college concept in Illinois from a liberal arts

June, 1965, creating the Public Junior

cation in the community college rather

But climbing enrollments, new construction, and expansion at community

and adult education offerings; and 4) pro-

submitted it to state legislators.
The 74th General Assembly proceeded
to act on 27 bills stemming from the plan,
culminating in House Bill 1710, passed in

In California, Florida and New York,
states which were forerunners in developing the junior college system, most col-

THE REVITALIZED TWO -year in-

country as a major piece of legislation and
a model for the formation of junior college

working through the board and its eight
advisory committees wrote "A "Master
Plan for Higher Education in Illinois" and

Chicago.

stitution remains in many adult minds an

ize its junior college system through implementation of recent legislation.
"Between 1946 and 1965 two commissions were studying what should be done
about higher education." said Gerald
Smith, retiring executive secretary of the
Illinois Junior College Board (IJCB).
"In the 1950's we lacked a public agency to be the voice of higher education. Finally in 1961 Illinois created the Illinois
Board of Higher Education and ordered
this agency to develop a master plan,"

BY 1964 LAYMEN and educators

1901

through the influence of William Rainey
Harper, first president of the University of

o dor ou?

the 20th Century Institution.

college program with transfer, vocational

1710 is viewed by educators across the

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
snow flurries likely, 5 to
Tomorrow:
below.
10
Mostly cloudy, not quite so

Telephone

2554400

cold.
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Trio is arrested in LSD rat
ment at 948 Boxwood Dr. in
an unincorporated area just

writer paper saturated with
more than 1.000 doses of LSD

outside Nlount Prospect: Raymond Didier. 21. of 428 Alles.

which sell for 55 to S7 each.

vestigation 1161) agents and

Mount Prospect Police led to
the arres; of a former airline

lick. 23, of 650 Murray Tn..

By Gary Shiffman

An intensive investigation
Bureau of Inby Illinois

stewardess

and

two

Des

Plaines men when more than
1,000 doses

of LSD worth

55.000 to 57.000 were found
in the woman's apartment in a
. Agents said
raid I.'
the drug had been saturated
into sheets of common typewriter paper.
Charged with possession of
the drug were Bonnie T. Jenkins. 21. resident of the apart-

IBI SUPERINTENDENT

Des Plaines: and Gregory Col -

Des Plaines. Miss Jenkins resigned as
weeks ago.

a

stewardesss two

All three reportedly were in
the apartment when it was
raided bj. three 1BI agents and

three Mount Prospect officers

who had obtained a search
warrant earlier Saturday from
Magistrate Nlaruin J. Peters.
The raiding party discovered
10

sheets of

ordinary type-

Mitchell Ware said the arrest
took on threefold significance:
111 It was the first major narcotics arrest in the Chicago
area by the newly formed investigative agency which officially went into operation Jan.
I. (2) This was the First time in
Illinois that LSD was found
saturated into paper in large

quantity. (3) The drug is

be-

lieved to have been shipped to
this area from another part of

Suburbs planning for Con -Con
hearing in Arlington Heights
By Richard Crabb
The northwest suburbs are
planning to make the most of

next month's Arlington

4

Heights meeting of the Illinois
Constitutional Convention.
One-fourth of the delegates

Viewed under ultraviolet light by an Illinois Bureau of Investigation agent are some of the more than 1,000 doses of LSD confis-

cated late Saturday in a raid on an apartment near Mount Prospect.
See additional picture on page two. (Photos by Gary Shiffman)

Smith says he'd lose if
Senate election were today

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board Finance Committee,

By Richard Crabb

miles of Sen. Charles Percy.
Smith said he is confident of

Sen. Ralph Smith acknowledges the polls indicate that if
the 1970 election for the U. S.
Senate were held today Adlai
Stevenson would win.
Before going hack to Washington for today's opening of
the 1970 session of Congress,
Sen.

Ralph Smith met this

weekend with publishers and
political writers of northwest
suburban newspapers to discuss campaign developments
and his views on the issues be-

help from the President

be-

cause control of Congress is at
stake. The President is determined to get a Republican majority in one of the two houses
of Congress, Smith says.
Smith thinks it will be easier
to add seven Senate seats for
Republican control of that

chamber than to pick up 35
House seats. Thirty-five senators are running for re-election
this year; 25
Democrats.

of them are

fore the new Congress. The
meeting took place at the Oak
Brook Drake Hotel in DuPage
County.

"THE ELECTION

is

al-

most 10 months away, and in
that time we are going to
change

the

situation,"

said

Smith.
Sen.

Smith

outlined

his

for winning the GOP
nomination in the March 17
plans

primary and the general election in November. He said

that after he has a primary
victory, he can count on direct help in his race against
Stevenson from President Nixon and Vice President Agnew.

Smith thinks his 15 years in

public life in Illinois will give
him a primary victory. The
tradition of one senator for
downstate works against both
Rentschler and Stevenson, he

said. Both live within a few

SMITH GAVE his views on
some issues facing Congress:

of the least productive sessions
in years."

VIETNAM --Smith thinks
most of the U.S. ground combat troops will be out of Vietnam by election time. It is always possible that a peace will

be concluded at Paris by that
time, Smith says. He sees little
effect on the 1970 elections.
faPOLLUTION --Smith
vors the federal government's
role being that of coordinator

and financial hacker of state
programs. He doubts that the
federal government will have
standards set up for states in

peo-

ple tell me there is already a
recession.

I

do not believe

there is a recession. I can tell

you that there

is sentiment
building up for wage and price
controls. I view this with
alarm."

District and School District 23, MacArthur Junior
High, 700 N. Schoenbeck
Rd.; 7:30 p.m,
School District 59, 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8
p.m.

Player, tapes
are stolen

Con -Con public hearings that
an. to be held in the Arlington
Hotel of Arlington Heights the
afternoon and evening of Feb.
11.

Mayor Jack Walsh and the

REPRESENTATIVES OF
governments --fire districts, library districts, park
districts and others --and individuals to appear at the Arlinglocal

ton Heights hearings will

be

attend Mayor
invited to
Walsh's Con -Con luncheon.

Mr. and Mrs. John Woods
of Arlington Heights will hold
a reception in their home for
visiting delegates the evening
before the hearings.
Citizens from northwest

part in the Arlington Heights

-Smith favors more breaks for

auto belonging to Phillip Billiteri of 7829 Central Av., Morton Grove, while it was in the
parking lot at Maine West
High School, at 1755 Wolf,

Con -Con hearings.
The host Con -Con delegates

creasingly

concerned

about

the ability of our older citizens
to make ends meet," said Sen.
Smith.

Des Plaines.

NEW WAGE DEMANDS-

are John Woods and Mrs. Vir-

ginia Macdonald of Arlington
Heights. representing the 3d
District. Mrs. Anne Evans of
Des Plaines, delegate from the

4th District, will attend the Arlington Heights hearing.

-Smith does not know what the

President plans to do about
new wage demands by big labor unions, but he says, "Personally I feel something needs
to be done."

of the new constitution will

N I X ON 'S WELFARE

come to the Arlington Heights

Administration's welfare bills have
been sent to committees. No
hearing dates have been set

public hearings. Committees

TWO OF THE nine standing Con -Con committees developing sections and articles

PROGRAM-The

yet.

"I am not optimistic,"

Smith said. "The first session
of this Congress has been one

whose members will attend are

TV commercial's version of a balanced diet --a hambuger in
each hand.

ment.
of

the Committee on Local Gov-

ernment and the Committee
on the Executive Branch of
State Government.
Chairmen of the

com-

In

the evening the com-

gether and hold one public
hearing from 7 until 9 p.m.

John G. Woods is a member

"OUR TWO committees

the Committee on Local

coming to Arlington Heights

Government.

THE ('ON -('ON hearing in
Arlington Heights on Feb. 11
is one of four hearings being
held that day in the Chicago
suburbs. Sites of other hearings at

the same hours are

Homewood. One or more of

len Saturday night from an

those 65 and over. "I am in-

mittees will probably nicer to-

will honor the Con -Con delegates at a noon luncheon before hearings begin at 2 p.m.
The Con -Con president. Samuel W. Witwer, will be invited.

CITIZENS-

OLDER

A. Fecson of Riverside from
the Committee on the Executive Branch of State Govern-

Waukega n. Wheaton and

tapes valued at $242 were sto-

Stereo tape players and 16

noon hearings are scheduled
from 2 until 5 p.m.

village of Arlington Heights

suburbs from Northbrook and
Des Plaines to Elgin. Crystal
Lake and N1cHenry will take

1970.

RECESSION --"Some

Village Hall; 8 p.m.
School District 57, 701
W. Gregory; 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights Park

of the entire convention will
attend and take part in the

mittees are John C. Parkhurst
of Peoria of the Committee on
Local Government and Joseph

the nine Con -Con committees

are taking part in each of the
four hearings. Except for the
hearing in Chicago the follow-

ing day, no other Con -Con
hearings are planned for the
Chicago area.

Final arrangements for the
Arlington Heights hearings
will be made in Springfield this
week. It is expected that the
large Jimmy Durante Room of
the Arlington Hotel will be divided for the afternoon, with
hearings being held by each of
the two Con -Con committees
at the same time. The after-

will hear all suggestions of any
nature for the new con-

stitution." Woods said yester-

day. "Any citizen

is

to he

heard on any subject. Every
proposal on any subject given

at our hearings will be tape
recorded and will he available
for future study by the Con Con delegates during the entire convent ion. -

Any individual or the representative of any organization
in the northwest suburbs may
be heard.

"We want to receive the
proposals of anyone on any
subject." said Woods. "We
would appreciate it if we could
he notified in advance and
would appreciate having at
least a written summary of the
proposal, hut we will hear
regardless of the lack of

(Ctionnued on page 2)

Suit against Fairview

the country. giving rise to the
possibility of a major interstate
operation. 'Fhe investigation
Will continue. Ware said.
Ware described Miss Jenkins as "one of the principals
in the probe which was started
about a month ago.- Ware explained that the agents, through
the course of the investigation.
learned that the LSD doses
would be impregnated in paper
The superintendent said the
drug shipment reached this
area several days ago. Nliss

Jenkins who is originally from
Jacksonville, Fla. reportedly

planned to fly to Florida in a
few days. Several of the LSDsaturated papers were packed
among

her

belongings.

ac-

cording to Ware. The rest of
the LSD was fOund among
normal unsaturated papers in
the kitchen and living room of
the apartment, he added.

-WHEN HELD up to an
ordinary light." Ware said.
"The doses look similar to water spots. about a quarter -inch
in diameter each. They can he

seen more clearly under ul-

tra&let lighting." Ware explained that the drug

is

re:

leased from the paper by sucking or chewing it.

Ware pointed out that the
paper is slightly coarse, making it easier for the drug to be
absorbed when it was applied
in liquid form, apparently by a
medicine dropper.
Chemical tests of the paper
were made at the apartment
and

at

1131

headquarters in

Chicago. The paper was to be
to the Chicago Police
crime lab for further examsent

ination.

MOUNT PROSPECT officers Robert Barone, Richard
Pascoe and Dennis Leonard
participated in the Saturday
night raid along with the three
I BI agents whose names were
not released because of department policy.
Prospect
Mount
Police
worked with state narcotic
agents in three major in-

vestigations last year prior to
the formation of the I Bl. A
Villa Park Youth. Richard
Stanard, I Z. pleaded guilty last

Builders scheduled
After a session in the cham-

bers of Circuit Court Judge
John J. Lupe, Thursday, a decision was made to go to trail at

2 p.m. Feb. 3 in the Chicago
Civic Center on the suit
brought

against

Robert

J.

Bluett and Sons and the Central Land Corp. by the Metropolitan Sanitary District of
Chicago (MSD).
Bluett and the Central Land

Also present were John Martino, former president of the
Fairview Gardens Civic Assn.,
and Richard Hendricks current president.

Hendricks said that both
groups presented their arguments and agreed that 75
homes in Fairview Gardens

Friday to charges of sale of
LSD resulting from one of the
three investigations. Stanard,
charged with the sale of 2,000
LSD tablets, to an undercover
agent in

the parking lot of a

Mount Prospect howling alley
last Sept. 7, was placed on five -

years probation by Magistrate
John J. Kelley.

were affected by the connections.
Speaking as a representative

Gripe
Of The

Gardens subdivision of Mount
Prospect were charged by
MSD for alleged illegal channeling of storm water into the
MSD interceptor sewer.
In attendance at the meeting

of the homeowners, Hendricks
said their main concern is the

Day

were attorneys for MSD and
Bluett, Mount Prospect Village Atty. John Zimmermann.

The cost per home for correcting the illegal lines is esti-

Corp. that' built the Fairview

manner in which sewer lines
would be re -connected if they
are severed from the MSD interceptor.

mated at $375, he said.

The child who volunteers me to drive both ways
on his classroom field trip.

LB.

THE DAY
Monday, January 19, 1970

Peen 2

2 committees appointed

Dist. 59 may name
new chief tonight
By Jan Bone
possibility

A

from more than
cations.
that

"We are confident that the

SchOol District 59. which h.

broad educational and administrative expeHence he brings

exists

Men without axpetendent
br the past si months, may
N ounce the name of its new

On Dec. I9, a statement
from Dr. Allen K. Sparks,
board president. said that superintendent had been chosen,
and that his name would he announced in January.

So far. the board has held
lin Forest View
meet
Elementary School/nd
and one
budget committee meeting lit
the administration building).
At neither. was the announce men made.
TONIGHT'S
meeting,
then, would be the logical time
Inc the name of the superintendent to be revealed. And en executive session is on the

Sparks previously said that
the new superintendent had
unanimously

been

to us," said Sparks. ',rill insure the continuation of the

fi ne

head tonight.

chosen

Terd.w.jmittecs have been
formed to ihform ihe community of the need for a Harper
Colkge tax refercodunt, college officials announced last
week during an informal meet-

appli-

60

educational

serving as acting superintendent of the 20 -school district
in July I, the date when the

Ito

r«

Elk Grove Village Mayor
formation of a special task
force to develop a housing pmgram that will he responsive to
the needs of village residents.
Paters announeement came

after the Elk Grove Village
Board Tuesday night unanimously turned drum a spwial

use mourn, that would ha.
allowed development of a tent-

orrery trailer park site on the
St. Alexhis Hospital property.
1W Biesterfield.

"Our new recent

special task force.

SERVING WITH Koralke
will he Robert Frankenberg.
past president of theCentes In.
Molded Park Assn.. Neil Coo.
roe, Kt -Udell of the Elk Grove
Village Chamber ot Com-

mere. and Joseph Wellman.
had of the ad -hoe housing
.comminee

ex-

formed

by

Elk

Grove Village and Neighbors
at Work INAW1. a kcal sum mushy group.

w iener indica, that Wine of
our

zens arc unable to Inc
Mused
adequately."
Pahl
said. "Prosiding any Nearing

Afro named to the task force
were Alton Brown, hoard
chairman of Elk Grove Village
Community Services. Diane

is 'say complex proNem. It
roquires all tell our attention

and a greitt variety of exper-

late Jayeectes. Edmipt Kenna.
anistruction specialist. Sandy

THE HOUSING task force
will use existing surveys, stud reports and public hearing
meords

to

yam information

and will make periodic reports
and recommendations to the

community and village officials. the mayor said.

The task force will he re.
Amman: to the housing needs
of senior citizens. yOling
zens and moderate. middle-

-

Illinois Bureau of lm estigation agent conducts chemical test on several of the ISO doses ein,f,cat,s1

late saw rd. in the argon of a former airline stolardess md ma Des Plaines men.

-and

upper -income

persons

nine and in the future. Pahl
said.

The task free has scheduled
its first naming for 8 park

tonight en the Elk Grove Vil-

The Mount Isson,1 IsithliC
Library will hold men Open
House on Jan. 25111 from 2
p.m to 5 rent. Mr all village
rmidents tor.. the remodeling
that

Preliminary dismisnions he
grin on the propmed mic of I

acres on S. William St.. in
tion of the land netted by the
Mount Prospect Park District

has ieceMls Ivan Will

piqued.

The Libra, limud has invited Mount Prospect Mayor
Roben Teichert and all the village officials. to attend.

Librarian, Mary Jo Hutchings raid the entire library has
been re -designed by architect

Charles Cedarholin with the
major change. the creation of a
now juvenile department.
The roof of the 2.5 -year -old

structure nns raised in the
area that was Onnerly the
periodical mom.
This added an additional
801 square feet, she said, milking a total of 2.450 feet for the
Juvenile department. a 45 per
cent increase in floor space.

Menus

1

To be
served
Tuesday
in Arlington. Prospect, Elk
Greve,

Hersey,
Forest Aide high

Wheeling,
in

District 214:
Main dish lone choioelt vegl
cutlet. beef liver. pizza burger

and wiener on a bun. Yegetabk lone choice): Whipped
po atom burned corn. Salad
lode choice): frurt mice. to.ed
,ere. wedge,

grapefruit and mandarin or wee. Rolled wheat muffles
an butter. milk.
Available desserts: sliced
peaches, lemon gelatin, straw -

teeny chiffon pie, prune cake,
peanut butler cookies.

To be served Tunday in

the second floor.

I he main floor is divided
into three areas of library ac.
tivity. The west room houses
all the reference material..
Nick ism es of magazines and
periodicals.
she
Reader:

schoolrnant
obligation

unlav of the District School
Bard and Sct Park Bend.

Tlk: SCHOOL Board said
they would need apprOginlates

was to develop a basis of Com-

ly one. acre of land at Lions

Emilie:111On Erom which further plans kw financing the

Park.

could

Tont Johnson
in Who's If ho
student

from Mourn
Prospect has hem chosen as
oe of 14 Cuber.Stockton
Conllege withers to by listed in
the
1969-19711 edition of
-Who's Who Among Students
in American Collews and
Universities."

the site.

milk. after a study of future

as a result of several new proj-

Long Range Plan Committee
suggested b possible trade 01land iiivolVing an acre at Lions
Park for the same amount :a
hail Park.

chilled fruit. milk.

vegetables,

rangement

lose

a

where

the

ars

/la

htet the property :n some futore tint, when funds would he
availahle

a

If You See It,

student

teachers

School, Mount

in Central
Prospect.

will work in the school until
April 21.

4 DAYS
ONLY! JAN.
19,

20, 21, 22
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One
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dM.nm rryhid en
coda on d'solay.

Patrick Doyle and Thom.
Mak,, are currently North-.

t=rwannt :Ts 'dfing for the 196940 nenthmic

4 DAYS ONLTI

4 DAYS ONLY!

$

$

4 DAYS ONLY!

$

95

,ToTTtiTitHlFASHION

NH., WED., NIL,

AT. 936130PM

srmo

PIE
Choaclrom

WH111XMDIEC
AS PUHXIJ101

WIGLETS
HT

STYLED

$300

deeds al boat.
lulls. tried100
Nyman Noir dim
This it

o 4 do

WIGS

nth Onlr come

SIT - STYLED

in In beti glen

6730

n

ll. Colon

de
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DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

1593 1111/191009 ST. Northwtti H

wted.

JACKSON SAID the Park
made

plans for a ball diamond et

reimbursements

determine if they can legally
Wm over Park District land to
the School District.
Ronchetto said that the
School Bend had not intended
to urrive at a decision at that
meeting and it proved to he a
cooper:lime and Nat1,11:1,

HE SAID, "I pied to turn

into pin, Them was

on it for about 10 days. The

nothing to look at but a blank

idea was sketched in Use, then

defeat

ie nautical uniform with
..,
...,., der

Page 3

If you browse around Inc li.

Nary you might fine 'res-

in charw-hack Muds when the
M:tine-Niles junior ...die,
opens, possibly in SeptenDyr.

well Predicts." which hen 1,mdictions hy Criswell from 19h3

vE

You wouldn't mind going to the dentist either if you could
lank at this beautiful mural on the wall. Jean Bydlon, 3-yearold
daughter of Mr. and Mm. Dunk Bydlon watches as Dr. Harry

Vanoucek adjusts equipment in his new office in the medial
building.

The Mount Prospect Public
Library has a number of hooks
em astrology and the occult
hich could have your future
darned out.

Harper stands to lose he.

Dolores Haugh-, gamins editor
so
e eJL11 eanrsonetaa age

Spring fancies turn

Mo day. January 19, 1970

a 11,009nreateggallatr

University of

Randhurst

m M.

He forecast for the '70s in -

1970.

Mon of Harper'. 1.550 ellof -district students live either
in Maine -Niles or Northfield
township high school district.

when the dentist needs a chair side assistant. she may appear

pappa0611 a OB.0811000 0 06816100rararbargraallaallaaaa0

Library
offers books
on astrology

mon S3011.000 and 3400.1100

chid. a Negro "Miss Amer km" from Chicago in 1973

cussed included minance

hy a woman en Aug. 4.1970.

To provide a better view of
the vocational. administrative
and economic aspects of the

FURTHER
HUNTING s
might find you Jeanne
"

center.
Randhurst
the
presented oneday seminar in
75
educators
from High

eVentS.

dems who live in an area with.
OM
college district_ Harper

charpft the high school

on s autohiography. "A Gift'

School Di..., 214.

of Prophecy.

The local educators, whose
foremost interest is
opportunities cur their

Harper num akvem

lair-

Jut. originate the difference
between the student's tuition
rninus state aid.

HARPERS TOTAL

rollnt

as

and the assessicuttion of Castro

mo-

tricts from which thew st.

en-

of September.

place in history.

The author of "Write your
horoscope"

It is five percent aNwe thy yalculaned student population her

can do, and how it can in-

what a horoscope isi etch

it

asked a make e statement at
to

the hearing."

ALREADY 11Y0 gaups
have asked to he heard. Rep.,
sentatives of township governmein with to inake proposals.

A group or high school star-

dents from Wholing :tied Elk
Grove TonvInChins, headed bv
Andy elmeciort,
semi, ot

Arlington High School, ham

Judy IxBruti

fluency your health.

in Arlington Heights
froin l'aer 11

111C=1

*

explain.

Plan Con -Con hearing
if

Stop by and say "thank
you" lo the staff at the Mount
Prospect Public Library.
"her what?" you MaY 01k
When Me library moved the
children 's section from the

-Astrology. An Historical
comings the
validity of astrology and its
Own

mewed., who come..

Open house

Esamination

5.5,10 students, a fig.
ure two years ahead of its thne.

He said the Park District

rimming.

stale

a

Blithe Itassmunn

Mr. and Mrs. Ra) Lennie

no.

chose wishing th heenl m
the Feb. 11 hearings at the Ar!litigant Hotel are invited to
write to the km delegates.

John (i. Woods. 214 S. Bel Moat St- Arlington Heights.
id.115. or NIrs. Virginia NlacJerald.
S. Belmont it..
.grlinylon Heights ItIM05
fi

1

:Mrs.

Harold R.

of

Hassnmnn of Beardstown. ill..
annbunte the engagement of

their daughter. Judy. to Richard Innen. son of Mr. and %In.
Francis Irmen eli Mount Pros-

their daughter. Millie.. Wiley Edwards. son of NIr. and

Arlington

flounce

the

Heights
engagement

Me hearing in behalf of lowering the legal voting age in II.

Mr. and

Nancy LudwIgsen

an-

of

senior al
Prospect High School.
4160
full time. Her
employed
fiance. a Propect graduate. is
a Wand die apprentice.
Their wedding is planned
for Oct. 1. 19710 at St. Ray-

Miss Lelirun.

a

mond, Catholic Church in
N1011111 Prospect.

crowded

Mrs. Chmley 0. Edwards. .107
N. Fairview. hfmnrnt Prospect.
Edward% is a 1966 ',rq:0
High School graduate.
Both

Miss lia.mann and

her fiance are senior. at II.
lint, College in Jackson, ills.
where Wiley' is majoring in
psychtdogy and is a member of

the Alpha Phi Omega National Service Maternity. Mi.
Hassnzenn. an Eng.lish major.
is a meinher of Cianima Delta
literary society.
Nn wedding date has been

The engagement of Nancy
Ludwimcn to Patrick. F.
Schwinn Inc been announced

by her parents. Mr. and Mn.
Orville Ludwig.. of Prospect
Heights. St:he/inn is the son of

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schwinn
or Mount Prospect.

The bridedo-D is 4 1969
graduate of Wheeling High
School, her fiance wen patinalcd

from

Prospect

High

School in MN. Both are now
attending Harper Junior ColA wedding date will hew; it,
the future.

main

floor to the

spacious new addition on the
second floor the staff. memhen of 11w kland and willing
volunicerssaved Mount Dmill
peci taxpamrs S4.000.
S4.0(10 no
-We had a hid
we the hooks." rsid kIrs.
Mary Berg. on the library

of the center. =miraky.nte shoplifting. advertising and special
Harold 1. Carlson, ek
pprudent and general managere
of Randhurftn, presented a lecture entitled "Challenges and
Opportunities in the Maturing
Center." dealt g with eco-

many facets of the business
community. particularly the

nomics in its most concrete
form. thc pressures of inflation. coopetition. taxes and

shopping
center
industry.
Those in attendance gained an

ng costs. "A Look to the
Future" dealt with the future

insight into the role Randhursi
plays in the community, such

of the surrounding area as well
or the future of Randhurst.

stunents.

were

briefed

on

the extent of its financial
involvement

which

allows

Mount Prospect residents to
enjoy a low tax rate.
SPECIFIC

subjects

dis-

All thme in menden.
were awarded University of

its impact on the community
and the influence of the community odthe center.

'More important than the
charts and statistics and diplomas. are the concepts and new

ideas whieh the teachers will
take with them," Carlson said.
.Randhurst is still developing,
evolving and expanding. We
sharing our unfolding adventure with the educators of

this area. trimming them of
our present status and our uture plan, giving and seeking
melon many subjects. We
nod the leadership work. vision and pride. of our young

Randhurst diploma, cenifying
tha the bearer had completed
study in depth of the center.

myopic and of their teachers. It
is
and Increase our
communication with thcm

that this University of Rand hum has been initiated."

'Thoumns of hooks wen:
handled mei ter three times
each."' mid Glad yr. Ackley.

'Mere was many an aching
muscle when the joh was fin.
On Sunday. Jan. 25, a hp -

dal open house will he held
from 2 to 5 p.m.. and the pubie is invited to drop in and nee
the improvements in the library facilities.

wt.

Fresh new handbags for a snappy Spring

the

a.

4

needed lend to the School Dia-

There owyotrus new term of Word.,
tonotolon, took feel 6 ...Ho Hu row

business

Student
teachers

Harper's

president. Robert E lahti, in-

Mary Bydlon. Birdell Wendt
and president Ralph Pretzel
the
Mount Prospect An
Leasue. They worked together

IIE SAID the first payment
by the Park District could he
made by !mmHg over the

WIGS

afetal

room. where the new period-

the aid of volunteer labor. il he
only cost to thr library for
moving the books was S400 for
labor m assemble shibgeb. according to Mrs. Hotchrtigs.

fithen,t. the referendum was in the

the deck of the boat.
Credit for the neural goes to

them, and so he conceived the
idea of a wall mural that would
appeal to them.

Park

-District would have an option

TAPERED NECKLINE S -T -R -E -T -C -H

haw been placed.
To Inc north of she circulation desk is a new browsing

were moved by the staff and

heads

Choose From Over 800 Styles Wigs - falls - Cascade

hind them, the older books

Doyle is in the language arts
department and Mahew is
nsoci studies. They

green

He oroposed

awn Fork card ore ow, envier to can for.

23:

bread,

ty.

Long Range Plan Com-

honcho. who

bosom, rocoldeoloyek o roilditompoo,

During dm remodeling age.
proximately 56.000 books

only with the mnouncement

-E

The 18 -13,111/2 -foot mural iS

so realistic the children can
imagine themselves right On

short attention span, Dr. Vanoneek's plan is to distract the
children while working on

painted with anylies and Enished with a glare.
Color is realized in the watee and sky; the deck of the
beet is done in wood tones
It seems if you listen hard
"rough. you can hear the wind
whistling in the rigging.
In the not too distant future.

,soc.nia.Insc,

building in the area. the hoard
does not feel they will need a
school then,
School Board member Jock

new

tabk and recordings

purchase

thy

non-fiction and mysteries.
Mrs. Hutchings said.
In free Mending stacks be-

have been shelved.

a

On the II' nem De. Park
Board President Robert Jackson said the district is cx.
tremely interested in purchasing the property but because
Park Ilistrict financm are tight
to lease the proper.

plans. then return to the Park
District with a proposal.
He estimated .hat it would
take frono month to six eeks
until that was comple

will have second things to discuss before nwking a decision
on the land and they will haw
to check with their attorney to

building ground.

it

trict TO net
price and obtain
the
necessary architectural

both groun, .1
The School District was

taking soil tents 10 enallre good

iwthr Eric Sahlberg said

discussion and the not step
would he for the School Dis-

lo prOCeed with those plans.

proximately S150.1100 for the
I I acres at East P:Erk. Mouth
side Wt..
The land was purchau.ft
with the intention of building a
school hut its a result elf enroll ment projections arrived at by

SCHOOL SUPERINTEN-

Ronchetto said the main
purpose of the meeting was to
deirelOp an environment for

their architects meeting to develop a plan that would benefit

price hut they estimated the
original cost to them at ap-

thethe concept of a park al

now near the Emerson Si. on.

roctis

College officials have said
further construction will begin
as soon as stale funding in
mailable.

e vocatitechtrigs to
nical education, business ant!

his office in the new medical
dental building at 601 W.Cete
Del in Mount Prospect. He is

financial prohlems.

THE TWO BOARDS then
discussed the possibility of

definite on

spends most of his time.

wall. so I made the best pasable use of it."

ter= are primarily with chitdreg. Realizing they have a

Dr. Harry Vanoucek Jr. has

No decision were made,
however. and the press left

for part of their close.ropped

that rate.

already

for music

million and rive other build.

stable

on a modest payme
scale
with a gradual escalation
ion of

has

I

The Harper group deluded
for more titer half hour hefore agreeing that the pets
could cover the referendum

aid

trim at Uons Perk and then future payments niuld he made

District

cost of the
012 246 046.
Phase I calls

litniresdt inbTd" nbotidaingt

mwrite. diminishing charge.
back tuition mimics, and un-

Ems Park as a result of a pre Woos agreement with the
School Board and they inland

not

of the land and to try not to

.in. wont

East °Ilk: circulation desk.

newspapers,

School

LARGEST HAIRGOODS DISPLAY IN ILLINOIS

documents. debate Materials,
young adult magazines and
vocational materials.

icals,

the

the Park District architect and
the School District architect.

important to make the hest use

ems heir, undertaken. they

Johnson go. nominated by
the student affairs mimed at
the univainny.

told

hoard that no plain could be
made for thy purchase until a
cost use set and
and architectural
plans were
by both

the direction for buiDing by

freshman chemistry award.

mins fiction aml non-fiction.
collect catalogs. government

eastern Illinois State College

Turkey in gravy or Dais,

Jackson

may he nece.ary to determine

Het
justice of
honor MUM and was conference fermis champion En singles IPr two mars and confi.
ewe champion in doubles for
one year. lie also received the

In she fireplace arca is a
young adult ction.
eon-

MacArthur, Ann Sathnot,
Joint Muir and Betsy
jun.
int- high schools in District
mallard potatoes', homemade

wait for a retereridum.

specific

a

and the Park District property
and the hoard is conorand
that these would not accom.
odate an addition that would
he substantial to mem the di.
triers need.
School
Duna President
Harrison Hanson said it will be

Nnanl PresitkEnt Robert Jack-

A

number of oft. Altar than

phns.
There in an estimated 65 n.
hew
the school budding

be

the meeting the Park

At

District mmtract for the land

and nuke pryments mer

amount could not he doerminel without architectunil

purckise of meet roperty and
its developmen
made.

although

at luny. the Park

District multi benefit more ht''
taking title right away.
Ile sumwstml Mat the Park

was needed.

The purpose of the meming

Guide Mlle, he catalog ail
pamphlet file and the library's
entire collection of non -tic.
non

trance. are new fiction.

SC11001. 110ARO member

Charles Houchins told lack son that the School District
would want to he guaranteed
that the Park District would
purchase the hind and if an
agrea
wan rmule with an

he

at Lions Park Schotd and Ess.
nurance of a future
site
at East Park t I I am: siter.if it

at Lions Pink near 1..011k Park
Scheid. at a joint meeting Sat-

community. leadership

out at the main desk on the
ground level. and returned to

believes some

said

would allow the Park District
to obtain nave park land and
give the School District room
liar expansion of the facilities

Mount Prospect. cursed by
School District 57. and a por

Jr.. of 408 S. Wale St. seas se
lected on the basis of academic
achievement. service to the

The new room is carpeted

too

Year.

last week said they will decide

agreement min he reached that

sem
I

Tom Johnson. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Johnson.

end has its own office and
workroom. Rooks are charged

who net with ad ministettors

A ship in a dentist's office?
you're right! a dentist who alwar liked sailing and dreamed
about a Caribbean cruise has
.partially realized that dream
right in the office where he

but

Publications. Ise :End another
newspaper surprised the Israel
and administrators when they
pupped iron the session,

an orthodontist, and hie con-

By Fem Schneider

year with 75 percent of the

leO

IN JULY. 196B

Dist. 57, park board discuss
planned sale of 2 parcels of land

lage Hall.

Library sets
open house

was

thellirIgNeFll'I'N'IrAl. meting

its long

Both committees will attend
a training session befom beginning their tasks.
The seven Harper trustees

s

Phase I of the

it p.m. in

'cirted""'su'reHin'ttn'srmrIntlil--

Brother Ferdinand Leyva, administrator of St. Alexius Hospital.

Assn.

day board meeting

range goals.

Told. NAW member. and

In addition. the task force
will include a member of the
clergy to be appointed by the
Rev. David Crail. president of
the Elk Grove Ministerial

the

THE SECOND coMmillee
will brier voters on the status

of the college and

firecnholdt. of Elk Grow Vil-

ise."

willnistratosupply

increased taxation and hour additional monies will be used.

---r-

f4

Rupley, Grant Wood, Sett
Creek, Hopkins, Clearmont,

'The mayor named William
Koreike. president .of New
('ommunities. Inc.. another
housing group. to head the

permanent Palatine campus.

voter with information on the

Elk Grove mayor forms
task force on housing
lock Pahl last week announced

s

The fint committee com-

ty and students.

District 59 schools are Low
Arlington Heights: Ridge,

Knolls in Des Plain.. andJay.
Holmes, Frost, Forest View
Elam tart', and Dempster in
Mount Prospect.

Herman fn

committee

posed of admirs. facul.

resignation of Dr. Donald
Thomas, former head, became
effective.

Brentwood, Einstein, Devonshire, and High Ridge

advisory

headed by Omar Olson, din.
toe of adult and cinuing
education. and an outsontide advisory committee. composed
of journalism and advertising

ALBEON E. Waltman, of
Elk Grove Village, has Well

Lively, Byrd, Cook and Grove
in Elk Grove Village.

enacend amount tithe

mnaat this week's Thins.

The committees are an internal

program

which has been a tradition in
our district."

in

It's Ship Ahoy at dentist's office

for Harper referendum

.& River Rd.)

0

The Largest Display of

Carpeting in the Northwest Suburbs

WE'VE GOT CARPETING)

COMING OUT OF OUR
-for the first time ever
Murphy Carpet & Furniture Co.
will hold a wide-open

o

-_752b-Fe
6.lY

Spend AWeekWith Nanes

WAREHOUSE SALE!

In"The Land Of Sale"

at 175 Gaylord, Elk Grove Village 956-1556
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Come in and make us an offer. Over 400 rolls in stock
in

NOW UNTIL-SATURDAY, JANUARY 24.

every style, size & color imaginable.

Come, good people,

Padding & installation available. If you're installing yourself,
we'll cut it while you wait.

to "The Land Of Sale,"

The Hose of Hanes

SAT. & SUN. JAN. 24 & 25 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
ALSO: Don't miss our exceptional

We shall unveil.

FURNITURE SALE in our Arlington

Colours, styles

Heights store. Same Days -Sat. .% Sun.,
Jan. 24 8, 25.9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
17 S. DUNTON, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Magic to behold,

But make ye haste

394-0700

Before all is sold. f

el*

FALLS
SET

STYLED

'6"
PHONE:

29S-2299
Young, kicky and very much with It ere potpourri of fresh, new handbags m diffineat drapes
tot Wring,1970.Tbe box tog is backend Igs smarter than ever as Jaclyn does It In combhuttion of
glowing metal and shiny crinkle vinyl patent. Metal `box. he" the bag ati sides and striplugs,
mightily erhfide softens -up int...Drawstring top. Double top handla extendfromthebelledeffeck
an tither side. In black red, navy, bone, white and combinations: about Sft at leading stores.

The snappiest satchel to swing from young shoulders this Spring win be Jaclyn's plump little
beanty inspeetatorcolor combosand accented with pordlole trim onfront flapel.ing.ln Angleane

smooth and sturdy vinyl, ifs a perfect bag for the Put-togethen of the new season. In bled,
alabaster, pebble, Cemeby tan and spectator color combkationg about S6 intending Drees

285. Denton Court
Arlington Heights
CL 3.1766

44 W. Palatine Rood
Palatine
Ft 8-7350

+ V8,14 A13411.5
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Monday January 19 1970

1 One Day at a time

No

Subtexts Seitvice Dilteethluj

By Ron Swans

longer

Stoning a new column is
agony. Even though IM Confident. I wonder. Will the publisher like it? Will the editor
treat it with the care it do -

angry. A lot of funny things

they're trying to cover up.

cOOkail P.M& gossipy wo-

IT BLITHERS me that sone
normelly sane persons turn livid when .sty education is mon.

all affect me. Mostly I leegh.

serves? can I grind it out every

day? Will the funny columns
be films, Will the angry ones
say what I hope they do,Sit
down and relax. Here it coma

.

dues a log of hog-

wash. AN time goes on. I'll try
to show you why.

no,

Man) people in the suburhs
mad this paper. Even though
they know the} have a kn ay be
thankful about. a lot of things

bother me. I'm usuelly wondering whit the wearer is trying to cover up. When I find

bother them. A lot of thinee
upset them. and make them

out what's underneath. rot
usually right shout what

Right

maxi -coats

Mini -skins don't bother me.

Neighborhood briigegroups.

COLLEGE GYROS

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,

Tow Ad will appeor Poily in the
Northwest Doy. the Arlington Day
The Praspegl Do. and The Des Plaines Deiy
and roach 60.000 Homeholds

every day. doing my but to tell
you about them.
s. that may make
Solna
I hope so,
Som etinsss. it might even
That
make
you . laugh
pOIS furious.time

killed over there. Neither can

5 -day wont ad to sell, rent, buy', trade

or whatever ... The Day has o ready

IBM COMP

oudience for your message, everyday!

TRAINEE

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU,

. wouldn't be so bad. either.

Alterations

Painting & Decorating

Furniture Refinishing

Cement Work

AlTERATIONS
HD.
ON ALL GARMENTS 6 COATS

KANZLER BROTHER'S)

$550 NO FEE

Snow Plowing
bode

SNOWPLOWING

,..

301 500

Coll 438.80,

Storm Windows

Main Street

noiehroubnyeiay

Roll, Md..

CNA 3, 1885

General Hauling

Gluality Wart

BOB & DOUG

ALTERATION

Tomorrow
Is Today

Lit Floros

ctiavet.
"Gram pa, they're predicting a mini -recession in the first
half of 1970. What was the maxi -recession like in '29?"

Interested in going to St.
Patti. Shen.. ,11- the famous

open late tonight for voter re.
n. Reddens who haw.
gate

Woman's Club holds its all need January luncheon and

Winter Carnival? The Bur-

not been able to register during
the regular v'.30 to 5 hours can

the
p.m.

linmon

Railroad

has
two
pnekageS-

One tour leaves from Chi-

register tonight bet, ten 7 and
9 p.m. The k'ilhige Clerk's ofRoe is located in the Municipal

cap on Jan. 30. and the other

Building at 112 E. Nonhoost

leaves on Feb. 6.Cost is S54.63

Hwy.

-tour

weekend

available.

Vie Vrogpett Dap
. Marshall Field III
Nay, 1

blondes, January 19-1970

John F Nlanion. Vdnor and l'aldwher

I ll

.1

kied.Mch

1/imagine Edna

Brims b °Men.
SellemonlIvehm.111.601.11S
317 Solirettmlieleht,
111 tenter.l. Heinen 111. warn

Prosocci

SCrtl..,,, postage paid al Slim, Pruspect.111. M10115M1

holding their annual Antique

Park School. 1,11 he

and informsRoc
lion art available at the BurEnron Travel Headquarters.
547 W. Jackson BlVd.. WA

quainted" type meeting. Each
of the exchange students will
tell sontethigg about his coon-

Plaines Theatre Guild's
January membership meeting
and program. according to Michael Woulds. program chair-

Iles best to remove

large kidney stones
Q-Aner severe. attacks of
kidney colic, my husband
passed a lone the SiZe of a kid.

ney bean. I, he likely to pass
nom of these -2 What can he do

lepros:es further atrocs?
A -Kidney stases may be
single or multiple. Those that
are too large

pass down the

of stone your husband1 kidney

is

making.

In general,

drinking at least three pints of
fluid a day will help to prevent
various oak, from precipi.
biting nut of solution and Marling a stone
c nd a kidney stone
Q-1
which It,, laboratory said con-

of calcium, ammonia
and oxidate, I thought am.

ureter Will not cause kidney
colic. but if the ry
any RS is

sisted

Jena that they ere uusing

mania was a gas What should

bleeding or interfering with the
kidney's function. they should

I avoid eating'
A -Ammonia ha (Sr but the
ammonium ion is present in
such salts as ammonium oxalate. You should avoid drink -

he removed.

Prevention miuld depend
ton which of the several types

man for the community the -

W.G.BRANDSTODT,MD.
ing more than a quart of milk a
day if },u have calcium stones.
Q -Six months ago I had a
kidney colic that lasted 24
hours. X-rays showed a stone
in my ureter. Is there anything

Mar group.

In order to accommodate
the visiting entertainers. the
meeting will be held one week
earlier than usual. on Wednesday, Jan. 21. at 8 p.m. in Guild
Playhouse.
Plaines.

I can take to dissolve it? Could
it case eancer?
A-u When a
e lodges in
the ureter, it usuastonlly cause at.
tacks of severe pain. Injection

1

have

uric acid kidney stones. Where

some of the book columns. Became things are had doesn't mean
they can't be better. You must be drinking vinegar.

TRAVELING GIRL

'A -When the kidneys fail to
remove urea a. related products from the blood, their con-

centration in the blood reaches

It's a maim world. She's of legal age, so she can do as she

whites. You ma be thankful she's spending ha Moe Immkg
Believe am Its better Item being In a commune.
Send SOW' quevfianv la Lee Janson. do Day Publications'

Ill S. MainS

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056. If you xisit.e per-tionttrobalY:Siontei wiltuldiessedbirbbInfir

meeting.

following the entertainment.

THE MOUNT

Prosoect

DIE STRANGE WOMB

MR. MUM

Westbrook School's PTA

also meets tomorrow. 8 p.m.
Irene Hughes, psychic-mysti

and ntraserpory pereeptio
gal. will be the guint speaker a
the meeting. She has appeared

before many loyal dabs and
orgonvanons and puts on
dandy program. Better arrive
early. Theres liable to be
crowd!

L labor

'255

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

MC.. Benssnsilte
Dear 31.1.,
Your Wings timid he concemed with re -incarnation perhaps

element memory of a former If,. As far on Rohm to Spain,
row el. ) our present life is in the making, and 's here. Your
P is behind you. lot it remain there.

CLSF-r37.1"'"7

tablets Moms ettraenve. I fed there will he someone else in your
Me very soon.

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

new este for you. The sad post will he behind you. Reim.. 'Things

CL
s toca
RICK 5 DECORATING

if

no

ansreetP741

894.7150

COMMERCIAL

FREEAna

CAL4 259-301B

C=eTin'o'....'sZAeT=e
37,214

E mber Service

All Cincks Repaired

Dressmaking -Sewing

'BRANDENBERRY BARBERS

Arl

Co11,0 BP61 392 L092

or

W INTER RATES

ole.

ode

trosorll,o,11iyErd,

letters.

GRPVING

h.r,

L.,.7755s76r

622.704

25R 84. T AP

I

So. Up To 40%c.
S YEAR GUARANTEE

Ideseastgeseenen

.

.

."

Answer onConik Page

CI

In stall

e-

WITH OR WITHOUT

WINDOW cal COVER CO

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

15Instruchon

\

$4.00 Hr. + O.T.

\--1

255-7200

ws
DRAERs NEEDED

you, hod same good Rode

296-6640

dungy can .ede pa. 01
call

3 2831

2176221161,

or

Magic

PARKER

MAGIC BY

'DENY THE MAGIC

mm

Entertainment

2.204118S

BILL S HOME REPAIRS

MAGICIAN B

Remodeling Additions

column. Letters

XT'TiV:Al!

rTn.

ORD.

L

suND. s39.0244.

253 .00

Plastering

'

Mason,

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

FUompooirl.

22 Silo atimi

5376244

Uo Expel," Work 894 9111

Delivered S. stacked
au east,
BOB JAACKS

Also Kindling Wood

Coll LE 7.44.

All types 6 fireplaces

2

CL 3.5961

Errlja, rm.. 8c sg A.

P

Ch

'Plumbing

EDMOND

IS A REAL

CALL ED 358 5359

Roofing
WORK GPARANTHO FREE esil

4,2181

Sewing Machine Repair
PATET

gP

6

Wes,box

Pm,

CIpPent A Blacktop

ITiV. jar is st";,;.,',.=..
HMOS.

255-7200

327-3115

e

rums

beg
4n

a

is

c"

Slip Covers

Specialize in bginnen. Pop or
C100.1.1,011 1.55,637

Specializing

in

',Flom

cloth

Free nano.. hee
Fast

delivery.

AND FOR THE

Workmanship

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

goorvismed.B66537

It goys to advertise
with Day Wont Ads.

WE soeciolue in Fabric Slip Cov-

en, Your fabric or mine. Guaranteed 2 Weekt delivery Free
estimates. 143.5766

le'.88;""88e?Ploines
FREE PARKING
II

681 D7111 alre8 :P.

C

Service Station Mechanic
y

23 Employment Agencies Men

BUSINESSMAN

DAY

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

PIANO OR ORGAN

m..«08
9.63

g

II

g

FOR THE

HOUSEWIFE,

PM

my home. O94.55/3

Need Help?

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

CALL ..76

Enos. Coll alter
094 5404

°

NIIICIL et. fir11,10.5. Air
1d ear
Elecironic ok leaner.. Otioliry
work. ass,.

Danime, Lel

C

SOLVER"

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL

PATCH, PANTRY

La Salle Personnel

PROBLEM

TV DERV., REPAIR

en Coll 359-6186

(.7
AA

298-1770
Hate to iron,

O
Radio -IV Repair

P

lenge Srnall Mike. CLOSE TO
HOME FREE Call Peg

h/PEng 99 home.

0

"THE DAY

ADULTS ONLY

"

7,2tL66

817 4637

GRAY

Floor Refinishing

SPECIALTY.
WIDDINGS OUR
HALN BAR, BUFFET Pkg DEAL.
PRWPFCT CATERING CL5 4033

$650.00
obis, re wee ceo icle
ye. Hee He vurion a ebal

goo
593 6288

BRICK AND STONE WORK, PIRE
PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE ES
TIMATES. CALL FL 8.6913

fumeee installation

).
a

529-1111

%Mine prolosional

anted Vi

SEASONED FIRH.CE TOGS

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL DRIVER AND STACK

Carpet Cleaning

amt

21 -Situations wanted Mena t

Clod

Firewood

O ny or No nt 359 1906

CAPAgo YOUNG MAN WILL DO
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR

Arlington Heights, III.

now tWasullkocomrvesiognos iewo

Auction.

;

MAINTENANCE

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US...

A 06050

Sinos MA

SiesitC1 3.02S3

STATE
FARM
mwouvoeo

emer. A

1101:

Piano Toning Services

Chas. B. Gray Spies

Electrical Work

Ig'P';aeliueis, Cos., Po,

PH. 253-5678

PLANT

OR
'8C88.12838977CL2878.1

255 3816

Dane Pare Cc...truer:an Co

05,

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

HEMMING AND MENDING

.rau.d

698 2322

t

Permanent Waves

ol

Up

FULL BASEMENT

E

F

Lawn Mower Repairs

AR721.11710 BORN

.. >

ala E. Northweit Nwy

OR,

IF YOU
LIKE, YOU
Window Well Covers

CI==TING

Call MT.,.

Catering

HARM E. NEBEL

gAdOp

Window Washing
Gradeole student Interior 0
araRtig Cheek nly pOce L Fele,

CUSTOM UPIONATERY

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

hiensauts

DRAPERIES
FURNDURR

Installation,
price wOlosR o, In.

Fit RITO, LEI g FIRE MOUSE

296.1043

WIGS OF ALE TYPES

CDSTOM DECORATING

cansullatien and note....

SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

CONSTRUCTION 824 0460

CARPET

In addition, fond the word
using all seven of these

Coll

olieronon

hed, S21 9S.

any four letter
thore
words out of
eseletters as you can,

prEced

ndguist 49.0206

PLAINES AREA 824 4288

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. ',alumni& brawn payclue, will

Make as

cessation of testicular function
occurs later and more gradually in men than the cessation
of overtan function in women,
it cannot be called a male men'oreuse. The symptoms noted
those commonly associa
ated with aging
Although some doctors advocate male hormones for elderly men to relieve these

Wallpadnring

5370737

McKlaren Interiors

Dear kIrs. OK,

GOOD GUY

MECHANICAL
DRAWING
$500 FREE

Wigs

Interior Decorating

PIANO 6 /OR ORGAN LESSONS

moo show n increase in ir-

15last and Found

RECONDITIONED VAC'S HOO
WI EUREKA NIP AND OTHERS
ABBEY 5ALES 6
515 95 AND
SERVICE 359 15,

Bjornson Bros.

sessia
359 1159

SI/ 15, Dam Bison. iv VS A

ritability, general apathy and

FREE PARKING
,

nobly

DRESSMAKING ustsuctione

many reap and unanmend questions concerning her young
minis honesiy and stability. Can you tell us if our wonies and

ems wer the questions of Day readrys in
41
I / be six
but names Will

Vacuum Repair Service

753.9160

Ws.

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Musical Instructions

SERDUAS

298-2770

001050 E. JOHNSON

Income Tao

1

II is too labs Ill interfere with your daughter's marriage. I feel
the young e ouple will he ruming into marital trouble within two
years, hot not serious. I feel your ,uspicion, about the money Me
correct. and I fool your trip will be mtfe and successful one.

Bin RA

La Salto Personnel

dour MIER

fears are founded? And if the situation will smooth out?
Also. how did n savings we had disappear? Are our suspicions
correct? Will our planned trip he safe and rewarding'?
Wm D. K.. Palatine

o

3teraeteries Hots

JANUARY SALE

General Contractors

Dear NH. Delsrviso
31y husband and
are deeply concern.' about our young
daughter's wedding that ism take place very soon. We have so

>

pFn

omte7r=ioes

ness,. dear.. mcidents. We are 10 make a change in 1970. What

Dear Mrs. Go
I feel the change you make In 1970 cal be the boinning of a

Mu

TURES. En. 08 me,

mewling

GERALDINE'S

Automobile Service

Ikar 31r DeLouise:
Iris has been a wry turbuknt year for ,,s. with families. sick-

do you se for us? I seem to be living in a conamt mood of
d Trost n never knowing what nest.
Mn. G.. Rolling Meadow.

need you. THESE ARE BETIIR
THAN 100S, THEY

f9;888:8S

WALt PAPERING
88'N'E8820N" Yasl. 8your ileighbo'r

GOOD BUY

last? Should they take hormonn for it?

011.15.000 to start

NEW WAY PAINTING

Draperies

Deer No ,Name:

I fed you will see Ms bog but not perm...Q.11e unavai-

DEGREED RE-ME-1Es

Upholstery

2570

217 S. AFIA1100n F,E6

Ism you tueeliqt a man at a social affair. I feel he is a widower
and very avallehle.l feel you will see a lot of him, but I don't see
remarriage for you In the near Worm

Hideaword

CI 5 B477

WAXING
BY IN.
DERED WORKMEN 825 170
CLEANING

with no lately. I've hurt him an awful lot for three wan. only for

help it. He likes another girl now and I like him wry much.
want to know if m will ever get together.
No numb Arlington Height.

358 4872

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

POODL=I-XL1201

255-7200 ap

Being a lonely widow. I wonder if there will to another mate
for Inc. If co. when or where:will I nett him?
1'.0 Elk Grove Village

meetings

Merlin Hobetoer

Dog Service

00,1, NIT Di:Louise:

refreshments.

n.

REFERENCES

FULLY INSURED - CAEL S92 1975

sernote 3Se 317T

131 4093

FREE ESTIMATES

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

PAINTER OR FIX, MAN 2
REASONABLE

A Divisional

will he hens new.

brief business

Home Maintenance

All

Rees. remodel

I

two and a half years I didn't know it. and for a half year I couldn't

m's Club. All xenior citizens
from Mount Prospect arc incited to attend the meeting.
Refreshments will he served

Decorating 6 Re
Sse

It. not know why 1 get this way.1 am not Spanish. and I do not
know anybody in Spain. I don't think !do. AI timm I can't rest. I
want to go then:90W. I wish! knew what's calling me them.
1 also welt picture of a while building that looks like a government office or a cemetery. There arc trees and bushes on three
lido. The steps are as wide as the building and nano are round at
the ends. can't afford to go there, but if 1 did what would I he
limiting for? 1 in you tell me what to, do? This has been going on

canto classes will perform.

bition for them.
The program takes place at
the Community Center. 7:30.
The club is spoil -wed by the
Mount Prospect Junior Worn-

Tile
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

over.

ms -sent a smiare dancing exhi-

unCenight, of the current play
The box office number is 296-

Q --IM ea hew a change
of life? How long does it

symptoms, most doctors believe that they are of little Val,
is for thisgsfigete.

evening

CALL d39,094 Mier 6 PT

Decorah ng

go so Spain. I get this way once in u while. h makes me sick all

from Arlington Heights. will

at the boy office on perform-

toxic level, This may occur in
various acut and chronic kidney disease ,e The treafinent is
Mrected at the underlying con.
dition which may or may not
be eurabk.

Our daughter won't settle down. She's 20 and sir's already., even hot flushes. Since the
held several jobs and been in several colleges. Nov she's talking
about going overseas to continue school. In fact. she just quit her
soh to get ready.
Some youngsters seem to be satisfied to go through college
without any problerm. It's hard to figure out why we shoved be
hiving so much trouhle. I guess she really isn't so much a problem, hut she sum is restless. Please advise.
frustrated Parents, Hoffman Estates

usual

CAI::"COVORg TE=F=

I

D ear Mr. Oelmutset
A real close friend of mine hasn't been on such great 11.71111

Plaines Theatre Guild and also
director for its bonus show
'Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" which is being
presented Jan. IR and 25. at
7:30 p.m. at Guild Playhouse.
Tickets will be available at the
membership meeting and also

A. -A few men of 50 or
Dear Lee Janson.

the

$150-$170

Tax Returns

CL 9-0495

'ENZIL"N"gW'

get a terrible 1nm:13 Doling. and sums,
times 1 cr as if my hcan was breaking. I feel that I want and must
I

Trainee

SALES ond SERVICE

Decorators

Heisting Service.

JAN CI 3.3500 FL 8 1355

Dmr Mr. D161001,
Since I was ohm

Electronic
Audio Communications.

CL 5 3812

HEATING SERVICE

SERVICE

Dr. Richard Percy. assistant
superintendent of District 57
shoots. will discuss corricth
lam. Also. one of she kinder.

of
the guild are always open to
anyone in the arca interested
in community theater.
Woulds is a member of the
board of directors of Des
Membership

Your column if 100 sweet. Everything is a no -no. and your

Like IS h. Elk Grove Village
I'm ;dad) don't live at your house. If you have time. reread

Prospect

in for
Senior Ciligens Club
s treat tonight. The Arlington
Squares. a .uare darning club

regulars.

soning? Is there any cure far

ideas am out of date. Why don't you get lost?

THE. MOUNT

school. This is a swi
witch from

whom are Guild Playhouse

kidney pelvis to form swam.
0 -What causes u rows poi-

analyzed.

the multi-purposem of the

bard Park Players' from Loin bard,
and a group of vig.
rates by Tom Vent oss' *Wog
workshop members. many of

der abnormal conditions the
111-18
acid will combine with
calcium or magnesium in the

le getting rich are psychiatrists. and most of them arc being

noon meeting at 1:15 p.m. in

Dancing Schools 8. Supplies

350 1.0

NW

5

EMERGENCY 51.0, PUMPS

Lauritz

JENSEN

ART

130

Sump Pomp

Hearing Aids

Polies. Sidewalke.14

An Service

for many s.trs.

questions

Bald Soprano." by the Lom-

protein metabolism. Normally
severaI grams are formed in
the blood every day They are
eliminated by the kidneys. Un-

are cruel. that they lie and cheat. 1 cll them Noss will always' go as
far m they can with girls. Tell them it's a pot -smoking. pill -eating
oorld. and they might as well know it. The only ones that seem to

Fair then!

296-1630

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Dear F.11.0

A-lt is an end modal of

IRar Lee lemon.
Illou really want In help people. stop being so namby-panthg
Tell Mem the world is rough. dog eat dog. Tell them that people

13. The Woman's Club will he

have the opportunity to ask

those Mending will he treated

does .e uric acid come from?

CRT: EL WORLD

a

end

Anil. by the way. II.
calendar for March I I. 12 and

FAIRVIEW for
PTA
men tomorrow for an m.

Des

Lee.

437-3229.

try. and the girl souls will

toe pzfoormncc,e poifayS

stone. It cannot he dissolved. It
is not bkely to cause cancer.

Q -My doctor says

620

Besides

meeting

of oil into the ureter from below will help you pass the

cards. The price for the lunch eon and ,ards is 01 75. la... weds go toward philanth-

'get a,

would he interested!

A double bill of entertainment will be offered at Des

DOCTOR SAYS

make up their ono able for

from Mn. Willard Hogreve.

DP guild
to offer
double bill

helverimitm net, "Scents. swels. twine Wlisernt.
INtaf went .S. mad raw.617.e. it seers VLOOter sls mom,

1

GIRL SCOUT Troop 499
meals,
admission to has united all of the foreign
lodging. exchange oudents from Dixscheduled events.
sightseeing. tips 0th
and guides. Ma 214 schools to their reguSounds great for
who tar memIng tonight at Lions

THE MOUNT Pmespe
Village Clerk, office will

Slam. NInunl Irringesi.111,111.1SM1

Community Center.
Those who plan to attend may

rooms. Tickets are available

for adults .d C.16.11 for children. This includes rail fare.

,,,,n the magma, dream hr olwoy.rnallooly Lermon
the paper, freedom and iniellernad

card pang tomonow at

,were cosiromon

Dre'rl;r7:817::::ZE

MARK 80o E Northwesl

THAD S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

odly 6

F

W/1618bAnT'R'S?N't=881'
CL 5 8232

LANSPER 6 SON

Winter treat

208.4170,

CALL

From now on. Ill he hem

I

Agel,

600.1M1161RA

hmher me.

toothpick lap. Neither do
sleeks. except when the fanny
inside them is too fol.
Vietnam Bolters use. can
hardly laugh when I know
40.000 .Americans have been

Mrs

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

A great many momthings

except when the woman Ian

W

wend hoekg Herd ,n cult wa.k

Coll

but sometimes I don't.
Pollution bothers me. Have
you Imtked at the beautiful Des
Plaines diver lately?

limed.

u.

cornmu-

your

in

men and men who are phonies

happen um Just as sob. that's

my reaction. In.
A lot of suburban politidans upset me. They like to
say they arc doming their
time -to the betterment of the
community." In Mon in-

people

COST ACCOUNTANT
310,000 PEE PAID

EON-,

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business
nity...CALL ONE NOW!

Need Help
Advertise with Day
Want Ads

IoTALLYHO 76

COMPANY REP.

S/200-i- BONUS, CAR

s

EXPENSES

product iine needs H. Hop

CONTACT MAN

SASHIMI,. MINES

{ISO weekly guarantee

CUP B COMPLETE A MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 5. Arlington Hh, Rd.
Arlington Heights, bit. 60005

EASIER I

722 Center St.
Drs Plaines, Ill. 60016

EEH

b.
CleisMand, Ohm. 44122
Oakton. Des Plaines.

.

i

)15

Page 7

Monday January 19 1070
1491elp Wasted HER

24-110 WNW Men

Monday January 19 1970

Page 6

24.Wa1MMW

248HWnINI 244, RAMS Ilm

J 2441WRistellim

GENERAL HANDY MAN

full Wm personnel. Solo, sub*, to
CALL

CITY OF DES PLAINES

- MR. MAY

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
593-5952

Municipal Building, 1412 Min.. Street
824-3136

824-0181

JANITOR

w"'"gils'OF1acb="P""'

CHECK THE DAY. EVERY DAY

WATCHMAN

Work

ial and watchman defies from 1130 p.m. to
7:30 MM.

on

inventory

accoonting

team. Choose your own hours.
Work any time between 4:15
PM I 2300061 No experience

Coll Miss Del ot 433-3600 for an °anointment

required. 5177 per hour plus
10% night bonus. Now interview-

Industrial Research Products
WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW
FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

'MACHINE OPERATORS
for Plastic Bottle Production

CI BRUNING
Mt. Prospect

OPERATORS

$2.25 PER HOUR

PLASTIC BOTTLE DIVISION

Apply in Person

CONTINENTAL CAN
-

COMPANY INC.

300 rd Nor...HP.1RM 536 141

Estes 8 Elmhurst Rd..
Elk Grove Village Ci0IAT=0.0NO1

Pelatine.111.

CARTRISEAL0

GREAT
OPPORTUNITIES

wo

FLICK -REEDY CORP.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

ASSEMBLERS TRAINEES

EARN UP TO

Must be mechanically inclined

YOU COULD GET

$5.00 AN HOUR

EXPERIENCED
SAW MEN

THE TOOL Atio DiE MAKING oppopronIN you've been looking

A BETTER DEAL
[Full -Time or Part -Time]

INCLUDING:

ENGINE LATHE OPRS.
Prof it Shoring

Paid Hospitolizotion

9,00 A.M. .600 P.M.

e sacur furore ond oll Me Imo]. Bell benefits. Or,

TELETYPE .CORPORATION

FLICK -REEDY

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

CORP.

Mon. Weak h1.7 PALM e PM.

spool opparroni., emnbyer.

©

Illinois Bel

Soturcloy 8 A 61 to

GM

Arlington Heights

392-6600

116 W. Eastman

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SIE BREATHES BUT
SUE DOESN'T SPEAK_
SOMETHING 161016

TOE 0001910, 10108100.
0A6 SAVED BEBE

AHD WV MOM

1;411011,

07!"

WITH LEO HEAD
To

9,905!

(1,4,4:'
*.;)

4011')

lad

1MACHINE
OPERATORS:

r-,41,117iVA lir

stte, being mreful to keep its

We Nave a number tr, wise in 01000Y111.1. NOW for
Wenn & Sharpe Automelk Screw Mach* Open.. ond

8100011i00 10:1130.

Experienced Surface and Growls.. Grind!. Openinkm.

When the outlining has been

that produces a spectacular result

gide which piece you will use on

which will warrant the effort ill -

each state The
task is to
tract tissue paper patterns of the
individual states as you have outlined them and use the tracingalts

26 ,10th. 0.106 11300 different from

guides in cutting the cloth 000

ill neighbors,
Such a map. whether 05. 01

the states exactly.

110611. 00:: be hung en the vrall Of

your room where it is bound oo
attract mention and dairve torn 01001 . Figure
shows part Of
fabric map.
I

Ken Larson & Associates

Attach the fabrics with tiny
daubs of glue placed here and
there. Do not use so much glue
that it will soak through the fabric
and cause a visible spot

With placing of the Int cloth.

With the help of your Alm.
outline the United States with
peRcil (later with a felt -lipped

the map will be completed except

marKing pen. using black ink).
Next, accurately outline each

Stites Made By," adding your

for lettering a title in a corner,
stating "fabric Map of the United
5000 01 the designer.'

re between 6:30 P.,

WIRERS AND
SOLDERERS

Pm

155-9261

Road

AN -rornpony benelPs *oat, life
pod 'canons end holiday..

wry. w. train

'''''''''Cuellrge7ria

ar,

Grave

Morton

Chicago

k
IT\

°*-

LOOKING UP
AT G.M.P.

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH P. NORTHWEST SIDES
OF CHICAGO

will here o goad deal of
Mis positron.

Typists

your hut

fashion secy
$575

CHlaresd"1&Btra'Afr

IVY

BEAUTY OPERATOR

Dello's Beauty Solon

Laboratories, Inc.

io

RECEPTION
OPTOMETRIST
OFFICE

1.070 'I'L'7.:AWARV
o

'7=47,117i

,..dancl we 53

REICHARDT CLEANERS
Tome

2.33.9315

tryst

NP

ghsrebe
S

AMY PERSONNEL.

Clump.

SKI BUFFS'

ne

into

neighborhood

ighce, keep them n.,,

MAINTENANCE

$550 SAW

moo. nes, Phone,
Noe Om i

re.

hy

It

Moron

TOP

Ken Larson

Associates

CANER SPECIALISTS

life

happy

Sign

me

Apply At
new,

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

359.6110

321 Bonds Street
455-3600
Call Mrs. Dodko

CONTACT MISS HECHT
1127-6618

For Appoin,ent

WARD

RECEPTIONIST

INVENTORY
CONTROL CLERK

SUNBEAM CORP.

IT'S

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Id

Sh

sinim3 Mery nes..

TELETYPE!

Pool

mod miring 5011. 005 frePPonl".

CALL MISS MICHALSKI
437-6621

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

do%te

STENOGRAPHER

BARRETT-

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437-6621

CRAVENS CO.

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

S

6028

In Arlington .9.
394-011B0
Dun.
Dempster '

066-0700

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. DoMen
Dempster
966.0700
6028

1200 Toni Ave

Elk Grove Villege

COME TO WORK FOR
ABBOTT RESEARCH FARM IN LONG GROVE

SECRETARIES

marginally 0Iry wed.. b nu. plowed nperanent.

WOMEN

We offerunencellenthenefitprourom including profit...nog

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 200 SHIFTS

Gat b.suserlde
CALL JOAN DENNEY at 676-11300 Ext. 5243
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW

TELETYPE CORPORATION
T1108 -

j

POWER TOOL CO.

/21 90,, 006
LaGrange Pods

MT, PROSPECT

All Wars omen, ...of eon hum general secremrial
we% serstol years ellice wpm. Same purchasing Norl
regal...Job induct...Wool repact malting.

M1960.1

392.2709
'

RANDHUR3T CENTER

sue o got who con war It under limited supervision, lqe
bong Wu righicorn tom hoes,

Coll Bob Perkin,

greet his put1ents, set appoint -

a

Nonbbrooki Illinois

.

Hours A130 to 4:30

RECEPTION

630 Dundee Rood

Des Plaines

yst

ph

White Collar Girls
....'C.
392-5230

AT

83756628

=Icorrhor'"

aoblug coct.

""...

TYPISTS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERKS

Wor61 ached

o

h

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

An equal opportunity employer.

m

VPea
0l.5 1501*051

PAY

$700 MONTH

An Equal Opportunity Employer

kis Si

cand.qtrlwrorLz..1,:zzorhs,

/04ern

grKKTACTMISS HECHT

CALL LIZ al 299.7191

FOR YOUNG
DOCTOR - $550 MO.

STOCKMEN
S16842.83 an hour

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

7:30 AM - 4 PM

CLERK

MAN

ASSEMBLERS

Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

FULL TIME

Be A BlgirTernooraryt,

R.N'S

Tort 0880

GAL FRIDAY

Excellent do, us4 at& ssib

-

In ...... ing Office Work

24

BABY DOCTOR'S
OFFICE -S525-540

GRINDERS

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

Street

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

ROUGH

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

-

Des PloMes, II

2190 Oxford Road

STENOS

OPERATORS

GENERAL FINISHERS

EARN 9 $
$
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP.

Might Typing)

I,

lee

.

ASSEMBLERS
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

GENERAL OFFICE

508343 63 on hour

HANDLERS

TOWERS HOTEL

immeind

y

MECHANICS

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

Contact MR. RIDDLE - 297.4444

ARLINGTON PARK

INSPECTORS

MATERIAL

benefits.

'osoly'o'r:sory

52 00 Per hour

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

unctions. Good starting salary with liberal fringe

MAIDS

JOB

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Applicant must be qualified in typing and h..c
the experience or ,pomade ro kindle account,

HOUSEKEEPING

LO 1-9357
LAO? PARKER

If

CLERK -TYPIST

SALESWOMAN

SWITCHBOARD

Miss Joan Denny at 676-1000 Ext. 5243

5'55SWITORrieu,

(Full or Part Time)
MAIDS
RECEPTIONIST
550150:0 START

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

'"'nnyi=sd

ACCOUNTING
mon

MACHINISTS

Why Sit Still When you can mom ahead?

DES PLAINES

414E. GOLF ROAD

3SB.051 3

NEEDED
HELP!!

desk

EXPERIENCED

Euclid and Flw. 33

GIRL FRIDAY

DRILL PRESS

1365

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

6PPly in Parson

roll Thne

ARLINGTON PARK

Baxter

OPERATORS

SHARP STENOS:

SEE MR BROOKLET

25,5730

d

11

25 Employment Agencies Women

TURRET LATHE

1

An equal opportunity employer

NEEDED
CASHIERS

01,54085.3000111

'3';'4

2201 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

956-1800

(RESTAURANT)

F

OPPORTUNITIES!

AMPEX

Call
Lei Campbell

Ink -TYPISTS

TYPISTS

359-4800

167-6900

17 N Note GoO 131,Gr000 6.02
Trvt %us...Emma, Employer

1.Z

'

N6,0,

OBN.S287

Meacham Rood
Schnumborg

chase.

41,

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

tistiiiAlitgbager 782,244

I

I

Algonquin and
once and %rock pur-

manager

10 Key Adding Machine Operators

MOTOROLA
.nclutle

Stenegraphen

Comptemetee Operators

CHRISTMAS?

lo @ogee custom.

paid emotion ond
oeginse, , phone

Apply in Person for. Confidential Interview

:qtr

0 VICTOR TEMPORARIES

BROKE
AFTER

YAM unhl 13 NOON

Deerfield Oboe.

.5-4700

YOUR

Mon, Wed. TN 7 A.61, to 4 PM

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

WANT EXTRA CASH?
372-5300

1

TOWERS HOTEL

BUFFERS

TELETYPE CORPORATION

CTA to door

to
personnel

MELROSE PARK

yes

Monon Stool. III.

**

krvervIlmmn.

FOOD STORE'

METRO GOLOWYN
MAYER

GENERAL OPOLE

North

oe*

hed if nu, news,

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

SECRETARY

.mad Irs in

Ow;

PeNm caniuu

JEWEL

srorona acm,
od
arici gad bench. program
Cam. Honk Nnhon 245.55m

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

pen gne switch

lay

Were um

GIRL FRIDAY
NO SHORTHAND
VARIETY - 5626 MO.

Openings To be. eu,

Ext. 5075

ABBOTT LABORATORIES

10 inervan Pry for ovate end nen erepleynner win

hea'ordivicluols!rouires

hoc, work. Mpacenis mu.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

mondoythru PoNoK

3 Shifts

5e. u. for Ow hem lab irvire

CRAVENS CO.

MNOR MEDIC, INSURANCE

ABBOTT IS GROWING -WHY NOT GROW
WITH US?
PHONE BILL PUCHLEVIC
688-7500

TODAY!-'

A FABRIC MAP OF U.S.A.

valved.
Ws a map of the United Sates
made ofd illerent colors sod types

OPERATORS

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

64 torn a fit Ilanna. Shan.

completed. 1011001 71010 of cloth
of various colors and designs. De-

ono!,

IIG&FIXTURE

Call Linda Apostle

lowances.

Sheridan

CALL

345-05013091 594

:71! i:Rre7.1.17:

SUBURBAN

9567070

825-8124

AM

to 3 PM.. lo aPP,

SHARP THR.Goed voice. Re,

OtCtIENI STARTING PAY

TALK TO TELETYPE

Young Hobby Club
By Canny Dkk
Today's lUn-prOjcul for boys
and girls is an educational One

you arrive at a rare opdonueity. Benefits include tuition refund, comprehensive

and

low ond con woN from

TICS

FUTURE IS

Mork Trail

7/

MAIL CLERKS

which

14th

outokb
CHICAGO
583.5147

63D1 Uncoln Ave
Is cienl mix nut. Apply 01.0 0240 we youll he glad

'hie" Thor, 0.66.16 71kt.

Bensenville

wrii
churg of all melee
topes es the studios. This direr.

SECRETARIES

Chicago. M.

Equal Opportimio 10,01010:

OR CALL: PETE BLUT

766-3400

tK'n

Lola rechnWues. We ore look

BARRETT,

,nos os on Avers arva .....
. find ow HOw dehr non Cwit

Local Radio Station

mo

When you odd our outstanding benefit plan and ewellent salary potenlial,

Better Mon dm dad pi,ro genie.; now. Howl By ketipmg

Call G. Krol at 676-1000 Ext. 5487
fa,additional infornation and a confidential interview.

ro

CALL LIZ or 299.7191

new equipment justifications. plant layout and cost estimating.

our hugging and etre. enables m roe conWn.
Bigil will tee Mot you get Me hest deal paeribler o Gll

Premium Pay for Ovortime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Via

belle

ASSEMBLERS

W.H. HUTCHINSON
8 SON

The exponsron of our Industrial Engrneeong Deportment nos sreotecl on unusuol growth opportunity. Does your experience imi do 2 ,o
rvrvry
,rvm
Wooly and method analysis? Then you moy quo*. ,
This variety PLUS position will include setting standards, method improvements,

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

DRILL PRESS OPRS.

4-i4

hinge

medical coverage, profit shoring, stock purchase plm, liberal vacation al-

GRINDER OPERATORS
HONE OPERATORS

UGH!

GAL FRIDAY

DAY CUSTODIANS

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
Building Custodians:

CALL MR. R.E KUEMPEL
APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MRS MLKKELSEN

3.-0880

Ounlan

S.

Apply:

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

NON -EXPERIENCED

-:.

1.11

LAB

TRAINEE

:EltrZi."7:37:Iy1=

9S5-01MA

FOR EXPERIENCED

Hos Immediate Openings OH
151 Shift -6,45A.Mto 3:15 NM.

50051.1561.1 OPERATOR 111milgunwric)

TYPIST

sc?"4""eiTI°

tior.Inbe

SHEET METAL

Int N.Cicwo /We.
637-8100

2,8 KO

von" h." sy'....eerite

2375 gtes Ave
Elk Grove Village

Wheeling

MALL CLASSIFIER - Member.,

05,1200

Employment Stank e

13SW. Lake St.

no Oncl operating all
lo.

PROCESSING CLERK - Menshenh.
COIRF5901J0Elia TYPIST CLERK TYPIST - Miernhenhlp

CTA to door

HARPER COLLEGE
TELEPHONE EXPERIENCE

STOCK PACKERS

Anocuf

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

FREE

CALL MRS. GOODLING

DUE TO CONTINUED GROWTH HAS THE
FOLLOWING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE FOR:

Information
Call Hank Nelson
292-2501

loll fringe heneli16 37, hour

A.19 340q

$450

437-5400

Data Processing Management Assoc.

SUN CHEMICAL CORP

5555 west Touhy Ave

MACHINISTS

.0 MOTOROLA
International Head Quarters of

Op d . lady la occasional

MODEL MAKERS

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

359.4800

rellent solory and ond longo

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE Tull lime

Mr. TM. Witkowski
562.0550

o

Oil 1000 err MT,

Profit mharMg

For more

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

"":ons7c7'.!Oe:

7:K

s

APPLY: Monday. Friday 8NA- 3PM

3,262313

NO SHORTHAND

to join an stobloG

Des PIO nes

TELETYPE CORP.

* LATHE OPERATORS

FILE& MAIL

mt

BABY SITTER PAYS IN MY HOME
6.30 AM - 5,00 PrA Apply - 1288

"jZoVa="

9

PINKERTON'S INC.

Good working condirvyns.
Exceptionally good fringe benefits.

PHONE NICK NIEMIRO

APPLY IN PERSON

Storting Salary 62;5 per hoor

. gem,' wets, ennw),,,

°nom. be

per

52 75

52 60

cod mew newt.. b.^ no

Clerk
Typists

soles

oro'C:n7i7r7itirinT

s emP n Y.

1275 Lee St

g

I

'''WNIIFOOLUROIRTS

La Salle Personnel

DeV Ile Motor 1,,

ooertime

ELMORE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

4.

0,,ri07..;br

5

AE:=1..OT

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

ERNI

298-2770

0,11

GENERAL
FACTORY

Interesting work

Vie con offer Reiman., full role employment solth coal.
lent employee benefits. orlodrog lomd GOMM"... free

I /Am SPIA....2PMos 11 PMro7.

GAL PRI3600

in Arlimoion Neigh,

Excellent wages

DAY SHIFT

FULL TIME - Days

CHOOSE YOUR HOURS:ALL 3 SHIPTSOPPG

VICIOUG POGS BUT

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

minding

Overtime Available

York 8 Thorndale Rds.

ILL

an aneoctive offer

of DISHWASHING MACHINE OPERATORS:

Highest Rates

Moms 0 mane ran mer

WELDER
If you we o welder wi:h experience in both her
arc and electric arc welding, we can maim you

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

RECEPTSIRS

RILE CLE-6,0

non Gs,

d

Learn Plastic Bottle Production

439-2680

ARCING,T=5

hl

Der Plaine. telephone

SOLOS Busse Rd

SECURITY

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

DISHWASHING MACHINE

g

School Bus, Inc

840 East Green Street
Bensenville, Illinois

wirthwah Hory.IRN. 53 T. Irir Relation, OE

uCC"'"Opplicanh

Cook County

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

Apply In Person

WANT TO CO YOUR OWN THING?

OR GAL -6.0

knADu High Schaal di...

6:30-8:30 a.m.
2:30-5 p.m.

P

'CALL 3.0611

KEEP.... CUE SERV-5600

P.M. ROUTES

y

h

CI -J-1916

5-BOARD-SIOS

TYPISTS 3100

MAIL GAL- k.

COMPANY
Gall Mr. R..irczyk ot me.saa0,.. enly et.

$2.75 PER HOUR FULL TIME

CLMNING LADY I day o meek

-BEST IN TOWN

METHODE MEG

GUARDS

255-1910

*GENERAL FACTORY

r

www. man,

Saturday 9 AM till noon.

1800 West Central Road

urrou

D

26-linp Waded Wows

Day Want Ads

MALE

A M. ROUTES

11, maim wn emilwr

w. cm ort., pinnwin

TECHNICAL
TRAINEES

Pod Train,

Oer.a.

TELEPHONE SALES

'4374560

Earn Extro Cosh

w opPh

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

Good

Kenny Mfg.

it 5)8 7539.

DRIVERS

All paidbenefits, Including,

ing daily 7:45 AM to 4,15 PM.
Monday evenings till 7:30 PM.

TOOL AND DIE

$10,000 to $12,000 per year
Free hospital. Medical. Life and W.0..1
Paid PI*. VOMI. Eiglo Puid HoIMMN.

Er. py shit O94-562011 4

neceary

Benefits

APPLY MANAGER
RANDHURST CINEMA

'MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

1;0.4ir '"-""'"

CLERK TYPIST

,112641elp Wasted Wows

261MoWastedWorten

!over 161 er WOMEN
1816116111 Nork-frorn oflo qn
GIRLS

estahlohed comp.,

SCHOOL BUS

TEMPORARY HELP

r:71,

Smolt, modern research company in Elk Grove
Village is seeking a dependable mon for Ionitow

ME UM

2Rlielp VIEW Won't

INNETINOWNae

M a200 Aki 21

WANTED

437..060

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
9995 Geattd Ave.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

SOME TYPING. $95

..perience

455-6222,

GRILL MEN

RECEPTIONIST

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

1 MO WAN Yams

DOORMAN'

Kenny Mfg,

7 AM to 5:30 PM

IIACK IN THE PRIVACY OP YOUR OWN GUNGE AND
OROOVE WITH NATION'S EASIEST GROWING SALES ORGAN.
RATION WITH 3000MICES. COAST TO COAST.

501,506,w Ith year

0,011

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

Atail

WEmploynant Agues Women

BOYS 12 no 16

boons

'shoring. Incomlve bow and advancement opportunitim
'

obi,. Cumberland area.

525.90 heal. plan.

Al: onw/oyoo Wool. Include

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOORI

1411're

SC'hoOK'D

GENERAL FACTORY

HELI-ARC WELDERS

AREYOU READY?

retards.

No wnkends. Any age. Office building. Supple-

71c".41g.

2% Employment knee, Women

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER IBM

henel is 23, 34100 EFT 37

SHEAR SETUP ET OPERATOR

/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

include. supevlsion of repair and maMtenone of
outemetMe equipment. receipt and Issue.. of grummet.
Pens end slw respensibiliN for Inventory and Mor1prnent

SHIPPING CLERK

DIE SETTERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

Duties

8 A.M. TO I P.M.

ments

HEY!

AUTOMOTIVE SHOP
FOREMAN

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHER

2141ap Wnted

24460 Wasted Alen

2440? WNW LIM

NNW WNW Ws

243-3200

60 6000: OPPOdYNNO.P.INK

r

5555 West Touhy
Skokie, Illinois
An Equal Opp...VE.0.M

For Interview and Testing
apply to BILL PUCHLEVIC 688-7500

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
14th IL Sheridan Rd.

North Chicago

Monday January M 1970

Pam

aye GM
0030, for 4 days

alklo Woad Illemo

2610 Welt el Wow

15

swe tn

Bos

are

Axon.

on

259::0.

2711eM Wanted -Mon I Warm

324118dames 111.8aiss

602'6 or WOMEN with Cars for
IM
delivery
6
coilechog

Compon ent ports for Xraenng
°made
phom

60. uP to 91 hr

OensenvIlle

294-1562 after 4 PM

Swechboond Recottenist

Bed.

con

392 1467

F

PART TIMEWORN
earnnms.
Excellent
Fours. World gook Childcraft
melee,

r

spkrSofa
bed Fe.
.tonswnp

by anyother name
mould Agin be Suburbia's
Fine., Female Agency

you cermet come

Employment Service

Town Hall, lower level of
L Poodles., Ms 0133A

PART TIME

251,117

LOw soss

after

52,43140

92,00

5P

lc:Milted,

439 6141

253.6232ager 5A M

10744toPerts andkass.

WE SPECIALIZE

d

1,69 0. BS CUSTOM 2

'E°

Rolling
Center .

cocinet'9;s2Zrit-1 tt
2971930 Alter 6 PM

112-Aakto6tiles For Sale

253-8321 or

'in"

71400. arMs099re

;;eir°

394.4000, Ext. 313

serdeP

keel

61 C14DAI IMPALA V, num:
en

Or older 290 3275 011.4 P.m.

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

HONEYWELL PLANT
Arlington WA

.63 CHEVY 11 2 Or. 6 c21 6.T.
-.see
Ruw

P"S

RN would like room mote for
partially him net tn est PI 23

4l Wanted To Buy

ARA Cafeteria, in the

r 9301

eoFFigVarc enm.

296.6127

5936006

372l

73 -To Rent FumishedAparhrients

44 -Dogs, Pets & *toad

346-5040

Chicago Call

Y. EORD TOF,10 GP 426, mime

70losisiteall

378oa6 and Mane Stymies

Full or Port Time

259.7010

401 E. Prospect Rd.

mdor

Call 3.

925 255 0030

Will train if necessary

Stenographers
Lynn Davis Employment Service

s d Pont=
Cto
dr
age Fa P B whim red
. .5 Coll gag MP
64

3.4 4376

tirne 6 grow. We gain. Phone

neor

ASK FOR JEWEL

SALES LADIES

Alm brellent

go opel Rall sy

In Ouahry and Cars
0363

Cafeteria Help

Secretaries Receptionist

. pow 1,2 5259

192 0065

lk

33100

%Mims 80.41458

FLEA MARRET SALE

Dishwashers &

B E Northwest Ww.

r

otin*Iselostns

COUPLES WORK TOGETHER

h

W. Mundele n

1

102Tredoirailos

Antiques

Day Want Ads.

Diamond

3

Tr

7 ford Onstrie 1012 2 d
Pill FOX Good Shop.

arto prica-3350.'355,751

344113 erd Wipes

coil °Wee). oh 3 Fm.

fon

heater

p poss storion

,ogg

5664017 or 3666719

t'etjen

.1.1 rows. For interemw OPM.

10,5

CIRO

Pontiac

1965

Used Meg. imPerloi

112 AehlRdie9 For Salt

1121Lemeiles Fir Sis

Billetio Mem

5541mitalles9Wosets

Moon 61050
Must .1,6.6906

CLERK -TYPIST

.{.ed

or 1,01 15 agars

VOLVO

shests 0 Golf MN ono om
Coll 192 OTO1

14To Rent AparMients
ANC 8 wks L13.6 6.1

[ellen, fringe

6,44457

,

benefits

Rohlwmg Rd

""'

sTer.TIr373

25,030A

3150

362 i5.07 or 3.07 4096
1,65 PLYMOUTH

510111 FIERY COMMIT.
Rod Olaw Lall AMA fan,

OM
o Meld'

TENNESSEE VALLEY

AUTHORITY
INSPECTION OFFICE

0'

va sews wagon A
°Anon OW. W.1 1.v9e

raised 3125 Call 0214362

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 1 I YEAR CAR,
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

gado..

t965

251E Dundee . Room 10A

IMPORT MOTORS
Call 394 22

ASSEMBLERS

126 N COOK ST.,

66 Cheer 2 dr 263

n

260

BARRINGTON

381-0899

1.100 or hem el. 1 IP A spri

7.30 AM to 4 PM

Hurst WI.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Modern nit conditioned

THE

on ware,

Plant -Clean Bench Work.

itO-3200

255-1107

60

NYLON
YOS,

SO.

5

CARPETING.
YES. OLD

/ANE/ROLLING MEADOWS

3.50.,561265

f"' "no"r

To the June in January Sale

CALL MRS. DU DKO

PC
Call

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

455-3600

s. Maple Mr P 3929156
365,

brIghteo even rhe *rim. dm.
.,pon111

1

0

11

pe

y

yeors old

tn.. the

Export Dept.

working condinarl, and ihe fame. Bell benefits.

.

CENTER

Come in and Meet Your ..

HOFFMAN ESTATES 3 ludrm spli

@ Illinois Bell

or

094 1707 alt 6 pro

imoucc:ni
SIAM, ell

iztrIrill

III

Daily & Long Term Leasing

sisiioe;SrMo'

Call 592-336S
Income

Chevy Pit Crew

.

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

L

Arlington Heights

.

MB Rent HOMO

cod..
cask sell oll
311 yards

3..537.6491

Sponi. wouln. d ha wawa,.

439-9500

.9-4100

Rome Rd

S

CI. SM.
CAMP

Teleplona lobs offer great shading sob, wish raises at
of

LATTOF'S
1444

nectlens or finding phone ambers when a directory to

A

complete

ug

oFoiloble.

em.

bed

.

COURT 3 SWIMMING POOL.

ied and mad, be al*, calls WI war the country
mane rakes and gulch nende
which specializes in helping ptropM make their con.

CLERK TYPIST

0

ITtroberlakeT

MT PROSPECT

Dag sae

3100 392-0261

thir gal seals the head

b

At

Mr Appointment
3511.71144

skins

Indust. RsrchProds., Inc.
321 Bond St., Elk Grove

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR PARADE

an,r716'le-d;14""'e""

AMERICAN CAPIAIN'S
USA ANTIQUE GREEN.
360 CLO.3914
EARLY

Melt Hove Own Trans.

DEALER

flnEll'SERVICE

4741eme FimishingsfurniOne
BEIGE

EXCELLENT CO. BENEFITS

out

01C1..1151,..,VE

2E60 15 Good

Call Wr est 8151,5 0754

Backkeerking

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

Call 25,.0561 Rod SmIM

414.5.42

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

mica top. 350. 358-26.

83-IndostnalPimurtylinlientl

711 W Algonquin Rd

ORWOOD FORD INC.

Arlingpon Haig.
274Ielp Wanted -Men & Women

Data Processing

Cog.

.00 sq.

SERVICE STATION
OPERATOR
CASHIER & DRYERS

"C'CAER BASTIAN

CO.

GENERAL

JIFFY CAR WASH

btke. Bat bells a

r'"ek S'E'C7TrIC RO'N'E k 335

40%

ELECTRIC TABLE SAW 320

291-6440

ASSEMBLERS

and chollenging assignments

$2.55 Per Hour To Start

cantael arra.

NOT ONLY MAVERICK
BUT ALSO NEW '69

60% OFF

, Heat, duty carpeting

Rolling Mena. IA/Owner

Free inaallatian
4. See large samples in
your home.
5

62

rain

Terra available

1966 FALCON SPORT COUPE

824-2175

$2.66 Per Hour To Start
Automatic increoces
Excellentrainntionel OPPoM2Mllel
Great Wking Conditions Ina Blond New Plant

E.k0(1 a

1965 T. BIRD CONVERTIBLE

43Stertiog Goods

w°"er'zIrt;"I".

394-4000

capable

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA COUPE

rmang skills ore repair.
on emeprianal career op_
Portuniry with the bug..
is

1964 CADDY SEDAN DeVILLE

5541016allesluments

HONEYWELL

Shorthand and

Gable Solly,%ond Plana

15(30 W. Dundee Rd. Arlington Hts.,

.s AaPan.wm6anap..

0000..

0000

Clerk Typist

-

50

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

W

M1

-

II

Wfvacan own.

HELP

COLORADO

948 Boo borthest

IN YOUR AREA

Credit Clerk
oPPIActions from

Ad.111s.

Reach out for those light knits bright knits really

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
*Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors
Personnel Office 298-3080

e

cZL..,1
.4.01100j2H..,,INTEAVIEW

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E. Northwest Hwy.
Prospect, EEL

At, HI. opportuteg employer

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MO Wolf

Reed

ElonIOggortunny Home,

Da Plo1n.

$495

NORWOOD FOR

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

10% to 30% Off ersDisp!ay Merchandise,
Many Used Specials!

ITT

32,70 ,r 10 acres. 330 dn. snip

1963 FORD GALAXIE 500

ERssT

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

inter...red, gleam come In or coil

p:"Hy M12,

wellent condition , 900 or Mrs

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FEIIDER.GOYA.GIBSON

204 HicioPhOTe, Palatine, 111.359-2251

,

'$595

GIBSON GUITAR

Wined Imbued'

out of -sight knits those great, great garments that are
so purely 1970

$795

1964 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK WAGON

°

5-2900

for the following categories.

1966 FORD WAGON

Alt. eon.....

Colo.80220.

90015Stait ROHM
invosimera

op.),

wank Colorado. Lake Now. Nr

C.

mt.. 6 skiing. Coll Mr. RoM1an ot
667-4222 for more Info.

.0 meg

11 alc

91148bile Nwat
PLAINES

werroos
16aag, .31adAn.

;4700. neat n"'"°' 79.67711'

F040 Ilmd Com

tesolutton to step out of your shell? The time

T eke the big lump Take this so -feminine jumpsuit
worn with such elegance looking so saucy There s
demure wickedness in the romantic soft collar and
poet s sleeves forming the perfect foil for the deeply
plunging V neck Body consciously tollowing every
curse these educated knits today know how to keep
thur shape Designed with the lover of classics in
mind this straight knit vanes to wide nb through the
midriff the better to show off your baubles, bangles

Ind aW ly limn home

N mine s,inget s love the all-over ribbed look, the
Ic licc no hiss tieedom of the poor -boy classic
11111
Sh ipc ILE unmg pants widen into a graceful flare
in to IcItl iv ul ible in all colors and all wool, by

(t la nit
So ink light out of the 30s in this wool tweed boucle
M Old ( ohms Leslie 4 long pull of a sweater over
slimnici calkd p lots its the warm way to look cool.
--marilyn shuman, editor

SI

I,

I eh

I t o IN
ass

t

Is no, ThLsc knits iren t just for the model next

and belts

"me
0.40H

a

door tp, rk, tot ,ou For days and evenings at home,

$1595
$1195

88-11ealEstate-Vicant

d

colored T.V. ond we ho9e
IM PORTABLE T.V., for sole.

be

knit -Picker,

1966 OLDS 88

General deees .11 cFoiFe
genwal ryping, Bing 6 other

eM

Its you poised and pleased and proud to

$1395

1967 CUTLASS

299.3973

$1095
$1195

19,67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

Weekdays

Comp,

work

$995

255 B327 eh 5.30

Call W.E. BECKER

V. .....

$495

low '3060

6.=='

Secretary
WI.

pad

359-3364

DAY PUBLICATI
Monday, La vary I

$995

1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

SUN CHEMICAL CORP.
135W Loke

At Norwood Ford Thru Jon. 31, 1970
Radio & White Wall Tires With
Purchase of Any Maverick in Stock

3.

6 alum.

...gar

rtl

FULL SIZE FORDS

I. Closing out dock

JANITORS

562-0550

-

CL 5.0144

DES PLAINES

*wow sharWand and aw

$1995

CARPETING
MiedEstateleam

99 RAND ROAD
17-11elp Wailed -Men 8 Women

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE L RAISED ELSEWHERE!"

253-5228

437.6356 ofi 6.30 P.M.

ene

ollia A ware

ART. NTS. INDUSTRIAL
S RESEARCH CENTER.

358-6225

Tr.;;775

1

469.7204

392.24,7

Anwand RowonsibiRie,
Emetioni Salary,. Simnel.
Pleasant...king Can
The %messy olgslimet ;6,

254.6660

CAR WASH HELP

Assignmems

Personnel. leleolnane

moo sq. et.unm

of 15 13 p

9.13'.5743

individ.1 who o welting a
cluallanang warearad pop
Eneigee.p.rou

pmpelled 3S0

Publ

Receivable Clerk

ban. A. Soma, to Moe,.

431.30 Tax Included

Call 439 21111

Accounts

SECRETARY

Voriely

VIEWING N0W1

T

Mew 37.5. 593 6.6

pronpqnt tonal
t

of Wool Council

unit own. ,t If oolAnit Assoriatef. Inr.

1..1.414.

11.11/0.0.100 OW 10.4

4

THE DAS
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Antique world

holding her child. the look of
love on her face is easily dis-

canied. This is not so Many of
the earliest icons were just one

tinguisherl.

The figures in the Russian
Icon tend to be elongated.
with long stoning shoulders

The celebration of the Or-

Modal Christina a bit later
Christian
chumhes brought to mind
many factors about the Orthothe

other

doe Church, not the last im.
ponam being the wealth of art
objects and collecianle items
produced by the Eastern OrModem cultures,

Probably the most imps,tam and 9:11,1 tam°. leen.. .,
those that have biers produces!
by the Rassign vshool. Some of

and slender arms and legs,
Another interesting qualify of
the Russian icon is Me lovely,
gel and brilliant poster -like
color schemes, so different
Rom the somber colors of oth-

Many pointers of icons
the Russian painters were to
outstanding that their fame :evolved to become lama° in
grown Mrolm11001 the 'Alm- fields. One of the more
yeant. and on, 01 thrr signs) famous schools developed et
aons sells for m much as roe. Nocgooxl, Two of the most fahas

t, t

mous painters were Rubliv and

mre coneosm

such as Picasso and Moth.

Themhmt..
11i1Terent types of materials

quite

were used in the producing of

unique. androw
eay identified.
Russian
would prohahly he classified as a sully
school of the Byzantine. The

- some wad: melds of

Russian

are

icons

arrangmuent of the figures and

the scenes h timothy. The
emphasis Du huraaniem and
tenderness la unique. When
the

Madonna was &Memd

all type. glen. silver and gold.
Many icons wen:Jost Misled.
Others wore done in motwic.
and still others had elaborate
filigree decorations.
Mm al people think that
loom always had three punch
and were small enough to be

pml and were quite large.

The awilabilny 01- icons hat
helm helped by the coming of

of a wall grouping. mingled
with wood carvings. modem

Communism. Many of our

Them were used in the houses

more recent immigrants and
displaced persons have
brought a number of them to

graphic an and interes ting
pieces of wrought iron
have
also seen a small ow mounted

of won,hip and not in private
homes
Our familiarity with the
three.paneled
gothic etchShap e! icon is probably Doc to
the fact that thew were easy In

transport and were brought to
our shores by our Eastern Or-

thodox Christian immigrans.
The number of panels and the
.shape of the icon could vary a
peat deal. The panels were not

always alcupide each other.
but could be pert of an entire
wall.

3

the United Sun, With the
lessening of influence of the
Eastern Orthodox church in
Communist

the

lams were used in almost every Orthodox home. and many

hon. had one in each room.
Even the lowiest serf might not
own any other object of beau-

I

on velvet and

placed

in

a

shinlow box. I have seen them

placed in a lonely home setting. with candle. and used as

of our Chrietien

reminderS
heritage.

Some reproductions of
kons can be found, and kink
are very good. A mid -winter
project

could

be

searching

fee an icon or icon panel for
your home. Happy end swea101 icon hunting!

Resort to knits

When our soldiers mingled
with our Russian allies during

World War II. some brought
HOW D(1E3 ONE use an
icon. once it OIS OR acquired? Then, are many 0000.
Some km, can Inc hung just as
they are or can
used as part
of a wall collage.
MT hey can be

ty. hot nine fimm out of Ill he
would have an Icon SOME of

plaid in mints cabinets or on
tahles. loan range intoe Iran
two inches M height t as tall

these, painted on wood by the

as six fem.

village artist. are among the
most beautiful ever produced.

I remember one pawl from
a Byz
Byzantine lam 11A,
OS

You, of course, must winnow the fact from the fancy. You will
By Ruth Cournoyer

TAURUS (April 20.Moy 2110: Someone over 30 really needs
your help. Taurus. Are you going to bee real brick andaiveil?Or
are you going to hold back? Olgasuggestsyou aid and comfort.
Sometimes when you cast your bread upon the waters. Yee gel
back more than 100 Soggy bread. Give it a whirl.

nal quality of old world craft-

stances to make some serious decisions. Time is excellent ID consider the new, the novel the exciting.

A slide -lecture on Mexico by George P. Schneider.

tory of Pre -Colombian Aschitecturc at the University

of the An Institute of Chi-

of Illinois, Chicago 'Circle,

will be held at the
Public
Arlington Heighb
Library at B p.m. Wednesday, Ian. 21. The program

dilute, he has exhibited his
an and group
work tn one-man

cago.

is

sponsored

Coun-

by

tryside An Center.

A graduate of the Art In shows in the

'withal
tom
Schneider
and
in
Mexico
widely
Guatemala during the past
&Lomb, and h. taught His

Education.

The program
the

last day of week you should hear from one who has been on your
mind for some time 10 you do not get message by late afternoon,
then you contact this person if possible.

area.

He is currently staff lectorer for the Department of
Museum

CANCER (June 2I -July 221: Don't close your eyes or your
bean in week ahead. Moonbaby. You may be imprtsached be
friend for advice. If so. be most careful not to say more than you
think is absolutely necessary. Do not volunteer extra help. On

is

public without

open to
eScene.
reserved.

LEO (July 23 -Aug. 221: Don't let the arteries of communication harden. Loa There is one who luso message Mr you bun
may be too timid to speak. This message ;amid hove important

consequences. Be available. Try not to appear remote. Week
winds up on a note of consurn.

Following Me meeting.
freshments

will

be

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. En If you are smirching for inner
peace. Virgo. week ahead is excellent time for progress. How.
ever, you should understand that peace is not a Ming of Pen
mmence. So if you have is moment now and then of peace.
hold it close and treasure it Treasure 11 well.

0W41q
44 40

BAVARIA
GERMANY

Lecture, slides,
on Mexico Jan. 21

"

China

three piers [dace netting of genuine kithano Hat nand Has arian Chino 0,10,'01011
me mill ',tart !,011 000 1111 L our
nItnnIntely
our FINE (111\
B.
ditinertsare Oet, ice of beautiful cres.led imported Chinn as toile Lott build 1111 yotar

ea,ing, or checking, Decounl.

LIBRA (Sept. 7.310. Jib Frontiers Norton like open go..
Libra, for those who would have the courage no venture. Have

,rouraw. )gas yoe inner heart of hearts? 01. thinks
you have. In fact. Olga shink, that her Lilo. maw not only the
you

COW a, hut also the
to &sprit about anything they make
up theo minds to. After all. heady and brains often go together.

And with Libras. it is a common combination.
SCORPIO tuck 23 -Nov. 211: Competition seems to be key for
week ahead. Scorp. This could moon either competition for career advancement., perhaps a romantic situation is involved. lit
any event. Ix preparml. Like a good scout. On last day of week
you may be called upon lode:. friend a favor. Do, it and then keep
your mouth shut. In fact. keeping ymir mouth Xhut just may he
the favor asked.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2LIhe. 21h Sat. Olga has only one
pre( this message correctly. Your intuition will he unusually
strong in corning week.

CAPRICORN (Iee. 22 -Jae. 191: YOU are scheduled to have
your own prime little "laugh -In" in week ahcad. SO relax and
enjoy. Last two days of week arc ideal for secret plans to materialigg.

I

and very personal neck.

PISCES iFels. Lamardt ten Bell on the hotnefrunt. Pisces.
You may as well know. After dl. knowledge is power. Or no

or atwork." said

II

Mrs. ('.art Zohner. whose own
hawing:, paintings and crafts

celled the atmosphere of Eu.

doubt hew wom out you won't much Mae 0 1g.

Wedding Ping

glee Corte.

W hat can the creative won-

t, of today loam from traditonal Europenn an How can
adapt

he

to

it

her

needs.

whether her expression he
needlework, painting. -decorating. sewing or even cooking?

Beautiful Bavarian China Patterns.* In three distinctly different shapes:

Here's how thin esciiing plan works:
Simply add $200 to your sovings account or 411111 to your checking inTount or iipn a
new savings on the eking ammlirll ill II like AMMAR, and vitti will recetve year HlE.E.
:F tore place setting m VOISE choice of pattern. See the display in our lobby and you
will want to start immediately.

Thia ennilla pin in our VI N E CHINA CLUE. Then, vou thereafter may purchase a
my :Flo" lam stamp enthne you make a deposit ot 225 or non' to yea Ur savings
1110110111n BMW to your rherking amount. Stamps must be purchased when you make
32011 checking amount
your deposit, Naturally. a $50 savings ammueat deposit ,m
deposit. entitle, you to two tampons al 99 each.
3.

When win have purchased 22 stamps 1921.7$ plus 1051. you will remise if 2X -pion set
of the pattern of your choice that 001Siala of 4 dinner pelotas. .1 cups. 4 rumens 4 naiad

plates. 4 bread and butter plates. 4 fruiLvegetahle dishes and 4 soup dishes worth

Sceenwort Rose

he afrmd to explore the ans
and crafts of the past." raid
MO.'Lehner. "I Joni mean

Cheek these outstanding features:
6 different pumas in 3 am,
Imported Germ. morels..
Ileranle - hi ell fired
aloe salt -bake tone

fully, or hecome impregnated
with. the white opaque glaze.
-After it is fired again. it is
ready for painting.
Paint is applied, as in water

one should copy o Est mwocr,
hut should learn in adapt and
absorb the qualities that made
the old unique."

light to dark colors. Powdered

king on horsehack that she had

tired. As many as six or seven
firings may be necnswiry.
What makes Shia particular
figurine contemporary? The
simplicity of the proportion
and lack of realism in the fea-

colors mixed with an oil medium or bone are used. For
each color or tonal quality
desired

It was prhaps six or

even inches high and hand modeled in a fine white past

Mainclay. an old technique
contemporary

a

5.
5.

our FINE PHINA CLUB. we will add
When oat base completts1 the elm,
4 addition:II Me m,. THEE :pi that vim will have 5 complete sets 01 7. Should you
de,ire
dd an additional set. it nunn be tmer based ha 07.40 plus tax. a discount al
Re,
Lena:
Lan anot her dub turd.
you may purchpe
Al tiny time the, you are a member of our FINE CHINA
various .rgice pieces in vow pattern.

Wesenine session Orem

constant friction. She
won'tis help with the dishes.

t'srgonX.:4t7.an= Winer

won't keep her room Clean.
She ruins her toys, wants ev.
erything for herself. wont
mind, wets her bed. She is try
far the worst of the seven chit-

GOLDEN araTtimENt SAVOYS:A AUCOUNTS

dren.

rtwremwe

"I have discussed all this
with nly son-in-law, but he is

pounded randy.

ma

very aggressive and extwmely
protective of Mary. AN of this
is
upsetting my daughter
dreadfully. What can

his possible for soul to complete your entire set of line china immediately. Just open
new Savings Account for 1000 or more or add SNR/ or more to your present savinei
account end you may purchase a complete four piece mttine of DI pieces for junt
321.711 fides taxi.

mae this very bad little girl

Sorry. only issie,,,,P;R,..EE,..plorro.se1,117ir171 pc, family

behave?

a cur Gag illitegING an
Limon, lbw nu low led.

A FULL

TentArt.1

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights
in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD

TELEPHONE ..255-7900

I THINK THAT acnvadays
the phrase we tend to toe is

more, "What can we do to
HELP this little girl behaver
rather than, "What can we do
to MAKE her behave?"

SERVICE

BANK
-1- NORTHWEST J0ot,.5SauiiilaBANK
311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
394-180G

cmg 4,cfi.EL

eh of then

btoo' five or Oil hours.

posters to paste on the walls.

able place for them to play. By
.-suitabk"
I
mean
close
enough to he
cries of pain
kg far mough to muffle

When a dries again it is fired

squabbles. In our house. this
place is the basement.

-I he

It you have a beautiful, paneled family room. read no fur-

!In is cooled and the figure re.

moved. -Unless. (kid willing,
it kids not exploded in the firhis sometime, happen,
ing,
doe to air bubbles or foreign

ther. But if. like ow, you only
have a dreary. cement sublet.

objects In the clay.- Mrs. 'Lehner said.

This elegant king on Ms
horse looks. if he just stepped

IT IS NOW A bisque piece.
which means unglazed. The

out of a fairy-tale-wrilleriby

ranmir room. these ideas
might help you entice the children downstairs.

AS MY MID -WINTER

isque piece is then moistened

project this year, I've started
renovating our dungeon as in-

to allow the clay to absorb

expensively as possible -using

modern author.

Using

St. Laurent gives us

a fashion forecast
So

not

can

How

we

possibly

The old-fashioned Men (and
useont say it was all wrong)
d to be: "That child is being
had, to she must be he

Or "That child is the one to
blame for all the maul/1,s° she
must he punished."

Punishment and firm rules
are by no means out today or
"that child is the one to blame
for all the trouble, so she must
be punished."
Punishment and firm rules

influential
only other

collectMn,
And

often

in-

How

does

he

designers.

to

he

unveiled

final

one

note.

pants silhouette
pathe

ncue his

ier

If you haven't already
lo
your
locks
clipped
achieve the vs mall head"
Women's Wear

'n

founhcoming coutu-

collection,

evidently did his ben to he a
good stepfather to five chit -

often
and
neck
covered
back in his new styles, St.

drem

Laurent .says he sets masses

bringing them up, Mary has a
stepmother with
damn% get along.

Your
I

whom she

new

think your d.ghter

must row push he
her very be

to do

with her two step -

They might start by trying

felts, to go with all that soft

one of the good conditioning
devices now on Me market.

Cannot you, as the grandmother, have some of your
own

five grandehilren

visit

you so as to reduce the complexity of things for the others?

If ma, continaes

Sled

grave concern, you may need
to consult a psychologist or
clinic. Elm for the Una being,
much

in

and Mss en chin seem in
is perJ
teeth, natural that Mary's fa -

Met should stand up for her
when she is criticized
(Copyright 1969 by the On-

sell Institute of CHM- Ow&

°mud, Inc.)

the younger pneration.
hair. They
asculine"
othenvise

for .soSt.

are
the only
accent to an

overwhelmingly

scions look

The
is

ing in a corner. Red'and white checked cases on large pillows

l'he floor is dark oranp. and
old sheets dyed orange how

dos. hands and belt for a ring
epm
game.
An old trunk
romd up fora toy box.
Flower garden for Inds

area.

soldier painted
a door with
at hooks on Ks nose. shoal -

An old double mattress and
springs. mounted on wooden

gi r I

Mocks. has a tucked -under yel-

Mimed on the wall. Or petals

low spwad fora tailored look
and large ormp, yellow and
hot pink pillows on it. The

cut from colored paper and
pasted on. Furniture painted

children use this for their
games instead of the floor.
I next plan to get paper holto cover the bore ceiling
lightbuibs and Mexican travel

walls, avocado
Rams. Large. bright flowers
n --pink

50% OFF
ON

dence on walls.

Other miscellaneous Me.
A tarp aunt door. mounted
on two filing cabinets, for is

Specially Ticketed Merchandise

desk or worktable. For walls,
hang record jackets. pictuns
day

dresses
sportswear
Very Fine Alterations

emoic

scotch or

lingerie

pantsuits

from coloring books or Won -

sections.
Hopother gone lines

painted on floor.
When fixing up a basement
playroom. remember three

THRU THE MONTH

things:

Use /mute bright. cheerful

OF

colors.
ist cverrthing in xieht la

mahh

JANUARY

iI

of accessible
shelves to encourage pick-up
Have

lois

9507 W. Higgins
Rosemont

EARN A WIG!

825-4278

Call

Stott'Ll

Open M-Th-F 9:30-9 PM
T W.S.SLIN 9:30-6 PM

S,cpp,

141,1

11.1 El.=1,,IS,SLS,ZErAINES
ISIE SEATS FARM WIG

hot pink and lime. Wicker dull
centpainted white to hold doll
clothes. paper dolls. my dishes.

tits

EARLY AMERICAN httersivem walls,

bravo a

floors,

AEONS

\

give iaosiisa anorgess. Sne deserves

OiLORE

ANTIQUES ARE
CHERISHED GIFTS

COUNTRY

'MY' HOUSE

TER SEASONS

(A NEW SHOP /N
OUR LOCAL AIWA)

COUNTRY HOUSE

ANT41.18ETCETRA

she

REGISTER NOW FOR 1970 CLASSES
CURRICULUM UNLIMITED

1003

All claws fugal medal
to age ad akIdg

body -con -

DANCING DOLL GO Shop

still with us.

in clingy cep de chine,
organza and cashmere, He
favors
neutrals end pale
colors.
Even Si. Laurent hedges
about dress
asked
when
length. "Im playing with

it," he says cautiously. But
he does indicate that he fa mid -calf length.
He's forsaken the trim silhouette for a wider look,
the

one that "moves." With the
longer skirts, of course, go
a slightly higher heel.
-

annum. Heights
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

ML Prospect
YRS Hardware

253-4601

113 E. take Mr.,

,!v=izo toz: IZ

srpTii7or
nREST B.G.,

BleaminoLlale

529-2653 or 894-7572

assn

PALATINE PLAZA

Cl 3.3509
BARRINGTON

NORTHBROOK

358-1439

835 2320

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Phone 537-91174

259-2210
ONE el our specialties

Rea Market Sale

AnlIpues Breen Managers
onauSS000 sos

192-0383

2519117

sbov

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE

THE RED GAVEL
"a

auSSES FLOWERStGIFTS
Flm and Evergreen MT Pn.eln.

ANTIQUES

IN THE

FpU.Rmte,,IT.LIvERE,:,U,VLf S,

Wheeling

al Rendhuro
R. IR ABS Mt Prospect

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

f

Milwaukee Ave. Dit 21)

Hours 10 to ['Closed Mondays

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
*as s. maws.. ay.

YE OLD CHINA & GLASS

PHYLLIS SIBLEY ANTIQUES

01 WF,,,ST,PpR.O.SsI;FC.TTAVENUF

...Sunday of each Month
Sewn Hall, Lowed...el

Zelota &la SCHOOL OF DANCING

'Delightful' Antiques

WeioAld ad.

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES

Consignment '
,S1,70,Elte.T,OlIBEIcH2st,I,AP CLASSES FOR BOYS

femine collection.
Fabrics?

stripes. Royal blue floor. Furniture painted red, while and
blue. An American
g
0.

for floor sitting. A large toy

Give 110, dome twining mdse. and be aoured 1/101 in her
sonny ornorrows she will grew In be to lovely no
.sus and sc
g

AND AS for hat.. an
unknown word to sme of

'to give her dry nights. Die

An all-American theme -white walls with wide red

furniture.

Paint black strap hinges on
cupboards and dol.. Honore.
produmions of Bill of Rights
and Declaration of Indepen-

Inel, end you can give her Me beet lor very Me Re,

children.
soon. wry
eying. but none of her below seen. really outside codinary

plans

Here arc other possihle color schemes you might he able
to adapt:

lime

and

0q*azEr ffnc.

to

pa%pl
odarable -so

of hair.

Lanni

My metal filing cabinet is
spray -painted yellow with an
orange drawer front. A large
piece of perforated hardboard.
painted yellow, is used for s
partition and has scissors.
hread, tape measure anal other
sewing supplies hanging on it.

orange

gag,Lin

20%

WONDERFUL FUTURE!"

bible of the Arneri

Daily.

theme.

IN A SMALL corner.
haw my own sewing end craft
center. An old kitchen table is
covered with another sheet
dyed hot pink.

yellow and the old bookcases.
dressers and cupboards yellow
with orange and hot pink trim.

"GIVE YOUR CHILD A

look of a few months ago.
-don't! According to an in -

ton -in-law

their own mother who is

Mexican

ture?

can fashion world. St. Lau now designing for
moons lhal will he . above
all. feminine. Fronting the
face and flattering the un-

is

a

happy one for most of us.
is that he will continue to

he see the woman of the fu-

two difierent familson, and to
he one of rho last to join the
mop. For five of the others it

that

26.

Laurent. whose very uthave
styles.

is

hut the entire fashion world
s anticipating his new shoe

A favorite bellwether of
terings
fluenced

a

been hung to hidc the washtub

By Marilyn Shuman

St.

She is impudent and saucy and

1,nr7

pa of a clms series on "The
WorW of Art" at Countryside
Gallery. 407 N. Vail. Call CL
3 EMS afternoons for infor-

With cold weather keeping
children indoors lately,
I've been forced to find a suit-

p w. much as to des ,,,, y he

fashon loos long been Tom

Mary, is a real troublemaker.

flattering silhouette.

gram on an history. F00.4, as

the

irregularities. ho

any

0

aisle all of this has gone too
far when it comes to out.and.
out &liniments and criminals.

sewn children coming from

Charline'edons

out light awl fluffy for that
hip, wide and handsomely

present a slide and lecture pro-

By Amy Emulate

brushed carefully with p
sable brush and WISIOT. 10 re -

in a more acceptable way?Cer-

is not always easy to berme of

the back. Roll five Mforward toward Ito
lam above each em. Comb
in

A basement with Wow!

Whenevit is Thoroughly dry. eat

nen wouldn't kwe to live with
them. He was a good father to
my grandchildren. I must say
that. And all went pretty well
until it became accessary for
him to take his Iwo 11110 the
hegan.

illustration)

Potpourri

ine areas arc kept moist to
en drying.

swill they get shOlIcr?
will

daughter.

(see

mation.

iire

thin. miner tor him io behave

is9.year-old

MERLE

rollers, in reverse

arls

Mrs. Carl Zehner. 20 S. Sa-

lossil moul container. Pro-

DelL. MIDI Min we do to make

"Thee the trouble

large

direction

lem. Arlington Heights, will

.1

own and her husband had two,
but he promised that his child-

there am . probably
thin. to he said tin her side.

six

er.

he

,lob upon glob. !caving open
cells for air to circulate in drying and tiring. li is then di ied

She had live children of her

H

NEUI.%11 STATEDIRAT HASIDIM. ACCOUNTS

must

nounan
ICS
co,,,Er
Complimesr, Lessons

sides and lop of head, with

ihe figure is moil.

much trouhk. And we further

home.

$37.110.

piece

sled in n special fine white clay
a honey -comb leshion: Pot

in

C

11:7-1:-JPC2v14.0C:!rtrliZi C.rr!Zri11,R

painted porcelain

of -a -kind.

knowthe trend of fashion?
Are skirts going down. or
to sin) short, or

Pearly ohne meshomer body
Sersommed mire mow
Gale and plerMensi nein

IV.. stork vasesiely

the

ere

qualities into new and personal
channels," added Mn. Zell-

tures lie rococo handling of
the hair. the fluid lines of the

lb!, is the traditional method of !nuking individual, one -

are by no swam out today at

BUT WHERE Mary is con -

"VAN"

taped while dryMeniumwmall rollers
own to set the front,

ing.

and exploring the arts of the
Old World will help the modern craftsman redirect these

color painting, working from

in

o
4.4 ungon

only

set,

understanding

"PerhapL

HOW DORS ONE use old
Jehruques andsmedia to appeal to the to
of today? To
explain. Mrs. Zehner brought
null on -antic figure of a

handled

e

for the busy suburban worn an,
needs
short meddled
tapered
haircut, m the

folds and the rich surface coloring reflect the artist's adaptation of European ways.

What to do with
little troublemakers?

cerned,

4

and tiny gukhe need not be

Eve painted the walls bright

the trouble nether is making so

HEART WITH 0!

conceal the

forehead,
the face is
framed in flattering, soft
curls al the side. Designed

Delicate in feeling, thme porcelain figurines have some of the
rococo (1Id Ilerid technique, coupled with aasdewaamplieity.

"She should not hesitate or

lade.

bongs partielly

cast.off furniture.

day, for better or wome. our
approach is more to ask why

WIN HIS

. St, Des Plaines. Wispy

-

11,

Ion of rutin!, fabric dye and

-Dear Doctor Ames:
"My daughter recently got
married for the second tidme.

vti4C+IZA.7

by stylists at Roir
Beauty. Salon, 1835 Oak-

least they shouldn't Inc. But to.

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX

bot2.1t>eti.!

wearwords

MR Onto describe our ha
style of the week, especially created fm raiders of

'Parents ask

By Louise Bates Ames, Ph.D.

spe you resort to. You can roll them up. throve
them info you bags, navel far and wide with
them, and then later unpack thorn and put them

"SW'

someone once said. Az any rate. don't say old Olga didn't try to

Mve you a decent warning. However. by last day of week.
events will lend to simmer down. But by that lime you'll no

dresses, lanky and underwear tops and jeans. al/
in slinky jerseys and cotton knits,
Knits are a requisite no matter what southern

for?
Soft,
versidile,
able -these are the

kiln at 23011 degrees lir

Mum Symbols will seem to lose their import. Very important

plenty of knits -surplice wrap and little cardigan

en

combining the old pieces
with their contemporary fur-

,

AQUARIUS (Jam 20 -Feb. IP A feeling of oneness will engulf
you in week ahead. Aquerius. Y(111 will watch as distinctions

sun. And that brings us to a super hot tip. pack up

right on your hack. Who more could you ask

rsnship and especmlly delight
in

nishings

Peace in the new year --world peace. and a hide

personal peke and quiet, too. Get all you want
of the latter, take an apres holiday holiday in the

for 'She'

"Many people enjoy the vie.

for two or three *eel.

word of advice for you for the week ahead. and that Sothic don't
walk the wire without a net under you. You will no di Wit inter.

Silver wheal

Hair styled
especially

Porcelain figurines -a new look

get message from one who admires you before week ends. Bask
in compliments which will come your way. They are sincere.

GEMINI IMay 21.June 2011 You certainly do lead a postpaid!
existence. Gem. It's your nature. And the week &heed Will be
even more frantic than usual. You will be forced by circum-

many mons have flooded the
Etuopean 1,001.1202 and have
found their way to shops in the
United Gates.

10°' qi22

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: Listen and ye shall learn in week
ahead. Listen to ideas from one whom you consider 'far out."
There will be a grain of truth in what this person has to tell you.

countries.

i000e hack m ennmemos.

IMPS ARE NOT on, rare
that their cost Is prohibitive.

FREE

I.

Page II

Creative corner

How to distinguish Russian Icons
Pan

Tobe says

DAY

'FYI d'FFYIl.
Antique
Seautilully Accented
wiM o floral Aresnasmant

SALEBARN
via sor ond salt
too Used Fumilwe

...lino III.
527-9886

:

or

OPEN DAILY 11 se 0:30

sa PA...Ali. Pad, ....P.zaps

tli

634-9802

OISE A BROWSE
a

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

V.. Hell

2067 Miner St

LEO2- Vsl!'d'afigt. - 7.20

,.

I

Des Plaines,11,
TOP DEALERS t..
COMPLETE LINES

""- Sun. el sad, Monlls
1514,020

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

CALL 255-7200

UM

Sh..

.

°la liiiitlr Alliiiiiiitilitt01)".117114)

THE DAY

Bread and brains

CONGRATULATIONS

By Gerry Walsh

GRIFFITH

50

YEARS

INSURANCE

°PK

THE INSURANCE CENTER

NATIONAL WEEK
The nook A Jan. Ib eidebribes National Jaycee Week - the
'carol 0,70 load, 50 ,cou, tor royvire by b.500 Jaycee chaplem
across the nation. Day Publications and the sponsors you see
on this page. commend our local chapters and individual mem.
bens Theirs has been binary of leadership abilities in young
men who :ire interested in helping solve social and economic
problems within their communities.

COLOR CONSULTANTS

i3at kl ides..,

"A Salute From One Service

JAN. 18 --JAN. 24

from

the Jaycees

work for you!

WEBBER PAINT CO.

Organization to Another-"

AMERICAN LEGION

atju

Douglas and Miner Streets

214 N. Minton, Arlington Heights CL 3-5338

INSURED

young

LOAN ASSOCIATION

JAYCEE CREED

STATIONERY STORE
SELECTION QUALITY SERVICE
13 E. Campbell Arlington Hts. CL3-1839

nation.

That califs great treasure lies in human P.MMlitY)
And that service M humanity is the best work of life.

NORGE

Confoiolatolis to

Self -Service Gleaning

Best Mechanical Service
Thorough Auto Washing

All the snow outside can't keep us from think -

Mg "June!" A captivated audience at Carson,
Mir, Scott, recent show. 70's A Bride's World,"
were all multi. as the illusion -railed model appeared In this dolled -swim gown. Trimmed in

mediate and
dents, will continue Tuesday

it had added rick -rack for a little -girl look. Avid!.
able at Carson's, Randhurst, Moot 5145. Photo
by Leroy Meyers

a new kind of,,,

i'LL a LH SALE!
(

UU

Loren! White Velvet Wave
Cut, Permanent 8 Set

$1508 Now thou Feb. 15

Bed

Look like a Sweetheart on Valentine's Day

Roy's Americana

,

x-acto

r.

0 LIL

1..

sans.,

complwe

mad

Campaigners s mmeable map

pub blot treeer hot ant
put bflock md purol then

desk moves into the modern
In log room a hadroom or a

tobas
Units

Pompu in red

tan

ho

mo.i.d

and

held result!, in LhIsavo Tht
bet., chmts and (Insks Mat

in Mind
MANI PIECES In the col-

10th century English officers
hatried wnh them to battle
m been adapted to Modern

lection have been desigqd to

by Kemp Furniture In-

originally purchased for overfor space
night guests will
when the room is shared later
by two brothers.
Like the original campaign

grow with a Family
change.

dustries of Goldsboro. N.C.
"Brigadier", the
Named
new 26 -piece collection of military campaign dmigns fea.

A

every tool.

$12.50

ruche to the rover

its needs

pop-up

.or

trundle

ACKNOWLEDGES

Ions Goan, straight styling.

Chats that trawled with field
officers from battlefield camps

THE

Brims corner plates and inset
handles 0:00 the furniture the
look favored by 10th century

Four cubes lit neatly tOgelll

er to form this it They can
be used separately as bench
vanity seat or stereo stand with

Rome

-

ends Owe The lead,

end. boodle 5 of tel
elm blades ri ermined holde
3 inch Modes 6 NanNe
r.u.
at In handy Me ire nursed
Sto

finish wood chew

$6 00

generals.

All of the piems, with emy

111.I140

MOUNT PROSPECT

es 4

untamol colonic, "Briga.

10011180 196 ,I Off

ACE7

dicr" designs are modular and
adaptable to decorating roles
all through the him.. Teamed
with see-thnitigh glace and ab.
enact tenpin., the chess

care plasm tops. are available
in a Bombay pecan finish engraved On select hardwoods
and hardwood veneers. Nine

JAYCEES

no, men mot bold. and shows

strike a contemporary note,

hitt also mix o cll with rustic

are also offered in five "wet"

or colonial furnitive

INC
2 Stores la Serve You -

ABILITY

7 N. Elmhurst

11.14

100NISINAINEIPPY

A5 -I500

MOUNTPROSPECT

hymen Heighte

GLASS 8 MIRROR CO.

C15.6174

INVITES O. VISIT SHER SHOWROOM

"JOURNEY" TO

AND SEE THEIR LARGE SESKNON OE

002E. Northwest I.,

83

ACROSS THE NATION

,j-rwxxo

Mt. Prospect
C1S-4600

Palatine Plaza Shopping Center
OPEN MISS

.M.,

RV. 2P.M.

Phone 359-1004

50 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

14'

March 13-17, 1970

Jan. 22 at the Shop 7-9 P.M.

TO THE

Discount Card Available,
After 9 Restyles

Exceptional

THE JAYCEES

Menu!"

standing effort, purpose,

and

LATTOF

ment by a dedicated
group!

2000 0. Northwest Hwy.
Pmsped

fLt`,I

20 S. Dunton Ct,

6005 Milwaukee
Wheeling III

CL9-4100

CHEVROLET

tee. Perm Streets
Des Plaines

ARM( OUI SERVICE TOO

800 E Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights, III,

PHONE

0,

&

Thomas 1. Donovan
Robert E. Scheer
owners

ARINNIM NTS

Arlington Heights
Phone CL 9-1450

Superior Accommodation
at ,he Jamas. PLAYBOY
CLUB

Lauterburg

Oehler ":=,4`

achieve-

MANOR

a Pon Am

eolkt &gee Wig Salt14

with the

A salute to the out-

Round Tem 4, An vie Delta

the tOth is REV

"The Drive -In
259.0114

Includes

10% OFF ON .GOODs

JAYCEES

SAUSAGE.INN

537 8866
_

0 NATIONAL
.

SIMPLE INTEREST

$380 Perpeaon
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PH: 253-3005

JAYCEES SHOW THE WAY!

Arlington Heights
900 W. Euclid
PH: 259-1420

Arpl=n3tise,thts

, W. Olive
Arlington Heights

Children', classes. with inuructo, Judy McKee and Ted

lasting

259-5020
Ample Parking in Bock

was shown at tht Inlarnalumal
Ham Furnish), Martial

11 5. Murton

auk CLadt,

ClaMes. The course begins Feb.

407 N. Vail Arlington Heights

220 North Dunton Ave.

Arlington Heights 259-0999

Fabrics, Draperies,
Boutique Accessories,

,

weeks.

Open Afternoons
Classes Available

THE DECORATOR'S CHOICE:

Sat 1)61,

Museums and creative think.
experts will
different weekly
conduct

COUNTRYSIDE GALLERY

Professional Cleaning
Skid Service
Draperies Cleaned, Pressed

RITZENHALER BUS LINES, INC.

"We core about your children's safety!"

in, A vaety
thy

WILLE'S HOBBY CORNER

from the people
who take your children to school!

2001 East Davis

ned.
bean in March. is
a mune in Creative Slitchery
Tina
and fabric College, by

and the -drawer chest are from
the Brigadier grouping of
Kemp FerMture

ACCOMPLISHMENT

Arlington Heights,
392-9300

terials and techniques (demonor materials
stratin). water
and techniques. contemporary

discuss ion of the Old Masters.

PH: 392-4080

Well Done!

AUTO WASH

*

Other topics covered will he
modern m.ters, printing ma

ing and Painting, Wednesday
afternoons at Pioneer Park.
Fees range from SI5 to 130
for members, slightly higher
for non-members. Also plan.

the field, starting with a slide

Westgate Shopping Center
Arlington Heights

ol;

To a Job

& CLEANING VILLAGE

FOR
EXPERT SERVICE

CONGRATUALTIONS

ENDEAVORS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

Bette Edwards will offer a
mum. Introduction to Draw-

of An, will offer a survey of

er styled vem milt.,

NORTHWEST

FOR YOUR

day evenings at the gallery.

demonstration course, World

STATE FARM INSURANCE

COLONIAL LAUNDRY

HERE

Plat earth s groat Iicasure lies in hump personality:

C/O,CeW

en by Girls Purina on Thurs-

BEAUTY SALON

is. with their 50th year of dedication. that we sniffle the
Jaycees....Congnitulatktns on a job well done!

That government should he of laws rather than of mem

lington Heights. The new seer starts next week.
A new six -week lecture and

WAYNE BRENNAN

FEDERAL SAVINGS

Sat it

That economic justice can hest he won by free men through
free enlerprihr,

emphasis on color, will be/lin-

overnight guest or link broth-

between the ages of 21 to 35 join to itot involved" in bencrMg their own commsMies and the Country as a whole.

That Mc Motherhood of man transcends the sovereignty of

A PAINTING course, with

An Confer, 407 N. Veil Ar-

1111 4.Ble

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

(onion. it has grown to a winder of a milli.. strong. Finn

Thal faith in God gives meaning and pitapat to human life:

series of class. at Countryside

Trundle out a bed for an

The Jaycee movement ssets begun in the 1920, in St. Louis,
Missintri. and quickly spread. As a voluntary service organ -

mornings at Pioneer Park,

Registration an be made
now for the spring semeder

Arlington Heights, Ill.

WE BELIEVE:

Register now for- art
classes at Countryside

bread -making

Campaign furniture moves indoors

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR ,15 YEARS

Merle Guild # 208

Can Spring be far behind?

There arc many interesting
mother writes. "I don't have -talk shows on radio as well as
Don't you hate womeia anything to contribute to adult
TV. If the fellows with the opmagmine's articles mat tell
conersation anymore..
posite viewpoint from yours
you to fulfill yourself by "bakIrk now that n a perpetual make you mad enough to reing bread. that ancient craft,. complaint of busy young act, you will again And your
or "fill the house with a mar -mothers. I wonder. am they brain rising and growing.
_ yelous idol ," or how IN baking too much bread?
More yeast for the brain
vigorous kneading Sas a them
So f answered, "You am
dough arc libraries. lector.,
pert c
now an adult, as well ea a adult education and adult con It's enough to snake the
mommy, and you had better
thoomods of us nowbakem
he able to talk to another
Uck! You can be a line wife
adult. Take time off for your
Add a pinch or a pound of
and mother without baking
own brain development; (in- any of these sources of inbreed. I always have lo keep
go all that dough fora while."
tellectual development reguthat thought, because it has alYou should decide that
lady and you have the =eine
ways been my hard luck, like working to make free time for for an informed and intelligent
Phyllis Diller. -to live next yourself is as impotent, LS adult.
door re some dame who bakes
making bread. Find your lime
her own bread."
alone.
A LOVELY LINE from
If you really like to bake
-Housewives Player." by Cobread. then by all means do
YOU DON'T HAVE to wl Amen, soy,
Bake when ever and whatever start with the Great Books. A
"Oh dear good God, forgive
you like. But don't do it to keep step-imeryinhYdinnition
is
me for not knowing every minup with the "do
next door."
Itopick op a new ,paper end
ute whit I be,. But let me
It isn't worth the effort.
read the whole article. Not jot somehow grow to work to earn
PVE 'TRIED IT, and the look at the lashion pictures or
results were far from theranoun the headlines Hem am
Leis all work on UP, baba,
peutic.
bread turned out. books too. besides cookbooks. this yearKnead, press and
hot I was done in! At that
Wonderful paperhooks that
same= out the time to gel
point. I was convinced drat
cost less than the ingredients in noon IICW ideas into it. Get it in
bakery lured was underpriced the bread. That'
for daily shape. like a fine loaf of bread,
and I was willing to ram a dol- entertainment as well as stimu- and it will keep rising and
lar a loaf.
lating thought.
growing.

"Al

Big town....
Little town....

103 N Arlington Heights Rd
Arlington Heights III
Phone 253 5971

A
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SELECTED MORTICIANS

a Meals Daily

'Poslycp),1-o-e00.64e.-Aox
Give Your Home -1
a Present
Artificial or Fresh Flowers
i Green Plants

Floivers
1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

CL 5.4680p

414CCAAtil**.Q0e44areficltj

Sightseeing g Cocktail No
ties

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF GROUP RATES
IN SEASON - SPACE LIMITED,
SO BOOK EARLY!

5% compounded daily on a balance as small as $25.00
Now, what could be more simple than that?

MAIN BUIUHNO RANKING HOURS

RPM WAIX4N g ottNE4N
SIANUNG HOURS,

MOUNT
- ado

2514031 WEAN NORTHWINI NIONWAT

rraoy

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
NO0 p.m

MIEwSurll NIMES At DUNDEE. MS

mrtirdos -

VoINHOW, W WC11 Orem

Br20 o.m. re 100 Gm

mud.. wed...
Fodor .

Sokuckay

(110 a.m. MUM Noon

Twin losses drop WV from first in CSL

Cardinals blitz Prospect,,holdNISL lead
By Jim O'Donnell
The
played

Prospect
basketball

Knights
al both

ends of the teeter-totter this
bombing

weekend,

the

Conant Cougars in a record
effort Friday evening. 101-

The Knights were redhot against Conant. both
on
offense
and
defense.

The Prospectors

popped

in

52 per cent of their shots in

half of the .n.1

the first

and wound up banking in
per

45

cent for the game.
also forced the via.
Cougars
into
42

but falling short in a They
critical
encounter
versus
tinesi
Arlington Saturday, 69-52. turovers while giving away
The loss to Rival Arline- the ball only 21 fimet.
ton seemed to take all of
Conant
hit
two
free
the. sparkle out
of the throws during the early
despite minutes of. the bottle to
Knights
weekend
the whopping ledger Fri- take a 2-0 lead, but that
day. The 101 points against was the only time they led
Con. set a fieldhouse all evening. Jeff Meissner.
record for a Prospect cage who closed with 19 points.
squad. The old record was dumped in a 17 -foot jum913 points in a 1961 game.
per in tie the game and afT he
Cardinals'
win. ler that Prospect ran up
coupled with a Friday night even straight points and
victory over Wheeling, left led. 9-2.
the Birds in first place in
The lint gunner proved

61,

Mid -Suburban League
with a 6.0 record. The
Knipe are tied far secthe

ond. two games back. with a

to

contest between
Prospect and Brant Barton
as the dealy Cougar forward hil all eight of his
he

a

mark. A Prance! win leitnin opining points. The

4-2

Arlington would

over

have

prodoced a first -place dead-

score at the first boner was
Printed 14. Loop 8.

lock between the two schools.

wide

schools.

Conant's

loss

on Friday. They steadily built up their

and the subsequent 1.6 to
Freud on Saturday jun
about sealed the Cougars
tate as tar as a league title
this senon is concerned.
.

The Cougars
2-4

will

broke the Fame
open in period two.

Prosessca

part

lead until it

with
ing

stood at 31-1h

three minutes remain.
and then they

elect,- ran away from Con.

a

trouble making up ,he four the Nall at the opposite end
game gap that exists he. of the court. He fired to
tweet them and Arlington. Rucker who laid in another

0

.ned

White on their feet as his charity
thievery when ton went in and out. but

Prospect's

Conant

to
forced

Stu

the

hell

a-

pine the Knight press and

hall and swished

Meissner end.' up on the
scoring end of the ensuing
rag real, Meissner rebound.

slid
the

ed a Cougar inn, and cleared
to Rucker who dropped in his

it

In. He

back on defense amidst

satisfied kreams of the

Knight

boosters.
ProspeCt's
Rucker
was
high scorer with 26 points

fourth layup of the quarter. and Meissner', 19 wet next.
The stretch put Prospect
ahead by 23. 39-16, and seen

Chris Sales hit

11

in relief

for the victors while Wther
ed 00 totally demure°. Con- .1 Haney each had 10.
Barton led both teams with
HIV
The re.11,01ier Of the Pe- 2. l'. 1.11d1.8 a down fr°°.

dad was slightly 1.1er for Me .11
It

C°"°°' sou'''' e'.sh°
4,-.5.NW'''.
P.P.

line.

as

...

dt,iffert,,Pr°.°took ...°
Pc.
ee.e.
Arlington
the fol.
nun
at
UP.
The Knights tooled off - lowing evening. Though obonly slightly in the second viously tense. Prospect ran
half.

They

coMinucd

ad-

ding us their advantage and
were up. 65-35. al the conelusion of the iliird period.

°

that

up a scam 18-15 lead at the
first

break.

The Caolinals started to
solve the Knight press in
and
the
quarter
second
chipped away at the lead

in

fourth quarter
was
whether or not
Prospect
would
top
the
century
k.
The
con. grew
more boiswrious as each
Knight huckm tickled the
mines until the scoreboard
read home 97, visitors 59
the

until with four. minuet re.
mauling. Ken Peters net

milestone and was fouled in
the process. The fans were

Care hack behind Rucker's shooting and

SP RTS

Arlington's supremacy on
the hardwood courts remained

1001

as the
intact ladies
Imam leading Cardinals failed

to be budged from their lofty

deadlockel the score.

then, after Elk Grove missed
three free throws. went ahead
or the first time on Dan

diets had to foul to get the ball

plunge this weekend when the
Grenadiers lost. 45.43. at

Palatine Frith, night and 62
59 to visiting Glerthaid North

tramhawever. and the Pi.
malty built
nine -point lead
wins
with 5:24 wage, in the game.
Grenadiers then closed

Saturday night.

the gap to a they) al 40-30 and

The twin It... dropped the

Grenadierso last place in
the confeint
rence with a 1.3
Palanne. which ale
brad the weekend without
league win. parlayed Friday,
record.

victory withtriumph
over Wheeling Saturday and
now stands are_

the MSL.

PALATINE ANI)
banl North postal their close

victories vier Elk Grove by
different mean, 'the Pinesm
did if ttah mar venter Dave

Hashach etninilling

the

hoards and mane her
hapoints.
to go
hut the Panthersd
without 6.3 pi votruan Hill
Wright. who loll the gam with
socond panel ankle hum.

Hashach was an taxon,
terror or :Amine Friday. The
three -sport stto seemed to get

the ball off the honk when

at,

Ile

with

15

vented

net finished

relmunds and

21

µi.. The pains cane: on six
or 10 from the field and nine of
13m the free throw line.
Hashach topped off his per-

formance with a treniendous
individual effia at d crucial

pint in the tour. quartet

With Palatine ahead 42-41
with 3:21 left in the genie. the
nentOr

6-2

g

shot.

Missed l tip. and thca rammed

the hall through
the third
tm to break Elk Grov, back_

THAT GAVE Palatine a
thrmpoint bulge which the
add -shooting Grenadiers just

uld n't overcome. Both
teams committed a couple of
turnovers during ten late
ring
stages . and the only

came when Prate Chris Andriano conk a free throw with

19 seconds top and Mark
Hopkins canned a bucket et
the buzzer I, Elk Gmvie.
Elk Grove hover led after
holding a 1.0 edge. hut it came

4241. but they never could
drop a go-ahead bake..

In contrast to the Pal:dine
game. Elk Grove shot imo tt
2-1
lead against Glothard
North and stayed ahead Mail
the third gunner. The PanJtied it at 34-34
with 6:12

hy Jack Huh and one by
Mike

klandele. The often-

50.

Fine explosive shooting by
the Redbird marksmen in de
opening and final smarten of
play was the key factor in the

Miedema's juniper tied it
again at 36-36 and Elk (hose
regained Ilk lead when Ha

Ihnis or Ralph Hinyil won

feated exinferen. leaden.

dear 2thh conference game in

The score was only 7-6 in favor of the big Green lam in the

a row and st retched their unde-

feated skein to 13 by downing

"'I

ting Marion Central. 67-

I.

l""""
made their apear.,
on the
ND conn iri impressive 1ash-

ion with their red. white and
blue under. and a good first

period dart which held the

tial quarter as Marion Can Ind could not 11101Ini

five offense. giving

the

ba1

cane rehunder.
With tlie last seconds of the
opening period licking away,
Byron King led a Notre Mew
give ND 0 9-6
fast break

hom. in the grip of a Hurri-

By Gm. Haas
was a had weekend all
around for St. Visitor's Liam
on they dropped a pair of Chi -

ssconds left in Ilk second peri-

Marian Catholic 51642 Sauer -

od. the Grenadian got four

day.

Poor shooting was the main

center Dave Kaskie.

The Friday loss wasted a
fine effort by the blond pivotman who poured in 17 points
and grabbed eight relmundx.
Bob Ruch was also in double

Mt Elk Grove jumped into 1
25-25 tie early in the third
gliarter. Reserve Bill Medeima

THE LOSS to St. Mel win

scorers, Tom Pepper and Ram
dy Hunter, also created havoc

led the way in the Grenadier

else due to a fine team defen-

in the Lioa ranks. Hunter got

hitting a long jumper

sive "MI by the hosts.

he.

25 paten on nine field pals

Hasbach's free throw pre
Palatine a 23-21 halftime edge,

surge.

figures for the Lions with' II
noints. but the remainder of
the squad gould.only combine

for 20 ,ints. the same as Kuki and Rech combined.

THE CPL'S Iwo

leading

showdown with the highly mg:tilled Indians, was especially
heartbreaking lilt the gelling

for the Cards while Huh
pumped in II. Rucker was
high fur the Knights once
again. this time with 21.

art

they

ilaSISIAill

Co.h and

making reservations May Cam

now talent scout for the Chiop Bears' staff. will he guest
sp-a

r

t

s

'

Go. Village.
The dinner will he served al
7 p.m. at the Maitre d' Itestau-

a

seven -pint

lead with leis than three turgid, left and couldn't eVell
,d1 it shor in their last chance

with Inonds rening.

tact Dick Mupvero at 439 -

kept up

Deerfiesecld somehowmai

with

8629. Norm lomat 439-3288
or Jim Nolan at 439-6494 be.

the

Westerners

and

wilted until the visilon hi,
field Fob drought during the

fore Jan. 16.

Mather joined the

blew

final hennas two min. to

OCIIIV

.11 the upset.

staff in the spring of 1958 after
highly successlid head

the hosts pursed they we.

coaching career at both the

teah going to play dead he the

high school and collegiate lev-

warriors Icy iumpi, out to

mid, Maine ahead az inter mimic.. 41-36.
the comeback was costly,
we as head coach Giohover.

tto Freeman lost the services
of reliable Jeff Smith when the
latter turned an ankle in a

rani at Himins and Adington
Heights Rd. in Elk Grove Vil.

Film highlights of the Bears
will and'o the evening's enter-

loge.

tainmen

first one to prank the nu,.
of riClory and knack Maine

rebound Wails, -Smilty"

from

25 and 23 markers in these two
periods.

Sire the buzzers sounded. giving the Cards an II point bulge

sharpthnners from Arlington again amen d the fans
with trerrendlne accuracy.
clicking on 25 of 49 from the

play market Mil of the moon frame. neither team being
able to put many points on the

floor for en excellent 51 per
Dent. and hitting on lb of 34

scoreboard.

from the charily stripe for a resp.:table 76 peon nt.

mama cane with four minutes

try' Mark Cartwright

the Vs'arriors threatened to

the game urn when

break

company

klaine South one week age.

nod

age. coupled with a pair of
charity tosses hy
Hen -

W. moaned it,

hold tin

who swished the nets loo Mein

the end of three .arter, hut

School.

his want. not only in 'mints.

peal lead of the evening. 33.10.

terence.

Second pl., honors were
racked in by lx o tine ballplmers, rlington, Mike Mande], and Wheeling', NEW
Groot. both who tallied 17
arkers. Close behind in the
scoring golunlit was
ponother
Renard. Hill /Sleek. whur-

ed in 1.1 poi..

of the period on
three consecutive buckets by
the

Go. to cut the Arlington advantage to nine. Three free

lb.., in

the

n

final

pulled the Cards back up to respectable 12.point bulge as the
half ended.
emerged from
Both to
their hell lime intermission

fired op and ready for battle.
The 1w0 squash played some
hard nosed basketball in the
open. minutes. each putting
on dris, of their own.

Wheeling's On. and Arboth started

K knit

wserelypulled
rnl,1s and
torn ligaments..01,, second

game became

a, lies a defensive game than
Both

half.

Hielii111,

111e

moos he.. mon engem
the other

rrr i ll

to

make nat. tormats. and in
turn. fouli,
-

hi

the

third

pei 1.1.

the

Wild... and Piot. each gave
the ball amty ime lime, The
11100 oes,onal, three
um, while the Wheeling wain

Pirate,

trines

regular. K,'1 in liarthule. did

not entm the game mail

utth the m

was hough ,he thud miarler
Dmpite the,, facts. Wheel

1.42.

Mlle until

at 1011

ought point, on 10.0 duos,
and Ion Pitt and tat film, 0..
well a basket by kawell.

in the pile. hour:tel.., that

ead 01 the

rrec
Pirate, gra 111 mo
robin
and corocried

lour

Wheeling scored

ing bah mote Koko, than
Palatine
Ile deduise factor
Ilea

pun, that point muil

the

they
hile Pala-

maned ,coreles,
Andriano sank

tine,

turnover. and King again took
s long pam and headed for the

ing 7-0. thanks to Wheeling
hockS hy Kevin Barthulemd
Bob Stem plus a free toss hy

shorts, del'ender, orie.omme

clot

moth basket. but this fink he
was local Into the pole hold-

huge Roger Wood. The Cards
could only cash in on trio f

ing the backboard by a klarion

cep.. them, and

fot.c,

Elk Grove's Mad, Hopkins (351 battles three Palatine players

to leave the name with g log,.

for a rebound in Friday night's one. Two of the Pirates ere
Charlie Phillip. 1221 and Dare llabach (44). (Photo by Bob
80Hiel

the more to 11-h at the

IN THE SECOND. Hine-

we five responded lo their
citache exhortations and cx-

poinl an. the Notre Dame
pressing defense Isenrimo all
the more important in Marion

sufficiently to rime the co
sin, regularity.

rarely was ahle to bring the
Will past mid court without
throwing the sphoe away Cr

raised the more to 264 on six
points hy Kachan. and five hy

to break tfie game wide open.
and head the home team to its
I 3h wino( the year.

taking n poor pc l ce l itime shot

Gabe Eaton. After IWO free

from an unstable offend,: pal

throws

tem.

Tont Reeked opened the

While the Hurricanes were

Recken and Tom Les el
three more field pals for the
hams to make the halftime

eluded for 21 poi. while allowi, only foto to the visitors

quarter with a line inside shut
136. From
to lift the seopp

having

their

problems.

the

Don machine had warmed up

}RON' A 15-8 lead. ND

hy

Marion. Fin.

score 32-10.

free shots fn. Jack ultold
Kitek for their lowly than
points.

Head couch George Zigman's live were not to he denied,
the hred-up Cards
snapped out of their brief hill
in play to strike up an 11 -point
scoring spree which melted in
the Redbirds regoini, the

lead, 14-7. Key ant -Hagen in
this drive were Mandate with
five. and 9311 Heffernan. Huh.
and Brodnrd with mo apiece.

The Card, wet,

done

y'et. though as their hot hand
from the field continued us the
period continued. Brodnan.

fox throws and

this was the last lime they led

ended with 00 Knighw lead
ing. 61-41.

Pepper contribute! 20 poins

the contest. A numher of
fast break husk. by Pepper

and got 14 rebounds.

kept the Knights well ahead.

The league's third leading
muter. Spartan Mike Berg.
ccnainly did not hurt his aver -

Viator stinted to narrow the
lead with three minutes loll in
the first quarter, and the peri-

age against the Lions as he gar -

od ended with Mere ahead. 14-

11

rebounds. while

nered IR points. bled, center
Blum Pignati was the spark plug, though hitting for 16

points and pulling down 16
rebounds.

Again. two Lions ,countod
for half of the seam's scoring
total as Terry Cullen and Mark
Kcchan combined for 21
points with 11 and 10. raneeKeehan led
bounders with 10.

the

re -

CULLEN BEGAN the St.
;Mel game with a geld gal, al.
ran Kaskic had won de OR to
give the Lions 2-0 Ica& but

in

15,

1110 Knight really Impala
break the game open in theses.,
ond quarter. as their prhms con-

limed to upset the Dons:limy
pull. away gradually as Viator mistake, began to pik up.
and the half ended with St. Mel
ahead. 0220.
Vimor played even with the

Knight, for most of the third
quarter a, the teams traded
haskets regularly, but the fine

Mel &fee. caused.. many
mistakes ior the Lions tontine
any kind of a redly. Thaperiod

MIKE BERG and Doug

Price then hit for six points in
THE FOURTH quark succession while the Lions
countered with a 10 -fowler by
was just a finale because th
.Rech.
A pair office throws hy
outcome of the game was not
Price offset two points each by
in doubt. Both squads suhati
Keehan and nein:num and
dated freely. and the Lionhulw
the Spartans led at the quarter,
stayed even as Nielk only but
104.
scored Viator.18-15. in the,
In the second period, however. the Spartans rolled up a
At theme, of the Saturday
contest. it appeared as though big lead as Mike Berg hit five
field goals in a row. mostly
no one wanted In score. Nei from 15-20 Ike., Marian took
thee team registered for the
a 20.11 lead. The Spartans
first minute, then Pat Berg
continual to pull away and
sank a 10 -footer. to which
Kaskie replied with a jump node the score 26-16 at the

shot from the comer lo he it

half.

Her the remainder of the

lan, as

53.27 lead .the end of threes
Lammers.

The line! eight minutes of
play fornid the Redbirds elm.
Fining both their offense and
defense skips 10 put together a
fine 23 -point quarter. Brod-

nan Kieek. and Mandele were

Ca main amtributcrs for the
Wildcats'
Grorn wa, th sole 'Cm eager

Cards

while

the

successful scor-

able lo 1/111

ing together.

Ilith's

fine deve
man11.11the

euvers through

mnem for the Cards was a key

factor in the thilure of Wheeling's scoring drives, and the
limiting of Wilma Roger
Wood I.e only three charity
tones.
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P layer

B

Hutt
Kieck
Heffernan
Brodnen
Mandela

It

F

pow.
to

M heeling was
cope defensoely

with
gets the lau.shotin

Pin.

toward the hoop. I lashaell
eight of eight mom ot the has
ken coining x.ithin 1111101. Ile

finished the tom half w ith

10

and no lieldrals lu

Ian

,agging then defense around
hint. Both Rusty Sehnert and
mil

krege. tummy,. OH,

Ale Intake tip the slack. Sellnon finished the pine with 14
,t1s11,11,1!,...d Mem with Leven

Ile sewing fin

file night

openel with Mike t .001 hatog a jump shot Wheeling
10111: a slim lead of tour poi,.

0. 2:20 loll in the eve.g
I 11,. I hen. howr Sch.
hit a shot and Hashach

7

4

9

5

In

Peters

0

I

1

Hanis. G

0

0

0

Tod.

0
1
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PIRVer
Kass

Barlhule
Wood
Stem

B

F
0
3

0
0

R
3

P
I

I

the wcond period. the

lend clamped hands lit times.
1,1.110. near the end of 160
011.11101 grabbed a five -point
lead on ti three-point play hy
I lasted, a basket by Bob Carr
and another shot by Hashech.

A,ln the 0101 quarter. how a. Groin tossed in another
.mod with two seconds renninmg Ind the Wenh went 10 the
,lor,ivc3-4.w,i11.11

Emelt
Pin

1

0

5

5

Gene

Groot
B encruseto

For the Ninth. and, half
minutes. the, Ions traded

contest. the Imams traded bas-

kets. although Marian begun

Totals

turnoters. nails and
Ode as me score remained

to expand their load at the end

of the third quarter. The final,

Arlington

lied at 2-2,

again. was 58-42.

Wheeling

0

0

0

I

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

20 10 29 24
SCORE BY QUARTERS
25 12 16 23.76
14 11 12 13-50

Palatine in the

first half. Palatine
com mitted six errors and only
In 1110

louled twice. Wheeling only
01.,,A three limes. but fookd

2

Third quarter to finally hit a

Friteche

5

Odd groat.

Henricks

0

2

Weber
Mahlstedt

2

11

1

1

11

0

The Winternms. minus
Willison and Horn who were
on the lanch with their fourth

4

Savage5 2

5

X

ittalolly

mrsonals. wore OUtSCOred. 24-

hone anat.

Mel:deni. came lo lrenal
with a 5.2 coacrence slata.

:loan stripe tor n3 per ,ent

and the Niles pnz went into
action again. Kummer and
WilliS011 hii to repin the lead
at 48-46. hut Cartwright hanged in three straight before he
was knocked tot a sodion.
The incident occurred under the visitor', basket with
Cartwright gimping fie
r e 11 0
nd . Appirently he
caught an elbow on the top of
the head causi, hill, 10 COI.
LINO Ihrm limes 01 mitcouri.
Although he was. rested hir
over two 11111111M, the War-

Player

one game hehind the .nand
place Vii:ings. 3-1. 'The ilonte,
was marked with violattons,
with Moth team suffering ear-

ly foul truble.

was next in line for the Viewer ith seven limn the t:ell

andtine
one fathelinclong
in
we,
the leading rchoundel lor the
allIIIIS Oilll !u. Rich ohm,
1

Men

14

it

0

o

,1

2

1

0

I

Willison
Ktrillnier

1.501

E

P

B

2

I

5

II

2

II

2

I
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4

,

1

2

1r,

7

3

4

Gutowski
Kerr
Totals
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0
211 19
1
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IS on

SCORE BY QUARTERS:
14 li 24 24,8

Niles Wrst
Maine Most

17

11,

11 15,O

kmping a five twill gap until 4:110 of the second period.

age ol 15. Olson and mil,-

mit. lid

tomb!. and Keith

Phillips cane in

ten -Acid meads-

med sal it:hounds apiece.

PHILLIPS SWISHED
key.length shot with 2:11 left
Ilse
save hang 3226 111 favor of the VIlongs.She-

will picked up his third and
FORWARD RICH (Mare
was

Vikings'

the

leading

Y Ggai ail non

fourth fouls, a ciaare missed
hi. only free loss and con-

nected on two more. Meier

haind 0.1,

wall

sIntrit,I,k,.,:reve,h1L11c,,I,e,r.;,,Lat,u1,,Lirvir,t;

stripe. Rand, Hague..5 junMr Center. collected nine ml.

liame contributed four
lield goals aml a free tms in ad -

drove for mi. Meier sank two
fro: 1.1.1., and Olson drove in

Gleatord North gaud Tuan Paul. (with ball) tootle for

sone,. In pee

but is closely' awarded by JohnDurso
Duo of
Hersey during Huskies' victory Friday night. tliMntn by Jim
Muer°
Wickersham hit tin a jumper
MORE BY QUARTERS
Olson sank a 10-601101 and Hersey
1114 12 19-511
Moto/nil, temelol to turn the Glenhard Norih 11 le 111-112
lull mci 611110 Viewer. With
lb. remaining and the more
FOREST VIEW 1521
62,6. Hap. et0111111ilti.O Iris

fourth foul.
The Vikings called

.1

elsoi, seconds on the half

on with

Frond was cold from the
floor in the third frame with

Meic, then stepped la 1110 line

7.03 left and she
62..
scoreboard reading

mots nine points to the hot
hand of the Falcons 14. (Mare

10 sink two 1,0 thnia.courteMeier was again touted. this
animating his
time by

7

1

I

I

0

0

0

4-3

in

i

n

horest

Vw's hero, with fore Wonted
loll
in the find li-ame. 1-rmd

R
0

utilised their farnons full emn
rens 10 ageOlinl for the nest
ur cOnseCUlive
string of
tickets. f he Vie,. were
forced to ask for a time. he cause of the Viking onslaught.

P
I

4
2

1

0

11

47

With 5:54 loft in the third

Greg

9 34
WHEELING 1521
19 19

nire his offensive attack.
period Shevell on
ma and
Gran cashed in on the charity

cm

hunk foul gave For

II

I

(I

11

sy of Viking Larry

I lanks.

FOREST VIEW never gave

long juniper and Kalm hit a

to

pop t o 12.111
th 1,113 lets in Ibe

0
IS

first quarter Frond and Forest
View matchel pairs of buckets

wthie

12

Banhule
4

6 21

League Tuesday with a 103.72

win over Rolling Meadows
Auto.
John Cavenah was high
scorer for Wird with 23

infavor of Forest View.

IN THE SECOND game of

Meier hit on two quick jum-

the

evening. Diti, Nogelke
scored 50 points to pace John.

p. after the tip and Game

son Sportn
0100Goods tu an 80.
59 win
Hullenbeck.

toed the ate three times to hit
five charities. Olson countered
with at fastbreak layup and
long sunk a shot from a jump

Vandy Realty boosted its
5-1 by beating IMirecord

pod Insurance, 61-41. Dutch

mins, giving him an liver.

Lenard via once again

overege of 20 points per gam.

high scorer for Vandy Realty
with 12 points. but Don Neu ben etas high in the gamewith

for 67 per cent. Palatine had

points.

14,

the

ball hemen Gaare and Phillips. With 5:39 remaining the
Falcons were leading 56-50.
Hague rebounded and went

10 -

Shil,raber called

a

'the FilliTOIS j0111110.1 off to a

that the game was estrernely
close. all the way. 'rho margin
hetween the two clubs never
exceeded four points atter 110
first guano

7

ies again led by

two. For.
second -

MEIF:R HD' his lint shot

who -had maned to lind the

missed the second. ,end

range a week wordier against
Palmate and Elmwood Park.

4

2

51

1

8
2

Bauer

I

2

I

5

ball. Lindstrom drove to te

6 28

Falcon basket. hut 111, 4101 loll

eight seconds left.

I/
4

2

0

5

I

0.

1

timid,

0

Erase

0

0
0

N,le

old the rim. and when kleier
diately fouled by Nagle with

5

Lind..

ing a one.poirn lead and the

got the rebound he %Sas ill11114.-

0

1

1

thers. When the I luskies badly

Hersey demerately tried 1.0, a
last shot and Nagle was Ruled

needed points in the lam pell
.1, he collectol 13 of his 22
,e -loading counters to lead
ire rand pullawas.

0

But the lanky senior mis,ed

22 7 17 28
SCORE BY QUARTERS

on the firet shot at his one.andma: situation. and the Huskies
had run Inn of tune.

Shevell

did the nest
K ap: did the lei 011 the

1110111.

ageing the twerinanned Pa

Wright had 18 pot. for the

time shooting. Hen. had 22
;field goals to only 16 lilt the
visitors. but Eon. View 0111 toned 211 charity shots to the

hoards. Wright gathered in 14
rebounds to 20 lor
Hersey guards Jacoby and
B owe Erase Llid a good ash on
Don Anemesi. holding the
high-nor ing Panther to 12
Points.

1

1

6

8

0

2

6

2

5
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Shevell
Bauer
B anslield

3

0

5

2
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0
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It wren) that the Has.,
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2

4

2

wen: missing their free throws:

2

0
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Freed
Forest View

4

3
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3

6

Forest View committed only

I

0

0

1

0

Hersey
Conant

4
3

Jacoby
Fran:
Durso

4

2

Proms.

they just weren't getting...

Phillips

2
2
3

six fouls the entire game.
If Forest View stayed in the

lips

I

I

3

0

0

3

termite.

1

0

1

1

27 14 23 28
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Ekeberg

Kota

BEPR
0

I

Molognik

7
2

Iwglin

0

2

0
5

0
4

3

5

2

I

Wickersham
Hanks
Bruns

the clock moved

ToW

Hague

0

4

2

4

2

4
4
4

Glenbard North
['define

2

Wheeling

2

Elk Grove

5

4 18

19 23 I8 37

Huskies' seven.

Neel Week% Games

then Hersey did the same on
the outside shooting of guard
Mark Jecohy. The 5.7 lanshot

sponded by consistently pulling in 12 -footers and leading

Prospect at Premed

his team in scoring with

Adinglon at Peleliu

points.

16

Conant at Hersey

North
F.Ik Grover Forest View

-

HERSEY 1561

3

game on their fool shooting

was constantly left open by the
Falcons' tight 710tie, and he re-

Wheeling at Glenberd

15
1

1,

0

I
1

W

.

1111,1 was the mil, Oen.

bard pima who could may
with the taller Huskies 1111 Mg

IT WAS fitting that the winning points should come fn.m
du. fro- throw
ths
Edema won the game on their

III

Although no one picked go
the slack Iron the outside as

action et ofkr. 1),mti 52.51.

0

9 14 17 12.52
615 19 11-51

PM, Ell. ,-injured his loll
wrist in practice lam week. and
the southpaw
shatoshooter
had to he content
atchi,
this one from the sidelines.

Jacob,

0

Horsed View
Hersey

..

This time both .11 Sleier's
shots were trite. Init this un
hi:linable game
hml mon:

II

Tula&

its the ame.

mhurbart school:111e Huskies
sore!, missed I)ick Powell.

1

o.

it
as rail
Hill
Glentrard mar
Wright fouled out tbat the
Huskies were able to run away

until

Irene hall

5

1

would indicate. 1110 surer ,
Panthers acual', took a 1,11e.

Hersey, shooing in this
tre was as barren as the urn
held. surrounding the est-

Meir

1

was

working tor s
Mot. but
aith ,22 to play John Dorm
Ruled Meier in a battle 1, a

Mark Lindstrom pulled d.ti
the rebound for Hens. tIna

Fei 04 2

Nonh

much closer than the sone

fourth quark:, and

View then used

'

Her,,, will

001 lead at the mart di' the

2

R

111 -point

Cdenbard

But with; minute left on the
clock. Nagle popped la a jum-

2

P

the

by

1,

MIOSUBIKRAN LEAGUE
Long
Meier
Olson

ot or

per from six feel and the Husk-

'

t. ool. their first :Mamma:at
42.411 The home team then
kepi the 100,1 until 110 hand

that soon netted the Fah
oms the hall and a three-point
play by tin. Shevell when he
made
and was fouled
a

4

BF

.1

Falcon li..

but

16 20

end tie, thniugh the Mint perk
mild l'atm
.1. 11111 it OM
and, 1111
jjump1101shot to mart
the final stan4ii that the }Mk-

Forest View immediate',
went into a full -court pr's,.and

7

FOREST VIEW 168/

Gum

4124.

,relic arn,nenp.an.

4

Player

Rol, retired from the court.

book up for two for the Vikes
end Olson sank 20 -footer.
lo

hit an early eold spell. hut after

inn

II
II

1

HERSEY (511

buckets to Erenses three.

seven limes giving the Pirates
nine chances al the charily
stripe If which 'they made six

Bob Bechman look soaring
honors in the game with 24

46

The Falcons controlled the
fourth gleaner. sinking seven

Werd Builders hold lead
Went Builder, held its lead
in the Rolling Meadow, Park
Men's Basketledi
District

jumper from the top of he key
end the third quarter Cl 46-

nigh, I,:wk

4

BASKETBALL STANDINGS

up the lead es Bansfield sank a

quick 0.2 101,1 when 1 lerwy

1

Totals

of Phillips free.s.

by Long to

Meier and

5501011 14. Dam Long In and
Rich Obon eight.

Forest View
3d.5 I .re
twer boss Her
The win blood the Falcons

0

Olson
Shevell

cm Vim a 44-43 lead by way

ilhIrs....,13ii,,Iclin.isshc,amic,.baLt with

is,niiiirsinski

game Sanas. night and 00e

long

and Olson mad. buckets and
Phillips hit on a hook. Falcon
sub Bansheld hit on a kmg
jumper and Kolre swished a
layup. Neither team could
score in the next minute hot

3

l age

Sho-

t

Player
Phillips

the 0010 al

3

ll

ass

xnh 6:34 loft in the game and
the Huskies up by tour.
Fortm View got some
aneed scoring from its fa

linen. with Meier god, 15.

League

time Inn.

Bauer left ihe gante because of

point, one below his ..e.ritis

tree

basketball

Roger

one with 1-t

was claw 'behind

Metes-. Iwo

2:117 roll:drug and his team
leading, 4.1.41,
Hermy wach

ed back and forth with Frernd

his

Hersey. Pancrata Mulol out

1131 SOM.

tic as any in NISI. history With

I

X

3

Huskies sailer 52-51 loss
oiler beating. GBN, 56- 1.6

Vikings. The scoring see -saw-

striper kr the Vikings. Kole:

0

5

23

3

3

IIERSE1- GAINES,

three cherin stripers. Tanase

fonts

,

-

Hendi Mks

111E LAST
111i111110 of
Saturday contest were as hec-

counterel hr cashing

0

0

3

II

Player
Anderson
Woodley

the falcons and Hague mine
down with one of his I8 rebounds. Kate then completed a three point play for the

3

1

3

11

4

12 10

lloril

5

1

MAINE WEST

7

1

1

1

i

26 16 20 311

Toads

PR

F

0

,,,,n:1which 5,6 decision al

X

Mgr;

Guttmanr.

Cilenhard North Erato. is 3-3

Pant,.

II

Gillespie

lo shot a. missed tor

traded free throws and violations. until. with 25 seconds
remaining. Molosnik fouled
browPillip missed the five
sank and Tom Mensal Freud
sank a &sin:ration shot at
giver
the huamr. Eon. View pieking up a big win. 611-61.
ing
sc.
ifi the ram
eond shot in MSL competition.

Bent:risen.

regarded Indians came track to pest a
65-50 01111,0. Whim by 11..klan 1In.
ing 03-211. hot Me

est Viev, now stands 4-2 in the
in
while
Hersey.

hone called iiincout to ore.

0
II

witriiiiir Dennis m
1121, fly with set shot egall, vriting
Niles II es bleu., night. Maine was hot in the first half.

Wickersham who cashed in

all. Frond mentor Leon Kasai -

Tyler

4

cd by Hague down.,

lhe 11110111s opened HO 110
contest
quickly with two
She.
straight buckets In
veil end Long. hut Frond

2

I

mer Freind Friday night. For.

hit on four nickels.

-

11

Ina later Jr. the eon.. "I he
second quarter tip was snit,-

7

KPials%

0

I

Suburhan

It

P

11

12

throws with eight seconds left
ended a wild and wool. !slid.

&rid

4

4

Wayne

,ho 1-almms
'mint lead. h6-56. with two
minutes remaining. Both teams

7

X

Nw

Olson to knot the scow at 37

11

7

ass

was one ntr one at tha line and

1

3

on a easy lay,.

Meita
Veteran Wayne
doubled his average numlai of
poi. Friday with six field
goals and eight free toses.
Yleiers 20 led both to
sf4
the individual high scoring
honor.. talent DaveI Ong

bettered his 8.5 point

throw line. making 6.

E

0

ir

with nine poi.. Wickersham

free

the

B

5

3

19 17 15 1/664
19 22 12 15-60

lineman!
lirMillan

hm-ward 1/ave1

Player

3

B

Cartwright

pit

Carr
Totals
Totals

2

24 20 13 36

Minky
firmhowski

11111. Meier sank both shots as

0

3

6

NILES WEST 1481

1M1051, dare
hack with a !locket and a free
toss by hong and a jumper he

z.

3

'2

O

0

SCORE BY QUARTERS:
Deerfield
Maine West

ve] buil.

Mese
Alguier
Andrimo

n

1

X

Winelley
Wi its
tom
Kummer
Hendricks
Totals

Cartwright'gave the Indians
a 46-44 advantage on a unto

auks free throw as open the

7

BlePR

Player
Anderson

dition to leading the viking
101111 attack with 18 hounds.

Wheeling hil on 21
floor Init
ot 47 fi,un

Player I'MATINR''
I
Hash:nth
7
Shenett

0

27 15 21 20
MAINE WEST 1681

I. !homing the game into a
44.44 longs with only eight
minutes remning.
1

accurac1.

shots

2

bk. Bauer picked up his third
and fourth fouls hircingCnit,
Ken Arneson to bench hint

36-32 lead.
Viewer, pick.
ing up vital points in the

1

4

George Bauer and Shcvell

)!menreff

Kolse

to two
score shinned Wheeling
on the thort end.
For thc game. Palatine shot
19 ot .1X field goals fir a 395

11

Stipp
Bratko
Hogan

ning to down highly

to sink a nifty lay, at the but-

Iirodt

score we. 1,14.

BEPR

he 1,
ly Tthl''Ld.lficurnroarsYS,

mr. A1 halfte Frond held a

mow Praline arm

4

DEERFIELD 1691
Player
Palmer
Riley

td-

guard klike hole, wa dose

tor ending the

11

1 -abort

than for his mial of 17. Stellar

Kass

quarter.
root again connimed and the

Fan tine ran dot on them.

4
4

to and the period at a 16-15
n the favor of the V,ingi.

bent lire Pi1ate,. total baskets

1

Waer.

don started Iheir comeback.

ii

thros.
Rich also hit 00 Itt. the

yond three straight baskets to
10111.

The gilt shots plus Bruce

tine
at the hon.
the Cats
In the final of

point lead at 1n-12 At the hm4

The For. View.

150 00111 and 1.1 of hi from the

hen in the second half. the
Wildcats mete able iir imalatti
flee
1'mln of
thishach

ss. a technical.

swished a short jumpber.Kolac

ms

neri
P

By Ilub Ntelaunald

Ilan lee -1

Harris, T

Wilson
Tyler

up,

ball.

the trm, tine

Lra

F Malty. when Slinky wnt
out via the foul route. the

I remd. 68,1. on the !men loth
both were put into foul Iron.

he Pilate, held 01110 1111:
lead the. took off the non

ing made a good shooing inak

vulnerahle by taki, a 441 lead

to the lockerrnom enjoying a
surprising 3120 advantage.
Niles opened the second
half in a dovastating, full court
press that forced the Warriors
into costly violations and bad
passes. While Niles was rallying on baskets by Grcybowski.
Cartwright. !slinky and the
thefts of reserve guard Steve
Guttman. Mame was waiting
until only 142 was kfl in the

Vikes' second half lapse
cosily in 68-61 setback

turi fouls gis.

rushing hard for another lay.. giving the Cards their .10

ty, and is a main reason for the
C'urd's climb to the top in 01n.

Schnurr
vehemently
chat lenged the call. he um was a5-

impressed

10:01

dors were still in the midst Ma
frigid shooting spell which
Guttman transposed in. a
bulging 65-50 Niles advs.

Ken's driving Myna with eight
seconds left sent the Mainhes

Forest View tops Fremd,Hersey on road

When the two ball clubs re.
turned to the court in the se,-

in

stuns.
They proved 110 was not

1,70

the

lie was

with his pre.game two-handed

lsnuary 10.

rm,

a,er,

whistled for a technical foul
and when head coach Bill

the

on hake, leg Willis. and

klanday.

consistently aiding

The l'an tousle hack hard
'Ire

dors. In his

seemed

ricks hr.,. Deerfield hack
oncornlonahle 53-51 edge al

Du! handle:to for the
Wheeling Wildcats was the to.
lot absents: ot the c iits big
sophonion, cent. anal leading
mem. Roam Wood.
Wood. tenoning to the halal
01110 I ridan against Arletareinimed his log. mitering

dle hoards. Inn Me Warriors

had

Chris Pal., and Sean Sav-

Die half ended in nun.

built .. reputation for
hlocking shots and don
ing

ille lanky 6-10 skyscraper

fused to fold. Baskets by Riley.

nore. 31.10.te
Seconds later. the
6-1 junior ainin
fans found

drove for a layup to make the

C0111Mit bisthtnlµmmal with
still loll minutes left in the

hot for the Indians as Camwrights was called for ma w
Wing after pulling down a
rebound amidst three War-

no pressing full own and re-

end half

Brodnan

same

second half but the hosts were

were defeated In' the Palatine
Pirates. 57-52. in a rough NISI
game
:a
Wheeling
High

as

the

ci rrr

mein opponents. hap
ing dropped n decision to

whwh tee

elepsel

and

Kummer and Willison dropped in buckets to ,en the

with
thr
definite hmlicap Saturday
night. the Wheeling Wildcats

already

and three points. but begot his
shadow. Jerry Cirgylahaski. 10

Ilmsday.

of

The fine field goal of the

Minsky who is known to take
up the slack if Cartwright is
bottled up. Anderson not only
did an incredible job of limiting Mirsky to only one basket

and wens ready when Niles
West invaded -Warrior coup-

al 46 :mime.

Flat -hum

qudemon, meanwhile. Wan
assigned to guard Indian Marc

The Warriors continued to
delight their packed throng of
supporters by int:reusing their
niargin lit 12 points a 30-18
on a three-point play by Horn
and sonic CIOICII SI1001i, by
Anderson and Kummer.

sup.rt of crunch, but is
slated to rem. workouts

inanship of guard John Riley

ly

nagging zone to register.

opening period.

Palatine wins 57-52
Wildcats' Wood hurt

al the guano, 25-11.
Numerous finds and sloppy

of Willis. a. Horn plus a

the Westerners shook their
frustration the following night

T

Heffernan. and Mandele all
pounded in two pointers be -

league

vantage after one period.
Even though Cartwright
bagged It of those markers. le
had to Mat the double -teaming

ranks.
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lopsided 26 point victory. as
the flashy Card quintet tallied

unbeaten

the

Kummer and it looked like
Freeman Ind come up with
winning solution when his
team maintained a 17.14 ad.

watched Saturday mg. 's al
lair from the sidelines on the

111-5 advantage on the marks.

els.

Palmer cooly dropped in the

MOW the NI) 'pre. caused a

:round the basket
which 50104 everyone hut

reason for the two Viator failures. Against the Mel Knights
Friday. they shot a dismal 23
per cent while the hosts hit on
74 per cent of their shots. tin.
urday was nearly the same as
Viatoe shot 25 per cent from
the floor while the Spartans hit
al a 54 per tenet:lip,

the play.

former

Saturday's

for the 12th lime at 68 all and
with :16 remaining. Horn was
detected for a foul sending
Deerfield's Palmer to the line
liar a bonus situation.

5-, len Palatine ionic , of 12

Knights also
played a vicious man -in -man
defense

15

tuneup he

a

:58 left to deadlock the contest

center. Dase 11,,,bach.

grabbed

mood to 3-4. 'The Lions fell to

John Brennan popped in

Le

Riley found the range with

the quarter. outscoring their
tHIO0111:11, 1,12. 10 mini to a

Ulla seven

The

ridgy''. eontest. canarked

rebounds.

16

the IT for the Wes-

Cards found themselves trail-

which they used throughout
the game, forced many turnoven and 1111511114e3 by the
Ldons.

lindl period with a Mora, of
11,111.101-54.

ison. with MOM fine assisting
by George Woolley.
-they settled for a 10-19
deadlock alter the first parii/d.
hut Anderson. the lone senior
starter. broke loose for eight
points in the second miarter to

lead. On th ensuing Hurricane

cause their man -to -mm press.

upland Prep League games
'am lowered their conference

down

palled

1110SL INFERESTED in

Twin setbacks drop Lions under .500
It

gents in point -making with
28. He hit 11 of his 17
shots Mom the held and

Kummer. Willie Anderson.
Fred Horn and Dennis Will-

the

nut hit with any mow
larity from the field or from

mw there Dame take an 11-6
lead. but look extremely slug,
conkb ill doing SO.
trolled andth h;,:lnb. coyly in the
contest. an despite Me fact
the visitors were unable to

open a dose game late in the

until Maine reeled off One
straight points to gel some
hrealhing room Si 67-61k but
Kummer's fold goal with
three minutes remaining was

plaYers Inwened up and exhihitelmme tine shooting. and
mill held the upper hand
('a

honn.

accurate frhe throws found a

g"KrirLks'',.':iZilioth cond.

The Warriors me lock.
though. on buckerby Tom

clicking from the field rep-

pressure defense. Notre Dante

'ME FIRST eight minutes

-I he dimster lag. Friday
nigh, M1,101. in a road bout al
tacerlield and snowhalled until
helped Silas West break

54-49 and both conches he-

Deerfield was readying for the
kill. The teams traded baskets

resulting in turmovers and
missed shots which the eager
Wildcats took advantam of.
With only three minutes Lome
in the hallgame. the shocked

10

nighty Dons to only 11 points

cm,' Suburban League load

Knight, center Dave Lund.
stedt rattled out of seconds
from the end with the score

Mather.

..Cluick'

Charles

meeting found the Cardinal,
unable to move the hell well,

lowed up hisefiim with a tip in

errant jump shots and in-

low -percentage outside shots.

Bear scout to speak

The opening minutes of the

l. jury. Kevin Kachan had lel-

scoring attempts were lost

into several costly
mistaket. Kieck's extellen1
Pros_..pect
nwe
hoardwork
only one shot each time

hut in his fine defensive abili-

onewas voided because a man
entered the lane too soon.

aptin and again to the ND

the charity Stripe as many Don

in . Knights were

has been

Elk Grove had nohody in
sank a five dime for a
amble figures against Palatine
added Ill
point play with 2:42 len in the while toff
third period. This proved to be points to Habachk Cl Pinter
Pirates. On Saturday. Pinder
the Grenadiers' last lead.
and Dave renal each had 17
GIRNBARD SANK three fir the Grenadiers and Tom
straight baskets to taloa 42-30 Patting led (Benhard with I 6.
lead going into the final pri- including 10 of 11 free throw
nd. and the Panthers had Elk attempts.

work effectively against the
Notre Llame basketball season ND hen quarter court prem.
was reached 101 Friday night still seemol to more than hold
in Nil. . the undefeated. their own against the unde-

host St. 51,1 Friday night 7,
56 and then hot to invading

with Iwo free throws when an
intentional kthl was called on

and the top fin -threw shoot ing team in the MSL sank 11
straight charity tosses. though

kins gas a rebound basket and

AtIMher Mildsiong iti the

The final snort was no

High scorer in the contest
was Arlington's John Bonin.
with 23 points. The junior our

Notre Dame's 1,3th victim
is Marian Central, 6 7-3 6

within a point late in the fine
half_ Trailmg 22.17 with 34
quick points when Gene Pin der sank a lay up and followed

Cruhlreek basket.

50-43.

wet up 33.26 two minutes

torch he the p.I.v Wheeling

January 19.

(hove in trouble. The Grew-

PALATINE WOULDNT

ger. The period ended with
the host club up by seven.

soled by St. Nicholas Episco.
pal Church Men's Club ,,f Elk

Wildmts. downing. them. 76.

mmaining in the period and

let Elk Grove grab the lead.

0

cod -shooting
Prospee..
suddenly found themselves
at the end of a 48-40 led -

juntor-suldded quintet ran into
bowsaw 0Yer 110 weekend
11,011 sliced their parked 4.11

nk hclU Vgged"drip taherc'etTdle. milking the Knights lake

Arlington contains Wood,
wallops Wheeling by 26 pts.
By Tom Rowe

and a fast-hrwili lay, that

sharp

League times tank

Kieck for
up the 6-8
bushel of short shots. The

rori

MOHO Wen Warriors. The

and

ludf.

Inca throws.

Grens drop squeakers to Palatine, GBN
Elk Grovek hopes °fa first di yisi o n M d-Suhurhan

the

The Cards began beating
the Knight, off the hoard in
the third period and also set

and Dinner" Jan. 23 span.

with just mar a minute left. tat cr. Arlington cheed
Kim Wafter hil
18footer strong. though on a pair of
to put Poeneet closer to the Imkets by Bill Kieck. one
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By M. Intr.

top, 34-33, at

the game at 24 -an with two
Priaspeel

lime filially ran 11111 011 the

nine spurt pat Ming.. 00 dey came down the court,

mar"110.1
The only real question

Monday.

Prospect s Jeff Memner puth ball) tries to shoot*. Annik
ton's Bill Kieek in Saturday night action. L.king on are AM.
to, Jack Hult 152) and John Br., (141 and Prospeells Bob
Kline (33). (Photo by 10. Primawkel

Doug Haney rebounded the

Points, newIly on deep hemline
gunning.

ant.

Knight
Brad
Rucker
conference slate and! scored a sleeper lay. end
have a greet dal of ' tmmmate Casey Rush stole
nova

onc.

By J. Akin Cook
Ana, Sports Ed,

ANDY PANCRATZ wn
cline behind with 14 markers
end Sent Edge added 10 for

Lindstrom
Totals

0

23

1

rr

III 15 46

.y

GLENBARD NORTH RH
Player
Pauline
Sodini
Crabtree
Peach

BFPR
o

0

0

2

4

5

4

3

I

4

5

0

11

0

(I

1

Wright
Howell

8

2

5

14

11

1

2

Anastasi

5

2

4

0
b

Rome
Totals

ti
0
17 12 20 32
I

I

It
no

r

avim,ssoeceit4111,110 c VGAV"

se- az- es ..p.vir sft,e- +0,

MORT

a
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

2
5

rM %,SeRgisr 014 MYAMPLIFIER, MA, AND YOU CAM
SAVE ME A TRIP/ ALL I
NEED IS A 50,000 -OHM
POTENTIOMETER, A

4 WE'VE GOT

HOLD IT/ PUT THATALL DOWN ON
KNOW NOTHING ABOUT
THOSE THINGS, LET ALONE TWINS

710 PRONOUNCE TM EM I BETTER
STILL, WRITE A NOTE 70 THE CLERK
AND KEEP THE TRANSACTION
STRICTLY BETWEEN THE
TWO CR YDU!

TUBULAR CAPACITOR,
A ,17 - OHAA RESISTOR
AND...

7
9

I SHOULD T055

NEWS FOR
1k01.31 IF Y011

HE% METHUSELAH,

60 UP ON THE
THAT AIN'T THE
LIFT YOU HAVE
LINE FOR SOCiAL.
SECURITY CHECKS! TO COME DOWN
ON THE SLATS!
YDulD (3E MORE SCARED
(THAN COP HICCUPPING
IN COURT:

lather over a shaving
commercial

6:00

`,OU BACK IN THE
TREE in LOOK FOR

News
News
News

11 Director's
Choice
26 Turin Acevedo

Dick Van Dyke

Show

11 Board of Election Commissioners

BUT I'LL GIVE

)0L1 A CHANCE!

"takes" six poodles

Here's Lucy
Guest star Vivian

FOLLOW ME FOR

programs of instruc-

Vance arrives in Nol-

tions of judges for
elections with in-

1 ywood expecting

of Election Commis-

Show

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

Hepburn

Perry Mason
11 Book Beat
William Goldman

9

"The Season," with
host Robert Cromie.

the
family's
statue valued at one
million dollars. With
Peter O'Toole.

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

torial
26 Quiz
NAvE

wE

ARE ONLY HERE IEMPQRARILY.

NO (WO)MANS LAND

13eana5e.m.

1-P1
C

M24.1.4.,11 4. VI N. OR
1-19

ricCor,,Zcv-

1411.1

-

VHEY PICKED THE
WRONG MAN

{11

6:30
Gunsmoke
Dillon
Marshal
and a hired gun enter
in a dispute going on
between two men.
2

ROBIN MALONE
DirVEIR TENDER TOUCH

EXCELLENT; MY PizElYtE5 ! AU- H15

DYNAMIC VIRILITY REsforzgo! evERY
INCH THE HANDSOME yaw&
rxEcUTiv 1-V ONCE WAS .

MUSHROOM 'S

SE vy OF
BEAUTICIANS
WORKS
WONDERS

SEE? SEE

MIK6 SIARE
VACANfLY?
LOOK! .5r= MIKE DOAS

HEISTOLD/E0OPMW
AkAKe AiO5HI200,14

WITH MIKE
MALoN e'5
PHY5ICAL-

Bey,* .

Mundy risks

his

life on car race tracks

of Europe to
safe

in

get a

Cordona,

where the Russians

have

Cuban -type
missile base plans.

lioroseope
For Tuesday
CAPRICORN (Dec.

(THAT'S 51X STRAIGHT GAMES I
BEAT YA, FUDDSY: LET'S QUIT'

IS WEAK, YE?
BACKHAND COULD

USE IMPROVEMENT, AN YA
OUGHTA
GET A NEW

23 -

Jan. 20) - Don't allow even a
minor argument to get started
on the home front or you may

today. Keep your mind on the
job at hand and avoid working
(Feb.

20 -March

21) The wise Pisces will put off
facing unpleasant issues until
the afternoon hours. Morning
is for preparation.
ARIES (March 22 -April

bird, but

26 A Black's View
of the News

The
32
mooners

Honey-

Mayo.

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

Gamble." Mr. Moto
and Charlie Chan's

2

Meditation

and from medicine to
bridge -building.

son team up to solve a
involving
mystery
prizefighters. Peter

9

Five Minutes to

32 Big Valley

Lorre.

Live By

10:30

Mery Griffin

7

Glimpse

2:10

Show

11 NET Journal

"A

1:30

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5

of

Movie

9

"Mr

China" features a
view of Red China's
society, from com-

bines to computers,

Moto's

.

2:15

2:50

.

HEY, BARTE.AJDER. I

,

et

21 -May

21) Keep to your usual pattern

./---_-,1

of work and play: otherwise.

Mat

1

--1----,.."____,_

1

1

1 --I+

that unusual

pressures have caused a depressed mood.

CROSSWORD PUZZI E

GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)

A trying day but the Gemini
who keeps his guard up where
other people are concerned

should be able to come off
well.

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

National Heroes

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) Take conservative action
only, regardless of what others
advise at this time. Be your
own best confidant.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)
Only after long and mature
consideration of a problem regarding others should you take
action. Don't he hasty.

1-1E SAYS NE

MAKE HOUSE-

6ALL.S.L2_

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
The pressures of an emotional
problem make intellectual decision all but impossible. Save
reasoning for another time.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
The Libra who is really interested in what others think of
him will exercise special caution today in his personal contacts.

emeloft,..7416,Vtro

APTAIN EASY
NIIEWSMEN CLUSTER

SCORPIO

(Oct.

24 -Nov.

22) Morning disappointment
must not he allowed to set the

pattern for the day. Do your
best to rise to the occasion

IN AT THE AIRPORT
AS. CAPTAIN EASY
RETURNS FROM A

MANI NO WONDER THOSE COPS
LOOK EOGY,THAT JEWEL'S WORTH

A HUNDRED GRAM?:

HASTY ERRAND FOR.
McKEE IN AUSTRALIA.

YOU THINK Mb SAFE TO BUY THAT
MR.McKEE..,OR HAVEN'T You
HEARD THE STORIES ABOUT ITT

FEAST YOUR EYES,
GE4(51-E/AEN: CAPTAIN
EASY. HERE PROCURED
IT FOR ME IN SYDNEY..

THE WORLD
FAMOUS BLACK

OPAL ,KNowN
A5 THE ,OPAL

quickly.

SKULL':

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

1

Dec. 22) You should be able to
discover precisely how the

wind blowsby evening. Don't
try to rush things or you may
incur a setback.

s-

Answers to
Hideaword

CAMPUS CL ATTER

ASSURED
read
ruse

sued
assure

rude
rued

urea
user

rase

dues
dare

sure
suer
sear
seas

sera

2 Death notice
1 Frankish hero 3 Hawk leash
7 Mexican hero 4 Former
students
13 Loss of will
5 Insect egg
power
6 Do (Scot.)
14 Odd numeral
7 Naught
15 Tiny
8 Medicinal
16 Gnawing
plants
animal
9 Foot (comb.
17 Plant part
form)
18 Female deer
10 Hail!
19 Symbol for
11 Provisional
tellurium
12 Caine before
20 Granular
in time
snow
18 Irish hero
23 Cold dish
(2 words)
26 Grammatical
21 Greek letter
case
22 Vitality
30 Woman's
24 Exist
name
25 Restrict
31 Bustle
32 Culture
2
3
4
medium
33 Send forth
13
34 Trick
36 Medley
15
38 Adjective
suffix
17
39 Cake (roster
20
40 Retracted
42 Founded
26 27 28
44 Chide
45 Preposition
31
46 Feminine
name
35
34

AS YOUR FINAL EXAM IN ADVANCED MILITARY
SCIENCE 4SS YOU WILL BE ANSWERING TWENTY
QUESTIONS ON OFFENSIVE TACTICS, NINETY
QUESTIONS ON MILITARY HISTORY, FORTY
QUESTIONS ON LOGISTICS, THIRTY
QUESTIONS ON --

MUM F.OPrd MRA151

FAWM MMUM IJFAM

UWUMUAOM
UMUM
LEIMP 61Mb1laIM:7Mr0

ACROSS

ic

POEM -

['A/ARIA UMPII

MMO1111W4LA
411M
MMW WWFAIWUMF=1

IMP

52tegally bound

39

55 Hebrew
ascetic
57 Give

42

2 --

Washington
59 Insect form
50 Spirits

dress
ears

DOWN

I Male sheep
(pl.)
/.

WMOM l'alLIMOUMWCA

OMUH OME1

MIW.10

26 Italian hero
49 Air (comb.
form)
27 Schooling
50 English
28 Parts of
theologian
rockets
29 Heath genus 51 Sheepfolds
(Scot.)
35 Before
37 Cereal grass 53 Reply (ab.)
41 Trafalgar hero 54 Flying
mammal
43 Land formed
at river mouth 55 Hen product
56 Bishopric
47 Shift
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

16
19

18
21

23

22

24

25

30

29

33

36

41

44

4

45

38

37

40

47

48

49 50

51

46
52

53

'

54

57

55

56

58

59

,.......
4

L

AMA OWUO

WW1MMUZIM 111'701:1

48 Den

dear
duress

on

1:00
Perspectives

Movie
"Texas Across the

and Joey Bishop.

Af-

hack

"She's

BRING ME A BOTTLE !

that he is only hurting himself.

you may find

Broadway." Musical
starring Steve Cochran and
Virginia

7

5

MORTY MEEKLE

20) The Aries who does too
much in the expectation of
helping another will discover

TAURUS (April

courses.

12:55

EEK & MEEK

to the point of being overtired.
PISCES

Movie

32 Of

7:00
5
Laugh -In
Guest star Peter

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) All things in moderation

9

2

26 Big Play

unhappiness.

Dr. James Zigarell
discusses the spring

12:30

view

Show

TOO...

SERVE:-

Memorandum

River.'' Western

6:55

be in for considerable personal

5

11 TV College Pre-

spoof starring Dean
Martin, Alain Delon

"Fabulous
rica."

ANOTHER PART
O' YER GAME
THAT COULD
STAND
SOME
WORK

12:25
News

7
9

show.

and

Chicago Show

9

5

before he can teach
the bird to talk, Howard hooks it on a TV

Seas

THERE -'S M

YER FOREHAND

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

9

Lands

Midnight Report

5
7

Dancerize

Mayberry RFD
After losing Howard's talking mynah
bird, Mike buys a
substitute

Donna Reed.

Drake

32 Debbie

sequences

Star Trek
26 Today's Racing

BUGS BUNNY

Your

ibe

2

It Takes a Thief.

7

c 1170 V, NtA. I.c Ill 1.1. U i PO. OFf,

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

and struggle to live in
an era of rapid social
upheaval and their

Heston,

Fred MacMurray,

ter

their commitment

8:00

daughter.

HAPPY!

Charlton

11 Fact of the Mat-

black

a
communications gap exists
between him and his

that

Clark expedition.

9:30

Ellen's argument

is

principal to confirm

WINDOWS of NI5 MiNt7,

Comments

Story of a

called before Lydia's

M-M1KE!

FAILS t0 L161-17- THE POLLP.--D

11 PREMIERE:
Bird of the Iron

confrontation
with
the forces that affect
their daily lives.
32 Truth or Con-

John Monroe

9:25

32

family in Chicago,

Welcome to It

Movie
"The Far Horizons."
Beautifully
photographed movie
about the Lewis and
2

Paul Harvey

Show

Feather

My World and

5

12:00

26 Wrestling
32 News

Mike Douglas

9

11:55

Flash Gordon

9

book,

his

discuss

steal

6:25

32 100
Paintings,
Great Music

among guests.

to

plans

11:35

Flip Wilson and
Vikki Carr are

"How to Steal a
Audrey
Million."

sion.

9:00
Burnett
Carol

2

Lucy to arrange a
with
dinner date
Lawrence Welk.
7
Movie

structor Howard M.
Miller of the Board

11:30

32 News Final

The first of two

ONE TRIP!

Investigation "
32 The Prisoner

from a locked car.

TEN BUCKS SAYS

',CU CAN'T

and Criminal

Justice
"Traffic Accident

Doris doesn't worry about the consequences when she

7:30
2

ment

Show

Show

'sOUR BANANAS

The Doris Day

2

Enforce-

11 Law

8:30

Lawford gets into a

TONIGHT

GO
19

damn.- -do

WEATHER

Telephone,

Tonight: Continued very
cold, low 5 to 15 below. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy,
continued cold.

Adw

2554400
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Dist. 59 names superintendent
By Jan Bone

Dr. James Erviti, superintendent of the East Williston
Long Island, N.Y. School District was named. Monday
night, as the new head of
School District 59.

He will assume his duties,
officially July I.
Dr. Erviti, who has taught
school administration and extension session for New York
University, is a 1948 graduate

of Columbia University. He
received his Master's Degree

years there, Dr. Erviti helped

Dr. Erviti is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Metropolitan School Study Council. a research oriented associ-

to plan several new grade and
high schools and to modernize
older schools.

sity.

in science teaching from Co-

For the past six years he has

lumbia and his doctorate in

been superintendent of East

administration from
there in 1952.
From 1952-56 he was a research associate in the New

Williston district. During his

school

York State Education Dept.,
doing studies of elementary
education, school personnel
and school finance.
FROM 1956-59 he was a jun-

ior high school principal in

Smithtown, N.Y., one of the
rapidly growing
Long Island.

district on

Under

leadership,
schools in Smithtown and East
his

Prospect is expected

to

be

completed in two weeks, Supt.

Eric Sahlberg told the board
Monday night. Sunset Park
School remodeling should be
completed within a week to 10
days after Gregory, he reported.

41111401.6641

The Lincoln School addition construction is continuing but the progress is mainly

-,mmir

dependent on the weather, he
said.

Not trying to duck the issue, but why fly South for the winter
when the employes of the United Air Lines Training Center on

Algonquin Rd., Des Plaines, take good care of you and keep you
well fed? (Photo by Dan Balas)

Lincoln jr. high summer
project funds reduced, okd
An original request by District 57's superintendent, Eric
Sahlberg, of $4,550 for a summer curriculum project for

Lincoln Junior High School
was reduced to $3,050 and
then approved by the School
Board at last night's meeting.

The curriculum project will
include research and preparation of courses and content of
courses and materials to be
used at Lincoln when it be-

comes the sole junior high
school in the district next fall.
Asst. Superintendent of curriculum Richard Percy said
budget
project's
was
planned to allow teachers from
the district to develop an effective program next summer that
can be initiated during the
the

course of the transition at Lincoln.

THE REQUEST was made
by the administration at this
time to allow them to secure

firm

committments from
teachers who would be available for the summer program.
he said.

Objection to the request was

made

by

board

member

Charles Houchins who said it
is not an item that has been
budgeted for in the original
plans for the changeover from
two junior highs to one.
He said the curriculum

study should be done within
the frame work of the district's
staff and regular working time.

THE BOARD should

be

cautious, he said, that the extra

expenses for the construction
and transition -to Lincoln
School are not allowed to get
out of hand.

Earlier in the meeting the
had approved three

that

for construc-

tion at the school, two that
were added expense,. and one
that was lowering of costs.
At that time Houchines
asked for a report on all
change orders that had oc-

curred since construction began and the total increase in
cost was estimated at $3,000
by Asst. Superintendent J. R.
Busenhart.

the

$3,000

was not an extreme amount
over

original estimated
many more changes
are likely to occur before
construction
is
completed

penditures.

Other hoard members expressed the opinion that the
program would be beneficial
for the junior high students
and that it is an expense that
would likely have occurred
even if the two, junior highs
were not being consolidated.

Board member Jack Ronchetto said he would like to see
the $1,500 of the $4,550 budg-

Day
Neighbors' children in
ski pants who want to use
your bathroom.
J.

The Fairview Gardens Civ-

vision to appear Wednesday at

and above any contribution

the public meeting of the fi-

made by the village.

nance committee of the Mount
Prospect Village Board, when
the topic of a special assessment for the installation of
street lights with underground
wiring is to be discussed.

The meeting is scheduled
for 8 p.m. Wednesday. in the
village hall.

ic Association is urging at least

said that the results of a poll

amount

budgeted

the

board agreed and in the final

vote to allow $3,050 for the
project, to be in the 1970-71
Houchins was the
only board member voting no.

and

one member from each home
in the Fairview Gardens subdi-

nated.

the

Busse

proximate cost, as computed
by the Commonwealth Edison
Co. after a survey of the subdivision, was $50 per home over

Hendricks.
president of the association,

On this motion to change

Fairview
Schools to view the kindergarten facilities currently in use.
At the Jan. 5, Board meeting
the proposal for the additional
kindergarten was discussed at
length, taking into considto

Fairview Gardens Assn.
backs underground wiring

eted for contingency and an
accountability study elimi-

budget,

HOUCHINS COMMENTED

Committee members may

the

and the hoard should keep a
close watch on the extra ex-

Board member Ralph Walberg, chairman of the facilities
committee, said his committee
will visit Gregory, Sunset and
Lincoln Saturday.
At Gregory they will investigate the proppsat to open
a kindergarten thete next fall.
go

cost,

board

change orders

although

Gripe
Of The

'

Richard

H.

taken of all the homes in Fairview Gardens last year showed
a 2 -to- I majority in favor of
going into an underground

wiring system with concrete
poles, as opposed to wooden
poles with overhead wiring.
Hendricks said that the ap-

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board. Village Hall; 8 p.m.
School District 26, 1800
E. Kensington; 8 p.m.
Prospect

Heights Old

Town Sanitary District,, St.
Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling; 7:30 p.m.

HE IS chairman of the NasCounty School Health
Council and is a member of the
advisory hoard for the Nassau
County Educational Council.
sau

Williston have used a variety
of staffing patterns, including team teaching, non -teaching assistants and variable
class sizes, and have adopted
many of the newer curriculum

His wife, Vivian, will soon
be Dr. Erviti too, for she will
complete her work next month
at New York University in the

programs.

Construction at Gregory
to be done in 2 weeks
Construction at District
57's Gregory School in Mount

ation of school districts affiliated with Columbia Univer-

field of research design in edu-

cation and pshycology. They
have two children Cathy, 10,
and Ross. 9.

"In the next few months, said Dr. Allen Sparks, District

eration that more remodeling
would have to be done at
Gregory to accommodate the
class and that several of the
children would have to cross

room is needed to provide an
adequately functioning educational facility.
Included in Monday night's

III. 83 to get to the school.
During that discussion,

dergarten was a survey report,
submitted by Sahlberg that
gave projected effects that
boundary changes would have
on Fairview, Gregory and

a

proposal was made by Board
President Harrison Hanson
that school boundaries could
be changed for kindergarten
children only to eliminate the
need to cross Ill. 83.

The current remodeling at
Gregory will include a , new
multi -purpose room and a library, both of which have been

taken under consideration for
possible use as a kindergarten
room.

Asst. Supt. Richard Percy
told the board that the library

at Gregory is currently in a
small room and that the new

500 cars
at Chicago
auto show
Would you believe the corning Chicago Automobile Show

School

59

Board

president,

"Dr. Erviti will be becoming

aquainted with details of the
educational operations in our
district, so that he will be well,
discussion of the proposed kin- prepared with
information
when he begins his work here
this summer.

"HE HOPES he will have

opportunities to begin meeting
Busse Schools.
with parents and other District
The board has requested 59 residents as soon as he and
that Sahlberg report on the es- his family are settled in a home
timated cost for equipping a here."
kindergarten classroom, for
Monday night's announcethe next board meeting.
ment by hoard members ends
No action on the proposal is weeks of speculation on Disexpected to be taken by the trict 59's choice of a leader.
board until all requested inforAlbeon Waltman. of Elk
mation is submitted to them Grove Village has been acting
and the facilities committee superintendent since July
has made a recommendation I -when the resignation of Dr.
for use of the facilities at Donald Thomas became effecGregory.
tive.

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS

Seat belts aren't anything new. I used go get one every time I

played hooky.

will contain about 500 U. S.
passenger cars. imports, dream
cars. recreational and com-

merical vehicles'

It's true. and they'll be displayed over more than a half
million square feet of floor
space in the three Amphitheatre Halls at 42d and Halsted Sts.. making this the largest and most complete Chicago Auto Show ever staged,
according to Len Green. press
relations chairman.
are from II
p.m. every day Feb.

Show hours
a.m. to

I

I

21 through March I. Admission is $1.50 for adults and 75

cents for children 12 and under.

The Chevrolet Division will
operate a free bus service from
five Loop locations to and

from the amphitheatre.

Euclid Lake Assn. sets
general meeting Jan. 27
The annual general meeting

of the Euclid Lake Assn. will
be held at 8 p.m. Jan. 27 in the

Indian Grove School gymnasium, 208 S. Lee St., Prospect
Heights.

The association serves the
Brookwood and Coachlight
Manor areas of Prospect
Heights. President is William
DeWaal.
Included on the meeting
agenda will be: the president's

report; a progress report by
Legal Aid Committee chairman, Robert Schmidt, on the
illegal sewer connection litiga-

tion: a report by Ron Burton

on

the

contemplated

cross-

town expressway and on the
activities of the Northwest
Council of Associations and
updating of legislative activities concerning the area by director M ,,ie L. Caylor.
Association Director Ray
Inman will present the nominating committee's recommendations for officers and directors for the coming year.

Following Inman's report,
nominations will he accepted
from the floor, and the new officers and directors will be
elected.

2 -year colleges aim to put education in reach of all
Part II: The Community College as the
20th Century Institution.

pidly growing student population.
Each of these elements propagates a va-

riety of educational needs which Harper
By K.C. Radtke
"The mission of the community college

is to put higher education within everyone's reach, within driving distance," according to Robert E. Lahti, president of
Harper College, Palatine.
"Every community college should be a
different college if it is truly community minded because each community is different," he added.
The design of the community college is
such that each college develops its curricula based on the needs of the community
it serves.

SO HARPER, WHICH opened three
years ago to serve the townships of Elk
Grove, Wheeling, Palatine, and Schaumburg, is distinct from Illinois' 34 other junior colleges. Likewise, the newly -created
Maine -Niles Junior College will be an institution separate from Harper.
The Harper district incorporates a heavily industrial area with many hospitals, an
international airport, a wide divergence of
skilled and professional workers, and a ra-

attempts to meet by offering a solid college

transfer program, numerous career programs and supplemental courses in adult
education.

"ONE OF THE COMMUNITY colits multiple
functions," Richard Johnson, chairman of
the Harper board of trustees said in a recent interview.
"The community college will never be a
four-year college because its characteristics are different."
lege's greatest strengths is

The four-year university is geared to
teaching research, and publication, Johnson explained.

the community college, he said.

Best of all, Johnson finds the community college offers a "chance for motivation rather than weeding."

"The open door policy with selective
placement means every student has an assigned counselor," Lahti said.

THE HARPER president said the community college is more student oriented.

"It offers the student more humane
treatment and a better social development.
It recognizes that individuals mature at dif-

ferent rates. It assists an individual at his
own level and offers a developmental program," Lahti said.

"The community college tries to prevent failure rather than create it."

"IT IS IN THE community but not of

OUR OPEN DOOR policy is so open

it," he said.
"In contrast, the junior community col-

that if you can make a left turn on 27th St..
you'rein," said Frank Bouwsma, administrator at Miami -Dade Community college,
Miami, Fla.
Bouwsma was recently a member of a
roundtable discussion of junior college administrators who gathered at Harper.
"We move a student through two years

lege asks and hopes to answer 'how can we

best serve the needs of the people in this

community.' "
Johnson, a management consultant who

has been a Harper trustee since 1965,
stressed the community college as an
"open door" institution where the student
will be directed according to his capability.

COUNSELLING IS very important in

in different sequences. We make a prescription for him. So students generally
transfer from Miami -Dade with a higher

grade average than their four-year university peers."
"THE UNIVERSITY would like to
probe the community but not change it,"
Bouwsma continued.

nior College Act requires that a junior col-

"The community college will change

of all courses taught be in occupational,
semi -technical or technical fields leading
directly to employment one-half of which

the community but not probe it.
"But we need both (the two-year and the
four-year institution), we're not incompatible."
To meet the special needs of its community, Miami -Dade offers a career pilot and
mortuary science programs.

IT HAS THREE campuses and serves
29,000 students.

On the west coast, Chabot Community

College, south of Oakland, Calif., offers
its 12,000 students a unique course in
radiation technology.
"Whatever it is, education must be
damn flexible," Dick Yea, Chabot admin-,
istrator said.
Bouwsma and Yea, like Lahti and Johnson are dedicated to making th6 junior college system work.

wI'HE COMMUNITY college is the
only part of education that is truly American," Yea said.
The comprehensive junior college program as defined in the Illinois- Public Ju-

lege offers:

1) courses in liberal arts, sciences, and
general education;
2) adult education; 3) at least 15 per cent

should be in fields other than business education.

THE 35 COMMUNITY colleges in Illinois are all Class I institutions, each meet-

ing the comprehensive junior college program.

Two-year community colleges existing
before the passage of the Public Junior
College Act have been upgraded from.
Class 11 schools to Class I colleges, said
Gerald Smith, executive director of the Illinois Junior College Board.
"There is the potential danger of allowing the comprehensive plan to regress,"
Smith told the Day.

"A CONTINUOUS educational program is needed for the cominunity, the stu-

dents, and faculty to maintain an understanding of anda commitment to this comprehensive. concept."

Tomorrow: The Illinois Junior College'
System.

1
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`Everything's on Ice'

Special models on display
at Randhurst's auto show
The Randhurst 1970 Auto
Show will be held in the cam
ter's

today

mall

enclosed

180 built this year and avail.
able only in Me chicitgo area.

through Jan. or
Randhurst, located at Rend

Being introduced by Arline-.

Rd. and Euclid Ac in Mount

Heights, the Challenger.
Several factory
displays,

ton

Prospect. will display 60 1910

models. A highlight of the
show will be a 514.000 custom -mode Cadillac Eldorado

provided by Mack Cadillac,
333 Rund Rd., %fount Pro,
pen. T. ear comes complete
with n far MP rob. specially
designed front automatic sun

roof. Tiffany roof bars and

Park

OS 415 built especially for the

McCarthy. promotion Jewor of the Sandhurst Mer-

A CUSTOMIZED Said
will he provided by Rill

ell

Cooer k

Buick, Arlington

Mount

Another

Prospect.

auto keened by Buick is the
hwate Wagon.
Mann 1 Kelly Oldsmobile.
Arlington Heights, will di.-

Hours of the

show

a.m. m 5;20 pm, Sondoy.

Re -upholstering furniture for Lincoln Junior HIgh School's play, members of the stage crew get
ready for W'ednesday's opening night. (from left) Connie Milo., 9O3 XV. Henry; Carol Peterson,
2I5 N. Fairview; and Doyle
II N. Ridge, all of Mount Prospect. have been working Saturdays

9-111

_..non to 5 pm.

Ex -Mount Prospect man
drowns in California
bridge 35 feet above the bay af-

o...v....I ffom Mission Bsy.

ing collided with anotlwr motorcycle. His hotly was not lo.
sated until Sunday chiming.
Until recently. Campbell
lived at 130 We -Go Tr..
Mount Prospect with his per -

lar Diego Calif..

after his
drown.ng last Wednesday in a
beak accident.
Scott Thomas Campbell.

24, plunged from a wooden

and evenings to produce ",erythingis On Ice," ...by Mrs. James Finke.

Woods proposed home
rule article to Con -Con

ter the motorcycle he was tid-

By Rich. Cis=
John G. Woods of Arlin,
ton Heil.. let District dele-

s. Mr. and Mrs. Curl T.
Centhell and two brothers.

Agopeopies,

,
-

-"'

gatee to Con -Con. today proposed to the Illinois Con-

Judy, formerly of L.aGrane

tide for munkipalities in the

closely resemble the document

public hearings will be held by

moved 10 San Dlegll after they

present 100.0er-old state con-

that he filed in Springfield to-

were married several months

stitution." Woods told The

Juy.

Local Government and Ficommittee," said

Day shortly before Ise tiled the
historic Con -Con proposal.

This a the new reticle in
which Mayor Daley of Chi-

lages of =slam

-We do not even know at
this time." said Woods. 'id

quested that donations be sent
to the search and recovery unit
of

the San Die= Council of

j

a in the rate paid to
increse

sta. inr veterans

receiving

caw in homdtal fmthrn
which meet VA requirements.
Signed into law by President

Nixon. PL 01-1711 increased
the per diem rate for each veteran to a maximum of 57.50
from the old rate of 33.5111
which had been in offal since

The new law affects atiproximately JOR primarily
aged veterans who five in 35

state hon. The other
diem

of

rates

53.50

per

for

domiciliary care and 55 for

Winners listed
by Cuppy Dirk
Winners in the multiply and
add puzzle published in the

Young Hobby Club departmenl Wednesday. Jan. 7 were
announced yesterday by Cappy Dick.

They are, Paulette Wolter,
821 N. Wilshire Ln.,

Heights; Lim Huenink.
ill Lennsstist Blvd.. Mount

ton

Thomas.

Bobby

Prospect;

101/2 N. Eethwit Rd.. Pros pact nei,ht, Ron Stiff. 144

W. Jeffrey L

Des Plaines;

Kathy Race, 713

Russet

Ln.. Streamwood: land Lei doff. 641 E. Baldwin, Palatine.
They each received two
high -bounce balls sus the local
prises for the most neatly prepared and coned entries in the

MANY OF the states fore authorities on Illinois

the outset. "The General As=Ally shall provide foe the
creation of eitiek villages and

it and I think Con -Con will
adopt it," Woods predicted.

regard

...
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.

in-

roe

Cappropriates for any liss

When the Mount Prospect
Village Board meets tonight.
Village Manager Virgil Barnor intend. to seek hoard approval to go ahead with some
S12.000 in repairs to the Fairview Gardens sewage system
that was mocha. Nov. I.

shall have all powers of self

on home rule for municipel-

government..."

ides follows:

'The General Assembly
UNDER THE present conshall provide for the amnion
sm ut., inunicipeldies haw:
of cities. villages and in,
no powers I h0C
m
lc
r
corporated towns which shall
than those specifically granted
have all powers of local sell them hy state law. Under the
government,
including the
Woods proposal alrnnst the reverse is tore.

Municipalities

have

erci., full ho

Menus

To he served Wednesday in
g t 0 n , Prospect. Elk
Grove, Hersey. Wheeling mid

Forest View high schools in

1669.

Barnett, in a special report
prepared for tonight's board
meeting says that the director

Woad.chicer fruit juice, tossed

We
rd'h di''' ...Wed:
stawberry, diced pears.

0. sliced n,ath... Prune

-

fins and butter, milk.
fruit
Available desserts:
cocktail. tapioca pudding,
pumpkin pie. pink marble
cake, chocolate cookies.
To be served Wednesday in
McArthur, Ann SullIven,

'

may get money
under state plan
Suburban elementary school

districts that transport pupds
will receive additional money
under a nevi stele plan. ac.
cording to Robert P. Hamra can.

superintendent.

text and promote the public
health, safety, monds and we'.

fare. the power to enact such
'licensing provisions ea may be

wassary for regulatory purposes and the power ho kvy
taxes on such subjects and oh.

sewage lift station is in bad

jams as the corporate author.

ma of the cat village or in -

state of repair, and two pumps

=motet, b., may deem

must be replaced la prevem

necessary and not otherwise
prohibited by the Revenue Ar-

breakdown of the system.

Acting Village Engineer
William McManamon says
that the lift station was
properly designed when it was
originally installed, the result Mg malfunctioning caused the

District 214,
two. 450 gallon per min.
Main dish font cho: of public works and the acting
pumps to hesome defective.
roast beef, harheeue on a bun. village engineer discovered
A part of the needed work to
wiener on a bun. Vegetable that the Fuirview Gardens be done. Barnett's repo. conIone choice), whipped en" linu., is the enlargrnent of the

tames. butterd spinach. Salad School districts

power to enact all politie power
regulations necessary to pro -

the

Arunimnil year.

I think the people will approve

THE NEW Woods tinkle

towns

Barnett to seek Fairview
e.i.'" ''' a Gardens sewer work

of the total amoeMoe

.1 think the municipalities
will buy my home rule article.

which

incorporated

gheeroject or more than 20 per

July ON 191,0

authority to
age= end door -to-do. sidiehors for purpose of regulation
but not for raising revenue,"
given

said Woods.

mussel relines,

Such assistance to any one
state may inn exceed 511 per

of

ore
license

dependent upon the elate legielaturc for existence.
The Woods' proposal
changes this concept. stating at

linois

'''"'"

rose

..r. i.'..'"t

felony.

"All cities, villages and incorporated eons may exercise
the power, enumerated in this

dotal service region of Cook

Ti'

County.
Approximately

Meal Pizza ewe" salad.
fruit salad, long john, milk.

of the
County's 146 school districts
will be 111,1104

Makeup for

the

play is

ni. that will bloom until the

Wendt, Carol Hoelbe. Diane

crocus and tulip nod in your

Kallimani,
Julie
Benocbc.
15110 Aldrich. Barbara Bjorn,

garden.

Jan Herman, 101 Gutenkunst.

Sandy Glade, Nancy Moran.
Ginger (ichert.

Ann e

1,0000

porate limits, except when the

outiall at Central Road.

vide otherwise by general law.

"The

General

Assembly

the WRAP
budget to handle the 112,000
est, but fomml approval is de sired tonight
that contracts
for the work may besought for

utes relating to the Penn and
nature of cities, villages and
incorporated towns
it may

as early a start as possible.

deem necessary.

in

911

FULL

MECHANICAL

Winners will receive their
prizes by mail within a short

SERVICE

tirne.

[Ach.

Kite

Debbie

mend, lean Gann. Sandy

Busch.

Glade. Nancy Moran. Nancy
Ullnan. Christine Donna. Emlly Barton and Necy Hays.
Tom Steinbraker, Barbara

On the refreshment cornmitt e are Sunny Wood. Mecy Hays. Joan Wood. Kathy

Ming done by Debbie

Prospect
Sunday at

Holy Family Hospital in Des

152? :6
Survivors include her husband John
a daughter. Jud-

ith A Pckny of Irving. Tex.;

$5.9.5

I

Heights; three grandchildren;
her mother Countess Mueller
of Chicago; a brother Matthew

Mueller Jr. of Chicago, and
a sister. Hortense Krupica 01
Chicago.

THEME

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

"a girl could
get lucky"

Imm

$3.00

tomorrow al 10 2.11I. al Sc, Al-

Theatre for
Children

phonse Church. Burial will

CINDERELLA

Funeral mess will be held
- ba in #41, -Cannel Cemetery in -

ON YOUR
MECHANICAL
PROBLEMS

by Don Appel

ONLY

FREE ADVICE -

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

NORTHWEST AUTO WASH
900 W. Euclid Arlington Heights
PHI 259.1420
Auto Waster I:Maya

5:15 pmg Sung to 2 pm

Station Open: 670 to I I pm Man. thou Fri,;

skea.t9 pin Sok igen.

9,

centers. Tic at base with spool
wke.
3. Cut a four -inch snip
e m the fold of a deeper -col-

per.

into two petals shapes indicated in Figure A. Flute the
edges of the petals by twisting
them between thumb and fore
finger of each band.

moss green

Herold T. Vote. 707 South

Presiandent's

,

and special instructions on
hew to arrange thorn as well sal

' creme them.
Spring can bloom early this

year all for minutes of your
time, few pennies of material

6. Cut the leaves, according

to the attached pattern, hum
leaf green - moss green duplex

and a little bit of creative ei-

crepe paper. Paste to No. 7

fort.
Books may be purchased by

flower wire or paste directly to
the stems of the flowers.

ored crepe, and cut this grip

YOU CAN "Cut Yourself
Bunch of Fun" for 25 cent. if
. you buy the book of the same

writing and ineluiling your address plus 25 cents to Dennisum Manufacturing Co..
Framingham. Mass., or who
Dennison products are sold.

are

Hi Lou Av., Mom Prospect.
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Club ac.

cording to
announcement
by E. T. Koopman. president.

Ithrthing pink M muted red peonies an bloom curly, bringing a touch of springtime to MI your
wither -downed spirits.

This is the ninth year Valet has

Q!)

qualified for the club.

Dot.. Ilatigh.Wonians Editor

based on superior production

Tuesday

anuary 20, 1970

yealgagaitegametyveloottatatootaa

during P69. Only one hun-

asea

.

dred oen agcna qualified for
the honor.

Fly with us aboard the

Vides efforts contributal

Grace Lutheran
to hold meeting

much toward making this the

best 12.month period in Lu-

Jumbo 747 Jet!

Mutual history. 'The
company's written volume exceeded 5162,000,000 and astheran

sets increased

to near S260

Receives degree

NORWAY SWEDEN& DENMARK
DEPARTING JUNE 4, 1970

view, Mount Prospect.
recently

received

degree

of the church. Richard Koenig

will present the financial re pon. William Zicbell will

church. with Pastor Albert

e. Weidlich presiding.

from DeVry Institute of Tech-

nology. Chicago, one of the
nationwide network of Bell de
Howell schools.
His
education
covered.
Electronics Engineering Tech-

Coil ot

.

rs, 714 N. Prospect Manor,

Moat Prospect. and Bruce
Albrecht. son of Mr. and Mrs.

Glen Albrecht of Elizabeth,

held. Bud Jeehera is the seethtary.
A movie- "Man From

Reports will he submitted
by the organizations of the

Flintstonc." will he shown to

congregation and the officers

ing.

Planning a spring wedding
we Nanci Marcanti. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Mario J. Mar-

M.

Miss Marconi is a graduate
of Prospect High School and is

now attending Illinois State

the children during the meet -

Uniity
vers at Normal.

Albrecht is with Smith Co-

Neel Mara.

rona In Skokie.

Admiring the silver to set to be given as a grand mire el the Northwest Suburban Alpha
Oinkron Pi benefit "Reverie in net are Mrs. Marlin Nob, Pan Hellenic delegate, Mrs. William
Borst vice -preside., of the Northwest Suburhan Chapter and Mrs. George E. Vitous. The gala
event win take place at Old Orchard Country Club on Feb. I4. rickets, at SIS, should be reserved
by Feb. I from Mrs. Leon Henan, 824-1468. Proceeds will go to the Arthritic Foundation and

local philanthropies.

MOURF

Science.

Bell & Howell Schools arc
located in Chicago, Phoenix:
Toronto; Columbus. Ohio;
Kans. City. Mos, Dallas: Al.

Step a jot

141G Btu

nology and earned him an
Associate Drgren in Applied

Spring wedding coming

Heights. has been set for 3 P.m. M.. the treas.+, reset.
Sunday. Ian. 25, Cl the Election of officem will be

OR

John Kreuter. 114 N. Fair-

I fth anal business

meeting of Grace Evangelical
Lutheran Church, Prospect

The

VISIT 8 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE
DEPARTING JULY 30, 1970

million.

PROSPECTV

Nine phases of love

inc.
-

259.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

lanta and Union. New Jersey.

AURING WMAQ-NBC NEWS ** FEATURING OFFICER VIC

er

r.4

expressed in ancient dance

.11

JO

0 NING

Fri
77

O

By Frances Altman
Kathak, the dance of India,

which the beauty of love can
IN expressed in an exciting and

sociel sciences,

dignified rnanner. Mn-. lasedAmbegaokar

IN

m

OOKE
OUNTY
HENRY COOKE,
WMAQ's eye-opener.
6A.M.tolOA.M.

WMAQ ' ADIO 67

of Mount

Prospect has studied Radek
since her childhood in India
and los become to accomplished performSr of the
dance, the most advanced and

highly develc=d dance form

O

of the Orient.
Ambcgaokar began
Seri
performing the Kathak dance
al age three and had special eashe
ditions at seven. Since

h. performed at various
and concerts throughout India and in England.
Fr.ce, Germany, Holland.
Italy, Switzerland. Norway,
coo

m
ge

Sweden, Denmark, Lebanon
and the Middle East, with
memorable performances' before India's prime minieter,
Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru, and
more recently
Shenker.

before

Ravi

Anjani was awarded B.A.
and M.A. degrees in dance
from The College of Indian
Music Dance and Premed.,
MS. University, Baroda, India. and was admitted to study

09

O
OD
OD

02

modern dance and to teach on
the Los Angeles campus of the

University of California. She
ano earned similar degree in

is one an medium through

get with -it with

AVAILABLE

following materials and a minimum bit of time and effort
Baby pink. pink and shocking pink, bame red. American
beauty red. maroon crepe pa-

with green stem winding.

the tip to make the peonies

and pompons. There arc the
lilting leaves of the uniflowers

Europe This Year?

EXPERIENCE

REPAIR PARTS

tie with spool wire. Wind the
base of the flower and Been

and 15 flower wire.
Green nem winding.

PROFESSIONAL

onsteR

ply a bit of pew at the tip of

Leaf green

Going To

Cite insurance
salesman

downed spirits atilt

the wire and wind a three-foot
W ig of pointed petals around

instruc-

In "Bloomin' Decormors6

around the outside edge of the
peonies, Paste at the end and

15

complete

the great imposters include
eregy cactus, perky poppies

previous strip of crepe. Use
about two feet of this strip

Bower wires and fasten at one
end with green spool wire. flop-

2, Straighten two No,

are

rills for making Oriental pop Pia. carnations and mari.

These paper peonies blush
pink to white, ad the subtle
shadings will give your winter

del,. mei. Pere.

m

Mary Murray
Rol..

Darcy

1

Mary C. Murray. 50.of 407
died

and

there

5. Cut a four -inch strip
across the fold of the deepest
crepe color, then cut two petale before unfolding, cupping
and fluting the petals as for the

cut five pointed petal

shapes along one edge of the
drip. Unfold and cup each petal by stretching it Slightly beonce thumbs and forefingers.

THESE TRUE to life replicas can be yours with the

Miller and Jody race.

Obituaries

Heights.

Jeanne

Soutar. Karen Larson. Laurie
Elizabeth
Stevens,
Hinkle.

shill further en= such stat-

Hann,

W. Willow

1.

Jones. Kathy Soutar. Susanne

wire.

.

light= crepe you plan to me,
then

The book offers instructions

on how to make water lilies,
anemones, roses, known as
"Flat Bloomers." In the "Big ger than Springtime" chapter

sary and securing with spool

I. Cut a three and one half
inch strip across the fold of the

brighten those

so n.

previously -prepared center of
the peonies, pasting if neces-

STEP BY STEP, here's how
to make the flowers:

January doldrums with some
bright pink crepe paper peo-

Lisa

section only within their cor-

educe

John Muir and BMW arejeb
'or high schools in District

WITH STUDENT director
Karen Enrich helping on re
Weisel!, the cast incite!. Jan
Mehlan, Mark Nash, MeWye
Serino, Laura RekII. Jim ON
wrest, Bill Thedorf, Mandy
Proctor, Kathy kosche. Patrick Caulfield. Mike Sullivan.
Jeff Fox Kr. Bertrand. Hen-

can

Rother, Sunny Wood, Marilyn

-sus GRANT of home
rule powers shall not include
the power to define end provide for the punishment of a

General Assembly shall pro.

are

teacher. is technical di-

You

&Aura Simon, Jayne White.

SERVING ON the public-

rector.

away?

Frances

Karen Rohrback,

John Needham. Jeff
Henn, Glen Nerwin, Connie
Miksch. Carol Petemon. and
Doyle Gillock.

Cy committee arc Jam Wood.
Mary Deringer, Kathy Souter.
Carol Hoe106. Ginger Bryant.
Lim Rotifer, Mill Cierould.
Jill (Meanie. Elizabeth
Hinkle. and Linda CarLson.

Gracf.

Therm Fos Linda Welles,

uck of this Constitution.

sewage before it is forced to the

Fends

Hazen. Mary °cringer, Bony

Membership in the club is

"MUNICIPALITIES

cago has repeatedly esprneuud
an interest. In Me absence of

eluding Chicago. have been

write into a new cohullution.
This Woods proprosal for a
completely new article in the
state constitution represents
nursing home care of veterans
cars of study and d weeks of
remain unchanged,
j writing and polishing. The for..."6. l6n,sancv
6166 P,n
njayor of Arlington
the r6..6" Heights is lawyer and momsdans'
m'd'll'ae" er .en." Rimed to drafting legal dorm.
lion lot hospital or domiciliary
veterans.

Swob,

Woods.

conven-

as potentially the major contribution Inc
present
Con.
u hutanal Convention can

viding care and imminent for

LinColn School gym, 700 W.
Lincoln St.. Mount Prospect.
Mrs. James 1hnke. spothh
and drama teacher at the jun-

pany's

"We anticipate that joint

by this
developedns

a home
rule for municipalities section

.

facilities in stioe ho,. pro-

Vary Greenhalgh.

palities are to have, explained

constitutional guarantees

government

V.0 hikes amount states
receive for veterans' care
MinnsUnion ...aid a S4 a day

Strachan, Mike Faze= Jay

Woods.

what place the new article will
appear in theirs titution to be

tion."

Divers. 4710 Cum. San Diego.
Divers fmin that group
worked at the drowning scene
around the clock until the

Smolt Thom. Campbell

dew .11 he 7:30 pin. at the

district agent for the Lutheran
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
his earned a place in Mecum-

various categories of =mid-

Gillock. Tony Esposito, Marty

O'Br ion.

in the center and wind four
feet of this strip around the

Paste,

Doesn't the house look
empty after all the holiday decorations have been stored

name being Offered by Denni-

4. CUP EACH petal deeply

Green spool wire.

By Dolores Haugh

Gale

advance, but 75 cents if sold al
the door of the school. Curtain

'Lan Committee on Local

-There is no home rule ar-

stitutional Convention a new
article providing full home
rule for cities. towns and vil-

San Dies. In hew of flowers.
the Campbell family has re

veterans

.Government will have to work
with the Committee on Revenue and Finance to determine
eXactly what taxing power the

has a great many hurdles, ineluding a full debate on the
floor of the full convention: to
clear Woods is confident that
dle final draft approved by
Con -Con and submitted to the
slate wide referendum will

Clark and Todd. He graduated
from Prospect High School in
1962 and attended the Univcrshty of Illinois before entering
the accounting onsfession.
Campbell and his wife.

Service and burial will be in

The

AWARE THAI' the article

Peterson.

Murtha. Frank Tried!, Jeff

Mark Jump.

rule except in taxation, punish
cinema tin a felony.

Corot

their Arent:worm, and the

ry Greet Janice Herman-Janninc Jenson; Randy Zwik. and

Fight for every though and provision in his 200 -word proposed article.

loch,

pare= return unexpectedly.
Stage crew includes Cindy
Stamis. Karen Rohrbach. Kim

James Clark. William Brow.

10(774

PROPS AND scenery ere
being handled by Connie Mi-

the
out

accommodations.

children decide to rent

iOr high school, will direct
the play, assisted by Mn.

arc:

The body of 0 former
Mount Prospect man has been

h.l

at

Tickets will be 50 cents In

Tuesday. Jan. 20 through Fri.
day. Jan. 23.9:30 a.m. to 9,30
Smurth'Y'

trip Because of a shortage of

Crockett. Ginger Bryant, and
Richard Hall will be when.

Thor decide to go on a business

Lincoln Junior
High School present their win.
ter play.

chums Assn.

Heights. a. klufich 13.k.

when drama club

member

the Chicago Auto Show, have
been sent born auto rnanohiccurers. Other Real dealers'
participating in the show.
air, Rom Lincoln-Mercury
George Poole Ford. Mark Mo
has sod Morton Ponnars
'The excitement of our an -

nual auto show is increasing
each year." dud Richard B.

The play is a comedy. contering around the events that
heppen after a mother and fib

That's

which will be Wu shown at

front wheel drive.

No matter what the svcsa"Everything's On Ice
Wednesday and 'Thursday in
Mount Prospect.

a,

Arlington

Dodge,

Peonies can bloom in snow

set at Lincoln jr. high

play a Cutlass 442. one of only

6KATHAK is an ancient
maim of reciting a story,. etc plains Anjani. It was twig,
Wed nearly 2,000 years ago.
way of reciting religio. stories. Dance positions and steps
were added to the pantomime
10 give it greater emphasis as

nor y form. Through the years

Kathak flou6shed with both
the Hindu and Moslem rulers
of India becoming irs patrons.
From its roots have evolved

the Spash danceas well es
the moni
dern dance of the seat ern cultures.

dough KAM.ak a dancer

epress the nine phase of
love -affection, happiness,M,
for, fear, sadness, heroism,
odiousness, wonder and peace.

These am conveyed with the
mune through
facial expressions and the graceful

movement of the handiCanil
fingers.

The feet playa most important pan in the dance, making

web and every move of the
rhythm. A three -pound rope&
brass bells is wound around
each leg and ankle so that the

Welton sounds, when combined with the swift movements of the hod, create sit
etching effect The climax of
die dance is reached when the

Medison. vs won as on telerhydun is at its pdtk and dm
dancer ism the highest spiritual

TO MAINTAIN perfection
in he! an, Mrs. Ambegaokar
practices two hours each day.

Since joining her husbind in
the United States, she ha performed at conventions and in =national festivals and at the
University
of Wiiconsin.
virion in the Chicago and
Rockford areas.

Mrs. Ambegeolter is Onrently appearing Wore anion area women's groupie and
schools in her endeavor to ful-

fill her dedication to this art
form. Anyone desiring further
information regarding he performances may contact her
through the Dorothy W aring
Studio in Long Grove.

Guild, paintings go
on two -month exhibit
On display are paintings by
Hedvic Vlmak, Lynn Maltese,
Shirley Cohen, Virginia Close,

prices are posted.

'invites Oe public to chew con,.
paintings by its members al the

Wm. L Kunkel Realty, 734
Lee Si. Des Plaines, during

Fran Boeck, Barbara R. H.
Gwen and Lorraine Nyberg.

obtained

January and February.

All works are for sale, and

299-3873.

The Des Plainer Art Guild

Mom information may be
from Mrs. Carol
Ventura, exhibit chairman, at

IleteghKellak, en ancient Met of hoSe.
deter ea express the doe phases of loveronsee-

lyreffectlen,heppluess,teeree,fee,ednearlerohm, oditmentak wonder and peace. (Photos by,

Cosh Blanchette)

A day at a time

Card matmen top MSL after ripping Knights

By Ron Swans

Arlington's wrestling mead

took big step towards LM
Mid -Suburban League cham-

This is a story about dochave sympathy for

tors.

1

them, but not much. After this

article, Ell probably have an
ulcer, and they won't fix it.
also send a lot of letters

telling me how wrong I am.
Plenty of Day readers will send

letters telling me how right

1

tannery is The American
dical Assn. It protects
as no plain, ordinary union
can do.
With the help of the government and health insane.
spend
programs, American

more money on their health
than ever in history. Doctors
take such good care of people

Doctors perform mingles.
They work long hours. They
make lots of money. They ate
very busy. They are wonder.
ful-if you can find one.
If you area union man, your

uncon help protect your job.

The wrongedunion in our

that they live longer, but not
DOCTORS GET very tired.
because they are very busy.
Some take lots of vacations,
but not all do. You and I need
tohelp these doctors ache get

tired.

To do this, we need to help
crack the AMA stranglehold.
We need to help make it uns-

table for AMA to allow many
thousands more studenu to enter medical .schools. We need
to build more medical schools.
We need more women doctors.

We need more doctors. period.

diagnose over the telephone?

night on the Cards' mats.

31-8 victory over the challeng-

ing Prospect Knights Friday
The Knights came out like

in our

137 -pound Jim Skuban, scoreless, taking a 9-0 verdict. Card
junior Scott Douglas made the

Arlington continued the
string, nevertheless, as Pete
dropped
Prospect's
Harth

14-8 Arlington with a

Lessen Nelson, 3-1, at 175.

problem and needs a sots.

that, they failed to win a single

pairing out of the 10 that re-

score

ained in the match. Despite a
few close match., Prospect
netted only one is in the final

10-4 decision over Scott gala

Card Andy Locken

at 145.

Den Koehler at 185. 2-0, and

sets,

there somewhere. if we could
only find them. That's a worm
frustration than no doctor.
AMA doesn't want our
help. Let's give it to than any-

fast and furious.

of the meet, on the I55 -pound
level, in 1:57. Carl Anderson
clinched the affair for Arming ton at: 165 with a 2-1 weaker
over the Knights' Tim Loeffel,

lion. But when there's no doctor. you know you have to go

docrs.
We know they are
to

the subject of doctors. Then
standblack. The stories will

streaks seen in local wrestling
this season. Rich Stanezak
opened the barrage at 130 with
a 7-0 whitewashing of Knight
Dan Brush. Mike Weber held
the visitor's next grappler.

Misters, winning the
pening twors matches. After

In our community, we have

1

Arlington's cop individual
wader. lumsd in the only pin

country have no doctor. That's

gang

someplace else.

haven sirnple test. At your nem
social group session. bring up

come

pionship with an impressive

Many small to

We need more men doctors.

If you dont believe me.

get an appointment with your
doctor? How much time case
he spend with you? Does he

meth few, the Cards put on
one of the most dominating

KNIGHT 98 -pounder Ron
Theobold gave Prospect a 3-0
lead with a decisive. 13-7.. win

in the

THINGS Gar worse for
the visitors from the west in..
stead of better. Don Stumpf,

nipped

heavyweight pairing.

Jeff Selleck of Arlingwn took
3.1 judgment over Prospect
junior Butch Beck.

over Frank Petrie Ken Klein
made t two in a row for the
visitors with a narrow 4-3 decisMn over the Card.' Gary
Stumpf at 107.

HOW LONG does it take to

Page 5

Tuesday

Wayne Pierre, Arlington's
115 -pounder. put his

January 20

team's

tint points on the scoreboard

1970

Ron 'flieolwld of Prospect ,on bottom, ranee heck from Oh precarious position ea lop Arline ion's Jeff Petrie. 13-2,1n the' 7 -pound pairing.

with It victory over Knight
John Layer. Prospect closed
out their scoring rather early.

W.B.M.X......MMONMMON.S.:COMONOMONWE:

et 213. when junior Less Verde
drew with Arlington's Bob

-Gentlemen, I think you'll be relieved to know that my
son doesn't WANT to become a member of our little club!"

Yo definite proof
of menopausal
,arthritis

rot art Dap

Conductors
Guest conductors from the
University of Illinois and she

University of Michigan will
lead a comhincd band of the
six District 714 high schools

,n'k-tu-t*,,ert-_111

next onth.
Musicians

from the six
High
so h o o Is -Arlington

BRANOSTALIKM.D.

lion,., the meow] drown by oNwys intimate form,
rho paper., freedom and intellesqual
.. Marshall Field 111
Face

Tuesday. January 211.1970

li

John 1. Stan,,

William I. Ktedai,ch

by o gain

Mamoru. F..,

Arlington's Don Slump( lin buck( coaxes Knight John Crop- district's annual hand festival

and

Discontinued Design

irestone

i

nor lengthen Mc change. A
pin in weight at this time is
more likely to be the result of
decreased phMieal
activity
without a reduction in food in

721Crnier.nr. Phone.. enemata
Seduce-1mM rarm3Seeno a neck. teamed...rm.

man nee.srsints Men Soothe...am

DELUXE CHAMPION
The tore that came on many of America a
finest NEW cars from 1967 thru 19691

In many. but not all, woos
v, the wish for marital real
dons increases as the men

Sea...dna. en.. mom

611056

fear of pregnancy had formerly imposed restraint. General
despondency has many causes,
chief among which is aging.
But the
menopause gets

Fashion slack -off

crick

of the Year7 Requirements

thee was the signal for girls
there to wear slacks. if they

women- Today." Past presi-

arc that the lady he wonmn of
achievement, an move membe
of her church or sync

wished. It marked the start
three-month trial perked co s

group will

if a change in the dr., bode
would cause a chem. in bo
havinr.

Now. two weeks Mte, the
trial period. Mr. James Kenn.. assistant princim. had a
few comments.

-ACTUM.I.Y,^
said.

Kennett

-there have been very

Dinkel speaking on
"American Lutheran Church

dents of the Si. Mark MM.',

I,

MRS. GORDON Reirdon
of Arlington Heights will be

num beat least 15 yearsof age.

of the

to Illinois State Chairman. Fe We D. Koch. M.D.. 1821 Edi.
son Avy Granite City. 111.

installed as prekident

Republican Women of Elk
Gum Townkhep tomorrow.
The gnu, helding a lunchLon al Sct Green Tree Inn as
Bensenville at noon. Tickets.
Mn. Urbankki. 437-3982.

KNOW SOMEONE who'd
make a great 'Illinois Mother

For nomination blanks. write

620411

WORST JOKE of the Day:
`If you spot a Navajo seek.
ing a ride on the highway, what
season is it?"

CAR

',tokens many four letter
or

SIZES

more words out of

a few jeans, but not many."

In addition. find she word

seven of Moe

Answer rest comic Page

Oi

thumb, -

ANY SIZE
LISTED
SLACKWALLS

They're off and running
5

x

at the

DRIVE IN TODAY!

much has been done by the
kids. There's a siticlog director. Karen hunch. Other
yotingsters collected and re-

at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
Y. All women interested in the
auxiliary are welcome. Call
2963376 for reservations.

THE WOMEN of St. Mark
Lutheran Chord, meet tomer.setwallernoon with Mrs Ent -

View's

wrestling

2 $ A I;i

2$

REPACK MITER FRONTWHEEL BEARINGS

The

Now
appearing

orge Graves
Showznitti,,,,v-rgizi.sn, a gal

'h

85514

rat

FOR WO

Big Car Sizes 8.85-14 and 8.85-15...2 far 160

990:
111

famous brand
SHOCK ABSORBERS

99

Wthe first 3 st

IVX:c?"

his record.breaking ways Sat -

unky as he set two new pool
records. Lynch oased the old
pool record of 273 2 in the 50
freestyle which veas held by
Jim Haffner of Hinsdale Ce.
voles he splashed to a :23.0.

He also broke I1C's Paul

120.95-62.67

sided,

decision

relay. Bill Geiser, Tom Harrison. Dave Takata and Jeff La.
vin came in firsi with a 1:51.4
choking. The Maine East

5.9 and NMI rava garnering a

the

5.55.

the side horse and rings. The
Falcons had scores of 16.25 in

the free exercise. 9.70 on the
side hone, 15.711 on Ihe horimotel Mr. 16.05 on the
trampoline, 17.05 on the par-

while

hoomah

in

Kettle.
W.nound

Forest View got Me mine -

bout hut Falcon Pew Lind

tam when John Walker pinned
Jerry JObSt at 3:07 of the 185 pound bout to put the Fakeores
ahead 20-15. Hersey needed a

tied the most by topping Tom
Campbell in the 107-mund
match. 4-1.

HORIZONTAL BAR:

I.

Berglund. FV, 6.3: 2. Brown.
FV, 5.65: 3, Olsen. FV. 3.75;
4. Lauwg, WN. 3.35: 5. Hen vet, WN. 7.2; 6. Foster. W14.

in cage loop
The Northern Illinois Junfor College league has an-

TRAMPOLINE: I, Conte,
TV, 6.551 2. Twin, FT, 5.05;
3
Berglund. FV. 4.45; 4.
Munk, WN. 2.65; 5. Stevens,

WN. 2.65; 6. Dykema WN.
1.2.

PARALLEL BAR: 1. Berg -

charge. Reservations saggested. Call 394-2000.

Kennedy -King and Malcolm

4. Olsen. FV, 4.7; 5. Foga,

X, sit atop the division with

WN. 4.65; 6. Stevens, WN,

undefeated records. Kennedy.
King has won four games with,

3.35.

out a loss, while Malcolm X
lists a 3-0 slate.

land, FV, 7.35;

2. Haw,

WN.6A5; 3. Conroy, FT, 5.0:

league's basement with an 9-4
mark,

H. 6.5: 4. Bosco. II. 1.15: 5,
1 Hulot. B. SO

The Harper Hawks honed a
triple dual wrestling meet Saturday and the result was a win

over the University of Illinois
Circle Campus and lames to
Julie) nd Triton. 'Ilse Hawks
downed the Circle. 21-18, and
lost tololiet. 24.14. and to To.
Ica

alike r. Ferguson

at

142

surmountable.

19-11

advan-

lase.

Earlier in the men Conrad
Martinez won is forfeit at 118
rounds

Ferguson

and

and

Neuses decision, their
nents 10 keep

Harper close.

Tomk

Jung ofthe

.1

their

suer gmPp
each

second.
Jacobsen Was

winning

all

three

ce.

of

and

again

n his

,

amt NCI:

meir

um

Hawks

third for EG and Hall was
founh for East.

h4r..a

111.3 and 6-11.

t

e

hgow"'
e

cht

z"'N.11

eh: Thy

ezooin'gnkhlryst-

division. and the rest of the

MIKE 5E030 of Maine

man at 115 pounds. 8.5. and

weer won a 1041 shutout. and

9-2 lleCiM011

and Smith nicked Tom Meow

Martin was fifth for EG.

at 123 Pounds.

Hales and Elk Grove's
Mike Kinn waged a One battle

Pirron

.

got

Forest

The teams then split lour
matches to remain even. Hersey's wins were fashioned by

Rick Adore.. with

a

5-0

shutout over Rick Christopher
at 145 pounds and Pat Teefey
3.1

win over Greg

VIEW offs.
those Hersey wins with Randy
Traub's 4.3 won over Tad Deluca at 135 pounds and Bruce
Rimers 8.1 win over Run 1.c.
wandowski at 165 pounds.

Se4:5Ittofo,rot

the last 25 yards III benat Kinn.
Hales was
Kin tuned m 1:01.4
was timed in
while

Dave Takata of Vidor
was third Pal Massey of ED
was fieurth and Mike Wadman
of Eau was fifth.
Lynch followed with his
:5115 performanee in the 100

fr.. Morgan was second in

This left tl-ie score at 15.15 and
sot the gage for the final bouts.

In the Eremd.Forest View
meet. the teams split the 12

Wheeling, Vo,ite WleStlerS
Ica

matches but Frenni gained in
two point victory on the

strength of its four pin INS.
The Falcons scored three pin

Harper 134 -pounder Bruce Stauffenherg bolds the edvernage

lirer R.P. Whitaker of Triton dorinc Saturday's meet. Staulien.
long seas Only came of Iwo winners Mr Hawks over Triton, who
wan 2,9 decision.

wins.

Fremd's five -point winners
1:02
were Len McGuinn
of the 98 -pound match. Jeff

math.m 33 of the 107 -pound
JrRich Salmon err 2:28

of the I55 -pound match and

John Dykstra at Al of the
1115 -pound match.

FOREST VIEW'S thne pin
victories were registered. by
Bowe at 3,36 of the 137 -pound
match, Swanson at 1,15 of the
I65 -pound match and Brod at
:37 of the 175 -pound match.

Fremd got three-point wins

FV, 4.05; 5. Foster, WN. 3.5;
6. Berglund,' FT. 3A5:

and Christopher at 145 pounds

as only three Wildcats manago] to win their matchAl Stavros and Dan Beard
of Wheeling merned decisions

Grennies.

Martin and Ward face
Pirate, Vike coaches

GALLAGHER PULLED
a mild upset in the 100 heck.
stroke as he beat teammate
(iieser. Gallagher was ti.d in
1:03.3 while Geiser followed
in second with a I :04.1. Toler

third for Elk Grove and

down to the wire in the KM
freestyle before firickson won
in 4:34.4. Schlak suns less than
a second behind. and a tired

The combined Letterman's

Announce, the game will

Clubs of Palatine and Fred

he Ed McElroy of radio station

High school have announced
that they will be hosting the

WJJD. During the half-time

'lop. basketball game of the
year" this coining Monday.
Jan. 2E. at 7:10 p.m. in the

will be awarded to temh high
school by the Mickey Owens

Fremd High School gynt.

Two one -week seholeishms
to the Owens' Baseball School
will be awarded 10 lucky ticket
holden.
according to the Letter-

The contest will be pitting

third while teammate oh Driscoll moo fourth.
Meyer was fifth for East. __,

the Am.. New York Mew

for his defeat at the bonds of

Series stars Al Weis and

versus

the

Palatine-Fnemd

coaching Comets. T. Metz
will
made up or World

teammate Harrison last weekM
by defeating fInkOsnn m the
Iffy breastroke.
war
clocked in 1,11.7 while Ha r.
cis., was onc second behind.
Phillips and Myer were third
and .urth for Fast.
The Viator 400 free relay
finished the meet with an easy
win in 1,43.0. The foursome of
Lynch, Lavin, O'Hara and
were well ahead of
Maine East and Elk Grove.

Hales

who finished second and third.
respectively.

TRITON

rd: f w"a'S

190 -pound

for his only victory of the

their

0500

neatened,

and

cough Paluatin1c.'Mutd6'SiZneerd'aya

Mets and ex -Sox Weis,

as

[Fr'71'17

krt., pinn inM

:54.7, and O'Hare was third.
Hall was fourth fur East
Jacobsen was fifth for the

teammate Mike Callahan was
fourth.
Erickson of Maine East and
Cliff Schlak of Elk Grove sewn

17'77

'Cats lose on mat

before Hales pulled ahead in

FOREST

and Tim Tuerk in the heavyweight bout and Forest View
got wins from Moore at 123
pounds, Fitton at 130 pounds

Harper JC is alone in the. Brown. FV, 4.15: 4. Ohm

Rios. I. Sjogren. H. 7.7: 2.
Cordell. I.F. 6.95: 1. Morava,

only winners wore Ferguson.
Neuses andinche
J. Jung won

from Ken Gluck at 115 pounds

RINGS: I. Heaver, WN.
6.9; 2. Laving. WN, 4.55; 3.

II, 5.9 4. Morava. H.

o

5.55; 5. Higdon, B. 511

3.

5.2. 4. Tenho..
1.1..4.95.. 5. I nplete. II. 4.11

against Circle Campus. With
the meet tied at 11-11. Mat.

FREE EXERCISE: I. Berg.

SIDE 'RIESE: 1. Berglund,
FV.4.75; 2. Bove. WN.4.7; 3.
Waterman. WN, 3.6; 4, Heti.
me, 2.9:5. Pierce. 'V. 2.65:6.
Watson, FV. 2.3.

Homed,Woolddge. H. 7.55: 3

lurris. H. 5.25;

even worse for thelosts. as the

Swanson al 175 pounds.

Stevens. WN. 4.6; 5. Dykema.
WN, 4.0: 6. Heaver, WN, 4.0.

4.45: 5. Terre11.1.F. 4.30.
Side Hone: I. !Meng.. FL

Parallel Rom I. Morava. Si,
1145; 2.

Hawk grapplers nip Circle
but fall to Joliet, Triton

Gene O'Hara was
Hob

RESULTS
Free Exercke:
Rebmann.
H. 7.9:
Moram. 11. 7.45: T
Farris. H. 6.11: 4. Feffer. B.

pulled out the ineet tor, Harper

with a

land. FV. 5.7.2. Olsen, FV.
5,35; 3. Martin. IN. 5.2; 4.

enige. Farris was 4osond with

hird.

pounds andan''dUlTraHs}0:NSIRstt5it't

with hack on the right neck

MEET Remus

first on the
horizontal her. although his
6.45 was below his season's ay.
was

Trampoline: I. Weaver, H.
7.115; 2. Hard. H. 6.9: 3. Nloiftwa. H. 665: 4..45.WW1, B.
5.05: 5. Nuke. IT 4

placing first with a fine 137.45
total. Ulan's,. Terry McCue
was second. East's Mcve Giardini was third, Sealion Jeff
Hansen was founh and Scmt

Mike

Other Falcon leaders were
Mike Conte on the trampoline
with 6.55 and Jeff Brown 1111
the rings with 4.15.

Morava

swept first. second and ehird
plum, in the free exercise. the
horizontal bar. the trampoline
and me parallel hors.

Hanl was second with a 6.9
and Morava's 6.65 gave him

llorizemal Ban I. Morum.
II. 6.45: 2. Farris, H. 535: 3.
Covellt, H. 4.7: 4. S'enhorst,
I.F.4.05 5 Michalak.11.3.5:

East was thc winning diver,

two bouts for a 4-7 lead. Jim
Battaglia whipped Mark Ilyne-

ercise. side hone. horizontal
har and parallel lairs events.

Huskies

Victor was fourth. while Spencer Huebner of Elk Grove was

over

1.95.

Harper last

Radian in the 200 freestyle.
Morgan had a 2:01/.6; while
Hales was timed in 2:01.5.
Ericson of Maine East was
third and Tom Gallagher of

victory

League action.

Nonh coming out on top on

Hales of St. Via,. right down

Lynch Bellowed with his
victory in the 50 free. and

Bowe lied the marl for the Falcons with a 5-1 win over Frank
Czarnecki al 137 pounds.

Forest View won four of the
six events. with Wheaton

of
battled George

The

the 200 individual medley. but
he was disqualified and team,
inate Dave Twinneraketa was dein 7.51 1
clared the
Dave Toler of EG was second.

Berglund was the lop man
tikr Forest View in the free ca-

perallel bars and 7.45 on the

East

medalist.

Steve Salerno folloWed with

North Saturday night and re.
turned with a 91.91-71.69

BOB BERGLUND won he
11.around competition with
an avenge wore of 5,51. The
Falcon senior had scores of
5.70 in lkw free exercise. 4.75
on the side horse, 6.70 on the

FRANK MORGAN

but took first in every

what apposed to he a win in

Calen.
with a 5.1 win OVer
earn at 1311 pounds and Murk

The win homed 1Mrsot
Vism's overall record to 4-2.
,Coach Gay Hughes' team remaim 2-2 in Mid-SIthurban

foursome was second and Elk
Grove was third.

evene with the exception of the

fifth.

the

non-ramie..a victory.

Both were entered in every

Lou menges of Harrington*.

EG.

rings.

Weaver who had a 7.05. Doug

round mcn agaima the Iwo
Wants. Goo Morava was the

a 51 victory.
Bill Robinum sot Hersey
off to a fast start with an 5.3

00

5.25.

omen hut ihe side horse. where

pin could give the Huskies was

11.65

inncounterpart had a

and 'north in the event. wish
Ed Heneld coming in with a

last
weight classes. The
e01111e61 was lied. 15-15. going

the

B EHIND MENGF-S on the
side horse was Hersey's Kyle

6.101, while his jun.

scri

Huskim also nailed down third

and wasn't decided until the

Dan

AVERAGE

a 5.35 and a 47 leyDan COVelli was good enough to place
him third.
The trampoline also went
completely Horse's way. with
the top spol going to John

rave performed.

sey meet went down to the wire

into the 185 -pound and heavyweight maiches.

NIORAVAIi

Rob Rebmann via, first in
the fremexerche with a dm aline 7.9. Manna was right Nhind with a 7A5. and Farris
calm in third wiih a 6.0.

trampoline. where only Mo.

The discmPseM in the two

to thew ire before defeating the

off with a win in the medley

ringtOn. Und Jell Farris gun the
Minor against Lake Forest.

Hersey scores OeetnnXI hecause
ache 0011 Von 13,00
designated
diffident' allm.

Yet.

The Scalions started things

slEaround in.,. against ha.

Wooldndge. who barely lost
um honors with a 7.55. The

over Lake Forest.

Bob Barrie of East was third,
and Cliff Schlak was fourth for

Show time six, nine and eleiain p.m. No cover

Chicago's new suburban hotel

margin and tonk a mom lop-

pin in the heavyweight match
to tie, but the best Craig Tor -

'IDE FOREST View -Her.

nounced its Eastern Division
b skethall standings as of Jan.
12. 1970. Two Chicago team,

arlington ark towers

rington. The Huskies whipped
Barrington by a 122.511-77.79

Maine

all. him and

horimmal ha, 7.35 on the

-WITH THIS COUPON -s -----

uhle dual win
day with Forests
ova Lake Fo
nd host Bar-

times might have been faster.
hut the new Maine East pool
does nut have starting blocks

Forest VIC, gymnastics
team traveled to Wheaton

rings.

boys

MUSICAL painter John
Modulen will be performing
al
the Northwest YMCA's
Women's Auxiliary luncheon

n25 5

WHITEWALLS ADD 83 60 PER TIRE
WITH THIS COUPON

helped build French doors for

.

"Cle, cit

...EASY

The production is a real ac.
complishment
because
so

the door. Mn James Fink and
Mrs. James Clark. language
art eeachers. are wonting with
the production.

73515

FOR

will be seen at 7,30 both nights.

chased in advance. 75 cents at

5.55.142 Wes sele vor car

>)515

nigh. "liwzrything's on leer

Tickets are on sale at Lin,
coin: they
50 cents if pur-

Plus 51 t5 to 61111 per tire Fed

n. cos

STANDARD CAR SIZES

THERE'S A funny funny

home.oe clmses.

7.00.13

5.50-13

WHITEWALLS ADD $3.50 PER TIRE

?So far as behavior is concerned, the appearance of the
slacks has caused no problem
at all." commented Mr. Run -

a mt. Furniture has been recovered by some of the pls in

RICH LYNCH continued

Forest View winner
by 20 in gymnastics

C

weather, there were only a few

props. Several

100 ftee with a .50.5. Both

HERSEY WON the next

were allowed to the present.
Even when we had sub -zero

painted

Modler's mark of :72.1 in the

8 good, 12 excellent

creesmd from the first day they

High romorrow and Thursday

produced an exciting race in
almost every event.

Falcon wrestlers topple
Huskies, fall to Fremd

Marais at 33 in conference

"Mae," he said...the numhkr of slack wearers has de-

three -act oonagly being pm.
bent. at
Lincoln
Junior

style. with two
from each teem
nomPctina against Peied from
She other schools. This set-up

triangular

The action left the Falcon:,
at the .500 mark in Mid-Sulb
League competition
urban
with a 3.3 wood. HeneY also

these letters us you can.
using all
leuers

in

team was involved in a pair or
mumkers over the weekend.
edging Heiser Friday, 20-18.
and losing to Fremd Saturday.
2624.

few girls wearing slacks. And
them who have . wore very nice
dremy slacks. There have been

The mem was swum

Forest

COMPACT

CHABEED

Am, arid her young. child

honored.

they swept a double dual
with Maine Elise and Elk
Grove. Viator heat Maine
East. 66.79 and swamped Elk
Grove. 74.71.

WHILE STOCKS LAST
Hideaword

Saturday. Feb. 28 at

at It

Wheeling I Egli .haul.

St. Vim., Sealions had another produciim weekend as

11111111

11

- Ming.

When the Christmas vacatime ended at Prt,peC1 High.

p" in the e55 match. Stumpf eventemits pinned crop-

Horsey, gymnastics main
ran its seaso record m 9-0 Fri-

Sealions swamp Demons, Grens

blamed fm just about every-

Lil Floros

slee:67.

1

%swimmers

opause progremes, especially if

plain Street

to

per in

other

drugs taken for menopausal
symptoms will neither shorten

217 wand. 11eW1. Rd.. arlInd. leekMe III. rm.

per

p

indify
relations

to mortal
and general dekponelency7

publihed awh.Mooch, tnr.gir hrigh. ftee nuke, z

Pro,pert 11, mod -clays pomace. mkt al Nita. I'mped, III

Gnwe--will perform for dm

in weight,

Ferenc,:

Wheeling.

Prospect.

Hersey. Forest View and Elk

change always occonmaninl

A-Ittormones

im

School,

111-1s it true that the taking

of medicines for the relief of
the discothMrts of the menopause will prolong ita Is the

Hersey nets gymnastics double dual

Wilson. 5.5.
With the score 8-5 in Pros.

Mount Prospect

DOCTOR SAYS

C

211 schools.

Tickets to the game are two
dollars for adults and one dol.
and fifty cents for children.

went to establish a winning

They may be obtained from
the athletic offices of either

gently solicit your support of

High

and entertainment so that we
may continue our support of
so excellent baseball pro -

Fremd

or

Palatine

&hod, Tom's Standard Ma Nen m M the dam the night
of the one.

once again square the mect.

Schweitzer put the 'Cats up
a 136
pound pin over Rick Munch in
4:74, but that was the last vim
tors. for a Wheeling grappler.

by five points wish

137

beat Chris Jorgenson. 4-0. in
the 145 -pound clam.

Ron McAllister turned in
the fast Palatine pin al 155
when he flattened Rick Edin 3:23. A. Glenn
Hughes followed that up with
matter per when he took care

wards

tioned and the tramition front

coaches from the two District

At 115 pounds. Pink: Tom
Fillipini picked Up 1161 win
over Mike Sukow.
Stamm
followed that action with a 4-I
triumph ewer Jim Hambrick to

pounds. and Hob Peeerson put
Palatine ahead to day when he

men's Clubs. '"The baseball

niter hall should prove to be
an interesting change. They
promise to make an outstanding showing Wnce they

tk

evil over Ned Smith at

Mos nre excellently condi-

baseball stars, The Comets will
he
a
conglomeration of

then

MIKE CALDWELL start-

B aschell School.

then all hard ball to the large

the most
taking a 44/ match over Tony
Martinez
r

ed the Pirate surge with a 9-2

ceremonies one halting trainer

Pete Ward and other hig-nar.

DAN HUTCHINSON of

of Wheeling'. Randy Wroble
in 5:58 in the 165 -round class.

John Keating node it three
insight Five -pointers for the
Pirates when he pinned Wildcat 175 -pounder Roy Black field in 1133.

They added that they, nuethis fine evening of fun-SpOrka
I

ad
J. C. Moeda

B RUCE EBERLE gained a
10-1 decision over Tom Hole
kopf at 185 and hm Pratt ended

the Palatine rout by pin-

Wheeling heavyweight
Mike Baillargeon m 4.10.
ing

Tuesday ternary 20 1970

Tneaday January 20, 1970

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
TONIGHT

DEETNERE,INACLFLITIL

rirs sAOTHER..KEDU,10
TO MAIL 15

PEALINO

11 CRON.*

7
9

Chicago Roundteble

News

"Vora the Public

Dick Van Dyke

Around
World

all-stars battle at St.

7:30

Red

2

Skelton

15 Chicago Festirld
Burr
Features
Tillstrom and Studs
Terkel ins conversa-

Julia tries to stop
Corey from dream-

6:25

WBBM-TV Edi-

torial

ing

imaginary

op

friends.

6:30

f rom

Twyman
from
commentate
the Spectrum in
Philadelphia.

musician

shooting
scrape and the man's

ROBIN MALONE

a

Show

5

seareners

miArmcroza

OTRUcgdA CHORof

NWOING OLOGOLOWOR11-1014

Pow sop

.LKOWNG

rantined

SENYINIELLIALILY

chamber

SOVEIBABOWMCPOLs

lie.? A
Southern
white girl and a
Northern black man
meet by accident in
vffican) house in a

iseNtion

and is

out.
CUT

AT MY CORONATON

7 Mod Squid

Noel Herrison
Mors as a pop singing
idol who becomes In.

volved. with the police chiers daughter.

5

News

Jr. and Ford Rainey.

7

News

four

WAKE

glanTra.

CZIW

FOR WEDNESDAY

111

AQUARIUS Om. 21.Feb.
191 Don) try to prove sour
point by agitating another
about (he matter or methods.
1st Sleeping tLi-tg,
PISCES (Feb.

20 -March

21) You may be

e

tois.
slight, bid, Yru would he
Meredore. le do as little
socializing as possible.
ARIES (March 22- Aan
20) Smooth cut difficulties on
the domesde scene heft.o
ing horn: mday Othenvise.
you may Sind
wnrise

-4ig ,,_4

LtIrrra.'..
.YAWN:

.1 r

46. 59

f--

B

,..raas, ,

-

7i

9

rii

.eirc. A

'

,r,..-Ls'i .,-6,,,,

26 Motors ports International

ing.

4.

La Racing

26
32

cam,

4Pr

11,

"
via.19
._

English

Lands

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

The Governor and
J -I.

Show

and T.J. plan a restful
weekend of skiing

fur "Aunt Harrift,"

.

ciple's Tale."

Killing

of the News

Me."

MORTY MEEKLE

32

Honey.

The

Mery Griffin

2

2

11:30

9

obi,
NEW

Draperies

CLS NAI

C15-8477

250.1039

AY PAINTING

CUSTOM ISPHOLSTERY.Furnitur,

Convertible

372 34.

or

Movie

Five Miriam to

Live By

ao'N'E'LrON"

'Eon, neHh

ions

AHRIon

-7,==

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

GERALDt S

Automobile Service

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

RIOTS DKORAHNG
W

COMMERC/AL. FREE ESTIMATES

ROLAND

PJOHrisori

Vocuum Repair Service

PAINTING. DECORATING

Income Tax
437-Z

6Y

EIS.AS AND UA ABBEY SALES A
SERVICE. 3SR.I.S4r1

Dressmaking -Sewing

Wallpapering

BENEFICIAL,. SERVICE

A FAST

d

233,16,

Carpentry -Remodel,

Arl Str

Phone 255 7077

ill

pointing. All wo k

n

d

WALLPAPER

437 BM

s"'Ij57.170'ng

Contractors

i9APPeL Pg,

P

Interior Decorating

p

tspoisiria

WIGS OF ALL TYPES

CUSTOM DECORATING

'

ca

a
oros

Wigs

537-0737

PAcKla ran Interiors

co oho 600 372.0802.

brs

Biornson Bros.

Coll 2571317Ld Snarls

c=7Ncfs'S'ErR";'PRM
350 1450

T

579 WS sates 5

Window Washing

Gard
SKIRTS,. DRESSES HEMMED.

CONSTRUCTION 024 0400

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'C

Generril Contractors /

THE BORN LOSER

FURNITURE
CARPETING

TOUTURIER

011A'LS=ITA.TING

Answer to Previous Puzzle

me

-APO Je'll-11.rsen (MAILS OVER OUR SOT* TILL
KOEFS ADDING DH-H-H.13YEAH-1441'

AKIGEL

A

AT TVIC CPO r-RA<DS ADO
1 Horse's cry
6 Steep, rocky
eminences

4

mistakes
Misses Ryan
and Rich
4 Obtain
5 Head covering

LIBRA (Sept. 210eL 23)

3

balance
13 Continued

inhe

story

yours to make this morning.

14 Comely
15 Keel of a

CAPTAIN EASY

tKeelnum

tuna"
16 Bring forth

fairs in a jumbled state. Re spe-

cific when giving orders to

TIM

SAGFITARIUS INov. 23 Dec. 22) IM wisdom and pace join in a concentrated
effon to torn another from
present ways. But don't he a

"u"

FOLLOW. WNW 05

M,

others.

CPL05SFAr

.

,

(dial.)

17 Boat paddle
,
19 Mouth O°°`
20 Sainte (ate.)
21 Cravat
22 Goddess of

a War

Or mialatgal

oURaai

23 Requests
26 Gather
29 High

23 -

gm 20) Take a lesson from the
tonoise: akar and
and steady win.

0N

A

2

3

4

5

7

B

E N6, ROGER

FArt.04.!

tonsfellation
47 Highest point
48 Become fixed
in place

51 Full-grown
54 Bristly

h oed

55 Trapper
56 Worms

cede

57 Attire

CD 3184

or

Piano Tuning Services

r

Magic
Flectnnal. Plunslang CarPlul

E

oa

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

YOU
NAME

wed. 253-4792

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

Entertainment

206-5885

NUGICIAN Bo

,

Plastering

CS Id

Masonry
Day or Night 359-1006

Firewood

CAPABLE YOUNG MAN WILL 00
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR

ALL

=-sPrE'ElcsIZTES
SOF OR HAAN

822-7456

CL 3,5061

FURN. shernpoing.

ad. Insiallorions,
e0/0,d.

1/0 pace

iinnag,

mods.

wall

821-7S111

au,a..Fireptoses

SEASONED
FIREMSACE WOOD

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET

"Plumbing

washing.,

Nso Kwellwg Wood
Coll
7,101
BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIREOak 0 Bach wood. West Garde, PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE ES.

350,61.1,

Bee Est

2SSZEBb.

Hew Rd. Nem to seaway Weise.

d

Musical Instructions

I

26

29

30

111111122

28

IS A REAL

Radio -TV Repair

14

7

Neigh.. Floor Serrise4,11 strip,

Catering

owl shine bock into all Npe

JIM am

W.

Complete Catering For
dines. 89npuets, Coelpoil ParWEDDINGS- OUP

SPECIALTY.

amt

PL.D. DEA,

10.11,

PROSPECT GIPPING CLS-4133

51

53

6E... Watt 11,..t.Ptoc.
Comma Blacktop

55

-

PISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT'
57

Sn,I21 I

.lloors. Personal service. disc. tor

PATCH, PANTRY

ties,CODUK

QIN

A

I

'

MORN. ALSO TIM TRIMMING,
Cut ar

noun orate,

TV,SERVICIPTS;.:,IR

in

Taminnno. (Prof 2565637

Carpet cteacte.g
g`""".
tiglging profesional. lc
N
Ern, rms. Scow. lc
.1392181

31

t="sia':iolite

Ton.

Floor Refinishing
PI

PckLund
and Lbw ierrice
Average
sand., sealed
25

"THE DAY

TIIMIES CALL EL S 6713

PUGS, LAPPETS

24

IT,

"'"N'o!TO7SIn'sa's:;"

5301244
SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

BOB SAACKS

URN, SUNDAY...n-04k

Up bite, Work PA 91.1,

23

2.-2110
WINDOW WELL COVER CO

83I

utl

WILL DRIVER AND STACK

10

CL3 2236

SI,S; Solos clewed SAM 6'

34 Mountain
crest

container
43 Collection
of quotes
45 Narrow inlet
46 Southern

LA 7.0050

1746

Living Rm. S. ROT carper creoWed1

39 Uncle (dial.)

JUST THE PiPeaRMICB
136rWann PagailiONIP

Sin°

12

40 Seed
SOMETHING TELLS ME
r'm NOT DRESSED
RIGHT FOR THIS FINAL

A

53 Pilch

33 Depot (ob.) MEM
36 Sea eagles

CAMPUS CLATTER

EO

Services (ate,)

31 Offscouringx
32 Neither

go&

Chas. B. Groy Sales
Electrical Work

52 Too

mountain

move
they may

Save Up To 40%
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

T

sounds

Permanent Waves

621-7076

1.6 00

A

A
O
E
INETAR
GENtES

eSSeIl e
8 Sleep rag

24 Utah county

887-5283

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

E

5
0
E C
AE ED
A
A TEME
A
L ASK E

Lawn Mower Repairs

LLO BUILDERS

FULL BASEMENT

6 Indian weight
7 Cry (Fe.)
I Voice ess
39 Obliterate
8 Bridal paths
28 Jewish month 41 Eithe
9 Proportions
0 Make ready
42 River
16 Strikes with 34 Chemical
barrier!
open hand
compounds
44 Mimickers
12 Indian peasant 35 Responds to
49 Garden tool
13 Shrill cries
stimulus
50 Office
18 Three -toed
37 Specific
Strategic
stet,

the dawn

nag.

00

AG A

Cr 0

,,K.mtg

II Unpaid

E

E

Baeks

N

00

Ft

E

DOWN

ACROSS

A

'Window Well Covers

678,2322

E

RO ANO

Hodgepodge

LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

392 0405

Call 290.4646

23)

PROCLAIM
BORROW

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

372.2576

ISO 2515

'tn.

a

I

137.2884

CALL 2S9-30113.

Ad

LEND
RENT

Upholstery

oar Heights 11aTolsrea/MEIT

ITS

things yourself if you can.

each
ache
aced
abed
dace
beach
bead
bade
behead
head

SERVICE

130
9

TS=

AM Trespass 512 W NYS. Nary

IONINTERIOR

T

Medinaloo

MiL3Qa LACE

(shack today if it isn't
given pop, attention. See to

BEACHEL

255-1200
CREATIVE ART

-

PET. FURNITURE, WALL 6 FLOOR
CLEANING. WAXING BY IN.
SUREDINORKMEN.B25.3740

POODLE A SCHNAUZER

COMPUTERIZES

cause a

Answers to
Hideaword

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR.

B arber Service

moll,

(trickly if they like:
make errors

FULLY INSURED CASS 562-1775.

2:00

II The Forsyte Saga
32 The Baron

1374093

FREE ESTIMATES

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

Late Report

2

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

REASONABLE - REFERENCES

1:55

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

DO

Tile

304D492

Larceny"
with Broderick
Crawford and Claire
Trevor.

10:30

INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE TAX RETURNS

CL 9-0495

A

WILL

Rome Maintenance

of

Care

g

r

aeoe,neod own.

upholciecv

good day for keeping quiet.
VIRGO (Aug. 24-Sepl. 23)
Even rho
detail could

Let

4A

Re-

HEATNG

Decorating

ornp,

Don't let e display of temper
cause you to low out on win,
thing you rem much want. A

race.

1NM1

ned

ShNg01- ,OF

C.P.A.

BARTER
LEASE

SSIA2

Tax Returns

Decorators.

Heating Service.

=1!CnESONOTB-I'S'SSr'

make of "A Slight

promises Ii1 To a happy one. A
day when you CCM accomplish
much with a smile.
CANCER (June 22-hdy

the

ELOLORES FILERS

SERVICE

"Stop, You're

profit at some: lung new.
GEMINI
22-Jane 21)
Try to hang
Its that first
mood of the morning. which

CAPRICORN (Dec

Dancing Schools 19 Supplies

350-4650

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE
CL

Movie

9

26 A Mack's View

ning shook] be used to your
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Abs alter a great Parsing wanly, nab nwes oo
months, friendly coworkers W pleasant
leoe every

working condi** and I* *mous BM hem. ha

@

Ben
Adinsfen Sleights
1 la W. Denman
292-6600
DinalOnoweeney

SO& *ay*

.1440.-.1..agr -Amstxtftv4totrieir.:,-.1-AWMAPPAVforAei
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Tuesday, January 20, 1970

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Went

school children (ages, 9-11-13).
Strathmore area.
Call 537-3292

Dishwasher needed 11.30 A.M.
to 3:30 PA. 5 days week.
Stand° House Restaurant.

Should enjoy working with figures and details.
Hours 8:30 to 4:30

CALL MISS MICHALSKI
437-6621

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

7:30 AM to 4 PM

Plant -Clean Bench Work.

inventory

records,

EXCELLENT CO. BENEFITS

handle order processing and
direct packaging operations.
Will involve some Supervisory

CLERK TYPIST
warehouse and sales office located in Elk Grove Village. Permanent position with old
established company Good

Moving: Liv. rm. & bdrm. Furn.

Home model Hammond Organ

2 buffets, bookcases. 4 air cond.,
kitchen set. Admiral Duplex
Refrig. RCA Color TV. Philco
washer & dryer. Tools, Misc.
Call 259-5947

with Leslie Spkr. Exc. cond. $2200.

If you are o good typist and
hablo esponol, call or come in.

439-8500

Receivable Clerk
Experience preferred but will
consider training. Good work.
conditions.
a.m. to 5 p.m.
ing

8:30

Hours:

with

CALL MR. BASTIAN
824.4181

who can assume secretarial
duties. Must take shorthand.
Hours 8:30 to 4:30

GENERAL BOX CO.

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437-6621

1825 Miner Street
Des Plaines

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

knowledge

some

General duties will involve
general typing, filing & other

of

Clerk
Typists

Elk Grove Village

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

representative needed in some
school areas. For interview appt.

$2.60

per

$2.75

-

Needed for temporary office
work. Come in and register
or call...

Will train if necessary

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

Rondhurst Center
Mt. Prospect
392-5230

1955 W. NORTH AVE.
MELROSE PARK

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

benefits.

Information
Call Hank Nelson
292-2501

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, full time
position. Previous experience

HONEYWELL PLANT
Arlington Hts.

required. Convenient location,
full fringe benefits, 37i/2 hour
week.

CTA to door

CALL MRS. GOODLING

TYPIST

Helene Curtis

Immediate position open to do
typing and general clerical
work. Permanent assignment
offering a variety of duties.
APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MRS. MIKKELSEN

Industries

several attractive openings in
our Chicago office for qualified individuals. Duties involve
shorthand, typing and other
related clerical duties. We offer an excellent starting salary
and good benefit program.

Excellent fringe

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES

Northbrook

CTA to door

272-2300

GENERAL OFFICE
have
immediate
openings for 2 alter
young girls who have

Call W.E. BECKER

HONEYWELL

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER
550 W_ Jackson

372-5300

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories.

some shorthand. Prefer
girls between ages of 21

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

Salary commensurate
experience.
to

36.

TELEPHONE SALES
Publications

is

looking

for women to work the afternoon or evening shifts in our
telephone sales

Plaines

Des

department.
Afternoons: 1:00 5:00
Evenings: 6:00 - 9:00

& many company ben-

If interested, please come in or call

efits.

Personnel Office -.298-3080

ITT

SAXON

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2000

Wolf

Road

Des

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Starting Salary $2.25 per hour.

Plaines

For Information or Appointment
Please Contact:
Bob Danon at 296.6640

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255-1107
FL9-3200
Wedding

Sofa with slip cover $15, complete bed without
frame $10 CL 3-1034

good cond. CL 9-4528

and able to verify. Good startprogram. Apply at

HELENE CURTIS
INDUSTRIES
4401 W. North Ave.
Chicago

RECEPTIONIST
in

Rondhurst

Center. You will greet applicants, assist with testing, arinterviews

with

our

many clients, and use push
button phone system. Should
young

and

aggressive.

Storting salary flexible. Paid
weekly.

Coll Bob Perkins
Evening Appointments
Avoidable

392-2700

Pricing Clerk
Cost Clerk
Keypunch Operator - 3rd. Shift
Accounts Payable Clerk
Duplicating Machine Operator
Planning Clerk
Secretary
New Interviewing Hours
Weekdays 7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Monday Nights til 7:30 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. til noon

CALL 255-1910
1800 West Central Road Mt. Prospect

1st

patio, pool. Heat & water furnished. No pets. $222.50
593-5263 or 437-3358

2 Bedroom Apartment available
Feb. 1st. Des Plaines/Rosemont

(Timberlake)

MT. PROSPECT
I

offer. 296-4675

Colo. 80220.

& 68's. 286-4600

AMBASSADORS

'66 Comet Cyclone, GT, PS, w.w.,

901nyestment Property

radio, exc. cond., low miles, mst
sell/bst offer, 392-8241

appt'y in
scenic Colorado. Lake view. Nr.
mts. & skiing. Call Mr. Rohan at
867-4222 for more info.
Unusual

investment

'63 Chevy Biscayne. 6 cyl. Auto.
Best offer. Call Mike
CL 3-6111

1964 PONTIAC Catalina 2 dr.
hdtp., P.S., P.B., Auto T. $550.

18 -Mobile Homes
1965

Pontiac

Chief.

Call 392-4128.

10'x55'

with 6 ft. ext. Almost new gas

1960 Olds Sta. Wagon. Runs gd.
or best offer. 394-0417
aft. 6:30

heater & furn. Diamond Lk.
Trailer Ct., Mundelein. $3400.
566-4037 or 566-6719

$275

'67 Chevelle SS396

$161

Used 18" Toro Snow Blower. 31/2

H.P. Good cond. $65. Call Doug
aft. 6:30 P.M. 255-2730.

H.P. 21" self

was paid in carpet instead of

Used machine in stylish cabinet. Does everythiing without
attachments.

$51.30 Tax Included
or $5.13 down and 9 payments

of $5.13 per month. For free
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until
9 p.m.

NEW ALPINE APTS.
Mt. Prospect.

1

&

avail., pets., from $185. 1510
Dempster (Dempster & Busse

boards. 2 dressers. Guitar Ampl.
437-8356 aft. 6:30 P.M.

HOFFMAN ESTATES 3 bdrm split
level. Poss. Feb 1st. $275

CARPETING

phono,
TV). Outside
spkr. Best offer. Sofa bed, youth
chr, foam lounge, 392-1487

15 power grip.

1965 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY CONVERTIBLE

Best Offer. Call After 5pm

112 -Automobiles For Sale

392.4251

1968 Chevrolet 9 pass, station

SHARP 1970 Maverick, A/T, 200
cu. in. 6 cyl. w/w, Freudian
gilt, int. decor group, must
Sacrifice. 437.4046 oft. 6.

wagon, 327 engine, P/S, P/B.
392-8065

'67 Ford Galaxie 500. 2 dr. P/S
P/B R/H. Good shape. $1395.

1969 FORD Torino GP 428, cobra

Priv. party. 392-5759.

jet engine, Power Steering, Pwr
disc
brakes, polyglass tires,
(drafted)
439.6144
$2,900.

WE SPECIALIZE

1966 Mercury Park Lane. 4 dr.
H.T. Nearly new tires & battery.
All power. Loaded with extras,
inc. stereo tape. 259-5817

'64 VW with rebuilt engine, excellent condition
$795

1965 Dodge 9 pass. station
wagon.
owner. Stick shift. Air
cond. Exc. cond. Full price, $750.
Call 394-2778

'63 CHEVY II 2 Dr., 6 cyl. S.T.,
Runs good,
$295

'56 Chevy 2 dr. 283 cu. in. 260

'61 CHEVY IMPALA V8, auto.,
Power Steering
$195

H.P. 3 spd. Tech. Gauges. More.

$400 or best offer. T.10 4 spd.
Hurst link., $150. 2F60-15 Good years on Crager SST's, $165.
2539193 bet. 9 & 3.

296-6127

DAY AllAUCATTOId

Auto Shopping Center
The Boss
Says,
Seeing Is

Believing

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

DEMOS - FACTORY
EXEC CARS

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Plaines: 362 Oxford Rd.,
bdrm, Tudor, ideal location,
many extras, $300. Feb. occup
Des

1. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

3

4. See large samples in

83Industrial Property (To Rent)

414-425-7242

Arlington Industrial
and Research Center.
3000 Sq. Ft. units.
254-8850

5. Terms available

824-2175

office & warehouse space available immediately in:
6000 sq.

Distributor

i

ft

ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228

Mahog spinet piano, Slum,
bench/pad, ex. cond., below 1/2
Vox Viscount Amplifier
Fully Equiped. $300.
Call 529-9661

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

10% to 30% Off on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!
WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

NOW $2775

SNOW SPECIALS
'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON

V8, Power glide, Power steering, Radio & Heater White walls

your home.

orig. price -$350. 255-6751

Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power sterring, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST 83675.90

25 min. to Elk Grove, $250 Mo.
Call (Area 815) 385-8754

55 -Musical Instruments

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Beautiful 3 Bedr, Ranch, 1-1/3
Acres in McHenry, priv. pond,

Din. rm. set, Natural Birch. Drop

Component parts for tinkering.

miles. 7.35 x
.525 255-0030

11/2 baths, carpeted liv.
rm.,
fam. rm., $235 mo. 255-8241.

- 60% OFF

leaf tble. 3 xtra Ives., pad, 6
chrs. Credenza with Hutch top.
CL 3-0381 aft. 6 P.M.

1964 Pontiac Catalina convertible, auto., P/S, P/B, excel. cond.
362.1507 or 362.4096

2 nylon snow tires black, 3,000

Rd). DiMucci. 437-4200

Hoffman. 3 bdrm. townhouse,

40%

3 Ige. light blue rugs. Washer.
Dryer. 2 single bedsets & head-

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

16 -To Rent Houses

469-7204

upholstered chairs, $5 each.

Used, Beige in color. One typewriter desk. Call 297-6350 Ask

best offer.

2 bedrm.

apts, immed. occup. W -W carpeting, walk in closets, ceramic baths, dishwasher &
garb. disposal, air-cond., elevator, pool, roc & meeting
rms., free sauna & steam
baths,
babysitter
service

894-1707 aft 6 pm

desks,

$1050. or

'67 Buick GS Skylark. 3 speed
Hurst Good Condition $1300

new, will sacrifice, sale or lease.

HOWARD SPROAP & CO.

CL 5-9379

1969 Singer Zig Zag

mission

Must sell 296-8906

$191

Call for Appointment
358-7844

311 yards. 966-4313

'66 Cutlass, 2 dr h/t New trans-

12' CHEV. STAKES. '68 & '69. Ilke

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

CARPET NEW

Signature 6 cycle Dishwasher,
excellent (like new) condition,
$150. Call 259-2887

1967 Ford Pick up. Small camper.
529-8140 after

Low mileage.
5 P.M.

Between Dempster & Golf)

sear- $60.

cash. I need cash, sell all or part

325 hp,

4sp, possi, mags, stereo tape.
593-5066

(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...

BUNK BEDS w/attached desk
$85; King size bed complete

I

255-6165

$450.

Auction Priced. Like New, '67's

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 4394100

Mahogany Duncan Phyfe love

55 -Musical Instruments.

good cond.,
after 5 pm

charges. For pix, info & Guar
antee, write: Dogeforde Realty,
# 20334, 1355 Kearney, Denver,

& 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike

New unused Toro Snow Pup

(Radio,

best offer. Call 439-8192

setting).
Reasonable rental
inclds.
Appliances, TENNIS

One & Two Bedr. Apartments

modern

'64 Belaire, 4-dr., stand, trans.,

call 4398880 (Ext 59), or after

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr.

all -steel

nearby. Full price only
$2970 for 10 acres. $30 dn., $30
mo. (98 payments) NO INTEREST

area (Mannheim & Touhy),
adults, $180. Between 8:30.5,

Ladies winter coots; wool
dresses & matching ensembles
exc. quality & cond. 394-2287

3

'66 Pontiac LeMons V8, auto.,
wide ovals, gd cond., $975 or

1

2 bdrm.

floor apt.
Carpeting, air cond., appliances,
Lovely

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

DIFFERENCE

Personnel Receptionist

heat. Pets O.K. $240 mo.

Brand new carpeting mode for

Four

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

carpeting, air cond'g appliances,

H.T.,

liquidating
beautiful
foothills acreage. Trees, Views.
Elk & Deer hunting' area. Fish-

Owner

In Quality 2nd Cars

$100 392-0381

Losest prices anywhere for brand
namescolor TV -B/W or stero
equip. Highest quality. 537-1926

BRUNING

experienced

share two
Grove. Call

2 years old - $75.
392-2875

MAKE THE

AT

ing salary and fringe benefit

for our office

6 pc. dining rm set,
rnah.,
Very good cond. $100 or best.
131

New Zealand sheepskins. 12
colors. $12 $9. Calf skins, deerskins. 22 S. Maple Mt. P. 392-9156

for Bea Wallace

our firm for keypunch oper-

be

or

23" Block & White Zenith walnut
cont, design console TV. $50.
Good cond. 2968671

Excellent opportunities exist in

range

board

Desk, $15. Call
255-7879

KEYPUNCH

to
Elk

6 P./11., 283-7192

3 pc. bedrm set, sofa, 2 chairs,
& 3 marble top commodes, all in

2

be

Min. Poodle puppy. Large male.
10 wks., $45. 3 yr. old Female
Schnauzer. Also puppies. Barrington area. 428-3750
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

358-6275

BlAlftieforanes1

in

after 6:00 p.m.
593-6806

train. Size 8
10. Best offer.
CL 5-1996 after 5 P.M.

Short jobs & flex-

the
new
vy calling

Bdrm. Apt,

wks.,

with

RCA Whirlpool elec. range, 40".
Used 7 mos. Good condition.

Start
year

rm, A.C., garage. $279 heated

Responsible girl

Poodle puppies, balls of fluff,

392-7497

359-6110

ators. Must

Gown

Walnut dining room set. Table,
5 beige upholstered chairs. $25

happy.

DES PLAINES, 3 bdrm, 3 flat. Din

& expenses with same. 593-6667
or 956-1757 aft. 5.

family dog. Moving. 437-6455

Use spare time &
office
skills
to
earn top money,

keep home

255.3106

Prospect.

437-2206

stud service 439.6896 - 627-0647

Call 439-2181

ible work sched

Mt.

Arl. Hts: Need girl to shore apt.

Little boy Schnauzer
AKC. Home raised. Loves
everybody. 358-2699.
7

elec.

Free to good home. 21/2 yr. old

Be A Blair Temporary!

Lies
life

silver. AKC. $75 and up
894.8457

Sublet: Modern carpeted apt.
2 bedrooms. $235 mo. except

An equal opportunity employer

Snow Blower.
propelled. $50.

21 -Help Wanted Men & Women

259.8384

$150.

after 5 p.m.

Aft. 6, 394-1311.

$200. 537-6491

CALL MR. GRESS

Rd.

Bonneville

Call 392-9471
S.

Wire Fox Terrier, male, puppy,
AKC, chomp sired; also Champ

23" Motorola Color TV. 'Good
cond. With inside aerial, stand.

297-3550

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

TOY POODLES, block, white &

14" snow thrower $90.
827-7695

Good working conditions

bedroom apt. on

Sublet I
Rohlwing

Pontiac

tires, prcd to sell 259-8624

286-4600

251 E. Dundee Rd., Room 104
Wheeling, Ill. 60090
537.6711

Satin

1965

fine cond., Power, AC radio, gd

102-Tnicks,Trailers

Arl. Hts. sublet 2 bedrm. apt.,

Admiral black & white 21" TV

general
office duties. Must have
good typing skills &

Pl. twnhouse. $90 each includes
util. Security depos. requir. No
lease, immed occupancy Agent

AUTHORITY
INSPECTION OFFICE

-

HELP

of

AKC. 8 wks. 438-6421

Female German Rottweiler. Good

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Young man to share furn. Des

Min. Schnauzer. Female. AKC. 6
mos. old. Salt & Pepper. Housebroken. $100. 259-4201

394-4000

We

knowledge

I

home raised,
reasonably priced. 394-0568

TENNESSEE VALLEY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Top company benefits, variety
of duties. Permanent. Across
from Union Station.

male,
A cuddly Valentine.
female S & P Min. Schnauzer.

black,

1500 W. Dundee Rd. Arlington Hts., Ill.

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

mole.

To

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CRAVENS CO.

Day

benefits.

arrange an interview contact:

Automatic Increases
Excellent Promotional Opportunities
Great Working Conditions In a Brand New Plant

Contact Hank Nelson 292-2501

BARRETT530 Dundee Rd.,

Inspection

for an experienced clerktyp,t. Must be a proficient
typist, capable of maintaining records, preparing reports, and performing misc.
duties. Storting salary $108.94
per week, Mon. through Fri.

$2.66 Per Hour To Start

has

yr. old

ing

JANITORS

SECRETARIES

3

I

$2.55 Per Hour To Start

359-4200

593 6806.

7342

Office has an immediate open-

HARPER COLLEGE

Responsible girl needed to share
2 bdrm. opt. in Elk Grove. Call

14 -To Rent Apartments

AKC. Free to good home. 259-

CLERK -TYPIST

ASSEMBLERS

tial, McHenry County. Call Own-

(and

home, wash -dryer, A/C, extras. Des Pl., Jan 24 827-3296

Large or small.
'Mr. Gold
274-5300

Cairn Terrier.

Wheeling

meals,

2 bdrm furn, all util. 1st fir. Res

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

TVA's

-

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

For more

21/2 Acres Coral Woods, residen-

42 -Wanted To Buy

ARA Cafeteria, in the

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Rolling

CL 5-6175

394-4000, Ext. 313

An equal opportunity employer
21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

near

some core needed) for competent elderly gentleman, NOT
Bedridden. Call 537-7719 aft. 3

ASK FOR JEWEL

394-0800

THE SINGER COMPANY

FLEA MARKET SALE
Sun., Jan. 25th. II to 4:30
Town Hall, lower level of
Rondhurst. Rts. I Z& 83:
Mount Prospect
Admission 50c
392-0383
253-9117

Full or Part Time

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW
CALL: Mr. R. D. Hintz,

FOOD STORE

room

253-8321 or 253-8452

11-Apts. mid Rooms b Share

Antiques

Dishwashers 8
Cafeteria Help

perience.

Helene Curtis Industries has
openings for typists with good
skills. These are excellent paying positions with promotional
opportunities. We offer ex-'
cellent salary and good fringe

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

P.M.

34 -Arts and Antiques

call 824.1067, aft. 3 pm.

various stores, checking credit
bureaus and miscellaneous filing. Previous telephone experience helpful.
Full company benefits with excellent working conditions. Opportunity for advancement.
Salary commensurate with ex-

392-0591

'64 Mercury Marauder. Buckets,
Console, Auto. $300. Turq./wh.
interior. 2551351.

ing

WANTED: Room,

(Telephone)
will include taking
credit applications from our

JEWEL

for interview. 297-3566

Sleeping

Prosp.

'68 Mercury Monterey Premiere,
full power & air, very clean,
$1750.537.7099

Low 550's.

COUPLES WORK TOGETHER

Lawn mower, $15. Radio, phono.
console, $45. Barrel choir, $5.
Coffee table, Misc. 1205 WheelMt.

fied buyer. Private 501 W. Sha
Bonee Tr, Mt. Pros, CL 3.9461

COLORADO
$3 Dn., $3 Mo. Per Acre

building a business. Start part
time & grow. We train. Phone

298-5240

Rd.

57 Chevy 327.385 H.P. 4 spd.
Headers. Hi -rise plus quad. T bars. New paint. 5600. 537-2845.

offer attractive terms to quali-

er, 439-3726.

Meadows Shopping Center

ing

in-law arrangement) will provide
$200. month income if desired
Owner anxious to sell and will

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

GIBSON GUITAR

Excellent condition, $80 or best
offer. 392-3906 after 6 p.m.

Sofa. Upright Vacumm, Almost
new cond. 3 pc, sectional, $35.

Excellent
earnings,
flexible
hours. World Book Childcrah

re-

394-4376
1963 Chevrolet
Perfect condition.
255.6232 after 5 P.M.

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

skills -office -variety. Public
contact -Call Carl Swanson

Duties

345-0500 EXT. 594

6 P.M. 392-0970

PART TIME WORK

Credit Clerk.

CALL:

1200 Lunt Ave.

50 wpm

office work,
quired.

chemistry or biology in routine
Lab techniques. We are looking for a girl who likes to keep
busy and can work from 7 AM
to 3 PM. Call for appointment.

3601/205, $7.50 ea.Call aft.

Train for great spot. Telephone

Clerk Typist

Head chemist will train a girl

finish desk, 7 drwrs., 22x44x29,
mtchg. chr. $50. 2 imitation,
wal. metal bkcases, 3 shelves,

1967 Ford Galaxie 500. Good
condition. Must sell, Best offer,

with Nat, Fireplace. Newly finished Apt. in basement (Perfect

66 -Business Opportunities

12 x 22 blue-green tweed Big low rug. Gd. cond. $125. Wai.r

INTERVIEWING NOM

Company.

358-5366 AM, or oh. 9 P.M.

Like new 2 pickup elec. 12 string
guitar w/cose $145.001 El Rey

6:00 and ask for Lynn.
253-8952

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

an exceptional career opportunity with The Singer

4

more, 50c to $1.50. Coll after

An equal opportunity employer

is

LAB
TRAINEE

the Troggs, Trini Lopez, and lots

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

secretary to work with our advertising and promotion
manager in -}7 conveniently located Mt: Prospect office.
Shorthand and excellent
typing skills are required. This

-

Accounts

Kenny Mfg.

hour

'"Oldies but Goodies" albums Beach Boys, Paul Revere and
the Roiciars, Bobby Vee, Dion,

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Secretary

Indust. Rsrch.Prods., Inc.
321 Bond St., Elk Grove

Data Processing

Benefits.

STENOGRAPHER

dition. $75. 593-6858

90" long. 4 cushions. Good con-

voluoble.

We are seeking. a capable

New

940 Greenleaf Ave.
437-4560

good working knowledge of
Spanish would be extremely

Ikhite pearl drums, hi -hat,
drummer's throne, $125.00.
827-0249

CALL MRS. DUDKO

P.O. Box 278
Mt. Prospect, 60056
Sue Weides, 593.6464

Call 394 5472

Cable Baby Grand Piano
$200
299-3977

Light green upholstered Sofa.

242-2200
LaGrange Pork
An Equal Opportunity Employer

455-3600

country club section 21/2 baths,
2 car attached Gar., Patio front
porch, Large Jalouise back
porch. Plenty of double closets,
Bedrms. twin size. Large Um.

behveeit 5 & 9 pm
Weekdays

with good typing skills for this
position in our Export Dept. A

work. Excellent salary.

ENCAP
PRODUCTS CO.

'69 Opel Ralley Kadet Excellent
condition Very low miles $1650

kitchen sink, fittings, base cabinets. 7 ft. formica torz. $50. 358-2699

1421 Barnse -le Rd.

Must Have Own Trans.

Deluxe 4 Bedrm custom ranch
Beautiful corner location in

bowl

Single

We need a mature woman

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

general plant background to
maintain

Export Dept.

program, automatic increases,

186 -Real Estate -Houses

forms available
Coll 259-0561 Rod Smith

CLERK TYPIST

Good starting salary with excellent company paid benefit

Modern air conditioned

"Gal Friday" for our plant
office. We need someone with

1200 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

surroundings

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST AND 2ND SHIFTS

ASSEMBLERS

259-9550. Mr. Stein or Mr. Guenther.

We are a growing firm in the
Elk Grove area and need a

INVENTORY
CONTROL CLERK

Pleasant

WOMEN

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Mature baby sitter wonted in
my home to care for infant, 3

Income Tax & Bookkeeping

112 -Automobiles For Sale

55Masicalbstrimients

Wanted clarinet call 437-7299

32-Miscellanew Merchandise

26 -Help Wanted Women

$1595

'69 DODGE G.T. Magnum 440,
Automatic, Power steering,

$2195

Bucket seats

'68 CAMARO Z28, Loaded and $1995
Ready To Go!

DICK WICKSTROM

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine by owner, Pepper Tree
Farm, new 3 bdrm, ranch, 2
baths, 3 car gar., 2 -way frpl.
oak parquet firs., kit, appl., swim
& cabana club incl. In 540's.
358-2106

Rolling Meadows by Owner.
Transfr'd. Must sell 3 bdrm,

ranch w/att'd garage.

Maint-free brick & alum, siding.
Carpeting, drapes, built-ins,
washer -dryer. Clean. Exc. loca-

555 Irving Park Road

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

tion $24,900. 394.2747
Palatine -Winston Pork, by owner,

assumable 61/2% mots., 3 bdrm
ranch, 2 baths, fam. rm., butler's
pantry, central air, fenced, carpeted, drapes, & all appliances.
nicely landscaped. Low '30's.
359-3364

OPEN SUNDAYS

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
below Tomorrow:

2554400

low 5

Partly sunny, not so cold.

Your Home Newspaper
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Wednesday, January 21, 1970

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 Pages

pnreixon

Prospect Heights sewer
work to start Feb. 1
Construction of Phase B of
Prospect

the

Heights

Old

Town San i t a r y District

(PHOTSD) sewer will begin

on Feb. I. in the area between

Illinois 83 and Wheeling Rd.,
north of Euclid Av., and south
of Camp McDonald Rd.

The PHOTSD Board said
they will be contacting residents in that area and notify
them when construction will

Ex -trustee Grittani asks
backing for senior center
iV1441t

Part III:

or about 24 per cent over the 1967 figure.

The Illinois Junior College System.

The 1968 head count enrollment in Il-

By K. C. Radtke

Will the day come when every Illinois

linois junior colleges was 60 per cent greater than the 1965 enrollment.
Projected enrollments for 1970 are estimated at 146.000.

Enrollment

Harper College (Dist.

at

resident will live within the boundaries ofa
junior college district?

512 --Wheeling,

Not too long ago the state legislators
were asked to pass a bill requiring that
every resident he included in a junior col-

two years ahead of its time, William J.
Mann, vice-president of financial affairs,

lege district by 1972 or make arrangements

dent population of 5,500.

for those residents not within a district to

THE RECENTLY' organized Maine Niles Junior College, yet unnamed, can
ideally expect 500 students if it opens in

be put in one.

The bill failed.
THAT DOESN'T mean, however, that
the system is failing.

According to Gerald Smith, executive
secretary of the Illinois Junior College
Board (IJCI3), 65 per cent of the state's

Palatine,

Schaumburg,

and Elk Grove townships) was more than

arc now within the boundaries of junior

Smith told the Day that in 1968 Illinois
public junior colleges had 43 per cent of
the state's college freshmen and sophomores, 5(1 per cent of the state's college
freshmen and 25 per cent of all the state's

college districts.

college students.

land area and 9(1 per cent of its population

Enrollment trends in the state's junior

Much of the junior college enrollment

colleges have been on a continual upswing

upswing can be attributed to the fact that
seven new community colleges opened
their doors in 1968,

since the two-year institutions were revamped by the passage of the Public Junior

College Act in 1965.
IN 1966 THE Demography and Loca-

tion Master Plan Study Committee for
Higher Education in Illinois projected that

the state's junior colleges would enroll
174,0000 students by 1980, or four and a
half times the number enrolled in 1965-66.
Statistics recently released by the 1JCB
indicate the total head count enrollment in
1965 was 64.628.

This figure increased in 1966 to 71.108,
or about 10 per cent over the previous year.

THE INCREASE FOR 1967 over 1966
was 12.696 students, or about 18 per cent:
and the 1968 increase was 19.854 students,

BLACK HAWK East (Moline); KanKishwaukee (Malta); Moraine
Valley (Oak Lawn): Lincoln Land (Springfield); McHenry (Crystal Lake); and
John A. Logan (Herrin).
Two more districts, Shawnee (Karnak)
and College of Lake County (Waukegan)
opened in the fall of 1969.
Yet only 17 community college districts
existed with 20 campuses before the creation of the Public Junior College Act.
kakee;

THE 35 ILLINOIS junior college districts absorbed a total population of
9,238,809 persons in 1968.
(Continued an page 2)

Hansen is likely choice to fill
board of commissioners vacan
By Richard Crabb

Carl R. Hansen of Mount
Prospect, Elk Grove TownRepublican committeeman, is likely to he appointed
ship

to the Cook County Board

of Commissioners before the
week is out.

Comr. Floyd Tittle of Des

Plaines, one of the four men

who will pick the man to fill

rowed down to three individuals and that he regarded Hansen as the front runner.

The appointment will he for
the interim period between t1'
date of swearing in ..nich

would probably be early in
February, and the first Monday in next December when

"I WOULD he very much
interested in serving on the

give up his duties. He assisted

the vacancy caused by the
death of Comr. Joseph S. Kral

Of Cicero, said Tuesday that
the appointment has been nar-

Cook County Board of Com-

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS
The young man who is trying to give away $25 million (or is it
billion ? ) has opened his mouth and put his loot in it.

Percy's bid for governor until
a car accident forced him to

dpipliate to the 19612 nation.!
Republican Convention in

Miami. He had an imptirtant
role in delivering

a

nearly

unanimous Illinois delegation
vote to Richard Nixon.

The four suburban Cook
County commissioners expect
to reach a slecision on the ap-

pointment In a meeting late
Thursday. Anqouncement of
their choice is expected Friday.

is

request

tion until approximately May
I and the residents that will be
affected by this phase should

activities for older adults.
Noting that the charter and

cate fences or other obsticals
that are currently located

mad scramble to keep pace
with the population growth in
the Village of Mount Prospect,
there is now an almost forgotten group, and that is our senior citizens. In some instances,

the members of this group
were the pioneers in setting
luP our' original education-

ter."
This, says the council, is "a
physical facility open to senior

makes provisions for the oper-

ation of a senior center. Grittani said that the organization's 200 members endorse
the proposal that the program
for senior citizens in Mount
Prospect be expanded.

citizens five days each week
and a minimum of four hours
each day. year round."

BE DEFINITION, a senior
citizens center should include
at least three of the following

'al, recreational and civic programs in the Village."

THE CENTER should he

He added that many of these
citizens now find thetttselves as
almost "has -peens."

oper: ,ed by a private or non private not -tor -profit organization. with community planning that provides programs

programs:
Recreation, adult education, health service, coun-

GRITFANI

TOLD

the

board that the village has little
in the way of services to offer'

its senior citizens, and mentioned the "token effOrt" to
provide programs and entertainment for "our older adult
population, on a hit-or-miss
basis."

under professional leadership.
The salient feature of such a
project that Grittani emphasized, is that "a reasonable bal-

The proposed budget id lotted 520,000 for building
rental: SI.500 for utilities:
53,000 for janitor: $200 for insurance: S12,000 for fun fur-

ance of program should

nishing and equipment; 58.000
for a director: 52,500 for

and

services.

be

community'

planned under
leadership."

North Western mishap
. A mishap to a Chicago &

THE TRAIN, which nor-

North Western Ry. passenger
train just west of Mount Pros :vet Tuesday morning caused
a 10 -minute delay for more

mally arrives in downtown
Chicago at 7:24 a.m., was

3,000

than

Chicago -hound

commuters, according to the
railway's director of public relations, Frank Koval.
Koval said that chunks of
ice flew up and hit the brake
hose of an eastbound train
from Harvard on the middle
track, causing a break that
couldn't be repaired at that location.

make preparations to allow the
construction to proceed as
scheduled.

where the sewers will he built.

Phase A of the project is to
he constructed by the Skelly.
Hunter and Skulls Co. for

a half -tune secretary: 51,500
for mail, supplies, and telephone: 52,000 for transportation for the
handicapped
and $2,500 for a part-time arts
and crafts instructor.

Zoning

Board

to

that building permits

not he issued to anyone within
boundaries of the sanitary district nntil after they have been
notified of such action.

ALI. DEVELOPERS who
are currently huilding within
the district or plan to build
within its boundaries at some
future date will be expected to
pay the .!cost of sewer installation as well as a tap on tee
for each home. the hoard said.
In discussing a development

S132,023 and includes the
Bonnie Brook subdivision,

now under construction in the
district, the hoard said the
project consisting of 12 homes
will require 925 h. of pipes and

north of Camp McDonald Rd.

3 manholes.

The estimated cost of the

and east of Wheeling Rd.

PHASE C, the territory
south of Willow Rd. and north

pipes is $3 per ft. and manholes
are expected to cost about
$300.

Camp McDonald Rd.. between Wheeling Rd. and Illinois 83 will be constructed by

seling, information and referral service and community and
volunteer service.

letter he sent to the Cook

ard Schuld said that Phase B is
expected to be under construc-

ities On a daily basis.

the

83 except for Waterman. Lancaster and Center In.
The Board has directed that
County

He said homeowners should
trim trees and shrubs and relo-

by-laws of the Extensioners

Construction on Phase D
will include the area south of
Willow Rd. and west of Illinois

a

providing facilities for group

None of these, programs.
Grittani noted, properly fulfill
the real needs of the older
adults in the community. or
begin to aperoach the definition of the Oesidential Council of Aging of a "Senior Cen-

W. T. Bowler for 5131,839.

PHOTSD President Rich-

supporting, but with no facil-

Gripe
Of The

not

except for six needed tor construction of the first lour

s

Day

THE DISTRICT has

yet set a rate for tap on fees but
have discussed a cost that
could read nearly 5200 per
home.
All permanent easemikts.

phases has e t11 he acquired by

the district. Schuld said, and
are expected to be ob-

those

tained soon.

Husbands who drop
clothes hangers in closets
and just leave them where
they fall. J.C.

When the PHOTSD sewers
acre completed they w ill he connected to the Metropolitan
Sanitary District of Chicago

interceptor sewer being built
in

52.4 million project by

a

that district.

stalled and blocked the No.
612 train from Crystal Lake
behind it, due in Chicago at
7:40 a.m.
Passengers from the first
train were transferred to three

4111143,,s

other inbound trains on the
left hand track, Koval said,
and the blocked train was able

to back up to a "switch -over"
track and follow the three tither trains to Chicago on the left
hand track.

Vinton Bacon's firing seen
despite many supporters
Mrs. Reuben Reinter, 18 S.
Hickory St., Palatine, planned
to

be one of many patrons

from the suburbs at the Metropol i t an Sanitary District
Headquarters, 100 E. Erie.

Chicago, waiting for the vot-

Meetings"

Tonight

Percy in his successful 1966
campaign for the U. S. Senate.
Hansen served as an Illinois

project

ior citizens of the community
and asked for village support
of a Senior Center program
whose budget is estimated at

1962.

In 1964 Hansen served as
campaign manager in Charles

mated $900,000
$182,353.

cal organizations have pro vided programs and entertain meat that were largely self-

ing results by the MSD Board
of Trustees concerning the firing of Vinton W. Bacon, SUcyperintendent of the sanitary
district.
The executive session of the
missioners if the appointment
is offered to me," Hansen told board was scheduled for'_ p.m.
today.
The Day Tuesday.
According to Mrs. Reimer,
Hansen has lived in Elk
Grove :-.,wnship and Mount a member of the blue ribbon
Prospect since 1958. He has committee making policy for
been Republican committee - the sanitary district, "Mr. Bit man in the township since

the mail elected to the board of
commissioners in the November election will he seated.

for that portion of the esti-

tioncers of Mount Prospect, a
corporation that is self-supporting through its membership, formed tOr the benefit of

said last fall when Harper announced a stu-

Semi:, ober, 1970, spokesmen have guesstimated.

Contractor for Phase B is
the Rossetti Co. and the cost

Grittani mentioned that on
occasion, religious and politi-

Said Griattani. "With

Junior college boundaries
take in most Illinoisans

near their

property.

Joseph
Grittani, former
trustee of the Mount Prospect
Village Board, appeared at a
regular village hoard meeting
last night in behalf of the sen-

$53,200.

Keeping its head above the ground is a lamppost at 1114 Brentwood, Mount Prospect. With all
the snow these days it can be rough on a lamppost to perform its function especially If it is only
about two feet high. (Photo by Dan Balms)

He told of the The Exten-

take place on or

con has done a very good job in

the six years with the sanitary
district, and to replace him
would he hard."
She said many northwest
suburban homeowners associations and citizens were asked
to send telegrams to the sani-

tary hoard and member Abe
Eiserman. the only trustee not
voting against Bacon, according to Mrs. Reimer.
John Cindlou chief waternamed as a possible successor.

"Guillow is a very good
have known him for

man, I
years,"

Mrs.

Reimer

said.

"But I don't believe he can fill
Mr. Bacon's shoes."
Bacon came to the MSD in
1963 as a reformer, and has
introduced. a number of programs. A hard -driving administrator, he' is also considered
somewhat inflexible in his

Mount Prospect Village
Board Public Works Com-

milice Village :WI;
Mount Prospect Plan

Strip auto

of Health, Village Hall; 8
p.m.
Mount Prospect Drain-

age and Clean Streams
Commission, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

Lt. Gov. Simon finds tour
Of dwellings 'discouraging'

way engineer for the Illinois
Division of Waterways, was

dealings with hoard members.

Commission, Village Halt;
7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Board

Lt. Gov. Paul Simon yesterday stopped at the gutted farmhouse at 1800 Landmeier Rd. where
three children died in a fire Nov. 29.(Photo by Dan Balas)

An auto belonging to Mark
Eggan of 214 Circle Av.. Forest Park, reported stolen from
Franklin Park, Friday, was recovered yesterday by Mount
Prospect police at the Mount
Prospect plaza. Police said a
spare tire, an ignition lock and
a trunk lock were missing from
the auto.

By Bob Casey

After touring several substandard dwellings in Elk
Grove Township yesterday,
including the gutted farmhouse where three children

were killed Nov. 29, Lt. Gov.
Paul Simon said that development of low-income housing is the only solution to housing problems in the area.

The tour, conducted by Ka-

ren Stanley, director of the
Northwest Opportunity Center, and Thomas Smith, director of Elk Grove Village Community Services, stopped at
five addresses after Mrs. Stanley briefed Simon on the local
housing situation.

AT 1351

Algonquin
Rd., in an unincorporated area
W.

of Arlington Heights.
Simon inspected two of four
dwellings where county building inspectors recently found
more than 50 building code
west

violations.
Through an interpreter,
Simon told a woman who lived

in one of the shacks with her
husband and seven children
that he would try to get some
help for the families.
"We came here to see if we

can help you,"

told the
woman.
Mexican -American
"We're not here making
he

promises, hut we're checking
to see if we can help this situation."

The woman, who held

a

small child in her arms said her
husband is a construction
worker who makes good wages
during the construction season

hut is now making about $30 a
week.

MRS. STANLEY said 19
adults and 39 children live in
the four dwellings at the 1351
W. Algonquin address. According to Raymond Welsh,
county commissioner of building, zoning and air pollution
control, no date has been set
for a compliance hoard hearing on code violations on the
property.
At a similar hearing last
month, Welsh ordered shacks
on four other Elk Grove

Township properties vacated
immediately and asked the
state's attorney's office to seek
demolition of those that
couldn't be brought up to code
standards.

(Cantinaed an page 2i
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Environment is focus
of Hersey symposium
emir, mount

n

the hat LonterraLcol
ns kind to in Londucad in the
Chaaho area and perhaps Oh,

own will be held Thursdas
al Wise. Hiih School
More than 000 eatudents,
fmulty. parents ant general
rooms between noon and 3:30

p.m. to discus. -The Affluent
Society-.
The symptmium will he conducted in small groups with informal selfgenerated conNersatkona
men and his environment.
exoerta

Willard J. Eralund. 2 S. Albert St.. Mount Pcospect. is

celebrating his 45th anniversa-

w at Automatic Elearic Co.
Northlake
Elmlund is a section super-

visor in the equipment ensiring-draffing department
r.fthe communications sys-

temanufacturing company.
Hautarted as a tra cing file
clerk and harame a draftsman.
checker. and equipment engi-

aeight of the discussions

ronmint

soli

run

Lonton

wly, and a resource eroom
ill be open with hooks.
will conduct a symposium Friday. Others are planned at the

University of California

al

Berkeley and Colorado College.

Lt. Gov. Simon finds tour
of dwellings 'discouraging'

The Hersey symposium
gum list includes: State RCP.
Eugenia Chapman ID -ArlingHeights):

David Blau.

Cook County Forest Preserve

renerinordfinre Pao, It

Sierra Club, R. B. McClelland.

thatounty. do not give dis-

had Walton League:

phIlled Mollies time to find allemate housing- Some dwellisms. while they don't nevi
Moilding calm. are not unsafe

Alexander C. Field Jr..
WGN Continental
Broad.
mating: Joseph Karagenis. cn.

to live in. sloe said

oronmemal lawyer: Dr. W. L.
industrial
Pollution
Control: William Downey,
Atomic Energy Commission:
R. Jacoby, Industrial De.
vices 10 Control Air Pollution.
and
Ruth Collins. United
Aula Workers. department of
consrvation.

-JUST BECAUSE. a house

'there is no rent program on

111111

10 or even Oft days notice
should be given the families in.
volved hetaire evictions are or-

demob Tema, as well as the
peoperty owners. should he
told of the
nty's cone
plimm harg,couinSimon mid.
Ile said he would arrange a
meeting

Mount Prospect.11(1111

sonvelime this week.

and

Mrs. Stanley. hopefully

,riper
Funny skits
Lel Horns
Es:naval in cancer treatment.
Women who hove recov-

Atnight. 'Ow meeting will 001

cod

tiom humorist Enna Bomb- Al Wit, End"

I

lhama eibionlinators Billy
Sullivan and Sally Middleton

7:30

pram:Lied the funny skit,

films usailiale loot programs.
oil

The stora of the prevention
end earl, deka:lama cancer is
...idhy told in these complete
the A111014011 Cancer

rico

Soviet,. or specifiu informalion write I
N. Broadway.

Des Plaine, a call 02-0108.
the

same

line.

Ann Sullimn

o

Recovery raw
gram is Mine organized in the

felt lip pen and black creyon.

110111101,1 sulnorloan area. This

dy gifts for Grandma on Valenthals Da v. Appointments

-Reach

to

The sketches would niukc dam

is a national program Ill pro-

most heCall 3,

vide mama :egad lbel!, to sorncr,

y 1,,, nom undergo Meow

he MM. lb: group stopped for

gut

been invited to an interesting
meeting tomorrow evening at
the Arlington Carousel. Roller, Janes. a Nixon Adminis.
oration expert on inter.
governmental relatin. will
speak. ItS to he 'Tenon from
the White House" to the
Nonhwest Municipal Confer.
erice. Hell disclaS the falerel
goverounent's thoughts. plans
and program in the area of relations between governmental
units.

WORST JOKE of the Daly:

Lady in a pet shop: "How
mu dois th0O canto?"

Clerk: "Five
lady: 'Good. Send me the
bill."

iO.

Clerk: "Call do that lady.
You hale to lake the whole

look to your future with

iI101111011Se

heerinp.

Elk

Grove community
gram. offered to provide
homing for the families ill
an

Thinly were killed Nov. 29.
County officials have dr.
dared destruction of the frame
house. hot it still stands.
charred and blacken.. as a reminder of the Arenas tragedy.
The our also mopped 011 al
1031 W. Higgins. where fond lies living on lino shacks and a

Planar of Assotiatier of UniEXAMINE OUR PROGRAM AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING

Elmhurst College offers you a
p enel rating experience while
earning your SA degree

the manly
ordeneol VVIC110110.

Smith said a Mildly living on

their shack.

The grain also stopped al
13 Ii. Algonquin. where ArMinton Heights building inspators ordered one dwelling

PROFESSIONAL GOALS

REGISTRATION FOR
TeCond TemeSter

Schools of Business, Dentistry,
Divinity, Drama, Education, Law,

Ht. 23.6.9 PM

Medical Technology, Medicine,
Pharmacy, Social Work. Also,
three -Two and Four -Two Engl.
neerinE Programs Auilable.

Jan. 24 9 AM -Noon

Classes Begin
Thurs., Fe6.5

comunity college' citizens havent felt

owners ASS00100011

Mild

last

week that he had received noti

ficattion from George March.
Chief Engineer of Disirict 10
(Cook County) of the Illinois
Division of Highways that the
second meeting 10 discuss traf-

fic mfety on the Palatine Emil-

order of the county.
Welsh defended his action

Nlarina City in Chicago.

ordering eviction, on the

Palatine Frontage Rd.. near

four propene, 1mi month.
"Sly decision was basal on
thakset that the townie had a
plum to go. that housing had

the Arlingoon Vista subdivi-

ben provided tar them," he
told The Day yesnerday. "It,

fatally injured by 0 truck Dee.

sion. is where Ronald Nettles.

14 Oars old. of 1633 Lilac
Tar.. Arlington Height, was
12.

IWO. while walking

lot

certainly nom One IIIICIIIIOn 10

MacArthur Junior High

1110 ally011e im1 in the cold."

School near Palatine
Schoenbeck Rds.

At Tin: county, cone

and

become out of state students at junior col -

lea, in Iowa. Missouri and Indiana cammters.

The Mount Prapeo Jay-

pronch lo supplying a junkr college ed.

will give the results of last

nimer's community survey

0 garlic meeting at 0:30

Pat Jan. 23 in the second floor

meting room of the Nilson

Prospect Village 11011. 112 E.

Northwra Hwy.
During the past 01111111e1
the Jaycees distributed :Mout
9,000 01.1e51101111:11ren among
residents
Mu village. !he
mm011,1111:0, sought opin-

ons about rim*. local issuesschools. parks. zoning. ando-

;aviation. and other almond

sold.

"We

Starnen sand that because
the federal income form has

eluding the Zayre at Markel

en additional return muss be
completed for the Illinois on-

Place and Golf and Elmhurst

Steam..

Menus I
To he served Thursday

ii

tun, Prospect :El
Grove. Henn, Winding and
Fora, \Hew high schools is
District 214:
Main dish lone

choial

macaroni and cheese with cp.,
half. sneak in seasamc wed
bur . wiener in Mon. Vegetal,'
1one choice.: whipped
pt

undergone some revisions and

eona 1.1s.

:1,a,, are rs

SALES CAREER!

burns, (Photos I, Dolma Pleat.)

week: beginning in \ lid-Januar!, Course provides

nambarship Mrs it mimed Mind collar esalint of Ilia elav
. agora ',impost Hamm dais ono. Mr opprio ol Ilan

Mail:flak film. instructors. You provide your !Mae
and interest. Regardle, of yogir future this could he a
valuable course. INon't nil 10 ettroll.when class is
tilled 1011 further reservations will he taken for this
session.

salad. sole slaw. molded cher-

ry, fu il cocktail orange sunset. Cinnamon roll and butler
and milk.
Available dmaens: plums,
strawherry gelatin. cherry pie.
cheese
cake,
honey drop

000

NAME

`W-OA,'4
ADDRESS Dip-\
CITY

%

'

Special Oroup menus

Mg°. Easily
reached by Tri,Stato Tardy. Eisenhower haressay. (mole inning right en rasa. Stan rating
Ear mIto Come to Elmhurst.

.,
fee Inhirseties

Mt.t1
Me C. OeLant

Director elm heft Settioa

TELFMINE 2714106 Eat 31I

RAND a DUNDEE ROE., PALATINE, ILL.

MUM, Weds 10121

For nes lllll ions Call 358.3232

r

la Mewl w

nil

1

_I

oat

i

french

it, 11

sa 004

The ,econd concert of the
Northwest Samphony Orchesra for the 1969-70 season will

be held at 3:30 pin. Feb.
the Nlaine IMO I ligh School
auditorium. Ihumwtei and
1

)
-for the first time ever
Murphy Carpet 8 Furniture Co.
will hold a wide-open

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Come in and make us an offer. Over 400 rolls in stock in
every style, size & color imaginable.

SAT. a SUN. JAN. 24 8, 25 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
ALSO: Don't miss our exceptional
FURNITURE SALE in our Arlington
Heights store. Same Days -Sat. & Sun.,
Jan. 24& 25. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
17 S. DUNTON, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

394-0700

ranter Rds.
Perry en111011
chicior.
Ruth

Ridge.

Park
rah

all

C1111

accom-

plished violinist and teacher.
will perform the aleiodelssohn
violin contorto which is generIhe
ally mknowleolged Ill
most inapired and heautiltil

vtork ever written for llnrm
fin
The

orchestra,

will

play

Sorority news

Rorowlites -Prince Igor Overture." one ul the eialpratletna
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Mr research al Northwestern
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end Mrs. Dimald Wittenberg
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Phi moonily
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p.m. Walroralay. Join. 21
The demon., ll i ll n
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Wally Shultz will he guest

dishes that are prepared will he
given
door przes.
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Sirs. S. Hoover. Park Ridge.

scheduled dame of the Ricks
and DM Jan. 24. Susan and

Henry Held will

A11111111lle Aasn. rill mem al
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the
home of Mr, John
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ex-
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Paris.

. though-
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hIrs. John Parsons and Stns
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Nom alumnae may call Mn
Edmond Walsh. 4300473.1er
additional informmion.

the

dancing: Susan amt
Henry Held will direct the
rounds.
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the
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Dancing will begin at 8 p.m.
Dempster Junior High

School. on Dempster St. just
west of Illinois 83.

Petticoat administrator
Ni es Elinor Jack

11'.

An American Field Service
student From Hersey High
School will discuss her ex-

Bob Panewin call

caller at the next regularly

Arline.. Heights. and

Sorarity la hear AFS shaleal
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Bucks and Does
plan dance

fain'"

place at the Northern Illinois

The Kappa Kappa Gamma
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Jan.
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deaf.

Mune teachers of the

SI'RIUI. lams giwt 31.111X1

Ilionorl

program this year. aool its 75
member, are anxious rat noise

cards :sae osi lll
night and bridge party :ore
being considered.
Dr. Patricia Scherer of
Department
Northwestern's

more funds liar this purpose.
Members from the local

a am, N1r. and Eh,. Ray.
timid Cassoick of Arlington
Height, Mid. Helen, Ap-

me

A liritish

p.m.. followed he

Chapter 1125 of the National
Square Daum Campers Aosn.
will hra a aquaria dance Jam

heal: In

manhers will he ',enin

aOnd"'pennnninyg

will present a cooking
ler members

demonstration

lington Heights.
search in Deal Educationt dis -

Rank this month

A round dance workshop

British menu sorority treat

was bomb Beethoven, Host
Symphony and Hatjainin Brie
ten, "Soirem Musicales" will
Season tickets. at SI. lir the
remaining three concerts. nmy
he
al lhe hoz office

for Education of the Hearing
Impaired mnounced that al
program will start at
Northwestern with the winter

oddness of Deb Plaines: N1r.
and Mrs Robert Lmeheng of

First. the univasity will add
psychologiml evaluation, of
deaf children too its outstanding diagnostic program.
This will be done in the forma
nma

Mrs. R. J. Lonaherg Sr.. and
mt.. Mary Cooper. all of Pros pea Heights. and Miss Bonnie
Everhart of Rolling Meath...

has her day

Mount Prve.: Sir. and Mix.

. K. Nachman Sr.. Mr. and

Mrs. Vince Shamhan. Mr. and

,th.l...to,c1hderh,infcizmii,iii:in000,9,robe.

Ihy Mills at 432-5410.

having J. tr. Marlin, New York Mel, catcher, give you an
autographed baseball, according to Tares Ilazek and John Hasenjaeger of Mount Prospect. The bows were among the many
thrilled youngsters who atimded the Gregory School PTA meet.
1ng Jan. 15 to hear Marlins drilling baseball storim and see his
color film of parts of each seethe World Series games.
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Firstax. a new assistance for
impayers, has opened in all 14
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Scholl.
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pn.salont Mn R tv

n A l homoson

blv the Palmate Unn provided

Firstax here for taxpayer

To he served Thursday in
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John Muir and Betsy Ross
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The ho st St. Louis Junior C1010,.
special leaslankm. serves the
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Washington Park. Ir.:moon City. Center.
ville. National Park :Ind Brookla
The UCH will report on the experiment

thenneed demonstrated."

by a forma Internal Revenue
Servim Agent. Barry Steimr
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TIE. North Shore outside Chicago (where residents have repeatedly

the moperly hod hem in Texas
during the county illallelelions
.end returned lot Linda colony

WORKING YOUR
WAY UP?
EARN A

tax level Or governing board. bul a local
advisory board will he elected.
'THIS BIG question is. will the Fast St
Louis expaimental college be able to he
LIIIIVerled 10 a rcpalar type The 1JCB will
have to idtiate these programs."
convened to a regular type district? The
LICH will have In initiate these

Si011

also

had

ELMHURST COLLEGE
EVENING SESSION
verSity 1111111 Colleges

lation misters and 310 non-coverg rag highway system.

gonad°. where

ia, Rd. will he held at 2 p.m.
Thursday in March's office at

in

population. 21 lack of wealocatigl popu-

linois Junior College Board. It has no

Some Illinois residents who lint on the
states western and eastern hounded. do

home railer were eviced My
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"The East St Louis Junior College is
the fiat collekre to he operated lw the Il-

dwellings that were found stastandard by the canny.
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iced the pnopeny 0 25 E. Al-
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three
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Louis.

Smith sad three Moors explain the
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moral People were there in

the morning anyway. so

School. The event is specifically designal for women a MI
small children who find it
lima to get out during the day
lin reigular cloth actidiiies.
bean evening of cards. bunco,
jragg. ale There, noo

PROGRAM chairmen of
craw and organiatioons in the
area will he interested in knowing that the American Cancer
Sociaa has some wonderfill

not adequate.

days and Sundays instead of at

11W PRWSPI.XT Heights
Woman's Club is holding an
evening -social" tonight at

thin.: in the skits or watch.

offered

at

ITE GREAT noon that the
Mount Prospect ice rinks are
now open at 9 a.m. on Satur-

ea.

and worked into. file -minute
akils. Those present may par-
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suppon. lhe American

Cancer Society is helping to
launch the pnigram in this

eel, hook.

offered. free
charge from the society.

tomorrow at 11:30 any
Nordic Hills Country Club.
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follow.
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help the patient with physical
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facets of !Ma'am, exchange

pile nee

of the Cook LOW, Homo

the cconomie and medal conditions in EastSt.

..But many of them same coalitions
grovelled in southeastern Illinois where
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00000 a 0 an an opt:ism:nal ellon to determine whether this kind of major institution can influence dials to improve
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Si, forbidding occupancy on
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courage by the conditions

Discipline will he the epic
for discu ssion. al tonight's
School Community Council

problem, and code
de enforceenforceMall procedures wish Welsh

Sr

levet he said, hoot fed.

sic

mainoney is available tar rent

meeting. scheduled for X p.ny
at Dist. MTh Holmes School.
19110
IV.
Lonnquist
Rd..

Club slodukl base 11 good time

ation with Mrs. Stanley. NIP..
Alton Brown. chairman of the
NORWEMD
opportunity
council. and Mrs. William
Trevor. tratsurer of the rapoor[unity center's advisory cons.
mince Simon said rent zeal.

Meal have indoor plumhing
that doesn't
that it's unsafe," she said.
Simon agreed. saying

Discipline
to be topic

1440. when he was

After discussing the North-

wen suburban hoding situ-

sidles one needed so large fainiSim can :iO,mol adequate net,,.
ing.

Chen.

transferral from drafting to
eramment engineering. Elm.
hied has specialited in the
premration of floor plans and
the design and application of
distributing frames.
As an maim :Lang section

Mn. Stanley yesterday told
Simon that 24 -hour eviction
nots. such as three issued by

t outs T. aunty

Anit s arannant

also remain outsireasde a junior uollege

Spruce Cott ge, a two -wing horsing unit for 20 students age 16 and over, was recently opened at
Little City, P aline. The crame e furnished like 0 bane and decorated in gold and green. A large
dining area and lounge serves both wings. rWil 01110ellIS share a room. Little City is a residential
community far menmlly retarded children. Supervisors are needed for the six comma.
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public are expected to Jam the
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take in most Illinoisans

WIN A
CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

LIMOUSINE

FOR A DAY

THE DAY

One day at a time

z

on. a -g gory% me vah:

notch

Osman

Its suburban tam

Not mead you that I m an

loopy about them 1 to onkel,
py o ith he people that bet
lyache about them.
You may have forgotten
that most of your property tu
goes to operate the school.

unloose
They re a very necessary ce

not a wash. Some people have

mom For many people Ever

that has lots of chrome and m

tor

sesames

Television costs MOM.
Color television CO. more

week?
Cosmetics are
After -shave lotion and
and deodo-

Many of the people who bellyache about their twos believe that the schools mac
money. Maybe they do, some.

ti

smrela

They don't

dEveryn

teachers,

THESE SAME people see
no wore or expense in Iota of
other things in life. though.

ends. At the end of did "ear,
they haven't spent as much.

as much as
thorgh. Usually,
cost

Lots of things cost lots of
money.

Kids coat money. Kids an.

you'll be going some place that
money.

ccc
Golf. bowling, skis
coal maul,.

awl much. Or do= it?

ICs

the must important thing in chi,
worId,
And schools me the biggest
bargain in the world.
Quit bellyaching.

m

well spent, because itY, lots of
fun.

CARS ARE an =pane. but

neceruity every

a

day.011ters just use it on week-

when you haw a bebysittert

are important. Oh, they
have logo to the vet, bcfedand
have a few toys. Doesn't really

By Rithord Crabb

Rep Fdwerd A Kerwin

011001 it 01011111 :040. I mill love him a lot but now I hair heN going

ID Skoidel mid Thuiselve that
saut
he finds Ninst.11
azreement wIth the Middle
East stance ryken earlier this
week before Crane announryd
his intonhon to vim Isrdel and
the Middle East next month.

1,:ted. and thanks a lot

Warman who will oppose
Crane in the Nov. 3 election

costs money For

some, its

people seem to have color.
Babysitters are important.

areomol nat.

ateawa

LIRLIor

than black and white. MOM

Har-

rants
dre

FANCY CLOTHES cost
money If you re gomg to par
ties you ne d them

that ho them Most ham one

up the cost of a carton

Warman, Crane share views
on Middle East policy

Tomorrow
Is Today

By Ron Swans

.lkar Mr. De1.0100,
I win going wall n guy for over three months. We broke
up

out with another girk I0, veal think 1.11 get hinfbock again?
Arlington Heights

ilmr 'Lea
W he dealt
mybeanoacheiT rein...ship with you going
of damning. A 011 like
yin en do hetter time that.
I feel 10 10101 come hock,

Dear NI, Del amise:
I would like hi know alang my cue obout an accident Ives, and
a half yxwn :1110. Win I go, money for the bills and our security
now. which is very low at this time? Will things get better or not?
MM.. Prospect Heighis

Ikur 51.W.:

DOCTOR SAYS

lOPEN SUNDAYS!

Menopause's onset

occurs gradually

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
W. G. BRANDSTADT,

"Now, do you have some kind of machine that will smoke

these cigarettes for me?"

11-11ned egg stamen know

the menopause starts
:r

ors when

it ,is eompleted?

man has stoned her change it
life and whether it is complete
Is this true?
A --A ehmeleol Heel that do

A -The moat of the change,

usually heiween the ages 45

Zbe Vragpect 33ap
-.nor Mr origin,' dream he oh,,, fee/mule Aripira
the papres.fixrchini and i

'

.. Marshall Field

and 50, is gradual. The interval
between menstrual periods bo-

comes longer end Me periods
themselves arc ot s.ner duration. It is camplete when them
are no more periods.

0-I am going through the
III

does

Wgdrieiday. January 21. 1970
yjr;;dr.Pnzdr:riAn;mTrct

rl POMO,

any

side effects?

Willem 1. kredarsch

h rmon

repachn we female
n
lo gmr p od cod

by the ovari., this drug re-

11, W Slain:Mo. gnnttwi.III. Arrow

lieves menopausal wmptoms.
When taken daily tor three
weeks. then drscontinues1 the
onc week, there should be no

grant Other,
217 Srna

111.Ru.. DIIINtim !Diehl.. In torn
ID A renny.Dres Pleint..111. anima

side effects. Too large a dosage
Om an

may cause soreness of the
breasis and pelvic discomfort.

I .S. mvll rail, DRAM a ,Nrr gun for .w

'lin...land prim shiny. run

Letters to the Editor
The staff of the Illinois Departmene of Children and
Family Servian. Chicago Region. wishes ha exprea the tremendous dein of gratitude

owed a youth the staff of Day
Publications and ho the syn.,
thetic wormhairted readers of
your repo,: who. for the ihird
consecutive year. made possible a very happy Christmas
for a huge number of ehe childretanttler oui coo who odor.
wise num not has bee re
memhered on this ,,cry spnecial
''I'he'7.1:7,71,:i,i,drrkM who su-

pervise these children in oho:
rne. have slew -Tilled to MC ehe
joy and escitemene
the children in opening their Seas end
their delight M finding Ole

of,

very things for which they had

children.

We feel ilate it is imporione
that this he duly acknowledged
and credited since ie more than

ten children by the otudetas ear
Central School in Mount Pros -

henclators in the northwest
suburbs. dog is etactly what ii
is nieant It, he! Our staff was
not only lllll appreciaeive of
all the gifts thi. :led to our
all

peel

and

also

the generous

Club of Arlington Heights, di-

rected by M. Carolyn Andrews.

We were particularly louchhy a cosh gift received from

onc of the carriers fin Des
Plaines Day Puhlicalion.
Mark Handler. and make mention of thiS at the risk of embar-

Wc are very much :mare of

flamed donate. from young
people in the northwest sub-

all the ,:me and effort the good

people of the non.. suborns MUM bas expended in se.
lecting anal purchasing moth

assing this young lnn.
we feel his and the aforemenurbs exemplify

charity.
commission, construct be
rho

male hormone,.

O -I lure heard that ehere is
a test the tells whether a WO-

Hideaword

small tiece., of our young
people.

If this sounds like a rave... flee 11110111 all of our children's

but vere

'premed

and edified ugh the
might.
Allnew and genertwily r all
who
participated:
his
Christmas gill giving preheet.

lt

PECAN PANELING a x 7$4.20 Each

Q-Whint WOnld mine a womthem?

our sincere wish that
each perm. who corm -Rimed
is

4

A -Although these sy nth Mira usually Marl with the onset of menopause. they often

7

4.0

it is

D & E Antique Birch

plete. The arc coined hycomIn-

stability or the nervouh control of the blood vessels vf
skin and tire aggravate. by
hot weather. hot baths.
micy Mods. excessive

...

3.98..h
4.56E.6

$7,56Eoch

Ve" 4 x 8

$864Eoch

OAK
(Brown nlisr. Silver Mil, Croon An.st,

Them
They are he

by avoiding
hoes precipitating factory and

Ye 4 x 8

relations.. it will cause can-

HERITAGE WALNUT

$11.96

°"'"

cer. It this true?
A-No.Someoneisplasiinga
cruel joke on you.

Q-A

know

93.44

$5.10

4x7

D & E WALNUT
v. 4 x 8

1/4" 4 x 8

$6.48.

HERITAGE HICKORY

also be helpful.
and after the menopause a
woman should not have sexual

4x8

ROYAL ELM
4x7

SEE THE o NEW EXCITING SEAMLESS

CEILING TILE FROM ARMSTRONG
NOW ON DISPLAY

4x8

$5.82

tr

J .01.1
$6.40

has

beautiful gifts fur our childrer
and lame ihat you will convey
our matt sincere thanks to

active. but be inust SI:
limeeryand elevate his legs from
down
totime
gee relief Is
there any cure for this?
11 -In children, this
ually a hereditary disease.
No cure is known.

genersity. We

MT. PROSPECT 574 E. NW. HWY.

CHIKNET

We would like to ucknow

floor samples

James Anderson of Arlington
Height,. not only for their own

Anwrer nn Conde Pare

0

SIMPLE INTEREST

special appeal sponsored then.

CONSULTANT SERVICES... Free Estimates In Your Home

knowledge the series °Cordele,

wonderful

response they
evoked from Day readers.
Our l ist ot benefactors a

long, and we would ask that
our chiklren's appreciation be
conveyed to Wheeling Townthip Republican Organization

RUG &
6654 Barrington Rd.
Hanover Park

aggreshive than was once con-

sidered permissable, but little
children are not happy when
they arc permitted to become
wild and destructive.
A child needs the teacher's
help in letting him know wiehom question then he nay rim
behave in certain ways. hut she

in., also lei him know by'
words or manner Ilea he is still
lovable to her.

Visit the nursery school lo

which you are planning

Nree WAUGIN ORIVGIN
AANKING HOURS:

837.3113

WIN MAIM. WINKING NOUNS

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
MiLwoky. AVENUE AT DUNDEE ROA°
WHEELING

in NONE 517.0010

'ARM. FDIC

fridayM30 nm.
5:11,

20)...m.
by 7530 p.m

smurday. Ffu op. in MOO Noon I

mower:, of the

eighth and 0,111 meetings of
the Hal or more sessioes to be

held, uring the winter. sprbM
and monmer ol PPM. 'r
Diary is load 011

repo. provided by delegates
convention

the

from

the

northwest sliburb,.
1k

limited number of omit, ere
vailable.

will probably benefit from a
good nursery schl with kind.
teacheroos.

adequate

some timero m a good nursery

equipment.

By the doe your child

three, your husband may agree

Even three -year -olds and
four -yaw -olds need a great

her.

that the is ready. Don't rush

s or more than 1011 to he
held before raft. the Con C
ant ion 'woke
sharply with precedent. The
week vas also the lire of run
conIntillee actehion.

Reflecting e ads nee, in
transportation and a deep respect liar citiane mithion. elv

con ve nsoled unroll-

may-

Oglers need
reservations
Shedd ALIPari0111, an-

Good nursery schools mod

nouncd
Thee recently that as a result of the inerawing number
of large groups visiting he

plenty of pace. both indoors
and out. and equipment for

busier,. fraternal and other

bah active and quiet play. The
well trained nonery school
dren to um equipment and ma WHIN in there man way. letting

them develop their own skills
in climbing. swinging or riding
tricycles.

A CHILD may he left free

be first ever
"Public hearings throughout the state has never he,,,
done before in Illinois. and
we've not Altind a IWO:Weill
for this in one other stale either: reports Helen:tee John
Woods of Arlington Height..
'It is quite possible that our
Con -Con public hearings he

school,

civic,

organized groups must beginning Feb. I, make advance re se

vations.

For reservations write try
Reservations. John. G. Shedd
Aquarium,
1200 S. Lake

tremists to desist from direct
peace negotiations in the hope

that other powsrs would pre.

Seals

issues.

Feb. re.

'the convention voted to
from the present Mae
capitol to ihe restored Old
Capitol' Building. It will hold
rnemin o of the fall eon-

sention in ehe same num
w here Abraham Lincoln worked as a Imislator and where he

delisered his Monona! "house
slividetl"
It was in this
PIM that the Coneinitiomil Convention of 1170

13. 19711 -For the third time in
eigIn meeeings of the con-

then

explain my thinking, based en

nine years of experienem .
State Auditor of Public As.
counts.

First. I heliew Illinois
Mould elect a State Comptroller sotto's:lithe responsible for

fiscal recur keeping and
for investment of all
all

wasfunds.

The Comptroller
should handle all the fiscal ad-

stration and record keep.
bynow handled hy my office
the Slate Treasurer and the

ihould he relayed to give them
broader powers and flexibility.
Thev should he free totes bor-

tention Delegate Paul Elward
oN Chicago moved to adope
more inclusive personal disclosure of delegale inside and
reseed illlenNS. After Ions de him the Lineal,m was returned

row' money and consolidate
their remake's so we can have
fewer. better and more efScion, local governmenls".

he the Comminee on Rules and
Credentials.
She sanvontion voted In de-

vote the entire week of FM. 9
III holding public hearings

throughout Illins. The prioeiple adv.:tied veganousle Its
INIegale John G. Woods of
Arlington Heighis that "any

aid Howelett.
Lieut.-Gov.

Simon

Paul

n Feb. s three
be

held

at

spoke to the unnvenlion for 25
minutes. He mode three Fner-

oar. !Noio

and

Atari. (soothe. On Fel,

11

hearings will he held Ell
f
los-anon. in the f Meths,
uthurlu-Wmikegan. Ail
1:111
Heights. Wheaton and
one. nod.
I

On This 12 mid 13 the entire
,onseinion
ill hold

Chicago's Civic

for delegates in the

Old Capitol Build* will hate
to be provided. Thu desks. one

of them the original actually
used when Abraham I Merlin
wa, in Ills Illinois legislature.

will benmos edl caged and
seined fin the slur alion of the
Coo-Coti nu: of the heading.

addressed the
consictuion.
Stale Auditor Michael
HEWIelt rWoInntended that

structure.

excessively

long

conveneion which oil' sour the
public on your promwals."
SImon Urged C. ow( On ttl

mike boundaries for HOU.
Ind &Mate districts cocatensi

and to reduce the number

ofos...her!. of the le isle
Dilly two ttes hose larger
, ,,,,.sorely leiur ham a

A motel rock is now on disphiy en Chicago's kilAeUrel of
Science and Industry. accord-

Con.Con combine the offices ing to Maud SI. Zhu:Master.
of stale amigo,' ond s. treas- intwentri proident.
The lunar hainple. weighing
urer into one ot office of Il4'),I proms. h:u Iven on d0 linois Conggrnolla
"Although I have taken 5, - play sine. Ile.. 12. by special
irl glens on mini co II - arrangements with the Nation.

ke-

-

my hut how oft.

they soy it and with what feeling and force.
The hearings will reveal
hove deeply the citizenry feel
on key issues. If the feeling is
Gee, C0100011 is likely to act
accordingly. If it
not then

the delegata will act on their
Students in government of
Elk Grove High School. work-

ing on the matter for year.

have produced their own vets
n't

Lney'r sh2=T'3',IRC;ips:

trim delegates to arrange for
representatives to visit the canvention and present each of the

in advance of the proposed

116 delegatesa copy of their
rewriting of the constitution.

includmg lintel. through the
Gulf of Aqaba and the Sues
Canal.

'however, the immediate
question for the United Slates
is how to help Israel provide
for her own security. The
meth side and must nuke
available all necessary military

equipment. including airryaft.
which are required for her defense and are necessary for Is-

military

el's

superiority.

Harper unit
hunts achievers
Three college strider haw
heen named to a committee to
help select the Harem College

lhe

students

are:

Pala

Courvoisich 21 N. Dryden.
Arlington Heights: George
Spanski. 410 N. Elmhurst Rd..
Mount Prspect. and Dan Jankowski. Northhrook.
The seleceed Harper sni-

de. will receive 5100 each.
They will then compete for a
5250 price in district selections. Ten district winners will
vie for :l S1J100 prize.

'the top Illinois male and fe-

male junior college student
will he honored at an April
luncheon in erica,.

.i

al Aeronamics and Space Ad -

m NASA,. At the
conclusion of tlw exhibition
on Jan. 31. the rock will he re-

urned to NASA headquariers
in Houston.

the moon rock

has

/

,--.,.._.

at-

tracted Mims:Inds of visil or. to

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

CAN PHONE
YOLK WANT AD
TO U5...

255-7200
OR

296-6640

the museum." said klitchasryr 'and we are pleased no

earth by the Apollo 11 crew in
July. 1969. It is being din
pI ayed on a revolving turntable accompanied by special
lighting so it may he seen in its
entirety. It is
in the
circular dome area of the mu.
seum's East Pavillion. where

1111; RAITLE

O

slides of the nowt are proj-

hear lee ,airmen.

My little brother and I tight all the time. lie won't leave my
things alone. Ho cries when beat um on him. My mother O
alWaW tilling its to stop fighting. I like y little brother. but a girl
1

should have some privacy. Why won't he leave me alone?

Public
ill7"(!rInf-C'31'nen

"IT IS ESSENTIAL that
any math mcnement guaran-

itom.2
Th e sample was hniught to

The sinegion sounds normal. CAR you believe

The

cure.

continue it on view for our vi

Fighter
grow op

In be. clow Mat nothing rim pull you apart?
h

raphically defensible and se-

eleceive

ielleed.

suburbs.

tweed herders would be geog-

Moon is on display

t
for something more
than half the convennon memImship WOIIIII be ille010e11-

tion al the microphones
without adding the additional
hazard of smoking" said one
delegate Iron, the northwest

declare Mn Israel's new and

Melee awards.

among the delegat. who ac-

pool:

recognirc the sovereignty of the State
and
ing to

for the pissing hour. hut prin-

Smokers

Non makers

ilirrilisle'r7.

Iermrs'iiner'rim's':'ad'which

until the Arab states arc will-

compete for the Illinois jun.
ior college student achieve -

on

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU,

pranUres

all

which mations, -not rules

One Mallet. Able!, did not
figure in the move to the Old
Capitol Building beg which is
important. comeerns the qui,
tion of no smoking in the his.

lore.

oppose

man and woman who will

'AVOW

audience for your message, everyday!

upon Israel to withdraw WWI:Ward', and uncondidonally

constitution that is flexible and

anger house.

NINTH MEETING. Lan.
14.
Priti--Iwn uf

should

al recommendant. 11 draft a

er than as ai package and 131

he::

Rocklind

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day hoe a ready

and to secure a binding.
contractual peace settlement.
freely and sincerely signed by
the pariMs themsclv., the
United Smtm government

pre -audit function of the Departmet of,Final
SECON D I believe the reMiction, on local government

Illinoismcagron

gat
Ritt011

'To insure direct

wmt to make two hniad
and

go A

a peaceful settlement.
rather than encourage one.

I

recommendations.

into anicession.

Paee 5

1970

delay

loday
would like 10 rescind my.
in

size

hearings at

Shore Dr.. Chicago 60605 or
call 936-2426 en keel 15 day.
visit.

conuitions enanegated
by Secretary of State Rogers

Thus these proposals in fact

line. Thew beerings will he held the week of

will

to impose half -way measure%
that would not be rynduciVe 10
a permanent peace.

CRANE TOLD rim Jewish

they remarks to only two.

prthm

be they Rig Two, Big

tend to encourage the Arab ex-

Marion in southern Illinois to
Waukegan IS miles from the

the

ties,

Four, or the UMted Nations,

(cm, almost exactcoly the same
words road by Rep. Warma
in describing his viewa on the
muter.

unman,

eiglit limns and cities from

Im

parties to the conflict must be
the panics to the settlement. It
is unrealistic for outside par-

sure Israel

he hearings at' a minimum id

West

face -lo -face negotiations. The

The recent proposals for

needed for theuntry's de -

to Israel.

vide Israel and the Arab state,

peace

ciples for an expanding fa eitiren he heard on any quo:- plure 121 articles should he
tion" ai all heroines was
resented to the general public
adoO pt.,
for appnwal
rath-

gates is not so much what the
W

all

peace He urged the Aran nations to meet Israel in a peace
conference He said that the U.
S. must provide the arms

MhEIING. den.

FD. Didion. U.N.

is

timid.

aquarium,

trip taken in the name of loct.
finding and drolmnacy.
Then is a large Jewish pop °lotion In the eastern srytion
of the 13:11 District. citizens
who an: highly interested M

conmeod

A THREEor four -year -old

safely and health provisions.
and enough space and play

teacher usually permits chilclosed o,, Wednesday

to

send your child. Spend some
time there. Some schools restrict the child's freedom tem
much. while others fail 10 ex.
ercise enough control

competent

Crane was criticel of Secre-

tary of State Rogers' recent
proposals for an Israel -Arab

Caner in ehe Lamp.

is three. he can usually (hue not
hy spending
always)

Fiascos.

about our children', need,
by Ike

home with eh: onego-one
leniiim gem mother or keelle
warm. loving adult can gie. I
doe not !whew 'hue Iwo.year-

group. Childrsm ages three and
four are not ready for noes and

We would also like to ac-

include::

their Lind held ansulkere."

on paper. but is
not allowed to paint furniture.
floors or wall. Children today
are allowed tu he much more

dad of personal encodes, and
the nursery school staff should
he large enough so that each
child can he handlut in:: onall

5% compounded daily on a balance as small as $25.00
Now, what could be more simple than that?

This is the foorth Wore or
The Days l'on-Fort Diary. It

February will be ehe lint of

la paint

school. pviding he is not too

Day Publications.

ckerly Ge111011511,11ed

Two -m:1, 01d. need the quiet. relaXed MIGOlimlings of

BY THE -EWE your child

custom draperies

and annually since then. by

written by Maureen MeNassar
the effectiveness of Ghia waS

ouce:hit:Ben. and not so good
child. hets. II ileoenda Oil the
child. the home. and the qailey of the believe half. In most
WtheS I believe Ihut it is better
to keep a child al honk. Until he
is thn

home and nenher.

onc. but to residents of the
-

Iley

Talk with
a teacher

olds feelsry safe away from

1967. :oak ing known this unmet need of these children. not
061) to friends and acquaint-

northwest suburbs through a

of gray wink...
lki.olliSe in can
gehliraiirain..':'2 Crag,
Thu Mini, 600/6.
the gm

the leaden of the Arab gates
agree to mem with Israel to

Rep

to hold public hearings

Con-Conhearings

11111., rl 'ISE. nioirwally known psyc hic'. will answer

Evanston vrith leaders of the

on -Con vote unanimous

1

Jog

Crane mmII

can be remind in the sprig
and ...mac of peace only If

Mid relations.

statement or pokey on Mideast
matters and his trip to Israel is
o thinly disguised campaign

munity.

KS. Mount Prospect

feel this hie, k pill in line with the other girl. I feel you do
cure for him nut II will he hest for you If you keep ea an and
frinols for a couple of yeas while you cry to week out year
...nit.. line high have Knuth 10 think Aunt.

nents of Cong. Crane quickly
concluded this week that his

ms'. Iritddle Fret situation.

lomat,. to hold a series of pub-

hear KR,

1970 session of Congress next

trio. He gave them a full statement of his
on on U. S. -

HOME POLITICAL oppo-

member of this Jewish con.

I

a Mime kit

leaders The mues which de

Jcveish organtzations in hes dm

should maintain in the doo-

au, lime In go hack to school and dropped him.
In two meetings I/11%
because it ruse didn't wt.
woth. He kepi wanting to take me week, the eighth and ninth sew
him rec..' and he had me how much he loved me, but thin he
has this othei girl he just cure) drop. I also think it's heeareic of
everything that's happened between us. he's afraid of the same
things happening again. Ho told me that we had a lot of time to
wore, it out
week Ity broke up with thus girl. Since then we have talked
all Ow lime or nmrri:Lse plans. I beprohlem is he scansrather
unhappy. I don', know exactly what is bothering hint lati you see

Bahia returning to Wash
melon for the opening of the
week

J.

plat

Warman, who will be Crane's
November' opponent, is

Wallintied going Out.

one. big lave couldn't. so he moved ern.
12.111 leiond hod much I really loved him. I've seen quite aloe

is the only democrats in eh
Muldk Eau Warmsn ex

tweets Crane and myself on the
policy position the U. S.

e'd lie together for jou about ehe rest of our lives. We

Nowt it

nslf tram Arth steak brad

United Sires

tel Loki. me out. By the end of the ninth we

Mme. %%hat do you ehink?
Mrs..1.1 C Sheen !Some.
Dear
1.1. C.
Nursery seiliesel IS good for

carpeting
lamps
furniture
UP to 20% OFF on

gertern
annual gifts a am
childrenth but tor initially. in

1 le he:
st ill, in October of 1968 I met this guy and for some
0:10:11 cc HIP 1,, lin almost the rese of the year. Then lase

/101 PH 1111th:111d seom to
think Iha, 11(11,1,, helong al

Merchandise Reduced up to 30% OFF!

edge, in a very special way. inir
gratitude to Mr. and Mrs.

s ,,, isci

tn.' neighborhood and
would like to min our little

.111 goy, 39 extellent

'There hn been no basic

Our Wentil must we that Is
rtel n Oro% enough to &lend

disagreement at any time he.

Ikar

A nursery school has stoned

ming all ween of We,

than IWO months ego. Wmman
was Crane's Democratic opponent.

scrapbook and lacking one or
more of (be
three Mum a

in

these leiter, as you can.
In addition, find the word

less

rain now.
fine chiletrai and a lard-wothine husband are
Needed. nom, melon wish they lad.

Dear Mrs. C1111on.

Make as many four Wee:
or snore words out of

ed in a special election

A collection 01 con -Con
Diary nNtes
unique report
on Illinois TIPP, in the making. For simians mid ethers
wishioc to keep a sornplele

CL 5-7141

JANUARY CLEARANCE

of these wonderful peopled.

me Beal 'our emblems serene, as had as you feel them to 01.1110

LUMBER & PLYWOOD

0

only wish it were possible tr,
meet and thank permnally all

I do. reel as desmeately as yea seem to. which indite. lo

DUFFY- EVANS

your readers for Their the
and

Will et
Wc
eta, seea liriplu health and financial future? Do you
the s Noche Illeure lot my five sons? Please try to answer right
inns. 111c01 encouragement deweralely.
Si,. Mount thlivapect

lymphedema or the ankl.. He

so generously to the happimas

of our children. will receive in
tenon :Mundane blemings in
this New Year!
M. Catherine McMurrough
Chairman,
Christmas Gins Committee

010 see :Inv filthre tier 'his boy? Will he :one down and N11011111
10 A/Illelkille?

kite u

HOICE OF 3 COLORS)

ling

tag of school. Iles so undecidal and afraid of everything. I),,

summer he

4x7

1/4"

coffee drinking and nem.,

Q-4 haveneattoldthatdur.

I

couple of years. AlealIwkile. im to see the good ihinK, ill your lire

MAHOGANY

sweats? Whit am I do for

mows, vitamin E or a short
course of tranquilizers may

array. We love led

feel corm:lion, in all ,mair problerns, probably within anneal

an. 76.10 haw hat flushes and

pert
sis long after

I"o

lain Si.

the stage of your inCiinpause

the normal range. Female hor-

1111favnrahle

publicity receiwsl at tinea hy

been longing hut had hardly
dared to hope they would re -

cave

youth_

by the youth of the northwest
suburbs in this Christmas giving projtht. It use, especially
graphing to receive the large
number of toys r011eCied for

...Regions made by the JH

HARDWARE

ovarian aryivity and, thus,

opause? Whin effect would it
have on the natural aging pro-

Sot affect the aging prosms.
even if you don't take any fe-

path and 'high ideals of loday's

C011IllerbakIllee%

Icrmines. amount of estro

keeping your weight within

uterus, ovaries: or both during
ho child -baring period
brings.on a sudden and complete menopause. This does

for Me many lowly gifts provided again this year for our

We would like to call particular attention to the very
significant contribution made

*P16.0
PAIR

WHITE WITH

gen in your blood is an index o

O-Whese k natIcal mence.?
A--Suigkol removal of the

Thanks to Day readers for Chrisinias gifts
Editor

PREFINISHED-

change and my doctor has pre-

Page 4

John E Stanton, Fib:

CAFE DOORS

YOUR CHOICE

I

Sly Stell is gis inn a1. grief. He's very' new
and has ulcers. He
wants to graduate
lure. :and then does anything lo get kicked

36" WIDE

PANELING OF

Dear Mr. DeLotti,
xo,rk laeng boon 1u.' o Amp rip. AnJ we re will In ,he hale.
worry about him

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M

for the 10th Congressional
scat to which Crane was elect.

I feel you'd INNLY nut count on Ike money very wont, but an
ItelLuee.mene will he merle on the accident within the next yearend C

Ilaax1. let,, 'ne Lahore'

ednesdey January 21

HEARTFEI.T QUESTRIN

Dan Les Jain..
Is it Ilk for n 13 -year -old boy to /my II 70 -ant locket for his
girl 0,1 Valentine's Day?.
Wondering. Rolling Meadows
Evm Wit turns green,
Inc. It. Your mother will probably
be unkuppy, though.

GOVERNMENT PROBLEM
1)car 1,1 Janson.

I know this isn't your probliem. but Amioe Line doesn't help.
Our house is on a comer. There is a mailbox them. When people

put mail in. 0 always squeaks. It's so loud, I can hear it in the
house. I culled the post office, hut they don't help. It's driving Me
crazy.
Bugged by Squeaks

Grab your oil can, run to the box, squirt a little oil on each pin
or the squeaking tray. Do 11 right after the mall has be. collected, so there's no chance of oil getting an mall. Don't gel caught.

bloppear. Problem solved.

ects. on the

The rock is one of 15 saw
Ma being distributed by
NASA to sigcant museums
and

institutiong around the

country.

The moon rock will he an
display during the museum'
regular hours -9:30 a.m._ to 4
pan: Mondays through Salmdays and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Sundays and holidays.

Jewel store
sets children's

art fair

The Jewel Food Store at 240
Dundee Rd., Wheeling, Is

holding a childrens

art fair

Ian. 24.
Three engraved gold trophies
will be given as prizes, one for
-Mich age group. Ages groups
are 5 to 7,8 to 10 and 11 to IS.
through

Saturday,

An works for display during the contest should be delivered to Pat Picchietti. resident

Send winr unragorar to Lee Janson, rlo Day Pabliraiings,
II? S. Main SS, Mann: Prosper, III. 600.56. If yew wish a per.

Mpervisor, or Al Foster, gro-

+anal reply. send a se(Faddressed envelope.

store.

cery manager, at the Wheeling

CUP & COMMIT. 111 MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC
WANT AD DEPT
217 S Arlington Hes Rd

Arlington Heights III 60005
or

722 Center Sr
Du Plaines III 60016
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GENERAL FINISHERS

Nwe a number of grew job oppenuoilies NOW for

SWITCHBOARD

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

See us for Me bess job you're ever hod SI you're meresie d
a blu.ellip COMPO.V.

RECEPTIONIST
TOO $100 TO START

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

all norm Ione.. inditenta life insurance. nospincitunct.
ao'd spcolions and hoRchen.

BUFFERS
Apply in Person bra Confidential Interview
BABY DOCTOR'S

TELETYPE CORPORATION

MOIL

R. Bercxyls of 7.6-6230,
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3 Shifts
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Subsidiary of
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TODAY!-'
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CONTACT MAN

1070

240elp Rented Men

GUARDS

EXECUTIVE SALES'

r77 r:"Uolirsr e'sk

CHECK YOUR A051

CALL

-, Ti

Audio Communications

$150-$170

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

41.4,3L

1

DOCTOR U OFFICE

Need Help,

Wednesday ram, III

24 -Help Walled Men

141Ielp Wanted Men

24-11elp Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

ocnr's

Fr

nity...CALL ONE NOW!

ite '

Electronic

emenals

Consult rho daily guide of reliable serwicO offered

24 Help Wanted Men

23 Employment Agencies Men

rISC.7

11 I. Thum 7 PLeVio 7 V M.
SanudayllAYA10.10.0,1

Sews

Lee

Street
-

"P"
Des

An Equol Opportunity Employer

Soapy

111
I.......dtV..Ioo'r.

L'e

1365

An equal opportunity employer.

Otte

SUNBEAM CORP..

741.M.10 AP IA

OFFICE -$525-540

Yflorv'sM1L'1:1'74
unde stead ag

Plaines
1496 Mine

Des X 297 ISIS

Page 8

Wednesday January 21 1970

25Rep0weent Agaves Woollen

26-lieleWootedImo

2611eWante0Wetten

25EmpIMMO APAR` Rosa

2544 Wand Wean

FIGURE CLERK

aikp,w.hd Waelen

26-11Dp Wel Wooten

I 26.11elp Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted WI

26.1611111anted Ramon

EXEC SECT

2611011 Wanted Women

WK

WIDE S1,7,CSONNEL

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

,:;GEN.,`27,=?.

TYPIST

OFFICE

ACCOUNTING

a,.

6110WIC

CLERK -TYPIST

FIGURE

WORK $115

ler

TM.P,

OR

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

2190 Oxford Rood

Des Plaines,

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

RECEPTION
OPTOMETRIST
OFFICE

298-2770
La Salle Personnel

ASSEMBLERS

CHRISTMAS?

FULL TIME

7Z,72

. Hcelim she pub

SKI BUFFS'

SUBURBAN

Apply Al

965-7070

372-5300

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

GAL FRIDAY
REICHARDT CLEANERS
253.9325

rruo

$650
prowl cam TM°

air

'"AZFR'SP'ECA=r"

ENCAP
PRODUCTS CO.

Oen L tieke, BEAM Will

PO

La Salle Personnel

Reception -Variety

leww

GENERAL OFFICE

from ireur.

(Light Typing)

au
here

1171 ago be your

ro take

BVIo=9;

pe.le ra dep.. where theva

wart.. Only 6om

be

Paired. Nee

recepl

Only

TOP PAY

WARD

100. tienef66 Ivrpold holidays:

"kh07.r.P717

GOODYEAR

walIF

OONT=NECNT

'
TYPISTS 5100
OR. 4.41.455e

HUM SOO

,71:L7L

"'.7

hoar

VITPLIN..6525 COS. SERV.SSOP
MAR GAL.S433 All FREE!

RECERTION

FOR YOUNG
DOCTOR - $550 MO.

2911-2770

Los alle Posannel
hewer catch

RANDHURST CENTER

ASSEMBLERS

.0oosnE
'

EXECUTIVE

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

SECRMONETRY
ATH

$550

Dunlon

S

EXCELLENT CO. BENEFITS

AT

Must Have Own Trans.

455-3600

Data Processing

rped oldull rooNne7 NM the
rl

In.linoton Nag.
Duman

9

100% Free Positions

0880

6028

MR. BASTIAN

EMPLOYMENT

RAS WOO

GENERA BOX CO.

DES PLAINES
O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon

GIRL FRIDAY
NEEDED
HELP!!

CALL MR TERRY GOULD

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

r6O4

437-1090sr
SUILOWS

also available

FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW

50o

SECRETARY

TELETYPE CORPORATION

CLERKS

$40.3 mo. plus

Indust. Rstich.Pro

Inc,

321 Bond St., Elk

ove

central telephone company of illinois
27 -Hal

Wanted -Men Si Women

27 Help Wanted -Men & Women

CALL MRS. GOODLIHG
HARPER COLLEGE

Be A 131a ir Temporary!

359 4200

$700 MONTH

row

on gin L

CLERK TYPIST
MG.. Village Po,
41

$00

yes

BLAIR

.13,660

GAL FRIDAY
$450
Wel Kee

wee el es ouees
nd

To

N
611. sk il299-7191OW
NO FR

CA LL L12 0

xrBY

PERSONNEL

Local Radio Station

Me,

A.

5600

P

talk lo

peop16

ell

OPEN SAlr.,EVIS BY APPI.

WANT EXTRA CASH?
OF CHICAGO

Conwtomeler Operators
Stenographers
Typists
10 Key Adding Machine Operators

2611elp Warted Women

1ls.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

Call Mr. Schager 782-6244

Oh

GIRL FRIDAY
NO SHORTHAND
VARIETY - $625 MO

are ma

oridie roost
es.

Subs..

tea..

ler Nurser; Schaal

in

needed
Mt. Pros-

CLERK -TYPISTS

NEEDED
SEE MR. BROWNE,

of

mceon
FONO

KEYPUNCH

Arlinplonlielo.
S. Donlon
6028

Dern..

394.0880
666.0700

se, poisycl cod ore* to opood calk all morel. moo,
Coale voicso and geed 1;4. aro a mar for This kkh

WIDE

SE000 XSONNEL
211Asom

l'Af
.

ewe. ireue cue roe

nemione or findin0 phone noneurs whoa a dime, ipbr
a.

El

you v. M1ar a good da

Highten aeon Me winked. day.

. 41.66.4"

c000nlialg bdy tar occasion,
o

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!
As on illinemeollapworer yaull be loo set w00gsa Food

Ken Larson L Associates

BANTAM BOOKS INC.
414 E. GOLF ROAD

DES PLAINES

\
c.2
"

VICTOR TEMPORARIES
NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH A NORTHWEST SIDES

Tie

04

35,6110
Kenny Mfg.

Geol.,. lobo at. o Near arming salary**, rah. or
le. eke., Oa eon*.
c000nkon In *mug
working sondhions. and the lama. by hanoles.

©

40%

2. Heavy duty crogeffng
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in

JEWEL

I

824-2175

1969 CHARGER
2 DR. H.T.

V 8, AuTornatic, Power Steen,. re,,r

V-8, Power Steering. Power Broker,

. radio, hewer, tehomotic, W/Wolls,
Invoice: $3950.41) fuck, Air fond Factory New Cor

wind. defogger, radio, heater. arc

FOOD STORE

mirror. vinyl roof

Warranty,

$2575$2775

1955 W NORTH AVE
55Musical Instruments

MELROSE PARK

SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY
AT DRASTIC REDUCT ONS DUE TO OVER
SURPLUS OF CLEAN SHARP USED CARS.

I
35

I4

, 0 portiMINS

I

,115,C0130NE:r

rDB,7 BUDICK SKYLARKauto.r,

I'

GIBSON GUITAR

'W

7'

Wr

''''

42 Wanted To Bay

CASH
,

WIEN'

RUGS

r

AUTHORITY
INSPECTION OFFICE

$2.55 Per Hour To Start

oo

e0:.1

I

II 537 7719

ACC. " weeks

7145ts.affillognsUShate

wee,l-nnZSOO ooch
TOY P000LE. MA, ACC. PAPER
IENNED.SNOIS. 375.
437.3579

$1195

'995 I

32-Mmcellaneous Merchandise

Cell 259.0561 Rod Smilb

Automatic Increases
Excellenr Promotional Opportunities
Groat Working Condition, In o Brand New Plant

err..77,==
mot: hes K

wk

MD Rut Furnished Apartments

I
01/50.

Fe160 pd. e 24gy
/cooly .0. Moving.

otosks. ,virviiim
$236 mo
SO.
Praceoe
,45

bedrooms

'66 MERC "CAIANTE" 2 DR.
console bucker
V8
seats Fa. '0.0 A., Cord
'1095

BB DODGE POLARA 4 DR

'67 MERC. "VOYAGER"
6 pass 5/W, V-8 auto. radio

'67 DODGE DART 2 DR. HT

de

1491
66 PORT 3 OR NT

'996

u

$1995

56 rano MI

5895

V
6 MOS gallY

0995

'1595
'66 DODGE CORONET STA. WAGON

I

FiTs

$1995

"Look over our Stock o New and Used Trucks"
Many Models o Choose From.

III

64 01.135WAGON

'69 111.11191%0x. T.

'895

'695 I,
'6517000E2 OR

I

'7951
s,

'695

n

.1'

15 TORO WAGON

tytig211i

0595

gime co..
5895

oron area. 428.3750

2.01:

ho. app.. poper

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR PARADE

MICIL'e7ort.toli:s.d7..6"nd.

5795

To the June in January Sale

471kmle Firtniailpfligere

537.7079 oft 6

At

Sue. locker 54. 42820. Blond

lenw.00se Immo.

.

.

A'Sfr

MIEN

.

hair $50.2 lamps 212.297.8661

aloe mg. air.... OPNionsck,

IN YOUR AREA

nik hod
No
593.5263 or 437.3358
55-Musinal Instruments
F

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'
Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.
EnCe 146 3014 Off on Display Mershonalse,

ITT

Many Used Specials!

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU.
FENDER-GOYA.GIBSON

Rood

It

r

392 5189

M. Wolf

2495 I

'795

Wel

2

"' '1195

'60 MONACO STA. WAGON
9 pass lull power. luggage rack,
ag Rend

'65 OLDS "JET 88"
V-8, auto P/5, air cond , SHARP

T

.137 6455

Ma. Poodle pop. Large mole
10 wig.. $45. 3 yr. old Female

255.1379 alter 6.

Personnel Office - 258-3050

'1395

'495

'1795

rakers, Burglar Warn,,
uodo, movol Tires

"erk'rk";1",Z7358 2699.

mok. old. Solt L Pepper.
roken. 6100 259.4201

394-4000

...Nor mil

IEEE'
61 PUDIC

'63 CHEV. BISCAYNE 2 DX
rod, beater. "Good

'68 FORD TORINO GT
FASTBACK
*Fed, FED

ekp

1410 Rent Apartments

Coll W.E. BECKER

aors

'II 08100 on

Automat,

9295

$2.66 Per Hour To Start

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
r
Wirers

"1095:

'65 CHEV. 6 PASS STA. WAGON

d

'67 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

ASSEMBLERS

Accounts Payable Clerk
Duplicating Machine Operator

"'"","

10 Rooms BoardllusdeepIng

TENNESSEE VALLEY

HELP

'67 CHEVELLE 2 DR.
auto, Power Steer,

.

HT

We Hove Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

384%,13

bearer'995
V-8,

' 95

'"'

DACTISINNO5

JANITORS

v

Mourn
T.P,rnrosspeci

C

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

i

'795 I

'62 MERCEDES BENZ
In mint condition"
oso, heo,er, Iron? re 9
RIG, seats, sun roof

r

tics

27 Help Wanted Men d, Women

n

"600" 2,13er,

51695

220S,

Dr

Established Reputable
Employment Agency.
Male Division

WANTED

AT

RUNING

1969
POLARA H.T.

5. Terms available

Whoa..

tar The following categories,

C41

60% OFF

CLERK -TYPIST

1500 W. Dundee Rd. Arlington His., III.

1800 West Central Road Mt. Prospect

-

LCall eves.

HONEYWELL

CALL 255-1910

TO CHOOSE FROM

I. Closing out stock

El PCITOUSWILM,F

:30 p..

NEW. MAVERICKS

DODGE in DES PLAINES

MO sae. 5135; bunk bk$1s. S.
Diso.251./.305.

4,11 PRATT 01 as

Pricing Clerk
Cost Clerk
Keypunch Operator - 3rd. Shift

Monday Nights NI

LIST

'69 GALAXIE 500

Corp.

New Interviewing Hours

SUGGESTED

DEALER

74

0,1 KEOETTE

DIFFERENCE

Planning Clerk
Secretary

EXCLUSIVE

EINEVIERVICE"

DU 1-3400,

Con 537-5.20

MAKE THE

14-11P---0
BRUNING
CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
Personnel Receptionist
,

Illinois Bell
113-;:zt
392.6600

27 Help Wantedideo & Women

.

381-0899
NE

.TOOLBAR

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Employment Service

,CNOGO,

CARPETING

297-3550

SAXON

BELOW
FACTORY

112-Autemobnes For Sale

Production

CALL MR. GRESS

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

LAB
TRAINEE

12,&61,

WE imnr ANY PRICE ON NEW
PJRNITIME1

soun. 2 spivs. OM. 3921232.

perience. Good working
conditions 6 many
company benefits.

r
by

full fringe benaliss. 371/2 hou.

sirte

gels between ogos of
21 to 36. Salary corn.
merourole with ex-

1

week.

Ltd

FAR

IMPORT MOTORS

Barrington /

90P o/os 6100. Corner wee!,
5165 .

some. shanhand. Prefer

2004 Min,- St:
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employed

5555 West Tau by
Skokie, Illinois

Sw,,chboordReceptionist

43,521

297-7160

GINPRIDAT

-

9 795

BARRINGTON

440 E. Main St.

1

openings Tor 2 dale:
ale
young girls who hove
knowludge of general
01106 duties. Must hove
good 'vain° skills 6

No Experience Necessary

CALL JOAN DENNEY at 676-1000 Ext. 5243

4181

STENOGRAPHER

Prospect, III.

ICI

Olds

esoop

1
dl
ds 650.
hdrrn sets EIM. Sdrot kers NO.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

HELP WANTED

we ,

SO

"FORD"

$50,

359-4800

GENERAL OFFICE

egroup or Ldee/PeI

shrs

546.

THE SINGER COMPANY

Mass Feeding

Receivable Clerk

196 0880

Bravos

Toe A PERSONAL INIERvbvs

Line

,

MAVERICK

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY,
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$2388.00

nor 611E411

404

Algonquin B. Meacham Roads
Schaumburg

CALL MRS. DUDKO

W.PIIIECOLLARGIRLS

MN Poi,

it is.

Accounts

16.91.66e
InArlingson Neigh,

1)1, Rent Houses

t.

,,,,, 115,

MOTOROLA

IT'S
TELETYPE!

NO SHORTHAND

.9.

345-0500 EXT. 594

always felt that people should come first
Thor. the way II should be -And Mors the

Modern air COnditioned
Plant -Clean Bench Work.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

POWER TOOL CO

FREE PARKING

home

VOLVO

N.392.1467

* typists

7:30 AM r0 4 PM

392-5230

THOR

NEW 1970
OLDSMOBILE
F85 SPORT COUPE

C1311439.2181

CALL:

solo, medical insurance, and merchandise
discounts. To lop it all we throw in a greet
vocalion plan and profit shoring.
Think obeet It II you're nor happy where

MT. PROSPECT

n solos.

$51.30 Tax Included

of KIS per

.e helpful.

197Q

112 -Automobiles Far Sale

a $5.13 down .619 wrsann

13.0

655.

* secretaries

TELETYPE CORPORATION

ice

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
15T AND 2ND SHIFTS

join
the happy
circle of friends
at Motorola!

Pay Vol an ourstanding starting solory
Then am give you automatic increases,

riErSkokie, III.

White Collar Girls

WOMEN

AMY PERSONNEL

BOARD SIM
RECEPT 612s
GAL FR1.6500
S

346.5040

Miss Joan Denny a1676-1000 Ext. 5243

5555 W. TeOER Ave.

"

Gkod

olk 6 30 6 61 255.2730

The first Ming we do to make you happy is

TIRE 8. RUBBER CO

TYPISTS

COURT S. SWIMMING POOL
1614 S. Bume Rd
M2.6100

And you11 be happy loo. At Motorolo we've

vZyttIlt07fte:r1=124;

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

2 Automobile, for Sale

IMT/

n

1969 Binge Zl 2ag

25, 2557

-X- clerks
GIL7rsts.lsrVnl

IMMO

-BEST IN TOWN -

GENERAL OFFICE

NEVER A FEE

STENOS
CLERKS

CLERK

rgedcl

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

537-9500

tn,Lfli-

MI PROSPECT

Tos

* wirers & solderers

CLERK -TYPIST
and

Inleresiing Office Work

WAITRESS

"'s781'f'seCKI's'fg'n

EXPERIENCED

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

COCKTAIL

ofteTWZO:Xrinrs

392.2700

EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

Rey 278

298-2770

PERSONNEL DEPT.

SHARP STENOS:

OVERCHARGE YOU?

`11"

RONEN

""7.5879.97."'

ea

liai.

Call Bob Perkins

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

cf

259-7010

1:hicnan 15,11

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

FREE TRIPS
CALL LI2 or 299.71.

-101 PT. Proroect lld.

Mould

321 Bonds Street
Call Mrs. Dudko
455-3600
For Appointment

Tv

AfEEr IN

"'C;I'MARCiXIVMPPZ

469-7209

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312)528-7700

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

$550 - $600

Secretaries Receptionist
Stenographers
Lynn Darin Employment Service

Union Oil Company of California

Cell now

CHICAGO
583-5247

Ho .. Woo $2.25 probers.

Oil Division

7:30 AM - 4 PM

sem se1100 AVON COSMETICS

Plaines

Deeninakt.30.9.0

.6 4111

Credit Clerk
edit ta;ono:

telephone sal.

rossaelge 5.0

unkt n

BROKE

inea

De

III

1200 517.6491

MISU

.

III.

c

X

SIM

SINI

Mug.

I, on, other norm
would still be Suburbio'r
Fine. Female Agency

TELEPHONE SALES

Coegyntact our Employment Department for inteh

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP.

272.2,00

AFTER

Le6"S;'"'"=

Contact MR. RIDDLE - 297-4444

WIDE SCOSONNEL

$650.00

or 647 0016

82 Wanted m ReM

r

6.6

Clerk Typist

Page 9

PAIATINEMOLLING MEADOWS

CL S-9179

cxenET NEW

0. 611

-

CRAVENS CO.

$110 WIC

Fl9 1200

Goon

CALL MRS YAMICH

Modern office loathe regimes services of R. N. in
Medical Services Deportment. 3755 hour week Excellent company Iwnfits Require at least 2
years experience.

functiena Good.smoing solely with liberal fringe

BARRETTCLERK TYPIST

960

'cryz:=1,.

gx,

GENERAL OFFICE

647 0015

the experience or applaude to handle occewntina
benefits.

ZIR.R'FZR'e 't;97

e

Applicant most be auoltfted in twang and have

1970

71 To Rent Rues Office,

$11kWC
WIDE ST4E,PLRSONNEL

Wynn g)avts

REGISTERED
NURSE

Ce115171292
wo

tenancy 21

et.Inctelm

1410 Rent Apailmonts

47 Home Fgmrhingr furniture

ACCT CLERK

school ch Wren loge. 5 11

WIDE SO.,:3'1:2EF'R'SONNEL

22kluaNNw1Metchandm

26 Help Wanted Women

1st

$222.50

Oes:I;

LATTOF'S

Come in and Meet Your

nrr

odultk.
RO.I.
439 8880 Mid 59A Cr
SP/6..253 7192

NEW ALPINE APTS.
p.d

6W

tt:D

CENTER

.

.

.

Chevy Pit Crew
Phone 9654700

olioularms
j
BOMBER XIS

EzgZ/F1

5"61'1ArA; 9A

SUNDAY II AM

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing
OR WERRA/IONS CALI

$00 E. Northwest Hwy.

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251

o]7r,17:17.1%,,`

rise

FORD

CL 9-4100

CL 9.4100

I 'AI
k

N9- dneBday, January 21, 1970

Plac 10

1014,fleFirlteellsdit
)..240

1151Matighandy8eilla0

2 fly).

Induellial

and Lauer. Conte,

llikaniallIts fat Sae
agon. Runs ga
5273 or Sett offer. 3960817

1969 2.020 %rims GP 428. cobra

oh 6,30

dwe

'67 Chovell 65396

;"2"reAtto'

325

p.

3000 SP., ur'.
25413830

The Boss
Says,

1''

79...3040:11;/5,/13.

inc stereo so,. 259-5017

S57 Ford Go.. 500

HP

dr. P/S

PRICES ARE BORN HERE ft RAISED El SEWHEPP

.G

pd

3

Seeing Is

Mo e

pe

SACO or hers offer, 1-10 4 gel

Believing

DICK WICESTROM
2569193 her 9 8. 3

1966 ILVALLFIT

stalely

ARL. WS. INDUSTRIAL

'THE BOSS.

HY GAMBLE

SEE and GET

RESEARCH CENTER,

EXEC CARS -

THE WINTER WINNER
THE SURE START PONTIAC

8640lEstalellotise

wit»

All Prices Reduced During
Our Remodeling of the
Used Car Drive In SuperMort.

Must

Malis61

Sawn

ell

k

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

1968 BUICK RIVERIA GS

9oraffre.,
/

At Norwood Ford Thru Jon. 31, 1970
Radio & White Wall Tires With
Purchase of Any Maverick in Stock

e,0

$3895

rOLS wrotl,

FULL SIZE FORDS

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

HARD STARTING,

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS
Trawled

NOT ONLY MAVERICK
BUT ALSO NEW '69

DEMOS - FACTORY

THE "70 "CXL"

253-5228

NORWOOD FORD INC.

H T. Newly new wee 6 baeeq.

1002

For Wow
Arlington Industrial

Po

brofee. PLWICon
ULM. 14rofied, 639-6144

593:5066

1124stsedess w Sib

2scmcso

1124881681813 In ri

d. q.

IOW

'mg.

NOW °2775

$3395

''rebT-Ze

m 324; 00' 3,1.27 47'

SNOW SPECIALS

$2095

V8, Power glide, Power steer-

!ZS= "' 0000,

only $895

ing, Radio 6 Heater White walls

9595

ell 259 3606

'69 DODGE G.T. Magnum 440,
Automatic, Power gaming,

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON
boo el., Coll 439-8102
good

rood,

of. SP.

2S5 6165

'68 CAMARO 828, Loaded and 9995

1965 GP CPE
V

vi

k

1

Ready To Go,
Se

30241241

Sharp $1495

V.1.
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

only 3 To CII0Of from $1695

Mute WWI rtres

WE SPECIALIZE

75 More To Choose From
5.66,037 or 566-6719
5295

.61 CHEVY IMPALA VS, outo

1966 OLDS 88

$1195

6333 N. HARLEM

Power Brakes, W/W Tires, Undercoat, Etc.

4179

1968 Chrysler 300

11.':7.;=ir.,7,;',i
an

1967

3

Rue'

9788

Paa

""d"--

VALIANT DUSTERS

BARRACUDAS
ROAD RUNNERS CHRYSLERS
A CHOICE SELECTION OF
SATALITES
FU RYS
STATION WAGONS

RE7r.5.7A.;°.

7..'Ltr=.7.:"'"`"" $1495

itrriit=2,7torlie7;':

P.-

w

1965 Plymouth 4 Dr. Sedan

9995

1967 Catalina Convertible

$1795
1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe

SAVE

DE PLAINE

""

n°

Opp

141/44tio

1965 FORD
4',6t.ur

$995

1969 Plymouth Fury III

$2495
1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

a cold applesauce and a
hot currant sauce.

1'h cups boiling water
1 teaspoon salt

Try the original;

2 eggs

1/2 teaspoon baking powder

1 cup all-purpose flour, about
2 cups soft fine bread crumbs
1/2 cup butler or margarine

Swedish kottbullar

Mix beef. Angostura aromatic hitters, egg,
garlic, parsley, salt and pepper. Shape mixture into 24 balls. Fry meat balls in shorten-

d 9095

9895

1962 Chevrolet
Corvette Convert.

APPLESAUCE. SEVILLE

9195

2 cups applesauce

1967 Brick Wildcat
te.;',.'n,ttrE.;=-..""1 $1995
BEEP -BEEP

SCHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, Ill Phone 298-4220
Waal, do, 9

111 9

0_0,0

I teaspoon Angostura aromatic bitters
2 teaspoons grated orange rind
Combine all ingredients and chill until
ready to serve. Yeild: 2 cups.

and work into a smooth, spongy
mass. Heat the butter in a skillet.

KOTTBULLAR

Stir instant mashed potatoes into boiling
water. Beat until all potato flakes arc moistened. Beat :o salt and eggs. Stir in baking
powder; add enough flour to make a kneadable dough. Knead on a lightly floured
board until dough is smooth. Cut dough into
Pat out each piece of dough into a round
large enough to enclose meat ball. Pull up
dough around meat ball and pinch edges to
close. Drop dumplings into salted simmering
water. Cover and simmer for 20 minutes.
Remove with a slotted spoon. Saute bread
crumbs in butter until brown. Roll dumplings
in crumbs and serve with Applesauce Seville
and Currant Sauce. Yield: 24 meat balls.

1968 Dodge Coronet
4 Dr. Sedan
Full Power Wm,' Interior Blue F map

crumbs and serve with

2 pounds ground beef or

(11/2

pounds beef and Vs pound pork)
3 slices bread
2 cups water
1 onion, chopped and sauteed
2 potatoes (boiled and mashed)._,
3 teaspoons salt

24 pieces.

COUNTRY SQUIRE

n

balls. Coat them with
potato, roll in bread

balls and cool.

$1995

1965 Mercury

I egg
1 garlic clove, chopped
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
I teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup shortening
2 cups instant mashed potato flakes

Spanish name for meat

ing until brown and cooked. Drain meat

9995

1967 Chrysler Newport

1967 Volkswagen 2 Dr. Sedan

9195

1968 A.M. Javlin

Wrap them
in dough
I pound ground lean beef
1 tablespoon Angostura aromatic bitters

1967 Chrysler 300

-=.1.1`.1°.trf,:...."

MO.

"Albondigas" is the

SEE OUR DISPLAY!

1968 Volkswagen Deluxe Bus

1966 Plymouth Fury II

1788

FOOD
°i' has its DAY

Just Minutes

SPANISH AI,BONDIGAS

1967

--

to 9

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'"'"'"'' 42195

1968 Plymouth Fury III
P

1968

toasted coconut chips.

10 3-1500

-ON OVER 150

OVER 70 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

w *"d,

mr-zrz:=

11

YOUR TRADE IN
WILL NEVER
BE WORTH MORE

4 Pr. Vinyl Roof, Equip. with auto. Trans. 383 V.8, Power Steering 8.

omestilltlf"

combines giver, mustard and soy
sauce to enhance the flavor of
ground beef. Serve them with Chinese noodles, asparagus and

$595
$495

NEW 1970's

EXAMPLE: BRAND NEW 1969 CHRYSLER LUXURIOUS NEWPORT

"'4"' 51995

$795

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH -

9200

or.

$1595

Open Doily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

SAVE UP TO

FAO

1967 CUTLASS

and hot currant sauce. The Spanish
people like to use one sauce on one
meat ball and the other on another.
Angostura is used in this recipe
both as a seasoning agent and a flavoring, giving it a richer, zestier
taste enjoyed by the Spanish.
Meat balls in the Oriental manner

MIEBBINEM

BUY NOW AND

6c1`

$1395

381-6000

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL '69's 'IN STOCK

'799

1967 PLYMOUTH WAGON

Then the meat balls are served
with a choice of cold applesauce

OPEN SUNDAYS

DES PLAINES

amhTe,

$1195

Daily

BENDER-RIEGER
NARRINOTON, ILLINOIS
505 W. Northwest Hwy.

1965

of dumpling with the meat ball in-

NORWOOD FORD INC.

555 Irving Par* Rood
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

WAS

potatoes. So, really, they are a kind
side.

1963 FORD GALAXIE 500

1965 T -BIRD COUPE

In Quality 2nd Cars

2,6-6127

ered, and the dough is made with

1964 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK WAGON

mew

iiiikalifir&1110

meat balls too, although sometimes
they are known by other names.
The Spanish call their meat balls
"albondigas." And the character of
the dish is as different as its name.
First, the meat balls are dough cov-

1964 CADDY SEDAN DeVILLE

A PfAl

DICK WICKSTROM

Sharp $1195

SP&

The Swedish people are internationally famous for their meat
balls or as they call them "kottbullar". Other countries specialize in

$1095

1966 FORD WAGON

1965 GTO CPE.

Swage..

These are Ifferent

Ra

Auction Prbed. Like Lew, Wrs
6 LB, /061600

102TruclisTrailers

$495
$995

1, Caneele, WA°

AISSASSAPORS

sell/b off,

$2195

Bucket seats

Only $1695
L430.

1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA COUPE

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON

1965 CORVAIR MONZA

3593364

$995

1965 T. BIRD CONVERTIBLE

1967 PONTIAC "GTO" COUPE

rp.onnV4 2re=it'Cr" frenn'rerr'orr.

1966 FALCON SPORT COUPE

Toed of the same old meat balls?

in butter.

Make a gravy using 3 to 4 tablespoons butter: Vi cup flour: 3 cups
stock from beef cubes;
cup
I

cream,

salt and pepper to taste.

2 eggs

pour gravy over meat halls and let
simmer over a low flame 40 to 50

Butler for frying

minutes.

Vs teaspoon pepper

The sweet flavor of pineapple touched with ginger and soy sauce makes
Oriental style meat balls a tasty topping for Chinese noodles, Complement
with side dishes of asparagus end Wasted coconut chips.

Shape the balls and brown evenly

Soak the bread in water; mince
and saute onion; mash the potatoes.

Mix all ingredients in a large bowl

For a special occasion chop and
sautes I4 to 1/2 pound of mushrooms
to the gravy.

Ginger, soy sauce turn them into an Oriental treat
ORIENTAL MEAT BALLS

I can (131/2 ounces) pineapple chunks
1/4 cup brown sugar

Shape into 18 meat balls. Brown meat balls

11/2 pounds ground beef
11/2 cups soft bread crumbs
2 tablespoons chopped onion

1/2 teaspoon ginger
V. teaspoon salt

Y teaspoon dry mustard

1/4 cup vinegar

Sauce

11/2 teaspoons salt

Drain pineapple, reserving 1/2 cup liquid
Mix together sugar, ginger, ealt and cornstarch. Add 1/2 cup pineapple liquid, vinegar
and soy sauce. Cook stirring constantly un-

2 tablespoons lemon juice
Y3 cup dried currants

Si teaspoon pepper
1 egg, beaten
56 cup milk
2 tablespoons lard or drIpplega

I tablespoon soy sauce
1 large tomato, cut in 8 wedges
1 medium green pepper, cut in strips
Combine ground beef, bread crumbs,

CURRANT SAUCE

1. (1 -pound) whole berry cranberry

Combine all ingredients in a saucepan and
simmer until hot. Serve hot. Yield: 21/2 cups.

I tablespoon cornstarch

onion, mustard, salt, pepper, egg and milk.

M lard or drippings. Pour off dripping,

til thickened. Add to browned meal balls
Cook about 5 minutes.
Add tomato wedges, green pepper strips

and pineapple chunks. Cook until heated
through. Yield: 6 servings.

L Wednesday tannery 21
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Let an oriental banquet

1300 NORTHWEST HVVY.
PALATINE, ILLINOIS

celebrated wnh a special heti-

acing dip or dressing. The use

dey meal.

of frozen egg rolls can cut lewd as

The Chinese nadition of
cooking. long considered one
of the finest in the world, has
gained unprwedented pope.
larity in the United States dur-

diac under which they were

horn. Civittels ttadiSenellY

her that the animel-year
you are horn in Mg a rsonlity eft., Thus. peoplepe born
in The Year of the Rat are likely to he clever End resourceful:

bining the exciting flavor of
traditional Oriental cuisine
with the American -style speed
and efficiency found in todayS
frozen Oriental cons:mien=

Year of the Tiger people arc
apt to be have and,occoodul.
and thorn howl in The Year of
the Lamb are often very quiet.
What,. er the year. Mod tradition . play Me key role in 11,

foods, you can Napa. an exotic meal with a minimum of
an.

Chin.... New Year festis.

START wrist hot,

cud ikeo Year's Eve is always

qo

egg rolls served with an ham

Dressing

(iodic-Mayon.i,

make savory main courses.

SIRLOIN STEAK

Gardished with bits of scal-

lion or pimiento, bunches of
watercress or parsley, fluted
cucumber or canned water
chestnut
the steaming

are

:se° tasty ones. (A small packet
of hot Chine -se mustard coin,

entree., heonne eye-appoding
treats. Since it is traditional to
me several main courses In
Oriental med. serve a

T-BONE STEAK

mein and sweet and sour cork.

YANGCHOW Fried Rice,

ereand in

the Chun K

1.09

Kichens, is

tentiZieg ht at ton of plain fried rice, ignoring crunchy hits of lettuce and
method. An easy and
delicious
variation can he
few

fresh ingredients. If desire:1.
bits of shrimp. cooked chiclam
or smoked barn call be
ItIl0(1

Ground Beef

ROUN87cD STEAK

If you wish to make an unplatter of Yangchow
Frod Rice to go with your mo
true- simply mold the rice in
lightly oiled coffee. tee or en.Iced sups
and
turn the
plain
mounded rice mu cm
mal

platter. With the addition ot
some halved cucumber sliom

the individual serving Plano

fruit. a fruit cup or ice cream,
all popular endings to n Cln.
ROQUEFORT -AVOCADO
DRESSING
1 medium sea do. peeled
and seeded
1
package

is

97'

ounce,'
Roquefort cheese, confided
I tablespoon lemon juice
I teaspoon mimed onion
,pan
Ind pepper

sauce

Sall totaste
3 pasha, (5 ounces each)
Chun King frozen egg rolls
Mash
vocig10 and Bend
with con:bled Roquefort
cheese: add lemon juice. onion. hot pepper sawe and s
to taste. Chill dressing ain
serve with hot egg rolls prepared according m directic

sued anor
(In.Swop
avoce.,

leaving owl

out

most of the rvaelid0 meat Ion big firm shell, and fill with

number cif exciting ths hes that
have all the attributes.

dressing.

This recipe. Mmi tlic Test

Kitchens of het R. I'. French
Co.. for Peppe, Steaks v nut.I
he an rvellent 001,01 Cubs

Makes six large egg 0,11:
and approximately
em:
Mowing.

quickly and wiled on

GARLIC -MAYONNAISE
DIP
I cup maymuud se
vd cup cream chem. mon,

ith

a

with

toast

71501111 p.m made
hiravi mix,

tempennure
I or 2 00010 chives. minced
teaspoon dry oriustard
itt teaspoon celery salt
Dash or paprika
2 path
(6 (6 ounces melt,Clain
King frosts lobster,

11111011,111E

lemon juice and cold Mack
coffee. For lade and E,Illre
cont ram og ndoll

the

,teaks

get.

Hertel 'finnan. A.pic is
flavorful

egg rolls
Blend all the dip in.'s:Kents
together well: chill. Serve with
crisp hot mpg rolls, prepared

Untlensed gelatin is
added In hanato juice that has
!teen sinuncied 0illh half a
Maus stalk. hay leaf and onion
salt end chilled in en attractive
mold.

PliPPER STEAKS
4 tube steaks
Sided nil

teasnoon French's
Curve Ground Bind Pepper
or

freshly

ground

French's

Whole Black Pepper Illeppercorns/
1

envelope

French's

Mix

(0.

ounce.)

Maabroom Goy

I rvblespoou lemon Juice
1/2 cup cold coffee
I avocado, peeled and tut

Into 8 wed,

according to direction:.
Sew Fenger Meal. with a piquanI sauce mode with mesh room envy mix, lomm Mice a al bladt coffee.
I small French, Bay Leaf
teaspoon French's Oa ion Salt
unflavored oda1/2

Het

o vinegar

Ines juice and coffin into'
drippings. Bring to boil, stirring corotantly. To serve, arrange steaks and avocado wed toast. Spoon gravy over
steaks. Makes four servings.

'HERBED TOMAIII ASPIC
184 cups tomato Slice
ZY Welk celery

small, shallow paw. chill until
set.

Sprinkle gelatin oven the re.

Cul salad into chills or other
shapes. Or, if preferred, pour

ntaining hi cup tomato juice
end vinegar to soften. Add to
hot tomato juice and stO unlit
Combine 116 cups of the to -

salad

into individual molds.

Save on lettuce. Garnish with
mayonnaise, if desired. Mikes
dour servings.

Can mea is all day

Brash steaks with oil and

Sown quickly in heavy skit.
m0 mot.
Stir envelop, d grevy mix.

move celery and hay leaf.
gelatin is dissolved. Pour into a

Iatto

4 slices toted

sprinkle pepper on both sides,

ato joke. celery, bay le:dam!
onion salt in saucepan. Simmer, covered, 10 minutes. Re-

Those handsome cans of
meat on your grocer's shelf
sugenst

front
hreakfasi on through the last
many

meals

snack of the day.
For breakfast,

your
family some wonderful morngive

ing ceting by spreading hot
Mem with deviled hum and
topping it with peached or.
scrambh-xl eggs. For a filling
luncheon dish, serve a salad

made from calmed luncheon
meat. MN the diced meat with
chopped celery. hard owoked
eggs, chopped tweet pickles
and mayonnaise and pile into
lettuce cups.
For dinner, there's fried
cormal heel hash slices served
on butter -browned pineapple
slices easy yet elegant. To keen
the corned beef hash Turn dor-

ing frying, cNll the can before

uS N°1

CORN KING

POLISH

NOT DOGS

WESTERN

65c

FRUIT

bon

65c

$125

77c

lb.

lb.

SPECIAL

BONUS

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

ICE CREAM
ASST. FLAVORS

lb.

HALF

GAL

69 C

Makes 24 small egg rolls and
about 11/2 cups dip.

DEL MONTE Cut Green Beans

61 C

cia'SO

s,Zae

24K

'-5.A10

23'

Applesauce
DEI MSLICEDr-r3s,z Cling Peaches

SPECIAL

COUNTRY DELIGHT

HALF St HAL

ABBY Tomato Juice

t';'

STRONGHEART Dog food

1,:,,,.

VET'S Dog Food

1,-

SPECIAL

PEPPER
6 - 12 oz. Bottles

59C

2 ,strkages (10 ounce. each

5.50

29'
290
9e
$c

c'

Orange
Drink

oz.$ 00

4:36

Quart
Jar

10610 INSTANT Puddings

0..

12u

2785'

00

54r

6.;;5

Ettlsr

SQM

Wee

2 terwpouus Chun King any

MC!

Heat fried rice according to
package directions. Put in a
serving howl and add All other
ingralients. Toss together and
serve immediately.

Tu make vbouquet," pack
hot fried rice into lightly oiled
coffee.. tea or custard cups.
prcming rice firmly dorm. Invert molds on a plan platter,
lapping "mold" to loosen the
riee. Surround each unmolded

FOOD

CAKE

DRINK

Orange

Can

Pi"..Pnie

JANE PARKER

WHITE

BREAD

SAVE 16c

SAVE 10

f.

Gran.

2,,,

%Pkg.

29

0

SAVE 6c

Fneleso

ohm COLMON

THIS OFFER GOOD "(AEU

SAVE 20c
STA PUP

EACH

FABRIC
SOFTENER

YELLOW ONIONS

JANUARY 20th. 1970

SAW
COUPON

GOOD ON PURCHASE OF 31/4 OZ. SIZE

Dep

WITH THUS

COUPON AND
ANY PURCHASE
Al

3 BICA 9

Chicago DivisionA,,

Januo,24, 10;0

d LE EM
WITH
THIS
COUPON

49'

Plaid Stamp Gifts
I

ARLINGTON HIS.
1818N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

DES PLAINES
815 Lee 51.

AND
ANY PURCHASE
Ar

ELK GROVE
Devon & Tonne EA.

Division

January

GOOD ONLY AT A &P FOOD STORES

Prices effective in all Chgo. Div. ASP Stores thru Jan. 24, 1970

113 Size NAVAL 1-Doz

WITH THIS
COUPON

44(

OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 24111, 1970
UNA
COUPON PEP PURCHASE

SAVE 20c

cumber slices and use various
lengths of scallions as the
"Row" of your fried rice
eight servings.

FRUIT
or
Orange

of regular margarine

rice mound with halved cu-

xYlowers.. Makin about six to

thin 513,10
PKG.

Diet Fleisch ann's

O

ORANGES

or

1/2 THE CALORIES c

with meat
1
win (60 ounces) chunk style tuna, drained
1/2 cup chopped scallions or
green onions
44 cup shredded iceberg let -

Spa9h90

GOOD ONLY AT
A &P FOOD STORES

oteNN COOKING BAGS
SC°
tZsr:: 190

alrgOta
NM It.

JAAPotiKLER

BANQUET ASST.

Eve

pAGE

PORKY BEANS

3.80

43e rin

3 39
GREEN GIANT

wttAn4

13.90

89

BAG

SALAD
DRESSING

Aftig

3'.45'

BETTY CROCKER Macaroni & Cheese o'',.

POINT CUT

DELICIHOGli APPLES

MARVEL

230 r45'

0°=,

CHICKEN Of THE SEA Tuna

KELLOGG'S Sugar Frosted lakes

BONUS

3

r° 1801V"

Mon,
BONUS

Drink
G"'"

.., shelves ere crammed with Nousondo of
No values
goo cover Nought possible,
Me Unit MI lower by the Case.

BROOK'S Chili Hot Beans

YANGCHOW sitiED RICE
Chun King frozen fried rice

WITH WAREHOUSE FOOD PRICING!!!
,'''.

PKG2

D

ANN PAGE

NNW

FIGHT INFLATION

DEL MONTE ALL GREEN Asparagus

LB 769

BEEF STEAKS

CORNED BEEF BRISKET IFLAT n11'99921

CUT UP 43c LEI

1011 590

WILSON SMOKED

shrimp or chicken bile -sized

oulad
complenical
that is 11111 colorful and low in

67clb.

69

Super Right-Chopped

Super Right

RED POTATOES

HAM STICKS

2

LB

NORTHERN

BREASTS or LEGS

1

strvks. q ,, i ,, kled with ow-.
ground pepper. are cooked

iisEINING CHICKENS

WILSON FAMOUS

served in an avocado "hell"
and

1.07..

lb.

=25

ROAST
PORK BUTT STEAK

g9a

BONELESS,
ROLLED &TIED

590

BUTT

ti

RUMP ROAST

who e

(X

instead of a bowl. Simply hill,

distinguish huncll whh any

CHICKEN LIVERS

WISCONSIN CHICKEN

the avocado dressing sms he

agol gravy mixo. :alone. can

88c

BACON

and cut into thirds. If dean.,

prepare SWIM
impossible. But with the help of convenience fonds such as pack-

Lb.

ROAST

-

the Dog dinner with fresh

rii.0 that

Ground Round

SLICED

meal. Conclude your Year of

testy. aureoive and easy to

78`

SIRLOIN TIP

Oriental desserts, always enhance but never overpowem he

We, planning

Lb.

CUBE STEAK

molded On :110114 le1111Ce

In the midst of a II, whet,

Ground Chuck

SAVORY

cruel "hummer will rosin

with pepper steaks

Miller's-Frozen

55c

U.S. CHOICE

The rice is ahoy:rem: whenn 0-

End the day

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE

and scallion ..111111,- all On.

Yang.... lei., Rice Insigne( as created bY the Chun Rrvg Ritchem ream., fried Ocv naffed
with bite of lettuce amt num and studded in gaffes, itS et custard cups. Halved encumbers and
seallion -steno" complete the timinet.

OR

for the canned lune bi

the acconipanying recipe.

A foseive 0rient10 meal d. easy to 'revere when frozen Chinese convenience produce: are used.

LB.

lb.

FRESH

SIRLOIN TIP

1/4 Pork Loin-Sliced
9 to 11 Chops

The Best Ground Meat In Town!

U.S. CHOICE

md by ,tarring with frown
flied rice and adding a

97'

U.S. CHOICE

choim of entrees such :0
chicken chow mein and beef
chop suey or shrimp chow

Super
Right

Super
Right

PORK
CHOPS

U.S. CHOICE FANCY

sealed cooking pouch 01
larErozen package, you merely
heat"Mcm before serving.

and

Dip

Super
Right

ARKET

Sin, all are availablg in frozen form in either a flavor -

fillings.
Unusual dips and dressings
can add a homemade gourmet
touch to the egg rolls. Reels.
foes -Avocado

WAR

other accompaniments./
Hot shrimp chow mein.
chicken Mow mein, beef chop
sucy or sweet and sour pork all

-traditional' size to ling fro n bite -sired version With a
choice of lobster. shrimp,
chicken or meal-andohrimp

ing the past few years. By com-

Monday, January 19
to Saturday, January 24

Open 9 to

with the egg rolls and can be
tostv alternative to

preperati
Mile to minutes. A
wide variety
ty of egg roll sires
and Rllinp. are now available-everything from the large

411YE

Located in Zayre Store

highlight your next meal
Just as some Americans fee:
flu, their personalities ar ..g
flueneed by the sign of the zo-

SALE DATES

24, 1 p70

SAVE 6c

_
Fun to
Winter Living
Products Prohibited by Slate Law exempt from Plaid Sloop offer

SCHAUMBURG

ARLINGTONHTS.

Higgins Rood
ri Rte. 58

1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
100 N. Hough St

PALATINE
.276 Northwest Hwy,

THE DAY
Wednesday January 21 IWO
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Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Cold, Cool World

hultst sisk

pn.lsr MK

shredded

lom soths tab's or Nash m
Irani of the fireplace. The fol.

This is the time of the yens- to

enjoy outdoor winter activines
and spons. which eall Mr casu-

lowing

sh redded

would lend
themselves well to inn: type of
casual entertaining.

al entertaining (preferably in
from ot the fireplace, after skiing. skloing. snowniebiiing or
tolwmganing. As ihe appoires

recipes

This Imclue dish has
sharper. nippier flavor than
the Swiss fondue.
Yield: Serves 10 1012

should he aMmilant and hot.

Keep your menu simpk,
have everything prepared
advance so that all that is necessary is a quick warming he
Inn ,erring. Same everything

biss..-sidc

pieces.

Combine onion soim mik

king sure that each piece
Nu NM of n arms. If you like,

with tomato and lemon juices
i
ssiumman. 11.i slowly. As
juice simnwrs. add small nor Of cheese, stirring until

own for two to three minutes

chewse melts. '1 hi s should take

only few minues.
Now pour into a fondue pot
or heater! casserole and serve
immediaiely. (2r this can he
made in advent:I: early in the
Jay and then iiist warined he -

, mmelope onilin mop mix
2 cups tomato juice
4 teaspoons to
juice
pausal American cheer,

into

Mead

French hrvad or rye breed

CHEDDAR AMERICAN
FONDUE

usually are Many. Me Mod

ion. wising
( ut I mach bn.wl or rya

pound shkdder thee.

bread

herd

in

a

150-dugrec

befow serving. This makes the

hived more crispy. It will slay
on Ow kirk better, and I think
you'll agree that it tastes Miter. Everybody spears his own
bread cube and dips it into the

ft Is ideal fora weekend brunch
or e quick and easy 'unto

Mdt hurt, or pat in

1 beef houalsw (Moss

I la,

cup commercial mar Millet: add minced onion. and
minutes. Add
mute for
r until completely
flour arid stiiwo
, cup dry sherry
'A

ere

different" to IN for Sunday night supper.
Yield: Serves 6
2 tablespoons hotter or bacon fat
tablespoon dehydrated
minced onion
tablespoons flour

Jewel's Shelves

hest or Wand raft

Si, cups milk

Not on!, IS MI( I good doh

mrte Aix winter sports. but

milk.
stirring constantly.
After milk is completely in
corporates' :old bouillon cuhm
and stir until dissolved. When
mixture has thickened and is
diksolvral. Slowly add

3 -ounce packages smoked
sliced beef or chipped beef

13 -ounce jar sliced nindiroptionall
2 tablespoon, snipped pars.

1

ley

bubbly, add so Ili means. Low -

Paprika

fondue.

Quick ways with app les
he apple gm oft to a no!he

tori
151.en

54, Minns making apple.,

ass

sinknoo

to

the: msickly sem Mr seeds and
owns: tram to plain the begin.

ilisty. 2f orchards in the new

old.lashioml

mists.

hest, apple thoor Lail now he
osoMined with the nem Iiishea.(

,,,, emsing actions

ot the theeritr Meader for a
how or ideas lit, apple irean.

(init.l apples add
calls,
:II is, :smile pie: coconut
apple bam are o taste delight

and apple can, is a perfect
companion

pork.

lin

Man.

(11(11N1"1 APPIL". IL R.S
wounce package trwisnut
1

bar ossokies

1./2 el, Hamlin! sslissonds
C1111 Nulled hailer
I

Pur 112 cup almonds inro
hlesider eonlainer. esmer and
s

:sr

Grate rub ontil

Add to ersimhs. Re.
peat Willy rens:lining almads.
Add melted hinter to 'IMMIX
an
illi% ,ell. Spread hall the
gPirl'i'ans8.

imarbie acid

lablessasse

1 Which unbeked pie shell

miwure Oil the 1.0110M
of pun Res erse remaining
misiiire Mr ipping. V111 water
acid powder and
three so four apple pieces into
',Ismael.
process

oomsiner.

:

and

Mend OM until
ptingal. Nemo,: feeder cap
and
nor apple
add
piece,

sit

gradually.winai

When

NI

medium appkw.

watt

I Imo men to
Till

Header

itil

apple

i

pilwes. al t Imp tlbi
mil apples an' Atarsels chi,
,ell. Imor, into suainer
nd

,aim lensaiiiing apple

Drain apples well and
tis aid, sugar I ill pie shell
mol, midi apples. NH, man
anti milk and pilsir mei

tell blened. Pour neer crust
oil

sugar iv completely dissolved.

saucepan.

SIM well and se, ye.

'16 keep warm. serw in

boil. Turn down heal and
until

soll.

Wax
" Beans

ShreddedKELLOGG
BIG G

Stop in today -

-a:. 17G

choose lean n meaty
hams, a wide variety

Wheat 74. 29c

Goodnessr Pack

of pork corn and sorne
delicious chicken for
winter time eating at
its best And while your

40c

oar

at Jewel - don t

Pkg%5

KELLOGG

74. 38c
irr.. 44c

Corn Flakes
POST

Bits

slightly. then put 2 cups of
:smile pieces into blender condualls add aPPlan aMil 4 mars
are obtained. I'mpir into Isirtar

mumpan :snd repeal until all
moles me Puree,-

rein:ilting ingredients

blender

O,

one

recipe

OT

Minna.,

Bring

io boiling and simmer 8li to

45 mint... Pour io steri

lized Mrs while hut lands eal
immediamly. Hzrminlly tumd
wIlls pint. hum. duck or goose.
Makes 6 to 8 pints.

SPICED liner CIDER

Roast duckling Mimi with ('rim Dake-Apple Staffing provides a seemilent change.

This drink can he seised
piked or plain, a delighttill refrcahnknl
young said old
alike. Pariieularly appropriate
I o serve as an after skiing m

crisp cereal stuffing

tainer. ( over 11111I 11TOCen al
until pureed. (irailleilki

Put

a

cofliv carsde or server.

A ',rim cereal siurring.
sharpened with hits of fruit
and fragrant. with seasonings.
produma, a highly plewasnr.

nougn snc amine was ocvs:loped for duckling.
sari-

light sniffing raw poultry.
If vim arc looking
somethine. more delicate than standani Mead dressing. you may
old. t. prepare this Corn
Flake -Apple Stuffing. I:sing
corn Onkcn in lieu of bread il-

',mall

turkey.

The

skating TATO/ refreshment.

Yield: B servinm

.5enr: werllem raisins

able for some chicken or eapon. Double the recipe for a

15 cut:eh:motel pecans
toblesmains taumr

2 quarts apple cider
ascots broon sugar
e teaspoon will

golden

hrown color. the ilastw and

6 W11011 ElOvilf

Seinep hot water

knave of this sniffing will add
distinction to sour holiday

apple. ceder, and 011.

od ni lamei or margarine an
1111i11111, %lit. Ad d

,linnet.

reainm

Mg, ingmdients, m6
CORN FLAKE -APPLE

histrines heautifully how the
prod grain flavors of cereals
nutLe them suitable tor AlinRiau
with many other told

'au*B`BI°1

Comhine the lintlinein

21 ax 42c

la clip vinalipmi walla

pm. Doable recipe for Mehl-

it desired and serve immediate -

triple

y. I his drink may he made in

DEL MONTE - HALVES

recipe for 12mi 14 -pound un-

advance and kepi in a warmed

key.

coffee Carafe.

Bartlett Pears

"\

fern you to help you re
duce your total food
bill WHY PAY MORE?

Chocolate

Pkg.

Smoked LB
mSHANK
PORTION
Ha

1900 SEEMS like yesterday, hal here siv are ill the 70 's and 1711 R.596 A: rittwr (:(13IPANY of
ARLINGTON 11Ella11S in
years old.
I

Divr these len years
assets limo mown al a steady pace and with this growth lee have been
continually adding to and increasing our services.
Gerausc we have grown only will,the help of our customers. stockholders. neighbors arid friends.
WV an' haying open I
..... ary 22, 24 and 31.
All of us want yea to enjoy
coffee and cake,
I when you ls am take 1
selet
lion isf a fresh frail and a free girl.

While you're drinking the coffee rill rut a CORI
a 56 !deer, K placc sMling of Johann liaTilittifi

a,tti yc

may win a prize,

iHo'colate Syrup

Gg

Nog

'' 49c
Jar

CAMPBELLS

Cream of Chicken1M." 17c
GREAT AMERICAN
Turkey Noodle
i4a:. 23c

GRADE 'A'
POPULAR BRAND

Baled Beans

1. 7

36'

J.,

17c

CHUN KING

FREE 1.°' CHINA
k three piece
i selling PI genuine ilolianii
China when ou join our FINE. (111N.S (11.111.

Si,.FREE,
sit will
dining wani semis, of Imottriltil
ott build up ( nor roc, I.ii
'

Irma/Sao

1.111 you ,stit sin mow nee
, 0 n,
iiiipmrled Chino while

mi in, as I
CAtililli4 plan ssii,LL:

s P11111.

[

r

5 27,7

S30,274,200.00

SERVICE

' a:.
Rice Provence
KRAFT
Dinner

BANK

'rii?i'l0 0 0
1967
S22,S21,300 00

Stuffed Peppers
1965
515,185200 00

,,,,,,,6704.0

1963
S0,038,500 00

1962

[
I

0 /,(122,300.00

0

1961
95.071,000.00

1960
S 3,619.60000

[7[7.77
THE BANK

ei Trust Company of Arlington Heights

Pkg

Macaroni
Swift Prem
BONUS SPECIAL

12:

LOOK AT
US GROW

Telephone 255-7900

R, 1g5

e:

LIBBY

c.-

Tomato Juice

29c

BONUS SPECIAL
GOOD THRU JAN. 24th

JEWEL MAID

.rill

t'

IMI OF IMI MI

rP rod lice itlarket!

I

IMOI ICI

i

2G9c

98C

LB.

REG. PRICE 31e

GREEN GIANT

Asparagus Spears'Sx 55c
liecTitabbage
'7.7 24c
rape Jam
Apple Butter
UCKER

12 o
J are.

SMUCKER:-CIDER

JEWEL MAID

88C
29C

Honey
DULCITO

RED RIPE

Strawbemes

Pepperoncini
Pitted Olives
AUNT JANE'S
Sweet Relish
AUNT JANE'S
Sweet Gherkins

38c
20c

HEINZ

gili Sauce
sper Sauce

TABASCO

CRISP JUICY

56'

J.,

Winesap Apples 3L.5.39`

12 ea
Bri

'fici:i7r1;s§auce

French Messing
iNin7Cylit

GOOD THRU JAN. 28

33C

35c
34c

WISHBONE-DELUXE

56c

37c
48c

20 oz. 34c

Catsup

PINT
BOXES

Jar
--

WYANDOTTE-SELECT RIPE

BROOKS-TANGY

Jar

Jar

34C

39'

(41)013 THRU JAN. 28
CHERRY VALLEY
CUT SPEARS

DUNCAN HINES

Asparagus

FULLY INFORMATIVE

ColumbianTRTE

vow
dited on

Encyclopedia
VOLUME NO. I AVAILABLE

Ends Octobe- In, 1070.

Each depositor insured to 020,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Can

LOAF

Rib Roast

900 East Kensington Road

Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004

c

Green Beans

..27C

20`

FRANCO

co

STOKELY-CUT

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

club card.

Sorry only one FREE place setting per family:

BETTY CROCKER

ROYAL

1966

account OF 011011 a new savings or checking account in .1like MORAL,

.

Soya Sauce

S18,257,20200

I. Simply add 525 to your savings account or MO to your charting
and you will receive your FREE 3 piece place setting in your choice
et i parzerns. See the display in our lobhy and ruts will want to start
immediately.
2. This enrolls you
am FINE CHINA CLUB. Then you therealtel
may purchase a 00 cent lidos las) stamp every time vou inake
dminsit ml S25.00 Le MOO? to your savings acciami sir 5100 Its
checking account_ Stamps insist be pulehesks1 ?her, yeit, maker
depoR ts. Naturally, a S5vings
E/sa
ancount deposit or a sson checking
account deposit entitles von to }wo coupons at 99 cents each. cm.
3. When you have purchases! 22 stamps 1021.78 plus laid you will
receive a 28 piece set of the pattern of your choice that consists at '4
diets: r.....
4 nautein. 4 salial alines, i4 item are, butter
plates. a Irbovepetelile dishes and 4 SOW, dishes worth 537.00.
O. When you have completed the also. plan in our FINE CHINA CLUB
w will add 4 additional Mean so that you will have 5 complete sets
ofe 7. Shook' you deUre to and an additional set
may be purchased
for S7A0 plus tax, a discount of 20M, Or butter yet, swrl another

A FULL

30'

46th.

White Bread

27c

:11

3cc)::,' 39c

Gerry!/ Drink

"3 4

LB

T

36C

75J
Jar

LIBBY

La

Oyster Stew

Instant Beef

2 6C
28c

7Pkg.
°'

Applesauce
Fruit Cocktail

LBS

HILTON'S

HERB OX

1969

24

Pkg.

8Pkg.

18 TO 24 LBS

a,: 39
'c!

11C

sear

PittedMOTES

Turkey

72c

Caesar Dressing

25

Pkg.

DROMEDARY

KRAFT

HE

BAKER-COOKIE

Minute Rice

REG. PRICE 490

SEVEN SEAS

BAKERS-GERMAN

cRcgdding

BLUEBIRD'S FINEST
FULLY -COOKED

29c

Mayonnaise

26C
4- 28C
;Ia.: 34C
ankg...

GOOD THRU JAN. 28

OT.
CTN.

Pkg.

NESTLES-MORSELS

iticeETTY

TO

Join the Crowd Helping Us
Celebrate 10 Fruitful Years

$139
$189

a.

Semi -Sweet

LEuFFIrcakuATsernysG18

OrangeJuice

Oil
Accent
BeilTv"e'

Gelatin

it: 34c

EVERSWEET CHILLED

tr. 56c

KNOX

31c

7'1a *r:

Cooking Oil

Coconut

Can

Peach Halves

4 cans corn Bakes. crashed

6 ors.

Can

PieFilling

HUNT

.

14c

'3::

THANK YOU-CHERRY

remove cloves and einnasiam
sticks. Asist apple hick Measly

to nine -pound turkey.

144

3zr- 52c

Lemon Juice
THANK YOU- SPICE
Crabapples

2 cum chopped nor apple
1 cap chopped celery
eine

,, ie , I seasoners.

011111., applejack Wand,
topshwab

REALEMON

gredions and hying to a boil
Simmer live AMID", AI
ill

6 cup huner ar merge -

means go into the drmsing

4 cinnamon stk.

418`c

Spaghetti
Slicedl Pineapple
CRYSTAL
Apple Juice

WESSON

thousands of low Mir
acle Prices Jewel of

055

Pk

MAMA MIA

Stuff im o dressed poultry.
Yield: 4 cum stuffing. enough
tin a four -or rieemound duckling. roaming chWken 1:r ms-

STLIPPING

Raw apple. celery. raisins and

along Pith.

to amm capserumlo

Noodles

far

get to look over the

Pax

PReiuDUnicHm

Water

add

tart apless pareckenred

a

Gar

in

Mg water and simmer until

oar, until Lipples arc tender

12

to take along

in

"Miracle Prices"

ed

HOT RIG -FERRO RUM
Guaranteed to warm! Also

I taldesponnsula

Makes immune Inch pie

and quartered
I 1/2 cups oilier

eameaty ham - your whole family will be delight-

cup of measured hoil.

r"rit'e.Irs15.11.111Vs1,1::

APP121srsi i

ingse lime. lib r. buffet serve

Inn chafing dish.

Miitineg

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

steaming casserole of scalloped

potatoes - however you choose to serve this

lo

andrillnen, al Chop 11 lit um
onion is line. etiom,ed.
Add ,b, pureed aPPles 1118
WW1 of apple ponce.

all

potatoes or

Band simply reheated at

I lexmoon ground darer
I leanpilan dry Manta.

Pal apples into saucepan,
add mare, cover and bring to

...

Now's the time of year when your family will really appreciate coming home to a
delicious ham dinner. Trim it up with sweet

Like These!

This dish can he nude ahead of

while. combine honer. su81,-

shank! he nearly gone. Cool

2m:sister

Serve over toast points or
Holland rusk. Garnish with
snipped parsley and paprika.

Ingismoms cinnamon
lenstsmin Mark pepper

simmer

:SO degree,.

utes.

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

A Delicious Jewel Ham ?

Add onnaining wet.:anal ruin

a

rup mar cream
rep milk

apples are pureed ads! minis
and conrinue to pnwes. until
my. messing swath'. Bake

to

12

rule

and pat nonsioim

I:4 cm: meter

F

cranthed.15iipts init. a bowl
and repeal process is MI m
mailin: cookies

esmnim.

I he

tat ATED.SPPIE PIE

ed. Simmer kw taw to 10 min-

4. a 01111nen while rum
to a
Bring
Mean-

2 medium onions. quartered

mall.Weak

eight or nine cookies
into blender container. vows
and process at t irate Mina n.

fruii.nd

ahumlant har,mis
apples ase collemed
each lalsu l for apple pies. baked
applm and mu plain nibbling.

pad
Serves Mehl

Hear oven I,. gin degree.
Seto
0inch square

W/101 rhe pinned, smiled in
Ainenea the, Mund the opals:

rum eider simper
eupsegar

Cool and serve am :kith whipped anon.

cored and OM In eighths
1/2 cup sugar

ACIO/111a meal ohatewr may is

me,

20 minutes. or :mid held

lwarter

susri in the Ganlen of
has since hemene a

,

IIt! and Mmhrooms at dear

thermos tor those late season
football games. You'll he
real hero with this.
Yield: 3 g-sisince Milks
si cop Mown SUN... audio!
I tablespoon lamer
I pinch nutmeg
La cups boiling water

CHIPPED BEEF

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

kr IN. heat Now idd shins

great

TA.911'

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

WOULDN'T YOUR FAMILY ENJOY

Simple menus satisfy hearty winter appetites
By ClimIold. Eridtsen

CID

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

chr and

495

ollro.a<omp'laywar ca

mow.

14'/z OZ
CAN

25c

REG PRICE 29e

'""*.
,-1000101.11111."See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

THE 099
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I rum That any ol east all
ing -New Orleans --comes this
denten. It is one of those spec-

Realer "little nothings." hut
put together and presented
wish a decided flair.

W/

You just mute bananas in
butter. cinnamon and mann:

1P-7

liqueur. then flambe them with

rum. Serve hlasing over ioc
cream and you'll have utters

titr:'

8,0

-

sert that tastes like you B0011li
all day making it.

111 oi.1 to ignite Bananas
( nhana if you leie Ill pratel f
runs 1 hen bc sure to warm th

rum with the rest of the in

fin bids, h. Ilanalls0 mu'
ice

cream.

g

TS nip butter

THIS DESSERT is just perlea when you have hag minute
dinner guests. At dessert time.

lingout a chafing dish and

6 banamo, halved length vibe
dash of ground cinnamon

coe out for Bananas Cunut

Innis Set in front ol your hushand and let everyone watch
and drink in the marvelous fngratin:. as he assembles this
demen with ease. (Tuck this
recipe in a corner of the tray
his reanuranns.)
'I' he recipe usu. developed
by banana >10411,111111111S DI the
standard Toth and Steamship
Inn

e. rum

61.1,9e...qua waIllo jeep
Bream

. compare their quality, trim and price
and prove to
yourself that these are your best meat buys! As you browse along the
meat cases you'll be pleasantly impressed with Eagle's wide and tempting
this week

brown sugar and cinon'
ever bananto.

Pour

l

and

('0.e

New

heat about one minute Intim

match to the binaries. Use
long -handled spoons and serve

Orleans. They knee good tbod
and good ways with Nmanas.

with match. Serve blazing oven
ice cream. Mak. six se serving..
ings.

in

For your own satisfaction, why not try Eagle Bonded Meats

Ina chafing dish or medium
skillet. melt hotter until it hobWes. Saute hung nas in hones
until pilden. about a few minotes
each side. Sprinkle.

sentient,
It,'
tor about one minStand hack and strike a

headquarters -11

CHECK AND COMPARE LJ OUR EVERYDAY LOW
DISCOUNT MEAT PRICING POLICY.

I .blespo. orange liqueur.

with all the ingralienls

and

over banana

Aq lE DISCOUNT
HOME CENTER

I ry 9nuething new- with strawberry Jell -0
onh an imespected mist -applesauce. Used in
meld with orange juice. the-, subtle flavoring,
enhance the taste treat and transliirm that straw.
hen.: llama ionic theton era delight.
1111, Iecipe would be fun served in individual

mold, a, either a clad or a light. just -right des.
,ert.

STRAWBERRY ORMAN(
Two-4ounce trackman strawberry griali.
1 nip ImilIng Pinter

('an win Momelmmis Apple Same Mb. 1
pound/

.mr juice

;. 1164

LOW

3-eitinee packages cream cheese. whipped

1.1

NEN'

!Semi, gelatin in belling ate,. Stir id applesauce and orange juice. Pour int° five -cup ring

mold or cight-ineh "woe not. Chill until firm.
InauCtl. Gambit with w hipped cream che.e.

Metal
Pantryware

Sums eight.

CF100

Good health comes
from good eating

CALLE

welle,tabli,heil guidelines owst ler choosing the
proper oat, nal tit I It ods.
Stoll guideline, ale
key
0011 at the
Lied pr Tile" es.
hthit at hicago's Skeet. oi
age.

Ikoic

The

pnucli in

I

LIMIS.

L10-

111C 1111111111111v,hilw

that s wide .1 ten
of the props, sod, e. moo no
pertain to plink:al and mental
enslerlins

development."

I It.

Jelut

I

Murillo. Usk president ot
search

sir

4. Whole grain or clinched
Beds midi i. Mead. macaroni
and cereals contribute to good
and numele tone and are

.

ro

in the di.
In our 61,1 -paced ,ociets
IND S011101 guidelines in clue,-

mg our lood..." lir. blurelis

Plastic
Flashlight

Drill

BEAM

B'BU="1B1j'H'XNUG''

ORS

THE BASIC Teed,. as explained id the world fans..
muscinn
Slims poaltry. li.b or
egg, build
and
matntaiti
1

muscle dad hone and Mood

cell, "not bean, or nut, nay
he u9,1 ss Aherne.
vcge

1 or people ol all it,. yugat

nat., prime seurce

el

quid. energy. unequaled

by

is

rals which 1111111,111C 10 keen

eyesight and goo d skin tenni,

and aid in I...gut:Mo n el hod,
ch. t i % try.

3. The d.ini group. milk.
cheese and ice cream. previd.
the rich. avec til the miner.
Ill CaleillIti
111/11,102111:ind

hones. and good sours'. of
and promm.

any other lied. Anline to
teed che lll i l

Snow
Shovel

;XL'Og°1=

the Italy hens,

Garbage Can

219

,

salmon b lust cure) in a hrinc
TM, and .all. dint
is
oked for special flavor.
Usually serval for appeticeos
and equal!, good for snacks.
eilher of thew sugar-prinervol
fish can "make" a tnt
course mlaJ. If the salad N

hects and sugarcane IMMO SLIC11

based

inning Preserving Enke
making and in all types of
cookery.

110S1

evoked potatoes. serving costs
are lowered emnidcrahly.

powes,
the, have homme the chief
wiurces of commercial sugar.

Heet
Gasoline
Anti -F

Infra

Romilar

Mats

CF Cough

a

Windshield

1 Amp
Battery

De-Froster

Charger

Red1E1

Syrup

St. Joseph

Triaminicin

Children's

Cold

Cough

Tablets

Syrup

iV47

C

1559 IRVING PARK ROAD

Both heel sugar and cane
equal sweetness.
and purity: huh

necklet, perform equally well

-'fit

We Discount Everything
Quality, Courtesy And Service!

_240

.244

"

NO

15p CM

Surf
Detergent
B reeze

5277

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

"" ' " "
Russet"

.0

ILLLid-L11

Pork

LOW P

Bacon

)Chops

!ALSausage

0

Grade A
Fryers

tie.:a'COn

wIl15175""

3 9'
85'

310

,5,5

Lady Lee Buttermaa

7'

t.

9 9'

Golden

Sanitary
Napkins

1156

$1.$

ihnWherries

American Cheese

4 7`

"ii;;;LE- -

6'

GrapeI Juice

37' Tomato Cocktail

Potatoes

26'

3 9'

Cheez Whiz

79'

Dishwasher
WO

Advanced

/92

"All"

..

Dove

Liquid

lar III

Wisk
Detergent

.".

18' Prune Juice

Vegetable Soup

if

15`

Chicken Noodle
Chili Hot Beans '%": 18

,' 42'

Mullin Mix

39'

Bisquick

y 49'

74'

Eagle Flour

119

aced. 34`

370
Potato

Chili 6;Carne'':::' 26'

Brownie Mix

47` Eagle Flour

cs 1Bathroom
Tissue

Canned hods

Nor 8 Mixes

Bakery

Sandwich Bread 'L. 29'
Wheat Bread

21'

Raisin Bread

37'

Vienna Bread

Chips

a Coffee Cake

55C

.0.,

'"".; 29'

OFF

50,,, Phase

Touch

'"..°' 27'

11'

Juice

1

$1"

Fruit Drink

5 9'

Brick

tog 5209

$2"

7'g' 36

Cauliflower

540

,A44 Final

iv fake-

Shredded Cheese

Toastees

7.,."' 2

Key Buy

'1"

ki;bintianka
3 5' liwansons'iiinaer",:: 3 5' INI:icii;Ink

COininnStees

1,:; $1"

eafee-L"

2 7'

Chocolate
Cherries

'All"

29

Instant Coffee

Margarines

,,.`67`Drano

Ige Coldwater $2/15

Beverages
V163

Macaroni

8'

FRESH SELECTED ClUALNY

01.1 "MI- D EACON

frozen feeds

4,-;*01CIfOBS ii;4;eiir;;;ii

D etergent

"All"

lacnn-

Dairy

OUAllie

Napkins °1OP5'°?," 27'
Dog Food

39'

-

NECKS A Glfil ET{ 9,10.0

Facial Tissu

ET - DEFROSTS

sugawslotago

imp° offer

x 1 74'

awt
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variety of fresh, wholesome meats, expertly "vcilu-trimmed" of excess
bone and fat, and priced at everyday low prices. At the checkout counter
you'll discover that buying Eagle Bonded Meats really does lower your
total meat bill. Now, when you take your selections home and prepare
them for your family, comes the most important part of your comparison
test
the taste -test for quality and goodness. We're confident that our
Bonded Meats will prove to be the tender, flavorful, fine -quality meats
you want! Yet you can count on savings with our Everyday Low Discount
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events and rolled Maraca, 63.12 non-amnferentar swinuning
victory over host McHenry

WednersdaY.

Prowswi's Scott Haws
Along with 'finer.

and then finished the alm with

131c Dom woo: able to win
IN: Meet Ily placing 1-2 in lOur

11114,1 by 1(111

ill

-SAT only!

II

DEODORANT,

IN 11111 LAST race helm:
the

toad althotigh the Nis ran Lail Of

meets.

items dles

lurat

irt

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS NORTHPOINT
NOTE Most Wollnerstoreslur 111 advertised

Save at Walgreens
U1.6USI
TRS-FRI

Johnson of Hersey pulled in
for second. Kola. and Blasi(
were 0110-100 for Arlington in

ellor tie Orillie
gained a 10 point lead. IO-O.

1,41/111 Is

41111-yrual

t

ANACIN

r-

'OF 11

Lindblad tinsshol Ifist
the 100 -yard backstroke, 11,

Toler paces Greens' 57-37 win
Mid-Suburb:tr.

MT PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHT DREYDEN

and si.Lond

Mtn.

-4

01`9'5

WITH YOUR
n

MIDWEST
BANK
CARD!

clbe'X'gpurarS'on-e e'anshone,

and

BuyI
,ink; case. 'Reg Tag'
Model
1212

REG. 54.971.

Harvey, NI. 1110-1ARD
BACKSTROKE: Phillips. El:
2, Mate. EV: 3. Swanson, NI.
4011,ARD FREESTYLE: I.
Lenkeit. EV, 2 Mark, M:
3.

Keep

r 47--

Supply On Hand!
1

3. Walker, NI.

1

IINNYARD
IIRF:ASTSTROKE: I_ Weenie!. EV: 2.
Lightner. At; 3. MacDonald.
NI. 400.YARD FREESTYLE

--

SlcHenry

Ilinsethe lout 1 `1,0 11111 time
in the
mow. the 50.yard

COUPON

GELATIN
4 with coupon
-at., Jan 24

1C

freestylenext
.

ItOMANI)
CHLIRNEA/
two lengths of the pool in a
linseof :24.5 for live lint pinee
pnints. to snake the score 13-12

for the leg ((0m.
Do Kalb then won the next
two events
ereep brick into
the team lead I, three points.

But another douhle lush
by ND in the huttertly contest
lifted the lgons to the lead, 2)24. from when they continued
to ride the lop wave.

RICK JONES and the capable Cawthorn added eight
num points to Ilse Don totals
wtahlish they
the four point
caredsp,

and than

team

captain Romano and Denni,
Weischolek duplicate their
first.second feat in the 10fr
yard freowtyle.

Al this point in the cn,

petition the Dons had one
double left in their bag, that

coming M the final individual
event. the
stroke.

100 -Yard

bremt-

ing.

and White.

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)
NO WAITING

Just stop in anytime between December 1,
1969 and February 14, 1970, with your

-

NO RED TAPE application, 1969 identification card, the

-

1970

- LAND OF LINCOLN

avtngs n

iP-:' 49M T

'Ai i

! t-

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255-7900

ouse o

s.

4 for 37c

HUGS YOUR CARPETI
,

7od -t -t/

BATH or
or
KITCHEN

,'

'1-

MAT

Is Restful To Nell
'Sponge'

24x18"
size.

2.
f

R

0

Heavy, long wearing vin yl has ten
tee--

REG.

acious self -vi
-vin

$490

cleats. 27" wide.

OR THUR.-FRI.-SAT.!

MILLER VODKA
High Life

97

-

Stays

6 -Pack 12 Oz Cans

A Great
Party

6 -YEAR -OLD

KENTUCKY
PREFERRED
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT

BOURBON

Mixerl '

Right

In Place!
66 -pr fifth

Fully Adjustable

Ironing Table

COIFFURE PROTECTOR

adjusts 21/2"

PILLOW SLIP
Smooth satirized finish; 411cone

to 36- high.

to eliminate static electnoty. Now

Folds' 1,0t,

RI

White Velvet

6 -Ft. RUNNER

L't1

N't.r.-

et I

THE CHAMPAGNE OF BEER

Gripper Cleat

Monday thru Saturday - 9:00 A.M. to 3:00
Friday evening - 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

Without coupon,

ALL THESE ADVERTISED FEATURES -PLUS 10,000 LOW, LOW EVERYDAY DISCOUNT WONDERPRICES, TOO!

of all the details. You will receive your
plates immediately, no waiting until the

THE BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

C

Save now! ........

6

last minute, as is the case by mail.

license fee and for $1.00 we will take care

ILLINOIS

Fuel system de-icer
(Limit 5 cans)

6

1671

JELL-O

Gas Line Anti -Freeze

1

00 VALUE
Assorted flavorsDA

-

EET

RELAY: I. Fared View Oka.
one. Arks,. Hayden, (icisleril

NE In.
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ts third
1 ur,o

/
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-

0

hmLasAr

bill
odd'. Nord
swimming team took the long
road to IN: Kalb In Eridsae.

ltd by Jim Koxelka, ND's
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finishes by the visiting Green

the
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on swimmers st n k DeKal

14-12.
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third behind (moo of %dim

Page la
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Falcons take tank meet

won the other seven
voM. including the hmvy.

liar the season with nit II -2 win

day.

4

I lushes by a 71 22 count

.13

the 400.yerd freestyle.

freestyle with Jim Kolm wting the top mot and Dave

The rad

Notirli.

01

rend sound respseuselt

I he Cardinals picked up at
me -two finish in the 200 -yard

the rs

weight elass which the (tuna Sian forfeited both I riday an 1
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and Slew Bagneschi.

Tha 411110016 froh winh
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

11 To Sore Tomor
mw

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

The Gny Next
look at

2

News

5

Neva

Door
A
Rockford s
Center

9

Dick Van Dyk.

26 Spanish Movie

ROO

/ Nem

6.25

Oriel

and

Tammy Wynette.

The Virginian
Following
her

II Bird of the Iron

Jguest
Crawford,
learns that her husJoan

Feather

brother resents her intrusion.

ROBIN MALONE

who

tfilfSHE

srcx-P
1'

01.7,700,771.1

CIFALL11.144.1.

Vtinin/

'

s

EVA!

PREMIERE:
Nanny and the Pro-

raised.

fess.

32 Truth or Con-

A comedy series
sow Juliet Mills as

sequences

English housekeeper and Richard
Long as a widowed
professor with three
children.
9

'PEKES (Feb.

21) -Not the day for taking on
great chore, Let the mountain
come to stohammed. since be

Music Hall
Johnny Carson is

mwmpoton
ARE, (Minch

22 -April
201 -Take advantage of an in -

0099m iu inerge. Get chores

dont Ina have had

to It,
shelred rot a long time. A good

day for wink.

TAURUS (April 21 -MM

JohnnyCmh

The Courtship of

Guests Jose Feliciano, Bobbie Den-

A triangle devel-

ny end Arlo Guthrie.

Wiles Potter

1-1 .01

016

"r

---cer`
AI

4,

Z

ops when Eddie falls
in love with his baby -

11 News

antes who has a crush

MsectIve

on his father.

liPh
Mirr,.., eat

12:30

Comments

in

S

Farm Forum

7

1:00
PersPectima

9

1:20
News

7

Reflections

9:30

26 Arturo Mendoza
32 Debbie
Drake
Dancerize

1:50

I 1 Yoga for Health

32

Movie

9

The Honey 1

2

And The Northwest Suburbs

1:30

News
News
News

26 A Black's Vim

700

TCHMerch

Paul Harvey

32

The

Chicano Show

9:25

9

7

Midnight Report

5
7

teen-age runaway at
his apanmem.

show

ble amount of risk h involved in present projects. Take

32 News

Dr. Gannon pro-

host. Special guest is
Vice President Spiro
T. Agnew.

BUGS BUNNY

191 -No inieldventurcs in view
for today - bul mnsider-

ren, Susan KOhner.

tico

vides refuge for a

26 Big Ploy

7

Minna, James Dar-

II World Press
26 Boulevard Ards-

of the News

6155

AQUARIUS Ilan. 21 -Feb.

drummer's life. Sal

Perry Mason

9

2 News

Mar Twit

Sens

Horoscope
For Thursday

'The Gene Krupa
Story." Offbeat version of the great

Donald

and

Movie

2

O'Connor.

5
7

5

DAL PUBI ILA flONS
drisseas tanners 21 19711

12 00

MOO

8:00
Medical Center

2

26 Today % Raring
32 Of Lands ann

Your

gams

is

him

7

an

BAG) Mike.

shot

Hamper

Guests are Tony
Bennett, Leslie Ug-

"Jonah, the police

hero, is shot during
the West Side riot.
and the question of

band's

32 100
Painting,
Great Musk

dinck Show

Show

star

(1 35

7 PREMIERE
.Enalehert

M I keDouglas

9

32 News Find

unaware that he is
painttng the figure of
awomtm

Kaufman wants
aeacher to stopridull
bout his use of pot
'before mmeonetakes
him seriously.

Buck Owens and
Roy Clark welcome

-7}1E 04010(4
RESERVATION.

Mil

7 Room 222

6:30
Hee-How

11130

Bronson
Bronson hires out

Shorty

26 We

Solicase

case

Mlles
Drysdale plans to
throw a pre marital
bachelor party for

2 WSW TV Edo

James

ibe
132 3111011E

to help paw a barn

Beverly

2

32 The Moesters

5

Steve McGarretUr
called into a kidnapping-

Zone

730

26 *deb Nerve

Sonny

Hawall Five.0

5 Then Came Bien

one..
II Dide and Aeneas

2

11 Interte.
26 Lob Carlos Ur-

ROD

2

fighting to "went
the title catastrophe.

0:30

Mery Griffin

Show
5
Tonight Show

Dick

7
Show

Part

'The Night the
World
Exploded."
Tale of scientists

Caren

2:05
2

Late Report

2

2,10
Meditation

Paul Newman and

9

Myrna Loy.

Five Minutes to

Live By

Moyle
"From the Ter-

ram" Story of poor

INDUSTRIAL
PROSPECTUS

hoy's ore to financial
and social success.
Joanne Woodward,

Per-

32 Big Valley

3:10

EEK & MEEK

t.ss '0:4124771

MORTY MEEKLE

211-Thon

thoughtful hchavior toward another should
off unexpectedly may. 1Mo1
he surprkeil vhouId a small
dream come true.

GEMINI

(They

I'LL HAVE
MY
al

DINNER
NOW:

22 -June

Mr in rho eyes of another.
arc

steady,

all.

I'D L11,0

ealtlF
FEAMar

F

60 TEAL.
GT IN5TA.Nr

OAT

WER

c
LE.

RC

_..,

=

though

un`2-July
unwrlainty

Vqn

should he kept m Mumelf.
Otherwise, you may make oth-

as umasy and spoil the entire

_

Project.

LEO (July 24-Aag. 231 Wait until you feel thorough 1

y yvented in every aspect of the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

7

I

CANCER
231 -Feelings

0

.-ir

211 --Keep to consermlive ac and you can make charm.,
Gains

,

_

-Aaat.1

o

A 80Y CAN LEARN CO

0001 FROM A CLOSE

AssociATION

Make This day wont by avoiding moody sensitivity that
spoils things for others. Take

ONTIL HIS

/d

FATHER!

The wise Libra will put aside

CAPTAIN EASY

t

leg

31 Black
substance
32 Guido's high
note
33 Knight's title
34 Bustle
36 Narrow band
of leather
38 Melancholy
39 Floor -washing

erly.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23-

your
mine to wallow in personel affairs at flit.tone and you
should he able to accomplish
much of importance.

chit

heck

Allow

cent
chin

hint
hick
hike
tick

chink
cite

knit
ketch

kin
kW
loth

in

tike

thin
inch
itch
niche
nice
nick
neck

think
then
thine

thick

ethnic
et

.' title

M

M

59 Former ruler
o (Tunis

60 Greek portico
DOWN
1

A M A SS
L.) 0
-r A

A

Part7N
Ilyraw

2 Unclose

OMR
OMO
MOO l09
OWO
URQ
rj M,L2NEI
ABEE°
(QM
-.-a9E7
21 Quan icy of

ma ter

14 Gailaukme'jVoyIPIDI

6 Auricle
7 Derricks, far
instance

0Congers
9 Woody plant

22 South Seas
Per

23 High papal

official
2 On op of

27 Excl.-Mi..
suffix
of sorrow
21 Armor10 Dance step
28 Yawn
breaking club 12
Roman basil - 50 Tropical tree
24 Defense
ica (2 words) 3 Benedictine
group (oh.)
15 D unkard
title
26 Children's
S., E coolly
3 Palm tree
'20 Greek letter 40 Little (Scot.)
29 Dissociated

depend upon your good will,
you cannot allied to he mis-

KITCHEN
THICKEN

man's

20 Diminutive

to aid within Where other.

Hideaword

implement

19 Earth (comb.

SAGITI AR1US (Nov. 23.

Answers to

11 Rowing

smpld

5 Disseminates

remnteun

201 -Don

10 Of pontiff

16 Lebodgiieslsative

horinon aids dimension to a

Jen.

7b

14 Grapple

plans for entertainment at cm,
ning. A busy day which re.
quires plenty of rest talc in the
afternoon.
SCORPIO Klet. 24 -Nov.

Dec. 221 --Stick to your plans

Urbi - orbi

action

LIBRA Sep, 24-0d. 23)

con-

n22yVez,

13 Sphere

sively.

:Ire

TEhteerlinaollyC_ity_

title

care Mat you tksn) am impul-

matters

AR SERI

neitherACROSS

vma)Mue. 24 -Sept. 231-

husinew

,a,

THE BORN LOSER

any decision about it. Dtm5 he
realm!.

cerned Something new on the

Answer to Previous Puede

Papal

T

situation heline you Come to

221 -An exciting day where

s
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gadgets

41 South African

fox
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A

VEI25Ua/OfJ Arlo
ARDUMENTVDON 42 2
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Meet

44 Bad (comb.

form)

46 Yugoslav coin
48 Papal

government
52 Musical

instrument

54 Musical drama
55 Unit of
reluctance

58 Correlative

43 Di'sfigu e
45 Particles, of

matter

46 College

building (con,'

47 Pastry chef
48 Differ
49 Large food

fish
50 Town in
Venezuela
51 Feminine
nickname
53 Ark builds

(va .)
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Making space equipment is routine
tles which hold up to 2,000 gal-

By Darlene Mitchell

lons of liquid are produced by

urbs are several of an unusual

Groen Division Dover Corp..
1900 E. Pratt. Elk Grove Village. The kettles. which have
two bottoms so steam can be

nature.

inserted, are used

Among the thousands of
items produced by industries
located in the northwest subOne of these products could
help

DAY PUBLICATIONS

consumers

purchase

some of the other items. 'A
plastic material which is used
as backing on credit cards is
produced by Tenneco Chemicals, 1430 E. Davis St., Arlington Heights. This is one of
many flexible or rigid plastic
materials of varied colors
which arc manufactured by
the firm.

THE CONSUMER

does

not pay directly for delivery of
a hook produced by General
Telephone Co.. 1865 Miner
St., Des Plaines. "We say that
our product, the telephone directory, is free to the consum-

processors.

Agitators are made to stir
contents, and smaller kettles
are used for such purposes as
mashing beans for Mexican
food preparation for restau-

In the food line there is

Candy has

he

used

chocolate
ships and airare

A big item for St. Patrick's
Day is a hard candy green
snake with black stripe, white
stomach, red eyes and tongue.

Red, nutty and plain old fashioned taffy apples are also produced in the company kitchens.

A NEW product invented at
Weber Marking Systems will
create a mimeograph stencil

to

when a copy is placed on a heat

Mrs.

copier, according to Joe Weber Sr. The firm at 711 W. Algonquin, Arlington Heights,
primarily makes marking and

able

STEAM JACKETED ket-

is

re-

or
dirty air front industrial plants
are fans as large as 10 feet in
by
diameter manufactured

DISCHARGING

hot

Big

fans

could

probably

blow away polluted air from
outdoors, Bronis said, "But

where would we put itr

General Blower Co., Wheel-

More will wear white collars
in the '70s, Labor Dept. says

to

More popular than chocolate bunnies at Easter time,

duced.

Universal Oil Products. 30

a

create bricks or cement blocks
for contractor's special gift occasions, according to Bill Morkes, owner of the company.

their pollution power

code is interperted on a printer
at the building guard's desk
or at a fire station.

fashioned Caramel Apple,
1775 N. Rand Rd.. Palatine.
been

ing Rd., Wheeling..
"We can make a change of
air every minute with a fan, if
it's wanted," Louis Bruins,
plant supterintendent said.
Smaller fans takes hamburger
cooking odors away from
short order restaurants, while
very strong ones can blowy
gravel up into hoppers.

When exhaust gases flow over

smoke or security problems
are causing danger on what
floor and at what time. The

made in many forms at Old

retary to the vice-president.
The company prints 900 different telephone directories
each year for independent
companies
in
the
United
Thailand.
Hawaii,
States,
Hong Kong, Manila and Sing-

proofread them here,"
Mueller explained.

the chemical balls or -pills".

most edible product. candy.

guns, space
planes.

"We wouldn't

ton Heights. This device sends
coded signals which 1.11 if fire.

rants.

Morkes said,

Des Plaines is the only one in
this country designed exclusively for telephone directory printing.
Printing of foreign directories is done in each country.

food,

chemical and pharamccutical

er," said Edna Mueller. sec-

apore. The printing plant in

by

eywell, I500 Dundee. Arling-

Algonquin Rd.. Des Plaines,
has been perfecting chemical
"pills" to reduce auto exhaust
pollution. -I-he -pills" are
placed in a catalyst muffler.

labeling stencils.
Protection is furnished for a
building by the combustion
sensor. manufactured by Hon-

arc expected to double their
numbers by 1975 to meet the
needs of a growing economy
and rapid advances in electronics, aircraft and missiles,

pations and the numbers of
people employed in them, according to the Occupational
Outlook Handbook of the 1 '.8.
Department of Labor.
Professional

other

and

the labor, .force.

CLERICAL workers

white collar occupations have
grown faster over the past 50
years, while farm owners and
laborers have declined most
rapidly. The trend is expected
to continue.
Other jobs have been less
"onsistent but are now increas-

stenographers and secretaries
never seems to catch .ip with
the demand, according to the
handbook. Every decade, the

these specialists, are increasing as nearly as fast as the engi-

neers and scientists. Together
they are developing, according

number of these workers in-

to the handbook, the newest

creases by about 30 per cent.

type of economic activity in
the country, named the "industry of discovery." This is

ing by no more than .5 per cent
every 10 years. These jobs in Jude the skilled and semi-

Within the blue collar workers, construction employs a
higher proportion of workers

the pursuit of new inventions,

in any other industry
group. It employs one out of
than

materials
and
techniques,
weapons.
These developments, plus
the increasing demand for

skilled workers, service workers, managers and officials.

every two,

while

manufac-

turing and transportation employs one in every five.

school and college instructors

BY 1975 professional and

are

growing at a faster rate than
any group except the professionals. The supply of typists,

chemicals, health research and
communications.
who assist
Technicians,

By Judy Ressler
Increased services and pos-

sibly two more railroad stations for the northssest suburbs will he coming with the
average

annual

increase

of

1,800 over the 45,000 daily
round-trip commuters now
riding the Chicago and North
Western Rwy.
The railway recently received eight new double decker cars with 160 seats each
and is planning on buying at
least one new locomotive. Five
new cars are being bought for
"The number of commuters
is increasing because the freeways are becoming more congested." said Toni Smith. as:astant director of public relations for the railway.

"WE FEEL THE

station, the village
plans to construct two commuter parking areas, he said.
present

1971.

and medical and other health
specialists, will result in a rate
of growth in the professional
group more than twice that of

technical occupations may increase by as much as 50 per
cent. Engineers and scientists

Changes in industries
which arc the suppliers of jobs,
by
are being accompanied
changes in the nature of occu-

Increased service more
for N.W. suburban commuters
Page 3
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increase

in ridership is also due to the
promotion by the railroad.** he
added.

Palatine and Arlington
Heights have been particularly
interested in and are now plan-

ning with C & NW R.R. to

There would he 300 spaces
north of the track and 100
stalls south of the tracks.
Eventually,
575
spaces

would be constructed on the
south side. The village would

all

necessary

ments between the developer.

the railway and the village of
Palatine can he worked out, it
is possible that in 1970 there
may he a new station facility,"

struct the new station facility
west of Smith St., near the

But Smith could not say if

trains to the 200 they now
have, of which 67 travel to the
northwest area.

there would be an increase in

Smith said the train schedules have not changed and

probably will not change for

vehicular access to that area.

Meetings to discuss a possible railway station there will
begin in 1970.
about vehicular and pedestrian access, lighting platforms.
park -and -ride and walk-in patrons before the railroad sta-

been

necessary

to

"What we have done is to
add cars to existing trains,"

two tracks.
fares. It would depend, he said,

on the contracts of the operating crew, clerks and other
employes of the railway.

of expected area growth

agreement

tial,'' Smith said. He added
that Rt. 53 and Northwest
Hwy. provide complimentary

BUT WITH the increased

Utilities one jump ahead

The Arlington Park Race
1 rack, as part of its annexation

Both the gas and electric
utilities serving the northwest
suburban area are planning

ural

ahead to assure adequate supplies of energy in the 1970s.

mand

Northern Illinois Gas Co.,
which serves more than one
million customers in the Chicago suburbs and the northern
half of the state, has kept ahead

of burgeoning northwest suburban growth by constructing
extensive natural gas distribution and storage facilities,
according to
spokesman.
The utility's

a

company

gas into deep underground sandstone formations
during the summer when deis
low. When cold
weather begins, the gas is withdrawn :mil sent out to heat the
homes, businesses and industries.

Early in 1970, according to
NI -Gas spokesman, the
utility experienced its record
the

gas send -out for a 24 -boar pe-

riod more than 2.5 billion cubic feet of natural gas.
The company's northern division, which serves north and

and additions to its substations
in the

He said the improvements
will boost power capacity
available to local residential
and industrial customers.

-Transformers with a combined capacity of more than
300,000 kilowatts will be installed this winter and spring at
various substations through-

northwest suburbs, added

out

5,190 customers in the first 10
months of 1969. many of them
in the growing northwest area,

said.

also- been projected for the future.

1970, the spokesman said.

SON

tion can he brought to a vote.

OTHER CHANCES

in

have

"With increasing industry
the suburbs I think there

THE UTILITY pumps nat-

the spokesman said.

COMMONWEALTH
Co.,

the

area's

EDIelec-

tric utility, will spend almost
$3 million for improvements

north and northwest

suburban area, according .to
Les Milligan. vice-president of
the utility's northern division.

underground
storage fields, located in Troy
Grove, Ancona and Pontiac,
III., have increased in capacity
from 103 billion cubic feet of
natural gas in 1967 to an estimated 156 billion cubic feet in

said Smith.

IF THE developer will con-

add

forms.

But decisions must be made
agree-

has

not

a creature of habit,- he said.

"THE STATION in down-

Smith said. However, if more
trains are necessary no more
trackage would be needed, he
added. Each train has at least

because the cost is low.

lar access to the station. The
railroad would construct track
changes, lighting and plat-

town Arlington Heights is
being used to capacity, and the
race track area has good poten-

at the same time every day."

number of commuters, it

many years. "The commuter is

with Arlington
Heights. agreed to join efforts
to create a permanent station
in Arlington Heights, near the
race track.

"He likes the train to he there

urbs," Smith said. He added
that many people are now
commuting for the first time

provide pedestrian and vehicu-

build new stations.

"If

will eventually be more people
riding from the city to the sub-

division," Milligan

the

"That means that by the
summer of 1970 we will have
enough added capacity at our
substations to serve the equiva-

lent of nearly 225.000 more
residential

customers,"

said.

At
_

_
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BRUNING"
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For BRUNING, new people, new manufacturing facilities, new research projects, and new

cluteitm
0

A

We're making tomorrow
happen today.
Bruning
surpasses
excellence in the

markets have been proliferating faster than

quest for perfection.

ever. The new directions suggested by today's
accelerated activity promise even greater con-

We

quests.

@DEl@OH1E ETD

provide

ing progress.

ciTIE

316 UNIVERSITY DRIVE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

. a subsidiary of Cincinnati Incorporated and a leading producer of coil processing equipment for
metals distributors and product manufacturers.

.The picture above recorded a big day for

all

Cincinnati -Forte employees ... the day we moved
from Niles to our new plant in Arlington Industrial
& Research Center.
The Seventies are going to be exciting years for
all of us at Cincinnati-Forte-with a new home, new

BRUNING'

neighbors and many new customers. We're glad
to be a part of the dynamic growth that has made
the Northwest suburb one of the most progressive
areas in the country.
Inquiries about employment opportunities are
always invited,

the

means for continu-

Division of
ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH CORPORATION

1800 West Central Road
Mount Prospect, Illinois

I
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Shopping centers are suburbs' Dim future is
assets, Randhurst official says
The large shopping centers
in the northwest suburbs are in

the middle of one of the most
soundly based suburban areas

the country, with a good

per cent ofAll sales in the village. Because of Randhurst,
the tax bill for residents of

and transportation centers.

Mount

of Mount Prospect can exist
profitably with Randhurst.
probably even stronger than

Prospect

has

gone

down. Carlson said.

families, said Harold J. Car-

Mount
Prospect is also one of the few
communities that receives free

lson. vice-president and gener-

garbage service and an ex-

al manager of the Randhurst
Corp., Mount Prospect.
Our area has all the ele-

panded tire and police service
because of the taxes they re-

in

blend of middle -upper income

ceive.

The shopping centers also
provide for their own lighting.
plowing, paving and other necessities. which lessens the
work of the village.

ments to allow businessmen to

make a good profit and put
more money into the community. he said. These elements
include
open

railroads, schools,
for expansion,

"As the population develops there will be more shop-

lands

O'Hare International Airport
and good residential areas.
Carlson believes large shopping centers are an asset to the

community. These centers
bring more housing and apartments to the area, more jobs,

more tax revenue and more
residents.

THE VILLAGE receives
1,01v

I

*sis

"THE IXMATOWN area

hefore." Carlson said. The
Randhurst representative believes this is because the single
businesses provide more per-

sonalised service than Rand
hurst or any other large centers pro,. ide.

Few businesses have died,
he said, since Randhurst was
built.
"Those

that

have

died

would have died anyway." he

foreseen for new
hoine mortgages

Bankers aren't forecasting a
particularly rosy new decade
for prospective homeov, ners
of the northwest suburbs.
Mortgages will probably remain hard to get and the homebuilding industry depressed,

they say. Inflation hill have to

facilities, and mostly
ones," Carlson said.

said. "You still have to be a
survive, no

bc curbed. hut interest rates on
loans will generally remain

"But I don't think they would
ever replace the single busi-

matter where you're at."
For food and drugs people

show a general rise, and people

nesses like those in the downtown area."
There are many services, he
said, that large shopping centers usually do not provide,
such as banks, cultural centers

usually will go to their local

ping
large

businessman

to

convenience stores, but for
comparison shopping, such as.

buying clothes, residents will
usually travel to large shopping centers or malls, he said.

t.

high. The stock market will
will favor investing their money in stocks and bonds over

INTEREST RATES will
remain high for another yea
at least. Harry E. Mertz. president of the Des Plaines Trust
and Savings Bank. 1223 Oak ton street. said. There might he

some relief. but generally he
termed the 1970's a decade of

"tight" money.

possibly less -profitable savings

Other hankers echoed that
opinion. "It's going to he a

:teem' iris.

little tight for the first half of

The possibility of a

'4441111111411111;

reces-

done.''

"Inflation has to be contained." said Robert Ruh of
the suburban Bank of Hoffman Estates. "Because of retail sales and other factors the
interest rates will remain the
same through the later part of
the 1970's."

"Daddy,
what's a
Chemplex?"

SAWYER SAID his bank
has decided as a matter of policy to remain in the home mort-

Maybe you've been asked that question..
Road in Rolling Meadows, Illinois.

while driving along Golf

Chernplek research groups are constantly probing At

the very frontiers of knowledge, seeking new and

Iwo, plash, for today's and formionw's rniiikeis

,

CHEMPLEX
CHEMPL E X COMPANY ROLLING MEADOWS ILLINOIS 60008

eight -year -old village policy on
apartments.

most economically feasible

policy statement begins. "Arlington Heights is principally

More apartments can be
built On an acre of land than,
single family residences, 'and'

munity, and it is this fact that

available for apartment

say that the local government

financing is more readily
developments.

Inc., a Chicago development

to finance the commercial
He said the loan companies

are paying their investors
nearly 5 per cent, and when
they only receive 8 per cent
from a mortgage loan they
come out with little or no pro-

recommends garden -,type
apartments rather than high
rise developments because

"Apartments are having a

growth and development of Arl-

statement says.

A committee has been ap-

pointed by the Pla" Commission to study the policy.
The committee chairman told
a Day reporter that the policy
on apartments will either remain the same or become

Small savings

grow up fast

stricter.

Barnett said the ordinance was

adopted to allow developers

Hammeril took an optimistic look at the economy. "The
economy is going to be getting
better and better. With the
population growing there's go-

single type of zoning.

ing to he a greater need for

in detached units and 79

The $25 million Kenroy
project is planned to include
1,449 apartments, a shopping

EDWARD N. KELLY,
vice-president of Baird and
Warner, Inc., which manages
over 15,000 apitiiments in the
city and suburbs, said the smallest increases in apartment rent
costs, I to 3 per cent, will
come in the new high-rise build-

ings in the city and the apartments in many "over -built"

center, a four -acre lake,

suburban areas.

clustered single family housing

this market continues to soften
because of a glut of new
apartments," he said.

townhouses.

The development, Huntington Estates, is planned to take
shape over an estimated fiveyear period. The land lies west
of Illinois 83 and south of Golf
Rd.

As a result of high interest
rates. home building has decreased. Apartment builders
and mobile home manufacturers are profiting by the situation. Those forms of shelter
are becoming popular especially with young couples. because they don't require large
down payments and mort-

Mount Prospect Village officials have estimated that the
new development will add approximately 5,000 persons to
Mount Prospect's population,

gages.

ment development.

security.

mercial districts. The policy

residential community," the

ordinance the developer can
have various zonings allowing
various uses throughout the
development rather than one

4

is

100,000.

development buffer zones intended to shield single-family
houses front industrial or com-

Kenroy, Inc. has recently
annexed 78 acres of land to

interest on other types of loans

receive 5'
per cent interest
on their investitients. government bonds and bills are paying about 7 per cent, and provide a comparable amount of

suburbs is rising rapidly. It

northwest suburbs. They are

proximately

Schaumburg is expected to be
200,000 within 15 years.

ACCORDINGLY the

been basically a single-family

He said under the PUD

PEOPLE ARE taking their

villages in the northwest

have populations of ap-

policy requires apartment

should be indi cati ve of t he trend.

MOUNT PROSPECT

the issuing of new home
permits are located in the

Both Des Plaines and Arlington Heights are expected to

developed.

ington Heights which has

Mount Prospect in 1968.

permits. The new homes, exclusive of the land, cost approximately S70,000.000.
1 -he population of all the

11 months of 1969,
shows that all of the top five
municipalities in Illinois in
the first

big municipalities of the area.

controlled or improperly

housing developments. and this

ning the first building project
to gain approval under the
Planned Unit Development
(PUD) ordinance passed by

more than 3,000 new home

The Bell report, covering

.

developers for multi -family

Mount Prospect and it is plan-

The five villages during the
first 11 months of 1969 issued

land available. that Des Plaines,
Arlington Heights and Schaumburg are emerging as the three

Apartments. it says. can work
against the character if un-

significant impact on the

selling acreage to large

fman Estates and Palatine.

now clear, on the basis of
growth already recorded and

it

Kenroy, Inc., expects 1970
to be exceptionally good for

cent, and inflation has driven

money out of savings accounts
to be invested in stocks. bond,
and hills. Mertz said. Whereas
savings accout customers ma v

should insure that such

fit.

fuller use of their property.

homes and mortgages. The
money for it will have to conic
from somewhere.
If not
through
savings
accounts.
then we'll have to do it sonic
other way."

The statement goes on to

garden apartments arc more in
keeping with the suburban way
of life, it says.

loans because interest rates on
them arc fixed -by law at 8 per

cent.

has caused it to he so attractive
to its residents."

character co ntinu es

KEN TUCKER of Kenroy

Heights. Buffalo Grove, Hof-

The 1962 Village Board
a single-family residential com-

Village Manager Virgil

-

Our polyethylene resins are used in the manufacture of
hundreds of everyday products-from detergent
bottles to packaging films that help wrap the groceries
and soft goods you purchase.
Chemplex is proud to be part of the Northwest
community area and to share in its growth.
Now you know what a "Chemplex- is

ment living and building.
Increased cost for land and
construction have added to the
movement as builders take the
route.

Schaumburg, Arlington

are leading in area building, a
report from Bell Federal Savings issued during December
shows much activity in home
building.

Commission discussed the

possibility of revising the

gage market. But Mertz said
that no hankers are very anxious to make home mortgage

to 9 or 9 and an eighth per

That's where our new Chemplex Administrative and
Research & Development Center is located.
The center is a key facility in the Chemplex Company-the newest
and fastest growing producer of polyethylene plastics. The Company's
huge $90 million petrochemical plant is located in Clinton, Iowa on the
banks of the Mississippi River.

factors contribute

loan.

tional Bank of Des Plaines.
733 Lee. said. "It has to he

'I

Several

to the current trend in apart-

hanks are low. As long as this is
prevalent. the mortgage money

Nixon's kill inflation policy is "absolutely
necessary.... Nlaxwell D. Sawyer, president of the First Na-

f

apartments in suburbs' future

of the Mount Prospect State
Bank. said. "Time deposits in

President

a.

Builders, officials see more

firm, said with mortgage rates
at nearly 10 per cent for commercial property and at 8 per
cent for single family homes.
loan companies are more likely

the year 1970." Carl Hammeril, executive vice president

will he tight."

"

$10-*

sion is quite real.
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now estimated at 34,000.

BARNETT SAID the lack
of necessary land to spread out

single family residences contriubutes to the trend in apart-

no longer want

the

especially in the suburbs.
"Building outstripped demand, leading to a vacancy rate

COMPARE OUR RATES
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

of as much as 2 and 3 per

BANKING HOURS: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 9 a.m. 2:30 p.m. Friday
5 p.m. -8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

cent," he said.

CLOSED MONDAY

greater than demand right now,

DRIVE-IN WINDOW HOURS: Monday 8:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Friday 8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Saturday 8:30 a.m.12:30 p.m.

"With supply slightly

owners will not be able to
raise rents to cover all of their
increased operating costs.

"However, due to tight

comparatively few new

apartments start," he said.
"Demand, though, kept con1971

This

means

that

by

the demand again will
outstrip the supply, making it

BANK Ot
ELMHURST

feasible for owners to increase
rents more than now,"

AT A RECENT meeting,

ALTHOUGH ALL in-

Arlington Heights Plan

dications shoW that apartments

the

WE'LL TAKE FARE OF ALL THE DETAILS.

flooded with new apartments,

stant.

he said.

TRANSFER YOUR SAVINGS WITH NO LOSS OF INTEREST!
ONE QUICK, EASY STOP AT THE BANK OF ELMHURST AND

few years, the market has been

private home.

More apartments seem to

FINANCIAL EMERGENCIES...START SAVING.

mand," said Kelly. In the past

responsibility of keeping up a
beplannedthan condominiums,

ONE OF OUR SAVINGS ACCOUNTS CAN BRING YOU ACCUMULATED
INTEREST IN JUST A FEW YEARS. PROTECT YOUR FAMILY NOW FROM

"It's a case of supply and de-

money and higher construction
costs the last half of 1969 saw

"There just isn't a lot of land
available," he said, and many
people

"In the Northwest suburbs

JUST A FEW CENTS SAVED STEADILY OUT OF EVERY DOLLAR EARNED IN

YORK ROAD AT GRAND AVE.

ELMHURST

PHONE B33-9700
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Te ephones setting Bell revolution in motion
Look out people! Those
telephones are changing again.
not only in appearance but in
performance also. The next 10
years could be the Bell revolution.

ra

oday there is the Princess

mew

phone,

dial -phone. and

When the cards are inserted
into a slot on top of the phone
and are pushed down, the
number is dialed automatically.

some touch-tone phones. Tomorrow will see the picture -

THE BELL system is work-

phone.

ing on a new form of telephone

phones

phones lOr the deaf and blind,
for the handicapped
touch-tone
advanced
n LI

that will allow the deaf -blind
to "feel" and the deaf to "see"
telephone conversations. It is

phones.

called Code corn.

phone.

I

the

The touch -tone -card -dialer
phone uses punched cards with
phone numbers on
them.

dial -a -card

The most interesting of the
new phones IS the picture phone. which will allow the
caller and receivei of the call
to see each other.

Also under development arc

a volume control handset for

confined to wheelchairs. An-

rangement. and if You want to
show a drawing or some writ-

the hard -of -hearing is a plastic

Americon Telephone ---- Telegraph, H. I. Roinnes. in a 1968

phone.

interview in U. S. News and
World Report.
"These phones still are in
the trial stage, of course, hut
when they become available,
the cost of long-distance calls
will be perhaps 10 times more
than for ordinary telephone
calls,- said Romnes. "because
you have to use as much frequency space as for 100 ordinary phone calls.

signals that

signaling gong mounted on a
ing you can flip a lever and ringer inside a subset that actransmit it," said chairman of companies a standard desk

The Bell System's redesigned Picturephone set, containing several new features, including a
zoom lens, is being used in a trial of video telephone service between the Pittsburgh and New York
offices of Westinghouse Electric Corp.

"When we start furnishing
this service to the public generally," he said, "It may cost
$100 a month per phone for
calls. This is because

local

"A Code -cons set converts

travel over telephone lines into both touch

flashing light signals,"it
stated in the Bell System News
and

Features.
"Pre -arranged

codes

sent

by the caller on his end of the
elephone line cause a small)
plastic -coated

disc

on

the

Code-com set to vibrate. This
allows the deaf -blind person to
feel the message. The set also
has a light that blinks, allowing
a deaf person to read incoming
messages."

PERSONS USING the

set

can talk with

only a telephone but also a
television camera and a receiver --a miniature TV studio. We hope to have a considerable number in use by

speaking into the mouthpiece
of an associated telephone. Or
if the person is mute, he can
rap out a code via a sending

his caller by

key on the set.
(Continued on page 71

ities.

The familiar blue and white seal is being replaced by

a

bright orange hall -shaped sign emblazoned in deep blue with
the numbers 76.

ITS ALL a part of a massive name and identification
change that has been in planning since Pure Oil was merged
into the Union Oil Co. of California in 1965.
The change goes well beyond the big pole sign that identifies the station to the passing motorist. It involves new signs

on the building itself, new identification on the gasoline

pumps, stationery. credit cards, even the uniforms the dealer
and his attendants wear.

The products offered at the stations -tires, batteries and
various other automotive accessories will be new too, as will
the packages they come in.

"The merger in 1965 joined two regional organizations
into one national company and we're taking advantage of the
benefits this provides by creating a strong uniform identity
from coast to coast,- said ('laude S. Brinegar, president of the
Union 76 division, refining and marketing wing of the corporation.

"WE'RE actually forming a new company image, com-

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

Each depositor insured to $20,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

same way.

The coin telephone console
for people in wheelchairs will
be the same as the regular coin
phones -except for special coin

inserts and coin return facilities. The console's slanted
shelf

provides

enough

leg

room for an individual in the

comfortably from a standing

fer.

position.
A volume control handset is
being developed for public
phones located in noisy places
such as plane and train terminals. The control switch will

redialing
Abbreviated
places the seven :old 10 digit

advanced

touch-tone

and stores.
With all

the

new

in-

novations, Bell Telephone will
need better facilities I?' handle
these developments as'well as
the growing amount of phone
calls.

Said Romnes in a U. S.
News & World Report interview, 1968, "Over the last two

or three years. we have installed about 35 of an entirely
new kind of switching center -what we catt-riu:- Electronic
Switching System. or 'ESS'."
The first ESS to he installed
in the Northwest Suburban
area will be in Elk Grove Village.
Scheduled completion
date is Dec. 1970. according to
Harry Cass, public relations
supervisor for Illinois Bell
Telephone, Skokie.

HE SAID

Arlington

Heights will have an ESS addi-

tion to be completed by Dec.
1971.

What is this new system going to mean to the telephone,
Romnes was asked.

of the country changing the identification from January

come through, you can dial a
code and the call will auto-

through March 31 when the giant program will be completed.

"Well, among other things
it can be programmed to provide a method for transferring
calls from one number to another. If you go to the neighbor's for the evening and are
expecting

a

call

that hasn't

matically go to your neigh-

iimornsim

Five optional services are

THE CONSOLE is also designed so anyone can use it

bining the hest features of the two," Brinegar said.
In all, some 14,000 service facilities in 26 states covering
the South. Midwest and East arc involved in the mammoth
changeover program. In addition, the signing switch will oc-

cur on thousands of trucks of all types from tankers to tow.
Company buildings are affected as well, ranging from bulk
plants and terminals to administrative offices.
Construction crews will be at work all over the Eastern half

directed by the program.
maintenance
by
Guided
programs, the system will continually check its own internal
condition and, over a teletypewriter, report and discover faults and their location.
tried experimentally.
They are called Abbreviated Dial Conference,
Dialing,
Add-on, Automatic Transfer,
and Preset Automatic Trans-

al buttons (some already do)
which will some day give direct telephone connections to
computer services in hanks

In its place will he Union 76, new name for some 15,000
service station, auto/truckstops and other motoring filed

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

Deaf persons can he alerted
ACCORDING TO the Bell
to an incoming call by lamps Laboratories Record Informaor flashing strobe lights in the tion Pamphlet, the ESS can
home activiated by an aux-. serve more customers than any
iliary control signaling device. other system, a capability it deDeaf -blind people can he rives primarily from the highalerted by fans turned on the speed central control which is

phones will have two addition-

The name Pure Oil started to rapidly disappear from the

BANK

bor's phone."

(Continued from l'oge hl

The

American scene this month.
By the end of March, the name will be gone altogether.

- that recognizes the problems, viewpoint
and needs of the businessman.

for better performance and reliability.

have three positions for volume control.

Pure takes on
a new name

FULL
SERVICE

This is an experimental model of the telephone of the future,
which is smaller and lighter and uses integrated circuits designed

wheelchair.

the picturephone includes not

use by 1975. -

ta.7%.1

the hard -of -hearing and a coin
telephone console for persons

"IT IIAS a zoom lens ar- other device in production for

ot-

*

being

al

a

&

Using the visible light of the laser, Robert Morris of Ben Telephone Laboratories makes one of
hundreds of experiments to develop the laser for communications.

MI tither with a two, three or
number. For excustomer with im
ordinary dial telephone can
have a list of eight abbreviated

four digit
ample

a

"IF DAD'S
A BANKER,
WHY DOES HE
GO TO WORK
SO EARLY?"

three -digit codes to represent

eight numbers he calls most
frequently, or he can have a
list of 30 numbers that require
four digit codes.

DIAL CONFERENCE allows the customer to control
his own conference hookup

without help from the operator. He Wills a code that results in the connection of his
line to a "four -port conference
trunk." then dials two or three
phone numbers which are connected to the trunk in turn.

Add-on. a modified form of
conferencing, lets a customer
turn a two-way conversation
into a three-way conference. A
momentary "flash" of the
switch -hook gives the dial tone
and

the

customer dials

the

code digit "2- and the number
he .wishes to "add-on." His
first call is automatically held
and all three lines are connected to a conference trunk.
Automatic Transfer and
Automatic Transfer
Preset
permit a customer who is visiting a friend or making a business call, to reroute incoming
calls from his phone to his
host's or colleague's phone, if
located in the same area.

FOR AUTOMATIC Transfer, the customer dials a code
and the number he wishes calls
transferred to. For Preset
Automatic calls, he has a list of
eight numbers, each represented by an abbreviated code. To
transfer calls to any number on
the list, he merely dials the appropriate code.

That's a good question. According t' the story, bankers are supposed

to keep banker's hours. But here at Mount Prospect State Bank, we
look at things differently. We believe a bank's business is helping
business organizations and people make the best use of their money.
Through checking and savings accounts, personal loans, business
loans, computer service and mortgages, for instance. Banker's hours?
That's for the stuffed shirts. With us, serving people comes first, and
that means tailoring our hours to suit our customers' convenience.
That's why people like to bank here. Because we like to work for
people.

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, Ill CLearbrook 9-4000
LOBBY HOURS 810 am to 2:00 pm daily Ihnt
Saturday, except Wed. Friday evenings. 5:30 until 8.
.DRIVEUP HOURS 8,30 am in 4,00 pm daily
Friday 8:30 am to 8:00 pm Sat. 8:30 am to 2 00 pm
WALICUP HOURS 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm Monday,
Tuesday & Thursday 8:30 to 4:00 pm Wednesday.
2:00 to 5:30 pm Friday Closad Saturday
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Young company

starts decade
with giant step
The demand for time saving
industrial fastening devices is
21.owing rapidly and Spotnails
serves this vast field with a
continuous flow of new prod-

construction, boats, camp trailers, door panels. wood crates,
kitchen
cabinets,
drawers,
boxes, walls, ceiling, floors.
pallets, picture frames, Corrugated cartons and thousands

.1,:ts. Among the items recently
introduced are Round Head
ilers, Cartridge -Load Pin
.,nd Cartridge Load Brad Tack ors. fully automated wood
orking systems. and automatic
Closing, Systems.

our catalog.

Spotnails

With our 1970 expansion plans,

\

v,74%/ht

of other uses.

Send us a note on your letterhead for information on Spot nails complete line of' tools and

itto,i1
-ttk.

fasteners and we'll send you
1

products

are

not

readily recognized by you as
consumer. In fact we even

employment opportunities are
'available

today --Stop

in

at

color the brads to match paneling in your recreation room so
you do not see them.

Spotnails employment office,

Other Spotnails fasteners are
used in your furniture, home

information. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

1100 Hicks Road

pow ussei

4

Va

Hicks Road, Rolling
Meadows or phone Mrs. Millie
Kobus, 259-1620 for complete
1100

CL 9-1620

,Pr

There's a New Look at SYMONS

Rolling Meadows

If you have ever driven down Touhy

Avenue between Wolf and Mount Pros-

The finest material handling equipment available plus all new
production equipment highlight The Cincinnati -Forte Co.'s new

Aw.4 Rote 914oveftedet

gyp.

SINCE JAN. 29, 1968

Finest Company in Northwest with
DISPLAY FACILITIES

FULL TIME SALES & SERVICE OPERATION

EXTERIOR
HOME

IMPROVEMENTS
DOORS GUTTERS

SIDING AWNINGS FENCES
WATER SOFTENERS SOFFIT & FASCIA
FHA FINANCING

A4.4 Rote 91/weestotit
14 Golf -Rose Shopping Center

Hoffman Estates

numufacturing facility in Arlington Industrial & Research Center. An adjoining corporate office structure, now under con-

cold December
Monday a little over a month
It

was

a

ago when The

Cincinnati -

Forte Co. moved into its new
home in Arlington Industrial

producers of coil processing

further development. -

equipment, Cincinnati -Forte
had previously occupied separate leased facilities in Niles

for offices and plant. Rapid
sales growth and increasing
demand for its metals process-

ing equipment made a new,
modern, much larger plant
necessary.

"We feel fortunate indeed,"
Toczyl, vice

said Rudolph
president and

general

man-

ager, "to have found a suitable

location in Arlington Heights.
The community and area offer
an attractive setting- for our
company and a fine place to
live for many of our present
employes and those we'll be
seeking as our business expands.

THE GROWTH of

tude that prevails among the
people Bing here. When we
to look

modular forming systems, architectural
products and accessories equipment that
are manufactured within. The original
building was constructed in 1961 to
house the company's administrative offices and production operations. But
controlled and continued corporate

growth made it imperative in 1968 to
double the existing facilities.

FROM A business standpoint, the Cincinnati -Forte executive points out his plant location is near major arteries,
for fast delivery of finished
products to customers, and
O'Hare and Palwaukec airports, for convenient visits by
customers passing through the
Chicago area.
Cincinnati -Forte's
new

northwest suburban home is
among the most modern in the
Chicago area in tcrms of hoth
design and physical layout. A
42,000 -square -foot plant built
almost entirely of stainleSs

.

Today, concrete presents as many
aesthetic possibilities as it has utilitarian applications. There is virtually

no limit to the variety and versatility
of this, the most economical and exciting building material. Ingenuity of
the men who do the construction work
makes possible remarkable economies
and lower costs to the public.
Symons supplies these contractors
with

the equipment and the services

that make their work faster and easier,
providing significant savings in both
material and labor costs. The end result: lower costs to the community.
Between 1967 and 1969, five subsidiary concerns joined the Symons
team. The over-all plan for these acquisitions was to extend the company's
talent, capabilities and services more
thoroughly through the construction industry. Creativity in research and de-

Tomorrow, nearly 380 men and women

will further their careers at the Symons
building-that's 122 per cent more than
a decade ago! In all departments, a

policy to attract imaginative and enthusiastic men and women for clerical
assistance, skilled and unskilled factory and warehouse work, middle and
upper management positions-from production to sales, has been followed

for years.
Eight hundred corporate employees
throughout the nation enjoy an all inclusive employee benefit program and
welcome the security and opportunity
for advancement that comes with working at Symons.

There's not only a new look on the
face of the Symons building. There's a
more important look on the faces of the

people that work inside that building.
They are part of a dedicated team-the

Symons team-that looks toward the
seventies to make it a progressive decade through Progress In Concrete.

a key criterion when a
is under consideration as an ac-

velopment is
firm

and a two-story office

quisition.

structure featuring tinted glass
walls and stainless trim more

than double the size of the
the

northwest suburban area is indicative of the progressive attibegan

Some rather unique features of the
building include its attractive interior
and exterior design and the fact that its
concrete was formed entirely with the

the Arlington Heights area,"
Toczyl added. "We are delighted to be here, and look
forward to playing a significant role in the community's

steel

facturer and supplier of concrete forming
equipment. The enterprise was founded
to furnish concrete constructors reusable, prefabricated forming equipment
that will speed construction work to on time completion and reduce material and
labor costs.

west Tollway.

dents.

"We consider the residential - industrial climate ideal in

to become the world's leading manu-

probably seen the new Symons building.

is a two-story, reinforced concrete
structure set on a stately landscaped
lot that nestles against Illinois' North-

cent increase in population in
the past 20 years --indicating
strong community leadership
and forward thinking resi-

and Research Center, Arlington Heights.
This was the beginning of a
new decade and. for. Cincinnati -Forte, a giant step forward for a young company.
One of the nation's leading

pect Roads in Des Plaines, you have
It

struction, is expected to be completed in spring.

This controlled and still continuing
growth has led Symons Mfg. Company

for potential

plant sites. we were most impressed by Arlington. Heights'
smooth handling of an 800 per

company's previous facilities
in Niles. and also double production capacity.
The manufacturing plant
was completed during Decemher, and the office building is
scheduled for completion and
move -in

spring.

sometime

in

the

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
.

DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES

200 EAST TOUHY AVENUE DES PLAINES, ILL. 6001B
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Western Electric People
. . . . proud to be part
THE

Western Electric (we're at 3800 Golf Road in
Rolling Meadows) is no more than the sum of

NORTHWEST

all our people. We believe in the Helen Gordons

and Don Endres no matter where they work

Jim Ek
706 Volley Road

within our organization.
How important are they ... they're the future

Roselle

of our company. Without them we won't make
it. But at Western Electric we're betting on our
men and women. The challenge of helping the
Bell System to provide the world's best com-

SUBURBS

A record clerk and draftsman, Jim likes the variety
of his job. "Western Electric is a good place for a
young guy to work. There's room for advancement,
the pay is good and so are the benefits." One of
those benefits is the tuition refund program where

munications system is a big one.

Jim and his co-workers can complete or augment their
college education.

Western Electric

NEEDS A

NEWSPAPER

THAT CAN

3800 Golf Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

KEEP UP

60008
Erling Johnson
3045 Sunset Lane
Franklin Park

WITH
THEM

Don Endres

621 Warrior Drive
Round Lake Heights

Erling, a Western Electric employee for 14
years is an engineering associate. He sees
challenge, reward and pride as three
important parts of his job. "It's a challenge
to work with new systems, to follow a job

-- at work at the Arlington Heights
office of Illinois Bell -- has been helping

Don

Electric install equipment for
telephone companies for close to three
decades. "The job calls for many skills,"

Western

from start to finish and be a part of the
team that produces the world's greatest

says

Don,"

mechanical,

electrical

and

physical." Don's important knowledge has
been a ticket to jobs and travel throughout

communications system."

the Midwest.

Helen Gordon
225 Rohlwing Road
Palatine
Girls like Helen Gordon are playing a
vital role in the 70's because business

leans heavily on the speed and versatility
of the computer. Helen, a key punch
operator, translates computer programs to
machine language. "I like the job because
the work is interesting and keeps you alert,"
she explains.

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

t

AVN"\

'

'

1." " 440111°,
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The
And The Northwest Suburbs

It's a whole new Ball game.
All ever the Midwest, the big orange 76 Ball is going up
where the Pure Oil sign used to be. We're changing our
name to Union 76, and along with the new sign comes a
complete line of new products and services.
Only one thing isn't changing. The Union 76 dealer who's
been serving you under that Pure sign. Only now he has
some new ways of taking care of cars, and the people who
drive them. That's what the Spirit is all about.
so the next time you see one of those 76 Balls, drive in.
In this area or across the country. Get in the Spirit.
The Spirit of 76.

union

Thrt 2
ENVIRONMENT
FOR PEOPLE
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Planned communities 'way of life' in future
By Janet Rohan

generations could
have foreseen the population
growth of the northwest sub-

If

past

urhs. the flow of traffic appreaching Northwest Highway probably would not be alfected as it is today by C'hicago

& North Western commuter
trains.

To avoid headaches of tomorrow, some communities
are now being Built according
to a plan. These planned corn-

munities hope to have good
transportation routes, satisfactory housing. sufficient industry and commerce and cultural activities for residents of
their communities. In other
words, the planned comma-

nity should not only le a nice
place to visit, but a'so a pleasant place to live.

Two examples of planned
communities in the northwest
suburbs are Schaumburg and

Elk Grove Village. Both incorporated in 1956.
ROBERT 0. Atcher, mayor
of Schaumburg. said, "The
reason we have a plan is that

you just cannot depend on a
community developing just
right. Building a community
without a plan is like constructing :. building without a
blueprint."
communities arc
not considered subdivisions or
Planned

extensions of large cities. A
planned community should
provide work and recreational

opportunities for its residents.
However, it appears that
planned communities require
two things to succeed. The first

large acreage of vacant
land, the second is proximity
is a

to a large industrial area to en -

able the planned community
to grow until it has a sufficient
industrial base.
Planned communities have
started all over the country, al though most of them have
been developed in the western

from central Texas that han-

died the residential portion.
A planned community is not
a new concept. England started the idea of having "greensor common areas which pmvided free recreation facilities
for all residents. Communities

such as Colorado City have
done the same thing. About 25

per cent of the land has been
dedicated to parks, schools.
and other recreational pmsuits.

NATELLARO SAID, "The
COLORADO CITY, lo cated along a major highway reason planned communities
about 20 miles south of are in the news now is that we
Pueblo. ('olo., consists of have an overcrowding of cities
Carl Vitellaro, manager of
the Colorado City Developnient Company office at
Harwood
Gunnison.
Heights. said, "To plan such a
7161

communit y

requires

an

enormous amount of money
and an abundance of talent.For this reason, communitics like Colorado City or
Elk Grove Village have financial hacking from large corporations. Colorado City has the
hacking of Great Western
Corp., a conglomerate owning
G & W Sugar and has a controlling interest ii, Shakey's

Pizza; Elk Grove Village has
two

large

land

developers -

-Bennett and Kahnweiler of
Chicago, who developed the
industrial portions of Elk
Grove, and Centex, a firm

and the cities arc outstretching

their ugly arms into the suburbs in a haphazard fashion.
The federal government realizes this and wants 104 new
communities in this country
by 1985."
The mayors of Schaumburg
and Elk Grove Village do not
consider their communities an
extension of Chicago. Mayor
Atcher said, "We are not
building a bedroom to Chicago. We hope to build a town

that will contain two jobs for
very family from semi -skilled
labor to professional jobs."
Jack

in

its

industrial

SCHAUMBURG HAS a
popu la t ion projection of
250,000 by 1990. The column nity has taken definite steps to

meet the projection and each
governmental unit has it pro gram. Eventually, Schaumburg will have five lire stations. a civic and cultural center south of Schaumburg Rd.

mile east of Roselle
Rd., a public works building
and

'2

near the center of town. Four -

states.

about 8,000 acres and projects
a population of 35,000.

employed

Pahl,

mayor of Elk

Grove Village, said, "In

15

years we hope to have a popu-

lation of about 58,000 people
with 40,000 working in our industrial park.- The population of Elk Grove Village is
20,000 now with 20,000 being

lane east -west and north -south

boulevards are also planned

every half mile. "Through our
good planning we also got a
site for a cultural center without the city having to pay for
it.- said Mayor Atcher.
Schaumburg has also taken
the following steps to prepare
itself for future growth. It
hires a full-time patrolman everyt i me the population increases by 1.000; five to 10
miles of streets are added each
year, which means the maintenance crews have to be increased accordingly.
Atcher said. "We don't wait

for a special population census. We approximate the n1.1111-

her of people coming in by the
number of occupancy permits
issued. -

MANY OF THE homes in
Schaumburg have been built
by large developers. The mayor said the developer must

show the plan commission "a
plat of subdivision- and point
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placed.

plan's

The general trend is toward
preventive medicine for senior citizens. caring only for
those who are already physically or mentally ill. according to spokesmen from north-

commission

checks the plat of subdivision
to see if it meets the requirements of the subdivision con:
trol ordinance.
if the plan does not meet the
ordinance, the developer must

west suhurhan hospitals.
Forest Hospital. 555 Wil-

go before the zoning hoard if
he wants to get a change in
zoning. "However, the zoning

son. Des Plaines. which specializes in private psychiatric
care, is especially concerned
with preventive treatment.

board is only a recommending

and hearing body," said Atcher. "Any concerned party

"We try to provide experiences to allow or encourage
people to he award of the status of their mental health

may also appear at the hearing."

If the zoning hoard approves of the new zoning, the
village hoard may grant it or
turn it down. If the village
hoard does give its approval,
the developer still must go
hack to the plan's commission
for its O.K.
Atcher says local government works much better in a
planned community. "Otherwise, we could not keep up,"
said the mayor. "Everyone is
aware of the plan and step by

Computerized
in the ministry?
Worship on

found in sonic suburbs. It
plans to do this with a satisfac-

tory mixture of residential and

industrial areas, with curvilinear streets and with the wide

variety of model homes offered by builders.

He believes
check their

74

Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

should
health

HOLY FAMILY Hospital,
Des Plaines, has programs to
give talks to senior citizens on
tips to avoid accidents, tips to
help people stop smoking and
'ips for diabetics.
With the trend toward preventive medicine there will be
centralizatit)n of departments
within the hospital. according

counseling

to Burton Chotiner, assistant
administrator at the Northwest Community
Arlington Heights.

Hospital.

"There will he a gathering
together of different areas so
there will he a health complex
rather than a hospital complex." Chotincr said.

Harold Kurtz. a spokesman
for Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge, believes there
is a move toward sociological

medicine for the aged rather
than just physical medicine.
This mainly involves rehabi-

lf

will suggest:

--Church sponsorship of a
program of pastoral education

and sabbaticals which would

tor of the St. Peter Lutheran

give a minister time away from
his parish for study:
--A church owned and oper-

Church, Schaumburg.
The pastor has been work-

ated radio and television station to provide better commu-

ing for more than a year with
about a dozen other ministers
and laymen of the Lutheran

litation of a person's altitude
and helping a person to cope
mentally with a new problem
or condition, Kurtz explained.
Sociological help is given
along with physical aid, he
said.

ATTENTION IS given to helping elderly people make creative use of retirement time.
Rehabilitation as well as coronary care are new trends
that have developed within the

last six months, according to
Kurtz.
St.

Alexius Hospital, Elk

nications and reach more people.

--Topics and forums on cur-

day of worship from Sunday to

a mid -week day because of
decreasing work hours per
week and increased leisure
time.

--Ministries ofisocial action,

the whole person and youth
centers --a trend to bring the
church into the community
and away from its physical
building.

Missouri Synod on suggestions

rent issues and challenges.

for "preparing the church in

--Computerized counseling,
making experts on marriage,
alcoholism and other life situ-

The Lutheran pastor sees
his parish growing in the decade ahead, but the church

ations

mission will become more and
more community -involved.

the '70s for the '80s."
The

would
make for a more effective ministry in general and would also
suggestions

have application for the pastor's 1,000 member parish in
hoard of directors buys them,
these are a few of the ideas
Rev. Sternburg's committee

7ad ted

people
mental

ups every six months.

Whether or not his synod

122 Lee
Lee Street

Robert

just as they get dental check-

Schaumburg.

1

said

Willford. of Forest Hopital.

Wednesday
rather than Sunday'?
It's possible in the I 970s,
says Rev. John Sternberg, pas-

tain things.''

BY COMMUNITY plan-

constantly.''

New decade to see church moving into community

step each knows how to do cer-

ning Schaumburg also hopes
to eliminate the sameness

and

crises

available

through tapes to the parishioner who comes to the minister for help.
--Training centers for the

laity where talents could be
spread over a wider area of the
church mission.
--A change in the customary

7970

"The practice of religion is
moving outside the physical

church building," Rabbi Hill el Gamoran,
Beth Tikvah
Congregation,

Hoffman

Es-

tates said.

"And this will increase even
more in the decade ahead."

Grove Village. has a very new
and modern coronary unit
which serves a large number

of elderly people. All heart
equipment

and

401') )

4P-

)

11111.111ft.,
NEW ALLEN'S STORE

NEW FOR THE 70'S...A

the Commons with a rustic exterior of California Driftwood boulders set
off by white aggregate columns and a 15 -foot -long cantilevered concrete

specific unit.
Hospital spokesmen said
drug and alcoholism problems

are handled in the psychiatric
wards.

"GERIATRICS IS probably
going to be a medical specialty
in the near future," Kurtz
said. "A very substantial num-

ber of the hospitalized people

arc over the age of 65." Geriatrics is the branch of medicine dealing solely with diseases and health of the elderly.
Hospital spokesmen said
that transplants will not be
taking place in the suburbs for

quite a long time but would
continue to take place
major medical centers.

With a total of 14,000 square feet, almost four times the area occupied by
the store now at 1122 Lee Street, the new Allen's will be one of the out-

partments. Among new additions at Allen's will be a small boutique, expanded gift department and a shoe department featuring the full line of
standing men's wear stores in the northwest suburbs when opened in Florsheim's.
mid -summer of this year, according to Allen Newman, president.
In decor, the interior will highlight Old World Spanish touches in furniThe new Allen's store with 126 feet of frontage on Mannheim Road (Lee ture, plus antique items which Mr. Newman himself
selected on a shopStreet) featuring a colorful Japanese rock garden, will adjoin Oak Leaf ping trip to Europe. Heating will be by
Commons shopping center and have access to its vast parking facilities lighting fixtures. The building with full a unique new system through the
basement will be completely airfor 2500 cars. The main entrance to the one-story building will be from conditioned.

in

"But nobody knows where
they will lead because they're
doing it all over the country,''
said Chotiner. "They're even
talking about mechanical
hearts now."
Some

hospitals

are

ex-

panding physically in order to
serve

the

expanding

popu-

lation and increasing use of
hospitals. Northwest Community Hospital is remodeling its
intensive care unit, building a
coronary care unit, enlarging

its energency room and expanding X-ray labs. It should
he completed in the summer
of 1972.

INTERNATIONAL®

of Lawn and Garden
Equipment
FEATURING THE BEST IN POWER EQUIPMENT FOR
ANY SEASON -COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, & RESIDENTIAL

JOHN F. GARLISCH &SONS

major expansion by ALLEN'S STORE FOR MEN, this new men's clothing canopy.

center will be located on Mannheim Road, one block north of Oak - A sparkling fountain with tropical fish will
greet customers inside the
ton Street.
store which will be bi-level, with separate men's suit and sport coat de-

round-the-

clock care is provided in this

FIRST FAMILY
f it

3

Area hospitals expanding services for elderly

out where the streets and all
public improvements will be
he

Page

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village Ph: HE7-2200
Hours: Weekdays 8:00 to 5:30, Saturday 'til 4:30
Monday nites 'til 9 pm. Parts Dept. closed daily at 5:00,
Saturdays at 12:00 noon

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE SALES PARTS
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Can the new Volunteer Bureau solve tax problems

Suburban singles swing
in places just for them
Entertainment in the north
and northwest ,01,111.h., fun
oier 2I smelt: people is nut

Northwest Cook County be
the answer to solving tax suburban problems?

feria fitment

No one will speculate on
TUE \ USSR/N. has ,I dune

It )oil look around :cal thud
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ACCORDIN6 to Dick Sella-

"We will prohabiy huild an

ger. manager of Butch \

area somek hat." said Kittle'.

saloon %kith a lunch business
for the businessman. There are

dance floor."

One of the reasons for the

box..

larger dance area is that. starting in March. The Mission will
try to get road groups instead

Friday
nights are two good nights for
the stag crowd. he said.
"Sometimes %se get more girls
and

of the local talent. Kittler said

these name groups play for

than guys.

"I think there are enough

live night appearances. which

places for entertainment if you

through Sunday schedule with
Sunday as a possible teen (LA

emphasis on hie hind., in the
future of the Wink and dame
places.

1011I
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A LITTLE northeast of the
Mount Prospect area, in
Northbrook. which is just east
of Wheeling.is a place called
The Mission.
"We took it over about a
year and a half ago," said Denny Kittler, 27, one of three
owners. "It was really a small
shot -in -a -beer joint then. We
expanded it with the philos-

ophy to give young people
what they want.
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Ibis artist's conception shows the eventual appearance of the campus.

More specialty programs
:mil new buildings are seen for
the 1970s at Harper College.
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Harper sees buildings and
specialty programs in '70s
immity college
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Phase II construct'
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%%11,1 e 110 11(111111.

%ed.

a

1,111

structures. was opened last Stipteinher. Set ell more%till be added in future }ears during

-We need to have a larger

no bands here. just a juke

Schager "Or course %se hope
to lead the pack "
He thinks
les

The I harper College campus located on a 218 -acre site at Alginuplin and Roselle Rds., Palatine.
and IL consisting of six
pletcd during the 1970s stale funding permitting. Phase I
stay he c

addition and lessen the dining

mire's. -Vie are basically

go out and find them." said

liN"'"aagt

h1,0111,

alha 1,11,1e, and a hat. k Ie,t,w

Mount

1'iospe,.1 and I he Mission
tai ib) in Northbrook.
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Will the recently organized
Volunteer Bureau serving

three nights Mete is

's free .1' 11111.1% seen].

ed

of a music wing and science
building addition. estimated at

$3.2 million. will he built as
,00, as state funding is await

its

hit Ins mole bond

fall. SI\ sinieltiros contain
He list %%eri
lime

ings

dCOtill to 111,1111011'n
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111,1

and

to

technical education. liminess,
social science. phi steal

111.: SAID HIT inaioriR of

the people conic from the
north and northwest suburban
areas, with some from Chica-

al a
coin
.oat 01
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I
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l'IlASE II "A", consisting
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C,1 1111,11s,

Vol
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In her director's report on

Lois Moore said that volun-

Phase I development.

workshop aids, program aids,
teacher aids, tutors.

Ike fialance of construction
funding. 75 per cent. original

itors, lecturers,

hoot

slate

and

tedei

.AS

MO l'e,
CalCUlatc(1 anti depend on state
11

funding availability.

and 16 social agencies.

Clerical help, friendly vislibrary aids,

special talent for cultural enrichment, and hosts to international visitors.

cost

the

11 I1i11, III 1.11.1,i

unteers in two school districts

teers, mostly women. were
placed in these categories:
patient services; clinic aids,

.diftation and auditoi urn pill
11111

the bureau has placed 232 vol-

Wheeling. Schaumburg and
Palatine townships have al-

hers.

pands

e

it, ph!..:ical

faci

more programs of instruction
will be offered.

-

"My main concern

is

not

helped him with his English at
a time when we could not find
an
who spoke the young-

IN LESS than live months.

RECIPIENTS OF the volunteer services have been
more than pleased.
"As far as I see it, there are a

number of ways they (the vol-

stitution such as ours would
have people coming in want-

School principal said.

forts of the AHEAD committee of the Arlington Heights
Clergy Fellowship last winter,
the Volunteer Bureau set tip
shop in Hersey High School
last September and began
sending its crew to all sorts of
non-profit agencies.

the Center's clients by driving
them to doctor's appointments
and clinics and preparing and
delivering food baskets.

their services for helping to
save money are unlimited."
Roland Goins, Hersey High
that the volunteers save money, though, but that they can
help the students," Goins

the bureau's operations. Mrs.

ready contributed $3.621,606
real property taws for the

able.

unteers) can help a school and

that question just yet, but evidence definitely shows that in
many instances the bureau is
saving some users money as
well as time.
Organized through the ef-

Harper College District 51'
taxpayers living in Elk Grove.

11

people COIlleIllel 51,1%.
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they

can

teach,

their time

is

well spent and

they are giving of
their time where it is appreciated:. the Home's director
said. Mrs. Winifred Stewart.
"The bureau is more of a di-

pointments for the Center's
dental program.

recting
cluded.

Ten volunteers have joined

the volunteer staff of the Lii-

agency,"

she

con-

theran Home for the Aged, Arlington Heights.

"BEFORE WE had a vol-

has had to exist with only nnnimal finances, Mrs. Moore

organization,

in-

an

zations have donated more
reau.

While the bureau volunteers

have their future cut out for
them as evidenced by increas-

ing community needs, the bu-

reau itself will require about
5I0.000 a year. the director
said.

Money

Where the bureau may he
saving money for some institiutions, the bureau itself

unteer

said.

is

needed for full-

time a director's salary. and
office operations. which the
bureau hopes will he financed
mainly by contributions of service organizations and private
industry.

Agencies unite to provide
mental health services

everything

from pottery to jewelry making.Goins pointed out that clerical assistance in the schools is

invaluable. Aids helping with
hioliographies. paper grading,
library work. all of these in
time do save money and permit
the teacher to do his task more

effectively, the principal said.
lb'

than $3,0041 to support the bu-

they feel

work and makes dental ap-

education-for example, tutoring in special areas .like art.
Lots of people have skills that

wanted to give them meaningful work and now we can do

ham, 1030 Gibbons, Arling-

"We had a volunteer who
tutored a foreign student and

"'THERE ARE plenty of
possiblities or volunteers in

groups and community organi-

this through the bureau so that

ton Heights, who does clerical

ster's language.

ing to do things and we would
not know what to tell them. We

Since the bureau's opening,
each Thursday the Center has
had the services of Arlene Al -

added.

CHURCHES.
educational
associations.
parent -teacher

it had not been for the

Volunteer Bureau. the Northwest Opportunity Center
might have had to curtail its
emergency transportation service and holiday cheer to poor
families.

MRS. MARGARET Garcia,
caseworker at the Center, said
at least 20 volunteers assisted

No single agency could provide four townships with .a
day-care center tOr emotionally disturbed adults. an in-

Administrators of Clear brook Center for the Mentally
Retarded. St. Alexius Hospital

patient psychiatric unit and a
24 -hour crisis intervention

Health Center hope to implement the plan in the near fu-

program.

ture.

So three suburban agencies
are uniting their efforts to provide these services based on

"IIIE DAY -care center, the
psychiatric unit and the crisis
intervention programs would

needs surveyed and developed

benefit the residents of WheelPalatine, Schaumburg
ing.
and Elk Grove townships.

in a comprehensive Coopera-

tive Plan for Mental Health

the

a

and Mental Retardation.

Northwest

Mental

"Clearbrook and the Men -

tal Health Center have already
requested finances. beginning

in February to start the daycare program," Byrn Witt.
Clearbrook's executive director said.

"Anil applications have
also been made for money to
finance the psychiatric unit.
There is it lot of work for the
cooperative plan implementers, but the question is what to

do first. The plan is a totally
new concept in this country,"
Witt said.

go.

'We are hoping to build a
second Nlission in the northern
suburbs," he said.

"What we are really attempting to do is make the
Mission a spot for entertainment at reasonable prices, with

friendly atmosphere," said
Kittler.
a

"It is a place now where
guys and girls will gather without the fear of a fight." he said.
"We have very few problems."
The Mission swings on
Wednesday. Friday and Satur-

FOR THE 25 and over age
group, After Hours in Wheeling provides another friendly

day nights starting about

entertainment and open from
Tuesday through Saturday,"

10

p.m. with Wednesday and Friday being stag nights. On the

atmospheric night spot.

"It's a night club 'with live
said Paul Campbell. manager.

Men, you'll be
more fashionable
Merchandisers and fashion
designers will continue to exhibit new modes of fashion for
the coming year.
The Style all depends on
one's taste. According to merchandisers in the .suburban
area, more people arc fashion conscious.
Women are beginning to get

used to climbing into a .comfortable pantsuit and relaxing
on a Saturday night dinner
date. The pants/tit look will be
around for a while.

CASUAL PANTS or the
men have Changed from Ihr
regular pair of Lewis to the pinstriped. plaid or any other pat,.;
tern
of hell -hot toms.
awhile. they Weren't sellilg.
I

lyn Roy of Maison de Romayne, Inc. at 43 S. Dunton,
Arlington Heights, said that if
we have a recession, the skirts

will come down. The last few
years have tried to drop the
skirt hem, but obviously the
length isn't moving.
According to Gene Sulski,

to produce today's

DEEP SHAG

jfichegsfreeman
CUSTOMIZED. CLOTHES

The Carpet

The progressive perfection of Hickey -Freeman

of the
Future

Clothes that men admire so greatly is the culmination of 70 years of tailoring know-how .
during
which many talents and skills were passed on from
one generation to another.

installed
over rubber
padding

Today, as 'way back in 1899, Hickey -Freeman
Clothes are the finest that man and science can

.

.

produce
created for men who have a desire for
the finer things in life.
.

.

New

wallpaper idea!

"THE EYES
HAVE IT"
A new "spec-taculardesign1
"The Eyes Have It" Is for rec
room, study, or office. Easy
to hang. Washable. Strippa-

ble. Come In and eye the
bright, new Ole Collection
... by United-DeSoto.

We're proud of our privilege to sell Hickey -

Jackson in Chicago. the look
tor. next year will be midi.
many people have slit
opinions about length. But for

Freeman Clothes in this area

and we warmly
invite you to come in and see the fresh new fashions
and fabrics they present

the year it will he a matter of do

.

.

.

our "w1111,111g,

rile men's clothing industry
W0111

have

to

worry about

The Largest Display of Carpeting in the Northwest Suburbs

length. but the husidtessman is

becoming more fashion -conscious.

hark strong and %% ill be seen on

ehandise is being designed by
Limon, women's covitiltier,
Alen .1. clothing companies will
he featuring designer's collection ideas.

cially with short skirts. Nlari-

IT TOOK 70 YEARS

AVLIN

the merchandiser and buyer at
Handmaeher's of 21(1 W.

but now the pants ire commg
the market.
the' market Ines .10
!hi:Arend for the season. espe-

PRESENTS

I he

designer's

111CF-

J. SVOBODA SONS

17 S. Dunton Arlington Heights
394-0700

7nt/x

FOR 45 YEARS

5:tote--

214 N. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Branch store: 1170 Higgins Rd. (Rt. 72) Elk Grove

Hours: Nitely till 9:00 P.M.

12 S. Dunton Ave.
Sat. till 5:00 P.M.

Serving the community

Arlington Heights

Open Monday & Thursday Evenings

CL 5-2595

Also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge

CL3-5338
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Crusade of Mercy all -year campaign for 900 services
felt that they could better accomplish their goals if they
united in one group.
In their First year of campaigning for funds, the group

By Keith Brown

On his way to the Third

As a general rule. MCM
reaches out to the business
throughout the area (with 1(00

or more employes) and asks
them to contribute. The Suburban Community Council

vestigative hoard. There arc

Crusade in 1189 A.D., Frederick of Barbarosa, then King
of Germany, was watering his
horse when he accidently fell
off and drowned. It's not ad-

ed with Chicago and the Red

and be non-profit organiza-

visable to take your first swim-

Cross,

than 100 employes and resi-

collected

ming lesson donned with 80

$648,000.

dents not covered by either.
Fund as defined by Webster

tions.
The Crusade is a year-round

pounds of armor.

Now that the organizations
are all formed under one roof,
they arc governed by two
groups. The 30 -member hoard
of the MCM and the 30 -mem-

is a supply that can he drawn
upon. United is the bringing or
coming together in common
cause. However, you look at
this definition, the United
Funds, Community Chests

Some aspects of the crusades in ancient times were hu-

morous, but today they are
serious.

The

Metropolitan

Crusade of Mercy and other
contributing
agencies
are

collected less than $1.5,000. In
the last year. before they merg-

they

ber hoard of the Suburban

takes the businesses with less

and Annual and Combined

MCM was formed in 1965

Community Council.
The
members of these boards are
elected every three years with

out of three organizations. The

only a third of the members

83 per cent of the $270,350

Mid -America Chapter of the

being elected each year.

goal set by the 1969 MCM.

serious.

Appeals of the Northwest Suburban area have thus far raised

urban Community Chest and
the Community Fund of Chi-

THE MAIN purpose of the

WORKING

WITH

the

vidual funds and chests sur-

serve in the local areas. They
also evaluate each community
and budget the individual
agencies that they contribute

Crusade, but governed by the
30 -member hoard of the Suburban Community Chest, the
suburbs in the Northwest area
all have different agencies,
schools, hospitals and organizations to which they contrib-

rounding Chicago. The groups

to.

ute.

cago.

THE SUBURBAN Community Chest was formed in
1948 by the leaders of the indi-

boards is to set the goals for the
fund raising campaign each

year, and contact people to

Refuse disposal
firms see need
for improvement
Although many owners of
see

no

changes in collection or disposal of refuse in the future,
they usually admit there is still
much room for improvement.

And others do see changes
coming.

ent

method of hauling,

Chest board members from the
Northwest Suburban area?

Taking in mind that the SCC
nine counties, the
Northwest area is well covered

covers

on the hoard. Paul Michaels,
644 S. Pine and Dr. Edward
Gilbert, 403 S. Yale, both of
Arlington Heights; Mrs. Patri-

liam Svtam,on. 196 F. Oaks bury I n.. Paltine.

Wh receives the
the Northwest Subu ..11ndsin
it area?
(These ;ire some of
900 hu'

man care services that are par -

supported by the MCM).
Arlington Heights United

Fund Clearhrook Center for
iiHnt.ildCnImeub; Can-

ar

yu:seMuul

Dyst r o p h y Research and
Foundations: Northwest Boy
Girl Scout Councils:
and
United Service Organizations
IUS

"Everyone is devising bigger and better trucking facilities and larger containers in

pacting Unit. This is a disposal
box made of steel, used by
apartments
and
industrial
sites. It is a hydraulic cons -

apartment

complexes," he said. "I think

nity Chest: Clearhrook Center
for the Retarded; Des Plaines
Nurse and Welfare Center
Assn.. 1k, Plaines Police Boys

PRINGLE BELIEVES one
new idea that will gain favor is

the building of a centrally located place to dump. In this
system, trucks t.ould collect re-

fuse and bring it to a central
area where other trucks will
carry it to the dump. This way,
he said, the trucks would spend
less time in traveling and more

time in collecting.
"This would be a much fas-

ter service, but it would cost
more

for the double -handling," Pringle said. He added
that costs may also he reduced

because there would he a reduction of manpower.
Joe Schwab, an employe of
the Des Plaines Public Works
Department, suggested that
several towns could come to-

ter and USO.

Elk Grove Village United
Fund: Chicago Area Camp

Fire Girl Council; Clearhrook
Center for the Retarded; 1.1k
Grove Community Services;
Northwest Boy and Girl Scout
Councils; Northwest Mental
Health Clinic and USO.
Mount Prospect Combined
Appeal: Chicago Area Camp

Fire Girl Council; Childrens
Benefit

League;

Clearhrook

Center for the Retarded; 4-H
Club; Kidney Foundation;

nels II and 20; Northwest Boy
and Girl Scout Councils;

Northwest Suburban Aid for
the Retarded; Northwest SubYMCA; Northwest

urban

Club: Holy Family and Lu-

Mental Health Clinic; Salvation Army; Community Coun-

theran General Hospitals; Des

seling Center and USO.

bd

Labor supply is a tender
for northwest subur;,,n industries that have been
pinched by labor shortages

Community
Chicago
Area Camp Fire Girl Council:

According to E. F. Callaway, head of the Illinois State
Employment Service's northwest suburban office, less than

tier cent of the northwest
suburban labor force is unemployed. But the tight labor sit-

uation may be easing up a
little, he said.

-There isn't an availability
of workers anywhere,- Callaway said, "hut there -probably
will he. The economy is slow-

that there was two, three or
six months ago."

"THE NUMBER of job
openings that we have listed is
also lower than six months
ago," Callaway said.

The outlook for the '70s is'
better, he said, hut not if inflation continues.
"Ai long as we're anywhere
near full employment, I don't
see any solution to it," he said.
"I just don't see any solution."
A lack of low -and middle income housing in the area
forces factory workers to live

seke believes they will improve
mechanically, and that the
conmressers will also be made
in different sizes.
This device would also save
labor because less refuse pickups would be necessary.

northwest suburban area.

Mueller, director of contineducation for High

School District 211, like his
counterparts in Maine Township High School District 207
and District 214, sees adult
education growing Just as rapidly as it has in the past five

could hurt that
growth, he said.

will be reached or even passed.

But thus far, there has been

industrial

over

$26,000,000

re-

ceived, with more funds still
pledged from business firms.

MCM DOES not wait until
after the campaign is over be-

fore they begin to distribute
the funds collected. They are
aware that the agencies who
arc dependent on these funds
need the money to pay hills before the end of the year. MCM

begins each year by sending
the agencies 30 per cent of the
funds promised and by the end

of March they will have received their total amount.
This year's president of the
Arlington Heights
United
Fund and editor and publisher
of The Day, John R. Stanton,

summed up the general attitude for the thousands of volunteer workers who contribute countless hours to the Crusade throughout the year.
"When the people and business in the Chicago and North-

west area can, give of themselves as they have done 'thus
far in the drive, it is proof there
is hope."

more rapidly than in the past,"

Alexander Kruzel, coordina-

viding knowledge for leisure
activities, and job opportunities, Kruzel said.

"EACH SEMESTER
we're adding new courses to
make it even more attractive,"
William L. Randle.of District
214 said.

"Our enrollment has grown
from 2,300 to 5,000 in the six
years that I've been director of

adult education for the district."
"Adult education programs

"AND PEOPLE will continue to look into the social,
psychological and political
problems," he said.
"Because of the way people

have been educated in the

past ,"

Kruzel

explained,

"with a stiong educational
background, they will continue their education either in a

said, "this will go a long way
toward solving our problem.

"The primary problem in
_recruiting labor here is with
unskilled workmen, like warehousemen and dock workers,"

end of the transit line to the industrial park."
The firms in Centex Industrial Park, which now number

he said.

more

Then we merely have the prob-

lem of transportatin from the

than

375,

are

ex-

periencing about a 10 per cent
"BECAUSE WE draw this _job vacancy rate. Gibson said.

type of worker primarily from
the inner city," Gibson said.
"I think mass transportation
to or near the area would he of
tremendous help."
O'Hare becomes a readily," he

education or by reading.
"They may also continue
their education through mem-

bership in a group. But more
often than not, they turn to an
educational institution."
"AS FAR as all adult education goes," Mueller continued, "We haven't scratched
the surface in terms of getting
interested people to come out
to classes as well as getting
those persons who want enrichment and recreation.
"There is a variety of interests among people in this community which indicates no end

to adult education prospects."
Mueller said his district's
enrollment figures rose from
1,325 in 1964 to an estimated
4,000 in 1969-70.
As adult education becomes
more

jo

dustrial Assn. executive secretary, said there is a shortage of
skilled labor throughout the
Chicago metropolitan area.

"It mass transportation to

James Gibson, Centex In-

years.

hydraulic pressure to squeeze the refuse down to one -fifth its original bulk.

31, it is hard to say if the goat/

Adults want to study more subjects

uing

William Mack, Arlington Heights sanitarian, watches the garbage compactor use 10,000 1hs. of

2,

and the drive ending March

cago's major airport facilities
out of the area in the 1970s

ture of adult education in the

"And I think they'll be improved further," he said. La-

With the starting time of
contributions being Oct.

ACCORDING TO Calla-

211, says in assessing the fu-

said.

Army.

way, much of the industrial development in the northwest
was sparked by the growth of
O'Hare Field. Moving Chi-

smaller units are four feet by

"I don't see the use of these
compressers in the homes in
the near future because of the
space they take up," Laseke
said. But they may be used in
homes in the distant future, he

Health Clinic and Salvation

have not worked well, he said.

long by eight feet wide, and the

the volume on a five -to -one ratio.

Clearhrook Center for the Retarded; Community Mental
Health Services; Countryside
Center for the Handicapped;
Northwest Boy and Girl Scout
Councils; Northwest Mental

adequate transportation facilities make it difficult for them
to get to work.
Subsidized company buses

tor and director of Maine
Township Adult Evening Education.
Kruzel says that more
people want to learn how to do
more things.
Adult education courses
have gone beyond basic reading and writing courses. There
is a widening emphasis on pro-

-

United Fund; Chicago Area
Camp Fire Girls Council;

great distances from the northwest suburbs, he said, and in-

tion for High School District

Laseke Disposal Co., Arling'ton Heights, said they reduce

well

Northwest Boy and

Girl Scout Councils; Community Counseling Center; Twin brook YMCA and USO.
Wheeling -Buffalo
Grove

Meadows Nursing Assn.; Sal-

The larger units are 30 feet
eight feet. Henry E. Laseke, of

search;

Girl Scout Councils; Rolling

will continue to grow even

ume of refuse.

Twp.
SCHAUMBURG
United Fund: Chicago Area
Camp Fire Girl Council;
Clearhrook Center for the Retarded; Elgin Family Service
Assn.; Fox River Valley Boy
Scout Council; Leukemia Re-

(Camp Rineberg); Clearhrook
Center for the Retarded;
Countryside School for the
Retarded Children; Northwest
Boy and Girl Scout Councils;
Northwest Suburban Mental
Health Clinic; Northwest Suburban YMCA; Salvation
Army; Community Counseling Center and USO.
Prospect Heights Annual
Appeal: Chicago Area Camp
Fire Girl Council; Clearhrook
Center for the Retarded:
Northwest Boy and Girl Scout
Councils; Northwest Mental
Health Clinic; Northwest Suburban YMCA; Salvation
Army; Community Counseling Center and USO.
Rolling Meadows Community Chest: Chicago Area
Camp Fire Girl Council;
Clearhrook Center for the Retarded; Northwest Boy and

"Where people are, there
are people," Charles Mueller,
director of continuing educa-

presser that reduces the vol-

vation
Army; Community
Counseling Center and USO.

Appeal:

Chicago Commons Assn.

ing up at this point, and there
isn't the demand for workers

during the late 1960s.

Albert Bruder, general manager of Laseke Disposal Co., demonstrates the new garbage compactor located behind McDonald's restaurant at Wilke and Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights.
Looking on is William Kimpel, franchise owner of McDonald's.

PALATINE

Combined

Employers expect labor
shortage to ease in '70s
subject

we're going to see a lot more of

this in the future."

Plaines Welfare Fund; Maine
Twp. Mental Health Assn.;
Northwest Boy and Girl Scout
Councils; Northwest Suburban YMCA; Salvation Army;
Community Counseling Cen-

WTTVV and WXXW-Chan-

DES PLAINES Commu-

be too expensive for one town
to handle on its own, and that it
probably would not come
about for at least 10 years.
He had no ideas as to where
it could be hauled.
invention,

Army;

Health Clinic.

that hauling by freight would

ONE NEW

Salvation

Northwest Suburban YMCA
and the Northwest 'Cooperative Community Mental

cause our dumps are filling up
fast," Schwab said. He added

which is already on the market, is the Stationary Com-

and

hoard members are not budgeting the agencies of the communities, they are raising the
money. Once a goal is set for
each of the suburbs, the campaign begins. This year's kick Off began Oct. 2, with an overall goal of $27,500,000 for the
entire MCM area.

Mount Prospect and A. Wil-

be-

Chip Pringle. operation
manager of Barrington Trucking Co., 541 Hough St., Barrington, forsees a large reduction in manpower.

commercial

job. When the workers and

cia Nlottweillcr, 504 S. Owen,

gether and haul rubbish away
in freight cars.
"We'll have to Find a differ-

By Judy Ressler
companies

two general rules that apply to
these agencies: that they be established for at least two years

WHO ARE the Suburban

American Red Cross, the Sub-

disposal

Before any money can be
contributed to these agencies,
they are studied by and in-

7

available

through

the

junior college system the high

school district programs will

high school adult program, the

,L't larger, Mueller said. More
and more people will start go-

junior college, higher formal

ing to classes.

"We have on the average
one new plant moving into the

park per week," he said. "I
would judge based on what
I've seen and heard that this is
probably as rapid a rate of ex-

pansion that could he found
anywhere in the country."
ACCORDING TO Morgan
O'Brien, president of the Des
Plaines Chamber of Commerce, there was a shortage of
clerical help in his area, but the
labor scarcity has generally
eased up.

Will there he a shortage in
the 70s?

"I don't think so at all,"
O'Brien said. "Everybody I've
talked to seems to think it will
he the opposite."
A spokesman fur Honeywell, Inc., whose new Arlington

Heights

plant

employs

500, said the firm has had no
trouble hiring workers. The
spokesman called the labor

supply "satisfactory" and said
job vacancy rates have been
normal.

AN OFFICIAL of Kenroy,
Inc., developer of the Arlington Industrial and Research
Center where Honeywell is located, said the park's plants
have not had labor troubles.

According to Ralph Gerstenfeld, Kenroy's vice-presi-

dent for industrial parks, said
the park has drawn workers
from as far away as Milwaukee.

/0111.1.V.4 Mire %O. I
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State hopes for changes in care of elderly

Plastics in home furnishings seen in '70s
By Maureen MeNassar

The application of plastics
to home furnishings manufacturing may be one of the largest innovations in that industry
for the coming 70's.

Manufacturers and exhibitors displaying this year at the

International Home Furnishings Market, at the American
Furniture Mart in Chicago are
very conscious of the importance of plastics to their industry.
Many of them report that no

matter how familiar plastics
are today, the 70's promise
even more man-made materials.

Not
turers

vc-

made and tiwn a beryllium
cooper mold retains the intricacy of the original piece
and is used to actually mass
pellets

are

fi

I,

melted,

blended with coloring agents
and injected into the beryllium
cooper molds. When the plas-

;

tic is cooled in a matter of sec-

'

onds the molds are opened, ex c
s
plastic is carefully

itii,

trimmed away and each component is inspected for flaws.
Researchers test a plastic's
resistance to impact. rigidity.
strength. hardness. resistance

-REINEP....
7-...!".
...,

to dents. moisture and abra-

-

sion.

only
face

must manufac
the problem of

piece.

ture -grade

-f here are several types of
plastics now being innovated
into manufacturing. Two

lumber but

they

nate styles popular in recent
years.

Now with just one craftsto carve the original
which then serves as a model,
man

manufacturers turn out molded ornamentation to meet the
demand at less expense.
Pieces that would he ex-

tremely costly if handcarved
and finished in wood, fall into
moderate price range, not because the plastic is less expensive, but because it is easier
to shape.

The craftsman's model

used over and over again in
different shapes and forms. (21
Thermosets also soften when
initially heated, but then they
go through an internal chemical change resulting in added
hardness
and
relative
in-

the world. Beanbag chairs and environmental furniture, at Petersen's Interiors of Arlington
heights, offer the new breed of individual the answer to his new-found freedom. (Photo by Herrlin
Studio Barrington)

tic performs its function without deterioration.
Plastic "carvingsalso

Other parts made of plastic hut looking like wood are pan-

fine wood furniture.
After 1980, most new furni-

els for television and stereo

ture on the market will

withstand such wood -killers as

cabinets,

overly warm, dry rooms and
excessive dampness. Because

delightfully curved and con-

through. minor scratches tend

he returned to a liquid state.

to disappear.
Molded plastic "carvings"
can he found as trim on uphol-

impression a ceramic model is

sect pests --the man-made plus -

molded

for
wardrobes and armoires. legs

thermosetting plastics cannot
dew.

sofas and chairs, on
drawers and cabinet fronts,
stered

and on bed headboards.

doors

voluted, for sofas and chairs,
complete paneled end constructions for couches.
In the modern trend of
home furnishings plastic is

used for contour chairs, freeform tables, molded one-piece
shells, transparent cubes for
tables, inflatable furniture of
all sorts and giant bean -hag
lounges.

Manufacturers also
use
plastic structural components.
A plastic furniture com-

EARN 5%

ponent is any part or parts of
furniture, whether structural
elements or decorative moldings, made of plastics.

While predictions continue
that all furniture will be constructed entirely of plastic in
the future as wood becomes
more scarce, plastic components are becoming an integral

part of most furniture on the

+ACCRUED INTEREST

A

- -

MINIMUM DEPOSIT $500.00
DAY MATURITY

INTEREST COMPOUNDED DAILY

A

is

a thermoplastic

when the plastic is cooled. Almost any configuration can be
created readily and economically.

Smaller living spaces and
decreasing rigidity in decorating

techniques

have

given

acrylic chairs, tables, shelves
and partitions a boost into
prominence.

Unique among the thermoplastics, acrylic has a smooth
hard glass like quality. Its optical properties lead to greater
clarity than in glass.

See-through furniture

CI

narior.
there tic hook- hot h
\ ar,
and supported 1,\ state and led

oral aid. The

hired sillh

eklerIN men and m..iinen

around the house, or who have
no relatives. Even if they want

to. most arc unable to live in
private residences.

WITHIN THE immediate
vicinity of the northwest subarea

corner braces, chair
seats and legs, table legs, drawslides,

er panels, headboards, cabinet
doors, foam cushions and upholstery materials.
Last year an industry source

Although

transparent

predicted 750 million pounds

pieces, both clear and tinted

of plastics would be consumed

seem to predominate in acrylic
interests today, this plastic can
be colored or textured for
translucence or opacity.
Single sheets of acrylic have
been folded into intricate con-

jump to one billion pounds per
year by 1980.
Polyester, a thermosetting
plastic, is expected to garner

to make fine wood furniture
and it readily accepts most finishes used for wood. Based on a
strength -to -weight
ratio, a

properly reinforced polyester

There are two reasons for
the predicted rise in use of polyester resins ( I) the end prod-

uct looks and feels like wood
and (2) polyester furniture can
he repaired and refinished in
the home using the same mate-

rials and techniques as with

voluted configurations, creating tables, chairs and stools of
striking originality.
The designers of these
pieces attest to the challenge
and creative motivation provided by acrylic.
The change to plastic is well
underway in the United States
where about half the 6,000 furniture manufacturers already
use plastic components.
At the opening of the American Furniture Mart's first
p I a s t i c -in -furniture exhibi-

tion, an executive of the Mon Santa
Company,
furniture
manufacturers, predicted that
mass production of plastic
components will soon become
widespread in Europe.

I

I

'.1

;

under

II

1

i

there

are

two

homes that are alike in some
ways but different in others,
Magnus Farm, 801 E. Central

Rd., Arlington Heights, and
Elgin State Hospital, Elgin.
Alexander Magnus runs his
home with a staff of 40, room

for 100 residents and a twoyear waiting list. Although the
home is not state or federally
supported a double room at
Magnus Farm runs about the
price as a dormitory

room at Elgin State Hospital.
Elgin State Hospital has

grounds, there is one nurse's
aide to look after 75 patients.
Magnus Farm has a 10 -to one patient -aid ratio, but it
still has its problems.

"G 'LYING GOOD qualified dedicated people is a problem,- said the head nurse.

ti;!
1101,11.

ii1.1

1.111

11.1,C

11,

ithpea s, m\\ ht. !Likethe n,n
prohicIlls.. Nil
.,:o01.1

feel that it they moved in with
relatives they would be nothing but troublesome weight

urban

di,rsticalls

ut

.11't:

re-

I
,

Ehrouvhout

still

atie

I

i1011I-

have

staffed

then
BM

3,400 patients, with 1,100 of
them over 65 years of age. In
the average dormitor3 ar cottage with in the 400 -acre

is comparable to steel.

1*, :.SO

Acrylic

that becomes soft when heated
sufficiently and can be molded
into a multitude of shapes
which become
permanent

pension.

or wood pieces allowing colorful wall decorations, ornate
rugs and other furnishings designs to dominate.
Acrylic pieces merge and
blend with their surroundings.
They arc smooth and warm to
the touch.

cent of the 750 million -pound
market predicted by 1975.
Polyester can be worked
with most tools now being used

A

produced after that date will he
rare and expensive.

and

Examples of furniture components currently being made
are chair and sofa frames,

much more than the 30 per

A

Company Inc. producers of
polyesters. Wood furniture

tirement
\ our is

same

That figure is estimated to

A

of one of those materials, said a
spokesman for the Koppers

those another generation? If you're got a solid income and a well planned re-

hooch they

duced their population by hall
oxei the
ihree seats th,,

by

the cluttered feeling of metal

1975.

-

made either entirely or in part

Even

You're old and no longer wanted

Map/1111,

01

Ihe

screened to make sure the are the type of staff we want.said Mrs. Clifton. "Every now
and then we get a person working for us that Will make fun of

the patients. Mr. Magnus has
given me permission to lire
them right- on the spot. and. I
have. -

Bob Griffith' Mental health
edugator and public relations

Armstrong

IN YOUR NEW DREAM HOME

They drift from a mental disorder to senility.
Bed wetting is a big problem
with the aged, and how a hos-

pital or home copes with the
problem is a large factor in
how long a patient will live. If
the problem is looked at with
distaste, and artificial devices
are used to drain the body of
waste,

many

problems

can

arise from improper misuse of
these devices. A recent medic-

al journal reported that well
over 31,000 deaths a year re-

sult from improper use of indwelling catheterization devices. Both Elgin and Magnus
change bedding daily.
If you had visited a home or
state institution 30 years ago.
you would have had to wear
earplugs to keep from going
deaf front all the screaming
within the padded walls. Now,

with the aid of tranquilizing
drugs such as Thorazine.
Stelazine and Librium. the
staff can better control the

patientsii and keep them tranquil.

Magnus Farm otters single
and double rooms \ Filch has e

She makes several rounds

by

been there as long as -10 years.

;be residents are being properly cared for.
"Our help is carefully

work.-

o,44

.1

have mental disorders. It is often difficult to differentiate between a geratric and a mental
case. Some of the patients have

daring -the day to make sure

who want to work and will

LOOK HOW LITTLE IT COSTS TO HAVE AN ELEGANT

11.111,11;

HOMES offer activities for the residents, including everything froni Tuesday
night bingo games to Sunday
services. Living conditions in
both hosier are more than
noticeably different.

Robbie Clifton. "You can get
heads that count
staff. but
what the field needs is people

The new $5 million hospital at Elgin State (left) standing amist the old dorms=
tories which date back to 1872 and are still occupied. "Our basic goal is to go out of
business within the next few years," said Griffiths.

staff is their basic problem too.

Where do you go When

placed in a small room avoids

by the furniture industry by

BANK WITH YOUR COMMUNITY OWNED BANK

be

man at Elgin State. says that

market today.

laminated table tops, drawer

Golf

By Keith Brown

In furntiure, as in the 70's, there is a new spirit on the wind. It senses the need of a new freedom
from old values. It aches for a new look, a new statement, in design to echo the change taking place in

the wood color can he built
into the plastic all the way

tail of the original. From this

90

''..

(,2

hardened

Plastic materials resist milfungus growths, stains
and spots, pealing and splitting, changeable weather, in-

is

used to make an impression in
rubber that includes every de-

.

Typical single -room at Magnus Farm.

main divisions are: (11
Thermoplastics, they become
son when exposed to sufficient
heat and harden when cooled,
no matter how often this process is repeated. They can be

ertness. Once

"'....."''.6

ailtsis

Plastic molding also permits
whole units to be made in one

price and availability of furnialso face a shortage of skilled
craftsmen trained to execute
the wooden carvings of the or-

I

iiii

rti---

produce the furniture.
In the furniture factory,
plastic
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COMPLETE MATERIAL FOR AN
AVERAGE 10' X 12' ROOM IS ONLY

$3600

Chandelier Ceilings give rooms an elegant, expensive look
yet cost surprisingly little. The exclusive Chandelier Ceiling
look gives rooms wall-to-wall elegance that's compatible with
the finest furnishings and decorations in your home. Choose
from three distinctive styles.

a home -type atmosphere. -1 he

food is prepared and served in
a restaurant -type manor.

HELLER Lumber Co.

Elgin State Hospital sleeps
its residents in cottages V. high
have as many as 100 beds in a

single dormitory witlino place
fur private articles. The food is
prepared and served on large
,le.

24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights
1 block N. of Kensington, 1 block W. of Arlington Market

Mon. thru Fri. 7:30 ; 5; Saturday 7:30 - 2:30

392-4224

IMMO=
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Palwaukee growth necessary for survival
had got

planes. Today it has about 400
airplanes. Ten years from now

some real planning and think-

ing of what airports would

it should have about 600 air-

need, like necessary runways,
and airway planning systems,
we wouldn't he in the mess we
are in today," he said.
He said the netwcrk of airways is not sufficient to take
care of the tremendous volume
of air traffic.

planes.

"General aviation is growing in leaps and bounds," said

Charles Priester, manager of
Palwaukee. "When you talk
about numbers of airplanes,
the forecast for general avia-

"PALWAUKEE CANT
help O'Hare commercially,"

PALWAUKEE IS a 280 -

he said. "hut we can help alleviate the general aviation traf-

acre, privately owned airport.
It is one of three privately
owned airports in the country
with a federally operated control tower. equipped and run
by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA).

By Judy Ressler

ALL FABRICS
IN STOCK

He

said

the

problem

at

O'Hare now is trying to intermingle airplanes that are making approaches for landings at

different speeds. This is one
reason

Palwaukee

has

in-

for total operations, outdoing
such fields as Detroit's Willow
Run, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh, Sacramento and
Springfield, 111., all of which
handle commercial flights.
-

Trick photography superimposed Bill Yocius, FAA tower control chief, inside the observation
room to watch the take -off of a BAC 1-11 corporation jet, one of the largest planes among the close
to 400 based at Palwaukee Airport.

Palwaukee

is

the

second

busiest private airport with a
control tower in the country
and is the second busiest airport in Chicago, after O'Hare

1 -cushion

Slipcovers

Pillows

1/3

Drapery
Fabrics

-

"We average about 800
movements a day," said Pries ter. "and it has been as high as

1,4(8)." The 800 average is
more than at Midway Airport.

HE SAID the increase in

"Zoning is a big problem,"

ness jets." One of the reasons is

said Priester. "Any zoning
laws for airports apply to

10 years "will come in terms of

and even 50%.

"It costs a company oper-

municipally owned airports,
which means no zoning commitment for us.

ating a twin -engine business jet

"A guy could build a sky-

about $640 an hour to fly the
time they fly around in circles

craper right on the end of the
runway, and there is nothing
we can do," he said. "But

for a couple of hours at any airport, it is costing them money."

O'Hare can because they are a
municipal airport with zoning."

plane," Priester said. "Any

He said that someday the
prop plane would become obsolete.

You'll find exclusive lines of men's and ladies
apparel at 40% off. Standard brands of housewares and hardware, refrigerators, stoves, wash-

ers and dryers are sold at 33 1/3% off. Name
brands of cosmetics, toilet articles, sheets, towels,
drapes and spreads are sold at 25% off. Some

infants' and Children's wear and some ladies'
sport apparel as well as designer original ladies'
dresses are sold at 50% off.
STORE HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. MON. thru SAT.

PHONE 437-1434

expand to be able to accommodate the new equipment
necessary to stay in business."
Priester said.

"In other words, if we
couldn't accommodate some
of the bigger corporate airplanes. the small jets. and the

"I think people are begin-

trons use the library more because of the kinds of services
and materials offered.

the

ture of Palwaukee this way:

"Our library is one of the
most sophisticated libraries,"

has become a more pleasant

he said. "This is because the
other libraries do not have the

1/2

and

place

where

funds we have."

11 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights

BUT NOT all libraries have
been able to expand to meet

to expand now, Ard added.
The building is one year old

253-5249

their communities' needs. One
such library is the Palatine
Public Library, whose referen-

and has no space problems.

off

Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat -9 to 5:30
Mon., Thurs.-9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

INTERIORS

appealing

We honor Medkres, Bonk Cords

There are no official plans

dum for funds for a new library was recently defeated.
Some new services are be-

coming popular with several

-adz, chitt,u/6 Alusp
PETERSEN INTERIORS. INC.

there is a new spirit on the wind it senses the need of a new.freedom from old formulas a new environment, a fresh contemporary statement there is only one place to encounter this spirit
I

libraries in this area. They are
adding films, art collections
and reproductions, a paperback exchange program and
exhibitions by local artists. Librarians are bringing services

out of the library to nursing
homes and are expanding programs for children.
The
Palatine
Township
Public Library has also added
talking books for blind people,
a special businessman's collection, a young adult section and
large -print books for those
who have trouble seeing.

MANY LIBRARIES

1

1

are

joining a program to trade
books with other libraries in
the area, so that more people
are able to take advantage of

A

the services offered.

Loaning periods have also
their time and enjoy their materials more. Libraries have
also expanded their hours-sonic libraries are now open
later in the evening and on

rf

planes that burn a lot of fuel.
we couldn't do enough dollar
volume to survive,- he said.

110W ..

lot as well as in the library.
Although the library is
sometimes usrd to capacity, it
still re
newest and

FOUNDERS KNOLLGI.ca.r\
RICHRDuirDei(ANMNImETROPOLITAN

ARDroklittirTH AYE R CO GGI N _1 1/4...

ViT61 I M DO RTS l',.`1,7

OR E DDI, tiR si
XM
DIRECTIONAL

Is in the area.

THE

NT PROS-

PECT Library, 14 E. Busse, is
one of many libraries which
have recently expanded.
It has recently added 10,000
square feet of space, relocated
all department and added a

children's room. Its seating capacity was expanded by 25 per
roof was raised, and
more space was added for

"The request for more services had increased by 100 per

cent," said Gilbert Liebenow,
of the library board. "This is
because we happen to he a
community of readers and
people use our libraries."

Thi library has over 23,000
borrowers, and the population
of
3(),:s(')1(c)).uhnet sPairdo.spect is about

IN SPITE of space prob-

so in the near future. In

providehooks. library service to
outlying areas of Des Plaines.
a bookmobile makes runs from

all

THE ARLINGTON

544 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights, CL 5-3100.,
Thurs., Fri. eves 'til 9 --Professional design service without charge

brary in ser-

most
vices a

lems, librarians are still beginning new programs and buying

the library to specific areas,

Library,
500 N. Dunton, is probably
the most progressive library in
the area, and it is still ex-

such as parks.
The library also brings
books to old people's homes at

panding its services faster than

tostat

its neighboring libraries.
A referendum was passed in

records, a few thousand films
and
large -print hooks for
people who
have trouble

Heights

bines.

would be based here would
lease the property and build
their own hangers. This way
they'd run their own flight operations, which is done by us

watch patrons in the parking

Most libraries that have not
recently expanded their space
and services are planning to do
cases, the problem is securing
the finances to do so.

equipment, landing aids and

"There's
a
very
good
chance that some of the corporations based here now or that

Several new services have
already been added to the village library. It is presently expanding its selection of films,
tapes, records and microfilms.
The library has a television to

Sundays.

"I think it is going to be
more sophisticated in terms of

more corporate jets and tur-

pa-

people come for enjoyment."

off

fu-

such. The type of airplane will
he more sophisticated with

The director believes

purpose of studying, but now it

the high cost of building and

PRIESTER SEES

"IF PEOPLE continue to

use the library as much as they
have been, we may have to expand within the next five
years," Ard said.

Grove Village library is one of
very few libraries that are
building from existing funds.

their library for the definite

He said that Elmhurst Air-

and father George, who owns
the airport, have no intention
of selling their field.

must

children's room. The Elk

But the library is not going

Odds and ends

port, Lombard Airport and

The only thing holding back
production of these, he said, is

"THE AIRPORTS

to stop increasing its services,
Ard said. Beginning Feb. I,
the Arlington Heights Memorial Library will also be
open on Sundays, giving it the
longest open hours in Illinois,
according to the director. It
will be open 76 hours a week.

& wash cloths

To continue operating an
airport without any tax ben-

Mitchell Field have all been
sold. The Priesters, Charles

the high cost of buying the engines. "But the operation from
a mechanical standpoint
is
ideal," Priester said. "It is the
perfect type of engine for any
airplane."

library science.

The Elk Grove Village Public Library, 101 Kennedy
Blvd., is expanding to meet the
needs of the ISO to 200 new
borrowers that are added each
month in Elk Grove Village.
The library is nearly doubling its present space and adding new departments, such as

Bath

"I think that, whether it will

fore we go to a turbine or jet

also four professional librarians in the reference department, all with M.A. degrees in

vices even. further.

expanded, so patrons can take

'type engine."

director.
Librarians
have bought some of the most
expensive reference books on
the market, he said. There are

accessories

efit, said Priester, makes it less
feasible to stay in business.

he in the next 10 years or not,
it is simply a matter of time be-

said Harold Ard, li-

All Towels

0%
9

take those funds simply to survive."

the business plane and busi-

The Village Store can save you a lot of money!
We sell all kinds of general merchandise at exceptional bargain prices. From our wide variety
of stock, select any item, check the retail price,
then look at the department discount figure. (twill give you a reduction of 25%, 33 1/3%, 40%

1 00

do at the airport. We had to

major problems, which also affect other smaller airports-zoning and taxing.

Most libraries in the northwest suburbs have extended
their space and services to
'meet the enlarging number of
library users, and they are
planning to extend their ser-

a

deal of work we were going to

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

the delays at O'Hare, which

149

terials,
brary

Bath - guest - fingertip

From our

said.

I

ning to recognize their library
as part of the community,"
said Evelyn Schmidt, head librarian. "Before, people used

"It cost us almost a million
dollars and set us back about

Palwaukee traffic in the next

add to the cost of using a business plane landing at O'Hare.

Choose from 150
Reg. 2.98 pillows

off

PALWAUKEE HAS three

Chicago.

66°

yd.

hit the suburbs and Aid extensive damage at Palwaukee.

Priester

VP tO 80 inches

2 to 20 -yd. pieces
Values to 3.98 yd.

In June of 1967 a tornado

years,"

SOFA

in stock

fic --one set for slow planes and
one set for fast planes.

three

2 to 3 -cushion

All decorator pillows

Palwaukee has two sets of
runways with two types of traf-

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

A Division of underwriters Salvage Co.
Specializing in Sales of insurance Claim Merchandise

42"

CHAIR

"At that time we had just finished programming for an additional hanger and a good

Field.

'Uzi/Wage %At
4tm,
strz

Your choice any 32.50 yd. fabric in stock.
Price includes fabric and labor

Custom Made

In 1968 it ranked 90 out of
32(1 tower -controlled airports

In

Famou; nor_!s - Waverly, Charles Bloom,
Speck
Desly, P. Kaufmann, etc.

fic at O'Hare."

creased in air traffic.

s

OFF

together and done

tion is a 50 per cent increase at
least in the next 10 years."

Page I

Libraries expand
to serve readers

2

"Ten years ago. if everyone

Ten years ago Palwaukee
Airport had about 90 air-

'

Wednesday, January 21, 1970

time for

Memorial

the

building to

he

intervals. There is also a phomachine,

about

500

completed in July, 1968. Since
then, the library has been continually buying bestsellers, has

seeing.

expanded its hours and has

building," Klitzke said.
However, the library does
plan to build a garage for the

bought books "as fast as they
can be wisely chosen." About
10,0(X) books have been purchased in the past six months.

The library prides itself in
its collection of reference ma-

"There's nothing we can
without expanding the

add

bookmobile

from

existing

funds. The Des Plaines City
Council must give its approval.

er
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By Tom Hamilton

The C. of C. role in area future

The various Chambers of
Commerce

in

the area

are

making plans for the new decade of the seventies, These
plans don't seem to he an a-

wakening of totally different
ideas. hut rather they are a
continuance of the progress
indicative of their performance(' as Chambers of Commerce in the past.

Wayne Walter. past president of the Arlington Heights
Chamber of Commerce said
that "The Chamber is interested in anything to do with the

development of the community."
Representative of this opin-

ion are some of the activities
developed

as

a

part

of the

Chamber's regular programs.
1 heir programs include the organization of the Memorial
Day and Christmas Parades, as
well as the annual Carnival
and Sidewalk Sale.

Walter also said that "The
Chamber tries to generate intei est

in

importantly organized
the auto safety inspection for
Mount Prospect. in which

Grove Village are primarily

auto parts manufactLIFCF representatives inspected autos to

the community. This means
that the revenue of the city

see if they were safe for road

relies mostly on organizations

use.

such as

more

the community by

making it a desirable place to
work."
live
To make Arlington Heights
more desirable. the Chamber
is in the midst of planning and
making improvements on the
business district. One of the
improve1112nts
which
the
Chamber has been working on
for quite some time is the proposition that the C&NW Railroad tracks which run through
the middle of the Arlington
Heights business district
should he either recessed. al-

lowing traffic to move freely
over them, or that Arlington
Heights Rd., as well as other

streets obstructed by or Ob-

structing the tracks should he
recessed to allow uninterrupted traffic flow.

Further unclogging of the
Arlington business district will
allow more shopping and business to take place because of
less crowded conditions. In or-

der to unclog downtown Arlington the Chamber proposes

a parking district to accomodate all the cars which jam
Proposed is a multi -story park-

ly detrimental effect on the bus-

inesses of Arlington, the owners of which make up a large
part of the chamber.
The Mount Prospect (hd
bey of Commerce on the other
hand "has no particular goals.
but is presently re-evaluating
itself to perhaps become more
efficient, potent, and timely in
dealing with the needs of the
community" said R icha rd
Hughes. President
of the

Mount Prospect Chamber of
Commerce. and Vice President of the Mount Prospect
State Bank.

To handle problems

and

most affairs of the Chamber is

Matt Pryan, who is a regular
employee. and as Executive
Secretary of the Chamber is responsible for their correspondence and staying aware of

those things which effect the

Elk Grove Villages

matters of civic, and industrial
importance. and work towards
the betterment of the COMMII-

Centex Industrial Park.
In Wheeling they are carrying on a battle against water
and air pollution. Their efforts
thus far have been directed towards the cleaning op of Buf-

nil V as a whole.'.

falo

According to Ion), kaiis_
chuck. Secretary of the Des
Plaines (Mollifier of Com-

Plaines River. both of which
run through the city. They are
trying to get funds to have the
Des Plaines River dredged to
aid in the prevention of flood-

"To sum it up" Hughes said,

"The Chamber of commerce
represents

businessmen

in

merce.

reference

to

in

the

Chamber "in the old days we
used to he an organization of
businessmen, nosy we have a
community
redevelopment
plan dealing with the physical
change and growth of the community. We have changed, we

are for the businesman what
the union is for the worker, it
gives

a

businessman

some-

place to go." The plans that
the Des Plaines Chamber has

for the future are rather oh setae. hut their intentions are
represented

in

the

accom-

plishments of the past. Among

their plans of the

past

they

have brought Santa into town
as well as kept the traffic. tieing freights trains form causing traffic conjection on the
west side of Des Plaines. The
trainer used to run between
7:30 and 8:30 p.m. during the
rush hour until .the chamber
negotiated a change in schedule for the trains.
Two Northwest communities. Wheeling, which is very
old, and Elk Grove Village. a
young community have
Chambers of Commerce who
are concentrating primarily on
the civic aspects of their communities. This is probably because unlike most other communities Wheeling, and Elk

Ideas
take new
shape

the downtown area each day.
ing facility. as well as acquisition of the Hill Behan Lumher
Company as space for a parking lot.
Although these plans. cited
by Walter to be the foremost in
the COMIlleNCS future, seem
obscure in purpose, hut should
have a long range, and hard-

industrial cities with residents
many of whom work outside

New quarters for the new
Suburban Bank of Hoffman
Estates now under construction are unique in several aspects.

Placement of the six -sided

building in the foreground of
the shopping center will assist

traffic flow to both the hank
and the shopping center. allowing back-up from drive -up
windows and bank use of the
parking lot farthest away from
the shopping center itself.
In an attempt to keep clear
views of the shopping' center
from the road, the hank plan
was
made. hexagonal
with

drive -up windows on four of
six facets for easy access and
convenient teller staffing.
Location on the site places

the entrance away from the
road. facing toward the shopping center. the reverse of
most banks. Future expansion
is planned to be built in similar
hexagons linking together, one
at a time as the bank grows.
The hexagon building pro-

vides a functional utilization
of all space to effectively serve

more people for each construction dollar spent. This
building will allow the bank to

chamber.
The Chamber in the past has
organized Mount Prospect's

serve

fourth of July parade. but

planned addition.

its customers several
years before it becomes necessary to construct the next

Creek.

and

the

Des

ing during wet seasons.

The Wheeling Chamber of
Commerce is trying to work

with the state in getting new
lighting on Milwaukee, and
Dundee Rds.; new sidewalks
along Dundee. and to get the
speed limits along Dundee and

Milwaukee Ayes. through the
center of town reduced from
45 m.p.h. to a speed they feel
more safe for the people of the
city.

Neil Cooney. President of
the Elk Grove Village ('hamper of Commerce. and President of the Bank of l
Grove
Village. feels the Elk Grove is
a "bedroom community."
It is a community which he
feels must be informed, because the people in it for the

most part work all day and

never have time to get involved

in what is happening in the
area. Cooney felt that an example of this was the defeat of
a school bond referendum held
recently in Elk Grove..Fhe Elk
Grove Chamber "wants to
make members of the community aware of issues within the
community, and thereby benefit it" Cooney said. Also he
said "We have small businesses, we help them but we don't
depend upon them or concentrate on them because we feel

the welfare of the people is
more important." The Chinn her is presently, and will continue to try to get better school
facilities for the community.
In Palatine the Chamber of
Commerce they will generally
follow the same format as the
other chambers. except that
they feel they will progress and
accomplish important things
for the community by remaining on the hall, and by improv-

ing relations with the village
board and being sensative to
the needs of the people.

Presently they are carrying
on with their old projects, such
as self evaluation, and promoting large store sales. Oil Jan.
28, at Lancers top drawer, in
Palatine the Chamber will reveal their plans for the 70's.

chants association until, Dec.
2, 1969 will try as Robert Ruh.
President of the Chamber. and
President of the Suburban Na-

tional Bank of Hoffman Estates said."to establish a bond
between the government and
themselves, and to have a voice

in the affairs of the community. and government." Ruh
declined to reveal any facts
about the Chambers plans because as he put it "I can't give
you any information, because
every time
let it he known
our plans for improvement,
another community steals our
prospective business away. It's
happened before, I don't intend to see it happen again."
All the communities mentioned here have a Chamber of
1

Commerce which claims

their community. Each functions in relation to the needs
they see within their community. Not all needs the
same, but not all the -communities are the same.

This shows only a portion of
what is being done, and what
will, or maybe done.
The Chamber of ComMCFCC. made tip of the business

Estates

men ill the community generally promote economic, and
civic growth. It aids the
people, and most of all, as it
was originally meant to do in

dent. The Chamber, a mer-

some cases, aids the businessmen who make it up.

The plans of the Hoffman
Chamber of Commerce will have to be self evi-
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Drainage, clean streams
unit oks plan figures
The Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams Com-

t:

night unanilast
mission
mously agreed to use as a basis

9ift_

for flood prevention planning
in the village for Weller Creek,

figures for flow capacity

as

calculated in the Bauer Engineering report of May 1968.

The report states that the
maximum flow capacity after
the improvements under construction by the State Division
of Waterways arc complete,
will be 1,100 cubic feet per sec-

ond (cfs). and further that, the
maximu flow the village could
recei v e from Arlington

Heights is 1.400 cfs leaving a

deficiency of 300 cfs at that
point.

An estimated 1,500 cfs of
combined sanitary and storm
sewer flow is added in Mount
Prospect, leaving a total of
3,000 cfs to he handled by a

ward a solution of flood prob-

proposed flood control basin.

is a proposed 900 acre-feet ca-

Rolling Meadows landlord
cited for code violations

Mount Prospect Patrolman Ed Hachmeister directs traffic, and tow truck attendants attend to
damaged vehicles after a crash yesterday afternoon at Rand Rd. and Kensington. Both Drivers
Adrienne Schmidt, 29, of 5 S. Evanston, Arlington Heights, and Elise Nylund, 44, of Chicago, were
treated at Holy Family Hospital for minor injuries.

am looking to try to get

are closed and the water hacks
up into basements and homes
of residents, he said.

chairman
Commission
Robert Klovstad said these figures as accepted by the commission can direct them to-

If water was retained in the

oasin the flow of the creel:
could he held below its total

lems.

pacity retention basin to hold
hack enough flow to allow

problem in the village is infiltration of storm water into the
combined sewer from illegal

only the estimated 1,100 cfs to

pass through the creek

at a

hook ups.

time.

A reclamation plant is also

commission to he located at

The combined sewer includes both storm water and

the retention basin.

sanitary sewage but he said the

under

construction

by

the

Appoint state treasurer,

man habitation." Watson said.
"A cease and desist order will
he issued to the property owner giving him 30 days to com-

Stevenson urges Con -Con

ply with our building code."

can't say." Meyer said.

The "St.i4 question." he
said, is what to do with the nine

to try to see that they're as

families living there, He said

comfortable as possible until

he does not think the dwellings
can he brought up to code stan-

this situation can he resolved,"
The property is scheduled to
he cleared in 30 to 60 days to
make way for a shopping center. Meyer said.

some kind of treatment the result could he extensive air pollution as well as increased pollution of the creek, he said.

ACCORDING TO Watson.
the property was inspected by
Thomas Fogarty, fire mar shall. George Knochar, build-

kept at a consistent and continuing rate the creek would
cleanse itself.

By Richard Crabb
Special from Springfield

Howlett prothat the auditor and

Atter a mix up over jurisdiction, Rolling Meadows has
conducted its own building inspections at 1351 W. Algonquin Rd. and issued a citation
to the owner for numerous
code violations in substandard
dwellings housing Mexican session and in the evening. Americans on the property.
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of
The action came after Cook

treasury offices be combined

County officials found 52 vio-

dards.

lations in four dwellings on the
property during a Jan. 14
building inspection.
According to Marvin Davis.
chief of inspections for the

THE 1351 ALGONQUIN
address was one of five stops
made Tuesday by Lt. Goy.
Paul Simon during his tour of

county building. zoning and

Mayor Roland Meyer blamed local landscapers and nurser ymen for attracting sea nurserymen for attracting seasonal laborers to the area dur-

cers.
posed

Auditor

Adfai Stevenson Ill addressed Con -Con Wednesday

and that the new officer

afternoon and did the unex-

to propose making his own office appointive.
Page is believed to favor an

pected.

He urged the convention to
abolish the office of state treas-

urer: which he now holds, in
the framing of a new constitution.

he.

elected. Stevenson was the first

appointive superintendent of
public instruction.

Arlington Heights, who is on
the bill of Rights committee,
reported that her group met
for more than six hours
Wednesday.

The convention held its first
morning session today. Presi-

dent Samuel W. Witwer who

Con -Con delegates from the
northwest suburbs generally
recognize the need for extend-

had a speaking engagement in
Chicago at noon on Con -Con
developments, called for an

ecutive department with the
treasurer reporting directly to

ing invitations to all state officers to appear before the convention. They are agreed that

8:30 a.m. start. The only item
on the agenda was further
study of a more inclusive per-

the governor.

few fresh. ideas have beenpro-

sonal.

He proposed making the office an appointive job in the ex-

Stevenson was the sixth of

posed.

by

Delegate Paul Elward of Chicago.

the seven elected state officials
to come before the convention
with recommendations for
their respective offices.
BEFORE
APPEARING
Stevenson have been Gov.

Perhaps Dr. Clyde Parker,
fourth district delegate, gave
the best short summary. "In
general the state officers have
urged the convention to keep

Ogilvie, Lieut.-Gov. Paul Sim-

its

on, Secreatary of State Paul
Powell, Atty. Gen. William'
Scott and State Auditor Michael Howlett.

their offices."

The last of the state officials.
State Superintendent of Public

disClosuze -offered

cotton picking hands off'
C o n -C o n

committees

turned in a record day of work
Meetings took
place in the morning, in the afternoon after the general-

Wednesday.

Present at the early morning
session were 25 or more town-

ship officials from the northThey arc in
west
Springfield today to attend the
suburbs.

air pollution control depage-

housing

condi-

ilies, but as to how much suc-

cess we're going to have,

I

"We have some obligation

he said.

County Circuit Court order
directing townships to cease
the collection of real estate

cupied.

idea that the dwellings, three
shacks and a barn, were oc-

liam Bronchi, building
spector and Watson.

tures on the property have a to-

N) persons reportedly live on
the property but none of the
officials is sure of the exact
number.

has

WATSON SAID the 1351
Algonquin property was for-

asked the city attorney to de"The places that they're liv- termine the extent of the cif 's
ing in are really not fit for hu- responsibility to the families.

merly owned by a Mrs. Norma
Parker and he thinks it is now
(Continued to Page 2)

NIEYER SAID HE

Instruction Ray Page, will address

convention

the

Fairview Gardens homeowners
request wiring assessment

next

week.

Ogilvie asked the convention to provide for election
of governor and lieutenant
governor of the same party. He

proposed further that the governor appoint other state offi-

cers with the approval of the
state senate.

Powell and Scott urged continued election of all state offi-

SIMON
SIII3Uft13
SAYS

Several

Would you believe that minis and maxis are having their ups
and downs?

2 horses die in blaze
at Palatine riding stable
Two horses were killed yesterday afternoon in a barn fire
at a Palatine riding stable. Two
other horses escaped from
flames that destroyed the barn
at 501 W. Dundee Rd.
For 14 -year old Helmut

Schmidt the blaze meant the
loss of two "good friends."
"I fed those horses every
day for more than two years,"
said

the

tearful youth after

Palatine firemen found the
bodies of the horses, Pago and

Philly, amid the charred ruins
of the 25 by 50 -foot structure.

thought it was my house, but
when I got closer I could see
that it was the barn. All I could

think about

then

was

the

horses.

"I HEARD sounds from in-

A request from a School
District 57 principal to the Village of Mount Prospect for

THE HORSES were owned
by Harry Giorgi and his son
It also brought the observaGerald of River Grove who tion from Mayor Robert Teihobby. The elder Giorgi estimated the cost of the barn at
less than $500 but he said the
two horses killed were worth
close to $2,000.

The blaze was discovered
and reported from the Schmidt
home at 650 W. Dundee. "The
barn was completely engulfed

in flames when the first truck
arrived,". said Palatine Fire
Inspector William A. Dettmer.
"I saw the flames as soon as
1 got off the school bus about a

mile away," recalled Helmut,

a freshman at Fremd High
School. "I started running...as
rig- as I could. At first I

I

saw that Red and Zorba (the
other two horses) had gotten
out and ran away. They were
scared...really frightboth

chert that perhaps a statement
of policy should be formulated
on the use of state income tax
funds that have been rebated to
the village.

Teichert said that evidently
many groups, hearing that the

enue.

He noted that in the case of
the City of Chicago, because
of the acute financial crisis in

its school system, Chicago's

residents.

pose a special assessment on
the area to guarantee 1(8) per

He said to put underground

wiring and wooden poles in.
each resident would have to
pay $47 to meet the estimated

quested a special assessment in
their area to put in under-

$13.087

recently annexed to Mount
Prospect will receive 25 street
lights mounted on us ooden

beyond

the

amount the village would pay.

FOR DECORATIVE

ground wiring for street lights.

The subdivision that was

cost,

con-

crete poles and underground
wiring the rate beyond the vil-

cent participation in the project.

The proposed basin would

(NASD) has reached its capacity.

Arlington Heights,
benefit
Des Plaines, Prospect Heights,

The water is carried from
the outflow points into Weller

Elk Grove Village, MSD and
the Forest Preserve District of
Cook County, as stated in the
Bauer report.

Creek.
When Weller Creek reaches

its capacity the outflow points

2 injured in 5 -auto
crash at Golf, River Rd.
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Ar-

Two persons were injured in
a Live -car accident at Golf and

lington Heights, westbound.
swerved south to avoid the
crash, hut was unable to do so
and struck the Blonde]] auto in
the rear.

River Rds.. Des Plaines, yesterday.
Police said that one car driv-

en by Margaret A. Kelly. 27, of
1432 S. Fern Dr.. Mount Prospect. was east -hound on Golf

Finally. a filth auto driven
by Marilyn A. Corbett, 29, of
2010 Algonquin Rd.. Mount

Rd. when it swerved into the
path of a second auto driven by

Prospect. struck the front end
of the Martin auto.
Blondell and Mrs. Kelly
were taken to Holy Family.
Hospital where they were

Thomas M. Hennessey. 23. of
Chicago.

Hennessey's

auto

was westbound in the inside
lane of traffic.

After the impact. an auto

treated and released.

driven by Edward J. Blondell
of 661 Manor Ct., Des Plaines,

Members of the committee
were concerned with the legality of such an assessment and
asked the advice of the Village
atty. John Zimmerman.

was

unable

to

stop

Gripe
Of The

and

slammed into the rear of the
Kelly auto.

A fourth auto driven

by

Day

Kenneth K. Martin, 34, of 834

To so carefully put away
Christmas gifts purchased
early that you forget where

standards to conform with village policy.
Hendricks said a poll was

they are hidden.

-

J.C.

r-

vote for the underground wiring proposal. He said that the
estimate cost per homeowner
would be S50 in the subdivi-

Shriners
to elect
'70 officers

sion consisting of 290 homes.

principal of Westbrook School.

each pole and light used in the

The letter was presented to
the committee by a friend in
Gatto's absence because of

village. This eliminates an initial purchase cost and in-

the

The request for funds came

illness.

Potentate George R. Wilson is
current Chief Rabban,
Walter M. Dill, nationally
known business management
consultant, who lives at 526 S.
Evergreen
Av..
Arlington
Heights. He is chairman of the
board of Dill-Clitherow & Co.,
with offices at 117 E. Palatine
Rd., Palatine, Washington,
D.C. and Toronto, Ont.
The new Potentate and other officers to be elected will be

cludes the power used and the
maintainence.

Scott to discuss

Meetings
Tonight
Mount ProSpect Board
p.m.

bids for a share of the new rev-

Hendricks asked the committee if the village could im-

1,100 cfs out of Weller Creek.
he said.

in a letter from John Gatto,

substantial new funds from the

this year, were putting in their

Fairview Gardens with overhead wiring at no cost to the

is to keep everything hut the

of the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago

The Chicago area's 21,000
Shriners will elect their 1970
officers, Friday in the annual
meeting at Medinah Temple.
Slated to succeed retiring

demands.

of Appeals, Village Hall; 8

(estimated for Mount
Prospect at about $173,000)

lage's cost us ould be approximately S15.000.

creek that take the flow when
the 54 -inch interceptor sewer

T H E ASSOCIATION'S
treasurer, who is also an employe of the Commonwealth
Edison Co.. said under the
contract that Mount Prospect
holds with the company it is
paying $118 per month for

income tax rebate was pledged
to alleviate the, projected
school budget deficit occasioned by teacher union salary

village was going to receive
state

Under that contract, poles
and lights could he installed in

Works Committee. They re-

taken in their area by the association that resulted in a 2 -to -1

ened."

School request for funds
denied by Dist. 57 board

"I rode them during the sum- $3,000 to aid in a $6,000 parkmer and took care of them all ing lot at the district's Westyear long. After all that time brook school received a recthey seemed almost like hu- ommendation of denial by the
man beings to me...like real ptfhlic works committee of the
village hoard last night.
good friends."

operate the stable as a summer

thought all four
horses were in there, but then I

side and

hOMCOWnerS from

the Fairview Gardens subdivision of Mount Prospect, who
arc members of the Fairview
Gardens Civic Association
headed by Richard Hendricks
attended last night's meeting
of the Mount Prospect Public

Under past policy set by the
commission a decision was

possible. Klovstad said.
The commission's objective

other shack and a single family
occupies the third shack.
Somewhere between 45 and

in the city limits but had no

With the flow in the creek

push it through as rapidly as

two families, three live in an-

knew the property was with-

remain in the basin without

14 outflow points along the

"I think the federal govern-

people hire someone like this,
they have to he responsible for
them in the winter months
also," Meyer said.

If the water were allowed to

Davis said the four struc-

ment or the State of Illinois
rangements so that when these

The proposed retention basin would store clear water if
the reclamation plant were included in the project. This
would mean that the treated
water could he combined with
the flow in the creek and help
to cut down the pollution.

sewers.

Mount Prospect rather than to

barn, he said, houses four families, one of the shacks houses

and many other building code
violations. Watson said he

tial because of the combined

village Klovstad said there are

tal of 10 dwelling units. The

should make some kind of ar-

the reclamation plant is essen-

bined sewers are handled in the

providing jobs or adequate
housing during the winter.

ing and electrical conditions

ground water

in-

on local communities by not

Watson said a team of officials
visited the property late Tuesday and found dangerous heat-

is

from parking lots and tile bases
on buildings that should he
channeled into other locations.

made to prepare a plan that
would handle the water in

ing and zoning officer, Wil-

CITY MANAGER James

infiltration

Klovstad said he believes
there is no other solution than
to recommend the basin, and

In describing how the com-

ment, a list of the violations
was turned over to Rolling
Meadows after it was determined that the property is with- ing spring and summer months
and then "dumping them off"
in the city limits.

Supreme Coutr's public hearing on the appeal of the Cook

taxes. The hearing was scheduled for noon.

substandard

housing for some of these fam-

capacity allowing the outflows
to remain open constantly,
thus eliminating the hack -up.
Klovstad said one major

He said the next item to he
considered by the commission

Mount Prospect Park
District Recreation Committee, 600 See-Gwtm; 8
p.m.
Northwest

Municipal

Conference annual dinner

meeting, Arlington Park
Carousel; 6:30 p.m.

school order
William J. Scott, Illinois attorney general, will discuss
law and order in the schools at

10:30 a.m. Tuesday with representatives of the Illinois Association of County Superintendents in Room 407 of the.
Chicago Civc Center.
Robert P. Hanrahan, Cook
County superintendent of
schools, will host the day -program which includes discussions
on pupil transportation and proposed school
legislation.

officially inducted into office

-% -

in an "open" installation at Medinah Temple.
Members, their families and
.guests are invited. In addition
-1 to a pageant featuring
the

Arlington Heights police check three of four cars involved in an accident at Algonquin and Arlington Heights Rds., Arlington Heights. Five persons, including three children were injured in the collision.

Sunday

many Medinah units, a program of top professional entertainment will be presented.
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Films on drugs available
for suburban school use

Rolm P. Hanrahan. minerintandem of the. eduedtional
senice region of Cook Cone.
ty. Tuessla, announced he is

(Congo, oafoom

Schools.

OpponumtY"llf.

The following 16mm films
art also available Inc school
ton schools.
use: Drugs and the Nervous
Tapes are formable on the System (junior nighs LSD 25
following topics
thigh schools and Journey to
Drug Dilemma: The School's Nohere thigh echo. i.
of

Dnigst

Their Lim and Abu,

Dm, and the Youth Cultury.

Drug Communication and

fllaalffed ffl
s.d..' 'h.
fly seammi lafFiNVF

and The- Judiciar, and the

Jazz band set

for competition
The 23.meniher and
High School jav band n pre-

come.... in

paring for wit

Mot place sinner in

the

Plmon Paw Pair 1170
_onpo mon. the EGHS liand
empetc with an other

Several of the residents al
Algonquin have con-

gom, Saturday. Feb. 7. in the
, DI annual C
The Mensal

ill

he held at

Mc OA. Las n Comnsanit,
High school. 94th tind Souih

Menet in hon. Vegetable lone
choicer painn rounds. apple-

mice. wised salad. cole slaw.
mNded, raspberry_ pineapple

halos_ baked custard. blue.
teeny pie. chocoLate Mouth,
rolled wheat miclam.
To he screed Friday in %lam
Ahur. Ann Million. Jolm
MW,

and Beep Rom ohm!,
m

Dinner'_

top

Tune casserole or ohmw

south iron, the da,",

rine
pudding. finger
Mehl pineapple le11-0.

red

,

uht

peaches.

and Muer and milk.
Available downs, pear

sults of questionnaires sent last
simmer to all village residents.
Nine thousand question.

isN.- I hei. s going to he 4
am -sued opal hous 31 the
seism] minenme Tn %la, to

mark the finale to the building
as an educational institution.
Invitations will po 0111 10
modems to encourage
them to attend Emitter princesmmiells input' loo.
Meet

01.17 ohml hudding
to he turned oscr to new

is

owners. the end of Mrs school
sear. Pm, ;skins hale Men

made. hosmer. Ion the Mildmg to be used fly the .11101
high kids until lanuary. 1971
if ihe addition at Lincoln is run
finished before Mptember. In

that caw. 13,rid 57 sill rem
the building lisim the new
owners
No email:dam has Men set

for the open house. her one
sill he Ifinhooming soon.
and

Ca

Central

I he

drama claws, at
planning

are

fit

present wine son of app.prime phi,
the es mu.
Robert Ferguson. present

naires were sem out asking
about local issues. Over 40 per
ceni were returned. This In
considered wry good to
sponse.
The questionnaires

con -

crowd local school. park. eon -

ing. transponanon and other
community tomo. Kenneth
V. Scholten. president of the
local Jaycee.. has invited in lap officials and leaders to at.
rend the presentation. as well
as the entire community.

KARL KURON. hos ling
with the Trinity United Meth -

Mist Church league a week
ago. 'spieled a 215 game. He
hosted 10 etrikes m a rose and
then a spare! Wow,
klichael D. Woods. 011 of
Annette and Mitchell %Voods.
115 N. Wilk SI.. received his
commission in Me Marines
recent), NT, and 110 0010.

Ruth. are u Quantico.
and arc expecting lair

she knew two months ago that
she would base to leave but has
been unable to find any alternate housing.

Registration Saturday
for adult evening school
omit fur
Negotiation ie
acadeliiie. yoreauenal. end

eivoil interest clowe Meinnine in the 1,ietrict 214 adult

evening school Monday Jan
26.

Randk.

According to W

director of adult education.

muny

business education
some hornernaking,

(.."

hay in the spring.
Duight Hall. principal at

Lincoln Junior High. and his
family will soon he eniertaining Miss Nora Vehthi. a stu.
dent from .Argenti.. Min
Vecchi

will

attending

be

Wheeling High School . a seer. She's hong sponsored ts,
the %Theelit, Routh

IliL MOUNT

Prospect
I oaelmasiers Club is willing to

take in lax members. if void
like to join. 1 her meet the Mat

and third Mondap of each
month at 0,30 p.m. at the Commundy Center.

The group socks on train.
ing men hl listen. think and
speak in order M doclop cf.
fectise communication and
leadership skills. Wes Pim!hm
is president of the group. Can
him if interested. 259.484.

WORST JOKE of The Day:
Ricks: -Whai do, you calla
rabhn with a lin of fleas?'

courses will accept additional
registrations.
Some openings remain for
men and es omen in the mcreation [hisses and various shop
and trade areas
Rand, said many openings
nccd to he filled for special inwrest einrmes. such as an-

tiques. art 01 tome, aviation
ground school. dental ass
ing..first aid, gonma uship.ff 0driving

d""`

training for adula

Queen candidate
Pamcl a

J. Schuniann,
daughter of 51r and Xtrii. R.C.
Schumann. 210 E. Sunset.

Mount Prospect.

has

been

HE SAID HIS agency hoe

Only 37 of the 179 courses

offered have been dosed to
further regi tcon because
the
are filled or thc
class has alreads begun.
For further 3nformation call

the district's adult education
off. ICI 3-17001, 799 W.
Kensington. Mount Prospect.

New associate
John A. Tremore. 1304 S.
Robert. Mount Prospect. has
Men elected erne of coo new as.

of George A. Kennedy & Associates. Inc.. Chicago. consulting structural en-

tinotn
achelor's
grecs, is a

and makes de-

member of the

Americana Society' of Civil
Engircers and a registered
minimise!
and professional

1 he Mount Pros -

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS
learn the facts about

FARMERS NEW

1/60
AUTO INSURANCE
PACKAGE

gel

mount their 1970 license
plates on their vehicles. Secre-

tary of State Paul Pox elloid.
The deadline for displaying
the 1970 plates is midnight
Sunday. Feb. 15. The plates
must be on the vehicles by that
time. Powell warned. not
or Ming
merely applied
carried inside the ear.
&armory Powell urged motorists to submit their spoil -

catkins w ithom delay.

will he the 1900 Bachelor of
the Year. also to to crow nth

program
three
months 1c111 in advance to gm
imo a miler park spot." Smith
said.

DID YOU KNOW

Miss Schumann repreonts
the Nev. Women's Residence
Hall in the queen contest. She
is a member of Angel Flight.

,reo on net. Mk PM% the President of the
United States signed lentil/Mon enacted

by

Congress strhieh increases the insurano of and.
saver's fonds from $11,000 to 870,000

Ricky. -Bugs Bunny"

Thereby has been offirmod he wennth of the
federal Savings and loon Insumme Copootion
and Me wiondness of ably manopel savings and
loan owethtions.

Proem Prows, Savings end Leon Association is
eye el needy 0,100 Insured Savings ond Man
mouiotiens when give this added protection to

totheln.c,r.e.,:s..0

Capacity and Safety, of the
ATI:dual-aid Highway Act of

...unifies was mprew.

and five-year highway

The purpose of the TOPICS

tact -wide session at which

HERE'S HOW A FAMILY CAN SAVE

$200,000 01 INSURED ACCOUNTS

Mon
Wife

Child
Man & Wife
Mon & Child
Wife g Child
Mon Trustee
Mon Trustee
Wife Trustee
Wife Trustee

520,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
Mint
Joint 20,000
it:,, 20,000
Wile 20,000
Chid 20,000
Mon 20,000
Child 10.000

Individual
Indieideol
Indimduol

Total $200,000

the manufacture and marl.-

Mount Prospect

dean s list for The Om semecler
of the 19E9-70 academie year.

ederal Savings

Students on the list are: Pa.
trick S Jones of 935 S. Beset,
Iv. Arlington Heights: Craig

And Loan

Association
FREE PARCHG MST
SOWN 01 OLIN OFRCES

15 E. Prospect Ave.

CL 5-6400

nicistions

wa,a

Emmen Memo Orem

Inc..

Have a Ithd use

%honing present and Mum

other devices.

nscds

fin
I

us. pm

general phn

And hale

rut

the urban 401.1 Ind an

of highway sec-

51,0 OPIC% plan
to eminate a jug or side

h said th d iftsr (ere
hopt.telh mou of the
uab hub.. construaton

create rou

In.

ANOTHER requirement to
qualify
ay for lauds is to prepare

will hs dons and it mon.
di it then IS per tom til S61,11
bon unman% in Pier fund,

TOPICS plan

an

which must he supported by a

sections
- Widening of existing traffic lanes.

and

Hale a major thorom,h
plan hoed on the future

01 huthsn morose..., hr

- Short reconstruction or

thinp as:
Channelintion of inter.

plan

man markings. signals and

study open and shall be co. sill he le
the
ordinaisl with the general con

die Mr 1.011Strill.
net s ort.
tub in
hind
Mks, the heel ol

swot

plan.

The compereion of the

eeondar, reels

minor,

sr

Award Winning Liquor Stores

Walter E.Sulter

19691.

Casualty lows not reim.
or other

ibfy not duece to, willful

neglipmc. Any dcduclion for
damage to property used
oaks $11111.

Interest paid nn automohile

lo.s.

Repstration Mr Harper
College exension courses
Buffalo Grove
he offends

Introduction to Business
Organiaation and 'moths -

and Elk Grove Village will he
held Imre 9 a.m. to 4,311 p.m.

Tuesday evenings.

loge.

Stale and city sales tax on
tor cent).

YMCA men

to burn trees

Modern Fiction will he taught
Monday evenings.

Pnt.

ninp from 8 pin. to

your Famous ...gum Sore

zannitiv MAWR

FALSTAFF
BEER

HAWAII VACATION

NO DEPOSIT

p.m. and ti:45 p.m.

Grove.
American Government. Organintion and Powers and

INC CHAMP, Send your koor te
iMpe on off ol entry blank from

1st GRAND PRIZE

1,,

COmmtinity chorus. a one
hour credit course. will be of feral at Clcarmont school. ED
Gnive Village Monday eve -

maginotion end doing in cooling
YOU LAN BECOME THE COCK

case of 12
12 or. cons

2. They gin meet bosom 7

Four extension chases will
be offered al the Longfellos
Community School. Buffalo

mobiles, pots, accosts,.

of w rms and cordials

so

ooker,. allous you to isaye,

Regular or Draft

given 60 each course.
Classes begin Monday. Fen.

Salon., Jan. 24 at the col.

Persnnal property tax.

Ce

BRAU

lion 10 Psychology will meet

Three credit hour, will

"COOK -OFF"

MEISTER

Harper College extension
registration set Jan. 24

cents 16 cents before Aug. I.

Famous Liquor Stores

The Sieving 'Is norms]

lems. personal interviews will
he conducted for academic
and draft counseling. according to Dean Dale.

12 01. Settles

111.
Mem erg

IL al. lef

C

12 For

and

via

"r
L'ats

transfers Bowe

rpor 4 ninhi in hio
Hanel Princew Gaul,
olel aria

189

10:30

FOR TWO

4.112>

t

Look

Redand

site of the future Twinbrook
YMCA building, Wise and
Roselle Rd, Schaumburg, to
hunt leftover Christnuss treos

1

II

In Appreciation of
the 1st Anniversary
of our Antique Shop...

from the recent YMCA moo's

sale and those saves hy
the
serves

fisr

occasion.
Schaum-

According to Gordon

STUDIO

ladies -A Blend

269
E.ryh

WE ARE OFFERING TO ALL
OUR FRIENDS & PATRONS

298

volunteers who helped with

A 20% SAVINGS ON ANY

Large Bottle

ONE OF OUR ANTIQUES

Bonk sold. 'The assistance and donaiions of John
Sk one y. William Litwite.

Richard Melville and John
Bmkley were invaluable to the
Members are planning

hr

a

Dinner Dan= in

THE MAXI!

he Savings Is Yours,

26.88

HANNAH
& HOGG

WHY NOT TREAT YOURSELF TO
ONE OF OUR GEMS?

The Saving Is Yours!

DRY GIN

Flogs Go Setter

Busse's Flowers & Gifts Inc.

With Coke

Elm St. &Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

9°
Root

COCA
COLA

PHONE 259-2210
HourstMon..3thru Sot,

Regularly 29.99 to 32.99

2 79

Filth

Seasons most importnut styles...our bestseller coats that were amusing vniues at our
regular low price, now reduced at the peak
of winter! Lusuriom all.waal, rich blends,

CHRISTIAN

fabulous pile fake-furs... tunny with quilted
or pile lining. Edwardirms, dressy, casual, and

BROTHERS

LitTfm 191,

ON

ORGANS

FREE

AND

40 PORK

USED

CLEARANCE

BAND
INSTRUMENTS

CHOPS

1.11

BEEF SIDE

Replaced.
loin,

no

no freezers la boy.
Don't Mow 0 framer?

NI

40

'S.0.M.
LB.

71119:00

CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

f

" "41!

D

1211 WEST IRVING PARK RD., BENSENVILLE

PHONE- 766-6750

GOLD COIN
Straight Bourbon

3.-87c

86 -Proof

DES PLAINES

Kentucky

1507 RAND ROAD
(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big & Tall Men's Dept.)

198
Fifth

XS! T

HOFFMAN ESTATES

ARLINGTON HTS.

ti

The Saving Is Yours,

Bavarian Beer

NM W:Igh;

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS

MISSES' AND JUNIOR SIZES

Filth

13-ThaeOld

MONTHS
EMI STORAGE

27 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT

169

KULAABACHER

Oil 11"

CAND

PHONE: CL 3-5592

IMPORTED

PORK PKG.

USE OURS.

°PENNON, TUES.,THUR.,

1ntn't!Lh.rti.trlea 27..

1S1ANC111

GUARANTEED(
*NOSS
All graded beef guaranteed
tender for 10 days or

membership hen

arlington lark towers

Shi.77

103 has w. we.

to

ARTER MUSK SHOP

Port

atormcoat styles belted, unbelted...new
colors! In group: B to 10. 5 to 11.

1 1th

Mb Sas 61.1111s Soh

meal said noosing
Weigh. No dubs

Graves

Chablis
Rose

NEW

REDUCED
FOR

IITill

save '

EXCITING
SALE OF
COATS INCLUDING

SPRINGS

COLD
DUCK

Borske. chairman of the moot
sale. the party is being held for
the tree sak. There will be ice
snowballs. amities
and cocoa that afternoon.

DIXON

CELEBRE

SALE

happy, fresh, fast -paced
entertainment by 3 guys 'n' a gai

the

The Safinu is Yours:

IMPORTED
F0.01v1 FRANCE

California's famed wines
Burgundy Rhine Sherry

JOHN 1ABIAK

MT. PROSPECT PIAZA

Here a population tors
LTS1 for the urben

Addition and/or upgred
ing highemy lighting, where
a significant lumber of nighi
accidents heoc,ccurred.

jects that are eligible for
TOPICS funds include such

formation an animism prob-

honor of their wives. Feb, 21
in the Roselle American Lea on flail. 144 E Maple.

charge. Reservations suggested. Call 394-2000.

I'

tions

may take placement trms alter
7 p.m.
After a session ot gourd
questioning to share group in-

The following is a list of deOut:lions prepared by the
club's legal department that all
motorists may tele:
State gasoline tams. 71/2

and supplies

should include both major and
TOPICS -type improvements
important 11,0015 and
on

der no obligation to register
for the spring semester. Th.
who are interested. however.

pen." when itcmieing deduclions on federal inamie

inran

of traffic control signs. pave.

must

are counseled nn Feh. 3 are un-

clude icep. automobile ex.

meas.

continuous, comprehensive
transportation process," fOr
comprehensive transportation
studies), to qualify for funds.
Alm required is a general
plan of highway improvements for the urban area based

0 U00 and SO 000 population

S'gria

skating.

Show Hine Six, nine and eleven p.m. No cover

392-1250

dropped by other colleges arc
invited to participate in a special. personal counseling program at Central YMCA Community College. 211 W. Woker DroChicum, io Room 1710
from 4 to 7 pan. doh. 3.
The program will he offered
ree scram Students who
s

Hwy

Drivers entitled
to deductions

Mined

a',. .1 more than
10.000 must have in progress a

highways,

Students who have been

Nort h cop Page Commu-

tmembers

at the

Show

free counseling

Prior 10 his appointment
Sutter was vice president. no.
n'or director of marketing fur

Meat

100

11111,i offers

use.

Engineers.

- Installation of ,orttrol systerns to make traffic signal op.
eration responsive to traffic
conditions.
-- Addition and upgrading

lood" 50 per cent of the con
mayre be spin among Po or on the comprehensive planmoagencies statc, county or ning process' This general plan
municipaliiy.

of 1 ransoortMain
(DOTI Malmo, Dili cid 14 mid
Urban areas of between

Mg, to relieve a bottleneck.

Urban

of the U S Ikput

meet

he a tree burning
party al 3 pm. Sunday on the

Statistics prove you ore super

Won rei,wowalt,

and 912.8 million
been
to Simms for
has been
fixed 1970 and 1971, the pm,
od muting Eine 30, 1971.
The program in Illinois is finomad on a 50-50 basis, with
local and federal funds. The

Electronics

end

areas with populations greater

OP]9:30

There s

THE FABULOUS CONN ORGAN

and broader rmeroges.

urbitrUni'freSes'oRf '5,000".ir mkore

Armed Fore. Comm.

nit:minas minim.01 for defel.. aerospace and industrial

grade separstions,
highway grade separations or
railroad -highway grade cross-

pro,ht

He is vice president of [no
Washington. DC.. chapter of

Mg of electronic and column-

engineering principles and

- CONSTRUCTION of p.
destrian

ALMOST 00 F0f ev. 01,'
limns' urban population fa in

improvements.

27

specialims inerr cnt.

tarol

DON'T BUY ANY ORGAN UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD

big role savings elm new

Pic

in design of multiplex equip.

purposes is limited to
,munt that each km ex -

Five Northwest Suburban
area students attending Cornell College. Mouni. Vernon.
Iowa, ha, been named to the

Prices Start at $425.00 -only 10% down

gelerred risks and entitled

j

The Chicago Motor Club AAA reminds motorists 10 in.

TRADED IN AT CHRISTMAS

P
\
GY
LOU\E

street networks, through the
systematic application of oaf-

Washington. D.C. His 23 -year
appointed vice president and career in the communications
general manager of the newly Bold includes experience in
formed communications key management positions
equipment division of The with the General Electric Co.
Ilc has attained a number of
Hallierafters Con Rolling
achievements
Meadows.a.ording to prowl-, technological
dell Harrison Von Aken.
and has been awarded miteees

nications

BIG BARGAINS ON LIKE NEW ORGANS

They're off and running

George

March. District Engineer for
District 10 (Cook County) of
highways division, in dis.

the

TOPICS program (Traffic Op-

Twiribmok
burg Township.

Angels.

of

ere. in salving serials ailments of motor Ind as or
troMc congestion and safety any other funds whichare
prohmin, on their istici,, available to them.

,ASIE RICA'S LARGEST PAWL,' OLOTNINES CHAIN

Northeastern

fmlanes on approaches to sig.
lked intersections

share n't041 entne' "10.nkilWal:

hen

Towers. Chicago, under the
chairmanship

'Btmelttl3 of

Hallicraftera

nold Air Societx.and of Aqua
first

Marina

Walter E. Sutter has heel

That as a Saver Your Protection
Hos Been Increased to $20,000?

Now is the time to Buy

homenh amiliari of the Ar-

planned

Hall,

:genve'g"71 atd"'NsPrstanceid' '''''"lo err--

Appointed vice president

Always Wanted An Organ?

than night.

when officials of Me Illinois

into an FHA

has

A little less than four week
now renown for motorists to

nominated as one of even can. engineer
dilates for the 1970 Basketball
Queen at the University 01
He is in charge of the indus. Weber of 418 S. Hi.Lusi,
Es ens, ille. Eanthille. Ind.
trial and commercial buildings Mount
P mesa: William
The queen mill be crooned
for the engineering office.
Gran!. 144 S. Howard,
during halftime activities of
Tremore and his w ifeJudi. Roselle. Mark A. Thompson.
the Es ansville-Ball State Uni- haw me sons. Michael. M and Rolling Meadow, and Rick,
game on Oman 3 months. and a dough - Segerstroo. 58 Fore, Lo. Elk
omits
ter Andrea. 4.
Jan. 24 in Rohn,hasketball
Grove Village.
Stadium. Crosning the queen

And. hy the was. members
'n7 and Det Central
graduation
will be hap p to l
chatearn,the woreboard
the, profaned fin the school
s ill he used in the nes gy
SM. Ming ha. at Lincoln.

nine a 30`

depose to

list

Tremors. University of II graduate with both

of the

D(INT MISS the meeting

in advance for a house. or 5300

Mclietridge

in

Page 3

Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) and
the Chicago Area Trans.
planning Study (CATS) in
planning a comprehensivr
Iransportat:on plan meets Ilse

- Providing additional waf-

Village officials If North. improve.nt plans.
mat suburban communities
The meeting was held

1970

Only 24
days to go

gineers.

moon,'"

at N Dap Hall ionvirrow cs c -

re talking about fami.
lio thm need two months rent

Meir sevns.

mindful 01 the school. said.
-We are corking on plane for
the alumnae night -open Must
and espem it to heat tory nice

cently been turned out of her

hoe, in Palatine. Smith said

Li!
MO...1M Pros.

W.

trackground.

fine ans and language arts

pea Jaycee, are giving themCeniraMiurnint

SASS

Higgins Rood keeps the outdoor ponion of the moors -outdoor pool open aR posarotod. The
wafer is heated 6, 85 degrees which make outdoor ohm.. possible even on the coldest day,
The circular pool, 75 fretin diameter, is half enclosed by mo-sior, plastic dome seen in the

classes,

Dimino: of

Oho dip

in the Chicago Marriott Nlotor More heated outdoor swimming pod.The h.,

Alumni open house

sl

nity Services. said an emergency headquarters is needed to
help displaced families find
housing in Me area.
Fifteen to 20 families arc
still in need of places to Km he
said. including a woman with
eight children who has

eai-NE

Lifeguard Tom Linwin, 18, doesn't seemin mind the fried winter temperaure

11(1/1/ Strpei

all

THE IMPORTANT thing
is to coro . with some help in
the emergency situation. he

Elk Grove Village Comm,:

%lain

se, Wes.. Oak Limn. 117 As
cloning progrkm
loom x111 hean

and if they haven place to stay
thais warm enough, then
they'll stay through the einter." Mrs. Stanley said. -It all
depends on whether jobs and
housing are available."
Thomas Smith, director 01

21

dish rim e chomel:
01100101Wirger in a hon.

Including rile pg0, who

mid.

strUation dohs. she said.

To tv served Endo in An
limpa, Prospect. Elk Grose.
Hersey. Vilmelleig.d Eon.
slew high schools in Distr.

lime. diced

NW suburban officials attend
state highways division meeting

those conditions. he

live in

1351

Menus

gr

hi.

NV THEY HAVE work

sauce. Salad tone choice!: from

F.:40mm, .

time trying to lin blame for the
housing situation. Everyone is
hit at Mull for letting
unsafe housing conditions on

dustries, she said.

321-7609

1.0,10."

Drug Abuse and the Las

He said no one should..su

oustth aying through the win.

".a little

21444164

Tout,

Lou Enforcement In Schools

It's like trying to shovel
a hole while the
rand out
walls are always caving in."

Texas in November. Most of
"'re employed"O

or write Chicago Civic Cenier-Room 447 Chicago. III.

Education in the (0-n

b,o, ,

nursery ohs morn toSmith laid.

and

information on oNainins tapes or films. comact

Fred Re.ann ai

been able to place several faini
hes in the Iasi weeks but is min.

rr

under the mntrot of her mule. dewily toed with new dis
According to Karen Sian.
ley. director of the Northwestgamy

in

making skim tapes on drug
education available he who-

Concern.
Identificalion

Rolling Meadows landlord

cited for code violations

l'ouMful Offenderk

Thug Abuse Ethiemion

THE OAT

Thursday, January 22, 1970

1307 RAND ROAD
nuor.s.om,CASH

em=8.VV.V.tM

FAMOUS
LIQUOR STORES

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

DUNDEE

ARLINGTON HTS
1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
Am

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.
D

MUST PAPS
SHAME PM

Rt. 25 Just North of Rt. 72

Skrunch the
Holidays

PITT

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

By Dolores Haugh

there, too much to carry...
in thee times of inflation.

Teamsters.

Ill no wonder mery father
milk his to become two car
family. With all the driving

soon be contract time.

Mon; does, he'd never bane a
car othernise,

find out in newspapers,.
other day I read a story a
They want
some more money, and 11 will
the

I don't blame them. It's ex-

Kids have to be taken to

pensive to live,
Then I started to think
about suburban mothers. They
need a Teamsters' contract of
their own.

.school. High schoolers have to
attend sports events.
Music lessons are always et
the end of town. Choir Meet at

After all, they drive a lot
more mile than truck driven.
end they art not even no an

the church. and that's too far
to walk.
Nobody carries arcades
home Irons the store, banns

Women b Associstion always

a field someplace.
Pajama parties shouW be in
the neighborhood. but they
never ate,
When your youngster gets a

job, you'd think it would be
dose enough to walk, but it
never is.

Tits

Club

Garden

and

V. cup sugar
2 tablespoons margarine

isn't any.

fun candy
made in a milk carton. It can

mar yours.
AM museunw are
always built where you don%

be molded free hand and
adapts to any theme from Va.
lamina's, Shamrocks and ES-

Mend linearity

ter Bunnies to cowboy fork

gun Or any other),
Combine cereals. chocolate
or butterscotch chips and nuts

bold their meetings at
one's
whe

house

your:ries

You'd think they'd lam to

put shopping centers in
hack yard, but they never du.
They always build them out in

sm-

M cup light or dark corn
syrup

Skrunch.

eight hour day.

I cup broken peconS or ROI.
agts

Mat

Skrunch is

liVe.

a

and doll cradles. Any holiday

The Teamsters want 57 an

takes to Skrunch.

hour.

trou He.

per carton (milk. eheesc..yo-

Fathom of the world. arise.
Othenvise. you won't be able
to afford a wife.

Combine corn syrup, sugar

and margarim in saucepan.
Stirring coestantly. bring IO

imagimt ion of a child needs
this edible, mative media

full boil over medium heat and
boil three minutes. Remove

which can he whipped up in no
time.

from heat. C.00l III mime..
Add vanilla or almond ex-

l'ou will nee.

tract. Beat mho.. with mod-

2 caps corn Rakes
I cop crisp rice cereal

en spoon about !hog, minutes

44 cup semisweet0000-

5,30

about three inches from top.

Cut one end from waxed pa-

Birthday centerpkees that

VO Ire'? Ale

0,30
'TN

Press firmly into carton.
When using one -pound milk
neon, press full a01011111 of
carton pressing
MiltnIfe

'h math.. sad,.m M -

can be gobbled down by guests
are Skrunchy ton, and the

OPEN

10 coat evenly.

in large hOW1; sal aside.

If the hotnewives ever join
it means
Teamsters.
the

KET.EHO

cal minute all at ma. Tom

bite or buttencotch chips

Is there a junior and in
your life? If so. he will love
It's amazing what you an

RICAIG LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

or until mixture masa lighter
color and thickens. OR over

Chill until set. This takes approximately one to two hours.
Cut mid off milk cartel, with
knife and loosen Skrmch. Slip
from moon or slit moon

lengthwise at one corner and
raglan.

This mixture does not re
quire refrigeration after il i
.. Yields about one pound.
IF SOUR young Pu-osen
want to fat form Skrunch he

sun that o tants in howl at
least IS mmum
With the 1970 holidays fast
&pomade% you um Skrunth
your May10 Welk NIL*.

DOCTOR SAYS

Several Causes

Of Double Vision
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -What causes a person to
scc double? When I watch tele-

von,

"I would like to propose a toast to all of us-tor making
Time's Man and Woman of the Year!"

two Mamas in,

SAVE UP

opps

money back guarantee!

TO 50%

stead of once

.

A -Double vision no one
eye may be due to adislocation

Skrimch up any holiday or special occasion with a little hit of talent and a lot of edible cereal

Mary Long now Mrs. Michael Hoks

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OLLEMTITIES

of the crystalline lens, corneal
irregularities or partial retinal

detachment. With both eyes
open, double vision normally

rot act Dap

Tije

ocmrs if you hold a finger
close to your eyes and look
into the distance, and a.ortrolly when one of the muscles
that controls the movement of
the eyeballs is paralyzed. If ,it

Thursday. January 2

Wilton I Kedaiseh

John F Mutmon, Flirnr red Ent

gave Ins third daughter in mar-

WE MUST CLEAR THE DECKS FOR SPRING!

occurs only when you watch
1V, your antenna may need

Manhall Field III
Page

It was a familiar walk up the

aisle Art 00, R. Long as he

1970

adjusting.

Venagiss Etlosn

Q -Is nearsightedness inher-

ring ceremony was performed
by the Rev. David J. Quill in a
setting of poinsettias and

ited?

A -Nearsightedness may be
hereditary or acquired
through excessive us< of your

/17 S. klein. Wont Prinme1.111.rantSe

hicle harm on

rate. 51,1111imrec Sawn., .1t, meet,

n1

PgC 0#E1]®11

ing down or inMs a

bereN, myk. Nino delimml.

SolurrIpkin
Om el

Q -Would reading while lyeye? If so,

how?

A -Reading while lying on
your back or in a moving vehicle will probably do no per-

SeointbrIm NNW 00. 0 Men. Frta

h

manent damage but will cause

ocular fatigue and should not
be done for prolonged periods

Letters to the Editor
Bouquets

II takes real men, with a genuine affection and a heart for

for firemen

r:,:=:1,:na ' great desire

and police

Ilk cilittens. A plain thks is

es and homes of

Des Plaines ('lie Council and

I). Maine. Fire Ikpartntent.
Dear Sirs,

It is our wish to thank you.

nri.n:;",.'n' ''." "I 2!"I'T .7',"
....r ....'' ..- war tnuY stand
in r,

Ilanur, front spreading to other
builditys.
However.
oiler
about one and one-half hours
of tierce Me lightsty. and with
the me.istance of a very cold.
high mod. the Maass did am-

coal is isaching the eaves of
ow limidir y.
While

did ,

of Jan.:Ise. we were
fortunate that the names were

quick,

agar con.

trol. We believe that the great.
est amount of imr fortune can

an ice -covered ladder. extends
ing about two and one,half sto.
ries above the ground and in an
temptingsertim pmition, at
tem
to position another

ladder up 01,1 oder the roof.
They succeeded. a teat that
even an aerial acrobat might
decline doing. OtMrs were
atop an aerial ladder with

flames belching out at mini.
from Me neighbors' building.
while still others were groping

their way through the dark,
smoke -filled

rooms

ta

t

house, not knowing what dangers could befall them there.
Let none of
citizens ast
sunk that a fireman's job is net

Mich different than an aver-ones
o opinion of this
aort is a
cry of the ITefach

have my

Minim. A need for new glasses

is only one of the

possible

yeah and contacted tm
chortle. Although I have been

trolling the name at this tire.

Westing it for 18 months, it is

not cured. WMt do you ad

You're
welcome

(Intl onions
Editor:

F.ditor.

I can't tell you how- disappointed I am that there was
no editorial follow-up on your

at'ace Snowball for the Mental

artick; of Tuesday. Dec. 23,
1969, titled "Scholar Arcs

cami. I wish la express sincere

kindergarten
record" im page 2.
down

his

old

I have had thc extreme
,...,
__._,_ .,. ,.....,,.,

Any".g.
''........,.9 L''.....
Lockwood
on a pertqwne basis
_
ad fond him comment:um
.

.

and very bright, 1 wa forced
t
-. replace him when he trans.
ferred hack to Senn
(erred
High'
School, Chicago, and guile

,...", Moo"' Won' goofed!
1.....'.2!,,"'",!!",''' ,"' .,'"'u.7,-,

As for my feelings. about
Maine West, they were the los-

gee. not Lockwood; and ho,
licee me, ire goo, acadonne

tp,ig. 1.0, polka,
Inc. Dimon

Aa 1969 chairman of OP.'
Health Assn. of Greater L'hiappreciation kir your editorial
support of this progntm.
Patients in every Chicago

dlfm tetracycline and erythe
romycin in eye drops used for

two en three weeks usually
cum Ibis potentially blinding

Spirited solids, checks, plaids bonded for nm,
ahape, all tricot lined! So wow for all the mini and
maxi looks, Hurry in for best pick!

made in medical Mence, why
ta
broken hip still a per
Manerit injury?

A -Great advances have
been made in the treatment of
pri n
Hed
all fractures, including those
prior to Chorriea mco,n.Hundreds ,of the hip, so that in most vic
of volunteers wthmed more tims the disability is farm from
than 13.000 packages. while
permanent In elderly, and oc
other volunteers distributed casionally younger patients
these gifts at the hospiMs.
however, such complications
Cush donations ing still flow- as nonunion, demineralization
ing into the Snowball Fund to of the bone and infection in the
help provide town, ntertain- marrow canal may cause an
mcnt throughout theyear.
imperfect result.
These acts of charity could

Q -In mast column you
said

that

excessive

coffee

such es yini provided.
On hehalf of the mentally ill

drinking could damage the

who benefit from Operation

stein in the coffee? Would

Snowball. thank you.
Martin Paltzer
Operation Snowball Chairman

drinking decaffeinated coffee

Hideaword
TEPNUIA

Marc Is this due entirely to the

plant where the fumes from
from are constandy gement
because of inadequate mania.
non. At night I feel exhausted

using all seven of these letters.
27 good, 34 excellent

Answer.. Comic Page

Mae symptoms be caused by
the fumes?

Edith is a home economies
major. having graduated from
Northern Illinois University.

Joe

Vanden

Mg carried the ring.
A pink wool and silk dress

worn by the mother of the

Nlary Ann Shallcross.
They carried pink roses and

Kenneth Fritsch served as
Michael's best man while Jeff

Miss

groom.

68t

freshman at

Sacred

Mb, cniteets tiro. hot Melly
reading

This

Mem.

cokes her well qualified for

Mr part-time work

the

at

Mount PrON1CCI Book Nook.
whIth has an excellent section
of old hooksi

compare of 991 Yd.

COLORFUL FASHION PRINTS

If you'd like to make sum
unusual cookies.

try one or

mom of them. The inane are
or

available at hardware
household sections of

YD.

the

I egg

2 teaspoons hnking powder

Scups Dour (more may be

29s

,ided)
Mix egg, milk, salt and 'mks
Mg powder. Add flour gradually and knead a limo: Willbe
tough if knmded too much.

Dough mmt nal be sticky.

DUPONT ORLON® SAYELLE® YARN

Shape into lone roll Mom
three inches thick. Cu, into 12
to 15 Piece'

MAKE YOUR OWN VESTI

-

2 skeins does Ill Washable mothproof, hygr
ante Top colors

itoki

I

I

I

s

DART 10.10

TUIDAYW6

otrod.,

an

Look for the Red Tags!
Semi -Annual
Yellow Tag

dry m.o. pct stand for imp
butter. IA rum sugar and 2

PICTURE SALE

tablespoon. ,.inna mon. Spread
on each wet sIde of circle even ly. Fold Iwo ends to Me

Come in and check

the vetoes.. Many
prints reduced from

middle. Men fold down

20% to 40%

cup melted butter (not

I

MO
1 cup sugar

1 cup Row
t

Ia, almond, or II

Edith GIRD, Cook of the Day, enjoys the variety pandhle by
using different 'irons" for her cookies. They are fragile but may
be math ahead mid stashed away in your fremer. All or these
Irons may be purchased locally,

half minute. Then turn upside

Beet eggs with wire whip
loot electric) until cgg whites

down for easy removal. Do not

Mix M other in.

gralients. Drop teaspoonful
on griddle. Turn to it
1

2 eggs

2 inblespoons cognac

very warn; or else they will

1 pound butter (soft but not

cups sugar

cops undo, nogg

L for 13

CL 3-1218

eel

Entire
Stock
Reg. 10.95

h for

19

Pure virgin wool torsted flannels and
plain weaves, 01111
expenlive tailoring detail, Waist sizes Onto 42.
COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

6 cups flour

Whp sugar and eggs for
about I minutes at slow speed
an Mixer. Add cognac and vanilla. Work butter
flour
anternately
into sugarogg
and

mboure. Dough get heavy
and has to be mixed by hand.
Let stand overnight.

Roll an knife -thin

to

one -sixteenth inch thick). Cut
paper forms the shape Of the

dough about the size of wals
nut in Me mndkake form and
press so it coven whole form.
Even off edges. Bake on ovm

god road iron and place on
iron. Bake until golden, turn
ing so that both sides turn a
golden color. Care must be

rack at 350 degrees until gold en, about 15 minutes.

taken so that iron does not pet

(1/2

too hoc These have to be cut
apart while Mil warn., 9e elm
each WMIR wig Weak

has her day
WIN A
CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

LIMOUSINE

of
Mount Prospect have planned
a tour to the Sara Lee Bakery
on Jan. 29, where the seniors

goodies and .may purchase, regular Meeting place, the
Community Presbyterian
fresh bakery goods at half
Church in Mount Prospect.
price.

will be treated to coffee and

nos meeting Jan. 22 at their

The seniors will hold a

E,, o

melted)

homy dough.
Let stand a few hours in n'frigerator, Place a piece of the

When they come out of the
oven let stand upright for one

My OPOSPOCT

cup sum

elm into cone shape while still

SANUKAKE
I pound soft buttir

MEN'S SLACKS
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

Anita,," emylic; Audis

Wash these torn. Wipc clean
after each ue.
GOD RAAD

brown on both suit, Roll cirharden and not be pliabk.

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

rayon and acetate blend fur never -iron
wear. Pre -cuffed. waist liges OS to 4o
107 5. MAIN ST.

teaspoon

eantamons

break up.

Select group.., not all sizes! Terrific
savings when you want them most
...hurry in for hest selection!

Stock
Reg. 7.95

4 em

Tour bakery
The Extensioneers

mit.. Filmic

towel. Next circle is placed,
kilted side on top of baked

Jon

I

iti

MEN'S SPORTCOATS
IN FINE WOOLS,
WOOL BLENDS

20% OFF

Add flour and mitt This is a

I teapot. all

compare at 491 yd.

.

NIr. mil Nlrs. Mich, liuks
60"066501106Thile1000000060100110880_4141116

nam.

Moisten baked side under not fling tap watm being very care MI to keep tinhaked side dry.
Place unbaked aide 011 dry

Add beaten eggs and vanilla.

2 cups conk

SAVE BIG ON PRINTED FLANNEL

I

from St. Marys High School,
attended Whitewater College
and served one year in Viet-

about one ar two minis..

egg:, slightly beaten
2 teaspoons vanilla
Cream butter and sugar.

LEESE

compare of 691 to 1.19 yd.

A-Aldreagb Aeon h harm

Mary is a graduate of Is,

pm High Sclaml and Cate,
Academy for mmlical
ins. The groom undoted

baked when one side looks like
pap& and browmfreckled,

KROMKAKE

enjoys

SKEIN

groom. and KM Pike usher,
THE COUPLE. loll fn two
weeks of si.dop in Wiseimsm
following the reception at 91
Orchard Country Cluh.

one side on vatic. It will he

many of her own and her
them girls, Elizabeth, a junior
at Lawrence University. Peggat at Northern N,ithigan and

las =XIX in NTY high den
cenhation, adequate mail*

ache, fatigue and Maims.

by the bride's mother. A conrasting lime green dress was

Seven-ymoold

of honor Mrs. Betsy Pike and
laidmmaids Miss Nancy Fab
Win. Miss Connie Klink. and

middle. make diagonal gate
with scissors two inches &pea.
Keep in cool place.

which
clothes.
daughters'
keeps her heeds Ix:meted Willi

YD.

'

lion is awintial. if the exproure
is proloitged. The symptom of
(redo poisoning Indude head

Empire -style gowns were maid

and put her talents to use in
the sowing field. She makes

Daisy borders, florols, patches, morel Drip.dry. 42"

Q -I have been working in a

and have headache. Could

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters is you can. In addition, find the word

wonh it.

SWINGY SPORTSWEAR PRINTS

eliminate the danger?
A-lies to both questions.

with deep red roses was chosen

hours or until all are pliable.
Make a mixture or M pound

require a Mile practice and
know-how. but their unusual
flavor and appearance am well

Mart High School.
1NO1'11ER
HAS
SHE
love, too, old h,.. -I She not

fleecy canon florets, kiddie prints. Washable. 36".

GOWNEdt IN deep wine

Scandinavian menu, They

a

May a

Q -With MI the advmces

pink gown...rimed in lace.

side. lAlways have wet sides togather and dry sides togenhur.)
When all are baked. cover with

199

use.

the high neck and wrists of the
long sleeves. She thrried mini
pink roses with baby's breath.

Clod Ram on an Icon. She siccialim in serving these
cookits, not only at holiday
Arne. but any time she is fixing

NEWEST 56" BONDED ACRYLICS

not ocimul and

not have Men accomplished
without bread press coverage

pans on the oven rack, and

nompYDl6.99

A -Such =tibia. as pent

flower girls. They wore long

thin 14 -inch round. Bake an
Cookie Inking doesn't huve
to be matter of -drop by leanmonfeb on a greased cookie
sheet." There are many interesting varmos. one ml which
is using irons the subject of to.
days conk, Edith Cidnin.

blue on griddle. gandkake on

88

Newest textured weaves in such -now colors including pink, lilac, green! And it won't wrinkle,
wahm bautindiT, Parted for day, data time.

0-I lived in India for two

any of the other city departments who look pail in conThe Kunisch Family

POLYESTER

should have a complete eye ex including ocular

trimmed with Almcon lace on

Long. brother of the bride. DiHoks. brother of the

vid

Roll out each part into a

By Fern Schneider

She makes befse and Komi-

56" DOUBLE KNIT TEXTURIZED

A -Since that are mveast
causes for failing vision, you

We wish. as well. to thank

Bouquets

be attributed to these brave.
. ..."...' ..e d''''. a""
sinare and concerned Art.- from 7'5'' 'h"' 'c.c.. toes
,,,,
wttnes,,,..,
g...
from
indimduals
of Ills Mther.
eaten.
men eiTim Me Mimi ...ion of

help to
glasses changed?

rise?

etu fin: protection we oh.
mined from the lire department during the lire that took
Shoe'. the wry early hours of
Fact; liniman rink his posilion and fought the flames in
the neighbors' building. trying
despertely to prevent the

would it

,Kti;

35% SAVINGS ON

If the eyes are failing,

the Poke /kmrtment and

We are also very pod of

adlair humble way. Mr the m-

Sunda, Jan. 11

equipment that these men have
at their disposal. and our city is
to he commended for this.

nearly enough foanr thew

o1

An Open letter To The:

the modern foe -fighting

V41,r4:A.1.

baby's breath. The bride's two
nieces, Laura Billings cad Kelly Dyer. Intended the bride as

Cook has many "irons" in the fire

eyes for close work with poor
illumination.

matichttw,

IleNkb
Mimlnolini 11.16hie. 111. tonna
.122 (tenni,rte: Nein., III, Mine

Ds

riage at Si. Mark Lutheran
Church in Mount Prospect.
Mary. daughter of Air. and
Mn. Donald R. Long. now residing in Elgin. Imam the
bride of Michacl Hoks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hoks of
Menasha. Wis.. on Dec. Ott.
1969. Thu 7.311 pm. double

Christmas decorations.
Mary wore her sister's Radii tonal ivory satin gown

Feb.S will be a Drop in Center
day.

FOR A DAY

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big 8 Toil Men's Dept.)

HOFFMAN ESTATES
OD N. MURIA ROAD

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

Rt. 25 Just North of Rt. 72

THE DAY
Thursday, January 22 1970
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Spares will hear
story of evolution
in communications

Kappa Delta

Rater] Stern son of North-

through the evolving world of
communications.
A veteran of nearly 30 yean
in the technical end of the tele.
has
phone business, Ste
appeared hcfore. countless pro-

will present
"Mr. Penny.
packer and Hi, Talking Machine at a meeting of The
spares at 7:30 p.m. Sunday.

west ShOurban Alumnae Asso-

dation% lint meting of the
110, year. Mo. Allan Starkey.
Dr., Mount
718 Emmen
Pnwpeet, will host the Mon.
day.lan. fn. meeting at 8 p.m.
A prognim of music by Mrs.
Thomas Pitchllial. Arlington
Smithcr.
Heights: Mn.
Harlington. and Mrs. Allan

and rmearch fields.

THE SPARES

is

non-

a

sectarian. non-prolit organiaa-

Through a dialog hetween

lion for roof,, widowed or di-

Stenson and a fictitious screen
a
telephone installer named Icreniialt J. Pen -

vorced adults and Is sponsored

chancier.

by the Glenbrools Ministerial
Council. The Spares meet on

',pucker, the audience is mk-

the second and fourth Sundays

on

tn

All area Kapp Della
alumnae are ncicome. Earths
information in transportation
may he obtained !rota kale of
the ce-hoshoses. MN. Frank

of cacti month

light-hearled

a

Starkey oil' 711: featilf

524-4154, Mr, Bohan
Drugan. 253-7678. or Mrs.

Daisies begin
luncheon story
cal projects committee took

Proceeds will help linanoc

and

14 annual luncheon
fashion show for the
Mount Prospect Business and

lects.cme of which is now under
way. Itemise Bosnia and her

Professional Women's Club.

committee are studying applicanons for scholarships to
Harper College for women in-

plan

the cluh's philanthrope pro-

March

flatland. state and area °Blum gathered for the ceremony were

al, Norris 1.05. left, grand vice-president hem Rockford. III..
and Mrs. H. T.Chillon. chapter president from Meant Prospect.

Marian Baker will sec ve as
cvent, el)atnics
all:nman cl
ell."

"Have a Heart"
is new Junior project
candy may do so thiough their

Pollard. 302.9288. Club went.
hers base Ken asked to contribute candy, either wrapped
or in ns. hut chocolates cannot he used. Donations should
he made no later than lam. 31

Diaries Woman,

lo allow for packing and inel.

Members and friends of the
District. Illinois Feder-

club. heated in the 6e5v11ypopulated town of Can Tho iII

allot of Women's Clubs, arc
supporting a pmject to show.
the fighting men in Vietnam
that they "Have a Heart" this
Valentine, Day. The idea
Ming promoted by Mr, Byrd

the Mc Kong Delta. is the onB
USX) Club in that arca.

7th

Anyone wohmg m donate
local

7th

Club or

contacting

Mrs.

The Can Tho Club serves
he area which emends from
he Cambodian border on the
wen to the SenthChina Sea on
he east and from nouth of Sai-

ton to the southern lip of Vt.,

tam and the Gull- f5en the

`Chicago Is'
-Chicago Is" will piesoit

In hoot Robert Cromie. pile

behind4he-scene look at John

segmenta show the anion -inn

G. Shedd Aquarium at 7 pm.'

crew trapping fish in Bimini
and various species Item h

WtiW.

on

Channel

11.

When a reetiN tells

thrice minute, II

much easier to lee
Lash

three-

kitchen cloth

tell ulmost all charactersensitivity.

disand
creativity.. She has ialau worked
slie

k.tiortr rl %ruin rid

CHRISTMAS

,.;*

1 GIFT WRAPS
u all, 1u1

A

.rat.)

oh tic hi lo

B

A

Nattsth Sf 1.
Candles. Santa Faces plus

. r I 00

Iona.. al I- slur
hot rorIJRI
line wan 52.01. Is 10.97

BRr:2 fur It. Pe

runny. many more outstanding ,:dues.11OP
1:111I1,111,
TOD,

OL

BEAUTY
ITEMS

(kilns

IN]
e

Ormannt nor and (soft rim! t th

make January rnervations by
contacting NI, R. fs. Hacker.
art:nolo.. di h05-,147.

MAYTAG WASHERS -- DRYERS
DISHWASHERS -- DISPOSERS

and urea! tittle.

MIIILL1.11

FOR HER
1lcini Hair Nene.
fern'

11

NM%

90

Beauty Center

0

IISE SETS

Travel
Make-up Mirror

AI 11 IV %HANLE
bet cif It reline -2 sires

0..09.90

k91R GUM

I

ID

WE ARE REDUCING OUR HARDWARE,
PLUMBING, AND AUTOMOTIVE DEPARTMENTS
IN ORDER TO DEVOTE MORE TIME AND

nnly 6""

3'as

5et of I t nMlrm, 4 -Ors

519.75

Lighted

Beauty Mist

Make-up Mirror

kA

Woo

1375

$ 1.190

,ig go

105°

Aft

S12.90

Men's Shirts
One

890

t.09

1390

in

A

se et home or na us

on IN 13"

hlue.

2 99
are.

Portable
Dryer

1969 DEMONSTRATORS!
NEW
ND
SAMPLES -- BRA

4

1

OFF

N SCRATCHED

IN THESE THREE DEPARTMENTS!!

SAVE. SAVE!!

UNITS!!

Budget

Beautique

Hair Dryer
59.90

"Love -Bug" Mist
Sao
s7.90

69°

5 50

3 to 512911

52890

8"

19"

,o, 8 ft. cord

MAYTAG
DISPOSER

BUILT-IN OR PORTABLE

EASY TO

DOES POTS -N PANS TOO!!
WE'LL MAKE IT EASY TO INSTALL!
YOU DO IT OR WE'LL DO IT!

SPECIAL
OFFER NOW!
NEW 70'S IN

WE INVITE YOU TO COME ON IN AND BROWSE
SEE OUR BEAUTIFULLY CREATED CENTERPIECES AND

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS ALONG WITH OUR OUTSTANDING SELECTION OF GIFTWARES AND WALL
HANGINGS... ONE OF OUR EXPERTS WILL BE ON
HAND TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AND HELP YOU WITH
YOUR DECORATING PROBLEMS

Are
Dents

-

NO

NO PRE -WASHING!

INSTALL!

OUR LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE SELECTION
OF ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS IN THE MIDWEST IS
GROWING INTO A TRUE FANTASY OF COLOR
AND BEAUTY SECOND TO NONE ANYWHERE

5

DISHWASHER!

MAYTAC

-

And Gift Wares

Cali*
Overstock

St rnPlY

Offered

,.

to

NEW

69'S IN CARTONS

Le.

ed
Reduce

M°
Old

Than

Left -Over

6

Month;

Stock.

InventOrY

Girls" Tops

TO FLOOR SAMPLES
Out of Car-

Used, Just
Never
Use -- Some
Display
tons For
60 Days!
Less Than

/ 1,4

and

MAP DRAGONS

377

1 44

iptir

2 parr, for 6 66 I irk
to

S

lin,

they lout!

ea

Assorted Dresses

2 for 52.00

Were 03.99 to 0.9 99

1 66

A,orled khrie, Myle, include 11. me plower. nylon. me. in wens.,

21.1300

1.

anwo. red, blur.
, etr,
iteriped
saes
sires
t7.9, MOO, tl
Tr It). rano in sires 7.8. 1 ti. 12. I I.
n

nt

PERK APREST

Sue. T On

11. reubto 1 ids 8l,

to la h.
YOUR CHOICE

End

Girls' Pants

'If ere 45 99 to S9 99

to assort. widths
stn. 10 to
1d styli. fahric color. etc NI hilt

FLOWERS
fail

1111

Girls' Shoes
I nth 1 td. .tor. 8

Here's an Outstanding Value from
Our Land of Fantastic Make Believe

/1Y?GLADIOLAS

1.11

II

NEW FLOOR

We're Expanding Our
Wonderland Of Artificial Flowers

eruninrr,

rot

S1111,71;
-10,,,,X1J17-17

L

L. I.

SPACE TO OUR OTHER LINES...THEREFORE

OUR REGULAR LOW, LOW PRICES
EVER

I rt.,

-mkt

"65% OFF

65% OFF

will he Mrs.
Mistho, Glenview.
and Mrs. Robert [laws., Ar.
Ninon Heights. Any new
alums in the area may lane
more about the chapter or
Co -hostesses

George

I

CLEARANCE

aouarium. Collie. the salt V,
ler dolphin. is featured at pls,

"dig

i's44.4.4

for indoors
and outdoors

compatibility

E.

& PATIO

IllIlItlI)NIN \ND S \%E.

is

annuta cog tuner than one,
to

educatton.

a
'rn

graphoanalys,
erson's handwriting
a

industry as well as area police

or other scuds,.

C01.11111, their

ws.
MeadoMeadows.

ri

CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS

Bergdahl of Rolling

ACE'S JANUARY

loom than 400 on exhibit at Ill

Thursday. Jan. 22. Aquarium
director Williant P. Braker
and cut:not ofedlis00,11 R1 Intevew,1
unlVahan

let RAND POOL

I,

tri

nob

eg the parcels.

Pollard, National Defense and

Veteran's Service Chairman.
th District. IFWC. N to send
-andy to the men stetionml in
the Can Thu (SO Club area.

tarested

127 S. Lancaster. Mount Pros -

Mrs.

-

40

home of Mrs. Allan Edwards.

organintions.

cup and can
ahem
hensednu scoops Inr sugar.salt

41

Beverly Bergdahl speaks to the
alumnae group at 8 p.m.
28, at the
Wednesday,

at this profeaion for private

I ho little plastic measures
that come in collie each hold

beat for

0

Gamma Phi Betas in the
northers. suburban area will
leans more about themselves
as handwriting analyst Mrs.

cipline.

Hints

the

recently to

place

Let Thursday during a noon luncheon in the home of Mn.
John Lindstrom, right, the Northwest Suburban Alumnae Club
of Kappa Alpha Theta was installed as a clamor. Among the

15(41.

Fashions by Saks Fifth Avetout will Ice shown.

The font pleating of the npe-

827-

Charles Klingsporn.

Sears

Gamma
Phi
Beta

Kapp

he
Della Alumnae will be
Runts of Kappa Delta North-

fessional and civic. groups to
speak on the communications

Jan. 25. at the Glenview Community Church. 1000 Ehn St,
Glenview.

Chiespoland

The

brook. a professional speaker
in du public relations division
Illinois Bell Telephone Co

ofCo.,
fr

Sorority news

6

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

corns BROS.

IN SCHAUMBURG

1615 N. RAND ROAD

24 W. GOLF ROAD

(U.S. 12)

(ROUTE 58)

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

ACE

Sears

CATALOG OUTLET STORE
Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center

Store limo.
Stand, thrii Fridas
4011,11. to 4:00 P...11,

I

Wheeling, Illinois

4EARS.RDEBt 01 0\0110

WASHER &
DRYER CO.

I'

USE YOUR
SEARS
CHARGE

.

°Alen

Itlistimmlarfintweigehmtug0

Thuadey,JanarY 22 1970
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Huskies, Grenadiers steal MSL spotlight
A showdown between Her

so and Elk Grove two of the
top -rated teams in the state.

highlights a full slate of gym-

Hersey Elk Grove

con

frontedon is expected to deetde the champion of the
MSL's dual meet season. The

nastics meets in the Mid -Suburban League tonight.
le addition to the battle be-

Huskies and Grenadiers are

wen the No 2 ranked Huskies end No. 0 ranked Grena-

rest of the season.

diers al 7 p.m in the Elk Grove

average

gym. Arlington

is

at

Forest

View. Glen,. North n at
Conant, Palatine O at Prospect
and Frenar is al Wheeling.

EVEN WITH

Arlington
topping 130 last weekend, the

both unbeaten and the winner
is expected to
in so the

Hersey has en edge in the
scbres of the two
teams M previous meets. but

by just a slight margin. The
Huskies top score n 116.1

Forest

Vtew coach Gay

ltt my °Ninon that voth

Hughes one of the top men

all

tors In the area, knows exactly
how good Elk Grove and Hercry are. Hughes watched as the
Huskies hit 12017 and the
Grenadiers hit 124.91 against

coach in the state watching to
set what happens, that one of

enough

the two teams will blow it.

his team during an eight.day
stretch in Decenther.
..

RUT UNFORTUNATE.
LY for the Huskies and their
supporters, Morava will not he

hit their pea, If they do. the
margin
them will be

'IT SHOULD be a knockdowndrag.ut meet... H ughes

said. "If either team missei,

the

pressure and

it doesn't happen,

hope

1

be -

.use I'd like to see both teams
very smabetween
ll.'.

"We're going into the me.

with the right attitude." Elk
Grow coach Fred Gai nes said.

non.conference deal et Add,
son Trail.

formers.

take a team effort with our sec -

"A lot of our boys have seen
Hersey and they think they can

heat them. But it, going to

Falcon star Meier gets AOW
nod for heroics at Hersey
By Mike Imrem

Forest View had its Mid.

And J. Saari

Suburban Lague title hopes
on the line in road games

It; been said that a great

against conference contenders

athlete puts out his hat efforts
when the chips are down, and
Mat's exactly what Wayne
Meier did for Ferret View last

Frernd and Hersey. and the
Falcoru met the challenge by.
stopping the Vikings Friday.
68-61, and the Makin Salle.

weekend.

day, 52751.

A BALANCED attack was
once again the key for coach
ken Arne...a club. which has
three men in double figures in

Mime were real big games for
us," Meier said. 'We know we

hods games, but Mekr still

imum of two evem. the free

'He can't support himself
on any of the apparat. because of his shoulder injury."
said Hersey coach Don Von

EOM. "I'd

more giant strides t.ard a

the all.round, and that pre.
neatly him. a victory in that

Mid -Suburban League chem.
pionship when it won lopsided.

Me conference and 8-3 overall,
but tough games with Conant,

departmentfor talented Benny

decisions over Glenbard

Fernand. of Elk Grove. The

North Friday night and Forest
View on Monday.

lust week against Lake Forest.

The Huskies downed the
Panther, by a 77-44 argin
and then demolished the Fat.
eon, 66-42.

u. last year.

Meier scored the
winning prams under tremendous pressure at Hersey.
With just eight seconds on the

THE. SOUTHERN Conference fifth made nlay saw the
South Iakes crush the Plainfield Panthers. 47-10, and the

clock and the Huskies ahead
by a 51.50count. Wayne atmly sank two free drams
ne-and-one situation to writ

the

the game.

-I just died nd
myself

out on
throws: Meier

In psych
those free
said later.

They didn't scan ans differ.
ent at the time than any other
of the free throws I shin that

Wayne Meier

Even if Hersey should low
this one. Von Eher, feels that
Elk Grow can still be beaten.
possibly by Arlington.
HUGHES HIMSELF has a
tough meet against Arlington
tonight. The Cardinals are undefeated this wason in dual
meets and will he hunt for the
Falcons to cut down.
We pot don't have the

power Arlington

has.

1

can't sec 11.11 chance of heat.

night. I dithnt ream until af- ing them." ,aid

ter the game what I had done
and him' big dune free throws
really were."

anal

Forest

the

V iew mentor. "The only thing
our ids can do isr nk and
-

evening's

contest with Palatine is no exception.

THE PIRATES are 1.3

in

what it takes for a great time

conference competition. and

should he no match for Pros pee. The Knights arc without

a deulu the hest loarin.plece
learn in the state. and they will
11C 011110 prove that the rest of

tho year.

Prospect. Men. and Arlington will decide the Huskies.
lee in Inc 1001 standings.

Glover was able to empty
his bench in both affairs, in
fact, le players hit the scoring
column in Monday's cOnteril.
Against the Panthers, the
Hersey regulars picked tip 26

MOUNT PROSPECT

25 in the 1111111 period while the

reserves filled in for the second
and third stanzas.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

atr)

JOHN CLARKE and Jeff
Kozel tied for scoring honors
with IS apiece, followed by
Rob McCarthy with I0,. Phil

WILLE ANNOUNCES

Tarrant with nine and Dave

Zr c wit h

eight.

Jim

McKnight collected 14 for the

ITS NEWLY EXPANDED

losers.

three points. but a fine fourth.

Gleehord North. 53-37. and
taking a 5947 comeback win
oyer Forst View last week.

period reformane tel Koch.

could manage but four ofTcn-

pulled it out. He tramped in 12

rive rebounds.

Table Equipped with, smelters nwes wet

of his 14 points in that final

A tremendous Marl against
Forest View is what pulled off
that game for the Huskies. The

return. which is attached or single wild *111
players.
slorope area, KM C011,010. for

full -court

et el 2. bolls - Iwo sr Maple cum -

and

stanza

end.

out-

also

was

standing on defense_

AOKI

pens took the Falcons by se-

14 points for the Huskincluding eight for nine

prise. permitting them only

LUNDWIGSON

League game

Mid -Suburban

Hersey

hustling

Coach Al Kimals s junior
Husk., have lost oily one

hCIVIA

and hold second place in the
molten:nee. with Conant the
nest opponent on Friday. But
the Knights arc undefeated.
and that i,
pointing tor.

es.

from the fee throw line. Ile
rebounding

leader
with M. and according to
Kindle he played an allthe

annind deem game.
Benedict and Leonard both
addol eight markers for Hersey. Forest View's Rick Hoyt

BALANCED SCORING
did the trick Friday night at

three shots in the first quarter,
The

result

was

an

TV & RADIO DEPT.

"VENUS" POOLTABLE
Triatittla - Cao
Instructions.

Tip

- Cholk -

GENEROUS SAVINGS NOW
AVAILABLE TO OUR

8 FT TABLE

CUSTOMERS ON MANY

7 FT. TABLE

period. and Forest View never
recovered.

WT WAS totally a team cf.
lira -wee got a real good pen

formane from our manes

....persen and
each had nine.

floor. especially in that firm
period."

Kasper

A NEW FAMILY FAVORITE

over -

and our reeves." said Glo.
tor. 'They were all over the

Bob

FREDERICK-WILLYS

whet.. 17-2 lead after the

with 17.andteammatoRandy

was the game, high scorer

Glenbanl North. as Hersey
jumped off to quick 10 -point
lead in the Jiro period and held
it the rest of the way.
Steve Koch 1.1 the Huskie
;mints, and he
effort with
war closely followed by Bill
Ludes lawn and Phil Benedict
with nine and Mark Leonhard
ith eight

and home entertainment merchandise.

C35.1600

points in the First quarter end

For. View game trailing by

Kindle% crew went into the
third quarter of Saturday's

See our line-up of famous brands of sports equipment

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

its big showdown with Pros-

(basketball squad inched closer

Itue boor getting Ws 011 the
.....more loam. because then
he'll haw to stay with the vary the remainder of the wa-

trouble. Th.

pect in two weeks by heating

The Hersey Huskie jayvee

course it depend, on irseGmne

necessary even though Tracey

in

Hersey juniors t rounce CBN,FrV

ance. We're later man for
tee on cot:11 pilaw but of
doing his job."
If Morava is unable to participate on the trampoline.
sophomore Par Tracey will be
ligmbt up to replace him. Rut
toe Ehers hopes that won't be

e rest of their schedlle With

The small Huskies easily
won the battle of the boards.
with 45 rebounds to only 15
for the Panthers. Kneel with
10 bound, and Tarrant and
McCarthy with even led the
way for Hersey. us Clothed

COMC tip with It good perform-

TO CAP his weekend ad-

BRUCE GLOVER'S sec-

sopho-

state will not he able 10 go in

ors.

ventures.

talented

and-yearmen are now 5-1

Hinkle Mt -Mound mall will be
Jeff Farris. who averaged 5.25

should be able to coast through
noth

BUMPER POOL
TABLE

Clark was high for Huey
SCORES BY QUARTERS
Hersey

16 9 11 17.53

Glenhanl N.

69 14

Homy
Fiero View

14 ti 15 22-59

11.37

13 10 12,3

ut---Witte as

In oors

voting in the 120 s and that

Huskie sophs take two
rules basketball warn took two

SO the highest scorer in Inc

Von Ebers. -if mry One .n

they used Saturday.

win tonight and an

Hersey's

agai. Hen!), after they beat

Immanuel 25.

straight

Manna .00. up."

earn Athlete of the Week hoe.

Northern Conference. North
heal Central 16-7. The sixth
grade result was Central 44.

picture.
Dull the Knights have been

chance to pick up its second

with our ionithest meet of the

"BUT I will think we havO a

District basketball program
geared up for action
In the fifth grade Rand Park

posed to he one of he challenfor the title, has lost
of four sneers to the three
Ito to in the league and are
top
gers

coivAkr HAS a iron now pretty much out of the

dimly. although I must say
this erne at a terrible time

charm to take the 111101.- laid

Mier a three week holiday
layoff. the Des Plaines Park

Prow, which was sup.

be ton much for Forest Vice's

Meet than risk honing him sc.

we especially wanted revenge

Meier paced the Forest
View at tack in both games
. with 20 points against Fremd
and 15 against the lough Hersey defense. On the other end
Of the court. the 6-0W senior
payed tenaciously in both the
memo -man defense the Eel cons used Friday and the time

thers are winless in the MSL.

Ion 's onc of the teams that will
finish ahead of them, and. the
Cardinals I JII-Pluis acmea will

rather love the

for the conference title. And

,

eons will end up. But Arling.

exercise and the trampoline.

we're going to have a chance

re doubt filar

Four game were played in
the sixth grade division 01110
Southern I mference. as the
South Pistons edged the Orchard Knicks. 20-18. St. Step.
hens 76crs crushed the Orchard Warriors. 18-2. the
South Bull, heat the Plain,
teld Pythons. 25-4.

and will participatemax-

is probably where the Feh

ha

even with the league at 2 2
The Conger, were cline to 80

last week in an exciting win
over Wheeling, and visiting
Glenhard North has yet to
clear 60 this year. The Pan-

Hughes is shooting for Mb
plc e in the conference. and

full strength

near

menaced to steal the show and

Cagers re -open

Orchard Bullets edge
Itlainfield Pythons. 12.8.

have to win 'ern all now if

anywhere

good all I ask of them is

too

ChM they do their best

offset Gary Mo

to

evert,

the other will win. If they both
hit, though, it'll really he close.
They both have great teams
and
great
individual per-

against Conant and the Glenndie. peak has been 132.6 in a

and and third men doing well

in this one with 21 points. and
McCarthy chipped in 14. John
Russo likewise had 14 for the

Cloth of 100% Wool, Gum rubber cushions.
Ha. dirty Mg levellers, Storage for 2 cues, Ball
morose at both end, Set of 21/4" Styrene bolls

Vigil.", The

111,1(1, outrebounded Me Falcons. _9.19.

1969 TELEVISIONS &
RADIOS TO MAKE ROOM
FOR THE NEW
1970 MODELS . . .

- Two art. cues, Cue tip booklet - Chalk 8.
Instructions.

Meier might hoe looked

Mat talk

like the molest man in the gym

seconds. but Arnmon cla.
he was just .1.01. The yew.n
coach had that much
fidenco in his talented

By Dick Mudge
Before our coming district tournaments. and
before most ware... tournaments that will ho
held the week heftire the dimricts. the coaches

involved will have a meth, and rs to decide
who the best wrestle, the seomi.h.st wrestler,
oc.. are in each of the 12 weight classes. In doing
this. they will. thereby. seed the better 13011 and

THIS WILL give you 0 brief idea of now in
volved these meeting, can
. Wt.: you hav
schools coming from some dialetance away. Iher
is summitries very little to go on. These seeding
Mee., take many hours and. because most an
held after III boys arc weighed in the day of th

bracket. The No.4 wrestler is placed in the uppc
bream and would have to wrestle No. I in IS

MaSol.

WHEN A BOY had qualified for the sectiona
tournament. seeding him is no longer necessary
due to a system the state has employed which i
commonly called rwre,tling back." This means
that a boy who has 1,t in the first and could

and how he placed in tali year's too i -mem.
Now come the questions-wl.. d d the wrestler
compete against in establishing his record? What
if there are very 1010 or no common opponents?
Should a boy live on last year's laurels? And so
on.

CONCERNING THE won -lost rec.!. you

semifinals. providing they hoth win their open
ing match.. Keeping in mind that only the firs
and second place wrestlers advance to the se
raal. you an understand who a each fights th

mill have a chance for second Ma, and ad
canoe to the stale tornament. if the wrestle
who beat him goes onoto win the championship

All boys who were beaten by in champion are
put in a separate bracket and wrestle back to
second plane, thus qualifying for Ike state tour

amen,

house wrestler hue wrestled (the IracrimAssoci- fairest way to idvancc the top two boys.
only allow, a sehivol to compete ina given
umber of dual me, and tournaments. whereas
BAH( ETBALL teams are seeded in similar
a school coming from outside our area may Needing meetings when it comes around In tourwrestle in any number of meets he wishes). is a
lime.mtKeep in mind. however, that when
24-2 record better an an 11-1?
the haikethall coaches finish seeding once they

With regard lo the common opponent prin. are FINISHED Wrmtling coaches must hash
ciple. some coaches will contend that their boy and re -hash won -lost records Niel. times, once
for each weight class.
Neat week wcwill discussrcfereesdocisions.

MW jayvees lose twice on mat
AT 123 Keith pehrenbacher tied Deerfield, 4-4, but

this weekend as they dropped

wee beaten by Deerfield, 29-

lost at Evanston by a 6-2 margin. Mike Bistany showed
great grappling prowess over

20, and by Evanston, 29-17.

the weekend. pinning Doe,-

two matches. The Warriors

by

At 98 Ken Gustafson won
forfeit against Deerfield

and pinned his Evanston opponent in 1:55.
At
107
Bruce
Hillner
recorded two pins, sticking

Deerfield in 1:49 and Evanston in 1:07. Fred Triebe split
for the weekend: blanking the
Kit. 3-0. and losing to his Warnor adversary, 6-3, at 115,

flard k 1:44 and

blanking

theWilatit in a 5-0 mob.
At 137 Chuck Ruckef also

on twice. Aiding his Warnon adversary in 3:55 and
whipping his Evanston couptertian by 4-2gap..
.

Evanston, 7-5. At 155, Leon
Papowski dropped both march-.
Papowski was slighted
es.
by his Deerfield opponent,

3-2. and walloped by Evan,
ston.

SPECIAL

the pressure would bother him

because of the aperient. ho
Ira.

MADIRA LAUAN PANELING

Meier doe. have that all-imexperience. having

portant

played varsity ball during hit
junior season. He was forced

-

"I like playing forward a lot
than center:
Meier
said. "You don't get the hall as
better

much at center. and when you
do you usually have your hack

areas of his game that needed II
most, namely passing and hall handling.

HAS

HOCKEY STICKS

PLUS THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES

other forward, uren't
smooth ballplayers." Arneson
said, "hut they're the type that
keep pounding away until the
ball goes M. Meier works hard
and plays hard, and that's one
our

...

$5 99

$4.99

NANTUCKET MAPLE

$6 99

VINYLFACE' HEATHER

$4.99

SUMMER SAND LAUAN

$3 29

COLONIAL HICKORY.,.....

$6.99

CHAMPION MAHOGANY

$3 99

$5.99

NATURAL BIRCH

$5 99

VINYLFACE 'CHESTNUT
VINYLFACE 'WALNUT

$4.99

VINYLFACE "BLEACHED WALNUT

$4.99 ANTIOUE BIRCH

,.,

HIGHLAND BIRCH

VINYLFACE' OAK

$4.99
$4.99

VINYLFACE TEAK

of his biggest assets

In addition to his basketball
heroics. Meier was An end on

WILLE

A NTUHrZRUY 28th

"Wayne and Dave Long .

UNDERWEAR

53.39

JANUARY 22

nays Wayne has improved the

2 -PC. THERMAL

DESIGNED FOR OUTDOOR
SPORTS d WORK

SALE STARTS

hew been working mt. He

LUG -SOLE BOOTS

8' PANEL
151 QUALITY
PRE -FINISHED

QUANTITIES

ARNESON, Tilk: man who
engineered Meier; move from
the pivot to the wing. couldn't
be happier with the way things

INSULATION

FULL 4

in front nf you when irat get
the hall."

-

9.65

YOUR
00005

FAVORITE

HOCKEY GLOVES

BRANDS:

'4.95 '28.50

Admiral

HOCKEY SKATES

`F:

x9.95 - '31.95

74.11.-17"1

conch Paul lordank football
Seam and earned all-eOnfercaw and all -area honors
Wayne insists. however that
neither soon is his best,

WICKES HAS A COMPLETE LINE OF PANELING ACCESSORIES
PERFECTLY MATCHED PUTTY STICKS.
COLOR MATCHED NAILS

THINK my hest sand

COMPLETE LINE OF PRE -FINISHED MOULDINGS

he said.
averaged 40
for nine IToles last season and
four
my lowest score was a 35.I like

Maine Wat was forced to

all three sports, though, end

forfeit both nights at 165.
Steve Bednar also split, being
pinned in 1:10 by Evanston
and beating Deerfield, 6-5,
Dennis Mattini was clobbered
both nights by'd4-5 and 12-2
*ores from Deerfield and

each one is good in its own

-Mike .Palazola split for the' -Krona., respectively. The
weekend, losing to Deerfield Warriors forfeited the heavy by a 9-2 margin and edging weight match hoth nights.

REGULAR PRICE

LIMITED

lo the basket. I like the wing
because you have everything

"PIONEER"

INSULATED
SOCKS

5

sition. but he's a forward now.
-

his boy to be seeded No. I.

Mane West', jayvee grapplan were plagued by defeat

KEEP WARM WITH

cantpaign. inostly because of
Arranon's problems at the pa.

a

carlyocason match.

NO well lardy. Confidence b
one of the Nam things when
it COWS 10 free throws and
he's pa it. And I didn't think

to play center most of that

While this has presented prob... too, which
come across such problems as the number of we will not go into at this time.on paper. it is the

was nut relitng well that day or that it was in

PRKMER!!!

cause het been shoot he them

standing w req.. who can heseeded easily:however. many time, it is hard no get the coaches
inwiled to agree on whether one wrestler is better thananother.Coacheswilhof courie.mick up
for oheir own boys if they have faith in them and
yours truly has witnessed many a heated argument before the dispute was settled. Ideally, of
course. it all should ho left tip to the hoys on the

ing to wed mailers arc: I. A boy; wan -lot
record: 2. How each wrestler feral against a
=anon opponent: 3. Previous years' records

...

rMEIER KNOWS right

tournament. limy may even delay the starting
Tea
the average -to -poorer wrestlers to he I me of the toinament.
crown as their opponeMs.
When there are eight wrestlers involved. th
No. I seeded wrestler is placed in the apps
THIS IS ROUGH0Sometim. there arc out- bracket and Nos.:. and 3 arc pined in the low.:

me principles which are considered in try-

0

now that me can't miss free
than'.:' Arneson said. lie-

Wrestling official

$87.50

WICKES LOWEST "

during thaw pressure-pat:kW

And to complete the story,
Arneson says Meier is a
straight -A student in the ciao oom. The three-spon star
plans on putting his academic
abilities to good use at Western

Illinois University beginning

ArvIn°

49c EA.
98oROX
FROM 99c

"PANEL LIFE" FOR LASTING BEAUTY

$1.59

-

SWEAT SHIRT

Kb,
1

.

1

STREAMWOOD
EWICK _...SM
I

I

% mile west of Bwriegtor Rood
op Lake Street (U.S. 20)
8374000

'3.90

MORE MOMS
Mon Milano
in

S ONY.

"BLACKHAWK"

g,t0

tot ilahibal.

smertMniint

nest 'fall.

.
.

Ft

AIWA
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

24ileaWated Mn.

111.1nst ad Fold

z
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Something for the birds

.

Susumu Settvice Mot -tom

Dear Boys Bad Girls:
Today an. worried. II

nity...CALL ONE NOWI

if

they

timed:arm ore. orour good

ably

could find them but irtect ea-

insects

prefer

is

seeds the small damage they do

ten will at nuts end corn it

very, very cold outside and

is nothing compared with the
Lout value they have in keep.
ins down the population of
pests in the world. Life could
be difficult and uncomfortable
without birds
If you attract outer birds to
your bird feders, agate should

their favorite food is just not

I

snow covers the ground as far
as I can see.

I

don't net rho

Nrds. I wonder if they have
enough canal.

Birds must have food and
consume gnat amounts alit
Mostly they cat things that
man wants to get rid of. apedolly insects. mice. and the
mash of many weds,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

255-7200.0R 296-6640

[arc.

but the flesh eaters. I am sere
you could not find in this part
of the country. Eagles, hawks,

ten and eat tome, bats, and

nut what foods different birds

other rodents.

End OWLS ere Doh ea-

During the wirier months
birds have a hard time to find
enough feod and those that
prefer seMs, insects and fruit
would probably be glad for dry
bread. What is there in your
yard for the birds to at?

,KAN7LER BROTHEM

box put on a window hedgo.

Painting - Emphasis on Color

Creative Stitch, and Fabric roll.,

FOR 11111D try different
ihinffi -. dry bread, dry cake.
doughnuts or ripe apples

The World of Art - Lecture Series
Three Children's Classes on Saturday

art center

0

ART

feeding station they will stay in
rtr Cr ear your rant and will sing,
tly, build nests and raise their
['tibias when spring comes.

'firestone

Offer

e

WM*

CLIP AND

SPECIALS

SAVE

and elver Ten...
Cordnel Diet Weapon!

WHY PAINT,

Draperies

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND BUM TILE
AND WOOD FLOORS
FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

,BROJEL,GENT3E,R,rtGAGEER4

SHOCK ABSORBERS

Ca rpentry Remodeling
Contractors

wam youerr

to lb.,
C

0,L01°LL

la

,n

Arl. INT

,'

-vertical" preference.
even find the article on

All

tlertet"

Nor -

by

III

439 smo

Shell Decymling

Bjornson Bros,
P

C

P

P

sssesag

33tta

Re

FULL BASEMENT
c.wl Spec e
lzyza lo
Save Up To 40%

D

5 WAR GUARANTEE

Chas. B. Gray Sales

r-

059,

or

CO MITA

...Noble. Phu.. noTnew

WINITO:=IIIR CO

0

MAGICIAN B

CI

PAINTING WALEPAPER AND

restont CHAMPION
2 FOR

I

281111

$30 I $35 $40
wverewALLe Aoo TT ou em nes
'Uri7=1'..ei
OPEN SONO/VISE° SERVE YOU .
OR MAYBE WE CAN NELP YOU WITH

APPLIANCES
TELEVISIONS

AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES
CUSTOM WHEELS
DISC BRAKES

IAWN MINIMS

HOURS DAILY 8 9

SUN II 5

CHARGE If -EASY TERMS

MT. PROSPECT

Firestone

TgElt0e,TY'S, =LTXTAP-

apartIMEHIT,

The present record of more
than 400000 units sold across
the nation in 1169 is expected
to be surpassed in 1970, cm
cording to Jerry Bagley of the

MHMA.

Bagley

quoted

MAMA president Edward A.

TRUAX 6 SUNDAY 439,9341.

0

Dickman's latest report that

rarrirgol per cent ova last

flIENTrA'C'E'YTTOD
WIN DELIVER AND STACK

shamPooIna,
Coll LE 7-4494

821.6146

Up ExpertWork 894 9111
d Fl

RUGS 6 CARPETS,.

Th

hrnded by Robert DeRose. has

Brady rssulted in more than

'OR ORGAN LESSONS

529-1211

government inquiries
processed by the trade association.

PIANO LESSONATheoN hormoey

r-

Single copies of "Mobile
Homes" are mailable at 75

920 N. ELMHURST RD.

COOS each by mail from the

253-6880

liners' Assn., DepL.PRD.
N. Wacker Dr Chicago

Mobile Homes Menefee -

1,11

'Catering

shine

8'o.

into

oll NIN

Flied leacher. Coll 359-6106

Esi

-7
PATCH, PAWN',
omplete Catering for Wed-

255-1131

Furnace installation

issztL.S0353OUR

T

CALL ED 358 5359

Roofing
ROOFING AND REROOFING Atl
WORK GUARANTEED FREE em

'

.0.

P

R"' ICX

00

PROBLEM

SOLVER"

could have included them he

FOR THE

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,

,Classical Oren 255-5637

Blacktop

PISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
IWORK ALSO - TRH TRIMMING.

CALL' N

HOURS.

827-11285

QUICKER,

Need Help?

Advertise with Day
Want Ads
255-7200

cause when you sprinkle ordinary squash weds with tinsel they

will sparkle so beautifully You
could hardly guess what they

AND FOR THE

PIANO OR ORGAN

Cement

The poet who said -all that
eaters is not Rohr mobably did
not think of the glamour beach
that are today's fun -project for
buys and cols. However. be

I

SPECIALTY

0) 01

By Cappy Dick

The next time you have a big

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

n)
F0

IS A REAL

HOUSEWIFE,

Coll 392-6262

CD c,n

01 V

"THE DAY

BUSINESSMAN
Sewing Machine Repair

so o

ri

T

WEDDINGS

4,000

free

d, 1.21.95

ITT1.

r-

255 7606,

TV SERVICE, REPAIR
'

gooranNad.811-11537

It paya to advertise
with Day Wont Ada.

EASIER!
ro

BARRETT-

yd

5

Assembly Set -Up
Men

CRAVENS CO.

INCENTIVE BONUS MIDWEEK.'
PROFIT SHARING
LIEF MAJOR MEDICAL INS.
PAID HOLIDAYS, VACATION AND SICK DAV,

t

630 Dundee Road
brook. Illinois

CALL NOW -MR. MECSERI

647.9784

reTra !Tew air LL

SHE LECT WITT A BIG SAINT
BERNARD AND uesiLlr

Pe

my< Noma end general of

I

p

24

MU 1-4340

41TIVN A

Stock Man

,33 a 3 3333

YOUR

Parr Time Hours

RETURNEDLffice.

ALERT ALL IILANES

Must Hare Car Available

TO SEAR. FOR NED!
livein

Salowiner

STO

per dor or on al ea am., a

Apply In Person
SAT, OM or MON., PM

Mr. Rohe,
DUNHURST DRUGS
965 W. Dundee Rd.,

ll
LOOKING UP ,
FUTURE IS

AT G.M.P. /J

Wheelioo

S12 15,000 to start

ORDER FILLER

=377 rUrrsrXL"rirsi'K;

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

THAN JOBS. IneT ARF fU

squash M ynur house, nab for the
Shin
seeds SO you can make
of glamour beads. The first thing

to do after you have cleaned
than is to string them on a
length of silver cord like that

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

ind and carefully pull the cord
broach (Figure It. That press
he needle through the num
Bed again and once mire pull
he cord through This will deep
he seeds Ilat. Add enough seeds

3 Shifts

298-2770
La Salle Personnel

oeo=sTEZI:usi

GENERAL FINISHERS

CALL BOB GERM

297-3550

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

o form a necklae. spacing them

about three -fourths of an inch

SAXON
BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

IBM COMPUTER

Spread the necklace flat on a
piece of paper. Place a drop of
glue on each seed and amuse it
over the surface. Then sprinkle
each seed with a little tinsel. I.et

TRAINEE

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

$55O NO FEE

MACHINISTS

BUFFERS

be glue dry

Another necklace OM be
made by stringing half -inch

'Tre 0PeeTVI oo oll

cubes of styrofoam as shown in

ddh .1

Figures 2 and 3.

HELPFUL PARTY
STUNTS BOOKLET!
Mothers! If you are looking

Stunts" hooklet. To-gefs copy,
send 50 ceytr in coin. plus u self.
addrtssed. stamped envebpe to

CAPPY DICK BOOM ETS
P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen

used to tic Christmas packages.

for new idea, to entertain your

Park, 111.60642.

Thread the cord into a needle
of medium size. Push the needle
through a seed near the pointed

children's parties or scout meetings. you'll find 45 good ones in

TOMORROW: A game with an

Cappy Dick's "Birthday Party

egg canon anda bottle cap!

t

huh,

Npes

3

shifts

of mods. Pols.

En

Yellen, reNry oho di huge
Haldo

at

394-1000.

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

HALL -

W H HUTCHINSON
2411E10 IllantetIMes
WANTED - Pori Time - Mon for

light office cleaning. 2 hours per
255-35.2

on,Int.8., Weeks del., Nee
es

S.rel

ARLINGTON PARK

do n.CL 0.043

Young Hobby Club

Radio -n/ Repair

Floor Refinishing
PIANO

pad Ce I/eat officials in granting zoning approval for planned mobile communitieswhich
is being achieved through the
MHMA educational program,
coned Operation Push -Up,

024 510

NECKLACE!

ADULTS ONLY

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY
for

ITRY'Srl' '75r3822

358 61,0,

824-0181

STOCKMEN
5268-S2.83 an

TOWERS HOTEL

10 AM TO ANTI

DEGREED
EE-ME-IE's

1327 4637

Musical Instructions

year's tally.

THE FAVORABLE

EDMOND

- MR. MAY

liati=CmclINLIA.Sal,

THE BARGAIN COUNTER

Mark Trail

GLAMOURBEA0
GRAY

CALL

NIGHT ROOM CLERK

-

StarelMotar

DAN

ASSEMBLERS

oblitY, Cumberland area.

DAV

NOONAN, POD THE USE

TIMATES. CALL FL 0.6913

T,T,TR

7-1

a 3 5,61

IMMEDIATE OPENING

No weekends. A, sae. Office building. Supplements fell Era personnel. Salary subject to

MAN

1/2 PRICE SALE

offit To WM NOCaloon.

All Mpes 6 FireploceT

nrC'ES'A=117.

P7Er'e?Det717Se',1T,. ';TI'6.6;658

el/at to 40,000 homes were
shipped in October alone, and
stressed that present sales are

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET 6 FURN

ART 7456

BOB TAACKS

13 AM. TO 1 P.M.

GRINDERS

C LOT MING K PRICE
COMO vADNFSDAY A SUN

"NET:00E1'11:T'

make urban townhouses and

JUST BE 23 UPSTAIRS.

ALL

537-12,141

OUR POPULAR LOW PRICED
FULL 4 PLY NYLON CORD TIRE

Se3,752
MOON, CARE IF YOU RE AT ON PAPER

GENERAL HANDY MAN

MAINTENANCE

2355 Ns 5

MISNON ROSITTIAL.
TCOMTUN GIVES
ENTIRE SUPPLY OF

RoLyonMono Nue, and

JOE ORIMAN

IF YOU CAN Ole ALL THAT, THEN Carl FRANK,

ROUGH

WALL WASHING FOR FREE ESTI

23 Employment Itgencles Men

SEASONED FIREPIACE LOGS

JUST SIT BACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ORICE AND
GROOVE WITH NATION S FASTEST GROWING SALTS ORGAN
ILTIPN WITH 2000FHCES COAST TO COAST.

HILL-BEHAN
LUMBER CO.

824.4638

'g'PlnrgYATES

ALL

ARE YOU READM

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOM

OPERATORS

RO 3-4160

Monrnry
Firewood

MECHANICS

DRILL PRESS

Coll Mon inmosiok

Plastering

'

HEY!
/ NO CAR XPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

h°.

bESPERffire TO her
BETTE lone LITTLE

Entertainment
Remodelng Adtlilions

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

OPPORTUNITIES!

HANDLERS

MUDGE LESSONS

hear eon, A Complere

MAGIC MT 'DENY AG MAGIC
EGG HOME REPAIRS

FOOD STORES

Chicago Display

Srf:1,7r""r"Lrl.:050
J.M

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY

12.83-$.9.68 an hour

698 ,322

Piano Tuning Services

Moo,.

EXT. 594

Tubber

RoncE 7t;g1,. Prospect

110 E

Electricol Work

CLI 2236

56 OA

CALL 345-0500

TURN -STYLE

.Window Well Covers

Permanent Waves

c,t,d,:elivery

255 3818

of a Prograll',

MACHINISTS

TOWERS HOTEL

1780siness Services

Just Phone 2.55-7200 or 296-6640 to start
the action with a Day Family Want Ad.

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

HEMMING AND MENDING

ARLINGTON PARK

Window Wothing

r

Er

work.

INSPECTORS

dor work TA, 259 1,20

fRiCSSON
QUALITY DECORATING
F

Lawn Mower Repairs

MARZULLO BUILDERS
6.22.7871
0B9 5281

LIMOUSINE DRIVER

EpE

Nt.0405

help plan your room
Coll 298.4646

ACCOUNTANT

IMO Miele Rood

22 Situations Wanted Women

SKIRTS, II,RESS:8:-LVED

us

inventory

store experience
or Some occoonling desirable but not essential.
40 hour week, 4 nights.
Sunday through Manes.
day.
Excellent
fringe
beneits.
f

APPLY UT PERSON

529.6034 ollor 5 a.m.

CARPETING

night
Retail

MATERIAL

Call ohm 6PM 392 8892

Sel;;Tr:g7,,,u TT4 7DV

Immediate openings for

JEWEL

Work in Loma.. Yard

WIGS OF ALITTYPE5

Grauer. student me

INVENTORY

SYSTEMS

Phoora
T 55.1200 Ndoy

Wigs

9

537-0737

II

STORE

NORTHROP
ARCHI fECTURAL

PART -I4ME

CuSTOPA DECORATING

General Contractors

437-2830

School Bus, Inc.

Th {allowing lobs,

CAN
DO IT!

J58 ,0811

R

-

MATES CAM TODAY - 297 3195

WALLPAPER

De[Mating
d

de -

Iainnd
otrIt
are discussed, and if you have

515 95 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6
SERVICE 359 1544

DRESSMAKING.Insnueriozy-

359 145,

pets and children. yards and
gardens, plumbing, electrical
and Mating rms. insurance
and everything that pertains to

the

Vacuum Repair Service

Wallpapering

Pkone 255 7077

Elk Grove Village

organizer..

DRIVERS KIND

FAMILY
WANT ADS

=r4,T,I.nt=i'st=it

cZiToTTPLELWAL

Liens are just a few top themes
dovered. with sidelights on

lb

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

D res s mak i m -Sew

lel

hose who like to pack
up and go, them are obvious

famous brand

d

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

BENEFICIAL TAX SERVICE

jut

i

nane and construction

4' a- emLe. 0/f0.11Mot os

LT,NENTE

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
h

COMPUTERIZED

CIIMFORTS, economics.
financing. mini -care mainte-

z

C

CL 1,865 Pro.

Income Tax
Barber Service

Reeds...m.1os,

YOU
NAME
IT,
DAY

437,2884

GALL 259.3018

115.000.

0 E,

my.

ConyeLhble
LAI,Mmexy

392 3450

or

"""TI1K!'SD'8'E7,RAILN2L"

CC1=1,=ETEnnAA%

392-2578

part

Call or Apply Cr Person

15111Ltration

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN
ANWAR,' SALE

2:30-5 p.m.

FILE CO.

SEE LA MAR CHIDDISTER

137 INS

HIE ESTIMATES

WALL PAILFRING

GERALDINE'S

437.4S.

OPERATORS

L

C15-3991

Automobile Service

P.M. ROUTES

TURRET LATHE

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

si

C

BO Bond Street

Reliable man wanted.
Full rime days. Good
shearing salary. Pleasant
working conditions. All
company benefits. Be

WANTED

u

6:30-8:30 am:

OJ4D S trauma Rd

FACTORY HELP

lois

NICHOLSON

Kenny Mfg.

JANITOR

neo

Tile

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

oey1,611catlem Inc

0

NO MEDICAL EXP

ro

A.M. ROUTES

IMMEDIATE OPENING

NEWLY.' PAINTING

A ...pool

per cent of ell the single family
homes built for Iota than

REPACK OUTER FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS

Th

°imams.

Earn Nora Cash
Paid Troining

JOB

Upholstery

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

439.9110

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR
PET, LURN,URE WALL 6 FLOOR

255-7200

eede

DICK'S TIN SERVICE

PAINTER OR FIXTMMAN
REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED CALI 562,T.975

33 S. Arlington Hrs. Rd.

company Goad Imodks.

CAN'O'COTPORX
CALL 439.7094 Alm( 6 Am

CL 9-0495

I

Dog Service

hers of the industry dal last
year provided more than 90

lE=

T

carman

in time to usher in theme year
with vistas of all phases of life
in a mobile home.
The richly intimated. 72 page magazine presents many
features Written by mobile
Mane ao.rorn, other, try mom -

99

HEATING SERVICE

Pleees

A brighter outlook for folks

FRONT END ALIGNMENT

Decorators

F

T

in rnarch of low cost housing is
offered by Chicago -based MoManufacturers'
bile
Horne
AMohile tteteeatr,

p

MALE

157 70 WAS THE 1.IATION

No

14f ersonals

3,1 0192

sac

Shipping &Receiving

FINANCEDIRECTOR

veoutelaranainn.

SHIPPING CLERK

TcaRetems

Home Maintenance

modeling

tenehmil dram

booklet

0 PEN

WITH THI

JENSEN

Heating Service.

Art

5 CABINET
DRAFTSMAN

WAREHOUSEMAN

WIDE AVERAGE COMMISSION

5.3342

Coll 392 4750

Decorating

Advent', Loa.

ARCH

E'nEEro=r"

Lauritz

JAN a 3.3500 FL 8.1355.

trailer

-

Sump Pump

r

'8="XLAIX

MAKER,

I

LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

296- 1639

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

FL

F

Dancing Schools 8. Supplies

SERVICE

He also confided that he
wanted to give them hi, .lad
ha his mother said. "Na"
By Amnon', birds to your

PH: 253-3005

VALUABLE-

GI 5.8232

"rZ7E=187"

friends could eat. He even told
rite very confidentially that he
saved awe' rice from his plate
to see if the birds would like h.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

407 N. VAIL

PROMOTE

SNOWPLOWING

BOB & DOUG

An Service

One dear little boy I know
watchei very mrefully to see
that Mtnher does not throw
leti-owe that his bird

countryside
Ars

r-

chopped fine. Squash and melon nada. a few shelled nutsand
raisins would also a goad.

BEGINNING WEEK OF JANUARY 26TH

(

IN'UTS4T,O?N'GMH'

Po prS

LABORERS

1110

logger

Col, 438 8400

General Hauling

253-1850

Coolt:L Poo Nat

Amrt0 00.

SWAP

Storm Windows

form high enough off the

Lez

/
15now Plowing

PAPERHANGING

NNILE.S.

GENERAL
0005

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER IBM

Mils

Painting & Decorating

Furniture Refinishing

Cement Work

them sound complicated but
this toad not be so The simplat lading:amain ant be any
small old table. shelf or plat-

Introduction to thawing and Painting
Painting Studio - Intermediate and Advanced

Warted

Cook County

0

stations we probably make

ground no that cats and dogs
cannot reach it. I once saw
bird feeder made hunt a shoe

244h

I 24.11110001114

2.53-3340

a.

When we talk about feeding

For Spring 1970!

SELL

Your Ad will appear daily in THe
Northwest Day. The Arlington bay
The Prospect Day. oral The Des Plaines Day
and reach 60.000 Households!

WE ALIO have seed eaters,

fruit niters and flesh mten,

all try to do. this would boa
good time to watch and find

DRAFTSMAN

STW4g0

Consult this daily guide of reliable Services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

Anil and eat some of our good

10.16..../wr net.d 11 TO AM
10 P
5
dow week
to
['her

Amptoon

are Ming. Some would prob-

Even though. birds some-

Reword

WT Ale

Talk with a teacher
By Dike Caton

N.

Gel

Page It

Thursday hominy 22 1970

24-11elp Waded

213-5766

L

SUNBEAM CORP.

SON
1031 KURT. Ave
Change, III

An Equal ommbnih,.ployer

1365

Lee

Dm Moines

Street,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Nov 12

Thursday, Janeery 22, 1970

PROGRAMMER

264kM Wztel Waren

16.Help Wanted Women

2641elp Wonted Women

2641elp Wanted Women

FIGURE

Pull lin.

WORK $115

EXECUTIVE SALES

DOORMAN

5 -Employment Agencies Women.

25impleRrent Armies. Women

Page 13

24EfeWatM,

24160 Wanted Met

Simplepol Agescieslomec

114#9 RASO Nes

INTERVIEWING NOVA

2919 REM

SOME TYPING -$95
lila

22.65300 AA 37

ASSEMBLERS

rew
iok, you'll welcome ewe,

RECEPTION

Uniforms Furni bed Overtime Pay

ors

ed

h

ePemPv

Opportunity for Advancement

op

tirMt.::;:Dre7Pn7

3555

321 Bonds Street

GAL FRIDAY

CALL COLLECT

312-428-5577

ug.717,

labs located in Des Plaines, Arhng ton Hts.
and Wilmette.

Radio Station

GIRL FRIDAY
NEEDED

make hasped we

HELPII

Mom Grow

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

KEY PUNCH

h

includes

life

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

ACCOUNTING

$700 MONTH

CLERK -TYPIST

Call Bruce Mills
El,,. 3900

Laboratories, Inc.

function. Goad earring salary with liberal fringe

Morton Grove, IN.

GIRL FRIDAY

NO SHORTHAND
VARIETY - $625 MO.

SWITCHBOARD

111,

WANT EXTRA CASH?

Stenographers

c.nplometer Operators
Typists

REICHARDT CLEANERS

NI. Ins

Mail. Including,

dass Ars*.

m

3.1000. MEW HALL/AAR,

Call Mn Srlsager 762-6244

A Minorco HerpOr

TYPISTS

STENOS

OFFICE -$525-540
Bores, of 7606330..4.14,
GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

fashion secy.$575

GOODYEAR
TIRE 6 RUBBER CO

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN ON
ASSEMBLY
1ST ANL) 2ND SHIFTS

NEEDED

White Collar Girls

340 Fos, Green Street
Bensenville, Illinois

392-5230
MEN
WE WILL TRAIN YOU!
WELL PAYING JOBS

BANTAM BOOKS

P ta 5 day this 0,12
pp

414 E. GOLF ROAD

y

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

Look at these outstanding benefits,

8 PAID HOUDAYS

3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY
COME IN OR CALL 299-0111

SICK PAY POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL

$650.00
knnigtht.1:1LOSE TO

298-2770

P AM

Con4

RECEPTION
OPTOMETRIST
OFFICE

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

d

theins

5

o

kth OHO

t717 nee

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY 8 PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

TURN SPARE TIME INTO $$$III

FREE TRIPS

GAL FRIDAY

$650

$550 -$600

CAHLIZ oT ,P7191

Keypunch Operators
Soles Personnel

Office Machine Operators

VEBER-STEPHEN

MANPEAVE Ft

PERSONNEL DEPT

PRODUCTS CO

Reception -Variety

"FORD"

ARLINGTON HTS.
oPplicantx hew mem lill net
forms I. who, Men. In for in
wrwew Null Jowly we,h TOS

259-5010

n.

Relearn

Howes:

Building Custodians:

GIRT FRIDAY

2600

-BEST IN TOWN 1.15,3100
GAL 3.550

RECO" 3125

.114.5500
EP.. NO CUB. WM Mee
MAIL GAL 3033 ALL NMI

Conrad our Employment Deportment for inter-

La Salle Personnel

Bee., Mon Us deal puNe SCAN now. Howl By Wpm,
our building ma office faciifies in top condi... IIIIrso

. oll FP. Iona. MI kens.. os

FREE PARKING

1.1

ningkafrernoons or evenings.

NO SHORTHAND

IgCEPTICENIS'E

$500

EXECUTIVE

oneausdaPPamnik'ens...

©
Arlington Hilo!.

$541

Oil Division

Are MOP

WO

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067

Handle

tournomeni

PERSONNEL

1 16W. Eastman

392-6600

in Ant...Heal.
s

5

6022

Omma
Compeer

2600
records

OPEN

Telephone 1312) 529-7700

$200

.1On',74V ttl;FrR"1,

324-0.0

2.0,00

unkt n

Ill'CLAPHONE

SAMOS ASSOC.

Illinois Bell

METZ HP AGA

Must

An Equal Opportunity Employer

6 69 Ike

12. CPEV STAKES

432.614

11m "5

112 Automobiles for Sale

W

.

g

k

V/B

P/H. Good thnoe

3169S

SOY

3P1OIS9

IP. RAMBLER

=66.s .15916E1

Receivable Clerk
yr,

SO

WE SPECIALIZE

23'. Hach

GENERAL BOX CO.

ELECTRIC

CLERK - GENERAL
OFFICE

sth-3106

" "aa ".

0...

th5-PPOR
7

" a" aaa

01 CHEVY IALOALA VB. aum.

"Zdel.rie.P$7.7

tel. 2 la. et.
ce'th 6

lensph.100% humon

have onn transportation.
Solt, commensurate

nos S. 1Iamw 312.2.7.2661

74.1311

harm Is, Hoer .1.

bp ely

thru 31st. 1733 Akaple
gron

White Mu. TV

r

296.61/7

Auto Shc;irpin,g Center

5,3.5265 0. 437 335B

a .211.3760

350. Perfect condiliors

The Boss
Says,

C1.2.14211

CALL MR GRESS
47 Nome furnishingsfumitre

5150 C611 250 RAO

297-3550

La

In Quality 2nd Cars

ArIngton Heltis er. 2

Sub

Teas, Ely posed 5S4.P.5.58

>O. oft A

lon

with experience. Eon.
pony paid benefiTS.

Prospect

eles

'draler
537

LoT

nod seence 43,6E05, 627 06,

.

SUNBEAM leckin Snewblesvii6

hove experience. Goad lyping
Must
skills
required.

duties.

SAXON

WOMAN COOK
RAPP'S RESTAURANT

1.-URANCE

AUTOMATIC flECTRI

Clerk Typist

0.11 0' APP. °A..'

'];1'62'2S rn'L

NEW ALPINE APTS.

,staistered chars. SS each.

nothing

chains. U

or

m.

o,csy

the
very best
people

work
at

.11

&

P

ese and

.

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

armed Good conck
,166

CI

PROMOTIONS hoop been taking their roll 01 001 KEYPUNCH OPERATORS.
to -

pay TOP $05.

Our benefits are the greatest. but well TEll you about then, when you can,
in for an Imeniew, also we only work a 7% Lour day.
We will also be open Saturday, Jemmy 24, from 9 a.m. 6113 p.m. for your
interviewing convenience.

on limis Bell opera. wog k Me od

s

CARPETING

s

3 5035
Feb

27 Help Halted -Men & Wonien

1

ISLES kluesgreen tweed Mg low nn) GEL cond. $125 Wol.

3

Free installation

See large samples in
360,635. 37 50 en.Coll

strew sterling steers.

cl

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectort

IllinoisBell

(68 CAMARO 221, Loaded and 9995
Ready To GoI

, Ter. available

DICK WICKSTROM

mew

esicallnstruments

Custom Amplifiers with unconditional
lifetime guarantee.
.

112 -Wanted to Rent

ple withlrl need clean !souse
ame by May I or lune I.

10% to 30% OH on Display Merchandise!
Many Used Specials!

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Rood

5

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS'

ITT
Wolf

Instruments

Des

Plaines

WE CAN GET ANYTHING MUSICAL FOR YOU
FENDER-GOYA-GIBSON

204 Hicks Place, Palatine, III. 359-2251
Mien, OPPIH.SY TIe

2195

.

An eguol opportunity employer
-

Bucket seals

6P M 392-097.0

5

Personnel Office - 290.3080

W2-6600

17 To Rent, Stores, Offices

824-2175

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

/Anton .ights

als 425 724,

for He following categories.

Rolling Meadows, III.

Western Electric

.69 DODGE G.T. Magnum 440,
Automatic, Power steering,

Closing. oni ;tack

2. Heavy duly carpeting

Coll 3513 0631

. kekaing pea* me. theN cow

tavern H. ere.

Por
weglide, Power steering, Radio 6 Heater White walls $1595

IN YOUR AREA

rho head

Noll every Ms man.. Mende awmarkers in Meamni
worn, conditions, and. famous Bell hew..

67 IMPALA STATION WAGON
VB,

HELP

nections or lindIng phone numbers when a directory iinn

439 4417

n1.6 C0113,62.2

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

sok poised ond reedy in speed calls al ow. Me co.,.
SmUng voices and quick minds um a mon for Mk job
rehick

SNOW SPECIALS

pa seppc_

conr.

40% - 60% OFF

2741111 Wonted -Men & Women

brksbren even tlwieFeriesi slay.

NOW $2775

Skokie Bled. Nonhkrook 2)30

CALL MR. GRESS

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

76.T0 Rent Rouses

CLEARANCE MM. 1001

800 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt Prospect, Ill

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

),Itn=ecf'47;:lo'

1'0 othr

ne Turn. see COSBY'S

THE SINGER COMPANY

297-3550

-tpte

priceee

CALL Mr. R.13.11ints.

00 09

SAXON

. n7:i

4'17.0nd

Pork R.I. Coll 766 7/59

company benefits.

ITT

the k

Salary tam

u rase

conditions

2oCrs:11'crdpo*r:

your home.

Western Electric
We need experienced replacamentasond fast!, For this we are willing

36.

Derr

EXEC CARS WE'RE SELLING THESE
HELOW DEALERS COST

oink
gads. di

Sc.

POR

Salary comwith experience. Goad working
to

21

DEMOS - FACTORY

CRI61.72
CARPET NEW

Believing

'7HE BOSS"

311,14.61313

between ages of

gels

ANCE CENTER. 1001Sholde

alert

hoot
knowledge of general
office duties. Must hove
good typing skills 6
some shorthand. Prefer

CoL

3.-71304

,now n. Mode

2

Treasury

Gar Ihis pod 1. other ealues
online furn.see COWS OMR.

GENERAL OFFICE
We have immediate

opt., far

Classic

faction. Now 319, SAVE MO!

need Compton, kenem,

young girls who

3800 Golf Road

Oreners

Credit Clerk

299.1051

HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO

RCA Viktripool elec. ronge.405:

2

439.7400

An 60.1 onpoannay amp..

SI en

DICK WICKSTROM

TYPIST

Nortklake, M.

©

model honsew Heaw nyten Pile

shelves. Tights 32 le TB from

eluding FPLE
Trod COMPANY

PAID PROFIT SHARING.

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Seeing Is

PALATINFTEOLLING MEADOWS

Mond new corpse. made for

ruin. nkd'

mode

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

15n Grorlord

view.

GelliLfrI;AV''""'"'1550

RAI a..., You gm the hest deal possible, n
SRN

$433

ground dui. with

FILE CLERK

itk

AI

Medical Services Department. 37% hour week Excels. company benefits - Require Ai least 2
Yen. exPerience.

BOOKKEEPER

All

290-2770

Modern office Facility requtres services of R. N. in

Dale

724Iouses 11 16011

ledge of various ante

Accounts

and close To Borne

1.341, Sr.

$450

III

537-0.7

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

S BOA. 3105

FILE., 390

Immediate OPenIngs kr.
2 young ladies with know

AUTOMATIC

HECHT
E127.6070

REGISTERED
NURSE

437-5090

SPOR'r=rCrN2111111
Best Offer Cal... Spm

weeks,

APO.

GENERAL OFFICE

024:4101

but

!HAMER'S

d

46

Oak Pa .386052S - 136 N. lAurion

DES PLAINES

32S hp.

32,00

257,17;41n.

'F'A7.L'Init BASTIAN

Mon.-Thurs. 8 AM -9 PM,
Fri. 8 AMA PM,
Sat. 8 AM.12 Noon.

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E Devon
297-7160

ice To rake

YOU COULD GET

330.080 -

Cthvelle 563,6

kith 42th

711$s.mollmoss

Ceti ath 0.51 Pod Smith

P 0 en. us

My Dear

100% Free Positions

he

Indust. Ruch. Prods., Inc.
321 Bond St., Elk Grove

ENCAP
PRODUCTS CO.

$

package (and boss)

EMPLOYMENT

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

$67

Salary

900 N. Waif Road

15Pffr!e'r

[Full -Time or Part -Time]

this or lull

HALOGEN INSULATOR

Typists

290-2770
Lo Salle Penonnel

Ken Larson D Associates

A BETTER DEAL

455-3600

nlos 6 lid.. TRAVEL we

Stenos

100 N. HICKORY RD

CALL MRS. DU DKO

6010. NerlAwest
nqekkk

7a70 for 'TO ocrs 310 dn sot

14.To lent Apartments

Monday sinn. Sham. AMNIA to Mee P.M.

RN's & LPN's

0.0= %Tr=

.6.30

102-TrocKTr00rs

sr!.

EXCELLENT CO. BENEFITS

o

knerAwIng
ARLINGTON INN

000

593-5560

Must How Own Trans.

Please opply in person

Interviewing)

SKI BUFFS'

Many ommanding benefit.

MAIDS

.54 sord oggen ownw zed.

Terms
Call eves.

274.6300

DACHSHUNDS

Modern air conditioned
PloneClean Bench Work.

""'

CALL 259-6060

mmmensurate with
ability .tdreat benefit

677-0600

267-5300

RJR ORIENTAL RUGS. -

8139ealEstateNacant

SOB

7,30 AM to 4 PM

Data Processing

Needed

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE
MissPaige

CASH

6

tandiBon

101711001ns andAccess.

THOR
POWER TOOL CO.

training mho.

Secretaries
Clerk Typists
General Clerks
File Clerks
Stenographers
Key Punch Operators

42.Wanted To Buy

61 ford DM. 4
thick g
0170312

TWO oTAT E f

ASSEMBLERS

eu

COIL WINDERS

during ow nee. Fort tenv, 5
vOu refer

Established Reputable
Employment Agency.
Mole Division
Mount Prospect

FL9 320C

Gown

Qualified opplica. mon 32.23 per how while awn,. a

Girl Friday
Needed

P GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS

twee Me puktic. wom

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY
2020 S. Mannheim R
Des Plaines, III.

EXPERIENCED OR WILLING TO
TRAIN BRIGHT GIRL ON TWO GIRLS S/B

eve exerninolloes.
11 ym en.
NPTop,

s'E.

DES PLAINES

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

err. a large ond a

La Salle Personnel

INC.If

31400 65V36k0

32 -Misce- llaneous Merchandise

T.

MT, PROSPECT
sxCITING COMPuTER CO

a 117

!AV Gold

5S -110T

SOLDERERS

.....

RANDHURST CENTER

00U0001., s Nth" 0410 0,11.

MOUNT PROVED!

B0220

FOR WIRERS &

CLERK -TYPISTS

°noble 027-370

359.5564

GiBSON GUITAR

7011ooms Board Meeinping

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

BABY DOCTOR'S

not end you cons,der

ARE YOu EARNING THIS NOW

6

or

.1441logs, Pets & Equipment

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

ttth.LZ:IVirierc147,7.1=Pr'ree

Parn'in.'c'e=1',:r$a

666esine51 Opportunities
$92

537-6711

WOMEN

Z.I.;;'Srprei7ofr71=5,7ersOk'd

537 9.600

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERKS

Pithar th/coie 31 / mi

TENNESSEE VALLEY

CRAVENS CO.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

2S3 -232S

WAITRESS

Esc cond 32200

seeek kt'on.

=7; afr7r'eretttaTE

COCKTAIL

TO Key Adding Machine Operators

dr.

DP115,2-41..

watheslie I.

FL. MARKET SALE

BARRETT-

1st and Ord Shifts

NEVER A FEE

1,64 PONTIAC CarolNa

Call 519 P56I

I

AUTHORITY
INSPECTION OFFICE

DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

central telephone company of Illinois

Interesting Office Work

I

Antiques

CLERKS

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

TOP PAY

P

An Equal Opportunity Employer'

a. 5021

ric'eAd'=Xtve

sellanst eller 3421011

34111I5 and Antiques

GENERAL OFFICE

2004 Miner SSE,

week.

Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus.

OF CHICAGO

venom., will gm

days

wIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.

0 VICTOR TEMPORARIES

RECEPTIONIST

PI.

5

House Noel..

CLERK TYPIST

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH b NORTHWEST SIDES

$90-$ I 00 TO START

SECRETARY

ts

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP.
Des Plaines,
21,0 Oxford Road

2.67-6900

1616.

Sean.

I

'."6.

*ern

1VA's

:r.'n'rece=lersek:rtir'rnel

CLERK -TYPIST
and

also available

25P-9560.4...in or Mr. Gum.

Contact MR. RIDDLE - 297-4444

Of Tees are lovely and see,

15-Emplor2ent Agencies -Women

s.30

5 Notthest Nothov 775-2550 Pew Ad., Anon OFee

2266111S

TYPIST

Dam.* mad 11)30 NM.

benefits.

=el ''re'r'r:reel

,7gle 1 o'gr'l 1 ei7Z

'$;iarT;SO"

No Experience Necessary

VP 5011

3450

SSiginial1511111744IS

V'

9. EaFtZior:i.est Hth

CLERK -TYPIST

:nystes 7567,1e1

3PP 2700

Moe SCOPE VERSOHNU

the expedence or apptitsde te handle accounting

6301 Lincoln Ave.

965-4700

b7ril

iGer

SOURRE D COMPANY

nond,

nd,o

204.0404

'n'ir=1C/tibn

Ea.'. APE....

STENO - FULL TIME

2.5O.30/7

Corp.

Sour

Coll Bob Perkins

a. 5021

GEN. OFFICE

Applicant must be qua died in lyping and have

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

a ERICA'.
beginners as well os
anyone esperienced in of Am *orb. full INN,

Baxter

DRAFTSMAN -PROPOSALS

ski

err offer Coll ISO BIOS

PealEstate-Ibmses

Auc,on

PORTABLE

'"VriEICIv?iVei?1!"

5C=4SONNEI.

WIDE

Save. clerkel papPene
26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wonted Women

297-3550

$10,00X to $12,000 per year

3.68.

LADY PARKER

...col ire,-

CALL JOHN ABEIR

"'76e3'Zj'"'

e 5 Oen.

I510 Miner SI., Des Plaines

i

pASNAEO

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

KEYPUNCH

In Arlington Neigh.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

ow coop mem. Porenriol for naive,

Used mochine in 'MI. coki.
ar. gem ervethilithe

fC'r

ri

PeimPaige

Ken Larson 6 Associates

-1969 Singer Zig Zoo

Mass Feeding

fees egeisopen

solo.. and

and

3175

2 60

Me cowl, Power, AC rodlo, gd
TiTes pr.. sell 25,0611

253-5228

C'S.10C371'.orb

Call -437.5920

DAY SHIFT - FULL OR PART TIME

and

Neaeld aglow

eesse

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

MO 5021

Er RESEARCH CENTER.

,gond

RECEPTIONIST

WIDE SOP°E XkSONNO.

P

5UT 30 TeX Included

FIGURE CLERK

$450

P

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437.6621

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

455-3600
Per Appointment

Call Mrs. 0,4k,

Suburban

CALL MRS. YAMICH
60.0015 or 607-0016

Ell

I

Line

Afiernoons: OK, 3,00

Ma.m0)(13-2420

ASOF NS 5757

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

FOR YOUNG
DOCTOR - $500 MO.

ne

I

BM offer. 439-11364

leo. Vie. 3 Ara fres . pod. 6

Production

STENOGRAPHER

112-Ailmeales Fa Sale

Swanson

HELP WANTED

WE NEED YOU!

saws wane. wiM

alarlestieltreterhaslled

ART. HTS. INDUSTRIAL

GENERAL OFFICE

Apply At

se.erer ,

arx

Carl

N

poy.392.53,5oht.5P M.

VP 5021

MALE OR SESAME

EGULARDP

AMY PERSONNEL,

eLe= Call

Acyclopedas 1266 20 vol.. cost
$200, sec. 236,141e-a-ked toss

3115WK.
WIDE SCOPE PERSONNEL

CUSTOMER CONTACT

FULL TIME
MUST BE OVER 21 AND BONDABLE

Coll . 437-0202

.DAYWANTAD

1 GIRL SHOWROOM

TELEPHONE SALES

ACCT. CLERK

BEAUTICIANS

730 AM - 4 PM
MAIL CLERKS

26-Iklp Wanted Women

READand USE

FULL TIME

APPLY MANAGER
RANDHURST CINEMA

GUARDS

4741mne Funishingsferriture

27 -Help Waited -Men & Women

26 Help Wanted Women

.

RECEPTIONIST

GENERAL OFFICE
(Light Typing)

WANTED

.,;

555 Irving Paris Road

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

BLIndustrialProperlffoRentl
For Hose

2

Arlinplon Industrial
and Research <wee

2000 Ses hon.

OPEN SUNDAYS

SHORT RIBS
Thursday, January 22, 1970
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1.14E KING

(

(*COVERED SOME NEW ENEMIES

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

I

That
2
5

THE PEA OF READING THIS FANTASTIC
STUFF ABOUT FLYING THRril IAH SPACE
TO OTHER PLANETS: WHEN ARE YOU
GONG TO LEARN, 'AXING MAN,
THAT TOUR FUTURE IS RICH'.
HERE OW EARTH AND NOT
60MEWHER.E OUT -THERE

News
News
News

7
9

9

lDID

Pu014 INFO?)

Pro Hockey
The Black Hawks

and Girls " Part 2
11:30

PREMIERE:

12:00

Show

9:25

Comments

;".

Fee

5

MACK LOST CONTROL
tf-P.,

BRAINWASHING

A DISCIPLE CF
for DEVIL,
A SORCERERS
APPRENTICE/

-rtfogr PAINS IN YOUR HEAD,
aCRLICIATING
POOR LAD

WHEN

/160NY! If COULD BE GONE!

GOES,

AND 11-IEPAIN

ecc-s!

sequences

5

140W 00 YOU 'PINKS GOT
114

"Never Too

Duck" and Hubert
Humphrey.

are to become par-

BLISTERS ON MV 1400?

Gadget

11
Around
World

the

of the News
3 2' T h e Honey-

livan.

Show

This Is Tom

Paris."

Jones

Show

26 Wrestling
32 Big Valley

9

about

CAN YOU SPARE A DIME

FOR BUS FARE 70
ELMSVILLE?

WAIT A MINUTE! TI -I' SUS

FARE Ti ELMSVILLE IS
MORE THAN A CVME:

For Friday

HOW TRUE,

e.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19) -Hit your stride early

SIRE;

TAURUS (April

21 -May

21) -The unexpected may take
your time today. Don't he disappointed if much that you in-

tended to do must go by the

kers.

scheme.

IT TO

Guests are Rock

Meditation

7

Reflections

2:00

schoolteaa

2:55

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

9

Five Minutes to

Live By

0' COURSE

ME?

NOT, SA

EEK & MEEK

PISCF-c (Feb. 20 -March
211 -Bring your present difficulties to the attention of one
who can he of help to you immediately. Long-term promis-

friend.

Hudson, Beverlee &
Sidro and the Snea-

2

BUM!

the day and keep to it throughout the working hours. A good
time for moking extra gains.

company you keep. Make a

GIVEN

NEED I SAY
MORE?

Late Report
1:45

secretary for a gangster. Jean Simmons,
Tony Franciosa and
Paul Douglas.

5

2

MOOCHIN'

in

es are of no avail.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Choose your associates
with care. for this is a day when
you may well be known by the

IF I HAD REQUESTED
THE MONEY FOR A
SAUCER 0' MILK
WOULD YOU HAVE

a

cher working as

Dragnet
About a woman
who picks elderly
people as her victims
in
a
rare
theft

2

Show

1:40

Movie
"This Could Be
the Night." Comedy

8:30

Gordon

and
NlacRae.

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

7

sequences

BUGS BUNNY

Day

10:30

26 Today's Racing
32 'Truth or Con7:00
Jim Nabors Show

Musical with Doris

Mery Griffin

2

Two."

for

"Tea

mooners

and Maureen O'Stil

7

Of Cabbages and
Kings
9 Movie
7

News

5

"Southwest Front

Your
Horoscope

News

ents again. Paul Ford
9

1:00

26 A Black's View

Movie

International

Zone
9 News

10:00
News
News

7
9

8:00

Late." Middle-aged
couple discovers they

Chicago Show

5

ILancerize

2

Guests are Debbie
Reynolds,
"Daffy

PAIN

Midnight Report
12:30

20 TV High School
Drake
32 Debbie

State of the
Union Address.
32 Truth or Con-

2

5

7

cock Presents

7

BAP!

EVIL

Hitch-

on's

PREMIERE:
Pat Paulsen's Half a
Comedy Hour

I'LL GE( RID Or HER

'THE

BewAge oF Hog I

OF

SHE

9:30

Nix-

11 President

kidnapping a man.

ROBIN' STOLE !
CHEATED! MADE
A FOOL OF NtE !

MUSHROOM
CONTINIU5 HIS

Daniel Boone
Daniel ,,ends Josh

Colbert, Ann Blyth.

Alfred

9

she is a witch and is
reprimanded by the
Witches Council.

and Gabe on a mission to aid the Revolutionary cause by

ROBIN MALONE

Bewitched
Samantha reveals

can't

believe visitor is a
murderess. Claudette

Paul Harvey

32

An aging Japanese

his bonsai tree.

"Thunder on the

Hill." A nun

Ironside
"Beware the Wiles
of the Stranger."

7

Movie

2

32 News

5

diplomat gives Judy

Quintana

26 Tony

7:30

Family Affair

32 100
Paintings,
Great Music

Paris.

26 Ayude (Help)

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

2

11:35

in series set
the background of the A meric a n Embassy in
against

places in Chicago.

6:30

32 News Final

stars

scums and other

torial
26 Quiz

Comics

"Cops,

George Hamilton

neighborhoods, mu-,

6:25

Guests include Orson Wells, Virna List
a n d Rocky Gra-

Paris 7000

a series that explores

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

Grew Up

7

11 Chicago Is
Bob Cromie hosts

Toy That

The

11

Show

ziano.

roit.

11 Frenchman's
World

Dean Martin

5

vs. Red Wings at Det-

Dick Van Dyke

Show

IN THE STARS;

Meter

maid "

6:00

11:00

9:00

That Girl

7

TONIGHT
I

A,

I-

MORTY MEEKLE

1.-c:taq
ALWAYS
BEATING

KIDS OR
NASTY ..

n

THATbowAy WHILE
YOU'RE YOONG,
BLIT WHATtl-`41.1
WHEN ,a_112E OLD

AND FEFeJ F"?

1

board.

GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)
--Avoid making a personal issue out of a strictly business
matter. Friends and family
ought to be able to help clear
the air.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Work as rapidly as you
can throughout the day. When
evening

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Animals

THE BORN LOSER

shove worries to the back of

I F line animal 57 Observe
4 South AmeriDOWN
can rodent
1 U.S. coin

the ground even though you
may have your head in the
clouds. An excellent day for

8 Maggot
12 Note in

Guido's scale
13 Portrait
statue

progress.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-

matters should

be

taken care of first and fore-

14 Wings

most. 'Fhen something new and'
different can he undertaken.

15 Correlative
of neither

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-A day for self-improvement.
lake the advice of close

16 Art of
dramatic'

presentation
18 Instructor

friends and open your mind to
ideas.

anot her's
scout.

Be a

good

CAPTAIN EASY

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
221 --Plans left on the drawing

BLAZES: AM I.

hoard cannot bring gain. Try

SEEING) THING5,,,OR

turning one or another of them
into profitable projects.

WEARING A 544/MASK F.

WAS THAT DRIVER.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

)II9 MAIL,
"AFTER A 90MEWHA7 DISTURBED NIGHT
NI1EN7 MORNING A5 EASY TARES

Khim.wHAr5

THIS f_NO LABEL.
NO RETURN

APPRE95,..

Dec. 221 -Though you may not
he prepared for demands made
upon you wday. you would do
well to respond in the affirmative. Keep up your end.
CAPRICORN (Dec, 23ht. 201-A temporary setback
should not be enough to keep
you front continuing on your
"present course.
Take dis-

(///

32 Right of
holding
34 Remove
1-22

Answers to
Rideaword

I HOPE ALL YOU .-14A,14A-

PETUNIA

'BIRD' BRAINS ARE READY

IW

P,u1

atune
atcn
elui

Oka

etna
nape

Pau"

tint
bre

'115tt

neat

nap

eY STOA

1

FOR YOUR FINAL EXAM IN

ORNITHOLOGY 3261
HAVE YOU ANY QUESTIONS?

INGRES SOMETHING
ABOUT THIS ONE THAT
GIVES ME AN UP TIGHT
FEELING OF IMPENDING
DOOM

35 Speechified
36 Harem room

37 Inheritor
39 Slight flaps
40 Intellect
41 Shakespearean queen
42 Pertaining to
sound waves
45 Imitate
49 Province in
South Africa
51 Pikelike fish
52 Force onward
53 Feminine
suffix
54 Scottish
alder tree
55 Edible fish
56 Golfers'

2

3

4

12

13

15

L16

(print.)

CAMPUS CLATTER

1.4

20 Wild oxen
of Celebes
21 Napoleonic
marshal
22 Automobiles
24 Facts
26 Exploit
27 Uncooked
30 One who

2 Tropical plant
M A
A L_
3 Venomous
NA
D
VATICAN
spider
OC AR N
OR MORON
RE
4 Tersely
cogent
5 Pam
24 Pedestal part
excavations
6 Restrain
25 Retired for
by force
41 Hybrid
the night
7 Collection
animals
26 --. frog
42 Extirpate
of sayings
43 Occasional
8 Puts on guard 27 Turnips of
a sort
(Scot.)
9 Hodgepodge
10 Jewish term 28 Sandy regions 44 Scolds.
29 Marries
persistently
of reproach
31 Moral
46 Companion
1l Disorder
principles
17 More caustic
47 Biblical weed
33 Of one's birth 48 Sea eagle
19 Stop
38 Fancy
50 Animal
23 American
financier
4 ) Ore
doctor (coll.)

maltreats

appointment in stride.

Ira

mounds

ACROSS

your mind.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --Do
your best to keep your feet on

-Routine

ET
ROME SEE
SER
AREN A W R ESTLE
S E A TES C 0 SE
E T -r
G E0
T AG
Nit
E NAT0
A P A R TNT A
E
A
R
A00 S
AG
0 s A SE
SAS 0

PAPAL_ 0A

relax,

rest,

comes,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

18

6

11

420
23

26
31

35

12728

29

47

48

33

32

36

I

38

11137

i

10

17

34

.

9

14

22

25

30

42

8

7

19

=21
24

5

43

44

45

039

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
22

'unior colle e stu ents o on to - ear colle es

A,..Lost

ParB IV; The junior college student and
whit he studies.
By K. C. Radtke
.

The majority of Illinois' junior college

students attend classes during the day, live

within their college district and study a
baccalaureate program, according to statistics reported by the Illinois Junior College Board.

The IJCB funded a compilation of data
on the state's junior colleges during 1968-

69 in conjunction with the University of
Illinois.
Conclusions of the study showed:
A full-time equivalent (FTE) day enrollment of 40,018, or 62 per cent of the total

FTE, indicated that slightly more than 60
per cent of the classes were taught during
the day and slightly less than 40 per cent.

dents attending junior colleges were residents of the district in which they were enrolled.
Sixty-four per cent of the full-time students were enrolled in a curriculum lead-

per cent from the bottom quarter
,Many freshmen seeking a four-year degree enter a junior college deliberately to
stay in school rather than suffer failure in

SOME OF the "university drop -outs"
who had hoped unrealistically to become

their first two years at a four-year in-

ing to a bachelor's degree; 26 per cent pursued programs designed to prepare them

stitution where competition is stiffer.

are more apt to be successful in a medically -related field.
In a sense such students are saved rather
than-staughtered.

for immediate employment.
The FTE figures are obtained by divid-

ing a given number of semester credit
hours by 15 (a full-time credit load); FTE
figures are thus much lower than actual

APPROXIMATELY nine out of 10 stu-

studentsstransfer to a four-year college, as
the statistics show, a surprising number of

students are transferring from the four-

head count totals.

year college to the junior college after their
freshmen year.

"THE OPEN-DOOR" policy of the junior colleges implies that these institutions
are serving and will continue to serve a

College, related several instances where
he coached young students and helped
them recoup after suffering an ego -crush-

broad range of abilities.
The IJCB study found that of the 32,555
freshmen who entered Illinois junior col-

ing semester or two in a university.

said.

credit," Harper admissions personnel said.
A general policy of the community college is that an applicant be 18 years of age
or older.

COOPERATION, coordination and
communication are key terms, Olson
added, as the community college works

be sure that their graduating class has been
out of school at least one year before mak-

industry doesn't need to send its men out of
town," Omar Olson, Harper College direc-

tor of adult and continuing education,

NON -HIGH school graduates should
ing application to a junior college.

up to 24 semester hours of credit before
filing for a full-time application.

an area of the community college which is

rapidly being expanded beyond the customary realm of evening classes and lec-

Olson said the "awareness of a need for
more education is terrific, and the talent is

ture series.

great."

class, 25 per cent from the second quarter,

Lahti said these students come back to
er. They
their junior colleges and start
are placed in programs desi ;.I for their
own achievement levels and es inseled to-

35 per cent from the third quarter and 26

ward selecting more realistic -Careers:

ment

leges in 1968, 14 per cent were from the top

12,157 part-time;
General studies --4,044 full-time, 3,801
part-time; adult and continuing education-27 full-time, 11,137 part-time.

ADULT AND continuing education is

Seminars for executives, mid -managepersonnel and educators are

Applicants entering without a high
school diploma can take part-time courses

After completing 24 -hours of credit, a

full-time application must be filed with
proof of high school certification (the general equivalency certificate is sufficient),
health certificate and college entrance
scores.

NOT ALL junior college students arc

Pro5pert map

WEATHER
Fair,

"You need not be a high school graduate to attend Harper and receive college

dustries to serve its community.
"The task of the community college is to
link needs with resources and provide facilities where this can happen," Olson said.
In a juniorcollege district where the median age for evening students is 28 to 33,

(

Tonight:

During 1968, enrollment figures in the
four major junior college curricula were :
baccalaureate --27,872 full-time, 21,874
part-time; occupation --11,29I full-time,

high school graduates of college age or rising young executive -type adults

with its surrounding businesses and in-

Robert E. Lahti, president of Harper

quarter of their high school graduating

of the classes were taught at night.

IF THE MAJORITY of junior college

doctors after college find through their
community college experience that they

frequently offered through the division of
adult and continuing education along with
credit and non-credit courses.
"We bring speakers to industry so the

Tt' I t' 41011W

255- 7200

colder,

low around zero. Tomorrow: Cloudy, a little warmer, high In 20s.
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mith, Rentschler gain
ckers in Senate race

e

0.

Both

candidates

in

precinct captains will meet to
the

March 17 primary race for U.
S Senator received important
party endorsements yesterday.

Sen Ralph Smith, appointed to the seat formerly held by

The chemistry room was
jam packed (above), but the
topic was not atoms, neutrons,
but human
and protons,

beings. Norman Lazarus,

a

Planned Parenthood representative, kept the discussion controversial and thought -provoking during the informal groups
conversations offered in the
environmental symposium yesterday at Hersey High School.

29 when the Wheeling

Jan.

By Richard Crabb

f

i ii Dfritsen; by Goy.
Ogilvie in September and now
seeking election to the remainder of the term which expires
in
1974, won endorsement
from the executive commission of the Wheeling Township GOP organization.

THE RECOMMENDATION
will be given its final test

affirm or reject the endorse ment.

{he captains have always
affirmed exeuctive committee
but
as
recommendations,
Committeeman Richard A.
, :owen said yesterday, "There
is always a first time for every -

thing."
March 17 opponent, William H. Rentschler of
Smith's

margin a move to endorse Sen.
Smith and then endorsed
Rentschler.
The 50th Ward Regular Republican Organization en-

The Rich Township endorsement was unusual in that

trict have endorsed Smith.
Rep. Robert Juckett of Park

the township GOP executive
group recommended a Smith
endorsement and the precinct

Ridge and Rep. Arthur Sim-

dorsed Rentschler earlier this
week by a 2 to I margin.
John H. Cleland, 50th Ward
Committeeman, reported, "1
think it is significant to point
out that this was a completely

captains overturned the revoted
and
commendation

open

process.

Long ago

I

southern

publican organization in the
section of Cook

stated by endorsement of Bill
Rentschler, but 1 was talking
for myself.
"NOW
THE
ENTIRE
50th Ward Organization is
committed and we will win big

County defeated by a large

for Bill in the 50th."

Lake Forest. also got important endorsements this week.

THE RICH Township Re-

mons of Skokie in the 4th District have also endorsed Smith.

NEXT WEEK the Republican Orgnaization of Schaumburg will endorse a candidate
for the U. S. Senate. Leaders
will meet to make recommendations Jan. 27. Precinct captains will vote Feb.
and the
entire organization Feb. 6.

strongly for Rentschler.
Sen. Smith announced yesterday that 86 of 95 Republican representatives in the state
legislature of which he was

speaker just before moving to

I

the U. S. Senate have given

The Elk Orovze. Township

hint endorsement.

REP. EUGENE F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights and
Rep. David J. Regner of
Mount Prospect in the 3d Dis-

Republican Organization will
also endorse one of the candi-

dates, but the action will not
come until earls' next month.

Section of wall falls on boy in classroom

At left, pollution and what to
do about it attracted much attention, especially when Nancy Louis, a senior, demonstra-

F)

ted a somewhat grim future
through a clean air breather.
ilk

Hersey students confront
grim view of man's future
By K. C. Radtke
A Planned Parenthood representative

and

a

narcotics

agent drew the most crowds
as
handholding
yesterday
couples, lanky young men and
fashionably -dressed girls wandered from room to room during a Hersey High School environment symposium.
"I only wish we had a place
to offer suggestions," Larry
Brandau, a Hersey High senior, said.
"I get the feeling they're
(the symposium discussion
leaders) trying to do something

about it."
The "it" to which Larry re-

"your
rupted immediately,
hood discussion led by Norchildren will have infinite
man Lazarus was the best of
the 30 informal conversations *problems and you will still
have a significant increase in
and movies.
population.
"It's controversy for the
"You're saying, 'we're gokids," Larry said.
ing to exacerbate the probLazarus stood, relaxed beneath the periodical table of lem."
"Exacerbate what?" the
elements in a jammed -chemstudents said in unison, not unistry classroom. Girls in Cuderstanding the word.
lottes and pants and blouses
and plaid skirts perched on lab
table tops and desks. Boys with
crew cuts and sideburns, made
themselves at ease.

The young people came and
went, but most stayed around a

while before moving to another group.

affluent

"HOW MANY of you see

Symposium leaders gather-

one, two, three, four children
in your future? Raise your

was
ferred
society."

"the

ed with students, teachers, par-

ents and other adults to "hash

out" the "whys" and "wherefores" of pollution, conservation, population growth,
services,
court
narcotics,
atomic energy, government
and future cities.

LARRY AND his friend,
Candy Bost, a Hersey junior,
said that the Planned Parent-

hands," Lazarus asked.

When the count got up to
four or more, a sigh of "sterilize them" was released.
"I plan to have a large

family," one girl said. "But
I'll have one or two of my own

children and adopt the

re-

mainder to make the size fami-

ly I want."
"If you do more than reproduce yourself," Lazarus inter -

Vr-V-Ink
1111111110.-._

ENI 1 II MI I I.

"WHY DO PEOPLE feel

we're going to escape the pro-

ac

a

enthood representative asked.
"Ask yourself and your
question. It.
teachers that

r4"

might be a good question for
more forums such as this," he
Lazarus told the teen-agers
and adults to avoid the pitfalls
of accepting myths regarding
the future.

Scene in Room 404 of Lincoln Junior High School showing
section of wall which collapsed dumping debris on a seventh grade
student, Paul E. Youngquist of 320 S. We -Go Trail this morning.
(Photo by Dan Batas)

sea," he said.
"At the rate we're exploiting the seas there is no in-

dication, despite talk, that we

will do anything but get no
food."
If the crowd was becoming
disillusioned or angry, La-.

future," said Lazarus, quoting
from C. P. Snow, contemporary British novelist.

,

it

Mount Prospect firemen, Robert Koch and Lowell Fell, prepare to place Paul Youngquist into an
ambulance.

"DON'T COUNT on the
myth that there is food in the

"What makes a great civilization is an appetite for the

Just feel your wallet.

_

said.

vain.

1111111111111111111111111.1111111.111111111MMIIIMMINIMIN

Air
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A seventh -grade

pupil at

classes rang.

700 W. Lincoln, Mt. Prospect,
was taken to Northwest Com-

Mrs. Donovan said the boy
got up immediately and when
asked if he was all right said,
"Yes". He then became groggy, she said. The school nurse
was called and summoned an
ambulance from the Mt. Prospect fire Department.
A wire, supporting a makeshift curtain, was strung from
the wall that collapsed to the

munity Hospital this morning
after a section of a classroom
wall fell on him.

STUDENTS ALSO packed
the lecture hall where a narcot(Continued to Page 2)

Trail was seated at a desk with
his back to the wall when a section between the windows gave
way, toppling debris on him.

4 injured in .3 -car crash

lapsed just as the bell ending

Lincoln Junior High School,

Paul E. Youngquist, 13, son
zarus soothed them with the
hopeful outlook that any fruits. of Mr. and Mrs. Henry W.
of their efforts would not be in Youngquist of 320 S. We -Go

If you don't think the annual kveling-off season has arrived,

+a*

of overpopulation in
America?" the Planned Par-

blems

opposite wall last spring when it
was needed for classroom

Gripe
Of The

Four persons were injured

driven by Vincent J. Marinelli,

Wednesday in a three -auto ac-

19, of 1711 Estates Dr., Mount
Prospect struck the Mann auto
in the rear.

cident at Northwest Hwy. and
Wilke Rd., Arlington Heights,
Wednesday.
Police said that

Day

Four persons including the

an auto

driven by Edwin P. Mann, 49,
of 4406 Magnolia Dr., Rolling

Meadows,

wag

south -

auto, Helen Tache, 67, of 936
Mallard Ct., Palatine, were

eastbound on Northwest Hwy.

taken to Northwest Commu-

Trying to dodge pedestrians walking in a slippery

when the driver of another

nity Hospital. Marinelli was

side street instead of en the
sideWalk. R.C.

auto directly in front of him
applied his auto's brakes and
the Mann auto struck it in the

reported in good condition in
the hospital. The others were

According to Mrs. Marilyn
Donovan, teacher of the lan-

plays. The curtains were open
at the time of the accident.

rear. The second auto was
driven by .Trudy Puckowitz,

guage arts class who was conferring with a student teacher,
Melvin Rimsa, just before dis-

According to the hospital,

45, of 936 Mallard Ct., Pala-

missal of the class, the wall col -

the boy was conscious when he
arrived but was being detained.
awaiting results of x-rays.

drivers of the three autos and a
passenger in the Puckowitz

tine,

At the time of the first im-

oact, police said, a third auto

treated and released.

Marinelli and Mann were
with following too
closely. They are to appear in
Arlington Heights Traffic
Court on March 4.
charged

THE DAY

Hersey students
confront grim

THE DAY

Park district
may hire 3
staff workers

Friday, fanuary 23, 1970

Elk Grove Bank
promotes four

'Make it pastureland again'
best Frontage Rd. sohition?

The recreation committee
of the Mount Prospect Park
'District Board of Commis..sioners,

Ian e road, because there are no
sidewalks.

night dismissed

Iasi

Me possible hiring of three
full-time

By Ben Clarke

staff

workers:

en

Perhaps the

solution

hest

for making the Paltine Frony

Noe= director, u program sear Road safe from the traffic
supervisor and a center direr-

Mr for the new community

eco..

Paul Caldwell, assistant dir.tor of parks and recreation
saw the aquatics director will
needed

be

to

manage

the

maintenance and all activities
involving the district's three
cod addition. pool
Paine constructed at Kopp

standpoint ss mono of there,

tigipanta d yesterday's =ding said, "To break it up and
let it go back to pastureland."
However,

ty, local and school officials
alternate

methods

walks, if and when,

The Park District is negodethig an agreement with

School Di.. 59 for the it.

Illinois Division of Highways.

Maigeret Masson

low th'n aII ""er'°"'W
W°
the Pnrk Di'd'
or
propos, hiring.

on

r.0thg &h.,

able to make a definite re-

m:.

Pn in. Ed.
Palatine
NORTH
Frontage Rd alongside the
Schoenbeck

DIE

hnn of the Arlingmn
Vitt. inbihmtim out the site
Co pm. 12, M x pedestrian last

Perk Board President koh.
art Jacks= said as the district

resident of

truck accident,
year -old Ronakl
the

which

14-

-re^1.

A CENTER director will Inc
needed by June when the constructio at Lions Park as completed and the ode con

oily

center will he
=mid.
111C 110W center will per

an expansion of the district's
indoor rec r r Antal program
and will include u g
a theater. stage. art. craft and

north Frontage Rd. safer for
whool chileren. who um the
curb Ace of the one-way. two -

Jack Mesa

Edward Meikel

Caldwell said D111111.0 pro
gram supervisor is needed HOW

in the district to hmdle the
athletics. The district is employing parttime help for the

Four area residents have been promoted Al the Beak of Elk
Crave, in Elk Crow Village. Helen R. Jensen, 1401 W. Euclid,

Pmermiff.

Ming= Heights has heel appointed assistant s ice president.
She has been employed at the hank since 1967. Margaret A.

TIIE ESTIMATED salary
for

cost

Matson, 301 S. Willie Sight.. Prospect, has been named assis-

the

positions

530,000.
The committee

tant cashier. Edna. O. Meikel, 21 Forest I.n., Elk Grove Vil-

is

menthe.

lage and lark 0.Merses, 621 Central Rd., D. Plaines, have been
promoted to assistant cashiers. Meikel is in charge of the new said if the Park Board et,accounts department and Mmes works in the auditing depart - proved the Mousse in personrel. the salary costs would be
met.
considered under the new
.1 feel budget beginning in

Mal.

I.

AnniS Haab

ter in the Moment.

week.

Named creative
services chief
Ted Tonga has been named

=wive services m.aver at
Abelson -Frankel,

cago a lull

11,0.

Chi-

marketing

agency. Tenn pins Abelson Frankel Rom Herbert A. Bek-

Annis F. Bush, 61. of 107 E.
Council
Mount Prospect.
died Wednesday al Northwest

-n

Commun.; Hospital.
.Survi,
include his wife
Florence...daughter. Bonnie
A. Rothman of Mount Prospm; a mit. Robert A. or
Mount Prospect, and n broth.
er. Frank D. of Elmhurst.

am,

ood

I hey

paigns.

themselves.

They mkt:dominions and in w. m eXperiment in mi,
instances received an- media communication. Nam,
d.
and they knave

mast

light far frontage road traffic
aSchoenbeck Rd. had hem

before that he was with Robert
Snyder Associates. Tonna,

'ITN

11 debaters
selected for
Forensic league
Eleven Hersey High School

membership in the National
McLean again outlined the FOIVIISiC =ague.
Chosen on the basis of their
project that was ssheduled to
begin this spring. --"slip mmos" orholastic ranking and particito be built near Schoenbeck. nation in school speech adivieastbound. and Windsor drive, tim were: Sheryl Bienneth!
Mike Byrne;
westbound.
Rosman Gorecki; Dawn
These will divert express Hedberg. Mickey Hoffman:
lane traffic that wants to torn Karen nen:Joan Lass; Lindy
off to both north and south Luster, Bob Meiches, Diane
frontage roads heroic the Sim and Tim Simon.
Membership allows the =Schoenbeck or Windsor Dr.
dents to particioate in NFL
intersections are re.lied.

An added aid, said McLean,

league

district

tournaments

would he in the installation of and the student congress.

limironment

wIthiint,ice"

tonight

at

Lauterbmg

Township
Hall.
1818
E.
Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights. A year's residency in
Illinois. 90' days in Conk
Caumy. and 30days in Me pmeina are required for registration.

On Feb.

7,

Iran a 1:

k

an!' g

Jonh

27 for five months grade:.

of its kind held in rho Chicago

language study at the Unice,
shy of Paris.
M im Wangles is OM of tit ,,

area. About SOO students were

allowed a choice of mending
dames or rotating amoung the
discussions or movies. Some
assigned attendclams
awe at mgr.inim. A [ember

lanuary eraduates of HIM,
Stalestniversity
ISO
selected cC
students to pig
Me fir
icipate in m new aver.,

.4 students rem also on acid

,x6,,,,,,,nr.,,,g,,,razLorhoidospectise

DAILYTILMIDNI6HT

FRESCA
6- 16 oz.
one - way

'fa he wss al Monday' t An
Prospect,

Wheel.

cw
Ikei tin Hawffiorne
School. provide equipment tor

house mineaoteivutic and norage facil
at District 2I's
administrative center in Wheel-

Sausage & Cheese

SEALTEST
Assorted Flavors

PIZZA

I6C5

year

already

ap-

1970.

Groups who might wish
speaker are asked to cell Mrs.

Mary lo

Reid.

the loan to Distria 21.
Barger.

If residents are going to be
inn of town Feb. 7. they may

On Monday. Jan, 26. el 8
p.m.. the following
will

its ultimate lobd expected enrollment.

hear brief talks about the referendum:

-TWAIN SCHOOL, 515
Merle L., Wheeling. Mrs.
Lillian Stiller, board metaner
-Poe School, 2800 N
Jerry erne. board member.

-Whitman St-boo,
Willc Av. Wheeling.

Ill

S.

mach. the half -way Mark ill

BARGER SAID that some
moo:roms show 0 total or

availhle from building principals. school board members
end the central office 'doff.

these

wam someone to answer quo-

"If we continue to gnaw,"
to provide classrooms

children."

eons

about the referaidum..

Cole. board member.
--Tarkutmon School. 110
Scott
Wheeling. Kenneth
Gill. District 21 superinten-

"If no one is available at

moment." Gill said.
"leave your number. and you
will receive a return call."
Schools in District 21 are:
Height,
Poe in Arlington
Frost in Prospect Heights, Kilthat

met. AlcoII. and Longfellow
in Buffalo Grove, and Fickl
Tarking.n. Twain. ndburg.
London. Holmes. and Whit man in Wheeling.

maney bad pant Wee!

oppo STO TE-UP SAVINGS!
C.
THRHiCHT TO trirfirr ouNtrorils

1 p-ri

dent.

shins might bc necessary."

SALE!
STEEL
CABINET
BUY NOW -SAVE EVEN MORE!

John Barger. assistant 11,
perintendent of finance told

OUR EVERYDAY LOW DISCOUNT PRICES REDUCED
ON 1ST QUALITY HEAVY GUAGE STEEL CABINETS

The Day that enrollments had
jumped 100 students from Sep-

tember. 1968 to September,
1969. and that an additional
1.000 students would he enter -

;lulu Street

Elk Grove. Hersey and Form!
View high schools indistrict
214:

Main

dish tone

choice,:

Ofreir Herd lit), kerb.. in t

Fun on the ice

and butter and milk.
Available deaserts:
fruit
mektail. strawberry gelmn.

butterscotch pic, cherry m.!

hon. wiener in Min. Vegetable
lone choicer, whipped po.
tatoes. buttered green hems.
Salad tone choice, fruit juice.

To he served Mond, in
MacArthur, Am Sullhan.

apple -rod gelatin cube. moldaogherry. grapefruit pmt-

galled cheese, baked bows.
peach delight and milk.

Jobe Mute, and Betsy Ross jun.

ior high Schools in District 21
cheese

or

sic. ('Pal mall per prom:

ice rink at

Boaster
Ettils or 1111 ciuttrdsmen Drum

and Bugle Corp o

Sundays iit

.1111111M Ice

('Ochre:. oat Scarday affernom
from 2 to 4 p.m. It'll he held at

mils Junior High
11.1 WWI Rd..
Nlottot Bungs, II the !mather is impossible. the carnival
will he postponed lo the next
Feb. I.
There'll he figure skating
exhibitions by the mirk di.trict's skating dames and roc-

ing events for all sons of age
re
groups. 7 here's even a pant.

child relay for Pam., with
kids under 12 ',cars.
No pre -registration is necessary. Contestants may enter a

10

and

race when their ail: group is

night

Lions Park_ The dance begins
at 7:30 and lusts to 9,10. A local group will provide tIse mu-

HIE

.

PARENT'

homing a

o. nt. during the

flea market on Sunday. 1111 he

res. of hrrm, ailSunday.

held at the Am erican 1.eitin
o
Hall in Arlington Heights atDoimho and !diner tits. hum
11 Ant. to 7 p.m. There are
exhibitors already, hut

Starting next Tuesda)
-AM in Wonderland" will
he perforated at trill Km.

tae tenths: re still available
disto those who would like

play imm. For hoods MM.
eell

Kwiceinski at

Mrs. A.

5374794.

Tuesdays
These are

through

ST. RAYNIONOS S ha,
ing a coo*, -Evening of Recollection" tonight at the
church. 8 p.m. Father Ted Comarriage counselor, will

Fricloyi.

scout

and

church

present an informal address on
"Communication in
Mar-

nage." He'll also lead the dis.
mission to M.Mus.

once id 417-5500.
hir node
extension 631.
'the refresher program is tiesigned .specifically for /he

wish.

10

IN

updated

.torage. Spring

E. 2 -SHELF BASE CABINET
Divided cu., Mower, chrome pall handler.
White finish will. white glitter plastic top.
20" l671 30"

On

DELUXE
SOLID

NO EXTRA CHARGES

OF ANY KIND

t

D.

112"s64".
ot. 1..me ir. Whale
5' HIGH UTILITY CABINET
2 doors, 4 shelf spacer, chrome handles. White
looked on er.c met finish. 22"x1 I "x60".

STATE

1110111.1

Half Gallon

UTILITY CABINET
the if mac . provide cleat

Mond,. Registration shimIcl,

and nursing prO.duns.

PAYS YOU
THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
SAVINGS INTEREST!

C

conduct the course starting on

dents, another for elementary

2g. [hen
through hunchw

Who

pital in Elk Grove Village will

for sixth. seventh and eighth

Playhouse is

stoning a new series of acting
clams one young people min-

rip tau ItoncHno mops rfc Spring catch.
briind on onorrel 0n, 18".12"e641

H.,o4

course for registered nurses is
being offered! St. Almius 110,

recently drseloPed equipment

The Mount Pimp= Park

1 -SHELF BROOM CABINET

B

ANOTHER refresher

tine chi toll high school am-

470o.

,

"Alice" continues trt Feb. It
Call far
rr r ions and Wort

District has a dance scheduled

SO Fall J. Remolds, J12.

Rein.0 rid homer rod irrftned =0=11 holden, d an Ion touch 24 420 v60".

groups.

ing tomorrow and at m..,

MILL RUN

snacks.

2 -DOOR WARDROBE

A

a.nk perform.
anon specific:Illy for scheol.
10

none who wishes or resume
Ikr enrsso. It is gaffed kw .h,s
nurse who has not practiced
nursing in several years and

Obi mid
fu

our everyday low
discount price 14 49 each

2911-6242.

be awanled to the winner of

Cost is 53 per ample. Like us

PALATINE NATIONAL BANK

at

contd. First place trophies will
each contest.

NOW

;Mims tomorrow

the Riser

1hr Iffrot firth, Park Diss

met it holding ll.

and chocolate cookies.

tossed yakd, role slam. pine -Macaroni and

Li! Floras
age and a third fm previously
enrolled Mill Run student,.
For intb, .11 298-6242.
Mill Run has "Elegant
Witch." a musical adaptation
of Hansel and Greta. playing
there now on Saturdays arR

he

eh

is

he added, "we mum continue

yon.

"Hundreds of singje-family
homes are now being built. or
have been approved for consanction in District 21.

Information

"You can always cell the
central admoistration build ing al 537-8270," he said.
aril tell the operator you

constrUetion in the next few

said Berger.

GILL SAID that additional

referendum

Ron

537-8270.
he

30 and 40 ClaSUOODIS year uh
provide adequate facilities,"

not yes

mates show thin

District 21's office. 999 W.
OtinCIOC
Whenion, phone

THE BALLOTS will

"We need to add between

ail
one of the had only 1,671 children).

BOTH PROPOSITIONS
arc "very crucial," Gill told
The Day. "If either one of
thew fight
saki...Joel*

apply for absentee ballots from

has

rapidly ben year. ago, R

school hoard members, irttntedittely at 537-5224.

Highland, Arlington Heights,

and the money is availahle,ear
cording to Asst. Sept, John

Although the district
had

"MOST OF these are ben,
built in the western pan of the
district.
"Ilmusands of apartment
Ts hen been approved, or
have tentative spprossi. for

20.000 students fur the district
by 1980.
Current enrollment is about
7,000 students.

REGARDLESS Lotr,Innem,Anorg,,

11'

6 -BAND

LOW
SPECIAL
OUR
CHECK
PRICE:
INTRODUCTORY

PORTABLE
. MB

6 bands! FM/AM

......POLICE

... AIRCRAFT! All it takes is a push of o buttonto

rune in your selection. Large speaker. litres
Uses 4 ttIO" batteries or house current.
A.

RADIO

32

Batteries extra.

L'

99.88

up.,.6,

REGARDLESS

REGARDLESS Or

EIMER

WANZER

Altsfsetion Goefenteed

CREAMCOTTAGE

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M Di or

CHEESE

Small Curd

OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions is be filled
In the frame of your choice from our large

11,

lb

We Reserve the Right to limit Quantities
and Comet Printers friers

OSCAR MAYER

69!
7
C

400 W. Centrol Rd.
MOUNT PROSPECT

253-9890
1035 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

Arlington Heights

437-9508

selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

4.5% on Passbook Savings
5.5% on 1 -year Certificates of Deposit
5.75% on 2 -year Certificates of Deposit

'100

HEET DRY GAS
Get Faster, dependable starts.

5 Cans

U

REDI-MIX WINDSHIELD WASHER
Ready to use no mixing necessary! Prot." to 20 77`
,

24

Rigid plastic construction! !deal for Iiitcsn,01,0a,th4
or workshop

10 GALLON GARBAGE CAN
MT. PROSPECT

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO I use wastorfftrOn

!

For indoor or outdoor use! Rugged plastic with tight-

88C
88C

finis, lid!

Hurry,

get

yours NOW at big

savings! Kil contains everything!
An B!e10' kitchen carpet... a roll
af double faced adhesive tape,
easy to follow
tape measure
instruction, Carpeting is rei
high density waffle
forced
backing, saves you the cosi of

TEXIZE JANITOR IN A DRUM
Commercial product perfect for home use. Highly

r*".

NEW'
,KITCHEN CARPET
"DO-IT-YOURSELF" KIT

SWING TOP WASTE BASKET

CHICAGO
AREA
OFFICES

New Federal Swerve Board regulations allow Palatine
Notional Bank en increase the maximum interest rates we pay you on your sayings accounts and
certificates of deposit
and your deposits curry FDIC security to 520,000 al
the sometime they pay you maximum earnings.
The new interest rotes are effective for passbook wears immediately:
will be applied screw certificates of deposit when they ore purchase

CHECK OUR LOW, LOW PRICES

below,

($1,000 minimum)

Sale January 23rd. thru February I at.

FRANKS

th7sYe

available beginning Wed.. Jan.
28 through Wed.. Feb. 4.
THE SECOND pnipinition
Speakers who will he talking
will ask the sot, to approve a at PTA meetings and answer rent hind lest to pay ter 16 ing questions about the re -

square dam tomorrm mom
ing. In addition to swinging.

Large &

Pure Beef

ISBC HAS

ICE CREAM 0

1.19

WIENERS

build

uled.

bottles

ROSSI

All Meat

ISBC to

ing.

group of Citinnumity Prissby
ter'an Church is holding d big

4

Db-

r,irr,c,c,eclIntrewgdie,rornw,...hich

Irom

a

ing District 21 !schools by Sm..

...plc. Cincinnati colic, bra,

term., pry=

79

The "mitt fund levy" is

I School Menus

beheld tomorrow at 1 p.m. in
the funeral home chapel. In -

7 BOTTLE
FREE SALE

as an addition to Field School.

build an addition oTickingBut voters must formally
ton School. en= and nag or- okay the proposition.

THE UPS 'N' DOWNS

OPEN
PANTRY
FOOD MART

lington Heights. and aie dessrooms in Wheeling, to he built

ferendum have been sched-

trips.

Oehler Funeral Home in Ar.
Nestor Hmghts. Services will

TAB
AND

Nonhalne ,ubdivisian of Ar-

stolen uill he interest free loan.

asked roepprove two propissi.
'ions. The first. if passed, will
authorise SCI1001 District alto
inwe 511000011uorth ol lnais
for construction.
With these. the lie u id will

a mai....

symposium was the first

new classrooms to he built by
the Illinois School Building
Contmission (ISBC).
These classrooms will include 20 -room school in the

classrooms on a

'not Arlington Heights, and
Wild

A
Ntn tun

.

Visited.1 will he until

cial Feb. 7 election. nogg..
lion is open
the Wheeling

a schteil in North.. whdiviMaus for

who Hem M Mount Prospect,
a a graduate of the Artierken
Academy of Art. Chicago.

vice composed of tubing, go,

commented

art department. For 14 years

16 seconds, to discount., use
of the frontage road by drivers
other than local residents.

gain

....lectiource

operations. said that the green
shortened from 311 seconds to

somewhat

through 0 clean air breath,.
Nom wore a homemade do

...illoa
from room..

speed limit is not entimeed."

ing with highway officials, to

activity mom and a youth cen-

eOmplete by the end of next

vinces me that the 30 mph debaters have been selected for

seek a mlut ion Mr making the

Obituaries

in't"ivn vPuld b

They wanted to know about
mhabilitatmn, but that wasn't
his line, he mid.

By Jan Bone

21 who wish to vote in the spe-

Tajo. cop&

is caccrive:' sate M. Umno, a

where the speed limit it 55
mph. Carl Kowalski of the
District 10 staff said, -It con-

&I/P9IAfter the .youth's
Alm ICrinsky. president of the
Arlington Vista Homeowners
Association, called for a meet-

already installed can be panetrated, (not a certainty became
of the severe winter weather)

Registration or Dist. 21Feb. 7 referendum open
For residents of Wheeling Buffalo Gem School District

Pollution end whet to do
(Continued front Peer 11
ics agent from the Illinois Hu- MOM it Mowed mach ettln.
lion at the Hersey High School
toned his audience with di- environment symposium y01.
oey of holtRd pills and drug terday, especially when Nancy
Louis. a senior, demonstrated

Chicago.
cr
Advertising,
where he was a member of the

Charles McLean. assistant
district engineer in charge of

rodd in apparent
mph front
preference t t dm express ssnn

wo fatally ishm,d en mate

in.

professional people.

this point of law by

WHEN TOLD of the number of dricnr wl., use the 30

Nettles. a
subdivision.

on, thetaraucatinrwlMacArthur Junior High
cilitics they will need more

He said that if the conduit

He mid that he expected tbe

of

District is using the Kopp Park
pool the director would be on
hand to am their program and
would be working for the Park

Heights) and Schoenbeck Rd.
to the cast.
ATTORNEY Richard Cow-

funds for sidewalks, if = recess, fun. were available.

saaaad wawa,

of the Kopp Park pool and facitifies at Dempster Arnim by to imp, ,a19 00di.
High School,
bons for schoolchildren us.
'ME COMMITTEE mem- Me the north Frontage
ben agreed that the Soho, between Windsor Dr, .and
District should be notified that Svi,!':'ff:Icol'o.P.°1O0.8,,'..way
hired. to al. 1t0101S,',,,,,,,,,H,,!,01,:,i,!;.!...ree
a director may
Helen Jensen

an pressure on the more earnerly Schoenbeck crossing.

township funds, would have a
hearing on whether Wheeling
Township could use their

Mari. Towers offices of Die
trio 10 (Cook County) of the
I, was

between the subdivision (pan

Court. .ncerning the use of

The meeting W. held in the

Park.

and schoolchildren to an.
Mere, relieving some Pedewi.

that a case now being anneal
ed 10 the Illinois Supreme

side

view of future

It is believed that such edge

will encourage more a,hdle

available to build sidewalks
along the unincorporated area

en, appearing for the Wheeling Township Auditors, said

such as changed traffic light
timing, driver education arg

g,,,

whether township funds were

of corporate Arlington

instead, state, coun-

discussed

The first meeting ended
with the resolution to seek

a 'Walk" signal, added to It
traffic signals already et lb
Windsor Dr. in
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concentrated.

64 oz.

99C

padding. Spills wipe wish damp
cloth.

Choose

front

avocado,

gold, red, orange, blue/green.

29"
compare al $40

Increase your savings the Palatine National way!

Palatine National Bank
Brockway at Bank Lane Palatine Illinois

359-1070

BERWYN

OAK PARK

OAK LAWN

WILDE ISLAND

FIRST CARD
TOWN& COEUNTRYR

E EGAN

"AURORA

_IMiliREGAN

AND OTHER
MEMBERS PUNS ARE ACCEPTED

It

DAILY 10-10

CHARG

1

1

SUNDAY 10-6

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

The Men's Club of the First
lington

the

tonal anything to do. If his

chance, talk with the college

them. The old town issuddenly
too small, and there's nothing

kkls.They may be all different,

to do. If you're a boy, you

job didn't come through, he'd
pout of his mind. She nodded

always

can't figure out where all the
girls are. If you're a girl, you

a my

seems tone true at Christina,
mere thaany other time.

can't figure out why the phone
doesn't ring.

you

Whenever

get

arc pretty,

Bche
mu

the same. It
complains

They begin to separate Irom
each other after they graduate

from high school in June. By
they've all

September,

gone

their own way. Thanksgiving
Malian is too short to iie the
knot again.
Year in. year out, the cones
plaint in heard from each of

SHE CLOSED ha eyes.

.

She still remembered. The 1431

time it happened he ear five.
That time, it took MOM 10

Understandingly, but dal.

minutes term he

She gave him a

home.

no
few chores
to do.

After several hours, it was

Now he was 18. SAIL, she

quiet again.

began giving her a hard time.

Junior vsss standing at the fan

of the stairs. He had his suit.
case in his hand.
`I'm leavhig... he
"I'm 'running away

didn't even have to check his
suilcase.

said.

from

After all. she had all his
cbthes in the washing ma-

.

The door closed quietly. and

He was complaining, as do
ell

suspected he'd bc back in a few
MinI110.
When he came back. the

up.

Suddenly, she looked

I TALKED with one mother about it. She laughed kilotoady. I asked, "How
come. " She said that her son
wan't even home a day of
Claistmas vamtion before he

chine.

hewn gone.

of them, that than just

returned

Heights 001 feature
David Ho. a native oflarmica,
Indies, at th eir Jan. 26
Wt

ting in

Fell

ow ship

Half

Fellowship begins at 6:30 p.m.
and dinner at 6.45 p.m.

Ho recently returned to the
United Mates to study for his
mater's degree in Christian
education at Trinity Evangeli-

cal 010±111) School

in

Deerfield. He is also youth
pastor at the Skokie Valley
Baptist Church in Wilmette
and is primarily involved in
the senior high activities. He
will speak on lamaica's

Yotatr-Whither Bourulr an
overview based upon 10 yam

Returning to Jamaica, he

EDUCATED through high
school in Jamaica, Ho attendm! Shelton College in New gess

where Inc. received his

bachelor of religious educe-

DOCTOR SAYS

executive director,

now on study leave. This is a
0on-denominational organizelion ministering to Jamaica's
tooth through co-ed summer
camp programs, Bible study

Religion

Division of Bible and Philoso-

phy, Wheaton College, and
mho chairman of the Human

NEWS

Relations Commission for the
City of Wheaton. He is the author of two books and numerous articles and has appeared

Ho has been chairman of a

Jamaican mission aency.

& VIEWS

as a guest lecturer at ma.Y.-

Jamagican

missionaries serving M various
countries of the Caribbean and
South America.

kgm. Young people of the

All area men and senior

The church has a Sunday
school of over 500 with clams
for all ages. an active youth

nation may be obtained by
calling W. I. Nixon at 392 -

church will also participaa

in

the program.

The Park Vend., a unique group of music students nom North Park College, Chicagn wM
present a musical program at 7 p.m. this Sunday at the Northwest Covenant Church, 300 N.
Elmhurst Rd. The group will sing several songs which they have written themselves. The public is

9967.

Auction, supper

program with Mark Seiner and
director and week -night dubs

This Saturday evening at
0,50 p.m. S. Simon! Episco-

Height.. Admission donation

ing the church ulna at 392- Heights. will conduct their

cake supper will usher in the
Lenten season on Tuesday.
Feh. 10, at the church cm Kirchoff Rd. The othervunce of

for hop and girls. Further details may be obtained by cull-

pal Church, Arlington

Mission Auction in the Amencan Legion Hall, Arlington

Blocked tear

duct may
require operation

movies is the theaters are always filled with KIDS!"
M.G. BRANDSTADT,

Ci-ddy San, who

Prooett Dap

CONSOLIDATED
STATEMENT OF
CONDITION

monde old. has had an eye
infection since birth. TN doctor says it is caused by a stopped.up tear duct. I have used
but
Ncosprin and tot

-Maud Me original dream by al., jeakersly
the pude 's freedom and imelleernal integrity:.

you

seems

to help Have

you any suggestions?

.. Maraud, Field III
Page 4

A-The two antibiotic pre.
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d 1,21,her

John E Stanton, Edited

Witham I hiedaissffi

used
parations you
have
usually clear up eye infecuons

or the cause cannot
1:0111d fir

re-

he

h

11.Ie

1170. Main. Ileum Prosped.111.Wegn

branch trace,
20 Arlin:dun xcghb w.. ArlInglen 11claM1D.111.601110

Q -111y sooteyes move
back and forth all the time

manner. Dec Inane, in state

and have done so since

Nuinerbelan rata: 35 cone owl. Mow MiDered.

he

was eight weeks old. He is now

Om of taws di. mail eme.517.110 a mew Wearer acts mom*,
Nomsreed prim. Ince:1MA nee

a year old. What causes

this?

Can it be cured?

raved, III. HIOco

A-TIns condition may
associated Mth poor vision,
the cause of which should he

determined. In mom con,.
however. there is no cure.
Properly fitted glasses may
helpful,

Letters to the Editor

A-The came is a failure Ill

Calls My Lai incident 'propaganda'
by General Hoag
X11111 Lam, commander of the

"No, one picture in the Life

issued

One of the most important
campaigns
of
propaganda
modern times is now being
waged by the Communists in
America and around the
world. The alleged "musacre" at My Lai in Vienna] is

the focal point of this propgentle campaign. If all pro-

welt taunting

to the

area which includm the village
of My Lai. confirms the rather
investigation.
If you want to see a real tirofsssional

propaganda

smear

job on our military mcn con.

Mum to fol. the My Lai hig
lic.

es.

aceraliens of the international
Communist conspiracy a piesMendel commission amounting to a -War Crimes.. tribunal will develop. II is interesting
to nme Dun it was open Con,
munists who began calling
American servicemen .War
Criminals."
Please note that many news
articles and commentators no
longer even say the alleged

um), showed an..ne commining an atrocity. Not one
wastied in with the My Lai ter -

rain. No one has challenged
the integrity of the photo gopher who sold the pichnes
to Life for 540.0011. Yet these
pictures am puNished as fact
by a national magazine. I think
it is shameful."

Sen. Peter H. Doniinick of
Colorado observed the following when he was asked about
the Life magazine pictures and
story.

chew thoroughly such tom
cleaning foods as toast, ems
ate
and raw Omits and vegetable,.
The coming is merely a layer
of dead 0111, and not ml
dication oi ,,ny disease.
0-My grandam, 4, has

Watch the news murlia for
more developments
propaganda war.

in

this

Joseph C. Flynn

Blount Prospect lemma

and

Fallacy

Bled

District 214,
hoard meeting, Administrabon Building, 8 p.m.

$ 5,358.446

Cash and Due from Banks
U. S. Treasury and Government Agency
Securities
State and Municipal Securities
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises and Equipment
Other Assets

15,739,392
9,669,957
39,095,625
1,075,061
692,900
$71,631,381

moved will need glasses or
contact lenses. With these. he
in

school.

Mount

Prospect

R.ry

Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Deposits
Demand D6posits
Savings Deposits
Other Time Deposits
Other Liabilities
Reserve for Possible Loan Losses

$ 1,350.000
1,350,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

$71,631,381

Robert Front PTA of Pros-

Club, Drop in Center. Ranch
Mite Shopping Center. 10311

pect Heights, 8 p.m.

Arlington Helena cm".
SPEBSQSA, Knights of Co-

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect
Community Center, I p.m.

lumbus Hall, 8 p.m.

Wishing Well

TUESDAY
Suburban Aquaria Sociel,
Mount Prospect Community
Center, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank
of Rolling Meadows. 7,30p.m.
Waist-Aways,
Friedriclis
Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.

BARBER SHOP.
LADIES WIG
SALON

SNEAK PREVIEWSHOWING

52:512834

arannad alas

The school has a full kinderthrough gradc eight
program. Primary children am
in a non -graded program. The
middle school, grades four and
five. e.are in a period of transition toward non-gradedness.

of Mo.

Prows., tour of Sara Lee
Bakery. Lunch at Community
Presbyterian
Church.
leaves at noun.

Bus

The junior high. modes six to

completely depin-

eight.
me..
While non -Lutheran

children win not he required to Ill

Bethel

1 am.

Li. Port Se0001 PTA, 8

Lutheran Church

WILLIAM

C":7c7Z.::"'
HOWARD W. ALTON

CARL HAMMEAL

Me Warmnoun

FRED V. BUSSE

HERMAN KOLPIN

JOSEPH wEgDR.SR.

panel W. GEWECKE

WaRrMa.ng Systnp.fim

y"""ea'"

DALE R BEAUCHAMP

LAWRENCE A REIMS

price

ranges

under

panicipatc in the regular
plannul religious program
Interested parents may call
Lester Rush. principal. at I,.CI
3-5354. for mom complete
formation

Series

on 36 Illinois notions

"At

alms

WAIT

TWO SERVICES
emAtr5 a.m.

THE

THE CAMBRIDGE HOUSE
"Des Plaines' First Condominium"

8:30 km. to 4,00 p.m. daily

Tuta.W.d.Thwa Maur e:30 Rale 810 a, Samna

Rand and Central

M011.411P3...ihurS 2,00 n.m. to 4:00 firn.Wed.8:30 a.m. to 4 es, Fri. 2

1633 RIVER STREET
FRI. JAN. 23 - SAT. JAN, 24 - SUN. JAN. 25, Noon till 6P.M.

p.m. to 5:30 pm.: CLOSED SATURDAY

USED sellouts OMANS WSW*

EACH DEPOSITOR INSURED TO 520,000

Featuring:
Patios & Balconies

Enclosed Parking
Fire & Sound Resistant
Custom Cabinets

Color & All Station

2 Baths

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect. III CLearbrook 9.4000

T.V. Antennas

AM

w/Cosien
USED DIRNSHIRMMOLE, w/hence.
UNCOLDWOOD DRUM, Includes mamma=
THEATER ORGAN, wiReverh ROI, WaeoWase
Egolog, Costello included

Mocks Monk of Northwest

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS(

far Infennatien 127.2114

son*,
Has
9995
$1993
lathe

,1145

United Church uf ChorSt -827-7229

Rev. Harvey R. Neuman
629-8463
Ordimen swiaice
emma

One I. ww. May. w.wwewr

- ea set.

CHURCH
PASTORS

E A tFitf
CIIEFOco

J. Ei glg.tgr,

loo
STREET

MOUNT
PROSPECT

commitment...

No*"

t:KOIPLTEWIEVIT

300 N. ELMHURST MT. PROSPECT
MOAN HMSO, PASTOR.2SS-71
Sunday School Res
Morning Worship 11:00

"Royal BillPaying"
Rev. Ronald Magnuson

Sunday Masses: '
645, 8:00, 9:15,

Radon?:

Parish Center

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

First Presbyterian Church

930 a:mall:MI rut.
'The Limits of Tolerance"
New Member Clots Chapel 4 p.m,
SUP Paull...401mM D.O.
Den AIlerlee,lowesa Eby

It happens before you know It.
How, and where to begin?

Human ambition won't do it

Conviction - Direction Spiritual stamina. These will
carry you through.

One thing's sure - spiritual

10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

CL 3-6305

commitment helps in solving
problems and making things happen.

First United
Methodist Church

You always are welcome at the
Christian Science Sunday School.

of Arlington Heights
I

1`

SOUTH
SCHOOL

memenine

302 N. Do=lrlAr n Heights

PAT.D7Trll ila.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

seIlPMlnel* work

7:00

rt:r.4:
RN. lAMP WMIPUROMM

pa,t,tra:
Aernoil n. Schric her
C. Do id Stirchincter

Dr. Robes E. Matthews

10:45 a.m.

(ORGANIZED 18551

WILKINS MUSIC CENT"

Fast of River Rand.

--

9:30 a.m.

All. WICONDITION.V.G.u..RANTIO
DO TIMODIR AMUR MOW

Loaned near Shoup, A Transportation

adw.lacklmela Wilder& developer

TEMPEST wilacry h, ydm gesst ltritun a Wee

is

605 W, Ball Rd. Mount Prospect

1331 N. Belmont Ave.
12 Mks east of Ad... Rd; say. of Thome0
Pastor Eugene Ongna -392-4840

)100 .orrh of free mac with oda

and many other Quality Features

1 and 2 Bedroom Apts - From $28,900 and $33,900

Mao
MSS

HEW SATELLITE, Wibench

HEW SKYLARK wawa,

Radiant Heat
Air Conditioning

Rhone: 392-1 71 2

$00.00

CHORD ORGANS

Nursery far Tint Tot, 10145 A.M.

Trinity United Methodist

Evangelical Free Church

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

NEW a USED

Sunday Sentra., 8:00 and 101 IA 5.51.
unday School - 9:30 (all ages) 10: TA (nen. 0-71

Arlington Heights

uovzVq11'muKLa

Lowrey Organs

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

Pastor: Albers A. Lucchi

Reverend Ireith Davis
IMPSo.m.
Church SchoolMorning

,St3amo Church

WALKUP HOURS:

259-4114

NU eery Provided for
All Services

Church of the Master --

RALPH T. LIOCE. M.0

a.m.

Pusateri,

TO YOU

7:00 p.m. Dedication for Christian Eductaion
wits Dr -J. Paul Hakes

DRIVE -UP HOURS:

Relevant Christian Ministry
To All People

1 211 W. Campbell

BIBLE

MIS

Evening Service

until0:00 p.m

.i

Cl 3.2407

Atioe mv

9:30 a.m. to ROO p.m. (laity Oro Samoa, except Wednesday: ;May eveninea 5:30

SERVICES

S Arlington Hts. R.1.-Mlington Heights

question.

Modal belIMM11111

LOBBY HOURS:

!

for soma iner-

17n..riD

Arlington Heights

Mgt'

offing insights on this

9.30 o

rimy

,;:''''

wi

III W. vide

,.< dill 1.

-

including:

C klallititailt,_,

ttAki?

intatmatmettail

Morning Worship

I

BAPTIST

Luton IOU Sunday to the
Ch . .. ion Science Radio

.:00 .1040

March. and -fee

,S
.

,,,:School,n,1::::,5,1,,,iri

'eVarr

'

ill ,

CHURCH

DO YOU
REALLY KNOW
YOUR CHILD?

Pastor
el 137.3223 - 139-0112

French Lieutenant's Woman"
Fowles in wprii,

faith. they will he casmed to

Arlington Heights

fied Ads.

Dams ad grim

viewed in

Illnited Methodist), 330 M.
Golf Rd., at 8 p.m. Jun. 25.
Die choir is under the direr lion of Floyd Hickman.
lion

mom -

Sunday School

thew L san. Anton

ita, in ...Man Heighsc W

'The friendly Church with the Vim( Mgcsage"

"Autos for Sale in today's ClassiGEORGE!, BUSSE
Dower:

:r.."Tveic.C°11Tert Ch9k
Wfi'dObb (Awl'
"b,will N's
s",

Polotine

Mount .Prospect Chem

and

Ducnow's February seloc.
lion will he "When the War is
Over" by Stephen Becker.
r of the Whale."
written by the marine scieentist.
Victor Schaffer. will b m-

m

Lutheran

the

hirehaff

VFW Prospect Post 1337,
Family fish dinner, VFW
Hall, 530 to 8 p.m.

Classified Ads Help You
Spot The Car You Want!

in

SPEAKS

ffilIDAY

models

BUSSE

confirmed

Central School PIA, 8 pm.

charges. A recent news release

Answer on Cook Page

THURSDAY

INImiDliferli

able.

garten

Clan Pioneer Park. Arlington
Heights. 1030 arm io 3 p.m.
Camp Fire Girls, District
Committee Meeting. Mount

nn opportunity for making a wise
buy. Try it! You'll find all makes,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

headquarters at My Lai within
Iwo wee, °ribs encounter. At
that limo. neither U.S. nor
South Vietnamese officials investigating the matter found
any 1110ib whatsoever for the

27 good. 33 excellent

VFW Hall. 11 p.m.

Heights. is offering enrollment

to non -Lutheran Volga who
desire a Christian education
for their children. Enrollment
will be cm a Mit. basis and is
limited to grade levels where
space and facilities are avail.

is

Smart car shoppers read the Classified Ads before they buy a car. That
way they're sure they've overlooked

by the Viet Con, who began
dmpping propaganda leaflets
about the attack on the V.C.

letters

Ladles Of the Moose 600.

Arlington !Idaho Oyer 50

23,430,999
23,785,579
16,356,289
3,301,728
760,803

pledgm1.10 wow publie and DWI &paella and for Other purpowe

into the atrocity stories spread

In addiliOn. find the word
using all seven of these

Mount
Prospect
Community Center. p.m.

111 W. Olive Se.. Arlington

Prospect Community Cc.,

On Omennwr at. tees. U. S. Giumernent Obligation. anti intor amts toted .1

was conducted by the Army

thae letters as you can

Welcome Dna. of Meant
Prospect,

St. Peter Lutheran School.

munity Center. 8 p.m.

investigation

Make as many four letter
or MOM words Out of

a.m. to 3 p.m

Enrollment open
at St. Peter

Club, Mount Prospect Com-

At the time of the alleged

SCALPUE

ing, Mount Prospect Comma.
nit), Center, 9 30 a.m.

&Ado Grose Dna SO

Club. 12-I5p 111

Northwest Philatelic Club,

WEDNESDAY

&Han Gals, hoard meet.

lay, 1104 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., B p.m.

1,295,983

grows.

Hideaword

Country Chords Chapter,
Sweet Adenine. International.

Society, Mount Prospect

St. .1 ulna

Lutliesmn Church

the lest two or issue Sundays ol
each review month.

8 p.m.

Sr. lames United Church or

Club, Old Orchard Country

439-9906

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

cataracts have been re-

beery, open house. 2 105 p.m.

MONDAY

TOTAL ASSETS

on is SI.25 and children
under 12 sears. SI .

p.m. performonuel are given

Wheeling Township Democratic Women's Organization,
205 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Christ, 0 IV p.m.

Prospect Chapter. On Mo.

Sundays of each month: 1:511

Bo., Village Hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Community

Community Center. 8 p.m.

p.m. me heard the Inc two

Village

Prospect

Center. 8 p.m.

to 3 p.m.

Mount Pronto. Public 1.1-

ASSETS -

A-A child whose congen,

I

Mount

Mount Prospect Historled

SUNDAY

Center.

assumptions of guilt the hig tic

an

week. This calendar WWI-% the
week of Jan. 2$ to Oct.

7:10 p.m.
Township

Mount Prospect Community

"musacre." Because of this

"Massacre"

Randarst
Toastmasters,
St. Mark Lutheran Church,

Blue

When he starts to school, will
be able to see as well :is a
normal child?

should hoc no difficulty

Prospect Chamber of Comfarce. Any organization wish.
ing to contribute should will
Mn. Helen Becker. CL
3-7469. Deadline fur listing is
Tussiday of the preceding

Daughter Snow Gann,

had cacts since he was two
months old. Opertrions were
perfannml whon he was five,
seven and 10 months old.

ital

Arlington Heights Savings and
Loan, 7130 pm.

."\

0-What is the cause snd

cure of coated tongue?

Editor

DECEMBER 31, 1969

Wh

simple measures fail, an oper.
anon by an ophthalmologist is
required.

The Itm is published Elea,. Nondm through WAN. iN n,. Mi.:co:i.e..,

ad

urn Cungregational Church,
This calendar is prepared as
a puhlic service by the Mount

being

is

Serving will begin at 5:30
p.m. and continue until after
the -pular dinner hour. Molt

RI. 22, Half Oar. MmirleeS at 4

unless they are too deep-sented

Mionscoic Edit,

MOVed. A blocked tear duct

Prospect D.,:

Hcrben H. Duenow cam he
'acne Feb. I at 4 Km. in Wash-

14

Tuesday

coordinated hy the St. Simon
Guild id Acolytes and the
Brotherhood of Sc. Andrew.

&bmelgin his xpnng'aria of htok mis

is SI.
A typical New Orleans pan -

Shrove

Spring review
series begins

Calendar of events

Mount Prospect State Bank

Page 5

Friday, January 23, 1970

41140.

"The only thing I don't like about going to 'X' rated

wan -known radio personality
vide special musical numbers.

Before coming to Trinity.

and the Bahama Islands.

required at the church office.
25340492. Additional infor-

lege 'and Trinity Evangelic./
Divinity School. Deerfield.
will speak, and Bill Pierce.

and recording ono, will pro-

Dr. Hakes was chairman of the

concens throughout Jamaica

12

L. Evans, a former pastor and

now president of Trinity Col-

-

groups and by providing teams
to conduct youth services and

which now has

Jan. 24, whm an opportunity

speaker will be Dr, J. Edward friends to pledge financial sup
Hakes, vice president for um port to the church. Rev. Harry
dergraduate studies and dean
of Trinity College, Deerfield.

Limited. of which he is paldent and

planned for Saturday evening,

day, Jan. 25, at 7 p.m. The will be given for members and

high sons
invited to join the
Men's Club.are Reservations are

vventeeethiothatathaththeetateataaktaltahaatannablaRkMai

any.

Church,
Frec
Evangelical
1311 N. Belmont Av. on Sun-

spearheaded the inception of
Teen Time Bible Conference

work in miniattiring to youth
in Jamaica.

A "Dedication to Steward A service of "Dedication to
Christian Education" will be nip. church fellowship din held at the Arlington Heights net (by reservation only) is

lion degree in 1957.

Presbyterian Church of Ar.

Dedication series continues

David Ho featured
at Men's Club

Lee.se
--

1903 E. EUCLID, C15-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Warship

9E0 A.M. 10:20 AMA 11:40 A.M.

Nuts, Can at all taw.

First Church of Christ Scientist

4011:;;orri:`,..tr:"
9:30 a.m. over 10 years
11:00 a.m. under 10 years

The dais prospects

17

Bittneis aboard
floating bomb
By Delores Meet

will be on our way
The reason the ship is de
scribed as a floating bomb

Mr and Mn Victor Milner
am aboard the 2E1000 ton P

that a typhoid earner a
bong sought
in

mid O Imer Oronsay which the

Vancouver British Columbia
newspamr The Sun headlines
as "...a 'Floating Bomb:"

Or.

Sect.. (Photo by D. Fillip)

writer received the following

ease from spreading. .1f the
Oronsay is allowed out apart
it will be like s floating bomb."

message from them dated Jan.
18 with a Jan. 15 clipping.

MOTT BON a .m of medical investigators searching

°WE ARE well and Men

to find the source of typhoid
among the 1500 passengers
rod 600 crew members. Six of
the new were removed from
the ship in California and another 20 suspected of laming

been in harbor since Jan. 14,
Passengers in good spirro Nod

enjoying all ship activitia
usual Sunday we'l atthe
nonh through Canadian is-

the disease were taken to Van -

6'

-#7,te(11-1

wooer hospitals after the liner
arrived on Wednesday

moved from her berth on fan

Dr R David Thompson re
atonal director of medical se,

15 and was moored off the foot
Lonsdale
North Van

welfare apartment

of

vice= for the federal health and

said the

COUVC0.

ship "could run roo some

Accooding to the Bittners*
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Victor

serious problems a, her next
port of calf' if she continues

Miner of Elmhurst, the am
lion had stayed aboard the

her cruise at this stage.
The Oronsay was scheduled
sail on Ian. 14 for Australis.va

Chonsey.

Honolulu and Fiji.

"They have had (heir in
she said, 'nod
they am enjoying the.ehm.
They do not have any time
schedule, but many who Men
definite deadlines on the catue
are quite concerned about the
delay."
BOB voyage, Vic and Metal

WHEN ILLNESS fleet
struck the Oronsay it was ere
tering the Panama Canal two
weeks out of Southampton.
England, where a new crew of
40 had been taken on. The
company agreed to hold the
liner in Vancouver for at Mani

MM the red of your anise

41 haws .e n con that "will

have smooth sailing.

probably

be

barren...

School days in M.P.

Meet monster Monday

Friday, January

\

find the carrier to slop the dist

lands. Hopefully by Jan. 20 we
Page

Mott,

health officer. told The Sun,
"Our principle 'concern is to

Jan. 12. Til<1 boarded the thief
in San Francisco and this

that m they make the best of the isolation situation aboard the liner
Oronsay, suspected of harboring a typhoid canier. 'I he Sinners have been active in conimmity
activities for many years Mn,
ginner is the current president of the Mount Prospect Historiod

A.

cou ver's deputy medical'

The Bittners left on an extensive Caribbean enlise on

world travelers team to roll with the punches, and Mr. and Mrs. Vktor Bi.er redoing just

G.

Mott said but
the ship
must stay as long as it lakes to
find an earner The Oronvoy

remembered

1970

A series entitled Meet the Loeb Ness Monster

MB begin Monday. It vim indude fare, figures,
photos of the evasive Myth Need< and the at.
findings from scientific Investigations conducted

MT TOPS 9 tics. old

In 1969.

Newly elected officers of
the MT TOPS club in Mount
Prospect are planning a reunion birthday celebration Mon-

day. len. 26, at the Mount
Prospect Community Center
to commemorate the ninth
year of their organization.
Mrs.

R.

Powers,

weight

recorder, him Frank Jana.,
treasurer, Mn. A. Goffinskl,

Newcomers to learn
education innovations
A program of interest to all
parents with school age chitOren will highlight the next

are Mrs. lack Anderson and
Mn,. Bruce Nelson; refrahmoot chairmen are Mrs. Dan -

meeting of the Mount Pros- iel Brucki and Mrs. Gerald
pea Welcome Wagon New. ' Morin. president, end Mrs. R. Bate- %men at 8 pm -Wednesday,
Women of Mount Prospect
man, secrebry, finalise Punt Tan. 28, in the Mount Prospect ito have been residents Poe
AU former members are hi, Community Center, 600 S. less than one year are eligible
oiled to attend the I pm. 'See -Groin.
for membership in New.
V'ent.
John Finley will present
crehers and a cordially in
"Innovation in Education," a
vital to attend the meeting.
discussion and demonstration Coming events for the 'dub

Visits museums

in Florida

Miracles of

ing on Florida's lower

Oath miracles in everything

freezing

from fanon to

science. at:cording to Me January tone of

Seventeen Nagoya. Airports
that float on the teak, plane.

that speed. often later Man
sound. to sun and surf for
mini -vacations and 'stretch
weekend.," inovie.teacrrom

ed plane eyuippod with die -

emblem -thee are a few of
Inc predicted marvels of the
future.

OTHER

PREDICTIONS

from Seventeen arc:

- "Fashion mirrors;'
Reding through slides. will lei
you see yourself modeling
clothes without trying them

a.
-- Tn....enters will automaidenly conma mistakes and
produce carbons, although
secretaries will still be in groat

west

roam The 111010110, operated
demand.

In the cultural and educational

- Hot soup. warm buns and
served
pack.

ice ercam will

he

he

from the same pre -

- What

are

mailers will ebse up when
breezes blow and dramas will

change color when the an
shims.

- CHAIRS WILL me on

andvi
and

of Earida resideres

are located on MI
tropically landscaped acres in

party -"Forty

Mrs. Hopkins reviews
`Eat Your Snowshoes'

Stuff that
e. you try stuffing dill, Seer
or sweet pickles with a variety
of spreads and cheeses. Pre-

in the world on any subject.

wedge from the pickle or halve

-Eighteen-year-olds will be
pulling level, in voting booths.
Despite all the scientific

the

will be armholeed auin over
whaled fields.

pare pickles

Martha Hopkins will review
a soon.to-be-released book by
comedy -saner Jack Douglass,
entitled //Shut lip and Eat
Your Snowshoes." She humorously labels it a land rover
laugh -in" and a "hilarioro

in one of two

ways; either cut a lengthweic

confrontation with the pot
outdoors."

pickle, scooping out the
center. Fill with seasoned

Mrs. Hopkins' witty reading of this woodsy tate v.ill undoubtedly be one of the highlights of the year for the Prospect Heights Book Review
Club.

cream cheese, prepared sand-

wich spread et salad fillings

madCS chicken or tuna

it

Prospect.

For your next party. Ma

Windom will coneod the
dimetion. color end intensity
of light.
- Electronic libraries wig
bring you the greatest experts

agement Us all residenb to about. There is a mid -year reembenhip drive undernay, and this is an
eaceuent opportunity to become mainlined with your own town and its history. There 001 be
refrain.nb and good feihmship as Martin recalls the first school bays in Mount Prospect In the
tittle white building, brought in from one of the farms. which housed the mrly pupils of the town.

holds its first meeting of 1970
an Wednesday, Jan. 28 at Old
Orchard Country Club Rand
and Schoenbeck Rdk. Mount

pickle
Brown brow ecorornistd mtg-

tees

chasing the winter blues is in
store for the Prospect Heigh.

Book Review Club when

you sit down.

Martin Hoe Sr. has been teaching at St. Paul Lutheran School for over 50 years He will be the

featured speaker et the Moat Panned Historical Society meeting next Monday, Do. 26.0 the
Mohnt Prow. Community Center, beginning at 5 poi. The officers extend hearty encour-

The perfect praciption for

101111 Ringling to the date.

with music and light when

.1,1101l1

theater

Carats-- and a Las Vein
night. For runner information

Saramm. They were 1 gift of

wear will
temperature -controlled,
you

breslothroughs.

a

'

tial.
Finley's
system
has
contact membership chairman
Robert °berg of 1115 Fern recently been adopted in' Mrs. Jam. Graves et 392 Dr.. Mount Prospect, recently Mount Prospect schools.
7916 or MIS, Gordon Doyle
Hostesses for the evening 1,394.1674.
visited Me rote.owned Ring-.
ling Museums while vacation-

the Soaring 70's
The -Soaring Seventies"
are here. a decade to bring

qd to

of modern
stimulate and motivate Menudent toward his highest pool-

Annual Earnings Compounded
and Paid Quarterly
on all
Regular Savings Accounts

Moran Hopkins

Nurse engaged
Mimi Nelson

The bride -lobe ie a graduof Columbus Hopi.
School of Nursing and is ern payed at St, loseph's Hospital
in Chicago. Her fiance wreat-

ate

The engagement of Mimi
Nelson to George T. Tam
golakis has been announced by
he, parents, Mr. and Mn,.

Robert A. Nelson of 'Prospect
Heights. Tangalakis is the son

of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore G.
Tangalokis of Ann Arbor,

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT

ed Jackson Junior College and
served three years in the arined

RIGHT NOW

forces, He is a food buyer for
Grocerland. la.. in Chicago.
An October wedding is
pinned.

Gentlemen:

Library Open House Sunday

I want to take advantage of the new 4th % rate on Savings Accounts

0 Please send information regarding.
0 Joint Savings Account

It le a bogy doe for the

Mood Prop. Pebik

brary.1Thlways Yahweh.,

bati ...Re who, mom.%

far the spec. opal boom to be

bet fhb Sunday, from 2 to 5
pan.
b your opportunity to
me the new addldou end apoddment.. Getting books

reedy for teddy* b Mn.

Pe. Witkledmer, Poodle
depiMment

brads.

has her day

Encloied is my check. Open my account now.
0 Joins Savings Account
Individual Savings Account

ADDRESS....

CIT.(

..ZIP

WIN A

The

sbil End voltmleas froto red-

one civic onomballo., dog
wins hoe. .mbese. Peas

ally moved the thomende of

boob. swim{ the hippo

mot SOK

c)

0 individual Savings Account

CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

LIMOUSINE

FOR A DAY

ank Of Elk Grove
Aril ton Heights Rd. & Higgins Rd. Elk Grove
Village, Illinois 60007 Phone 439-1666/625-6505
MEMBER F.D.I.C. - All Accounts Insured To $20,000

THE DAY
Page 8

Fnday tannery 23 1970

Offer
children's
classics.
.Mill Run Playhouse is plan,

ons for January and Fehr,.
ary. These children's theater
glassieywill be completely pro.
femienal productions.

change the name of his current
production from "BoeingBoeing" to .ISST-SST. only

those who haven't seen the
Pheasant Run version might

TIM SAME PLAYWRIGHT who g ve the very opposite dolmas in "Rosemary's Baby" and
"No 'rill. FM' Sergeant, also authored "Geneml Seeger° dranmtie presentation of Elk Grove's
Masque and SNIT Play en. Ira Levids General Seeger trill be given at Dempster Junior high
School Friday and Mturdss, Jam 30 a d 31, and Feb. 6 end 7 at 8:311 pm. Shown Move is Bob
Farber 'as the Corporal who tried to gel Sue Burkhalter as the Woman to give information about
General Seeger. the play is an entirely ifferent type for the commonity theater group. For tickets
and more informmion call Jenny Lobe Rh x1437.38115.

DM C911mOk
rake who is maintaining three a fluidity of staging, a nevermistremes in one apartment ending supply of movement ance rates a MIT on his &suing-room door. M Fuller's
with the aid of the Official Air-. 'and deft tinting. His set, in
friend from Aix, Conway dis'
vibrating
shades
of
oink,
pace,
line Guide, a telephone and a
played an ever-growing range
I o n g -suffering housekeeper. persimmon and plum, had.'
of comedic and dramatic tab
(Each thinks she is the one- six psychenellically decorated
en-I;whissing out of one predi.
and -only.) He is dealt a earss dorm that seemed never to
sistrors blow by the whims of stop swining. Johanna ssme in cament and into another with

think him presumptuous.
Supersonic is the only odequart description of the speed

weather.

become empress of the
Southern Kingdom of China.
Will Road Wanderer and his
pet dragtm Small One he Mk

at which this vehicle moves
The one thing it fails to out-

brings all

to mIcase Jade Pure in time
AdmissIon Is 50 cents for
children of the Des Plain, and
northwest suburban area to see

inutes of the usual bumpy
fihact
rs
formality, the jet -age

she will

Run Playhouse.
'
Special
performances of
-Alive' in Wonderland" for
school. scout and church

IS. These weekday pssfor mono& are al 10 a.m.
Call Mr 'reservations and information at 29S-9242.

rf Carl Stolut Jr. were to

dwone, has been held captive
by her jealous aunt. Precious
Harpnoon. If Jade Pure marries
of her 18th birthday
by

ruary...tiling late. 10.al MIII

Feb.

By Herb Bride,

Jade Pure, the heir to the

cer adaptation of Hansel and
Grind. It will he playing on
Saturdays and Sundays at 2
pm. during January and Feb-

Jan. 27 and continuing until

Laughs come "mile a minute" at Pheasant Run

China.

"Elegant Witch" is R min-

(his

five. dramatic present,

don of the well know Chinese

fantasy, "Land of the Drag.

distance is the sound of laughter.

THE CAST of Des Plaines Theatre Guild, production of "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf!"
rehearses a scene from the Edward Albee drama which they will present on Sunday nigh) al Guild
Playhouse In Des Plaines. The vitriolic faculty couple, Martha and George, are played by Mariann
and John Marquette (standing) se Des Plaines, while Own guests for the evening of Path lolling are

Gerald "Pat" Murphy or Da Plaines and Marcy Lsasburgh of Mmint Prospect (seated) as Nick
and Honey. Curtain lime is 7:30 pre at 620 Ire SI., downtown Des Plaines. Tickets available at
the box office or by eating 296-1211 after noon.

After rumbling 00, 01

Faith Utah,. P1111'.....
of Robert Fuller's fiancee who
marries his hese friend, in

"Boeing, Boeing" the current
offering at IM Pheasant Run
Playhouse. More information
on the dinnessheater cen be

the greatest of ease while pull -

A Jacqueline went out and Ja-

Mg the rest of the show with

net followed, right on cue.

A North Atlantic squall line
three girls 10 Ms

apartment at the same time.
The Mach 2 romp ends on a

note of triumph for womankind and wistful sadness far
tonics: imminent matrimony.

romp became airborne, climb-

had by calling 584-1454.

Dassd Morrison's direetiod
MeNerating pace that slaved was most impressive. Things
only for intermission and my- moved so well that the intermissions were a surpriw. He
ant curtain calls
mcomplished this with someTHE BASIC PLOT (prob... thing more than sheer speed.
ably lifted from Moliene ins' There were a seemingly infloor variety of stage pictures,
solves a progressive young
ing at a steep angle and steadily

WITH THE HELP of RobFuller and an excellent

EACH OF THE thanmfr
Mass of the apartment vim

ert

.

Morrison

company

=anent in her personal way.
Vicki Kaywood made the go ing great in her Pan Am uniform and Georgia drawl, Rebecca Phil, was a smashusg
Jacqueline in her bright red
Air Prance togs and a steady
succession of street and best
clothes. Her gamin features

created a fresh, delightful muberance throughout an e11400-

short evening.
Robert Fuller
may not he quite ready to play
Cyrano. but ex Bernard, the soper playboy. he was able to put
his looks, energy and knack for
timing
gating m good use. He blended
Guest

star

Ng eyes and trim figure cokes.

rod chic French charm.
wm some
Faith

with the rest of the

cast,

.thing

else.

As a Lufthansa

'hostess she combined breath-

taking Nordic beauty with si,nssplitting comedy. Never
cracking a smile, she fractured..
:her audience with fierce, deadpan declarations of love, sud-

den interjections and the romantic technique of Powerful
Katrinka.
In the face of all that glamor, Geraldine Powers did extremely well as the long-suffering housekeeper, a splendid
EMI for the youthful excesses
of the test of the cast.

;DINNER

Northwest Suburbs Only

Nein
5,95

Professional Theatre Presents

The cast seemed to Lind the
whole MIMS a big, challenging
it wee, for all conlark. And
cerned

THEATRE

WcckEnd Rueflare

$3.00

continueS through Feb. 8. Call 5841454 for information or reser-

rAt1fo)

vations at the dinner -theater.

Eat, drink, and be merry -it's

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

MR. STEAK RESTAURANT

not New Yea., bur

this Golden Eagle is in good a reason as you con
hovel Wolk in on a cosy Sheol.ce for welcome. The
decor puts you or ease, and at home, immediately.
Choose from o goormet menu with something to

please each member A your par, The Golden
Eagle hosts entertainment to help make it o full and
delightful evening. Nest time yon -re thinking of "o
night out -go to the Golden Eagle. It's one of the
Imo in the Northwest suburbs.

enact) lLiteInn

Mr. Steak Restaurant, in Wood Dale, has the whole

WeekEnd RinFare

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
all0 Higgins Re

Elk Greve Village

PHONE: 4374526

RESTAURANT

Sun. & Mon.

0 I cl

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

Now Appearing

LEON BERRY

Lloyd Lindroth

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

RT. 83 & RT 72 (Oaklon at Higgins)

44

& his Quartet

NIELSEN'S 827-1819
- Across from O'Hare Field

Elk Grove, III.

GUS N. MANNHEIM RD. ROSEM ONT, ILL,

tel..Sunday

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

'The Swingers"

WITH

439-2040

stns y, we think so um - however.
wc voiyh more gem. Mum oho!. h.
If you have not tried This every
Sunday feature we are both Owls
-en may we yuggest.

Sunday
lin] nets Buffet
10:30 a.m. 10 2 pot,

This Weekend .

GOLDEN"
EAGLE

..'inernn '""ch"."

-

11112 N. Rend 11,1., Arlington Heights
VI, HANN

VI, FIN I

4,e

IJIIi.,

_I I,B11

Pt. 12 at Ouentins Rd. Barrington

111111

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

$275
$175

For those arriving after
complimentary ChallIP.O.

luncheons and Dinners from 11)30 Doily
11

ENTERTAINMENT

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Mday, Sabath,

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENLERSVILLE,

/

For Reserartions Prone J12426-5446

RESTAURANT

:4=Z

SERVED WPTICNOICE oi

OPEN EVERY DAY

FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

Zale Roase,

with the Largest
selection of

FOR BREAKFAST
COMMUTER'S WILL
LOVE OUR BREAKFAST

VOCAL STYLING
OVERT SATURDAY NPHT

MENU ..AND WE'RE SO
CLOSE TO THE CNW STATION!

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

miles East of
Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

PH: 529-8840

San

41(

PIT 'n PUBt.

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

WED., FRI. & SAT. NITE

4;7

Zaiice to ate iiitz Mak

Mixed

5

Drin9ks

of the

Bottlef

J. M. THREE

111111'11111,
I

II

11.1, -ht 0111,d ,1,11., Pl

hdtolot

P

d :1111 1 1151, 5ttp,Ilto dunk. dn11eolorlco
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HEHRIC1's

RECEIVE YOUR FIRST DRINK FOR ONLY

GOLB1N BUM
NO MINIMUM- NO COVER

I'll

537 9500

CHAR BROILED TO SUIT YOUR TASTE

SHRIMP

GOLDEN DROWN FRENCH NUM POTATOES
OUR OWN SPECIAL COLE SLAW

SERVED W. SPECIALLY PREPARED
CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR DELIGHTEUL SAUCE.

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE
.l.I,LIGHTERS NEW

STEAK SANDWICH

FRENCH FRIED

in the ( YI IARF INN Mannheim and 1114gins Ril

784 S Milwaukee Wheeling, Ill.

OUR FAMOUS PIT & PUB

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

299-6681

INO,' DIU PIOUS LETTUCE TO.TO

MM. PLACE"

Li

Dunton House

SHAKEY'S

z,smorgasbord

fed'

IMMIs

Between Donmn & Vail

gg1 MINIM tams

BOB NOLAN

youe0 the etain.

"The Drive -In

HAS SOMETHING
EVERYONE WANTS

with the
Exceptional

Mon. thru Fri. 9.09

yla yac ekte to eat

rime Home, Mayor& Row,

HANSUROFIr

Ma BP

RIBS

HOT DOGS

ONION RINGS

$169
ICHILDEEN'S PORTIONS WEN LOS,

$199

RESTAURANT

When, Embers ood woken.
On radio oral leek Eiger
leek Wickham*, Franklyn

BOB NOLAN

DON'T FORGET OUR PRIVATE

SEATING UP TO 500

ncyt
1018

4s.

lProRpect Plaza

Mt, Nes,.Plow

2S9.95S0

Wheoling,111.
YmoisoVICE TOM

CONNOISSEURS OF

COME AS YOU ARE

MocConneek. Mc.

PIANO COMEDY

FRENCH ERNS

war 411wO6.14.i,

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA
DRAW BEER...4=C: THE RED.S011

Baker Meet Pub, Wager

ITALIAN BEEF
ARATWURSI

THE FRIENDLY
PLACE

SOui

$119

Bring the Family
and watss Jerre '0
make "balloon animals"

Moyed top spots Ike Car
NAUAN SAUSAGE

BAR -B-0 BEEF

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

4 PM to 8 PM

Youngman.

Menu!"

FANTASTIC PITSURCHIS
!TAMAN SAUSAGE -ITALIAN BEEF

EVERY SUNDAY

played piano for Joss E. Leonard, Shessy Greene, Nanny

Business Men's Luncheons

RESTAURANT
I WEST DAVIS ST. ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

MADNESS COMES TO

DARCZAK8
SAVSACHANN

DINING ROOMS -AT NO CHARGE
JN HOFFMAN

.02W. Nod
Adindt

Stuffed with

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

Scanda House

TV and Radio Fame!

ON FIELDALE RD

Hour,

Join
Your Friends
at

DELICIOUS SMORGASBOARD

EDITH JOHNSON
formerly of the
Johnson Sisters
of the WGN &andante

766-1010
GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE

STUFFED FLOUNDER

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

BRING IN THIS AD ANY WEEK DAY AND

FEATURING THE ANDY DE FALCO DUO

Food

Z.7:4"ott,7........ 59'

Cocktai

35'

ENTERTAINMENT WED., FRI. & SAT. NITE
IN THE CHAVALIAR LOUNGE

,

HIS

THEIRS

'*

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Beer

ITALIAN FOOD SEA FOOD
STEAKS

IN TOWN
the Finest

`,:127","'"'-' $2.49 .en 5r9

RESTAURANT

$1.65.

PH: 438-2 I 88

RgitAK
HERS

CL 5-2441

MON. THRU SAT. 4 P.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN. 12 NOON - 1 A.M.

NEWEST

SPECIAL

WAYNE

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

THE

"HIS -HERS -THEIRS"

FILLET OF SOLE

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

QUARTET

LemonTiee

PIZZA!

of ohuiew

OEN

50N Atlt

$1.29

Locc,..34D5 Alg nquin Rd., Rolls, Meadows, Ill

OB & DON DAVIS

CALL

new

_II MARCHETTI'S

610YE H.

'N CHIPS

All You Can Eat

NOW!

35)1-076S

11010 S.H.I..1.011

elegant Ziitiitf at

BENSUMUL ILL

FISH -

A

Complete Dinners

PERFECT

yAR M

;:dr*

Mg

T_

WITH CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
AND THE BEST IN SERVICE

'RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
il'EN

tai I%

Fri. Nite

Fashion Show Doily

. discover

PLEriTM1

great eating.

GREAT DINING

°""=itgr

you'llwont

to go bockagoin and main -Mr more in

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

MI. appearing now Ihro Jon. 3ISI 01 tbe
BRASS RAIL COCKTAIL AND SHOW LOUNGE

Feature

We Nov hone told our Sunday
Munch Buffet it the hest in the

11.

kiddies will love their Humpty Dompty Burger, Ms

time to drive sser to BA Steak. We know

DDAVE MAJOR
iiiiinm
AND THE MINORS

7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.
LUNCHEON DINNER-COCATAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

I ENJOY THE LATE SING-A4ONGS

sands, is o pricy top sirloin sleek; mom can Rink her
the
tmth into the Frontier Filet (and no dishes)

ANYTIME!

DINING DANCING ENTERTAINMENF

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

holds from the whole °ma. For the mon el the

(Plod

Gourmet
Dining to
Turn You On

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day!

88

reasoable prices! This week a speck, feature, 'THE
HIS -HERS -AND -THEIRS", will draw hungry house-

f(5/ie

ANYTIME!!

B

family in mind with good fad and goad service at

Dining-Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

SNACKTIME

0 S. B

no,

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

Theatre for
Children
CINDERELLA

"Boeing -Boeing"

DAY PUBLICATIONS

RESTAURANT

Dining...Dniteing...Entertainutent in the Northwest Suburbs

P.S.

by Don Appel

7NLY
rwn

THE GOLDEN EAGLE

cum:HIEN

"a girl could
get lucky"

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK

DAY PURLICATIONti

.9111 1:1',9
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Fnday January 23 1970

The Des Plaines Park District., Children's Theatre program will open Saturday, Jan.
24. At 2 p.m. the Maine West
High School stage will come
alive with fantasy of ancient

ming two new live stage presen-

M.P. Will he olTered on Tuesdays through 'Fridays starting

THE DAY

D. P. Park
to stage
`Dragon'

Wedneaday fine Sunda,'

PIT'

PUB

EAT -DRINK

MAKE MERRY

EXCELLENT FOOD
..11,30.1.304. bob Thornm,orin

MIONE

TASTE TREATS'

537.8864,

TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU
NEV US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCBTAILIAR

253 Rand Rd. 253-3300 Mt. Prospect

ORDER BY PHONE -FOOD WILL BE READY

scowl Arm...rhea M.

ARE ADDING NEW

mum
Dos Plaines

865 S. Elmhurst Road

WHEN YOU ARRIVE

MU NMI it

WRUNG DORN

255-9181
HOURS COW FOR LUNCH -11 A.M.,

439-7050

OPEN NITRE TILL MIDNIGHT, MI. & SAT.

nu 2 AM.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

SHORT RIBS
Fnday January 21 1970
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OUT OUR WAY
ILIAERKORPAK
BEEN WOR
TWO

Rcachtng mune (writhe,

ICULITE WA.

BUT I INC/WAR

Val WERE

G

I

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

IRTS A
sHOP ALL

SePPOSEO TO

ow,

WORK TOPA),
...ANYWAY TS
TRASH RAY

LAST comes
S
°HANEP
GS. TO
St.

ASP

2

MY CHM.,

S

WetTO TA. Hen
FOR. A WALK...

EAsy 70 s. THAT
.71ONE IS NOT

SOMETHINS_

WRONG WITH

WOE FIELD OF
coMPETENCS,
COMBETE REST

7KB FON..

5
7
9

THE OLD BON OOLILt7

ESAF FATBIZ, tr.5

COLO MEM, THE

ATSE

//f

INSURY!

Dick Van Dyke

denCommleelonen
Classes for judges
of elections.
26 Spanish News
32 The Manners

Po,E OF COURSE
To Lo

AFTNECESSNIRY
ER .1 ANKL6

Rorie!

15..isiOub

pH

V017 CROd'0

OF coo

iriamPorkirorMAPY

9nP6.

.5E

WHO Oa, E

1,10,.....ovose woo

., f.LEONVE HE ,K1g.15-, .'

,..P0111, Enk.10-5.,

'OHM/ PEWS( HER /AMA
1.0 [50.6FRVO.StY..1.7006
NAVE5HAtl. LEAD ALL

6RE-1A,

Ili

A.1.11...0..,,

26 Today, Racing
32 Of Lands and

2

For Saturday

The Brady

AQUARIUS 1.1m. 21 -Fah
191 -You must be orescru at

ANC, I'M VERY

Greg's Orst love.

NERVOUS:

pected.
PISCES

II Washington

7
uN7ERSTANP,

the right ph. and at the right
time if you are to he ablq to
take advantage of the unex-

7

Movie

1:00

"Viking

News

and

the

10:30

2

Late Report

2
Men
Show

Tonight Show

5
7

Dick

2

Coven

Me=
2:40

Show
9

Naked City
3:40
News

-The

bassador Harris trimane es Japanese
beauty back in the

9 Musk

II NET Playhoose
"A Song of Sum-

the

and

3145

19th century.

II NET Festival
26 Red

Hat

9:00

On Stag.

end
5125

32 Movie
'Private

News

9

5:30
Biography

Life of

VIII."

Henry

9

His -

tor.' movie

star-

EEK & MEEK

pleasant.

your burdens for you.
ARIES (March 22.5,11

MORTY MEEKI.E

These buildings were always rented by the Van Cartlandts to a tenant ferryman. The guests at the Ferry
House were entertained in the two rooms to the left
of the entrance hallway. The front room, called the
Common Room, gave travelers an area where they
would have privacy and the entertainment of games,
such as chess and checkers. The Tap Room, behind,
was the room where stage drivers, cattle drovers and
farmers exchanged news, ate and drank.

21 -May

2I -Don't he careless even in
the performance of routine
chores. How you do things is
arman:1y ,ainonant today.

Inlay 22.June
tour affairs
should no, smornhly todey-if

GEMINI

211 -Most

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

of

you are confident m you go
about your dealings with 01
ers. Don't he timid.

An'sImer

World Cities

CANCER (June
unpleasant

,ituation.

Accept

LEO Only 24 -Aug. 231 -No
hours. Take mire, though. that

you maintain the SIM. quo
where personal triationships
arc concerned.

VIRGO (Aug. 24-Sepl.123
-Travel lightly if you must

'EIN Ital., SIVE
YOU W0 TO
*POPE 009/1 'S

Iccoo
RE1M6

IMITATION,/LL
4.1) 01.0118) rr5

QUITE Ail NAT!

ACROSS

1 Capital of
Poland
7 Capital of
France
12 Abelard's
paramour
13 Form of
oxygen
14 African

'ASA kIPTERCF Fecr,vcou. as
9510W HOMER A1112
ME A FAVOR'. YOU

HAVE M 0901005
WAY Of BEING REM/1715E WHEN

We eISIT NER

travel at all. A visit with
friends aught he wise if you expect them to come to your aid.
LIBRA (Sept. 244.1c1. 231.

country
15 Circus
employe
16 Wily
17 Feminine
name

-Pent.1 riianers should he
o
I- Saturday.
Old and new Mkotes can he
furthered without difficulty

taken care

SCORPIO Met.

ig _n.,njept,,

24 -Nov.

221 -You have cagey right to
change your mind. Don't

20 Single unit
21 Driving

CAPTAIN EASY

think met because you made it

con-gognd

up errone,msly once, you will
do ro again.

23 Buddhist
monk
26 Town in
El Salvador

SAGITTARIUS. (Non...
Ike. 221 --Weather the tenserlaintics of the day by marking

(2 Words)

time as much as possible. You

31 Turn away
33 Life (comb.

should have no deadlines to
meet; don't create any.
CAPRICORN (Dee.

form)

23 -

34 Mother (coll.)

km. 201 -Don't he persuaded
by others into Saturday activi-

35 Males

36 Fruit drink

ties that will cause you Sunday

38 Din
40 Capital of
Belgiuni.
43 Arabian
seaport
44 Presidential

regrets. Know your own limi
tations.

Answers to
Hideaword
CAPSULE
case

clop
clasp
muse

sale

Peal
pale

Space

puke

sepal

.1p

SW.
:1
G

pleapause

SOWSr

PM

plus
pule
puce
slap

slue
scale
lapse
lace

Pace

seal

leap

cafe
0o4P

CAMPUS CLATTER
drev,71--

place

COOS

nickname
'45 Inquire
47 Chalcedony

50 - Lisa

52 Oklahoma'

county
55 Praying

figure
'57 Unfamiliar
59 Renovate
60 Burdeners
61

Capital of

Ivan

OntarIocity

E A C t -t E R A

. DOWN
I Natural spring

E

A

2 Man's
nickname

MI

3 European deer 0 0 A M.

5

5E,T;:';emarks li.,

a

6 Withdraw
gradually

O

A

7-;

0

4 Enticing

0

I

0

A

-r

A

RA

NOVA

RAG

A
s TEES mm

A

Lund n
23 Young Sheep

ire

53 Province in
India

author

54 Affirmative
word

39 11

4 E glish

20 Rowing gadget
22 Town near
4

(1 54-1586)
-t in

Brazil

THIS SECTION

has a large hooded fireplace used for heating, cooking and the smoking of meat hung high in its chimney.

The furnishings of the lean-to room were used for
serving and storing food. In this building was done

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

all of the cooking for the guests in the Tavern.

Have your

'69 ircome taxes
got you down?

=MEM
EMMEN
MENEM
MEM=
iiIMM MEMO 2111MM

UM
J.
OM= MAMMEMMil

J.I.J MOM OEM
MOM JOE mum
AMMUMEMO UMME

MEM OM
mm©n mu 402
IIMMUMEM

WM= WIIMEMEM

AMU mum

Plan ahead. For1970 find out about
Bell Federal Savings
Tax -Deferred Saving Certificates.
Now you can postpone paying taxes on your savings for as long as 5

years. Just put any amount, $1000 or more, into a Bell Federal Tax -

56 Even number
58 City in
Oklahoma

=MAMA =MOM

0111=

between Manhattan and Albany from the 1640's
through the 1750's. The foreroom of this building

1

24 Assert
46 has 's moth r
utensil
-Bloisfare
47 Species
8 Flowering
27 SOn of Adam 48 Mar (comb.
shrub
28 Among
form)
Facial feature 49 Posi ion
9 Capital of
Italy
So be it!
51 Capita of
10 Noun aliffiXeS 32W rk assigned
NorWay
Think
52 Was aware of
11

fire

CHECK

H

7 Cooking

12 Owns
18 Vedic god of

The Ferry House Kitchen, of brick, is a reconstructed Hudson Valley one -room house of the type found

C

OR THEA

THE BORN LOSER

what corn, with fortitude.

pro bleatsduring daylight

to Previous Puzzle

LA

23t -The wise Cancer will nut

try to Huff his way out of an

Photo & Story Courtesy of
Sleepy Hollow Restoration

their horses.

you have difficulty with a close
friend.

TAURUS (April

J

The Van Cortlandts had the right to run a ferry boat,
or scow, across the Croton River, to accommodate
land travelers on the Old Post Road. The river was
too deep for fording and no permanent bridge was
constructed across this steam until 1819. By law
anyone who ran a ferry was required to maintain a
Tavern where travelers could eat, sleep and stable

Don't expect others to carry
20)-A trying day where relationship with others are concerned. Don't be surprised if

=Ps

Van Cortlandt Manor --Sleepy Hollow Restoration

friends on your able is to keep

your disposition

FERRY HOUSE and
FERRY HOUSE KITCHEN

"Highway 301."
PrettY good Ilaniater
film.

Mon
32 Big Valley

.0

v Griffin

as H011y Huss
a
vivacious

mountain girl who is
now a lady ...wealth,

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

1:10

9

5

Ser-

Cromie Circle

Barbarian
Geisha."
John Wayne us Am -

ton .

Women
Sea

9

Here Come the
Wide.
Jennifer West re.

26 Luis Carlos Ur -

211.Mareli
g1) -The hem way to keep

9

9 Mode

Week in Review

(Feb.

10:00
News
News
News

1:5S

Ili Over." Comedy
about an Air Force

7

Homes

32 on The

Molls

Shawn.

12:35
Paintings,

12:40
News

'Wake Me When

ving artist

stau in the story of

000

Great Music

Honey.,

veteran with a record
of tom year's service

DAY AS A WAITER

32

of the News

and with two serial
numbers. Dick

Great
American

sten in
story of leader of the
Third Reich.
32 News Final

26 A Black's View

0:00

Ihruch
Los Angeles Dodger first baseman,
Was Parker. guest

THS IS MY FIRST

or Con -

sequences

meel by painting pictures fora diner.

C'M SORRY I SPILLED WATER
ON YOUR TIE, MASTER FUOp:

Movie

13encerire

7
9

off= to pay for

BUGS RUNNY

5

"Hitler." Rifted

11 NET Journal
32 Debbie
Drake

32 Truth

A

Chicago Show

Baseheart

9:30

Rhodes.

7100
ThestarGoodGuya

Midnight Report

7

12:30

Paul Harvey

Show

The Flying Nan
and
"Armando
the Pool Table,"
9 Star Trek

2

5

Comments

5

26 Big Play

cane.

9:25

2

6:3S

Your
Horoscope

with
Restaurant"
Shelley Reiman and
Kaye Ballard.
9 Perry Mason
32 News

in the life of Jonah

Seas

Cy

over -

Horn,"
Mike Douglm
9

other publication.

land who leads an es -

and

Julie Newmar and
"Love and the VIP

Cannon ranch
threatens to quit.
7

pO55IER
00001A1AL,NE,S,.1.. MITE

Tony Randall

black patrolmen and
the pan they played

the

Crusaders'

Wives," "Love and
the Big Night" with

32

suburbs than any

JANUARY 23, 1970

2

"Love and Those

Go

the wearer north's et(

12:00

Poor

throw of the governrnerat headed by a

Home Buyer's Guide

Movie
"Samar." George
Montgomery S head
of prison compounds
on a Philippine is-

Love, Amerlann

sat to a small Oil.
cant nation to in.

II Bird of the Iron

High Chaperrol
The foremen of

Cleves.

Style

Glenn Howard is

Feather
The relationship
of the white and

people at an oldman

ton with Elsa Lan.
obester as Anne of

oman.

Name of the

SLTOSS some strange
sion.

ROBIN MALONE

1061N MD.

7

Rag and 99 come

5

RAMER,
G5i
OF ierfilP55,5...
0/0516
I0-1,

alheroes to
photograph top-secret documents.

Mm. Muir
'Tourist.

Searching for a
package containing
information,
secret

ring Charles Laugh.

the long -lost

is

the enemy's would be hosing champion

playboy who has
since disappeared.
7 The Ghost end

6:30
Get Smart

2

NOW 10 MAN O0050hr1.1 Pledri/IE

he

husband of a wealthy

essligate the

26 Quiz

wessos

off against

Game

WBBN,T.V. Ed.

2
,

plity! 57M2cile02011i,

to England claiming

5

6:25

113.!

Sergeant Kinchloe
squares

Elec.

AFRAI-1EIS

rail SEVEFAL PAS

' Married Alive."
A Canadian return

(bonelow
the
11 Board of

OLYMPICS BUT 01150R
IS SOMETHING ELSE,
RIGHT
E H,

6:00
News
News
News

2

Howes Heroes

7:30

TONIGHT

in

Deferred Savings Certificate that matures at the end of the,quarterly

JUST ONE OF THE MANY WAYS WE HELP MAKE
YOUR SAVINGS WORK HARDER FOR YOU.

period you select-from 6 -months to 5 -years. Then sit hack and relax.
Your money earns 51/4% Guaranteed Interest compounded daily from

Ilighest legal rates SO your savings grow faster than ever.

Interest compounded daily on all accounts, panabook or etrtifiente, paid vlarterly.
Up to 10 days free interest -all sas ings in by the loth earn from the Ist of the month.

All rhis phis insured safety and backed by over a half billion dollars in assets.

the date of issue. But you receive no taxable interest until your certificate matures. Then, when you are in a lower bracket, your interest will
be taxed at the lower rate.

NOR! lour Savings are insured
to 820,000. 111E.IIDER FEDER IL S

INES

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

and Loan Insurance Corp.
MEMBER FEDERAL
HOME LOAN HANK
CHARTERED AND
SUPERVISED BY THE
L. S. GOVERN M ENT

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark.
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6-1000

A

THE DAY

Friday January 21 I970
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Meritex Corp. to build modern central offices
Meritex Corp., one of the

n its various subdivisions- ;include the development of
Morningside, Imo apartment complexes. one
sdeedowdale,

that company data in

said

(West -growing residential and

dimes that Meritex sells to the

commercial budding firms in
the Chicago area, is planning

most youthful buyers in the

new corporate headquarters
en Cmpentereville,

of Meritex home buyers during 1969 was 27 for women

Ballantrae in Buffalo Grove downhome community, variand New Village in Hanover nut commercial and industrial
!buildings and a golf course
Park.

Chicago area. The average age

Iclubhouse.

MERETEX

end 29 for men.

The new offices will be located at 3003 Wakefield Dr.,

duced more than 1,000 homes

tion of Meadowdale.

ACCORDING to Leonard
W. Basinger Jr., president of
the corporation, the ultra -contemporary style of the building
symbolizes the youth -oriented

Manse has sought to establish
and maintain a creative ap-

During World War- II he
sensed six years in the U. S.
the real estate civic and fist r-Navy on active duty in the P.
nal activities in the arch.
cific. He has served a, chairMcKay is the newly elected man of the Des Plaines Champresident of the Northwest bar of Commerce Areho
Suburban Board of Reahors tectural Awards Committee.
arc long established Realtors
who have contributed much to

X NW. at 1810 E. Northam. Hwy.. Arlington Heigho.
from George 0. Folz.
McKay-Nealis have been
actively engaged in the rat estate busi
at 1600 Oakton
St., Des

Plainne.

and h. served three years as a

proach to housing and to do
velop its designs and management techniques in response to
the needs of the younger bum

buying market. The builder

director of that organization.

es. for the past 17

He

years and have now opened
their second office. in Arlin,

has

recently

served

as

years M the H. S. Navy in

work first on each wall before

Surface preparation is just

throughout Me Pacific. He is a
member of the hoard of dire,
tors of Bristol Oaks Corp. and
a member of the Itasca Como

as it ever was for

older oil,. paiM Sur-

Even though it looks as though

you are covering the surf.=
do not roll the paint out too

paint is now available

thin.

Walter A. Nealis has been
an active Realtor since 1958

try Club. He w. a member of
the mayoral committee ap
point. to study the rezoning
of downtown Des Plain..
Robert 1. Darmstadt, real

gJoss enamel as well as in a fiat

mels. the old surface should
be duljed first by sanding.

public wanting to buy
brut
or sell

Service

0,rational

ins this time. He has been se -

live in the D. Plaines Lions
Club end has scrawl as general

Listing Service, Inc and has

chairman for the Lions'Candy

also served a, a member of the

Day. the proceeds of which
benefit Mose who are in -

bound of directors of that ors.

H also a member of the Itasca

newtom brick hon. since

Country Club and an aelim
member of Me Des Plaines
Lions Club, Elks Club and

1955.cus

ho P. McKay and Walter
A. Naafis, partners in the firm,

Veterans

of

Foreign Wm.

capacitated by blindness. He is
en active member
fir Elks
Club and the Veterans of For.
rip Wars. He served four

I he

Northwest

Sidman

Board of Realtors in

1962.

1963 and 1964. For the put In
years he has been an instructor
Sin
the board, Real Estate

face.

Time In

JUST BECAUSE

rollers
are cheaper than brushes is no
reason to buy Me cheapest roller you con find. The ben quail-

ty lam paint is going to result
in a poor surface if pal on with
o chap roller ur an old roller
that was allowed to dry and
harden without proper wash.
ins.

sure. Sari by rolling up the

Relations. MLS and
grievance committeesof
of the

wall and then crisscross, left

Prior to
McKay-NealO he operated his
ovzn real estate property man -

paint that might trickle down
the wall. Finish off with a light

win. business in Chicago.

mto the finished am and then
lift off the roller.

and right. 0011 out the gobs of
1011C11 .01 roll the last stroke

He has been a resident of Doi

THE 1.ABEI. may warn
you not to mix latex paint to
vigorously. Heed the warning.
Too much mixing causes hubNes in the finished work. If
you have bubbles anyway, just
roll ou a Urger 0000 than you
othenvia would until the bulsNes begin 10 burst. Then go
R ck and roll the surface light -

McKity.Nealis since 1955. Hs
has lad 44 years of experience
in various phases of the insur-

oldMIImM11.11.1g.

ance business His career includes 30 years with the Continental Casualty Co, where he
served in many responsible po-

Thomas F. Friel, 1716 E

sitions. Since joining McKayNealis

his

department

has

shown steady growth and de.

velopment. Hi, hundreds of
policy holders have shown unusual loyalty to him due to the
outsLanding

personal

Adinglau Heights, has

plant department. He wffi su-

Moine and Wheeling town-

BUFFALO GROVE:

phone equipment in the area.

Yd.... Pi.

state resentia stamm for each a to Donald J.
51.000 iii market value.
Arlington Heights: 1111
Greenbrier Ct., Ralph J. Leaffredo to Gerald Schemansky,

$43.59: 742 S. Vail A, Alfred
K. Tracy to Richard A. Krom,
$301 I807 N. Kaspar. John A,

Rymom to Ervin V. Nears.
$31;824 N. Salem Av., Gail P.
Lengenfeld to Thomas
A.

Mark lows
Watch the lawn during
thaws to see where pooLs of wa.

Mount Prospect: 215 Ste -

moon In., Joseph T. Arrigo
to Employee Transfer Corp.,

COMING OUT OF OUlt_kE;;Ff....

Wheels,: 101 Sixth St.,
Max Stark t0 Jack M. Blare
kenship, 32030.

Avoid habits
deadly to grass
Don't hit your lawn when
it's down. Just because it's

Ms way. Mark them with a
handfull of sand or milieu-

brown doesn't mean it's dead.

Re for filling in spring.

Avoid 0536,0, on the gnus
when it', frozen. Stepping on
Wades still with ice will often

Tamp snow

iqiure the crown and allow
disease te 011.r.

After every snowfall, tread
down the snow around impon

Above all. don't lay down
plastic and flood over it for a
skating rink, This is deadly to

Ire.. Otherwise.
bumwim under the
tent

mice
snow

might girdle and kill (hem.

0.*

PARK RIDGE
d6 aw
arum Emplace, Full scinzent.rt

$26,900

every style, size & color imaginable.

$28,500

Bann.

-Garden Talk

17 S. DUNTON, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$34,500

A BEAUTY

L=Zar,t777;.,°::',7:t:
as era
08,750

Member RECOA,

McCABE

259 E. Rood Rood

ri REALTY
Member M.A.P.IMultiple[Usting ,Service

(RT.12)
Mt. Prospect

CL 3-7600

Wald was followed by Jim

in the Floor exercise with

'8.4, Elk Groves Wayne Oben

high bar with identical 7,95
:scores Hersey's John Weaver
In the trampoline with 7,9,

Trampoline and parallel bur

and GM Guortney

shot.

Cardinals
Hersey last week

siss

and probably Ts dream of a
conference
vanish when

championship

Vim'

Forest

will

he

the
tough to

catch

he v., associated with the
Pure one Cu, and subsidiaries
in VIUMIS accounting raisonsibilities.
Baron lives at 307 E. School

Le., Prospect Heights. Ile atMinical Northwestern Univer-

hase injurm to h.lnIC key play them
en for anyone to

now." he said. "Kieck

in -7

Roger

they need. and the rest of

to

even

ganm our

several

SOITIC

glIOEI

The latest in a long erring of

ell's wrist hems. which will

In m; let the mom mpor
tent Mid Suburban games this
weak. the Knights of Prospect

both desann are strugOing io
stay in the league race. and a
loss for either would effective.

High will tnivel o Vikingland

ly eliminate them from any

to moot Frond this evening in
a do or die meeting of confer-

real

consideration
Suburban honon.

League

open

spaces

mother two weeks. That
is a serious Now for tie Husk.
who could have used Pow -

ell's outside shooting agaillhl
the
di:tense they io.
variably will face.
Stemgraber will cheap his
starling lineup and his hash:
offensive plan for the Conant
contest. Six -lisp ?lark Lind -

vats. HAVE the talent to
beat the rest of the teams on
our schedule without much

trouble." he said. 'toe just a
matter of how had the kids

for Mid.

110111 1 EAMS seem equal -

"I brousoght hill! up because I

manse who could

IN FACT, the Cats will
have their hands full with a
rapidly improving tilenistrd
team. and what makes matters
worse is that for the second
week in a row n-10 Roger

Wood will not he able to start.

Ifs just orm thing after another for be huge sophomore.

He was just respondinn to a
new treatment on his bruised
foot this week when he cams
down with the One, and accord.

to Ecker he won't man
even if he suddenly pts
log

tkanneia110VATOngFlatT APPLIMMEM arises,anal.

ot to replace Wood in the

min jnIs was to keep Pin.;
star Dave Habach off the
boards. and he accomplished

rebounds. his lowest total of
the season.

Kevin Ballade, who has
started for Wheeling all morn. has not been MC effective
lately arid Eder decided to

bench him for a while. But he
will definitely see action
tonight. and no one is ready to
give upon the talenmed senior.

itors ho0
pe 1 win.

o Seinmher

hoards will feature piestrun
Hague and 1.4111t1S112.11. Bob
boys are third year players who
have taken over the important

center position early in their
care.. Hague has: IWO inch

her on the front line. and Cay Rush and Stu White in the
backcourt.

for his fine backboard work.
The playing Mil of these Iwo
dramas should reveal the ulti-

'Mc game will probably revolve around Iwo factors. the

mate

or long afore the 5-

nal horn.

11-6

morr LANDER had two

VFW and the Bantams tale
ing a 9-0 whilewahing at

waists for the Peewees, with
Leigh. Ryan. Smet Whitt'er
mark mos.', and Wa,se

the hands of the Elmhurst

Johnnon nicking

The Peewees. sponaored by
ilie Arlington Heights Jayoses

pany. will lace Hoffman Ba-

scored the mom gals of the
season
for en Arlington
Heights squad. Mike Shah

and the Peewees will meet the

tam Saturd.

at

Nonhbrook Leafs

9:15

ant..
11:40

at

a.m. at the Polar Dome.

Met cagers play at Fremd

THE PANTHERS had a

Hiatt Schools are hosting what

good weekend against Hersey
and Elk Grove. heating the

may he the super basketball
game of the century Monday
night, January 26 at 7:30 intim
Fremd High School Gym.
The.Coaching Comets con-

able from the athletic offices
of Fremd and Palatine High

rubber ball. Tickets am avail -

Schools

at

the door or

at

Tom's Standard Service Sta.
tion. for 52 for adults and
51.50 for students.

the .aches from
During the half-time ore -

scholarships and other door

Moved up from the jayvee, hot
week and both did a fine job in

6.4 jumping jack, the Panthers

are definitely hurting an the

World Series.

sy of Toni's Standard Service
!Station. The scholarships are
to the Mickey Owen baseball

Groot, who quarter -

hoards.

monies one batting trainer will
be awarded to each school by
the

Also

hawball

prises will be presented coupe.

Dec other starters for Glen.

PETE WARD will support

In fall, was the highat-scor-

bard North are Don Animal

the major league stars in their

the

quest for a winning effort. It

A 25.picce hand will also

rums. and George Sodini and
Dsn Crabtree at the forward.

will be an inter.ting change to

provide entenainment during
the half-time ammonia.

the big tank

TRAMPOLINE: I. Wean cr, H. 7.9, 2. Morava. EL 7.2:
3. Heibig, EG. 7.05:4. Hard.
H. 6.55: 5. Dorsey. EG. 6.25;
6. Minos. EG, 5.95.

PARALLEL
Klehr. H. 8.0;

Olsen,

3.

L.

BAILS:
2.

1.

Farris. H.

Fernandez. EC:,

7.65; 4. Boyce. H. 7.2; 5. B.
Fernandes., EG, 6.7: 6. Hejdesk, EG. 5.7.

RINGS: I_ B. Fernandez.
F.G.9.15: 2. Sjorgen. 0.8.4; 3.
Malmedahl. 11(1, 7.75; 4. L.
Fernandez, Eli, 7.0; 5. Boyce.
H. 6.7; 6. Evans. IL 5.2.

and

Torn

Pauline

at

see die transition from the

and 4.55 on iheOne,

MEET RESULTS

FREE EXERCISE: I. Von
ESC.. A.8.3:2. Isaacs, A, 7.S.
3,

Olsen, FV, 6.95: 4. Biel

Berglund. FV, and Moore. A.

65: 6, hie Boyland. A. and
Martin. FV, 5.4.

FRANKREITI.INGER.
'mg. heed asich, also starts
oho hlaeDismid and John
Vhiteford as the guards. Ikon
rion al the other wing and

Cow Lloyd in the mot on the
Cougar Mil.
C011:1111 has had in ups and
loxes Ohio seams. hating

low. lam

from
Hoffman Estates has un NISI.
squad

et llll onion Mr a
in to may
mesh, isio rioterth.
Steingraher Is still uncertain
'ho will guard the hot -shootrig Barton. Nit he says diem is

good pssihility the tiok will
III to Lindstrom.

'the

Fremd

SIDE HORSE:

last

wns the .ingle winner with a

night to defeat Wheeling.
89.94416.115, io regime in second
Mid -Suburban Imigue
in. The Wildcats arc now 1.4
in the conference.

6.15. but a 5.45 by Winks.
John Fisher and a 3.045 by

Both schools racked up
their largest total scores of the
season. Viking all.around man
Tom Stinson had an average of
4.95 in Ns five events to 4.314

Ere. on the strength of a

for Wheeling's Mee Mathis.

111E vaux:ATs jumpril

4.45: b. Wilson. A. 4.25.

TRAMPOLINE:

Aimee.

A. 7 5: 7 Conte. 15V. '.2_5:1

Von Ears. A. 68: 4. Bergbind. FV. 6.4; 5.4,35,35
Iscs. A,
Toshy. EV.

6.35:

PARALLEL BARS:
I.
BoOnn. A, 0.1:
Bemlund.
IA',
Wilson. A. 6.5: 4
Sullivan, IN. 6.35: 5. Conn,.
FV. i.6: 6. femro. A.4.2.
RINGS:
7.15:

2.

1.

F.ennoly.

A.

Biel Wilson. A. and

Pascale. A, 6.7; 4. Brown. 15V,

4.9: 5. Berglund. FV, 4.05; 6.
Olsen, FV, 3.8.

a

5.75, and Viking Stinson

came in third at 5015.

A 15.0 by Mena in the
rings was lately beim than
1.1.45. with Sin son taking the top prim at 5.8.

taus' 6.65 paced them to a

Rick Bice had 0 5.45 fisr the

16015-12.10 lead. Don Rain.
er's 5.25 and mental 4.015
were also instrumental in the

Wildcats for second and Mathis was third With a 0.0

event.

Wheeling

kept

lead after Me side hone. al-

though the I.O.I3
Vgs won the
piece, 14.35-;

%IEEE R101151.114

a mom
Dori Thorne

FSCd

lenwo. A.

5.U5 pertermance by Bill Wiland was second with
1.11..

Wheeling's

mate Hob Perkin was second at

en.:

team.

off to a quick advantage. the
free exercise. as Steve Hot-

A. 7.55. 3. 130.11. A. 03: 4,
Berglund. FE. 4.65; 5. BM..
' 95; v Watson. FN. 2.3.

Olsen. FV. 4.7

miner were good enough to
give the event to the home
The parallel bars went to

Broussau, A. 8.3: P. Bs, land.

I.

may chair. of Fremd

gymnastic,

team came from be

of Fremd copped individual
honors with a 6.15 and team-

beaten here. Viee prior to its
lisappoint ing
eekend.
he

Wheeling gymnasts
nipped by Vikings

4.35, A 4.15 by Whcvling,

FREE EXERCISE;
Hob
0.551d.. W. h.65: 2. Slain. F.
5
1.
Rimer. W. 5.25:
4. alathis. W. 4.95: SIDE
HORSE: I_ Thorne, F. 6.15; 1
Perkin. Is. 4.35: 3. Seaters. W.
4.15: 4. Gilbert, W. 3.9.

1,00

third_

HIGH BAR:
Stinson. Is.
Rainer. W. 3.5; 3.
Nainiann. F. 5.3: 4. :Mathis.
W. 4.95' TRAMPOLINE: 1.

'Ow Via. hag the Nad tOr
good on the high
with a
5.4Di 1.90 decisim. Sinnott

5.95: 2.

had a 5.95
place firm. and
Rainer pulled up second with a

(Thorne. I,. 6.15:2. Fisher. W.
5.45: 3. Rainer, W. 3.971 4.

55

Witham W. 1.7.

WHEELING WAS hest on

PARALLEL BARS: I. Wit-

Me trampoline with I. !Wylie of
13.1 lo 12.65 for Fromd. and
that narrowed the \

ham. I,. 595:'_. Mathis, W.

to slightly more Min a
point with two eve. remain
lead

intl.

L
Stinson, F. 50/5; 4.
Rainer, W. 4.45; RINGS; I.
%mom. F. 5.11: 2- flog, W.

5.75:

5.45; 3. !shah's. W. 5.0;4. Baldoechi, 1,, 4.N.

More Sports
Page 14

GOLF? Join us -it's FUN
SAN MARCOS
Arizona
Once you have visited the "Vella of the Sun" you will return year
after year. If you want a break in the mild winter, join us en an ideal
winter golf trip to the lab:dints Son Marcos in Chandler. There h also
swimming, sunning, tennis and horseback riding. So tome with us -we
leave O'Hare Saturday, Fehrnary alst and depart for hums on Saturday, February' 8th one late flight. Giving you 8 full days of fun in the
- a4d all for only 5379 -- this includes airfare, transfers, room,
breakfasts, dimers and golf.

LIKE LAS VECA19 0 K - add 5.10 to the dune and its II fly you
there on Friday and you II sit iv at the St ...dust for a amok of dans
nd then fly from NA, bark to 0 Hata on Sunda, Ottechl

Mickey Owen Baseball.

School.

banked Ihe 'Cat football squad
ins underclassmen in the
league before he came up to

B. Fernandez. EG. 7.5: 4, Coy -

010. H. 73; 7. Boyed, H. 5.75:.
6. L Fernandez. Ea 4.95.

thc rut The Badam,. sponsored by
McInerney Insurance Cono

pion Amafin' Mets. Weis was
the leading batter in the 1969

defeat.

hone. 695 on the horizontal
hear. 7.1 on the parallel bars.

Berglund. EV, 7.0: 2. Boylan,

record of 7.4 and needs

All hockey teams lose twice

siding, of

View's Bob Berglund. Boy land had WM. of 5.4 in the

,trip

the

height edam... has his Pros Brad Rucker and Jeff MM. =a opponent is svell known

Huskies.

hers.

HORIZONTAL BAR:
of

tionahle starter. Without the

Dave boils will flay the wimps,
and BohStegg and MikeGrool
will team up at the guava.

rieind, hie the Cougars still

the key man on the Viking

dropp,ng an
first -place

zontal har and the parallel

odd

ton.
rig He is as,raging close tri 22
points a game. and aceording

Groot and Gel,were just

lineup tonight. Jon Pitt and

basket.
"But it

without an excessive
number of turnovers if the visterns

including Al Weis and 1. C.
Martin of the World Chem

revaMped

the

and so up the offensive pat-

thipoint performance against
Hersey, so he is also a qu.-

Faker's

in

Hague is just returning to action after an early season leg
injury, and must he considned

one

Fremd and Palatine High
Schools will challenge a squad
of major league baseball stars

in

10 go hal-

ssm the top seiner in the
in ton, and Brant Bar-

PROSPECT
tentatively
lists Dave Lundstedt at center,

scored Arlington on Me hori-

free exercise 7.55 on IIIC side

to bring the ball dos

now 2-4 in the conference.
Wright sprained his ankle in
the win over Palatine after an

pivot

get snore

:111s1 White. when must he able

sinall hocchitle to the larger

when Don Wright fouled out.
Glenbard, like Wheeling. is

hots.
'Wise e tried

Fremd is led by 0.5 junior

The combined Lettermen's
Clubs of Palatine and Demd

Gras and ',laying the Maki.
even until the fourth quarter

time and trying

pi am man Randy Hague.

that mission in fine My le. Has -

bosh only pulled down seven

Pan crate

taying at a low post all the

isits
Conant. like Hers,
vens
earl, knocked out ot
etlillerilit.11 last week in
louble low. to ProsNat and

Peewees
to

Mg udefeated Car.
dints at this point.

concerns

hangs;

of the backboards.
In the termer case. the burden of plead' will full on the
two Knight playinakers. RIMS

good juniper and ha helps us
on the bards."
Galls'

center. 'Ilk offen,i.

enough to turn in a good .or ins performance when the situation warrants.

League al the Polar Dome at and Jim Ryan getting the oth.
East Dundee ton itgain, the en.

Palatine.

ad

Steingralwr.

threat. although he has a good
shot from he corner. hot hes a

Against

.

ball

back comas to league -leading Arlington and Palatine.
Ted Ecker's dun is now 2.4 in
the MSI. and k would take a
thehigh.fly

he fonvards and Andy Pan-

Fremd press, and the cimrol

the mill at the guards,

cons have topped the 110/ mark
this
a Arland they even out-

and Powell who can put the

so.h Arlington Heights en. and Pee I.eigh each had mo of
Lies in the Buys Hock.' Me six goals. with Dick Duel

CSICS

at

anced scoring all along. he.
nine we base kids like Feige

Wheeling vas in Oho thick of
the cslsn until last week. when
the Wildcats Monad lack -to, -

'total to

Sato iseip and Don Sor

key their prise plun around the
defense
while still strong

(iaare should flank the big
center. and Bob Moloznik and
Mike Kola will probably get

wilted the fest time the Fri.

the side horse. The Cardinals
rolled up a gigantic 22 15.9.90
margin in the mit:.
Arlington
John linylan
won the all-around with a
6.31-563 edge over Form

ability of Pruspcel to break the

THE BATTLE

coach Gay Hughes, It repre.

MARK JACOBY will again
at the other guard, with

they

Dave Wickersham and Rick

THE MEET was a moral
victory for Form View and

overall power
was just too much for Hughes'
squad, however, especially on

he
irked
st, we're ping to
work in to Andy and let
him shim ,111.: more

ly matched on paper

rimmetiwon at 5.0. Form
View fell to 2.3 in conference mats.

jury. will get the eall at a guard
in Pamirs absence.

se

GEILS IS just the opposite
type of player." he continued.
-He isn't really a big offensive

minor

Irmo. win. ha, pl.. in a re.
ervc role at for.rd since he
...erect from his hand it -

keep him (MI .11 001i.111 Ins at

Knights, Fremd fight for lives

GARY EAWELL will move
sper from his usual fonvard

'Mt -ward Elorawar-to erCo

The duel meet victory was
the 54th in a row for Arlington
and kept it undefeated in M51.

set

Bt
e,enhas given tam the hip

defeat

surprise

could

have

handed the H.kies a last -min-

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ONE HUNDRED SOUTH VAIL 3988200

Hersey injuries is Dick Pow.

1.1111S.

ahem

se

..and of asurse. the in

want

jamqulm."

people by taking four or five

game winning weak snapped

I

HIGH BAR: I. (tie) Sven son. EG and Farris. H. 7.95:3.

Hersey ell-aromd man Jeff Farris shows his form oil the rings in last night's meet at Ilk Grove.
The Huskies scored an important 131.92-128.47 victory river the Grenadiers. (Photo by Mike
imrem)

around."
So about all the Huskies can

team

to

great johlm week on offense.

shortly thereafter. Prior to this

come

ham mark to
St MI. and as-

and 1 think he's ready. He did

Wmanager of cost and systems

malty

sanding

of Card

proeming,
Baron joined the Nielsen
Co. in 1966, and w. appoint -

have

wins Inset week to run its un-

thy-MidS

Steam. The jayvee game .11
begin at m45 pot

data

them

take on Conant in a

the

CONDOMINIUM RESIDENCES 114 THE HEART
OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MITE HORST

4.45.

Cards win 54th in row at FV

nine track tonight .hen they

e. Presenting the award Ls Captain R. A. Schaller, USN,
commander of the region. Linda Is a Clerk in the Office of

'31,900
Hawthorne House

up a 49.30 win.

de ism is play out the string
and wait for the nirnamem.
where Seingraher feels Me

gion, Chicago, A Linda C. Banes, SOS N. Main St., Mount Pros-

ANCOran0m0

Prospect's

MEANWHILE ARLINGTON rolled along with two

will try to go hash on the win-

worked hard on that all week

2111.1.. TO 11.W.1111. a 0.0.1011SHOPMG

tied

he

Mike 00,00,01 for second at
7.05 behind the winning 7.50
show put on by John Valentino as the host squad picked

imes's gym lam night.

North, will ningle tonight in

city.

ing domination in the ( (rig

102.711 victors. over improving

little weak on defense. but he's

analysis.

4

Forest View in a Mid-Suburban League MIMI in the Fal-

race. Wheeling and Gleamed

regular record keeping
ping and Pinancial reporting film :lions of
'the finan. and accounting department including: financinl

was

Arlington's powerful pm.

Receiving a quality salary increase for high level performance, from Bet Defense Contract Administration Services Re-

all responsibility for all of the

ONLY JIM Yeager

nears team rolled toe 125.41-

Eeker.-Thc reason he wasn't
with us earlier is that he was a

counting operations, A. C.
Neilsen
Co.,
international
marketing r.earch firm. In
this position, he assumed over-

pendia bars.

able to crack the victors far-

I.

Rebmann, H, 8.4; 2, Morava.
H.8.25; 3. Brennan, P.O. 7.65:
4. Walters, 60, 6.0: 5. Farris,
H. 5.65: 6. B. Fernandez. Eli,

the

Klein. Rich Valentino
and high bur leader Wold were
Pete

basketball

and

FLOOR EXERCISE:

top performers on

the

7,551 3, Sakai, EG. 6.9; 4.
Hembd, FL 6.1; 5. Farris, H.
5.8; 6, B. Fernandez. EG.

7.75:

MEET RESULTS

bounced to the tramp win. a

stas slam water in the Mid.

VIC,.

land Hersey's Todd Richt on
'Ihe wallet bars with 8.0.

EG. 8A5, 2. Wooldridge. H.

16.00

Seingrebar's alub's ice, d ad

The Hers. Hudde amen

Suhurhan

263 BEDROOM APAR TRENT HOMES boa

SALES POSITION OPEN

R(TN WILD scored 8.25 to
spread eagle all cOMpeame.

put the ball in the basket." mid

IT TAXES 0 NEW 00110 TO DESCRIBE

IR dining room, a car garage.

Other leaders in the meet,
along with Fernandez On the'
rings, were Hersey's Bob Rel.

Benny nunaged to put on
the singe most specta.lar per -I
formance in the meet. The lalented senior scored a fantaalln
,I5 on the rings, the final

AS EXPECTED, Hersey

needed

HAWTHORNE HOUSE CONDOMINIUM

IC

night.

Farris, who rep/aced Morava

Two 1011111S that arc hauling

"CONDOMAXIMUM"
LARGE ROOMS

who hit 22.05 just lest week
apinst Prospect, scored only
19.25 m Hersey's 21.65 last

rim t disappointing

Grenadier Benny Fernandez.

Huskies try to rebound vs. Conant

By Jim Stuart

payable, and clearing house
accounting, billing and seer .

Don't miss our exceptional
FURNITURE SALE in our Arlington
Heights store. Same Days -Sat. & Sun.,
Jan. 24 & 25. 9 kM. to 6 P.M.

394-0700

the

Hersey was Jeff

The key

'Cats still without
Woo(i; need win over
itrtproving Glenbard

SAT. & SUN. JAN, 24 & 25 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

ALSO:

The side horse companion
produced the second Knight
1.22
finish a
Mimic bock
timml Marilinale Jim MICE.
by 20. 7.03-7.75 Ed Hunt

this point in the se0501.

reporting & cost

cen

Padding & installation available. If you're installing yourself,
we'll cut it while you wait.

bly

on the side horse with 8.45,

enceAt contenders_

promoted to manager of a,

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Come in and make us en offer. Over 400 rolls in stock in

event from the Elk Gmve
standpoint. The Grenadien

named their lead.
The mmpoline was pond-

and
Elk
Mersey's
Farris
Groves Dave Swenson on the

events also went win. place
and show for Prospect. Bens., fir andswinner Hendee

urban League batik. The avs'. will get under way at 6:45

ter form. With the soil frown.
low mots are easy to Mate in

Barry F. Baron has been

at 175 Gaylord, Elk Grove Village 956-1556

hoped to make up the deficit
on the side horse and tram,
line, but instead the Huskies

judge giving him a 9/ and the
oilier a 9.1.

ercisa Palatine \ 1.111 Mallow anima with d 6.0 effort.

By Jim Nam

Prospect Heights: 113 Col=bine Dr_ George P. Kidd to
Peter S. Ornano. 541.

Promoted by Neilsen

-for the first time ever
Murphy Carpet & Furniture Co.
will hold a wide-open
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

took an early lead of 2/3-

The muscular junior, the son 18.45 In the meet-o=ning free
of Elk Grove assistant prind- exercise event. Elk Grove
pal Righter Farris, averaged
6.27 for five events to 6.62 far

event of the night, with one

Luis. 17.31 and Steve Stamp

$23.50.

Systems and Financial Management

,

WAREHOUSE SALE!

as the Huskies all-around man.

9

Charles Cr, Thomas R. Weav-

must he primed with oil paint
or regular prirner Bare spots
will rust when hit by the water
in the latex paint.

Here Are Homes You
Both Can Agree On!

The Largest Display of
Carpeting in the Northwest Suburbs

morn Av., Gary I.. Gardner to
Welter Budd, 536.50.

Ile careful in using latex
over metal surfaces. These

about 35 employ.
who install and makdain telc

service

Hannapn. $29; 416 N. Ba-

y.

been named wire chief in II.

Mois Beirs Aram. Heights
pervise

offered

WE'VE GOT CARPETING(

Don't be tempud to work
too quickly with a roller. Do
not allow tlk roller oohin at
Inc end of a stroke. yo will

on the roller without
dripping and then apply it with
slow slnekes and little pres-

Plaines since 1924.
Robert C. Cmradi has been
the insurance manager at

mme.m.... Sham A

opened

can

board.

.

been

er surfaces and yourself.
Carry as much paint as you

Public

°BE STUDY

for
awhile may need a little thin ring due to evaporation.
hem

only smug, Me paint mer ode

=mint.] Committee. He ha
also s,vad on Publicity,

REAL ESTATE

add water
as
a few drops at a
time and stir. A can of paint
that

chad and for two years was
chairman of the Board's Ed -

Sort The New Tear Off
Right! Invest Your

Cook County Recorder Sidtley R. Olsen listed die follow.
ing real estate transfers fo

over allay sur- to thin a lam paint. Should ships for the week ending Jan.
too thick, hownver. I IL Pegg Is indicated by 51 in
As with regular ena- it

applying it

Nealis, joined the Dm in 1956.
He is a as president of the
Northwest Suburban Multiple

Malign He was a director of

YOU WILL SELDOM have

finish. you may find yourself

shoulder in practice Mt week
and cannot supprt the full
weight of ho, body, competed
in the floor exercise and
trampoline events. He scored
8.25 in the floor exercise and
7.2 in the trampoline.
forHerse.

KURT RENDERSIIOT and
Bensen opened with a
home double going 7.2 and
7.0. mpectively in the free exJay

Real estate
transfers

latex paints should be ap.
plied heavier than oil paint.

faces should be free of dirt,
grease and wax. Sim latex
sem-

to 5-0 in MSL cum-

sis events. but seared 1-2-3 in
three commitions, and finished 1-2 M the °then.

Su face preparation is important!!

appointments.

mate tanager of McKay-

Oaks Corp., which owns and
operates two gulf courses. He

Grove. 133,2-128.47, in a
kcy Mid.Suburban League
gymnastics meet afore a iwar.

MORAVA, who injured a

Mon captured ahow position
pickle! up a hig Mid Suburban with 7,15 for the lose..
gymnastic victory yesterday as
High bar competition saw
they downed visiting Palatine. thethe first triple for the vic127.17-77.87.
ous strongmen of Rkh
Prospori not only won all

with a roller.

and has served on several real

suburban area. In addition to
proven leadership in brokerage sales volume they have
also built approximately 400

ante up with a tremendous
Grove effort to derail Elk

and 6-1 overall.

is Knights brunt Pros,.

you finish that macular wall

mate board committees dur-

real estate in the

family horn., townhomes and
another Momapartments),
home community and an ad.
ditional apartment complex.

to Just ao cam,

petition and 11-0 omen. The
lifthranked Elk Grove squad
tell to 4-1 in the conferee=

Prospect hits 127.17 in
easy win over Palatine

amateurs m apply, there arc
still certain points to keep in
mind if you wish to avoid dis-

con Heights, to better serve the

Comm... He is presently chairman of the board of the Bristol

strieted

state.

roller on walls and Ceiling, you
will have to use a brush for con
rte
and edges. Do Me brush

of the Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors
Computer Multiple Listing
chairman

around ma Gary Morava re-

units (to be made up of single-

The win boosted Henwy. the
second -ranked team in the

still possible to do a trio -than.
satisfactory job. While they remain the easiest paints for

World War II and saw action

injured all.

capacity crowd in the Grena
diem' gym.

t Inc!mportant

He has been a resident of Des
Plaines for the past 21 years.

Hersey, with

man 2,000 and 2,400 Ming

Latex paints are so my to
Use a nylon brush tether
usc that mere homeowners 'then one of wand bristles
than ever are doing their own where brush work is needed.
painting.
Nylon will hold its shape betBut as fool -proof as time ter with water -based paints.
wear -thinned paints are, it is
Even though you are using a

McKay-Nealis opens 2d office
McKay-Nealis.
Realtors,
have recently purchased the
real estate office of Home N.

By Mike Immo

developments. Plans

for 1970 include a new community in Mudowdale of be -

latex paints

design and marketing con.,
of the building firm.
Sind its formation in 1963.

building will have an exterior skin made of fiberglass and' Cronin, sal
ArchileCIS for the Meritex offices are Kano -Besieger & A.ociales, Fox Valley specialists.

mercial

Goofs still
possible with

ly being completed by Meritex in the Morningside sec-

An rendering of the new Meritex Corp. headquarters building lobe constructed In Cmpenters.
vine, Id The offices will mmpriw nearly 10,000 square feet and will house all the speolallsed
departmeM and ffinated companies of the Merit. Corporation. The frame structure of the

em-

According to Beringer. ft.
ploys mom than 120 people
and within recent months it tirre operations of hiscompany
has diversified its interests to 'will =campus en even wider

So far, Meritex has pro-

adjacent to the communities of
single-family homes, town homes and apartments current.

directly

(range of remelentml and com-

Hersey still on top after win at EG

camp.

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
* * * **** of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
TRAVEL SERVICE
900 East Kensington Road Arlington Heights Illinois 60004
Telephone 255 7900
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MW hosts 'Brady's bunch' in must game
Be J Alan Cook
Amt. Sport: FA.

the

host

teNe Ina rankine thi

Suburban

Central

Warriors will

League -leading Maim South
Hawks.

.

gem will have their work cut

While the Hawks are flying
high with an undefeated con-

out fur them torsi elm when they

ference

The Maine West vanity ca -

record

and

respec-

be

WEST CURRENTLY bold

host

trying to

bounce look from a double
disaster imposed on them by
Deerfield and Niles West last
weekend

ins sole poSsesmn of third
place. could make consider able amends by whipping

South, their perennial enasstown rival A win tonight

would leave the Warrior, ass(
orte game back with plenty of
time to make it up.

Bun the task will be difficult one. Th Southerners will
to going with 6-6 Greg

Schmelacr at <mine flanked
by 64 Bob Norlander ere! 6.0
Mike Nevin at forwards.
Six-foot junior Mike Bonk
and 5-9 Tim Williams occupy
the guard positions for Maine

South head coach Bernie Bra
dy. Brady s hunch ts averaging

over 77 points per game
Mt holds the distinction of
and
knocking off highly regarded
East Amore in holiday lour -

Enjoying their lolly position
in the Mid Suburban League

and senior Jack HIM Duarr
will be minds John Brad-

siandings. the Arlington Continals will attempt lea keep their
unblemished lee slam clean as
they angle with the rising

man and Bill Heffernan.

Palatine Piro. in the annual
The Pea.. though nursing
a &nommen, 2-1 record so

be plotting and scheming in aspiations of milling off the up x of thew ason_ -Our defense
is alot better. but ,, hooters
have been cold from the

far. see riding high off their re.

flosal just .hope we can put

ACROSS THE. court. Pi or Norm Jones will

Sleigh Bells game.

mid victor. over highly re.

'stivi7=5 '"Fth" 'LW P""

weapon in the form of Mae
hach. in the standout senior

The quintet of Toni Craig.
Chris Andriano. Dave Hasbmh. Jeff Algaicr. and Rusty
Schnerk will take to the hard-

owns the second place scoring
honom in the MSL
h an ccpoints per game avcellent
erage. Coach Jones held praise
for his center as he said, "Dem
plays pretty consistant hall for
I

our bench alot and well min
ONE SAD note in the Card
story is the tossed du nervienof

junior center Tom Harris who

is out with a broken ankle.
Harris suffered the injury in

the ism exciting Sleigh Bells

s. Against Wheeling he had
19 points the fine half and

the Wheeling game, and now
will he missing from the lineup
until next season. "Tom has
done a real line job for as.

commas in many year,

didn't miss a shor-that

Zigmen said. -esmsially on

wood for the Palatine rooters.
in hopes of making it one of

Palatine mimeo a seam

was

one of his better offensive out -

board -he strengihened

the

andenily dominate the boards

Poem. Jim Stipp.
Harris. and Gary
'Bratko will all move up a
notch on the bench as result
of Harris's almcnec.
basic
problem in
The
tonight% contest for the Pi.
rates will he attempting to gop
the Cards two big non. Kieck
and Mandela These two num
Ken
Gregg

THE WARRIORS, meanwhile, will counter with Willie

Robert C. Sampson

Anderson and George Wood.
plaHossn nones

-One's success

growing thing,"

Fhred

provide a headache for
opposing coaches.

COMMENTED,
JONES
"We can't let them gel that
second shot, and if they do. it
will he like a game of ping
tong On than boards. If we
am meson this. well have a

West hoed coach Gaston
Freeman. an the .her hand,
characterizes South as "a real

tough hell club." but admits
that he and his bow are con-

Roselle Dodge

fident they can pull the upset.

sets grand
opening Feb.1

IN LAST WEEKS loss to
Nibs West. the Warriors were

carded Elk Grove and Wheel.

faced with the J. of Mark

Slumping Grens host hot FV

no D. pair of intim. has
'nought the slumping Pirates
mock into contention in the
ild NISI. nice,

illE rnarrom Redbirds

Two teams on opposite ends

are coining off what can prob.
ahlr may he called their mon
di icult and successful week.
end of phi, moon as their twin
w ins over Wheeling and Pros.
pect has gi,en the
ung hall
tenni an impreadveyotwo-gaine
le ad LAW their nearest COM-

of :he roller coaster, sky-high
Forest View and luckless Elk
Grove. swore off tonight in a
Mid-Suburhan league basketball game on the Falmins'
home court.

Forest View has won ihrec
straight M move into a second place de in the MSL with a 4-2

'mi.. A win this evening for
the Cards would end the first

record. Elk Grove. on the other hand, has dropped its last
four league encounters and
1.5
resin in lasi place with

half of conference play this
year in fine style and give them
an
almost
insurmountattie

mark.

COACH weal Ad
Fake., have weathered a cold
stretch
December that saw

Head coach for the Cardinals. (gorge Zigman. expressed
his desire for a victory to night
he said. -If we can get

thnnigh the first half of the

Elk Grove coach

and

Bill Mcdeinia and Mike Lunch.

FOREST VIEW'S Arneson
claims he and his nom ere mi-

Bob Rees has to wet that the

med, a lot of inoble from

last four tough defeats don't
take all the starch out of his

Elk Grove. The veteran coach
Duns there is still a rivalry be-

club.

twei the two schools. and in

"I noN.r think we is get
ing to , orrl and de:' Rees
said. -ha it's prcuy hard in he
after ilowe Lour tough
While our playen. certainly
haven't

given

thuiasm

ope

the

en-

Men showing

tither.

through. eir.

-Well he .isfied with a
win." the Falcon

rte -punt
coach said.

"We're not

re-

membering that they low two
last weekend to Palatine and

Cilentord north. we're rem..
hering they beat Frond and

"In my first year of coach-

turn

thought the team was on the
serge of craeking. Thai club

taking the

come back nail smolt:. though.

and rend after Mt weekend.

told this mm it can do

thinigh. so we've cut down our

the same it it just makes one
less ofloisise mistake and one
less defersire mistae"
Rees is considering making

practice time. We've Met,
working a Im on our fast break

of rho year Forest View

ing room for the second half."
The Cards will throw the familiar five how to the hog Pi in hims col finding the

rallied

same goons that ihey found
against the Wildcats and rho

in MSL opener. hut followed
with consecutise lom. to Ilcr
Wheeling.
sey,
Arlington.
Palatine and Glenbard North.
Do five defeat. were by a to.

Mat

we

tin

Prospeo.
all con-

Frond and Hers..

tenders for the league en...
I

tel of 25 points and the 1.
four by j. 13 points.
Me Ng factor in tonight's

tin t to Adington by jun five.

"Our players are certainly

1

and

1

game

seriously.

They've Mena little leg.weary

bee.. 1

thoughi we wen: it
little loo cautions ai Hersey."

woo lineup changes Mr the
lOrest Vim game. Mark Flo,

FOREST VIEW will

go

forward

with the same lineup that her
won the last three noting&
Keith Phillips will jump canter

John Ilesch and guard Jar

and then share the pivot chores

kin, ai center. (One Pinter 111

forwent and Ikeve
guard are certain.

with George Bauer. Rich Oland Grog Sloven will be

Wayne Meier will be the for

SP

RTS

January 21.

Brady is well aware that he
has heconie the target for the
rest of the Cal. teams but admits that it is an enviable poste
lisle to to in. He doesn't think
Wmis home court advantage
will have a hearing on then im
come of the contest. but prob.
ahly wished he was playing at

Demons at home vs. GBW
lotion is not Ming matched by

By Bob Heiserman

vincible. EaNI has only lost one
end
gone as home Mrs

After splitting a pair of con.
lerence basketball games last

mainst a visnor who already

his temninates.
toppers a re only

holds a victory age'. them.

Suburban nimpethion.

week. Me Blue Demons of

the Demons should be at their
one.
Mark Bondemn will start at
center for the Blue and White.
and hie brother lay. and Dale
fkschamos will fill out the for ward wall.

will face hut onc
Wm Suburban foe this week.
end as they hen the Hilltoppers of Glenbard Woo
!eine

ionight.

At ihis poini. in an up and
op hut two wins in six league
.nth

EARLIER IN the !.ear. the

erm: gain seems to be wheth-

Maine can turn in an amrey
visitors. It has Men in the

plan laely simply because it

games in which the Demons'

hasn't Men effective.

HIGH SCORING Bob ReiCrn, and plavniaking jack
Cronin will gm 'die first call in
the guard ,sitions.
Bill Knapik. Brother's line

In moo cams these minutia of
lough clawing play. have Eic
coned on the home court

bagmans will he waiting bogie

According to head moch

and then will Nee considerable
action as the "pick up" man.
Lending the Glenbard

Brothers. -We arc starling to
gain confidence. Our defense
had been improving. and
hope we can play the way we
did last week thhen Maine

hile tonight% affair will be
played in Pail. Ridge, where
Ole harderfirt live of Bruce
Brothers

is

clitoris

to

grand opening

caws Cmma

nnne. off ice Social Saminnes

prod.

house.

*might quick applause from

Mount will im league scoring
leader. Bin Adamson, who is
averaging over 25 pools
Gime Bui Adanistins eon. -

1

downed issuing Dim nors
((rove Noriff

name.

lfie lots toith Committee

Care., a group

of Chicugoans,Inis organind
pilot cornmunicalions program de mend 10 StiMillate
a

has any mrprises plannml. this

-The

coed -season shinvdown should

Oldest

Established

Permanent Floating Puny in

he one of the best played and

1970" is the theme planned by

beg coshed .nies Misiakm
Dear Mr_ Deletisc

and foal trouble should determine the tine wore.

I have misplaced my puma] plate. I am a professional person
and this Irma ofdenture dignity is quite embamissing I would like
you to please tell me where this precious item call be found. I
have smirched the entire house to no avail.
Neff M.S.. Buffalo Grove

Impel
thOo p

moon m
o0 am.

Mm. Dams said that

i his

Amon m
CotimeCenter et.

oar,e mesa mot

10 OD am

II 00 Em.
I 00 m

wpm

3 Odom

A.F

.

man. Jam. n
tin

cep

T-2

0 OOP:

P -S

Sworn

M-0

$1.29

Registration reminder for non-credit
continuing education students:
Harper offers a variety of evening.

10: 00

concnoing education
courses for adults These offerings
include the courses listed below
Registration for nonssredo courses
opens on January 28 and continues
daily through January 30 in the

$8 00.

man -credit

College Center, from 9:00 a.m. to
ff 30 p.m Advance registration will
be accepted for non-credit courses
by mail up to the day of class or by
telephone (359-4200, Extensions
301 or 2331. Address all mail to
the Office of Evening and Continuing Education, enclosing check or
money order in full amount for
non-credit courses specified.
CE11001 hairy Rancid Nees*

Wed., Feb. 18

10.00 pm

-

Mar, 28, 8:00

Room

1307

-

Fee

$8D0 per person, married or engaged couples. $15.00 per couple.

015000 Isere Tax laws
Mon., Feb. 9
Mar. 30 7:30 10.00 p.m. Room F307. Fee
&ROO.

(f11004 hadmesnets M Inman. I
Mon April 13 - May 11. 7,30
1 CPO 0 p.m.
Room
Fee. 3E1.00.
8E8002 Secretarial lierkshep

Sat. Feb. 21
12 00

am.

F339.

-

Fee.

CE1100. Ceetemoion Naval

Mon. Feb. 9 - April 13. 7:00 - 9,00
p.m. Room F318. Fee, S10.00.

-

Fee:

CEM101 Cairmperny Mom I

Mar. 30. ROO -

8E2003 Landscape.
Otimenald nartientlare

Thurs., Mar. 3 - April 21. 7:00 9:00 p.m. Room 0211. Fee: $8.00.
CE10011 greend aviation

Wed. Feb. 18 - April 8. 8:00
10:00 p m. Room C203. Fee:

Mon. and Wed.. Mar. 3 ' April 23.
7.00
10 00 p.m. Room E107.
Fee $24.00

$8.00.

CE11003 Social Poise eel Appose.

CE11002 PM.. 1

-

-

CE11001 Interim Design!

Mar 30, 7:30

Thurs., Feb. 12 9:30 p m. Room F319 Fee: $8.00.
U11007 Merman el Rebel.
April 7. 8:00 Tues., Feb 17

-

-

10.00 pm

Room

F308.

Fee:

$900.

Thurs.. Feb. 16 - April 8. 8:00
10.00 p.m. Room A347. Fee.
$8.00.

-

CEEIRI Rallire I
Tees Mo. 3 - May 5, GAO - 10:00 pus.
Rees 1114. For 0111111. limited to 15
(11001 gaithaim I
Thurs April 2 May 5. 7.00 - 9:00

p.m. Room F319. Fee, $6.00.
Tues., Feb.

17

-

April

7. 8:00

EVEREADY BATTERIES

-

Tees, Mar.
10:00 p.m.
$15.00.

3

-

Room

-

Dear Ando.:
He will have problems op Melds, but hell adj. to It and I feel
good with it. 1 feel your habj will be a boy, and I feel era more
children after this.

VALUE

23

Deur Al r. DeLouisci
I have a son in the service. He will be in Europe for two more
years. Lately his letters are so depressing. He wants to transfer

out Of his unit (personnel, into something more active. His of
leers bluer his request because he does his job well. The 's

di

a personality conflict between him and one of his office mambas.
Will he make the service a career as
Do you see a change he
planned,

IF Plus Tax

My daughter is planning an August wedding. Do you see us
going through plans for a small reception?
M.R.S.. Mount Prospect

Dear MKS.:

(EOM Win Wats*

Wed.. Feb. 18 - April 4. 7:00 9'00 p.m. Room 0231 Fee: $8.00.

I feel your son mil be transferred mod L do see him nuthing
rareer of the service. And the answer is "yes. on the wedding

GRADE

ception.

-

10:00 pm. Cafeteria. Harper Col-

lege. Fee $12.00 plus $700 lab

Thurs., Feb. 19 - April 9, BOO
10:00 p m. Room 0210. Fee:
$8.00.
CEL001 Physical Raoul

Mon., Feb. 9 - April 6, 7:30 - 9:30
p.m. Arena. Fieldhouse. Fee, $8.00.
8E2804 gramlinise Timed Program

em.
$10.00.

Room

1307.

Fee:

NARfGR

UM Mears Tniral Rapala
Wed., June 17
July 22. 7,30

9.00 pm Room

F307.

$10.00.

William Rainey Harper College
Algonquin & Roselle Roads
Palatine, III. 60067 Tel. 359-4200

Fee:

OIL

Area youth in symphony

PieroJAND

61)

0

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

"
Assembly Set -Up
Men

television
other

newspapers and
media ibis
month.

LLI

Chicago Display
so: tor, ssss

CC

MU 1-4340
cal 31,632.1461

Publisher Marsloll Fold
will receive the Hall of Fame
award of the RI. B'rith
Women's Council of Greater
Chien, al n luncheon Sind, Jan. 25, in the Palmer

Mu,' Haves Car wvailobl

C/)

0

saTA71,,Zo;Pe7;.",pm
Me,

DUNHURST DRUGS

F-

for High

our

minim',

,ringed ,hlisher

:a years

Reaching

Results!

through a lice of dedication

Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III
WE HONOR ALL
MIDWEST BANK CARDS

_

42

PRICE
SUN.

CALL BOBGERUE

797-3550

10 AM TO ,IPM

22 Situations Wage Homer

3 LINES

coo attend the an-

5 DAYS

ell
nuespeethd
al luncheon. which
complete the council, efforts
to raise

$ 1011.0011

for

!frith movie..

flint

ONLY

3.90

presentation.

ENGINEER

136.7722

imeamAzz.

Interested applicants

Pan time rip, and onnernI of

line posil. dewed. Mc

loll

GI

437.3500. Ext. 517
Tr Arrange For

CL1S7S3

MACHINISTS

20

fund -inking mbinet
Irmo Bbith is the oldest and

hirg.t Jew sh service organi/Aeon in the world. The Chi-

23imployment Agenies.Nee

cago Conned with x.igtO members is the tamest group in the

SUPERVISOR to

he wein. by

Sikh. District minimised ot

ample of a dedicaled, thought

chimers in eight mt. ...id

feat young man

Dour pro, hum .4 Canada

W H HUTCHINSON

0

Im., public relations course!.
He had previomdy been an ac.
count executive since he
joined the company in 1965.

The Adler P13.1.41111

holding two mid.. star par-.

d.
"0
Friday, lam Th. and Tuorday,
for

Th,,e

servation of

r

01.
'
which is due lo puss high
enough on the horizon so that
n'Y
"br."oo"'lowE"'"
to M1e ti""" i"
ChiCago.

1"he parties will begin at 5
p.m. and hal fora PP1.4i."4"
ly two hours.

New V.P.
Harold Marsh, 8809 Golf
Rd., Des Plaines, h. been
Chicago. Marsh was among

Leonard at 537-4896.

TRAINEE

255-0

15E0 NO FEE

MACHINIST

or

MY girl

I

huts like hue

ahvays seems to he the center of anention.

She my, she loves me.

I

guess she Mow She's very pretty

and she has a wonderful laugh. Sometimes 1 jug go over M a
corner and talk with a quiet girl. 1 guess I get a little jealous,

yes

heip
RESEARCH

24-lielp Wanted Men

LABORATORY
ROILING MEADOWS, ILL.
3R3.1110

PALPruipecr.

TS, MULL,

all the parties ahead. well. 1 just wonder if we'll agree afienvards.

Were Ngh school ionios now. end we milk about mei,

p00 be whether y. are
elange apprecialy. your cods &deka Mil
topper with none, Or quint One. Only
Can decide that, am

W

PROGRAMMER

sometimes. I'm rid sally out,ing and I'm molter quiet.
I think I love this girl, but I'm wondering if well both he the
same after inarriage. I want her to be happy. but when I think of
married finer our eiphomore jeer in college Can it York?
In a Lather
Eilmo neither of you wilt
How wise to begin WOiNleei,

Oa"

our

BEE

is

Ss SON

2.96-6°.rT

Planetarium
sets parties fo r
CO fflet watcher's

SAXON
BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

STATMARY

PIORI., THAN' 6110 women

been named e vice president of
Gardner, Jones &

Theme and Katherine Leonard, of Buffalo Grove, Marc
J.nusch of Palatine, and
Becky Dietrich of Wheeling.
Mom information can be obtained from area chairman Jo

will perform the music of Gou-

All CLOTHING

THE BARGAIN COUNTER

HP W. Wertz, 4313N. W i4

cert of the season at 2:30 p.m.

The orchestra led soloiso

Vs PRICE SALE
DAV

ma. priest or .1 rabbi.
If the program is successful
in ihe Chicago area, it will he
expanded ma national bahiS in

low Wood Dr., Palatine h.

are Beverly Carrick, Frances.

Hall, Lake Shore Dr. and' Superior St.

297 TITS.

MAHE CALL TODAY

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

nvn

phone

Rosen, will play its first con-

Sunday. Jan 25, at Thorne

STALL WASHING FOR FREE ESTI

IBM COMPUT

nod, Schubert. Mendelssohn,
'Morrell and Bizet. Area members belonging to the orchestra

ORDER FILLER
PAINTING WALLPAPER AND

Field wig deliver an acceptthe
ance speech follow im taw

lEntti

965 W. Dundee Rd.,
Wheeling

MAW

are capahle of expressing con
cern for their fellow non

exam!

Stock Man

or

Pon Time Hours

young men of all raid, who

end semi. either

eeM

Tlfersnals

1971.

d age s an outstanding es

Metropolitan Youth
Symphony Orchestra, ender
the direction of Mary K.
1130

SUPER SERVICE STATION
OPEN 24 HOURS

gffacquairited omen.,

reauniS the youth and vitality

heed

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am 16 remold. I haven't had boyfriend in five months. Do
a boy for me in the near future? Will I be happy?
you
P.C., Hoffman Estate
Dear P.C.:
I feel you will fled a boy by the month of Apra and this will
make you happy.

Wed, April 15 - May 20. 7:30

and friends of the church an
expected to participate M this

and

IMMEDIATE OPENING

NIGHT ROOM CLERK

Anxious, Dos Plaines

OR

8:00
0107. Fee:

April 7.

Mille monthly social affair..

ion.,

CEN005 Limon

CES1101 them Potential SamIssr

fee

$000.

Mon.. Feb. 9

0233

MHZ Wm. C661166,

F307.

Mar. 21. 8,30
Room

Room

p m.

custom is common in Nonh
Carolina, when: member of
the Unitarian Church conic

for the award becaime -he rep-

it is quite a r.ponsible position, I am wondering if you might
foresee any "problems" he might have and cannot solve.
Also. what sex do you see our forthcoming baby to be, and
hole many children will make up our family?

EVEREADY 2 CELL FLASHLIGHT

.

matio materials which will he
used hy Chicago asnradio

program will reach will be persons who have an influence on
vocations such a, clergy.
teacher, coaches. chaplain,.
parents, opinion leaden, official church
organirstions
and the promo. themselves. -

Airs, David Berman. chair-

My husband is starting a newjob in the very near future. Since

erTlwei

College

WANTADS

man of the couneil's Hall of smokes nolude Mrs. lack
Linn: INInunitIce. said Field, Kate, president in the local
who
publisho of the Chi- Ern. Il nth Women, Councago StemTirnes and the Chi- :it. and Ms lenime Sandler.
c,' Daily News. was chosen
prtniLlunl of the group's

Dear Mr. Detouisc:

.m

Students whose lam

advenising and public infor-

ARIOng the pm, which this

1Tritlis work is domed to

3 3ons.

Wee eaT1streeen.

ganized a program of creative

tel the

Chicapi. Much of

HILL-BEHAN
LUMBER CO.

READ THE

ierniew and Cann,

ministry :Ian career us the gen-

House.

I feel you'll modem to enjoy this romance for a time yet, but
you sire loo for away loom the marriage question at ink thee.
Write me tin a year or two.

(With 10 Gallon Minimum Purchase)

2.30 p .

.

0

The Inicrfaith Commiltee
for Religious Casers has or-

honors Marshall Field

ices.

RO 3-4160

GET HIPI/

vice.

chairman. explained that this
new concept Hier, an tipper.

Anticipating Girl

1:30 p.m

Studer. Wm. lm

ministerial careen."
111E INTERFAITH Conm
mime will seek new ways to
the ministry to
the contemporary world: i n-

Approximately 75 members

Dew Cid.

9:183 am.

Mee am.

K.0

and an ...amyl number of
ordnillnd moi Moving their

of monthly parties, the fire re
be this Saturday nighi in the
home of Mr and Ms. Arthur
Davis. Glencoe. Mch month
the party will be held in a different home in one eat the 13

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My boyfriend and I have been going steady for over year and
a halt He isgroduating from high school this year and will attend
college. I will graduate next year. We have plans for marriage in
the Mare. Will we mike it to the altar?

Can. CenterEr
Pr

tient:El effort to offset some or
the negative forms which have
resulted in fewer young mope
entering the minisiry, rising
drop -outs aiming seminarians

oat puNic. encourage young
pee* 10 comidcr a religious
mreer. and reinforce the dedication and commitment of
semnorie. in studies end ordained ministers in alive sem

Dear Mr. Delouisc

Deer T.W.:
Yin, I do see you gallon owe Nei AM I do see somata ebe for
you very seam I'd nay before May.

P

Monday end ibual
Sp,. and tondos,

Coll Mom Motudok

0Ji

B'nai B'rith award

T.W.. Arlington Heights

week up m

Can

wee k.

e

villages the chimer serves.
Ms. Frank Kirby. social

him but just can't. Do you see me starting to like someone else?

All Part -Time
Students
Sam.y. !mu, 24
SIsideies whose last

Careen. has launcheddem--

from distances up to IOU miles

totem 100 poole to lomimc
better acquainted than is possible during the Sunday coffee
period between church ser-

g haired,

Opovc.

pertleular newel. to eatable& involving bedding or a hamper.

7.00mo
BOO ern.m

1

oil of C hurchss. "The Wert -mils
ornmitiee for Religious

North Shore Unitarian
Church. Deerfield. tar a series
the

Rae F11-11 Laois

Comm

a panel of iM former

en do meaning

-J

bi Lawrence Charney.
al leader. Northwest Suburban
Jewish Congregation. Morton

Unitarians
get acquainted

on but acknowledged no 6..
INN a press oiler causes foill
problems and provides an titC.Whet
lnpin
ther each
hcain

all IT. school graduMe

Sludwin whom, losi
name begins w.

are Rev. R. K.
Wobbe. pastor. Christ Evan gelical and Reformed Church

Careerists wanted
for religious services
for Roll: ,u.

Work In Lumber Third

sits -

the in

clergymen, two from each of

ministers. priests and rabbi,

PART TIME

192 7916

of the six workshom.
Serving
co-chairmen for

at 9115 am. Following his ad-

unique effort to confront the
crisis of declining numbers of

(io

LO 0.)
CNI N

will serve as co -leaders of cacti

stk. when a gets underway

tant, Catholic and Jewish
faiths haw joined together.le a

24 Help Wanted Men

I3LoTt11111fond
(1:1

clergyman and a psychiatrist

Mayo moth. amtributing

dross,

0 TTT1

caesium of the day's theme. A

subtitled

is

00

form small

editor mia religious writer for in Des Plaines, Father Andrew
Time Magazine. will deliver McDonagi of St. Nicholas
the keynote address el the in- 'Church in Evanston, and Rah-

tl.
Project of the, Natio.' Conn-

y 25

11

It

present to

group, for more detailed

Serve Your Congregation and
the World?r

According to Dr. G. Doi..
the

men

How Can Y.

-Conflici,

lam Lewis. direcior of the Ne.' Cmilorative EnliFiment

I went with rho boy fora little over half ewer. But Ire broke up
with no about n month or two ago fora reason I don't think he
'knew himslef. I liked him a lot. and still do. IV like to get over

EF

W

the ladits in the audience.

the

[see the phne between deth.Search again. I feel it is Mere. Pay

End Biological Sciences. Hurnimilinn mid

Th Arts. Mathematics . P11.1.1 SCI-

favors tor do ch,den.

around

Dear Mrs. MA.,

R-Rbn Jam, 30larruw.
mount

gets

which will e.hle the clergy-

is "Why Is the Clergy

Leaving?"

concept .4 SerViCto

1970 Winter -Spring semester registration
reminder for full and part-time students
Students whose lam

"cultivate ....yourself

festivities.
There will also be champagne
punch. live entertainment and

FOLLOWING
there will be six workshop,
luncheon.

stature

en.

&wares.. of the ministry

William Rainey Harper College
Tmlds o/ Business. Education. Commu.

himself a vigorous recreation al program. His suggestion to

Hospital.

chiatfic hospital located at 555
Wilson Ln. in Des Plaines.
The basic title of the in-

Representatives of Protes-

by Sampson who has set for

Argue. in the seminar Wednes.

clergymen

for

reasons

The allday institute will be
held in the auditorium of For.
est Hospital, a private lay-

Redo "How to Survive in the
Redness Rat Rau."

business world, perticulerly in
the personnel field."
one's health mom emphasized

leaving the church and syna-

been doing since. The panel
discussion will be moderated
by Dr. Leonard Kessler. a pay
chiatrist on the staff of Forest

a.

moment" and "Managing the
Managers." His third book,

sary to meet this goal in the

Recreation and the cam of

pidgin and what tbey have

Forest
Hospital.
Graduate Center for

the

day. Feb. 4, beginning at 9

two books relating to the topic,
"Staff and Their Role in Man -

is

by

the

is Me author of

non to be published.

the major faiths, will discuss
their reasons for leaving their

Mental Health, will focus 00

to what he can do.
Sampssin

The Seventh Annual Gergymen's Ins/Rule, mongered
Past

The successful executive will
Thee
then find that there k no limit

"Man's goal is to live n
long as we can es well as we
can. Today college is neon -

opening encounters erf the sea -

wings for the game to begin.

iesied on an Hilltop mon.

phases business, personal end
family.

moons defense in his two

Glen.

encountered

classified mares life in three

West's game

FREEMAN TRIED

nated thal they ham usually
turned in their hest show...

hard and dropped a Rua ,ini
decision in the final second of
14mv. but that pinie was con-

Demons

away as dm- prizes during

game or attempt to pick up a
few muck points. A prog has
ligurml in

College.

succors, related Sampson, who

vice facilities.
Ponahle televisions and
drag race Nets will be given

sbny m. the tempo of the
not

ment Institute at Lake Forest

The new building includes a

to on, theawks to either

sive mrformann ageing the

tures at the Industrial Manage-

ONE PERSON in ten is

hardy shop and comploc or-

The War Hen ay be ter.

nn: KEY 'ID the game

ff Chicago. Educated as a
Nssiologist. he currently lecic

Roselle Dodge will hold its

same business.

home.

WestSuburbannmpctiluon.

and the Behavior Success Clin-

high nonnil me has dom

down mason. Maine lists a 5-N

merall reowd. while picking

the Hill -

I-6 in

Robert

grand opening in BS new Neilidea at 208 W. Golf Rd.,
Schaumburg, Feh. I.
Ron Lueetti of Roselle
Dodge saysthat the tome has

out Non chimed even ihough
it is now in Schaumburg so
that old customers will know
that it is still dealing with the

each.

1970

wards.

wich cases past records arc irrelmant.

ing! had a leam that lom three
pimes by five points and

LIS norm: much needed hreath-

Friday,

rho guards and Dave Long and

four.ofweven. including conSin. ho
Arling.
lion an clash against
ference
Conant.

comer to die lineup that node
Zigman look liken genius, will
resume his pow at miner.
while the lairward slots will he
filled by junior Mike Mandela

diers

Royer might hr replaced by

them lose three-ofMir and

season undefeated. it will give

Knight,. Bill KM& the new-

game could be the mental appoach each ream talus. Armurn has to prevent a letdown
against the last -place Grena-

Canwright and Marc Minds,
however. amen will
lie in shutting off Schmeleo.
Norlander and Nevins. who
have already proven capable
of pumping ill over 20 points

Page 14

an ever

er important area stressed by
Sampson. He suggested playing games with your children
m a means of helping them to

ning before members of the. set standards. Even "day
Northwest Industrial Council.
'People picked today are the eirre'erairL"rthS'orinir fr'rM0:ftlax
people that perform tomorrow, A man's basic behavior
"Too much of it is bad. But
patterns make a personnel
sometimes it is helpful NB to
man's job errsere
look out the window." WalkHe urged the group to lies ing he residers an excellent
come aware of the reeky of means
ion. To get out
of the business rut he ',Liege...0 reading beyond one's
Sampson is the founder of IIWn world and partisspating in
Sampson and Associates. Inc..
and ffurch

mer and I9ennis Willison.
Bnidy respects his com.
petition this weekend. having
men the Warriors ovemehelm
Wheeling two weeks unto.
nice ball team.'
'They're
Brady said. "They have good
spacd and like to hit the

mighty good chance."

is

said

Seminar to discuss
clergy leaving pulpit

FAMILY LIFE was anoth-

C. Sampson Wednesday eve-

around Riff ards Toni Kum-

standing ballplayers con-

him."

name id contest and Niles West
in kepis bout.

wy ilein

High -flying Cards go for seven at Palatine

Sociologist lists
keys to success

317.157 70 WAS TNT NATION
WIDE AVERAGE COMMISSION
.

CC

UI

Permanent Position
Immediate Opening

time is co your side.

1C10 LATE
IMMEDIATE OPENING

Dear Lee Jansen.

You've probably answered this before, but I didn't me it. My
boyfriend and I came in three hours after curfew, which was
'Midnight. We hadn't called my folks. Now I'm grounded for a

LIMOUSINE DRIVER

For Appt
Coll

John hunt

.155 1500

whole month. It just seems too long to no, and Em very unhappy.

EBRADLEY

RIDUSTRIES

dirtctors. Before joining Main

My parents said they were married to death. It wasn't our fault
and couldn't be helped.
Cinderella. Arlington Heights
The telephone 6 one oldie greatest Inventions In the world
Use It end avoid trouble. Hew wooderrel AN year parents redly
sore for you.

State Bank of Chicago. he
worked with AIC Ein.cial for

Sold voorepethions iv Lee Jun.son. clo Day rubliccuthth,
//7 S. Main St., M000l Prospect, 10 60056. (IP. 6i66 nPrr

7 years,

rowel reply. send u sefAnddressed envelope.

named assistant vice president

of the -Main State Bank of

five new officers elected
recently by the bank's board of

0

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

Take G and Am in Well Rd

Fel,

Torn Nor. on Weld Rd
Breen, 5 gns eh office

A.13-111.5 MV00

+11, 111111-1

Se

Friday, henry 23,1975

Papa 16

ulnas mit

244YR MEOW

MOM

2

M 340 RR 5

claw week.
Ronda Nouse Restaurant.
HMSO. Mr. Reln or Mr OuenRim

Dihezthitii

DRAFTSMAN
Insuram

Neal.

MUST BE OVER 21 AND BONDABLE
AERIE

PINANCIUTIRICTOR

253-2340

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
'AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROU,ND

MALE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

255-7200 OR 296-6640

inern,1 Nark, eler caw lee benefit plans

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

vosir Ad win mew,00 dolly in de
Northwest Day, The Arlington Day

AM. ROUTES

The Prospect Roy, and The Des Plaines Day

6:30-8:30 a.m.

and reach 60.000 Ho...holds,

P.M. ROUTES

230-5 p.m.
Cook County
Furniture Refinishing

Painting 6 Decorating

KANZLER BROTHER

Snow Mowing

PAPERHANGING

SNOWPLOWING

392,10

DRAFTSMAN -PROPOSALS

BOB & DOUG

.

297 39137

.

W;trt"DArST'RO'N'LnUEN'
CL 5 0232

PANCLER 6 SON

nem. 'WWI,

JANITOR

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

296-163B

SEM &limiter

SERVICE

Tax Returns

HEATING SERVia

JAN a 3.3500 FL 8.1355

Tile

PAINTER OP FIX/IYMAN

1'11 i"riLt

REASONABLE / REFERENCES
POLLY INSURED CALL 562-191.

SPIREGAVORNMEN

GROOMWC
255 2FIC

r

M

If

I

If

r

ACCOUNTANT

d

3.2.2576
answer col,

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING/ RESQENTIAL AND

11,4.7350

d

AMERICAN VPHOLSTFRING

Vacuum Repair Service

Income Tax

100 N. HICKORY RD.

SERVICE 359/1510

MI.., III

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

039 RN

InFonal los 6 Boo1.1.017,0

Bjornson Bros.
99PP

P

Interior Decorating

It -red. Reeser...I, Coll

CALL JOHN ABEIR

297-3550
SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

SKIRTS,. DRESSES IIRAMED

DRAPERIES

General Contractors I

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY

-

El ERICSSON

-1721r4a7;
.

Free E

rt

FLA

01i'L'I %WILL FR

BLE AOSA Drewnek.

T

Permanent Waves

Chas. B. Gray Sales

or

WINDOV:=OVER G0

Piano Tuning Services

iNaNTIVE BONUS PAIDWEIRLY

Electric. Work

PROFIT SHARING
LIFE t MAJOR MEDICAL INS

Cl.

.

..

____

.

_

.....,

.

,..,,,.,..4

Cement Yoe, MAX Win DO

-

Plastering

.,,,,,,,,,, cg,

I. fSONEDFORNMELtO3

LI,FIE n

ALL AFTER 6

9tC.1=7,.
EMPLACE WOOD

,

, .,,,

, Ills

637

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

Floo Refinishing

eel we paper removed. 0000421

Aroge rm. sanded. fouled A

1....'....

Boost rocs. Bc sq

E,

10 I,, 0500.00 R'01: '7'91..

539.1211

Caterirhg

7

"

rdr.
ra""'d
'1'9 '9" .19
'. 9" '99.so,
"

'

'

-'1

A

b

Roofing

ROOFING AND REROorING ALL

E'E'OE. neBE ...E.,. 5,,,',""'"""S'''''''''''''

019 11B1

a

ALL BAR, BUFFET Pkg.. DE,L.

J

RISIICA PAVING AND CEMENT

..se 697 -

1R11121.919.

04A20 HOURS.

.

TOSS -AND -CATCH GAME!

SOLVER"

By Cappy Dick

_

527-22135

I

Irr°1R P""P

'

!

a poys to odverlise
with Day Want Ads.

o

'

exp ense,

NT ADS

GET RESULTS,

'r7o:"=:,.."n've:,Z.,-.7,17,

QUICKER,

we pew... in Fabric Slip Corn

EASIER!

ex rout tole, 01 :me 000/

.1,

, ,eg....tp,

leg.

C.POWAlr7Air

3,13-5200

Ladd,

Awn

Ken losson

Associmes

CLERK -TYPIST
Applicant must be 6u0ldted in typing end hose
The experience or opptitude to handle accounting
functions. Good atoning salary with liberal fringe
benefits.

Contact MR. RIDDLE - 297-4444

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP.
Der Nome, III
21,0 Oxford Clod

26-lieln Wanted Women

Gil VICTOR TEMPORARIES
STENO -FULL TIME

2 Shifts
MAINTENANCE MEN

RECEPTIONIST

MANGO Am 37

SOME TYPING - $95

GEN. OFFICE

10 Key Adding Machine Operators
Call Mr. Schaper 702-6244

L

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

Noy

CLERK TYPIST
snows.

$650

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS, Inc.

prIon A wee

Coll 531,3202

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

FIGURE CLERK

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

5110 WK.
WALE SCORE PERSON,.

Le Salle Personnel
Plaines

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

J1,l1I1,t1cit'7:1,1°°"

TRAVEL VAR

3902770

Des

ter GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS

5.505. bob sine,

Subs d ary of

SUNBEAM CORP.

EXPERIENCED OR WILLING TO
TRAIN BRIGHT GIRL ON TWO GIRLS SIB

WIDF 3COM PERBOXLEI
NE.0121

FREE TRIPS

Street

One player handles the em
carton, the other tosses the 10
bottle caps. The two players

FIG. I

2.

T') 1 -

A .sou

yet

the

coMPIeled

The

game is as much fun 10 play as
many ready-mades that coat a

sections are worth five points.

great deal

After he 10 bottle cape have
been tossed and caught
missed -- the catches score is

The only special preparation

."----applied to the egg carton. With
your poster or paints or -crayon,

color the compartments as indicated in Figure I, making four
.of them red, four of them green
and four of them black.

3,

inner with the canon

267-5300

the

.most catch. and earns the high.
er total of points wins the game.

The Cincinnati -Forte Company,
pony, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly the Cincinnati Shaper Company, will soon be occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
The individual we hire for Milling Machine Operators, must be a
self starter and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

BLACK

EN

------r.,

RAO lee St. Des Plaines

ASSEMBLERS

"IPRE'IE'SXR'fG'"

KEYPUNCH
WPM

TYPISTS,
DR GAL/6650

SLBOARGS

EIRE CL19690

GAL MOS.=

7:30 AM - 4 PM

=0'4.50NNEL
2,0 5021

PECEPD3133

KO RN NIS GUISES.=
AFAR GAL...33 ALL NMI
Coll 394 5562 ether

Apply At

So P

301-1771)

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

BROKE
La Sone Personnel

AFTER

321 Bonds Street
Call Mts. Dudko
455-3600
For Appointment

CHRISTMAS?
BABY DOCTOR'S
OFFICE -5525-540

ere - seam AvOn COMO,.
in mon, enterners In yam hacol.
Call orne -

ha

office.

'A7LOo"L'oiZl

t.

s. B

,. r

111 Sawrencewood Center

airtBoToranTro 7coup
Niles, Illinois, 60648

CHICAGO

gm, ogAN

533,247

965-7070

EARN $ $ $ $
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS,

'317:"'16SOPL'Il0551'Ae

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

COCKTAIL

$650.00

WAITRESS

gots nut

DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

OVERCHARGE YOU?

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

1496 Miner. Des Pl. 297-3535

avvr v
APPLY IN PERSON
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Pork)
Arlington Heights, Illinois

d

REICHARDT CLEANERS
Ad. His.
253,325

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonus is available.
A

ghl

keep Mem FORA/ Ol

There are first shift openings - also 2nd shift openings available

-30-

FIG. 2

677-0600

REA5021

.

o".

added up and the players change
amnions.

Thc player who makes

7

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR

WEXI...WE'RE GROWING TALL

aira*
.....

refin " ---dr

Stenographers

Typists

people en. de some wping.

BUFFERS

Lee

OF CHICAGO

Cornett:meter Operators

Dishwasher needed 11.30
S

1305

NEEDS GIRLS FOR NORTH E NORTHWEST SIDES

wrDES=IriSONNEl

WAREHOUSE HELPERS

OgreSSIS

,,

worth 25 points; the green ere
worth 15 points and the black

eesy to round up without any

'

'

the egg tray and especially in the
Compartments haying the highest
point value. The red sections are

HOUSEWIFE,

'

ir-7

tries to catch the bottle caps in

AND FOR THE

DAY

0.:,°T,Z,,;Kr ;Z,

-

NEAR '

homemade games that me fun to
make and to play. It's called

Toss and Catch and it consists
of an egg carton and 10 Dottie
ceps. Such objects are indeed

'

SN OW ..

Need Help?

Advertise with Day i
Want Ads
.1
.

-

000'
5swin9 Machine "0.'7

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

SRA

FOR THE

WIR

TIM ICE 15 SPIED
OUT I RUST MICE
[VANCE TO DAVE

stand 12 feet upon es in

Hem'. mother lacy aeries of

BUSINESSMAN

v

1-

.'"''''
''''''''''"' s'?"'''''...

" "no"'"'" ''''°'/'..
Cent&
ent Blacktop

Furnace installation

ACCOUNTING
d

II

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

An round Opportunity Employer

Young Hobby Club

"'" f9"7'''"' '"' ."-

Call 3,2.6162,

WALoAP,M,a-

of

FULL TIME

'';41:@
,-

*A

PROBLEM

CALL ED 350/3359

'11:r'S,r, A /OR ORGAN ys s=

267.6000

965.4700

CARER SPECIALISTS

GENERAL FINISHERS

....._

"THE DAY

Radio.TV Repair

ADULTS ONLY

001 04 L.

wt.

.;_.....,,

,

B266100

Suburb.,
Radio Station
5450

-BEST IN TOWN -

90,,JR or

0

-

AM" .E TALKS

NOWA. ,,IS '
AKUNER lair,
AU V IK WA

llit

Plumbing

............-

'-'7,71.-

H. FEVER._

*OW S

ffr ?

''''

KRY'S'U''' '7B73,122

DAN

Heritope PIAUI...Co

.1E '... E'.E' .. E-.Er''EE-'

/G1.77.....

B2,510

- 0297 Zer trIn!'7r77.:::

Pawling, sisals., E,CoNsq Soo'.

B.

WOO AKILK

IY6 A LONE WAY

-AROUND IRE PIG WATER TO IRE
AUSSIOALIT MED BE PASTER
TO CUT ACROSS IRE SEA IC6
NEAP OPEN VW Ellf

Small fobs My SAecIolly

LrLa
n1,0 Roof R
EDMOND
GRA35Pc5 8

.9"999'99aACK
Also RAdlng Wood

,ARIT L FURN. shompening.

Mick /Masonry
M haes a fireplaces
CI 2-5,64

11.W

.

ter

t WMODELING
.Corlrogs, wolls 9 lowcFing.

.10E ORTMAN

11477464

,U,K 16444,

.. AY 439623.se

Comet Cleaning

-

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES.FOFf ESIIMATE5

cAppp,,, .

A

ttt tt,/

rs

EXPERT PLASTERING

Day or FrAglu 350. WM

-

ALLEN AIR CRAFT

GAL FRIDAY

Merton Grove. III.

3 Shifts

in...ming assignments Ready Col:qv/roe. 0.

Solway. A.M.m. m

TIRE P. RUBBER CO.

6301 Lincoln Ave.

Coll

MOLDING PRESS OPERATORS

rI217

Nem

GOODYEAR

437.9900

Mark Trail

arm

Cantor Wimple

A Lg. Incluelnee Ortees. PrOleway

of

d,rdna Modem worA

'55 '1Orkirs.Simons

......

Entenoinment

S25 SNONFD..i.

pro( 0
AMY PERSONNEL,

RAY" Ao, fIRA NW, A"'

$5.00 AN HOUR

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill.

III L Teuby, Des Plaines, Illinois

647-9784

CALL NOW. MR. MEC5ERI

L

265.0443

1.a

°IA. -pan

Good sob, Sown..

Ira, Perot's: reed hoklessr

WANT EXTRA CASH?

rfl Litton Metfical Products

emo HOLIDAYS, VA.11014 AND SICX DAYS,

110 E Rand Rd. MA Prospoot

Magic

nem st,

CL331130

GENERAL OFFICE

plont

25 -Employment Agonties Home,

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Z'olble'lhOne"

HN.
255 Me

5 TEAR GUARTH

Rime TRW

CL3 2236

66 DO

Save Up T40%

I

MANADDI
296.443B

CLERK -TYPIST
and

52305'

spoo II

w mks imp

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE NOW!

PERSONNEL

7.77rA'Ift7i'ltv.*Z"toin't7ecr;

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

1217,17J11,11.11,1,1111.17:

aPAIRING AND MENDING

oak

3OR

Eat 3900

Laboratories, Inc.

..4r g*

EARN UP TO

Call G. Kral at 676-1000 Ext. 5457
for additional infornation and a confidential interview.

hons is desirably. Solory

RADIO TECHNICIANS tSolid State)

NOB 2322

6

r

for
TV SEWN TECHAUCLAN5

Lawn Mower Repairs

OPP 59. I

0$. fl.AaIve,000,lrrs

Window Well Coma

QUALITY DECORATING

st17""

'"nln04

Needed Mr 'emporia,. oRf

GENERAL
OFFICE

Baxter

AT G.M.P. / I

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS
INCLUDING:
Premiom Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

Window Washing

,rz
tOttEN2B;B;H112.1=0'''''

COST ACCOUNTANT

WIGS OF AEL !APES

:fyi:Zrf 'i:"1:IOO'ladrWZ 'as

°PP

We DIM

ne,

Call Bruce Mils

Melrose Pork

LOOKING UP!

Tae Is en leaking.

marls .d

ooPY RILLONOM Ponomol

1955 W. North Ave.

WE HAVE TIM

**

AREIrewRIP

302.2700

(h6ht Typing)

lam growing

CUSTOM DECORATING

hisiA

Ep,

PPP.L.N,IsAss

Wigs

L

537-0737

McKlaren Interiors

0.39.0706

Ken Lorton & Assooates

FOOD STORES

IOCIPOIS ... hos THE TOOL AND DIE mARINO ppeovO,
lome5 E

Ronan Gm. a.

and

Starrmo salary IMAM.. Pohl

0.11006 Perkins

COMPANY INC.
Estes & Elmhurst Rds.
Elk Grove Village 00te=gtrteALIS

439-2680

tonnit

be

GALL 1.12ot M.O.,

GENERAL OFFICE

259-5010

Class

FULL BASEME

ARLINGTON HIS,

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

WALLPAPER -

plie.firen.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

PRODUCTS CO.

Wallpapering

251,16,

COMPTOMETER
OPERATORS

mercers.. wn-

FUTURE IS

GREAT
OPPORTUNITIES

WEBER -STEPHEN

COMPANY

31395 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6

Dressmaking -Sewing

5550 -$604

JEWEL

YOUR

FOR EXPERIENCED

'1,1`1,1111111,Trili...1111,',1Z1°,

COMPLICERILBO

s OM

An equal opportunity employer

SYMONS MEG.

METHODE MFG.
COMPANY
IMO Hicks Road

Fr

F

;et V155 "'5

Barber Service

X.1.17.°J111,11L1.11=,

tem a rme.70.0.7.

/137 21331

COMIAELC=IF

G,,aliw-Gode fusions DrePer-All

,ado

eon. Wee ra 7 Am ins am

Rr ^POP !apemen.

mode. Kobe. BOA at 44 flut yd.

C

RECEPTIONIST

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

4,

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, M.

- MR. MAY

nd evel

Eng

GAL FRIDAY

00 50116 accounting desirable but not essential.
40 hour week 4110111$
Sunday through Wednesday.
ExcellYnt fringe
benefits.

CALL MR TERRY GOULD
437 6621

''tlITEGOLLARGIRI,

TELETYPE CORPORATION

lenr Mere.

.

SKI BUFFS'

EXT. 594

,

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

pact Re,. Upholstery*. 5

RIC ICS DECORATING

Rion doiy.Sen. 4112
INA Abler, DesP1.107-1525

CALL 345-0500

to

Ware AM

Draperies 5 landrOreodA onStant

I

Apply A Person lots Confidential Interview

824-0181

1,1:7:2xdi,41e, Ion

GERALDINE'S

v

full time personnel. Salary subject

bilily. Cumberland ore.

3993030

or

VVALt PAPERING

no

ments

CALL

. 512 W. NW HyG.

P

MAIL CLERKS

inventory work.
Retail store experience

3PM._.2P/Ato 11 PIA to >AM

r

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

if

'

No weekends. Any age. Office building. Supple-

455-7111, Ext. 222

137 1993

STENOGRAPHER

CONTINENTAL CAN

8 A.M. TO I P.M.

snail.

JANUARY SALF

SR

GENERAL HANDY MAN

NEAL WAY PAINTING

217 S. ArInglon Ms Rd
Arlington Heights III

"'Is

A.M. CASTLE
3400 N. Wolf Rd.
Franklin Pads, Ill.

Upholstery

EL.5.3.Ai

op,op,

compony benefiis including He insurance. hospiialicaum

poid,mransand holjda,

PtconDONIS 100- 600

'11

Y

PLASTIC BOTTLE DIVISION

IsINEBEtES

pool beneftretImm.

2511.417,

0253/40

Cogan

ft

656,3443
An Equal OpenduntFY

eoreent

soTo':dc,lx.'sr3r

night

APPLY IN PERSON

for the best job you're eye, hod if youlre intEEeSlecl

WHY PAINT, Ell rare

Droperies

Automobile Service

En

(4ross the meet hom the
milwoukee.1. Depot.)

mown L.stolloLion. MP. ,Aecr

L ao

AM

EXTERIORTNIERIOR

SOODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

255-1200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Do

NOME OWNERS SERVICE CAP,

Dog Service

FREE EMMAUS

h

Plolna Meshon soles

Des

Son no Scant S9.2300 here.

POW LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Ow for

TELEPHONE SALES

MALF OR FEMALE

WE NEED YOUI

2,75300

CHOOSE YOUR HOURS: ALL 32.11FTSOPFN

DICK 5 TILE 5BRVICF

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING.

437-2030

SYSTEMS

Learn Plastic Bottle Production

Sharpe Automatic Screw Mochime Opworws orR
ed Surface andEenredenGrinding °pension.

Rs

2450 W. HUBBARD

*ME Rand Rd.

Leuerhead DwWW
Brochure Wish,
Mailing Pieces

Call

dye Gd

TURN -STYLE

3a0/0492

"'S7rIngu.'s""tA"

NH

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

SEE LA MAR CH IDD ISTER

CL 9-0495

TaCiLt"N"015'

Elk Grove Village

Open.. of both our

man wonted.

starting salary. !Pleasant
working conditions. All
company benefits. Be
part of a progressive

BO Bond Street

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

we hove several p

Decorators

Heating Service.

Decorating

SALES,0714;LVICE

JENSEN

Coll. 342 4)50

Dancing Schools & Supplies

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

Lauritz

HEARING AIDS f OR RENT

CALL 760-50A1

ART

lilt

Sump Pomp

Call or Apply in Persdn

50 Ponds Rd., Das Poole%

*GENERAL FACTORY

10.,

Reliable

fashion secy
$575

Immediote openings for

ASA

3.59 M50

Hearing Aids

AdenalLs.L
PranwlSondre

N W. Hw

t3S

Art Service

WI

ORDER
EXPEDITER

e ntA LW

ALTERATIONS

BEAUTICIANS

INVENTORY

TODAY!-'

Storm Windows
CALL MARRA Rolling

est.:R.1rd finn

STORE

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

438-040n

General Hauling

'''111,VrIVraihaS eiMier
.7.66211

wee

FILE CO.

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW
FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

TALK TO TELETYPE

5555 West Touhy Ave
Skuk,e, Ill

ARtIN=S ILL,

RN's & LPN's
Needed

NICHOLSON

OPERATORS:

TELETYPE CORP.

0040 S. Busse Rd.

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK
593-5952

MACHINE

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

School Bus, Inc.

RECEPTIONIST

for Plastic Bottle Production

T7

POE. 302-5395 oft. 5 P.M.

MAIDS

1

$90 01-00 TO START

M An o

WANTED

*MACHINE OPERATORS

Call Mn, McGrath 358-5800
676-100D me

SWITCHBOARD

Shipping & Receiving

'A'"'T.t'urels'er6c0'="A"R

Cell Mn. R. &emit at 766-6230 Sr apply at

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
0.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

WAREHOUSEMAN

RATIONW111 ROO OFFICES. COAST TO COAST

I.

RIO Etat Green Strew

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

GENERAL

WANTED

FACTORY HELP

GROOVE WITH NATION'S FASTEST GROwiNG Se165 ORGAN.

QUALIFY

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

Roby After wonted for 2 child

DOORMAN
APPLY MANAGER
RANDHURST CINEMA

JUST SIT BACA IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN °MUM°

YOU CAN 1001 YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU

Jobs boated in Des Plaines, Arlington Hts.
and Wilmette.

251015 Wend Mee

TILEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOORI

OUR MEN AVERAGE

312-428-5577

Add W252

Sfedloanent Agencies -Buses
26E41p Wanted Women

ARE YOU READY?

$10,000 to $12,000 PER YEAR

CALL COLLECT

244430 Bashi B.

261179 WNW MO

/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

Opportunity for Advancement

Sun.

Sor

OPPORTUNMES
AWAIT YOU AT

Uniforms Furnished Overtime Pay

VIllogeolARIngfon Pn.

1411LIEIVartallien

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

255-3502

open.

33 S.Arlington

AM. to 10

MOOS

Gli'/PN55G5ATA3V9'{EL5ATS

I

HEY!
Poll MI 7539

PULL TIME

NUL

Enday, January 23, 1970

2IfMpBa6,

242lehllarteriMen

GUARDS

,

IIM

and

pold,

PARR DREW
Needed for Ow. Owning
WIWI. and Du PlaInn front
AM. to 10 A.M. Mon. duo

nity...CALL ONE NOW,

Cement Work

,24l6ipTimadMes

Dishweaher welled 11,30 AM.

Consult Ibi, daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

Alterations

ROB WNW MO

MEE MOW

,

Interesting Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks.
Referral Bonus

TOP PAY

Lob.

STENOS
CLERKS

NEVER A FEE
TYPISTS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

537 9500

long.. Small oft ice. CLOSE 10
HOME.

Coll Beg

EXCITING COMPUTER CO

29E1.2770
En Salle Personnel
3 Blocks S. of stor.,
NEE PA AXING

White Collar Girls
RANDHURST CENTER

CALL 259-6060

MT PROSPECT

392 5230,

J

Enday Januar) 23 1970

Page 18

269Ie16 Waded Wow

76 -Help Wanted keen

31101111111119111111

EUROPEAN TOUR
OPERATOR

EXEC SECT

GENERAL OFFICE

TYPIST

16-11elp Ranted 9097

&Help Warted

26 -Help Warted Women

ACCT CLERK

3110 WIC

wprue women w cirnanstiv
Coll

WIDE SC,C4E=ONNEL

WIDE SCZE,PorONNEL

437 6202

WOMAN COOK
CALL MRS YAMICH
or 6470016

6470015

GLOBUS TOURS

CD

Chicago.

Data Processing

DLL E i0Oup melOGROW61. APE

Receivable Clerk

nnnn ing Clerks

consger lasing G...9'
Howl,

R3.

Statistard

5.30

al. Clocks

piing. Heights

23" Black 6 White Mu t

To DiscumPoimomAlicationi

CARPET NEW

PPIA5N5IROUPONFA00W5
111 Girds 2664313

CORPORATION

g

I

RI

ha kgr

13150 Coll 257 2887

AT

WI id lng
Call orb.

PRODUCTS CO.

TELETYPE!

277.1000

las*: RM 14, RP 53

tccid7r6Z.i.
P19M 0.'99

L'e

GENERAL OFFICE
alert

2

CARPETING

MG 50E. 5135: hunk laid,. sm.

40% - 60% OFF

Salary corn.
mensurate with ex.
perience. Good working
conditions & many
company benefits.
to

n

G.ic NPR system Full cme

CALL JOAN DENNEY CF 676.l000 Ext, 5243

day Roane°

FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW

Inlerested applicants

36.

9 Closing
9 Heavy duty carpeting
3
f
installation

CL 3-0381 01t. EL PEA

, See Icalm

TELETYPE, CORPORATION

,

Skokie, Illinois

No Experience NecesmitY

krartion rare 62.2S

also available

Lynn @avis

554Aus10al Instruments

WINSTON. INC
2121 rooky Ave

024
b, Suburbia's

SwitchbOord-

in.

392 0270

5

Up Ugh

r

AI

V

Ereploym.all Service

COMPTOMETER

EXPERIENCED

stall., Reputable

Coll Mr Weiss

Employment Agency.
Mole Oivisian
Mount Prospect

'73791TC"

Terms
Call eves.

.1 and 2nd Shifts
HELP WANTED

"*;=i171:71114

Line

10-Ronms-Boareffousekeeping
16.16 Rent Houses

CL 5-2900

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Call . 437.5920

FOR WIRERS &

Mass Feeding

Antiques

ea, ek moomper

FLEA MARKET SALE

502 O.

Ofrice has an breseirmbear

Miss Gan Denny at 676,1000 Ext. 5243

$1195

19 67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

$1395

1967 CUTLASS

$1595

1966 OLDS 88

$1195

1966 FORD WAGON

DICK WICKSTROM

CENTER

A PEAL BIM

$795

1964 VOLKSWAGON
SQUARE BACK WAGON

$595

1963 FORD GALAXIE 500
Come in and Meet Your

.

.

Chevy Pit Crew

Serving The Northwest Suburbs for 35 Years

111010101E11.
112174101 MIS

381.0899

"INF EXCLUSIVE

DEALIII

529-7070

mme

Roselle, Illinois

Daily & Long Tenn Leasing

asVP4
0410 FRIO

I0

,vt 0010011001 5111

OPEN SUNDAYS

604.. Northwest Hwy.

THE flaSTVRIVICE.

NORWOOD FORD INC

555 Irving Park Rood

MC"

$495

U MariVOGa
iu
Ons

CL 9-4100

wade I

1970 Nig° PASSWORD TO ACTION !
1970 MONTEGO 2 DR. HARDTOP

Taub

Includes window washers 4 seat belt, bock up light, headrest, shoulder harness,
safety door locks double action brake, whitewalls wheel disc,.
Bed, Rona an

PALATINE

CASH
-

7211ouses to Slate

FOR ORIENTAL RUGG

$2279

FOR

cie359.3041.

TOIL Rent it4crtmed5

briar Kamm. mtorx 1,91'1
Per week. Mon. through

Fr..

rliEkie,
5 55

I

Tautly Ave.

SkWo.

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC

REGISTERED
NURSE

FREE

y

Modern office facility requires services of R N
Medical Servides Department. 3NQ hour week Excellent compony benefits
Require of least 2
yeareex(erience.
'

AUTHORITY
INSPECTION OFFICE

PLATES

or PRE -OWNED CAR

Whe...111.600713
53,6711
pp

61 3

t

O'Nme pew
PPP N

His Rd

357-6996

tti'IrM7AING"P'G'01
El Wasted M Red

5394777
I

FR

Windsor

Fr0 3200

la goad hriz.lper tionind

Call 252 0551 Rod Smith

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL 691 -LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM

Woods
3.Industrial Property (TGWU

New, I, 2. 3 badmen/
luxury Rental Apts.
Right in Me Village
f ArEngt n He9ht

We Hoye Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced
HELP

.00 an

ollice 6 ware,

to, the following categories.
ARI. HTS. INDUSTRIAL

broken 1100 25,4201

R. RESEARCH CENTER,

Printed CAIRO Board Assemblers
g

,.7.`,1s.,";:.sq,,

C0112765757.

at

cooking,

PseisM serve

%;,,:,Z4gF;,,7724.101.

I

I ee

F gd
c

1

woncopoll comer

DES PLANES -

3 Prin. 1, So.

Rums ormes vomr0.

.ringion oreo. 428-3750

RENTALS START AT 5205

Wolf

Rood

el -Horne furnishings-Fumiture

2510763

ROOF,,,: BR Set widsk 6 chr.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
D. Names

I

$3488

1966 CHEVELLE, MALIBU
door hardtop, "327", 4 speed, Hersdere wide

2

radio

$1 943

1967 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE

$raes
1274 ower *

automatic transmission, power steering, radio

$1 848

1968 MUSTANG "302"
automatic transmission, power steering

$1 1 77

1966 BONNEVILLE, CONVERTIBLE

automatic
b

k

fransmission,

p

claws,

power

steering,

bucet
k

seats,

l

power
eather

interior

1967 COUGAR
Automotic Transmission, Power Steering,Paso.,
Brakes, 'acts, Air Conditioning, Rodlo.

-th

1O72

1967 OPEN CARAVAN STATION WAGON

$ 1897

6 Passenger, 4 SPEED, RADICK Heater

$983

0.

dfo ed,
86 -Real Estate -Houses

SUNBEAM eleciric Snowblower.

ITT

wheels, Am 8. Fm radio

$2596

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY, III
door hardtop, automatic tronsmission, power
steering, power brakes, factory air conditioning,
4

253-5228

CALL ED SURE.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Irlinois 60057
,
Telepr one (312) 529-7700

jet unahrs, 4 speed, Am & f rn radio, steal wheels,
like new

1968 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE, "327.1300)
903956.Ft. units.
254,8850

doon 375 5719858

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

STOP IN AND SEE THE EXPERIMENTAL "ANTI -POLLUTION" CAR
AT THE RANDHURST AUTO SHOW ... JAN. 20 THRU JAN. 25
DEVELOPED BY FORD MOTOR CO. AND STANDARD OIL CO.
1969 MACH I COBRA

inviter Y. /111 loin
the Country Club set

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Wanted Mel & Women

office.

!AI PROSPECT

DACHSHUNDS - ANL 11 weeks.

TOY POODLE MALE ARC.

255 1107

,swim..

Mr. G. 39,3

POODLES 2 cent iiny %moles s

IN YOUR AREA

An Equal Opportunity Employer

k SIG

251E. Duns...Roam 104

Ao

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

mew

Oil Division

with your new MERCURY,
MONTEGO, COUGAR, LINCOLN
ONLY FROM 0050

°Ir.-01°,;ZrZ

She herds

3246ist13lamt4s Merchandise

Contact our EmpGyment Department for enter:

ume n

"70" LICENSE
71 -lo Rent, Stores, Offices

pH

s

TENNESSEE VALLEY

r

CULLIGAN. NC
1657 Shame, Rood
Northbrook, III

...

C)I
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1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA COUPE
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143001, Pets & Equipment

WA' is Per..
*awing

430-7300

Employment Service

$995

2,5200

MO Gii71.9.

h

FOLLOW THE NEW YEAR PARADE

At

$2195

'68 CAMARO 2211, Loaded and s1995

2$36117

CLERK -TYPIST

HALOGEN INSULATOR

M

19651. BIRD CONVERTIBLE

INCLUDING SPECIAL VALUE PACKAGE

W/1, OF ,,,It WI,,,, you ran move ahead?

tren

PAID...! IARINP.
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CLERK - GENERAL
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'69 DODGE G.T. Magnum 460,
Autonnatic, Power SINd119,
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and COMPANY

ing, Rodio 8 Heater Whits walls $1595

ELEGROVE VILLAGE
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6 in
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24.801 and Anhques

Corn,

SOLDERERS

WARD BAKING CO.

THREE FOUNTAINS

AT PLUM GROVE

Production

OPERATORS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

open daily 9GS
Sunday II to 6
or call for appointment
OM 255 -MAP

Seaminess Oppodundies

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

SHARP STENOS:

1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

ALWAYS BETTER CARS PRICED WITHIN YOUR REACH

840 S. ELMHURST RO

.0 16.50.10

1

$995

0105051OUGAP

WILLIAMS

C: OIL WINDERS
1

1966 FALCON SPORT COUPE

Furnished Modele
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CHECKER
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PART TIME

V8, Power glide, Power steer-

27,6127

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
east of 109. S3 and Norrbwa

Finest Female:Wm,'

19.3 i..-. pips

U

6P

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON
EXTRACLEAN, Tallow...3425

8551513271

IMPORT MOTORS
orig. pice-- 3350. 255,6751

027-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Peed Bia.
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200 MinorTit.
DES El. SINES, ILL.

HOLT. RINEHART AND
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SNOW SPECIALS

IR, RAMBLER

BARRINGTON

CLERKS

SECRETARY

NOW '2775

313O5

THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

LobrtSultb

11ffelp Wantedleen & Women

Coll 358 0631

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

WE SPECIALIZE

Ett2 PPey 392:37E2

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
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PAGIaRS

Purchase of Any Maverick in Stock

coninonit,

Elevator
/Seated Pool
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112.1urtandies Fer Sale
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h
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325 255-0030

Underground Parking
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6
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10744o Parts arlAccess.

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

girls between ages of
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Idiched,
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-

FULL SIZE FORDS

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

oc prep., 257.5817

68 s 2864000

CM, MAUS. '6:15 5 5, 11

era

Gorden Apartment Suites

CI. 15023

knowledge of general
off ice duties. Must have
good typing skills &

Ink

NOT ONLY MAVERICK
BUT ALSO NEW '69

"*thRnorria2ar""enr?'

FOUNTAINS

We .ve immediate

21

SPold be fanglior

IN THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

THREE
for

EXEC CARS -

HT Neo
AMBASSADORS

,

1705 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY CONVERTIBLE

bestoffer, Call 437 6192

1995

Believing

DEMOS - FACTORY

172 4251

'Sten-4;72'4V"

AV] 2700

ALGONQUIN
Lake In The Hills

255-7877

some shorthand. Prefer

TRANSCRIBER

'Sorg.. For pin, ,nrc. L

102-Inds,Traie5S
ARC REALTORS,

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

SIR VICE ASSISTANTS

mo... popper., NO INTEREST

Parallel in Palatine

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

1e6000

12,900

hat

opeMngs

325 hp,

-

1709 FORD Torino GP 426. cobrO
t

Seeing Is

1475

only;

d

358-6275

akt,

cul

6

954 Pord wogoo founhy sedan.

cres. 1.30 dn 120

911.Msale Homes

372-7477

you, girls who hove
MEDICAL

347 E. Parallel

Pe.

32970 for 10

PRICES ARE BORN FIERE 6 RAISED ELSEWHERE'
2

64 Ford Custom 4 dr
:141.6166d yondlean.

Chenelte 55396

NORWO OD FORD INC

I

352 snisis, rtrx "Yrw "`"'

.31750. 537.7079

El

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Northlake, II/.

OPEN SUNDAY, 1-5

61 Comet 4 dr prfect cam]

Elk 6 Deer huntrng area. Fish.;

'8 9'SY.

Ini

31400 639.3670

Coo Bosco

SO SOW

- Sat. 8 AM -12 Noon.

900 N. Wolf Rood

324500

see

WI Mercury Monterey Fr...,
beashibli

bait. oar., Tr... Views.

Propelled. 350.
call 437.2181

CULLIP.61, INC.

EN CAP

COlORADO
GoabbAng

The Boss
Says,

1015520005 1000 00,0 6 c.4

low Ph. Bine PM bIli

alb 0,30 PM. 255-2930.

1657 skewer Rood

IT'S

7 CS utr 327 n85 H P

00

PALATINE

S51.30 Too Included

04 Ford Custom
door auto
.0;1,6 transmission good shop

UNA Estate -hot

671.

3,2.105

c't=51570A'IttCt.'

N OW ALPINE APTS.

d

soar ore. pruses.s9 Pre

220 F. Nonhwesi

35,7844

Fri. 84424 PM,

-

BAIRD & WARNER

5160

Mon. -Thu,. 8 AM -9 PM,
El

paneled

Lt,:00771rN BONDY

Al? PfS PIM W/V7 200 miles
Fac cond Beau.. 39.2 1617

OPP House 10, 15,0
Dorn Ito 5
417 06/1 oft. 6 P M

awn b

buil/ In
hoths

Coll for APPIMment

commensurate with
ability. Great benefit
package (and bossy
Interviewingr

gogyyy,,,

TV

t
It/s

05 Mercury Colony Park Wagon

Golf course PO s
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11/44hodiss kr STE

MOUNT PROP./
We ham io leave our .1 bed

R. Rill pa. 2ccor garage

1969 Smoot h0 Zag
Used machine
MBA rohl

Salary

lelepone mr.Fransen
Direpw oflue.onnel

GENERAL BOX CO.

002W, Northwest Hwy

Clerk Typrsts
General Clerks
Hle Clerks
Stenographers
Key Punch OperaGrs

e

Clerk Typists

d ;ling
range

lamps 112 277 8661

Ion 21115 Oro Alst 1711 Mople

Sorebrios

RePoncS GPM.

swerew. preened bur .1

RAPP S
RESTAURANT

Busy bosses at AE need:

21-12,351.055ANO1015015011,405.

Accounts

condigens.

NEW OF PEOPLE FOR

Girl Friday
Needed

'tVge71.5"9 1777 laroo'n:

follMed Kn. IMM horror
halt 160

2,97,1051

7 Room 3 bed hi level situ

937 7079 oft 6

Fnday lanuary 23 1970

ISNIEMENIND

JUST USTED

Cascade folllwiglei clk brown

Hohdp mook Cosineum

c

NINEOLDRieta

1250stelanus Merchrdse

G. Roe. Refry, Rug, sant FP

Some available immediately

0,2 dinette sei with 4 choirs.
padded seals. Also serving curt

Popo. 437.4866
Solid

stom

stereo

recorder.

ton. F200.3,2,232.

SELLING

OUT

FURNITURE

0.21-1930

10Pen House Sun 1-5 859 s COI
;Cul Oe Sac, NI 8075

Phone 394-2577
Open Doily: ilma,r, PM

ranch
in

model.

garag.

U

rim 01000. 399E147

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

CL 5-5700

(CHI,..) SP 4-2121

.

I.

Fnday, January 23, 1970
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assess

TO START!
Take your pick of 99
Winterized Used Cars
to get You thru

.

CHECK WHY
Fully

.

JIM AIKEY FORD

. Cars

Is The Best Place To Buy

the Winter

YOUR NEXT CAR

and the years to come!

.OPEN SUNDAY

FINAL JANUARY CLEARANCE

LAST WEEK!

ON NEW '69 FORDS

FREES
DAYTON

SNOW
TIRES

OR A
DELCO
HEAVY DUTY

BATTERY

IS BACK AT A

A Gorgeous Aqua with Black Vinyl
Roof. Really Sharp, Gold Seal Warranty. For those who really enjoy

PRICE

top,

351
V-8, Select Cruisomatic,
whitewalls, pwr. steering, radio,
much, much more List Price $3799.

$2999

$2995
Pass.

Wagon. Full Power Including Factory
Air, Radio, Deluxe Wood Paneling,
WW's, Light Green Mist In Color.

'69 FORD LTD Country Squire
Yellow with
door gate, power gate
window, V-8 Select Cruisomatic,
power steer. & disc brakes, radio.
3 -way

extra special dealership, Ray
Olds .
at a super special Ray
price.

$3495

#2222 Candyapple Red with Black
Vinyl Roof, Air-cond., 390 V.8, Vinyl
Trim. Select Cruisomotic, whitewalls,
power steering, tint glass. List Price

Pay

Ready
Used Cars

$3290

$4131.

#2541 -Special Bronze paint with
Black Top, 390 V-8, Select Cruisomatic, power steering & disc brakes,
radio, elec.

SPECIAL.

$3250

lock. List price $4092.

$2895

enger, 390 V-8, Full Power, Factory Air
Conditioning, Luggage Rack, Dual

Action Tailgate, Radio, Factory War-

$2595

1968 BUICK Ls SABRE Custom 400 4
Dr. Hardtop. Deluxe Interior, Full Power, 400 Turbine Trans., WW's, Aspen

Green with Black Vinyl Roof. Factory
Warranty.

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning,
Floor Console, Bucket Seats, WW's,
Power Windows, White With Block Top.
Gold Seal.

$2195

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2 Dr. H.T.

V-8, Full Power, New WW's, Auto.,
Radio, Dk. Blue, Factory Warranty.

$2095
1967 FORD LTD 2 -DR. H.T., 390 V-8,
Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned,
Radio, Luxury Interior, Ford's Best

WW's, Lime Gold With A Black Vinyl
Roof. Gold Seal

'69 DELTA 88

#2722 Dresden Blue with V-8, Select Cruisomatic, power seats, radio,
whitealls, much, much more. List

HOLIDAY SEDAN

$2910

'69 FORD CUSTOM 2 -Door Sedan

Factory Air Cond.,
hydromatic trans-

#2732 New Lime, V-8, Select
Cruisomatic, FACTORY AIR, power
seats, radio, tint glass, whitewalls,
more. List price $3800.

brakes, power

mission, power
steering,

$3025

#2535 Indian Fire with V.8, Cruisomatic, convenience group, power
steer., electric clock, wheel covers much more. List Price $3610.

seats, radio, heater,
white wall tires, vinyl top. Around -the block -miles! $$$$

$2870

'69 FORD LTD 2 -Dr. Hardtop
#2342 Champagne Gold with Select Cruisomatic, V-8, power steering, visibility group, whitewalls. List
Price $3584.

'68 OLDSMOBILE'
Air cond. "88" Holiday Sedan
with hydramotic transmission,
power steering, power

$2860

'69 FORD Custom 2 -Dr.
#2470 Wimbledon White with 6-cyl.,
vinyl trim, colt keyed carpet, whitewalls, courtesy lights, deluxe seat

brakes, power windows,
radio. Burgundy with black
vinyl top. Give-away at ...

$2295

$21 50

belts more. List Price $2704.

'68 CAMARO

1.0"'1111V1IP.- 411.-

Gold coupe with 3 speed,

MUSCLE CARS

power steering, radio, whitewall tires. Sharp suburban driven car.

35 IN STOCK
MUSTANG MACH I
#2740 Indian Fire with 428 V-8
Ram Air, 4 -speed, drag pack, F70

$$$$

$3295

tires, radio List Price $4127

'67 BUICK
Wildcat 4 -door hardtop with
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
vinyl top, radio, heater, whitewall tires. Steal this one. Only

SHELBY COBRA GT 350

$3995

#2252 Automatic Trans., radio, RED
List Price $4127.

1970 BOSS 429
#3420 4 -speed, drag pack, power
steering, power brakes, loaded
Grabber Green. List Price $5186.

$1895

$4495

'64 RAMBLER

'69 MUSTANG 2 -Door Hardtop
Automatic, power steering, low
mileage, factory warranty Good
Choice of 6

Classic 660 4 door with Automatic transmission, 6 cyl
engine, radio, heater, economy car

$2188Q

'69 FAIRLANE 500 2 -Dr. Hardtop
V.8 302 Engine, automatic, power
$21 88

$595

steering, power brakes, vinyl roof.vQ

'64 OLDSMOBILE

'69 GAL. 500 2 -Door Hardtop
V-8, 302 engine, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, Red, Black

"88" 4 -door sedan with hy.
dramatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, radio,
whitewall tires. One owner.
Low mileage. Suburban driv.

$1999

Vinyl Roof. Warranty Good

'69 COUNTRY SEDAN StaWagon
1967 OLDS CUTLASS Supreme 2 Dr.,
V-8, Full Power, Automatic, WW's,

passenger. AIR CONDITIONED
390 engine, power steering, power
brakes, automatic, luggage rack.
6

Candyapple Red with Black Bucket
Seats, Green Seal Warranty.

$1895

1966 OLDS. F-85 2 -DR. H.T., Full Power,

Factory Air Conditioning, Radio, Like
New WW's, All Vinyl Interior, Silver
Blue With A Black Top. Green Seal.
Sharp!

9595

1966 PONTIAC TEMPEST LEMANS 2 -Dr.
V-8, Power Steering, Bucket Seats,

$795

TRUCK SPECIALS

Mirrors,
gouges. #232

HD

rear

springs,

Hours! Mon. thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00 Closed Sundays

PHONE 827-3111

fect second car.

$595

TO FIND

White, 6 cyl. eng., standard trans.,
WC

heater, whitewall tires. Per-

IT'S EASY.

40 IN STOCK
'69 Ford Pick Up F100

$2050

'69 FORD F100 Pickup
360 V-8, 3 -speed, Red #260.

$2189

IT'S WORTH

'69 FORD F250 Pickup
Red & White 390 V-8, Camper Spec-

THE TRIP

1195

ial, automatic, disc brakes, power
steering, loaded #183.

it's big bold & beautiful
Lt's back. And flying high. The 1970 GMO. The most
special Oldsmobile ever built. Built specially for you by
your Gallant Men of Olds.

Special color. Special white vinyl top. Special insignia.

'69 FORD Club Wagon

All the extras you can think of.
The GMO. They can't see it in New York or L.A. or even
Detroit.
But you can. Only here. Only now.

/895

'69 FORD 1/2 Ton Pickup
V-8, stick shift, passenger seat, radio, all heavy!
luty.

Only at your Gallant Men of

elk

'69 FORD Econoline
'1-8, stick shift, passenger seat, radio, all heavy'
I duty.

'70 FORD 3/4 Ton 4x4 with Plow,
14 -wheel

drives (8) 7,/a

foot snow plows and

hydro -turns, 360 V -8's, 4 speeds, vacuum brakes,
all heavy duty 7.50x16.5 mud E. snows.

1.,
Rand & Central Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

cyl. engine, automatic
transmission, power steering,

8

AlPkik-111P-

Campers Delight. #189.

Low Miles. White with Black Top.

Galaxie "500" 4 -door with

$3095

AM -FM Stereo

Green Seal.

V-8, Full Power, Radio, Automatic,
1
Owner, Exceptionally Nice. Low,

'63 FORD

power brakes, AIR CONDITIONED, luggage rack, 429 engine,

Beige & White, 8 -passenger, loaded,

$1495

$$$$

10 Passenger Squire, power steering,

New WW Tires, Sharp Throughout.
1963 OLDS 88 Convertible, Economy

en. Must be seen.

$2499

'69 FORD LTD

1966 OLDS 98 4 Dr. H.T. Loaded with
Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning,
Radio, WW's, In Mint Condition.

$1795

power

windows, power

'69 FORD LTD 4 -Dr. Hardtop

1$2495

1967 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX CONVERT.

OF THE WEEK

'69 FORD LTD 2 -Dr. Hardtop

1968 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN. 10 Pass-

ranty.

The car that's special in every
respect - color, white vinyl top
and insignia ... the great and
gallant GMO has returned and
awaits your pleasure at a very

#2309 Meadowlark

I Price $3656.

Gold Seal.

DOWN-TO-EARTH

'69 FORD GAL. 500 Convertible
#2703 Royal Maroon with Black

'69 FORD LX Convertible

1968 OLDS 98 Luxury Sedan. Loaded
with all the Options, Factory Air,
Like New Set of Dayton Premium Tires,

PONTIAC EXECUTIVE 9

6M0

FORD LX 2 -Dr. Hardtop
#1983 Gulf stream Aqua with Parchment'69
Vinyl Roof, 429 V-8, buckets &
console, Select Cruisomatic, power
steer. & brakes, FACTORY AIR, tint
glass and more.

OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 24, 1970

1968

FLYING

1780

'69 FORD GAL. 500 2 -Dr. Hardtop

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY GOLD SEAL WARRANTEED USED CAR

luxury.

THEHIGII

'69 FORD LTD Country Squire
#2871 Gulf stream Aqua with 3 -way
gate, power gate window, 390 V-8,
Select Cruisomatic, power steering
8. brakes, radio,
tint gloss, Air
Conditioned. List $3780.

1 PAIR OF

1\

p

OLDSMOBiCE
GMO HEADQUARTERS

IN PARK RIDGE
,430NOlitliW1151 HIGHWAYS
Corner Northwest Highway,
Greenwood and Busse

Phones: 825-887t
Chicago 774-8177
Mon. -Fri. 9-9
Saturday 9-S
CLOSED SUNDAY

The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS, DES PLAINES, ILL.

HOURS: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:00 TO 9:00
SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:00 - CLOSED SUNDAYS

e en in on ocation

ro ert taxes vary reatl
Each year real estate taxes

taxes (paid in 1969) This is
used as a multiplier for as-

those in the highest tax rate

lucky one with a tax rate of

district would pay annual taxes

able

sessed valuation to obtain the

of $1,035 88, a difference of

only $5 412 per $100, or the

townships in The Day circulation area, and a check of vari-

1969 rates are not yet avail-

$214 31

ous taxing districts reveals that
the biggest factors causing

WHILE
AN
assessor's
valuation of a home may vary

equalized assessed valuation

these differences are the tax

from that of a neighboring

rates of school districts and

counterpart due to small differences, and individual judgment of the person ass&ising

based on 1968 tax rates Final

vary greatly within the five

cities or villages.
The five townships are Pala-

would

the range is even greater. The
high tax rate is $7.748 per

the high district, $78'4.74 in

$100 of equalized

home.

this

home

bring the equalized assessed
valuation to $14,500. It is this
figure that is multiplied by the

thumb" that the approximate
assessor's valuation
for a

districts to obtain the total real
estate tax for the year.

Using the same $10,000 (assessed value) home, equalized
assessed valuation of $14,500,

ON THIS basis, homes in

$1,123.46 to a low of $808.52,
a difference of $314.94.

house of $30,000 market value
is $10,000.

per $100 of equalized assessed

An equalization factor

is

the lowest tax rate district of
Palatine township would pay

valuation to a high of $7,144,

then used --it was 1.45 for 1968

annual taxes of $821.57, while

change

taxes range from a high of

IN ELK GROVE Township, a taxpayer may be the

equalized assessed valuation of
$14,500, this means a variance

Town-

ship, tax rates vary consid-

in annual taxes from $81809

erably among the three main

to $1,086 92, depending upon
the tax district in which a
homeowner lives.

Central Rd. is its
southern boundary.
Mount Prospect, $6.312 per
Heights,
Arlington
$100;
$6.962 per $100; and Wheeling, $7.218.
In Maine Township, whose
two chief communities are Des
Villages.

the low district for the $30,000

And the individual rates for
communities (or parts of com-

munities) that fall within Elk
Grove Township are as follows:

For the Northwest suburarea homeowner who

ban

wants to compare his tax rate
with that of Chicago, that
city's rate is $6.272 per $100
of equalized assessed valuation, except for that part

Plaines and Park Ridge, tax

Elk Grove Village, $6.274;
Mount Prospect, $6.276; Arlington Heights, $6,926; Des
Plaines, $6.650; and Rolling

rates vary in the 65 taxing districts from a low of $5.642 per

south of 87th Street in the
South Cook County Mosquito
Abatement Dist.; $6.292.

$100 'to a high of $7.496 per
$100.

Propert map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low in mid -20s. Tomorrow:
Sunny, little
temperature.

assessed

valuation, the low $5.576.

tax rate for individual taxing

"rule of

the value, it is a

tine, Schaumburg, Wheeling,
Elk Grove and Maine.
Palatine Township with 62
taxing districts had a variance
in rates from a low of $5.666

In Schaumburg Township

$10,000

IN WHEELING

heavy -paying homeowner who
has a $6 932 rate per $100, resulting in taxes of $1,005 14 in

In the case of the "typical"

For the typical home with

Meadows, $6 740

in

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

Hansen to fill Cook
_Aounty Board post

?ootr

Carl

R.

Hansen,

of

43,

Mount Prospect, Elk Grove
Township

Republican

com-

mitteeman, will fill the interim
suburban

vacancy

on

the

county board.
Hansen's appointment to
the unexpired term of the late
Joseph S. Kral of Cicero was

announced today by County
Comr. Floyd T. Fulle of Des

Plaines.
-Fulle said the other subur-

William J. Busse (right) of Mount Prospect is receiving the first gold pin of the newly created
associate membership of the Elk Grove Township Republican Organization. Mrs. Richard Ward
of Des Plaines, township membership chairman, is presenting the gold pin as Carl R. Hansen of
Mount Prospect, Elk Grove Township Republican committeeman, extends Busse congratulation.
Hansen was today appointed a member of the Cook County Board of Commissioners. (Photo by
LeRoy Meyers)

William Busse becomes first
Elk Grove GOP special membe
Busse received the No.

I

gold pin signifying his membership in ceremonies at the
Mount Prospect State Bank
Saturday.
The Republican

township

committeeman, Carl R. Hansen of Mount Prospect, announced Saturday, "All town-

sustaining members will he
listed in the 1970-71 Annual

Elk Grove Township GOP Directory.
The newly elected member-

ship chairman, Mrs. Richard
(Cathy) Ward, 1410 Miami,
Des Plaines, predicts a record
number of GOP paid members
this year.
Mrs. Ward said the organization still wants to sign up as
many new and old members as
possible at the regular $1 per
person or $2 per couple cost.

ship residents who become sus-

taining members in our organa
ization will receive both

gold pin and a gold card of
membership to identify' them
as holders of this newly created
special membership."

Gripe
Of The

s

MEMBERSHIPS

"THE

who hold them chose to do
more than just their share to
support our township GOP or-

ganization by paying $25 for

'

To plan and prepare a
special menu and have your
guests suddenly cancel.

1970

said.

Hansen

reported

that

all

The girl who should
read this perhaps can't
Somewhere there's a little girl named Joan
who doesn't have her glasses.

We know-because we've got them. And we

need your help to get them back to her.
The glasses were found Thursday morning at

the corner of Lincoln and Busse, Mount Prospect, by a man on his way to work.

They have a slightly -harlequin -shaped frame,

which is brown. From their size, they appear to
belong to a girl from 7-10 years old.

The glasses are in a light blue case, with

"Joan" printed inside. They carry the name of a
Des Mines optometrist.
Joan needs ber glasses for school. So if you
have any idea wbo she might be, won't you please

have her call us at 233-7200?

versity of Chicago in 1954
with a master's degree in business administration.
He has slx vears...exocrjence
in fccal and area goxernmental

Germany during World War
II and as a resident governmental official on the Ger-

Chicago Heights and Charles
F. Chaplin of Winnetka. con-

curred unanimously in Han-

man -Czechoslovakian

border

Force last year and presently
serves on the executive committee of the Governor's Advisory council.

HE SERVES as vice-chairman of the Republican Central

He was chajrmaiy of the

C

Cook County Young Republican organization in 1958-59,
suburban
w a s Northwest
chairman for Nixon -Lodge in
1960 and has been- a board
member of the United Republican Fund of Illinois since

a/

D.C.

64 to 1966.
In 1964. Hansen was campaign manager for the primary

gubernatorial bid of Charles
H. Percy till hospitalized by a
serious accident.

HANSEN WILL be sworn
in at 11 a.m. this Friday. Jan.
30, in the county board meeting room on the I lth floor of
the county building. His term
will expire this December.
predicted

the

new

forming the firm he now heads
in 1967, he was manager of

marketing research for a national bakery firm headquar-

between 30 and 50 years of
age, and earns an income of

leased Friday night. produced

SIMON

from $10.000 to S30,000.

a profile of the typical Mount

SUBURB

produced a few mild surprises

He is a family man with an
average of two children, and
in half the cases owns two

Prospect
to

as

his

householder,

and

preferences and

DONALD DENISK1, who

SAYS

headed t e survey team, is no

According to the surrey.
There wouldn't he so many silver-tongued orators if they remem- conducted by the Mount Prospect

bered that silence is golden.

Jaycees.

the

stranger to surveys as he conducts surveys for a living in his
job for one of the nation's major airlines:

average

Mount Prospect homeowner is

Demski said that the lour page questionaires were delivered to 8.67(1 homes, believed
to he all households within
the village limits.
Sonic 3,600 questionnaires
were returned and 3,490 were

filled out completely enough
to he used in the final process-

ing, on which the survey conclusions were based.
5'

r

ii

iii

per cent return.

Park

grounds committee,

&la

See-Gwun Av.; 7:30 p.m.

School District 57 spe-

cial meeting, 701
W.
Gregory; 8 p.m.
High School District

214 board, 799 W. Kensington Rd., Mount Pros-

organizations --just 33 per cent
for the men of the community,

a

*IMO

and only slightly better on the
distaff side, with 35 per cent.
Answer on the
survey
showed that the public tends to
favor
--Establishment of a teenage
youth center.
--Bridges over Weller Creek

at both George St. and SeeGwun.
--A

downtown
beautification program (paid for by
local merchants).

"Last January our boy fell

'

to

keep away from the traffic,"
said Mrs. Rawleigh. "Nothing
is ever done until we have tra-

--More light industry and

a4.

research

School children are forced to Walk on the shoulder of the road as cars drive by at 40 m.p.h. only
inches away from where the children walk.

killed."
their children to school if they

companies

(in

the

right locations).

--Expansion of the village
limits to the NorthweSt Toll way.

(BOLT), say they were una-

added.

ware that this particular prob-

Mr. and Mrs. Rawleigh attended a city council meeting
about a year ago and spoke to

lem existed.

"There are always requests
to have sidewalks put in, but I
specific
don't
recall
any

requests," Teichert said. He

Rawleigh said.

added that although there are

Mayor Robert Teichert and
Lynn Koster, member of the
Board of Local Improvements

no sidewalks, there is a 10 -foot

right of way from the street
. where children can walk. This

area is public property and the
residents should not chase
children from that area.
"It's a very busy road," said

pay for it. To do this, he said, a
resident must ask for a hearing
by BOLL.

Kloster. "We could possibly
find room for it in local improvements." He said that financing the sidewalks would
be the biggest problem and

Also, a traffic study is being
made in February, and a BOLL
study may supplement it, Teichert said. The need for sidewalks in Mount Prospect may
be realized in the study, he

suggested that special assessment would be the best way to

added.

section rated the police depart-

ment in the good or excellent
category, while the fire department was so rated by 83 per
cent.

The Mount Prospect sewer

system and the park district
cism. 31 per cent of the "an-

swerees" rating the sewers in
the fair or poor class.
Sonic 25

per cent found

fault with the park district.
The Jaycees spent 460 man
hours in preparing the report,
with an expenditure of $2,040.
Rated the most comprehensive

survey ever made of the village, it amassed a wealth of in-

formation that should he invaluable to village officials in a
variety of future projects.

10 -Story

building
unpopular'
It appears certain that when

the low incidence of resident
participation in community

near the road. Next to that, according to Mrs. Rawleigh, is a
three-foot drop.

officials about the problem,
but nothing was done, Mrs.

and this one received a 40.3

surprise to many residents was

only a six-inch walking edge

she

Demski said that significant
conclusions can he founded on
a 25 per cent return of a survey

WHAT MAY prove a mild

Rds. there are no sidewalks but

safe,

Prospect

came in for their share of criti-

automobiles.

Opinions.

At the southwest corner of
Mount Prospect and Central

want them to be

Mount

District building and

pect; 8 p.m.

Results of the Mount Prospect Community Survey, re-

the yards.

someone
gets
Parents must drive

Tonight

What survey reveals
about you and your town

Because there are no sidewalks, children walk on lawns.
And the children complain
that residents chase them from

until

Meetings

HE HAS 16 years experience in marketing research and planning at the
level.
Before
management

hour.

wait

have one son.

sen's selection.

a year because there are no
sidewalks, according to Mrs.
James Rawleigh, of 903 E.
Central, Mount Prospect.
She and other mothers do
not like their children walking
that close to the road, where
the speed limit is 40 miles per

gedies and I'm not going to

Prospect,

Hansen lives at 110 S. Ed-

Mount Prospect, walk only
inches away from the road and
have been doing so for at least

embankment

Mount

St.,

with his wife, Christl. They

1958.

It's a hazardous walk to St. Emily's

that

ward

after the war.

force.

down

pittee of Cook County,
office he also held from

1

Children who walk to St.
Emily's School, Central Rd.,

membership instead of the regular $1 per person membership fee," Hansen

their

and creative research activities
for a major Chicago -based advertising agency.
Hansen was a member of the
Governor's Transition Task

He has been Elk Grove
township GOP committeeman
and a member of the executive
committee of the Suburban
Republican Committeemen's
organization since 1962. He
was a delegate to the 1968 national Republican convention.

By Judy Ressler

Day

are special because the people

Organization of
Elk Grove Township is an effective, vital and expanding
Republican

ban area and all the people of
Cook County."
Hansen, president of a Chicago management consulting
and marketing services firm,
was graduated from the Uni-

ton, Charles J. Grupp Jr. of

rcommissioner "will do an out -

Hansen said, "Today the

tered here and director of research for agency marketing

problems, having served as a
military government officer in

Fulle

She said that the membership
drive officially begins in April,
but that anybody who wants to
become a sustaining member
or a regular now can do so by
calling her at 827-8715 or
their own precinct captain.

standing job of representing
his constituents in the subur-

ban

county commissioners,
William N. Erickson of Evans-

William J. Busse of Mount
Prospect, a bank officer, became the first to receive one of
the new sustaining memberships of the Regular Republicans Organization of Elk
Grove Township.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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--Relocation of the railroad
station.

the Mount Prospect Village
Board granted a variation to
the Randhurst Corp. last Tuesday for a 10 -story building,
(120 feet in height), they were

acting in opposition to public
opinion, according to Mount
Prospect Community Survey
results revealed for the first
time Friday night.
Even

under

the

planned

unit development section of
the village zoning ordinance
5.1), the maximums.
allowed for a building are 100
feet or eight stories, whichever
(Sec.

is the lesser.

The survey showed that 89
per cent of the persons who
filled out questionnaires for
the survey felt that the maximum number of stories for a
building in the village should
(Continued on page 2)

In the section of the questionnaire seeking an opinion
concerning services provided
by the village, the police and
fire department came out with
flying colors.

mittee will hold a closed executive session at 7:30 p.m.

SOME 84 per cent of those
answering questions on this

be open to public or press.

Meeting set
District 59's budget comtonight, in the administratkin
building. The meeting will not

THE DAY

Monday lanuary 26 1970
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Charge 3 youths had
drugs, alcohol in auto
That youths two korn Ar
lington Heights and ths the

from Mount Prom:,

we

unstud Friday night on ye`
era) chop, including Posse,
ston of marnuana and mots

THE ARRESf OF Hodor
Ind Rohr ...me d fios hours
aftyr day append in Arling

POLICE
RECOVERED
both the son and the envelope

on Heights Court on separate

sutotance believed by police he

Patrolman

be mar. -ma
While the thne youths wort
hong taken to the station pit

chorus
Poloe s tid

th

The en

Guy harm and Inns north
Pint obsothd a tor south

non of open liquor in an auto
Ths youths were stopped in

bound on MI6 Rd

en auto voth

broksn hold
Fusltd end
ilkt Rd
in Arlington Htixhts
Aussod woe Curtis A Ho
doe 19 of 1411 V, Smut!,
and Sto,n St !Om 20 of

auto woo slopped...me to the
!cemen.

.5

bond,

eves Nov. 7.

Redert charped with slash.
Ing all four tires on an UM
marked Arlington Heights detective car last Oct. 20h was
placed on six months super-

m-

of 11,11-

vision

(Conti., born Pole I
Walter M. Din
of the Mirk. Chanters Arssocir
ation of North America.

control of manufacturing enterprises.

Dill is actively interested in
the

Shriner's

Hospital

for

Crippled i'hikiren. At the lab-

them minium number of stiirim amenable.
Ile survey was conducted
lust June by the Mount Pros.

Dill is a member of the Ar
!lissom Heights Loam

Asi.

lb?: Ancient 1,0 and As
kiloValley
pal Masons: Inc Scottish

O

of Chi., the

pital children are treated at no Knights Teinplar and the Roo cost and without regard ler .LI Order ollestein orwhich fie
race or religion.
o pot director.
Ile has been secretary of the

He also belongs to Inc Fmk -

board of governors of the Chi- tone ChM. the Medinah
caps Unit. 2211 N. oak Park Country Club and is paseprmAv.. one of 'notch institutions ident of the board of trustees iyf
°uprooted sy the Shriner.. He the Metkdist Chunth of AN
is also viceopresident of the lington
hoard

of Cook County Tu-

He and his wife. Frances.

berculosis District Sanitarium

have

in Hinsdale.
HE LS A termer member of

Barbara
Kee nKuno,
rs.
rah
Kathie:. Inch.
man at Northwood Institute.
Midlmd, Michigan.

the

Medineh Chanters and
.emtaryareasurcr

emeritus

thote

daughters,

Mrs.

Elk Croy, Itemey nod Pored
View high rebook in District

peaches.

cher,

214:

Main

boat

dish

lone

cho

cheese =Woof. hamburger
on a bun. wiener on a bun or
Lahti. Vegetable (one choice):
whipped potatoes.
peas. Salad pai

buttered

fruit

juice, toss..
id. Till disht
in old e
strawMrry, fruit
cocktail. orange sansei. Rolled

muffins

milk.
Available

and

deoserts:

:Meatloaf or pieta casserole.
has browned potatoes, stewed
tomatoes. baited
puddisg.
milk.

By Janet Rohn
mny, Iha, 650 you,tgalera
and fathers limped to Randy
Hundley. catcher l'or ihc CO!.
cage Cubs. speak last Saturday

you crew Wrigley', gum. You
know he doesn't make hobbk
gum.Hundley, who donates his
time for such appearances.

about 1.1 (hinge close to his

talked

heart -the Culls and Jesus
Christ.
They went attending a
theouth Breakfast sponsored by
h
Northwest
Fl Christian Bun-

relationships and about base.
ball umpires.

111E CATCHER

Pion

Cothmission. upon hearing the

report of the Village Board's
approval, noted that "it eon
add more to the traffic
mess myth= around Kensington sad Rand."
An Minim suggestion for lo-

cation of the building w. in
Mc northeaston corner of the
Randhurst property, need the
Cinema therither

Duna:her -would cidl us into

FIRES, 'Sometimes Hitth is bad subject," he said. e=atimed an
domeincidet St. Louis
where he had Li dubl and the

ble.: me if the halter got a

and sorted ts: thew out 1'ergt
son Jenkins, the pitcher. I was
so relieved." said Hundley.
Hundley said.
pitcher

Went on and told Inc players
that Wrigley happeeed 10 he
watching us on tele, ision from

his home in Withinsin. Duns-

cher told0100
ee that

babbleWrile

saw him
a big
be
with hobble gum. Now if any
0: you arc ping to chew gum.

Bertha Christiansen
a

M''.tia',1,7,7%t5,11,:LH'IV.itation will he until 10

resident of Me Lutheran Home
and Service for the Aged in Ar-

tonight at the. Lutheran Home.

lington Heights for five years.
did yesterday at the home.

the Rev. Edward Einem to.

Slirvivers arc three grandchildren, June Hagstrom ot
Prospect. Richard Onbeds of Streamwood end Lois

Quick of Michigan: 13 great-

Services will he condtioed by
morrow at 10:30 a.m. at the

home. Burial will be in Con.
sordia Cemetery in Forest
Home and Service for the
Aged will be appreciated.

Lit Flom:
semi -formal chapel that can be

1110 finish, touches on the

divided into nine clessrooms

log partition., the chapel area
converts into nine classrooms.

brand spooking new SI. Mark
YouthConter at 205 S. arc

be Sunday sehuol use, a
spacious lounge :mil a huge

High school a. junior high

St.. officith of the church arc
busily making plans for a big

"tion's Den" for the teen set.
'hall,gym is laid out for has-

open house for residents of the
community.

ketball

badminton

Ti one excited younpter
touring the building for the

Dedication of the new facility probably' will be held Sun-

Bar is constructed
permit
germ
roller skating. Portable
miler
will seat up to IOD

first time, the outstanding leas
lure of the classroom aka was
the
whim blacklmsrds.5
These, of courm. can double as

ilksecistors.

movie screens.

or.w P
everyone's in.

vitedt-to follow soon there -

THE GYM'S color scheme

If you want to sot a knockout of a building -one that
provides recreational. educe.
tional and social facilities for
people of all agcy -be sure to
lake advantage of the opportunity to tom the building.

orange and green trim. Basket -

wWE'RE PROUD of our
ems building." said Rev. Da.
vid J. Quill, senior pastor of St.

Mark. -We want the commur
nity to visit it and we hope, in
time, to use .it.

°We want this building to
serve the entire community.
not only the members of St.
Built at a cost of about
5275,000, the new Youth Center features a full -sea gymnasium with the jazziest color
schetne you've ever seen in a

gym. a large game room for
table tennis and billiards, a

°mina. 1 yellowwith

ball was never played in more

school youngsters primarily
will use these classroorns.

cludes locker and shower keit-

wet a labor of lose by congregation member Ralph Pretzel.
700 S. Na-Wa.Ta, who designed and painted h.
The game room, just off the
gym, will have two Ping Pang
tables and two pool tables. A

hies for boys and girls and a

Lion's Deo" It is to be decorated with a jungle motif and
will he us. fora full range of
social functions by the teen

small penman kitchen and sev-

and pre -teen set.

class-

room space is provided along

the front or west side of the
building. Fully carpeted, the
chapel area will seat 65. When
subdivided by means of a full-

length, sound abscabing did -

''ho

,-

07arti.at
by gloss the

.5,5,70

shall

°ton tr"."

George I. of Chicago and Ce

elk O'Brien of Mount Pros. -

Hundleymves craft to his

wife,

who others told him
"that she was no fun: she's a
religious fanatic."
"I dined her and liked her.
She wasn't a religious fanatic.
She put Christ first and I was
Me jealous because I wanted to
he first," he said.

peel and Mree grandchildren.

V isitanon we be 3 to II
p.m. tomorrow at lotherbing
and Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington laid
Heghts. l'unera
mess

he

Legal
Notice 1

0

10 a.m. at Sr.raymond Church

in Mount Prospect. Burial will

be in All Saints Cemetery i
HOUSE

.Des Plaines,

HEREBY GIVEN

IS

rrhrinry

mult

,220,, .2 .1, .1, E.

r

large social hall which the kids
have

already

dubbed

the

This is who
to see for a
good deal
on auto
insurance.

rLe

,r

An unconfirmed version of

structures in the older section

will be investigated to make
sure the walls are properly an.

cher..

Young/mist who was seated
.it a desk with his kick tu the
Wall. Hayes said.

The make -shift curtain was

bung in the classroom

lest

spring and was open at then=
Me accident occurred.
Hayes said when the build.
ing was constructed the current life safety code governing
crinstruction of sehools had
not yet been enacted 1 this was

aled in 1961).

r whoever was
sowa
parkig 00unty
the project," hc said.
The
Mtn() reward of

the builder or architeet, but
said. "We will find out

who they were. We d0111 want

President

conducted as of Sunday night,

R5 built in 1949. additions

have been made to Lined"

A SPECIAL meeting of the
School Board is scheduled for

School in 1913, 1951, 1957,
1960 mid the gosint addition

tonight to discuss king range
planning. This will he the first

began in December. 1969.

!hue

he

IlAYES SAID if any cor. chance to
rection work is necessary as
result of the original faulty
construction. the work can be

funded from money available
through the nate for Life Safi,
ty Code work,

hoard has
get

Me Lincoln School accident.
Me
said.
The lboard president said he
to hold some dim.
mission on the school building
at the meeting.
expects

ins consuteor. moo carried her
beef about grocery store codes
to the highest level She's writ.

In her letter, Mrs. HOW relates NCU's code boning efforts in local groceries, and
claims that one food producer

he same
ood deal

n life and

Meader ',tough Friday from ane

In order or tie. sonni at Wien
lien. Mario 52. needihle 19. dm
of loom., 1970.

See him now!
2 12 E.

PH:

253.5670

6

St. Mark Youth Center

with a donation of 550,000.

northwest suburban house.
WiVeS concerned about the age
and condition of the fond they
buy.

The gromp has been instrumental in deciphering and
publicizing the codes with
which

food

producers date

their products. The coding is
allegsdly provided for the ben.
Mit of grocers

the date of manufacture
rather than the date the

ucts become outdated, and
another h. stopped cods
inn one alp, hoind pradurLL

Touring Spain
Sman Weber, daughter o
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard F. We
her I/1. 14 Leon lat.. Prague
Heights, is among 21 Illinoi
Wesleyan University student,
louring Spin this month.

SEE THE SUPER 70

LA1251:1

TRAVEL
TRAILER
CAMPER ,Fji
SHOW
SEE OVER 100 MODELS...
TRAVEL TRAILERS MOTOR HOMES

TRUCK CAMPERS CAMPING TRAILERS

ARLINGTON PARK
RACE TRACK

Wed. January 28 -Sun, February 1
(Noon to 10 P.M. Daily)
See everything new for travel adventure and leisure living "on wheels"

otland made by mother and
Scused

Creagnancen

daughter 1.1 August.

needle! to the loch. On
the other side woods art less
the

"Nessie", as she N culled in
Loch Ness, for she seems to
enjoy making fihr infrequent
appearances during the early
hours immediately following

guest speaker before members

of the Eli Skinner Chapter of
DAR. Mrs. Walton. who in a
resident

of

III..

Wheaton.

spine on "The Nano of the
Game -Target Youth"

new Left" for six years. which
has led to niany speaking engagements and newspaper ani-

elm. It is hor belief that it is
only through factual knowl.
edge that Americans will he
able
to
understand 'The
Movement" and.to know how
The youth
to ncsuraliee it
haw been the targetz of Marxists for many years. she said.
hut the drive to captivoe them
hu been more voncentrated in
he trot few years.

"LENIN'S principle
is
'youth will decide the issue of
the entire struggle -both lee
student youth and. more still.
the working class youth.' rhis
principle is being used to
meneuver our youth to spear -

many of the Communist news
papers and is on the SDA mail.
ing list and various under.

ground publications. She has

attended SDS Meeting, old.
ous nathilizat an and mnde.
rium meetings and oho nom.
into that she feels would better

inform her for her work.
In 1967.
southern:, the
turn the dissension had taken
the United Statm, Mrs. Walto
to wrote a letter to be
MiringVm
seat

with the goal of

ing 3.000 mosigners. Thor
wos designed to tell our

servicemen there of support
for them The story man car riot by many of the local pipers end the Chicago Tribune.
John Ashbrook of
Ohio had the store of the letter
read into the Congreosional
Record.
Letters of fromRep.

aro. of the United Slates and
Bur"

1.5/9°M. C5551'

was

she

Evanston

graduated

from

Township

High

School, studied voice m Chicams a. sang with light opera
ompanies. She is married and
5

th.'

.1.th'. 4. 'w" '"ns'

one either seversoy and the
other in high school.

Smith PTA

plans buffet
A Isidro
served

as

supper will be
the SOL/111 'Junto

High School PTA meeting at 7
27. Casseroles. sal.

ads and &owns will he send
m the school cafeteria at 314 S.

294-1846, for multi ion lime
schedulino .or further int,' ..5.5'
.him.

Atif, club
planning
second dance
.

110 wets. dance of the season, sponsored by the Mount

Prospect Damn Club. will be
held Friday. Jan. 30 at the Old

Orchard flowery Club. Music
will be pnwrded by Russ Moen
and his orchestra. ( 'reeler

couples Will 10 NI, and NI..

Arlington

Walter Erch. NI, and NI..

The program will begin at

Charles Mangan.
The organisation, now in its

II ig bland St.
Heights.

mendation were rweived from
President Johnson, Sen. DIE
keen and Gen. Abrams. When

8:15

the letter went to Vietnam it

discussions on "Living

bore nearly 9,000 signatuns.
Mrs. Walton also works

Through Junior High School

p.m. with Dr. Albert
Lang acting as moderator for

Years."

Ma ll i ll (MIN and NI, and NI..

sixth year. spen.in four danOn annually. ihcrc are still a
few menilershim available.
Anyone m idling further inter' on

emote

shalltd call president
Barbaro aml Torii

ORM!. Cl. 5-772.

Carolyn Worthing weds
Robert Dillingham

Fifth grade
dramatics

ring ceremony at noon. sm.

Church of Arlington Heights.
IM fornler daeOlyn lov
Worthing and Robert Lewis

Doran Puckett of Chicago at tendial the bride tes matron or
honor. The groomk brother.
Tim Dillingham of len

Dillingham wee united in

Wayne. Ind.. vsas hest man.

in Si.

daughter of Mr. :M SIN. John
D. Worthing. Mount PrEnpeo. The gnmas parents tire
Mr. and Stns. Keith Dining-

AFIV.11 the ceremony 0 10revery wake211.1 at Manganis
Beverly Lake Rod:ow:ink

Technology Corp.. HOLLTI10111.

ham of Bourbon. html.

Mg included the groonn. aunts

the

First

Unites!

Methodist

marriapo The :het de

is

the

The Rev. lames King of Fl.

Bin °Ode.,

dolible

Out-of-town penis one. and uncles. Mr. and Mrs. K.
Reading ofloliet. III.. and Mr.

grandmother. also attended.
he bride attended schools

Paul. Minn.. Lind Brelune Queensland.
and is a secretary for Genies,

The groan attended Purdue
pilot kr
University and its
01

Tenneco Corp.
he newlyweds are residing

in Arlington Heights

in Burns Country the
whole time. We traveled

miles. There are few towns in
the area. Fon Augustus, Foy -

Mgt 1=:n,. 11:M:

largest.

thu MON

visited

lsgo. Edirthurgh

Dotnianto is the CIOTTOI in.
Doo Sass's filth y rate

Prospeci Heights.
perience o sloth:ping
nth,
Molls. ere:Moils

ex-

art

dia-

logue and abilio to perirm.

ini

and Dotes are the three

lished to be 754 feel in the

n C mhus Ian and we an

deepest

.555 h" '"

5.

'toaht. The
:o

unt.splundble

ADMISSION
r

Adults -$1.50

Children under 12- 500

dawn.

oar

PolAshol . rho
PU0LICATIONS.IN

toroth ab, len

I

Book Eno. clopsdo
and by I rich Ness Phenomena

Lel of
1505094 ion Bure
London TM. purpose was to

momtu

with an even
age depth of 500 km. Bec.se

just a tondo trap. but
with scientific invs...unions hieing conducted

and the huge diving hell explating and charting the Itch.
they have their doubts." she
said.

In

1967

a

exit -tear

whether or nut the

in Mud lisink

is
sit

th atuts

ituno

sompmant tho Mn I w di re
tared to
1 ha

Int ...stem. kroup

had been gathering
sounding evaluations

ed thus charting the natural
formations of the Loch.
These as well as soundings
created by boats of various
all

are

we

Homy said.nally

"We had our breakfast in the
cmtle at loch Ness, where we
had spent the night, and then
we left without even a single
etymon, of "Myth Nessie:

Tomorrow:

CHOOSING

sen. In: Stanley. 15:

Grariti-

Christopher.

12:
120

greatgrandmothers also
share in the joy of Counney's

parenis are Mr and Mn,.. E.

well

m,may.,

o.

Starr
taey.

General Hospital. Hart Lynn

arrival. Mn. Lillian Mostly of
Addison and Mrs_ Eve Max-

Dithers naueloit mimes 1 sloar

Stewart. 7. and now
born Jan. at Lutheran

Stevens Mr. mid NI.. Arthur
Stevens and Mr. and Mr, lay
Twotigam all live in Skokie
T

Myth

he, in-

ning with -St" was cosy tier
kir. and Mrs. Fred S. Bohm,

old Carri Lynn aml
Id

Meet

Nessie

out and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Haden. all of Chicago

who have LIOOT SW tour limo
before. Their childivn are Ste-

Li

and

charted

rded for comparison.
They were still charting when
recoizes,

Page

The 11OLL'Oiller. who
111: a
pounds
oeighed 9
ounce, is %doomed by 4-yeared.

Sonar

which
when broadcasted are record -

Bassinet set
Mr. and fOro no C.
garn ol Mount Prospect an nounee the Isiah ef their third
d ournoy Stools. De s.
s
19 at Luther. Lieneral Han

tad a

15 pin Id !his emslot moo

s

"AT' FIRST many monk in
Scotland felt that the whole
idea of thenonster was origi-

neighed 9 pounds 41/2 ounces

hinh. The children's grandRussell of Mount Prospect and

Gorge Rastedi of Gary. id.

Skokie

To Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.

Nolen of Mount

Prospect.

Deo 31 is a duedesignated for
o II 010 celehration New

Year's Eve ond the birth of
their first baby. Robert John-

It's a boy. the second one for

Orr

Mound Mrs.Otto A.Friker of
Mount Prospect. Erik
was horn Jan. 2 at Luther.
General Hospital weighing X

Lids 5 ounces. Erik's broth -

on Naden. Rohert was Non at LT iN Markus. age 15 nionths.
1411Grandparents are Mr. and
Lutheran General Hal.
pounds
anti. 0110 hexer of Chicago
oeighing

unce. Harps or:minaret.
are Mr. mid Mrs. Rohm John-

and Mr. and 01.. Engelhat
Seyfrod of Germany.

RIGHT, Fireman Stuart Jelereillop of the Mount Prospect
Bin Department demonstrated the use of their fomom 'Amok^

to lbc Estensioneers of Mount Present. Mrs. Walter Meyer.
president of the group, looks on. Senior eithens prose they're

St. Raymond's women
plan Irish fashion show

pt five sitakets each

.IIC Maki!, atanonotes and
constructing theit Own Oa,
or ami
1110 ouslems then
com
ideas its nrite their
nobine

own play Or the puppets.
110 plays will he perlenned

Folere tit; lass and the hot
play or plays will h chosen,
the selected playors will
present their play ter Robert
Friot's combined fifth gook
claws.

Don't Mom the date -Thum.
day'. Feb. 5 -.when the women of

SI, R uymo n d

Catholic

in Shunt Prospect
present a Leprechaun

Church

will

Cooler and Salad I amehcon
12:30 p.m.

ilia Ann Nelly of Irish Ina l Airlmes, will
present the nese winteropring
fashions tn. today's Irish de-

signers.
Free hanysining

will he
available. ION further inlermatism. call Mrs. darnlkrg.
394-1173. er NI.. Pat Grant.
342-1651. Tickets are 53.75.

Temperature down,
success up
'Investments for Women"

treasurer and 1965 investment

will he the topic of the Mount
Prospeo Woman's Club mooing at 1 pin. Tuesday. Feb. 3.
Harold Finley. a vice.president of the Chicago Title and
Trust Co.. will present the progress a the Community Cen-

Lacer. He resigned in 1959
and was re-employed in 1963
end elected vice-president of
the trust division.
He is author of -Everybody's Guide to the Stock

Market." He also has a daily

ter.

column on month. in Chi-

He joined the staff in 1950
as security analyst in the in-

tor of the weekly Rotarian

vestment research department.

In 1954 he became assistant

Open house and tour
for prospective nurses
StUdMIn inierenled in a career in nursing are invited as
att end an open house and tour

the Lutheran General and
Deaconess Hospitals School of

Nursing. Park Ridge. from
a.ni. to nom, Saturday. Fels. 7.

Then: will he an opoontin

then Today. He is a member of
Chicago Rotary Club and edi-

magazine, Gyrator.

THE MOUNT Prospect

ity for students to gel informa

lion on nursing . I

conclude

at

The wind of nursing is 10.101 .1l1,1 cast of Lutheran
General Hospital. It offers a
three-year diploma program.

Additioul information on

ship at Ho, College to a
needy student studying to 10
licensed practical nurse. An al.
lotmcnt was given to the Vet eran's Service Department for
e homy duty ,cwing machine.

Remember the annual an.

tique fair wining March I
.12 and 13.

Prospect Community Cent, will be used for the club's philanthropim

will

the open home can he obtained by contacting the schen!.

Koster memorial. They also
awarded
on.year scholar -

LEFT: Mrs. Charles Smith 1001.11, ways and meam chathmin of the Mount Prospect Woman's
Club, paused a moment to serve nuts to member Mrs. Francis Liebrich, at the buffet table Jan. 20
when the dub held its anneal luncheon and card party. Proceeds of the elfin, held al the Mount

program
noon.

career.

language records as a Dorothy

moo, Bitter cold could not daunt the crowd of user 200 women oho turned out last Tumdm
Jan the annual luncheon and card party of the Mount Prmpect Woman's Club. Chatting with each
other before the luncheon began were members Mrs. H. G. GemmIll and Reva O. Peters of Annen
and Busse Real Estate in Arlington Heights,

rolled in the school.
Faculty members will he
available cur IOLInseling. if he

Prospective students will be
ableto talk to students now un-

Woman's Club donated 5170
lo be toed to Nucl.sa foreign

Sponsored by

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE

the

monsters.

Commode/ Conooldolod Rebel

Om. RAGA Comfy, Ilk..

publisher, ot The

Corp
World

was, people could sash sat

years was Mimeo. Ibis, but with more modern

day's ride from uur home Noe
.

Ind the wind term.,

THE DEPTH of.the loch for

equipment it has been estab-

is

soh a hills hit or IMMAlation

many

good

times/

The

On Jan. 3 in the chapel ofd

were

hi masons
in this pl roe tor

Field

nee er Inn old to learn.

elms at Robert lrosi School in

and Mrs. Jack Wells of Estes
Pork. Colo. Mn. M. E. Worthing of Milwaukee, the bride's

far off the shore from sloe
quarter to two end one half

not had

monsters

congested, but the road swings

relatives." Nancy began. "We

"Loch Ness was

yoll.miiliti

.

5IT HAS ALWAYS been
mother's wish to go henk to
Scotland and visit all of our

is

b)

En terp rises Eduaauoml

subinh

It

clusively featuring RECREATIONAL VEHICLES!

OM. MR Cool. Got,. in. h

sNaif

mmeolg11=:se,°,12T1

Mrs. Walton wihscribes 10

and animal fancier and an avid
traveler. She has lived in nom

doing research on the "old and

Commonay Comefoloted school

Reine1W. OO., SomMory
made Relocation

with mine fonn of totalitarian
socialism." aid Mrs. Walton.

the

She charges that one cumpony has changed its codes to

1110110, III.
Ill.

tion provided the impetus for

Daughters of the American
Revolution. was reeently the

Ow

Mn. Held, of 6 Matter,
is

with the Wheaton Women,

muddy debris fill.

"We did not get a glimpse of

and. of mune. Loch New

The Northwest Symph llll y
Orchestra is making plans le r
fourth and final concert ttf
the 1009-711 seams.
mint:ell
version of Ili"
cislorful op era -Carmen" will by featurol
Sunday al.
April 5. at
the Maine
High School
auditorium.

creating A
bottom

Forest. which

month
around

auditions

Rcpoblican Club. is president
of the Wheaton Ganlen Study
Cub. is am amateur enist and
garden enthusiast. bird

defense

al

An 'activist in the cause of
Americanism." she has been

the Nadone! Consumers Union. a
comprised larinly of

schedules

Illinois

state vice-chairman of nation-

ine one brand of products.

founding member

NW SYmPhonY

bead a revolution which sonic
hope will lead to the full dour
republic and it. replacement

has changed. its manner of and -

. , ErosPem Heights.

pedia.

established yointly

-bring the entire family to Chicageland's biggest annual show ex-

Prete.. Rood al Eductalon

HAROLD
HAROLD E. NEBEL

Mrs. Williont C. Walton,

ten Mrs. Virmma FL Knauer.
President Nixon's adviser on
consumer affairs. Inc hen.

mg. and another has quit iod-

tar humps at the left is believed 10 he "Nettie" in one of her
infrequent appearance, Photos courtesy World Book Encyclo-

Activist concerned
about youth

had a

asks Nixon's help
Mn. Lynne Heal, roused -

Though Mount Pnemect resident, Mrs. Hem. Ewalt, did not
get o glimpse of the Loch Neal monster other hove. This photo
was taken in 1955 near trquart Cmtle ruins by P. S MneNah.
The lower on the right is . feet above water level and the irreg..

together since

Consumer crusader

that some of the students were
danglin, a wire at
to

wall to collapse and fall nn

Board

Rue the original structure

the., behind the accident is
of the blocks to hold up a
curtain that extended across
the wall.
THIS ALLEDGEDcausc the

School

warm summer dm s In wmta

phologranhk MAOm wm

al. im look black
The loch is yon desolati.
and the banks art loaded with
namable debris winch even
twiny is washed into Mt loth

summer trip to

the

berg .id.

she continued

The, haze o created by the
shilly Ind damp nights and the

of the great depths the waters

the loch does not frecee and
Nook has been seen mostly
dun ng July and August the
warmed months
Lmh Ness is apPMMtnatel)
SO lent above set level and
the hunks dope ssmsidenbly
to hen,ler+odga the north
side shore is edged with the

Thu send lathed the then
:tomtit the watcmen. wink
nsWa the then. of at din

the contractor or the architect
had not yet been found, Wel-

Harrison Hanson said no °filcial investigation had been

seas

Prommo home

mode, occurrence

the entire loch an eene alms.
phere

',tiding noting from
t ahfnmli Ind I sat amend
LO/L fin in the Ewalt., Mount

rooms have been checked and

5 EXCITING DAYS 5

Er,

lora. R. VAIllonn

for craft and darkrooms also

WORST JOKE of The Day:
"What do ghosts chowr
"Boo-ble gum."

tory

This is who
o see for

omeowners
nsurance.

Areas earmarked eventually

the

con

be

(U.S. 14 & Illinois 53)

there.

THE BASEMENT area in-

to

In

add blustery
.1,111111 night shin Mn H
rs Ex dl her mother Mrs
It

HE SAID THE other class

Grandstand Exhibit Hall

are included in the lower level.
A member of the congrega.

and 5

main entrance provides

the

center sal they

WORSHIP AND

;.507. a/55;0,o'
5 lOt:5,5

ample room for informal gatherings and TV viewing. There

ere two built-in trophy cases

the active youth.

inn/5. f
T,5.5,)_.

The lounge area just inside

attractive surroundius!
The church symbol -the St.
Mark Lion -is painted in the

oral vending machines wills.
Nfy the ravenous appetites of

hove

whole wodd and yet lose ho

Som.., are Iwo children

interior structure, he said.

Huy es

HE TOLD THEM how he

o

but when he returns all the

being conducted in 11101 mom
said the wall fell just as the bell
ending classes rang.
HAYES SAID their investigation shimed that the

chitect

walital to be a baseball player
and that he thought he might

imestigauon

the series Meet the

Lech Nets Monster

HAYES SAID the Ihstrun properly
57 school officials ware real
fled on Friday and an oftioal

Fishman is out of town for a
week to 10 days, Hayes said,

have been used to reinforce the

tFtrst

thy tos that hold the bleak, in

leased.

his mi. ami callml me safe."

talk. Hundlcy challenged the
boys and girls "to know Jesus
Christ as your mole,"

plate were not mortared in

At the time the committee
made their tour the name of

sible building" on the the
either the contractor, the ar-

ever. 1011 per tont agreed that
Hundley had benison: at firso

unhurt

to Lincoln.

whole Cul, teem crime out on
the field The :moire chunpol

Hold
said the umpire lata told him why he said
his
mind. The umpire said 50 per
cent thoug
hadhehe was safe: 50
pee cent
was out. How.

sired from the standpoint of
,ompla,nes,
11
appeared

for minor iQuries and H.

umpire call. hoe nut. The

he xAd. 9Then the Cards came
out on the field and the umpire
told me to go back to first

auording to
Donor 57 s assistant superin
tendent of business J C Bus
losated

been

iree is very misty and ex
moduody ovogrown toms

Br Dolores Haugh

He said
Evidently the
length of time ones the school
was built the files hose not yet construction left little to be de

the committee members he
lie, there is no danger of a

between the windows but the
imerior column was constructed with concrete blocks
Mat were stacked , and
apparently not reinforced with
any safety measres.
steelor metal strips should

to meet a monster

md 4562,0 are on roomat menet said his committee went
the District 57 administration to Lincoln School Saturday
buildtng but became of the morning to observe the wall

dialed 6, their an.limet Gm
Fishman who is surreal,
workim on tho new addition

outer wall of brick wee construted as a pier or column

A visit to Loch Ness

thim to build any mon. whools
District 57 School Beard
In our county
member Ralph Walberg who
Tbe names of the umnactor heads the Feat. Corn

eno Northwest Commumly
hospital when ht can treated

THE ACCIDENT is a result of shotty and irrespon-

HMount

died yesterday at Loretto Haw
pied ht Chicago

While workmen are putting

UM-

Memorials to the Lutheranl

L. Manchure Co.. Chkago,

Youth center plans

Opening-oind

CONCERNING

Park.

George N Bertrand, Mk of
213 Hi -Lim Mount Prospect,
retired traffic nwimger for E.

day. Feb. 2 with the Grand

said.

In the second part of his.

George N. Bertrand

In addon.
tot
tit

down. He muy calm you shwas
or you might even Tell him his

delivery N wrsmg.. Mundt,

Obituaries
Benha Christianson. 93,

or calm him

chew him

.

Sireel

and tennis.

Catcher may haVe many
reasons to my out to the named
and talk to a it
during the
game. °You want to make sure
the signs aretar raight. You may
that

kw of his baseball experiences
with the audience. He told
how Cubs' manager Leo

"At onc of these club mooings, Moocher put his hands
in his ',peke., paced the floor

One member or the

catcher -pitcher

about

He told the young people

n

hunt shopping center park-

sliced

23:

Cubs catcher speaks
on baseball, religion

the locker MOM. and he would

butter.

cake or peal. hotter cookies.
To be ser,00 Tuesday in
MocArthur, AM. Sullivan.
John
mid Betsy Rita ju.
nior
schools in District

urday at the Marriott. /Photo by Connie Blanchette)

The 10 -story ollice and profimsional building is to be built
in the mini half of the Rand -

pudding.
chocolate

tapioca
turnovers.

Jaycees.

ing lot. south of the Montgomery Ward store.

School Menus

To be screed Tuesday in Arlimoon. Prospect, Wheeling.

Warren Moore. secretary, and Cliff Nalisrod, president or the
Northwest Christian Business Men's Club, and Randy Handley,
Chime., cub's catcher, attended the Youth Breakfast last Sat-

he eight or Wu.
nos Mens
at the Mar.
In tact, 70.7 per cent of don Hotel.
dune aniwering mouionsrf
Mundt, the
by prethe
four -page questionnaire doling that the Cubs would
felt that four storks should On win the pennant in 1970.

sso

computer

the

unpopular

available ot specific sciences
and technolegy. and the devel-

Profit Control WPC) a man-

promising

Building

thr FAeMitivena forum de.
signed
it, the oust talent

agement device

after

judge he vetnd make resthe.
tion for the toes

MEDINAIOS NEW potentate is founder,f the institute

Product

30 trial

Icy Arlington Hoehn dela,

11.000 Shiners.

including

on

marijuana oho...1 ygainst him

Clithenws 111 Co with Wen
at 117 E. Palatine Rd., Palatine: Washington, D.C.: and
Toronto. Ont. Ile succeeds
George R Wilson as the new
leader of the Chicano area's

systems.

hc was taken to county

5500 chssrom y possession of

founder and

oper of a number of ho

$5,00n

in court Feb.6.
In Circuit Conn. Friday
morning. Holm was placed on
two you prototion and fined

Medinalt Temple.

chairman of the..am

r

e

s

his

jl'he other two are lo aMmor

He was formally Mstalkd
open

c.

post

Jtiwaiting a

Walter M. Dill. 526 S Evergreen Av., Arlington Heights,
was elected Potentate of the
Chicago arca Shriners at the.
annual election Friday A
Medinah Tonple.
an

bond.

not

on of Mr

Marylyn Dome°, a teacher of a Language ans class

Tldfienkeledj0'
could

13

oust 320 S We Go Trail was
hit by the concrete Motto
:shoe ill, wall tell and was Ilk

was released on $7,500 bond,

Shrine Potentate
is

oungquist

and Mn Henn W Young

three youths Saturday. H.or

E lect Walter Dill

az

A Desoto student Paul E

BOND WAS set Mr the

,ck up the two po-

scone

light functioning.

when

Schools

had ken stobA
I id loll it kind

John am sharkol rah
driving with only one head.

vonstructed

originally built actording to
Robert Hayes assistan t Miter
intindsmt ot Cook County

DFTICHI kb who wsn Ns
Neuman
man
ma ths mo h. IN.& Ian hunt

Sr.

54.

properly

credo Lards
of
to Er
nest E Fireman of
than
It why later horned that Mx

dropped from do tar

ind Ruh,
wok ilso shousl wilh don

13111.

&h.' in Mourn Prospect in
Mooed that the wall sc. not

!mon checked and found that
Hodor was holding , sot of

Wort tit am stopped po
loth.. city sew a mdt liquor
tail ind u m outs ..lope

Hodor

yestenlay
stallation

lope contamed a

the seat of the stmad oar Roh

1

Pros.,

lapse Fodor morning al Dia
trict 57 Linsoln rumor High

Detective Rohard
Robinson noticed Hodor try
mg to hide sorrothim undor

Northsthst Hey Tit police
men stopped th cm et Wilke
to Fuchd

ANS% al.: both 01 Arlin&
ion Huth!. ind John Rstki
of ON S H early Mount

A preliminary insestigation
Into the vause of the wall col

lice said

from

The day's prospects

Probe reveals Lincoln jr.
wall construction faulty

ta14e

Page 5

Monday January 26 1970

One day at a time
I ahvays thought that I was
fairly normal. ISM It always

NOW f KNOW about the

bothered me that other fathers
went to PTA meetings. I never
did. In the suburb, you're sup-

other fathers.

I knew, was in for Inman/tut night as soon as saw my
rixongest daughter's teacher. It
was the
ime I had seen
necktie on at drew. It reached

posed to go.
I used to sit home and listen

Is the kids scream,

the

other fathers go to PTA.
What's the matter with you?"
wa.s trapped.
One night
Mother had to go the doctor's
office. Then: was no one. except me. to take the smallest

from her neck to five inches below the waist. That's where the
dress ended. too.

one to the OPee Beam- I, PM'

to me and commented that we

I

13u4ineas SeltvicepiltectOtuj

By Ron Swans

ceded the PTA meeting.

dichil have enV teaehersillee

ways.

Met when I went to school. She
said that teachers look different
when you are seven years old.
You can't imagine how

about those fathers. They're
.not as dumb m 1 thought.
One teacher obviously had

much Ilearned about school.

meetings. She brought her hus-

new

band along. lire skirt was very

The tcher explained

UT MK/

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputoble business people in your community...CALL ONE NOW]

When I got home, my wife
asked me whether or not I enjoyed the meeting. I asked.her
when they were going to hold
the next PTA meeting.

AS WE proceeded to the
meeting in another room, I
looked at some of the other

TO' ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

Webers, standing in the door-

537-06011

ecl color Des recnsw,
24-6968s aft 6 pm

255-7200'os 296-6640'

After all, if I'm going to be
PTA president some day.-

to

READ THE

dead, also.

me was that necktie.

I looked at the woman nod

moll do, Col LOV Ant

began to understaad

I

eaperience in attending PTA

Concepts, math changes and
the need for creativity. I tried
to concentrate, hut all .I could

13-Luta-dr

2 ;7200

fat

Your Ad will appear doily in the
NorMwast Dom The Arlington L,

266. 6,0

The Prospect Day, mod The Des Plaines Day

and reach 60,000 Households.

Pro5pett Dap

HIDEAWORD

'II .oar rile onntnol dream by clu soya 2colonsly Leoplon
tics pram''.e frenskonond intelleCtlIfil integrity."

I Ilesiness Services
ILL DO TYPING or ADDRESC

Alterations

Marshall Field Ill

015FICAL

I Publi,her

tt

ALTERATIONS

"I'm glad you're enjoying it, dear-daddy used to 'blow
his mind' sledding, too!"

JANUARY SALE

T. V. Service

Bjornson Bros.

if

no

ante.;

89,350,

wall

Inshections

hi rtnelf. or where does his MIDDY. lie?

Do you set me icturnirry to work? When and what kind? Will
our son complete college. and mhot type of work do you feel he is

tots suited for? Will our daughter and her hushand have any
mom children. and will they ever leave the Chicago area?

El_ :Amin, Prospect
11enr El..
I feel e new but Mammary position for your hothead, about

!ma'am,. l feel it will he oat of town, tinutheast.Idontl teen will
be permanent. though, and in about seven year, there is pont.
bilk" that he may go into hosinem for himm5 f, but psychically it
is too far oft to he more definite.
flee you returning to mod, hut not very soon. I feel it WI be
some kind of anise work. I feel your ton will complete eunege
mut I feel his eark will be indirectly eoneernril with seine Idled et
medicine.
Isom I feel three children for your daughter. I don't see
them leaving Chicago soon. but they will ht the future.

Dem air. ikhottisc
Will my son gri back with his wife? What is his fate with her?

Will my
hay a new home or build On an addition?
What Is my daughter's Inure with him? Will I recover from my
present illness? How long will 1 live hem?

IEL.L.. Arlington Heights
Dear

I feel your son will gel back wfth his wire far whge. but I feel
on eVentool break -op. I foal your as-inanw rill build an addi-

dm but Inter .11 gel a new home. I fed geed dams your danlam
lees future with him. 1 feel on Improvement in your condition
mid feel you'll lire here two yaws.

Dear Mr. Del wire:
Sly hush:m(1.d I have hen Marrial .111 sears and have a son

bec taus old. Sly huslund hates the boy. He is always very
wined of him. The hoy I, very hurt and has run from home twice
and Blond nringe in Chicago. I tun worried that Ito may do it
ugain.

Please can you tell me if my son will stay home and finish
whim!? Will my husband chanty in the near future? Will he he
father to the hay and start to iatone and make our lives. little

Dressmaking -Sewing

taster?

Worried, Wheeling

Dear World:
11n sum, hut 1 feel the boy would probably he better elf Away

from your husband. I fed those will be an adjus.ent in his life.
but I feel This is a couple of years away. I feel a uniform on this
boy eventually. If there is a counseling service in your area you
should consult them about the boy's problem. They could help.

You might check with your city's health department or the
chamber of commerce for information regarding this service.

hoar Mr. ',Louise:
sly children and I am planning to move to Phoenix, Ads.,

ACE'S JANUARY

Mrs. S., Wheeling
Dear Mrs. S.:
I do feel the investment in your home would be worthwhile, if

way for your comfort's salmi see your financial problems being
weed about Septembe,

JOSEPH DELO() ISE. nationally known psychic, will answer
the question, of Day readers. Write DeLoolse in rare pl Day
_Publication,. 712 CostoeSe.,Des Plelnes60016.

ART

g

o ea

SERVICE

oat

LEARANCE

"' " Coll 19a -06a6

23Employiont Agencies -Men

Chas. B. Gray Soles

..",L7F771.

'417'8811rgIVATE,
537-.44

.

Window Washing

EV., .n.9 6 roloos 955 0,2

RINI,ESSIONAL
WINDOW CLEANING - SO,

PARKER

it]

o. Emerson

Plane ing

'

PVIITIXIBTr

All AT =alarm

',Firewood

INIMFDIKIE OPENING

sae'Pht=1,'"P

A

wore, Coll 874-4548

8' L/510

SOF ORMAN
EDMOND

My home 392.0911

rtgPN'PSAIGI('ET

537,380.

S20-22,,

Barber Service

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL DELIVER AND STACK

h.

BRANDENBERRY BARBERS
Rood Camp McDonald Rd,

253-910

Coll LE

FIBERGLASS

C

berg

PI

Musical Instructions
ADULTS ONLY

35.8 6160,

1S5-7680,

free

Est

to 9 Pm

Foe timeature P 0 Bo.

46 Prom. N. ONO

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

PIANO LESSONS!

Floor Refinishing

EX-G.I.s

CALL ED 358 5359

Who Don't

Call ofses ORM 392.8892

rm commission, These women am graduals.s of the same
institutions which has mode toed molly of our men leaders.
and the sante standards we.

Zz,,0,121,1

TPI

Want

m1 aa cam

5?1.11-td.

trip

Desk Jobs
BARGAIN COUNTER

BILL', HOME REPAIRS

required of Millis list may be
of me to you as you demo.

$725 Month -No Fee

+ Car + Expenses

Roofing

!mar,

MAYTAG

I

OPIN----,

DISHWASHER!

MAYTAC

DISPOSER

04
V

NO PRE -WASHING!

INSTALL!

DOES POTS -N PANS TOO!!
WE'LL MAKE IT EASY TO INSTALL!..,
YOU DO IT OR WE'LL DO IT!

SPECIAL
OFFER NOW!

Furnace installation
PAPERHANGING

I

,-

or

IrAftti

..2.-f.fr,

NEW

NEW

erstock

A7r°:SItimPCititi:":
ReduceHems
la

OfferedTheze

Most

Less

Than

Leh -Over
A Good Buy!

6

Monthss

Stock.

All

O1

-

UM, SUNDAY 439.93,

It P6 PM, 6217400

Carpet Cleaning

6

k

Funtiture Refinishing

CARPET 6 FURN.

plc, De,

Pl.

PO

Sere

RUGS 8. CARPETS

NEW FLOOR Sh1APLES
Out of
Usedt Just
Soar
Never
° me

266.8363;
d

I

SOLVER"

'

OAS Om

6 E. No.

-$89 -$69 -$78
1615 N. RAND ROAD

names 41 be noddle& up.
on request
l r rrs
"Pallid be
brie) as pos..

(U.S. 12)

ttpevripen. d Possible. and should contain
an *are. or phone cum.
My so their authentki,

CALL 392-2800

Coll 3914750

SPECIALTY.,

W.I.,.

Pna

Cement & Blacktop
R1STICN PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK ALSO TREE TRIMMING
SPECIAL PWCES cALL 827.81,5

IN SCHAUMBURG

24 W. GOLF ROAD

(ROUTE 58)
CALL 894-1900

CURTIS IROS.

ACE

cl.

.wonlanorehip. Fully in-

R sona51; 2.5e.10.

Storm Windows
THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS'

HOW OWNERS SERVICE CAR.
NEW WAY PAINTING

pecoronna 6 Remodel.
CL5-3661

or

pone., Is
ltiOcs MOWING.
now and toms, ...Ng

Pot:1 ilePESrAPAPFTPTER

NIAtuBS,

THEY ARE
TURES. Eniny oll major

29lle 8

-2770

Pe rsonnel

WO Me SI. OmPlaines

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,

Interior L Extefior Poinfing. AR

EASIER!

SUMP UMPS'
IrE

3903450

CL 111 le

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Sump Pump

Tax Rotuma
C PA WILL

INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE TAX RETURNS

Phone

DO

top pm. wode Reasonable CAll .M7095 After 6 p ,n.

PLANT
MAINTENANCE
WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

$4.00

CL S5842

WALIAAPERINGI

h

CLASS8S.CL 13500, EL 01355

EE-ME-Irs

DAY

QUICKER,

PET. FURNITURE WALL 6. FLOOR
BY
IN.
CLEAW
SUM WORKMEN 112,3740

scosoL or

'

uol

'NUXED. CALL 562- 975

DANCING, ENROLL NOW FOR

Dog Wake

EXTFRIORdNdRIOR

ABLE - REFERENCES

«yI

DEGREED -

3504172

,PAINT,R

Dancing Schools g Sapphic
OOLORES !KERS

Call 418,100
HalmoDer

M

OUR

7So Emerson
Mt Prospect
252-6600

La Sa

HOUSEWIFE,

FINE INTERIORBAINTING

Herne Maintenance

PROSPECT CATERING CL5-4833

AUTO, !ilium

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

AND FOR THE
5neW Plakeing

HALL. BAR, BUFFET PI, DEAL.

11

BUSINESSMAN
and Wall Washing

SNOWPLOWING
WFOONOS

AUTO NANDI

FOR THE

Hearing Aids

-s

low

tad. Call: leery

L12.15,000 to Mart

CL ,0232

PATCH'S PANTRY

MATTA*

PROBLEM

W<PW"LlAnT'R'C?N'Gr=

tims_CL 3.035,-

WHIRIPOCK

loth

General Hauling

Catering

ALSO .
KENMORE

IS A REAL

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

El

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

60 Days!

"THE DAY

8,1,5484

Slip Covers

296-163B'

411

legal elm

PARKER
s

000 8 DOUG

c..L'LvnLt

halwag awlsttass'

tons For DisPIDY
Less Than

Sewing Machine Repair

1%, t'EXOPAYPS; APVTZTATP.

ed wol/ P.m m

69'S IN CARTONS

ROOFING AND REROOEING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREE wt.
mot
392 7537

CAPABLE YOUNG MAN WILL DO
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR

-1
gr-1

4

RUILT-IN OR PORTAILE

EASY TO

Doy or Mold 359.1906

kov

(t.

TOWERS HOTEL

Radio -TV Repair

Resale Merthondise

ahies such as serving on hoards

ARLINGTON PARK

Gotden

824.6146

359-1459

My Sp

II 2

5

DAN KRYPSZP.PP PP=.382.2

PIANO 6 FOR ORGAN LESSONS

CALL KEN AFTER 5 PM

LIMOUSINE DRIVER

'Window Well Covers

8274637

GRAY

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIREPLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ESTIMATES CALL FL 80913

PIP

9 Iktrit

Corpentry-Remodeling
Contractors

ter Of women in the area who
ere capable in various cap. -

An letters to the editor must be signed. but

ALL

WIGSOF ALL ryRES

p

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RAY EVERSON

Fl2REWOOD

the Arlington I kights brat.,
of AAUW compiling a ros-

The Editor

392.6617

er

Masonry

ST=TYCZTYCPPILhG,

higher education. To this ..of

Letters To

Free School
Wigs

N d We

testomMent Coll 439'2738

Business Service

have enjoyed the advantages

President

Piano Tuning Services

Magic

Entertainment

IBM Trainee
$120 Wk.

WALLPAPER

Want
upholstery Co11359 2515

of nom. and

thine thoughts in mind m yea
fulfill your obligations as
elected leader of the village of
Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Alexander Rabehu,

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

Vacuum Repair Service

CL133,1

SN 5550

tzt,,ttr!,
e,

discharge the special mum.,
hilities
sockly of those he

ability if our dreams of a better
world am to he realized."
trust that you will hear

CL3.22,4 or

609

CI 3.2831

Automobile Service

long had a policy of ClIDDLIFaging college women to 0011tinuc their own intellectual
growth. to further the ,I' -

her place beside the man of

EmPIA's

CL 3-0109, est 227

h,GIC BY ' DENY THE MAGIC

Th American Amn. ot University Women IAAUWI het

smember ---The entire world is
hort of trained talent and will
soon have a surplus of undo,
educated routine workers. The
woman or ability must assume

Rrolessanol

437 28,4

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

255-7200

1st

Inman AAUW hoard

ogs Coll tell Wrsght. 2O8 5,0,

Wallpapering

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

and I'm sure the Rims made

l

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

VER EUREKA -LUX AND OTHERS!
515 95 AND UP. ABBEY SALES 6

CL 9-0495

lawn Mower Repairs

55 0'3%18

dons of this village. and which
was currently printed in rho lo.
.1 papa. was well written.

echo Mrs. Muller's comment that the village can ill afforddto operate without re lleeting the views of over half of
its eitimns.--and add to that
the . orient made by Dr. R.
leen Brownlee. dean 01 the
Liberal Arts for Women at the
University of Pennsylvania

Decorators

SKIRTS, D,RESSE, liErD

D1LLIL

err

DISHWASHERS -- DISPOSERS

the

various boards and cont..

eon be checked

m pi

L

MAERICAH UPHOLSTERING

Lauritz Jensen

and

Muller recently ill regard to fe-

further positions on
and commissions. etc.

PAINTING - WALLPAPER AND
WALL WASHING FOR FREE ESTI
MATES CALL TODAY Vz 319,

DPAPP=4

Electrical Werk

wore thoughtfully receives1
mar*e interested citizens.

s

DRAPERIES

Modem Design

male remmentation on

i

"''''CZost urialistv

824-4911 for oopans

haor nt.'s*

Mrs. S.O.. Dm Plaines

Dear Mr. 155Louke:
Do you sec any financial problem ahead for my family. possibly too many commitments? la it worth investing in our house in
the Matte. due to circumstances such as airport, heavy traffic.

p

..Des Coll CL 10365 1,04,
oect Heigh. Upholstery*,

EJ ERICSSON
ONALITY DECORATING

McIdoren Interiors

NM, ea

for te? Will this Irc a champ for the better! Also, can you see
health imptorement for myself in the move?
Dem Mn. 5.5.:
I feel good Mang your needle...71de wig begin agood qele
for you now. Enjoy It

BI *et 6

"nP:tePIPPP"";:d72e:22

ceived from Mnt. Katherine

soon. Can you tell me if you we happiness and peace in this move

hl

C

Interior Decorating

An Service

The letter which you re-

and

Bohyleter sese lee, 590
P er day 01 ea Of

CUSTOM UPHOLSry

Dear President Walsh:

Do you sec my husband taking a raw position in the near
Blum? Will it he permanent. or will there be another change?
Whet area of the country? .Viii 1,0 team go into business for

255-7712

0 Palmer, 3O2-51.,

kW lank Walsh. Piesident
Arlington Heights Village
Council

our business plans was tel per ant emirate. If I may. I would
like to seek your help once more.

los work pref. 259-1920

gaol,

highest

Upholstery

Answer anemic Page

Reader boosts
women for
village board

thought you would like to know that your prediction regarding

22 Situations Waited.

537-0737

BRIDGE LESSONS

Letter
to the
editor

I

cost

Lowest

Coll 159-0561 Rod Smith

Protect I Hat: Seroad,how postmge pald et Mount Prespeci.111 40056

I wrote to you when your column first appears -it in The Day.

WANTADS

C1,8477

sPePOZZI:ic'ds Sndo'n

mots a me. Wm deth med.

Deer Mr. Delonisc

cr,

GERALDINE S

mead), WSW Paktlee 3, sang

Out mellow I .S, mall rate,117.1110,mm lvdm errata month,
cram,
%rawild erne, III

Is Today

h874..5:97"P"'''

Tile

COMPUTERIZED

Custom Wowed, Iry NELSON

Rolling Md,

GALL 394.1886

IV good. 24 excellent

Tomorrow

Decorating'

BECtgllgPMPP8TEPRTGE

trig all seven of these letters.

217 'ottoman Ilelahls ad.. %aim Itrichis.M. WINS
WM.. III. MOM
eliCeater.
Sahwriptim

L

392,419

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

nlononi, Editor

William J. Kledaisch

Pointing

Income Tag

ALTERATIONS L HEMS

ON ALL GARMENTS L COATS

Monday, January 26, IWO

lobo J 11,1mo0 Eda

Draperies

255-7200

4VAM0, arm Dos

0.T.
snoessence

2,, hod some gOOd It*

GRPFTS SHAMPOOED
AOODLE SONNAVER.
GROOMING

WASHER &

233-2370

DRYER CO.

STRIP W.,. EWE TILE
AND WOODFLOORD.
FURNITURE AND UPSOISTRY

CLEANING RUMMY. AND

It pops to advertise
with Day Wont Ads.

ON., THURS. & FRI. NIGHTS 'TIL, 9:30 P.M.
4

COMORO.. FRE FATIMA.
CALL 25,0011

Tile
ROLAND E. JOHNSON,
PAINING& DECORATING,
Conmientiamwmemanshlp

Reosono. prices
Fmo

stando SERVICE

Noon
Remodeling and Repo.
FREE FSTUAAMS 43,4003
Walls

296-6640

PARKER
253 6600

4. 61111A 41.3.111.5 M 1100 M

Monday tannery 26 1970

Page

24410Roblihm

2411elp Waited /en
WANTED

2441111We/1Mo

24490Wante6ilen

Igh

IT

g

Man for

Pad Taw
1

Gene.
lwere WS ow month Country

9 Ph

p2142

ped Palm ne SafalleSS

STATIONARY

244* Wand MM

244101Wanted Men

TIP 15170 WATe Tbk NATION
WIDE AVERAGE COM/AISTION

ACCOUNTANT

Permanent Position
Immediate Opening

ACCOUNTANT

trn'enfe'g'oo'd.Zot rElah

RADIOTEDITHICIANS (Solid Patel
TV MDR TECHNICIANS

a) 6PAI
Ad

A -TIE

Interested applicant:
call
452.5549, Ext 517
To Arrange For
Personal Interview

PROFITSNARING
OFR MATOR MEDICAL INS
PAID HOLIDAYS, VACATION AND SICK DAYS.

oPPIP APersors

INDUSTRIES
elessnateMerrit.'

647-9784

CALL NOW - MR. MECSERI

DRAFTSMAN

ORDER FILLER

Company urn he.er

vAloge of AdmowNis
S.Adingwo alts Rd.

CALL 800 GERUE

venal io acme our copy equipment Preemie! far Poly advancement. fox growing.pung company. Rene. include

297-3550
CALL JOHN ABEIR

SAXON

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
AND
UTILITY MAN

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

needed for presfige
new car dealership.

GENERAL
WAREHOUSEMAN
Shipping It Receiving

eaI1

1w9ppe

279.2880

LOTS OF OPENINGS

FOR PLANT PEOPLE!

FACTORY HELP

FILE CO.

TM type hos Mbs open right now for rasp risible, ambitious men interested in steady work
dg
We offer rapid advancement, emep ional
growth potential, full line of company be efits
including life insorance, hospitalisotion, paid
vocations and holidays.

WANTED

BO Bond Street

Elk Grove Village
437-2830

TALK TO TELETYPE ABOUT THESE JOBS TODAY
EXPERIENCED

Call or Apply in Person

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

MACHINISTS

SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS
For Brown & Sharpe Single Spindles
Earn up to $4.40 on Hour

SYSTEMS

50aow=

s eePerienced
hl

solo, plus

all

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

SCHOOL HAS

40 how week. 4
Sunday through Wednesday. Excellent
fringe
benefits.

DRIVERS

Call G. Krol at 676-1000 Ext. 5457
for additional infomation and a confidential interview.

rms.. Tilers',. la

IngiAc.....

START

Ext. 3900

PLASTIC BOTTLE DIVISION

Cook County

RO 3-4160

School Bus, Inc

HILL-BEHAN

C

Pm

LUMBER CO.

3A40 S. Busses Rd.

"NaM';

sant. abIllges lo the

Estes & Elmhurst Rds.

439-2680

WE NA VE THE

OPERATORS:

Item

owo. moons! hM

be. PO MA. eer had
P.

Nr

you,*

.. sted

ome on

PERSONNEL

!Zitalartal

Arli16ngton
1

,r1a7

W. Eastman

Mon.Wed.

MAP.. PM

Toss, Am, A.NoTs1P IA.
Serurdayt AK me P.M

light

nig Litton Medical Products
III L Touhy, Do. Plaines, 111Inols

EKCO
NI/ PRODUCTS INC.
Set -Up Men (Experienced) Starting Rote $3.37
Press Attendants
Starting Rate $3.00
Foil Helpers
Starting Rate $3.00
We Will Train On The Above Openings
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS: Major Medical and

Life Menem. 10 Paid Holidays, Shift Premium
Credit Union and Cafeteria

CALL 537-1100

437-3700

An equal opportunity employer

8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Wheeling, Illinois'

,hen., ropidly
PAP all levels of weer.

op
can Till this challenging position. we

i0,rtT

offer rap notch Tomb's that include free Neagh !moralise.
Peed

Yammers...ye and CompanyCoferera.
vERS00
PPRSONIMPANAGER

information contact,

Linda Apostle
Marion Grove

Tam Anderson

YO 5-4700

945-8500

Deerfield

arlington \ark towers

WAITRESSES

mower p
type.. figure

HOSTESSES
BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC

FOR OUR NIGHTSHIFT

manon Grove. III NOM

These lobs are Pleasant end rewording.

COIL WINDERS

AN EQUAL OPPORTuNiTY EMPLOYER

PAID VACATION - FREE MAJOR
MEDICAL PROGRAM MEALS FURNISHED
Please Call

mervicet.

AIIPIPERSONIND

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

sr and 2nd Shifts

Mark Trail

Inc.

lk WAN TM.. on,

RECEPTION

VERY LITE
STENO -0135 WK.

There are first shift openings

-

also 2nd shift openings available

FOR WIRERS &

RESTAURANT
DEERFIELD or CALL 945.3770

a,.. our son
DID YOUR
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
OVERCHARGE YOU?

a

pl. and Wow 00010=1

'00'28

Dempster

EARN $ 0
$
FOR HOLIDAY BILLS.
Interesting Office Work
Flexible Days or Weeks..
Referral Bonus.

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

$700MONTH

NEVER A FEE

TOP PAY

TYPISTS

STENOS
CLERKS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

ore

117

.Emerson

03.00

Young Hobby Club
A TRAPEZE PERFORMER!

riga+.
From an paper cut the Dime

By Cappy Dick

of the trapeze performer, shaping
him like the one in Figure 2. Use
pen and ink to draw his face, legs
and waistline.
Glue the performer's hands

TM trapeze performa seen in
Figure 3 is tunso makeotnof ma-

terials easy to find around the
house.

Step with a small cardboard
box shaped like the one indicated

by the dotted lines in Figure I.
dards which arc attached by a
Ism formed of the bottom of the
box. Make a hole in each standard.

White Collar Girls

.........

'g PARKER

Mame 1,R."

P

shdt or full Pme d

around the wire crossbar after
you have fitted the wire through
the two holes in the upright supports. This completes the equip -

anis earn 52.23 per hour while unending a
On.Meola banes wroM offers gek apperNnliy far increased

Morty.fttondiog bermfim -DIM cede m hams.

Please apply in person
Interviewing

AUTOMATIC

From it cut the two upright stan-

PP

some of Pe advantages of
Mi. MP B.'1.R."'

a P.M .11

PPP (Aisle,

TRY A TEMPORARY JOB

966 0700

Peered rvni in M nomwen

f@pougiranuo-PaTIFIA

SOLDERERS

390 County Lim Rd. (W. of Rte. 431

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonus is available.
APPLY IN PERSON
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Pork)
Ariington Heights, Illinois

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECEVARY

PANCAKE HOUSE

formerly the Cin-

The individual we hire for Milling Machine Operators, must be a
self starter and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

CREEPS INTO 111E REGION

GOLDEN BEAR

cinnati Shaper Company, will soon be occupying
their new quarters in the Arlington Research
Center, immediately adjacent to Radio station

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

A Soc. DISTANCE WPEN
DJE MENDED...RITE CRY

The New

SECRETARY

m

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

7:4

Apply New

OR VISIT US AT
777 Wheeling' Road

PERSONNEL SECRETARY

ment&

Perifiold needs youl We how .medlote openings Mr full

MT with a gen

salary 1110

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

growth or command more respect for their products and services than Baxter Laboratories. We have openings for many individuals in our Personnel, Accounting, Inventory
Control, Clinical Research, Purchasing, International, Advertising and Marketing depart-

The new GOLDIN REAR PANCAKE MOUSE RESTAURANT

WEXI...WE'RE GROWING TALL

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

BhGate

We'd Ike to introduce ourselves to you and let you know about the many employment
opportunities we have available in our offices at Morton Grove and Deerfield.

Bring your skills os typist, stenographer, secretory, bookkeeper, etc. to our bright,
pleasant offices. Salaries ore excellent and benefits superior. Come in and meet your
congenial neighbors at Baxter - were sure we'll be old friends soon. For further

Associates

945-3770

subsidiary of Cincinnati,

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

BREAKERS CONFECTIONS

Municipal sui,3,t2 Miner Street

Apritude
MI MB. ...TR
Apt

The Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned

1-1.1 A tItko Inclustnes GIATTp.Proleivey ant.

GENERAL OFFICE

NEIGHBORSPBAXTER.

e

RECEPTION
(Small Office)

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Nvossion

Opportunity for Advancement

SECRETARY

CITY OF DES PLAINES

GIRLS

AftgreSSN

Uniforms Furnished Overtime Pay

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

261610 Waded Women

CAREER SPECIALISTS

aft MORE could you Ask foR?I

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
400 N. W. ROad
Northbelm. M.

34-0080

9 5 Minton

IETAerience Not Necessary)

A

MUST BE OVER 21 AND BONDABLE

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

'EC.1'A=

CA1E113.1004101

Zri'stert; estee

FULL TIME

upmloble. Nowiralisaridn. Poid helPayy

in Arlington leer9Tes

tes

Ken

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

YOUR

rel

fast growing health field, few firms, if any, hove had a more spectacular record of

'hie studios. This ewer

Ken Larson

AM'9 PM,
Sat. 0 AM -12 Noon.
Fri.

Baxter Laboratories is a prime force in the hospital and medical supply field. Within the

ol ole skrIls. NO FEE!

're:e5r:FrYie:

GUARDS

conies.

be erre

Radio Station
$450

-

mpes

Apply in Posen for a Confidential Interview

Mon.-Thors. B AM, PM,

der,

Will !aim charge of all wdeo

for your craft see -

Intrviewing,

MEET

Suburban

All company benefits ncivanom plumose, ...Wisc.°.
po, rescreens°. halido,

392-6600

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operate.

SKI BUFFS'

GAL FRIDAY

EmeriensedSurfoceandrentedessGroding Operators.

An interview

commensurate with

To,/ hdp shone who
DamoomPs undo, we

CLERK -STENOGRAPHER

Brown I. Sharpe &emotic Screw Machete Operators and

Nary

Salary

$130 WEEK

26 Help Wanted Women

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

VG,

sloshes

samples

we how o number of areal ph oppononiiies NOW he

Illinois Bell

pot.l

Jobs located in Des Plaines, Arlington HIT.
and Wilmette.

PLUS TRAVEL

CALL LIZ aI

TODAY!

II Per

TrelstreltrytrIT
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UNIQUE JOBS FOR
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MT. PROSPECT

Form a wire crossbar end
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slip it into the holes in the urn

TO make the acrobat perfOrM.
Amply turn the who handle es Be
Figure I, causing him to swing In
a complete circle time after time.

TOMORROW: How to construct a milk carton street!
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ELA GROVE VILLAGE

'
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CALL T. WATKINS

EALER

OPEN SUNDAYS

Ski garb doesn't change much, it just gets better and
better. Leaping to the fore with a look of the '70's are
these fitted and flared bells, gracefully meeting your
boot -tops.

Here's vested interest...nothing can replace the turtle
for warmth, but don't you love the just -right look of
an added sweater -vest? (Shown here in a brilliant red,
the better to watch you schuss, my dear.) Over all, to
check wind and weather, a dreamy
white parka, furred and hooded.

aI

Gentlemen who prefer blondes vote raves for the sleek
look in pastels, too. Slim, trim pants for the slopes, teamed
with diagonally -striped sweater in matching shades
for apres-ski.

47

1

--marilyn shaman, editor
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THE WOCRL'iliIKE/F WATER

Whether your thing is St. Moritz or Alpine Valley,
Wilmot or Aspen, the in -look takes you out of the snow bunny class --and 'way out with the pros!

DICK WICKSTROM

118RealEs

ORDER FILLERS

..

Ready To G,
154-8850

824-2175

297-3550

We're up in the air over you, baby! And you'll feel feather light when you're fashion -right in these snug, smooth,
really wearable ski togs.
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CULOGAN, INC
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We Have Immediate Openings For Both
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HELP
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IN YOUR AREA
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Printed Circuit Booed Assemblers
C..abinet Wirers

Maintenance Men
Inspectors
'word

Personnel Office

including

437-9300

ALLEN AIR CRAFT
BY Gra. Map
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1961 RAMMER
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on weekends.
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'68 FORD
Convertible. Like brand new

5)

CL17908

Coon', Squire boded

112.Autemobiles For

$495

EZEI Elltzr Azt11:zac EzZiro ECLI7
WE'RE STARTING A HEAT WAVE!
OUR JUNE IN JANUARY SALE IS ON

'64 FORD
Coon., sedan. Ready to go

$695
14,0:

'66 FORD
Wagon. A real buy...,

$895
Mew Yawl..

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and
Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...

$1 09 500

$995

'67 PLYMOUTH

WAGON
Like new

'63 FORD
112 Automobiles For Sale

a door hardtop a real guy

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

$1395
'66 OLDSMOBILE "88"
Hardtop, Air coed

$1195
'67 CUTLASS
4 door sedan oir cond

$1595
'67 FORD

GALAXIE "500"

$1395 '64 CADDY
Sedan De Villa, air conditioning

$1195
'63 FORD

Coupe loaded

$995

A'ADD,

GOlOxie "500" 4 door sedan

$495

;,!AjzaA

Photo by Arpho
Model: Mary Mahoney
Styles from Wines Ski Village

-Balance of Factory War any Available.

ITT
Wolk

$1395

1

CM/921295

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'67 FORD
Convertible boded ready to go

Sublet immediately. Su.
per deluxe,
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Coll 867-6132 after 6
PM weekdays. Anytime

Mend from
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d

good mei.

HON,. SPROAT 6 CO

WILLIAMSpM
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OFFICE
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Slowind Value Poeta,
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weeks,

POODLES 2 vesv Piny home,

,We, 3PM-10
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WARD BAKING CO.
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'

PART TIME

WE NEED YORE!

CALL MR. TERRY GOULD
437.6621

.
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Softie, werw.v blab

112 -Automobiles for Sale
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,,91.,461
.1216

OPERATORS
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'M. like
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BOm MOO Per

18 CHEN. STAKES. 'NT

3240 ran.

1

-.ewe

GALAXIE "500"

102 True18,Trailers

o

BEAUTICIANS

WHITE SALE

744o Rent Apartments

21-He1p Wantedgen & Women

You Think ro.,,

solo. often

-
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LATTOF
0111110111 NIS

/

Des 'Plaines

-BODE. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100
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Give teen's room

Antique world

THE DAY
Monday January 26 1970
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19th century beauty --chimney glass
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.
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Little black is back

be

planned for years of use. MT
nor accessory climpes along
the line are all that will be

0

,,,,,,, ,..,

diam red bridal set.

Like everything else in fashion today. the little
"dress -up" dress ts more casual and unfussy.

needed to give the room a fam

This is the dress for parties. theater or dining

lifting."

out -what we used to call the "cocktail dress."
Al a time when some women will wear pants, a
metallic knit T-shirt or a printed silk (or silk-likel
jersey. certainly the bangled and spangled stiff
dress of yesteryear looks like-well-yesteryeal.
One sure substitute
the black wool knit or

HMI points nut that many
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jesseydrem. lightly glossed over with a lick of

t ')IX11eri',Zi.t7:1':'ch,',,r,:r 1`.;
w.... or solid hackie They

bc found in the knit department of your favorite
slam.
of Ciao am two makers who have

satin piping or jeweled buttons. These dressesem

ter -

or, NINCTIL

an am known as such by mom
dealers. In the be_
ginniikg they were horizonl MI in shape, then they be-

-

0
Loreal White Velvet Wave
Cut, Permanent & Set

It'd 0,1!`,1,.:,':"Z,"'='2'",:s_
on
ors. These circular

varied.

Inwled "' "'"""""n"'"

cs're'ladde7t hht'neYfIr'wolfrlicilrd

if you are .t interested in buying an antique chimney glass,
you could have your local mirrot -shop place three pieces of
mirror and a piece of needlewait in:: frame that you might
have found at an auction or in

tions, with later ones made in
tho sections. The larger part
was clear mirror, and the other
was usually painted with some

lovely landscape. (Actually a
typical mirror of this type was

four parts, with two sec.
tions. The first section conin

sisted of three pieces of mirror:
the second section was a paintmg.) The entire piece was

framed. This type of chimney
glass is still available for mllectors and is truly beautiful.
The Nauru in the chimney

on anti,: shop.
HAVE YOUwondered. 11.5 I

Roy's Americana

made he mspearunre? I believe
I

haw the

Ample Parking in Pack

to 3. p.m.. 5 to 9 p.m.

THEATER MATINEES
Wednesday -Mohr, Chicago, 2 p.m.

Phmsant Run Them. SI.Cherles. 2:30p.m.
Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect:
hinchofn. 12.10. curtain. 2 p.m.

17110.1790. the Adams broth.

REG. 98c LADIES

SILK SCARVES
SQUARES -ASCOTS 25c
NOW ONLY

each

.1.0

......

Dili an

few.'

''As an srticle of furniture. ft
.
'
MIMI,
m
a circular weans
.

''Itiirghtth'r'arn0eL:p7ri1',73e'I'ef'd01.01;1,11byeraWyp.hroinspiy-l-
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frontchandelier
of them irror hanging
chandelier

is

hung

his

by

gmeefulhooksothat is edge ix
only about three inches from
the mirror.

By Amy Darrow
If winter is beginning to get

thinking. Think summer a,
invite your friends over for a
Piettle. Not P9119 hear stYle in

the snow. but on the floor in
Dow of a rwmail fire with all

the ...I ....Donorms ore

bufloned in leather, sue, a deep back vent. In muted col.,
hods are in the over 5100 price range.

,P,l'hich

poomts itsCli well surieim of
convenience or holding lights.

They are now become uni
serially
fashionaNe and am
.

somodered both as useful and
a

high with fried eh: ken.
Boa ot parsley and cherry
tomatoes could be tucked between Lou chicken piece., for

IN ADDITION

to

the

chicken. serve all finger foods,
such as french fried potatoes.
cheese -filled eelery and carrot
sticks. Instead of cake for des-

r

that Can

be pop,. M the

mouh.

one cdncessinn to
the outside weather, substitute

mulled wine or hot lemonade
for your usual cold dionks.

Another meal Math fun in
front of a fire is a fondue party.
Cookbooks have recipes for

of fondues-cheese, meat and chocolate.
My family prefers the authenGtic Swiss one which calls for

irMilted

was originally served in the
Alps after a long day on the
slopes. Hy, and your friends
are skiing or skating entlune-

types

Gruyere chttese
Swiss wine.

and

white

EXTRA SAVINGS !

FANTASTICmzs

0/-

IRISH KNITS -TURTLE NECKS -SLIPOVERS-

CARDIGANS -BULKY KNITS -FLAT KNITSALL COLORS AND SIZES

OFF

STORE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

sperss.

Put your !value or chafing
dish on a cutting hoard tas heat
insulation; in thecenter of

your cloth. which could he a
white one embroidered peas am style in red. blue and green.

LUNCHEON FOR TWO

bread for dipping in the melted

Give each ,mom a

You'll be our guest at a luncheon
for two at one of the Northwest

long -

ha rdled tank and Ls plate Mon
ange sections. apple and pear

slices. With lendue you must
serve either white wine IV hot
tea. atwordi, to aficionados.hccause

herd liquor or coffee
will turn the chaise into a hard
lump in the stomach.

Suburbs leading restaurants.

BY TIIE WAY. if you are
plarming to sit on the floor. be
sum to swat wur guests in ad.
Came so they can dress mm.
fonably.
An curly American style
dinner is another good idca for

yinformal meal -although
ou'll Want to sit at the table
for this one. The menu could

include baked beans with
slices of hot dogs added. hot
brown bread and ,recn salad.
For dessert have fresh fruit
and a selection of cheeses.

A red bandana.style fabric
with matching napkins would

be ,ty table covering. And,
for change, you might serve
the beans in song Mods. Try a
Hill -life of kitchen utensils for

er. egg bent. grater. rolling
pin. wooden spoons and sugar
scoop, wire whisk and maybe

BE ,:che- for FEBRUARY
To win, simply fill out your "She"
entry blank, and deposit in a box located at stores listed below. Entries
will be collected regularly.

.

CONTEST OPEN TO ALL NORTHWEST SUBURBAN

WOMEN OVER 18.

...enter as often as you like.

CONTEST FIEGINSJANNAIO 30. IWN

Milligan speaks

for UNICEF
A special workshop to ac-

OFF REGULAR

quaint bonds of °window.

LPORWICECSATALOG

sources

43

in the Chicago arm with rethrough
has hem planned for
UNICEF has
Jan. 29, according to Mrs.
Russell Bonyngeln, area pres-

Lisa's Draperies

Ability Glass & Mirror
Palatine Plows Shopping Center
Palatine, Ill.

i

I South Dunlop Street
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Owen Carpet
672 East Northwest Ms ,
Palatine, Ill,

The Bank & Trust Company

Merle Norman

Ray's Americana

2 WEEKS ONLY -JAN. 21 through FEB. 4

ident. The group will men at
the YMCA Center. 37 S. We-

of Arlington Heights

rose Mt. Prospect Plaza

1620 West Northwest Hwy.

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

bath Av., Chicago. from 10:31
0.m to 1,30 p.m,
David Milligan. of Engi
thmong
Management. Inc.

900 Cost Kensington Road

WEAR AT BELOW COST.
ALL FIRST QUALITY MERCHANDISE
EVERY ITEM REDUCED 75%-INCLUDING JEWELRY.
FIRST COME - FIRST' SERVED - NO RETURNS

NO REFUNDS-ALL SALES FINAL
STORE HOURS-MON. WED. THURS. & FRI.
9:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M.

SAT. 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
(NOTE: CLOSED TUESDAYS)

MON. THRU SAT.

PHONE 437-1434

guest for luncheon.

au, it would he an ;maroonate way to Cad a day of winier

even a bowl of eggs.

50%

Your chauffeur will escort you to
merchants waiting to present you
with gifts. He will remain at your
disposal while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being our

mend pints 01 No,

the centerpiece-eoffee grind-

Priced Now for this
Sale Only -

from The. Day's (She -shops

dm mirror. asm for the

lathe naCkifisf
kw a Um solid colored napkins to
huge
Ms
80.95,9 match the needlework. Set out
sit n. The centemiece could
baskets of cut
crusty
bc
h roc w
healml

calor. You 1.10 have a hare
straw plow filled with multP

MEN!
SWEATERS

COURTESY GIFTS

%,.,,,,tIle pooi,.'"..h" "...hi:, "-:.',

'Ibis worn and filling dish

you down. try some positive

many

MEN'S

G. has heyday.

Entertaining? Bring
June in January

EigENVoim;

SALE

LWOW eIcne

Potpourri

Cads an be swingy, and these two Mt a nice note of fashion
combined with complete practicality. The trench coat. by Anne
Klein. repeats the giant plekh adds leather buttons and buckle for
dash. loony Herbert's Irighwaisted soft look, also belted and

teitTv_i/

DRIVEN

glass in a 'ill frame, silvered

T'ir°"T'' 0'1111.111.17N'''YP"'ma:liMrth.

sert have miniature mfit fours

WOOLS-ORLONS-ALPACA-ITAUAN KNITS-

OFF

'iMPIY

Because of their heady they
am very much in demand but

from hook made of gold -The

Ano.

2nd Reduction

%

very

or lame rubber
plant. that could he set in the
center of the cloth to further
the outdoor feeling.

,-LADIES COATS

ENNIO:M=0c, 75

the new type of looking glass;

ers ware producing moonlit.
the eke. M4'99fir 131`9131.....919..97,
cent oval mirros with gilt .- glass end the inner row sn u.tem, Mom of dark blue and

Hot Bargains For Cold Days!

LADIES DRESSES

,_01_,0 c''":

ow from ID-

artildal

LADIES!

Thomas Sheraton, in his

Cabinet dictionary, &scribal

colored flowers. It you have an

Specialising in Sales of Insurance Claim Merchandise

DESIGNER ORIGINALS

wr P... 7'

th'' 0,,,Il9t 001.. I', Th.' ',Tr.;

Corrado's Restaurant. Arlington Heights. 12

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
A Division of Ondenwritem Salvage Co.

OFF

rasa: ow .

checked cloth or a patchwork
quilt spread on the floor with

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

APPROX.

W

K9.7......".9; the '''''''

Easy -Arc Stark Home, Glenview, 12:30

TiteValage

NOW 70%

1.- 71914

mem&
UticaWIW large red seas white

.111111114100.
2005020

Plat

53.4 mina

answer, About

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine. 12:30

BEAUTY SALON

uponfcra'nr,gag7n7

haw, when Me owl mirror

Thoroday-Camelot Restaurant. Des Pleines,
12 to 2 p.m.

Look like o Sweetheart on Valentine's Day

earlY WK.,

tit'evightsaPliayZg

THE VERY first chinntey
glasses were made in threes's.

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 12130

$1550 Now thru Feb. 15

verY

WIN A CHAUFFEUR ,Ait,

time that Dublin factories and

Emplaces.

Camelot Restaurant. Des Plaines. 12-2 p.m.
Wednesday -Arc Steak House. Glenview.
12)90 p.m.
Corrado's Restaurant. Arlington Heights, 1 to
.1 p.m

SALE!

by

wro.r,azilt,lifcse,e,v.,,,a01:s,,earl,t, 4,li

Some collectors have found

Weller's Restaurant, Monon Grow, 12:30

17,

burg

ooredi.,,,edarwkhitblue,ThIsreeLcatnedd

scengs.

senville. 12 15 p m.
Jim Seines Tralee Farm Dee Monday listing)
Pickwick House. Palatine, 12 to 2 p.m.

a new kind of...

E was at just about the same

,pah,iniringsowand tvdcieswoobsrktimytoc,ri

Chinese

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS
Monday -Black Pox Restaurant, Holiday Ina
Rolling Mcadows-noon.
Jim Saints Tralcc Farm, Barrington Hills.
1230 to 2 p f. Monday through Friday.
Tuesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn. Ben-

thorn, Woo

ror that was made

chimney glass with damaged

and

Some & the rarer pieces had
panels & needlework in place
of the picture.

came square and finally pier
shaped, meaning they were
longer than they were wide.
They were used strictly over

ANOTHER TYPE du mg
N re -

frames with acanthus leav=e
hS Cresting and at the hese.

makers became yeti Popular
Mose in south Ireland were be- lin EnglaM during the React,
13,99,911 to Produce mirrom. MI. Ill a respectable Feeney
These mirrors were all oval- home, the pier -wall always had
and were
faceted 'a pier -mirror. The chimney
shaped
around the edge with glass -col- ALWAYS had a chimney-mir-

scopes

Fashion shows for
a change of pace

mrpL[ 11ORMIln
go

painted by top

mists. Among the favorite
subjects were flower, lend_

Coats --neat and belted

n:ow, and wooda-ains.
on -catching

mirrOra we

1 antique

some superb examples.

orne in a wide variety of coinchiding

mange. These mirrors have
pc, egged chimney gleW

&Web

;deli OUTLET
STORE

7300 N. MELVINA, NILES, ILLINOIS

Des Plaines. A the features
speaker at the luncheon. Milli

yon worked on a UNICEF
project in Turkey during 11r
fall of 1969.

The morning program

Mt, Prospect, III.

Arlington Heights, III.

Wheeling Trust & Saving
Milwaukee Ave. Pt Dundee Rood
Wheeling, II.

Willa
100 West Northwest Hwy.

Mt. Prospect,Ill.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

In the Holiday Inn of Rolling

Mitchell's Jewelers

Meadows20

The Black Fox Restaurant & Lounge
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

'

South Evergreen
Evergreen Elam

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Sisters Wig Shoppe

Day Publications, Inc.

1187 Elmhurst Road

217 South Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

Des Plaines, III.

255,7200
in-

cludes the showing of two new

films, 'When a Man Hungers"
and "Village on Stilts". Other

will acquaint the
group with UNICEF educaspeakers

tional materials available to

Coiffure Elegante Wig Salon
Arlington Heights & Devon Rood
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Murphy Carpet

Sylvia's Flowers

17 South Dunton Street

Arlington Heights Road
Adington Heights, Ill.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Watch our
list grow.

the public through schools, libraries, social groups or Other
organizations.

Additional
information
may be obtained at the UNICEF office, Room. 1501, 5 N.
Wabash Av., Chicago 60602,
Or by calling 372-5359.

Just A Second
12 South Evergreen

Evergreen Pio.
Adingion Heights, III.

Northwest Trust & Saving Bank

"Van" of Arlington

311 South Arlington Heights Rood

214 East Grove

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

not open to employees
yees of
Day Publications or their
fContest

-
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Weather isn't a factor
when you use a dryer

What are your priorities?
A NOMA, S PRIORITIES

shams Yes It does add up

By Gerry Welsh

And now you can see the bare

Have yeti Molted at your
mile lately? 1 know you've
looked in it -too often. As you
look in you see nice big bills

wallet -which is often quite a
sight itself

out and bought a new one
When I had paid for fine
French leather puma Near
won no longer any bills to

LAST WEEK, I stood in

transfer into the slick smooth
lining. but it held a great deal

local department store next to
a lovely woman. She was attractive, perfectly groomed,
clean, sweet-smelling and expensively attired. She wore a
short mink jacket, real gold

of change and it would put up a
good front. I felt Better.
Next time you are waiting in

bracelets, 0 beige knit sum and

gate.

she carried a real alli goo bag.
which matched her shoes.

flat, perhaps only holding a

She node ine feel like IA
come in trent the provinces in
my car coat, Odes and high

for a very short time.

It's alum, fOl of pennies.
except when you n. a few
for the parking meter. lee Nil
dimes and quarters. except
you are nearing the toll

mach on, soon, it becomes

single or two. II seems impos.

sable! You must have last
lame, you recount your our-

The hazards of outdoor
clothes drying-turnsnow

WE ALL read and

hear

much about national priorities, war expenditures far exceed funds spent on serious domestic problems or medical re-

search, space exploration, super jets and ABMs are ahead of
o se -cost
housing,
hungry
people
and
air pollution,

on-

fine, at a cashier's check-out

Thinking onion

point. really look at your was
kb women look at the wallet

of wn around you. You

about these pttoritio.
There are strange priorities
in most of or homes. We find

may be surprised, as I was.

a 9400 chair in the living

are

snow boots. Then I watched in

amazement m she pulled out
parswalet to pay for the dozen
pair of panty hose. The wallet

looked as if it were retrieved
from a garbage can! It was
m, dirty and ragged. I
torn.
couldn't believe that this an

num, woman would carry
mch a domter m her expensive
handbag.

fully. at many women's wallets_
I took a ova leak at
own

wallet and immediately ymnt

tear, for these busy times do

-60CrA:wiZio

a1n

cam

underweal2 Some

ragged

families who
in 940,000
homesg
nmtm wall. Their

wig tootitt to

the latest fashions, beauty care.
decorating. cosmetics
and emenaming. However,

Who con understand the
things that are °noun:int to a
woman? What are your prior.

,;',7,`07.;:72=r.

everyday shoes, the kids min

Li lone

nd it's nal because they don't

Clu have the money. They will
inn:" Ar vcnd I:ivi,hl} nn many' uMgs

re:leAZ:j VE:PItZile/QWL:10 trj La CO/ Z:4 SIR 1=h7t1=s

FROM

MLLE'S HOBBY CORNER

Pastel
shades

Imo tics were a gem improve
mot over the first dryers, they
'still required much more at -

MOUNT PROSPECT

the door and feel the clothes.

Today, with the aid of the,
mostatic controls

by

de-

and

elec.

tronic scorn, the homemaker

he

,caronc,bes.somsilulr,,ed ,trha,pt,thde dato,ind

iss. according to Maytag ex-

correct time, that the tempera -

pens, provided six essential

tune will never be It hot for
her clothing and Mat tfic

The

will maintain the desired

up

the normal evaporation pm.

moisture Rye! no matter what
the fabric.

Parents ask

Kids and clutter?
Try ten basic rules
Hy Louise Hates Ames, Ph.D.

veal to for yourself or your

-Dear Doctor Ames,

'7571;11ch IL Is it absolutely

Housekeeping
t
which I've de-

se

G5160

over

worn by Ns ,icwardesses-including the introduction of
pm., shades fur tropical uni-

jets. First flights are ached.

Kr MST OWES' PAT

vals to determine whether or
not the drying process was
completed. To do this, she
would turn off the dryer, open

ly hcfore World War II. Prior
to the automatic doers, little
headway had been made in

He Ten C:ormmodments of

will be first displayed by stewserving on . DLIALro

All memo.l egrIonnde
se used in

check on her clothes at' ienter

appeared on the market shorn

'Toe been married for ten

of grit.
ai, younger set couturiers,

Aramries

models Loefotay.,,,Forsexample,
to

AUTOMATIC GAS dryers

Swooping changes in audio

The new wanlrobes.

Balanced

tendon Shen the sophisticated

Most of these gas dryers sere
designed for use in large apartmeta buildings.

years and have five children.
aged two to Moe May 1 share

signed by' Clive.

m Elm-

Although these early 111.110-

that

wallet.

Bri tish Overseas Airway Corporation.

tbi. shah mad..a end elm

Inside the basic cabinet was
G drum for holding the clothes,

your lingerie and your

tons,

forms -have hen made

mob,. hau

maintain the
we heat within a safe
range for
fabrics.
An exhaust duct to channel
'the moisture and lint -laden air
!from the dryer to the outside.

chamber.

dpryrizenidginpgro,c,or

velopea

years:

"I. Organize it. Time savers
arc clutter saver). and the liwary is hill of books and ideas
about this. 'thus your washer
will hold a load of dirty clothes

out of sight and ready for
washing the next day,
Double 11. Wherever

possible how two of every.
thing -throw

pillow

covers,
elipeovers-so that

necessary to keep it?

'1. Fle IL A file box is ideal

rot

loose

ideas,

recipe,.

records.

'IL Time 1.1. Pick up once-just before Daddy is due
home, and for this hour at least

the children can watch TV,
read or do something quiet.
Paint it. It
easier to
paint over fillger marks than to

tights, soros and shoulder
hags

book cases can begotten areaicr than dumping out the
whole box.

Your Weekly Horoscope
(March 21-Aaril 19.. A collision of ideas will occur
the week. After the tumult is over. you
adore the third day
will see events more clearly. Intellectually, you will nano pan.
°ramie view. Wok winds up on a note of impending adventure.
Perhaps of a romantic natum. If not romantic, then certainly

The week ahead will be no better and no worse then usual. You
will no doubt mile coin with one of your scoundrel pals by mid-

Your book cold serve. vs. rimy of purposes. It could hoM
printe, pictures, or
anti records of a special trip
trip or
event. A collection of favorite
poems, children's sayings or

week. By last dm, you will experience emotion of wild, lyric

bits of wisdom could be copied

TAURUS (April 20 -May 3011 You, Taurus, have an uncommon

talent for getting yourself involved with rogues and rascals.

GEMINI (Alm 21,1.e 20. Batten down the leaches. Gem,

"5. Imecialhe R. Keep your ',miens and am glad to hand
bedroom and, if 'visible, one them on.
other r tont ikon and 'off luau(Copyright 069 by the Grits; even If a means locks so sell Institute Of Child 130001-

VIRGO (August 23 -September 2111 Temptation will be great

to goof off in days ahead. Virg. Fight it. Avoid those who in
the past have led you down that well-known mad paved with
good intentions. Also. avoid trashy books. They only get you
all unstrung Energy returns on last day of week.

LIBRA (September 23 -October lip Time to settle down Libra.
You've had your little nine -a -ding -ding. Now it's back to work.
Week ahead appears to be rather hum-drumy. but you'll pull

YESTERDAY
TODAY and

flect on wh
our time.

TOMORROW

eir"""

Mt. Prospect

V65 Hardware

253-4601

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES
113 E. hike Street

Blonimpdole
-929-2653 or 894-7572

Since 1921

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

And that's a long time to stay young.

osa S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling

Phone 537.9874

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sole
4th Sunday el each Month
Town Holt, Lower Level
of Rondhurst
ON, 12 a 83, Mt. 'rasped

WTVGAGG MGM, GOENDIEROAD
WIEGUND

NG.. MOM

EPAIMAINEDLC.

NEW w0aYl00-IN

/MINIMUM° gaNKINo NOUN:

11 am. to 4.30 pm.
ADMISSION 50c
Antiques Erman Managers

Monday. Tuesday, Throes? -

pea at 73U. And coks who

DiedneSdoV
IWO
OO pon.

ivM
xs

ctowe en Wednesday

Near
am um to a,00 am

Se10 po Moro.
Ottreloy
sso o.m. to 1200 Noon

II

392-0383

253 9117

UN THE

2 Miles No. of Nall Day

the six high ohools in Mc distrim offering come, as well as
Intermediate sewing. Advanced student, may take tailoring
at

Pant-hedemked

ladies

NTPEPPERSHOPPMI

that they me ladies -female,
women. girls. sugar and spice
ultra-fami nine spring pants.

MONT of these schools.

Pants otyles will be fluid or
ltahcryeargrhkil'ilrg ti'vesi.np'ora

dot pants will jaunt through
opernoMos. And Anil paid,
will be seen everoheiv
Photo Hodges. fashion

FLEAKO
575 Lee SI. - Des Plaines,

:and. Sun. of orb moth

8244020

Admission 50c

women are a charm course end

1

studio in Mount Prospect.

e
VIII

799 W, Kensington

Rd..

'Mount Prospect, or by calling
.C17-1700.

tench young people 10 to 14
years old from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. and children timm 8 to
years old from 3 to 5 Emn.
Children's classes begin

and e., when to

clement today,
ions." she said.

pants

stroro.V;:ms,-,

He recommends a combination ski or a giant slalom ski for the
recreation skier and points out the ski with a one-piece edge is
more flex
and hanler to rip than those u ith Fection edges or
hidden edges. However. the oneepiece edged ski is more expensive

ranging from 5120 10 MO.
ANOTIIERBASIC point to remember when buying skis is that
metal skis will last perhaps a year onger than glass flier skis. "hut
they aren't r, much fun." Schnell says. Wood skis have more life
than metal but not more than glass fiber.

Another point to check is the 'camber." which is the convex
space in the middle of theski. A m Id ski should ham good camber

Park. Also taking reservations

far this course hanJice T.
de., monitor who can he

retention or spring hack which trips in turning. The chamber
should be at least one and one-half to two inch. in a ski than in
5.1.9 to 7 -fret' I inches long.
There has been 011:1,01000
i inereuse
la per svin in the
last year 1,, Ai neon,' d
-menu Some 011011. depending
upon the snow in the the_
I.ssest
1,0 per cant.
t

reached at 351-7239.
Baia Edwards' introductory course for beginning
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will Park.

1 to 3 p.m. an
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Gins Purina will hold hit
panting cows, beginning this
Ibunday evening from 7 to lac
p.m. al Countryside (Mlle,
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GIANURST
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lington Heights. daily from I
to 5 p.m. lescept Monday,
253-3005. Tuition for all children's classes is 5211 a semester.
Resuming Tuesday is Bar-

PHONE 437MM

Mon Housekeeper's painlina
studio, for intermediate and

920 Nost
Orion II,
111.1020

Music Center and School
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FACTS ABOUT MOIRE
Mairk is a design applied so the surrere of

O

a ribbed rubric by the movement or disriotetortion or the crosswise yenta to
r and shadows. The design le ot with
wire
the pressure of a hot rolls(
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Rh, moire demons Jo. mit tan fabrics
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6 WEEK TRIM PLAN

BM Rasped
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01 THE STATE POMO 600G

With Use of Instrument
To Beginners on our

Coll for APPOINTMENT

53,

TAIRN

RES PLAINES

Classic - Folk - Pop -Jazz

gallery. 407 N. Vail St.. Ar-

E

'NUNS 10,

T.

GUITAR LESSONS

available. spills can be wimd

Jumbo 747 Jet!
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PROSPECT
PLANT
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N EV HWY
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VISIT 8 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE
DEPARTING JULY 30, 1970

'

OR

NORWAY SWEDEN 8 DENMARK
DEPARTING JUNE 4, 1970

ARTIFICIAL

Custom Made by ANN
Does the snow and cold make

Call tx.

you long for spring? Bring it

Stop it

into your home now with

Vracefiens

"Bundle yourself up" and drive today to-

MOUNT
PROSPECT

inc.

are Nappy

2594031

61.6 MST NOUNWFST HIGHWAY

Oi

2

a

Spring Bouquet of artificial
Bowers .. . made especially for
you by Ann.

lve Seine

RANDHURST
GEORG1ANN CHAPMAN
Registered Name

team.

on March 2.1t and April 4. Registration is king taken at the

new stain.resistant fibers 110W

pleasing warmh in both op-

do-downill or lois of turning -he says.
This is one mon why he might suggest a shorterskit5.fect, to
5 -feet- I if arcperson if 5-7 or 5-11 in height/ for an older person
beinning to ski. Such a person rarely is OM 10 make an Olympic

Jan. 31, with spring vacation

AlS"'OT°IPIERCEEARs

and academic subjects, in-

able at the Adult Education
office, Adminis,tion building

around the lower pan of 11
room in winter."
You can give your children
inore be:united and comfortable bedrooms without worrying about restorining childhood activities of pasting.
painting and building. With

Puppies spring line will have
baby' toes, Mary
lane straps. buckles and but -

soy °boot Permanent Hair

cluding a few courses for college credit.
Further information is avail-

9,311 a
1111.kaurday mornings. Ted Argempolon will

rounded

Before you start treatments)
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical PrOlOSIM11 hos to

are

arts, recreation,
arts,
shostsps and trades, special inter-

537-9886

Hush

Cool Pure Air Process

m., and
and
business, the fine

CALL 255-7200

the

REMOVED FOREVER

available in the fields of com-

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

10.-41,11101,11P"'N111%*

'or example.

UNWANTED HAIR

high schools at Haberkamp's
courses

shoe -designer's -

even if they still eve a sub.
amia! touch.

doom

for 16, is oared through the
Many other

SALEBARN

lowered by repented exposure
to the chill that scans to linger

Judy McKee will instructa

eye view of the pants vogue. pearance and comfon. Theyll
-For spring. shoes also will be spend more time in Mem, en more feminine," do said. Jo ying theh privacy.
all ages re Little girls
-I've heard winter pants-shoes described as .tailemd,
chunky. rustic' spring's pints-'
shoes will he more feminine

llours 10, P.M.

in landscaping, as well as one
in interior design. A course in
flower arranging, six sessions

.

the

Ira rnsm of Arlington Nt. . Rd.
and Devon Ave.., RIG Grove

in a 10.sesion calm

(

elms for 8 to 12 -year -olds Bum

Children enjoy their mono

elefIlde

Flotrownem will also he in

2067 Miner St.
Des Plaines. Ill.
TOP DEALERS ..
COMPLETE LINES

,

birth.

DINER DROWSE

ONEYo our specilel for
ur favoritea

Other courses appealing to

Exemises for Educated Child-

634-9082

plank or tile
tance to the common cold is

every last Saturday
of each month.
Choice of color
Register Now!

And Prospect his s corse in

OPEN DART II to 4:30

Park.

WIG DRAWING

Family Relationship (Wednesdays at Prospect, 7.30 p.m)

PRIMITIVE ETCDRA

259-2210

explains

education

held on Saturday, at Pioneer

a

more when they arc carpeted,
coordinator for Hush Puppies. because carpeting gives

one on care of the hair. The
succosful graduate of thcse
way go on to Marriage and

STICK

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE
FURNITURE, CUT GLASS

BUSSE'S MOWERS a GIFTS_

will

have no trouble remembering

tan Ohm how to create stoles,

REST. MOGI

elm and ....nen Mt. Prospect

Wheeling, Ill.

In 10711. POW! It's a new
era.

yam fur styling. For SIN you

YE OLD CHINA 1 GLASS

PHYLLIS SIBLEY ANTIQUES

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

91 N. Milwaukee Ave.

You've gone a long way.
baby, since slacks M super-

of

cold
floor, his resis-

temperature

An Center.

chairman. 111111011111,Wl. All are

up with little or no damage.

Are pants feminine?

an unistic challenge will
fled Iit in six sessions (for Shlat
Prospect, where cake decorat-

domed what M do with.

SUN. sr Am.

Buy and .11
Used Furniture

Hush Puppies, about 517.1

cooking is offered for the ome
rates. starting
oht al Pros.

trims and accesories tol of
that old fur cot you've won.

Noun 10 to 6 Closed Monda y_

Antique
Beautifully Accented
With a Elora, Arrangement

arurraZuf71.7;;:?=V:n,°;,",:re'Pcal:7Ph«.11.r

But if you think you've done

312.5.-12

Open every day

Xlsovell on
Consignment

M. PROSPECT

a

is

few

everything, then here's one for

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

ollovient Zuou

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

thc

Specialized courses arc offered in knitting, lingerie making.
crocheting, erewel embroi.
Jety--men in dress design.
slipcovers and pattern drafting

ROUSE

the

on the floor? Though a child
sometimm seems oblivious to

Sere for you. Beginning sewing
given on a variety of days m

OUR LOCAL AREA

Countryside offers
childrens' courses
al Countryside
Bette
Edwards.

markets managed 10 raise cyc-

III SEASONS

your home so much more this
your
winter." Yob. said.

a tiger through the jungles of

small child doesn't love to play

NEEDLEWORK. beginner'
advanced. there's something

1,4

element, whether he's tracking

cration. hc points oral. "What

ing is being taught.

1

for Evans -Black carpets by Armstrng, he advises
people or the practicality of
reading -Aside from the
beauty, warmth and dm luxu.
rims feel of thick pile beneath
your Mut, carpeting cuts your

One good way to keep up in
through the adult education
program offered through the

semi°. for S0, including the
goat of the food. Tiourmet

and yours is at hand. Just don't bark up the wrong tree.

wing of your home is
be prepared to enjoy
enjoy'

hustle a little' US1 10 keep up.

ond. Tuition

"The time to start your project of carpeting the bednam

51156 PILE carpeting will
make any boy feel he's in his

Three separate claso are

Pluto and fancy cooking.
starting tonight at Hersey. 10

PISCES (February 19.March 211U Tensions should diminish
in week ahead. And it's about time, isn't il, Pisces? You've put
up with a lot in the past few weeks. but every dog has his day,

to dream on, to mad a book
or plan a hike on.

Peeing.

sulation and retaining
room's warmth.' he says.

Alin"

in

partment. Let the status remain quo_

frilly pastel shades or bolder
lutes in goon, yellow, and hot
pink. whichever is hest suited
to her individuality.

honing bills by providing in-

IN THE KITCHEN -courses

Personal life still in a state of flux. Make no mbves in this de-

India or setting up his fon on
the Western frontier. Shag is
made for children to sprawl

the world that we have to

in

LENG111 of a ski depends upon how good a skier the
person is. he explains. and the longer the ski the smoother it tray.
els. But a longer ski Is harder to turn. Schnell does not favor the
shonyskis since -a person who stuns on ahem skis will find it hard
to get used to long skis."
It is imputant to tell the salmman what type skim, you want to

snood lac feminine bedrooms.
Your dungh 0:'s nom can re fleet her own personality with

being offered to children in the
semeuer beginning this week

noon. Here arc
classes hong, offered:

You may be used by one whose values are less than honorable.

1003 V. 'AVOrotld Rd.
Prospect Heights
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

no.

design

are J0i11,3 with

runs into April. April also sees the opening of the Seinosil in South
America and Australia.
Schnell advises Nom new 10 the sport to concentrate on buying
the ski first, thee the binding andlast the boot,
He believes in paying more to get mom quality. 'Non will be."
he explains. .120 per cent hater skier if you hae a better ski."
-Those who Inns skis tea 515-52f/ and slightly more will have
no ski left tit the end of the season. AntnTmpensive ski may warp.
delaminote or break."

The traditional Japanese book, made in the
accordian-fold method, is not difficult to make
and will attractively display your prize prints car
MOM.

Eskimo in an igloo when your
bare feet touched an ice-cold
floor in winter?
Instead of jumping bock tin.
Bernath mast warm blankets,
Chuck Yobs, suggests. 'it's
link mars new bedroom car -

TO per cent mark-

shop.

down. Out West, sales stun lam since the mason generally

YOUR FAMILY'S health
is mother important comic,

women

will be a bit trying. but with a little effort on your pm, all will
go well. Donh allow yourself to get hooked on unworthy plan.

However, many skiers arc less concerned with repair than
with finding a good buy for next year...Sale" time begins after
Washingmn's Birthday. accoMing to a leading Manhattan ski

Your book is now finished
ready to be used for
mounting, writing or sketch -

Have you ever felt like an

this week. and a wide variety of
courses am Inning offered with

AQUARIUS (January 20gehruery 181: If you managed to
get through last week, Aquarius. congratulations. Week ahead

MOST SKIS he services require refinishing or filling in cracks
the
tops
and
bottoms or
supplying new tops
or bottsms, or both.
in

Carpeting cuts fuel bills

The spring semester starts

Need old Olga say more?

IA NEW SHOP IN

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

SELECT YOUR cover ma-

high schools of District 214.

CAPRICORN (December 22 -January 191: During week ahead,

daughter Heidi have little time for the slopes.

under pressure again.

As director of styling and

These are days of action,

Cap, you would be wise to remember an ancient truth: the fool
is always getting ready to live. It's once around the horn. baby.

Toni Schnell. at 29, h. 10 yea, experience in repairing skis
for P&M Distributors in Westbury, Lang Island. The firm hon.
dles Blizzard Skis in the United States. but Schnell, formerly an
apprentice cabinetmaker, repairs all brands. As result of rebuilding more than 1,000 pair of skis year.Schnell.his wite and

and

when m much is going ,on in

to home. Avoid arguments.

MY HOUSE

GIFIS

knife or roma blade.

our northern Illinois winters
keeps many dos indoors. giv, time ar reing us mo

If situation in this area appears rather bleak. seek from one

\

ANTIQS ME

very carefully with a sharp

your life and perhaps the lives
of those about you. The cold of

By mid -week you would be wise to double chock financial status.

II

0.101151.1UE3

very size. Niemen: and cut

about for a way of enriching

SCORPIO Nkleher 23 -November De Did you do a favor
for a friend last week Scam? If you did. Mat same (neon may
he around in days ahead to thank you in a very specie) way.

r
,

well. for pages. but you might

may be glued over this ref
different kind of lining. It
might he well to let this dry

thouonc,igth

BMWs new with you,
If -nothing" is your answer.
maybe it's lime to man casting

on your face. Maybe even a grin. you rascal.

\
4)1

ty drawing paper work very

ever. other decorative papers

lustration hoard or backs of to
him, about
inch
larger on all sides h
your

the

By Marilyn Shuman

through. In fact. by the end of the week you'll love o smile

),"H
t

willtr paper

pieces of cardboard, such as il.

Want to learn? District 214
offers women a wide choice

opment. Inc.)

141)

keep them Ras
Large sheen of a sued quali-

into even pleats. Yo
have
to paste several pieces together:

.

'2ot you have some place to re-

om laT1.1 Allow the Palm,
-Magee" to dry under the
weight of several books to

Elmer's. (tto nOt
userubber cement.
will

Pages of the

cover, of two

of your overed boards. This
will form a limn sheet. Dew -

'For

ered witli a favorite paper or

that better times are coming. Honest Won.

SAGITTARIUS (November 12.1:Member me Oh SM. when
will you learn? Do you have to get hit on the head with a mallet
before you understand that the path you are on is fraught with
danger? Olgti mid you about the net last week. remember? For
your sake. she hopes so. Week ahead is oven more perilous.
Do only what is Ocquired of you in week ahead, and stick close

can give good, practical advice
like thia I appreciate your sug-

butcher papes io white re col.
em,

glue, such

book, fold long

Mort:

To attach the pages to the
covers. glue the end sheets of
the folded pages to the inside

fields arc simPly oat or the gooks. Do your best to muddle
Oro the next few days, Leo my Im, and Olga promises you

touch up spots withant 1011.Vin,
marks.

middle of household clutter

like bond, charcoal or even

back land forth like pleats. The.
cover is of firm cardboard coy.

PORM

LEO duly 23-Augast 2.211 Do not allow yourself the luxury
of getting itchy in week ahead, Lox. For you will hem neither
the time nor the energy to scratch. Besides, you ail( have all
you can do to manage things on the old hum. front. Forman

they are haying in equipment hemline they didn't grow up with the

board cover.

Center eartIPMEd On cover murk, and alok.

material.

cell the shots.

-

One fact, according to an Austrian skier and technician. is
definite. -Seventy.five per cent of American, don't know what

ear's Glue slightly with water,
cover one side of Cherd
with it, and cente it On
the material. Rub well on both
sides until
fectly smoMh.
Cut off t comers of the
material,
the,
leaving a
to
from
board equal to the
thickness of the board. Ohm
these Rao down to the cards

origin. Many of the traditional,toga the length desired. Leave
Chinese a. Japanese books
a on.half inch tab at one end
are made in this accordion
to use os an overlap when you
fashion, with the pages folded. join the paper. Use a good

CANCER Dune 21-Jely Ohm No matter what the temperature
is ouvof-doors. don't put your heart fn cold storage. Moonehild.
The week ahead is one that is (volatile for adventure concerning
member of opposite sea Should you be so inclined. that is. You

strength (or courage/.

on all sides than your card .board covers. Thin some EL

The style of the book we

for week coming up

tut

IOU

tree-quaners of an inch widet

shell describe is Oriental in

dramatic move. On last day of week, bed do. early. With
BOOK. You're going to need all the enemy you can muster

who is in -the -know. Then follow it.

Semidry it. Pictures on
walls. knickknacks on shadow

own decorative papers).
Cut this material at

would make an especially nice
gift. The size and design of the
book will depend on its use,

for in days ahead you tire sure to be subject to one of your recurring fits of sanity. You will see things as they really me. For
a chose. Instead of as you wish them to be Could be week for

There are a la t of Ifs' about skims in the United States. These
usually run: If I had the time: if I had the money: if I had the

pozoibilities of making your

into it and eon illustrated. It

splendor.

papers,

Chinese foils, fine silk shun lung, linen. denim and burlap
arc all suitable choices. (In a
later article we will explore the

o wn.

finencial.

Buying skis? Here's
what to look for

Japanese hand -printed papery'

sures in your life? Do you treasure rare old editions or thcloty
est best-sellers? Then perhaps
you would enjoy the experience of personally designing and making a hook of your

Arse

hobo book

tevial.

Are books one of the plea-

wash them. and inmpensive
water paint rnakm it easy to

tiled far mid -1920. i.oter, the
carmine,
spanking -new ensembles will
while one is being washed and boxes and top ehrlf. gay colors,
be
to its staffing the - inmed, the other can be in make it horn, but 'out of
BOAC
prmently operated
use. Sometimes it takes no a reach' of small hands.
Ott and VCIO jets.
couple of weeks to go a cover
"All of thsse are important,
washed.)
but the colder Ruk is accept 31-11.: SUPER jet -age cm"3. Bag, Box and Cover II. once. Take the age of your
tumes stok to ram modern
Slipcovers are easier to clean youngest child and subtract
Istyling while avoiding
dam upholstery. Small items. Nat from I8. This is the pmbsuch m games and sewing able length of time you must
liadshort fashion fads. Top.
ripper jackets. dresnes
med. mn
booed
put up with 'dunce Scans
stacked on shelves. Laundry rather short in comparison to
and trousers repIxe the raincoats, jackets, blouses and
bags in clown and doll shapesl the years after they be gone,
skins of today. But the tmu.
and hassock chests are ideal doesn't it?"
ors will only he wom on limitfor hiding washing ironing.
ed occasions. Accessories inmmding.
'Thanks a millbn. Only
clude kne.high leather bans.
"4. Substitute II. 'Toys in somebody who's right in the
court and low.hcel shoes, navy

By Ruth Cournoyer

A controlling thermostat to

the "Maytag Encyclopedia of
Home Laundry,"
in the
1930s and was nothing more
than a large, hot sheet -metal

ca? For answers. look at your

a plastic""

SUPER COMPACT
MOTO TOOL

Drente,

gas

clothes dryer. The first of these,
laundry marvels, according to

wife spends her money in ways

Hall worn.n mend affial
deal of the family's budget on

HEART WITH ,p

LILL
IP'''':Stfrr71=Ze""'"

ed the invention of the

Page 13

Sharp shopping with aileen

How to make a handsome book

the evaporation process.
A motor to dove the fan and
rotate the drum.

was the necessity that mother-

elements for drying,
A source of beat to spe

that.

that defy explanation. What's.
important to one woman is not
even noticed by another.

too much opening.

Cl

tumbling Mum, speeding up

Eliminating these hazards

dom. Temperature, could
gtsocilioilhincethzhectyodzs,.

SO IT GOES -the house.

17'

homemakers.

baps $600 worth of draperies
on the first floor. Then we go
&seater area! I woe. Have
upstairs and find a make-shitt
you looked at your shoes late- - dresser with a missing leg,
ly?" I saw that most women of (propped , on books/. worn
this town were well dressed sheets, dilapidated pillows, or
exeept for their shoes, which torn curtains. In many lovely
were often old flats with run- new homes the kid's mattresses
down heels, tennis shoes worn are all old and lumpy!
home
wailed and
maw about
n the
worn boots. They matched the the well stocked bar where the
wallets!
kids wear ripped mittens and
not one of money, but of primnice. Thom two Rena rank low
on our lists. Maybe it's the re sult of just too owe, wear and

Lik.1.19.4 .1joadisp 4

clothes in the heated air
A fan to move the heated air
more rapidly through the

a gas burner and a fan Oat

.1 am sure that the problem is

After that shocking obseres. I began to look care-

WIN HIS

cold high winds and careless
children have always plagued

room, a silver service in the

day shoes. No, there is real

Creative corner

A rotating drum to tumble

LAST YEAR at this
dme,
Imoved
heated air around
formal
dining
room andthe
per -the
was observing women's every-

THE DAY
Monday January 26 IWO

Sylvia's Flowers

CL 5.4680

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Daily 8 6
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Prospect whips Fremd; still in race

West upended by South, 73-66
By .1

Alen Cook

Awl Sport Ed
Bs 1 Inds H mann
Sports Editor

tted pleat in the league °nth

Knights gave up the ball '17,

then. huld u Inner non -cum
ference mark and boasted a
soond place in the

the minute. visiting Prospect
pt On its second high-woring

Friday night dithlayrow

NorthHolid, Imnament.

as the Knight of Bill Slayton
amassed WI pollms in the wealth1 half to whip !Did -Sub.
bin counterrta thenal.

Prospect. on the other hand,
been humiliated at its holi-

I

day tournament a. had lost
three of four o,ing games.

65.

The Fremd .11.1 iv known

A 28-25 halftime mark was
1..11 hv the namade by 01111

Mt in running and pressing
men. and well respeefed for

41%. i'lInile01 connected

with a quick tome.

its Wall.

on 64 pm sum of it, second.

hit what tom kastth7vskith

half field tonal uttempts and the

Vikings vartil on.33 per mail
of its trim fiorn the del& The
shooing story ve the
amt

hen' -did n't figtec on was to get

outrun by 1'n peel The elk.
ings were guilty el 21 turn or en in the game. hut Pros-

half was a complete 111141101,111

from thdt of the first

cm" nand ths home memos!

(wily Arlington ahead of them.

In a ktme that gm horror by,

1C4111144

1101H IF %%IS had bean
tied with Forest View for ace.

pect forced 14 o f Chow directly.
by stealing the hall and picking

when

ii

P rospect aallinl only a 3: per
onit aocuract -ding while the

VD. stropped to a nl s. idrie

THE ERENID twos. hoe

211 per colt

foie.

although

steals

the

tames.

Fretmd built an early 7.2
lead hub saw it melt into; 12-

Prospect

10

advantage

by

end Dear Lundstedt both toot

that couldn't compare with the
suddenlyAccurate Knights.

tr.71.10:01i1lii,-,ite:sre

t.,t,e.11,

end the period. Three buCkets

ina row by Rick Gear, nob
Mike Kola put

theand

the Vikm hack on top, but
toy Rush and Brad Rucker tied
it ttp at In he

Frei, then went into an-

other it

miwirt the last 10
shots it mart in the rtlf. Pros.
last kept
host team in the
however.

game.

est-

by

elating
personal foulspock
n
the final six minutes. the

e

suffered

Innt

a

c third quak

tor as junior centers Randy
Hague and Tundstedt Can-

celled each other out. Hague

exiled with 1:31 left

in the

third W/1011 the referee said he

slapped Rucker on

lay,.

a

Lumistedt was los than armum behind when Dave Wickutn
the leweline old he
wo whistled for a fifth infraction.

1

od.

Ow Prospectors !worn 10
all away ahonst a minute imo
the third -quarter ea Rucker

EACH OF the centers are

fort! rtints for .heir respec-

teams'. offense and deFenzel But Friday the two

thrted each other to a near

rthotinds whoo

my red Onnton
111E KNIGITIS

standstill. Riau, collsch.d re
loose on the Past both end points on two field goals and
Frond threw the ball out of two.from the line while Landsbounds twice. Kola m ade tedt hit twice from the field.
three in a row for Fremd, but once in each half Each hail

continwally broke loose for layurt as
the pace of thegame increased.
but Frernd's forward Gore

continuer! to keep a cool head
and lead the Vikes. Caere ink
pressed with 0 Dam Dell of 14

seven rebounds.

With the big men gone. the
two squads .mlied mere and

surto,

IS

pohrt to tie with En re Write

wam scoring Melons.
No one player deserved
credit for Prossisss, 36. point
Bucklinal-motom otith,o
cit. Kissh. Pales and 140 alai

tarall centrihnted three has -

more 011 Men running games
end the score nmunted almost

test. She Knights netted 28
points into third quarter with

1 he Her. Ihtskie

built

earn lead 1 rido meta
and were tuner headed in they
handed the
ting skstgats
Conant
throlang in u
un

'

eeplie hard.,

Mid-Sohn:kin
h ill duel.

Woo ties, moso int°

.1

foorth-pao
141-011141.
KO dal, owning 4-3 leaeue
teals. Sluelping Conant
our sine:
non 2.-S

is

the rISF eellat
in the

A NIA.1011 as

prs....ire sick, wo 1110 astly

dud.
improved I kney
shooting ilea' 1 tusk...sink :5
o! 34 11,111 lile 01101ill
including .011
eight Irj
Mark Jacob.. nib
Andy
111110 by

Panc./. tour

'or lire

13.1 Sin y and sew
by Savor
It

he

mithath guard marks it four io
row it lew seconds later when
he vas agam hacked to give his

wan. wird Iltnespoint bulge.
.111111,

I inilthrm
the
litiskto thew biggest 'margin
el the Orating at 2N -I,
Ildnise hit r tinal 1w0 -p1411111:1 Niark

to reed the Coro, ino the
locker room trailing Pave 11 at
the ntermission.

Iota) quick hucken by lbw
Hord Medi, the Conant club
id man the second half. turd
once ositn the Cougars wen.
.thle to go w ithin five. And
Hersey war definitely haring
its
troubles. Iveatise Und
drom Ithded ont WI (011 to

1101.4 ivpical He,
the de.

sm.

lenbo nwthIn both wart. I
u hi. hoc
dy
mando-man deletes all
.44,4144111.
Nell/ 11110
...1140
M:.

44

the bench. hit a clutch 20-firow
er to put the I tusk ies tip hy secen. Then Feige -andwteheit

thrton's. and all
,ndo,n,
lie .. , e ,, had it. 13 -point lead

rpm dropping hack front tea:
11%11411111011-10-1110111,140,

Into thy

Irt, foul slut and aeon'spr

hosts

13,1acobs ebbed out the pen.
oil and 0,100 the rejuvenated
blu.skies an
insurmountable
44-29 atharnage. at the quo -

first time this year.
And fie once the

didn't hoe to look
a cone.
the Cougar. throv a
tam.
/11

them

agaiaq

n -to -man

n

from the heantung
111"T Tr was the old ichdhle
press that allowed

the Huskies to build tip their

54lead. With

the

wore 54 in the home team
wore

favor. Flerwy 10401 on
straight point, by lepeatedly
stealing 1110 ball in Conanfs
backcourt !rehire the mtg.,

ter.

poured in 20 more
point, in the rurtway last peri.

ort. and elNICil Roger pry

Iwo.. Spry. Pane.. and

Feign ay. mint ierpondble

for the bursa. with rho hooting
I.eigc picking up seven sic the
11 quick eounter, f he wirt

after die Iteetie low gunner
war Ott

terrible dry
spell at the beginning of the
second wan. and Conant.
hit

3

with the help or tour points
conlcrence

sowing

leader

B ram Baton. was able to min

row the rtithin

211-1 t

two free trow, alter almost

pit -

Hersey score. 1 he

out

last sithrti-

tricot.1.41 One of

to ento the game. Mike

Thomas. really
der distinsmished
hirtelf lir
the final

three Husk. field colas on 11
layup and two jumpers.
firr wwring honors with 21
markers apiece. Also hitting M
douhle 'figures for
were

Jacoby with 17

and Pancrats,

who Malty fouled riut with
2:25 loft in the game. with 12.
rtints for
Lloyd added
I

Husk -

mar that
'I raw.who h. hear in a shootint:slump for.= dine. pus in
in the

ies

L141111041

two nice outside shots and hew

that mold ortainl dace great

help to the tont ins rmaining

HERSEY 1711
Playas

11

P

II

-I

12

I

3

1

11

Nagel

0

0

torso
hqngg.

2

U

Fisher

is

/

0
0

II

0

yog,ff
Martel
Toads
Player

'

R

11

P.
2

1

Brandi
Grady
Nelson
Harold

2
It

Hon

fine .667 shooting tiara
Rucker and Sin White led with
four and three indkets apiece.
Commanding a 13-innint

Barton

II

3

I

0

O.

11

2

II

0

I

0

n

It

1

7

Pither

0
0
0
0

0

B
4

14

P

0

I

4

2

7
0

7

5

II

1

do it. but finally overtook the
how Glenbard North Panthen
and won going away. 57.51.

The victory kept the Wildcats'

paper -thin

Mid -Subur-

ban Logue title hopes alive.

pushirt their moot to 34.
The

Pantherr droprtd

pre-

cariously close tolhe loop cellar with a 2-5 nark.

'nix

controlled the
opening tip and s ,,,,
quick.
ly. gathering a 7 -II lead before
the

Wilde.

e ould

-as-

semble their attack. A Wheeling chairty tow interrupted the'
string. hut Don Anastasri weond basket of the quarter put
the home dub on top by a n-1
ledger_ The eight point gap
proved to he the largest lead

Wood. The long pivotman
didn't make an appear:mot until the second quarter and

didn't hit hisdinit point until
the third period. but he turned
it on when the chips were
down. dumping in 10 Point; an

By Tem Rowe
The Arlington Cardinals
continued to ntll on onvant the
idguhurban League
pionship.

head

as

ach
in-

co0110110

George Zigman's troops

Both squads were Willi, 01
several fouls in the early nan-

nies of play as the refereek
Mund soon infractions in
three and a half minutes. ins
dicating the two teams own
eagerness.

vaded the Palatine gymnasium

The Pirates' first lOal points
and marched out with their 1,41.40e istrned a§ result of Ilicse
seventh 4.401144CellliW, aonler- Ands. with HasNtch and Chris
once win. triumphing 72-51.
Andnano dropping in the two
This itnrtaant league vi
awarded charity shots_ Arlingtory kept the Redbirds in fins ton Brodnan tallied four mark.
place in the wild MSI. race.
15 -foot jumper and a
full two games ahead of their pair of free tosses to fee the
nearest competitors. Prorpect Cards a 4-0 lead which they
and For. View.
never relinquished.

contest.

were kept near the cellar by e
powerful Cardinals. as this kns

the ninth pun:

!caws them
non.

THE

CRAPPY
lobe
denied o
Were ROI

5

8

4 14

II

4

2

2

2

5

DAVE HASSACIL

deep ma other Frail

rman
.Dents
Kummer.

WillsnoTom

halftime advantage,
the last eight minutes again
told the story.
THE. ENCOUNTER began
in typical championship style

in the backcourt but Jim Withams for South and Willie An.
derson for West both ltd cummendable jobs of getting the
ball over the 10-secand stripe
a Theerts up Ow offense

Te Warrior

first period
scodng chores rested on the

shoulders of Herr and Kum-

wort cold streak jo come
had stomp in the firtls minllICS 10 remain with in striking

in jumpers to make the wore.

distance of the Cards at the

37-33. Cards' Sill Kick. Bill

Heffernan and Brodnan

half, 37-27.

eight Istituto ol play trailing.
5140. and in nod ol a hig
,coring period if they had
plans of getting back into the

MOW.

second leading worer in Ow
mMSL. supplied the only relief

ths ailing Falmirt l'ans
Pan hot hand from the Boor

cond.. and he chipped in
points. Arlington's Mike
game
played his finest
game of the :8.'8It 1811Yints 25'
markers
rah while pulling down
nine
26

was

brorthi a nor from the Pirate
hut Arlingtons' Ken
Peters and Mandcle threw in

next in line in the scoring column with 19. The talented

fax throws to build up six.
rtint edge at the end of the

Card John

Brodnan

Thor:
Card ace couldn't food the
the. quarter:18-12:
range from the. florin as
Card
pounded in considerably kwer
field goals than usual.

fiat:before Fch.n. to ho accept 359-0333.

The visiting Grenadiers had a
large. boisterous folloving at

metgme and it was evident

k

the start that the Falcons
Were going to have a tougher

ARLINGTON FM/

SERF

Player
13n.nan

Hull
Rack

6

7

4

3

2

0' 9

3

Heffernan
Mandate

3

05

Peters

0

Harris. G.
Totals

I

Can

rt.' a center as he's been all

rte from a leg -injury. original.
ly hurt Iwo weeks ago told re -

season in the fourth stanza Fri-

verso Arlington

lot week..

Wood's 'prescene
or did not

day. connecting on four baskets and two free throws. Ka well fouled out with a few min-

2
2

2

Rood!.

5

5

&egg

first half at the outset of the
third Mirka as the Panthers

00

Kos

o

0

Barthule
Wood
Totals

3

0

2
4

4

3

3

immediately have

effect on

pesky Glenbard contingent. But thanks to Kawell's

moved back into a seven -point

advantage. An omen of things
to come was seen at the 1,30

Wheeling was fortunate that

seated quarter jump ball. but

its two guards. Gary Kawells
end Mike Groot brought their
shooting eyes during the Er,
half of Friday night's encauta
ter. The Panthers stormed out

tgrickly turned it over to the
hustling 'Cats. Groot popped
in .0 of his 14 markers and
2222Glenbard had was down

mark of the quarter when
Wood hit afro throw, his first
point of the test. The point
came in the midst of one of
Wheeling's temporary comebacks that concluded with
them down by one point, 423

of roes taking block and would

to single point.

42. at the end of ohe perkid.

have blown the visiting Wildcats off of the court had it not
been for better-Os...wrap
shooting by the two backcourt

The home team won't
about to ro'looner and die.
however, and short while lat-

slattern.

22-15.

THE PANTHERS simply
dither haye the necessary. re-

the final quarter to
hold data their lead. 1(avoll
'ntent

2
1

B ill Ileffernan 1111 and Pirate Rhsts Sehnert 12011nok no The Redbirds son the game 71-50. irhom
h i Tom Rowel

3
2
7

weight classes en route to their
30-16 triumph.
Three area was highlighted

-

22 13 24 I
I

4

I

3.

4

wAnzh,tati

MID.SUBURBAN LEAGUE
BASKETBAL,LG,
STAND.

55.'
I

0

4 TEA,
2
I

Ading'"'
Fon:. sq.,

0

17 17 30 20. Hersey

SCORE BY QUARTERS ,,,,,,,.
Wheeling
GlenbardNorth

2

2

12

3

13 18 10 16-57 ,....,,
16 15 7 9-51

O

H
19

13

2

2

O

0

0

O

0

0

28

3

22

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Arlington
18 19 14 21-71
Palatine,. 15 13 11.-50

Frank Dalcompo in the 98

Sin', This victory by Walsh

pound

class. but Arlington's

came in the dosing seconds of

Gary Stumpf lied the score al

the match and ruined Ander.

kept the
conference slates
clean
matingmatingtheir matches.

3-3 with his win over Kevin
Loners".

PIRATE DEAN Hutch.-

son opened the meet with 5-2

decision over Arlington's
Glenbard Noah
Palatine

WL
7
5
5

4
4
2

0
2
2

Neat Week's Games

Friday
Hersey CO Pea

3

Forest View at Wheeling
Conant at Elk Grove

4

Frond al Arlington

5

Glerthard North at Palatine

3

Palatine's Steve Silkworth
recorded one of the Orte pins
of the afternoon ar Arlington's
Wayne Pierre fell victim to the
powerful Pirate grappler.
The Cards seemed angered

sordn's

perfect conference at.

'Ailington's Pete Haab
swayed the lead back to the
Cards with his 3:53 pin over
senior John Keating, giving
the Redbirds a 20.16 deansage.

by the pin and fought back
with three straight victories by

Bob Wilson, Stanuak, and
Mike Weber tot the 123. 130
and 137 weight classes, memlively. McAlister retaliated
with the second Oil of the eve-

ning, as he plastered Adingtons Scott Douglas in 5:21.

Stumpfs decision over Pirate Glen Hughes gave the
Cards 0 two point lead. 15-13,
but the Pirates globe it back .
Jim Walsh boat Cardinal Carl
Anderson at the 165 weight

CARDS ANDY Laken
and Jeff Selleck botkwon their
matches, as Locken recorded
default as Palatine's
Bruce Eberle sustained an
his by

ankle injury during the con less. Selleck's five point decision was obtained by forfeit, as
Palatine's Jeff Frost has been

nursing a shoulder injury and
head coach Bob Sonneman
chose to fest his Mknted senior
the match had no bearing on

the outcome of the meet.

under-

Forest View had its hands
full throughout the opening
half. The teams stayed within
two points of each other in the
John mooch 1.1.11 of Elk Grote light, Forest View, Dave Long

tfronti and Keith Phillip, fora rebound. nut mystenous -mt.- arm In the picture seems w bete the bed grip on the OIL
Illnito by George Amundsent

OF THE

referees
resof,yca,..,..o,

of
're firalperankilLabTegas'uarle
to continue after some tape
was applied. The delay lasted
about 10 minutes, but it was

enough to cool off the %r-

first quarter and the Falcons
grabbed an 11-9 lead when
Wayne Meier hit a short jumper with sewn seconds to go in
the period.

By Gerona Hart

elapsed. then Kaskie cash. a

Ids amain g how the
soo
bokohall team can look o
thifinent on two consecutive
mein, St. one tam were

pair of free throws hefore Pet warm has again from 15 feet.
From there. Cullen. Kaskie
and Keehan took over the Via tor scoring o the Lions am

amazed this weekend by the

16.13 at Ow end of the find

1 ions

quarter.
Pettenuun. Keehan and
Rech hit on quick field goals to

as

they

crushed

St.

Idancis DeSitles. 74-49, then
rett 10 Sk Patrick, 7140.
linday. On their home court
against

Debates, the
do no wrong

lions

:C:IA.'rff:Irdtli:

hen

Leading 54-45 going into
the fourth quarter. the Lions
took command of the game.
oulscrwing the Pioneers 204.
After the starters piled up a big
lead. subs tae lhawinski. Sieve

and Brian Carley and Cook
came M and continued the
Lions' Inc play All the sulk

They went on a field goal
famine during the initial Dora
minutes of the quarter while

Falcons threatened to run
away early in the second quer-

straight baskets, Greg Shevell

got two of the bockats and
Dave Long and Meier one
apiece as Forest View's lead
jumped to 19-9,

The lead grog to 11 at 2110. hue Elk Grove refused to
let Forest View get away. Can-

ter Mark Hopkins hit on four
baskets and swept the back.
boards during the Mit 3:41 of

the half to draw the Oren.
hen to within 27-23 Sr the
half.

Forest View finally managed to shake the poky Grenadiers during the early minutes

of the second half The Falcons. ,essure defense both
shut off Hopkins in the middle
and
forced numerous Elk

Grove turnovers as the lead
jumped to 11 at 36-25.

contest. Elk Grove cut it lurk
down to 12 a couple of times
but the outcome was never
really in doubt.
Meier paced the Forest
View attack for the third game

.in a row with 21 points, with
Olson adding 13 and Long II.

the

lod. St. Francis closed the gap

put the Vidor quintet behind
22.7 at the end of the first

wah 10 points, any of them
Um, the utv8erst

from Rankle. Cullen and Kcch
of the period.
for the
ime. Vid led 24-21.
At halftdurat

ALTIll/lIGH -VIKTOR
dominated the reboundini in

57.18 rebounding adv., PettenUtto contributed
II to that total.

gedly hung on. staying within
nine points of the Lion, Kas.

The win was a fine team effort as all the starters finished
the game in double scoring fig-

., Mark Keehan had

press

and

the third quarter, DeSalcs

sg-

kic and Cullen provided the
bulk of the scoring although
everyone scored.

6

27 20

57

FRANCIS

1111111411.40. Vialor was out scoml

in every quanta. but not as
much as in the first.

THE LIONS began to solve
the pros in the second quarter,
but by then al was too late and
their cold -shooting didn't help

oaten.

Rojas

I
2
2

3

Reynolds

O

0

23

7

Total

5

0
0

FPR

B

6

1

3

ST

II

/3

3
1

Zs

1

PATRICK (71)

Cullen had 12 points and +ix
rebounds. and Bob Rech had
11 and four.

ing.erald

The next game, the Saturday night contest with St. Patrick. was another team effort,
hot not in the same sense. No
one did well, save for Garbler

Robson
Lucas
Burke
Pierce
Christiansen
Kohn
O'Shea
Zygmun
Totals

16 rebounds and Pettenuazo's
12 points and 12 rebounds.
Pettenumo was the only

Lion to get into double lie..
Cullen and Kazoo got
}tech had nine, and
giantapiece.

Keehan had three. Freshman
Mike Cook donated the final
wo points to the Viator total.

0
2
2

2
9
6

St. Visitor's Mike Pertnurto 1211 looks hack toward the hail
inept. hut during the third quarter of the Friday night game with
Wale, Pelit11111.0 led Menton wren with 16 points.

Pinder had 14 talliei and Rin
tau 10 for Elk Grove.

2

0
0

7

2

4

5

8
3

7

2

9

4
0
0

4 11

1

2

3

2

24 18 21 27

15

13 - 66

BFPR

Player
Long
Meier
Olson

I

5

I

8

3

9

Shovel!

2

Phillips

3

2
4
2

I

1

1

Bauer

I

Cavallo°
Enna

on TV
The YMCA Y

FOREST VIEW (63)

3

7
2

Indian

Guido. of whkh the Northwest Suburban YMCA in Des
Plaines has members. will be

shown in an episode of the
Julia Show called "Sioux Mc

neath bucket in hope, of gaining an assist against srelthival Make

-Don't Woo Me" tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. over NBC-TV.

South Friday aight. The drake Hardm broke open close game
In the final period to dol Wed Its third straigM setback. 7346.

Channel 5.

(Photo nyd. Alen Cook/

Make West's Fred Horn has just delivered boort pus under-

Julia a young widow, gets
0
into complications when she
Mdone
2
0 0 tries to find a "rather" for her
Talk
2
15 14 31 young son Corey so he can go
ELK GROVE (49/
to an Indian Guide meeting.
0
0

0

1

1

BFPR

Player

5

Pindcr
Hopkins
Leach

6

2

3

4

1

3

2

4

3

I

511tilii sons. insists they attend
meetings togeMer.
Julia, son as an Indian
Guide is Oat of more than

3

0

325.000 real life members in

1

3

1

2

21,500 Indian Guide
across the country.

1

2
4

Eiden

3

Miedema
Boyer
Coll

0

1

0
2

0
0

Tools

18 13 21 33
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Forest View
Elk Grove

ThcMGuides. which promotes
companionship of fathers and

5
8
10

16 14 22-63
9 14 7 19-49

clubs
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Theorganixation was fund-

ed in the St. Louis YA1CA
in 1926 with lore from Joe
Friday. tin Ohjihway Indian.

East Demons toppled, 84-66,
by visiting GBW Hilltoppers
By Bob 1 -letterman

the first big scoring edge was
&tined by the visitors.
In u run and shoot quarter.

reach 60-I3 at the end of the
third eight minutes.

night but soli low what must he
considered a basketball upset
to visiting Glershard West. 64 -

the Hilltopper five mminued
to show strength of the back.
boards, and rtced hy the hot
hand of guard Mark Lugin
moved out to a lead of six

Demons make a belated bid for
the contest as they pulled with
10
portpo of the victors in the
early
rt of the final period.

66,

points at the seam) horn.

BUT IT WAS the referee's
whistle which broke the home
court momentum. and with
3:51.1eft in the con., and the

Bill Knapik and Maine East
held the West Suburban soon
ing leader to 10 pfhrts Friday

Hilltopper Jim Adamson
had entered the andot with

Mona

than

a

25 -point

per

game average from his for.
ward position, and Leg coach
Bruce Brothers hoped to stop
the 6-4 scoring machine with
senior Denson forward Knapik. But when GlenTurd took

IT WAS THE third period
which proved the Glenbard
dominance at a leas than aggressive Maine offense was
stopped by fine GW defensive

the court. Adamson was not on

work as the shifting tetra of the
Olen Ellyn team bald the Demetes far Tern Ma hasten foreing them to take the long. poor

the front line but at a guard,

percent, shot.

ILNAPIK STILL defensed
the hot shooting visitor. limiting him to only four baskets
and a pair of free throe,. bur in
the eneanttrne. the rest of the
Gknnnrd contniment ws outplaying the other foura East
roundballers and h emerged
with the 18 -point win.
Maine contributed to its

Glenbard,

the other
hand, smad able to work the ball
on

dose in time and again against

Maine's standard inn on man
play, and with a good shooting
period, pat the game out of

Dimmer
Dilg

Fem.

The final quarter saw the

Demons within five baskets of

the Hilhoppers. Mark Bondcan fouled Or.
Bondeson was follow. to
the bench by Jack Cronin 37
seconds late, and the remaindon of the game saw Glenbanl
rebuild thew Irtd in a run and
shoot wanton

GLENBARD WEST
Player
Adamson
Paid

13

4
4

F

1141

P5

6

2

12

0

0

2

I

1

Hansen

9

7

Luginbil

3

Storm

I
I

II
2
II

2

D

lapel
Strand
Totals

I 27
MAINE EAST (MI

BF PR

Player

Cronin

1

Reimann
Deschamps
Ithedeson 7

8

1

0

6

Wagner
Umery
Buchweits

0

0
16 16

2

32

BF

1

5

1

Keehan

1

I

I

O

0

0

2

6
2
2

3 12

out of the game with regularity
in an attempt to gain personnel
advantage, but it was the running game of Maine East and

16

the fine board work of Glen -

3
O

11 18

3

1

0

4
7
2

0

7 44

bard that held the even score

During the second period,

0

5

8

4

4

2

I

0
0

Knapf

'folds
29 3 23 23
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Glenhard-

2

3

2

WI,,

0

1

0

Main East

12 211 111 24.414
11

14

17 13 En

....for the fine
support through the
years. Your encourage

ant makes it easier
for the Jaycees to
accomplish their
community goals.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

coaches shuttled players in and

2

2

3

I

point on lack Cronin's

In the initial period, both

P

7

I

I

But the Green and White

the score 3-0 before Bob !lei.
mann tallied the first basket
for Maine East.
From that point through the
remainder of the opening period, the East fast break frustrated the fine I -3-I tone atb,
tempted by the visiting hoops5
tea, and the first quarter en-

5

4

1

Bondoon. M
Knapik

ids° given the chore of taking
the center jumps and showed
his all around ability by capturing the tip from Maine center Mark Bondeson.

TIMMER THEN made

0

31 22

THE OPENING tip went
to the visitors as Adamson was
called upon not only to shirt to
playmaking position. but was

3

Cook
Totals

4

0

63-49 Y -Indians

Remit

Pettenuzzo
Kaskie

5

BEPR Maine West 17 2/

Player

ded with a 12-12 score.

Trawisnki

3

0

Score by Quatro.
Maine Southt119 17 16 21-73

0
2
4
2

ST. VIATOR 1401

PAL'

0

BFPR

TToads

MAINE SOUTH (731

firm

Patrick squad
played one edits best games of

oaks were shooting so well
hat a 44-36 Lion rebounding
dge made no difference. The
Its press also caused mart
urrtvers by the Lions.
Pettentago opened the Fri.
y night DeSales conrtt with
field goal after a minute had

4-3 and an almost impossible
road to climb to get bark into
fine plam contention.

foul.
Pivotman Hansen then shot
,the first successful Hilltopper
free throw, and the long evening for the host five had be-

THE ST.

he CPL season. The Sham -

I

9 18 21

32

was unable to hit the opening
basket, having to settle for the

Player
Schmitt
Lorenz
Wilson

points and 11 rehounds. Terry

0
0

3

ST. VIATOR 1741

Ploo

1

5

fouls on which the Hilltoppers
scored 22 points. Maine only
hit eight chairty tosses on the
Harm number of GW person -

Kronizaki
VoiSchaumberg
Ly
Lichon
McGuire
McGuire
Alexis

2

3 14

problems by picking up 25

DESALTS (491

cold -shooting

oriOn

Med as he added 15 points to
the Lion total and grabbed 18
rebounds in leading the Lions
to

Travdnaki
Totals
ST.

more. the 1.0.1 rtrk 41 26-15

toward the led of the quarter
as Viatur only got free thrmo

5
3

Yellin

The Pat's game was a difTers

shmiting. which had Started
them in three previous tongood. Mike Poncthe minor. corers

DAVE KASKIE also spar-

Cullen
Roth
S. Carley

3

4

Willison
Horn
Kummer
Hendricks
Handelman

sithm.

5
2

5

Icy and Cook

ent story. The combination of

.
e..

ICaskie

3
2
0

11

Player
Anderson
Woodley

The loss, meanwhile, left the
Warriors a game above 500 at

ing the stretch being Gene Pindors rebound basket.

point lead after three quarters,
41-30, and then stretched it to
19 at 58-39 with 1.591eft in the

2

MAINE WEST (66)

WEST WAS forced into
full -court press which netted
them three easy buckets, but
South was comfortably ahead
and went on the register their
seventh straight league win
without defeat.

Grove's only retaliation don

11 -

5

2

minutes remaining.

rammed through a rebound
and a free throw. 01.1 seared
on a fast break and Lung hit
from the canteen. wah Elk

its

4

0
4

Schmelur

with rots jumper and Meier

Forest View held

0

4

Nevins
Williams
Hylen
Totals

half spurt

second

10

Bonk

A lapse of the defensive
boards by the Warriors allowed Norlander to tip in a
mimed Hawk shot to push
them ahead, 67-58, with two

RICH OLSON started the
Falcons'

Norlandcr

hams

ten when they threw in four

did well. including Steve Cap

tie and Keehan hit for two

Their

South was breaking the game
open on the accuracy of Wil

riors.

Lions win big; lose bigger

1
1

contact

the result-.

0
9

8

The

neath mumbled street fight
at times and the referees let
them go at it. with several
bloody noses and cut lips bei,

could
1

week before, mashed the back.
33.31.

5

Srteak and Don Stumpf and
Palatine's Rom McAlista all

2
5

43

P

the arri1001:01 Arlington's Rock

Elk Grove
3

Howell

R

Arlington atop mat loop too
ash conference triumph
head mach lack Cutlass gragrayStant, and Stumpf are now
.pters won eight of the 11
7-0. while McAlister Is 1141,

PlaGyer

Tama

Arlington's Mike Mandele 1331 just Onhlted blocking Palatine's Ira, liasharles shot while Card

2

1

fir3

11

The Arlington
wrestlers
held off a determined, spirited
squad from Palatine Saturday
Aftern oon to record their scv-Ls

LENBARD BO FTHRISt
Sodini
Panting
Crabtree

F

Philips

the night. He had been suffer -

aggravated

(501

Sehnert

seconds gone .00 put Wheeling
ahead to stay.
Wood was every bit as dorm-

to the scorer's table to
check in for his first action of
bled

I

0

24 33 19

2

Andriano
Halbach

I
0

Elk Grove which had been
lethargic while losing to Petaand Glenbard North the
hoards all night and neon our.
rebounded the taller Falcons.

1

Eno

when young Mr. Wort am

1,

the

tion in the standings.

Player
Algaier

dumped in ajumper with it few

remirds might have indicated.

came through when he was
needed, tallying a third of the
rtme point, in the frame.

Stipp
Hogan

showing an the stadium cbck

tesI than the teams' previous

The Cardinals instead took
the Pirate's notion and had
their largest scoring quarter of
the evening. pushing the
21 markers. Mandate again

in

35ii'n:

bombing at
end.

COACII KEN Arnoon's

Hit:GAME was proof that
the Forest View -Elk Grove
rvery is still very much alive.

If then are any questions

they now own the forth posi-

she

injury that kept hint on the
sidelines for a comic of games

battle and stayed in last place
with a 1-6 mark.

All registrattons must he re-

off anyonc of the top teams in
the conference. even though

found their mark tilt' in the
axond frame with Mandele

guard showed no signs of a leg

Dr Adington Elk Crave lost
its sixth straight =truants:

haw the capability to knock

sneer

open in the comer. The little

cork hied the Falcons to remain
two games behind league-1ml-

Fro. Vikings. Thc Vikings

*IfyWw,

for one shot with :58 left in the
half. Good parting finally
found junior Jim Hamel mane

victory before a big crowd in
the
Falcon's gym Friday

MS1. as they play host to the

;

as until the Warriors tutu p

63.E.1 Mid-Suborhan League

being used extensively in the
final nanni.
Nast Friday night, the Cardinals will fart one of their

crowd.

17118 TEAMS traded mark-

The victory hooded Forest
View to 5-2 in MSL play and

opponents

but

advantage,

popping of Mike Nevins and
Mike Bonk.
Bank fealty closed
gap

may4hheg"rMi
abucket b;
io

to the Lake Geneva Playboy
Ski Hill. Feb. I I. The group
will leave the park district 013
lim. 262 E. Palatine Rd.. by

roughest

46-41

e

25

Forest View held off suresve Elk Grove in the first half

Peters played a fine game in re
as the handy sophomore
was used
the second quarter
when three Card starters were
in foul trouble white also

Twin baskets by Hashach

knotted eight
The
Hawks did, however, move out
to a five -point advantage mid-

;4.717::

CARD SUBSTITUTE Ken

en-rtint advantage the Cards
had built. Buckets Pay' Rusty
Sehnert and Jeff
Algaier
brought the Pi ,,, , to within
three. but She Cards fought
bok with field tstrads hp Broil van and Mandel,

to

night.

lame

am to the Cards as Algaim.
Sehnert and Halbach ploppol

South stayed closed on the

wall sponsor a ski trip for ladies

wirer Hamilton,

The Pirates entered the final

sticihkyeasrethceorfdirst7errwercorl
here.

in the third quaker to gain a

01

quickly doused the spurt with
two porters of their own.

West found the range early
in the third period to move out

and then broke the game open

hauled in 14 rehonnds to least lob 11411111 ill bath cutegorio. ll'hirt

PIRATIth ou togeth-

apiece.

By Mike limn=

12 16 28 36-92
10 15 15 22-65

mised at the park distrid of.

er one last raring spree in the
third period before succumb -

ran M a I, 17 advantage on
the scoring of Schmelur and
Norlander who canned eight

Falcons rip arch -rival EG,

6
7

Rick Gnaw Erlday night. and the duel proved to he an exciting
tate. Rucker dart on Siting Gore fora
rd Ms 25 ports.
hut Gore also mod odl. The t Bing forward scored IN pelt. and

the was nil eight

and sent the Wanton to
the lockerroom with a 38 36

%a'thrl"tily

at 4/30 pn.

marker, in the period. The Pirates recovered from an early

leading

as he upped the cords with 01

points apoce whsle the Hawks

THE DELIBERATEstes 30'

grad Rucker of Prothro was matched up against Fond's

January 26

mar who chipped In with sot

deadlocked

The Palatine Park District

hopes of cutting down the sew
the

Pitt

minutes weo

and Bob Norlander while the
Warriors wempled to gel the

trip planned

assembled a tarring drive in

Galls

Five

The Hawk, plan centered
around big Greg Schmelrer

Playboy ski

y

6

er its advantage was at Fon.

dropped

ds.Ae.

boythr

Groot

the

Inn week's lumle with Niles

belore m overflow throng in

Wicklint

teams

to

competition.

14n161

lieThe.Pirat

the Wildcats were only down
by fohr, 35-31 at the half.
Some of the fans in attend.
ancc might have thought they
were watching a replay of the

THE PANIlIERS got the

The contest was

which also saw some fierce

Monet:et

paina

nine points and Groot's omen.

the dosing moments of the

73.66.

Both

back into a 2.1-2 zone on dc.
fame while attacking
with
multiple offensive setups.

ards trump Palatine for seventh win

With fire mirth., remain-

13.

riors off and sent them reeling
to their third straight setback,

23 19 16 44
STORE BY QUARTERS

lw

ing in period one. Dave Gcils
hit Wheeling's first field goal.
The two -pointer thought a hit
of life back to the visitors and
they continued to chip away at
the lead. When the fat boxier

finally was heard. Glenbard
was ahead by only ihree. IfF

nal quarter cooled the War-

Untes.

mach. at 9:3110.m. and return

1.10,1

WHEELING (57)
RFR
H em

SPARK to Ow Wild-

belated conwhack was
6-10 sophomore toner Roger
s

momentum
shock undecorssrtownship rival
feated
Maine South, but an unexpect.
ed delay at the
of the 0-

supporters from both squads.

Hag.
foots

Monday

41

the

eve

ning.

0

Braila
Goan:

20 8 17 26-71

1770

rernainthgh but 1, teeth,
didn't inattei as Wood had long
since decided the issue

either clith unii,d all

3

1 ouglin

Determined Glenbard North
stunned by Wheeling, 57-51
Glerthard

to

13 -point

2

FPR

0

PALATIN

The
Wheeling Wildcat,
waited until the last quarter to

minded Maine West had the

Wickersham

8 7 15 2_n-19

liR

0

2

Alortnik
Rol.

I

0

0

I

Kolre

0

1

7

B

Fkeherg

19 11 24 32
SCORE RI OUAITTICRS

Honey
Conant

For three quarters Friday
night, it appeared that upset -

West which saw Maine with

38 16 24 39

0

i

I

FREMD 1452

center Chris Sales ants

to

0

4
2

SteeT

final periodbut line play tnt

0

1

Sider

kad at Mc quattet heat. hi.
pacts rath eaves slowly
trtral
rterves ton: 110
Dune. knot, only Rush in the
game for thy full 32 minutes.
Rucker and Rush combined
for the rid. Nacos of Mc

Schuster
Totals

5

2
5
0

Kline

3

1

CONANT MI

Whiteford

4

0

I

2

3
3

5

Rucker
Rush

Haney

0

23 23 17 42

MacDonald

FEIGE AND Barton tied

love hat. 1. ew a.n. It so.

JAIL71131" FINALLY ended
the Huskie drought ter sinking

lion minute, Isal enips01

has

Parrytm nhle to empty his
ho the lint
lync long bee

knim whet In them.

lierrt

el

a

5

I. 4
7

AT' that
Bruce
raw. the had just eons,: off

three baskets around

2

7

up Ins Worth personal.
1

0

3

1.0u

to the thild mentor and n
minute lore Panerau picked

III

7
6

5

Lindstrom

and

Feiss,
gave

Ira

44110114

laeolw.
Pars:nits
Spry

BFPR
Id

Ylnyac

White

Hersey's changing defenses halt
stumbling Cougars, Barton, 71-49
In Sint Nunn

with 25.
PROSPECT 1921

Meissner

a

user

broke into the scoring col an.
Paul
Rucker led both teams

Waller
Lundstedl

prothssinnal con -

:IX if it wen:

lats mart to the cause hum
Walter and Don Lewis else

The heft quarter was op
and mak with the had sham
ma hands no less than Wren

JAYCEES

M

SHORT

a

Page 16

OUT OUR WAY-

Monday, January 26, 1970

ff WORKED/

OUR BOARDING HOUSE.

WASHING YOUR FINGER 50 4,01.1 CAN

FEEL HOW TM' BABY'S NEW TOOTH IS
PROGRESSING, EH r WELL, DONT
YOU THINK YOU'D BETTER
WASH BACK A WAYr

NO NEED FOR
THAT-- IT'S A
FRONT TOOTH,

0\

ROF; YaIRS oNE

WELL, MARTHA, Ms TIME I

GAVE UP MY SEAT ON THE

GETTIN OLD/ LIKE THE
KIDS SAY, YoURE
C;viirociocto;020,04

GET AWAY- yip, HAVE
A BLAST;

-mil 110111111P

6:00
News
News
News

2

RP -ALLY CRoo.p1;

BAD ,toLl AND AMOS CANT

LIKE ID KNOW

N

NOW SHE MAKES IT.

5
7

9 Dick
Show

7:30

*

Van Dyke

4

Pan -

THE WORRY WART

C.Ct41.3,4

A

1D11.1111/1.1.. T14.4.111,11.111.

Adams gains Doe's
approval by hypnotizing Festus Furst
for a painless tooth

11 Bird of the Iron

11 Fact of the Mat-

Feather

ter

9:30

FROM

ARCH -FIEND,

()RENO!, Up NOW 2

cope z- .'

.51E.GFRieo
MOSHROCni

catch up on his work,
Monroe is plagued
by two moving men.
7 It Takes a Thief
Bette
Guest -star

and

Seas

Herman Ellis is
host for a film trip to
"Islands of the Great
Lakes.

Your

7:00
5 Laugh -In
Guest -star is Tony
Curtis.

PIECE OF PIE!

-ANOTHER

BITE...I'M

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

STUFFED!

KITCHEN

9:45
News

2
7
9

10:00
News
News
News

John Payne, Rhonda

Fleming and Arlene
Dahl.
5

12:15
News

9

12:30
News

5

Memorandum

7

1:00
Perspectives

12:45

Enforce-

ment and Criminal

try." World War II

Justice

movie starring Tony
Franciosa and Anja-

26 A Black's View

nette Comer.
9 Pro Basketball

32
The
mooners

of the News

Honey-

9

Movie
"Chinatown

5

kills the only witness
to a murder he committed.

Reflections
2:00

Mery Griffin

Show

The Doris Day

2

Dick

7

Meditation

Caveti

Show

Show

Doris

7

10:30

8:30
2

invites

2:25

Movie

9

"The Great

members of the

Five Minutes to
Live By
9

that have led him to it.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21) Present projects can prog-

-EEK & MEEK

ress without further delay if
and when you see to improving

conditions under which you
labor.

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) Afternoon deals can be
carried off with special success

C

7-1

I,h IT Th.....

1.11 Tw 177;117'47 Off

$,UOV,P .0.K AT THE

AJEVE R M IUD ,
IT'S CIDAJE IJOUJ 8

SIZE OF THAT ",,ID4JrALl I

MORTY MEEKLF

if you exercise calm and restraint. Get plenty of rest during evening hours.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) Let feelings of affection
and sentiment flow easily be-

11-1160GAR SMOKE

AIR RDLLLMON
IS Recc;MING

110

-----i-A)

PROBLEM
AROUND HERE.

-

ce ,

,---

r
1

i

a

tween you and another. There
is no point in carrying grudges.

GEMINI (May 22

,'

"MR,R BLE

A SERIOLIS

June

21) Another may demonstrate

a lack of confidence in your

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ability to follow his directions.
Take special care, therefore,
to fool him.
CANCER (June 22 - July

DOC
OVA,

23) Don't move forward on
impulse or you may find that
you have really moved backty of information.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23) Important decisions may he up
for discussion today. Don't

1

VW( P12 you mizrzy lE,614,12,15

ir IVJAS1JO ()SHIN('

I WAG tleve-R EiVINED wrn-i

toi OF THE 9Is.L(oga5.--

I Dan HAW A 4WD JOS 17 tVAS A

LocHiNvArz-AND I cooLNT

AWAY FUTURE WAS

ACROSS

ROTTEN

what is good for you; decide
for yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Honors do not come easily today; they do, however, come in
full measure if you are able to
meet the intellectual competition.

fore you sign your name to
Read

CAPTAIN EASY

22) If speed is necessary today,

better do the job yourself.

It

VHE SINISTER

would not do to jeopardize the
standing of another.

.SEEMS TO BE

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) Where personal relationships arc concerned, take
care that you don't take impul-

U "OPAL. SKULL"

c0NcENTRATINS
Ws, CURSE ON
CAPTAIN EASY,.,
WHO BOUGHT

/ CAN RECOMMEND
THE CURRIED LAMB
HERE, BOYS-

HOW'D THAT HAPPEN? NO, BUT I
THERE'S NO WIND t
SURE FELT
A SUDDEN
BREEZEL

THREE NARROW
ESCAPES IN THREE
DAY9:1 THIS IS
GETTING PASTIME
JOKING STAGE!.

THE GEM FOR
McKEE.

month (Fr.)

sive action that could lead to

29 Gone by
30 Yellowish
color

setbacks.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) Creative efforts of

Jan.

31 Irritate
32 Guided
33 Sinned

Capricorn should definitely be

rewarded today. Take care,
however, not to risk another's
reputation.

Answers to
Hideaword
CAPITOL
clap

clip
clot
coil
colt
coati
coat
coal
pact
Pail

pilot
Plea

plat
picot
plot
topic

toil
tail
tical
talc
atop

alit
alop
laic

I.

1

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23(
Consider every possibility be-

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

54 Take into
custody
6 God of
AVE
DOWN
B 0 M0M
January
MEN A 0
0 S
1
Of
airships
(Roman)
Ru S E S
0EN
2
Snatch
11 Disciplinary
AS
3
Marriageable
S A R NEI 0 A K A
ruler
4 Select part
0 R A N -r S T R A N G
12 Grape, for
5 Dry, as wine
R N
0 A ER S
example
6 Punjabi
1- 0 el O 0 S H A A
14 Language
7 Reached a goal
spoken in
8 Sulphurous
island
40 Organic salt
Mecca
black alloys 22 Elderly
41 Heavenly
15 Belief in one
9 Unicorn fish 23 Large extinct
body
deity
10
Capital of
bird
42 Despise
16 Book of
ancient Elam 25 Entice
43 Native of
Apocrypha
Obese
26 Above
Assam
17 Of the small 11
13
Small
capital
27
Withered
45
Large, braided
intestine
letter (print.; 28 Egress
cord
18 Masculine
ab.)
30 One in hauling 46 Iowa city
nickname
Ancient Greek business
47 Departed
20 Eastern state 19 city
36 Leaf blade
49 Vex
(ab.)
20 Hoaxers
(bot.)
50 City in
21 Ordered
37 Parent
Oklahoma
24 Revolutionary 21 Indonesian

1 Eve of St. -

DANCER-.-

EVEI3 AFFORD A 1-10NEYMOON--

take the word of another about

anything irrevocable.
the fine print carefully.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
1A1 A R S
A
0 S
0 2 ROI
INPI
rAhl_
ER
A
LY
D N A L EISIEI
ON
G
LAM
SAN T A N A

January

THE BORN LOSER

ward. Base actions on certain-

34 Son of Gad
(Bib.)
35 Adorer
37 Tease

CAMPUS CLATTER
AGAIN' WHEN WILL
VERY SIMPLE

FIRST DETERMINE THEM
INTERESTS AND APTITUDES,
THEN RECOMMEND A
COURSE OF

STUDY'

BUT WHAT COURSE OF STUDS,
DO YOU RECOMMEND FORA
CAREER OP GIGOLOS

3

4

5

7

12

14

15

16

8

9

10
13

17
20

21

29

39 Galilee, for

n

instance
41 Impostures
44 Item from
threshing
48 Society Island
50 Intimate
reception
'(2 words)
51 Expiator
52 Continue
digging
53 Statement

2

11

38 Candlenut

tree

YOU REALIZE VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE IS REALLY

1

22

23

24
19

18

48

26

33

27

28

46 46

47

3434

36

37

38
41

25

31

35

42

at

Midnight." A man

1:30

10:15
News

Kansas

at

2

11 Director's
Choke

with another's view, consider
carefully the facts and figures

7

11 Law

Movie
"In Enemy Coun-

City.
1 Black Journal
32 Big Valley

6:55
26 Big Play

(I'VE CHANGED
MV MIND!
BRING ME A

I COULDN'T EAT

19) Even if you can't agree

Mayberry RFD

Royals

1 WHAT D'YA WANT FER DESSERT,
FUPDSY IT COMES WITH TH'
DINNER!

FOR TUESDAY

32 Debbie Drake

of corruption within
cit y officialdom.

The Bulls vs. the

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

sequences

5

26 Today's Racing
Lands

ibe

Sam's farm.

view

32 Of

32 Truth or 'Con-

Mike believing that
he can find water on

11 TV College Pre-

"OCTOPUS`
OfiVANIZATial.

12:00

Movie
Scar"Slightly
let." Effective study

An old dowser has

Show

OF ?HE
INFAMOUS

11:30

32 News Final

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

Aunt Bee and little

Mike Douglas

9

Jonah's step -mother
following his death.

news of the week.

2

tute jewel thief.

lif.APCUARTF.R5

Harry Homewood
summarizes and inimportant
terprets

8:00

Davis plays a desti-

REAcHE6
THE AS6EAN

10:45

Tonight Show

5

2

ery CI ift.

Left by himself to
A CODED.
MESSAGE

Comments

trict tries to soothe

film devoted to Buster Keaton's classic,
"The General."
32 The Prisoner

Paul Harvey

32

The commander
Jonah's police dis-

chase scenes. Most of

11:35

9:25

co us in. Elizabeth

Chase " Frank Gallop narrates the entertaining silent film
compilation of great

Paintings
32 100
Great Music

Katherine
Taylor,
Hepburn, Montgom-

Welcome to It
OH, DEL -100061 wHAr NABOLICAL
DEL-IGHt HA6 THAT' ADORAEICE

26 Wrestling
32 News

6:30
Gtmsmoke
Friend of Doc

5 My World and

HOW PARE 01 INTERRUPT' ME AI' 0-0072MADAMe
MY PLAY, WO DOLT? FOR THIS, VtJ 5HARic! THI5
Wilt. 13eCOnte BRUNCH FOR my CAME 114R01161.1
PET BARRACUDA'
IN SPECIAL

Faults."

verge of a mental collapse after witnessing
macabre death of her

extraction.

ROBIN MALONE

book, "With All Its

woman on the

a

6:25

2

126

Torme.
11 Book Beat
. Adman Fairfax M.
Cone discusses his

Movie

Williams' play about

Editorial
26 Quiz

BEAUTIFUL. r -

Guests are Soupy

Sales and Mel

Last
"Suddenly
AdaptSumMer."
ation of Tennessee

2

DEAUTIFUL.,
MARTHA,

Show

guard.
7

9:00
Burnett
Carol

2

Tijuana and get in
trouble with border

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

11 Italian
Oral=

to the measles.

Here's Lucy
Lucy and her outof-town guest visit
2

6:15

Fee, an e..e

magazine's staff for a
weekend on the farm
and they are exposed

Acevedo

Show

'sDLI KEEP US FROM

MERR)LGO-RoUNO/ I'M

HEADiN' SOUTH FOR THE
MINI -BIKE RACES! TOO

26 Turin

TONIGHT

HOOPLE TI-LATS ALWAYS
WELCOME AROUND HERE,-

39

43

40

44
49

50

51'

52

53

54
se

z

xl.gje iproAncv dwap

WEATHER
Tonight:

Cloudy,

low

in upper 20s. Tomorrow:
Cloudy with chance of rain.

Telephone

2554400

Your Home Newspaper
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Open hearing set
on Prospect Hgts.
master park plan

Board shown how
computer can
help run Dist. 57
At a special meeting of the
District 57 School Board, last
night, a computerized program for Educational Fund
Analysis

developed

by

the

Harris Trust & Savings Bank
of Chicago and prepared specifically for the district as
sample case,

and is not used to make any decisions.

SPECIFIC trends found in
District 57 through calculation of the historical date

By Maureen MeNassar

were in expenditures for teachers salaries and state aid.

The Prospect Heights Park
District Board of Commis-

Teachers salaries were

sioners will hold an open hearing, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. in the Mac

to

the hoard.
School Board member Jack
Ronchetto who was also repre-

senting the hank said, "it is a
unique program never before
applied to any taxing body. Because it is a pioneer, there are
still many rough areas," he
said.

The Harris bank has prepared similar programs for
businesses to aid them in budg-

eting and investing, he said.

THREE OTHER representatives of the hank also attended the meeting. They explained the significance of
such a program as a guideline
for schools to make long range

plans, by observing the past
and applying new factors as
they develop.

One of the representatives,
James Barr gave an outline of
the program explaining the
purpose of each of the four major parts.

The first part of the analysis
. gives historical information on
the district's expenditures and
income for the past five years.
This information combined
I

with future predictions of en-

found to be a large percentage
of the expenditures for the district, while a significant
i?".*"...4",41114011%11111.

are important to the district

Six northwest suburbanites display Boy Scout Silver Beaver awards presented during a ceremony in the Arlington Park Towers Sunday evening. The Silver Beaver is the highest award given Boy
Scout advisers. From left are: Ralph Hauptly, 540 S. Ridge, Arlington Heights; John Dancer, 519

and

any

changes

in

either

could have an extreme effect
on finances.

IN SUMMARIZING the
presenatation, Ronchetto said,
"The report is designed to
serve as a frame of reference, a

this district is at a crossroads.

"Looking hack we can see
the

dramatic

increase
place in

assumptions and from these
factors various combinations
of what might occur are set up
for analysis.
The third part is a, "Sum-

By Jan Bone

which has taken
spending per pupil, (2) the desirability of a balanced budget
which has enabled us to keep
expenditures for interest on

whether to raise salaries of lay

tax anticipation warrants at a

throughout the Chicago

A public hearing on
teachers in Catholic schools
by 10 per cent -- one of six

minimum and (3) the highly

Archdiocese -- has been

desirable results of reducing

scheduled

the numbers of teachers and
cutting certain other ex-

2. at

penditures

two years ago
(without this the district would

said.

ables us to examine some of
the possible sets of circumstances which will confront
future boards. The projections
clearly demonstrate how easy
it would be to let the budget

for Monday. Feb.
St. Raymond School in

Mount Prospect.

At the meeting, parish
school board presidents and
members, parents, and school

principals will be discussing
the proposal, first suggested by
the archdiocese at its Jan. 13
meeting.

Although those who have
been

previously

invited

to

take part in the meeting may
be the only speakers, the public will he allowed to attend.

mary of Findings" for each

get out of balance."
"Secondly, it demonstrates

case of set circumstances.

the desirability of avidly pur-

Lowery, chairman of the Chi-

suing supplemental sources of
income as this hoard has been
doing (special education payments from the state, foundation grants, share of state tax
rebate to the Village)."
Ronchetto said the Harris
Bank has already begun pre-

cago

Board, announced that all
Catholic elementary and high
schools in the archdiocese will
be in session Sunday afternoon, March I, as part of a
statewide project to dramatize
what Catholic schools are

paring an Educational Fund
Analysis for other school dis-

doing and to point out the need
for state aid to non-public

tricts and there has been some
of an
over-all
analysis for all schools in Cook
County.

schools.

THE FINAL portion is the
"Conclusions" that show specific trends in the district and
indicate areas where possible
deficits may occur.
Hassel McClellen, another
representative of the hank
presented the conclusions and

explained ways in which districts facing deficits could offset such events.
He said the computer is only

used for calculating the facts

discussion

parks,

LAST WEEK, Martin
Archdiocesan

six ---attend non-public schools

said. "Others are enrolled in
schools

some 448.000 ---or one Out of

All residents of the district
who are concerned and interested in the park district's development may attend the
meeting. 'Die over-all com-

prehensive plan, prepared by
the McFadzcan and Everly
planners

of Winnetka

under
Lutheran.
Christian Reform. Seventh
Day Adventists, and other aus-

BV K.C. Radtke

pices."

LOWERY, who has headed
the Catholic School Board for

County Council of Governments' (COG) annual meeting
Wednesday night apparently
has been washed out by the fir-

ing of Vinton Bacon, former
Metropolitan Sanitary District
general superintendent.

Bacon and his rumored re-

Guillou,
chief engineer for the Illinois
division of waterways, as well
as Milton Pikarsky, Chicago's
placement,

public

works

John

commissioner,

were scheduled to participate
in a panel talk on flooding

problems at the COG meeting.

As an apparent result of Ba-

con's firing, all three officials

Story in The Day
reunites girl, glasses
The girl who lost her glasses in Mount Prospect last Thursday should he using them about
now to do her homework.
Mrs. John H. Bryant, of 617 S. George, Mount
Prospect, read the story on page one of The Day
yesterday, reporting that a pair of glasses belonging to a girl named Joan had been found.
Mrs. Bryant called The Day and identified the
owner of the glasses as her daughter, Joan, 10 a

fifth grade student at St. Raymond's School in

Mount Prospect. Joan lost the almost -new
glasses on the way home from school Thursday
and had been searching for them ever since, said
her mother.

"I'd like to personally thank whoever found
the glasses and turned them in to The Day office," said Mrs. Bryant. She planned to stop by
today to pick up the glasses, which she said are
needed by Joan for her school work.

in

presented

this report can he accom-

plished

immediate
future. The proposals are
presented in a suggested priorin

the

ity schedule and are designed
to be implemented in a logical
sequence commensurate with
the fiscal resources of the Park

District."
The basic outline for park

Gripe
Of The

Cook and Lake Counties for
the past 16 months, said the
objective of "Open House
Sunday" is to let citizens and
legislators see the service that
non-public schools provide to
(Continuedon page 2)

Park Board and professional staff of the district.
The Immedi;ite plan
includes: renovation and repair
of the Lions Park Pool: survey

Day
Members of the family
who spatter the bathroom
mirrors just before company arrives.

M.A.W.

COG's nominating committee has also proposed Roger Bjorvik, Palatine Park District attorney, and Andrew
Watters, Oak Park Twp. super-

viser, for the posts of vicechairmen.
Walsh will

succeed Elk
Grove Mayor Jack Pahl, who
has headed COG since it was
formed in 1967.

WI/11111 et/ o jinge2)

schools, an area wejational
center operating budget, personnel transactions, and dis-

A stereo tape deck valued at

$60 was stolen Sunday night
from an auto belonging to Lee
Mirs of 532 N. Ridge, Arlington Heights, while it was in the
driveway of his home.

controversy at board meetings,

discuss personnel

juries or damage?

After approving in-service
training days for the six high

cussing

next

trans-

year's

matters, a
category falling within the
four areas designated by the Il-

linois public meeting law as
closed session material.
ing the closed session ahead of
his colleagues told the press
that the board had finished the
personnel matter and was now
digressing to the rental of

school facilities.
At the suggestion of I -rank
Bergen, member. the board
had previously decided to ask

their attorneys to check into
the matter of renting school tacitifies.

Bergen objected to the recent use of school facilities for

the showing of "Year of the
Pigs," a film sponsored by the
Northwest Suburban Peace
Coalition.
He questioned whether the
sponsors hail paid "adequate
insurance" and signed a whole

Racers in the boys 14 to 16 year olds skate dash at the River trails Park District Ice Carnival,
head off at the starting line at the River Trails Junior High School ice rink, Sunday afternoon in
Mount Prospect. Winner of the first place trophy was Bill Schnell, 1329 Mulberry Ln., Mount
Prospect (far left).

And should the district not
screen such organizations before renting to them. he asked.
Should the district charge organizations who make a profit
while using -the school facilities, he queried.
:I -he movie has been called
a documentary on the Vietnam
uiar. .lhe NWSPC charged SI
admission.
Supt. Edward Gilbert ad-

mitted the hoard had used a
portion of the closed session to
continue the rental discussion,

but he replied "no comment"
when asked if the matter fell
within the legality of the public meeting :lei.
According to the state public meeting act, only four exceptions :ire made kon closed

harmless clause to meet district policy for renting to out-

sessions They are: court action. hiring personnel, land acquisition and juvenile records.
If discussion does not fall
within these categories, all
public commissions, boards,

side organizations.
Bergen, who frequently stirs

discussions openly.

and so forth must hold their

Charge student
Skaters collect trophies at struck teacher
River Trails Ice Carnival
A Li -emit High School stu-

The River Trails Ice Car-

Ken Baldwin. 11 S. Alton Rd.,

nival was held yesterday at the
River Trails Junior High
School ice rink, despite rain.
Races began at 2 p.m. Par-

Prospect Heights; second

ticipants competed according

Barbary, Mount Prospect.

Trophies went to first place
winners. Second and third
place winners received certificates.

In the skate dash for boys 7
years old and under, winners
were : first place, Steve

Thompson, 103

Mike Lacoco, 1311
Corktree, Prospect Heights;
place,

third place, Bill Brush, 1403

Girls 8 and 9: first

to age groups.

KeHeights;
S.

nilworth, Prospect
second place, Bill Lamey, 102
North Lee, Prospect Heights;

third place, Arthur Brunetti,
1707 E. McDonald, Prospect
Heights.

Stereo stolen

youth: acquire small areas that
are dedicated parks within the
district: and plan and develop
the wetland at ca along Hillside

ing act.

may have been illegal. accord-

be

COG, an association of all
Cook County governmental
units, is expected to elect Arlington Heights Mayor John
Walsh as its new chairman at
the meeting, to he held in the
Prudential Building auditorium in Chicago.

local interests of adults and

ing to the Illinois public meet-

closed session part of which

schools

the replhcements include Forrest Neil, the sanitary district's
chief engineer, John Carlisle,
chief of water resources for the
division of waterways, and
Clint Keifer, a Chicago public
works department official.

vided into three stages: Immediate (1969-70): Intermediate
(1971 and 1972). and Long
Range (1973-75).
Ill IS SUCCF.STED in the
report that the plan remain
flexible. subject to change
based on an annual ieview by
the

t.

HOWEVER. A party leav-

According to William Merrill, COG's staff coordinator,

In the summary. planning
for the years 1969-75 are di-

portation needs. the board adjourned to a closed session
around 12:55 a.m.
The session was called to

trict 214 hoard meeting ended
last night with a half-hour

J.

have begged off and are sending replacements.

needed to provide sound recreational programs tor residents.

also suggested the district had
taken a risk in allowing the
movie to be shown since it
could possihly be "a source of
confrontation..'
As such. would the district
be liable for any resulting in-

A lengthy four-hour Dis-

Bacon's firing ends 'top-level'
county flood control discussion
What promised to he a toplevel discussion of area flood
control problems at the Cook

recommendations

planning was determined by a
study of projected population.
intensive study of existing facilities and additional facilities

School Dist. 214 board
holds a secret\huddle

School

will

"It should he apparent that
only a limited number of the

IN THE introduction to the

"On March I ," said Low"non-public
ery,
throughout Illinois

report the planners comment,

velopment.

schools.

would provde financial aid to
Illinois non-public schools."
Lowery said that of 2.700000 elementary and secondary students in
Illinois,

con-

at the request of the current
Park Board to set a guideline
for immediate and future de-

which are not maintained with
public funds.
"Approximately
90
per
cent of these students are in
Catholic schools," Lowery

public education, and to mobilize support for legislation that

and

will he discussed to find out reactions of residents.
The plan has been prepared

open for inspection by the general public.
"Regular classes will he
conducted in academic subjects which are taught in common by non-public and public

"THE PROJECT is part of
a statewide program initiated
by the Illinois Catholic Conference to inform citizens of
the quality and value of non-

recreation

servation in the district.

park

Set hearing on raising
lay teachers' salaries

"Even a cusory review of
the figures will indicate that

(I)

A

N. Emerson, Mount Prospect; S.P. Dykstra, 1750 Brookview, Palatine; Robert Sasser, 800 S.
Aldine, Park Ridge; James Wilson, 1356 Dennis P1., Des Plaines, and Wiliam Cornelius, 916 N.
Prospect, Park Ridge. The awards were made during a 1970 Northwest Suburban Boy Scout
Council annual dinner and recognition program.

sumptions."

"THIS REPORT also en-

THIS BRINGS in human

.

planning tool which can be
changed by making new as-

penditures formulate the next
part, "Imput Assumptions."

and

gymnasium, 700 .N. Shoenbeck Rd., Prospect Heights,
to present a Master Plan for

are derived from state aid.
McClellen said these areas

currently be operating at a
deficit of over $100,000)," he

i n come sources

Arthur Junior High School

amount of the District's funds

ex-

rollment, assessed valuation,

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 Pages

Girls 7 and under, skate
dash: first place, Donna Garritson, 850 Willow Rd., Prospect Heights; second place,
Joyce Bielech, I I S. Alton Rd.,
Prospect Heights; third place,
Julie Meier, 1608 Cedar Ln.,
Mount Prospect.
Boys 8 and- 9: first place,

place,

Karen LaPorte. 1707 Bittersweet, Mount Prospect; second place, Judy Mullen, 1301
Greenwood, Mount Prospect;
third place, Cindy Marsh,

1608 Dogwood Ln Mount
Prospect.

Boys 10 and

first place,

James Huck, 1405 Wistoria
Ct., Prospect Heights; second
place, Jim Bowes, 1307 Mull -

berry, Mount Prospect; third
place, Billy Bielech, I I S. Alton Rd., Prospect Heights.
Girls 10 and I I: first place,
Debbie Pavik, 1411 Ironwood,
Mount Prospect; second place,
Connie Cole, 1204 Westgate,

Mount Prospect; third place,
Pauline Di Somma, 1208 Alderman, Prospect Heights.
Boys 12 and 13: first place,
Keith Oehlsen, 104 Newberry

Ln., Prospect Heights; second
place, Mike Cole, 1204 Westgate, Mount Prospect; third
place, Rick Voeks, 927 Greenfield Ct., Mount Prospect.
Girls 12 and 13: first place,
Ann Michels, 1613 Barberry

Ln., Mount Prospect; second
place, Lynnet Bielech, II S.
Alton Rd., Prospect Heights:
third place, Debbie Hale, 1014

N ewbe r r y Ln.,

Prospect

Heights.

Boys 14 to 16: first place,
Bill Schnell, 1329 Mulberry
Ln., Mount Prospect; second
place, Rick Voeks, 922 Greenwood Ct., Mount Prospect;
third place, John Smart, 1150
N.
River
Rd.,
Prospect
Heights.
Men 17 years and over: first

place, Dick Brush, 1403' Barberry Ln., Mount Prospect,
second place, Wally Gort.

Winners of the parent -child

relay race were Richard and
Bob

Brush,

1403

Ln., Mount Prospect.

Barberry

gershulte to the principal's of-

dent was arrested yesterday by
Palatine police at the school at,

fice.

1000 S. Quentin Rd.. Palatine

Policeman Richard Sikorski.

after he allegedly struck a
teacher twice in the hack of the
head while the teacher was tak-

Bond was set at S1,000. He is
to appear in Arlington Heights
Court Feb. 13.

ing him to the principla's office.
Charged

with aggravated
battery was David L. Lagershulte, 17, of 404 S. Benton,
Palatine.

Police said the student was
in a physical education class in
the school prior to the incident. Because Lagershulte
interrupted the class several
times,

the

teacher,

Lagershulte was arrested by

Meetings
Wheelinp
Township
Community Mental Health

Wheeling Township Town Hall, 1818 E.
Northwest Hwy., ArlingBoard,

ton Heights; 9 p.m.

Joseph

Samojedny, started to take La-

SIMON

SUBURB \
SAYS =
Years ago "pot" had a much different meaning than that of today-but in either case, they'll both cook your goose!

+ VIFII A

THE DAY
Tuesday. January 27, 1970

PM. 2

vehicle show set

on master park plan
act.,

Others are: development of

site plans for John Muir and
Eisenhower schools in erejunct ion with securing a
ten
with School
Dion. 23 for park -school
does: and develop a working
relationship with
adjacent
park districts.

MORE

IMMEDIATE

arena at Lens Park or Eisenhower School: expand recrea-

come

ages and desired activities: and
landscape and develop all
small park areas.
Long Range plans are: to

bining the library with the proposed recreation center clam

build a nature complex in the
wetland arca and to develop a
joint working relationship
with High School District 214

with the pro-

in

posed high school in Prospect
Heights.
A survey of special facilities

for the park district grab the

posed high school site and purchase
two
acres of landproxitely
adjacent to lions

existing and proposed facil-

follow In e information on

LIONS PARK is the mein

function and goals of Me ths.

prk in the district and O 305l .He for community -wide use.
The swimming pool. baseball

Irk(' and to build a sleddMg

field and winter Me skating

and coasting hill from fill provided by the metropolitan
Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago IMSDI.
NISI) is extending their in

rink are open to all residents.

sewer line in the area

d

os
Prpect
Heights to allow

Heigh. Old
Town Sanitao Distorts sewIconstruction on those be.
the

Prospect

Acquistion of the additional
ameage near the park is need.

for expand. use.
Prospect He

does not
have monis courts. The Park
D istrict should provide. at a
minimum. a harery of two tencou
to be built either at
Eisenhower School or at Lions

ginning Feb. 1110010.51 in.
The suggested courts would

INTERMEDIATE
plans
well include joint um* with

be designed for multiple -use

Heights Public

tennis practice backstops, has ketball goals. paved pme

Libra, District: dewlap and

areal and winter ice skating -

build. arecreation treldhoine

would 00. considend.

Prospect

the

complex al Lions Park: tennis
ssitirss and a multmorrese

'IN THE PAST year or so.

tim new 0500.000 Meadow
Square Shoppine Center to be
alas
cor-

ner of illinols 53 and Algonspin Rd.. Rolling Meadow's.

The 2.2 cre center 1011
ofd aPProoma.lY
eonkiff

is

possible,

A recreation center complex

might connst of the following

plus exhibits of supplies, acces-

fa

Multi -purpose room: teen
club room gmne 190.7i

kitchen facilities: utility area
for arts and crafts: general
storage space: and administrative offices. ffor both park
district and library).

Moorhens. likeehe one ahem, Mg be are of over 200 recreational vehicles on display at the
Second Acme Recreational Vehicle Show at the Ad epten Park Race Tract starting tomorrow and
running throaghTeh. 1.

rinkshould

ihrpmen

Rds. is privatels 0001:0 by the
Hillmesr Lake Homeowner's
-Association.
The report states that the as-

ating costs. and f31 possible legal liability for injuries sus-

Dry Cleaners. Foremost Package Liquor Storm LomiN Coo --

natural character of the lake
would h rtarintained)

fares: Audreys Card and Gill
Shop and the 00,01 Viking

The lake adjoins Me Mrs

Smorgaslroard Restaurant.

tained on lake pro,rt,.. The

acre wetland area and would
be used for an outdoor education.nanire center complex.

negotiating for a 3.000 square
R. discount health aid store.

The center expected to be
is

"Small animal looses and
nesting areas are very ertelent
in the wetland area, making it

ideally suit. for school outdoor ertteation programs."

Man Stree.

THE SUR°I ET then gives
an analysis std outline of the
district's recreational oct ivi.
lies and program and drscmses

several fun, proposals to in-

Change of name?

N.

dents.parucipanro

resi-

keep these schools going. the

board porsident said. -but incosts demand more

creased

than parental and parish effon.

c IODIC to the It
General Assembly to enact
legislation
assisfing
these

oehools when it recouvenm in
April ." said Lowery.
Rising
among them.
tIre salaries paid 10 lay teachers

PTOrganiostion or
PTIndependem or something

At any rate. when the Lions
nark. TA group meets in Februao. there'll be floor discussion and balloting on the is -

Tim has been in the 0000for

quite some time_ A committee was appointed to study
die

advantages of being in

membership with

Band na

tmnal PTA a, compard to
those of being an independent
and teacher group
Heading up the stud.. comparent

Mrs. Harrison
Hanson, a very fair levei-headed gal who had no al to grind.
mittee

was

THE CONDATITEE dug
into

their assipent. Thn

rolled doe parents of
Lions Park School children as
0. en

witch group reponented
deo interest nag the PTA.eo
independent unit ot neither
to

With the poll form went a yen
fair ropla
of -PTA benen.- and -nanon
independent ben-

efits.- The results were PTA
24. independent 107. There
was one vote for neither.

At the January meeting of

school disci. or community.
Ilky feel that w hik k(islation
a influenced by PTA. it does
not reflect the opinion of the
members at large. When an orgariaranon reaches a membership of over 10 million. the 10cdividud bemires a statistic
rather than a rontributing
member.

PTA PROMOTERS generally believe that state and national PTA is devoted to legto
lesson on the two levels and
aces for the benefit of youth.
When action istaken to pro -

wading through torn of
information. she estrus to be
N
-more on the fence than ever

before.' She recognizes. for
instance. the value of the
magannes.

literature,

the

the Lions Park PTA this week
there will be only a mention of

provided through PTA affil..-

the nee end a few neomary
motions pertaining to the up
corning wee on this tooth in
Febrisary. No Boor &mission
will
dee in January.

-IA go along with whatever

On Feb 19. all &salmon
and balloting vie take place.

ONE OF THE issues that

initiated the pane*
-break" is the amount of money being sent teat' from debhas'

the mernbethip wants: the
said

MURIEL helimek

har-

mer. OM the Lions Park PTA
mastership has indicated that
they sons to agree with the fimeemeses in the infonea-

time sew so Perm with

the onion. pal They were

ta -dm pretties or unable

sthire members claim to see
little benefit- For Ore 1968-69
tnenthenhip year. Lions Park

spots. Loral gimp make{ to
kneaded 0.1110116 norther
coed not bdpinst "meow So

PTA forwarded to wee and
national. 8167 id dram $110
for the scholership fund and
Founders Day contribution.
and spent S60 incidental to
PTA membership, fm a total

welfare

a 9337.

M.y 'retch-

hythit cepa140htto
mm duet not fa or la:dasaid Maid Nosy.
MORSTJOKE of The Dar.

feel

this

money could beset to more
the

---N0afinnot_.

CI Padres mem-

'What animal drops front
the douglor
"Themitp.dem.7

Under the present Catholic
salary scale, by teachers in

-A plan under consid.
eration in Illinois now," said
Lowery. "is for the state to
give non pubic schools ar
mace by purchasing services -

--instruction and educational
materials-involved in teach -

teaching. This would be in-

ing subjects common to public
and non-public schools."

creased. if approved.

to

S9'6°3- Teacher's who ,h,ale a
MarterN Degree generain der
5100 a year more, at 0010 ,WP
of the scale.

-The Rev. Robert Clark,
Archroocesan school su,rintendent, said. -Open House

If the new salary Maim for

one-half hour session-a replac half -day of schooh-with
students and teacher. partici-

lay teachers are aPProved, sIfl

ward is the 99190i. of
w.re parochial schools am
going to get tho money.

State aid
hoping for.
Rep.

is

what they.,

Eugene Schlickman
Heights)
in-

toner service to the commu-

emating a special commission
to study wary to give aid connames to the non-puNic
schools m
That cono
mission is mrrently holding

reY.

heanngs.

year.
So
Patrick
Academy in
Des Plaines
closed its doom ending 40

ing of public aid to religious
schools.

maximum of 58,730 during
their ninth or tenth year of

Catholic schools.
Last

the constitutional con.

vention. Illinois' constitution
as it now reads forbids the giv-

parochial whoop can reach a

signed

and family groups with

the

51.50

Frame PeliCemea will re-

adults and 50 cents for chit Discount tickets are
available from parlkipating
creational vehicle dealerships,

of Business Administration de gee.

vol...

bill which was

into law

last

session

Sunday will involve a two -and

"This will be a demonstra-

lien of Catholic suppon for
their .hools.- he said.

"ITS THEME and were
am Come and see whet we're
asking you to buy.
"The public
public is entitled to
we
see the
asking
the state to purchase."

In The Day area. there art
approximately

14.500

MY

dents M Catholic elementary

in
and St. Thomas of
Palatine: St Mary and Si.

Stephen Protomartyr in Des
Plain

,

St. Mary M Buffalo Grove:
S.

Alphonsus

Prospect

in

Rolling

M

Queen of the /beery in

the men better qualified to fulfill their role in our society."

CHANGES IN the training
program officially went into

Arlington
Heights Police Capt. Jack W.

effect We week when the winter term began. Forty-three ca -

mood

ire community that the men
ill he serving.

and
Elk

School in Arlington Heights:
Sacred Heart of Mary High
School m Rolling Meadows,

-rye role of the policeman
I, constantly changing and be-

cming more complicated. He

°

haos

To he served Wednesday in

Aningion, Prospect, whew

Mg, Elk Grove, Hersey and
Forest View high schools in
District 214,
Main

dish

(one

choice):

John Muir and Betty Ross he
nior high schoob in District
23.

craned turkey, pizza, wiener
on a bun. Vegetalare (one
Choice): whipped potatoes, INF
Ur, rounds. buttered con..

Salad (one choice): fruit juice,
tossed salad. cole slaw, moldeth Cheery apricot halves, lime.

Hamburger.

green doter.

french
pea.s.

fries.

chilled

Steal 'cigarets

Bird pears. Biscuits and butArt's Sinclair Statkan at
1000 E Northwest Hwy.. Al.
ter. milk.
lington Heights. was burglar.
Available dosed.: pine- ited Sunday night of 150 packs
lime gelatin,
chocolate pie, angel food cake.
apple

slices,

Three ardent trumpeters (right to left), Bob Willey. Gam Barnett and their friend Bernie, are
Mined each week by their instructors for a reol jam action. Gary recently played with the Metropolitan Youth Symphony Orchestra in Chirogo.

fruit. milk.

of cigarettes. Police said noth.
ing elm was taken.

By Frances AIM..

GODFATHER and minim-

thosiastically that it was even

Splie hal% musical mreer he
in
1,30 at Chicago.,
Farrago Juninr High School

nog

local businessmen.civic groups
and
individuals
promptly
responded by urganiting

where he played the clarinet
and ohoe. later he join. oth-

reheal sal

Band Boosters Club
Soon after the

cal groups inelmling the
Bheman School Orchestra
and
ID Hartison High
er

don it attracted the snout.
of George Yingst, then the
band II.rector for School Dis-

R.O.T.C. Band By 1933 he
hed mastered de hone
and the oho saxophone and
joined the Boys Club Band
with which he played for II

the hand's mamma
'member playing n saxophone
that is ultimo taller than hen.
tants is

years.

year -old Joe Cox who plays
the trombone. David, father.

hid

.

Eplichal envisioned such an
organitation in the north-

The oldest hand member is 79 -

west suburbs. His dream bereality in July. 1963.
3,10k pct-

who became its con -

ductor. YIngsts'
background at Northwestern Um versity and as a mist member
of the Peoria Municipal Band
contributed go the spirit and
Pmgmtt of the ismals which by
1966 still had about 700,00.
hers,

Rocco Min Nilo enjoys making
bend practice a family af-

came

fair and when not playing the
in on
saxophone. will job

fornuince of the Lawndale
Bomeh of Mo Boys Club band.

Mit Meadow. Muddled Band

Mrs.

arm residents were invited to
join the group. Seventy Minn

ilmosiow

i....Paaded. becoming the

them was something for the
kids to du-. laments Weikel

another

instrument.

Dorothy -Skinny" Brady
joins her Woomera too and

3101

of Illinois, Willaim F. Carlini,
director of the Department of
Public Works and Buildings,
said

The training program, con ducted by the division of high -

ways in cooperation with the
university, is designed for high
school graduates. Applicants
must have completed courses
in algebra and planegeometo
and have an interest and apti-

the school nave always ma or
surpwrod the requirements."

The Northwest Police
Academy is administered by
the police departments. who
send cadets to the school for
training. Des Plaines Police
Chief Anhui- Hima is the press
'dent of the academy this year.

Aldrich has been the director
since the academy svm formed
eight years ago.

Organizing Representative
Earl W. Johnson, 1403 Camp

McDonald Rd., Pmspeet

Heights. mid Mere are many
Norwegians in the area, and a

ledge would'

gh

Sr

way and Scholarship

1

21'1Ntto

students are s,nsmed by the

"The main purpose of the
society is toprovide a way for

50001 tam to maintain their

identity." Johnson said.

The group also promotes
cdtleation, participates
ternational commerce with
Norway and provides !mould

ofsuch mote-

nics,

banquets,

language

deems and cam,.
The Sons of Norway is the
largest Norwegi..AnteriCan
Mganimtion to the mann),
according to Johnson It optn. in 23 state,
has been in
eXiSlell.0 for 75 years'
Interested persons may con-

jgre jjujjou

g,

the University of Illinois

Today she story of the Roll.

h are

re-

01

opEopu, SAY we wish

the band free of charge and
supervired by qualified. pro-

on REGULAR

fessional musicians."
Hopeful that the

STATEMENT
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

come.

hand could be revived, members recently appealed to the
Rolling Meadows Jaycees,
once one of their most ardent
supporters. But their response

Interest is mid and

trict offices of the division of
highways.
Students selected

for the

training program will become
technician trainem in the divio
n of highways and will be
paid WO a monthwhile taking

'h77::'=i"girlal,...
loved to take the training

..sr -,.5? will dodo a
s

Chicago

°Old time" hand members
recall that hack in 1967 their
marching unit hail uniforms
and they were even able to
sward music camp scholar -

While the remaining 150 will
'be trained at the university's
Champaign -Urbana campus.
The expanded state highway.
construction
program
hes
cf t d the need for a number
of technical employes who can
perform many of the sub -pro -

.

fessional

engineers, assign-

mews in the various Mstrict off

noes of the division of high Dist rim offices are at Elgin.

jyju

DiSon, Ottawa. Peoria, rank

meeting at 8 p m al the Holto

Springfield. Effingham. East
St. Louis. Carbondale and Chi-

day Inn.
Prospect.

Rand Rd.. Mount

cago.

For highest

interest
on all savings,

shift to First!
Interest rates are higher than ever
on savings accounts, certificates of

deposit and FMIC accounts.

.ships to their young musicians.

51/2%

Dining their "peak of ,pu-

on CERTIFICATES

OF DEPOSIT
minimum certificate $1000,
Interest earned horn date of punimae

The herd did nth have a flutist for months men one evening
Karen joined the group. The following week she remind HogMg a neighbor friend. The band has its own colleedon of music
end stands which they Ming each seek to the Carl Sandbing
Junior High School, Rolling Meadows.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW PAY
Ceablicath of Depreit $1,000 to $100,000 -1 year

AT SHERIDAN

helieves

GET THE WHOLE STORY

CALL US AT 827-4411

supporter

Lawrence Barnett of Palatine,
whose son plays with the band.

S

Ifs not too often that a youngster has an opportunity to play
along with a professional ari-

mos()

\si

if more parents would bring
their children and more area

dap.,"

Certificate' of De
6100,000 and over - 30 to 59 days.
6552161
Certificate .1 Deposit $100,000 and ova- 60 to 89 days.
6.5%
CortifitiMe of Deposit $100,000 and ova- 90 to 179 days.
4.754
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over -180 days ton year
J
7,0%
Certificate of Deposit
and ova- overt year
7.54
Neettenott Toot ml Swinge Soak Me always pad the high., raw namable ms
lima Deptioite, and we an plamed to mamma theme rate.

IbilleAtImclivasocomeonover

'EVEN NOW the band
coldd he a tremendous success
music instructors would par -

Deport
c.in.....t Deport
$1,000 to $100,000 - 2 Yea.

10a.m.to2p.m.Monday-Friday

Arity" the youngsters were the
frequent suhmet of newspaper
articles and nearly every area
junior and senior high echoed
was represented.

1

ski. who maybe played the
,ectillb,eifLr,e:ith a band at

A number of the prolessionals do encourage their pHr

vate students to join them in

%

""----11ORTHWEST 'Riot & Sa01404413a4t10

the bond where Moir selections

will range from "Stars and
Stripes Forever" to "Sym-

II

311 Set4Ittori Zeds Owl
394-1800
14.3 iimhoilioo19.8208008r011411.4

019141184111ft C4ept4144

and

vilndac.94%,IsRodgers

ireffo

A

The yowled menthe of the Rolling Meadows Munklpal
Band Is IO-year-old David Mello who papa saxophone that
alma. taller ran be ha Ilk father, Rocco Melo, also play.
,

-

-

Feed Moyer, 72, and an cx-

pertenced band director has
been Serving as the group's'
rondnelor since Ting. resign ed due to increa,cd musical
commitments.

the

branch.

was discouraging.

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pay 5% with no minima.
deposit or halasee. Funds must remain 011 deposit for 90 days, with interest
paid and empounded quarterly

at

Champaign-Urbara and al the
university's new Circle campus
0 Chicago. App limtion blanks
and information pertaining to
the course are available at all
high schools in Illinois and dis-

who still manages the band and
plays with it. "Well, there's

compounded -quarterly

Maca't

"The Good lifi"

considered to receive financial
support from the village. When
this was determined us illegal,

com-

the Chicago Boys Club Band.

patron to 1000 a lisle n ing eon

e rriment. and music stand...recause school officials have not
their
exactly
encouraged
weekly endeevem.
Ten -year -old David Mili-

41/2 %

il. a long time resident who

munity bond patterned after

hroughi their own music. M-

-4

AT THAT Mne the hinni

project nos received so en.

1961-62 worked for

of pride hot which
todayscannot find a friend or

a
popular
community e.

Concert Band is Hubert Splici

only a few ,ars a, was a
great

at

vents and area Pima,

tor of the Rolling Meadows

that

insp.-anon

dims and and
attraction

kleadows Municipal Band. a
community

nuculus of the Rolling blea-

for a Palatine housewife, can
Now a wild baritone hum.

Watching a community
spirit die is tun a olcasam
Yet, this is what has
h appened le
the
Rolling

weekly

...but INSIDE

Radio 670

this summer at the University

The training course will be
conducted on the campus of

coconut oatmeal cookies.
To be served Wednesday i
MacArthur, Ann Salim%

OUTSIDE

WMAO

graduates who complete a special 11 -week training course

nude for engineering work, Cellini said.

School Menus

gathered at Carl Sandburg Jun ior High Scluml tor their
heir

Active
People
listen to

to M prepared to be all

things to all people."
Aldrich said much of the instruction in human lichavior
and criminal justice will he by
'professional persons who are

and Notre Dame High School
for Boys in Niles.

Employment in the Illinois
division of highways will be
available to 200 high school

Sons of Norway to meet
on forming of new lodge

would be benelleial to the en -

ago. 16 youngster, 0. Walls

The

the

'We believe that these
clihnges art of a progressive

lasitgey coon

it's

in

Grove Village: Sr. Victor High

member said That the increase.
if approved would pun salaries

in line with the average count,

Meadows.

emphasis

Community band looking
for sympathetic ear

Drake Univerrtly Sunday.
Dykstra received a Master

in Wheeling; St. Hubert in
Hoffman Estates: S. Colette

criminal justice should make

nture.''

one of more than 200 graduate
and undergraduate candidates
from 17 stares and Canada
who received degrees from

.1.11106 and Our Lady of the
Wayside in Arlington Heights)
Sr Emily and Sr Raymond in
Mount Prospect: St. Theresa

dcts from 22 area police de- human relations (5) police in- Mao -Cm,' well llualiiffa try
valsement in social problem'their individual areas." Assist - la enrolled in the Chicago Gallery and Studio Tour during
ing in the humThe
cu. r rent six -week sasion.
(6) self understanding.
.the mid -winter study and re 20 -hour criminal ns- istrucl ion. according to Aldrarch term at North Central
Twenty-two of the 320 Me section is broken down
ich. will tm several faculty
College, Naperville, Ill Miss
members
from
Harper
College
into:
(I)
history
of
low
enforce
training hours will be devoted
Wedell is a senior at North
to instruction in human behav meat and criminal just icc (2) in Palatine. Roosevelt Univer- Central.
shy in Chicago and the Ch' which is broken down into changing concepts of police
six topics: DI social ps- res,nsibility (3) police ethics
raga public schml system,
The one -day tour provide
staff members from Forest
chology for law enforcemenyt (4) police discretion (5) Pone student with an opportur
officers (2) recognition and ducal due process (6) court orHospital in Des Plaines and
ity to visit the private studio of
represCntatives of the National
handling of abnormal behav- ganiiation.
NCC art instructor, Mrs
.Conference of Christians and
for (3) youthful offenders (4)
Diane Duvgneaud.
0000,
The stuALDRICH SAID Individ- Jews.
various studios
Professors from Kent Law dent also
ual topics in the human behavior and criminal justice fields 'School in Chicago will assist in std art galleries in the city.
had been touched upon in prethe criminal justice instrom
vious cadet claws, "hut Motif
tion. Aldrich said.
w.appraisal of the curriculum
e felt that a re.organiration
ALDRICH SAID minof our program in these areas imum requirements for police
The International Fraternal
academie, ham Moose by the
would be most beneficial for
Society, Sons of Noovay will
state legislatum. "but our curthe men if met 0010 provided
hold 101 first official meeting
a better in.depth look at crimiriculum ir edminol justice.
to form an area ledge to
human 1. a Dr and all be
nal motivations ad our sysmaintain the culture and cmtem of justice. This, in urn, other are... of instruction at
1010i of Norway.

areas of human behavior and

Heights

Roger E. Dykstra. 1127 S.
Wilkie. Arlington Heights, is

Heights: St. Joseph the Work-

schools:

justice as part of curriculum
changes at the Nonhwest Police Academy in Adington

Earns degree

St.

secondary

and

"Increased

Lois M. Wedell, daughter of

Mr. and M. Emile Wedell,

cpanmentS the enrolled in the

from area police departments.

ceive increased training in human behavior and criminal
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Train students
for highway jobs

ellerytouart
inr
gEattrlod

1774 Forest Av., Des Plaines,

Aldrich, director of the acade-

my. stnich trains police Wed

for

Men.

At present. lay teochois with
a Bachelor% Degree. No with
110 reaching experience. get a
starting solar, of 56.030.
Under the
proposed
schedule, the, wouldw re,eise
56.633. An Arthdlocemn staff

-Each ales he its own me-

.' ontannathe from which

teachers.

C011.

AND

society for many &rocks and

ginally felt that breaking
with de state and national levels was the thing to do. Now,

IN THE northwest suburbs.
salaries for beginning teachers in public schools
have been about 07.000 at the
grade school level this year .slightly higher for high school
hoviemer.

forced the closings of Mine

Attractive
People

members. They claim PTA has
been contributing member of

Muriel 50010. president of
the Lions Park PTA. a a sin rote gd who has taken a good
look at the total picnue. She

aid ,vill also be tackled by Con-

°hose who are not members of
religious order, - Moe

TheLea

note or defeat legbilation, it
has the force of 10 million

has had much influence for the
good of children. including
those in Mood Prospect.

THE QUESTION of state

school district's salaries.

IR-Adington

Lil Floros
a

This is a consumer -type
rant and
show, designed to
acquaint the general public

is

Set hearing on raising lay teachers' salaries

BECAUSE THE Park Drstrin office is in rented space
any figure building. development or renovation will
probably include plans for the
ICwriaardfrom Pace I I
administrative and maintain cc headquarters of the dis.
do comnamity.
nict.
hVisitors will hale die op
-The Park District operates
an ice hockey and a general portunity of evaluating for
skating rink at Lions Park. If thenuolves both the gnat,
funds are made available. a and the quantity of the educe.
on offcmd.
second natural skating
°We want them
see
be developed at John
Muir School and if a recrea- schools which students,toteachtion center complex is built al ers. and pare. cart enough
Lions Park. the existing ice about to have in session on
skating warming home could what would normally be an afbe used at John Muir School."
mnA 13 -acre lake that is I,
cg ifi cs to
wed at Hillcrest and Willow

Shops in the center will inchide White Hen Pantry Food
Store: One Hour Maninixing

completed tens, RIM 1.

be

sorim, camp grounds, reports.
and other related items of the
recreational vehicle industry.

o

smaller multrpose mums:

.711Elf WOULD save (II
on property tares CI oper-

deselopal hy the Kassitha De.
selopment Comps

sounds like the PTA at
Lions Park School wont be a
PTA anymore. 1.11 probably

Admission

trailers. camping irailers.
truck carnpers, motor homes.
and other camping vehicles.

By Gary Shiffmon

°freer...1.B vehicles.

The show will include travel

the repon

Park Cherie,

25.500 so. ft. of Ramble area.
The center is being financed
by Janes W. Rome A Co. and

It

to-

morrow and running through
Feb. I. Show times are from
noon until 10 pm.

inadequate." Co.

sociation members would benefit by donating the lake to the

Break ground for
Meadow Square center
Gr.), has hoen broken for

Exhibition Hon starting

res 01 019 use and enjoyment

Ve

ities:

Park Pool: conduct a ;mk
il=the

Hex.

Recreational

hide Show will Ire held at the
Arlington Park Race Track

tion programs to include all

Hans include: purchase of .v.
en acres adjacent to the pro-

education progra m to
quaint residena about

cagoland

the present Prospect Heights
library's tented space has be.

sun.

mono advantages and pleas.

The Second Annual Chi-

THE DAY
Tuesday, January 27, 1970

Human relations, criminal justice
,
get larger role in policetraining

Recreational

Prospect Hgts. hearing set
Av.. and Hillcnst dr., east of
III. 83 'approximately 11.6

A 13-614.5 IS V CI 0

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES. ILL, TELEPHONE 8274411 Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporafton .Alember Federal Rename SY..

One day at a time
Once a fad starts, away it

It's amazing what has suddeny become an antique.

s., Right now, itk antique
collecting.

1

have to admit a

weakness

for collecting an.
times, even before they began
calling a Shirley Temple pitcher an antique.
Maybe you've visited one of

ONE TABLE had some
posters from the church Ep-

You could get a lot of fancy,

came from a drug nom that

empty liquor bottles, if you
had lots of money. They we rent worth as much when they
w
filled.

went out of brain.. They
There was

I saw a great big bowl, and
when 1 looked in, I discovered
it was full of political button+
Eisenhower w. the oldest.

reMm at the motel.

dropped in on several of

. The plates looked just like
do stuff we have in the kite&

these recently. So did some of

en, only they had more chips in

m Is neighbors.

them,
".Q.60endirePeeifelen.b1-.

a

harness,
wooden
books.

with pictures of German soldiers and planes from World
War 11,

and

Ncssie, the monster that is
sup,sed to inhabit the waters

nine

of Loch Ness, Scotland, began
in legend in Me 14th century.
She is still keeping non of sci-

There was some sluff we
used to get when we were kid..

IF YOU WERE looking for
tinsulators taken off electrical
poles, you could find them/

ex istence.

The first hint that the loch

plastic pitchers for sale.

One woman showed me

But there we

some medicine bottles that

.........

ence busy trying to prove her

They mil it carnival gine.
ni admit there weren't any

was

any an-

inhabited by a orange

creature is recorded in the library at Schalfhatagn. Swit-

tiques, either,

.

zerland It was writ., how.
ever. some.100 years after it alledgedly happened by a biog.

Tlie Profipett Dap

roller of O. Christine's. Ac-

HIDEAWORD

cording to Alex Campbell in
his book entitled. "Loch Ness
Monster," published in 1933.
he relatesthe nory

Page 4

any four letter or more words out of
theseletten as you can. In addition. find the word

r .""

Make as

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publish,

Alononinn Editor

William J. Kiedaisch

using all seven of these letters.

pill... daily. Mond, throuuh Fridn,

The 11,

11, Vublication,

IP S. Main, Mount Pruspert.111.
Branch rlires:
Rd. A iling...O.
217 4.11Mlon

16 goad, 21 excellent

m.meas

"Somebody said I don't have 'chutzpah.' Find out what
it is, and let me know if I should get some!"

Answer sn Comic Page

722Con. an y Istaiers, M. Mos

behavior recalls no aquatic an-

AREA RESIDENTS

restrange

peatedly saw the
phenomena. Later researchers
eXplained it a, families of ot.
Len swimming across the loch.
The heads
produced
the
humps reportedly seen. Or

large pieces of debris such as
branches at odd angles might
ata distance look like the my.
Maul monster.
Wake, caused by posing
boats, diving birds such as cormorants, or low flying birds re.
flood 111 the water rippled by
the many explanations
Nessie.

follows:

Me blessed man
reached the lochside he saw
OW la the local inhabitants

Tuesday, January 27, 1970

hearing the command."

the

the arrange currents arc smong

when

FACSIHT

.. Marshall Field 111

diately sank co of sight upon

Mere is little to opal that
they represent an animal, and
the way some of them change
shape as well as their general

whereupon

blessed man made the sign of
the crow The monster imme-

Meet the Loch Ness Monster)

old bat -up

some
boxes

moored,

Mooed In the sales

schoolhOlrse

crock, some kerosene lamps, a

There was a show card filled

There were some railroad
lanterns under the table,

By Delano Hassle

were expensive.

wonh League.

the local sales. A few dozen
dealers rent the local hag in
town, or a room at the shop
ping center or the meeting
I

Monster -True or false?

By Ron Swans

fog

It was not until 1933 that
factual expedition again

at-

tracted the public's lateral.

being carried ashore after having been seimd and savagely

IN HIS BOOK "The Case
tee Sea Serpent" Comm, nder Rupert Gould concluded that "apart from the

bitten by sonie aquam onster while swimming. He or.
dared one of hit companions Ici
swim across the loch for a
hom, and as this man entered

fact that most of the objects re-..

imal known today."
This
conclusion
was
reached after Gould, with an
expedition of seven interviewed 69 people who claimed
to have seen Nessie. However,
even Gould recognized the
vagueness of the compiled information.
Constance Whyte became a
noted authority on Nessie and

wrote a book concerning her.
She contended that Me monster should be seen in populated ffeas because there is
more chance of someone
oeing her. She also sta. that
the reason for the monster (a
term developW by journalists)
being in the loch is the abundance of fish at the mouths of
rivers entering the loch.
Maurice Burton in his book

-The Elusive Monster" .aid
his expedition, which included
eight people, kepi a two -month

mach and recorded only two
sightingi

rn a

IN 1934 Sir Edward Moon -

svirsond min nonage.

Your own son or the neighbor.. boy may be one the opproximately 17.000 lads in the

Northwest Suburban Council
program.

Or you may he sow of the
nearly 6,000 volunteer adult
workers or 0 professional oaf.
fer olive in area scouting.
You will bc aware of where
the money comes from to keep

live affair

vomin,
You will

be happy to

know Mat Inc recent Lunch.
0-Ree at Arlington Park Tow.
,
first such fundoising
cod for scouthrs hero drew
civic officials and leaden in
building finance, and realty to
raise EIS,000 Mr the Council's
Work. thus assuring
750

more boys can take part

in

1970 scouting programs.

FOR READERS who are
not active in smutio, and who
just now and then lend a help.

nand, financia, it may
end indeed should be a good
quotion: Who Pays for Scoutins?

parent who

As

Who foots the bill?
Flushing. Long Island,

sources have been exhausted,
end council chigoe represent ing this area then provide,
through the council, the funds
for the annual operating budget which covers volunteer
leader 'mining. new unit ono nization. personal service to
existing units and leaders.

buckskin

Book" by Dan Beard. national
mom commissioner back in
1929, I'm aware timea have
changed, but raising the cash is

a problem always with

the

s in other youth

Erma

for biz we
The boy
uniform, advancement litercoalg,

cial mil activities, unit dues,
annual national registration.
Digging into his personal

funds for this helps him leant
self-reliance

THE UNIT puts up the

money for meeting equipment,

es and similar events, good
tum projects, drawing on unit

duo and approved moneyaising projects.

instilution
The
pen for unit meeting facilities.
ea. light, institutional relaionship material.
disagreed

Some ifirsie needs still have

to be met, after Mese three

broad -brim

and mustache. The founder of
the Bell Boy Scouts M America. himself a friend of Colonel
Bill Cody, Buffalo Jones, last
of the plainsmen. and Indian
fighter and scout Yellowstone
Kelly penned in his outspoken

summer can, facilities, pre,am development and promo.
lion, bulletin service and mail

way what should pertains be

ontact. The council depends
on the mmal sustaining mem
haship enrollment program,
the United Fund, Foundation
Punscontributions, Trust Funds.
individual and group dons -

repeated to every American today.

"The writer," he declared,
"has no faith or patience with
Me kickers and knockers who
in a frantic attempt to get into
the notlight themselves are
constantly defaming Ameri-

lions.

When Rohm Sasser. NSC
proidem. thanked those at tending the hunch-O-Ree for

can patriots a., worst of all.
American

their avow of the urea Cub
Scouts, Boy S.as mid Ex.

proclaiming

boys,

Ma they are worse than the
Jaya of Yesterday."

1) What we the causemand
symptoms of stomatitis? What
is the best treatment?
A -Inflammation
of the

mouth may he caused by +
tleficitmcy
rdL:inelcct
rlws

tuella-

sri'dn't1Z.nr'sJ;ThTin'

multiforine and poisoning with

sacred Intst. He urged we re,

Regular bnrshing of the teeth
and gums and periodic dental
checkups will prevent a recur-

member that

O'Neil, Robert L Ndson,
group chairman of oaltors.
said "He's . good scout. One

His formula seems almost
too simple to work, but it has
proved uniquely practical in
time when everyone vouches

bor and management circles. is
residene,

Alcher, mayor of

omb,. who is running

aioad for gimmicks to moti-

twenty clerk, saki in his

vate Iheandividual.
Beard's -standard

Mar besides

With the establishment of
the Loch Ness Phenomena In-

v.tigation Bureau Limited,
annual five monthexpeditions
are conducted. The members
search Loch Ness to obtain
photographic evidence of Na's
ie's existence..

THE SIGHTINGS of the
tances of 100 yeards to one and

sae a neck and head, others in-

clude a tail. Some report the
skin rough. Almost all report
301M sort of fins causing gnat

THERE HAVE been some
five Mists taken over a period
of 35 year. One was lost and

Columnist will
speak on antiques

three were of no significant
proof. It was the film taken by
Dinsdalc that lad to mom recent intensive expeditions:

antique moron

meet ut the home of Mrs. Wil-

1i.." he Day

state the film was taken with a
135 mm telephoto lens. Woking
theyroictures enlaed 20

lam J. Willy, l27 Elmwood.

She is actively osociated with

the

wrote a colomn..A natio An -

Palatine, a; 1:15 p.m. Friday,

oder antique collectors and
dealers and attends lectures
and study wimps pertaining to
antique, when offered at near-

Mary

,

Bruce

will spark

on

by collage and universities.

Weoeenfeld
"Decorating

She has been the recipient of

wank he motive writing

with Your Antique Collet-

least two feet under and is estimated Cl mut leas than six feet
wide.

given by the 7th District of the
Illinois f Merano!, of Won -

ci

Mrs. Wuestenfeld, u membee of the club and active with

Nark.

en's CIO,

antiques for 10 years. She has

kin. Allot 1 id, knell =mhers of her committee have
planned this very informative

had a number of articles pub.

afternoon.

the American Home

is a

Com-

oans, has been a collector of

Tomorrow: Node doe. ex -

Publications.

Jan. 30, for . and ideas on
homes,

wake is not a boat but -probably an animated object." It h
three feet out of the water. el

Yes, there definitely

and for one and one-half years

how to use antiques in their

conclude that the
object creating the pictured
times

length gown of white silk pal
de snit and lace. embroidered
with seed pearls and a
yell ensemble. She curried
Ills veil

rolde Koukol of Mount Pros-

a nosegay of white noses, step.

of Mr. and Mrs.
James Price of Mount Pros-

Waukegan serval as maid of
honor. wearing a red velvet
floor -length gown. its Empire
waist and long slams umbel.
fished with pink and green

pect, and Thomas B. Rosedahl.

trim. A notching red velvet

son of m g and Mrs. Burton
Rosedahl of Bricelyn, Minn..
were united in marriage Dec.

Juliet cap with short let nylon

at

St.

Mark

Price,

Lutheran

Christ-

mas trees flanking the altar,
red poinsettias with white
bows, and ornations and

ried a nosegay of pink carol and pink roses a did the
other bridal attendants.

Thomas Lund of Shelly.
Minn.. served as best man.
Groomsmen were Giegory
Lund of Greeley. Colo.. and
Iluane Hove of Towage.
A

bullet supper tor

120

guests Ham served in Felloship Hall of the church imp:
diately following the wedding
ceremony.

short slava, was the young

into their apriment in Kansas
City, mo.

newer girl. Karam Koko!.
Her nosegay was a small replica of the other attendants'.

Mrs. Carol Lund of Shelly,
Minn.. the groom's sister. and

was

M. Kathy Lovdahl of Mil-

vitamin deficiency or taking

san. The Rev. Mr. Quill aloe

emerald green

large doses of an antibiotic. If
your physician or dentist can
find the came, they should be

erved as soloist, accompanied

with light gran trim, styled

at the organ by Robert !BM-

the same as the gown of ilea
maid of honor. Their Juliet
cap were of green velvet. with
green nylon net veils.

W. in "Song of Ruth" and
The bride wore a floor.

my

dress with corsage of yellow

Looking like a mini -version
of the maid of honor in her red
velvet gown. except for its

waukee.

ohm° help you.

the bride. served as ringbearer.
The bride's mother 1,11 attired

veil adorned her head. She car-

greos on the pews.

THE CEREMONY

E A BOLD John
SI
Price of Glenview, a cousin of

in a pink strechlength dress
hoods, white ornations and and wore a corsoe of deep led
holly grans.
roses. The groom's mother
Miss Islay And Baron of wore a green street -length

Quill and the Rcv. Nolan Wot-

bridesmaids,

wore

5,

newlyweds

'The

spin g ,vcek's honeymoon at
Run.

Pheasant

then

moved

The bride is a 1964 graduate

of Proper High School and a
1961 graduate of Northern
tinnier University. She taught
third grade at Robert Frost
School

in

Mont Proper.

goo was

velvet gowns

graduated

from Colorado Mate College
teem
in IOU. He is procntly a food
inspection spoialist with the

U. S. Army at Kansm (My.
Mo.

advice mom, keep cradling. Whm Mr. and Mn. Thomas B. Rosedahl

A -This may be caused by a

bread. Candi.
they'll be amply repaid by ad- di++is is bot treated with a lo -

Cupid's Arrows strike

EARN APPROXIMATELY $400

eitizens ready fee tomer- tion that contains amphoteri.
cin B,

row's tasks.

a pmeription drug.

Lee Janson

A WEEK DELIVERING

Ss

LISTENS
TO YOU

in

Ott.1a -Bra.

THE NORTHWEST DAY

FIRST TIMER
Dear Lee Janson,
I'm a OCV/ driver. ma first time my parents, me have the car
alone, I got ticket. My father was very angry. I don't think it was
really my Paull. The light was yellow, and I thought I could make.

it oh.
Now he says it will be a long linty before I get the car again. Of
course, I'll have to pay the ticket from my own savings, and that
hurls. I just wish there was some way I could help Dad realize it
won't happen again. I love to drive. All my girlfriends drive, and
some of them have been in trouble. Their parents don't take the
car away. I wish I knew what to do.
Now a Walker
It only seems like the end of the world. Parents worry about
kids and ors, some more than others. Paying the ticket seems
like punishment enough. Don't bug Dad. I'm sure he'd relent.

Dear L. Janson,

SMOKES PROBLEM

When my high school daughter has a pajama party, many of
the girls smoke. I do not like it at an.I have told my daughter. She

Sys some girls will not come if they can't smoke. I think they
could get along without smoking for that period of time. I think
it's a bad influence on the girls who do not smoke. I don't want to
fight with my daughter about this, and I'm not sum whet to do
Cancer Hater

Send your questions to Lee fnnsan, clo Day Publications,
Ill S. Mairt`St., Mount Proarregulli. 60050. !Lyon .1th a permeal eoly, oda seViddroasrelerwispe.

AM

CO

Serve a colorful midwinter

a daily, afternoon newspaper Routes now available
in Rolling Meadows and Buffalo Grove. Deliver in the
immediate vicinity of your home. DAILY - MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY.

H ad with oranges and wanberries. It will brighten up the
dullest of days and satisfy the
most ravenous appetites of the
andoorstnen in the family.
Thee
T

chop am nutritious
as petty..

to your home. Applicants must be dependable, maintain good
delivered
to excellent school
ges and be prepared to devote an hour's work each afternoon,
4:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Additional cash, prices or trips may be earned by obtaining
cos.
tomenVo this exciting new paper et the conclusion of the free sample
period.

PHONE 255-7200
DAY PUBUCADONS, 217 S. ARUNGTON HEIGHTS RD., ARUNGTON
HEIGHTS, ILL

re

a, keep this recipe doe at
hand.

CRANBERRY ORANGE
PORK CHOPS
6 park chops, 1 inch thick

1 teaspoon salt
55 cup sogar

Fruits

add

other

vitamins and innards too. For
g ood nutrition, flavor and col.

and wok slowly until mall is
tender, about one hour.

Miss Miller

Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Hok of Mount Prospect on-

fiance are graduates of Prospact High School. loan is em -

of
their daughter, Joan Helen, In
Frank J. Naples, son of hire.
Frank Naples of Franklin
the

hail for one minute. Add ern berries; cook until skins pop.

2 cup cranberrio
2 tablespoons mated orange
rind
1 cup orange sections
hob seasoned, cooked rice,
g desired

low Hash

spoons water and salt. Cover

Combine remaining water,
opt end corn syrup; bring to

Y. ee wafer

ai

Brown chops la shortenho

Drain off fat. Add 2 Obie

r

Si cup light cant syrup

Pork is a valuabli mime of
high quality protein. intprtont minerals and essential B
vitamins.

Papers will be

a

Cranbury entlegork chops boat a delightful combinadon of Boors and an attractive, crion
fal appointee.

dinner of pork chops gem-

You're the boa. Youedaughter should respect you rules in
your own boast.

.

in

group

took

conducted by the Bo. David

(alas old Dan Beards idea, whole wheat
is!

lishol

The Americo Home study
of the Arlington
Heigho Woman's Club will

film
which was interpreted by disMterested photo experts who
Hinsdale

day obool teacher pronounce
her wedding vow, was doubly
eniting for 6 -year -old Ka.

Chrismon-decorated

Q-1 am bothered with burn-

of

This Is the famous "Lendon surgeon" picture taken in 1939. Scoffers say it may well be a lee
limb broght in the surface by air bubbles produced by decomposing debris Cl the boom of Loch
Ness. (Photo courtesy of World Book Encyclopedia)

They are shown here.

Church in Mount Prospat.
The 5:30 pm. deahk ring cc,
emony took placecandlelit
Clvistmas
in with two

rence.

deficiency of vitamin B or an
destnation."
It still rakes jog, ci;izea, to infection with Candida alba
'help foot the bill, It seems cans. Vitamin f is supplied by
deal shat as long as they also milk, brewed yeast. meat and

Other hai,iness leaders in of
the Palatine National Bank.
Richard Pepper of Pepper
Construction Co., Douala. J.
Millin, architect, and Edward
Bordajewicz.
RACK IN May. 1929, when
Daniel Carter Beard wrote the
preface to his gflocktkin
Book," still a classic for all
scouts,
was living near my
house

uta-

ton of a common animal.

27

dentist are required.

Q -Both corsets

lion and he 0111 not be guilty of

friOda"

brother's

(Plesioonr) or a large

Dinsdale.

was: -Teach Me boy comma- can I dolor this?

are. themcommu
ons of somasn
the.
in ax
atom in Preserving law and
order and reducing debroluen99. "The 99ige9eg of coining
macho Beyond the MODE
scouts involved locally to their

oldest

sterprehistoric animal

Sharron Lynne

not caused by tranquilize. but
=outing since he got it going may be an indication of
anemia, excessive smoking, a
in 1919.

99.099 firm and alive in O.

keynote
ing

a

book. He concluded merman-

daugluer

1991 and had spent 31 yeas in

°Neil, head of a local con -

Robert

-need

reports

eyewitness

taken by Dr. Kenneth Wilson
in 1934.11 is one of the main
evidences supporting the Plesiosaur theory advocated by

flower girl. and the brides
mother madc her long red velvet dress for her.

BEARD CAN be consid- ing of my lips and league.
ered an authority on boyhood. Could tranquilizer, cat, chi.?
A -The burning sensation is
He was 91 when he died in

ahead of self. One who is will ing to go the extra mile."

u Palri n,

nay

little encouragement and
worthy example to follow."

alone. spending many months
gathering information and

The other photograph is
known as the famous -London
surgeon's photograph." It yeas

pect, for she was chosen lea be

also

end looked upon boyhood as a

published in 1961, conducted

a thorough investigation beginning in 1950. He worked

Welching her former Sun-

known as Vincent's angina. is
a bacterial infection. Antibiotia am usually given. The ore
of 3 per cent hydrogen peroxide at a mouthwash four or
five limes 0 do is also helpful.
Often t, efforts of a physician
a

-The Loch Ness Monster,

Sharron Price has Christmas Wedding

vented?

mouth,

Tim Dinsdale, mthor of

graphs or Mimic in existatce.

and color

of
trench mouth? %at is the best
treatment? How can it he me.
A -Trench

authentic.

obtained.

mere

Mete were only two photo.

the came

imam in scouting.

NAND ING the Good
Award to Anita F.

BOYS, GIRLS

pend on the cause.
is

He

sound scientific evidence.

Torn

Until the 1969 expedition

T ends}. Lanni. 27, 1970

photographer.

sional

Again sightings elle reported
but could not be backed with

some

dooming of the water.

Colorful
combination
of flavor

ing. The treatment would de-

(}What

O'Connor was not a profes-

II..11110410.10../10002900,129299299099002,220.099900.1111"119110040 .....

Mouth or mercmercury.u. The chief

and

Scout

Dolor. Ilanchrsiimans Editor

symptomx are sore mouth and
gums. ulceration and bleed-

"a boy of Yesterday himselr

Beard went on to say he was

gicuMETi

W. G. BRANDSTAOT, MD.

pliners, he was talking to arca
men who not only contributed
coh bin also time and personal

ran, y,,nenrpiegeluded Gerald Fitzgerald
gear, special "high adventurs

shirt,

cowboy hat, neat white pale

who mill Ill,nterests of others

of the lore in the "Buckskin

and

was a familiar sight in his

I

Stomatitis
treatment

1

Day light
By Joseph Stubenroch

DOCTOR SAYS I

One is not deer, as the Engtaxidermist,
Peter

lish

claim to have taken this flash
photo of the creature at a 25yard. range with a simple
Brownie camera early in 19W.
Dimdale States the picture is

hum, have been seen. Some

eat as
Page X

s se...thorn:1gs paid n MountErmari. lit woo

ex-

a half miles. One through eight

simortataw rani la ono wed+. axeanita..
De; quote l,g.lull nate.317,i sea: Wanton mown
Prospect

another

pedition, He stationed his 26'
non crew equipped wily cam and binoculars at various
positions on the loch for one
month. Five good photos and

evasive Nettie range from die

ported as the Loch Ness Monster move about in the water,

the water the monster again

organized

tain

add orange rind and sections
and pour over chops i5 min-

Park, III.,
Naples.

engagement

and Jae late Mr.

Both Moan Heck and her

'

Prospect

ploy., at General Fire Ea tinguisher Corp in North -

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Miller
Arlington Heights announce the engagement of
their daughter, Pamela Ann,

brook, and Frank is employed

tolames Rotten Lutsch, son of

at Golf View Dodge in Monti

Mr. and Mrs. George Lotsch

in June.

Grove.
Their wedding plans me fee
May. 1970.

of Mount Prospect.

of

The couple grad std from

An

the highlight of a second grade
study of maps and globes.
Weidner's
Moe.
Shirley
class at Robert Frost School in

of the suburb's streets on

play. Mn. Weidner is encouraging each child to indepen-

Each

dently decide where he lives in

child is determining the location of his home on the streets

relation to the streets on the

class

bulletin

board.

and will add a house to the dis-

wedding

is

time. Serve chaps and fruit
rauce on rice.

Durable, distinctive Sao
oryware, featuring exterior

mane finish, delicate contemporary design and satin-

Father -son
night at, Salk

mooh interior, is destined to
delight those who love to cook.
An exclusive Cera-Met finish
on the bottom provide, the

Prospect Heights have a map

August

plsnned.

ed before end of cooking

Maps for Second Graders at Frost
Finding their own house on
a map of Prospect Heights is

High School. and

both are attending Wotan Illinois University in Macomb.
III.. where 2.1,16 will graduate

Made in heat transference, especially on today's 1M10-110pensture electric rang.. Co
noile-on-steel, all Savoryware
CersoMel pieces come with
oven -proof louMes and cover

knobs and stainless Rai trio

Tonight it Father and. Son
Night al Jonas E. Salk School
at X p.m. Donald Reek, science

coordinator of Scholl District

15, will be the guest
speaker. A science film on

comenration will he shown.
Moms are wekone 10o! Refreshments also will be sand.

Vie 4)etr

Pea. 6

OUT OUR WAY

Tuesday, January 27, 1970
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MW tracksters debut at ProvisoWest
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ANT TELL Ma Vs DELMERATE,' umeaREDARONJOCus

elfri u1E-7E7Are. ET'S'
TAD( ABOUT THSe

THAT SOY Kb..

TONIGHT
THE

Ooo no LIVE/
DESCH,
YOU KNOW AFTED NE RfCES PROMISED
ROD -HE
HES dOIG. SKIM
FREE

WHAT.
THIS

NEVEM STAYS

AROUND

'1100.RIE
GETS NG

READY
BLAST

HELL PICK LIP

NE COLLEGE
KIDS FOR

ENOUGH Se,

THE EASTER
VACATION/

TO

MUM

500

DOE IS

HE RAY

THE DfeLIMS

ON SAT
LICOMM

II

Lancer

2

his
skills

when

wealthy

playing

d

host for the special
commemorating the
centennial

lectecerr nerfireriO
1(102.5. NNE!
A kW

Greatest

8:00
5

Fast

Mod Squad

7

Labeled "con-

troversial" because
the girl is half -white,
h 1-Ncgro. Frank
Sinatra, TonyCurtis,
Natalie Wood, Leora

Star Thek

9

Around.

I1

Wined

"Four Seasons of

Your
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY

-

AQUARIUS [Jan. 21 . Feb.
191 Don't deviate too far from
your mual routine for the day.
Let nature

take

its

Dana.

32 Of

11 NET Festival
"The World of
David Amram "
16 Motorsports Inteniafional
32 Big Valley

Lands

and

Neil Douai. is
host for a film trip to
France.

Ref,,,,,a, THAT'S ENOUGH,
PORKY: VA BEEN
A:0002,

STEP ON 110 SEALE
AN' WE'LL SEE HOW
AnuE14 FLAB SA
DROPPED ON TR'

slellGSY WO, WEIGHT-

7:00

II University

LO55 PROGRAM"!

course

8:30

of
Chicago Romani:4e

2

William Braden
and U. of C. history
profewor
Manic
er

where o new project is con.
canted.
PISCES I Feb. 20 - March

The Governor

and 24,
Gov. Drinkweter

Sun -Times report.

12:00

"A Life of Her

"Special: The Chicago Art Scene."
31 News

0w

." Romance

starring Lana Turna,
Ann Dvorak, Ray
Millend, Tom Ewell,
7
Chicago Show

9:25

lentil Harvey

32

Movie

Comments

12:15

News

5

9:211

II French Chef

12:45

Everyman

5

32 Debbie Drake

7

9

9 Nem

10:00
News
News
News

1:00
Perspectives

7

11 PREMIERE:
1.20

Ski School
structions
Sku
for the beginner

9 MMie

26 A Black's View
of theNews

American

physicist

with important for.

The Honey -

mules in his head di.

manners

appears.
5

attracts basset

hound In the emu-

when Maine West travels to
highly regarded Proviso Went

Richard

Egan, Burgos Mn'
rditR Vivera Lind -

10:15
News

place

Mery Griffin

7

Dick

1967, outdoors, and in 1968
on the indoor circuit.
lobo is not about to neglect
front the contender
ranks again this year and also
expects
tough competition

from Niles North. 601 he is
hopeful the: his Warriors will
be challenging all the way.
Jobs, will employ a turnout

Central Suhurban League tr..
play. His first teak, however,
will he to make a good showing
against the perennial powerful
Proviso Panthers.

WE MEET should

Movie
Adven.
"Rome
lure." Soap opera
with Suzanne Plc.
9

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

RON THEDBOLD.

altrrw

LIBRA ISem. 24 - Oct. L3)
Take the conservative view of
things today. This is not the
time for domi,traling the aggressive side of your nature.

SCORPIO Wen 24 - Nov.
221 Though contacts may apWastimeve

CAPTAIN EASY

been of real value to you.

and grief by listening carefully

to directives from one in au-

30Northern
constellation

without a foss.

Answers to
Hideaword
CAMPUS CLATTER

fish

flat

cat

st

shift

fist
Stith
fiat

shaft
sift

fash

scat

list

wash
stich

haft
itch
this

at

fitch

31 English money
of Recount.
32 Upper limb
33 Body of
partisans
35 Wickednesses
38 Get up
39 School (Fr.)
41 Defective
42 Challenges
46 East Indian

timber tree
47 Philippine
aweetsop
49 Sleeping

furniture
50 Bristle
51 Withered
52 Anathema
53 Allowance
for waste

MIEKIF4111:q

African

DOWN
1 Nobleman
2 Pressed

, Missive

4 New Guinea

port

/

54 Formerly,/

15100110

duties are Del Hansen, Kevin

hint with Tom Zebra. in

Terry and Grant Pink. while
Hansen. Terry and Bill Thielan will also get a chance on

the sprint relay event.

IT WILL ONLY be a Sion

jump while Grant Pick, Lee

the lows.

rat beforethe latter threesome

Peterson and Jim Keil will do

EIEHOGIMP
lilillE0ti1tfP3

his impressive record with a
tough 4-2 decision over Rich

CIMPR

Klein added to the
Knight total with a 1-0 win

HO©©
DOMOWM

1 German ity

3 Helpers
3 Defea ed ne

37 Lists of
candidates
38 Degrade
40 Puff up
43 French cleric
44 Erect
45 Feminine

appellation
48 Coterie
50 Depot (ab.)

MAW
NMI MRA
ill
MUM
MEM
MOM GAM NUM
MO MUM
UMM

MEW
Wan=
UMW
MEM
WOE WM
61111

MIRO
mum
wommu
am imam um
mow
©©MME

UM

am JIM

Jul Jul.
411111 amp

pect's favor, Mickey Gehen
shin out Steve Kee. of

Frond at 145, 3-0. Knight Tun
Loeffel added another win to
Solinas.

Ken

The

101 -IN CROPPER record -

The Rolling Meadows Boys
Baseball annual Little League
kickoff dance is scheduled for' "'
Feb. Min the Sacred Heart of
Mary High School at 9 p.m.
The Mears of the dance has
to do with Valentine', Day and
the music will be provided by
the Ray Roughen Ensemble.
The annual dance contributes

eat
Displaying a distinct height arisen., feat., nionlisr R.
bee Robinson gains sonhol of those halloRr kl Mos dim,

Vp0.0
421

be

sago labile Sox baseball dawn lest nwht in the 1 wind L, came
slum (Photo 10 lam Shear°

Wildcat freshman
matmen undefeated

r

Rich

Prospimes

put

Schultz to the mat in 43 seconds of the 185 match while
Fremd
heavyweight
Tim
Tuerk had Knight Paul Beek
down in 5:10.
Prospect's

nest

meet

is

Thursday evening when they
host the rival Hersey Huskies.
A loss would just about finish
any chance of a league title
Nat the Knights still entertnin.

If the Knights don't win the
conference, it would mark the
first firm; in live years that they
haven't carted home the championship trophy.

undefeated

dual swim mac

nmord. Trmling 121-136 going into the final relays al Her.
vey. the Northwest Cadeg,
Midgets and Preps all took

CADETS:
freestyle relay:

I.

60 -yard

Barb Larsen.

Rebecca whaler. Nora Halvorsen and Ginger Maloney;
40 -yard
Maloney;

Ginger

freestyle:

backstroke:

relay: Fimimmons.

Takata, Gelder and Gabler:

INTERMEDIATES:
11ard

freestyle

The Northwest team had
also lost points as the result of
five swimmers
being dia.
Waffled.

and Patti Larsen; 40-vard
Grunwald
Dawn
freestyle,

with a /O -second
The Preps took their first place
ed

ribbon for Northwest and the
score gradually began to tight -

day to (ilenhard North trs file

sowe of 35-11. Only Mix
Wildcats ',nosed to detrain
their Panther opponents. one
of [hem Ss a default.

The Wheeling Nose, and
sophottairm also nom dolliat al
Glenhard. Only the
fitted freshman grapplers
pulled out a 30-16 Ain.

Lee AIIII Dodder iiiok

a

the Iln.xur,l backstroke at the
Chteamiland Open. an AAU
swim mem held Saturday at

GlroNtrd.

Mike Beard dropped the
first match at 911 pounds to
Skip Paul. 4.1. and Dan Beard
wasn't arts more successful at

1117 as he ...hut me... by
Dick Garrett.
Mark Hashaw then gave the

sing
c hw

Ker. followed up
Stavros' performance with a
9-3 victory over Paul Hen in
i

with a 641 u ccord. On the year

what should
championship.

123 pounds:lid,
lid ldrirovik. 'lull
137 pounds, Wally Horo-

al

witz. 90 o Its pound., and

lilkr.

OM

165

130-pour1er Sieve Jurgen-

' s currently 8-1 and .5-

pinning

pounder Rob Wargo ha post-

Wheeling heavyweight Mike

ed
7-2 mark loin Miller has
added Ave s ictorim against

ished

the

meet

by

!bur defeats

Four bolster OE!
gytrin(tstics teatu

nc

[lie I75 -pound

WITH -111E vaisny badly in
p1os1
h11kn

nis Riecio smo .tt has five of
Ns charges moving
to the
big team next year.

wit, Will dollnilely

THERE WERE 44 t em
a
participating in [he inns rep.s
romping Illinois. Wisconsin.

earning a default over Mike

team in Norman, Okla.

Dick Rainer of Wheeling

Indiana and Florida as well as
tinattached entries.

scoreboard.

and Jim Johannesen of Arlingin the all-around. WayneC
rin

vIten of Arlington on the

-I think Lewis. Slezak. Jor

Id "1, and Horo

C0111-

ming on the sarsay lewl nest
scar." 1N -aid. "Ernest need,
more strength lichee by enn
Muse Up. and nib is Mew SIM-

Ned Smith dropped a 5-2
match to Bob Henrich at 145
and then Rich Edwards and

side horse. and Roy Rettberg
of Arlington an the rinp were
instrumental in the Sooners'

ors lint sear. so we'll Nov to

152.7 score against top -ranked

bat of his amp. and his stiaistics cerminly he out the Mle-

the hiWS
team and Lee
Ann is the datmhter of Nickie

wrap up the affair.

for the gold medal v.io 28
Moo Allen time am I

Doehler. NWS Aquatic Dim,

decisional. 14-3, in the 175 pound division and his Wild -

ter

at

pounds.

genson

Dave

I

cal teammate Tom Holskopf
lust a 6-3 match at 1115. Ray
Eddy of Glenbard then fin-

and ysrtaTi-'ingIndc
trutht
shy of Oklahoma gymnmicr

Both girls are daughters of

the

The six orifice, grapplers
include fires Hrnrtl, sal al Ha

the inergin to 114.
Wildcat I37 -pounder Bob
Ternms then tied the meet by
Marmett, but that was the last
time Wheeling was to see the

decide

pounds: E.-.3 1 cwis. 341. 115
pounds. I.
al

the 130 -pound clam to narrow

ter of the assistant much of

The Warren freshman had

South. 29-17

1Ngue enemy Wheeling.
The varsity, under head
coach Dick Carlini, came
away with a split for the weekend as they whipped Wheeling,
30-20, and thed dropped a 22-

stroke: lemma Allen; 160 yard freestyle relay: Cunningham, Evans, Doehler and Al-

Saturday.

ahead of the visitors, giving
Harvey undisputed claim to
the meet win. It was then that
the Harvey judge announced
the disqualification of his Intermediate relay, and North Crete undefeated record was
still intact.

len;

THE' JAYVEES had

the

same success as their upperclass teammates as they
32-16,
Wheeling,
doubled
while absorbing the same

VARSITI

Al Vaccarello picked up
twin vkairries at 155 over Dick
Edvnirds (pin a13:441 end Lou
Totem, 16-11 of South. Bill

Tillman notched eight points
for his team lay' pinning Roy
Bleckfield at 1:28 en Friday
and druhhing Tom Hall, eel.
tm brander
Carhm inscried John Her-

recto-

Mr imo the heavyweight match

eyed from a two -met losing
streak 3igaimt Wheeling. but

rather than forfeit the weight
class as has been the policy
over the previous oil encriunler, but the move proved msucceisful air Hemel lost via
the pin mote,

Carlint's grapplers

found the shun end pen
South to liven their league date
at 2-2.1.
5sLudas!
Undelealecl,

pounder Bruce Beam
used his dominance by whip-

ping his Wheeling countapm

JUNIOR VARSITY
The Warrior Jayvees had

Tony Martinez, 12-1, andstick-

fine double winners in bounc-

trouncing by their cross-town

ing Tom Griming of South

rival sister school.

at 5:28 of the final period.
0111FR 1501131.E-0 inia'rs

ins to both ends of identical
32-16 score, Ken Gustafson
used the w Intewash routine to
loll user Wheeling's Dan
Beard. 143 and Dave Lemme,

100 -yard

Dan Bianumils sophomore

'freestyle: Carol Geisler; 50 yard freestyle and 110 -yard but-

squad posted the best two.day

for West ia bided Hot

core
record m they overwhelmed
Wheeling by a fantastic
of 54-0 and then crushed

gram at 137 w ith

Bob Terra. of Wheeling and
an impressive 17-0 blnking

14-0.

South, 34410_

of Hawk Dave Hendrickson.

time aping Wheeling,

terfly: Sandy Gabler; 160 -yard
individual medley and 80.yard
breaststroke; Janice Takata;

THE. OTHER
half of
Wheeling's consistently wincombination. Gary

officials. Jernma is the :laugh -

foe Maine South and non-

and

hair

are rooming
ItrrougljthCir MS1. schedule
nee.

Minnow, in 4:20.

Miss Doehler also captured
a fifth place medal in the 100yard freestyle. Her time in that
ram was a 1.5.4. and her time

Mg, 32.20, but rebounded in
she all-important orrnol with

f reeh tyle

Wildcat surge by outpointing
John Taylor. 4-2.

Northwest Su.. YMCA

all four levels combined for a
8-5 record albinst conference

JUNIORS: 160 -yard medley relay: Mary Fitzsimmons,
Kris Anderson, Cathy Scholz
and Sandy Hale; 200 -yard

pinning Mike Sukoiv in 1,16.
Nu then Al Stamm started the

Welles Park Piail in Chic.,

lay: Larsen, Gran. Grunwal

100 -yard
back-

from that mint on it was all

Panthers their 11-0 bulge by

Randy Wroble were pinned in
succession by Rich Horn and

feted well over the weekend as

d
Evans, Margaret Gabler
Pat Sipple; 80 -yard individual
medley and 40 -yard butterfly:

THE CAI varsity did stage
a comeback
the mon. imming from all 114) deficit to
knnt the wore al 11-1 I. hut

Chicago open swim meet

what can he 10111011 a SUatann-

every other event of the meet,
but the Harvey anchor swimmer came in three seconds

Bost a strong Elmhurst club to
challenge the A team,

lm

A. Sports Ed,

20 thriller to Maine South on

This Saturday, NWS will

Suburban League meet

By J. Alan Cook

freestyle and 40 -yard

Juniors had swept

law their hewed: straight Mid-

re.

PREPS: 160 -yard medley
relay: Lisa Baysinger, Betty

and one who

1110 1011511 t as loop
ni irk sees them oith t n
tor the lo pl
slot
I Le
t
it
it.. unh. itsn
did that e., sla 01
t tmls
in the final meet of the season

Stew

Wheeling, rend wrestlers

fill weekend even though they
split their pair eat encounters.
They lost the opener or Wheel-

and Antonik,

defeated

Wheeling crushed by GBN

Maine West wrestling tarns

Lee Ann Doehler;
The

Climhhig high for a rebound is JAM Mawr, a faculty member of Palatine High School. Teammate Joe`Winona, 15111 is ready to luld a hand while the World Champion New York Mete
catching star J. C. martin supplies some opposing muscle. Whom by J. Alan Cook)

(record. 24/1; 40 -yard hack stroke. Judy Gran; 40 -yard
breaststroke: Ann DiFtancesca: 160 -yard freestyle

NORTHWEST'S CADETS
touched out the Harvey girls
relay by one full second and
the Midget NWSers follow-

paced by six boys who are un-

se ear nun ie psrlist

the

Bottles m pretty well

ROY BLACKHELD

lows State.

Maim= coach Rohe Porterfield said "..lobannesen did
his best job of the year on the
purallel bars" in the meet with
the Cyclones.

wait alhkee .10111 hall."
calls Idrirovik

einqUi

mentor.

he

the

137 -

,under his won every match
by way el a pin, and he hao yet
give 11,/ a single point to an
imminent.

West matmen ,weekend successful

MIDGETS 160 -yard madicy relay, Judy Gran, Ann

DiFrances. Cindy Antonik

171-171.

relay:

160Susan

Hale, Ruth Ann Gabler, Mary
Lan Cronin and Cathy Dalton.

their relays and Harvey die'
qualified fis own Intermediate
man to knot the final score s

Mary

season but it +ma its tent help

tv not around the e
r tor
coaeh Bob Schulze Wilde.
Th. fresh.. (,minder

gold medal in the
freestyle and lemma Mien
took the 11101 place medal in

Fitzsimmons; I60 -yard
freestyle

are nal throng with the Mut
Suburban 4, ,pa milar this

He"

the final two pairings. John
Dystra

versus ursstIsrs

Wheeling

Id the first pin of du meal at
165 whore he hauled down
Viking Rob Bischoff in 2:55.

orb ',Isis L.i In

benefit name aptmi members of IN No,

significant amount of the

103 -yard

MEET RESULTS
(first place)

NortMvest Suburban

YMCA girls had to use a digqualification to do it, but Saturdey kept intact their shoyear

for a starting asnignment.

baseball
dance

NWS gains tie at Harvey

00=01013 OUMRMEI

Paul Binder, Steve

Forkins, Steve Geikow, Glen
Hendrikson. Dave Judy, Roy

RM boy's

a belated try at revival in

bold's indivdual
7.0 record now is
12-4, and
in a conference
action.

020 1100EIM ff/F2
KIDOMMUW 151=11 -AU
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Billings,

and Bob North while sophomores Howard Koontz. Ed
Mueller. Garry Holub and
Henry Bartsch am also vying

Samojeony, Robbie Robinson.
Tom Walo and Mark Denny.
Fremd varsity basketball

judgment over Les Venk.
Prospect then mulal off six
straight wins to put the mem
on ice. Dan finish started the

Fremd's Rill Langbauer.
With the score 12-0 in Pros-

well." Ho ad. that Theo-

Anderson. Dave Berg, Dan

SENIORS INCLUDE

Eliott Libert. Bob Lidinsky

Denny

Tice score stood at 18-6,
PrProspect up. when Fremd

string with a 9-3 win over

1,70.0.M QMIEMORPO

5 Among
6 Frigid
20 Extra
7 Ceramic piece
supplies
8 Fifth month 23 Givers
(Fr.)
25 Extremely
9 Handled
minute
0 One who
2 Oscillate
spends night 28 Wings
in a tent
3 Viennese park
9 Declared

29 Recent,

lo you nut of a commitment

chit-

province lab.)

28 Fall flower

-

Jan. 201 Your word should be
as Nding as a was
agree.
inent. Don't expect another in

cash

14 Genus of
ducks
15 Surf noise
16 Sick
17 Doctrines
18 Canadian

26 Refuse

thority. A high -risk day.

CATFISH

foouth
x

19 Viper
21 Zoo primate
22 Requires
24 Devoured

SACHTIARIUS (Nov. 23 Dee. 221 Saw yourself tone

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

56 S

13 Primitive
tribes of the
Mekong

choices.

Brogan,

Pat

Don Weber, 3-0. Steve Olsen

MeGuinn. Knight coach Dave
Ziemek said,
was pleased
with Theobold. Ile had one of
the tougher boy, in the conference Saturday and he did real

a Preri us Puzzle

the 440.yard dash along with
Glen Parrote.
Jeff Duff and Zabroske lead
the competition in the long

Thain and

Freund, Vern Boelkens, Joe

gave the home flubs nother
victory with a arrow. 1-0

decision over the Ville Len

mamigip POVMMP

55 Epoch

8 Kind of spice

ner,

Lauren Nelson made it two in
a row for OR Knights by pinning Wayne Carbon of Fremd
at 175 in 417.

diet over Viking Eddie Hawkins. Scott Souls continued the

THE BORN LOSER

mined to turn out sonic of his

at 6-6 with decisions at 115
and 123. At the lower weight.
Viking Kent Gliieck blanked

streak at 130 with an 11-0 err -

231 Business associatm can ac-

Scrambler

quickly and knotted the ledger

the

-

Answer

ores- Fremers Jeff Alois at 107.
The Viking came back

Knights'
98.pounder.
put
Prospect tip by three with a 5-0

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

12 Region

in the starting
blocks while this trio also cam-

28-16 loss on Vikings

conference meets are left on

5 Deed

hurdle

Mark Watkins,

Knight grapplers pin

each dub', schedule.

Opportunities come thick and
fast at this lime inn they don't
Ian long. Take care that you
don't lake has long making

high

Pollack, Gerald

the high jump event.
Other Maine cindermen
that are trying to break into the
lineup include juniors Don

were John Ecker, Don Skin-

funds necessary to operate the
boy ha ball p gram

Live By

ual Watkins
for

their ben for the Warriors in

the mile relay. KranIK manwhile, will also participate in

men's clubs of the district.
Playing for the faculty teem

a

Fire Minutes to

GEMINI May 22 - June
211 A prohkm of long-standing dissolves haute the form

1 Bird beak

THE PROCEEDS hoer the
chasing of athletic equipment
fm the 211 schools. The sponsor of the event was the letter-

ing Arlington, and only two

ACROSS

and Pete Word.

2:45

Rossano Brani,

Mg the shot

tams with Jerry Krainik in

Jim Fisher, Mike Pruitt and
Luke Burchard while Keith

illness.

one tie played for the South
Sidcrs.m They were Gad Hopkins, Dan Osinski. J. C. Mar.
tin, Gerry Staehle, Al Web

Irene as school..
9

THE POLE vaulting chores

Chicago White Sox or who at

2:15

cIle on Roman fling
find romance.
10

The 50 -yard 'dash should
find Mark Henkes. Scott Kline

should rest on the shoulders of

ers who either perform For the

gam will go toward the pur-

he strain of inter -school com-

.

,

Mayas will go tlw nod at hearPegged

event.

coach Leon Kasuboske was
supposed to be with the ream
but was out of action with an

The -pros' included play-

110

this will be a day of joy or of
disappointment. Don't allow
her to sway you against
your will.

by an early lack of materials.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sep. 23/

baseball players by a score of
65-59

also

ings Saturday, 28-16.
The victmy moved the
Knight metiers confemnee
record to 6.1. They remain one
full game behind league -lead-

finest work. Don't be put off

a team of assorted professional

'ire Jobst some indication of
how his boys perform under

The Prospect Knight wrestling team bounced hack from
its loss to Arlington lest week,
defeating the host Frond Vik-

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231 An
excellent day e'er the 'codeter-

Last night at Fremd High
School a basketball team consisting of faculty members end
coaches from the three District 211 high schools, Fremd.
Palatine and Conant, defeated

Coven

Show

TAURUS (April 21 - May

pear fruitless al the moment.
should prove them to

cross-

it is to
rte having grabbed
conference laurels in 1964 and

Royal, Bill Holm and rata

Vike, Pirate
faculty 'Sox'
it to the pros'

Reflections

211 Depending en your mood,

interests. See to it.

The onam. taunt should

find three more fall sport run-

1:30
7

Show

MORTY MEEKLE

tack. Take a serious approach
to life.
CANCER (June 22 July

retur Ming insignia winners.

10:30

2

heart.

tually he of great help to you
today in furthering your social

vanity

RIVAL MAINE South'
edged the Warriors from the
spotlight I, year, but the moon West mentor knows what

EEK & MEEK

at-

and Tim Watkins will be vying
for top honors in the half -mile

coumry squad.

further.

of an all-out intellectual

Beginning with the two-mile
run. the chief mentor named
cross-country sffindouts ken
Kovar and Jack St. John as
probably entrants. Both am

individuals from this year's
second

day insofar as difficulties en

ARIES (March 22 - April
201 Instinct should be combined with caution to make
this a day to remember. You
min bring uhout a change of

ning stars in Tom Dutevem
nteann.
Steve Johnson and S
Mellthg competing for Maine.
John Ackermann, Tom Klages

Man 17 returning lettermen
back froth last year's second
place team plus a tine crop of

21) An exceptionally peaceful
the employment scene are concerned. Don't rock the hoot

petition.
In today's lidtifter, Jobs,
has a pretty good idea of who
he plans to use at each evenb

Head coach Joe Jobst ha.

of 44 boys in his quest eta

"Pantos for a
Death Scene." An

32

seeesons. indoor track will be
making its 1970 debut today

South
12:50

fors

26 Todey's Racing
Seas

BUGS BUNNY

Wartime
girconcerns

lage.

1111.1Amigi 121

Movie

two
story
l who
Gee and the
loves one of themand
is loved by the other.

assignment in Meal co, find a motorcycle
gang terrorizing
people of a small vil-

2

1

Kings Go

Forth."

Pete and Linn on

II Chicago Feeds.,

world.

on

Show

Great Musk

16 Curly Barris Show

versary 01 'The

Tonight Show

5

arc

stars

Guest

20 TV High School

32 Truth or Con mammas

mud-

10:45

Dolores Del Rio and
Janet Blair.
9 Perry Mason

in.
hospitable land in the
most

the

learns Wilfrid is
love with Fleur,
32 The Baron

the growing crisis in

Mike Douglas

of

Dale Robertson is

PARTY"? SOINDA (AV

reason to express optimism for
the ncw uathn as he has no Its

cus

Rhin], Brae. and

000ANA0006 amaTATION

11:35
32 100
Paintings

Barnum & Bally Cir-

5

.1115(AdErKoCIO7-"FARENELL

MD.

II Adventure
Life of the Bedouin and their
me
for survival in sofight

Highlights of the

and swimming schedules in the
second half of their respective

ar 41,15.

Show

doned geld mine.

in

32 Neva Final

9

earn him an aban-

Here comm deck. With most
of the basketball, wrestling

the United States.
Maces Welby,
7

hen Boyd and Roose
he
Grier.

A man becomes

Move over winter sports.

Problems mount
for Michael as he

EMS's. aregucsn.
Jolla
Julia asks a friend
to play Corey's dad
for a father -son Indian guide meeting.
7 Movie
'Carter's Army.'
Wu story with Step-

530

II The Resent gap

public education. n

5

Edkorhil

Angie Dickinson,

and

Powell

Jane

605

0.9

Skelton

Red

Show

World

26 Vidor

By J. Alan Cook
Awl. Sporn Ed.

Troy Donahue and

9:00
2 CBS Reports
"The Day They
Had to Close the
Schools" examines

2

6:15
11 German Scene

MAWR 51MM OAR R.C16YRO

Pan Ant Show

7 :30

Aroundthe

32 The Musters

ROBIN MALONE

Not -the, in a do uss ion entitled,

Dick Van Dyke

Show

JAL

five mansion.

"Religion in the Age
of Aquari9L"
26 Roller DerbY

News
Nene
News

2
5
7
9

Marty join Kenneth

use

Fred Rabe had an easy
sons

ning by forfeiture, but it took
some doing to edge South's

ing

match could hardly

he

termed a wumup for Salm.

were miser in Joao.

Tom Magas, 5-4. Mike Bistany
found the winner's circle twice
with a 7-2 decision over Bruce

dryh Kissel a only three Warriot sonhs Tailed to register

Stephens of Wheeling and a

ROSS ANDERSON fol.
lowed in Bisteny's steps with

wealth for coach BIII Barrin7-0Nutout of Mike Millay be- ger as the Iresbnan skimped
fore a barrage of sticks by their decision to Vv'heeli,. but
Gary Bottari (1:28). Dave the little Warriors turned the
Oran 8:391 and Craig Burin- tables in their league match.
ger (5:07) in the next three

another

matches.

pin at 3:45 of the second peri-

add Hawk Martin Whitney.

7-2

decision

over

pira,
Ion Richards opened with a

Wheeling's Dan Johnson, but
registered a pin arm
South's Jeff Stach at 5:01 of
the final period.

to settle for a 4-1 decision, but
Ron Siska and Todd Weidner

Maine

won via the pin route. Leon

he

The con. with

South might have had diffarent results if the Warriors
weren't forced to forfeit both
the 163 -pound and the heavyweight competition.

CARL SJOSTRAND had

Popowski also won a 4-1 deci.

sion. but the Warriors closed
the door on Wheeling as Leon
Wilkins, Marshall Mayer, Jim

Denicolo and Jim Michalik
all stuck Their opponents for

SOPHOMORES
The amazing Maine sophoor
rolled to their fifth
straight conference victory
without defeat in trouncing
the Hawks, 34.10. The Wheel-

the fantastic 54-0 final.
Things went equally well
against Maine South on Saturday as the Warriors went undeleafed through the initial seven
matches as the meet results

ERISILMEN

Only Jerry Minus at

145

managed to win in the middle

ROGER BLUMER broke
open a 6-6 team deadlock at
130 by sticking Pat Hammen
et IA5 while Jerry Curran and
Mietus opened up a 13 -point
bulge with a /1 doomon and a
pin at 3.47, respectively. South
never could overcome the dis.
advantage, while just for ti-

curitY's sake, Tom Willming
and Dave LeFavour put the
frosting on the cake with pins
at 175 and 185 pounds. rapes,
lively.

The Warriort have just two
conference

meets remaining

before the district competition
begins on Feb. 13.

.

THE DAY

A

Warrior tankers sink r-rospect,Artington
The tankers of Maine Wed
losing
afternoon
Saturday
the spirited Warriors

mapped
when

four -meet

a

League win while Prospect
will be shooting for its initial

take the top honon. Maine's'
Scott Gyaler and Dave Diet.

league Itiumph of the mason.

man
close behind to '
swipe the second and third
sloth while Arlington's lied

THE CARDS opened the

registered tw in wins over rix-

als AMngton and

meet in fine style with a very

Prospem.

57 -St and 76-0. remenivelY.
The dnuhk dual contest also

imporinnt wan in the 200 -yard

scoring an impressim victory
over the luckless Knights.

The Redbirds" 68-27

triumph over Primp en .y
prow to he an indication of
ohm's to come in the conference dual on Feb. 4 between
those two teams. The Cardsare
looking for their thrid eon-

IttIca

Mi d.Suhurhan

ior Skip

W

Portent
tial blue rib bon for West as his 218.3 per -

inedl, relay as the foursome
of Eric Lindblad. Denny
Stout. Toni
and Hill
Witcher touched ahead aloha
*sari. front Mame and Prospect in a flashy 1,504. This
clocking tics a school record

found Mc Cardinal wetmen

se

Kolze was fourth.

rmorded the

mphomore ace Steve Junco
flew home in a fine 2:01.2 to

Arlington: Rowe sneaked
in the 50 yard free
style. as Me junior sprinter
covered the distame in 23.9

finish.

in a

for his gold medal. Mane West
again took the second and

Page 8

third position,. with Row Zap
and Art Larson while Prospect's Ken Holmes snatched

Tuesday,

SPIRTS

January 27

pulling through in the final 25

Arlington's Stout win third

while Knight Kurt Prinslow

while Knight Dan Young
grabbed founh. The Warriors
put the icing on the cake with

was fourth.

win in Me 400-yatd freestyle

Hudson

took

third

Warrior Gymier edged ho-

w in

while
Maine's Greg Bianding pulled
the

free

100

third. Holmes of Prospect
sprinted in for his fourth post
wi Prospect's Scott
lion shong.
H
recorded the Knight's
only

first

when

he

of the afternoon
covered Me four

Redbirfl mite ahanipkin
Steve Von Ebel.% hit on an R.4

DR Arlington Cardinal
mnasis. presently rated third

routine to place first in the
floor .ereise. Tom Fogel was

in the stam defeated premier

ed up three important points in
the side home. taking first. me-

second with an average of 0.25

from splits of NA and

md. fifth :tnd sixth.

rated Evanston Friday night to

8.5.

estend their dual men winnine streak kto 55 with a
13399132.Sn wM. Captain
John Boylan set the winning

all-around man Boylan placed

Senior Mike haws of Arlington was third. 7.75. Keenhtn

first in the horse. hitting stns
7.95 routine. Teammate Pat
Brousseau was close behind

esample for the Cards by ampiling an all-around average of
6.84. which was .12 points better than the awrage of highly touted Evanston all-around
Keeshin

was fourth.7.1.and KimMoore

pitted

of the 1968 and 1969 state

with a 745. w PM is low in

champions was fifth. 6.5. Chris

comparison

Megin of the Wildkits
ed in sixth with a 6.3 average.

AFTER FREE

exercise.

his 84 routine
last week. KithRa Duplessis
placid third wit 7.2, followed
by the 6.45 performance of
Tom Stearns.

Arlington held a lead of 22.65-

Junior standout Larry Bom

Cards while Tar, Bienvinh

200 -YARD MEDLEY: 1.
A. 1,04; 2. MW. 1:51.313. P.

took third for the Warriors.

JACK DEN'f RAM
while Arlington's Dave Brads
and Jim Raze exhibited their

By Bob Hellerman

Notre Dame met its num
important weekend of basketball with the confident.: of

champions . the Dom
downed two more Suburban
Catholic Conference foes to
run its unbeaten string to 16.
The Dens took a 54-42 game
Man Ben et on
then

captured

Friday

and
second

its

league win in . many days at
the 'intense of a fine Marmion

dellisive ph,

lake advantage of Marmion
mistakes while not returning

Marmion stayed in a

1.3-1

zone. but was more effective in

individual defensive work as
both teams caused capitalised
on steals. iniercepted pass.
and simple forced mistakes.

Military team. 58-46. Satur-

TOM RUCKERT was outstanding on the boa rds and in

des.

the

The Beast game w. eon,ted in Niles. and on paper.
the visitors did not
to
haw the strength Io match the
big Green despite the absence

of mini, ND guard Byron
King who is sidelined with an
ankle injury.

BUT INSTEAD of tn'ing to
!much

the Don manpower.

Benet chose to match strategy
mil deliberately played a semi :ma hoping
Minimize Noire
wined obvtous edge.
It did hold the home Icam to

morine column.
and
sophomore hut Abraham. fill-

the costly favors.
Thus in the final eight min ate, the Dons merely matched
the d.perate Cadets. and won

,.

Klee
Kepler

3

1

4

an the parallel bum but still re-

3

3

tained the lead by a 104.40-

Shanske

0
6

2

ing in for the injured Byron
King. turned in several outstanding tfinsee efforts.

McMahon

4
4

I

2

103.45 margin. Neuman came
through for Evanston with a

Gonda

I

I

5

7.55

0

0

0

performance and lint
place. Skilled all-around man

Bat Marin3on was not to be
denied. and the thing that ND
coach Hamer had feared before the game happened. He
was wiumied 01000 tha hot
shooting the Cadem could eshibit on occasion. and as the

Tobh

15 12 16

Boylan was second. 7.15. Steve

Nil. offense struggled to add
more points to the board. the

Shields

NOTRE DAME 154/ Schwartz was third. 7.1. and
II

took to the attack and poured
in eight of the II minis scored
hy Notre Dame in the two period.

3

Hillingcr

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

F

2

4

3

5

3

Many Klein of Evanston

Wiessen D.

2

0

2

Wiens.. L.

3

5

I

not have the halftime edge.

Player
Abraham

the second period co...plain
Kevin Kachan began to wore
with consistency in the delin

horn. 43-36.
Probably the biggest reason

pinta' the lead by the

next

the victory was Kachan.
who made the big play. and
r

added

the

cool

effimeney

Friday night as one point se rated both man, and the laspat
event. Me mill rings ap.
proached. Both squads had undefeated streaks on the line.
Previously in the meet the

2

U

1

BF

P

0
4

0

2

I

I

6
4

2
2

2

4

Evanston was sixth with 7.1,

10

5

4

17 I4 13

o

Kachon
Eaton
Reeked

L.

To

24 10 13
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Notre Dame
glannion

placed first 01: the rings with

7.9. Torn Kennedy wrapped
the win up for the Cards with
his TR, second place rmtine.
Keeshin was third with 7.65.
and Bobby Wilson was fourth
with 7.55. Greg wt ilia placed
fifth, 7.4, and Keith Martin of

NOTRE DAME OM

200 -YARD 131: I. Parent.
MW, 2:18.3, 2. Hudson, MW,

4. Bram. P. 7:332; 5, Sande -burg. P. 0.34.5. A Bolling.
A. 2:44.1
5116VARD FREE: I. Rowe,
A, 23.9: 2. Zags. MW.
Larson, Id W, 25.2, 4. Holmes.

P. 259, 5. Thieman. A. 25.91
6. Rimes. P. 2h9

DIVING: I. Mania. MW:

that

the

4. Hutchinson, P: 5. Stitt, P:

100 -YARD BREAM

A. 106.6: 3. Bienvirth. MW,

By takg aso first in t h c las t
four eVelllina Sr SOMA, Sealions were able to take a second
place
New Trier West in the

Titan Relays held at Ghnbrook South Saturday night.

Viator piled up 107 points
in the 12 relays, a total which
was 10 points behind the Cowboys. who had 147. Host Glen-

22.20

mid -Suburban
Leagve wresding victory on
Inc Falcon honne mats.
Forest View mooeded its
leape dual meet
over
the .500 mark to 4-3. Elk

Grove's loss dropped the Geemadam to 2.5 in the conference.

THE MEET wan another
example of the babince in MSL

...ling. Forest View's last
hone meets have been decided
two points, with coach

by

Dow Theeshld's Falcons winning two of theni. and the de-

feat was the smond ...pointrow for Elk Grove.
It was the same old story tar

co in

coach Norm Lovelace's Gr.

700 0100100 relay. MM.

Salerno, Don Glover. Jeff
Iversen and lint Wolfe placed
second with a 1.9.6 time. The
Cowboss again is Ike a Vinton

record with Moir I:57.6. The
old Scallion mark mw
Dan

7th7;".1,7AZ:ri::,7,,213
sixth with 42.

A VICTORY
Y in the final
event. the
ity 100 -yard
freestyle relay. manned the
Seeliger

second place. Gene

O'Hara. George Halm and
Steve Salerno stayed even with
the Cowboy yuariet. then Rich
Lynch polled away for the win.
Lynch was tined in a fantast le

Burns.

Windy Rob-

Mark Savoy,: um! Dick
on.
Fitzsimmons
picked up :moth-

eight points for Viator with

brOok SO11115 was Curd with 98

FiiithGt=

Pid.104712;

i:lll elD gum

Asoni:M1o342:

Peale, A. 1:113
406 -YARD FREE RE LAY: I. NIW. 3:42.4: 2. A.
3:48.5,

P, 3:54.1

Elk Grove got off to its us.

Jeff Froysland stemmed the

al few start behind undefeated
Jerry Ancona. The undefmted
9S -pounder pinned Dan Ketthbonsugh ,!!
Srt give
Grenadiers a 5-0 edge.

tide for Elk Grow with a NI
win over Mark Bowe at 145
then traded

victories with Falcon Randy
Traub shutti, ont Rob Wehh

THE LEAD ballooned lo at 155 pounds. 343 and Grime dier Bill Kasallis topping Tini
Malloy at 165 pounds. 6-1

FOREST VIEW then

wrapped up tel men with a
Pm of eight
...ling the
heavyweight hout. groat hood

Byrne topped Robby Catnip
row at 123. 7-3.

ripped (Meg Berm
pounds. 10 1. rind

View gOt

tilt

011

hoard by winning the next two

third

a

place

finish in the

sophonmre 400 modloy relay.
Glenbrook No0h heat the old
weird by lad:seconds on place

first, NTW was mcond. and
Valor was clocked in 4:19.3
for third
The Vim. varsity400 med.
ley

relay

placed

four

on

judge's decision. The team of
Geiser. Harrison. Hales and

Lynch was touched out by
Glenbrook North For third.
Lynch had :1110111er fine !info

record of 3:m28.4. which iameet
al0o
below- state qual, lying thrm.

So. Vimor unity pulled an
apses in the first avent. the
500 -yard

Crescendo

a slight lead with 200
yards to go. btu the finchnrtnen

was clocked in, i
The Comb., tot- another
0, in the ND briimstrokef
Mandl, relay. but Me tied.

than they had

the foLl ment. Jill Campo. Daye Takata and larn
Han
were fourth. but an.
chormin Halm brought the relay up to second. The quarter
was lirtied in
/

NM Trier and GBS sur-

prised Via for in
backstroke relay.

the

200

The four-

sem, from metwo schools
dropped the Sealion foursome

of Bill Geiser, Ed Sault..
Tom Gallagher and Salerno to
third. NTIV.however.had to
break the old rceoni of 1:50.8,

by St, Viator, witha
1:49.7 Mani.

held
ing.

VIATOR PICKED up another second in the freshman

15 11 17 15-50
8 18 10 12-48

cr outlasted Boh

jusl loo stro, for its concert

19.7. and Harrison. who won

the must important Done of
the weekend hy far. Marmion

undefeated

conference

THEATRE

Iran

The Sorcerer's

THE COMPETITION was
keen from the opening tip until

lam in the final period when
NOIR, Dame had edged to a 10 -

point lead and seemed finally

UNYNGE

Now appetoing

lead -

"AV'

Apprentice

from

$3.00

happy, heal, hskpaeol entertainer. he a Ma'n' a

contest.

Ian for three quarters.
spectators saw the best of high
school basketball.

Both teens exhibited fine

Storting Sat.
Jan. 31st

Childress
Matinee

had

swimmers.

The sophomore team of Jeff
Hansen and Don O'Rourke
placed fourtli while the varsity
duo of
MeCue mil Tom
Nmsoi Mae, tinh.

111E FRESHMAN taut.

acme of Glover.
Salerno. Wolfe
heron put
Viator
in Me winm,
track by winning the thnh
free relay in 3:54.3.
'fhe sophornoms allowed

with a thinl place finish ill
their 400 free relay. Savage.
Fitzsimmons. Bob Rothman

mil Mike Duffy came in
behind' GBIS

3i.16.8,

at

and

by 2. Stafford

ABOVE -"Sea mv
Dime Bingham holds up She
United Al, Lines paper napkins

she decanted Asa creativity

ands, children were given
napkiv packages but not told
what they were and asked to

figure out as many different

Ill USED the pieNres and
taped them together for waller
said Kerri Wolleaupt.
palp
"I took the pictures and
covered a shoebox," mid
Lance LeVinc. ..1 Just put
white paper all over n shoe -

North, which appro., had

placed ahead of Viator, was
disqualified Ikea of
man
slid tilt quartet of Geiser.
rampana. Takata
Levin
we. awarded third. their time
of 1:40.8 was 2.5 seconds he -

had made objects with the nap -

hind winning NTW and 14
behind second place (t NS.

This was followed by the
win in the 400 vanity Ins:style
relay. Much assured second
place

made a dunce hat, and Patti
Schulae taped them together

.

ior placial third. only fie:
ins i.
,c11

e2

the

how the pinlstronger

IF YOU PUT them
around the table, they could be
placentae."
mid
online
Walsh,
made a hospital." said
Gary Graziano. "I glued and
glued and pasted them. I

pass

' . hospital a lot of limes."
Yalacios

made

a

by pasting the napkins
round a stick. Craig Thompson mude a paper boat. and
Alict Amato took the napkins
tree

"I 11:10K the pink part and

while part." Alice

said.

"and I made Itelieve I was giving a com1 ers.1. I showed

than Me whispart because it
didn't tear.o much."
"iliose are all good ideas."
said Judg, 10 310..10 Peukert,

chiMren's teacher. -Now
Ithe see what you can do with
this." He distributed gold -colored divide..

"Don't be happy with jum

one idea." he urged. "Think of
several things."

`MAY BE ITS an

egg

holder." said Tom Ruben..
"You could put candy in it."
suggested David Salkin.

fl'aft

We gold -colored divider he's
holding.

awrn

Tom Hachelder said he forgot
about the assignment.
Jeff Pager and Mark Lucare
that

LEFT -Lai, LeVift tone.
emirates on finding a use for

"Or bottles of wine." said
Geoff Stidger.
"Maybe you could use if for
a little shelf," suggested Wendy Freivald. "A checkerhnardr wsked Debbie Swiglo.
'A f11 ,,aid Gary Jackson.

"You could open it up end
make an ice cube tray." mg-

nested Lae
nc loVine. 'With
diarnond
cubm," added
Tom BachcMer.

110 LIKE A jewelry hold-

err asked Tim Starr. "You
could put len dollars in it in
nickels."
"1 think Ms an old -fashion

ed fan," offered Gary Gra
dams. "It's a ruler," said
Chad; :;:thicioar;1110.1ic
Schulze. ..19n thinking about

ay rage with many levels."
you have a good irtmgi
nation,' ..ad Judge, surnmin

If

up the 0,1

en." said Patti Glans. "Du you

in creativity

haw enough jewelry to fill itr

0S05-5

"Sure."

how many ideas you have, bow

yardstick,"

do gnydisn.Fu'u na' you 0u
like Ms," said Lance Lo

asked

the

teacher.

mid Patti.
"Maybe it's

a

mid Todd Howey.

math

consultant Judge smiled.
"How about a morn, hold -

Vine. "Ws fun way to go to

for dm Sealions. the

highm they ever r -.hal in
the mt.. Inc
agrr.h
out of first. but last 5

to tom.

SEE THE SUPER 70

CHANGE !

SEE OVER 100 MODELS...

I

on REGULAR STATEMENT
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

4 112 67C

Warta is paid awl compounded quartette

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pay 5% with no minimum deposit or balance. Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with

to

5 1/2,

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE

pep,

LIKE

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD

Dear Mr. Delouiso
About a yemand a half ago my mother was in an accident abed
knocked her down and ran over her leg. Gangrene set to and she
had to have her leg amputated. ] would like to know how long she

255-7200

will have to wait for compcosalion as it is difficult foe her to gm
along on her pension. She had been working for the county wel-

OR

fare department

to

OR,
IF YOU

feel you .1 hear from the Air Force man but don't fed a

..enn you as your hus.nd.
Ns -

296-6640

'

I don't feel good with your moan's surrounding. I do fed
change of residence is a mum.
the compensatim for
Mae weident. 1 fed that win ade another ye. or more.

My daughter will begin college next fait Do you see her graduating, or will she go married before her studies are completed?

rtificate $1000, interest earned
minimum
from date of purchase

.Certificate of Deposit $1,000 to $100,000 - 1 year
Certificate of Deposit $1,000 t0 $100,000 2 years,...
Certificate of Deepen $100,000 and over - 30 to 59 cli.!.... . ...
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 60 CO 89 dby s .... . .
..
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 90 to 179 deem,
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over -180 days :Ai I year
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - over 1 year

Also, she uhfrmd to five in an apartment in a very changing
area as she needs an apartment with no stain. It is a very diny
building and even bothers me to go to visit, tut our home is a
Cap Cod and item armith up 10 the house and she is not able
to get out here as it is anydifficut to get the wheelchsir up and
down the stain. Is thern chance of harm coming to her in that
apartment in the changing area?
G.G.. Arlington Heights
Dear G.G.,

Dear Mr. Detains,

on CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

5.599
5.75%
6.25%
6.5%
6.75%
7.0%
TS%

Depend., end we ere plessed to announce this new rate,

Do you sec any possible transfer on my husband's j00 la the near
future? We would love to go overseas fora few years.

Any promotions in sight? My in-laws and parents have hocome a problem. Do you see this situation getting better, or
should we more Or less /eave them all to themselves? Will my
immediate family husband, self and two children always be a
closcknit group?

Mrs. M.K., Des Plaines

Dear Mn. M.K.:
I fed your daughter won't graduate. I feel she'll many. 1 do
see you overseas and do feel a promotion. to broad terms, I feel
you should leave your IMewz and parene to themselves, but by
all means keep the chimnds of communication open. Your own
immediate family tvIll always be dose.

Dear Mr. DeLouiso

..

Last year I met this boy and we became very good friend.. This

year I don't see him mite . much. Does he still like me? Do you

ex-

see us ever being together again? Last summer 1 met another boy

in the

ADMISSION

Children under 12

California in the Air

future fm you here. IndMe months to come I feel you'll develop
more understanding an eventually I feel things will work out

See everything new for travel adventure and leisure hang ..on wh

Adults - $1.50

4

Mn, CR. Hoffman Estates

The Hank & Trost Compsny has Arms paid the rename rma pmedia ea Tittle

clusively featuring RECREATIONAL VEHICLES!

P.

feclines for my bubo ham 1 dropped him and

married this guy with whom 1 have had a distmteful life. I am
very lonely and I am hurt bemuse I tried so hard to work Mt this
marriage for my childieris sake. But had no cooperation from

Dear Mrs. (7.B.:

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW NY

1

had

Force but will be home for good soon. Will continue to be alone
with my children for the rest of my life?

interest paid and compounded quarterly

(Noon to 10 P.M. Daily)

1

touch with rne :matt Right now he is

TRAVEL TRAILERS MOTOR HOMES
TRUCK CAMPERS CAMPING TRAILERS

Dear Mr. DeLtunso
I am 21 years°. and have been married five wars.1 have two
children, 3 and 4. My marriage hasn't worked out very well and
rny husband and
have been separated for five months now,
R nding divorce this month. He has been untrue to me since we
got married.
Before I married him 1 was very much in love with a guy I
thought the world of. And he felt the same way about me. BM I

my husband. -I herefere, 1 am getting a ivorc.
I want to know if you can sec the future ahead and tell me it the
guy I wm first in love with. and still am very much, will infer get in

mogELAnD

TRAILER
CAMPER cFji
SHOW (=11,

AO TO WORN
FOR YOU,

j

kins. Robert Gloppen mine up
with a flower, Rose Pantie

Charles

AND PUT Alan WANT

Mei

"and I used them for cleaning
my desk"
SEVERAL OF the children

party napkin out of his, but

The Seal ohs got a break in
nem menthe 21111 to

GO AHEAD GET SNIPPY,

0010

and put holes in the arms for a
Barbie-doll dregs
David Eranckowiak made a

Ile medley relay. Glenlirook

audience for your message, everyday!

to

`I thought they were um
Said Ki10101 Cann.,

pretended

Snip and fill out the blank below and
moil to The Day to nod your 3 -line,
5 -day wont ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever... The Day has a ready

ways as possible of tieing them.

ed them on paper."

them in constmetion caner_

The as well

what they were Object of crew
Inky lemon to come up with
stony iies as poolbk Photo

N cur out the airplane pictures." said Tim Stan,"' past

event.

not

dividers" without telling them

many

Salerno and (Mara io ,0 the

Sponsored by

arling

youngsters

the outstanding Scut nn in the
meet. halal :119.2. NTW took
another first
this one, followed by OHS.

-bring the entire family to Chicagoland'a tang

Frothingslosh
Randango

to have taken charge of the

the

record heal hy Halos. Lynch.

Ific Visitor..the
dvers did

gat

When Judge revisited the
Cook School class, he found

the -Bill Cello (no" zward

Wed. January 28 -Sun, February

L

%Mont Joe Judge gave each of
35 first -graders from Cook
School a small packet with two

Me airplane
pictures on the napktns were
reaI, Ronnie Replogle framed

had

dets sulleral by one loss and
held close on the heels of the

1115

1,1 bloi 01 had to break the

5 EXCITING DAYS 5

et the

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

Walk-

pounds. 11-5.

(U S 14 & Illinois 53)

,,(-onv:JER

175

at

Grandstand Exhibit Hall

opened up a hit. but ND was

that of Notre f).ie m the Ca-

at

ARLINGTON PARK
RACE TRACK

They're off and running

ewe rivals in all depentnents.
The Saturday :gain was
contested in the hig Marndon
gym Aurora and was billed as

con -

relay.

O'Hara, Jeff Lann and Lynch

Inosfar, be

math

sues."

Steve Hansen at uo.
Kell
Sichold whipped Mark Hync.
man al 115. 5-2: and Dennis
Forest

don't

you might use them. All of you
are something like scientists,
and
this is like an experiment:.

flu 14.4.

man Craig mann continued
his winning wam hy heating

you

Page 9

go Nod,

"TAKE THEM home," he
told them. "Think about how

in:itches. Tom Moore mopped
Ron hotal at 2:56 of the 1.316
match. but We forfeit in the pound battle and Mike Pirmn
heavyweight clam gave Forest whitewashed Joe Digangi at
View five points and the
, 137 pounds. 6-0, to cut the gap

14.0 when Elk Grove won the
next Mme bouts. too. Froth-

if

know what it is.
District 59's

board.

molars. They led by a 21)-17
count alter 010 ISS-pound

pounds. The

What can you do with a
United Air Lines paper napkin?
Especially

der:

LEFT Eng, M share his
Irk. Geoff Suds. cm hardly
wall to be called eel Markt
ers math cannil.1 Joe Jodie
Primary du at Cook
School gave you tttttt
gold wined toll `Mantly-bos

By len Bone

United Air Lines napkins --the
kind you get with your dinner
if you're eating lunch on

49.6 for his fig of the relay.
Thu foersoe wit a 111w

I

MW. I:09.71 2. Sten-

Lions 2nd at Titan Relays

offenses

compiled a Suburban
Catholic record second only

tight

2. Hutches,A: 3. Witcher. A:

IT WAS only in the final
frames

of an Elk Grove forfeit in the
heavyweight class to score

2:253, 3. Lindblad, A. 2:32.7:

man Salerno to fomth in a very
tight race. Nob Trier set a new
record or
while Viator

Evanston squad had felt the
P

P, 2201

Junior Wilwme OilBi fifth for the
Calve, 0.35. followed Gary
Oldeen of the Kits. 6.25.

4
0
0

7

Kleckner
Lenart

Ton.

-

0

co. A. 2,01.7: 2. Gyssier, MW.
2:01.1: 3. Dietrnan. MW,
2:04.3: 4. Kolye. A, 2,14.315.
Brown. P. 2:17.8; 6. PfinSIOW.

from New Iiie, GBS and
0FIN dropped Scan. achor.

TENSION WAS amuntmg
in Arlington's Grace Gym

Palest View took advantage

200 -YARD FREE: I. Jun-

was fourth. missing
on his routin to mare a 6.5.
Kee

pressure and faulted in its routincs. while rho Cards hit fairly
well on their perMrrnances for
a
high of 13399.

mission. For the first time in
the mason. Notre Dame did

team defense. Nmre Dame

I

7 8 12 15-42
II H1015 18-54

tied the score at

the klarmion guns. and with
the victors exhibiting a to-fin

crate game and led the Dons to
w 21.15 halftime edge.

Berle:

Pickens

By The ome the initial horn
had sounded. only DI points
had been scored in the game.
and ND held an 11-7 lead. In

3

20 14 16
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Surf

The rest seemed to cool off

4

3

HECKERT THAN scored
on a long hook shot. but two
morn quick buckets by the
Red. White and Blue Cadets
inter-

0
2

3

Player

the

3

2

Stay. to make the score 24.22.

come..

P

7

4
4

team found their scoring 'Les
touch in the second quarter.

In the game of strategies. the

F

Kachan
Abraham
Caton
Pohl
Reckert

makers.

dele

with 67. Jay Zeman wa

Arlington .t 1.95 points

Nu, Dame
MARM1N (18)

In, and

Bill Austin of Evanston third

P

Marmion hit eight straight
paints. six of which came from

usually
mon effective alinee rebound -

executed his routine for a 7.5
more and first place. Moore of
Arlington was second. 6.95.

F

year. but Benet still was unable
to match Ralph Hinger's play -

is

ened their lead by scoring a total of 20.25 to the Kits 1045 in
the trampoline. Multi -talented
Mew Von Eisen beautifully

vor.

11F -NET 6121

its lowest soon, total of the

rated senior. who

fourth. 0.65. Eric Neuman of
Evanston was fifth, 635. and
Bobby Wilson of theCards fol-

68
27

1:54.0

placed

II

PI

Tot.

Pal Mr ND. and the under-

Tank,'

fourth with 6.6 for the Kits.s
what was probably their big - Isaacs hit a 5.8 routine for
gat game of the year in what fifth. Mike Rowe of Evanston
was undoubtedly their best followed the pack with 5.15.
This set the men score at
game. 58-18.
85.20.82.30 in the Birds' fa-

With Notre Darne holdi, a
10.poini lead 124.141. in the
waning minutes of the half.

feorink burden fell upon R001

Joe

THE REDBIRDS length-

started with a soft three soarter court press, and then cob
lapsed hack into their sophis.
Maud match -up zone around
the basket.

mate

Cards 1020, to close the gap to
64.95 to 03h5.

which enabled the Dons to

190

Evanston co -captains Chris

Licht. KT and Keeshin. 8.05.
placed first and second. respectively. Boylan was third
wit 7. 6.h and sophomore team-

points in the high bar to the

Dons

as

fifth with 6.7, and
roof
p junior. Jeff McGuire.
another
was sixth with 6.1 for the
Card Evanston placed up
three of the four points in the
high bar by placing first. see onds fourth and fifth.

lowed dwith a 5.95 performance. The Kits compiled 23.10

Dons run unbeaten
skein to sixteen

19

ARLINGTON

grueling 400 yard freestyle

21.65 which the Cards never

PROSPECT

76

PROSPECT

teja brought home the diving

relinquish.. Arlington pick-

38

I 0 11-VARD BACKS I.
Hese. P. I:03.0: 2. Lindblad.

400 -YARD FREE: I. Dentrani. MW. 4:38.5i 7. Brisk.

Napkins all things to first graders

4:50.5: 3. Katie. A. 4:589: 4.
Kirchhoff. P. 5:30.2

Grove's heavyweight
forfeit pushes Falcons
into winner's circle

57

ARLINGTON
MAINE WEST

lengMs of backstroke in 1393.0

Card gymnasts edge Wildkits
By Bob McDonald

MEET RESULTS
MAINE WEST

bur .P, 1:02.2, 6. Armen, A.

.11...07.n6,;n4.

100 -YARD FREE: 1. Gra.
Ise, MW. 54.6: 2. Jureo. A.
553; 3. Bianding. M. and
4. Holmes. P. 57.5, 5. Sander.

relay, turning in the time
3:42.4 or route to the him ribbon.

Lindblad was second for

grabbed the top honors in the

line exhibition while the Cards

1,29.5: 6. Sanderburg. P.

in

WARRIOR TERRY Mchonoth for his team nth his

Franko, MW
1005YARD ELIO I. Parent,
MW, 58.4, 2. Rowe, A.58.84.
Hudson, MW, 1:06.0; 4. Prinslow. P. 106.7;
Peters. A.

ond and third slots, resctively. Maine pulled sweepin the

Rowe. with the Warrior star

The 100 -yard fly featured a
fine race between Parent and

fourth.

1970

fine form by munching the see-

I 013yard brearoke with
Steve Dubai! and Mark Stenson kicking in with 109.7 and
1:10.0 times, respectively.

West's

spot inane event.
Teammate Don Hudson
grabbed second place, milks
Arlington's
Lindblad
wss

third. Prospect's Kurt Braun
stroked in for his fourth place

ively.

yards to record a 58.4 win.

formance gave him the lop

for the Redbirds.
Arlington came back strong
in the 2005yard freestyle as

performed the 2-3 sweep with
Jeff Thieman and BIll Witcher
copping the positions, respec-

esday, January 27, 1970

- 50

THE. BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

/Anita. *Ad Shenk* Como

900 LAST 10111SINGT01110AD

TILIPRONI 239490.0

and we had An together. Will I ever see him again? Recently I
met this other boy. Will we be happy together? I am going to
Florida for the holidays. Will I meet some new people?
S.S., Mount Prospect

Dear &St
It's obvious you like boys in mouthy. I don't feel you abotdd
be too serious about a, one boy right now. !fed the lore of your
fife ks coming Into view In about two years -Meanwhile, have fun.

But I don't have to 5.0 yin M. do 17

WE *edict Inured to 920.000 by the Federal ClpodOnr nom carporonoo

JOSCPH DELOUISE. nationally known psychic. will answer
the questions of Day readers. Write DeLouisr in are of Day
Pu blirodons, 722 Center R.. Des Mines 60016.

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Has. Rd.

Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Censer St.

1). Plaines, III, 60016

I Iliad ;offend

Tuesday, January 27.1970

Page 10

Ara'Z' c'olOr'.7:'Pla'InneVv171Zyd'
T

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Consult this daily guide of reliable Waaices, offered'
people

by reputable business
nity..GALL ONE

alte

MI

ped.Polatine.438-885S.

IE MoTY

'PRODUCTION

1"

'nem. Rent, Man. 3R''M

WILL DO TYPING or ADDRES17

HILL-BEHAN
LUMBER CO.

CALL

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Your Ad will oppeor dody in the
Northwest Day. The Arlington Doy

151 mssisd ceniiss is he

y

ORDER FILLER

Arl HT, MM. MM. Dist. 25

sorer

Mc DONALD'S
Co. W.Ike a wawa., Ow.

00 3.4660

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,
22 Situations Wanted -WNW

$650.00
c3.0.17.iooSouk,S,..27

viftfteandannon

Permanent Position
Immediate 'Opening

ORDER FILLER

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT YOU AT

M,NrACIllr E,R. OF

For Argot
Call John Final
455.3500

CALL BOB GERUE

297.3550
Alterations

Painting

Income Tax

Draperies

&

Decorating

Notion -wide fine needs

Tile

a man for mechoolcal
miarky control and in

COMPUTERIZED
C

BE'IZIrG'IrALIJAF',EWLE

o
Mean,
CALI
Jolless. weep a

GERALDINE'S

Arl Ns

I

ro c
o d Co p t Co
.o1peot 512 W N W Hwy.

CI 56417

139.6280

111

13 -Employment AgenciesNen
RIELD SALES

T. V. Service

358.0030

JANUARY SALE

BASE SAL

Bjornson Bros.

ALTERATIONS

CAR. COMM.

no

aro= '7ot

1104.7350,

Instructions

25

Upholstery

BRIDGE LESSONS

vomme., BMsrmdt Fro T1

CUSTOM LIPHOTSTERZWanintreo

MARKETING REP.

$7200 to WOO
DressmakingSewing

Interior Decorating

Art Service

011A'LIT=TING

Mc Mc ren Interiors

WALLPAPER AND
PAINTING
WALL WASHING FOR FREE ESTI

LA.. on. ehildre. oh.
iered. Reasonable, Coll

CUSTOM 11.10LETERY

.24..911 Nr MOMMITNEN

DRAPERMS

I.

SERVICE

Lauritz Jensen

CoIl 200 4946

Sckaumb. Area 89.0.

Vacuum Repair Service

SERVICE
Day Puhkohons. Inc

CL3 22,0

WALLPAPER

CL3338.1

MAGIC BY 'DENY THE MAGIC
51

Ber

537-12.11

W'ndo

CL 3 5964

PROFESSIONAL

M'II

MRS -MACE WOCND

WILL NILO. AND STACK

PARKER

t

Cell LE WIWI

own as o vy,101,

or for she inool

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE. REPAIR

brushed. 535.05

6106

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
2 53-66 00

14 PRICE SALE
ALL CoLOZTN,ING,Vii,LRECF

9mnina Mon. Ins...

- MECHANICAL
DRAWING
$500 FREE

BARGAIN COUNTER
Roofing

Furniture Refinishing

ree'orr"er= s'Fk'Le,

527.7'413:"

BOBS, DOUG

296-1R313.

General Hauling

13111 MT Pig. OW
PROSPECT CATERING C. 4323

cosi

RISTICH PAVING AND 1.18N1

Snow Plowing
Call 392 4750

FOUL INSURED

SNOWPLOWING
Coll 438 84,

h qg

I

358

8

Storm Windows
THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

E.
INVJWAY PAINTING

g6R

CL5,3991

Dancing Schools 6 Supplies

or

img

392-3E50

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

EASIER!

Ext. 3900

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

Baxter

P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.

Von= Grove, III.

School Bus, Inc.

965.4700

267.0900

ILL

START

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

CALI /307004 After 6 p

ROLAND E. JOHNSON.'
DICK,

PAINTING, DECORATING_
Conscientious workrnoniMp

.13,314

r

SERVICE

Walls and Neon
RemOdaling an. Repair.
FREE MTIAUTES 4374093

I

11 pay.

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY 8 PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

11Mta in your community.

MAINTENANCE
WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

296-6640

PUBLIC

$117 WEEK

RELATIONS

PUSH BUTTON

PLUS TRAVEL

PHONE

$130 WEEK

PARKER
117 So Emerson

MI PromeN

25, 06.

Sub. co. hos auditor

EINEM

M.

Pm

Ht

39,1 0080

Doom

0

.2 6100

60,8 Dem..'

009 .61.. Mgr woh 101

tom. Salo, 5535
Hts

yeachthalopWa.
for year craft spa

wk Moms of oll mdeo

soiory,

automatic

saIoN

Apply: Personnel Department

Pro-

gression and company paid haspitalisolion and life insurance.

the hallicrafters co.

These are career positions
if
you're career minded, stop in TO

Pee.

392 0100

Ken lorson

"FORD"

Associotes

CAREER SPECIALISTS

EMPLOYMENT

100% Free Positions
SUBURBAN

SOME TYPING - $95

Ii

Sob of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008

DAY and tell us of yam in eeeee ts.
Bring o friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about o better
job or Gollicrobers,

h hatticrafters

DES PLAINES

DOCOOR'S RECEPTION

Oftiore Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon

rorotZde'

sPeaoktt ,.oddilion to wee,

""

caEl

297 7160

Nemec ample mesliam Mreci

MT. PROSPECT

Mork Trail
PCB, WEME 001 ,0 FIND
DEBE...SRE LEFT REDE
Vi1111 WAD B. DOG EAD.,.

AND TOCATIKD COPE
LOOKS VEIN PINCH OW

STAINING EMS

--

-

,==.

NM Paige.

a Mimeo. nItior

.28

'CtraSin'a
V,:c4t1I&L'4It"'"'

RECEPTION

Gir15 51RDAY

CUSTOMER CONTACT

GO!

$550

A MILK CARTON STREET!

Fences can

made of can-

als-us:Don papor and glued around

By Cappy Dick
RECEPTIONIST

g'aiN"="F"'

AMY PERSONNEL

Sat.Up Men (Experienced) Starting Roo $3.37 _

$500

5541

A street of milk carton houses
and spanmcnt buildings is easy
for boy or girl to build. Various
sizes of cartons will be suitable
marts, pints, gallons and so on.

Stoning Rate $3.00
Stoning Rate $3.00

Nne

GAL FRIDAY

FREE TRIPS

$650

Egossexpga mocbse.
$500

SPORTS ASSOC.

IN MARKETING
PERSONNEL

E600
all

Meet A mi0 m people
plan 6 MINT 6 TRAVEL Will

invoNed

with

the

sales

rar:67=

rdlington Heights

CALL 537-1100

116 W. Eastman

8:30 arc to BOO rani

298-2770

OR VISIT US AT

La Salle Personnel

AKEOUALOPORTUnav SPVLOYFR

DADROVES, WELL

Young Hobby Club

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Wheeling, Illinois

66 TUE MSIBILITV

.0

(Small Office)

PRODUCTS INC.

777 Wheeling Road

I CANT BY WYK-

'$14;6

1 GIRL SHOWROOM

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS: Major Medical and
Life Insurance, 10 Paid Holidays, Shift Premium,
Credit Union and Cafeteria

592-6600

Vaal enjoy an excellent starting
Miss Paige
Arlinpion Neights

FREE. Res

259-5010

Tnewsoloo wary
Is scalene you'll

0,000

MARKETING

ENGINEERING

Radio Station
0450

GIESE:RIMY
Help

Merest,

rn7o7;r0deerrilre'

HONEYGAST AS BOOM

could you Ask FOR?!

Illinois Bell

We offer tolented women a re,eret, and exciting future, Snoro
ond the obility
gals with above average
.0e. resP0e.
bilks, ore needed now in .e following ci,as choose your area of

you help clients

16.

ARLINGTON HTS,

100 N. HICKORY RD.

foil Nelpon

©

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

'OOKKEFFFIC

PRODUCTS CO.

Press Attendants

MORE

Flexowriter Operator

$660

EKCO

It pays
to work
at Bell.

Secretaries C erk Typists and

RECEPTION

WEBER STEPHEN

Jp/rretn:rrati==r

you xx ho. Nene good Rode

PoNan, .n Inelude Tha/

1.0 Mew. Des N.29,535

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

437,090

We Will Trish On The Above Openings

255-7200

RANDH LAST CENTER

1720 Algonquin (62)

. with ears pones a wawa.
IT(

coMMUMBITIOns

PLANT

PARKER

FIGURE

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

soon

White Collar Girls

299-1051

RECEPTIONIST

tor resonant and
meintainirso vital

or

Tile

ropes.

veteran Craftsmen will traln you

$4.00 Hr.-+ 0.T.
Phone

CA1'.1ElnlCOVORAWTirg=

Free ...atm

We'll
teach
you
the

A r:O"erd'a'a'nti:raia

eeii'com.m.unicalions
specohat. wawa yea,

"C5ArMR BASIL.
824,111

GENERAL BOX CO.

bk
People To dept. where dwy/I

3406 W. Montrose Ave.
Chicago

6301 Lincoln Ave.

Cook County

COME IN AND REGISTER

Neu

INC

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.

Local or Loop

OPERATOR

pwr lay Mecca onyrime MIEN

Laboratories, Inc.

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush"op practice

KEYPUNCH

hNh

p

NOW & THEN JOB"

No fee

PERSONNEL
ANALYST

You.II slowly ens, PE

$450-$550

Suburban

TECHNICIANS

TEMPORARY

O'Hore Field

" rsjeg

TYPIST

GAL FRIDAY

Coll Bruce Mills

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
Solve your money problems with a

AVIATION

$700MONTH

SECRETARIES

DRIVERS

6:30-8:30 a.m.

279.2850

An intandow

Tax Realms

tAL=SACLT-MAO, TT1'3S'5"

CLEANING RESIDENT. AND
COMMERCIAL PRUBTIAMTES
CALL 2S0 301B

QUICKER,

015.3042

6 Iliac. CL 11118
RICK'S DECORATING_

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

359.4650

GET RESULTS,

son7.1 on:ow° eireLr

SCHOOL BUS

AM. ROUTES

eeded for prestige
new car dealership

WO.!l wawa

DAY

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE

paneling

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND BUM TIM
ANDWOOD FLOORS

N W 11,

Sump Pump

WALT PAPERING

DOLORES FILERS SCHOOL OF

1,5 1870

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
AND
UTILITY MAN

La Salle Pe eoo mel

WANT ADS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

D

2 0-2770

2

CALL 562 TOM

PEI. FURNITURE. WALL 6 FLOOR
CLEANING,
WAXING BY IN.
CURED WORNMEN.B25.8710

`4$177:,,7Vg$:o A7J,h,A"

HOUSEWIFE,

PINE INTERIOR PAINTING

ENNTER OR Forrt MAN
REASON.. REFERENCES

ALSO NEE TRIMMING
SPECIAL PRNES CALL MI 8285

11000g,Ess.,N,I,TRUZEIT

need yowl THESE ARE BETTER

AND FOR THE

25-Emploment Agemes- Romeo

A

Earn E.ra Ca511
Paid Training

I

WORK

Dog Service

SOLVER"
BUSINESSMAN

Reception-Voriefy

FREE Reenter km phone any

call

ree es, call 830 5526

HearMg Aids

Melrose Pude

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

MALE

appliconts

FOR THE

d

E

S

NOM OWNERS SERVICE CAR.

Cement 8, Blacktop

eeeee d

THAN JOBS, TN. ARE

NI

HAN BAR

DEGREED
EE-ME-IE's

AND 2 STRONG M.

Home Mointenance
SPECIALTY

wo

$.115,000 to 06066

FARING AIDS FOR RENT

OUR

II

E

2176-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

PROBLEM

KRUG!. DECORATING

CL 5 8232

WEDDINGS

d Penerls

ARLIN=9;ITC

IS A REAL

Slip Covers

.s

WE HAVE 1 ION TRUCe

0353.

BBT-35.50

3040 S. Busse Rd.

"THE DAY

W.II do pairaintl

RUGS E. CARR'S clmined.rino.,

desSI

CAU JOHN ABEIR

HIGH COST

6116-7035

It'll also kw

579.6633

Sewing Machine Repair

'Bel

PERSONNEL DEPT.

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

k low growing yourMcensPonY,Lenelita inchMn

3917537

...3AY.,30.03.

1955 W. North Ave.

WARD BAKING CO.

OF LIVING

r""s71stulasiignU"'

SUPERVISOR

company mild insurance, .cobon and mileage remise..
amt.

PAPERHANGING

BY TIM NOUR. CALL AMER 6.
NA WT. . M ANY IIME SAT

FOOD STORES

sdo..oL..oswy.q,Be.oOP.t.0laIt,.a06ed-

3034110

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREE es,

Pointing A Decorating

CAPABLE YOUNG MAX WILL DO
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR

Jobs located in Des Ploines, Arlington Fits.
and Wilmette.

hassled,. of Wean, and mechoonW ability. 000 0111 he

ROLLING MEADOWS ILL.

Porsche Audi
of O'Hare, Inc

PIANO OR ORGAN
255.1131

Famous installation

STATIONARY

PARKER

Resale Merchandise

-7741E-TZ41.

57.1311

RESEARCH

CALL T, WATKINS
tyy,

Coll RON ROB

SECRETARY

KEYPUNCH

MAIL CLERKS

LABORATORY

437-5500, Ext. 517
To Arrange For
Personal Interview

rho

CALL El...50

JEWEL

834-6945

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

HECHT

L

41':: NO 5E2.

Coll Mr. Wass

CLERK -TYPIST

537. 6628

anion

WINSTON, INC.

BUTLER

312-428-5577

Lathe and/or MM Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heot Treat Operator

HOLT, RINEHART AND

call
437-5500, Ext. 517
To arrange for
personal interview

'''''Onkf'aPJMISS

GAL FRIDAY

=ten's'n'te.t%

ENGINEER

$725 Month -No Fee
We.

PIANO A IOR ORGAN LESSONS

SKI BUFFS'

CALI L13. at 200.7101

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

Pue t.me

Needed

CALL COLLECT

COMPTOMETER

srogrea rare Saa5

Interested applicants

ACCOUNTANT

+ Car + Expenses

Call of.6161 302.6903.

MILKS PANTRy

MACHINIST

EXT. 594

CHECKERS
PACKERS

OPERATORS

MAIDS

RN's & LPN's

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

Who Don't

of

mocher.Coll

Catering

TERRACE SUPPLY

Opportunity for Advancement

ORDER FILLERS

trZ

STENO -$135 WK,

$510- $600

CALL 345-0500

TOWERS HOTEL

297-7770
TEKTRONIX, INC.

TRANSCRIBER

BABY DOCTOR'S
OFFICE -5525-540

MUST BE OVER 21 AND BONDABLE

Uniforms Furnished Overtime Pay

aced

ARLINGTON PARK

PLEASE CALL

MEDICAL

mo Lee St Dm No nes

t

IV ',d or through Wednesday. Excellent
fringe
benefits.

lesocurunii

Sh

Call Bob Perkins

1406 6.er, Ms PI. 39,3535

WORK $115

EX-G.I.s

Mold Designing

tubing

Pl

floor Refinishing

samos s miasma,. ur

1349 Bryn Mo., Itosee, III

Champ. III

Desk Jobs

" Nt;/:'1°4116'"

ed won rarnememoneit 662.6123,

HAMMER,
INC.

1031 N. Cicero Ave

GUARDS

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

ADU.S ONLY

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

err. N

Apply or Call
773 2020
Indo

1

Crnt.?Ol:611'o'o's7or'''
.10f ORMAN
BM 7510

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIREPLACES ANO REPAIRS FREE ESTIMATES CALL FL B 6013

537.335o
SEASONED

pr.:2

Mr

oir

ph

392 2700

or some accounting de,
but

CASHIERS

bsun heal
rto

inventory work.
store experience

bl

FULL TIME

SECRETARY

La Salle Personnel

VERY LITE

night
Retail

GLOBUS TOURS

or

2011.2770

INVENTORY

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

Wash'ng

"M.P.00TLIERIr

on rimers iv.ploses

Barber Service

Carpel Cleaning

II

b

FULL TIME

allporiuniN Our Mem

Want

LIRD.M. A

p

Window Well Coven

Chiraceys REpaired. Reboil!'

1006

d

W.H. HUTCHINSON
L SON

Free School

imwOOD

D

p

GAT PRI 3500

SECRETARY

SO hour week. 4 nights.

-

Plastering

Niel. N.M.

col! 43, 2730

Firewood

50.1550

ing conditions.

WE...CLEANING .5.

Enter...eel

53630.6

holidays, 10 hour dark
week. good startiog
wages and good work-

orn

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Meyers

2530160

clon, pension plan. paid

DRIVER

BY RAY PETERSON

RnAlAT:T"E'EA'D"M".01Arn,d'ESTs

so, Improved medical
MACHINISTS

RECFPT 1125

FILE CLK 390

STORE

Immediate oinn/ng 5 kir

neces.

PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL

IBM Trainee
$120 Wk.

WIGS. ALL TYPES

C 11391

Business Service

Experience -not

MAN WITH CARPENTRY

Electrical Work

YPTeeMoy..311389 2515

O'Hare Field

CUTLER.

Wigs

Automobile Service

heo liner
mm.

AVIATION

FABRICATORS.

29B 5245

SWARD 3105

DR GAL 3550

CUTLER -

HAMMER,
INC.

134, Bryn Mawr itosco

openings

has

m.C.,1 Miele

KEY PUN 3525 CUS SERV 3500
MAIL GAL.3433 ALL FRE.

(Across ihe street horn the
Alawsniket.rd. Depot 1
666.3443
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SHEET METAL

for

Nnes of machine leak

Piano Tuning Services

Magic

255 3816

21/ S.AMMon
whnmon Heights Ill

86 00

CI 3-2831

HEMMING ANDMENDI.

facturer

BUTLER

SV, 8200 le,

Wallpapering

Chas. B. Gray Sales

CREATIVE ART

FABRICATORS
Electrical corgrol manu-

OPERATIONS OFFICE

315.95 AND UP ABBEY SALES d

LICENSED B.., OPERATOR
REASONABLE COST. Dmwmok

SHEET METAL

SERVICE. 3601

el'rorna'io'r=

255-1200

2450 W. HUBBARD

APPLY

no

CL 9-0495

Lawn Mower Repairs

m

Cu

Experience Nor
Necessaor
WIII Train

Decorators

SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

e Dena.

-BEST IN TOWN -

7734420

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

week

MISCO-SHAWNEE

ELK GROVE VaGsGE

RECEPTION

REFUELER

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

DRAFTSMAN -PROPOSALS

CALL MR GOULD
437-6621

'frry'1"117 n7d

WORK OWN HOURS

TYPISTS -3100

l'oerg70"OZZ"1:6'n'resi'r:Tr7e'n7

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

CARPETING

k

530,000

PERSONNEL MGR

.M2.4

MANS CALL TODAY re 3105

EURNI.RE

PART TIME

Ze:

AIRCRAFT

ments. Advance to Department Head, Coll

BOOKKEEPER

391,63a.

$575

131

EUROPEAN TOUR
OPERATOR

.

Beauty Salon. 95,05SE

RECEPTIONIST

Ascherdsonlern.

Ilose

24,11elp Wanted Men
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

ART

specton of precishn
pans and assembias
modern instruusng

296-1043

537-0737

INDUSTRIES

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

Cell 250 0561 Rod Smith

scrobrymced Pn.ninn 3566500

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

QUALIFY

An EN.I Opporloney Employe,

SECRETARY

Call - 296-2185

YOU CAN 1001 YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU

640 Toe Green Street

Baby

520.4345

fashion secy

BROM

SAXON

Working .ther needs

ELEC.

$10,000 to $12,000 PER YEAR

Call Mr. R. Barcxyll et 766.6230 or apply at

rc=aan'ear7a7c'

cull 437 6303

Buffalo Dr. area 1170170
SMI

2t9BlpWaAN Ramer

2511elp thattiBosi

tons good salary 304.5405 eves.

EXPERIENCED N

La Salle Personnel

issoneheiems etaawl.. been plans.
MECHANICAL QUALITY
CONTROL
$70130700 Free

2146Ip Wanted Warren

N

CALL MR. 1. 1NDA

2S677.22

Pop I

Tuesday. January 27. 1970

_

lIlfeIpRarId Women

ASSEMBLERS

The ProspeCI Goy, 6,01 The Des ?Wine DaY

and reach 60.000 Mationholdal

Des

298-2770

OUR MEN AVERAGE

ACCOUNTANT

you'll love th

ELECTRICAL

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

r

type gen the ph.

.ssu,

3150 Des Plaines Ave.,

l7OrtE.SERTf'.=.'"

2512340

5001gT.N8L;

295-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

I

FINANCE DIRECTOR

Coll Mon Matusiok

Nosiness Unless

25Emplowent Agewies-Wases

P'er7en'Z'SIOnt'7.1'00Tene.
Call Ann Ladd, 203-.52.10,

1

merit increase after completed training.

serarder ea Wad,

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

cal11767330.

Part time work after
school. 16 years and
over. Free meals, 25c

week. Monday oncl Thursday

-

5inglowent Agercits-Wonen

VARIETY. arm...anon, NPInil.

DRAFTSMAN

255.3583

BOYS

Work In Lumber Yard

$300.$1150 FREE

II Help Ylintedlm

ISOYSIED

PART TIME

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

Iffersonts

your comm.

in

'171e'C'enZPI:LT'llloC:dicap

lB61.60541, oh. 6 pm.

2I9hIp9rrte6.

.2441plhatodlir

Genstral maintenance andmdm

SUPERVISOR to he trained by

lausineu Seitvice Unclog

124esseed

I 240e0WatedMen

335wpItyment AgenciesMen

osetar

d7:15i7.9,

ms

"f7RVAVXr"

tan free.

"T°

OPEN SA -1'1V% BY APPT.

6 -Help Wasted WRNS

Miss Palos
In MIlnoton
0 S. Donlon
60311 illernpiMr

ti7127Itmr1.,
GIRLS, over 16,

304.0800
066-0300

telephone work from office,

00100P.M. Gocd Waties
304.5563 after 4.30P.M.

Rinse each carton. When the
containers are dry, staple the

the lots. The ground an be painted green to provide the effect of
gram
Trees can be made of construction paper and 01064 ,61 the yards.

Sidewalks can be formed by linings-Inas of gray construction pepa .1 14, proper localions.

conceal the Riled,. Paint the

45 PARTY STUNTS
Mothers and fathers! If you
can use new it
for birthday
piety fun for your children.

buildings various colors with
poster paints. Draw windows and

mai find 4500 them in Cappy
Dick's "Birthday Party Stunts.

doors. shingles and Hmilar fu-

booklet. To get a copy. send 50

tures on the paper covering.
Use a panel of poster board as

cents

the ground. Once you haw de.

CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS,

cided how you wish to arrange the

PO. Box 42813, Evergreen Park,

houses, glue horn,t place.

III 60642.

pouring ends shut, then cover
each carton with plain paper to

in coin, plus a self-addressed, stamped envelope to

TOMORROW:

-Talking

globes" for winners of contest!
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$2 per hour Emerson St., Polo

BEAUTICIANS
Full or Part Time

FEMALE

MALE OR FEMALE

$80 to $100 per week plus

Internotional Headquor

our
ters

Dictaphone Typist
Billing Clerk
Mail Clerks
A complete company
benefit program.

paid

SECRETARY

commission Busy salon, open
1 night only

in Mortgage Dept,
including Friday evening and
Saturday mornings Off Wed
nesday. Coll Mr. Jack Clark,

WE NEED YOU!

ASSEMBLERS

Hove a career opportunity at

Full

Manufacturer of electrical con
trols has openings for female
light assemblers, Experience
helpful, but not necessary. 1st
shift only, good starting salary,

time

Jr.

improved medical and pen-

ED SUREK

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

272-1000

An equal opportunity employer

H1

CUTLER -

HAMMER,
INC.

1 349 Bryn Mawr
Itasca, III.

CULLIGAN, INC.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

r

HAIR DRESSER
Experienced Only
Salary plus 65%
Bonus

773-2020

1 week vacation after

on eqon, opport.., employer

6 mos.

CLERK -STENOGRAPHER

stores, checking credit bureaus
and miscellaneous filling. Previous telephone experience
helpful.

We hove immediate.

office duties. Must have
good typing skills &
some shorthand. Prefer

girls between ages of
21 to 36. Salary com-

Short jobs & flexible work schedules keep home

.

Municipal Building, 1412 Miner Street
824-3136

life

happy.

Start

year

the
by

new
calling

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

CALL MR. R.D. HINTZ,

12 A.M. Midnite - 8 A.M.
Several openings available.

Complete benefit program. Excellent starting salary plus
S.30 per
hour night shift
bonus. For more information

CALL ED SUREK

Interesting full time job for a girl who enjoys variety in her

TELLER TRAINEE
CULLIGAN, INC.
2416 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

437-3700

like to meet people? If so,
we have an opening for a full
time teller. Pleasant, congenial
working conditions. Call Mrs.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

298-5240,
Tri-State Employment Service,
3158 Des Plaines Ave., Des
Plaines.

FULL TIME

An equldsopportunity employer

for

NOTE TELLER

Moving -everything must go sole.
Jan. 24th thru 31st. 1733 Maple

298.5240, Tri-State, 3158 Des
Plaines Ave., Des Plaines.

5 Day Week. 3 PM - 10 PM

secretary to work as office
perienced in shorthand and

partment. We have profit shar-

ing and many other benefits.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

SAXON

E1

DUE TO OUR RAPID GROWTH WE ARE IN NEED OF PEOPLE FOR
THE FOLLOWING JOB OPENINGS'

Secretaries
Keypunch Operators
Clerk Typists
Accounting Clerks
Stenographers
Statistical Clerk
Payroll Clerk
File Clerks

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Des

Plaines

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

CARPETING

40%

- 60% OFF

1. Closing out stock

13 cu. ft. Coldspot Freezer, Like
New. $100. Call 439.1282 after

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in

5 P.M.

your home.

WEDDING GOWN never worn.
Size 16. Will sacrifice.
392-6025
$60.

Duncan

Troctor

Garden

Lewyt vacuum cleaner, elec.

$95 red Supro elec. guitar, new,
$70; used red Supro elec. 545;
used
National elec. w/case

Des

Plaines

Household furniture and much
'miscellaneous. 255-0885

3os hot air furnace, water htr.,
tables, chairs, dishes, storm
windows & drs. misc. 359-0525

misc. 717 Hatlen, Mt. P.

input & output jocks, sound on
sound, 2 spkrs. $200. 392-1232.

11,000 BTU window air cond.
yr. old, good cond.
Ideal for trailer. Wm. Matenko

439-7600

less than

1

824-6646 before 2:30 pm.

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

10" Logan Metal Lathe -With Accessories, Fine
Bench Milling
CL 3-9461

COMPANY

MAKE THE

Conditions -Also
Machine. Call

ex

will train you for applicant iutzrviewir,i which will
ad your job horizons.

For the person who can fill this challenging position, we
offer top notch benefits that include Free Health Insurance,
Paid Vacations, Holidays and Company Cafeteria.

PHOTOMATE:

AT BRUNING

tele-viewer, with paper, orginal
box & guarantee. Coll 593-6415
aft. 6:30 p.m.

DESIGN ENGINEER
APPLY IN PERSON

PERSONNEL MANAGER

-4H

arli

towers
Euclid & Rte. 53 (RollIwir,o Rd.)
(Just west of Arlington Park Race Track) ..

PHOTOGRAPHERS!!

DIFFERENCE

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
(1ST AND THRID SHIFT)
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
COST CLERK OR TRAINEE
New Interviewing Hours
Wortkdays 7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Monday Nights til 7:30 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. til noon

CALL 255-1910
1800 West Central Road Mt. Prospect

RIMING

$475

exc. cond. 298-4157
1964 RAMBLER

assume 61/4% luun-$26,500. 812
N. Fernandez, Arl. Hts. by owner.
May Occup. Ph. 259-4684

$250 or Best Offer.
1104 Wakefield, Schaumburg

'65 Mercury Colony Pork Wagon.

DES PLAINES . 3 bdrm, 11/2 bath,
brick, cape. din rrn., paneled

A/T, P/S, Pitt, WW low miles.

family rm. Walk to schools &

Exc. cond. Best offer. 3921614

train. Mtge assumable $32,000.

'64 Ford Custom, 2 door, auto-

Open House Sun. 1.5. 859 S. Golf
Cul-De-Sac. 297-8675

matic transmission, good shape.

Rolling Meadows by Owner
Transfed. Must sell 3 bdrm.

'61 Pontiac 380 4 sp hydro automatic, Excellent condition. Reasonable 827-3713

CL 5.7908

ranch w/att'd garage.
Maint-free brick & alum. siding.
Carpeting, drapes, built-ins,
washer -dryer. Clean. Exc. loca-

'63 Ford Galaxie 500. Excellent
condition $425
296-3173
'62 Olds F85 Station Wagon.
5125. Runs good. Coll

tion $24,900. 394-2747

By Owner -Brick Colonial -natural
f plc. 2,/2 baths, 3 bedrm. on

894-8971

'61 RAMBLER STATION WAGON,

ins on 1st. fl. Formal dn. rm. Pan.

good condition, very economical.
Everything works. 824 1077

Convenient to schools, shopping,

loop, bus & CTA.Mid 540's Coll

Plymouth '65, Fury III, 4-dr., P/S,
P/B, like new tires, good cond.,
$750.359-5745

823-9367.

location

in

WE SPECIALIZE

In Quality 2nd Cars
These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!

2 car attached Gar. Patio front
porch. Large Jalouise back
porch Plenty of double closets,
Bedrms. twin Si,. Large Ern,
with Nat. Fireplace. Newly fin
fished Apt. in basement IPerfect
inlaw arrangement) will provide
$200 month income if desired.
Owner anxious to sell and will
offer attractive terms to quali-

'59 Rambler Classic-4dr. sed.
Very Sharp, Must See

$145

'63

4dr.
$365

Pont.

Blk. w red

Tempest-cust.
int. 6

a/t

'64 Chevy 2dr. 6, auto., Red A
very nice 1st car
$395

fied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Private -501 W. Sha-Bonee Tr. Mt.
Prospect CL 3-9461 Low 50's

Ford 2dr v.8 automatic.
EXTRA CLEAN, Yellow
$425
'64

296-6127
600 E. NW Hwy.
Des Plaines

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Enlarger,

We have recently installed
colored T.V. and we have 90
19" PORTABLE T.V.'s for sale.
For information coll...
ARLINGTON INN

14 -To Rent Apartments

sonable. 394-3300.

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromotic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

Buf. Gr. 2 bdrm. 2 baths, A/C,
pool, w/w crpt, Ht & Hw, Free

NOW $2775

gas, dswhr. $230. 541-1636

Hoffman Estates, 2 bedrm, car.
peted, air cond., with pool
facilities, building I yr. old.
$190 mo. 894-9045 oft 5pm

UNBELIEVABLE'?

MT. PROSPECT

apt.,

1

occupancy,
bedrm.
range, refrig.,
heat,

'66 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

1

V8, Power glide, power steer- $,095

air cond., no pets. $150. 4373300. Owner.

ing Radio & Heater, Whitewalls.
(Timberlake)

i

'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER
4 speed, power steering, Radio $1795

& 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike

setting).
Reasonable
rental
inclds.
Appliances, TENNIS

& Heater, White walls.

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439.4100

'65 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V8, Power steering, automatic, $795

(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

Radio & Heater

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
One Bedr. Apartments
$160

Call for Appointment
358-7844

34 -Arts and Antiques

WANT TO BUY -Used lronrite
mangle in good condition, rea-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

New 4 rm. 1 bdrm. apt. Heated,
Vicinity Des Pl. Rosemont. $165
per mo. 439-0544

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

42 -Wanted To Buy

-

Mdws. area. 392-0669

CL 5-2900

call CL 3-1700

EXEC CARS

Working mother wants to share
her 3 bedrm. house & exp. Roll.

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

enthusiasm than knowledge begins TONIGHT at Arlington High
School at 8 pm. For futher info

DEMOS - FACTORY

4 PM

948 East Northest Hwy.
An. Hts.

ATTENTION:
ANTIQUE ENTHUSIAST!
Class for people with more

Believing

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

12 -Houses to Share

I

dry

printer & photo -viewer,

Seeing Is

Zildzine cymbals. Ac-

cess., covers. CL 3.5452 aft.

Feb.

Houseful of Mediterranean Furn.
inc. Color TV. Lamps, paintings,
dinette set, bar, Lge. AM -FM
stereo. 625-7380.

4

MT. PROSPECT

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

condition.

'64 Ford wagon Country sedan,
352 engine, P/S, many extras,

2 bdrm, 2 car gar, full bsmt,
11/4 both,
100x163 ft. lot, may

orig. price - $350. 255-6751

snare.

MOVING

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PROGRAMMER
PLANNING CLERK

good
827-0312

55 -Musical Instruments

$47. El Rey, CL 3-0180.

CALL MISS ESCHER

You will be employed at the Arlington Park Towers, the

Ford Custom 4 dr. 6 cyl.

Stick,

Distributor

Mahog spinet piano, Sturn,
bench/pad, ex. cond., below V2

DICK WICKSTROM

NEW ALPINE APTS.
Mt. Prospect.
& 2 bedrm.
opts, immed. occup. W -W car1

peting, walk
amic

in closets, cerbaths, dishwasher 'tx
disposal, air-cond., el-

garb.
evator, pool, 'rec & meeting

sauna & steam
babysitter
service
avail, pets., From $190 to $285

55S Irving Park Rood
529-7070

1510 Dempster (Dempster &
Busse Rd). DiMucci. 437-4200

Roselle, Illinois

rms.,

free

baths,

44-00P,Pets &WPC

16 -To Rent Houses

MM. Schnauzer. AKC. Ch. sire. M
F. Shots, cropped, paper trnd.

Des PI. 2 bdrm, 2 bath - Fm.

Home raised 3392--5189

$285. mo. immed. occ. 439-1573.

1

82.4-0525

'64

The Boss
Says,

Lowest prices anywhere! Brand
name TV's, B/W'or color: Stereo
equip. Highest qual. 537-1926.

Solid state stereo recorder.
Mikes, tapes, 2 speed, 4 tracks,

newest luxury Hotel in the Northwest Suburbs, that is rapidly
becoming the convention center of the Northwest Suburbs.
ommunications skills are important with all levels of super vi
n, and you will handle the typing of personnel forms, repo
and insurance administration.

'61 Comet, 4 dr, perfect cond.
owner, low mileage.

253-5228

824-2175

Slingerland
drum
set,
Blue
Satin Flame, 3 drums plus chrome

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

house space available immediately iv:
ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

with

receptionist. Permanent, 5 days a week, 8:30 am
to 5:00 pm, congenial surroundings. All company
benefits.

Do you like variety and decision making with an outstanding
opportunity for meeting people? If you do this is the position
for you, ° gal who is a self starter as on employment secretary.

1968 Chevy II Novo. Auto. 6 cyl.
with blk. int.

low miles. Blue
$1400. 639-3690

ware-

Phyfe

Artif frplc.; kit. chairs; window
fan; 2 pc. sect'(, child's tble,

PERSONNEL SECRETARY

P/B, P/S

5. Terms available

draperies. 93 X 164.
439 2085

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

&

fact. air., P/W,
$2300. 537-1346
ing,

country club section. 21/2 baths,

Like new avocado living room

Rood

ft office

'67 Olds Cutlass S, sharp look.

Deluxe 4 Bedrm. custom ranch

469-7204

Crosley Upright Freezer,
like new, 575.
Call 296-5757.

Immediate openings for full lime switchboard

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

9 p.m.

Personnel Office - 298-3080

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

RECEPTIONIST

1969 Singer Zig Zag

If interested, please come in or call

Rand Rd. & Rte. B3
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Wolf

cash. I need cash, sell all or part

broom, walnut crib, compl, baby
basket, best offer. 437-3062

ITT
2000

I was paid in carpet instead of

Moving our of town: Must sell
copper color gas tonge. Used

new. 537-4187

Randhurst Shopping Center

SWITCHBOARD

6000 sq.

Beautiful corner

SUNBEAM electric Snowblower,
like new, 75' cord - $50.
255.1379 after 6.

ways starts. 529-6805

Arlington Industrial
and Research Center.
3000 Sq. Ft. units.
254-8850

rec. rm. W/wet bar. 2 car gar.

sink,

wagon, 1964, good
cond., R/H, studded snows, alCHEVY

83 -Industrial Property (ToRent)

snow plow blade & chains. Like

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

WIEBOLDTS

Barrington.

of $5.13 per month. Fcr free
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until

Bolens

cellent

CORPORATION

CARPET NEW

dining set, 8 pcs. $75. 529-3819

for the following categories.

Ex-

1st

Arl. Hts., Palatine,
I or 2 car. 593-6996

or $5.13 down and 9 payments

kitchen

ranty $1795. 253-1840
'67 MGB/GT, like new clutch,
just overhauled, strictly maintained, $2,000. 437-9151 eves

Garage wanted vic. Mt. Prosp.,

fit-

bowl

Clean '68 Ford Goloxie, hdtp,
air, P/S, P/B, R/H, Mfr.'s war-

Cale w/child need clean house
w/garoge. Call 8240893. Need
home by May liar June I.

tings, base cabinets. 7 ft. for-

Kenmore.

IN YOUR AREA

company benefits, including 20% merchandise discount.
Apply Personnel Office
After 10 AM

Huge discounts. 8247353 dlr.

Dishwasher. White top loading

HELP

openings available.

296-1 14 2

'The Racers Edge"

2241 PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

An equal opportunity employer

Part time and full time

To Discuss Your Qualifications
(evening or Saturday interviews may be arranged)

125 Oakton

Mrs. Kokes

259-4000

EXPERIENCED

- Director of Personnel .

rp

Mass Feeding

7035 Barry
Rosemont, III.

Twin maple bed frames, reason.
able. Cal' CL 3-0166 after 5 pm,
CL 54656 before 5 pm
Brand new Carpeting mode for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

two months, call 593-6806.

Corp.

SEAMSTRESSES

Telephone Mr. Franzen

benefits

Call - 437-5920

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

"The enjoyable Bank"

47c)

Very good wage. Lunch pro
vided. Fringe
Shift Only.

Oak dinette set with 4 chairs,
padded seats. Also serving cart.
Best offer. 439-4866

Used Furn: BR Set w/dsk & chr.,
Gas Rge, Refrig, Rug, Light Fiat,
Wall Mirror, 394-5781

Line

CALL MR. GRESS

Come in for an interview.

A/T, P/S, R/H, A/C. Orig. owner,
low miles. $950 439-5389

86 -Real Estate -Houses

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

2530963

Production

297-3550

Chevy '65 Impala 4 dr. HT, V8

right masters.
392.3454

attachments.

Muskrat fur coat. Good Condition. Size 14.$40. Call

437-9634

1963 Chevrolet
Perfect condition.
255-6232 after 5 PM,

87 -Wanted to Rent

Two dog loving but sick adults
compelled to sell their German
Shepherd, 4 months old; housebroken, all shots, etc. Our dog
is AKC registered and a beauty.
Will sacrifice for $100 to the

trsed machine in stylish cabinet. Does everythiing without

mica top. $50. 358-2699

DES PLAINES

392.5471

O'Hare area

2nd. fl. Study or bedrm. W/built

Single

840 S. ELMHURST RD.

1962 VW, sunroof, very good
running cond. Good tires. $375

$51.30 Tax Included

HELP WANTED

Experienced

321 Bonds Street
Call Mrs. Dudko
455-3600
For Appointment

LIQUORS

coordinator. Should be ex-

A stimulating job in our efficiently organized Note De-

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

WILLIAMS

Income Ton & Bookkeeping
Forms available.
Call 259.0561 Rod Smith

best over $600. 259-2566

225 N. Arl. Hts. Rd.
Elk Grove Village. V2 mi.
south of Toll Road
439-8020

Reasonable. 359-3266

311 yards. 966-4313

$50. Perfect condition.
Call Cl. 9-1428

CHECKER
a

St., Des Plaines.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'64 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdrop;
P/S, air, low miles, exc, cond.

Close to new inter -change.
1000-8000 sq. ft. office.
5000 sq. ft. warehouse.
Easily accessible.

Adorable Puppies, 1/2 German
Shepherd, 7 weeks old, $10.
Call 392.9295

23" Black & White Muntz TV.

PART TIME

company benefits. Must have own transportation.

Apply At

PIANO sm. upright in exc. cond.;
Cascade fall & wiglet dk. brown.
537-7079 aft. 6.

Call Ann Ladd Or Jeff Wright,

typing. Salary commensurate
with experience. Good working conditions and many
company benefits.

7:30 AM - 4 PM
Modern air conditioned plant. Clean bench work. Excellent

opening

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FC-3200
255-1107

Suede Jacket Sz. 42-$20. Blond
Foll-Med. length -100% human
hair $60. 2 lamps $12. 297-8661

An equal opportunity employer

Immediate

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

bitious --Your Time Worth Money.
High Sales Potential --1st Year
Earnings $12,000. Join Our Professional Employment Service.

SECRETARY

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

ASSEMBLERS

Wright,

Jeff

call

Peterson or Mr. Lyngoss.

255-9000

an equal opportunity employer

placing applicants. Unlimited
potential earnings. Stop in or

Individual Needs. Are You Am-

work. Duties will include shorthand, typing, reception and
general office work 2 girl office located in Centex Industrial

BREAKERS CONFECTIONS

Enjoy interviewing, testing and

Personnel Counselor. Looking For
A Career -Unlimited Opportunity.
Enjoy Public Contact -Understand

GENERAL OFFICE

Park.

21 Help Wanted -Men & Women

$5500 541 2664

/1 To Rent, Stores, Offices

2 Tiny Toy Poodles, Male, A.K.C.,
7 wks. Reasonable
827-3328

255-1900

1969 Manor, 2 bdrm , 12' x 54'

CL 9.4632

Wire Fox Terrier, male, puppy,
AKC, champ sired; also Chomp

Chicago -Excellent loco
$5,995
Call 971 1811

like new In park in Elk Gr Twp

PALATINE '3 Bedr Ranch on Ige
lot, Nat Fireplace, Garage, $250
Mo Call 359 2692

8 week old kittens to be given
to good homes. Litter trained.

Little boy Schnauzer
AKC. Home raised. Loves
everybody. 358-2699.

1800 W. CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT

An equal opportunity employer

THIRD SHIFT

98 -Mobile Homes

Feb 1st 439 4417

9-6305 or 358-9233

BRUNING

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

3 Bedr House with family rm &
garage Des PI area Available

LA

Schnauzer, AKC, mole,
excel. temperment, ears, paper

THE SINGER COMPANY

SWof
tion

POODLE, AKC, tiny black toy fe-

male 6 mos., also others.

75000 ft Lot at Lake Wddwood

Forest

rent,

Trailer Plc Algonquin & Touhy,
Park Ridge Call 766-7759

437.3579

stud service. 439-6896, 627-0647

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

Mobile home for

TOY POODLE, MALE, AKC, PAPER
TRAINED. SHOTS. $75.

Stand

394-0800

359-6110

SECRETARY

POODLES, 2 very tiny females, 6
weeks, home raised $60 each.
537-0797

trained,

Be A Blair Temporary!

CITY OF DES PLAINES

New Interviewing Hours:
Daily - 7:45 to 4:15
Mon. Evenings till 7:30
Sot. 9 a.m. to Noon

experience.

SAXON

Use spare time &
office skills to
earn top money.

involve

Opportunity for advancement.
Salary commensurate with

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Excellent working conditions and full fringe benefits. Salary of
$7,417 after 4th year.

experience

personal development and
an excellent starting salary
plus a full line of company
benefits.

company benefits with
excellent working conditions.

CALL MR. GRESS

telephone, typing, routing calls . visitors, and filing.

accounting

We offer the opportunity for

Full

ex-

perience. Good working
conditions & many
company benefits.

253-1286

duties

We hove on entry level posi
lion in our Accounting Dept.
for on individual with a good
math apptitude. Applicant with
some college accounting or
will be hired at a higher level.

general typing, filing and other
office work. 50 wpm required.

297-3550

Mr. Anthony's
Beauty Salon

Duties include: taking and transcribing dictation, answering

General

will

359-6996

TRAINEE

cost

CLERK
TYPIST

openings for 2 alert
young girls who have
knowledge of general

males & females, black and ton

or

applications from our various

GENERAL OFFICE

mensurate with

DACHSHUNDS - AKC, 11 weeks,

(Telephone)

255-9000

sion plan, paid holidays.
40 Hour Work Week
Apply or Call Mr. John Ind°

Call or Visit

trained 2994311
Shepherd, mixed pups, look like

COST CLERK

91 -Resort Properbes For Sisk

16 -To Rent Houses

Shepherds, Playful, 6 weeks $10
392 4878

Duties will include taking credit

Edie Adams Cut & Cud
3131 Krrchoff Rd.
Rolling Mds. 394.5737

t

44 -Dots, Pets &

Cocker Spaniel pups, AKC, shots,
females, silver/blond, paper

If You Think You Are
Worth A $1000 A Month
Call 358 0631

CREDIT
CLERK

tine Phone 259 0035
CULLIGAN
THE WORLD WIDE WATER
CONDITIONING PEOPLE

21 -Help Wanted -Men & keen

7 to 8 30 AM Over

Babysitter

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

2&HeIp Wanted Women

OPEN SUNDAYS

rm, Garage -washer -dryer -range -

./

vt)
WEATHER
Tonight: Showers likely,
low in upper 30s. Tomorrow: Occasional rain, turn-

w,

"vy

Telephone

Adlle vC.

255-4400

ing colder.
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Mayor's vote gives library $42,100
Fulle to head
GOP task force
Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines,
was appointed Tuesday to direct a 12 -man task force in
Cook County to be known as
the Campaign '70 Committee.

The formation of the task
force of Republican leaders to
spearhead the GOP Cook
County campaign was announced by Edmund J. Kucharski, Cook County Republican chairman.
"Plans are underway to assure a total Republican victory
in the fall," said Kucharski.
"A major effort will be the de-

velopment of a precinct captain's program as a means of
bringing out

a record GOP

vote in our 1970 elections."

MEMBERS OF the task
by Fulle will
coordinate the campaign as

force headed

well as serving as liaison between the GOP County Central Committee and their areas
of responsibility.

"The Campaign '70 Committee has been months in
planning," Fulle said. "We

have developed what we believe to be the most corn -

funds required.
Kilroy's motion came after
considerable discussion of the
library's budgetary problems.
largely occasioned because the
cost of the library remodeling

RICHARD W.

Withers,
mayor of Blue Island, will liaison with officials of 126 municipalities in Cook County.

program, just completed, ran
56 per cent more than antici-

Louis J. Kasper, 35th ward
committeeman, will be sub chairman of a printed mater-

pated. or $67,000.

LIBRARY BOARD Presi-

ials distribution program in
the county and director of Chicago voter registration.

dent Gilbert Liebenow, who

Berwyn Committeeman

said during his presentation,
that he understood his board

presented the library's fund
request to the village hoard,

Harry Magers who will super-

vise suburban voter registration and a county -wide absentee voting program.

Other Campaign '70 Com-

Day

Richard H. Anderson, Chief

A.W.

deputy sheriff of Cook County; John Zemaitis, field representative,

Republican

Central committee;

State
and

Thomas J. Drennan, public re-

lations director of the Cook
county

central

committee.

Kucharski and Fulle are
cluded among the committee
in-

members.

Sen. John Graham (right) of Barrington extends congratulations to Carl R. Hansen of Mount
Prospect on his appointment to the Cook County Board of Commissioners. With Graham and
Hansen are Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights (second from left) and Rep. David
Regner of Mount Prospect. The legislators addressed the Elk Grove Township Republican Organization in Mount Prospect Monday evening on the key issues of the 1970 campaign. (Photo be LeRoy
Meyers).

Prospect Heights park district
asks HUD aid on land purchase
The Prospect Heights Park
District has requested $11,000
from the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to help purchase addi-

tional park land estimated at
$22,000.
-The

land

located

behind
approxi-

Lions Park Pool is
mately 300 ft. by 277 ft. and

Sherman, Engelbert, James,
Charles, Russell, and Herbert

WHEN I worked on Herbert during a school board's
executive session, one of the
administrator;

called

have their request submitted
through a local commission.
NIPC has done this he said,

me,

"Madame LeFarge." Appar-

live in my bedroom closet.
On hangers.

They haven't always been
there. But since discovered
the fun of knitting the new
maxi -scarves.
can't seem to
I

I

stop.

ently 1 reminded him of Dickens' character in "The Tale of
-Two Cities" who knitted the
sins of the French aristocracy
in code --then showed up with
her woolen records at the tri-

Every time start another
scarf, my children christen it
and call it a new family mem-

als.

bers.

produced a different effect.

I

THUS WE have Sherman
(oliv e -and -gold), Engelbert
(red -and -white), James (raspber r y -and -white), Charles

Charles will be gifts, just as

bert, James, Charles, Russell,
and Herbert have all stopped

Each has its own history.

district,
Greenberg.
the

SO FAR, Sherman, Engel-

needles and four balls of yarn
going simultaneously, you can
knit a maxi -scarf in less than
two hours of concentrated effort. Even if you just pick it up
sporadically, the knitting goes
so quickly that in a day or two,
you'll be finished.
The pattern is easy. Cast on
eight stitches, using four
strands of yarn for each stitch.
Engelbert, for instance, has
two red strands and two white
strands knitted together for
each of his stitches.
Knit each row --and get out

your tape measure. You'll be
through in no time.
Of course,

anyone

who

turns up in public with the
jumbo needles must be prepared for a certain amount of
comment.

to

go with the long maxi -coats is
II feet.
-

The new scarves are so
much fun to knit that I don't

has obtained an option on
130,320 sq. ft. of property at

the northeast corner of Elmhurst Av., and Central Rd.

THEN JUST drop me a
postcard or letter, addressed to

for $300,000.

The Day office of the paper
you get. 722 Center St., Des

nouncement came by phone -

S.

Main

St.,

Mount Prospect; 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights (for Arlington and
Northwest Day readers).
Tell me your name, address

and phone number; the two
colors you'd like your scarf to
be; and whether you want the
six -foot -length or the 11 -foot

Official word of the
Day reporter Maureen McNassar, armed with huge knitting
needles, joins the maxi -scarf makers as she models "Russell" and

works on her own scarf. For details on how readers can win a
hand-knit maxi -scarf created to their own color schemes by a
Day writer, see story.

erybody who writes me. There

aren't that many long executive sessions at school board
meetings.

But on Feb. 6, we'll have

Obviously, I can't go around

someone from each of the offices draw one maxi-scraf win-

knitting a maxi -scarf for ev-

ner. Then I'll knit the four

size.

whom

con-

Cats -

.

scarves-one for Arlington,
one for Prospect, one for Des

Plaines, and one for Northwest Day winners.
By that time, I'll be ready to
put up my jumbo needles and
retire. Until the next fad comes
along.

an-

to The Day office from the
Washington D.C. office of
Rep. Philip Crane, (R -13th).
13th).

A spokesman for Crane said
the Post Office Department is

holding the option to buy the
property owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Haderkamp.
The announcement confirms a report in The Day sev-

eral months ago naming the
Haderkamp property as the location for the new Post Office.

knew what the appropriation

When the hoard members

was and just spent more. Some-

where we've got to set guide-

the possibility of
charging the library hoard in-

lines."

terest for the expense to the vil-

Kilroy added that he knew
the library is "at its maximum
levy, and there are additional
funds." He was referring to

lage of withdrawing funds for
library use that might be drawing interest, Mayor Teichert
said, "It's sort of like bating a
dead horse. If we charge them
interest. when we approve
their next budget (sometime in
March) we would just have to

the money that the village will
receive as its share of the new

state income tax, anticipated
come

to

to

approximately

$173,000, for the year begun
Aug. I, 1969.
This money can he spent
where the village board sees
fit. However, the hoard plans

discussed

allow them that much more
money."

(The Mount Prospect Library, being unlike to many

to set up guidelines as to its ex-

penditure, so that the money

other libraries that are district
libraries which levy and collect their own taxes without an
hoard
requests)

more than first expected, but
in."

He added, "We'V'clone

a

more. We've found that the

"FRANKLY, what disturbs me," he said, "is that if
we go over a budget and then

lage)."

requesting,

is

comprised of

57,000 guaranteed to them by
the village from taxes and fines

collected at the library, plus a

maintenance is less than on a
tile floor."
EARLIER IN the discussion, Kilroy had said, "It is

my understanding that this

is

a

village li-

brary. and must go to the vil-

monetary problems1 is nothing .tw$ear fifOjettigt neV year.
new, indicated his concern Yes, We have carpeting on the
floor and we are going to have
with the situation.

is

an advance. Can you physically repay this money."
Kilroy noted that the appropriation for the library for the
fiscal year from May I. 1970
to April 30, 1971 is SI73,600.

for

its

fund

KILROY THEN made his

board's request for funds, but
authorize them to seek their
own source of funds thr
loan. He, Lloyd

Robert Merman

the mot=

After the tie vote was broken by Mayor Teichcrt's vote
favoring the library's request,
a second motion was proposed
and unanimously passed by the
hoard.

Approved was the motion
that the money should be taken
from that village fund deemed
most advisable after a consultation on the village's financial situation by Village Manager Virgil Barnett and Financial Director Richard Jesse.

Crucial week underway
in Smith, Rentschler race
By Richard Crabh

This is a crucial week in the
northwest suburbs for the U. S.
senate race between Sen.
Ralph Smith and his challenger. William Rentschler.
Republican organizations
in three major townships in the
northwest are taking endorse-

-Township

Prospect Post Office has been
selected and has been antounced by the United States
Post Office Department in
Washington, D.C.
The Post Office department

scarves is about as complete as
he's prepared to live with.
And so 1 have a proposition
for Day readers.
Do you want me to knit you
a maxi -scarf? Free?

117

to

series of land purchases proposed for the district, Green-

A site for the new Mount

want to stop! Yet my husband-not unreasonably --points out

Plaines;

Kilroy,

ment steps during the week.
They are Wheeling. Palatine

Post office
site chosen

more co-operation on the
budget. The library hoard

"other things (costs) just creep

met last evening with his leaders in Schaumburg Township.
The group did not announce a

cinct captains of Schaumburg
Township will be called to-

decision on endorsement for

nouncement

U. S. senator.

THE REPUBLICAN pre-

gether early next week. An-

of an endorse-

ment will come at the Feb. 6
meeting of the Schaumburg
(Continued on page 2)

and Schaumburg "townships.

Richard A. Cowen of Arlington

Heights,
Wheeling
Republican com-

mitteeman, has called a meeting of his 89 precinct captains
who hold the final authority in
all

growing at six feet. But they
tell me the popular length to

LIEBENOW ADDED, "In
three out of the past four years
we spent exactly what we had
in our working budget."

rate at which we can borrow,"
Liebenow said.

the Prospect Heights Park District has one acre of open land
per 1,000 persons.
Acquistion of the land near
Lions Park Pool is the first in a
berg said.

that my wardrobe of maxi WITH THE giant jumbo

according

NIPC now estimates that

Allow

""e'

that she asked her husband to
pick tip yarn and needles on his
way home from work.

Sherman, for example, was
completed during half of Andy
Williams, an Adam -I2 segment, and parts of Lawrence
Welk. His fringe was attached
during the 10 o'clock news.

mends that park districts provide a minimum of one acre of
park land per 100 persons in

"It
KILROY
NOTED,
would seem to there could be

motion to deny the library

al HUD headquarters in ChiThe National Park and Recreational Association recom-

tion figure.

LIEBENOW SAID that he
realized the cost of remodeling
the library had cost much

cago.

liked him so much

dressers

(blue -and -white), Russell (avocado -and -lemon), and Herbert
(orange -and -white).
Actually, Sherman and

soon as I get around to finding
boxes and mailing them off.

and the plans are in the region-

James, on the other hand,
He was completed in the
beauty shop while I sat under
the hair dryer. One of the hair-

Park Director Ron Green-

library staff.

"Seven and three-quarters
per cent is the most favorable

building.

The $42,100 the library is

berg said to receive federal aid
from HUD, park districts must

Liebenow indicated that he
felt the library budget would
remain within the appropria-

lage

plans with the Northeastern IlPlanning Commission

fieldhouse, a softball diamond,
a childrens playground, ice
skating area, drinking fountains and benches.

made necessary the hiring of
two additional persons for the

its use.

could obtain such a loan without mortgaging the library

expenditures run way over, it
doesn't lead to financial integrity (in the finaEes of the vil-

(NIPC) that include, a small

Liebenow stated that the
remodeling and expansion

intermediary,

will be developed as a multipurpose recreational park.
The Park District has filed
linois

ing from the expanded facil-

will not be dissipated before a
firm policy is developed as to

frontation with the library's'

Like to have a maxi scarf
By Jan Bone

ities.

on the open market for the

with the county slate.

mitteeman; Edward F. Moore,
30th ward committeeman;

your 2 -and 5 -year -old boys
and have jokers take it
apart.

only the amount of the request
asked was different last night,
when the usual verdict was

tional would not further complicate the library budgeting
during the coming fiscal year
beginning May I.

three months.
The tie vote came on a 1110tion by Finance Committee
chairman Jack Kilroy that the
village board not advance the
funds, but authorize the library board to negotiate a loan

State Rep. Arthur A. Telcser (11th) with co-ordinate
campaign of state senatorial
and representative candidates

B. Talbert jr., 4th ward com-

hours

25 per cent of all facilities, and
the additional expenses result-

the Mount Prospect Library
hoard $42,100 over the next

with
subcommittee
posts
other assignments expected
shortly.

ship committeeman; Hamilton

two

The actors were the same,
the script was familiar, and

pect after Mayor Robert Teichert broke a tie vote to grant

committee members to key

Gripe
Of The
spend

He was questioning Liebe now whether the $35,000 addi-

Board meeting in Mount Pros-

prehensive political campaign
coordinating program ever
undertaken in Cook county."
Simultaneously, Fulle announced appointment of four

Smith Jr., Barrington town-

To

$35,000 deficit due to the recent remodeling of more than

rendered at a special Village

mittee members are: Harold B.

building a snow man with

By Ben Clarke

The upkeep of too many women is the downfall of too many men.

matters of candidate en-

dorsement.
ALSO ON -Thursday evening Rentschler is scheduled
to speak to the Palatine Town-

Store manager held

ship Republican organization.
He will he introduced by Bernard E. Pedersen Of Palatine,
township
man.

GOP committee-

The meeting will be held in
the American Legion building
in Palatine. Palatine Township
GOP leaders will meet Feb. 3,
five days later, to approve an
endorsement for Smith or
Rentschler.

GOP Committeeman Don
Totten of Hoffman Estates

on .2 counts of theft
A former department manager of Montgomery Ward &
Co. in-Randhurst was arrested
yesterday in his Chicago home
on a warrant for two counts of
attempted theft by deception at
the Randhurst Store.

Arrested on the warrant is-

sued ;.:'day by

Magistrate
Simon F. Porter to Mount

Prospect police, was John H.
Davis, 24, of 6166 N. Sheri-

-Wrong place

dan, Chicago.

The Prospect Heights Park
District's open hearing on the

paring a refund check voucher
and approving it, a practice

Master Plan for over-all development of the district will not

which security agents of the

be held in the gymnasium of

icy.

MacArthur Junior High

Davis was accused of pre-

store said is against store pol-

Police said Davis made a

pocket the difference.
Also police said Davis told

the agents that he had sold
merchandise from the store to
fellow employes at costs far below actual costs.
At the time of the arrest, police added, Davis gave the police property which Davis said

was stolen from Montgomery
Wards.

Davis was being held at the
Mount Prospect police station
in lieu of $2,500 bond. He is to
appear in Niles Felony Court,
Feb. 17.

Meeting

reported on Jan.

statement to security agents

that he had previously stolen
money from the store by tak-

Mount Prospect Village
Board Public Health and

School, Drake Terr. and Oak

ing cash out of envelopes in the
cash registers. He said he then

Safety Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.

School as

27th in The Prospect Day.
The correct location for the
hearing is at John Muir
St., Prospect Heights at 8 p.m.,
Feb. 9.

t,

would fill out smaller figures
on new envelopes and would

11YQOM
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Growth slowing down
in School District 26

Owners of 4 buildings
cited for violations
By Bob rases
ounty

nom were found in an unoccu,
ptcdhuilding at 1723 Foundry
Rd Tins
had recently
bunted, he said, forcing them.
engem,
ica.

HIV.

budding

tions m uninsorPorned nixes
of Wheeling. Palatine and
Townships

Hanover

kVA.

Twp. property ownera
cited for code violation,.
The properties. all located
in
the southern
Pimp.

On ghece.d hy

Heins or

. no.
eluded

Fire

Charles

Nick. Cl Me Forest River Fire

Protection District and Mar.
in Davis, north zone chief or
(h.
building, zoning and air polioIt
control derranment
DAVIS SAID untufe condi-

ja,.. gen

.00,

has

two

which violate county code.
said Davis. He said fuel tort
and mattresses were
side

the

the violations and asking them
to appear
c0mPitanse boats,
hearings
T II E
INSPECTIONS.

"To the best of my knenvl-

and

Elk Grove

awonJ;'

Wheeling. Palatine and limo.
vet- Townships haw been under surveillance,
including
one in Hanover Twp.that hod

newt nonhwess
suburban anst banks. A scp.
rate form must he filkd out for law number of oc cupied
work done by each seniorman shacks un it
or servicc bueiness. and if the
DAVE. SAID the County
total purchase, mcoy 521X1. Building Department
has
the form must be signed by the
to notify Northwest
serviceman as well as the punchaser.
O
Oppommily
Center officials
The refund staid is of pending inspections and
Aug. 1. 1967 through Match invite interpreters when Span.
s7 19(at
ish.spaking persons at. in.
1110
American
National
Bank and T,t
ru Co. has been
Raymond Welsh, county
designated as trustee of the tax
building CLIIIIMISSiOr11:1-.
lands. which amount 10 a
last Friday with
Pant
of S.14 million Mr the state.
Simon and Karen
ny. di(ho eppmunisy
Yesterday. Rotten Dillon. a
ion. is Jisaw the ...Y.'
vice-presiden of the hank.
.nd °vi°.i°9 Fn's°"
said that only'. small percent
age or the us funds have been
Mrs. Stanley last wird told
:milled for.
Simon that grmilies living in
available

Company of Chicago arc reminding taxpayers that thej
have only until next Monday.
Feb. 2. to file for refunds of the
service ocommion tap service
usc tux and municipal and
county service occupation um

on specified services. and items

during an eight -month priod
in !era and 196K.
The lax.. imalidoted lay
coun ruling, haw Men paid to
the state lay the service husi
news who received the tax

at

County board changes
Hansen swear -in ceremony
Swearina .n ce,munio for
Carl

R. Hans. of Mount

Prospect.

appointed

to

Such taxes were collected by

four kinds of serrice Moines,-

--Sell., drugs or medicines
a registered pharmacist on a
prescription:
-.Selling specially made ma-

If any turnip, cannot ob-

substandard

tain the refund Dom locally.

spected by the county should
he ,oven at least 30 days notice

\httril'atniVt:

'1h2'21 74'

in-

dwellings

nonal Bank and Trust Co..

before they are limed to lead.
AFTER 11IE moaning.
Welah inward 'We agreed that if

taxed under the Retailers' (K-

at 33 N.10 Salle St. Chicano.
A bank spokesman said that

atmai. Can Act or the Use

to he eligible. moue. for re-

any
hereings are found
to he who:indent that we

Tax Act:

funds should ho postmasked
and, repairing, renovating no later then midnight. NIon.
or rezonditiuning tangible pc, day. bell 2.

would give the tenanta

a.

..hle time to find the altr.

the

Cook County Hoard of Commissioners. have holm shifted
10

°Ln°9"r9. w°n°

cadger

&pedaled ha 1.1 a.m.. Friday.

This., .swirninn

will

has not had a member from

Building in'the Lot:pw.'lliemp'unb*dole,.-

hlount Prrupect since

m,o--

"""000 the ".

Hansen was appointed earlier this week to serve the

thnmgh

contest

35:(1Pt1ring

thenontest is divided into
two main divisions: snowmen
and

sculpture.

snow

Snow

sculpturing takes in all entries
other than snowmen such as
snow castles or modern designs.
Each

divinitm has three
classifications: family. indi-

vidual youth (junior and scn.
ion high eget and individual
child (any. age through sixth
urudal

PARTICIPANTS s11011.0

Zi(nr(..r"..T.Ir (a.T.Pti

(no,

re si once and will Mc park
district ffice. 25s. 5380. for

registran. hone.. 9

.,jjn ticket

this summer. The date to the
trip will he announced later.

a. m.

and 4 p.m.

On the Nod.. Thursday

Only one pen. per

or Saturday follow;ing a call -in
registration. a photographer

g1tesoit

ft

-

will he eligiNe for this pize.
The contest will he gov-

coee ciZtVdt...

from which judging will

has

ca."1"11hhoorr2r7inntis7dger
only one of the aix division,.

he

1. each perom may make

done.

Judging will take ohm Ech.

tmly one entry in his division.
3. only nrsidents of the park
district may enter.
For further information call

27. mid whin., will be nonlied the lollenving day.
First place winners in each
of the mix areas will receive a
family swim pes. for the 1070

the park district office, 255.
5380.

dish

lone

choicel:

Vegetahle tone citricr

whipped potatoes, Funeral
carrots. Salad one chnicei:

fruit juicl. towed sided. sole
slaw. molded: copherry. pineapple, halm.. lemon. mandarin orange. grape. Cornbread
and butter. milk.

Shoplifting. and

the

big

Mount Prospect will he discussed tomorrow at Central
Junior High's PfA meeting.

a. Joe Bopp of the Mount
Prospect

Police

Department

will probably surprise some
people when he discusses prob.

km in depth.
Kids are invited to the PTA
meeting tar this program, and.
indeed. they should be taken
along! Several stores. panic.
Italy in the Central school
atea, have Mena posted forbid.
ding youngsten to enter. Inter-

ested prin.. not only Central
PTA-ers should make it a
point to attend this meeting -al
om. tomorrow at the school.

3 S. Man St

LIONS PARK PTA also
wels tomorrow night at 8
p.m. with two "special° teach-

ers on t. program Audrey
Cline will discuss Learning
Diaabilities, and Bunny Klein.
hens

will

discuss

Remedial

Reading,

D0111, AND CLYDE

and ihe ,acing starts at 8:1f

Reed of 620 Prospect Manor

p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECTS
Welcome Wagon Newcomers

meet origin at It p.m, al the
Community Center. In case
some novcomen don't know.
the Community Center N lomteil at 6110 S. See -Gwen.
Also, it's frequently referred
to us the Mount Prospect
Country Club.
Women of Mount Prospect
who have been residents for
less than one year an eligible
to join the group and are encouraged to attend tonight's
meeting.
The . newcomers'

deferred
A decision on designating a
smoking area for Prospect
High School students has been
deferred until Monday. Feb.
23.

Earlier this week the District 214 fkutrd of Education
taNcd action on the matter to
give parents and fitcultj
op.

off school propenj 01 the intersection of Dale ond Ma: fair. A cyclone
e 111010E0
between Prospect and Kensington School near the hus.-

Jay.

"I net tremendously honomd to he invited to serve on
the Cook County Board of
Commissioners. Nu it is an
own greater honor an our Elk

Grove Timuship Reouhlimn
we have achieved

pudding. orange chiffon pie.

THE MOUNT Pr.ptet

THERE'S A hag coffee par -

Chamber of Commerce holds
it monthly dinner meeting
tonight at Old Orchard Conntry Club. Fred Meeske of
Meeske's Super Market, pubRein. chairman, reports that
aecting will include the
the
election of officers for the new
year. Cocktails will be served
at 6 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m.,

ty scheduled for tomorrow at
at

the

Lutheran

Church of Martha and Mary.
606 W. Golf Rd. The board of

the American Lutheran
Church kaomen of the church
1th Invited now and present
membely fora gewacquaimed
modal: Kiddies Sin weleomq
too!

proud of wren

hat bas hrought thi

Administrators asked
hoard to

approve

the

oho Mole end Belay Rao ju
tor high schools in District
-3:
Submarine sandwich or egg
salad sandwich. buttered spin oh, punch delight. doughnut.

campus ldOwiles can leave
shot premises during lunch.
The hoard will meet bray
at Arlington High at 7 pm..
Feb. 9. They postponed the

milk_

lowing regular meting.
7

...mei. between

wand the

of of the year. meetly from
pregnancies
'We have been able to main lain teachers' salaries et a com-

petitive level with wher surrounding school districts.

"We are Mill

at

11

rale or

$1.411 pen S 100 of assesxed
valuation in our educational

'Whether we will need to
ask voters for an incre.c de increased
pcnds on two
assessed
valuation through

commercial or light industrial-

type development or ondin.
ulna higher

Riverstd.

School, in Ri
Trails Dia
trio 28 are Bond. Park View,
River Trails Juni, High. Fee.
hanville. Maryville. Euclid and
Indian Grove.

Criteicil week under way
in Smith, Rentschler race
endorsement of either Smith
or Rentschler
expected
morrow esening. The Wheeling Township 101s executive
commince met last week and
oted to roam llll clut an en.
dorwmcm of Sell. Smith , the
precinct captains.
The recommendation is ox-

jaded to he :tempted or ie.
*101 meson, by Ow WheelMg Township (1011
captains. Endorsement of
sole.

IN

Tim pssr.

a

Wheeling
pm-

Republic.

,S,1111,

and

Cowen

last evening. "There is always
a lint time for carerrhing."
Cowen's caution, olwervaMei Maimed the unexpected
endorsement of Rentschler by

big Rich Township Re-

the

Organization last
aeck in southern Cook Connpublican

y
the

hi

radiotowsh'

alumnus:

iaccutior

ommed

an endonement of Sen. Smith.
but the precinct captains voted

indy two years away fromsantration --the point where en-

in Hanover Park."
Mrs. Chapman said.
The public meeting is schedsled for two hours between 10

Rep. Eugenia Chapman (DAnington Heights) announced
Monday that she will open her
hem

Month

the last Thursday this
and in the eniniun

months for a public listening
post" session.
The first session will he held

.

Thursday at 16 S. Primeton
CL. Arlington Heights.
Rep. Chapman experimentlast November, and it was
suggested then that more
meetings he held.

DISCUSSION

"WHILE WE want to encourage discussion of all typo.
of concern," said Rcp. Chapman. "these conferences are
intended to deal primarily with

problems of family services.
low income housing, welfare
and related matters."
Placeaum it it difficult for
people to gel to Arlington
Heights from the macaw won
end of the ad District, !plan to

hold another public "listening
post" meeting in that area.

Tsrq/17.1l,1.1871,11PMIONW,

endrawd
tinetit's apparent. Rentschler.
by a good margin.
51ith Ward Regular Republican Ommization of Chi killtitittiid
Rentschler
within the past work by a 2 to I
They

margin. "We will win big for
Hill in the itith." ,aid John H.
Cleland.
lithe
511111
Ward Com-

mid

touring the Sala Lavebae tomorrow Goy le
al noon
from
Community Presbyonion Church, after they've
had lunch Al Sara Lee, they'll

kindsergarten.Orough
grad

and

goodies and Mil be able to buy
flush bakery goods at reduced

WORST JOKE of The Day:
AII airplane and a belicopter were going fishing.

I

Whether the war end that is
bent belongs to the ear ahead
or the vehicle you are driving,

choices are the accident that
caused it could have been pm-

vented. says the Institute for
Safer Living.

Ccnainly
that Mere um many
gang up on a
driver in accidents of this sort
but there are really only two

the second hour would bc

"The ammuon we supply," said Elk

completely open and deal with
any subje. those attending

Grove Village Chief Harry P. Jenkins, "is

would like tu oinsidcr.

types of hullos nut Mrbidden. however. I
know of only one tsr two of the officers who
may be using dum-dums."
In the presence of a Day reporter Jenkins made a OE check of several officent'
guns and tound that they wens all carrying
regular ammunition.

hazards to avoid. Oguys bend.
ing the end of the uy ahead,

131E USE OF A WEAPON said La.
Ralph Evans. acting chief of the Rolling

memory.

Meadows
phew resort action taken by 011011100r to protect omenw life or
someone clam'. When
c
down to

TIIE INSTITUTE for Sa.
far Living of the American

things

of the regular variety. The use .4 other

Those wishing to mend
Thursday may make reserve dons by calling Rep. Chapman
at either 253-7092 or CL 5-6488.

Rep. Chapman will back up

listening post. confer enms by making hcr office
the

available as a referral service
for physical and mental health

and the other of havIng your
own mar end bear. In either
case the hest pnnection is to
maintain speed and space con.

trol to nuke sudden stops un-

.Mutual Liability Insurance
Co. advises that observance of

a one vehicle length interval

OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M.

Airplane: "I'll get the fishing poles. You get the Mit"
Helicopter: "Why do) have
to get the bait"
Airplane:
"EVaybody
know. the whirlybird gets the

RAND & OUNCES HOS , PALATINE ILL
For R.Orvillons C411358.3332

our
mid

have to cut back programs."

Co, an all areas are rising.
particularly for teachers' thiamin. The district anticipates
14000 students on hand next
September and it will need

said was full of "innuendos"
opposing the amendment.

The next hearing will be
held at S45 p.m. tonight.
In other board action,
Permission was granted no
Me Children's Benefit League

of Chicago and Suburbs to
hold its annual Tag Day Friday, April 17, 1970, No fees
will be required by the hoard.
Mayor Thompson asked
Mat the discussion on the Buf-

falo Utility Contract be fabled
moil next week when The village lawyer
present.

can

also

watcher named
Stanley Wheeler of 41 W.

550 teachers to handle them.
Instructional salaries cost

Glentake

82 cons ont .Begin c...110nel tax dollar. Begnning teach-

been named area director of
Smoke Watchers International,

Av. ,

Roselle,

...

for

Western

by

Nicholas

pomp or the line rd cars at minmum interval is long, you
need prof interval.

schoobsponsored

But teacher negotiations may
raise salaries for the 1970-71

Mount Prospect, Rolling

In protecting yourself from
Mc. llow behind. a similar &fen. applies. Control your in.
terve! and speed to preclude
the necessity for haunt brak.

Year.

man Estates.

behind you. This means that
you've But to know what the
doing.
fellow behind you
and youe got to adjust your
interval accordingly.

those on

standard contracn

Inc.,

Cook County

and 17,000 for those on ex-

Costa.

tended service contracts with
additional
responsibes
(such as chorus, band or other

dent of The New York based

acties).

Schwas in the district am
lam, Dempster, Frost, Jay,
Forms View Elementary and
Holmes; Brentwood, Einstein.
Devonshire and Hi gh Rid e
Knolls, and Ridge, Rupley,

Grow, Giant Wood, Lively,
Salt Crek, Clearmnt, Hop.
kins, Byrd and Cook in Elk
Grove Village.

etheuttve

national anti -smoke clinic.

Wheeler's territory will is
Arlington

Heights.

Meadows. Palatine and HoffThe clinics teach heavy
smokers to give up smoking by

gradual withdrawal and group
dynamics.
the
about
Information
Western Cook County Clinks
is Wadable by calling Wheel,

TW 4-1392 or writing TO
Box 42, Roselle.111.

lion of a fresh fruit and a fret. gift.
While you're drinking the coffee All out a coupon wad you may win a prize,

:It-

during our gigantic

FREE

ao

CHINA

s4
etvi..

Yes. absolutely FREE. we will start you out on your Own

No INTEREST Or
CARRYING CHARGES!

DINING ROOM - BEDROOM - END TABLES
COCKTAIL TABLES - DESKS - LAMPS & ACCESSORIES!

CARPET By GULISTAN - 15% OFF
15% OFF DRAPERY FABRICS
EARLY AMERICAN - ITALIAN PROVINCIAL SPANISH & TRADITIONAL STYLES

HEARTHSIDE INTERIORS
122 W Northwest Highway, Barrington

Phone 3811862

dinnerware serviCe of beautiful crested imported China while
you build up your checking or savin0 account.
Here's how this exciting plan works:
1.Simply add 525 to your savings account or 100 to your checking
account or Open a new swings or checking account Ina Ilk. mount,
and you will receive your FREE 3 piece place Setting in your choice
of 6 patterns. See the display in our lobby and you will want to start
immediately.

2. This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then you thereafter
may purchase a 99 cent (plus tart stamp every time you make a
deposit of $25.00 or more to your sayings account or $100 to your
checking account. Stamps must be purchased when you make your
deposits. Naturally. a $50 sayings account deposit or a $200 checking
account deposit entitles you to two coupons at 99 cents each, etc.

SERVICE

530,274,200.00

1968

BANK

$27,1393,700,00

1967
522,921,300.00

EhlinhIctewLacicncyeLltair:inseil,tointl.igle giorisajitialsjrirt Haviland Bavarian

Use our 12 month payment plan

A FULL

1969

1966
$18,257,200.00

1965
515,195.600.00

1964

I

$11,515,700.00

1963
$9,038,500.00

1962
$ 7,622,300.00

1961
$5,071,000.00

1960

777
THE BANK

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights
in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

3.619,600.00

3. When you ha. purchased 22 stamps 1521.78 plus tax) you will

LOOK AT

receive a 28 piece set of the pattern of your choice that consists of 4
dinner plates, 4 cops. 4 saucers, 4 salad plates, 4 bread and butter
plates, 4 fruit/vegetable dishes and 4 mup dish. worth 537.00.
above plan in our FINE CHINA CLUB
4. When you have completed
sets
we will add 4 additional pieces so that you will have 5
of 7. Should you desire to add an additional set it may be purchased
20%. Or better yet, start another
for $7.40 plus tax, a dimount

US GROW

900 East Kensington Road

Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
Telephone 255-7900

club card.

Sorry only one FREE place setting per family.

Ends October 10,1970.

.0

has

er. sal:dies are 17.000 now for

Because err have grown only with the help of our customers, stockholders, neighbors and friends,
we are having open house January 22, 24 and 31.
All of us want you to enjoy mime coffee and ca., and when you leave take home your selec.

INTERIORS

be

New smoke

Join the Crowd Helping Us
Celebrate 10 Fruitful Years

eintiach
0;72;1"/

Man, Wet, Frl. 1140.10:1, Tun, Than, Set 1104,101 gun, Itte493

St. George Si the Dragon

crease

s

which was 0101010101 at the
first public hearing which he

which applies only under the
most favontbk conditions and
vrith one or two rebid. ahead
of you.
When speed is high, the
weather is bad, the mad slip -

ing by either you or the vehicle

that. the type of bullet in the gun is almost
immaterial."

and welfare needs.

for each 10 miles per hour of
speed may not provide you
with enough space to keeh you
from ramming the guy ahead.
interval
This is a minim

f,M11.11.1

fowinLthe n,in,onf.tohnec hearinl..

a 56 piece, 8 place setting of Johann Haviland China.

SHAGS PLUSH - KITCHEN CARPET - INDOOR & OUTDOOR

COCklaIN

eighth-

students.

Don't get too closet to
cars ahead, behind

0,14.10.

LIVING ROOM
11

assessed valuation inuesse in
fund tax rate
the
this
earlier this fall.

alto plans additions to Frost.
Low, Hopkins, Holmes, Lively
and Byrd and hopes fora new

JANUARY SALE ...JAN29,30,31&FEB.1

SECOND

Featuring
GIANT BURGERS
HONEDFRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP
FISH N' CHIPS
TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES

,nomalpyperoarbeve :a2uisce

PROGRAMS IN Tanned'

son of Buffalo Grove said ',hat
la certified letter should to sent
to all Cambridge residents in.

1960 seems like yesterday. but hem we are in the 70's and THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY of
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS is 10 years old.
Over these len years our assets ham grown at a steady pace and with this growth we have been

(50 ITEMS OR MORE!)

191 ll

SO may need to be changed

inciLuodwed inwtaherdpelnans.

Mpooru,inotnProomer

don will have to be delayed.

of the property in question.
The law provides Mat written
noti. rnust be given 15 days
prior to the public hearing.
Mayor Donald J. Thor p -

then

50% OFF SALE

the family Platt
for food and fun

ing and exterior lighting were

rtighwts0,1710d

The district has classes of

in

THE EXTENSIONEERS
of Mount Prospect will he

d ie southern end of Arlington

Actually, we have no written ruk for-

LAST 4 DAYS OF

FIRST

to

°rootrs,favvcas"hirlTs,h1"andstpff-

the bonds. the Hopkins addi-

residents living within 500 feet

continually adding 111 and increasing our services.

AMEX

GOOD FOODDRINK

ac"11oo5W1 d'is'utrdicon,'whioichthcao0V-rs

stein Schools in Des Plaines.

trative insistent, told The Day

the use of dumdums.

DURING

If it can't find a buyer for

High Ridge Knolls, and Ein-

Vigaga.that during the 70s the district

THE EIGHT OTHER AREA polio:

Grove Village) can be built desends on whether District 59 is
able to sell bonds in April.

students, and to
'point sometime late in 1971.
Right now, there are about

Plaines and all of Elk Grove

lation, written or otherwise. forbidding

ed with this type of conference

and a learning center at Forest
View Elementary School in
Mount Prospect and two class
rooms each at Devonshire,

use them only if a largo, wild animal has to
be destroyed,

departments -Mount Prospect. Arlington
Heights. Elk Glove Village. Rolling
Meadows. Wheeling. llutTalo Lino, Palaregutine, and Schaumburg -ham

September. Whether ornotthc

bolds to Dahl two classrooms 'addition to Hopkins (in Elk

Des

regular type ammuni-

The Low and Lively addiare expttlw to opennnnl

Business manager Louis D.
Audiexpec,ts the district to

on their ammunition belts and they may

ing but are aut

administration building.

tolls nu will stop rising.
14,000
reach this

icy. we do nsishenta
it Mot the officera um noth-

am. and noon. In order to
make tnaximurn use of the
lima, Rep Chapman will suk
gat focusing upon a particular
subject during the first hour.
This week the special Hone.subjc
will be 'tow -income
n.

BECAUSE THE district is
so close to saturation, no new
.school buildings are planned.
On Nov. 22, voters approved

"top our just under

bidding the use of this typo of bullet, but it
hos been a general policy as long if !have
been on the department," he said.
Hoffman EsWtes Chief John J.
°Connell said there is no wirtten rule fdrbidding the use of dumdum bullets by his
department either. "But as a matter of pol-

perhaps

The hearing is to be Meld.

strucuon of a planned devel
opulent including a muluple
family condominium.
Cohen said adequate written -.notice was not mailed to

no- io accept the me...endslion.

Candidate ny the precinct cap.
min, requites
tw

By Richard Crebb

fund.

na nce.

thestory that 45 per cent of all law enforce-

THE USE OF DUM-DUM bullets is

Rep. Chapman
invites the public
to 'listening posts'

d ie application of Richard J.
Brown & Associates, Inc., for

to a tahnisality raised by Har
vey Cohen attorney for Cam
bridge residents opposing Me
amendment allowing the con-

After 10 years of rapid
growth, School District 59 is

AT
HEARTHSIDE

N

508 Na.Wa.Ta on their 25th

corforc

"DM., developments oc-

says. "We insect nowt eigN

WAYS

/ "'ABA 7IT
.0_07,07.0a/rritegniaw sa`111.0.,Wir

Harold and Doris Stich of

to

w. S53.791.125.

exceed teaching vacancies." ha

Gone zoning map and ordi

enforcement agencies has increased. An
ammunition manufacturer estimated In

forbidden by the Des Plaines and Hoffman
&Mt. police departmnts. The Day
learned in a survey of northwest suburban
police chiefs,
"We have always forbidden that type of
projectile," said Des Plaines Chief Arthur
Hinz. "The only exception is that the men
arc permitted to carry a few of these bullets

Reenter .38 caliber bullet is flanked by two varied°ro of the.
hollow point .38 caliber dumdum

an amendment to the Buffalo

Chicago newspaper last week said the use
of dum-durns by local, state and federsi law

ment agencies throughout the nation are
now stocking the bullets.)

teachers.

hearing

will be held Feb 25 to consider

mstrict 59 sees saturation
point 2 years away

smoking discussion for the fol-

111111811,11,[1111MirMatiatin

treated

eal. assessed valuation nes
547.16,03. in POW it was
S51092.448. and al 19h, it

points, the bullet tips sprtaead with explosive

force after striking a rget. The name is
derived from the old Dum.Dum A reserwl
in Calcutta, India.
(A syndicated news service story in a

is having no problems finding

BEAT INFLATION

the
on-

School, which have smoking areas are Hersey. Wheeling. and Forest View. Elk
Grove High maintains an open

Increases in asnemed vale-

(bininimecithin

R.ds' daughter Donna and

he

"Applications mnsiderably

chat captains have accepted
the reconimendations of the

th over

and Montgomery. He and the

CONGRATULATIONS

accuracy how rennin open
areas within the district will

together hich

Regards." Ed's with the ad.
counting firm Lybrand. Ross
live

tern in the northwest suburbs,

Township

k need area.

terday a Maine West High

their Iwo children
Clarendon Hills.

But and mportam unknown
factor ami change this.
l'We cannot fors. with

Organiranion. It is the unusual

section could provide a stank.
Mg area if students minain on
whose properq within the

School. discussing hes field of
accounting. "Challenges and

program

andEductino

urn

Edward Henrik son. He spoke to students rotaon-in-law,

wedding anniversary!

tonight wilt be a presentation
by John
Finley on "Innovation in
This
will boo discussion n dam.
onstration of modern tech.
niques to stimulate and minivale the tandem toward his
highest potential. The system
has recently been adopted in
Malta Prospect schools.

10

are justifiably proud of their

70k.

+_6,sike many other school sys-

«Worineed Thom ',we II
Republicans or before
In Wheeling Township final

Commenting on his MI.,

Li! Flortis
problem hat it .s right here in

it was last yer."
Harwood says that District

Prnmect was in

Available downs: grape- ampus fenced region Mr sin
frut sgments, hamn eream Mast smokers
To be served 'Thursday in
MacArthur, Ann Sullivan,

Shoplipting Talk

alma a 5 per cent increase in
students each year during the

anon for District 26 haw dmMatedl ranging from Si naillion Ill SI million anmtally
during the '60X.
In 1967. according to lar.

Dumdums are high -velocity hollow
point bullets. Because of the soft hollow

the

children is much stronger than

driving rm. north of Euclid

area departments

Now, says Hnts
spa
,vood, "the Maryville situation
is status quo But are feel. as
does the institution. that OM

educati.al program for

A wound public

ofically forbidden by only two of the 10

denly that it would no longer he
able to educate its children.
District 26 took over the re -

Harwood MO he expects

cur that we am presently not
aware or Hammed said, "this

Bease's long period of leadership in Cook ['minty affair,
was all the more remrkahle
1101
Ghee you osnsider
Elk
Grove Township was a farming arca duo consisted of one
precinct. There are nearly 5.1
precincts in the township tm

Smoking
decision

ing, ER Grove. Haney end" ;swami, react.
Forest View high schools in
Prospect
11 igh
students
District 7.1.1.
ball hart allowed to smoke

prune cake, sugar cookies.

Main Street

is

board on two different mom
Men.
Me Hansen. Busse we, a
resident of Elk Grove Township Bum was a member el
the county hoard for more
than 15 years before Mount

pet Hanson mid -William

Illononth appointment. I look
upon this to a great challenp.

Main

1912. He served a total of 52
years. He was president of the

half a century.

osmmiHioner
named in the Novendarr Idle
lion will he seated.
Even though this is but a

meatballs in mice ch....churn. in a bun. wiener in a tatn.

the board until 1954 except for
Iwo years between 19111 and

diem predecessor on the county hoard from Mount Pnis-

nthintrim period to Dec.7

Pmmect. Wheel-

1954

Bui.. win elected in I Wm
and served continuously on

when William Busse Ctilliplined his historic career of
board se rr ice. He served till
the Cook County Board for

when the

To he saga Thmtday

at their

The Cook County Muni

cl.th tloat'v'tflh'r,c.""TIC'n

Park district announces Menus
snow sculpturtng contest
Make

ther from downtown." Ilansem explained.

eh

entin country.

The Mount Proapect Park
District is hulling a
to

constitutional
convention session this is a
spode! year. I shall do my hot
to effectively represent the
northwea suburbs. el nonhs
our

take

Cook County is a cross sottion
of the hest and the worst oldie

nate Minim."

"With

it the most isolated Mellon
me of the county. We are 60-

Fria. y'

met ,

from the COMI111111:1-.

terns. gauges. or other special.
ly made
or equipment:
--Graphic arts or related occupations which were not that

-11

now

Jacqueline Tyrrell of Northbrook sindes a painting by Donald Hien 13, 309 Crescent Wheeling,
&helm Wong with OM others
the Jewel-Owo more, 240 E. Dundee Rd., Wheeling, this
-These large tracts include
week. The. engraved gold trophies, one for each age group, will he ghee
prizes this week, tandowned hy thc Archd.se
noOh
mentating to Al Erater, grocery manager. lhe age group are 5 to 7, 8 to 10 end II to 13.
adjoining Maryville and
of Central Rd., the Northern IIlinois GasCo, property Euclid

Ile said several properties in

riinahle ontpeny rep:impel.
Forms for the rerun. are

Trust

chines. tool,. die, jip. par

got

curtailment

be developed." Flarwood said.
"or when IlliS development
might Other.

that substandard dwellings
have been cleaned up.
we've

only 4 per

3,150.

....I the county is .tiafted

edge,

by

Proem

of three children, will cond.

refund deadline is Mondayil,c7dPdr
Hunk

Prow

'which started in Elk Grove
Twp. following the Inc deaths

in-

Service occupation, tax
National

indicing

shacks,

said t. house, which
heat Ebtficd by the woman.
has rottol walls. noon and
cuilin.t. He could not deter-

speckn found a recently vacalf house with rotted walls,

The Miner, Dena. mem of
and the American

September, 1969. the district

someone lived them recently.

mine how the house is heated.

Revenue

itent each year.
law fromSeptember.196810

barnvisile nwe

aide the dwelling_

Me

During the '6011. according
to Supt. Winston L. Harwood.
ennallments rose 10 to 15 per

ban police forces although their use pi see

Page d

Zone change hearing set

Dumdum bullets .e betng.ed by only
ot handful of officers an Northwest Subur

Maryville Academy, a Gather
lie residential home within the
district, notified Harwood rial-

Prospect.

unoccupied shocks

Davis said citations would
be stilt to owners of the four
properties. notifying them of

AT 124 HILL.

Diatrict 26, the school system
on the eastern edge of Mount

The fourth property, at tbe
°Omer of Willow and Lee St.,

would not allow officials in-

ban i.

baring down an Etter Trails

proper exits, Davis said.

Dum-dums used by few police here

rate of increase would not like
In
show an,
phenomenal
growth
In fall 1961 Distrtct 26 had
unexpected problems when

an.

tnrollnlenta

Rocket

no sanitary facilities and im-

At 140 Brookfield, Davis
said, the inspectors found Clsleety Sophia Kozlowski living
alone in a balding with mando. .nilary fact
and a
dirt Roar. He said the woman

when four Wheel.

By tan Bat
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One day at a time
Note, of importance (1)
from all over
LOTS OF announcements
come out of Washington One
of the most recent said that,
"Abbott M. Washburn has
been selected representative to
the Plenipotentiary Confer.,

ence on Delinative Arrangements for the international
mmunimtion
Consortium with the personal
rs

Telecos Satellite
rank of ambassador."
My guess is that by the time

le tells the 'cab driver whom
he's going. the conference will
be over.

JOHN WALSH, Arlington
Heights mayor, has set his

goal, far 1970 Among other

things

he

loon

said

afication ranks very high
my priority of programs be
also, as we continually reduce
the availability of naturch
beauty through land devel.
opment. it becomes incumbent

THE BOARD of Trustees
commun.) Out thn way

derhil I jean learned MY
Amenmns smIllow more dwn
000 aspirin tablerymery rec

hasmade a protound daemon

ond How many is that in 24

It came after sndlsv hours 01

hours?

wranglong.

Also, that twice es much

no others) will receive a medal.

lion, encased in plastic. It will

People who am.. them
Rhea with statistics ye won -

paper on the trends in the ffile.
'The market tries to follow the
bond for the season, especially

They'll run about lb tucks
apiece. using village tea mon-

The Loch Ness Monier)

with short skirts. If we have a
recession, the skirts will mine

The only problem is how the
trustees will gm their name on

M Loch Non was unsuccessful.
In 1960 the murky depthsof

Until now.' never realized a
recession could have a ph -w-

the lime they have to study ma-

loch were invaded by a

jor problems. I'm sure they'll

ont open,

Noire a way.

scuba diver with the most no lo -date equipment availahle.
He descended eat fat in the
peabfilled water and ran moo
The permanent eamera station has a 34 mm film camera with 1,000 nom telephoto 1t1111. 01.1.
what he descrihed as "greyish
-board cameras bike stereo photos co Mow distance. Nessie must be camera shy, for there tor,...! _91\ dim
In the total darkness il
six pictures ce her In existence.
seemed to trap him. and at the
std of his adventure he was
hospitalized because of oftn-

I/Lbe Pro5ect Dap

Door Mr. Del.olme,
After many years of maniage my husband and I have proh-

-Honor the rininul dream by ado,. aralottaly Lop,
mad intellectual integrity
the pap.

lens which are the result of his heavy drinking and his involvement with a woman who aids and abets the drinking.
My quesnons arm is a divorce the answer to his problems?Will

hlursholl WM III
Wednesday, January 28,1970

Page 4

Wilkie J. kiedosch

John E Stanton. Editor and Publolner

Vivreme /..en)

this other woman tire awaiting for me to divorce him? Will his
heIthh Id
-h
yf
gh
I
tg
my time waiting and hoping?
No name please. Adington Heights
Dear No Name:

tD

oat are not wasting your time, I feel you do have u problem,

be you'd create greater problems for both yourself and your
husband if you leave at the present time. I feel he will eventually,
because of hedih reasons, straighten
t, 11 will be up to you.
Me.. forgive. I feel you cm out -wail this women, and yon

217 ArlIngion Ileinhiv Rd -Arnold. llonhi..111.6.15
722 reider.11.1Min..111. Ann.

should.

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
What do you see in the future for our grandchildren? They
IoW all had trouble in school. The one is mill having very much
trouble. She has ben under a &clods care and still is. They said

elm nfloun I S. mull rale. SM.. sear.Olinnir

she had a small brain damage. She was in Edneahle Handicapped

School lad year so she could get mom help. Can you tell me

DOCTOR SAYS

anything? I ham been so upset for so long. She's m notch like her
mother. She has a bad loin or and gets so angry.

H KS. Elk Orme Village

Seek causative

Dear H.K.S.:
1 feel the child will be helped, and things will ism out Tamp

factor for

ably for her. I feel she's hem somewhat spoiled, but this will

breath shortness

always he a pan of her personality. You'll have to adjust toil.

W. G. BRANDSTALOT,M.D.

0-I hone bow short of
breath for a year. What could
cause this? 1 have been Inking
Vinaril for it, Is this the best
Vestment?

-Shortnew of breath has
causo, chief among

TROUBLE AHEAD
Dear L.: Janson.
My husband is in Vietnam. We were marriel right out of high
school. Ile left fax Vietnam nine months later. I ant working and

many

haSve my own amirtment.

bronchitis,re emphysema, tuberculosis, spontaneous col-

ometimes one of the guys at work asks me out to lunch. We
have a 101 of fun together. There's nothing serious betwmn us.
but I have the idea he'll he asking one out for dinner .on.
I'm mx quite sure how to write and let my husband know what

which asthma,
a
chronic

lege of the lung, congestive
heart failure and severe nervous tension. The treatment
would depend on the muse.
Vistaril is a tranquilizer.

I'm doing. and that he his nothing to worry ohms Can pa tell
me whin to say?

Soldier's Wife
Say nothing, Start carrying a sack loads Put cotton in your
ears on any further invIMtions.

0-lhod a bout of congestive

heart failure a year ago. My
doctor says Peritrate n old.
&Mimed. What do you think?
He is giving me Melamine.
How long will I have to take
this drug?

A. Although Melamine

is

one of Me new emboss foram,
ina pectoris. Perorate is still
effective and is widely used. If
you have angina pectoris, you
should take the Memmine as

often and as long as meded.
Neither of these drus Blur given

for congestive heart failue.

Q4 have w enlarged heart.
What is the cause? Is it serious?

What are the symptoms? Can
it be cured?
A -This is totally caused by
rheumatic heart disavow or

chronic high blood mossy..
How serious it L depends on
the extent to which your heart
fun non is impaired. Such im-

pairment would cause don -

,

of breath on exertion and
waterlogging, especially in
your ankles. The condition
cannot be cured, but with epprooriate treatment it can often be controlled.

Hideaword

NOTDARO

Dear lee Janson.

We arc three junk. in high school. We am very ounive in

you have any ideas what the trouble might be?

Happy Girls With Flasks
They're pokeNy ramie of that tight circle. Spend sense thee
talking with the boys alone. It might
off.

FROM A TEEN
Dear Lee Janson,

I would appreciate it very much if you printed this, because it
conceno many en-agers.
How much do we love our parents? Enough to lie, steal, drink
or smoke? foe tried all of the. and I pats way with them. don't
110 II any more hecause I thought of bow niy mother or lather
would fook If you had a child, how would you feel about a I3 -or

14-ym-d
Itonot
smoking..simling and drinking?
We
only killing our.parents, we are killing ourselms.
We' reWong and have a long life ahead of us. Why should we
ruin it now

TO CO OR TO STAY
Dear Lee lanS0.
What do you think of daily graduation? I will have enough
credits to graduate from high school in January instead oflone.
wam to start at Mc university. even though I'll only be 17. I'm
getting all kinds of advice and it's contusing.
One of the COL111.10, tells no I should definitely stay in high
school. Some of the girls who gash:tied may tell me it was the
smartest move they made. My Parents Will ProbablY le med..,
wish. as log as I go to school. Right now, I'm all mice up
because I really don know what to do
Mixed Up, Prospect
I'll bet a lot of others wish they had your problem.111yoor life
to live. Write oat die factors on both side, decide which appeal
most M you. Co wheal and do it. Don't look back.
Send vow 1005600A 0, 1,0, J010,11. flo Day Publication,
117 S. Slain
Mount 10,speei,
60056. If ym wish a per-

A REWARDING BUSINESS
Dispensing the country's largest selling snack eons.
selling, just service established locations in your

using al seven of these

No

Mrs. M.M.. Mount Prospect
Dear Mrs. M.M.:
I fee a deoaronmt
( or your hmbmi soon, but 1 also
feel r complete change in a couple re years. I feel good hitw
whatever your huslmod deeldes to do and feel he will Oct is
degree. 1 feel went some
regarding your leg and hip but
you.

My mover would he "yes" to the question about little girl.
As for your rioter,) feel another child around her but can't ten if
It will be her own or ot.
I feel m out of state move for you but feel it is several yon
away yet.

Dear Mr. Delon.:
Could you tell me if the little aid who was mine for only two
years few wets hack will be with etc for keeps soon for the rest
of her life?
Mrs. E.S., Rolling Meadows
Dear Moo ES.:
I do see child near you, but I can't beeerWall Is the one of
whom you speak.

prevent the
minutia froon contaminating
animals on lower levels. housing animals in poorly con erected and lighted grielor
1

hold animalste for at Imo five
days betwoon purchase and

His penalty? A 14.day suspension of license beginning

ALCOHOLISM commrr-

in husinsm

suspect

ay

the

nonhwest suburbs in the early
197011. has Men named to the

Natioml Advisory
. on Alcoholism.

fare You released findings that
show one child in seven now in

The committee advises the
Department of Health. Educa-

exhibit a nnlhon dollun worth
of advance,' MO:V.1M, eqUipnient al the international Japa-

elemenry and high schools in

tn ond Welfare on progrems

nese Electron. Slewin Tok-

United Sautes is handicapped in essentiel reading

toio help

en.

skills. This reran:sous ahnost
eight million children. The
study further reports that this
failure to rood is "om a result
of any difficulty then,he part of
the child hut rather in many

give

the

Come.-

vious

solve problems cameo!

special
attention
drunken driving problems.

too

prove the existence not this evasive creature.

In May. 190. aowo-year
photographic progiem was in

stigated by The World Book
Encyclotediv in conjunction
with the London Loch Nob
Phenomena Invmtigetion Bu -

10

he LS. Department 1,1 Agriculture. advises on plants that
will moot hints to your home

TIIE BAG(:11,.. A corn -

61 per cent.

YOUR CHOICE

/Imo,"

Page

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

CEILING TILE
Plain White

Zr.7.'=1,

it

tempt to prove or disprove the
existence of blessie. Diving
bells.
photographic

then as the south beam prised
the object again it showed another blip from the same point,

In 1968 England's University

quipment and now saner in

and I Th. Mon sere were re-

at speeds opus 111 knots.

1969 reveal that bionic may he
real.

cciving echoes from 0 solkl tar-

week: beginning in Mid -January. Course provides
materials, film, instructors. You provide your time
and interest. Regardless of your future this could be a

Dolores flaugliM mums Editor

n sday. January 28, 1970

Air Force pictures taken

"I swiiehed to a narrower

over the loch, which definitely
show something other Eon s
boat making a wake M the wa.
ters. two additional sequences
of motion picture lilni now re.
teal pictures of a large. living.
swimming something.

and beano and began to track

al

dento Rohert R. Barker. prow-

of

babies and am dedicated to

in members' Nunes.
Hume topics in the four -pan

Mrs.

which begins

serim a: 'The Art of Bream-

the subject.
Telephone counseling or
further information may he

new series.

:T2,

16°

Pr

national is 11011,11141. 11011seciarian organization. Mon.1

hem am women who have suc=dully nursed their own

helping other mothers give
happiness and security to their

babies through brenifeeding.
The Mogul Prospect gnem
IIILVis 1110 lam IVelnesdm each

month

Ird

Overcoming Diftit:011ie," rylah) Arrives: The
Family in Relation to the
Breaufed Baby" sand "Novidon and Weaning."
feeding

Women interested in learn
ing more about breaufizeding
are encouraged to auend this
informal gathering of nursing
mothers and babies and hear
Mrs. Daniel Neogehauer and

h

Robert

Lange.

By Wenner Rive

V4x8

93.44

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plaines Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

SEE 000...

- Please enroll me in your sales course

SPINOUT= COMPONENTS

- Please »nd additional information
NAME

INVESTMENT REQUIRED
SECURED BY INVENTORY

ADDRESS ...sc. ND

B. F. C. Consolidated

CITY

Post Office R. 707
Indianapolis, Indiana

TELEPHONE

"VTV3IA

m.nf arts

3855.

Mackal is a
arch :modate and associate professor of
biochemistry. He has not seen
the creature but hes men Me
Imo sonar readings.

Strict analysis of films and
other scientific data is con.
trolled by experts. some prior

to the scrutiny of the photo
omen. and omfilled engineers
collecting it.
This year blonde may be

He omends that the 1001
was once an arm of the open
sea. h is plausible
suppose

photographed.

that sertain large invertebrates
of the mollusk family. geologi.
oily forced into the lamb

After I.5011 yeti' she may be -

analyzed

and

ality in 1970.

become noon)

come Myth Monster

lhe

Year.

4z7

$3.98 Each

that was the beginning oof St.

Stark Church. Their children

it and also haw a repertoire 01
old favorites on hand.
The onliOr C110. sings al ov-

ior at St.

soloist. But thone an) minor
joys compared with the solid

attended Sunday school in the
downstairs.
furnace
room
Gudrun Ilesness joined the
Why?
-Just because I like to
sing." she mid. "I'm nor
soloist. I've had no special

training. But I've always enjoyed singing, and I feel this is
one way I Call contribute make
church:-

4x7

.

4 x13

The alumnae of St.

iator's

DUFFY,EVANS
LUMBER& PLYWOOD

C15-7141

Mn, Clifton Hennas of Meant Prospect, 00 the Identifying garb of her volunteer service - royal
Moe choir robe with white sstin collar -- goes over On Seedy morning's anthem before assuming
-BY place la the choir loft. She bas been shigIng with the St. Mark senior choir for 20 years, with
Other choirs dye she was a child. For OM outstanding record, she is feantrod lot bur Ten -or Section,
kohl women who have given "ten-er" MOM years to one partially area of volunteer service.

p

ty 18 p m

price

259-0209.

The

dents.

monhera home is an :mood

treasurer of Me hlount Pros.
pea Branch. She likes to sew

Mrs. Hesnem ha member of
Lutheran Welfare serer
of
Illinois, currently serving as

tradition.

any

she's not in char), of any lig

choral work without interruption.
The senior choir today
numbers about 35 members. A
good

rehearsal draws about

'he to dons.

freshments are being planned

of the ticket includm by Mrs. Kenneth &aphis and

table prizes, door }Rims and

Socials supplemeni singing
for this compatible group.
About one nEmrsal 0411 of six
calls for p01009at
ffee and." A
Christmas
a choir

Arlen Holman. sings at the
8:30 a.m. service. On three
Sundays each munth at the

Friday,' Jan 30. in the Red door prize, call Mn Ldw trd
Lion Room of the school.
Niemet, CL 3-9164 or Mry
loph Ostermann, CL 1 4411
Tickets at $1.50 each arc Mrs. William Aylward o
available from Mrs. Richard charge of table prizes and ro,
O'Connell,

in Peru. South America'. Sons
Sane
Craig. X. and Keith. 15,
dents.
high School sue

Ravi...
acs. Al presmt it is prdc.

of about 80 voices. directed by

hearsals. The Homessaz moved
to, M011111 Prospect in 1957.
and Mrs.Hesnesscontinued her

y

tory major at I .uiher folic). is
special events mod at holiday

pitched M to help with the kids

refreshments. Tickets will also

If

in Paris. France.
and Janet. a sophomore hiss

cNorch. Its high school choir

plan party

$6.40

Olaf. majoriR in

languages.

were

St. Viator Alums

a.ou

le
students et rustle visiting
tbreign columns,. non. a ME

young. but her husband Clif
so Gudrun could attend re.

ber of the childrena choir at
United Lutheran Church in

Hisnesses have four

and knit and loves to sook.
Goody isn't president of
anything She doesn't direct

HER CHILDREN

SHE BEGAN choral sing-

The

for F.aster.

1-mvell Berg.

ing in grade school as a mem-

4.885.82
Hat Onal'wJ

choir under its first director.

senior choir for the pint 211
yam. Tuts just St. Mark's.

ROYAL ELM

Moe, 00000 on the other Sun day at 9:45 a.m.

over the addition of a new

We asked }When Breihan,
director of the senior choir at
St. Mark Lutheran Church in
Mount Ifrospioft. who he felt
was outstanding in that
spect. His answer. -For continued loyalty and long-term
service, for complete dependability, it would ham to be
frood), Hesness."
Mrs. Clifton Hesness of S.
Pine St., Mount Prosper.. has
been singing in the St. Mark

4 7 $5.10

meted by Mrs. A. Laurance

night a week and visit for a
while. Each section preen,

children. two of whom Ore col -

church.

...

25. They anivc at 8 p.m. one

puts the parts umether. They
worts on a new number about
three weeks hefore presenting

of loving loyal.
longterm singers who continue year after year to sing their
hearts out for him and for their

HERITAGE WALNUT
HaOnahwt

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. NW. HWY.

hem.

of them hacked

photographic evidence
that indseate there is some-

separately. then Breihan deftly

db

m"'"*".

Ness, -

so llll

hogs.

with

When the Heins., family
moved to Arlington Heights,
they traveled to and front the
moll white Site -story building

Mothers' Club arc having a be available to the door

°

thing large and living in loch

quire at Ilea a few grams of
flesh from the creature which
could
Oudiol and thus es.
mulish identity 01 to phylum
and 11.1.tileS. He hopes to do
this with the ,uipment shown

chuml members. may he de.
lighted with brand new robes
and mu,. may he exuberant

may be plasm! to acquire new

7$4.20 Loth

PLASTIC DECORATIVE PANELS

\-\1AtI DP

025 feet away.

Oak Park, From the children's
choir she moved into the senior choir.

A church choir director

obtained by phoning a league
munselor at 2534566 or 827.

HARVEST HICKORY

R. MeCARVILLE

lam contact when it was aid
depth of about .100 feet and

sity of Chicago ma..
end up with a number of sight-

group

'A" H. 3/4"

D 8 E WALNUT

regularly

is

the loch from the sea.
Science, he feels. would re -

'molar biologist at the Univer-

leaders. give information on

(WALNUT BIRCH OAK MAHOGANY)

complete and mail coupon below, or phone 827-7448.

Enterprises

PICKED up the objein ai
depth of about 500 feel and
ached it for own mimeo. and
19 mvonds. It moved parallel
to ,the Not. moved toward the
lam. Men turned and moved
from the boas We finally

of salmon and char do enter

DR. ROY Slackal, a nut-

View from the choir loft

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS

91.96

Field

Educational Corp- publishers

the °New as we approached
ii." he mid.

atives detected objects moving

Ten -or section
..lhe Advantages of Breadfeeding to Mother and Babj"
will he discussed when the
Mount
Prospect
laLeche
League morn.
4:30 tonight.
Mrs. Gerald Kiklinski. Mb N.
Stratton 1-11.. Lime Prospect.
tit.
Will he home. for ibis

7136E1M
1/4" 4 x 8%114 Each

%4x8

bean shinved the object again.
It had to be something large to
he detected at a range of 1.2,0
leek and it was something newly moved into [hemmer beam.

what Nemec Homily nay he is
o gigantic eel which could mist
Inasmuch as the required food

ure, hide to be analyzed

"4x

valuable course. Don't wait to enroll -when class is
filled no further reservations will be taken for this
session. To enroll, or to obtain further information

go.
-The third pass of the so mr

HIS SECOND theory of

of Birmingham sonar open

sample of the flesh of Nevie.
The sampler would be fired

LaLeehe Loom: Inter-

131/2c

D 8 E Antique Birch

conduct a 6 week seminar in Des Plaines, one night a

might he radio noise but

squid measuring up to 50 feet
in length.

reeding in the loch that
showed a large moving object.

Right: Dr. Roy Mackal
demonstrates a crossbow with

axe $4.56Exh

Nationally known sales trainer and consultant will

thought

the second son ar

5

MAHOGANY

An unusual sales course in being offered to a limited
enrollIttent WOW. If you are a salesman, or interested
in a sales mime, you should enroll in this course

and saw a single blip.

is

LaLeche meets tonight

PECAN PANELING 4 x

SALES CAREER!

This

Commove attributes 1116 10
rone demand liar consumer
and industrial equipment and
to high production amts in the
lameme integnied Or me in -

Pinhole Tile

JOSEPH OPTIMISE. nationally known psychic. will 11.11,
the questions of Day readers. Write Orlando. in rare of Dos
Publications. 722 CoottirSt., Des Minas 690/6.

few millimeters tolhe glum

M. of the loch in a hoot. 1
ones vouching the soar KM.

cry "hoax- at almost any ab

Something large and living
look its own picture on the
Honeywell sonar equipmem
during the 1969 search. sooording us the I.NPI Bureau.
In addition to English Roy.

The mollusks. such as the
common garden slug. among
some f0.000 land and water
species range in size from a

50401150105.18000000000000O0800

Depanment of

11.S.

OPEN SUNDAYS!
PANELING OF

THERE. ARE Mow who

analyzed by' Me British RAF
photo.interpreten, The mom -

from a submarine, alad the
on the end woo. gouge
to
out a small komple of Me creat-

The

TIFF' DIE NON -BLACK
LLST. Five Chicago
eontracor, who oor k su burban

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

contribute additional
con.
fusion to the survey of the 263
Mllion cubic feet of water.

Summer -long motion pie.
ture coverage of about 110 per
cent of the surfam of Loch

druplet! to 537 Illilli011 in 19O8

in

Commission

dot shows Coliate-Pelmolive
(s
tiaaii
dog

At one point it was moving Lasler than the boat which carried
our equipment." he said,

of World lilt,
Bo.

which he hopes to obtain a

while its total impons of such
circuits. imostly from thet1.7.

oourt. nest. resk hide and do all
the other things thou birds do."

Tv commercial

BOB LOVE, tour operator
with the 1,NPI Bureau, said,
"We were on our founh

min L.W.

per
share of the market.
Jammew Juramlic production
of integrated circuile qua-

and allow 11101110

plaint Irm been filed with the

something very lame, maybe
in much as 20 to SO fee long.

Engineer Bob Love operates sonar equipment which registered a large moving object in Loch
Ness in 1969. (Photos courtesy of World Book Encyclopedia)

in 19118 and the H.S. had a 70

your Home." a
pamphlet avnilable foam from

methods by wiohich reading

unsuccessful, it was obthat more elaborate

mohods must he used to explore the ludo and to try and

Mixon imported 52833 million in electronics eminence

RIR TIO: BIRILS.
Birds

divinek

equipment,

this April. 42 U.S. firms will

by alcoholism. Kemper will

nces. the ineffectual

leek

AFTER THE

but school of fob could be
interpreted in solid mass.
Echoes from Me shale cliffs

hated hikes could love adapt end to the fresh water. Laboratory experiments have shown
they could have survived.

moveas it did through the midwater region. II had to he

Japanese

have taken over a large shoo
LW the American electronic:
industry.
But ah-so. all
1101
10s1.

READ? The Depanment of
Health. Education one Wel-

beskral

depths..

stcr Nips on the sonar seism
were photographed for
analysis by Honeywell technicians familiar with the sonar

kids' walkie-talkies

mtheir

TEE. James S. Kemper
and executive of the Kemper
Insurance Co.. moving to the

WHY CANT JOHNNY

ins:

e currents at such great

11

MM. shipping animals iii undersized cras and failing to

ban, 5.
Christ is lock
now.

,

"It had to be animate to

Ness WM established and sonar
in,
and diving equipment
traduced,
Sonar records sounding.

setisfaction

$1550 to $3,100
E.^ 4 "0"1.00 .."

Mower on Comic Page

of Me animals. trucking
drop in flora
crates without interal

this arm or ea of state?

envelope.

In addition. lied the word

15 good. 21 excellent

cessible for emergency remov-

There's no way to Improve en what you say.

or

Irate rs.

degree he is working toward?
I have a great deal of trouble with my hip and leg. Do you WC
any impnwement, or will dicy always bother me? Arc there any
more children in my future. possibly a little girl?
A si
in Celifornia adopted a girl. Do you feel she will ever
have osierl of her own? Do you see any moves for rm.:idler from

mimal dealer. Henry Christ,
MS Men charged by Me U.S.
Department of Agricodiure
with "buying old shipping
dogs without proper identification. shipping dogs in
crams thin were not easily ac-

Linda

.vonal reply, send

Make as many four letter
more words out of
these letlers as you can.

will money always be a problem? Will my husband earn the

feel it will always be some bother

achool, enjoy n and get geed gradm. We go around
oil
the time. None of us have ever had a date. but we sure like to.
Lots of other girls go out all the tint. and we can figure 0111 why
no arc mks us.

Dear Mr. Del.ouise:
What are my hoshaturs prospects et his present job? Do Smt
sec a department transfer -or would a complete change in type of
work be noire favorable? Will our financial situation change. or

New Jersey laboratory

vening

ploc exhaustion from the e
Mimi of swimming against the

not considered equal opportunity employers. Admnce
king the sealed hogs in a sink of Healing and Air Conditioning
wer and swishing them vig- Corp.. Thomas ET Litvin
orously for three 10 Hoe seg- Plumbing, Shannon Numbing
u nd, during which Moe the Co. S. N. Nielsen Construe:
damn) of the competitive hag Mai Co. and Waster Hmting
Cr
is forced orain sufficiently to
allow wooer to enter while no have promised that 20 per cent
thrfir work force will he mi.
writer enters oho: llamas. is not
soma members by
evidence of ihe comparative
abilities tithe two bags to pre lout.
The five companies are nom
vent fool spoilage under orcloored oo mono government
dinary conditions Of
muirracts. Of the other 12 on
The Fn. Mos accepted
the Labor Department list,
consent order prohibiting Col. nine comractors have not been
gale from using the com
heard from mid three my
mercial. The consent order panics are still discussing the
will remain public record until situation.
lib. 16, and the loTC is minCOMS TO NEWCASTLE?
ions to hear public commenton
American. who 10,0 peered
the subject.
inside their transistor radios

A DOGS LIFE?
A

emus have been renened faint
a Federal list of 17 comractors

king in water test while a competitive brand leaks and ruins
the enckeed sandwich.
Says the complaint. -dun-

By Mary Dresser

A diver rem to find Nook

thin little medallion. With all

Washington Footnotes
"The gang on Alcatraz wants three corned beef on rye,
one salami on pumpernickel, four cheeseburgers, three . . ."

By Dolores Haugh
(Third in a series on

laud his service and express the
thanks of the community.

QUOTE FROM the news-

available"
I pondered that fora while.
I'm wondering if Wabh
he's going to plant n tree in
front of his Firestone service
nation.

Nessie does exist?

Each Vietnam veteran bat

money is spent every year for
chewing gum as on research.
That's no surprise.

On us to preserve nature's identity t bough better development, of the land that is,

Tomorrow.
Is Today

The day's prospects

By Ron Swans

Mrs. Albert Diguilio.

Sr. MARK is a singing

earth -shaking

projects:

benefits or social/affairs. She's
a loopy home:wive making her
voluntary
contribution
to.

9145 ens service. the 35 voicor

of the junior choir. fifththrough.cighth graders di.
reeled hy Robert Breihan. waft

society in the way she enjom
most singing. And doing it de.
pendably. loyally, year in and

down from the choir loft. The

year out. This is the stuff of

chancel choir.
through -fourth

which outsoanding
choirs are mode.

40

secondgraders di-

church

Library learning at Frost
During a library session at
Robert Frost School in Pm, met Hughts endues are sn

In

a

recent

library visit.

Mo. Judy Deckles third gra-

dtrs our, misd to look tor

rouragot tfd to barn tho. irr ingk
nsnt
librirs to rood ntss

books on Mho_ r lands The All

books ond
bean to undonmed simplk
mithoch of osaarsh Emh
slas, m the elsmsntar) school
11,110 114. library ones
noel,

vositsd couture.

and

to

strut sashed the Oslo, and
thsor imah

motions The slam ...co. sp.
eta' n.poris on their maths and
are displaying dum on the li

bray bottom booed

under the supervosion snot'
teacher and the school s Mot

ran Mn Dorodw Bagman

Mary now contains 5.150 volumes, in eddition, there ere pcnodnals tnr.mlopedias

non inss and retards for clam
use / fist ,,radars rasontly be
on to thaLk out thsir
Mkt hum., hooks I his 111
ereasad the wk,kb, tireulaboo
ot hooks to NS6 last week A
new Raton. ot ths library is a
where Children

Mn Bergman mports that

flu Robert Frost School h

uee.%
meter
Lona
for independent
study
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Square dance clubs
plan February dance
Several square dance clubs
ace planning their regular

Graham 'Tells it like it is'

dances to be held in the Boy
Scouts of America Building,
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights.

By Rickard Crebb
Mn. John Graham Republi-

Swap who yells We area miMaly' and by those in the Oil-

can of Barrington who has
mare seniority in the Illinois

pits or on the college campuses
who use their positions to proj-

Senate than 48 of the 58 mem-

eat the socialistic creed of the

hers of that boa, Sot a sloeing ovation from Elk Grove

redlcals.
The Barrington

Township Republicans for his
keynote address of the 1970

continued, "1 am sick of the
cynical attitudes of many Ici-

campaign.

want

our

"I am sick of the permissive
attitudes, laxity and tolerance
, to pressure group, of the eclatMal element.
91 am sick and tired of the
dirty, unwashed, foul-mouthed
individuals.
whether
you
call them hippies. yippies,
beatniks or what, who provide

eds even though they may lead
to dissension because we me
sick society.

don't know

I

and

Amerian instiutions.

"We hear the old cry Met
certain paths must be follow-

`My friends

patriotism

legeslato,

how you feel, but I am sick and

tired of being told I'm sick or
government officials who will
not enforce the law, by elected

and announce officials who
dance to the woe of every

propaganda fuel foe the fiw
helping on keep the comm.

The Bells and Bows Square
Dance Club will hold a dance

nists warm.

"We have not given up on
our country, nor shall ea

Sat., Feb. 7 with the Round
Dancers from 8 until 8:70
p.m, and the Squares at BAD.
The Basic Round Dance

Those that disregard the silent
majority should, take notice.
This majority will not be seen
on the streets with a placard Or

Club's 2d semester will hold a
dance Sun., Feb, 1 and 8 from
7;30 to 9,30 p.m.
The Roulette Round Dance

Club will hold name Wed.,
Feb. 4 at 8 p.m.
The Basic Square Dance

Club will have a free dance
Thursday, Jan. 29, from 8 to
10 p.m. They will also have a
dance Thursday, Feb. 5 from ,8

to 10 p.m.

for liberty, independence end
our nation's safety," said Getbeta.

Mrs. Ma ea Scribner, prodder. Of the 13th Crespemlonal MINN Woman's 11.4 Mewl
newly appointed 13th Maki Conuebtemmenn Mrs. Glen Am Helm The newly elected meretiny of the Elk Grove Republica Woman's Club, Mrs. Paid Regne, smiles her imam to hoth
It was Mrs. Jklia's tint appearance Mee bet appointment. (no. by Eleanor Rives)

Graham was joined by Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman I it-ArBatton Heights) and Rep. Da vid 1. Renner (R -Mount Pros.
MOO in discussing the work of
3d District Republican legidatore and the key issues of tlw

"For the first time a

Constitutional Convrition
being taken to the people," 4th
Dlatrict Delegate Clyde Parker, reported to commun.

Capitol Building.

Yention

in

anywhere

United Mates has done it in

1970 empiric.

thin meaner."

...in under COMP No. DAM ream -dog the sublect pogeny;

ON ONE, Thai Mop 2.S of the Zoning Ordnance of Ow Village ar

Principal Meridian, described as °lbws:
Commencing at the Southeast corner of the Southeast Vs of Ma
Northeast Vs of sold Memo; dame West obng
of the Southeast 1/4 of said Section 1072.32 fp, Aerie. mut

MnM

can

There

is

mittee, to which both 4th Die

=77:Zintit: 74' 7;dZ,:rt=°'t°:;"'.::
point 500.00 feet South of the center line of soid Public Rood
Roadh thence Soo to Me place of beginni1/41.. in CO.

ON TWO: That Map US al me Zoning Geom. of he Ma of

MOD pm. on Mot. R

WHEREAS, a notice of . a -foretold public hewing was mode in

week

in Chicago Feb. 12 and 13,

el said Section 4 las measured °Prig the mid West I. of
Sod Southwest VYt of the Southeott ina Vince toottatostotiv

NAUTICALS by Aileen

Schlickmon and his wife as
they

y
y
y

arrived al

the meal

January installation luncheon
held at the Green Tree Inn in
ills. The group in chided nearly 50 Republican
yeomen from the area.

-

SLACKS
Sett. John Graham hearfily tengrealstm Mrs. Gordo. Ratan
of Arlington Heights, may limMed president of the Elk Grove
Repoblican Women's ChM. Other officers Mode Mt.. Donald

-

SHORTS

TOPS

-

Con -Con will he scattered
throughout the Springfield
businas district when the
body leaves the capitol build,

provided by law cegording he ormesanoned err. faro Pirerd wit

hence conMuing Nonheaerrly along said Northerly Right al
Way Welt a point on the South line of the Northeast
alb
Southeast Vt. of said Section man fmt fast of the Michwer

WHEREAS. the President one Board of Trustees of the Village of mourn

corner of the Northeast
of the 5./11106t VT of said Section,
Men. Rost olong said South line to the Mace of beginning, on

rot 00 Nommbee 25, mop.. hold precon......0

Prospect.. determined Mat Ow best in 00000
Prospect will be ottoined
endation under Case No.

Mrs. lohn W. Gluecken

Medical remeh was aided

sndMrs..1ack Whisler, boa of
Arlington Heights, are CO-

on for tRe benefit of mothers

the

1970 annual enrollment

drive of the Chicago M.ernity Center.
Mrs. E. Ebersole

Gaines

and Mr, Arthur G.Hailand
Jr., hOth of Lake Forest, ere
ecochairmen who will direct the women's division of
the Chicago Maternity Cem

THE CAMPAIGN,

tending from Fch. 5 through
Mid -March.

see,.

funds

to

help meet the 1970 operating

bagel of 3045,000. Nearly

Health Assn.
The luncheon will Be 05 per

ton Heights mm include:
Mrs. Joseph N. Clemens, Prow

the
veric in Red." The charity din-

pect Heights; Mrs. George N.
Tuttle, and Mrs. Jam. W. Vim, both of Mount Prospect,
Mrs. W ll
E Cook, Mrs.

Menthe, of the Arlington
Saturday. Feb. M. at Old Or- Heights Area Chapter of Delta/ ton
Heights, beginning at
Jun, Country Club.
Zeus Alumnae will hold 00
The Arths Founded.. couples event ot0 Friday, Feb.
Approximately 900 women
AOP i's national philanthroff. 6.. 830 pm. The evening's
from Arlington Heights, Des
mill be
activities will be highlighted
Plaines. Elk Grove Village,
of the fund-raiser, Others will

and

Kost

Mrs.

lington Heights.

ner dance will be held at 7 p.m.

be determined tter the affair.
Al the Jan. 14 meeting, general chairman Mrs, Leon Hen-

Met,. Prospect,

11.011109

will he attending the show en-

that all but the prizes cola

Hostess for the parte Will he
Mrs. Frank Scarpelli. 651 Oak
Ridge Rd.. East Dundee.
All area Delta Zoos are wel-

come to join the group and

mince. headed by Mrs. Robert

mey call he president. Mrs.
Levi Holmes, 409-0196. for
information,

will be donated to the Cl.r-

toned De, Plain. announced
Bololt

of Des Plaines,

been filled,

have

and

Meadows

Streamwood

brook

for

School

the

per cent

to

the

Northwest

the Chicago arca will serve as
tam members for the nacelles maternity hostlilal.
Organized 75 years ago, the
maternity center has become
famous for the work of it, docintendneedy

YESTERDAY
TODAY and

their homes. The semen offers
clink care for the expectant
mother and for the mother and

baby after delivery. In addition, doctors medwol students
end nurse, receive training,
and research projects arc conducted.
Lest year the maternity center a instrumental
s insumental in assuring the safe birth in their man
homes, at minimum expense.

scitd mem.

home, 706 S. Kennicott, Arlington Heigh..
Cocktails will be followed

Mington Heights Elk Club
Al- area alumnae and their
husbands wishing to attend

should coMM Judy KoOpman, 392-0577.
The Jul,. 12 meeting was

held at the Golden Dolphin
Bath Shoppe in Park Ridge.
The Sigmas toured the shop
enjoyed

coffee

SEE THE SUPER 70

yitinEE LAND

IOW WAMM 10MVS-IN

eattlata Houma

TRAILER
CAMPER
SHOW

cook.. The shop's owna-inMM. decorator demonstrated
bath send kitchen decorating.

Two decorator candles dangled by Golden Dolphin were
then es Whir mixes:

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

See everything new for travel adventure and leisure 119111O "on wheels"

MM.. MIMEO OUNINMOng

- bring the entire family to GhWegoiand's biggest annual show ex,
elusively featuring RECREATIONAL VEHICLESI

o.
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-

limp.
Snowder -
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Adults - $1.50

Children under 12 - 500
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from The Day's she- shops
Your chauffeur will escort you to
merchants waiting to present you
with gifts. He will remain at your
disposal while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being our
guest for luncheon.

cat add dovbh lama son doe no ea mew. on
Poem hr )noes per face.

',It

"""*"'

" °"" ""

Sle10.1 TWO nod on ...meme el he veleta code he mbectile.
mem we

o. semeoce
5IMIDle ONE bererolor mennaned.
Thot the Director of Wading and Minim of IM VIRG. al

LUNCHEON FOR TWO

)../.4/' You'll be our guest at a luncheon

for two at one of the Northwest
SECTION f OuR. Thor ihu ONmanoe man be in Soil loin and effect Inn ens/

and die; be °coo m

Suburbs leading restaurants.

minim and record. al a Plat al Walkerton far

atoms showing Pe dedication of ore enurbeelr thirterbree TM) Net al
Mr. Noble. pr., to he village of /Mune Dawes. ler et public Meet
TM

Dee.
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Sponsored by

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE

e

Auk 0

BE She, for FEBRUARY
To win, simply fill out your "She"

PAMEnanameow0111. an itoy Mom. tea
gobenkreiMen
Wage President

Angst

entry blank, and deposit in a box located at stores listed below. Entries
will be collected regularly.

DonoldaDoodroon
DMage Clad

WNW..

CONTEST OPEN TO AU NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
WOMEN OVER M.
...enter as often as you like.

,

DAY NJOUCATIONS

Watered. Dewar Pi IWO

LEGAL NO.2214
ORDINANCE NO. 2211

"Serving the Northwest Suburbs of Chkage"

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING MAPS 265 AN13. Of THE

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of Ile Village a Marini Prospect did
heretofore conduct a public hearing under Cosa No. SMILIP ot the hour of
11.00 p.m. on March 21. 1269, pursuant to a request for mining classification
changes In conjunction with a planned unit development, which requested

changes ware from 14 (Sin& family Residence Dlerkl) to NJ issolnen
Wall and 140,1* Diodcl) and IP (Residential Dere1/4pmein CAPP 10 BM

Madness Retail pd SeMc. I1/41/40 far cern parcels of P.P.rly h.

SEE THE 'SHE" WOMEN'S SECTION
A REGULAR MONDAY FEATURE

Tbe gletp
DAY PUBLICATIONS
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f.
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Wed. January 28,- Sun. February 1
(Noon to 10 P.M. Daily)

MEM. mu INWtt 53,0020

The

masa.t vo if

. lane Wr sm.. under the zoning orelt.or al he KW. of Momes

5 EXCITING DAYS 5

HEELING

by dinner and dancing at the

OUR. 111/41 the or,d,,o,..ance.:..hall...1" In full Mr and effort We
ww,

fan

,e.e ozd hom dammed Mor

(U.S. 14 & Illinois 53)

And that's a long time to stay young.

rZtVerel

che has her day.

ARLINGTON PARK
RACE TRACK

Since 1921

ne of

verb. fm

SECT171111111fr Derl this ordinance shall be in Milk. seal OM nom

WHEREAS.. President ood noo

Grandstand Exhibit Hall

The Feb. 7 meeting of Chi.
sago Suburban. Northwest
Aluinnae Assn. of Sigma Sig.
era Sigma will be a Husbands'
Night beginning al 8 pm. with
cocktails at the Glenn Puce

t1/4 East

bathe..

each Con -Con delegate.

TRUCK CAMPERS CAMFAIG TRAILERS

plan dance

mid

of ,

lbe South 130.0 feet of the Wett IW.0 feet of the North TO
owe, of the South 20 acres of Me Northwest A of me Sm.

7i.o:

'of si:id °Sec

est of and

ond redid

will plain one in the hands of

MOUNT PROSPEC1

MIER

SECTION SIIRH, Thai Woo 355 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Wage d

r Residence U.mnit R -I lRestJenllol

01.m

lington Fleights delegate. She

ORDINANCE NO 2203
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING vARIADONS FOR PROPERTY LOOSTED ON DIS
SOUTH SIDS Of GOLF ROAD AT THE WESTERLY LIMITS OP WE VIUNGE Of

section

Tri Sigmas

a it d

person with tickets available
from any Junior club member
by calling Mrs. Gloria Hog., 437-6534.

TRAVEL TRAILERS MOTOR HOMES

end doctors and 700 nurses in,
Madan practical obstetrics,

Pe of dm South
South of he NoM
North line to a mint
the Southeast

c

conformity wth he Oar maned k a

in

She No. 130.00 feet of Me West 1,6.0 feet of the South 10

HOURS: DAILY TO 5:30 P M
FRIDAY MKS TO 9:00 P.M

SEE OVER 100 MODELS...

TOMORROW

of some 1.500 babies. In so
doing, the center also trained
about 150 medical students

Re-

tarded, Roning Meadows; 20

-

mothers at childbirth in

line SOS 0.1

Mn. Virginia Macdonald. Ar-

Ot. above molt be

RESIDENT AND BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OE THE VILIAGS OF MOUNTPROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

Hance

rewriting of the Illinois Con -

Legal

9 W. Prospect Ave.
CL3.7622

Maine Township Men.I

titled -Valentines in Vogue."
Ray per cent of the proceeds

300 xolunteers from all over

tors and nurses who

Health

light the f.bion shOw and
luncheon to be sponsored by
the 7th District Junior Women, Clubs of the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs on
Saturday, Feb. M. at the Arlington Park Towers, Arling-

Roebuck and Co. will high-

Dons. To reserve seats or ow.
Na, call 825-3282.

Delta Zeta

Mental

Assn., and 20 pa cent to the

west Suburban alums are sayinn to husbands and friends an

Knox, Mrs. William E. Stark
Jr., Mrs. Roger Stinson. Mn.
Peter V. Toffoli Jr., Mrs. William W. Towrcend and Mrs.
Robert Welnhofer, all of Ar-

ex-

Mrs, John Nicholas of Park

Community

Sears

from

fashions

MEMBERS OF the Arling-

lam W. Sutton, all of Palatine, M. Harry W. Cola.rn,
Mrs. Kenneth Ewing, Mrs.
Jack V. Keller. Mrs, Donald

Helen E Hoffman is the centers executive director.

"Winnie the Pooh" children's

Ridge is in charge of weans

G. Walter

ter's 1970 campaign. and Miss

"Be My Valentine" is what

of
Mount Prospect

Alpha Omicron Pi, North-

and babies everywhere.

cheirmen of a group of Mal
volunteers who will work on

Alpha Omicron Pi
`Reverie in Red'

sublect pra,r1,

B

boinZom

leer Sou. of

SKIRTS

Hyde

Winnie the Pooh
fashions to be featured

regarding

SECTION out,. Maps 255 ozd ass of the Zoning Ordinance of tee

sotd Southeast

reardIng secretary, and Mrs. Hairy Tolp, Des titian, easesponding secretary. Outgoing president Mrs. Rlduird Skoog received a sp.. gin. She expressed thanks to the Dowd of *Man
for "a good term."

of the Village of Maur
adaphon of rho Man Commis.. atom.
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none

own

James Ayers, treasurer; Mrs. DIV. Renner, of Meant Prospect,

Maternity Center
drive chairmen

their
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well be detriment, . the 1/41/40. pi

Mount Prospect, and

485.00 feet of the nembeast
5041.0111 44 of Section le. township 41 Nen.k Reap

More than 125
copies have been prepared and
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for the COP nomination for

,-,
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moms, Ma non Cm rienlen M. recommandod thatHx
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the

manner wooded by My ond oda. at he March a. 196% edit. of
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wood. There will he hmrinp

the United States Senate, wan
the first to greet Rep. Eugene
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""
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41.1 toe of the
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eight of Wee
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Me Southeast emi of sold Sewien 10011 few South of

tar osPect did
the MU. of

1RW, pursuant to a rented Mt boning classification

:71,".,1`Z*(st

01.c0 he following described proper.

W.

Sou.

commion of he alone of

hereof,. conduct Jai ublic hearing under Case No 62,10P

.

will take place the week of Feb.
8. Four public hearings will he

Lerti Mrs.

of red
Sectioni.....South along the said West h. tothe.Southvegf.

intersection with the West line
..east
of .st Vs
int: re

WIffetas, he

reclassifying portions thereof from RAI MIngle family Reeidmre Diatrica
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nod
11.1 (tit
Development District/ to 0-3 (Business Pavia
Ser.

Hearings &cross the state
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he wonted in that they woui
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Wheaton

LEGAL NO. 2113
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West MONO, the Northwest 1/4 at.. Southeast 1/4 of seta
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of the no-nh IMO feet of We
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Section: thence art Mom the mid So
The min. al
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a room at the Island Hotel.

. gen.
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5.outh atone told Wen line to Me paint of monsoon Wirt. the
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DONALD W. GOODMAN
Village Cleric
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50.00 feet South of tie center Mne of o Public Rood (Goll

meet at the Old Capitol.
Other committees have Set
up permanent headquarters in
places of their choosing at hot
tch. The Education Com-
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mitgremtopmenband
WHOWASIIM President and Rood of Domes of TM Village of Mount

'refreUnte.er::
manor of Melon 11, Township 11 North, Range I I,

IITIR DAY
Wednesday January 28 1970
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S0.0051 V.
Sod
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of the row Israel o Public Rood C/ Road)

room enough for three ofthe
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"No other constitutional con-

l'wAYEN

said point being designated as the bpinningsoondlinhe (P.M.
tract of land, thence continuing No. along
to
pient

leg. Full sessions of the convention will be held in the Old

state
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Statewide Con -Con
hearings set Feb. 8

a bicycle chain or a gm, but
we may hear the thunder of
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THE DAY
Wednesday January 29 1970
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North Shore Interiors
.

$20,000

BOYSICrolls

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

O'Hare Field

P00205555 OR

Shop AdllomeSerece
AlWork Coaromeud

8. SON

AVIATION

fREE PARKING

Call

FrONCHNIECTOR

W.H. HUTCHINSON

It gays to advertise
with Soy Wdnr Ads.

50 frowlsA,Doeos Plaines

BUTLER

100% of Fabrics
/echoes@ frorn

eamool in smaR Person -

San!.

AP.

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

OPERAATI'O'N'S OFFICE

Soil. Personnel

SII 50 per seresignislue Asian,

life

fashion secy
$575

Tr

PhDne

Chirogo,111

Will Train

sis so purchol. plyslehrv.
sa per salo plus fah.

RAMOTECHNICIANS 122114 2t0.1
TV BENCH TECHNICIANS

1,3.7= Z.T:ernre"

392-5151

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

for

DRAFTSMAN
.422. insurono and

Page LI
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15imployment Agenda- Widen

Ex-

1031N Clpero Ave

REFUELED
Wark for builder CALL
JP1-8X0 -

MEAN VOW Represent

Mt. grasped. Ill

HOSPITAL

Coll or Apply in Person

SYSTEMS

von. DO TYPING or ADDI:S.1

I

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

SE/Onerest Aemcies. Women

EMBIFIVEDd Nen

all

Ann of
cellent Wats Pur. eiso

APPLY IN PERSON

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY

COUNSELOR
Well estabilthed agency needs

muchine tools.

WANTED

244146111.1441112

A TM

YES.

FACTORY HELP

244MpW06MMEE

24 Help Wanted Men

MACHINISTS

WALL WASHER

I

23-Emplo9iNt Agencies-16es

24414 Wanted Men

Man in good physical condi.

You; High School courses ore
II
yo
dl P I

Wa.403.1

Hearing ae

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

MECHANICAL
DRAWING
$500 FREE

-

2411einea5161Men

2 IND Wanted MN

1444 Wanted Men

2561devnent Agencies -Meg

seep, Dens filing and esker

Call RON ROB
686-7035

BSC

awn

tronsparralion.

gen

I,

BUTLER

Nfli'S'ASTCIr"

ALLEN AIR CRAFT

AVIATION

437-9300

"I'ao

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

II

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

FREE TRIPS

$650

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
Earn up to $3.63 an Hour
Apply in Person at

Coll

GAL FRIDAY
IN MARKETING

YOU MAY

REGISTER

SECRETARY

BY

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT ENGINEERING
OPEN SAlr.TVE1 BY MGT
p

plan A rocket A TRAVEL

do

h

p

bl

P

264Ielp Ranted Women

Will

Sol

d

ry

2:30-5 p.m.
296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
3040S. Bose Rd.
ARLIN,%%121;S, ILL

cmion,B holidays, plus eller free benefit ploni.

Illinois Bell

116 W. Eestman

392-6600

Call Mr. R. Barcayk at 766-6230 or apply at
1340 East Green Street

Bensenville, Illinois

An Equal OpPlcaNN EmPle,

TELETYPE CORPORATION

298-2770

5555 W. TOUHY, SKOKIE

He now rwoo.

9401.. . Plaines

676-1000
AnNual OpportuniN Employe,

00 202.7255
INTERNATIONAL

CALL MR. R.A. MILLER

°

La Salle Personnel
3 Blocks S. of Sicilian
'

FREI PARKING

Miss Paige

In ArlIngion Hein.

nine Phone 25,0035

REGISTER CO.

Housekeeper I or 2 days wk. No

:DtatZeief

ChDago
Sans gond Wen 304-3105 eves

An EDP, Ores

flv;.17vgi

d

Page

W dnesday January 28 1970

2

Mein Wanted Wonen

26414 Wadal Was

Lodes .6

261410 WadidEme

UGH!

GENERAL OFFICE

IWOIMEIBRE

264Ielp Waged Wiwi
S5l.00toIl

une

lb loll 500
Dempster , Des

Wish. Well Wig SologriesPI
S
Elmhurst Rd 439 .06

Call 3,4 5563 ober TO PM

28-lielp Wanted Konen

2BIldp 111.04 Wail

26-1Ielp Wanted Women

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

51113URBAN

956-7070

CLERK7STENOGRAPHER.

\...

TELLER TRAINEE

FRONT DESK

err.r.r.rpiPrz

oleo

EIRSO'N"=.

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

Arlington Heights

14Ixivemecoanixe. nem end ...for ill hems. yhyy

Federal Savings

HOSPITAL

poid

e

horse...on

benefits.

sit,

holiday&

Miner Street

431

ASSEMBLERS

of.el

PrPsorr7O°4'

NOTE TELLER

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
, PRODUCTS, INC.

Experienced

Blimoraries

lie,o

to ,nied 0000

You'll enjoy an PP, Ileat starting
automatic salary
0010,6.
gression and company paid bus in piialita lion and life insurance.

These 04000P? positions

Secretaries
Clerk Typists
General Clerks
Stenognsphers
Key Punch Operators

FOLLOWING10110PENINGS:

ability. Great benefit
package (and book
Interviewing:

M.o.

Mom-Thurs. 8 AM -9 PM,

GENERAL OFFICE
We hove immediate
for

act

Fri. 0 3I04 PM,

.

- Sat 8 AM -12 Noon.

lob

sia.114s

.

knowledge

of general
office duties. Must hove
goad typing skills 6
some shonhand. ?refer

Ea Dimon Pour Ouoldicarions

mow, or memo, interemmem be mono tei

CORPORATION

girls between ages of
RI 0 36. Salary com
mensurate with experience. Good working
cOndlnons & many
company benefie.

SWITCHBOARD

297-3550

RECEPTIONIST

CALL MR, GRESS

SAXON
BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Men

Fri

8,30 cr.

5 Arn

SEAMSTRESSES

CALL MISS ESCHER

EXPERIENCED

439-7600

the hallicrafters co.

rull

Sub of Northrop Cort,aration
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

. eller

on mall. starring

cowpony

&AS to &IS
man Evenings
10

400 N. Wolf Road

Northialse, 111.

iri

BRUNING

CALL ME BA. NINES.

1.

roared bar bell
cm writ weight bnch. 335.
Call Brad alter 7 PM 266-00

3.

Free installation

4

See large samples in

formeedim 196e. 20 ye& cod

5. Terms mailable

lb. vinyl

110

I

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

THE SINGER COMPANY

HIGH COST
Roue'

OF LIVING
Solve your money problems with a

"NOW & THEN JOB"

1965 CORVAIR MONZA

5484maishmts

No fee

COME IN AND REGISTER

N

CO,

3350 255 6751

Only $1695

d

$4,

d

nal

I

Blue

seq.

-

H

r

weal mom.

SERVICE

for the following categories.

0010

Linda Apostle

YO 5-4700

Tom Anderson

GALAXIE "500"
1965 T -BIRD COUPE

y Goad

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

07035

Sorry

White Collar Girls
RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

SECRETARIES

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

FULL TIME

PERSONNEL SECRETARY

ale.

BENDER-RIEGER
SANNINOTON. ILLINOIS
505 W. Northwest Hwy.

C

Yus will be empluiud or the 'Arlington Pork Nevi, Me

biro., Macn..n cratrr al Me Herthwer Suburbs.
Carnmuneagan MB; swir ...I wig,. Mr. Of suPer2104.0,4

will hongle

everybody 358.2099.

32Misrelaneous Merchant se

Coll 15B 0631

22. Block 6 Whire Mu. TV.

Adorable Puppies 15 German

Mines

Des

Plaines

Person. Counselor. Looking Fes

Single

teUnd
d
say Publ C
Individual Needs. Axe You Am
bigauseYour lime Wanh Money.
Nigb Sales Potential le Year
Pornings S12.000. gm Our Pm.

fem.. ?n..,.,,

Gan 239

Red Sm.

beml .11. wih

m.

bob., all slam Mc. Our deg
is Al. reg te ed d 6 ly
II

1..if If

air cond.
facilities. building

socr.lice lor SICO

so

rise

10 dC

cowl

yf

I

'Wig of perionnel .1114 re-

kr gm uurrun orue can IN Otis chaSenghsg posigen,
eller lop earcb behelits &or inclu. Dee Neel& Insurance.
Paid Vaccaleas. Holidays rind Cemp05y0s1...

PERSONNEL MANAGER

JEWEL

Melrose Park

0.00

eve

no pets. SISS Pe 5175

IC

s,,, $84

see'

TENNIS

.

14,

Arse Rd

43361100

EXEC CARS

'67 FORD

$995
'67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

'68 FORD
Convertible. Like brand new

COIL WINDERS

$1195
'67 CUTLASS
door sedan air cond

$1595

'64 FORD

$695

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

'66 FORD
Wagon. A rep' buy

'67 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1395
'64 CADDY
Snd,,OnOIIn y,000db.00,g.

$895
'66 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Coupe loaded

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

coil for A00Oeteshi9
351,7846

SOS and 2nd Shifts

$1395
'66 OLDSMOBILE "88"

'63 FORD

Country sedan, Reedy to go

E40.00

HOWARD SPPOO73 CO

Lrke new

Hardtop, A, cond

???

$495

-

We are in need pf people who ara experienced
or who can malifylor training as Coil Winders
pl

.

$1195
'63 FORD
Mime .500" 4 door sedan

$995

NOW 2775

rectl buy

Convertible loaded reody to go....

21 -Help Wonted Men & Women
S150

4 door hardtop

Gauntry Squire loaded

PALATINEMEOLLING MEADOWS

21 -Help WanteMen & Women

$995

DEMOS - FACTORY
COINg IS SWIMMING POOL.

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

Convertible loaded

Ilimberin.

PROSPECT

oP

Gov v .

$84

Believing

DICK WICKSTROm
'THE BOSS"

Sm

"?.

NI regular

351C1D Sy y 8. Color choices linmed

$1395
Seeing Is

0000,

central telephone company of illinois

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

FOR WIRERS &
SOLDERERS

We'll pay you not to watch TV while wu learn
switch wiring &ring our new part me. 6 p.rm.1 I
p.m. shift or full time if yedprefer.

Or-the:fob bonus work offers you. the eppouuriry
for increased eornings. -

Viony oublanding benefits -and close to harm

interviewing..
Monday that Thursday 8:00 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

APPLY INPERSON

Office Peoonnel Dept

1955 W. North Ave.

Ihnen Yu. side....

an condition.

eh* taw on.

eool
old

437 33(0.0...

IS.

INitne Fumaingsi unglue

213.0963

with

IST.PROSPECT

:m.p2dtn'sainie:c'0:rdnt

2984240.

Ave.,

Per..

Cog 392 urn

Cog Cl. &MSS

Jell Wright.

Hoffman Wows. 2 bedrm cor
mo.11.9043

SSO. Perlea condition.

PA011,0n proz, IR NOM

Mark Trail

Says,

Reasonable. 3594.4

100.020

2,SS.110;

BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Please apply in person.

P15-0500 E. 594

FOOD STORE

Automatic

381-6000

The Boss

per me O,

Coll 35a 0855

SIM

attending e training school.

Immediate abenings

benefits.

ire

ordered. new skin a. d.

is

Open Daily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

743211

linle bay Schnee.

Tri4h. S.M.. Service.

°wined applicants sant 82.23 per hour while

perience. Strong .cleai
figure aptitude
and
and
Eight
shrethane
good typing skills re,
puffed. Excellent fringe

limited

ewers

$495

WO V1010 b. a ILD

bona& on firsi shift $2.37 pro hour ouu b. nos,

392-5230

our executive office for
girls with secrelariol ey

full

WA:

Special mirk..

11 10 Rent Apartments

call

second shift.

SAXON

Spatial V olue Pmhoge
220hp S. Cll. IN V4
AB vinyl Min

PONTIAC-TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

12-11roses b Store

945-8500

CENTEL
SYSTEM

hour

12 claw hardwo

cp. choices

75 More To Choose From

POODLE, ACC, 'My black We le-

ITT

FAIRLANE "500'

Sheen $1195

likets.and Remote Skate

sa1.47R

haeresled.please come la or call

Deerfield

2004 Miner SI
LIES PLAINES. ILL.
027-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

pay -$2.23 per

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE I, RAISED ELSEWHERE!"

Only 3 To Cheese Fr. $1695

Only $1495

Personnel Office - 290.3000

mimes. meek

EXCLUSIVE DEAL.

THE Mg:IRV. '

NORWOOD FORD INC.

'65 T BIRD

Morton Grove

starting

381.0899

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

wain., 23,4311

Cobinet Wirers
Maintenance Man
Inspectors

wethP110130.ehteruh

Excellent

0I0AR'li

1965 GTO CPR.

A. 111,4511:3X,E,Aipp,C,PNICP

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

BrIng your skills as typist, stenogropher. secretary. bookkeeper, etc. to our bright,
pleasant offices. Salaries ore excellent and benefits superior. Come in and meet your
congenial neighbors at Baxter - we're sure we'll be old friends soon. For further
information Conte.:

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

COORS?,

.84ffinKimm/c

w 555 864.1341

Ski, $1495

69 Nurser/Schools-ChM tare

II logo Pets & Equipment

ments.

G

BARRINGTON

IMPORT MOTORS

'

DO 1-3400 16

1965 GP CPE

Grad. 12. Sl7.0690

SC.

r72r'r,

IN YOUR AREA

THE, KE1 TO

eg.

440 E. Main St

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

297-3550
CA, OR GRESS

Bravos

671 0609, 655 WWI

SO So., '-I00fef. 0100 Only $895

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE I 1 YEAR CAR,
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$2388.00

392.7223

THE

9 Price

42 Wanted To Buy

HELP

growth or command more respect for their products and services than Baxter Laboratories. We hove openings for many individuals in our Personnel, Accounting, Inventory
Control, Clinical Research, Purchasing, International, Advertising and Marketing depart-

Local*. toogo

4

w

Cal

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

i Free brush op praCtiCe.

sTe'd ;tCell"L

SI7. El Rey. CL 10180.

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

fast growing health field, few firms, if any, have had a more spectacular record of

TEMPORARY

SECRETARY

dr. 6 m

a

VOLVO

NEW 1970
OLDSMOBILE
F85 SPORT COUPE

Olds

SlOr used red Supra ele

E

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Ai&

AM. AS. P811 raw

$1395
n

e r rrr r 6 nkure-ri

dr

824-2175

10. Eagan Meal Lathe-WiM Oc

PHOTOGRAPNUISII
PROTOMATF: En! rrrrr .

Po.. earnings. Mop m or

WIEBOLDTS

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE
STATION WAGON

27 Help WantedMen & Women

CLERKS

COMPANY
15e'tr'erElkG0!ilag:ilinCis

$1795

your home.

Coll 55,0661

255-1900

A/C Ong. [WM,

orle ond wheel corers

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

collent company ben
efits. including 20% mer
dchtindise dimoiint.
.APplyPersennel Office
Mier 10 AM

1969 VOLKSWAGON

MT PROSPECT

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mi. Prospect, III.

Baxter Laboratories is o prime force in the hospital and medical supply field. Within the

tome

openings available. fit

2. Heavy duly carpeting

P21.6fult.bel ore ?Minn.

Machine.

356 6232 abet 51MA

'

phz, BelAir

yr. aid. good E6PE

Meling
Bench
CI. 3 9401

2.60.00

Wool like to introduce ourselves to you and let you know about the many employment
opportunities we have available in our offices at Morton Grove and Deerfield.

FOR 20 DAYS

ON AL
L 0000WIll
U560 CA..

Closing out stock

4 elmlindely, Call

144.

less Man

FOR A PERSONAE INTERvIlw

NEIGHBORSPt5BAXTER.

100% GUARANTEE

11000 BID endow air coed

Mew

YOUR

Illeatitables WSW

112-AutemobilesT0r Sak

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

SSCO sac. SISS: hunk beds. S10.
Distr. 251 719S.

appoounin

MEET

9.1 Low SO,

Prospect CL

All Prices Reduced During
Our Remodeling of the
Used Car Drive In SuperMart.

$200. scc. SS& hide.a.bed earl

Doily

with

nelirs

wriarY

of ram..

plus
lull
benefits.

51400. 03,.36,0

111-Automthiles For SaR

THE WINTER WINNER
THE SURE START PONTIAC

o"

will Ise hired at a high.er level
Cie opponunier lor
Perso0.l drwelopmeni and

repair,

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

PLEAS1

best results use
For bent
Day Want Ads

40% - 60% OFF

for an individual with a goad

office work

4Phallicraitersz-=,_

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

inimediare openings to, full time switchboard
eceptignist. Permanent. 5 days a week 8(2000
I
50p 700. 000,0000? surroundings. All comp.,
benefits.

Port time and full

wwwieme

Apply: Personnel Deportment

Cu

&&Mobile Homes

SEE and GET

CARPETING

illeCte.

young girls who hove

67 Old

fd g

THE "70 "CXL"

Or

CLERK
TYPIST

Hallicrafters.

alert

2

it

you're career minded, stop in TO
DAY old 10 us of your interems.
bring a friend along. she'll up,
into the tip about o Limier

5alary
coMmensurote with

Stenogmphen
. Brutistica/ Clerk

-

469.7204

TRAINEE

ENGINEERING MARKETING

Busy bosses at A E need:

for ham IMPUMBOWlie WEAK in NOME MOM Mg

in

or $613 down and 0 poymenN

COST CLERK

(Telephone)

f

wous

W.*

259-4000

-ck 6

frnTrE.17PribrEeed"Phr '1""'

yr:

""5M1plk

1,68 Chem. 11 Novo Auto 6 cyl

of 16.13 per 'nor. For free

Skokie, Ill.

Girl Friday
Needed

ke new clutch

2,78675

5

'

$51.30 TeX Included

CREDIT
CLERK

BHA 8,71

01 RAMBLER STATION WOMON

P300 537 1346

Mass Feeding

e

S'``"r

File CI..

Mrs. Kokes

ID

0021 machine in stylgh cobi-

Corp.

rewarding and exceing future Sloop
gals with above averaoe sk Ils ond y ob ty to accept respons
the tollowing arras phopre ye or area of
b ty we needed no v
We

5 55W. Tmhy Ave.

A55-3600
For Appointment

..

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Call 437.5920

62,0530

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Cali Mrs. Dud.

67 MOOED,

wor

s

I1 -flab Properties For Sale
C

Men,. .

ADMIRAL CORP.
Chicago Division

Flexowriter Operator

can14144Mol interview.

Bonds Stre.et

Now Ge

openings

Euclid ond Rte 53

co.. roM4uMin0

Apply Al

Call

Line

7:30 A/W- 4 PM

HOSPITAL

,t; 6 CTA M d EEO

112 Autometeles Eor

66 Ford Oalwie he,

or NS P/B
F..3131,5 25,1840

Low Ms Coll 9667184

239.6110

helpful.

HOLY FAMILY

PVT.

Page 13

di

I

Production

FULL TIME

'177,77

5 belhn IV IL M

HELP WANTED

Secretaries C erk Typists and

P.P.

Misi loan Denney 01 676-1000 Ext. 5243

=7%

WIG

h

112 Aolowhies For Sae

35500 541 2664

os,e,

0,210 .00.., Mown, orromeima

Municipal Buine

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

ca 04 So Awe Menns and experlenced Kamm. Own
who knows.. 6 takes to get a lob done.

lizrnat:u.ni,

CITY OF DES 'PLAINES

h

on

qudy or bedrin Wits,

Clean

21 fell Wanted Men & Women

wrio heme

barn

2Ve ba.

End II

i.e. Rom Loop bus ime.

ES9 4664

EIC5 PLAINES

. knono
HOLY FAMILY

plc

may

Tor

94" PP. fenced ye aloe to

IA. Ode.

Mon H. & Hey

km.

1604161 ft

mum OW, loon 326 500 612

S FM

and ELECTRICAL

ixr;70'nr;;:lr rp°117

255-9000

war, with. Coll avytado, lo

2 car gor

Wednesday ianuary 78 1970

86RealEstotalloases

*Real Estate -Houses

86-RealEststalleases
boM

WM work sched

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

455-8350

32Macellaneous Merchants

ADVERTISING

quickly -

CHICAGO
583-5167

264ielp Wanted Women

Be A Blom Temporary!

HOTEL

EXPERIENCED
MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

2641elpYibted Women

7

NURSES
ASSISTANT

298 2880

SHARP STENOS:

WOMAN

2811elp Waits! Wane

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC'
Subsidiary of General Telephone 8

arlington Vark towers
Tool

ere 5019oNvong Rd,

Electronics

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois

UNBELIEVABLE?.\

Young Hobby Club
'TALKING GLOBES' EOR

ITIrandropm1110,1 RPM recording

TOP WINNERS IN THIS CON-

that comes with the &kink reproducing the sounds of the earth --

TEST!

By Capp Dick
There), one flower in the ad-

joining pitture thil is different
fromthciothers. If yoo can find it.

sou hOe a chance to win a kit
wish which to make yourself
lim key ea, as a local prim
and an Emyclopaedia Brittanica

DIFFERENCE

thunder. the umans,the heat.

AT BRUNING

rain. the blmuff uf space ships.

ever made It

is

10 inches in

diameter, revolves two ways,
,h000 all countries and 6,400 important places and has 0 timedial.
Perhaps most exciting of all is the

PROGRAMMER
PLANNING CLERK
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

For chance. wino...en-

11114 map dos.: to make a hand,/

The
Folk no Globe" is a
beauty. The oz.., are Sheen in
x black and the various countries
are in bright colon, makirig this
one of the. most colorful glebes

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

educational object that any famit
ly would like to own.

will he proop fun the five neatest
and most origina/ correct none.
entrieX from the cities where this
column is published. Ten laeal

Slim Jim 10, 05 ch include everything ncodetTleather. key post

holder for your keys. These will

Clip out the picture, paste it on
paper, print your namc. age. address and Zip number beneath it,
Decorate the entry in any nest,
original way with points, crayon&

midnight 01 day after iomorrow.
Names of the prrzp 01110000
will he announced here. Their
awards will be sent 00 their homes
bylnail. Judges' decisions will be
Seal. All entries became Cappy

hero

2 ba,

Fon

Dick's properly; Doge will hero.

AFter.SP

TOMORROW: How 900 040
make an imitation bird's not!

41.111110111.111.1.11...e.....em.ww.

.

I

$1095

o RodoT9795

011000 110'

cCmv 47:=01 112Zzr 444zr 1==r7
WE'RE STARTING A HEAT WAVE!
OUR JUNE IN JANUARY SALE IS ON

$795

8;4
I

1968 CHEVROLETS

80 -TO Rent Office Space

New Office Space

New Interviewing Hours

ond .3600r. Center

DICK WICKSTROM

2S4.88S0

Far leose

,61.88S0
scoo

RUNING

speed, Pew' 01,00
6 Heater, White walls.

V00,1S7.Z:tr

2S3 2681

weekdays 74S a.m. to CIS
MO p.m.
mond., Plahis
neon
Saturday 9 o.rn.

1800 West Central Road Mt. Prospect

1

'65 FORD COUNTRYSQUIRE WAGON

834691'91PRIK90 ITOPNO

00 elitelOS. Finally 50011 11 to Cappy Dick,
Midweek Talking
Globe Contest at The Day before

16 -To Rent Houses
2

1,

7e.000 re7:10 Zo00

COD

to

'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
COST CLERK OR TRAINEE
DESIGN ENGINEER

CALL 255-1910

0

li00

(1ST AND THRID SHIFT)

be amrded for the 10 neatest and
must original correct entries from

The Dm area.
When you have decided which
flower is different from the others. color or otherwise mark it.

ON

Des el

plus the "Story of Mr. World.'
told by a famous traveler. The
'Talking Global' is truly en

vy mine Mei win one oftlic 10

wilfbe awarded in each such city.

MAKE THE

the rumblc. 00 earthquako. the
roar of an erupting volcano. the

"Talking Golie" 00 a Miunal
grapd prz, Pp, of these globes

qualifying pH. the SlIot,m kits

'66 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

office 6 wore -

4:1157
555 Irving Park Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

253-5228

Ready to go...l Many to Choose from...
Priced horn

OPEN SUNDAYS

$1 09 5°°

-Balance olfactory War anty Available-

13101Mlaj
S

drawly in:

A121.. 015. INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing

ARNIM
MERV

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

CL 9.4100

C

I

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL '69's IN STOCK

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

BUY NOW AND
EXAMPLE

ON OVER 150

SAVE UP TO
$1200

'

VALIANT DUSTERS
SUPER BIRD
BARRACUDAS

BRAND NEW 1969 CHRYSLER LUXURIOUS NEWPORT
4 Or Vinyl Roof Equip with auto Von, 383 V 8 Power Steering It

NOW

4179

$3278

I.

'

1965 Mercury

968 Dodge Coronet

1967 Chrysler Newport

°

1968 Chrysler 300

1965 FORD

1965 Plymouth 4 Dr. Sedan

°°- '''e"" $995

1968 Plymouth Fury III

COUNTRY SQUIRE

$395°

1968 Dodge Coronet
4 Dr. Sedan

1966 Plymouth Fury II

1962 Chevrolet
Corvette Convert.

1967 Catalina Convertible

1969 Plymouth Fury II

$2495
196$ Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

1967 Buick Wildcat

$999

$99900
1965 Rambler

the First Moon with the Feast

of the Lanterns. On festival
night, people curry lanterns

PMOUTH
LY

tors on the behavior of each

visits.

family during the past year. A
paper ladder is burned with

lies glitter in midnight to pray.

the image maul his ascent and
for seven days his place in the

Gins, ore exchanged such as a
special cake symbolizing pms-

chimney stands vacant while
the house it cleaned Then

WO. gnat's and ps feet.
fruit. candy, toys and

h,k1t4

the TOP drawing card in big cars!
That's right. Buick's on TOP again
in big car sales in all Chicagoland.

11/2 teaspoons soy sauce
1/2 cup sugar

e.

CLOhtD SUNDs.)

ot.

I tablespoon cooking sherry
2 cloves garlic, crushed

*,

41.

Small

swnits" sea

11/4 teaspoons Chinese bead molasses

style

hot

dog

dishes

take the spotlight. The
dishes shown are Hot

'

Mix vinegar, pineapple syrup, pepper, soy sauce.
sugar. sherry, garlic and salt for sweet-sour

Mr.

1'

y.

it.

3 to 4.

ial

968 OPEL KADETT
awnitewall, 4 render whM1

1968 BUICK SKYLARK GRANSPORT

where$2495

gradna

braises. oulamalic woos
so

P'"

$1295

1967 BUICK ELECTRA
door. henry as genet*. power
*done 6 we ewer woe power new
Prmer. brake eareendie nee
exile P.e. radix whirr. camper. we
vinyl me.

Oriental Stuffed Cucumbers and Mandarin Vegetable Salad make a
colorful meal with an exotic flair. Canned pineapple rings and parsley
garnish this platter of stuffed cucumbers prepared in the Kitchens of Chun
King.

$2295

1967 FORD FALCON

$1995

ORIENTAL STUFFED
CUCUMBERS

$1095

$895

1967 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE WAGON

1965 DODGE POLARA

1966 OLDSMOBILE JET STAR

$1395

pow..

B. roam, whiles

595

1967 OLDSMOBILE DELMONT

1967 CHEVROLET CAMARO
Hoalteps 317 V8 eq.* with asio

$1795

.,1,i7,:izEr2i.H.,7:r°':-7:'

"BUICK ON RAND"

Amur* we're TOP henry

Opel inventory, you
con swing on extra big
lip Topper deal now on
in

BUICK

6 bacon strips, cooked and crumb-

scoop out pulp, leaving a shell op-,

OPEL

Mt. Prospect

801 EAST RAND ROAD

ounces each)

Cut cucumbers in half, lengthwise:

MUFICH

* 394-2200

2 tablespoons soya sauce

1 can (43 ounce) Mushroom Chow Mein
I can (3 ounce) Chow Mein Noodles

SAL AD

2 tablespoons soya sauce

2 Chun King packages of any one
of the following, thawed: frozen
chicken chow mein (17 ounces each),
frozen shrimp chow mein (17 ounces
each), frozen sweet and sour pork (16

With sharp knife, cut meal into strips approximately 3" long, 1/2"wide and I /3" thick; in large

1 cup canned lima beans
1 cup canned sliced carrots
1 cup canned cut green beans

frying pan, brown meal in shortening. When

1 can (16 ounces) Chun King bean
sprouts
1 can (5 ounces) Chun King water

strips are well browned, stir in green onions and
soya sauce; cook about 2 minutes. Meanwhile,
separate divider -pale cans of chow mein sauce
and vegetables; drain and rinse vegetables and
set aside. Blend contents of mushroom sauce

chestnuts
1/2

cup prepared ml and Imegar

vs

salad dressing
1 tablespoon soya sauce

can with meat. Turn and garnish with chow

proximately 3/4 -inch thick. (Use pulp
Drain all vegetables slice water
removed for salad.
Place cucumbers in shallow bak- chestnuts and arrange the vege

mein noodles.

Bake in 350 degree oven for 20 minutes or
until heated through Casserole can be com-

ing pan. Crumble fried rice and tables on a serving platter in an at

pletely prepared in advance and refrigerated un-

spoon it into cucumbers; sprinkle tractive manner, chill

(If desired,
soya sauce over fried rice. Spoon unopened cans may be chilled in
the thawed chow mein or sweet and the refrigerator beforehand.) Just
sour pork over rice, Top each filled before serving, stir dressing and
soya sauce together and spoon over
cucumber with crumbled bacon.
Bake in preheated hot oven (400 vegetables. Makes six servings.

each with hot chow mein and replace top.
Makes 6 servings.

4 frozen minute steaks or 1/2 pound top sirloin
2 tablespoons butter or shortening
2 green onions, but in 1 inch pieces

MANDARIN NEGETABI E

can (131/4 ounces) Chun King
fried rice

smooth; do not overbear. Fill 6 heavily greased
custard or muffin cups about 45 full of mixture;
bake 25 minutes. Lower heat to 350'; with tip
of sharp knife, cut tiny slash in each popover to
allow steam to escape. and bake 20 to 25 minutes longer until popovers are golden brown. To
avoid soggy popovers, remove from cups immediately and place on rack until ready to serve.
Meanwhile, heat frozen chicken chow mein in
double boiler or in regular pot over low heat,
breaking frozen blocks to aid thawing. When

MUSHROOM STEAK BAKE

3 large cucumbers

led.

John

Mini -Bede tool

$1395

c, 0

degrees) for 15 to 20 minutes or un
til cucumbers are easily pierced
Makes six serving,

1

2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
Vt teaspoon salt

ready to serve, remove tops of popovers, fill

Vegetable emphasis

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

CHICKEN CHOW MEIN POPOVERS

Heat oven to 450 degrees. In mixing bowl,
stir eggs, milk, flour and salt together until just

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

$2795

and steak

2 packages (17 ounce each) frozen Chun King
Chicken Chow Mein

sauce. Heat. When it begins to boil, add corn starch mixed with miter. Stir until sauce thickens. Add vegetables. franks. pineapple chunks
and bead molasses: stir quickly until sauce
coats all ingredients. Serve over rice. Serves

Cherhood cons 6 4811114er engine wills

N"t

1967 BUICK LESABRE

First iR savings

"Swing American"
this year, as Oriental

Melt butter in skillet; add franks and cook DogChow Mein, and
Sweet 'N Sour Franks.
until lightly browned. Drain on paper tow

BIG TOPPER DEALS NOW IN IFED CARS TOO!

tar too!

1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon water
1 large green pepper, cut in 14nch pieces
./2 cup sliced water chestnuts
1 cup drained pineapple chunks

Hot cooked rice

1968 OLDSMOBILE DELTA "88"

1968 BUICK LESABRE CUSTOM

l

vA

Chow mein

1/2 teaspoon salt

$1795

wilhaPy

the big copper

pre -

SAVINGS

most deal now. Come see the TOP
headliner in big cars -- and get TOP
dollar for your old car too!

Plus Big Tapper Deals on

nem: adding chopsticks is
wish for continuing togeth-

1/4 cup vinegar
1/2 cup pineapple syrup

$2195

Weekeleggs Y ail 9

prepared to make you that TOP

.4

resenting and seasons constitutes
prayer for frutiful.

2 tablespoons butter
1/2 pound frankfurters, cut inch -inch pieces

block East of Cumberland Station

1968 BUICK ELECTRA CUSTOM

Thus the emphasis on the Big Toppers. And the folks sporting the Big
Toppers at John Mufich Buick are

I--

wishing to tmcate. a total of
ten dishes is symbolism
enough. A centerpiece of
fruits. seeds and flower rep-

SWEET SOUR FRANKS

1967 Buick Wildcat

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, Ill Phone 298-4220

1969 BUICK CUSTOM LESABRE

ON RAND", John Mufich Buick holds

chopsticks. But for Americans

Dash pepper

01, 41,

With Buick as featured at "BUICK

hose namber-ten bowls of
vegetables, ten meat, ten
cups of wine and tee pairs of

Swing
American

as its DAY

Big Tonpor.Deal on the Big -1 opper
Car from your Big Topper Dealer!

V

THE DINNER feast syllbonzes an offering to heaven
and -ten becomes the gym -

On Ncw Year's Eve fami-

f, FOOD

/295

"d".""' ""r er-

1995

CHLERRYS

burns incense and the doors of
the home arc scaled with good
luck symbols.

tune to the current year. This
year dog. uggnindiggd M faithfulness. is said to Wee prosperity to any household he

According to legend the
Kitchen God ascends insmoke
for heaven to report to ances-

calendar

1968 "383" V-8 Automatic

1967 MG Roadster Convert.

$1395°°

At-

had a bright paper image of
the Kitchen Gad Meg in the
chimney. On it no printed

brations end an the 15th day of

$2195

$1295°°

1966 Valiant Signet Convertible

DES PLAINES

dating back 2,000 years to the
Hen dynastY.
IN OLD CHINA each home

Chinese New Year festivities
lasted 15 days, the first seven
days Character/ed by visiting
with relatives, the lost eight by
visiting with friends, All cele-

1968 Volkswagen Deluxe Bus

1966 Chevrolet Impala

9795

9995

CHINESE YEARS are
named after animals: the
rooster last year: serpent,
dragon. hare. Pim monkey,
mouse, tiger, ex and next year
the boar. Each year in 12 -year
cycles a different animal
brings a measure of good for-

/595

0.,

$49500

9195

ancient

hour solves the head of the
Dimity lights red Ample

1969 4 Speed V-8 383

1965 Mercury Comet Caliente

$1788

$1095

1965 Rambler Wagon

w" °"' "" 9"*"' $2195

9395

,00hLt,..!;"C,::,2nZT.:,',i

" 1788

1968 4 Speed V-8"383"

1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe.

"'"

"'"

the

,ery es When the ceremonial

the house

"May my rice never buns"
By

9995

"1

will be the meeting of many
Americans of Chinese ancestry Friday. Feb. 6 which
marks the beginning of the
4668th year on the Oriental

calendar...Mx Year of the

A

1967 Chrysler 300

si 495

IX 01-

STATION WAGONS

D

6

1967 Volkswagen 2 Dr Sedan

Gang Hoy Fe Toy or
Happy Chums New Year

; A CHOICE SELECTION OF

SATALITES
FURYS

nsv.m I, is so rsrbrnomous
ly
elms bs the mast, of

and min in a huge parade
headed by I greet dragon the
Food traditions plat a Set
role in this gay sad colorful
month of feasting, a custom

By Nora Naeghlon

ROAD RUNNERS CHRYSLERS

Power firoltes,W/W bees, Undercoat, EM,

WAS

log Hoy Fet Toy"
Celebrate another new year

NEW 1970's

Iv

til 45 minutes before serving Following this
method, top with chow mein noodles Just before

Golden Brown Popovers tilled with savory Chicken Chow Mein and a
hearty Mushroom Steak Bake, blepd the best of two worlds of cooking ...

East and West.

heating, then heat for 30 -45 minutes before
serving.
Makes 4 - 6 servings

CHINESE ALMOND COOKIES
4 cups sifted all-purpose flour

THE DAY
Page 16

Wednesday. January 28, 1970

'a teaspoon baking powder

There's a trip
in your freezer
By Charlotte Eridoson
For those of us who have to
do our traveling vicariously at
this time, here are some Pot-

resian recipes to lift our spivits. They are easy to prepare.
Why not invite someone over
to share it with vont
POLYNESIAN SPARE RIBS

A marvelous entree sufficiently elegant for company.
Actually an ideal dish to serve
when entertaining, as them is
no last minute fussing.
Serve 6
4 pounds leen spare ribs or
baby back nibs, cut In half
I cup commercial barbecue

Mutt

ered, Cover pan with heavyduty foil and return to oven foe
30 minutes.
Lower oven temperature to

300 degrees. sprinkle brown
sugar over the ribs and add
crushed pineapple and pine.
apple chunks,

being careful

not to disturb the glaze. Again
cover with foil and return to a

300 degree oven for 30 minme.

Now add partially thawed

thin

Onatbird cup dark brown

=go
1 8 -ounce can crushed pineapple
1
8 -ounce can pineapple
chunks
Snit and pepper to taste
Preheat oven to 450 de-

greet. Place ribs in a single lay-

ar on a large broiling pan or
baking dish. Salt and pepper
generously, and roast for 15
minutes. Turn ribs with tongs,
lower temperature to 425 dcgrecs, and roast for an additional 15 minutes.
Drain off all grease. If Ohs
have been on a rack, remove
rack and put in the bottom of
baking dish. Lower oven tem
perature
Spread

to

lemon

350
and

degrees.

orange

slices over ale top of ribs. Pour
barbecue sauce over all. maklag sure all theribs c coy-

Combine flour, sugar baking powder and
salt; cut in lard as for pastry. Combine egg, water

oven. Lower oven temperature

and almond extract; add to flour mixture. Mix

to 350 degrees. Bake for 30
minutm. stirring occasionally

well, Knead I minute. Roll into small balls. Place
2 inches apart on ungreased baking sheet. Flatten

Serve with rice.

TO SERVE: Place ribs on
a large platter and garnish
with trait. Pour the remain.
ing sauce over the ribs and
garnish with parsley.

almond. Brush with egg glaze made by combining
the egg yolk with milk. Bake in 375 degree oven
about 12 minutes. Makes 5 dozen cookies.

that is ideal to serve with
Polynesian sweet-saur en
Salad'Ths

a

eeYield:

Serves 4 to 6
2 tablespoons sesame seeds

dish meal with a South Seas

3 ounces pone oil

flavor.
Yield: 6 servings

1 tablespoon vinegar
2 tablespoons soy ouce
45 teaspoon salt
Vs teaspoon freshly ground

6 Ion butterfly pole chops,
about ere -Inch thick
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 8 -ounce can crushed pleat

, cup eider vinegar
M cup Wave sugar, packed

rut into juIcanlienne stsnips09-ounce)

2 tablespoons may sauce

2 tablespoons cornstarch
3 tablespoons water
I package frees pea pods
I 8 -ounce on water ohm,
nun, drained and sliced
I 4 -ounce jar sliced moara
rooms, drained

Preheat oven to 425 &grew. If pork chops are fatty.
cut sway any excess fat on the
outer edges. Arrange park
chops in the bottom of a large
baking dish and sprinkle with
soy sauce. Bake m a 425 -de gree oven for 15 minutes.

Turn pork chops. sprinkle
with too re soy sauce. if nece.

t/4 cup butter
1 medium onion, chopped
I1/2 cups diagonally sliced celery
1 large green pepper, cut in 1 -inch pieces.
% pound frankfurters, cut in 21/2 by 2V4 by

PePPer
3
scallions,

cut finely,
greos and all
I jar (4 -ounce) pimiento,

apple

FRANKFURTER CHOW MEIN

Vs -inch strips
It is said that the toads of Chino are conked with art, served with beauty, eaten with pleasure and
digested in good health. Chinese Chicken meet these requirements an in a meal -in -one di..

Egg
makes

vegetables, drained
I ter (4 -ounce) sliced mush.
rooms
Put the sesame seeds) your

blender and turn on at high

a few seconds.

In your serving bowl combine scallions, pimiento, bean
sprouts and mushroom. Add
minced garlic. Pour vinegar
and oil dressing over all and

2 tablespoons soy sauce
4 teaspoons cornstarch

1 teaspoon soy sauce

The egg is making news!
Two years ago the market

price of eggs was below the
cost of production and many
producers went out of busi-

4 frankfurters

.1 package ,(9 ounce) frozen Italian green beans,
thawed
I can (3 ounce) chow mein noodles, heated

nese. Todey egg prices are the
highest since 1955.

Drain chicken (reserving broth); cut into
small pieces. Add enough water to chicken

Many things have contno-

broth to make I cup; pour into a large skillet or
a top -of -the -range casserole, Add contents of

toss. Chill one hour and serve.

Control of cholesterol
is topic of booklet

I can (5 ounce) water chestnuts, sliced
I cup chicken broth
1 tablespoon cooking sherry

1 can (I4 -ounce or I pound) boned chicken
I envelope French's Spaghetti Sauce Mix
1 cup light cream
2 tablespoons butter or margarine

news

until the seeds are
ground. Add oil, vinegar, soy
speed

tinue twirling at high speed for

I can (1 pound bean sprouts, drained and tin-.
sad with cold water

CHINESE CHICKEN

bean

sprouts or mixed chop sissy

sauce. salt and pepper and con-

1 jar (41/2 ounce) sliced mushrooms, drained

Med to the rise in price. advise
hams economists for Jewel

Food Storm: holiday baking.

sauce.

and fish and. more recently.
the cold weather. which has

beans; cook 5 minutes longer, or until beans are
tender. Serve on bed of noodles.
.6 servings.

and peas.

In saucepan, combine chicken broth, sherry,
soy sauce and cornstarch. Cook over low heat
until thickened. Add to frank mixture and blend
well. Spoon into 2 -quart baking dish,

of casserole. Bake at 350 degrees for 20 minutes

or until hot. Serve over chow mein noodles.

COLD BEER

inerninntion. tor mins or es not
only car to much food. bur ism nut. of Inc
s pri

a

PABST

wrong kind of food.
Referring particularly ., the moo of fats rte
eat, many doctors now recommend Mtn all of us.
including children -modify our dims to cut down

$329

24 - 12 oz. Bottles

on those foods rich in saturated fat and chola.,
of and cat mom of those rich in polyunsaturated
fah Medical evidence suggests that heart tniuhle
may have hs routs early in life. underlinio rho
importance of establishing good eating habits
early in life.
This low -saturated -fat diet is the subject of a
48 -page booklet, 7113ietary Control

Chute.,

until seal is tender. Stir occaskinally. Bland sett-

ticality on the range and decorative appeal at the table.

ter into flour. Gradolly stir into setare. Reek
stirring, until thickened. Add miner cook five

change lists for greater variety end dozens of de.
licious recipes. Menus are provided at three dif-

SPAGHETTI WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE

ferent calorie levels and all recipes include the
number of calories per sowing.

Two glamorous main dishes from -Dieters
Control of Cholesterol- are Veal Scallopmc end

Spaghetti with Mushroom Sauce gisen hem.
More than 75 recipes are included for coupe.
vegetables, salads. dressings. sauces. sandwich..

minutes longer.
Contains 395 calories and saves One.

3 tablespoons margarine
I guy sliced mushrooms
One-third cup minced onion
1 close garlic, minced
1 ean 11 pound) tomatoes
I Can 16 ounces) tomato paste

rim water
1 tablmpon sugar

desserts and breads All are prepared with FM
sMhmann'sMargarine. Pleischomn. is rearm

I teaspoon salt

mended for low.senuated-fat meals because it is
made with corn oil, over half of which is in liquid
form. While most vegetable oils arc beneficial in
a low.saturated-fat diet, scientific studies over a
10.year period show that none is more effective
than corn oil in lowering cholmterol.

M tospoon basil lava

Obtain your free copy by writing -Dietary
Control of Cholesterol." Fleischmann's Marg.
rine, P.O. Box 36F, Mount Vernon. New York
10559.

VEAL SCALLOPINE.

M tem.. snug.. 1.1,5
, te=low pepper

I package IS °enc.) spaghetti, cooked aecording to package Mee.=
Melt margarine in large saucepan. Add mush -

rooms, on on and garlic, saute until tender. Stir
in tomato., tomato paste, water, sugar. salt, bay
M.E. basil, oregano and pepper. Simmer gently
for two hours. Serve over prepared spaghetti.
Contains 220 calories and serves six.

PRESIDENTIAL

99c

6

NO DEPOSIT
BOTTLES

$3 98

color."
He said that there I. another
type of homemaker who does

not want to coordinate cookware strictly with kitchen style

'''rte

41c

100 Proof
Liqueur

Sparkling Champagne

From

manned Liebfraomilch

Case of 12
Fifth $31.95

$298

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

69c

46c

$399F.fth

BRANDY

10 YEAR OLD

J.W. Dant
Charcoal Filtered
Whiskey

FULL $1 1 9
QUART

ska

rrrea

18c

3 For

28c
59c

5,);.,z

,01/20)
BO

RI

25`

uz

29c
31c

55`ag

23

GOOD THRU
FEB. 4th

CRACKIN' GOOD

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Rump
Roast

Choc. Chip
Cookies

;.'?

woz

ciaraip,,,, PK G

25c

C....ii.REG PRICE 330

19

$259
Rh, Fifth

$299

DEL MONTE CRUSHED

Fifth

59c

El

IMI

1=1

ICI

IIMI

ow

'INS

imui

11=1

11111

1

111.111

- ICEBERG
4 -lead Lettuce

31c

"" 38c
35c
42c
34c
24c

CRISP

Pkg

7,r or
Pkg.

20 oz.

Applesauce

Jar

STOKELY

16 oz

Fruit Cocktail
CHERRY VALLEY -LIGHT
Sweet Cherries
Apricots
KADOTE - TREE
Ripe Figs
DEL MONTE
Fruits for Salad

Can
11b.

Can
Can

co

.3/4Con

38 c

15c
9P
29c

22

LARGE
24 SIZE

,

.C1

jutci R

;;;),' EACH

Anjou

gJFig
"G uice
REALEMON

Lemon Juice
Tang
BREAKFAST DRINK

Jar

Lo c

Fruit Punch
Tomato Juice
Prune Juice
HEART'S DELIGHT
Pear Nectar
Carrot Juice

12"
Can

10C

2
4;1';

33 05:c

RED RIPE

TRW,
OF 4

Strawberries 38r,Sio0

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewel!
COMPLETE 27-vocursa Sir

4,7rOt7

Col

Qou 1100E

VOL. 3

ig 99

I
Encyclopedia ONLY
VOLUME NO 1 AVAILABLE FOR 49'

12 oz.

Can
15 oz.
Can

Chili Beans
GREEN GIANT -SLICED
Green Beans
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Navy Beans

oz.
Can

8 IS

151/2 oz.

Can

19'

19c

14c
10c

GOOD THRU
FEB. 4th
JEWEL FROZEN

Cheese
Pizza

FULLY INFORMATIVE

THE ILLUSTRATED

17c

Can

BROOKS - HOT

1"\

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

Columbia

12 ez

EVEREADY

SUPER STAINLESS

REG. PRICE 79'

elar LIDears

REALFRUNE

Ns

FEB. 4th

FULL GALLON

34c
1:. 32c
217 29c
1r 52c
88c
7.°,f

LIBBY S

GOOD THRU

Sweet
Wines

19C

Bva

[or,

CHERRY

hoes

10

$269

Pineapple
DEL MONTE- SLICED
Bartlett Pears

LB

I

Bas

83: oz.
con

Elbertas

PLUS PLATINUM

citz=10
$10 50

242949:

41.111:z

Pao"u"ry

Produce Market!

PeeledARCHWY-WHOLE

DRY 80 PROOF

Ch.

French Dressing

49c45Eitl

MOTTS -LOW CAL

!Ai*

$149 Fifth

INVITE THE

BLUE NUN TO DINNER

43c

MILANI-1890

LB

2,43,liz

Pie Filling

California

kitchen design. This new patwith a white design, white ceramic interiors and Stainless
steel trim.

Sirloin
Steak

tar

$100
FOR I

Rice A Roni

80 Proof

GINorVODKA

is styled in matte black

A

Tapioca

Fifth

TAB & FRESCA
6-16 oz
T.A Bottles
Reg 99e

)0,

Dills

KLEENEX

GOLDENeu

BRUT COLD DUCK

and mood. She will turn to patterns like new Savorywarc that
flatter and complement any
tern

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

bar 34c

MINUTE

want the delicate blue pattern

ern. she can select a decoralor

-

lE l'kRAiRN

It reflects

on white fun.] M a Bloc Xle0sal design: if it s strictly mod.

Lb

FEB. 4th

THANK YOU -PEACH

sur Fifth

49 c

32 oz

Tomato Catsup
Hot
AJKKOMAN
Soy Sauce
Ma' Sauce
ALICE ROWEL
Famous
Dressing
MIRACLE FRENCH
Dressing

LB.

87c

Con

Nestles Morsels

said,

Dutch, German or even Early
American heritage. she may

t. 45c

MILK CHOCOLATE

119

WHISKEY

'She'll consider
or
vibrant solid color that
thatwill set

fiesta mood, if

Jar

Ground Round

21/4 oz

Jor

DEL MONTE

FRESHLY GROUND

Can

Cooking Oil
Vanilla Extract

WALDECH

"If her kitchen creates the

warmth of Spain." he

:Kosher

55`
")". 25`

o

12 pa

ER

Tor

CRISCO

Imported
CANADIAN

NOW

go9 $159 Sparkling

Mom's every dcaire and also

meet her demand, for prac-

23c
56c
36c
68c

J6 oar

Pt.

Relish

Pepperoncini
VLASIC
Kosher Dills

2 b.

28 ox.
Jor

'3we'Teet

SAFIE- IMPORT

l'iiv.-39c
JELLO-MIX
Cheese Cake Mix 117' 46c

There are cookware pat-

Cover and cook over lots heat 30 minutes. or

t

sfiilecK'ake Mix

SR3e.2.9 $319

Fifth
$298

Imported Italian

live ceramic cookware :and a
division of Lisk-Savory Corp.

J

28c
34c
33c

tar

-I

1 95:3

-1 la,Mrs'

-

terns and solid colors available
today, he says. to satisfy

er recently introduced by Fleisehmann's Ala,
Sarin. It includes the background facts twhat is
the lowsaturated.fat diet who is itit for. how do
you plan 1111 as well as model
with ex-

$3
69
Reg

accessonemg. with p...aliir

Melt margarine in skillet..Brown veal end
mushrooms in marcarine Add chicken bouillon.
onion. parsley garlic. oregano, salt and pepper.

SCOTCH

the emphasis is now on ki hen

Stamping Co.. a pionce-n
the development of deser,-

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Boutique Bath Tissue 2'4,%
Facial Tissue 0",%,
YOUR
Jumbo Rolls iion
Dinner Napkins m.CHOICE

1):113'oli t$ 3 69

Imparted

Heinz Relish

DEL MONTE - SLICED

I

It's not summate then that

teaspoons oregano leaves
I teaspoon salt
Generous dash pepper
Ks cup outer
2 toblespoons flour
2 mblesuoora dry Mate wine

'207,'

Mxiaz

Pitted Olives
Ripe Olives

January 28, 29th, 30 5 31st.

BLUE RIBBON

efficient kitchens. 1000 1,1111111
that they he pretty.

I

Pkg.

WYANDOTTE-SLICED

PHONE 255-7000

24-12 oz. Bottles

food preparation. dicing and
recreation. While they ,k

attention directed
ware. according
E.
!cohere, of Cnacil

co.

69c

SAFIE

-

SALE DATES

Today Amnon imme
makers demand that kitchens
be erchitonuralls
ail, Actiii
and provide segaraie ergo for

subject of moat concern Iodic A crape American

Water Chestnuts
LAWRY S -CHILI
Seasoning Mix
ROYAL PRINCE
Stuffed Cabbage
BANQUET
Boned Chicken
LIPTON
Baronet
rape Jelly
SMUCKERS -APPLE
Mint Jelly
AUNT JANE S
Import Onions
PETER PAN -CRUNCHY
Peanut Butter
JEWEL MAID
Honey
Snack Peppers

HAMBURGER

store. So visit Jewel and see if you don't agree:
the savings ARE great)

1". 8c

ONUS SPECIAL

tomes look in kitchens and
"in" is the decor...al look

on malnutrition as well as in emeriti.. The

CHUN KING

Serves 4.

"Oar" is the sterile. mono.

ly with publication of results of various studies

-to,-

Rt. 83 .4 Camp McDonald Road
3 Se. Elmhurst, Prospect Hots.

Plus Deposit

31ablmpoons margarine
145 pounds the veal cutlets, cut in piece
YE pound fresh mushrooms, sliced
I cup chicken houiloon
1s cup chopped onion
I mlilespnion chopped parsley
1 large Hove garlic, minced

Bacos

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

No Extra Charge

"Miracle Prices"

couse, you'll continuo to take advantage of
low,r low "Miracle Prices" throughout the

Can

HEIGHTSaftow, LIOUORS

.

Nutrition has been very much in I he news late-

Hurry in and see for yourself - there's
a storeful of values for you at Jewel! You'll find
great savings on U.S.D.A. Choice beef, for example, this week in Jewel's Butcher Shop. And

you'll enjoy exciting bargains on fresh fruits

-

WYANDOTTE- MAMMOTH RIPE

Slit each end of 4 franks into 6 strips, about
I1/2 -inches long. Brown lightly in I tablespoon
butter until ends curl slightly. Arrange on top

,4811,21E. I

GOOD THRU

OLD MILWAUKEE

Glamorize
your kitchen

Two glamorous min Mho from the ken bold= eDletary Control of Cholesterol" are Veal
Sollopine and Speghetti with Mailroom Since.

VAN CAMP

iggelptgatatlf:

some of these nutriof
nts
in differot combinat ions:

chestnuts.

Heat to boiling, stirring constantly. Reduce
heat and simmer 5 minutes. Add chicken and

HOWEVER, because ggs
contribute protein. vitamins A
and C. riboflavin, calcium,
phosphorous
iron. theystill
represent excellent value
for the money spot. There are
several ecommi.1 foods that
cottap cheese. and whole milk.
whole grain bread, iron.cip
riched cereal; and breads, peanut butter. lentils. dried henna

ry, green pepper and frank strips. Cook over
medium heat for 5 minutes, stirring frequently.
Stir in mushrooms, bean sprouts and water

sauce mix envelope. cream butter, and soy

which decreased the egg supply,
homemakers selecting
eggs for meat substitutes because of higher costs of meat
hampered transporting eggs to
market.

In skillet, melt l/.1 cup butter; add onion, cele-

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

and vegetables in Jewel's Produce Market. Of

SWEET

1 tablespoon butter
Chow mein noodles

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

tings Are

Like These!

to about 3/8 -inch thickness. Top each with an

BEAN SPROUT SALAD
is an easy and simple

The

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

1 egg yolk
2 tablespoons milk

pea pods, sliced water chestnuts and mushrooms. Stir all
the ingredients and return to

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Jewel's Shelves

I tablespon water
I teaspoon French's Almond Extract
Blanced whole almonds

sugar and soy sauce. Dissolve
cornstarch in water and add.

Here is the ever -popular one

45 Bermuda onion, diced

1 teaspoon salt
11/2 cups lard
1 egg, beaten

nary. Then return to oven for
additional 10 minutes. Now
add pineapple, vinegar, brown

HAWAIIAN PORK CHOPS

1 lemon, diced
I orange, sliced

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

11/2 cups sugar

Cold, cool wor!d

5 1 29 =,
spa

AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE
ood

;At *Sausage & Cheese Pizza
Each $149
REG PRICE $1 69

See for Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be CO See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

THEME

Tie AFTER TEST AFTER TEST PROVES SAVINGS AT EAGLE!
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Turnabout is fare play
Most recipes sera a par-

What Tatham pepper sauce

ticuler menu purpose either as
a family dish or as a splendid

does for Liver Stroganoff. it

company specialty. But Liver
SUoganoff leads a double life.
Made with beef liver, it's a deliMus, economical and highly

well. To add new flair and fine
flavor to steak or chops, for in-.

notritioos family meal. With

pepper sauce into the surface.

as fancy a (Leh a
calf liner, iEs as

for a dinner

om could
party.

condo for other Finial dishes as

!Woe, sprinkle with salt end
rub a few drops of Tabasco

fashion.

Either way, itN

easy
as

to

make. Onions and
go into the skillet, cook AndreserVe. Strips of hoer are tossed

in lour, quickly cooked and
with the onions.
mushrooms, sour cream and
seasoning. Add bacon, scree
over broad noodlesdotted with
parsley and there you have a
splendid treat translated from
the Russian. The classic Raucombined

4 taMespeons flour, divided

I cup milk
Vs teaspoon Tabasco pepper

.oce
M teaspoon powdered dried
thyme
M teaspoon salt

The Liver Stroganoff is virRally a meal in a dish. requir-

Fry bacon until crap. Romove front skillet and drain off

all but 4 lahlmpoons of the
drippings. Add onions and
mushroom, cool: until tender.

gear

ing little else on the way of oeconnamirrient. Servo with a

Remove and reserve.
Tom lima and 3 tablespoons

crisp tossed .1, and hoe rolls
and that's all you need for the

flour until liar strips are well

,.., Eagle
.inZthe sh

main course. For the fa.

five to seven minute.. stirring

.

meal or for A company din

,

Liver Stroganoff will turn up
again and again as a menu
t

sian version is rnade with beef,

LIVER STROGANOFF

but the ingredients do beauorally with liver, Mo.
Imo the sour cream sauce
goes Tabasco pepper mum,
the liquid red pepper season

M pound sliced bacon
2 onions, sliced

M pound nnehrooms,
diced

2 monds beef or calf liver,

coated. Add to skillet and cook
frequenaly.

'

Add onion and

moshrthens. Blend remaining
I tablespoon flour with milk,
Tabasco thyme and sob.
Add to liver mixture: cook,

stirring comantly. until mix conthickens and comes to

Stroganoff is a turnabout dish. Made with beef
liver, it is a delicious, economical family meal.

hod. Stir in sour cream: hest

Intl do ,not boil. Nerve with
parsIcyal noodles and crisp
bacon Mica. Slakes six serving

fine enough for your fanciest

With calf liver, it
dinner party.

eagle

`Start' your own
braid and butter snacks or

rut warm

ly has enjoyed the delightful

giant sirs,' hamburgers and
sandwiches.

obtains it, 11111,111: taste from
add ,l1.4 and is common to
the West because it was the
',toff of life" fru the gold

miners in California and

Alaska.

home. the miners monad

by

pself-popenkning Manure of
ost. flour and water. When
hex.
nai stare was first

prepared. it was left en-

ner.

emad to capture wild yeast
which was tough enough to

FOOD EIXPORS who oall

Chicago- i

tive director of the organizelion.

The contest
enthusiastic

attracted
attention from
has

consumers, food and cooking
specialist. and press and radio
personalitic.. 11 was one of the
arcking promodonal
by the chain that
that
won the coveted national

Brand Name Retailer -0(4[ Year award.
Lebow said that entry forms

and instruaions will be available al all Famous Liquor
Stores. Any person over the
age of 21 is eligible to submit
an original recipe using a cordial or
rte tar's preparation.
Qualified judges then wide.lea 10 finalists to compete in a
-cook.off," the highlight of
the March A event, which will

Establishment
serves Hippies

.lippie-slyie.'

was c

on

Christian

:my believe that a steam
herd Io obtain. Actually. it

cero: J. Castaldo. 1429 'la...,
Chicago: Bud Schwarat
7339 Madison. Form
P. Castaldo. 11)5 Roos,,olt.
Lomhord; L. Tionoi. 17117
Rand Rd., Arlington Heights.
and J. Hill:hem, 159 Lincoln
Hwy., DeKalb.

can be male quick's. 0nd easi-

ly with the aid of

Valuable awards will In given to the finalists. tripped by

I

Sourdough bread played an important part in Ilse history of the California and Alaskan mold.
gelds. Moen onesonescarried n ill] them a special pot of Neuter". which
the help of an electric blender.

can be made easily with

...%,.%..4111111111k,d

you

thy a while

110,1,

Liver"" 7'55'

Beef Stew

Dairy feta

,..,.

tom, preheat co 4111
degrees. Make rhogotm

Lady Lee Butter I... 77' Grapelade

Fryer Thighs

Spreads

>64' Grape Jelly

LITTLE FRIEI) BANBURY TARTS

sory. Large cans, or perhaps '
metal pan which seams ready.

after using some of the starter.

slashes along hums, about
inches aeon. preferably wail

Bread:

I cup wane eeter
I package active dry yawl

-i max blade so dough doe

nt fa 11. Bak. 40 to 51
inmute:,

until crust

2 etc:Gunnels gilt

medium -dark brown. (And 0

1's en, Nourdnugh ,tarIvr

rack.

1

simmer 15 mint,. Cool.

uncooked of course.

Prepare pie crust mix at directed on package.
oohs quarter at a 11110, to lk -inch thickness. Cu? in four -inch circles. Place

pie" should re.
Mae one untenil-a spoon.for
Each

moisten edges with milk-, press together with Hour, lims of
Rork. Fru in shallow fat or oil (two inches deep) heated to 375

4

degrees For about 10 minutes, or until golden brown. Drain on

inch individual steaks ond as many as 15
boneless rolled bredmour...0 IS, nye Every.

thing ;the pill weak

'4 85'
frozen foods

Tomato
Catsup

37'

Grape Juice

Green Beans

22`

so.

Cheese Spread

95' Marmalade

r°,:,' 37'

Prune Juice

Cheeserrxerr

93` Preserves'',..7 34'

Cream Cheese

'.:.;

I": 49'

Soft Margarine

',,.°

II' Peanut Butter

Inclteaudes

slosh to IN..

bpansks,

beet Badeteln (mamma

v

Cereal
TOMYVALENINE

INV INICE

Brach's
Chocolates

Lysol Spray

Flakes

HALF CATTLE HIND QUART

820

Oxydol
Detergent

Dreft
Detergent

Ivory
Liquid

Tide

XK

Ine Bold

,.

er Detergent
101,MAZINC.1-01ENE,

JOy

J & B FREEZER MEATS
15 W. Busse Mt. Prospect

29'

Orange Juice

18'

Mac. & Cheese
11101 WKS Me gssele D an

43'
15'

311

570

11"

Coffee

120

Detergent

6 Salvo
Tablets

i Ms.

'

Broccoli

U.S. NO.

1

(DUALITY - NORTHERN GROWN

Russet

sl"

860
i214

in

fresh produce items, to the exotic and the unusual, Eagle's Produce Department brings you a
fine selection of fresh, healthful fruits and veg
etahles at a sayings! Compare quality ond coo
on your family's favorites!

farm

Liquid

79° CDheeteerrgent

$276

,

Detergent -P441

82c
ISO

AUTOMATICDISXWAS11.5

Cascade

Chips Ahoy

- iRESN SELECTED QUALITY

Bananas

.110

We Discount Everything

980

66°

Creme Eggs

Brach's Hearts

97'

avp_t

04 55'
66°

kola 8 Beauty Ms
Pepsodent
Scope

.' 68'

88'

Perfussin 8-liour1'F $1i5

Duality, Courtesy And Service! Plastic Strips

Detergent

just

" 68e

68'

iOi;;;s7iicShampoo:99'

Gain

Detergent

Chocolates

'37°"

0-4,110,1 Smn

Dash
FOP

Brach's Hearts

SIZE A

Golden

33'

Cohn 'Candies

Creme Eggs nit

Potatoes
v

. 22'

Brussels Sprouts ',°, 24`

616';'&iie
From the seasonal and the everyday

Coffee

Duz

unusual paw r

!ensnare pernetinnel allowance

STORE MOORS: Mon.-Thors. 9 A.M.-8 P.M. / Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

50 to 180 lb. overage
ALL AGED TO PLEASE YOU

In: 23' WfieOtir`ead

Beverages

:cVEASYTOUSE.5,13

Snow

4.9t1b

340

'= 21'

Sauerkraut

Instant Coffee

Thrill nln
Liquid

Ivory
to 10 Day Delivery

Rice Pilaff

fresh

$110

73'

25'

25°

beef. 28 re 35 lbs. gross weighs,

LOIN END

Green iieU;s

ii;,;;;i4i;.---

WI& Bread

?3'

Tomatoes

:,' 41' Grapefruit Juice

78' ;e;;;;''' ''''''''

lam

0:54'

" °' 88' iPir'Mch

29' Peanut Butter

Ivory

MEATS WITH A REPUTATION

LEFT --Little Fried Banbury Tarts make
,nnty, delicious "linger food" for any occasion.

"7:-39' Bacoe

h",: 73'

.

20'

69' 179c

Expressomyle coffee can be.

simukated by boiling normal,
proportiom of coffee and was
ler in a saucepan, then staining through a dishtowel. Cola
served in coffee mugs will

I.': 790

Grade A
Fryers

Bacon

39'

"A"cr 63' Bacon

Eagle

PAN

72` IP;;;;;;"

Large igg;

Chocolate Chips 'Z 41'

300 to 320 lbs

550 All Meat Wieners'.: 69'

790

IeeOnsii;OnkSI;.::: 35'

bid yyo know.01, when you ourchove a side of
beef at the 1 6 6
Meets, Hind and Fore
Quarter, 62t lb., you can get or many os 0

absorbent paper. Makes about 31/2 to 4 dozen.

78'

8*

32'

WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!

one tablespoon apple mixture on each pastry circle, fold over;

X.,.

99' All

Bacon

Bartlett Pears

Why ay Alots

egg, beaten

2 packages pie :net sin
Combine first live ingredients: bring 10 a boil; loWer heat

stalks and cabbage leants

48

Armour Star

Chops

7.7 38'

COMING MOVE

M cup sugar

fur 11w Jo oh collector, can be al
catch-all serving dish for
whole fresh carrots, celery.

79 Bologna

I4ACURF LE5351141-,

Pork

23°

Italian Cheese

WATCHIFOR OUR

USOA

EiOiciiui;"'

Del Meets Products

38'

'-,

Longhorn Cheese or 59' Peanut Butter

',.:11010E

a

WI MIME

Fruit Cocktail

Ice Cream

mote

2 maples, cored, pared and chopped
1 cup raisins
1 lemon, juice and grated peel

and heated as long as acces-

Turkey

ofI

bring the flavor

ly with Sourdough. Its

PE

L

Ground
Beef

190

"'"T'69' ii;Si;i1;c;ise

Meat:;28,v Fryer Wings

Preserves

a warn
plot for 11.3 hours or Unti
Joubled in hulk. Put shallow
of water on lower shel

a

FryersevfD

Beef

I.ct rise again in

and water

11" Best of

880

halal a cornmeal.

clithsweloth. for Ilse or six
hours. until
bubbles. then
zover tightly an refrikerate.

IB

limes sticky. then knmslunti
satiny. about
minmes
Shope .1,1,1)
larg
round ur 2 long oval loaves.
Sprinkle cornmeal on ungreas
eel cookie diem and plan

starter.) Let

stand, covered with
Always add

Rib Steak"a,re:ra

Beef Short Ribs 7739' ir'ie; Breasts

ering of the little p(01110s when They am eaten together.

earthy entrees. Open cans can.
be wl directly into boiling sea -

the hr pickings

to the

11" Pork Chops

:

Steak

of the Old NW at to your fami-

delight. Good hot or cold, They' re rosily re -healed in the oven
for a second occasion. ibe bland. mellow texture and flavor of
cream chum complements the spicy mansess and crisp cov-

individual serving vessels for
snip. hearts. stew or other'

Follow

m consistency boo, adsmoh

Rib Eye Steak a"

lamd. work in about

.aveng baked bread

Dainty. delicious "finger food." perfect for snuck serving,
thew link Banbury tarts fresh from the frying kettle are a

Clean and -peel" tin arts to
replace dishes. Cans become

with plenty of chilled fruits
and American blue cheese..

Illse Osteriscr blenderg
floor and setter to

r.

1010r 79'

ife-eisiO`O;i7.-s1"Snare Rtbs

hulk

I
cup
111011 flour until dough is nu

labbspoont sugar

Banbury tarts
are dainty
finger food

erator of letkovers.

ansusc the young.: set.

Stir. poor off as

881 P;;Vite;isc "'"

V.7

790

turn dough on. flourea

w ater to remainin

it

11

0

mplenists .1.

hide for ridding the refrig-

tables or tearing French bread:

ckaric

Once the fint beach is comp] e led it can he easily

served in a jovial spirt. may do
wonders Ice the generation
gap. And
s Ma perfect ye.

art proper I, eating vege-

.

blunder.

meal.

the entire meal, which can be
served on a tarpaulin. Hand.

ding

iono hy the

been haunted Mum through
the year, a nil sum mople

Famous executives include: N
Barham. 91115 Roosmclt.

the grand champion.

vise until double
ahom II g hours.
la

then add equal pant of flour

prized pos.,

There arr many stories
about storms which hovc

for mummer.

glamorous Rotchford Travel
Hawaiian Vacation fur two for

a

much m recipe requima. used

aox

Steak

rui sing well until smooth
Cover box I with a dam
eel. hCi a wean plow and

fitting eosur and refrigerate.

andstarte

IOW Mgr

Rib Roast

TheseArelustifew Of Ow Everyday !whet Prices!

Swiss

help the nom mix into liquid
When nti nue b smooth. bill
into a howl, and graduall :al
212 01, rid warnining fledr

Stir two or time times. After
48 hours cover with a tightuse:

LOW PRICE

flour. Use or rubber spatula 10

:nisi, bowl. coy., with

posing
to wild fl:i111 ill the
sp'Starters" were carried it
ecial pots ond considered
.

Brothers wines and Dam.
chest co rdials

nailed by adding

miners who
earned the
nickname of ',sourdoughs."

The cook -off will he the Dm -

tore of a full day of %Mullr
netinges

mixture was used, it

flour an, ...atm and main ex-

Sun -Times. and Mary Solaro.
Chicago Today.

If your teens and predeens
seam pre -occupied with the
glories of hippiedom, why not
join them?
A

As th

108

50

Torn control to Ili

Ithent1). remove cover and
gradually odd II, oups of ih

until smooth. Pour into a 2.qt.

'fo

Robert Brooks, lies Conway
Show. N'GehlIci Ruth Ellen
Church, Chicago Tribune:
Isabel Dogois. ('hicagt Doily
News: Camille lilke. Chicago

and

ud.

Queried blender container.
miser and process at lo (Mi xl
cheesecloth. and leave in

Steak

.OBLE/

Standing

TBone
rc s Steak
$

van and addsti rhea.i ors
ono, until thoroughly mi

Murree
2 cups mum water
envelope active dry yeast
cups flour

survive all kinds of weather.

land's Famous Liquor Surat emva av Pedltew ore; Ed..,
Sunday, March a - at Stouffer's'
Oakbrook Inn, it was an.;
flounced by Joe Lebow, execs-;

SOURDOUGH BREAD

Pot all ingredients duo
dud, their long Rips

ymst.

OWPelOf

Sirloin

4 1.1.

Roast

Nugar and tall into Osteriser
Header container cover an
prows, m Lo (Stir( until yeas?
o
dissolved. Remove fthffeT

Sounlough bthad. Sourdough

determine the grand prise

Chuck

Sall Francisco inure than

sperience uf tasaing

HAVE YOU PUT US TO TOE TESTS

siOSEOMMENI
,e

5 esquadl-purpose flour

To insure a supply of bread

year

II Iceecbilll These results have been the same
'n the private price comparison testa which new
.10010 c
rs,,have made grid told us about:, e mason Why -we think these tests' e.. good idea is
that tie
,,,isiith:iiidiVrirogol haniemaker I
d Out Where' she pays least for theset of 100ceil4s.ci
mfood products Which she 2044:1$ each werigs. So if yqu'relin doubt
:About "where
yourpliiio., supermarket needs cost leo4rinVestigate wiTK$ortur own' comparison t
simply price,
the total :Pill'fir;yddr normal,
Prder,prlagle and at on oemore other su
rkets, and comcv..
pare the. ttifiiii. We invite price
ri;ker. oils because we're
fident that when ifs all added up 010,,,the checkstand, your total super
.
Will be loWer at Ea e! ---

.41MinialliMMSPROMi,

addo .o.nmhiag special to

Anyone who Ilan maks) 10

Set date
for wine
cooking contest

sCCIltiVe

*a

sea Prices
sistently turn
I
-.Phis we conduct ourselveS, cl$,we

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKET

sourdough bread

America's original wine or
cordial cooking mitten will be.
staged for the third con-,

6,,

.

.

cut Into strips

ing.

eidy Food BIM

I cup sour cream

Roasts, stews and amanitas
may he reeled in the same

ore

Up TO 15% AM

when you serve liver

820

ash

AM,

HouraAfter Hour 'a. 87'

392.9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS
Y OF AGRICULTURE

M

:

Prices Are Discounted Except on Fru, Traded and Government Controlled Penn

HANOVER PARK

'IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO.

1559 IRVING PARK RD.

Better Mea
SHORT RIBS

Oetp

Page 20

OUT OUR WAY
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

CO 1011 REALIZE 11-1/31"

5

26 Spanish Movie

Bremen

EDO

POF NDLIE
THE GREAT.R,"

2

congs Ev,it,tAtA

5

'1:4VTI'vt'ELTETL'.

II To Save Tomesrow

Bullets at Baltimore.

LOOKING AT }DU psi (egg
TNE,,,,,ET SPoiLE

game mond a young
honeymEner to lose
his life.

The Bulls vs. the

TONIGHT

MIL -1-10N5 06 E0P2E ARE

News
News
News

7

MC A LIT,E. LET, OvER FOR
/4,05! =ME 11,11-1,1,
IT,
-D.,: a.sows
COJ,
6TAY SUM EIEN .5.12,E0 7.0
YHE coon-DIARE47sr

7:30
Beverly
billies

Shove

led has his hands

boy and girl who are
about lo he married

in

32

opera are performed

Shorty from running

interat in the 'SUE

Great Musk

by the Denver Lyric

out on Elverna on

Theater.
26 Spanish News

their wedding day.
7 Room 222

side world."
7 Engelke -a Hume
perdincli Show

32 The Mmtsters

Pete Dixon's sta.
dents Richic and la-

Editorial
Quiz

Part 2. Rey. Rag.
Back Owens and land, a dashikiavear,
Roy Clark welcome .ing minister, an: Loretta Lynn and
par. to preach a the
2

Merle Haggard.
The

5

IonYheinla

An agent

32 Truth or Con -

Comments

scheme.

Today and Tomor-

POO

Danny

Thomas

Guests

arc

Bob

Hope. Carol ChanDeg, Juliet Provo.,

will

Bela Cartwright_

of the News

5

Music Hall
Eddy Arnold is
host
to
Florente
He
Sid Cea

J2

sar and Sacha

2

and

7

26 Big Play

JhnnyCoth

Show

Glen

7:00

Horoscope

7

Eddie% Father

Mrs. Livingston
quits her ph when

I egaJmrr ROSCOE

FOR THURSDAY

VER TO SHOW YOU

she realiees Torn is

wHAT 4Ie FOLKS GAVE

AQUARIUS Min. 21 - Feb.

1.11M

Campbell.
Antes and

Nancy

Farm Forum

7

1:00
Perspectives

10:30

Mery Griffin

TEMPLE
ORANGES

an unlucky ship.

Tonight Show

Dick

1130

Coven

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Mediation

9

Five Minutes to

Show
1:55

Movie

le

2:00

Rosen in 18103 stars

9:00

Hawaii Five -0
A dishonest poker

t

r

Mordant

3:15

and

Jan Carradine.
II Interface

Live By

WASHINGTON -RED
FANCY

A

DELICIOUS /8

Mg
:oz

APPLES

100 SIZE

Tomato

4,tans 100

CATSUP

Antoines

4 ttrsz ro

Bans

MORTY MEEKLE
Ass't.

hest. however.

Yellow Cling

211 Don't allow personal amhitioa
y
invn or anyone
else's - to stand in the way

Quaker State

-

PEACHES

of group eflXm and achievement.

GEMINI May 22

-

June

Sliced

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

211 You have a definite gift for
making others happy: employ

another.

40.0

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

F Granular

es your way

a

recent failure on someone else.
Learn by doing the wank over

LIBRA Moot. 24 - Oct. 2.1
Have an alternate plan hand
should things pa wrong wit
the one now in operation. Ex
can't afford to he idle.
SCORPIO 10c1. 24 - Nov
221 Eyes and oars open
and In this way you should ec

able lo discover in atIVWIN.,
what the opposition has i

5 Snow runner
8 Carrying mail
dsnow by

R7911011 CO

900 ELM,
LITTLE LADS

12 Geniis of
maples

PULLBACK?:
SECOND Ba-SG3.,.

13

Metal

14 According to
15 Guillemot
genus

"4 -

16 Spiritlike
18 Arctic plain
Epic poetry
21 Adjective

suffix
22 Jewish letter
23 Acclaim
26 Arikaran

CAPTAIN EASY
D YOU KAT
EDEN, NOr TO

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23

TI2

Dec. 221 A day when you may
easily become discouraged
Things miry move faster

/MP FIND 0,
ITTV IF,

CAPRICORN (Der. 23

Jan. 20) Vol wild he of
taking two lit Arent count,'

,

/

Wien today Expand your ste.
Raines to include newcomer
the field.
mom

CAMPUS CLATTER

ARE YOU 0,0

snd PAYE SW WORO,
0,1A'AM! ZUT DINY NOT
TELL
um.
.PL,
RIGHT NAME AP LACE

yu feel you can keep up with
hut younitot try.

Indian

`,011R MIND EASY
HIS MAY
A
TRAP:

27 Camel's hair

cloth

irK.0

6.*
PI

464

r

"Z'

4,4:
```T

r

30 Spoiled child
31 Fastener
32 Insect
33 Rapid current
of water
34 Torrid
35 Salt tree
36 Be under

obligation

Al

37 Table scrap
38 Hare resin
39 Unusual

'

(Latin)
41 Bad (comb.

form)

TORNADO
IIMMEI ARE YOU SAVING

"Mtn KAM FOR HE? THAN..!

torn

onto

lewd

odm

1012

adorn

trod

Ward

darn
oor

ram
root
rondo

darn
dart

rod

drat

donor

road

55 Pig genus
56 Remnant

DOWN

og -2

AND 113111214

mind_ Act accordingls.

Answers to
Hideaword

o I LL

Snow

LEOLEO (July 24 -Aog. 23IThc

today may norbe precisely
what you had ill mind - hut
army on You.
it promiE,
VIRGO (Aug. 24 Sept. 23)
Don't give .10 the inclination
to put the resEnsihility lie a

Stems

rya Goya get 0490.

ma amass:

NO,

gooaal

{CART LET YOU CRASH
Tina LINE; LOOK AT ALL
0,116.1 WHO HAVE
BEEN WAITING! ITS HOT
FAIRS YOU -YOU'RE

A CROAT!

THAT JUST DOESTO
51.10W VOL, HOW WWI 1
NEED THIS COURSE!

42 Saws

44 Untie'
ON TO

ETHICS

48 Endless

50 Elbe tributary
51 Arabian
protectorate
52 Fish ova

53 Proportion

(Latin)

54Nearlyill

1 Sea mile

(Austral.)

2 Unbleached
3 Blood vemel

4 Emit light ray
5 Rob

A

T

Pieces

70

ON MEW.

NE

I. C
AA AS
MB
PE

Heil Bel MeC

7,5 la,

PEAS S CARROTS 16 -oz.

A

R 8 SS

EN

A A IP
A
SE
e 0'1! 5
BAD
DA
ES
ATES a o S 74
SERE El N TRET
eRs-r E A 455E.
O

PARTY EV

6 Outfit
7 Intrinsic
8 Tahitian

4 Bird's c op
25 Mangle
6 Turmoi
rootstocks
28 Island off
9 Huge animals
Java
10 Winglike
29 Sun disk
processes
31 Pithy
11 Man, for
expression
example
rnakers

17 Fencing word 12 Criminal
(nap)
19 Rodent
23 Spanish river 37 Soviet city

CHEESE SLICES

4L-990

and

Answer to Previous Futile

CANCER Iliine
- July
231 Karp clear of argument_
Even 0 slight rift with another

Mat

Cans

American

12 -oz.

or

Pkg.

Parkeri
CAKE DONUTS

SWEET PEAS 17 -oz.

4

38 Operated

Three

cansro

Varieties
12 -in

SAVE 15c

4013 pity
41 Thinks
42 Fi st man
(Bib.)

DRINK
49 =1°
f

BSI

GOLDEN
CORN
Cream Style or Whole Kernel

3pkgsro i

Pkg.
SAVE 20c

DETERGENT
49 -oz.
Pkg.

4513 nube

tr butary

PILLSBURY

SAVE 15c
REGULAR
LIPTON

NESCAFE

p2s

THRU JANUARY 31, iten

Jar

I

WITH THIS
COUPON AND

WITH THIS
COUPON AND

SWAN

ANY PURCHASE

ANY PURCHASE

LIQUID DETERGENT
491
Pt. 6 -ex.

At any Chicago Division
RIP stare thru
January 31, 1970

Al oily Chicago Division

1

Size
WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE

THRU JANUARY 31,1970

SAVE 20c

amm mom ammo
ma= omm
ammo= ©moo©®

MARGARINE

98,

!;''

SAVE 20c

Ammo mom ammo
Ammo ammommom
ammo
ammo=
Jul ammo
ammo mom muu
ammo mom ammo
ammo amm ammo

FLEISCHMANN

TEA BAGS

SAVE 15c

NM= MN mom

SELF RISING FLOUR

74,

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION MO STORE

46 Musical note
(Greek)
47 Haul
49 French coin

700

Cans

SURF

43P destal part

17

I

Pineapple Grapefruit

Mel 0 Bit

MUSHROOMS

2,_...700

Halvesl

h. A day for forgetting about
yourself and cooperating with

could cause serious setback to
your prEent plans.

Net Into

Flavors

May

TAURUS lApril 21

LB

flaNBOW

CUT

GREEN BEANS

4

-

Point

BEEF BRISKR,,at Co`, 99c Lb.!

FLORIDA

Show
7

19'

Movie

wide rescue operations to rant and
mac sufferers aboard

mooners

T h e Kentuckian."Spirited West-

2

Super Right-Corned

-i yhilEf BONES

700

BELdePARK FRANKS 1P -ki 197

Super

"If Every Guy in
die World." World-

The Honey -

II Your

Worth
32 Big Valley

News

9

9

Dollar's

9

EEK & MEEK

You can get along without
them but things will he more
difficult that way.
ARIES March 22 April

.

LB.

UP 35c lb.

CHIPPED BEEF 4,1 i';*

1419 CHUCK ROAST

BONELESS HAMS

Burt Lancoder.Wal-

wife.
9 Pro Baskelholl

Right

1,05

Marty Ratak..

too conaortNe and
not looking for

OR. HIS

191 Handle money with care at
this time:111LE are days when
you could easily he perstiadial
to go over your head.
PISCES 1Feh. 211
March
211 Social contacts are hnportarn to your success today.

201 Don't he surprised to find
that tha harden of practical decisions does not sit well urn
your shoulders today. Do your

The Courtship of

3,,g. BONELESS

26 A Black's View

5

Guests include

BUGS BUNNY

7
9
I TV College Pre.
view

I Love Lucy
32 Today's Racing
Sem

)our

5

10,00
News
News
News
News

Long.

6:55

5

12:35

Dun% Watch Out:.
Juliet Mills, Richard

32 Of

Super

CUT
CUT

Ham,Turkey,Corned Beef or

Super Right

12:30

26 Arturo Mendoza
32 Debbie Drake

ionne Warwick.
Tim Conway. Marionic Lord and An-

9

In 1:taiggo Showid

Looks at Yesterday,

Nanny sand Be
You

5

5;30
2

if
Da You if

Super Right-Fresh

small

9:25

32

on,
39u

1.

town. Dorothy Gish,
LLloyd Bridges, Ern-

Paul Hervey

funeral of Jonah.

out to undermine the
Wyoming 'anthers
in
land grab

7

a

FOUR LEGGED FRYERS nil, I LEG QUARTERS OR
.-, oR DOUBLE BREASTED OM, BREAST QUARTERS

--

sequenca

an

Protewar
'The

in

FRESH, WHOLE, 2 To 3 -LB. AIR

. ,.......

et,

est Borgnino.

2

YOIDOgD

Mears

26 Boulevard Artistic°
32 News

Eastern combine sets

0,4.0 PO.KO5!

.........._ t-

Documentary -style
film deals with Is.
but relations pro.

Perry Mason
11 World Press

9

Feather

,

Mode
"Whistle at Sloe

Falls."

er and Elke Sommer.26

against smog.

6:30
Hee-Haw

2

Georgia Brown, Arte
Johnson. Roger Mill -

En undertake their
own TV campaign

100

12:011

G u e s 1 s include

II Bird of the iron

.0.100 DODO. OF THE

11:35
Paintings-.

when he excites their

2

WORL11-0

11:30

32 News Final

crisis Inc an Amish

full

Conran,

6:25

50M0THIPMABODCHIAT!OSI,WHAT
IN THE WOR1,0 WILL I WEAR b
MU5M0031:5 INISTER005 ACFAffe?

32 Man in a Suitcase

uniotentionally cIVAles a

keeping

Gaetano

.1H66n11-1"OFASEI I MUSPDO

26 Luis Codes Ur -

Then Came

Hal-

2

II Don Pasquale
from
Excerpts

ROBIN MALONE

Liquid crystals are
studied.

Bronson

n MR Van Dyke

5A065

WPM. 011ARK,IIINK WHAT" MIRE
20,140/10E OuRAOLAIRATIVILLPAILA

Are Made Wit -Super-Right Meats!

s

SAVE 20c

39c

WITH THIS
COUPON AND
ANY PURCHASE
At any Chicago Division
ASP store thru
January 31, 1070

ASP store Ihro

January 31, 1970

5. -01

49,

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE

THRU JANUARY 311970

SAVE 10c
SAVE 12c
SUN COUNTRY

AIR FRESHENER
9s-,.1

59c

WITH T1115 COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ASP STORE
1111111 JANUARY 31,1970

SAVE 15c

PRICES EFFECTIVE IN CHICAGO DIVISION A&P STORES THRU JAN.31,1970

SAVE 12c

lie
a Heowe
Plaid®Stamp gifts Hom

ammommam ammo
ammo amm ammo
mom amm OMME
54

Products PrOhlblitd by State Law exempt from Mid Stamp otter.

rely

ARLINGTON HTS.

V

1818 N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main,St.

DES PLAINES

ELK GROVE

815 Lee St.

Devon 8 Torrise Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
58

ARLINGTON HTS.

BARRINGTON

1601 W. Campbell

300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

THE DAY
Wednesdayaanuary, 28 1970

Psis 52

Henkes, Warriors stun Proviso West, 55-54

Saucy,

thrifty
fair

SALE DATES

1300 NORTHWEST HWY.
PALATINE, ILLINOIS
Located in Zayre Store

AYE

Wednesday, 28 to
Saturday, 31

Open 9 to 9

Here's a dream of a creamy

main dish that makes a won-

der.' warm lunch or supper
in minutes while pampering

The Maine

So many good things go into
this hearty hot ombo. The
unique flavor of the sauce

of dairy sour cream in

onion and savory cooked ham.

SIRLOIN
STEAK

Under the saucy topping is

corn bread. Use corn bread
mix or prepare your own.
To serve. split pieces of corn

breed and smother with ham
Add a vegetable or salad,
and you have ell the keys 10
good nutrition for meal plan-

ning
HAM 'PP CORN BREAD
I 'atrium (10 ounce) can

U.S.

Mead mix

, cue Ha stick) Miner
cup chopped green pep Per

so cup chopped onion
3 tablespoons regular allpurpose flour
teaspoon salt
va teaspoon dry mustard

2 rues milk

CHOICE

inside lane marker. So, instead
of notching a ball in the event,
Proviso
all three Races

and set the stage for the mile
relay showdown.

eat

Tender Baby Beef

LIVER

TIP ROAST

lb.

Foam temperature

FRESH FRYERS

Bake non bread according
to package directions. In
two -quart saumpan melt but-

staring constantly. until thrckened Cook two additional

Corn Bread Makes an unusually delicious and thrifty meal.

Savor) sauce made tangy with sour Cream teams up with corn bread.

minutes. Remove from heat
and air in sour cream. Serve
over corn bread. cut and split

Choice

m half. Malta six servings.

A new twist to humoreggs a
M misin bread is a Many idea
Simply add bits of green onion

and green potter to the well
seasoned ham and egg rids-

., I'll. mound onto het.
tery raisin bread mod

Penner
so

for

breakfast

ON RAISIN TOAST
6 eggs

I 2 leanpuun sall

s teaspoon pepper
Butter
13 slices robin bread

getting

it

cuts ot nical. Women who

make an art or tooth modem
and Minor, Min 0
11111,

to help ..otse

them landly's nutrition rued,
IN: protein. II sitamins and
alincrals

Main are 1101 stored

prepare panially or totally in
admme. Snacks suitable Mr a
luncheon group or to he used

In keeping with the lairreill

hem Mr anything relating to
the terrestrial. mall. filled
sandwiches sac le cut and
decorated op top with Mod
miming oith signs dills.. Adi,. this adds a demo:Mos alp

Ground

CHILI MEAT.... lb. 55c

a

1

mot 'Specials" if you don't
already have a file of economy
twines. look for good ideas on
nevApaper and magarine food
Pages

Whether you select sirloin
or stew. you're getting it pad
buy in protein. The money
spent on the high quality prin
twin of mot is an invontment in

the health and vigor of your
family.

Vs -ounce ton chldtm

spread
tablespoon
1

I

PeanutOrange Muffins deserve u special place in fall

sPREA1/ 0(11.1_S

piccalilli

tablquian

mayonnaise
1 tabirspoons chopped pus ley

Inblespoons chopped cucumber
I herd.cnoked ean. chapped
ta teaspoon seasoned salt
14 to In tiny rolls
Combine 011 Ingredients ex -

min rolls. eholL Slim rolls in
half horigontally. Partially
hcdlow out rolls to make room

BONUS

menus. Orange flavored and
dolled with chopped peanuts
them quick 'it easy muffins are
pure pleasure right from their
pancake mix beginning. Top
gach little muffin with a bit of

and

breads

up baking as well as for light.

tender. beam. panoko.le
a package!

Crenberry-orange
reloh
give mincemeat cemktes a tan.

gy Raver.. Combine 1114ounce) tar of eranberry-orange
relish. I in -ounce, package of

'

mincemeat and grated rind of
I lemon;.k until filling is
very thickcCool
Prepare 2 packages of pre
crust rnix as label directs. Rol/
half of pastry on lightly
flourml board and cut into 36
I

2 1, ;inch)

rounds.

Place

rounds on interceded cookie

rounds with One.inch hole in
the center of each.

Place rounds over filling:
prew top and haulms edges to-

A light summertime luncheon favorite is Me omelet. To
glamorize this nutritious egg
dbh. add crumbles of tangy

400utes degree oven 12 to 15 min
.

-

kl
Maine Wont heavyweight Keith Royal puts every miare
streogIll behind shot put effort yesterdm at Proviso West. Royal
won the competition with a heave of 46-11, and his teammates
went on to Mr. the Panthers. 45.44, in the 13.1 event.

Hersey jayvees
bounce Conant
Herses's

soar

and pepper. and one teaspoon
chopped chives. Pour the egg

1 egg, beaten

mixture into a buttered skillet

1 cup milk
2 tablespoons melted or liq-

set over low heat. Cook slowly.

uid shorteni,

teaspoon grated orange

P.I

i/2 oai. 77

NOODLE SOUP

54c

CAKE MIXES

26c
64c

PANCAKE MIX
or.

7 95

14 es

1.19

OIL

13.50

2 tablespoons orange mar-

As the underside becomes
set. tip pan slightly, lifting the

14.05

54c

SKIPPY CREAMY PEANUT BUTTER 10..

EMI

KRAFT STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

airs staviid dniy orie pine all
Underezitad

about

Makes 12 muffins

Hot oven to 425 degrees.
Combine pancake mix and
sugar in bowl. kir in peanuts.
Add egg, milk:ahortening and

cook.

When

mem barely
two

aopect's pace hy

'I I.

'11%

Mark

with eight and Phil Mitchel

at the Prospect lieldhouse
o
game that will prohably decide

respectively.

one

t

;aided eight and live homds.
Hers, is line pressing defense held the Cougars to only

BONUS

set.

of one mother. Bill

Little League
registrations
be held on twodays. this Satur.
Paddock
day and Feb.14.
3 p.m. in the lobby of Paddock

4I I

register fnighty me between the

ght and IS. Contact
Jack Shrivcr as 358-3880 for
further information.
ages of

6112 Oz. $ 7 1
,

1,

9

e,

9,

9 6 9, 99,9

1,

99

LONG JUMP:

Instead of making individnal omeleh fm agouti, make

reasons."

In a surprise mid -se

his

successor

is

I.

Greg

1.1

tional championship to be hold
next weekend in St. Paul. Ska-

turn Mr the worse Sattiolay

overtake the Hoffman Estat

morning as the young K racists

club.

ai-

wore the victim du SO-SOdeeision at the hands of the host

ter! from as far away m

timiu and New York mob:ionic in this meet to test the

a

need outside pipesto

ACCORDING RI Knight

notified to compete in the Na-

behind

Imam: -

tionals this year. Tom Grum

read, Conant. The Knights

one point lead in the fourth

competition.

The Mount Pooped Skat-

ing Club has

six

members

over tae mmits isereme

Fremd

The defeat left the ?noon: Mrs with a 5-2 Mid.Suburban
League acv rd. two full games

sudden

undefeated

WAS

continued his education
Culver -Stockton College

John J. Clouser, principal of
the Park Ridge school praised
Brothers' mtntrilanion. saying. "We accept Mr. Brothers'
resignation with regret. He is a
leader in his Odd
as a

Demon history as his first -year

mender of our combing staff
has provided outstanding se,
dee to thc ming people of our

rs won 12 mines in a row
adore losing their first game.
this point
the they are en-

school district. Lao will
to his wishes.of course.
hate to lose him."

gaged in a

onacced

c

for the confer ence championship.

The young mentor learniAl
of the promotion yesterday ag

WHILE THE former Quin-

ternoon, just before he took

JUMP:

I

111-616:

Packard

2

Steve Greeter,
Breen; 3. Andy
Monahan; 5.
4

lioNd to pull thing.. .other

Canton. 5510. where he was
called upon to perform at both
guard and fonvard.
Upon graduation In loth5,

and come out with a winning
sound half. Eat familiar withN,
the persounRi. a, the change
won't
that great. We use the
same Culver (Stockton) pro-

du: new Demon hod coach
taught school for two years in

teins with the freshman. so

the Arlington Heights junior
high system befiire coining to
Maine Mot in

0,o, do onr hest and get ready

7In

his
year at the Park
McClelland
Ridge
school.

served as msistant

in:shunt,

khkethall coach. during his
second year he assisted the

lth

5. Ac

T.o:n:;:AKRrpapait:Dh.ALIHipodt2d I ' Garybid)

Blitz;'8..75 2'4 2(.,,,DK)a:n:d:racVndenf.;.

Dierks, 6-7; 3. Dykstra, 5-9;
1-LAP RUN: 1. Larson. 211:
i 2. Dierks; 3. Dykstre;

Skocynsik, 7.4; 3. Mei Greg

wit; 1 -LAP RACE: I. Acton.

' 11,

'

4. Kennedy ; 5. LumPP:

iren 1.111110 Procia, Wt
Wont this

Friday Mr their find lest
lb: new coach.

house.

hang

Con Manning had iliac while

He added that the hat t

Grant Petersen threw in seven
in Me 11Vii, cause. Knight

contingent 'Outplayed and
heal" Prospect.
Enand led
the end of the

opening manse. 17.12. 'They
increased their lead to ILL 31.
21, at the Imlf. The visitors fi
molly started to jell in period

three and had chipped the
Fremd lead down tosix.46-10.

the conclusion of period

at

three.

Prospc t

overtook the

Elk Gnsvc, on a, way to a
fine swimming S.M.. gal 1110.
nentarily sidetrackal when St.
Patrick swamped the Limns diem 56-39. in a non -confer-

Vikings.

The

burger

Mike

Keane

paced

the

200 -yard

buttefils and the 4110 -yard 10 lay 10010 of Massey. Mike Col.

labor, Mike Bachus and Bob
Jacobson,
Second -place linishen

freestyle,

Toler in

individual medley.
Pat Slassey in the 100 -yard

,..,

charges, who
tied with Prospect for second
two will
meet Saturday M a game that
will decide who, if anyone, can

Freon can Matta doh. Maul.

Huskies by pulling down I;,

while we ion have to for

and

had much left at the end. The
two teams were bed, 45-45, at
the end of regulation play, but
the
Cougars stored seven

.princeto only four for the
Huskies in the overtime to

wrap is up
,Ch.yon.a.nt

be had," said Glover. 'They're

beat, bull, thirditomeone like

teammate John
added seven 'bounds.

Rolla

Prager "
to Glover, and neither leant

In spot: of the great height
advantage hold by Comml.
Hermy mitrebounded the winners by a 35-29 numbs. Jeff
Kneel

led the way foe the

Saturday

mornin

when

ii

travels to Hersey. Both of
carry 5-5 marks going into the
game and the loser on snipe,
league championship. Starting

CLARKE was the

scoring
JOINleader Mr Hersey with
13 points, closely followed by
Kona with 11 and Phil Tarrant
with 10.
The game was close all the
way, with Hersey holding a 20.
23 cad at halftime and Conant
up by one after three quarters.
But in the end, the Cougar size
proved to be too much.
"If we ever go up against a
team dues our sire or small -

add Glover of hit laugh

Ian shore arm .tIseylb in

THE GRENADIERS. um
meet is ut Niles West itt 2 p.m.
Saturday. Their next Slid.Sub-

urban League mat is at home
against league -leading Arlington at 4;30 Tuesday.

MEET RESULTS

the

and Cliff Schlak in
the 400yard freestyle.
Finish:no third for the Grethe

nadiers were Spencer Huebner
in the 200 -yard
freestyle.

Schlak m the Ill. Jacobson in
yard freestyle, Scott Mania in
diving. Bill Purcell ,itt the
breaststroke and Callahan SO

200 -YARD MEDLEY RELAY: I. SrPatusk, 2 Elk
Grove

200 -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Finnegan, SP: 2. Retard.
SP: 3. Huebner. ED: 200.

YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY: I. Toler. EG: 2. Eggert.
SP: 2. Schlak, EG.

the backstroke.

Cougars edge Huskies in OT
,

second -place

status will he nineon the line

time for the important match
is II 1.10

butterfly, Bachus in the It

termine the permanent amen.
sor for the departing Brothers.

She conference for Bruce (2110-

the

was the only other Knight in
dorm,.
doishle figures with

the 50 -yard freestyle and 100 -

U.,-,,`Ttob:',,,,ta,'hr,"'%d

aid

tertaining :tny thoughts of

Si Patrick swimmen finished fint in eight of the 11
events Saturday. leaving only

ELK GROVES only winnen were Dave Toler in the

Everybody on both sides
Mewed his heart out, atoording

Prospeces

to

Knight point -makers with 15.
Prospect center Jack Brink

M diving. Mike Kinn in the

completton of Me
year. Maim officials will de-

gel this one and go out and gem

with a halfslomn and Keane
pulled Mown lioe. Said

Knight rebound..

home pool.

more conference rivals before the mart of 0110 state tour.

,o,,,,,,

(WE THE. hoards. Petersen
and Reindl shared top honors
.eight.
both finishing
with eight. Brink followed
lopped oft four

ence num in the Shamrocks'

was gimn his first full responsibility as brad freshman

-n. ,,,,,,,,

holler with a deuce.

way through the final section.
but the lead switchml hands
once again. reverting back to
sounded with the home team
up by Arco 59-56.

hy

Brian Bergen utth Ms. Andy
Bina with five and Bill Weln.

rampaging Front aped mid-

for
Elk Grove vmm Pat Dunning

AFTER DIE Prodso game.
McClelland will face five

gave it all they had 0., on

scoring was rounded

St. Pat's dunks Grove

sophomore tutor. and this year

Ltutsppe

2.

Tom Kraemer:

fir the state tournamen"
NI:Clelland will bring his

Ridge field -

three firms for Elk Grom. Grenadier coach Phil Pardon mid
he was "disappointed" by his
tom and added that "they just
weren't up for the nest."

beach Conant hut they finally
fell, 52-49, in overtime to the
Cougars m a Mid -Suburban

3. Dave Aclon,4.

I.

the huge Par

the season. McClelland said he

challenge with an outstanding

SOYARD DASH: I. Ok/

LONG JUMP:

him.

in

HE RESPONDED to the

II YEAR °MS
.---.d

creditable performance under
the present trying condithms.
klaine may have the youngest
.chin ti;r area as a fixture in

Upon

poll;

Sandberg

number one spot with lem than
a
full year of resnorsible
coaching experieno hehind

balking forward the rest of

mane, am couldn't

the

If McClelland can turn in

coech.

Sittegynski: 4. Krainelr, 5.
Krause(: 1 -LAP RUN:
I.
Krainch, 19.6: 2. Larson: 3.
Morava; 4, Skosynski; 5. Lip.

Dave

re-

an

LONG JUMP: I. Paul Lam
son. 10-5461 2. Lippold: 3.

Monahan, 7.5: 2. Mark Sullivan: 3. Buh Arlen: 4. Jack
Breen; 5. Tim Bergs; LONG

resignation was

sealed, wm moved into the
MCCLELLAND

est competition in the &de in
the West Suburban Confer.
owe with a sophomore cotter
and two juniors in their start ing lineup.
McClelland hail hen in the
midst of one of the mow sue
emend fro& se
in Blue

50 -YARD DASH: 1. George
Larson, 7.7; 2. Danny Dyksirs; 3, Jim Dierks; LONG
9-0;

High soph.

mentor Hank Szymanski. his
team just let the Vikings
too fa in front Saturday...We
were down by I 1 at one point
though wc managed to take a

have been meeting the strong.

1161 Ti". W... and Dana

Larson,

Vike soph cagers nip Knights
ference title hopes suffered

freshman coach Paul McClel-

Y9

I.

In the backstretch of the mile run. Provo West's Al Letterer eyes Maine, Steve Johnson to
steep track of his position. Letterer went on to win the race Mine Johnson settled for third. Behind
the leaders is Warrior Tom [Montesano (Photos be J. Alan Cook

still ham one game with the
Cougart left on the schedule.

replaced on an interim basis hy

Berge; 1 -LAP MN: I. Mone2. McAmor 3. Sullivan:
1-1AP RUN: I. Dierks. 24.9.. han, 20.7; 2. Sullivan; 3. As len; 4. Breen; 5. Greeter:
2. McAvoy;3. Sullivan;
Omelet,

JUMP:

(cols clam

12n7Spizel

raised to she Hermihal. Mo..Quincy. III.. emu, playing his
prep basketball as a &lard fir
Hannihal High School. Ile

10 YEAR OLDS

O

Boys

onnom basketball Ice anis con-

faxed with the extremely difficult task of taking tom a
ohich is in the early stages of
devoloolocal 24 the Demon.

9,11

,

Intermediate

hoe

GREAT LAKES
open is a warmorp for the n

THE

Am MOndity. Bruce Brothers.
sketball coach of
hod CaOC
High School subMaine
mitted his resignation and was

B YEAR OLDS

of

cheese in the center. Then fold
the omelet and serve.

cy High School All-AnwriCan
is stepping down "Mr personal

By Huh Hellerman

SONARD DASH: I. Tbn

Dierks. 6.11111 2. Matthew
gill McAvoy:
Sullivan; 3
50.YARD DASH: I. Dierks,

9F

mile oven.. Jonland tel meet
records in the Ilme.qtruncr

club.

Brothers vacates ME cage post

9 YEAR OLD,

6-7 YEAR OLDS

Cm,ue good only no Warehouse Mod Mons

1'I

two.

mile races mdfinishml second
in the one sixth -mile and hall -

season, and when Brothers'

This soupon expires Jon. 31

t, 931,

The Panthers swept the 880.

DPPD midget track news

2 lb. TIN

OFF

the quartet of Henkes. 'rim
the clock because of a Pnwiso

land,

Registration for the Pala.
tine South Little League will

COFFEE

10c

BEER

crumbled American blue

one large omelet.

five

Palatine South

mixture
sprinkle

tablespoons

within

DPPD MIDGET
'TRACK MEET

SCHLITZ

Conn

scoring fourth period.
The gams was won by Hersey with an extremely balscore

tittle of 4:41.11.

Watkins. 'Tom Zahmske and
Scott Klan: raced only against

first half the Conoco like
their hosts, broke horse and al
must stopped Hersey in a wild -

starters
pointa

and one -mile rams.

advantage at the intermission.

7111 IS 18 MI
N
I ,5 20 46

the imr-day weekend.
winning calor and coming in
sceond in the other two. He
won the quarter mita. Moa-

ing. Senior Steve Johnson had

'Eke Warriors had an easy
time in the 880.yard relay as

SCORE. BY QUARTERS

Gary Muted in six everm

mar. mile. mile and

Intake the back sot to both Al
Letterer and Csiry kleschler of
Proviso in the mile with his

irr Mesons this year endurethe

Clam will he reprosotm1 by
Outland. Bobby Knight and
Tote Tenancy. '1 he Chilis
lone girl qualifier is Barham
Westlake in the Intermediate

SOPII SF:NSATION. John
St. John rail fora p honors m
race:' according la
lobst in the two-mile rim in x
sub iitazinute 9:51.4 clock-

Ipoints in the entire first half
and three in the sauna quar.
ter. The Huskies held a 17.11

Hersey

anced Mack that am all five

and 7.4.

to midwl class competitors

Class
class

ate West Allis. Wis. Skating

with ropective times of 7.8

11.

nah and Rich Vehe um the top

out-

younaest malifien from the

hy Tom

market.. 1Sillowed
O'Connell with

'a 9

'I 54.

TOTALS: Maine
West 55. Proviso West, 54.

1970

competitor. won his
championship lam weekend in
the Great Lakes Open SIcet

over

Huskie rehounder with 12.
and O'Connell and Ludwigsen

m. so
in icesan

1)el

Club's
Skating
standing Inierniediale

to place in the hurdle events

ing in league plat arool only
mice overall, will tangle with
the Knights this Friday night

IWO

merchant

Gary Jutland. Mount Prin.
pcia

lend, igsen vas high with 12

BISNEOICT WAS the top

6.45

6.70

880 -YARD RUN, I. Ruben.
PW, 1:57.5; 2. Edges:omit,

Jonland skates to
Great Lakes crown

Club.

who have lost only A. Wheel-

Any boy living in Me Palaline area south Pb the North.
western Railroad tracks car

Co

P/1RTS

h0 -yard high end low hurdles.
Hansen woo the only Mahan:

with seem.

'ERE TE.AMS split last year

Ike Warriors had built up
their 55 -point total by racing
to nine Otto in Me 11 morns.
double winner of the meet in
breaking the tape in both the

urban Leagur mune.

in

rine time ot Argo plus.

Hansen was the Warriors' only

Immlianl with 10. Jim Quads

the conference chmipitenhip.

pturing the Mug rice.

hoe in the 50 -yard Mob in a

Senior speed

winning a elose mimes, with
Conant. 511.M. in a klid-Suls

SPECIAL

cranked eggs so that uncooked
and

roundhal.

School.

Gal.

It '1 '1. ID 1

4140

7 15

PLEDGE

MAZOLA

6.15

Co

CLEANSER

LEMON

3.90

Reg.

CARNATION COFFEE MATE
COMET

5.35

HILLS BROS. or FOLGER'S

portion can now underneath

maAde

mese,:

RESULTS

To make a gournel omelet
for yourself or guests. use one
blespoon milk. a dash of salt

gether with :he tines of a fork.

Brush with milk and sprinkle
with sugar. Bake in pmbeated

PILLSBURY

14c Ill
16c 7.50

FLOUR

PILLSBURY ASST.

SHERBERT
SWIRL

Ft -Tom 25c '57 7.'5'

CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN

the race.

1111: yext1111 mentor was ro-

Thei Huskies didn't have an
easy lime of it :onto C011ant.
however. After a km -scoring

PRICES

VEGETABLE SOUP

CAMPBELL'S

PILLSBURY 5 LB.

SPECIAL

- DAY - LOW -

ALPO DOG FOOD

.

2 cups pancake mix

cup

try and cut M 36 15.sinchl

to w

American blue cheese.

PEANUT.ORANGE
MUFFINS

So cup chapped peanuts

sheets. Place about I tablespoon of filling on each round:
hrnsh Me edges of dough with
water. Roll out remaining:pas-

45'

ROYAL

egg per servinp Beat in one ta-

For the cookie jar

1/2 Gal.

EVERY

Personalize
an omelet

Put your favorite pancake

magic fm

ROOT BEER

BONUS

20 minutes.

.

mix to work Tor you. for hurry -

LOWER BY THE "UNIT"

c

ke, MW, 5.6 plus; 2. Matusek.
PW. 5.7; 3 Watkins, MN'. 5.11;

tra. Even Icilmt admitted Om
Ills ine was running 011 guts
alone when he broke the tape

some

STILL LOWER BY THE CASE

111/11

orange peel, stirring only until
combined. Fill greased muffin
cups threcatuartem full. Place
68 teaspoon orange marmalade in center of each muffin.
Bake in preheated oven 15 to

-frosting"..perfect for brunch

or WM.

APPLES abtg 45'

SPECIAL

spreading. Makes about two
cum spread.

orange marmalade before baking for a sparkling. res.

RED DELICIOUS

2.

4:27.71

January 20,

soinehow loured something ex-

Al Kintdo's junior Huskiel.

bag

DAD'S

Muffin magic

party.

SATT1RY CHICKEN

bargain prims.
lots

ner

Proviso., anchorman

ea

lightly Dried small Aai pan
151i-by34ty-2-inch)
shape
on
serving dish. cover and
chill well or overnight. Unmold if in loaf pan, serve with
crackers

101b. msr

PW.

Meschler, Pw, 4:38.9; 3.1ohnson, MW.

Page 23

podied even with Henkes during we race. but in them!. the
dark-haired Warrior senior

match. Kintgle suys hisr has
have been morning lion a Lw

well blended. Pack 11110

Cup chopped green part-

POTATOES

qualification; POLE VAULT:

50.YARD DASH: 1.

Letterer,

Wednesday

le. w to the trio that Henkes
hml alicady turned in a dey's

IDAHO

NIGH HURDLES: I. Hansen,
MW
Pultonak. psi,.

plaec honors in the
two-mile run in a time of
10:56.11 while teammate Dan
Ward picke
ml up a third in the
81111 -yard
in 2:14.6.

when he grablvd the baton for
the final two lam.

87 C

SSo

till West, 3:33.3; 60 -YARD

Holm. MW,

55.9; 60.YARD LOW HUE DI -ES: I. Hmscn, MW. 7.4;2.
Venctucci, PW, 7,, 3. Puke rak, PW, 7.8, MILE RUN: 1.

Proviso came back during

1.09
63c

I.

2. Pro-

400 -YARD DASH: I. Wilholt, PW, 57Y; 2. Mattock,
PW, 506; 3. LaRocca. PW.

the next half mile. however. to

should

2 Mblesponne memo
Combine all ingredients

16

cup butter, softened
cup chopped dill pickle

t4

A stivorIi chicken prod or

same hod,.hoilding n

Watch your Mod ads

to

nem

spicy deviled snood aro Into
chilled overnight to allow the

that gum' rneat flavor at

14

gory.

plied daily in the Mods you eat.

Mit all meat mat tains. and you

Makes

lb. 88`

ROUND

senior

the

Adams, PW,

Mtn Long paned in to

cut the margin to th e
where Henkes had a shapdooint
w

Economy Whole

lb 78c

second

a a,

ib

Ground

2 tablespoons mimed onion

I

mixture.
servings

SPICY DEVILED SPREAD
2 4, -ounce cans deviled

to

The cheaper mits lime the

for tilling. Fill each with about
tablespoon chicken spread

as inn d'ileion, lie this Cul,

in the Imes in any mpteciahle
amount aid should he sup-

get

CHUCK

dims. Brush top dim with
melted butter, if desired. Carefully cut in half and serve two
or three halm per Inman.
Makes four to sea servings.

B. eggs lightly. Add on -

moot cal home. A top want
hy young w ism is for recipes to

with the more thrifty

0/11/1111,11,11

Toast and butter raisin
bread. Spoon egg mixture
evenly onto 6 slices raisin

toast. Cover with remaining

nn. morn pepper. ham. milk.
salt and pepper. Melt 2 table.
spoons butter in skillet. Add

tOurdes tend to anieopin

ohs most out 01 your
by

Ground

Snacks you can
make in advance

Mind
the
budget
food dollar

still moist.

pole rault event,

1

B4

conipetition.

LUY

lb.

lb 55`

BEEF

Cook just until eggs are set but

on enp milk

bra nch.

Gee

cup rho,ed cooked

ham

or

WESTERN HAM la EGGS

Ground

with spoon as mixturc
sem. Do nol stir constantly.

high hurd

7.72.:01.fi;

in the

came hurdleo lanai

Mike Pruitt walked off with
the top two positions in
al the

MILE RELAY:

18-11;

PW. 45-015:3.

Stanek,
PW. 5411 2. Pick, NOV, 541; 3.
Sminicky, PW, .5-4: ISO.
YARD RELAY: I. Maine
West. 1:36.0; 2. PW. dis-

kale second and
Nonvick finishal
Mini A the
hurdles with
times of 9.3 while Matins

lANG JUMP: 1. Duff,
MW, 20-8.; 2. fiornein, PW,
19-1146, 3. Zabroske MW.
Maine West. 3:32.8;

II151 JUMP:

were on Me Mon end of a 7930 mom.
Sophs Glen Kurfcm and Jim

dash. but teammate Rob Far son woo pressing in wvond

HOT DOGS

'in Town!

egg mixture and cook slowly.
gently lifting from bottom and

VA ear Diets chapped gram

lop
alai additional misted oiisin
bread slices and brush cello
butter. This imaginatie torsion or the Denser mndnich
comil

finels chopped green

I

who leaped 5-8 for runnerup
status.
Fischer and junior

2.

al, MW. 411.1/4; 2. Musseinski.
43-3:

a 91 the sophomores
17 decision and the freshmen

An elated Jobs mid after

Armour Star or Morrell

The BEST GROUND BEEF

HIE PANTHERS made a
first and third sandwich
around Maine's Grim Pick

had a mote difficult time al the
excellent Proviso facilities as

the meet that this was the has
balanced group of boys he has

BEEF TENDERLOIN

Breakfast sandwich

tame of 43-3.

TIIE MAINE 10.4.2 levels

teammates a simable edam -

SLICED BACON

35

Your

3.
Kulinski, PW,
10:05.5, SHOT PUT: I. Roy -

GARY HOLUB was the
only Warrior winner in his
:56.4 elfon in the 440 -yard

Morrell or Armour Star

or LEGS & THIGHS

Cook over medium heat.

Ham

T-BONE STEAK

BREASTS & WINGS

move from heat; gradually stir
in milk. Add ham.

10:02.0;

111-11.

of the event and

U.S. Choice

Quartered

ter; add green pep. and oniosaute crud:us: tender Stir
in flour. salt and musArd Re-

fident and from head coach

CANNED HAM 4.4Y

cup dairy sour cream at

indoor arena.

favorite Niles North and Glen
brook North in a conference

whiz came through with an excelAnt performance to give his

Corn King 5 lb.

cups cubed cooked ham

said.

Jeff Duff lunged 21).KM to
take the decision in the long
jump con:petition with teammate Zabroske claiming the
Shied place prize in a kip of

toe Jobe to Mandl,: the first leg

nu

U.S. Choice Sirloin

2 MILE RUN: I. SI. John,
MW, 9:51.4; 2. Mastro, PW,

Holm Imded third with a dir

15-6;

PW, 11-01

triangular al the Maine East

ing 11-6.

KRAINIK DREW a con-

.,49c

MEET RESULTS

Maine West hosts pre -season

almost three feet. Warrior Bill

Fischer, FOY,

I.

Pruitt, MW, 11-6; 3. Lang,

qualification, but the Waniors
made up the deficit in the field
events. sl was surprised at our
success in the field," lobar
Royal, Maine's strongman.
kat
heaved the shot 48.01/4
Proviso's Bill Mumejnski by

ed the Warrior, Inn 55-54 decision over highly -touted Pro.
viso West
Maine could have put the
meet out of reach before the
final Coon, but top 440 -yard
sprinter Jerry Krainik was dis.
qualified for stepping on the

So

place with his :48.5.

ever coached. His first AmorMot test cones Feb. 5 when

To begin with, big Keith

event cheated defeat and ptnh-

combination with real butter,
plenty of milk, green pepper,

-111,

Wes:

but an utterly amazing performance by Mark Hmkes in
the last leg of the mile relay

comes from a generous helping

dash events after Krainiks. din-

indoor
track Nam 1,1Me desperately
close to opening lit track season on a sour note yesterday,

WAREHOUt [00D MARKET

your meketbook.

yard mn and the 400 -yard

By J. Alm Cook
Awl. Sporn Ed.

trouble."

SODRE BY QUARTERS
Conant
Hersey

12 11 12 10 7-55
16 10 8 11 4--49

Thomas fathers
chalk victory
The Thomas Junior

High

Inthers' basketball team beat

the leachers' team, 41.28, before a bigcrowd in the school

Pm.

Eric Nelson, Bill Chase end
Palmer Cleveland were the hig

guns for the fathers. T. next
game pits the Thomas fathers

against the Miner fathers at
Miner Thursday.

50.YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Meewes, SP; 2. Rehm!, SP,

3. Jacobson. EL, DIVING: I.
Creech, SP:
Dunning, EG;
3. Martin, F.G. 100,YARD
I.
Massey.
BUTTERFLY:
EG: 2. Kinn. ED: 0. Hinkes,
SP.

100NARD FREESTYLE:
I. Rebeck, SP; 2. Bachus, ED;
J. Jacobson. EG, 100 -YARD
I. Chap.
BACKSTROKE:
man, SP; 2. Toler. KG; 3. Callahan, ED. 400 -YARD FREE
STYLE: I. Mackie, SP; 2.
Schlk, ED; 3. Finnegan. SP.
BREASTS'S'.
100 -YARD
WOKE: I Calhoun. SP:2. Ma.

ton., ofi;

3. Purcell, ED.
400.YARD FREESTYLE RE
LAY: I. Elk Grove (Massey,

Bach..
Callahan.
son); 2. As. Patrick.

Jacob-
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DAY'S TRAVEL
A "Nights Hawaii" pany

Plan pilgrimage tours
A series of pilgrimage pro groins to the shrines of Europe

and the Holy Land this year
has been initiated by Olympic

Airways. Highlights of many
of the tours is the famous PMsion Play held every 10 year. at
Oberammergau. Germany.
Originating
from
New

prizes. will be hosted for the

combs in Rome, arid NOIR
Dame. and Stare Coeur in
Paris.

TWELVE TOURS are being sponsorthi by "Our Sunday Visitor", a national Catholic newspaper. and 11 are
sponsored by the archidiocese

other cities such a, Athens.

of New Orleans, Other tours
are sponsored by religious ordors and diocesan VouPs.
member of the religioth mow-

London and Panto Groups will

fltaflnty

van such ramous

group as director.

York. the series begins with
Easter pilgrimages to the Holy
Land and Rome. with 05151 10

and

sit

thrines as the Garden of Geth-

semane. Mount Calvary and
the Mount of Olives in derma tn. St. Peter's Basilica. the
Sistine Chapel and the Cato 1

every

public on Thursday. Jan. 29, at
o pm. at the Sheraton -Chicage hotel by several local
trhvel agents.

Fthfivities will include an
of the hAloha-

new Hawaii and West Come Hawaii tours.
The tours, which leave from

this area and other citieen
regular basis. include 16 -day.
all -Hawaii tours, in addition to

Landers,"
a
five -member
troupe of nation Hawaiian entertaincrs. who ore being

three nights each in Las Vegas
and San Francisco. as well as
seven nights in Honolulu.

A SPECIAL

Hawaiian
fashion show wall be featured.

and a `Mai Tar cocktail parIT a 25 -minute color film on
Hawaii

and

complimentary

Prices from New York be- door prizes will round out the
gin at 1537, all incluSioc for program. Tickets may be pions° weeks in Paris. Palma de chased at the door or at the
Mallorca. Barcelona, Madrid col office of the sponsoring
and Lisbon.

details of United Air Lines'

I5day West Coast -Hawaii
trips, The latter tour feature.

the occasion.

antd

The program is presented to
familiarise local residents with

appearance

flown in from Honolulu for

ii

GUIDE

Circle January 29
for 'Night in Hawaii'
complete with native entenai'nen, movies. fashions. Hawaiian cocktails and door

hip

From the Coast of

Horesback riding is one of
the many activities to be enTucson amid
panorama
breathtaking

joyed

In

Sunny California, the Houses

the

of 'Bojangles' and 'Cole'

of

the dusty greens and browns
of the desert floor. The giant

send to our Sun & Ski

saguaro cacti shown can gather

as much as
during

a

too of water

heavy

a

rain storm.

Village these creations.

mews for 02.511.

SEE THE

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY

WORLD

0.

at

MOUNT PROSPECT

c-

CL 5 1600

Arizona desert sings siren tune
which charms this vacationer

tale16

OPEN Mon thro Fri 8 to 8
Sot 8 to 6, Sun 9 30 to 1 30
Plenty of freeParlong

By K. C. Radtke
Five Mays in

In the early hours of the day
the surrounding mountains

the Arizona

stood nakedly brown topped
with an occasional snowy

desert country will sag a lot to
you if you let
press junket mr.

ly in January when temperatures in Illinois were well below zero.
Mostof the aviation riters.
travel editors and photographers invited on the Junket to
..ge

ievv

'

Monument Valley, is less than half day's drive north of Phthnix ond the Valley of the Sun.
Mighty red rock thrmatIons, Navajo Indians and herdsofsheep make the region an enticing spot.

Disneyland
comes East
Very conspicuous on Florida's list of coming attractions

,arrIlE:r.vd.ivally

.1(n1 European

xrl. ups.,

BIT N.
February'

"Coyne

Travelogue

3ud ul13:00

P.M.ak,.

Vi

Fly 21 Days

is Welt Dnurny World.
Planned now to oden in
fall,
1971. the amusement
park is expethed to attract
10,000,000 visitors the fast
year to the Orlando area,
where it
occupies 27.400

acro. 11 win he twice thc size

of Manhattan and about the
h

ic'

°P"7;17Z:eFn:Zittlls.a

same size as San Francisco!
The total project cost is estimated at a billion dollars.

lit oddntton to
Planning
make a "the greatest
wane.
Ment

Park

mafi

55.

known." Disney oho laid the
plans

Howe...

y

Tomorrow

a

s,yan

A Gift For AU Seosons....And, All Pluses!
CAREFREE!

PACKABLE & WASHABLE

more about the desert habitat-the birds, the plants. the folkthre. the Indian jewelry.

will take you hiking or horse-

IF YOU GET restless on
the ranch, you can make

seduce you given hail a chance.

nix is a pretty good start.

I wth convinced I was Alice
in Cactiland.
The West ranches where
our party stayed are low-lying

homth and cottages hidden
among the prickling plants
and entered on narrow gravel
roads a distance from major
highways.

We swam, rode horseback,

played shuffleboard,

What's doing --and where

ri

us

in'the rnornit,.

twolan

During the day the mock

roadrunner dashed
along our paths.

teasing y

AT-MENKE

eling through Gates Pan of
Tucson
route.

float parade,. masquerades. and balls. Feb. 5 to

Maruntques-Mardi Gras. with dancing till

desen-jaguars.
deer,
scorpions. heavers, vultures and
coyotess-are
integrally dis-

Pranced Feb 9 to II.
Trinidad -Calypso Festival. where steel hands

plow., with desem plants and
exhibm relating the desert's
formation and survival in the
Mrsh envoonment.
If you', a tube watcher
who enjoys Wthterns email

play for dancing and the coronation of the Coigne° king and queen. Feb.15 to 17.

MEXICO
Throughout the country. Feb. 6 through ILI.
-Candvals with costumed parades. singing and
dancing in most of she major citiea. especially
Mexico City.

want to be sum to see Old Tuth
son. Where over 50 motion
tures and television shows
have been filmed.

EUROPE.

flatly gunfights am slimed
in Old To/n/tI streets to the

Look for Mardi Gras festivities in the follow-

ing &cm:

SPORTSWEAR

delight

10.

from easy outdoor living to

LOUNGEWEAR
PANTSUITS
NEW SWITAWEAR

<ME.

Munich. Cologne. and Dusaeldorf. Germany

through to

Shop where true
;friendliness prevoils1

ed

owl entertainment. shopping
and golfing

Poaching balls. Feb. 550.10.

Phoenix

Athens. Greecessearnival and merrymaking
through Feb 03.
Vol Gardena. Itely-Alpine World Ski Chempionship. Feb 7 to 15.
Malmo. Spain -winter festival. through Feb.

-Zet

will

Western.aue

toFre

Mien and Polynesian special -

on

Wherever you are in the vicinity of Phoenix. too Se never far from a view of the ()m-

Visit Fxpo70.

elba& Mountain. the Superstitition

Take your own hotd

with you.

IWO anarruen had.

entitment in 6,6 Hang
Monila, Keelung ond

Pang,

- plus ale Moo,'
please. of life at leo. sth us
for derail. and
brochure.
Honolulu

POE SPIOATSE

TRIPS,

ASK

tart OUR STA/AIR MAN,

ION Poe.
aritoonet huohn
mg-som

BEEMACK WORLD TRAVEL

.e

34270:Imhoff Rd - Rolling Meadows, Ill.
(West lido of Coach Lite Inn)
Phone: 1534130
wear nesse Mak Men we
set 0 lit tow Sundays hy epashmatut

ob.,1

privileges.

'In Is In progress. You'll enjoy..

SAMPLE SHOP

SHOPPING IS a pleasure
Scottsdale's 5th Avenue.

Brown or Main Streets, whore
intriguivg shops are clustered
with Arizona handicrafts and
typical Western duds.
Most motels offer golfing

en. masa. while Morn. stw

%ARM 014.40

restathants

1/

feed you well and with variety-

NOTESTlay Or,

NOWIST MIR CAWS

and

fancy -restaurant gating. night.

wad throughout the country). carnivsl and

cess. through Feb. 8.

Sizes 316 Petite

Nita slow wan

youngsters

Wolk alike
TWA Tow OUT group to
Phoenix in lets than 43 minutes. We changed our pace

Palm Springs. Calif. --Bob Hope Desert Clam.
sicGolf Tournament. Feb. 4 to 8.
New Orleans. Las -Mardi Gras. Feb. 5 to 10.
Brownsville. Tex.--Charro Days. Feb. 5 to 10.
St. Paul, Minns -Winter Carnival now in pro-

MUSES A TOM

It

of

Nice. France-camival. processions. fireworks. Feb. 5 to 12.
Basel. Lucern. 1-ocarno and Lugano. Switzer.
land. carnivals. processions. fireworks. Feb. 5 to

UNITED STATES

RAINWEAR

Thom to en

Path en -

NIOUntaill

ANIMALS NATIVE to the

midnight in the streets (don't coin Fon-de.

Narvik, Norway -Sun Pageant. Feb. 8.

SUITS A DRESSES

e'conaeoler..e.

footwear

15.

AANEl JERSEYS

deity

Tucson attractions,
South about 65 mitIs is the

Wand a few, hotith hit the ArixonakSonora Desert Museum.
14 miles west of Tucson. trav-

Aruba -Grand carnival. featuring parade of
flows &mime! bands.lan. 25 to Feb.10.
Puerto Ricos-Cormval days. with regattas.

bind

BRILLIANT night stars
seemed to kith us "good night"
sod whim
coyotes wan -

The University of Arizona.
San %aster Mission and TuMacathri Mission are other

If you really want to set to
know the desert, sou ohould

IN THE CARIBBEAN

watched. and lounged in the
sun.

with Spanish -style homes and
commercial buildings.

1

Three days on a guest ranch

neer Tucson and two days in
the greener country of Phoe-

downtown skyscrapers Wend

Mexican border town of No -

.67. ,t1,t,n5ir,,,r,PrhaVn d,rnImT

THEY SAY the desert will

quick trip to Tucson. where

gales where tourists abound. li-

t3

for EPCOT. she Er- ingbird called to us and the

perirnental Prototype City of
eland Vhs.

Tuthon and Phoenix had
ited the desert many limas.
They were familar with its

you like. Some ranches oho
provide lecturers to tell you

patch. but

by midafternoon
the giant rocks took on hues of
blue. purple and gray.
Ranch wranglers and guides

Trans World Airlines took
me there on

back riding in the foothilh if

Mountains

or

Bradshaw ange.

ta

the

Bumble Bee. 50 mites north

of Phoenix, is Arizona's mom

recently re -opened and not
ghost town.
High in the
Bradshaw

Mountains. Bumble Bee wa,
an

interim stop

on

stagecoach route betwthn Plot
to/It and Phoenix,
The town opens to the public officially on Feb. 7. hut the
TWA press guests previewed

the town during an outdoor
barbecue them the day we arrived in Phoenix.
Ranching it in Tucson and
taking it easy in Phoenix make

a great vacation for Easy city
suburbanites whose &nest immediate contact with the
desert might only be a potted
coatis.

TWA now xrves Tucson
and Phoenix. With two daily
.non -stop raillg=be 7,zn. Chi;
then packaged vacation for
has in the sun.

Sn

.5

1970-DINERS/FUGAZY TRAVEL
2407 E. OAKTON

Membership in the travel club
is open to individuals and fin,

Vagabond Air Travel Club,

riginated by Tam LoNg, a
ommercial airline pilot and
Arlington Heights resident,

Bey and Jamaica costs SlM

Club membership is free planned for those inrtrested.
end there are no dues or extra
Tentatively Vagabond had
fees. A deposit of 5170 is scheduled an Expo ]U lcowproud on account for an inch ight far August. By m
vidual membership and n re - Inertial airline this would cost

trips Vagabond will fly in June

ttle air transponation, hotels
and tours at a reduced rate.

to

San

Francis.

and

Lou

Vegas. Air fare to club mem-

$195

Deports Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Caribbean on the new

°°

A similar travel group in Indmnapolis. Ind.. known es
Voyager 1000, has a membership of 10,000. owns three
prop airplanes

negotiating to buy a four -engine Jet In the five -month pe:
dad from November to Aped
the Voyager how booked 40

ship. The clubs planned trips
will be selected by the membership also. Both long trips
and short weekend hop, such
as to the mardi Gras or Rose
Bowl will be Included.

3 MUSS ONIMPLUS SNACKS

of deluxe RRRRR wants.

...in all OLSON LUXURY TOURS
that include Germany.

Sightseeing. Entertainment,
Herta) Coeidail Ponies,

Cr,. to Telopo

FREE!

'34900

-

to West Indies
& South America'

con 00

ce LO per aM

'FlOrida's visitors arrive bY Ru

Many things,
bled beaches, await the

bond's booth at the upcoming
camper and travel show at the
International Amphitheater.

e fa-

fa

Nilae
inter

has be-

house

shire

Ih

"." BOk Tower-

dens and Hornortssa Springs.

.m.LnWel.bYgiea'c'in,SeSwOilFlptianZ:h.breiLbayt

bond will be conducting an in.

cl:. 1,4"

the totals helore mod pay your
check. You might wish to add
a(01011sum for opeciidly good

i4540"rin

.nil

Beach are so familiar

f.rio:ntrindr,gganf:Liod:hhenTrndaliRoi,:n.gro,:donnLiNoc, an7iior:ob1:

they need no introducnon,

contact Long at 392-3220 Or
drop by Suite 105, 1030E.

c..."1'1'.`70"::

-

from night

'4otem'hhawfd'chHawt'O'h"h'Irm'aPbonZt

coal

miltedly best on the

ni.ie new

/11'

Ivnistr't
coast)

service. but an extra tip is often

and the stste, are the &bed
Florida Key, the place to sock

Isles,

the sun

i"d.of

Extra fornrithSewisrv"iccs
Sc'dintviim"

hotel employes are best held

until you arc ready to check
out. This includes the porters.
maids, roam wailer. Valet and
bel l.boy
Tip

Ski buffs without time to

her

in touch with your

has left lots of snow cover no
the slopes in the Midwest. and

older generation. In addition

-Four douNe ...Hills.

:rtrneprwilsaf,o1r1n.,oeozdsib.ckness,..

lines.

cial

flar lin. 15 was. 17 slopes

DUNDEE, ILL.

preamtionary mediCillAS
for you or -your family. It
Ere 10110 to foreign coun-

HA 6-4613

tries. be will Ise able to give you
the necessary shots. and Snout

SAFETY INFORMATION; The SS Pr -side,. Cleveland

and Wilson, remsiered it
ntional Safety Stnedode

she U Ainterosn

in 1960 and m e, the IF n

$4790

need to car -

MONDAYS

otters you the best fours going VIA UNITED

in developed
e.ry

CLOSED

users ofis a minor factor for
users of Oan, shaers.
Once an board Ship. make
your dining ranm reservations
early. so you don't have MIA.
last choice

wes.

ppm-

Jon. 30- Feb. 13- Feb. 27. Mar. 13- Mar. 27 -Ape. 10

EUROPE/FLORIDA

.

.

FREEPORT

Freeport Inn.......$267.00

,FLAYIA

Domes
console., A. CONDITIONED

CONWLETtle AIR CONOIIONPD

17.000 GE TONS

TACOS 017. TONS

Holiday Inn........ 316.40

385.40

SarGoia. Ciao. Verne.

039.40
Royal Caribbean 370.40

and Mar involvement ea up

Miranda

nem intemetirmeN Why
m you.

on)oyinent. tio

JAMAICA-Ocho Rios

AD.

Golden Head

AIUNG EVERY SATURDAY

lumaim Hilton... 379.40

her.

LUXURIOUS SHIP
IS YOUR HOTEL.

Cariie Nihon-- 334.00
.

nulls.
Camp

Rhinelander -T -

three tows. five slops.

trail.

Squirrel Ski Area. klinoc -

Little %it/a-land. Sling.

moi..four tusks, seven slopes.
Sheltered

Valley.
Three
four tows.

Marquette Un -

Many

wrsity;

Milwaukee -Three
tows. 10 slopes.
Tyrol Basin. Mt. Hare -

T.bur. three low

.

nine slopes.

Mus-ski Mountain. Sayner.
lift. seven tows. eight

Timberline.
Arena--T-h' r
lift. tow, thrim
Gavoade
Mountain no

sh,

Cannomlnieg Ski
Cannonshurg---m,,
nine tons

Area.

Taw.

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN
Catterfoo. Cadillac -too
ututirtitts. ,is T -tar Ells. IR
tows.

..1 -bur

Bar

M.

Manistee -double

chairlifi, T-hu. II tims. nine

Slopes.

four slopes.

Gately.

slopes.

Ski

area.

(YLakes--lour tows.
dopes. two veils.

Land
eight

Chrystal Mountain. 'rho,.
sonville..donhlechabliff. Thut.
chairlier.

Fantastic? Incredulous? NO!
Perfect? YES?
The Boor of the Future -NOW!
SKIER'S

KENNEDY

ONLY

PLASTIC

PERFECT FIT

INDIVIDUALLY CAST FOAM BOOT
You Must See To Believe.

one

Come In For
Your Demonstration Fitting.
Ames hoofing Wen Will Chopp., me PK Boo

T"'

IS

$115

'`'''7iitte"VoUrs'Olnitr=fu'ion itirrittV.
1:;Ft;.ian:U tgtOt?isen°OU'rht7U't:e:i4t

comp.taele ADA. 17 Tars

.abd na ems.

"'ESCAPE
UNLIMITED
tar

m` let:rtZt7gAg317:::;Ztl,:L^.."'".

Lt.

Outten, dose arca. and ,erta4nment package

4

Scene Stealer ....whoinwer you go, you're

ahead of Ow crowd. A long, distance
fashion with new sights in mind.

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER

IN 'WANDERLUST WHITE"...
ON THE GO IN VESTS, SLACKS,
JACKET.

CALL US TODAY! Or fill Out this coupon for full informWon.

....5tA JP contract eenn.117 Duo

.

5

afare from Mai...

MURIEL MUNDY'S
SPORTSWEAR BOUTIQUE

Meese awl melee Intermaten one. reads WW1 Noe-

l] W.Hareii D Rut Coast...ea

28 S. Minton Court
Arlington Heelghts
CL31766

Address

State

44 W. PALATINE ROAD
PALATINE

City

Puerto Rio.

$165

PRO SPORT CENTER

bee. $569 e"

111Consperatee environment.

niMuction

$140
AVAILASSE IN CHICAGO ONLY PP

Escape your world... embrace ours

MARTO RICO.. SAN JUAN 7 great days
Finest hotels Jef round trip by Eastern
Sign/seeing lours Meolsnot included

Condodolkoch.. 313.00

Locksr, MOST ,

Fun Valley. Middle Inlet.

Alpine Valley. East Tro
-Sewn double chairlifts. h

sa meats spo,sinEtsor too o

SAILING EVERY

MONDAY A FRIDAX

Ashwabay. Baylield--1.bar.
tons. Liar slopes ,i)

PALATINE PLAZA PALATINE, ILLINOIS 359-0220

dawn, gourmet cuisine and
Ow wine .910 every tmot

A o Ear. int

.

4 DAY CRUISES
MIAMI/NASSAU

six

NORTHEAST WISCONSIN

OAHU MAUI HASPA I (Feuai oat ow)

DanionSIDDE coons ectwow
and instruction, dancing to,

Ice

Mamma Playboy 383.40

7 DAY CRUISES

White Cap Mountain. Mon-

treal --two Vers. four rows.
two slop..

Majestic Hills. Ulm Ca
ew--Seven lows, five slopes.

16-diiy ALL -HAWAII

s

SEills90

Nassau Beach..:. 349.40

Telemark.
Cable -Three
T -ban, 10 tows. 10 slopes.

Swiss
sulky. Junes -10
tows. 10 slopes
Timber Ridge.
Alamo-ntaws. eight slopes and

1.ne .1els. All grcr.rd'I'rTC's.tPlslurr

3 ot the world's most beautiful islands

Thi. woo id of ESdape Unlimited ...

.

Paradise Island.. 353.90

dopes_

Nor -Ski Ridge. Sister by-

-Teo toes. fine- slopes

VeandVirtiudlell=fg!gt=tca=reKTX:E=1`ne

OttrIneekeVonraret.e.

For 7 delightful days Everything s going for you in
eluding let round top by Eastern Airlines - luxor
ious reams* breakfast ono dinner everyday
your
eheiceOf the Island's finest haul,

soy Rr

Lake -

--.469--

4

JAMAICA

'Emerald Beach... 349.90

Rice

SOUTHWEtit MICHIGAN

15 -day LAS VISAS
HONOLULU SAN FRANCISCO pr

"Th

PUERTO RICO

14 DAY CRUISES FROM FLORIDA ($395 mint

dopes.

Densertons. 12

lows. six dopes. six

Spring Valley. Dueling. -

3 Of the world's most exciting (diet.

Join the sun

Glenagies

12

stO

--

NASSAU

Rib Mountain. Wausau -double chairlift. six tows. six

-three

You ocesSiOnS

on board sniff You might also
find oul if American -Style
sit:virtual appliances can be
EVENINGS

.two T-bers. ;ix tows, eight

-T-hoe. four tows. seven slopes.

merits

FEDERICO
C
COMPLEIDs
CONGETiONED 20000 OP TONS

12

Mt. Fuji. Lake Geneya--T-

FRIDAY

slop..

Trollhaugen.
Hardwrahble.

.

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
Wilmot Mountain. Wilanl.

tows.

tows. three slope. ow trails.

trails

a

T.bars. eight tow., 13 slopes.
Birth
Park.
Houlton-double chairlih. T-hur. Tive

-three T -ban.

ing weekend.

want

Some am only an hour
.
away: most could be visited on
a weekend by car. train or bus.

NORTHWYST WISCONSIN
Deepwood.
Colfax -two

Bar. three tows. three slopes.
Skyline.
Friendship -Six

Check this list for something
new next time you plena ski.

fins. Be

you're pm. number of the

oess

Wunderherg. West End--T-

wide choice of ski resons

ly the most eco.mical rteom.

,thewfoiirnmyszu n

Going to Hawaii?
Trade Wind Tours
of Hawaii

slopes.

CENTRAL WLSCONSIN
Hidden Valley. Manitowoc.
-doable chairlift. six tow, six

ate. and tor

Escape to a whole .ing
new world for only Iv"

Mt. LaCrosse. LaCrosse .chairlift. five tows. live

which accommodationS to re.
serve. Remember that many
=N es are fully booked
months in advance. and usual-

Consult your doctor, even if

smo Me Inland

Mood. and Hon,

WI

await fau.

disappear
there early if you
choice.

120 W. WASHINGTON

taw -double cbaidif, T -bar,

dash out to Aspen. or it. not

wnv
hich calls fora word of ad- bean. A cold. snowy winter

Deletions

)e,ecez

:a

,074your
arc this .Won.. rely ye for St. Morita. lake

getVi

The Traveling Life
a Wonderful Way to Go

Gardena.

Here's your checklist
for area ski resorts

a

according to the

r.d.r.d

.se

Wan

r,

its tinniest.

Plan
ahead.

yea

S

And sit the end of the line.

declined in Ma British

tersburg Florid., remedy non the tille of 'Mlle Florida Teenager
SW% bas winning combination of blond hair and blue eyes

EON from S

to shell collecting (here tiny
SaniMI Island Mites the Nu -

.Two chairlifts. 111 tows. se, n

BAHAMAS

coovt=x;Locor,

bleasnciUd"th'roui5ted
et
gehx'Vaga.

the

the

-

built in MOS

soa fees Si-thenas.

for

the proper dress for the cli-

chure. Cruise rate el $1510.00 in
dudes superb saki, and entertain -

3

Tr"rd..`,TT_Yul :ar,

Peres al call .....vdr Honolula, Yak,

DEPARTS EVERY SATURDAY

evotame loses on elegant waster cruise on

''''?",fl..! _T=

Ravel agent early, an you can
decide which cruise. and

Mail to:
2407 E. Oakton St.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
10 S. Brockway Palatine, Ill.

ri

next

osi eepern yea 11 never tom..

lulu. See us for details and free bro-

Dance Enthusiast...

grow to 27 million by

tows. seve n slopes.

in every cabin (REVISED RATES)

JANUARY THOU MAY 1970

Florida in 196S, and the Floeida Development Commisskm
estimates that this number 041

Check with the cruise literature to he sure you will Imo

Sees Herrt

Golf Addict, Bridge Buff,

with Vagabond, and a

as Emi 31 RE.)

Orient mho. verges Mot offer
ham. KW,

All Inclusive. Complete fosilities -

($200 min)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS..

pOlson Luxury Tours
Brochure loll inclusive

medium Nesideot Lines hos 43.elov
s.-4

Smile this amount is usually
addedon to your hotel or restaurant hill. he surf In check

.

so.nh tours from 5.190)

from -CHICAGO

Travelers going abroad for
Mc Test time often wonder
law ma
deave for a tip.
In Eui. ,,e. a rulesof-thumb
far erring is a flat 15 per cem.

ss S EvERGREEN PLAZA

DINERS/FUGAZY TRAVEL

8 DOS, 7 NIGHTS

FROM SAN JUAN

255-7010

L-.71

OLSON-guaranteed.

San Juan/St, Thomas/Martinique
Trinidad/La Guaira/ Coracao

FULVIA

; fie /lift

...6,000 Passion Play tickets
and accommodations

AIR-SEA CRUISE

as,.

r ay, ef.

OLSON'S ROYAL COACH TOURS.

17,000 GROSS TONS 20 KNOTS

Oceanic

MEXICO 0190
NASSAU $184

SPACE LIMITED - CALL NOW!

...in selected

President
Cruiseliners:
unique resorts that
tour the Orient.

COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED STABILIZERS

(iii

tips on tipping

ALSO - ROUND TRIP JET TO:

AFULVIA

now

board of five non salaried di

CAPTAIN'S GOCIPTAIL PARWNW
YS

HAWAII $310
JAMAICA $214

"Lis no wonder that more

Vagabond will be governed by

NUL GAINS WITH SWIM
GONG:110W

Delo., Hotels. Chaim

out of the rays is usually Flew

ready expressed a desire to aft

IN THE near future Vag.

SWIMMING POOL
DUTY NM SHOPPING.

3 NIGHTS - MEXICO CITY
1 NIGHT - COCOYOC
3 NIGHTS - PUERTA VALLADTA
AIR FARE INCLUDED

HAPPENING

is

AS OUTLINED by Long,

COWNESELS

--AU INCLUSIVE -

A SUNNY

and

iiwank twenty par

rectors elected by the member

DELUXE TOURS AT ECONOMY RATES

d the state Thai

trips.

SUNWARD

1114

wo Id cost oNy E193. With a

"'Odrnind'

sonnel.

DAYS

about 5899 rP:irrnPrmil..,Whipthia,

ardesses and maintenance per.

SAN JUAN
AND

ONLY429PER PERSON

fundable when a person desirest,. quit. A 4270 deposit is re quested for a family member.

40 peon group rate on hotel
These deposits, which are accodations, six days
bonded to 1100.000, will be would cost around 5120. Othused by the club to purchase a
trips tentatively scheduled
12,C1 fonrengine prop plane.
by
Leeek'
e
full-time pilots, stew- tile Vagabond
Bahamasere
andtoPomp!.

CRUISE

8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS

,

trip around the city may be

Page 27

ship.

CARIBBEAN
ST. THOMAS

Many northerners who te
fuse to think "snow" a, sno re
rc
to think

the traveler 50 per cent on Itofelt ands ours in addition to mit r

FOR ITS first schedule of

ago area. Its intrPoSO DM Mo-

hoe been reached. However,
on such a trip as to Acapulco,.
general familiarization bee

per person round trip.
It may sound a bit fantastic,
but it's trite!

costs.

is

The club will not plan group

Already Vagabond has at.
tracted all age groups. Group
participation will usually save

the lint of its kind in the Chi -

"OLE" GETAWAY'

bars will be only 2132 round

when you
think sun

trip. A July trip to Montego activities once the destination

llies

lub.

359-5550

439-7283

By Frances Altman

You min save up to 73 per
ent on you( next trip. How?

By belonging to an air trawl

10 S. BROCKWAY
PALATINE

- PRESENTS -

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Area's first air travel club
founded here by Tom Long

THE DAY
Wednesday, January 28, 1970

44 W. Palatine Rood

Mein.

EEP

P11.7355

FL B4350

Plus
All These
m

GOES YOUR

BONUS
BUYS

,

I

fe

COST OF
LIVING!

FOR THUR
FRI., SAT.

DEEP DISCOUNTS . . . 7 DAYS A WEEK!

BONUS BUYS

MORTON SALT
Limit two, with coupon good Jan. 29-30-31

COUPON

Has Comfortable 11/2" Thick Mattress

LARGE SIZE! 24c VALUE!

rulT

the Broadmoor
Y

C

PORTABLE TV

BARS

COUPON

erg

,/

DA

9x12 -FT. PLASTIC

97

Folds flat;

away handle &
earphone, plus
mfr. warranty!

DROP CLOTHS
Limit 3, with coupon good Jan. 29-30-31.

Bed

Fully Adjustable
Ironing Table

All UHF -VHF channels! Lightweight, smart
hi -impact plastic cabinet in olive color
Telescopic antenna, a swing -

Extra sturdy aluminum frame, 74" long
and 24" wide, with
pillow rest. Comfortable poly -foam
filled mattress.

Perfect
Spare

Lightweight All -Steel

With 12" Diagonal Picture
WONDER

FRI. & SAT.

FOLD 'N BED

sdk

-WONDER

FOR THURS.,

BONUS BUY SAVINGS

26 -oz. Regular or Iodized.

REG. 23c

are extraordinary offers even lower

than our leo, everyday Walgreen WONDERPRICESI

COUPON

WONDER

Hershey's

,

adjusts 21/2"

88

1

to standing
36" high.

6988

:31

WONDER

KEEP YOUR HOME HEALTHY

'Realtone' Deluxe 10 Solid State

4A

POCKET RADIO
With.earpb.one, battery & carry case.

Limit 1, with coupon good Jan. 29-30-31.

WONDER

COUPON

49c Box 100 Regular, 6 3a" or Box 45-10" Size

Envelopes
op

DA

Box of 12 Regular or Super

KOTEX

With index folders,
lock
& key.

'TravelAire' has built-in adjustable humidistat; 8 -gal.
evaporating capacity, which is more than adequate for
areas up to 1400 sq.
ft.! Quiet running!

COUPON

J.K. LASSER'S BOOK

Your Income Tax
Page after page of
tax saving hints,
revised tax forms!

148
#6cP

BONUS LIQUOR BUYS

88

Value!

II

REG.

f

W-7-17-',017117-AWS-1,47YrilirfifilaS711
37;,1 COUPON

WONDER

For Tired
Batteries!

FRI-SAT.

AQUA NET

SPECIAL

1

Instant
Starts In
Any Type

Limit 1, with coupon Jan. 29-30-31.

FRI. & SAT.

12 -OZ. CANS
SIX-PACK

QUART

New Life

THURS-

13 -OZ. HAIR SPRAY

FOR THURS.,

MEISTER
BRAU BEER

'$31.87

Limit 1, with coupon Jan. 29-30-31.

EJ

...

HUMIDIFIER

Limit 2, with coupon good Jan. 29-30-31.

WONDER

IN
DETAIL!

PORTA-FILE

Automatic
Table Top

ST

INFO,

REG. $1.99 ALL -STEEL

and Offices!

INCOME
TAX

HELPS

800
Documents

Perfect For
Apartments,
Small Homes

YOUR

LATEST

Protects
OVER

f'lill1

ak: LASSER'S

ALL

Holds and

COUPON

89c
(Limit two

OLD HENRY CLAY

6 paks)

Weather,
WONDER

SCHICK

STRAIGHT

COUPON

10-W-30 SUPER
cr

Double -Edge

PERMALUBE
Motor Oil

Limit 1, with coupon Jan. 29-30-31.
-

44

-toff

Quart, now
AT ONLY..

aPre

WONDER

Bottle of

BONUS

U

5

All -Weather

BLADES

C

FOR

169

POWR
Makes battery charge
faster, work better and
last longer. Get years
of trouble -free service!

Now at

h

.

.

WONDER

WITH YOUR

;

-FIFTH -

11171

298

COUPON

WONDER
;ITT

MIDWEST
BANK CARD

BATH SIZEDA

itcoavr

/

I

ti

it

UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

Quail

COUPON

MT. PROSPECT

111.1

e

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT
NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised
items, unless limited by space or local conditions.

the savings.

C

1(

vst:C:*

COUPON

DA

/171

Reg. 51.19

Bean Bag

ASH
TRAY

Broom

Tilizegriteedpi,

C

1Z.]

4

C

\

Limit 1, with coupon
good Jan. 29-30-31.
1i2

BM,"!

114

SORRY! We

must limit
"Bonus Buys"
so that all
will share

379

WONDER

Ott

?taloa/

I WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

86 -pr.

Household

4 -Pak

70 74

1

FOUNDERS'
CHOICE

E -Z SWEEP

41.

Pkevestatiatd

11771

DA r
cx

LUX
Soap

6 2:7 aW

PARK & TILFORD

BLENDED WHISKY

2"

On TV!

100 Tablets

Limit 1, with coupon Jan. 29-30-31

86 -proof

FOR CAR BATTERIES

As Seen

COUPON

BUFFERIN

Bourbon

Limit 1, with coupon
good Jan. 29-30-31.
11r'

zazegttee4".4

Limit 2, with coupon
good Jan. 29.30-31,

rrit

142.0.40(4.

Trr

State unds or non-public schools?
By Jan Bone
First in a Series

church -supported and church -

This, according to Elder,

organization which could pro-

schools will be in session -and

connected, or with no reli-

would have an adverse effect

mote segregation, while the

the non-Catholic public will

gious affiliation, are a facility

general consensus is to elimi-

be invited to come in, visit, and
observe classes being taught.

which some parents choose for

on public education and undoubtedly be more expensive

Calling any other choice

their children in order to avail

to taxpayers.

than a free system of public
schools "intolerable," an Illinois Education Association

them of the advantages of religious
instruction, small

THE lEA SPOKESMAN

enriched curriculum
or superior facilities.

discussed the charge by private
school supporters that they are

committee yesterday

classes,

blasted

legislation which would use
"WHATEVER

public funds to aid private and
parochial schools.
David E. Elder of
Springfield, research director

reasons,

choice

of the lEA's legislative committee, issued a strongly -word e d statement
condemning

"further diversion of public

"Private schools," said El they

tems.

an

are

pansion of non-public schools
could lead to the decline of the
public school system.
"Although most non-public
schools today are church -re-

"Tuition is not taxation,"
said Elder. "It is a cost borne

the establishment and

"Because of the expense,
many parents do not elect to
send their children to non-

by those who have chosen the
private school system for their
children."

ic, political, or other groups."

"Also, support of schools
available to all through tax-

expense

ation is not based on direct personal benefits."

lEA SAYS THAT it 'quetions the support of a school

Mount
Protomartyr):
Prospect (St. Emily, St. RayHeights
mond); Arlington
hen

forced tuition raises for others.

The Illinois Catholic Con-

ONE OF THE largest ex-

ference (a group wishing state
aid) and the Archdiocese
school board are supporting a
proposal that the state buy services from non-public schools.

penses of Catholic schools is
salaries for lay (not -religious

(St. James, Our Lady of the
Wayside); Elk Grove Village
(Queen of the Rosary); Wheel-

ing (St. Joseph the Worker);
Prospect Heights (St. Alphonsus); Palatine (St. Ther-

order members) teachers. Now

at $6000 for beginning teach-

ers, they may rise to $6630.
next year if a Catholic school

lated," the lEA group says,
"there is nothing to prevent

schools and public schools.

with state aid would probably
result in increased enrollment
and expansion of private education."

schools."

"whether

individual
between
private
is

public schools.
"Lessening this

funds" as having an "adverse
effect on aid for public
der,

it

victims of double taxation as
they support two school sys-

THEIR

nate segregation.
And it believes that ex-

Des Plaines (St. Mary, St. Step-

have forced the closing of
some Catholic schools, and

state

support of schools by econom-

THE lEA BLAST against
the use of public funds for
parochial and private schools
came as Chicago Archdiocese
officials were making plans for
Open House Sunday March 1.
On
that day, Catholic

UNDER SUCH a plan, the
state would pay private and
parochial schools the costs of

board

teaching secular subjects such
as science, math, foreign language, etc.

lay teachers' salaries has been

proposal to
them goes through.

esa, St. Thomas of Villanova);
rolling Meadows (St. Colette);
Buffalo Grove (St. Mary).

increase

A public hearing to discuss

While a bill supporting this

called by the Archdiocese for
Monday, Feb. 2 at St. Raymond School in Mount Pros-

idea passed the House of Rep-

pect. It is one of six such hear-

resentatives last year, it was
killed by the Senate Education
Committee.

ings scheduled in Cook and

Also St. Viator, Sacred
Heart of Mary and Notre
Dame High School for Boys.
Next: Coupons pay for your
child's parochial school expenses? The National Associ-

ation for Personal Rights in
Education (NAPRE) propos-

Lake counties.
Day readers whose children
attend Catholic schools are in

Rising costs of education

al.

Pro5pert map

WEATHER

Telephone

255-4400

Tonight: Fair and colder,
low around 20. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, warmer.
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Arlington Heights mayor heads COG
lie officials to look ahead and

TRANSPORTATION,

By Bob Casey

flooding, air pollution and
similar problems demand co-

Arlington Heights Mayor
John Walsh last night was
elected chairman of the Cook

operation on an area

basis,

Walsh said.

County Council of Govern-

"Intergovernmental co-operation must be the hallmark
of the seventies or I'm afraid
we'll all sink in the mire of self
interest," he said.

ments (COG), an association
of more than 100 local govern-

ment agencies from throughout the county.
Walsh, who replaces Jack
Pahl, mayor of Elk Grove Village, told the audience at the

group's annual meeting that

COG and its member organizations have reached a cross
road as they enter the new decade, Walsh said. Regional

COG must work for increased
co-operation among local governments. to solve regional

problems and their solutions
cannot be limited geographically or economically.

problems.

"THESE ARE not political

"I accept this responsibility

or
philosophical
problems," he said. "They are
common problems to our municipal governments in this
burgeoning urban society.
problems

as a most serious commitment
to work for the agencies of local government in this area to

important problems," the Arlington Heights
solve these

"Its time for all of us as pub -

mayor said.

seek the best practical solutions to those problems,"
Walsh said. "Together we can
provide better solutions in our
areas for the millions of people
that look to us for leadership."

Roger Bjorvik, secretary of
the Palatine Park District, was

named first vice chairman of
COG

the

executive

com-

to education, local home rule,
authority for issuance of $380

million in metropolitan sanitary district bond and authority for enlarged co-operation
government,"
among local
Pahl said.
"Because so many other

boundary

governmental

mittee. Andrew Watters, Oak
Park Township supervisor,

cal

elected second vice chairman.
In reviewing COG's accomplishments during the pre-

be an even greater need for intergovdrtunenttal co-operation
and. regional approaches to
problems during the 1970's."
"With increase support,
and with increased active par-

vious year, Pahl said the organization helped sponsor conferences on recreation and
open space land, air and water

lines," Pahl said, "there will

ticipation, COG can

assist

agement.

greatly in alleviating some of
those problems and providing

"COG SUPPORTED legislation in the areas of state aid

better and more knowledgable
government services to the
citizens of the region," he said.

pollution and municipal man-

1\

problems confronting units of
local government are and will
be of a type which overlap lo-

.>

Mother, son
excape fire
in home
Arlington Heights firemen
yesterday confined a blaze to

the second floor bedroom of
the home of Raymond Harms
at 109 S. Pine, Arlington

Explanation of water stud
urged for DAMP members
By Ben Clarke

Heights.

Firemen said Mrs. Harms
was in the house when the fire
began, at 3:10 p.m.
Firemen extinguished the
fire in 30 minutes.

Mrs. Harms and her twoyear -old son escaped without
injury.
Firemen said a mattress and
box spring in the bedroom
were destroyed, and there was
some smoke damage reported.

An explanation of the engineering study recently completed for the Des Plaines, Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and Palatine Water Commission (DAMP) on obtaining
Lake Michigan water directly,
was urged last night by Palatine commissioner Howard
Olsen.

Olsen urged the action at a

regular meeting of the com-

village governments before the

the

lake, he heard "no dissenting opinions" from board

next DAMP meeting, set for

members.

Feb. 25.
Under

He said that' the Palatine
hoard indicated it was ready to

Court decree, on March authority will rest in the State of

soer, Townsend and Associ-

enter into a contract to pur-

ates, consulting engineers.

chase water from DAMP, even

Illinois to allocate to various
Illinois communities the total

the

Palatine Village

Board, other interested municipal officials
and citizens
about the study made by Con-

though that possibility might

OLSEN SAID that after his

lie five years or more in the fu-

report and release to the board

ture.
Olsen suggested that the
other commissioners make

of copies of the engineering
study that recommends joint

By Dan Ruck

ously outside the little candy
store at 1460 Prospect, Des
happy adults
and a half dozen more youths
were presiding over a childfive

Senne had owned the penny

has placed specific authority
for such action with the Illinois Division of Waterways.
Olsen reasoned that the sooner
application is made to the
state, the better chance DAMP

The smiling faces of these youngsters reflect their happiness at receiving candy left to them by

students helped her keep the
place open.

"The kids were her life,"

ence, Chicago, decided to give

Mrs. Nyberg said Tuesday.

the candy stock to neighborhood children in Mrs. Senne's

"She loved them."

AND THE children

What did the candy mean to

giveaway. Another sister, Mrs.

them? A stomach ache, one
said. Another added, "cav-

Virginia Templeman, lives in
Cary, Ill.

ities." To a fat boy it was a bigger belly. Most just yelled,
"Wow!" and cheered.

Nearly everyone has a tale
to tell about the neighborhood

candy store of their youth.

re-

Henry died, Mrs.
Senne ran the store alone. She

membered Mrs. Senne. "She's

really being nice about this,"

Edna Hosticka, and her hus-

was a partial invalid, though,
and couldn't leave it. Older

one said. "Yea, she was nice,"
another echoed.

band, Frank, of 100 Debra

Most would be hard-pressed,
though, to top the story to be
told about the store that was

Ln., Wheeling, helped with the

given away.

Mrs.

Senne's sister,

Mrs.

Caucus continues search
for school board nominees
The nominating committee
of the School District 21 General Caucus is interviewing
prospective
nominees
for
school board membership.
Caucus Chairman John Bell
said two interviews were held
Jan.

27 and two more are

scheduled for Jan. 29. He said

the committee is looking for
more prospective nominees.

The purpose of the General
Caucus is to facilitate the nomination of qualified individuals as candidates for school
board vacancies which will oc-

be included under this plan, al-

(Continued on page 2)
the former owners of a Des Plaines candy store.

who will be returning "to the world" this weekend after serving in Vietnam. Hachmeister is a

cur in April.

(The city of Des Plaines cur -

dents who lived behind the

Day

ks
s..

People who shovel their

Tarkington;

Mark Twain and Walt Whit-

Wheeling and Buffalo Grove

man.

and parts of Prospect Heights,
Northbrook and Arlington

I

The election will be April
I, and dates for filing peti-

Heights.

tions for candidacy are Feb. 25

Schools in the district are:
Alcott; Eugene Field, Robert
Frost; Holmes Junior High;
Joyce Kilmer; London Junior
High; Henry W. Longfellow;
Edgar Allan Poe; Carl Sand -

through March 20.

Those desiring caucus endorsement are urged to contact Bell at 537-0321 or Mrs.
Donald Crost at 537-6974.

Palatine Clark station
robbed by young gunmen
lie on the floor face
down. They told him not to

each school PTA in the district, from non-political orga-

Palatine was robbed of an un-

move or they would shoot him.

nizations and service and
educational organizations.

Persons who serve on the
Board of Education must resi-

dents of the area for at least

The Clark service station at

As the youths were leaving

late

Tuesday night by two
youths, one displaying a gun.

3ne tore the telephone from

Cook County sheriffs police said that two youths en-

the wall. The pair then fled the
station, walking south on
Rand Road.
The two were described as

tered the station and robbed attendant Salvatore S. Berrafato.

Police said the robbers ordered Berrafato to go into the

Charged with
taking dresses

back room and told him to give
them his coin changer and his
wallet containing $30.

Ross,

22,

The pair then made Ber-

18 years old, 5 feet 8 inches
tall, 150-165 pounds. One had
black hair and a dark goatee,
and was wearing an army jack-

et and gray pants. The other

wore a blue ski jacket and
green pants.

of

Madison, Wisc., was arrested
yesterday .by Mount Prospect
Police at Carson Pirie Scott Co., in Randhurst after she allegedly tried to steal three

She was taken to the police
station and released on $1,000
bond. She is to appear in

Mount Prospect Court, Feb.
19.

rafato

determined amount of cash

one year and registered voters.

dresses valued at $82.

driveways but do not shovel
the trout sidewalks. J.F.

Booth

District 21 encompasses 16
miles which include

burg;

square

Baldwin and Rand Rd. near

The caucus is composed of
delegates and alternates from

Jacqueline

Gripe
Of The

7

patrolman for the Mount Prospect Police Department. (Photo by Dan Balas)

filtration facilities, to provide
water to member communities. Des Plaines would not

ter.

candy shop for 15 years. They
were lifelong Des Plaines resi-

After

AN ILLINOIS Senate bill

participate in the plan "for at
least 50 per cent" of their wa-

HENRY AND Helen

memory.

(3,200 cubic feet per second).

last night that he would recommend to Des Plaines that they

dren.

and his wife of 7226 W. Clar-

amount of Lake Michigan water that by law can be diverted,

just resigned as public works
director for Des Plaines, said

It was a final gift to youth
for a woman who loved chil-

Monday. Her son, Jay Nyberg,

I

ing at -large commissioner who

sweets.

in Ridgewood Cemetery

Supreme

though E. R. Wamicke, retir-

hood dream. They were giving
away the store's entire stock of

ied

S.

the engineering study.
Under the first plan the
DAMP communities would
construct its own pipeline and

Thirty or 40 children were yelling, running, gawking joy-

Mr. Senne died about a year
ago. Mrs. Senne died of a heart
attack last week. She was bur-

U.

would have in gaining permission to pursue one of the'
three plans recommended by

"Man, this is great! Wows!
Groovy! Cool! Out of sight!."

store.

similar presentations to their

a

--

-

munities in a direct pipeline to

dressed

,

Ed Hachmeister, 511 N. Main, Mount Prospect, displays a welcome home sign for his son Dave

Prospect village hall.
He said he recently ad-

Bequest leaves store's candy to kids

Plaines.
Inside,

--aie....-,Jarl".*

participation of DAMP com-

held at the

Vv Ige'7,,,,,zlig, '.., s*, ::!..",;7 ,s,
40-1 -*-1,04e - , ts - -,,,'S"; s

)-4--

Mount

mission

----44a,Silor *v.

- ''s- -"sr:la*

,)

SIMON

St.= fte
SAYS =
Three -pack -a -day smoker warns me (as he asks for a light)
that this polluted air is going to kill us all unless we do something
about it.
Mitismude. "
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Explanation of water study
urged for DAMP members

Cyclist, 87, injured
as car hits bike
An 87 -year -old Arlington
Heights man was injured yes.
terday when he was struck by
an auto while he was riding a

bicycle on Camp McDonald
Rd. 100 feet west of 111. 83 in
Prospect Heights.

Cook County Sheriffs police reported that John Baron,
of 827 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights was struck by a west-

bound auto driven by Rime
Meyers, 17. of 1502 Cedar,

Raton was in the middle of the
street when he was scold(
Baron was taken to North west Community
Hospinl
where be was admitted EOM
treatment of head cuts. Ida was
reported in fair condition
Mere last night.

Company of Chicago ere reminding taspayem Mot the
haw may until nest Monday.
Feb. 2. td file for refunds of the
service occupation ms. service

P endent

use

tax

and munaripal and

county service motivation tax.
on specified service, and items
during an eight-ntnnth period
in 1967 and 10r1.
The taxes. invalidated by a
coun ruling. haw hem paid to
the state hr the service bust who received the tax
from the consumer.
Such taxes were collected by

four kinds of service businem-

-Selling drum or medicines
as a registered pharmacist on a
prescription(
spatially made ma.
-Sel
chine( tools. dies. jig. patterns. gauges. or other special.
ly made tools or equipment:

License fees
up Monday
Mount

Prospect

residents

who have not yet purchased
their village motor licenses or
dog licenses should do so before Monday to avoid paying
an increased tom.

The Village Hall will be
open tin Saturday form 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m. Mondays through
Fridays. 'The regular Village
Hall boon am 8.311 a.m. to 5
The annual fees for motor
vehicle licenses arc: 67.511 for

passenger airs: Sfi for motor
bikes, trucks 3.000 pounds or
lea. $O: trucks 3.001 to 8010
pounds. S111.50( trucks EOM
to 10.000 ',Olinda. S13.511:
rucks Own 10.000 pounds.
Sln.50.

On Monday the passenger
cm fee will he increased to 5111

and the motor Nice fee will hr
SR. Truck fees will also bs. increased.

Dog km are 53 hut will he

increased to S5 Slonday.
Residents are required

nuat northwest
uburban area banks. A separate form mural he filled rot for
svailable at

total purchariri exceed 5210,
the form must he signed by the
as well as the pur.

chaser. The refund period is
Aug I. 1967 through March
27. lofitl.

The ...Pled fume of the bEcYcle ridden by John Baron. V. of 1127 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Reilthri. Iles In the Prospea tides. nix sixth. last Naha Barn wm Rack hI . ante while riding his bicycle an Camp OleDonald Rd. near 111. 83, Prospect Heights. (Photo by Dan nal.)

Drmocratc

ship

hn;

contrail -

wags

nw.

ling

L'.'"in" hisc'nP'"1"

awn yLsterdity. 110 is opposed

Arlington Heights
MLA 'Me

Donald

named

Noonan. 11411 N. (labium of
Arlington Heights. and David
Griffin. 308 N. Windsor in Ar.

IN NANIING thew

"'"iii""'

two

t.,

r'ir'ing

a"'
name these two individuals
Sinn"m" toS'ok an. c""T'i".
n IOW.
I

m his appointment. he min the
;Vheeling Township Demo.

i

they have worked with me in
building an active and hoard-

There M a spirit of unity in
the Pony organikatirm which

periencod lane growth in ge

hte.:mnrf khard"wthritinlYg ncteffindandm

tout Ivor and a half man snow

women and that Mc credit for

present their dog's raNcs cmNeale before a licenses can he
issued.

School
Menus
To be served Friday in Mac-

Arthur, Atm Sullivan lam
Mir and Retry Ram lntsim
"

Ham salad sandwich
)oc. BtOerEtt Bttrib BB'
salad. meant puffs. milk

water before the year 2000, the

High love Foods
Jewel Teo Company
Lyda s Card ft Gift Shop

useful life of wells in Mount
Prospect, Arlington Heights
and Palatine is lc. ban 10

Grove Paint & Wallpaper
Grove Beauty Salon
Grove Shoe Repair

years according to the engineering study.

Ralph Smith. a Cannier.
Townsend engineer. has mid

Rota Shoes

Country Miss

thin pumps for the twits are
not feasible below a depth of

Weinman Drugs
Elk Grove Village Sports Inc
Grow Barber Shop
Elk Grove Post Office
Grow Currency Exchange
One Hour Marton:um Cleaners
Filmdom, Coin Laundry
Glasgow Shnp for Men S Boys

900 feet.
her action. Olsen was
In

op pro vod by the comminion
as interim treasurer to replace
Wernicke until a formal election for the post can be bald.

burglars

the

gained entry into the store hy

water pensecond, its estinatted

hole in the roof of the store OR

sawim, a 16 foot hy 16 out
platform used fo

reqUireatent of DAMP o

over a
compressor.

munities for IWO

the

said

Police

Elk Grove Ace Hardware
31 Flavors Ice Cream Store
Latta Miss and Mr Shop
Goodyear Car care C

burglars probably used a Rosser saw

Once inside the store. malice
said the burglars toed an electric drill to bore a hole over the
handle of the store's safe. liken
a pin on the door was removed
and the safe door was opened.

1110 STRENGTH of the whIlltaTtIndk:n"'saTIdGhr?
"1110 Democratic Party
this
PartY in
DGmocralic
Township

has

never

been

Several othersores in the
Chicagolmd arca have been

OPEN 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

OSCO

realcr." said Norman. -and

'his
or is aurihmahle to The hard

of its members. inspired

by the leadership °flame, L.
Griffin

Seermam
the organization.
He said
..This campaign affords the
is

Award Winning Liquor Stores

4ennewins

fidence at the March 17tli elec-

The

urn. "

ue

rookery

of wines and cordials
allows

to

you

use

PAID QUARTERLY
eRy pout riPass,11,:
co
Book Savings Accounts
Eorn 5% Inter

and
pounded quarterly (Retreoctrve to
January I 1970)

el

IRO.= RD TIMMS .

CONTAC.

WO. Round Trip Jet via

Pkg. of 10
Reg. SI .09

Heights. The Dombrowski
auto was also westbound.
Police said that .(ter the ac-

($1,000.00 minimum)

Charcoal filtered

Values to $25.00

J. T. S.

ELK GROVE CURRENCY

BROWN

Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

($5,000.00 minimum)

SELECT FROM OVER

2 or 3 YEAR

2,000 ORIGINAL
SOHLER
STADELHOFER

Near Beer
Non -Alcoholic

612.

-no:

tirstraplIJITHERS

''r

like ofterlasie.

Ski Sweaters

30%
30%

Hockey Sticks

10%

Hockey Skates

20%

OFF LIST

Hockey Gloves

30%

OFF LIST

the

classic

white

VERMOUTH

WHERE YOU SAVE DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE)

OFF LIST

0

OFF LIST

OFF LIST

I

ARLINGTON KS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CA;ATZoVARY SPECI
CASH,

roms.

c

w

.

T

$ 1.0O

OFF

on incoming orders of
regular finished drycleaning only.
.

-

1 -HR. MARTINIZING

,

CLEANERS
11

'

'

i

'

'I

:

* **11ACE HARDWARE COUPON SPECIAL4** 'I(

*
tc

sT.=

E'1,.

KEYS MADE!
i'°,',",7";e7croc:Fr.n

ARLINGTON HTS.

;,,.:.,,-,,

10c

-1(
-0(

1307 RAND ROAD

-

Open Sun.

a

11-3

Eves. Until 9 P.M.

.,11(

00

c

PAPER TOWELS!!

Roll Package
limit2 1 per coupon

27c

ADDITIONAL PAPER TOWELS AVAILABLE AT LOW SALE PRICE OF 39k

*I(*
...,,

ir,_
*****************
.1,'
*

0

**
4(
Tr.

1( CERAMIC MUGS
-7.`

k

White Inside Orange Outside

* Reg. 29c Limit 1

Jr

11C

ADDITIONAL AVAILABLE AT LOW PRICE OF 19c

isc-******************

EtraspostselariflarrosecreammtwelpvemeprotpetFudge FREE!

437-5151

CHICAGO ADOILON
CICERO
LOMBARD
ROUST FARR
MODOSERARK

-or LYDIA
4( GREY

we'll buy the Hot Fudge

& RENTAL

IN THE NORTHWEST ITT

Natiuunia Ant Cede
...Pm...

MEN:BOYS

-1.7
irs -

.

VILLAGE SPORTS

Prices To Fit Every Budget
Su MI NIMISUTI MINIM IMMO OF ORIGINAL AM PIECES!
- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

w.ih
tptohni s

$ 288

You buy the ice cream

NOW....MORE THAN EVER....

FABER

1

'111

1

HOCKEY

Ski Pants

of

SAVAS

($10,000.00 minimum)

SPIELMANN

BREW

. .

wines of the world. Brilliant
and dry with o slight nut-

One

.04

s

89c

HANSUNG
FRIEDRICH

RIALTO
SOAVE

KINGSBURY

CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT
Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

ART PIECES By Snrh
Renowned ArInds A a:

SKI.

Imported from Itoly

The Saving Is Yours)

i

FREE DRYCLEANING OFFER

20%0FF!

GLASGOW SHOP

EGA 1;4

WINTER SALE

ea NM

DM. 20.

,.

s

13 Park 'n Shop Lane

198

GIANT STOREWIDE
OIL PAINTING SALE!

2 for $5.00

20% OFF!

Bourbon W h7sthy'
86 Proof

in Arlington Heigho Cour.,

Raffia Ant Cuttuo

B'D. IvY''
Values to $4.5 0

Kentucky

(81,000.00 minimum)

\

Sizes 4 told

.5,11

'

'-'" ' t" 1"

Suede Flannels

GROVE CURRENCY EXCHANGE

The Saying Is Yours!

SLOW and he is being held at
the police station until hc can

Eo

2 for
$,,, 1588 $30.00

OUT-OF-STATE Newcomers.

lo mounting

bond was set at
)(Hubert,est

SPORT SHIRTS

GENUINE ITALIAN KNITS

Nuts and bolts

080.

6 MONTH CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT

itt

INFANT & TODDLER

39

fterer,;

FREE

filth

Bunked II,tea.

,

SUITS SPORTCOATS ALL WEATHER COATS

289

He was than taken to the police station whoa he was given
a brcathalim teat to check his
alcohol content. Police said he

ea4d S Gijt Slop

Special Attention to

pen auto and found an opened
braille of whisky and a loaded

DIZESSES

4;

,

i

Dresses Playwear Outerwear

86 Proof

cident they chocked the Klip-

11

i'

10% - 40%
Al I
AND REMEMBER TO BUY VALENTINES!!0
Greatly Reduced!

Numi

Straight Bourbon

PAYABLE QUARTERLY

l

i.

.!

rEt

13 O. Can

GET YOUR 1970 AUTO PLATES
VILLAGE STICKERS NOW!
AND

PEBBLE
FORD

VODKA
3 MONTH CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT

' -'

-.6

STORE HOURS:

A variety of gifts marked down

The Saying Is Yours,

Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

ar ru

HAIR
SPRAY

February 15th is the deadline

Yours!'

was

Road when he rammed hue
the rear of an auto driven by
1. Dombrowski. 59. of
218 N. Lincoln Ln., Arlington

INS DURWOOD ST., DES PLAINES

69C

CAPSULES

.fight acing and transfers between

The booing Is

il.

4dAzia

Reg. 69c

COLD

189
.1"

'7"-k

CONTAC

FOR TWO

Z7,

,

SUAVE

[--.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
1

COUNTRY MISS

Reg.

'1"

..

1st GRAND PRIZE

TEL

,

,

SNOW SUITS
JACKETS
COATS

.

HAWAII VACATION

BEER

PASSBOOK ACCOUNTS

REDUCTIONS

,'ifs -ii

".\\4.,:j36c

'our Famous Liquor Store.

Carling

r1,4
.L.... f it,

89c

rosy. an official entry blank Iron

1 89

GIVE-AWAY PRICES TO CLEAR NOW!

in

your

YOU CAN BECOME THE COOKING CHAMP! Send your learntte

No Deposit
12 or. Bonles
Case
of 12

,

oa:c9.

i

FURTHER

SEAMLESS

-',NYLONS

500 COUNT

COOK -OFF"

for Children
(--

LADIES'

,,

,

Famous Liquor Stores'

or ion

Elk Grove's Exclusive Store

Re -priced and Re -grouped at

MU SATURDAY

PAPER

am cotilident that the
voters will give McCabe e

LITTLE MISS & MR SHOP

10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

i FILLER1et:

r-i

THURS. fill. SAT. JAN10-31

All Winter and Holiday Merchandise

O an Sunda

=

ship.

1 YEAR CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT

=

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

PRIDES EFFECTIVE

is

SATURDAY T°5 3°

FINAL, FINAL REDUCTIONS

WE'RE

Mon. thru Fri.

Open SaturdayNUMBER

MIT RIGHTS RESERVED

Kensington

! EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

MOST STORES OPEN TO 9 PM

.0,ty

firmly established in Wheeling
Township as vibrant politico(
force. Thin is e real hem!!! ,,,
all of the people in the Town-

control. and unlawful um of

BOWER

4

Defames Restaurant
Bin 0 Tropics Pet Shop

burglarized in an identical
manner in the past two weeks,
poline said

3 MO Days

I

OPENING SOON

that unity goes to McCabe who

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

said

Police

DAMP has already asked
the state for 39.2 cubic Ent of

LABEL

Klingen
with driving while intoxioned,
having open liquor in his car ,
not having his vehicle under

on

en.

BLACK

Arlington

Police mid Klippen

unknown amount of money.
an adding machine and 40
pairs of panty hose were sto-

a moulting cost of 42 cents per
1.000 gallons

'

churned

westbound

The AAP Food Store at 815
Lou St.. Des Plaines, was burglarised Tuesday night and an

High -Life Beer

at Remington EM and

A,.

rock formations to run ing of

Food store burglarized

plan.

MILLER

Richard Klippen. 31, of
GOO W. Foundry Rd.. Mount
Prospwl. was arrested on flair
charges last night after he was
invOlved in a two -auto acct -

Heights.
Police

ALTHOUGH DAMP does
not expect deep, water -hearing

imagination and daring in cooking.

Arrested
on 4 counts
after crash

Dryden

third

water pumping and treatment
facilities
Another 40 -year revenue
bond issue would be required.
his one for 520,970.1/00. with

,hnsn

h}i's'iegahn'tspai'gsn.co-n",-

"
""

Norman is the Democratic

(mot d lontr Cooko.

ym

ship has accomplished since
iggy undernn Met he's load

weapons.
to

UNDER A

bi.B.:Brma."Vn'w.rg what
t

DAMP communities have less
than lieu years to decide on the

gallon. would be 40

DAMP and the Tres Towns
commission would sham all

for committee campaign
bawd DemiMnLie
lion in Wheeling lowns

11.000

cents.

McCabe names managers
James 1.. McCelm alArlington Heights. Wheeling Town-

would require a 40 -year bond
ssue of 521,659,000. Cost per

no later than midnight. Monday. KM 2.

dent

snot* would be about three
year, and therefore. ..the

DAMP's cost for this plan

agars

at 135,111 Salle M.. tbicano.
A bank spokoman said that
to he cligiNe. requests
he postmarked
I

although DAMP commungars
are still. Tin to eight yea's
from actual need."
The Cons r, Townsend re.
port said that the lead time re.
ginned for construction of facilitics for an independent lake

Water
Towns) jointly financing Lake
Michigan intake and water
Penning facilities but each
reseparate Ohreconstuc
ltonplants.

said that only a small percentage at the Its roads have hoc
:melted for.

Rank and Trust Co..

suggested

Park -Lombard
(Tree
Commission

by Hermin F. Komi:man of

tional

supply plan as soon as powthic,

second

mhunt-Villa

The American
National
Dank and Trust Co has helm
&biennial as trustee of the tax
funds. which amount ton total
of 534 million for the state.
Yesterday. Robert Dillon. a
vice-president of the hank.

If any atapaLer cannot obtain the refund forms locally.
they are mailable in Room
1220 of the American Na.

would have DAMP and the El-

/t

work dune by Loch servicemanor

service husiness. and if the

plan

wishes
their water our
to move ahead nonlake water

be rmired from revenues.

He is to appear in Niles Coin
on Feb. lb.

Forms for the refunds are

plan

supply

water

would be 51 cents per thoun od gallons, with a 40 -year
bond Wm of 924,750,000 to

failure 10 yield la H. pedestrian.

sonable property Repairman).

ing to enter into any sort Me.
opetalive plan with DAMP.
He noted that the water
table is already critically low
in the Tree Towns area. and

COST UNDER the inde-

Meyers was charged with

mention. which mre not then
land under the Retailers' Occupation Tax Act or the Use
Tax Act:
and. repairing. runtwating
or reconditioning tangible per-

DAMP would find the Tree.,
Tans commission still will -

sumplion from the city of Chi-

Cimphic aro or related Oef

the Illinois Departnrent

lieved only about four months
re mai nod during which

half of its total water coost.

Y TCREACH

action to he taken for an alternate or supplemental lake sup

OLSEN SAID that he be-

(Co, donedjim pave II
rtntly purchases mom Mao

Mount Prospect. Pdbx mid

Service occupation, tax
refund deadline Monday
Revenue and the American
National Hank and Trust

E

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORES

lc YOUR
.41(

.

CHOICE!!

PLASTIC WASTEBASKETS! LAUNDRY BASKET;

DISH PANS! BUCKETS! Assorted Colors Reg. 77c

r1.1c
a1

ir

4(
'Or

The day's prospects

One day at a time
A friend of mine called the
other evening. He wanted to

little while.
'So useless,"

la me know that the Mints

mid. I tweed

had just told him his son had
been killed in Vietnam. If war
and death bother you, you

bated in the Marine right idler

my friend

uniform. He looked like the
all-American kid.
His three sisters ware sobbing violently. They were just

mother and father the casket

beginning to realize they no

HE DIDN'T write a lot of
letters. Most of darn don't.
when they're ow in the field

flag and some medals.

longer had a brother.
One of the things he wonted
to do was go to college. He

every day.

I
cry when I think about
Mike. end he wasn't even

He was 19. He was tall and,'

always thought, good looking.
I saw him once in his Marine

had a son in Vietnam, too. He
wondered ff my son was OK. I
told 1110 he was.

went cog)! over to see him.
I WI my arms around his wife.
because she was crying. Alter,

talked together for a

You don't send a guy like
that home. You put him in the
line again.
The second month, they hit
him again. That's when he was
killed.

money. What a damn fool idea
that was.
His training didn't take very
long. He said it was rough, but
ha didn't complain. He wth on
his way to Vietnam before any
of us molly knew it.

thing special. He was the only
boy of their four kids.

we're fairly close. lie knew 1

That way he

school.

The first month he was in
Vietnam, he got hit. It wasn't

Vro5pect Dap
Thursday, January 29, 1970

William J. Kmda.ch

said

Mont:Ong MU,

would try to expedite bringing
her body home for the burial.
When it came, it was in pine

By Dolor. (tough
Lent begins on Feb. 10.
The age-old customs

They're going to gine his
sh

mine.

alantl,

Ell

26 good s I excellent

117 S. Main. 010uni graNyeri.111. 61.56

Branch Inn

(tosser on Comic Pee

In Adhpm !Mello lid..Adliminn IMYes.11L0050
7221Ynor.lbsPilne,111..nite

NEW FROM FIRST

Vain Street

It's license time
Lil Flows
BEE, eel Will]
if you
haven't bought your Mount
t

Prospect vehicle sticker or dog
license yet! The price nom up
on them next week! This week

the vehicle nicker

is $7.50:
next week it, S I O. Dog limnses arc S3 this week: next owek
they're 55.

The finance department of

IL's a great time tin them to
be going. The high schoolers
have just finished mithsemes-

ler than.. and they'll he able
to really enjoy the inning with.
out homework and school
projects On their minds.

ME CRA (Girls Recreahad

from 9 to noon specifically to
accommodate economymindod license huyers. Nice pa,

girls played volleyball.
tennis and relays. It was a fun

Mother-Dthghter Fun
Night last week. Alums and
and
ff

fthsion for everyone

are'

from Trinity United Methodis, Church is off on a winter

THE SLOWPOKES square
dancing club is holding a
Slowpoke Shuffle 010000 to morrow night. Information
and tickets for the dance are

retreat this weekend. They're

available from Mr. and Mrs.

going up to Wesley Woods

Ed Jost 034-3507. The group

Methodist Camp Grounds at
Williams Soy. Lake Geneva,

regularly on Friday
nights an Euclid School. east of

Wis.

Randhurt

Youth

Fellowshipt

bunch

elects

Thanks

You're
welcome

daughter who was hospitalized
when nty tire went nal.

! was standing in the middle
of the drive in the freeidngthld
and no one would stop to help.

Finally a gentleman stopped
and. afier checking my spare
and finding it not. offered me
his spare am. He didn't ask my
name and address. 1 told him I
was thankful and would return
the lire; however, I recently
moved to Hoffman Eames. He

said he was a newcomer to
Hoffman Pilaus and his name
is Corey Monks.

want to extend my thanks
am glad there arc

again, and

people who
h1
will

take

trouble to help someone in dis-

m'P""iscdon

Letters To
The Editor
AU letters to the edi-

tor mew he Word. but
inantes

fir withheld up.

anemone L ell ern
'honk be ae hriel as pos.
silt& i.ipenritten. if pos.
tidle

and should

CORINiN

11. address or phone RIM hi" so their authentieity

Pen be checked.

LoNiugh. 437-3110S.

WORSTJOKE of The Day:
Jean: -What did the boy octopus say to the girl octopi],

Ray: "I don't know."
Jean: I want to hold your
hand, hand, hand, hand. hand.
hand. hand. hand."

Cancer patients
need rides
to hospitals
An urgitht appeal for volunteers to d r re cancer patient. to

'Tie need drivers in

On behalf of the Arlington
Heights Jaythes. I would like
to thank you and your puper
for the tremendous thverap
you have given us in the past

esper I ally during Jaycee
Week .

Your ewoperalion
surpa.ed only by your demon-

Des

Plaines right now for a panent

who desperately teals het.
mem three times

vemk." said

Mi. !Moly director of the
Harper Junior College nursing
Pthantm.

of patients where other mem-

help or deny the Jaya... in
their community gaol. The
Day Ku gone nut of in way to
aid the Jaycee movement.
Gordon EilliliCkSen

Arlington Heights Jaynes
Public Relations Dinthlor

ways be available.

Contr... served by the
Northwest Suburban Unit are
Arlington Heights, Buffalo
Grove. Des Plaines. Elk ape
Village.
lloffmIn Estates,
Mount Piospect,
',define,
Prospect
Heights,
Rolling
Meadows, Schaumburg and
Wheeling.

Anyone wishing to volunteer for tote Driven Coop may
call he Northwest Suburben
Unit of the American Cancer

Thanks Day
for help
to Jaycees
goor.
Wo of St. Raymond School
appreciate your sending. man
ut to photograph Harry
Valkman on Wednesday, Jan.
14. Also we are pleased that
you printed a picture of Harry

Volkrnan and his friends on
the front page of the paper on
Jon. 16.

My guess is that everyone

Tips on saving
Tips on saving money it the

subject of six brochures prepared and distributed by Avco
Delta of Cleveland, Ohio. The
brochures

say

when,

phone SUN, etc, that I

First National now gives you monthly income checks on minimum deposits
of $5,000 at the highest bank interest rates available. Full 51/2% per year

on FMIC certificates maturing in one year and 53/4% per year on FMIC
certificates maturing in two years.
A deposit of $5,000 on ti FMIC certificate maturing in two years gives you
a monthly check of $23.95, while a $10,000 deposit earns $47.90 monthly.
These accounts are not automatically renewable.

re-

ceived commenting on the picture of Harry
Volkman.
Thank you again.
Eleanor 0000400
Science Department

tasty timely treats

categories. The more the men
Ha.

siX orseven brightly colored
balloons with ruffle of crepe

The group may cast a writ ten vote for the beat canumed.

cardboard circle.
A bright green
gr
tablecloth
can provide a saucy back-

CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES. ILL. TELEPHONE 827-4411

tions, Arco Delta, 20600 Chagrin Blvd.. Shelter Heights,
Ohio 44122.

Member Federal Deposit 'rowan.. Corporation Member Federal Rent. Swtera

For

centerpiece combine

paper. Mount all on a p.m

bration is held the Tuesday be-

thus choosing the King and

fore Lent, terminated by the

Queen. who must be rvowned
with a gold paper crown.

ground far your menu when
liberally sprinkled with confetti. The thaterpiece can be
entwined in multi -colored serpentine,.

you wish to make your own incitations choose the sign of the

FOR THE pre -midnight
supper select special New Or leans delicacies such as fresh
shrimp salad, hot southern

mask.

fried chicken, Mammy's bak-

costumed pony. merely pro.

honey.

salted hot pecans and pralines.
Southern recipes of any

kind may be substituted. last

vide hats and masks for each
Costumes are much
more fun and definitely add to
the Mardi Gras atmosphere.

guest.

New Orleans posters from
airlines hung in profusion in

"tithe sure all are accompanied
by a super generous portion of
hospitality.
Games should revolve

all sizes and colors can turn

wound boisterous relays. in-

day" of compliments as quick

fians.
If you wish to make it a max-

triguc and general fun and rev.
elry.

as jester can turn a somer.

the party room plus banners of

your puny into s "Fat Tun mult.

age

Th r day, January 29, 1970

Dolores HaughWomans Editor

Holiday magic for P.H. women
Prospect

Heights

Contest

sponsored

Paul Stemm present II beauty

seminar with -Holiday May-

to Mrs. Edward Sakach, public
relations chairman,
club

ic7ctosmeties st. their egeing
Wednesday, Fob 4. al Ohl Or-

will. be working with other
community groups on cons

eland Country Club. For reservation
Mrs. Donald
Schmidt, 25.11183. by Feb.'.

munity projects.
The club has donated money for playground equipment

sor 'Prospect Heights Days"

The meeting will start promptby
I a.o. followed
ly
luncheon and the program.

to the John Muir School and

prOVeMeOls

the group which they Net has

(

Several years ago the club

wan this awerd end wed the,

furnish a library scholarship to
residents and
one of the to
so donam money to the gram mar

school

in

Pnispect

Heigh. for two taps pinyers.
Last year the club was one of
taro who received honorable
mention. Totaling up the.
boors spent by the various club
members in voloonteer hours
for educational purposes is an

caNnet. her antiqued-in-hlue
piano and the old eh. full of

I anion, chopped

avid interests is knitting, and at
present she is making a poncho

1/2 cup raw rice
2 tablespoons flour

CAKE
1 dick margarine

fora friend of her daughter's.
Jean is sharing will. you
mine of locr family's favorites.
You could prepare an oven

I teaspoon chili powder

Vs cup shortening
I cup water

meal

hy

using

Jean says she is tired of cm-

and tossed mind. and you've
ga it made!

She is teaching her

I

1 -year -old

foods are prepared. She also
points out how much of a rayfop there is in preparing your
own food, rather than pay for
someone else's labor.

Al present Jean is taking a
leave from teaching elcMentary school to be at home with

cookies.

WHEN SHE isn't busy with
homemaking, she is a modern
dance enthusiast and is now
working with three girls inter-

urning folk songs and reli-

1 teaspoon salt
Vs teaspoon thyme

teaspoon ground elove
I pint kidney beany

one of the

at dishes and the
ground
rice puddinmeg. Add a vegetable

eryone using mixes and thecentrates on doing some real
cooking, making sure her km.
ily gets a well halmmed diet.

CHOCOLATE SHEET

Moos music. Another of her

-stuff' and remarks
how she thoroughly enjoys her
sewing

important dirt of the entry.
Last spring the club entered
the Communoty Improvement

Brown meat. add remain -

STAINLESS

Basic

6 -Piece

25 pc. Set

Place Setting

g,

settatings rind one

11/2 pounds ground chuck
I tablespoon <hopped onion
I cup stuffing (your choice)
1/2 cup water plus one basilIon cube

1/2

IM cut. milk

ing, water and cocoa in pan.

1/2 cup rice

Remove from heat. Add sugar,
Bohr and salt. Then add eggs,

Then add two cups
milk and boil gently until milk

I can cream of mushroom
soup

sorbed.

Make eight patties. Plame on
waxed paper. Make each patty

Mole creamy. Remove and
slowly add milk -rice mixture

thinner in the middle and fat. 00 edge.
Saute onion, mix with stuff-

to 2 beaten eggs mixed with

ing, water and bouillon. Put

one-third cup sugar, pinch of
salt and
teaspoon vanilla.
Pour into greased 11/2 quart

one quarter of stuffing in can
ter of each patty. Cover with

baking dish. If desired sprinkle
cup plumped raisins
Va

patty. Brown carefully. Mix Vo can of water with
one can mushroom soup. Pour
over patties. Cover and bake in

(steamed in a little water and

350 degree oven for 45 Min-

mixture onto p. Place dish in

totes tonen hour.

one inch hot water and bake in

another

1

drained).

Sprinkle

cinnamon -sugar

350 -degree oven 45 minutes to

BAKED CHILI

If you missedwut en this buy the
first time, here's year lucky once-

BUY 3
Build an Entertaining
service for 12
and save
on every purchase

ONEIDACRAFT

Stainless

Place Setting

DELUXE STAINLESS

I Ala magatine
3 tablespoons cocoa
6 toblespoons milk
1 pound powdered sugar
'

I am chopped nun
Melt margarine. add cocoa
and milk end boil a few min Add remaining inand
beet
until
gredients
smooth. Then add I teaspoon
vanilla. Spread on cake as soon

11/2 pounds ground chuck

one hour, or until knife comes
out clean when inserted in mo-

I huge can tomatoes-

ter.

oven. Serves 25 to 30.

as you remove it from the

mat of importml expensive -quality

glistening nom pile with the
swirling curl of pension lamb...
bass -buckled front {mitt to 16.

6 -Piece

NOT SHOWN: HolfSims in persionlook pile sleuhle-breosted coot
with bock -belt. 1441 to 22,1.

$448

Comp. value Sao *35
m0a

"7i

DES PLAINES
s'ees

1 507 RAND ROAD

r

(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big 8 Tall Men's Dept )

L. anwe

HOFFMAN

25 - 30% SAVINGS

FROSTING

you Mon.! A chic fit-onslflore

19.t7.1

soda, vanilla, and buttermilk.
Ili. B tt
t
thin.
Bake in a 400 -degree oven
in II -by -17 -inch jelly roll pa ,
15 to 18 minutes. In the same
saucepan make the frosting.

rich pile
looks like
persian-Iamb
comp. value $60

Build
Family service
for 8

rv-rvow-_.

I teaspoon soda
I teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup buttesmilk
Melt margarine, shorten-

M teaspoon salt
Simmer for 25 rni note. Add
El h.
cup milk. Stir

BUY 2

Regularly

2 cups flour
pinch of salt

REPEAT OF
A SELL-OUT1

$35

Own a
service for 4

2 cups sugar

a half 10 two hours in 300.
RICE PUDDING

Regularly $8.95

blespoon

BUY 1

4 tablespoons erve

2 eggs, bete

STUFFED HAMBURGERS

$598

holed. tom
b., place

by International

log ingredients. Bake mm and
degree oven.

COMMUNITY

OFF

money 10 donate dictionaries
to the library. (ma braille books

M Wheeling High School. to

menthe Fourth °fluty to raise
for community im-

money

25%

Relit of education.

atiN

plans to do the same with other
grade
ojig the future.
Iles have lre'ady donated
money for special record players to the Ann Sullivan school.
The group will
help spun.

Roebuck and Co. According

done the most for eduthtion
during the year. The prize
money is to he used in some

as

by Sears

Woman's Club will hear Mrs.

snter the Shell Chl contest. It is
ponsored by the Shell Oil Co..
and gives an award of 5500 to

Lindemann points to her
g r c a PgrandInther's kitchen

5

pookkoogegokekilekettlekte 0 00 ti 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Conform. RRRRR kora 22222222

Mrs. Donald Bowker. mfety
and education chairman, her
announced that the cluh will

Sitting in her interestingly
furnished family room, Jean

tSA,

If you dons whim haw a

Steele on a profusion of red.
green. yellow and blue satin
ribbons and send small rep
lianas invitations surfing time.
place and costume instruc-

1

12 Girl Scouts home to bake

the Director of Public Rela-

kers.

di Gras celebration in the US.
Is over 200 yea. old. It officially begins two weeks before
Ash Wednesday. The masked
ball which concludes the ale-

The

home when Jeff. 13, and Vickie come home. This is especially true when Vickie is bringing

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES

ova New Year's Eve opium-

niest. You can make up the

Devil 'N' Snow Cake, freshly

§:f

BALLOONS, CCMfeta, serpentine and your left USE

gerya6tr

Use your oven for

her family. She wants to be

and automobiles.

brilliant colon and cos

The "Fat laced.), or Mar-

Cook of the day

such so she'll know just how

First still offers regular FMIC accounts that earn 5% interest per year
and are automatically renewable for 90 day periods. The FMIC savings
plans are designed to safely build your monthly investment earnings..
To find out which plan best suits your savings needs, call us - 827-4411.

and how to save on clothing,
home improvements, money
management. furniture, food
Copies of the brochures are
available without charge from

mask motif. Theta awards may

The table should abound in

w h.golden cake, icing side clown. Frost with remaining whipped cream. Decorate with shaved
whelate. You may wish to add a mask to the cake lop. Do this by placing it flat on !toothpicks
ich have been pariially inserted into the rake.

daughter Vickie to cook from

where

reads Thebay, based on ell the

Cake with 2 cups fresh strawberries and I o -a cups whipped cream sweetened with 5 tablespoons of
lias for filling. Workingv,ith cakes still frozen. place devil's food on plate, arrange filling and lop

By Fern Schneider

Society at 82741088 between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday

through Friday.

-

keno Lindemann holds Fr poncho made from patens by *need. Volume 181, called Poncho
Parade. Ibis useful mug can be wont during tiny In-between weather with shwks or. kirt Jean. ays
the colorful poncho lc say le make and can be mode in children's or women's alas.

relieve hard., in the homes
bers of the family cannot al-

11

;,
&dun reigns in revelry the night before Ash Wednefilley, according to Mardi Gras legend. A
spicial lama,. Snow Cake is made by combining Sara Lee Devil's Food and a frozen Golden

certificates
for monthly
earnings at
the highest
interest rates!

the society offers to patient. i

the northwesi suborl, It help

is made aware of our goal -"Involvement through Community Service."
The pre. her the power In

FMIC

THE VOLUNTEER 17riv.

ganithlion do not seek public
recognition. it is only through
this media that the sans:public

...

ens Corps is one of the services

grated community mint.
While the James. as an or -

the

trees.

inform atthll Jenny

ociety.

Editor:

Editor:
Friday. Jan. 16, I was trayding fin the outer drive in Chi.
cago
the way 10 Children's
Memorial Hospital to visit my

Saturday at 030 pno. and also
net weekend. Elk Grove's
Masque and Staff Playa. are
doing the play. For tickets and

and front hospitals for essen-.
oompatient treatments is
king m ade this week by doe
Northwest Suburban Unit of
the American Cower Society.
according to Joanne Heinly.
service chsirman for the

Letters To The Editor
to 'Good
Samaritan'

Junior High tomorrow and

tion Assn.1 at linispect High

the village hall will haVe its ofSae open on Saturday mornMg

THE WYE iMethodist

SEEGER"'
"GENERAL.
will he presented at Dempster

be for the most beautiful costume, most original or fun-

Greeks ES a sample. Back your
silhouette with gold paper.

6,.sr

Om °noun I .S. and ince. 517.011a smarindie for vie num.,
graspeel Say genorLame gooses geld at Mount Prospect. 10 60056

toms of Mardi Gras.

ins powder biscuits.

SubwrIpilai nom 35tems sw1, ham dellefed.

Mawniad prim, lecenblinen

so with special awards, each

wrty.

Cut black mask using the
smiling theater mask of the

"Look at this! Nixon wants me to be the new head of
Selective Service. What did I ever do to HIM?

TIL
9

the

wrapped in bright Mardi Gr.
paper and bearing the
tiss

THE PRECEDING week.
end, however. can suffice. If

words out of
Make as many four letter or
Mese letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Frie, In Da, Publkanarg. Inv.

9 30

rpeitde with costume this is
an wthIlent opportunity to do

of
Mardi Ore on provide an excellent thane for a February

unmasking at midnight.

using all seven of these Mlles.

hell, is puhl.ed

LAROEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

February party

they

THEINRE

Marshall Held Ill

John R Slanlan. Editor and Nig, he r

Marines

The

AMERICA

WWI

HIDEAWORD

'inane the, 'inured &rim by aluanteralincely herpine
the pape freedom (End intellectual integrity:.

Page 4

A devilishly tempting

much. It healed quickly.

could go to school under the
GI bill and save his dad some

high

]HEIR SON was soue-

might not want to read any far!her.
He probably called because

We loll

By Ron Swans.

ESTATES

on STAINLESS HOLLOWARE
hems in Stock

Ask for vormenthly Stainless Spode!

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

Silver-China-Crystal
M.Hailern Am., At
tlarthwmt Huy.

631.100 -*dm 623-3131
prone MOUlkinion, w.9 ea fi-frl.
Sm.S m

in,

eland kandmi

DUNDEE
220 5. DUNDEE AVE.

Rt. 25 Just North of R1.72

THE DAY
Thursday January 29 1970

Pep 6

A day at a tune

Reunion planted

The age of Aquarius

Plans fora class reunion for

by Lorraine Granger

the Tel High School clam of
1960 are now in program A
dinner dance has been planned

kind of people you expected to
believe
in
astrology did.
People like middle-aged ladies

who weigh 300 pounds and
wear combat boots, or young
men who have flunked out of

don't want to hear about
what my favorite color law!)at
other signs I'm attracted to or
how headstrong or reliable I
I

college and spend a lot of time

combing their hair mid saying
"groovy" or 13 -year -old girls
trying to be mysterious.

If you were the only person
who believed this particular
variety of garbage, it might be
interesting. Complete, solitary
delusion is intriguing. But stylish. popular delusion isn't.
I knew a man once who believed in the ancient Greek

gy?

BEFORE Christmas I went
into a store, planning to buy
for

a

relative.

you're May, h's much easier to
pretend you believe in magic,
necromancy,
predestination,
astrology.

In fact, some people who do
this are too dumb even to have
asked themselves if they really

with imagination. But metrolo-

handbag

astrological

analyses.

Sigwalt

1604

Rolhng

Meadows 6060nITIA

observing

and

and

bdieve it. If they did. they'd
realize what a bare the whole

you.

thing is.

guessed already.

You'd

probably say you

of the evening nodding know-

ingly end saying, .That fits"
or "How typical."

392-1420.

Tan shells may be baked on

Student samples business world
For rho !Mee and onohalf
week. of the January Shan

Gr";$

Donna. a senior minoring in
business at Ilia univenity.
emplosed at the State Farm

fl'il.gL",ir,Z727:,'r,:11,7'.

Him; Office in Bloomington

student so. full-time for the

Dennis Sundin. son oi 61%
Mn. Eris N. Smith's 119ti

limier

Wesleyan Union -shy%
January Shoe Term.

in

the uniscrcity% internship

Term. which began Jan. 5. the
eninpany

to what be

is as.

an overturned cupcake pan.
To make quick and perfecttime, op.
ev
lookin g tanscrony
paper cupcake liner ana
tram its viz C on the dough.
Place the circles on the over-

P NY
U\GE

MNA

Mp
.15TEco

GET SOME C.A..

W.TH,

ot

MEN1,1,0 1,,

co., ou T

NET WEIGHT

ST

6:25

11-G INTTC

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

0/

mdrce Norton.
meber of the Na'

New Guinea: Pa Into the Um
known

SPELL.IG

6.A,,

ALA

OF THE GOVERNMENT

Bolen Samen.

OLE11.11

AR

OUST ARRIVOO
A 000.09GE

`A7.1.

Frothingslosh
Randango

YOUR ...RCM

U

MIEN. 00.1

nat-a.!

77-

P:0001IA,
105

ME ,I444 C DIPN'T E.0 BACK

.VIAERB I CAME FROM!

114erinV

,NEig

Bensenville Freezer Meats Inc.
SPICIAUSTS
MUM
PHONE

ALONG ANO SUOSEN,
I MAS OVAPPNOWET:

AQUARIUS Uan. 21 - Feb.

t:VRTAVP.:

1,1A

191 Refuse to dispute matters

CLOMO SUN

already

have

TAKE,R

2

Join the Crowd Helping Us
Celebrate 10 Fruitful Years

ARIES March 22

April

-

201 Peso or popularity should
nut be your goal Miring these
trying dms. Stick to your work

at

an

storm -tossed plane.

house.

1967

A HOW !tic, place setting if genuine johami I laviland
China when you join cats FINE CHINA CLUB.

CANCER (June 22

-

1966
$18,757,20000

..r beautiful crested imported Chino while
dinnerware Yen
. our checking or savings account.
yoll Wild

$15,195,600.00

Here's Inns this exciting plan works:
I. Simply add 525 to your savings account or 100 to your ...mg

231 The heavier the demands
that you plum IMO others. the
greater is your own charm: of

being disappoint..
LEO Uulv 24 Aug. 21 ML
nor InuMess gains today are
feel
not enough io make
financially foe. lake care not
to exceed the budget at this

deposits. Naturally, a S50 savings account deposit or a $200
account deposit entitles you to two coupons at 99 cents each, etc.

3. When you have purchased 22 stamps (521.713 plus tax) you will
receive a 28 piece set of the pattern of your choice that consists of 4
dinner, plates. 4 cups, 4 mucers, 4 sold platm, 4 bread and bat.
plates, Ouruitivemtable dishes and 4 soup dishes worth 537.00.
4. When you hale completed the above plan in our FINE CHINA CLUB

we oval add 4 additional pieces an that you will have 5 complete..
of 7. Should you desire to add an additional set it may be purchased
for 5E40 plus tax, a discount of 20%. Or better yet, start another

1963
1962
$7,522,300.00
1*

1961

THE
BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights'

65,071,00900

1960

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

S 3,619,800.00

LOOK AT
US GROW

900 East Kensington Road

Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
Telephone 255-7900

club card.

Sorry only one FREE place setting per family.

Ends October 10, 1970.

Each depositor Insured to $20,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

la

12145

1)00

Of Cabbages and

26 A Black% View

logs

of the New.
T h e Honey -

Ills
Movie

9

10:30

"Barbary Pirate."

Mery °rink

2

Circle:

A

Show

is sent on am -

ere
ow won. to

investigate the tributes

Tonight

Cnell

forced upon American merchant ships

Show

Movie

by the Bey of Tripoli.

"The Pawn.
Powerful

114
Late Report

whose tybole family
Sid, find, life in

I:50
Meditation

2

Spanish Harlem is no

2:30

heuer. Had Steiger,
Geraldine
Fitzge-

Five Minutes to
ve By

60

CAP THROW HIS VOCE
AND WALK BACKWARDS!

6k -OFF,

information you need her
you criticize snother's work.
You may be barking up the
wrong tree.

2 Mine entrance Apant ROE RAT
ORE
MOST .....1
3
ristle

192 Nottone.ns

,

b

13-

4 -in,asa

e

Locality

CalyxP

mother

.
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CAPTAIN EASY
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23
AYE M

at

table
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A RV- TO TRW, AN UNKNOWN FEMALE
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20
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36 Sluggish
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then
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42 dSocegrale
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NEITHER

1597

TA

f

PEASANT!

on them

Answers to
Hides word

ra E' 2 '

P:2
'O'r'x'1'12
0
A7It=

DOWNundo,

1 so

9 Soft -finned

waste what could be a 110556

productive no
Get to work.

c."

RACE

61

5

miss

221 Make sure you have all the

e: 2U ,_"A D RA AL-

reer, nPal pnY of

SNEESH! A SNOB INTO

time.

greater mward. non%
out on it.

I

..ACROSSdbee

and fun and feaful-hut don%
$9,033,500.00

"Vicious
Youth."

TEA
NEVE 50.4
ACER T N Al-L- A
UR I A El-HERE/Y.

Foodstuff

THE BORN LOSER

Jan. 20, Leisure -time activities

511,515,700.00

account or open a new sayings or checking account in a like amount,
and you will receive your FREE 3 piece place setting in your choice
of g patterns. See the display in our lobby and you will want to start
immediately.

Zone

The American Community College
A series of 10 programs femurs on-loof community colkges
across the country.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CAPRICORN Wm. 23

1964

International

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

begins as resosable dinemrse
does not disamieerate into n.
argument. Staole
produc
your casetivetactfully.

1965

5

Chicago Show
12)30

rald.

July

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 13 D.. 221 Take are than what

922.921,300.00

VIM. absolute], FREE, we will start ytth out on your t.M1

2. This enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then -you thereaftw
may purchase a 99 cent (plus tail stamp every time you make
deposit of S25.00 or more to your savings account or 8100 to your
ehMking account. Stamps must be purchased when you make
the your

BANK

Midnight Report

luau

GEMINI (Mau 22

LIBRA 15010. 24 - On. Dr
All signs point to an opportunity to take on greater re.
sponsibility today and pain

$27,893,700.00

5
7

stake, take actionfuimme-

haying to face Mtn directly.

SERVICE

2

MORTY MEEKLE

formation to another wahine

S30,274,200.00

B arham Britton.
10:00
News
Now..
News
News

EEK & MEEK

VIRGO tAug. 24 -Sept..131
Bring Correspondence tip In
dare. Now is the time to gm in-

A FULL

starring Anon Bu en, Jeff Chandler.
Rory Calhoun and

9:30

20 TN! High School
32 Debbie Drake

.5uschwitz and

apartment

Spoilers."

AvergeWestan

whoabout a man

end Gan.

old

passenger in small

"The

Comments

diately.

handle.

a 56 piece. 8 place setting of Johann Haviland China.

a

2 Mode

Paul Harvey

32

around waiting for developments. Where your turi is

1960 seems like yesterday, but here we an in the 70's and THE BANE 11: TRUST CO31PANT of

tion of a fresh fruit and a free gift.
While you're drinking the coffee fill out a coupon and you may win a prise,

12:00

9:25

who survived

u.
answer a
tiple homicide all at

Hun Girl

Paintings
32 100
Greer Music

QuinMna

32 News

broker."

Ong..
Friday
P

is

11:35

26 Tony

9

0:30
.5

is

with intellectual integriti.
TAURUS (April 21 - May
211 You can ill afford to sit

ARLINGTON uriGurs is 10 years old.

Because we have grown only with the help of or customers. stockholders, neighbors and friends,
we are having open house January 22, 24 and Si
AR of us want you to enjoy some coffee and rake, and when you leave take home your selec-

Edwin Newman is
host

is

11:311

noon.

2111f you would make gains in
the eyes of another, make your
response, thoughtful. Don't he
bedded into flying off the

Over these ten years our assets have grown at a steady pace and with this growth we have been
continually adding to and increasing 'our services.

Carr

Jim Tilmon

II Spondee Freely

JltriNabors

A. Marie

may make this a mnicularly
cloudy a tn. fix you. Look for
fall sun,Inne late M the after-

and

26 Wrestling
32 Big Valley

i

.32 News Final

Mitchell,

Paul Anka arc

V ik k

aced heyond decision. Oth-

1968

Joni

George Kirby

guest.

erwise. you will only add to an other's ire.

CHINA

Jana

74440 Racks

Show

YEA'

OFF
II`DRESS
ROOM.

been

ThIs Is Tom

7

7:00

PISCES !Feb. 20 - March
211 Confused tendencies today

FREE

buddies.

World
"Pioneer Village,
at Black Creek."

/ WAS .5T NALSPIO

FOR FRIDAY

phich

1969

Once the two were

guide on film journey through Afgha-

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscout,

766-6750

fork and bake.

mat

shal and Richard

Widmark is killer.

Raphael Green o

Your

world peace.

11 PREMIERE:
and

Lave

Jake Wade" Roben
Taylor is a former
bank robber turned

Seas

OPEN

Mc four corners. Prick with

"The

II Aroedthe
26

the operation.

9

Merle

2

ings on a iron' is-

George Hamilton.
9 Perry Mason
11 OUR People

7

MOO

.

happen-

land which threaten

5

Patiem's

P

32 Of Lands end

mol :=14,gV.=`,

arlingfonOrk towers

sequences

501146 MANAGER ASKED

P IELov5o

happy, trash, het,* *Yin.. by 3 puy W aid
,stir snowmieenm s niMry

trolled New Guinea.

or Con-

32 Truth

gill who has trouble
ith her TV set.
9 Mar Trek

eAfficesiC,
RPALS

PEOPLE06 ARC

RF'PlAng

Land" and -The
Law Rides Again."

HOW
Angie Dickinson
appears as a beautiful

UFfribdl

WITATION wien.

ON LAST YEAR

DE GAVIA

'Xon Nor !AKE SOIND

AIY 180911171111.5

ofY MMUS LIGHT,.

Or

for min expeditions
into remote corners
of Austrahancon-

Half A Comedy

Nov -r geNgwoo5 PULER.'
MR, YARNG UPOOMMIG,

ReACNEM

Hoot G.bue. is can
'Spin a of the
in
W.." "A Man%

The Champions

1011001,5

for who performed

The comic style of

Lowell Thonma is
guide and narrator

7

veakot varmirgl.

taiRL

ANOTHER cir

camwriouu

"RO""

II They Went That A -Way

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions
investigate

Mike Douglas

Show

.1
AND 1 MADE A MIX 1211106

dies

Show

ui

Michael

surgery. and Oren nets suspects Medal:-

Urn, Samantha
spends with the new
9

Lowell Thom.

an

host.

role.

Mary Foy Esther
Edna May
Olivsr and Richard
Die star in the 1929
release "The Lucky
Devil."
Ralston

Greene and Charles
Nelson Reilly.
7
Paris 7000
An American cili-

very
the

Theater of the
Deaf, plays a guest

MEM WC

'7I7D

Tabaha bxomea
of
Jealous

Family Affair

2

Bewitched

7

6:30

POES, PAY.

GUARANTEED POR ANDER,
NEM
FLAVOR, If NOT

mediary when a Ss
moan clan has cliff,
cally M abating litebeg traitstothenew
way of life in Amer-

That

Grew Up

Landon. Shecky

Ironside
Chief Ironside beconics an inter-

EwAOGNFO

MPAT'ENCE

$31"

Crowley

S

16 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

2E RECCNERED

,20, SKIN. 1,X.1

Now appearing

turned <cameo pan, and pinch

ugnal and opals' for Ms work.

Proaram.

at Br,

40 LB.
PORK PKG.

mums in Chicago

7)30

World

ROBIN MAI.ONE

and bon sit around the rmi

Quick trick

SSE,
C

Show
Guests include Pat

26 Ayude (Help)

II Frenebimn's

MoreG NAMATS 1 -FT
AFTER 1 CS MA NT EW

MUMS.

I Omit want to know how
typal of Geminis it is that my
husband likes peanut butter.
That's the worst of it. If you
want to, you can alway, ask

couple may be obtained from association members or by calling

STTLRE AND

4717.LCREtRI=Llt-472.7SARZUA=M1

HAVE His F.1415 PRE

ART IMES ORICILIDE
WITAKTING.

Then I Nov what she meant.

will prmide music for dining and dancing. Tickets at 520 a

'LL SrooLL.. -o

LoomEn !JOON AS A FIRST [LASS MaTARE

They're off and running

I lefk

IT USED to be only Inc

PEW,

'BEEF HALVES

I blinked. -Whet what?'

Ann Barrett. Arlington Heights. ITAWIIITMIS will he served at 6:30
pm. and dinner at 11 p.m. Ralph Berger and his 10 -mm orchestra

vorryee,e6T1-115, ,1

40 PORK CHOPS or
10 LBS. GROUND
ROUND STEAK.

Ile."

Dick Than Dyke

II The Toy

900

Dean Madan

5

neighborhoods mu

Show

flea

s.ight face. -What sign is

somebody when ha birthday is

"MERE

RAWILITE.0

LULL

FREE

9

2

NO PAYMENTS TILL MARCH
105 DAYS SAME AS CASH
NO INTEREST CHARGE.

colors. The salesgirl said, with

A Valentines Day theme will prevail at the Feb. 14 dinner
dance of he Northwest Mental Health Assn in the Jimmy Due
Rimm of the Arlington park Towers. Invitations and table
cnte
ards are being randier! by (left to right) Mn. Sharon Hamm.
Arlington Heights; Mo. Lots Thdrve. Mo. Prnspechund Mn.

rr

NO MONEY DOWN!

under -

7

6 00
News
News
News

5

BEEF SALE

standing and participating. If

What's my sign?! won't tell

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

With PRAM el

I

carldn's decide between two

Benefit dance

OUT OUR WAY

"CHARGE IT"

It's easy to believe in this
world is hard. It take reading

and

sell or write Mn David Wil
Mg

11 Chicago Is
Bob Cromie hosts
a serm that explores

TONIGHT

BENSENVILLE MEATS

understand.

stuff. Trying to understand the

-predictions

gods. Now. there was way

else, a revival of superstition
people believing in witchcraft,
college students having mystieel experiences with drugs
and fooling around with Ori.
enut ideas they don't undefi
stand and don't even dam to

now everybaly you

But

Thursday January 29 1970

have aol been contrast pleas,

ITS PART of something

meet, even people who seem
sane on other subjects, think
it's chic to go around spouting

Tbe Dap

Page 7

18. Graduates who

l

This is supposed to be the
20th century, right? So if you
believe in astrology, don't tell

SHORT RIBS

NOWHERE ENROLLMENT
PROCESS VATS EASY

TOM O:

I C001.0
APPRECiATE

A MACE RATE
SO CLEARLY

IP IT WASN'T
GOtt. TO COS
ME SO MUCK

MONEY!

(oh.)

beginner
(coll.)
44 Obligation
46 Most

49 Weird
53 Choler

It"'

54

thine
trine

58 Roman god of

their

ertaaeronauticall'

Illittletrye.

hint

underworld
Cry of

hero
hire

57

ha!

5559b:fillistiliatil

46 Neat

25 Appear
657nLS,I ntlei :au: s;e1fOrfisptshi: ehd)

ter

'122 SteadfastnesseePnitj'd'
TAoo

4475PL

leaf

e-r

perch

48 Deliver from
8 Low sand hills 3 Require
danger
31 Chances
9 Hired, as a
50 Spanish
boat for deep- 33 Runs dis51 Chemical
connectedly
slushing
suffix (p1.)
r e a m 3 Follows after
101sAFernt n e h
11
52 Essential
4 pMreedpiacLntail.
being
5 Intimate
55 Conducted
4 Species of
20 Ventilated

AOW Award 'pinned' on Beam

AS Au

There

bnl

much mom

thew day for the little men in

fa

the sports field, with basketball
and football standards nearing
the 6.1). 200.pound status, but

snsia

the Day's Athlete of the Week

has had no trouble finding a
w
in solution
Maine West's 98 -pound
Bruce Bean admitted that foot-

ball was not his hag when he
tried out as a freshman at the
Des Plaines school, so he con-

centrated hi, thoughts on the
up and coming sport of ViTIIM

ONLY A junior, 'tittle
Barrier." as he is known to his
teammate,, is participating M
hoe third year in the big time,
and is currently riding the
crest of a 15 -match unbeaten
string.

Exactly one-third of Bean,
15 victories have come via the
pin route and the closest he has
come to defeat was an 8.7 deci-

sine in the finals of tbe Lake
Park varsity wrestling tourna-

South at 5:28 of the third pegud.

IN TAKING the mat in.
for the Warriom, Bmce
fMs that his utmost responsibility is to get his team on the
winning track.
As a freshman competing
on the junior varsity level, he
d
successful 10 times while
drooping only two decisions.
As a sophomore. "Little Bea-

mer" made his debut on the
varsity. posting an 8-62 slate
for head goads Dick Crlini.
ile has really blossomed this
year, though, as his invincible
reeord reveal,
Making weight has never

best n aria. problem for the
thatitoh, although he
little competitor.
adinit,
he son.imes

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor
Even though Prospect will

Cl'ined

to takent easy in

NORTH
scor. only in the high 5ffis
GEENBARD

60's. so it won't muter
much for a Knight to ititernpi a
more difficult routne and
miss. What Chao is otter.is to
haw the end-offiluesason
and

produced a winner. Ill, wrestler with the greater
number of reversals Mall be declared the winner.
I. Escapes, If none of the above has produced
winner. the wrestler with the greater number of

pressive

SEVERAL YEARS ago. the
High
School Aksociation set down a series of criteria to

ehcapes shall la:declared Els winner.
H. Othot Untmc of the ahowc has producee a
whine..
referee shall determine the winner.
based on he, opinion 6., to %Mich wrestler xis the

hack dismount. although Ron

tino has been bothers! by &nes the last two days and will

maneuver. and Chew doesn't
warn! to risk injury or a break

prohahly not compete on rings

frxt
tonight

Hersey's
but unlike

nn

gymn.ties fltmr,

most of the battles between the
two Mid-Suhurban League
1011001, this one should he far
om dose.

good." said Von fibers. -Bolt

hest resit, him. and

1

don't pl. to use hint in the &around until the Glenhrook

North lust

thaus in the free exercise, and

that would barely earn him E
that
on the Huskie outfit.

rho

IN

FACT,

the

should

Hersey
neve no

trouble with anyme until their
final meet of the season at Arlington. The Cardinals are also
undefeated in dual meets after
133.131 win
an impressive
over Evanston LIM weekend.

Scott Hudson will take over
for !Um on the parallel ham. as
he did lust week.

On the high hat, Von Ercrs
is mill undisided whether to go
with his usual three boys
(minus Morava) or 0; use ju-

nior Bill Fergus as a fourth
contestant.

'Without Morava

.1
saw that mist and
thought both teams were

full
strength. 171 Is quite satisfied
a

little overseored." said Von
welt not going IA
underesimate Arlington."
A Inn' in that season Finale

uEbers.

at

to hit in the nos:' said Von
Ehers. 'Whim Gary comes
back,
Mill hope to hit 140
1

sometime during the season,
preferably against Arlington.'

will depend on the condition of
Gary Morava. Hersey's sensa.
tional all-around man who has

BUT 130 should he plenty
against Wheeling.
Wildcat

been bothered by a shoulder
injury for three weeks.

coach Wayne Solely has been
hampered by a lack °I -depth in

powerful
league.

Mid -Suburban

teams like Hersey. Elk Grove.
Arlington and Prospect in the
fifth place is about

RTS

complete.

Oasowski and Don Liston fill Inc the alter two slots. Oil
trampoline will be Benson,
Hendershot and Courtney.
The meet tonight is at Glen

Bensm will also compete in

floor eacreise with Kurt yen.

Norio gen there tab:R.59
amth Is Army Thail Rd. and

IW0 more difficult moves to
each of their rmtims.

turn right. Go about four miles

STEVE SAMP and Bill
Lutz will flank Woldh high
bar effon. There will he a
slight Mange

personnel on

pacillel bars , Moran will r-

score being a 5.75 oath: parallel bars.
The mesa will nowt likely be

one-sided, then. but for any,
one who wants to witness

4

Condon

9M

place. one game behind the

.5

Plena

It'

1

2

I

o
12

TP

Player
1 -tetanal,

2

5

,

I

1970

Fitton

2

Karavas

I

Graff

I
I

Ituncik

7

in would just about
knock the Huskies out of the
pennant race and would leave
Prospect

the Proctoors with an KR

I

3

MSL

I

3

II

2

6 32

13

Knight, with a 6-1 record. A

s

Waycinden registration
Filial

Golf, Mount Pnwpon.
.11141
1111,AC to Algon.
Toithy
Latin
tatin roads. Boys living as tar

registration for the

Waycinden AMA How Baseteams for the
1970 season will he held &thu-

ball

d, at

1V011 110 601:1/berl nn 61m1.11.

Einstein School t'rom

gible.

12-1 p.m.
Einstein School is located at

To

wdl

345 W. Wahnit in lk-. Plaines.

egister.

,,

61 meth, l- shins awl hats
legume,.

WHITE FIR 2 x 4 PRE-CUTS (7'8%1

WALL STUDDING
Finest west coast stock. Full 1-5/8" thick. Kiln dried. grade
stamped to assure you the very best. All uniform sizes.

e'l

liliN=IMeo

EACH

SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 4TH

4' x W EXTERIOR

state

FRAMING NAILS

soph competition will get un-

$6.47

11:

U.

SANDED PLYWOOD

$6.78

$299

No. 2 Pine.... 5% off

FINISH BOARDS

PINE MOULDINGS
TRIM

non

3/8"

AND WINDOW

1/2"

$419

3/9"

$549
$719

to .c him tonight.
CONANT,

BI -FOLD DOORS

HOWEVER,

has problems of itsown. Coach
B ob Ferguson lost freeexercise star Steve Peterson with

,

ago and now another freers
Ste ve Gardner. is lithSt
ium! with the To
In addition, two other Cougars are question marks. Allring man Doyle Bartley have
both missed come school this

We had hoped to finish in
the Ent division," Ferguson
"but it's going to be
tough wnsidering the men we
have out, Forest View had its
injuries earlier in the year aod
said,

sons. and coach Gay Hughes
said he hasn't decided whether

ercise and the aide horse.

5

5 (1EONEHERE

championship
team. it will certainly be worth
possible

in every even( but the free ex-

lie tried to work on the

3

F TP
0 10

B

DeSimone

C

the other apparatus.

the -

4

3

iSesenth Markt
WAYSIDE133)

BUILD UP

be adding a few things 10 thou
routines. with Icy Basod

affair against Lake Forest. The contest starts at 4:30
in the Falcon gym.

trampoline because of his in.

4.

7 57

PATCH - UP

will likely get the cull in the
Marc.
ALL OF THE Knight, will

because of disciplinary

the

IS

_

es

BA

ability to support himself on

and

Totals

2

eut-eff dam am eligiblu The
bound, im of the mseoiadon

i

Forest View het another
meet tomorrow, a non -confer -

exercise

D

e anChew says bed like to ha,mmy,

missed a non -conference meet
against West Leyden Tuesday

free

Lynch

Tomorrow
evening
the
Prospect Knight junior varsity
edge Squad will receive a good
indication as to whether or not
it will be repeating as the MidSuburban league champion
Nis season
Helping to provide the
omen will he the Hersey Huskies. which will be paying a call
On the Knights fit the Prospect
fieldhouse The Huskies arc
currently nestled in scamd

O 'Connell

road ttt the scool.
Next week, Prospect

then Wold when he returned to

Wheeling hit a sea.n, high
of 86.05 last week in a loss
Frond, with only three entries

the

record.

4

uniforms and insurance. The
instructional letmue
h 58

against Willowbrook in
the alletround. Valentino gave
way to Steve Klingamertauto

now they're coming strong,

LAST WEEK at Elk Grow
Morava only paMcipated in

0

All. ROES aged II -17 yars
with Aug. I as the birthday

lentina, who openol roee

Forest View enters tonight's
meet with one of its top men.
trampoline artist Mike Conte,
on the doubtful list. Conte

a season that finds the Vats
near the MSL cellar with 1-4

2

west on Army Trail to Gary
Rd. and turn left for about
one -quarter an
to Lies Ed.
Turn right and tifilow that

all-around is junior Rich Va-

week because of bouts with the
flu, but they might be ready for
Forest View.

against Arlington, but Conantb hem is a 91.13 in its season
opener.

Coltman

marspek.

A LEAGUE championship
would he a fining way 10 cap
year
thin has thus far seensson.them Iowa
s

only once in II outings. The
sole defeat came in the second
game of the season. a non -conference lest with Evanston.
The Wildkits came Mn, saw and
conquered Prospect. 52-10.
There was no &loth about who

5849. A Iltank,usng break

but we hope to make things in

for than."

Ideal for Closets
and limited space

$21.50

BIRCH.

LAUAN

$18.47

LOUVERED

$25.95FLUSH

OWENS-CORNING

FIBERGLAS® INSULATION
It you want controlled com-

fort in the summer and
winter,

diL
BIRCH

$699

waft, 6"!n ceilings for maximum savings and comfort.

IL $539

L.1. $579

$799

an $899

BIRCH

6" x 15" w/KRAFT

r x 15" IN/KRAFT

VAPOR BARRIER

VAPOR BARRIER

$7
4

PINE LOUVERED CAFE DOORS
ar 111-

34'

$49 1

1 ROLL

BUT

$1259

pays to insulate

with fiberglass. Use 3" in

INTERIOR DOORS

$498

it

$1429

23'0110 AMILAIRE

EG. 6,45; 3. L. Fernandez.
EG, 130; 4. Zitkus. ME. 4.15;

School.
The tourney. which 001 con-

4.65

STREAMWOOD
%mile west of Buffington

Road

on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
832-6000

STORE HOWLS
Mm

4490
in

Ala in a PM

Sw grateala

on

Coach

sodded Fremd club. 45-26.

Benoche

sighted

co

date. He 111010101 011 alike Korf

and Torn' Rolian es the tall
bin, kick Robertsbaw. Steve
Collins and Jeff 110.delik as the
fast 1111M NMI hill II70, TIM

Canon and Art Hagg as the
ones who 10,10 depth to the
club.
have right or M110
playets 1 am go to in a tight

road for the fifth smnsecutive
game, Prospect w. victimircd

Lutheran

Paul

represent,
divisions

schools

in

Kars

St.

al Arline!, n
Immanuel of Des

Heights.

Plaines and St Pal of Mount

man,

I Isksts an M.

pug Lis, st the door

1,11, Bill Thurnhoffer, Dave,
'Dimon, Mike 'ramie and Jim
O'Donnell.

Semi -Annual
Yellow Tag

Statistically. Rohan is lerth
Mg the squad in both scoring
rebounding with 111
and
points and 98 rebounds. Hag,:

Is the mind, IVA, mom with
99 markers while Korf is the
rebounding runner-up with
retrieves.

Rohertshaw

PICTURE SALE

-

Come in and rhea
the voloes..,.Mony
prints reduced from

low.,the

club ill MASI with 34 while
22 of liadelikls passes have led
to buckets.

20% to 40%

BENOCHE SAYS that the
I eam is playing ill bass ball of
the season right now and :
ready for I lersey. he Iluskie,
have made it clear that theca
laying ar Prospect. so there's
quotion about the &mire on

spot." pointed out the veteran

troth

mem,

game. Stiming

sides

l'ot

tomorrow,

107 S. MAIN ST.

6,45

MT PROSPECT

I,

CL 3-1218

Ike lays who hav b 01 s it.
panents' °Hens,
ling rap

RINIn

and defenses. scrimmaging the
smnans td filling up the
bench MrmMg Kumla javaces
this ,411 molude Dave Ilao

though. and kicked out the
jams enroute to a 5445 Vit.,-

The Knights gm through o

MEN'S
HAIR STYLING

tough two -game weekend hh-

AND RAZOR CUTTING

coped

the next evening. They
They
Al'
played their
-

TREAT YOURSELF
TO THE BEST!
WISHING WELL

nal saw had a ma, on top.

BARBER SHOP

439-9906

WE FEATURE TILE LARGEST
SELECTION OF MAKE BELIEVE
FLOWERS IN THE MIDWEST
We offer many outstanding values in [hit f1:1111C1S11C
wonderland of ultra -realistic addict° flowers. You're
Invited to come in and browse among the multitude of
varieties and colors... You'll want to take them home
by the ormfull
FLOWER ARRANGING IS ONE OF OUR SPECIA LTIES

SEE THE SUPER 70

uss

*I
L

1/4

SPECIAL SALE

CHICAGOLAND

WHILE PRESENT STOCK LASTS!

TRAILER

Cabbage Roses

or ether intoner decor

last a. last

Choose horn a multitude ail minhow colors,
Fancy

Daisy Bush
tar, flower,

TRUCK CAMPERS CAMPING TRAILERS

ARLINGTON PARK
RACE TRACK

reads Oil
mowed wire bremaSeT
Loaded oath Ido ISe
green orcoe

e

side cock.
Rubber backed

w.1 cloth

rs tfiltt,

WITH CINCH ALL -SLATE BED

ON

SALE AT

'499

gain Coned.
Satin KWh elondmin
cornea and

EE To

4.

A.M.F.
ONTINENTA

5 EXCITING DAYS 5

GASH 6 CARRY
Reg Price 000 00

MASSIVE 15' x 48

See everything new for travel adventure and leisure living "on wheels
-bring the entire family to Chicagaland's biggent annual Chow ex

rat

EXTRA UPRIGHTS FOR ADDED STRENGTH
PLUS BIG O. TOP SEATS

POOL

1/4-h.p. FILTER

and

4-F1- LADDER

tbompare to 280 00 value)
Take advantage of this

1

lommais 011

hl, h

on oar i
to k
alt

i

0
t,

t

I

tl

n.

t

11,1

otI6

I

It

SWIMMING POOL
WITH

$ 1 9995

elusively featuring RECREATIONAL VEHICLES!

SAVE 610

In

MUSKIN

.

(Noon to 10 P.M. Daily)

p

4

dot

I00

111

nu
ums, a at
I

iliil

I

II

oIl Gt. nnt'Io

SAVE *10
tism,to ottt
modal

h

11

1.1.11111I

Complete Package
Includes

1

gt.1

0111011

DELIVERED
PRICE

SFOOT TAME

$299"

95

COMPLETE

SAVE SIO

Profeitional end
bell return
Rail.--Genvine walnut

ti L S. 14 $ Illinois 531

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE

1

ONLY

The Gotham 8 -Foot Pool Table
Gemini mlural
nanied dam
Molded pedal liners

95

with lite like green leaves

PROFESSIONALLY CRAFTED

Grandstand Exhibit Hall

Children under 12 - 50e

atatut

sav

$29$

SEE OVER 100 MODELS...
TRAVELTRAILERS MOTOR HOMES

ENTIRE STOCK
OF MEN'S
WORSTED AND
SILK SHARKSKIN
SUITS

Azalea Sprig

Made at eutvettulva, la

SHOW

Sponsored by

.

Lilac Sprigs
Shasta Daisies
Apple Blossoms

CAMPER ,,3]

Wed. January 28 -Sun. February

Ideal tor arrangements
Made id Aureate polyethylene

Gore.. Colorful Artificial Flowers

TRAVEL

Adults - $1.50

TE

Prospect tn. tht. trt wino

ints Saturday. nms through
Feb. X. There will be 27 teams

19

the 5.6 grid, nd 7 8 grads%

pet

by the Falcons and held a slim
o n e -p °in t told midway
through the second half. 'They
responded to the challenge.

successfully

'711e

height iss the primary reasons
for the success of Ili, 100111 to

t°, showed the effects from
the period of imsivity in their
first game of the New Year
01111111 Forest View. On the

and

said,

bination or speed. kith and

half 10 soundly trounce the up.
stan Glenbard North Panthers. 55-35.
A loon two -ass -k Christmas
layoff sainted and the Prospec-

.17,

RellOCIIV

Fraud game wet 1110 Of me
better ganm of the year. We
did just about everything plod
in that game."

-Knights overcame s cold first

Zokus

ME. 4.31

the side

when they topped Wheeling.
6747. The Knights journeyed
to St. Viator the next morning

49-25. In their final
Palatineances
1969. the junior

nand, EG 47 6

pact's. St.

The Seventh Annual Lutheran Invitational Batikethall
Tournament will begin at 4

*mite his bout with

IN THEIR matt recent yenon the hardwood the
Knights buried a highly -re-

pine of

4. Fick. ME 471 1 L tar

p.m. Friday in Mount E.,'

tore

A WEEK later theymina
put on
one of their most doting
crushing
perform
in

I..

larna0dca FG

B

835; 3. MOtixdald FG 7 11

HIGH BAR: I. Swenson,
EG. 6.95; 2. B. Fernand,

the allwround dom.

ADMISSION

WICKniM

PARALLEL BARS: I.

Fernandez, EG, 6.45; 2. Hadley. ED, 6.0; 3. B. Fernandek

RINGS, I Baldos& ME
8.4; 2.

flu. The taleneted senior
had scores of 5.6 in the floor

Followed, but the Prospectors
vier.% Stale in their next contot, the conference opener,

and scraped out a 52-37 decidon over the Lions.

30

ME, 3.2.

EG. 8.2; 2. Dopey. ED, 7.55;
3. Helhig. EG. 7.21; 4. Dahlin.
ME. 4.55; 5. Fick, ME, 3.15.

Prospect jv's await Hersey

the Knights.

dm.
Taking Wold's place in the

Forest View stands 2-3.

View boasts the better scores.
The Falcons have topped the
100 mark
with a 102.79

6

T

his heel

around man Steve Riggio and

Although Conant hat the
league record. Forst

a

2

ST. JANIES132I

Page 8

in practice
doing that maneuver yester.

bruised

all the rest of the teams can
shoot fur. Conant currently
has a 3-2 MST record. while

bells

I

2

shooting the eyes out of the
basket in the lost loll. The fi-

a fractured ankle three weeks

oursiAxiomin

house Boor about 6 p.m.

Ihursdia,

FV battles Conant
the

4

Vukovich

Knights have been virtually
unstoppable, They shook uff
the setback and knocked MI
Mame South tar days later,

Elk Grove. will again go in the
alharound tonight
against
Wheeling.

strongmen

Pieter

ly dm, this AIM. The routine
will end with a now douGh

%M. a team that is undelcatted
and ranked second in the state.
The Huskies wort their his

which team will most likely
finish in the first division uf

on the field.

January 29.

strumental in the Meterover

the side home competilion and

14 12 41
WAYSIDE 137)
Player
B P TP
DoPpke
f It Ill

OPEN

Zitkus, ME. 3.35: 6. Ropski,

Lutheran cage tourney Friday

home. 6.45 on the high her. 53

Toll&

FE. 5.5; 4. Siegler, ME, 4.7; 5.

SIDE HORSE I. Olson,
EG, 8.2; 2. &kale, EG. 6.5: 3.
Ropski ME, 6.3; 4. Troyer,
ME, 5.1; 5. B. Femandea, EG,
4.65; 6. Zitkus, ME, 1.55.

exercise.

lington, putting on a defensive
show in the first half. and then

der way at 7 p.m.

leski will restos Morava in

photo-

meets. According to his coach,

2

1

Siegler, ME, 4.0.

the

1970

Since the lama to the Suburban League power. the

age for his Eve events, his beat

Forest View hosts Conant ut

II

(

0

Nelson

SP/IRIS

Thursday,

"stutter" will 661
although he usual-

fl

WIllISC 6.27 last ',eel. was in -

7 tonight in a gymnasks dual
mem that will help decide

McBride

7

sod -sermon." Woldh

Coach Don Von Chem b. a
powerhouse this year at Her-

E LSE. WEE ER IX IN the

5

I

Swenson with 6.95 on the igh

to wi
R

January 29,

with tlw 'ear at Arlington

a trip to Hersey. 'fihe froth-,

Huskier lineup. senior Torn Se-

2 12

know il was no fluke. 1 think
the -sae good enough to heat
a few of the varsities around

which Chew says only one °ther boy in the stale does.
In addition 00
caglm

WILDCAT all-around man
Rene Mathis hide 4.38 aver-

hot should present no problem
for his talented youngsters.

4 In

5

on our home flour au you

of the seathtir
So JetT Farris. the junior
"'so

Elm 1.t vosk. 133-128 over
k Gros, and tonight's eon -

be

7

&benison

Weeder

Meet and movies arc also permissable. The boys and the ap

prams will

)(schen
Schell

Page 9

F TP

B

Fernandez, EG. and Dahlia.
ME. 5.65: 4. B. Fernandes,
,EG, 5.1; 5. Fick, ME, 4.3; 6.

lel bars.
Beenny hernands managed

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHA

TRAMPOLINE: I. Minos,

Brennan with 6.6 in the floor
exercise. Wayne 010,0 with
8.2 on the side horse, Dave
bar. Al Mitsos with 8.2 on the
trampoline and tally Fernandez with G.65 on the Aral.

4.05; 6. Sieg.

Ice ME 3.6
r

Engem

were

5. Uahlin.

on the rings fora 5.97 average.

FLOOR EXERCISE! I.
Brennan, EG, 0.6; 2. (tie L.

Grenadiers

tier this mt,h when they Item
Conant on a Friday night. 78-

By Jim Stuart

risky

amateur

the routine he will use in the
conference. district and state

Hersey hosts rival Wheeling
a Wheeling gymnast in thatmso was a 6.65 by Steve liol-

all

ST. JAMES 140)

P RP"

Table

in the gum finals hot ysr. but
he missed his routine on diftieult tricks that he failed to

ELK GROVE had an easy
time of it at Maine Eau, coning out on top in each event.
The Demons' only individual
winner was Bob Baldorchi.

a big team and they heat a

state." Ron will
throw a wick called ...ono"
far in the

other look at Valentino. Also
bidding for an all-around start
is junior Mike Moran, and he

Hersey and Wheeling will
renew their altead traditional

in consecutive

pass

might. probably perfecting

chance is
from
Springfield. That gynmast wav

Individual winners for the

for league play which include

Tic,. sectionals and state finals should understand that it ruling set down by our high school
amociation nRuires that the defending slate
ehounpion must actually be heist
deated before he
, low a decision. provided h
wrestling in the
mine weight claw. In ease of a referee's decon,
the &lending State champion would automatically Mamboed the winner.

The bed agora tacked up by

tens to

in routine with Jay. Benson
will still add a few moves

11000

meets.

(Eighth Grade)

Shanahan

to !lemon on the trampoline.
and about the only man that

MEET RESULTS

,

Frehman

no oneo the state comes

Groves overall record to 7.1
and prepared them for their
big conkrence meet at Ailing -

has been slowed by the flue this
week.

ry.

competition after an

side horse the dam day lar the
first lime and said he felt pretty

N'OR'THWEST CATHOLIC
AllILETICCONF ERENCE

(10.34 victory over host Maine
Fan.
Tile victory raised Elk

in Mid -Suburban League dual

Knight coach Earl Beneche.
heyter
"Evanston was
team.- Hedrick said...They're

declared a winner.
Ily way of explanation. fails watching the dis-

the ,, testier has ing scored the grotto! number of

this event also.
aleil'S MOIIILT 101111 Val.-

d rip.

came horne with a 124.17-

on the parallel bars and 8.35

thingone parent arid hishirth
artificate. There is 513 10

A. If the smaller has been warned or penaligsl
for abusive or unsponstmenlike conduct. he shall

C. PREDICAMENTS: If the above had produced equal points or nit points Ith either boy.

.d

road to the Mate champion -

who edged Benny Fernandez
on the rings, 8.4-8.35. Benny

won the game, according to

matches,

number of points obtained for ram -tans shall he
du:tared the winner.

Bruce has only two more

SINCE BRUCE still has a

the conference Tuesday and

Saturday. Cowl] Fred
Gaines' Grenadiers are 41
ton

should

nii-ffiffind eimrd 999919
`ttt
cfforr to concentrate 011 what
Chew calls "the mom dilficuli
high bar routine five seen SO

superior wresle..
I. STATE Championship Matches, In the 12
.hampionship matches of the Stale 11.1 tour.mem. in wretch Iwo judges are used to aid the
miss reaching a decision. the judges shall
cast ballots only if the referee had proceeded
through
of the above items without having

B. Near -falls: The wrestler with the greillAr

Beam said. "Nis real good

Lake Pork,

dangerous

aot and tidy Courtney.

rimed a winner. the wrestler with the greater

ose.

credit for his fantasta ',df o r epee. "He (Carlini)
nukes us practice move+ until
they
become
instinctive,'

is his job as a sksing paid at

...gun. show one of the

The side horse tettni ofjtintors
Howie Beck, Jim Wilcox and
Steve Cropper will add one or

menrcompetition. however. we must have Li oh,
not
in case of a tie at the end of regulation bout.
the wrestlers are p.m a one-mmute rest pertod.
alter which they wiestIc an overtime. which consists of two one -minute periods. If. at the end of
the ontrtime. the Nan is still tied, we are faced
with a rapines decision.

cot

eles for his winter specially.
Another "exercise" that
helps maintain his musc ledn

three pounds this season, The
previous division w. set at 95
pounds, but in an attempt to
rate the wrestling standards lo
countries.
those of

meet So, the first time'
R011 WOW will abandon his

D. Stalling: if the above has produced equal
points or napalm, for either wrestler. any wt..
der having heat III penalized tar stalling shall
law. or t2lwarndl for stalling shall lose.
'I al:slowly.: If none of the above has pro-

criteria shall he ined in the order they appear to
determine winners
unresolved overtime

attempt to build up the our.

routine, tried out tonight in a

lumber of tie hoax with resulting rider.,
dons
the coming tournament aerie, In cepeet. as wrestling fans know. when the rep
ation boa ends in a tie. it rennin. a draw ban
md each team receives two points. In mune-

tling funs will like to ktum that the following

to make weight," Onion said,
before his class was increand

The triple b a

points for predicament, shall he declared ths

be followed in awmdi, a refers's dmision.

has participated on the infal caaan cross-country teams in an

North, before entering the district competition and the long

of Mayor Daley's youth founwrestling program at
Navy Pier.
'tittle Reamer" gives head
cads Dick Carlini most of the

. reason to add thetriole to it.

Even after the painstaking seeding meetings
hat we talkcd about last week. there will all lea

When determining winners in tournament metime matches that end in ties, the entire match.
-including the twoosertime periods -is to hccon.
sidered as a unit.Our omders. m inionsted wres-

weight down and in shape.,
"It used to be a little harder

voice machine roamed out of

lotion

the meet will be one worth

the -season laurels.

F. REVERSALS: If inns of the above hors

lifting
'They
never did anything for mu."
Instead, the unbeaten junior

also attributes running a mile
and one-half to nvo miles afar
every practice
keeping his

tonight. coach Rich Chew says

be competing aping lowly

the scoring Lamm. the Prospectors will all be throwing
more difficult routines, '1110
conference gyn. meet is op mouthing. and Chew's crew
has Men perfecting its amainx
with thoughts of the end -of -

nor.

scared."
tried
Bruce
haz
weights Mt admits.

graphers to same early for a
Camera Night. Flash picturs.
will be permitted before the

with a than

nunther of takedith os shall he tkelared the win-

somewhat,

helps

pounds
but Beam

the

Elk Groves powcrhfl gr.

foe. Niles Were nod' Niles

participates On
the Wartior mats. are avid tans

Wold will also perform, and
Valentino could score well in

The score may not he as
high m the Knights have
thus far this year. hut

winner.

Sw.ting off

weekends against conference

Bill who

o f doing it tripleand has done it
practice. but Chew says
lnays on top of the heap and his
routine is so goM that there IS

lowing day. Beam pinned a defeat on Tom Greising of Maine

Wrestling official

look at them, but if they're
looking at me, I try not to ad

attend college, but an instant
"yes" acknowledged the duesdon of whether or not he plans
Oilwresng.
on cominuing
Both Bruce and i brother

host Forest Von, and Chowinvites

watching.

By Dick illudge

at least two heavy sweat shirts
beneath a vinyl slipoverjacket.

psychological war

plans: ken., Pete Klein .,n the
Klingaman

Tony Martin., I2-i. The fol-

A

with his opponents, Beam tries
to ignore his competitor's cold
dare at meet's start.
don't

apparatus.

Glenbard Noah in gymnastics

itk

IN A

AS COMPENSAI7ON,
Beam can be found clad in a
heavy pair of sweat pants, his
high ankle wratling shoes and

year end one -W( left at Maine
West. he is still relatively undecided as to where he plans to

highlights. Brian is capable

Last weekend's episode included another twinevin decidon. Against
eling.
Beam shot the Warriorsoff to
a 3.0 advantage by whipping

Mat talk

(such as Japan) most stases
were slightly raised.

Ranked Knights visit GBN

ment.

Bruce Beam

splurges over the 100 mark
during the week.

Grove gymnasts outclass Demons

PRESEASON ONLY

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big 8 Toll Men's Dept.)

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

Svdminme Pool Pecliono

Use our Inbtaws Plan If you w,th

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

Rt. 25 Just North of Rt. 72

Svetteat to I Pat

I

"IP PI

THE DAY
Thursday January 29 1970
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Drug Co. sets
trade show

Victory sparks speech interest
By K. C Radice

stakes

trophy awarded

last

Dec 13 at Lake Park High
Speech class

was a bore

when I was tn high school.
I

presumed it was still dull

School.
The team

their c.chm, Richard

acty because we've won,

Pan -

but in most schools it's a minor
thing."
First off, the individual

Individual Speech Team and
their speech classmates. Her-

will tell you 'Winning isn't all
that important" It's working

sey High School.

together and self-expression
that really count. they say.

"To me what makes 2 (the
speech competition) so valuidea,"

explained,

Paragon

THAT WAS Hersey's first

lea the spirit behind a goal

year of operation md they

and a lot of people working togalher.''

competed without benefit of

speech team a not a debate
team, Panag. said.
he kids really want to be
understood, particularly with
brighter kids," the coach said.
"They're poured informa-

ble is not the winning per se --

and a lot of people have that

mate.

speech

and

egos and Miss Joan Sandberg,

last year they won both die red
comMet and
petitions and placed fifth in the

one of 10 areas tn which teams

members

until 1 chatted with this year's

lhe team is winning.

don t understand what an teat
victual speech team is," Pan egos said. "Here it is a major

Ters and students.

We hove

first Hams and an

friendship and

stocky
dark-haired teacher who looks

AND

PERFORMING

Gemmed by the Hersey team

having a chance to say bathet
they think improves their communication, Panagos sad.

this yessr.

214.

from

Pang os will tell you the
speech team is friends inside
and outside the classroom
"So much of speaking is an
art. Like Craig says, speech is
an emotional experience. But
only a few people have gotten
on to
Panagos said

over -111 best have already been

Their

impressive

trophy

Me. filled with individual cm,
tificatm. plaques and statuettes. now contains these three
a
fro place re. zombie.'
ceived last Nov. 22 in the

Year.

Paragon had not planned to
Ire a speech teacher, but he got

first

ived Jan. 10 in the

won first place at the state level

tournament.

Deerfield

transferred

hooked while coaching a student during his practice teach.
ings days at Highland Park
High. His student eventually

Monet 214.sponsored high
ahead

He

Wheeling High to Hersey lad

Forensics

a

tourna.

MAN If

CRAIG IS the Hersey len-

ior who
TEACHERS

ently won first

place foe Ids original monolog,

any time.

For that reason. the Illinois
State Bar Association suggests

that you become familiar with

laws governing slop pay-

the

mem notices.
In particular. the 15115
notes. instructions to stop payment on a check you have writ.
ten must he given to the hank
within sufficient time an with

Work

description of the
enable the hank to

heck

carry Hol

mmpetition experiena in furework.
RUT K.C.

scarr, senior

her talents into the professional theater.
For some of her classmates
individual speech team participation is an opportunity Mr
team work, meeting people

and improving their speaking
and thinking abilities.
The students who sNee the
speech cI.s with the
individual team but who
choose

not

to

com-

enter

UNDERSTANDABLY.
there is no time limit on when a

stop order can be given in mWed to a particular check.

der may -or may not -be the
best way to deal with he
situstion. By stopping pay-

valuable.

-THEY GIVE a IN. we

of a law suit possibly a criminal charge. when the payee

payment on the check.

Murk after having received

There are occasions when
you shouldn't stop payment
though you may be
tempted to do so. For example.
if you fed cheated in a business
a stop payment orL

inspirational." a student said.
There are 10 categoric, of
competition. with selected
team members entering invitational and state ewnts.
The Heresy team upcoming
competition includes an invitational at Western Illinois

University. Macomb. Jan. ill
and 31. adstate sequences:
district at Hersey High Feb.
14, sectional at Evanston High

Feb. 25. and mate at Illinois

State

University -Normal.
April 1 and 4.

youment could run the risk

However, no bank could be
held liable if notice was not
time in sofficient limo to an.
able. it to intercept and mop

even

will have their annual spring
and summer Trade Show, Sun-

BANK
ELMHURST
Ot

day and Monday, featuring
smsonal merchandise for the
company -owned stores and
franchised stores.
The show will be held at 901

W. Lunt, Elk Grove Village,
and will be by invitation only.
Sunday the show will my from
9 am. to 8 p.m. and Monday
from 9 am to 4 p.m.
According to lack Ruth, director of advertising and Public relations for the company.
there will be about 8,000
spring ands um
ite
on
msmer

display,

ranging

from lawn

announces the following

actual loss you sutlbred as a result of the transaction for
which the check was written.

Certificates of Deposit

service between Los Angeles
and Honolulu June 26. adding
Chicago to the run on July J, officials have unnounced.
Dm service will initially
consist of a daily round nip beween 1_A. and Honolulu,

leaving L.A. at 10:10 a.m..riving Honolulu at 12:38 pm.
The flight will leave Honolulu
at 1:35 p.m. and arrive in L.A.

fumber one material used in
urniture manufacture.

The above increases will be effective February 1, 1970.

the three cs.
cry of three jumbojels late this
spring. The 347 will carry 365
passengers in three classes of

Irrfi

you have made out a check and
then lust or misplaced it before

delivery to the payee. And wild
horses shouldn't be able to

keep you from issuing a stop
order if you wrote out a check
for mon than the amoum you

The Bank of Elmhurst is now paying the highest interest rate
on time deposits permitted under new Federal Regulations
effective January 21. 1970.

FREE

mercial Cade, designed us he
adopted in one form or another by all 50 states.. a means of
standar& ring laws governing
commercial transactions. Illinois is one of the mates which
has adopted the code.

The sooner 0 stop order is
given the better

subject to extension.
Both he oral and written
no ce should include an atscetrateti

description of the check.

iI cluding the number. date.
amount, and name of puce

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS
learn the fads about

FARMERS NEW

/GO

for

JACKETS

,:erY one in the

I

and 112

FREE

Ram

LADIES:
DRESSES KNIT SUITS

in downtown
Des Plaines
THURSDAY
FRIDAY SATURDAY

SPORTSWEAR

1/ 3off or more
MENS:
SUITS SPORT
COATS
SLACKS TOP COATS

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250

GIRLS'

las*

20% to 40% off

11

times work with children to
help them learn to love good
books.

Often sharing our outside

to

Mrs. Thomas is his teacher

but here is a book report that I
think is great:

and home. And she said that
Jimmy could go anywhere he
wmts alone when he gets his

bioaow My Lead.

guide dog named Leader. And,
he makes out just fine.
Follow My Leader was written by a nun who himself Deer -

liked this book because it

1

or persons

careless

or not thinking. It is about a
boy named Jimmy. Jimmy was
an active boy and liked base ball One day Jimmy was play -

told Coleman this about ha -

mIt may be obtained for II

mammas:

ants from: Superintendent of

berometeriead. And the mesal pressurc at
time

number of telephone calls that
cog
have 1frllC to des won the
both the U. S. Weather Bureau atg warner conditions. The
office and
have received.
flprcs non barninanni
r
recipients
dictate the Went in imhaa.or
"m"
wonder how to adjust and usecolumn
which
of
their gifts.'
measures the force exerted by
IIR SAID THAT Dose who the pressure of the air. Actual
use their barometer prootperly barometer readm p are usually
important than the iher hi
in
connection with
weather indications. many get crease or darease in the pro.

Barometer," a 10 -page manual which tens about use ofhe-

Documents,

sure

develop an interesting
hobby."

change."

and

the

rate

of this

at-

the

nlE WIS-TV weatherman
said it would probably he mad

and entirely on the words

helpful if persons withChrist-

or "change"
which appear in
on the face of the
barometer. may find it dill,

man gift barometers write fora
booklet entitled "The Aneroid

Legal ,

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

for. hoplifter

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
Phone 824-6164

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

C77TIBESE".4=

o

litani'JOBS, THEY ARE FUTURES.

la

11-Busiess Services

A charge oh shoplifting led

sixmoth supervision

term for Terrance Suns ha

CALL 392-4700

29
SalleB Personne-2770l

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

smt7s71:31eame,

SLIP COVERS

24,

of West Chicago, who appeand in Arlington Heights
Magistrate James A. Cio0Cali

&lasted w, accused of tak

ing a wallet worth 33 cents
was the x-mon ature.780W
O unda. Wheeling. Nov. 13.

WINTER SALE
MECHANICAL
DRAWING
$500 FREE

50vd, OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Also Expert Reopholsimy

ORDER FILLER

SIS.50percheirplesfolark.
124.50persoloplesfelsic
S17.50 permlienples fabric

rreeorr"=";:d'odt,0::
AN /BOO

296-1043

yea, /Mime Service
Yinele,arenfted

DRIVER

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

CALL NOW 251-7767

No. Shore Interiors

FULL TIME

TERRACE SUPPLY

14 Help Wasted Men

144lelp Wanted Men

SHEET METAL MEN

AIGIN=1.17G"HPri.ILINOIS

2ND SHIFT

NOTICE IS HEREBY OWN ?For

Newemm Nei gh.

ern Ne.glys Po

Moo on tseo dog

rel.,

5.

ti

I have a 21 -year -old son about to be drafted and a 6 -year -old
daughter. lam to get a divorce soon, after 32 years of marriage.
What do you see for us in the next year?

CM.. Rolling Meadows
Deer C.M.:
1 don't feel gaud with this divorce. Ern are not divorced by

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE. CLeerhnook 5-6400

the time this Ls in print I suggest a separation for the Mae being. 1

run. Parking Ian YeeteorOttrOarly.

AY

P"11':L.I'IV"

In several months my husband will finish a night school course
in electronics. Do you see a change in occupation Inc him? Also,
we have been considering a move to the West Coast and wonder

GE,NERAL FACTORY HELP
Rote range 53.16 To 13.13. 1st and 2nd shifts. Dover Corporation, Groan Division
offers.

it will prove Is be profitable.

W Pit

Lob Security

Free Hospitolriation Plan

Average Employee Paycheck
148 hoots) $208

for you ad our farrdly
Free Pensin ony Plan

8 Paid Holidays

Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

Free Life Insurance

away from this area. no you me more

children for us beside. our onc son?
We recently made a land investment and would like to know if

piece
place
setting

Rote Anga $3.134 to $451. Appliconts must be expeneneed in all phases of
sheet metal work Able to mod bluepralts, perform own sot ups and operate
a variety of sheer metal equipment

feel much travel in your future.
'19f0

Mrs. WY.. Des Plaines
Dear Mrs. W.P.:
feel three children for you altogether. I feel the land investment will be profitable.. also see, within the next Moor three

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION

1

1900 Pratt Blvd.

Elk Grove Village

years, a change in job which will bake you to the West Coast.

HE 9-2400

Dear Mr. DeLouise.

Contact Bob Salvatore

I have been unemployed for six months and am about to start a
new job. It is not what 1 was looking for and involves a long drive

each day. Do you see me staying with this position, or is there
something better or nom rewarding in the near future? If it is
another job, will it involve a move, and to what gengrephiCal

of beautifully designed stainless
flatware when you deposit

Ina. Career as an Illinois

location?

BC! communications
pecialis.
Vaal!

My will has been having emotional problems for the past fey/
years. She has professional help but they have rwommended she
also participate in Recovery Training Will there be permanent

$25 00 in a new (ot e\isting)
LET US CLEAN AND RENEW

Dear Mr. Debates=
Da you sec a mom to either the South or the West for our
family in the eau three months? ALso. do you De my bualmnd
changing t obs° Will we have any problems selling our home?

wow 44 HOURS PER wan

Mn P., Schaumburg

SAVINGS
DRAPERY CLEANING SPECIALISTS
* FEATURING DECORATOR FOLD (DRAPES READY TO HANG)
" REMOVAL E REHANGING AT YOUR OPTION

PROSPECT HEIGHTS a 5-6174\
7 N. Eintherm Rd.

MT, PROSPECT

the, 17 41.4e0onabt NO.

a 5-4600

the Choke of Northwest &abort...

Dear Mrs. P.:
I do see a move and a job change. I'm ceiling South. Things
should be well on their way In three month. 1 do feel you have
problems on the home side, due to the time allowed.
Dear Mr_ DeLouise:
Can you please tell us if our daughter will be going to etalkgc,
or will she be going right into the business world?She is not wise
what she wants to do. Also, we are currently seeing a marriage
counselor and are wondering if it will be a success for our marriage.

t

Amnia)

pay.

soon
re
ti he myour

W

.15
Interest ere Mine immite.

17r1hele
'm your
realnlelnina vital
communications
antis in mar man.

PaYs

to work

at Bell.
An Interview.

ThestartIng salary
le peen end you'll

CV:".711r.".t:
reeomeepwap
tor your crab .1.-

we MORE could you Ask Fort?1

We are also concerned with my recently widowed mother living alone out of state. Will she continue to live there and be able
to maintain her home?
Mrs. E.C., Mount Prospect

Dar Mn. LC.:

6NR, NeethweetterN.

20 rears

Veteran Craftsmen will train you

will get better, however, after your wife accepts treatment I do

0A

INSURANCE onewitnnoii

'qtr

Dear W.S.:

feel a change, job -wise, soon. Geographically I'm getting semi.

DRAPERIES AT A

=e

fullest

improvement in her condition, or do you foresee our position
resulting in a break-up of the family unit,
W.S.. Arlington Heights

I." an oentout though temporary, break-up. Condidons

THE CRISPNESS OF YOUR

During the Month of February ONLY.

Downtown
Des Plaines

(124-69613, ott

214Ielp Wanted Men

$12 15,000 TO Dort

STOCK HELP

Dear Mr. LleLouisc.

AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

fa,

J

EE.ME.IE's

Booed,

ry

Tomorrow
Is Today

Notice

latmen

a five -

BANK Ot
ELMHURST

DEGREED

13 -Last and Found

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PUBLIC

all our

NkplbOa4A MS

PAS

to choose from

posits by mail.

FREE!

296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

Supervision

Circuit Court yesterday before

Coleman said theme who de.

DA

14Persanals

wind table of some value.

a

quo lity antml and inprecision
spection of
ports and assemblies
instro.
modern
using
menis. Agleam* to De.
Head! Coll
pa I an

PERSONNEL MGR.

tached U.S. Weather Bunsau

to

o man for in.hanical

$7200 to $0400

ington, D.C., 20025.
Meanwhile,
barometer

I

some benefit from it. "or at

U. S Govern -

Printing Office, Wash-

recipients may find

Hatimowide firm needs

MARKETING REP.

if

season.

the

ECHANICAL QUALITY
CONTROL
$7013670D free

-3;

cult in making amateur wee. cr forecasts

sr

Caltr-COmM,

By Jam. Garfield

What is a barometer? Ask
the mom than 10,MM Chicago
area people who bought them
for gifts during the holiday

BAROMETERS indicate

SAMS

SY.000to 312,000

Orchard Place School
Thank you, James.

1961. Jimmy became blind on

only the weight or pressure

Min

story have happened at some lo some blind person.

ing b.eball with Chuck, Mike
and Tom. The day w. July 5.

The D S. Weather Raw

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Dos Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

t Agencies -Men

3-Emplo

the handicap of blindness. All the incidents in the

50100M

20% to 40%off
A FEW OF THE

he able to be a Boy Scout.

A change in the weather?
Look to your barometer

postage both ways on all de-

ZPrice

3 -Days only

THE ABOVE ARE BUT

that day bemuse Mike Adams
threw a firecracker by mistake
and it hit limmy.limmy. was in
Boy Scouts but when this happened he thinks that he will not

100% of Fabrics

checking account, or...

Epit

LUGGAGE SALE

ON SALE
IOU MT. PRODECT MAZA

owit

ROBES

1.1kftulkst

hum Imam Gnap

enthusiastic teacher can many

"9ta a good Sold

savings account
DRESSES

a.. Fell.-

TROUBLE
SHOOTER
MOO-050MM

2Z SitualloroWanted-Wanen

to help him around the city

if his job will

off

Irrn

'PRODUCTION

Want Ads

Dear Mr. DeLouim

fondly

MA I

1,1,HO, .-5240,
" B}49597."eal 1St PI
10 Per
Advertise with Day mon coke.

stifle reading for enjoyment,

not been so

fortunate as to have had this
sharing of hooks at home, an

ftootloy

PACKAGE

adereyeemewedft

If 0 child h

'lair:.

$10,000 certificates

gam

41/2%.

CAR COATS

AUTO INSURANCE

Hondo prove you ore wpm
preferred risks and entitled
to bpste savings plus new
and brooder coverages

checking accounts to individuals who maintain a minimum
balance of $200.00 in their

FREEc,.hneicokringtizaeccnrnts

may Ldve oral notice of a stop

stop order which will
De
De effectise for six months.

on

en -

experienc.person
e.
shows what can happen when a

fog

Dan Suflolotte,Socrott,

code provide. that a depnitor

ing that time. to renew the notice the depositor must make a

Stories have been consisteally
mad aloud at home as a eller-

least

extended to all Charter Club Members.

Thus, the

order and this oral nation will
be effective for 14 days. Dur-

rounded by books at home
Mother reads. Father reads_

With our 5% paid

An Automatic Personal Loan Privilege of $1,500.00 will be

LAWMAKERS felt that
stop order procedures were
Cmportani enough to be inluded in the Uniform Com-

because they have been sun-

c9tweitmat of

By joining the Charter Club and maintaining a minimum balance of $1,200.00 in a Regular Savings Account now paying

intended bay 51.000 instead of
3100.

Many children love books
long before they enter school

rd..'
-However. judging from the

Vs% paid

child's

One

very contagious. I happen to
believe that book reports,
when carried to extremes. can

want to read?"

porter, discovered this fact and

multiples of $100
or:

ourselves.

read?" "How can I make him

'rohn ".'""

of $1,000 plus

to the route in July. A third

asked,

thusi.m fora story can be

I

`FlYnn-DalY

of deposit in amounts

Two daily round trips will

am

I

get my child to

"Haw do

IN YOUR NEST
on 6 months' certificate

Denominations of $100,000.00 or more
61/2%
30-59 days
61/27°
60-89 days
63/4%
90-179 days
7%
180 days to one year
71i%
More than one year

Otherwise. Mc het* wait he
payment order occurs when

FEATHERS

534%

our inistructions.

liable if it honors Lhe check.
One good reason for a stop

PUT SOME EXTRA

51/2%

One year
Two years

at 9:30 p.m.

may even displace wood as the

I'm a Junior in high school. and I think I'm old enough to have
my own private things. My mother doesn't agree. She says that if
everything was OK. 1 wouldn't worry about her seeing or hearing
my busi rims. We get into awful fights over this. Please tell hes
For Privacy, Rolling Meadows

Stool your question, to Lee Janson, rile, Day Publications
I I7 S. MrtM Sr., Mount Poirot, t,III 000.30. If you dish personal nely. retiel a obrabilleseel envelope.

"Proud Bird of the Pacific"

Continental will take deliw

business. I know she listens to my phone conversations.

Ens alone, II doesn't mean she's not behaving,

Denominations $1,000.00 to $100,000.00
41/2%
30-89 days
5%
90 days to one year

Continental Airlines will in.
augurate Swing 747 Superjet

Plena% have become a her

ase you may
may he able to hold
the hank
for any

Why can't a mother lot her daughter have her own Wesel
things? I know my mother reads my diary, and it's now Of her

Certificates of Deposit

Continental sets
747 flights
to Honolulu

item in the furniture industry.
In fact, Stauffer Chemical Co.
reports that by 1980 plastics

Frequently

When 1 have a very difficult problem. I pray. I've told some of
my friends about this. and they laugh at nee. They my 111a1 if
things work out for ma its because !worked herd at it and did it
myself. What do you think,
On My Knees

M111pot,
between parent and child. She needs some thing, net an

Christ.as show in the summer
which fmtures its
for
Christmas and the winter sea -

notice in sufficient time to en-

Dear Lee Janson.

you're nosy. Attaining maturity is based on maul

The company also h. a

able it to stop payment? In that

SUPERVISOR to Ito trained be

ILL DO TYPING or ADDRESS

reading with others bongs a
desire to do more reading for

By Father Calton

FOLDED HANDS

Dar Late Janson,

,the coming seasons."

round trip will be added Aug.
I. Each round top will serve

What it the hank honors a

TO YOU

1 my, "If you haven't tried It, don't knot* is. Millions would

NEW RATE
Regular
Passbook Savings ....4% to 41/2%

they think they will need for

Plastics hot item

123-Emplognent Agencies -Men

17

Talk with a teacher

probably agree with you.

INCREASES

furniture to insect repellant.
The independent druggists,
Ruth said, "will have to make
a commitment for what items

operate when Chicago is added

diacovers what has happened.

LISTENS

WANTS PRIVACY

petition find the experience of

with the school. and it's very

How to stop payment
if you lose a check
check but it could happen at

He has no plans 10 Me ha

take. It helps us identify more

The law serves you

Maybe you've never had an
occasion to step payment on a

communication with may
facets."
Craig entered the advanced
speech class and individual
speech competition ...use

GSC Enterprises, Inc.. and the
,parent company of Sun Drugs,

Reading is sharing

Page II

age Cali

knowing the team members

in prose meting.

ment and traveling sweep-

"It's a mood, an ale, a tool

girl. does. S. hopes to take

a

tough and can probably get
tough. He's now in his fifth
year of teaching in District

Two

thaj it's COmMunication, not ust speaking,"
the youth said.

jua pour, out with the law.
maybe even a love..

PANAGOS IS

whole thing about
is

t's a creative mtlet"

tion in school, but they have
no chance to express themselves. That need to express

seniors. so the feat surprised
morc than a few judges, teach-

"The

The Suneway Ford Hop.
kn. Drug Co a subsidtary 171

Lee Janson

THE DAY
Thursday hammy 29 1970

11./ v A -LS -1145' If V CIO 14

I don't feel your daughter was go le allege right now, but she

will at later time. I fed the counsefing will bells but don't be
Impatient. It was lake date.' feel your mother wlillsby where she
Is fora while, but eventually Ise. a change for her.

Illinois Bell

Ming..".igh'
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

2.111elp Wanted Men

Thursday, January 29, 1970

Page 12

24EN$Wo,ItdMot

Mew 5575 per men. CM.,

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
AND
UTILITY MAN

25Ercloprot Ai

side Center for the Handicap -

MACHINISTS

Coll for Appointment

A rho:tiltrotor

APPLY IN PERSON

255-7200 OR 296-6640

HOLY FAMILY

Northwest Day. The Arlington Dor
The Prospect Doy, ondThe Des Plaine, Day
and reach 01.000 Households

Painting

FL

Decorating.

III

Gormo. St2 W. N.w

439 BIM

5.

PORP

if

lie

oies:V=1

1.94.7250

7=T'o

MAI 259 coal Rod

Instructions

Rememeal

252.1652

102I

537-0733

Dre

c

mak' R.Sewing

Interior Decoroting

90 5,,-,,,

Acalcuen intatiOtS

Port time work after
school.
6 Imam and
over Free rneal., 25c

11

'"1.12ZE'.1 U'1:11017;ER

=SC. TODAY

2,

3195

DRAPERIES

Lauritz Jensen

CARPETING

coons Soden. aMeal. I Apo

new.. town...

Coll 2900946

ems

5

Aro,.

Necee

Decorators

Vacuum Repair Service

CL 9-0495

Lawn Mower Repairs

Wallpapering
atil'al'e'rg

18 'to 22

REASONABLE COST: Drees.,

Chas. B. Gray Sales

as ,2sp

sp 00

SERVICE

HEMMING AND MENDING

7175 AnInDla
Arlington

cc 01 oclack a... don

STATIONARY

CALL JOHN EMIR

ENGINEER

297-3550

MAGIC 0V -DENS THE MAGIC

Elearicol Work

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

ALL

Entertainment

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

.537.12A

'""trysTP.'snell.hi'

MAASHCA1 %EPP

call
e37.5500, FM Si?
To Arrange For
Personal Inierview

5.2996

527 2360

Barber Service

TIMATES CALL M 0.013

SEASONED

TECHNICIANS

EMPLACE WOOD

Peung=6TDrards

Musical Instructions

WILL DOWER AND STACK

25,169

ADULTS ONLY

Cell LE 7 c49.4

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

358 6190.

PIANO 6 LOR ORGAN LESSONS

25576.6. Dee

mole,. fr.. tweel. meted

APP.'

"-"-:zr

Heighers Floor 5ervice.e'll

rdf shine ens/ ens all sepe

IMES HOME REPAIRS

n

62,1.

'7;212'.6262

IDAM

...T.. Mono in...

Dever NigN309 1.36

Furnace instollotion

\4i

MODEL MAKER

PA
UEDA', L

.

P

cY1'

Clurpet Cleaning

Furniture Refinishing

Painting. drapers clean,. Low
&Aced Des Pk Seo.

tig

296- I B38.

General Hauling

IS A REAL

FASHIONOLMOVER CO

PROBLEM

SOLVER"

a,

Pelming. p.m

FOR THE
Ear fr. est call 039 5526

Hearing Aids

BUSINESSMAN

tsp. p sive
roe. yen,

Catering
PATCH 5 PANTRY

-

OIER

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Home Maintenance

hers°. 3 0353
WEDDINGS

Scow Plowing
Coll- 36.750

Call 838
OR

SPECIALTY

HAP NOR BUFFET Mg DUE
PROSPECT CATERING C. 4833

Convent & Blacktop

358 4872

GAL FRIDAY
5433 h R

IN

Cook County

Sunday through Wednesday Excellent fringe
benefits.

spec. 'away ham Fame ol
1.anced. Free

5 Dimon

FIGURE

CL.991

or

392 3450

WALL RAMPING

Dancing Schools 8 Supplies

RICE S MCORATING

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

bay
Coll or Apply

CARPETS SILAMPOLAD

'n'fein'tUe'sZle:r'e7the'f17.5:

CAA WEL .130

INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE TAD RETURNS

PAINTINGS DECOR/LIMO.

Reosonoble AMC.
ca7.&214
f,ee estimate,

255-7200
or

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CL.NING ROLDOITIAL AND
COMMERCIAL PREE ESTIMTES

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES, INC.

MCl/SIRE

SERVICE

...cod floors

Remodeling ond Repop
PRO ESTIMATES

437 4092

Min Paige

In Arington Nei.,
9 S [Minn

3R4 0080

392 2700

maNng rare..

296-6640

a

=s; Z:C:Ornel OvArer

3124264851

SAXON

DAY and toll us of your in eeeee rs.

5450.9550

CAP LEANT.

4430

BOOKKEEPER

$630

WEBER -STEPHEN

o.ne anytime.
SAM INC.

RECEPTIONIST
SOME TYPING - $95

ARLINGTON HTS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

giEl

0080PtIO;i1151

$500

=NONE

SS41

mu newest

CALL T. WATKINS

CLERK -STENOGRAPHER

SECRETARY

Mungs

Young Hobby Club
CITY OF DES PLAINES

PLEASE CALL

297-7770
TEKTRONIX, INC.

SECRETARY

000
sago

Mew a ma ,a 0000 au

Good oftitiole 6 near apRear.

nerd,. Coll Mr. lock Clark

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

oniy reguirerneno. Pr.
OPEN

SA17,74: BY AP..

place among the stalks of the

By Cappy Dick

plant as shown in Figure 3.
Find a dny imitation bird madc

ASSEMBLERS
7:30 AM. 4 PM

10 705 have a potted pleat in
your house that h. stalks which
will SUpport an imitation bird's

place it Olin not. completing

here are the directions for Making
the nest.

Male whu visit your horoc.
HELPFUL PARTY 51131(123

For the foundat.n are the
Scaurday morning. Off Wed -

A. of booldreeping machine.

AN IMITATION BIRD NES,

of plastic yTbihet material and.

FULL TIME

255-9000

1.6 miner Des P1.247.3536

0

ktebss.l2dO,

esoo

7.4.7

259-5010

17127e hallicrafiers

at 212-7300
CALL MLA. MILLE
INTERNATIONAL

Punipb, much bog PPE.%

PERSONNEL

Nping

lob . Hollicraf ;era.

Mark Trail

:::%7r.71:Onclnre:"7

AMY PERSONNEL

SPORTS ASSOC.

/!,.

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

600 Hicks Road

MK GROVE VILLAGE

hr.

PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. HICKORY RD.

1

Pelp bow office Pgr wilh 101

ple,n noe,1 A5 wish

Sub. of Northrop Corporation

Lorge Med dap. imeie

Handle everything

OM FRIDAY

Bung a friend along, she'll op.
preciate the tip aboot o better

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT ENGINEERING

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

O,tlol,,nonciter. kg.

Hills McCanna Div
400 Maple Street
Carpentersville

HOSPITAL

Municipal Bengt%1412 Miner Street

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

go.gener in produanD results.

PENNWALT CORP.

CALL MR. GRESS

the hallicrafters co.

HOLT, RINEHART AND
WINSTON, INC.
xI21 TONG MA

(Small

455-8350

suPPNITIPS

solving and

HOLY FAMILY

These are career poshions - if
you're career minded, 'lapin TO

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Apply: Personnel Deportment

pro-

pitoliTatiod and life insurance.

297-3550

CHECKERS
PACKERS

kaarGes

$600

RECEPTION

Sobsidary of Nuclear Data, Inc.

Epp.: e
problem

many

salary

REGISTER CO

"'"

MT. PROSPECT

SECRETARIES

rrooke orNANA

Phone

Tie

STRIP MX AM BUFF OLE
AND WOOD FLOORS
PLIRNIINPE AND UPNOISIERS

CALL 259.3018

4390923

gression and company paid has.

A

benefits.

automatic

%Moll,. Northfoo

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon

GIRLINIDAY

"`""'"

candrrions

:diary,

ORDER FILLERS

DES PLAINES

037-5090
OLea

You'll enjoy on excellent stork,

ly

BUILDER'S

hor

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES oad SERVICE
OE 5-3812

CALL 439-7094 Mier el Ern.

Dog Sersice

It pays to odvertise
with Day Wont Ads.

EASIER!

Tax Returns
MIets.392.96.48

rLITS'CL'01ZO. F'Er3P

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255 2570

Sump Pump

pl

'soulf

1720 Algonquin (621

WORK $115

36. Salary gum.

to

SECRETARY

DOCOOR5 RECEPTION
II

ENGINEERING MARKETING

mensurate with experience. Good non,
to

Call Bob Perkins

Y

ote est

11,1

NURSES
ASSISTANT

PERSONNEL DEPT

100% Free Positions

25Emplopuera Agen0es- Woe

School Bus, Inc.

2nd Shift

young girls who hove
knowledge of general
V
dee
t h
good typing skill, 6
some shorthand. Pref o
girls between ages of

lot Nit 0.0111Mily. NO FRE.

isTeT,717=i.,

We offer talented women
rewarding o
exc it future Sharp
gals w Eh above ave age
and the Ms My to acne, respo
bil G a e needed now
the fo
q
eas cl ooze
r oreo of

'filmed !ale
2
alert

To arrange for
personol interview.

Vd=t's'an'sueelgds7O

NA 08110

EMPLOYMENT

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

for

openongs

IF

CALLUS., ny.ypel
Ken Larson 6 Assonotes

"FORD"
JEWEL

Flexowriter Operator

GENERAL OFFICE

We hove

437.5500. Ext. 517

SUBURBAN

GENERAL FACTORY HELPER

3040 S. Busse Rd.

call

RECEPTIONIST
°Mile. All IsonSpaglaMA sy
&mess pa. in artd.xe re

ETCHER

2:30-5 p.m.

GET RESULTS,
NON WAYMMING

O'Hare Field

Interested applicants

21

irable but not essenflai.
40 hour week. 4 nights.

P.M. ROUTES

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

QUICKER,
CLEAN1%. WA/ONG EY
SUMO WORKMEN 825 3780

BUTLER

FOREMAN

DAY

WANT ADS

RANTER OR FIAli MAN
REASONABLE - REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED - CALL 5,52c19,7%

SPSCML PEICES CALL 897 ULM

DOLORES MFRS SCHOOL OF

Habeager

Coll RON ROB
686-7035

AVIATION

EXT. 594

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

HOUSEWIFE,

SNOWPLOWING

39S 0880

9 5 Daman

inventory work.
store &Aperient.,

Retail

Secretaries Clerk Typists and

II

CPI' DOR*.

1955 W. Nash Ave.
Melrose Park

GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

CLERK -TYPIST

297-7160

6:30-8:30 a.m.

AND FOR THE

TRANSCRIBER

FOOD STORES

nag. Nimmiouv
ramp..

Apply or Call
R Garbell 681.3200

MEDICAL

JEWEL

Western Electric

PHONE

ARTINGION MTS.. ILL.

H.RING AIDS FOR RENT

P

NOPTIMPEST STATIONERS

$117 WEEK

ls

PRINTED CIRCUITS

A.M. ROUTES
Slip Covers

Is

rrirri

Federal Savings

$130 WEEK

FOOD STORES

"THE DAY

KRUGLERDFCORATiNG

WI'da"DAn RRTNITEI7
a 5-8132

iirP

ndly a

s Esierio

clo

ard

8277lLIIr

d

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Rolling Meadows, III.

©

Ip

Saturday'. mrm

PLUS TRAVEL

DRIVERS

BOB A DOUG

'',7"'Nfrie'rZS;

3124264E51

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.

SCHOOL BUS

S00ng Machine Repair

.. el 429.9344.

T

Arlington Height,

RELATIONS

for man Informix.. CAU MR. RA NUR AT 2112.7300

REROOFING

ANY TINE SAT.

F

0,'T

L

SALESLADY
Full tu

PUBLIC

CALL 345-0500

MALE

3,2 70,

pi

Libecel

InANIngron Height,

d'ng

AAAPPHANOING.

cl

*1 ,901 attoundng de-

BARGAIN COUNTER

'ai°0°Prl%=.NT0t8i FRE1 a.

pl

"'h7Lkffaa1:KC'"

400 Maple Street
Corpentersville

night

297 5500

Painting & Decorotiag

CA.21. YOUNG MAN WILL DO
CARONI, A CONTRACT OR

FUCA SVO
IMAM -MSS CUS. SERV 5500
PARCAE .33 ALL NOM

INVENTORY

537-0020

shorthand and
good typing skills required. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Lit IT

We need impeneneed replacements -mid lust For this 05 me willing to
pay TOP MK
Our benefits me the greMesr, bur we'll Tell ,1,11 about them, when you come
in for an interview, also we only work a 71/2 hour don.
We will also be open Saturday. January 31, from 9 am. till 2 p.m., for your

3800 0n9 Road

FULL TIME

immediate openings in
our executive office for
girls with secretarial ea.
pe rien 0. Strang. clerical
figure aptitude.
end

interviewing convenience.

625-0530

255-9000

whole warlis ham ground up

PUSH BUTTON

SYSTEMS

Roofing

MBOARD 5105
RECUT 5125
GAL FRI 3500

Immediate openings for

PIANO OR ORGAN
Coll for Estenoto

PENNWALT CORP.

"W=Hng
Paid

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

ALL CLOTHING 49 PRICE

DR GAL 5550

STORE

Coll or Apply in Person

V2 PRICE SALE

TVPISTS.5100

clu,sn

(Installment Loan Adjustor)

Resale Merthandise

TELLER TRAINEE

PHARMACIST

La Salle Persognel

Hills McCanna Div.

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

BUTLER

ADMIRAL CORP.
Chicago Division

29B-2770

BETWEEN 10 00 AM B. 5 00 PM

Floor Refinishing

mimeo. $24.95.

HOSPITAL

RECEPTION

Randhurst Shopping Center

Except

7::iciilBot7 III.

SECRETARIES

Phone 956.2641 or 956-2642

hosoirol

Wiebaldt Auto Center

ny
R

I

SECRETARY

COMM Personnel

AIRCRAFT

I

Western Bectric

HOLY FAMILY

Esoelleni opperionily tor ma,

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

SAXON
BUSINESS PRODUCTS

PROMOTIONS have been taking their toll of our KEYPUNCH OPERATORS.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

p ..... Han control
ondror maxRal coned a.
Innurans in man..

MANAGER TRAINEE

WANTED

6.4 392.8892.

-'403"411

many

CALL MR. GRESS

Wouldn't
Work Any Place

,

mumileer fringe hew

CALL 42652.2971.21

'N'c'i"relaidZr;

e; no,

297-3550

FACTORY HELP

Radio -TV Repair

and 'CLERICAL

GOOd

-BEST IN TOWN-

CALL ROB GERUE

O'Hare held

Est

nep,

onyrs IN PERSON

Reception -Variety

801-61.16

co yeg,epene

ry,

CONTROL

AVIATION

hing Cv

H

Mod

;oleo, commerraz

297-3550

eTs

MATERIAL

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

OPFPNLIONSOEFICE

Mold Designing

plumbing

ADVERTISING

CHAIRSIDE
ASST. TRAINEE

ORDER FILLER

eveeelvIe Rae 2552400 V AP

255 DM

DAN AMSH

CLERK -TYPIST

CAM" SPECIADSYS

Will Train

Small NM My Lb., 00,

4

L'At' Pros l'os'y

DENTIST'S

vraterti.31:drer

In. eeeee d applicants

Nece.o.

B24 75113

JOE ORTMAN

LEGAL, MEDICAL,

SYMONS MFG.

g

:`

i

PERSONNEL DEPT

expettence Not

REWOOD

Vs'a n'M

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

REFUELER
Firewood

Z.=
HOSPITAL

d

298-2770

APPLY

Plostering

Don't Be
Rediculous
Darling,

-

C'U:IsTI=TIZEL'ah611
also handle

SECRETARY

can.ons and

ran.

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

COMPANY

7=RTETI17ATES Window Well Covers

Business Service

Mom'.

272-S5013
An equal omortanihe eagahlYar

Racer. Oda e"

125

TECHNICIAN

ImmediMe epeekie in nrw
ve GNI Dories
EN

g

Deerfield

lypIng

;

d

La Salle Personnel

SAXON

A

Automobile Semite

DIET

HOTEL

77:

3737 lokeCealt.

CORPORATION

HOLY FAMILY

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

Wigs

II 392 6651 AI

ady Y

$650

Working ha. are ham 4:31,

Pcellent

P

NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORK INC.

WIEBOLDTS

e. clerkfal reek a Ph.=

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.

WPSOF ALL IsioEs

255 3816

253-1206

FRONT DESK

t

g

455.8350

3,4.1533

rile CI*

29.6-1112

Mr. Anthony's
Beauty Solon
A Solon 259.0555

529-4345

3406 W. Montrose Ave.
Chicago

Magic

BABY DOCTOR'S
OFFICE -$525-540

FREE TRIPS

MCDONALD'S
Cos Mb NorthmEs1 Hses

Piano Tuning Services

CREATIVE ART

B

o

ets3sps

st

D. Plulnes

FREE PARKING

WALEPAPER

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

04,C041.

255-7200

CUSTOMER CONTACT

3,2811.1

RECONDITIONLN VAC S HOO
MR FORMA LUX AND OTHERS

SEMIS 6 DRESSES HEMMED

khemnicsi-o mea A9°-'°°'

Din 7110

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

PURNIPME

Ram.

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

PAINTLIGA,,,X41,59,A%R,

.SERVICE

La Salle Personnel

9. Ge St.
1 GIRL SHOWROOM

m

y

2706 EtlginAlon

298-2770

erirriamenr.Parential far .4 ,

mg, Heigh. usleoloorposo

OUA'1.01"d.CCILIAtisb

Statistical Clerk
Payroll Clerk

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

Ex-

cellent company ben
efits, including 20% mer.
chonclise discos,.
Apply Personnel Office
After 10 AM

Sten...."

6 mos.

2511elp Wanted Women

392.5100

openings available.

/wee.. Owns

1 week vocation after

HOME. ME. Col,.

SHEETS, INC.

Mom

Part time and full time

5.0Mrim

Only

RESEARCH

wo

T

VOLKSWAGON

HAIR DRESSER

JANITOR

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

I

EXPERIENCED

$650.00

LABORATORY

Call Mr. McGrath 358.5800

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

ART

Eh

Keypunch Operolion
Clerk Typlos

YOU RUN
THE SHOW!

V=V;X,''wt

Upholstery

MINCE LEMONS

I

Arl Os

79

'471 IM .41

ftr a Gyp.. ePPEAPE

;no

DUE TO OUR RAPIDGROWINAVEARE IN NEED OF PEOPLE FOR
THE FOLLOWING JOBOPENINDSE

WOMAN

Salary plus 65'.

omlle
Ifs area

Nas weer skeet

14..er,DesPI PPT-1$13.

Z7.7n

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

merit increase after corn
pleied training.

T. Y. Service

Bjornson Bros.

scrohlymiced.polotme.3.4500

MACHINIST

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

Tile

CI 541177

ALTERATIONS

rarest A.. Nand

sme s dally.SaN.9 to 12

62,7117

INCPTIONISTS

BOYS

ESE=A'NZTM716
Arl. NE

IMO Hicthursi Rood

W.H. HUTCHINSON
& SON

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

COMPUTERIZED

GERALDIN6'S

E27.6626

me.

Coll .296.2405

GENERAL BOX CO

S'N'EX.117C

mos a., ...SO FEN

HSI, Elk Grove
2345 Oakton 439-4540

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
IColl 324,562 ohm A30 P.M.

''''''ffTrCrAiTSS HECHT

824-41181-"'

Bonus

Meads der week plus 0 T

oXR0AAT=M

PART TIME

HOSPITAL

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

GIRLS. over 16, NOUS...,

mg Program. No ear...me

BOOKKEEPER

STEN0-$135 WK.

126414 Waged Wown

264Ielp Wanted Women

RN's & LPN's
Needed

CALL FM 1550

OPERATOR

VERY LITE

holonce. S476 to %Po FREE.

D PM., Xreo

PERSONNEL DEPT

Your Ad mellaPpeor dolly in the

Income Tax

KEYPUNCH

SECRETARY

Aye. Des

PERSONNEL
ANALYST

SWITCHROARDSI

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

Draperies

392 5.240.1

GIRL FRIDAY position open In
hugs gales olMe. Typing, light

RECEPTION

Page 13

Thursday, January 29, 1970

p90416 Women

26-1W1o89948 Wow

261klo Wanted Women

SEAMSTRESSES

Porsche Audi
er O'Hare, InC.

of mac.. Gols. M.

cell., salons plus MI fringe

hornping deM Cm,

Lac%

Pee

1,1.010. roWRlosn, Leo,,

fashion secy
$575

11 Wanted Waren

6

shifts

WALL WASHER
Npes

Alterations

3

Coll

-Employment Agencies -Women

Anowle0r9rcr"poy

279-2880
hiite openings on oll

nel office $350 to S400 .
3150 Des Moine.

needed for prestige
neW cor dealership.

ACCOUNTANT

,daily guide of felioble serviCes, offered
Consul
by reputable business people in your .Communiry...CALL ONE NOW!

5implownenineeneies. Women

VARIED,. organization, typIng,

BOYS 19 to 16

Swims S Mkt 01w -tom

1411elp Wankel*

An equal opportunity poplar,

Apply Al

the fun -project.
little nest and its occupant
arc SIde 10 attract the allcilli0O or

pointed end of a conOahaped pa-

MOthers! If you are looking for
new ideas to thIllMlain SOUP chil-

per wp, cut off m indicated by

dren's parties or scout meeting,

the dotted line in FigUre I.

you'll find 45 good ones in Cappy

Collect tiny twigs, piecte of

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

straw, dried gr.s, string ...M-

321 Bonds Street
Coll Mn. Bodko
45S-3600
For Appointment

end, gluing them in place as in
Figure 2.
Make the nest big enough to

iler material and use them 10
build the nest around the cup -

Dick' "Birthday Party SM.'.
hOOklet. To Let" copy, send 50
in coin, plus a tell ad.
chased, stamped envelope to
CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS,
CRETE

P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen Park,
III. 60642.

TOMORROW: How to con gruel anew bean -jumping game!

Thursday, January 29, 1970

Page 14
264lielp Wanted Women

26411p Wanted Women

EUROPEAN TOUR
OPERATOR
We hove an opening for an

SECRETARY
Should

experienced

be

in

shorthand and typing Excel
lent working conditions Corn

Individual with knowledge of,
general office procedures

pony benefits
Hours 8 30 to 4 30

Travel experience preferred
but not necessary Travel Benefits Salary open 5 days per
week

CALL MR GOULD
437-6621

MISCO-SHAWNEE

GLOBUS TOURS

1200 Lunt Ave.

8 S. Michigan
Chicago

Elk Grove Village

SWITCHBOARD

26 -Help Wanted Women

Mg

Ladies

SECRETARY
Secretary to director of publications Year round employ
ment 36 hr week Hospital
insurance Arlington Hts Public
Schools Dist 25 301 W South

Prospect Hts area
Part time for
new apt complex

Call 537-8770

Used Furn BR Set w/dsk & chr,
Gas Rga, Refrig, Rug, Light Fixt,

Interesting work, ex-

Salary
commensurate with

439-7600

ability. Great benefit

13 cu ft Coldspot Freezer Like

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

New $100 Coll 439-1282 after

a table bargain, we have dozens

5 P.M.

like this and 1300 other values

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

WEDDING GOWN never worn.
Size 16. Will sacrifice.
392-6025

Skokie
1001
ANCE CENTER,
Blvd., Northbrook. 9:30 - 9:00

Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9:30 - 5:30 Sat.

stores, checking credit bureaus
and miscellaneous filling. Preexperience

helpful.

CL 9-1605

Moving Sale: 1/31-2/6. Furn.,
app)., clothes, tools, Misc. 274
E. Dennis (off 83) Wheeling.

will

duties

Full company
benefits with
excellent working conditions.

HIGH COST

OF LIVING

Opportunity for advancement.
Salary commensurate with
experience.

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

An equal opportunity employer

CALL- MR. R.D. HINTZ,

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
Solve your money problems with a

THE SINGER COMPANY

TEMPORARY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

"NOW & THEN JOB"
ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

No fee

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Wothen

Local or Loop

Excellent opportunity to work for fast growing
automobile distributor. Our new office location
now has immediate positions open for executive

COME IN AND REGISTER

secretaries.

13

White Collar Girls
392-5230

358-0631

Accountant needs
Port Time Bookkeeper.
Call 359-0855

or call

3158 Des
Plaines.

Ave.,

Des

Individual Needs. Are You Am-

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

bitious --Your Time Worth Money.
High Sales Potential --1st Year
Earnings $12,000. Join Our Professional Employment Service.

CLERKS
21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

I

IN YOUR AREA

Des

HELP WANTED

benefits.

1st

Call - 437-5920

Mass Feeding

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

Corp.
2241 PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

If interested, please come in or call

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Personnel Office - 298-3080
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ITT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2000

Wolf

Des

Road

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255-1107
FL9-3200
Income Tox & Bookkeeping
Forms available.
Call 259-0561 Rod Smith

Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer

weight

bench.

P/B, like new tires, good cond.,

ARL. HIS. INDUSTRIAL

$750. 359-5745

'65 FORD 2-dr. sedan, 6 cyl.,
standard shift, very clean, no
1962 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Pros. Hts. 3 bdrm. custom ranch,
1/2 acre. Assume mortgage. Exc.
Cond. Gd. schools 394-3777
Owner -3 bedrm. bi-level.assume

644% mart. Mid. 30's. 534

-

full power with air. $500,
956-0653 after 6 pm

'63 Ford Galaxie 500. Excellent
'condition $425
296-3173

S.

'64 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop;
P/S, air., low miles, exc. cond.

Clevland Arl. Hts. 259-4693.
Col. brk. 4 bdrm. 2t/2 baths,
bsmt., frplc., att. gar., lq. lot,

4 yrs. old. Low 40's 298-4157

2 bdrm, 2 car gar,

full bsmt,

best over $600. 259-2566

1962 VW, sunroof, very good
running cond. Good tires. $375
392.5471

bath, 100x163 ft. lot, may

1963 Chevrolet
Perfect condition.
255-6232 after 5 PM.

assume 61/4% loan -$26,500. 812
N. Fernandez, An. Hts. by owner.
May Occup. Ph. 259-4684

Morton Grove -By owner-3bedrm.
brk. ranch, 11/2 baths, large
panel. tam. rm., cent. air, 2 car

Rolling Meadows by Owner
Transfed. Must sell 3 bdrm

60% OFF

$35.

Chevy '65 Impala 4 dr. HT, V8
A/T, P/S, R/H, A/C. Orig. owner.
Low miles. $950 439-5389

ranch w/att'd garage.

'65 Chevy BelAir 2 dr. 6 cyl.
P/S, P/B, W/W, snow tires. Exc.

Maint-free brick & alum. siding
Carpeting, drapes, built-ins,

cond. $825 259.0238

washer -dryer. Clean. Exc. location $24,900. 394-2747

good. $100. Call
392-7223

1961

Ford,

6

cyl.

1. Closing out stock

Encyclopedias 1968, 20 vol., cost
$200, sac, $35; hide -a -bed cost,
$300 sac. $135; bunk beds, $20.
Distr. 251-7385.

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in

By Owner -Brick Colonial -natural
fplc. 21/2 baths, 3 bedrm. on

'64

2nd. fl. Study or bedrm. W/built

671-0509, 455-1424

your home.

rec. rm. W/wet bar. 2 car gar.

5. Terms available

1

cessories, Fine
Bench Milling
CL 3-9461

55 -Musical Instruments

piano, mahogany, with
bench. Bought new, very gd.

stereo. 625-7380.

Spinet

Breakfast tbl,

cond. $250 537-0696

6 chrs; Wal. Din. Tbl (buffet, 6
chrs) Liv. rm chrs; White bed &
-

$95 red Supra elec. guitar, new,
$70; used red Supro elec. $45;
National elec. w/case
used

misc. 827-1463 aft 5pm

2 nearly compl. dinnerware sets.
30" floor model mangle. Various
lengths solid maple blocks, 24"
wide 3t/2" thick. 827-3075

$47. El Rey, CL 3-0180.

Slingerland drum
set,
Blue
Satin Flame, 3 drums plus chrome
snare.

4

Zildzine cymbals. Ac

new

cess., covers. CL 3-5452 aft. 4 PM

tubes. Asking $30 call 593-6415
after 6:30 pm.

By tuner: Recon. Lyon & Healy

control,

mostly

radio -recorder,

versatile,

A-1

condition. A king $80 call

593-

grand has Sustenudo pedal, new
bass strings, keys, etc. $575. Also,
recond. upright. Has player

action, needs work. $250. Both

1959

dry

photo -viewer,

tele-

&

'68 Mustang, yellow, sm V8,
auto., excel. cond., low mile-

ages, Days- 437-5500 ext. 617;
after 6 pm. 529-4067
WE SPECIALIZE

In Quality 2nd Cars
These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!

'59 Rambler Classic-4dr. sed.
'63

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

'64 Chevy 2dr. 6, auto., Red A
very nice 1st car
$395

Very Sharp, Must See
Blk.

17x200 ft. Lot at Lake Wildwood,

$145

Tempest -cuss. 4dr.
w.red int. 6 ail $365

Pont.

'64 Ford 2dr. v-8 automatic.
EXTRA CLEAN, Yellow
$425

SW of Chicago -Excellent location. $5,995. Call 971-1811

296.6127
600 E. NW Hwy.
Des Plaines

112-Autonaties For Sale

ear

The Boss
Says,

Full day sessions

Enrollments now being accepted.
State licensed. 255-7335.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

MISCROSCOPE

RN would like room mate for

3 Turret lens, two inter -changeable bye -pieces, 6 different
magnifying powers, 36 slide
specimens,
wooden carrying

partially turn. apt. in Des Pl.
23 or older. 298-3275 aft. 4 PM.
Wanted: Apartment to share or
room in private home by young
working girl, Wheeling area.

also

dissecting

kit

in.

eluded. All parts like new. Will
sell for $20 call 5936415.

TO

BUY -Used

Seeing Is

Believing

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Call 537-2688

Young working girl would like
same to share lovely Buffalo
apartment, $90. Call
Grove
537-2688 weekend, or after 4.

42 -Wanted To Buy

Ironrite

DEMOS - FACTORY
EXEC CARS

-

mangle in good condition, tea.
sonable. 394-3300.

72 -Houses to Share

Working mother wants to share
her 3 bedrm. house & exp. Roll.
Mdws. area. 392-0669

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

Poodles. AKC. Tiny Toy puppies.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Also, grown females for lease;

STEP IN

COIL WINDERS

FOR an Interview!

1st and 2nd Shifts
We are in need of people who are experienced
or who can qualify for training as Coil Winders.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES

COMPANY...HAS THE FOLLOWING

starting pay -$2.23 per hour plus
bonus on first shift. $2.37 per hour plus bonus,
Excellent

POSITIONS OPEN STARTING

second shift.
FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

IMMEDIATELY

FOR WIRERS &

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS
SORTER PACKERS

CHeck out this
tremendous

Starting rates

$2.18 plus 20c per hour night bonus.

BENEFIT

PROGRAM

1st SHIFT ONLY

Qualified applicants earn $2.23 per hour while
On-the-job bonus work offers you the opportunity
for increased earnings.

Many outstanding benefits -and close to home.

Please apply in person.
Interviewing..
Monday thru Thursday 8:00 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

fro Pleasant working conditions
P.' Paid Vacations
to Paid Holidays

r, Paid Hospitalization
k. Major Medical
8.0 Life Insurance

Shift Preminums
rio. Profit Sharing

CARTON SET-UP MEN

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Northlake, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer

mos., also

others.

LA

9-6305 or 358-9233

I

per mo. 439-0544

8 week old kittens to be given
to good homes. Litter trained.
CL 9-4632

2 bdrm
garden apt. 3 flat, adults pref.
Des Plaines

Black Toy Poodle.
6 weeks. AKC. $75. Call
392-3787
Tiny

Experience not necessary as we will train qualified applicants.
APPLY IN PERSON

296-8116 '
Monday thru Friday - 8 ci.m. to 5 p.m.

MT. PROSPECT
1

apt.,
cond.,

occupancy, I & 2 bedrm.
range, refrig., heat, air

no pets. $155 to

$175.

437-3300. Owner.

Schnauzer, AKC, male,'
excel. temperment, ears, paper
trained. Reasonable. 359-3266

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
One Bedr. Apartments

Adorable Puppies, 1/2 German
Shepherd, 7 weeks old, $10.
Call 392-9295

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

$160

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Call for Appointment
358-7844

Two dog loving but sick adults
ompelled to sell their German
Shepherd, 4 months old; housebroken, all shots, etc. Our dog
is AKC registered and a beauty.
Will sacrifice for $100 to the
right masters. (Male dog)

4741omeFurrishigs-Fenitere

Trod. dining rm. set; tbl. buffet,
6 chairs, $100. 3 pc. toast sectional, $150. 255-7289

!Brand new carpeting made for

CARPET NEW

311 yards. 966-4313

NEW ALPINE APTS.

UNBELIEVABLE?
'66 CAPRICE STATION WAGON
VB, Power glide, power steer ing Radio & Heater, Whitewalls.

$1095

'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER
4 speed, power steering, Radio $1795
& Heater, White walls.

'65 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V8, Power steering, automatic, $795
Radio & Heater

Mt. Prospect.
& 2 bedrm.
opts, immed. occup. W -W car1

1

peting, walk

in closets, cerbaths, dishwasher &
garb. disposal, air-cond, .elevator, pool, rec & meeting
rms., free sauna & steam
baths,
bobysitter
service

amic

DICK WICKSTROM

avail., pets., From $190 to $285

1510 Dempster (Dempster &
Busse Rd). DiMucci. 437-4200

Guests Coming? We have 30

Arl. Hts. 3 bedrooms.
block
from R.R. Basement. Appliances.
After 5 P.M. 253-2681
1

SCHAUMBURG

-

New 4 Bed-

room Bilevel, large family room,

1797 S. WINTHROP DR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

sofa sleepers from America's
best sources for as little as $229.
A savings of $120. For these and

Division of Dart Industries

1300 other values on fine turn.

Elgin lux. duplex, Century Oaks.

see COLBY'S CLEARANCE CEN1001 Skokie Blvd., North-

3 bdrm. Ph baths, liv. rm. w/
huge frplc., rec. rm., gar. &

An equal opportunity employer

NOW $2775

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr.., 116-10 Rent Houses

I was paid in carpet instead of

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

peted, air cond., with pool
facilities, building I yr. old.
$190 mo. 894.9045 aft 5pm
Feb.

Little boy Schnauzer
AKC. Home raised. Loves
everybody. 358-2699.

cash. I need cash, sell all or part

VrTHOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Hoffman Estates, 2 bedrm, car-

Male.

392-3454

(Job includes preparing parts inventory)
$2.80
Starting rate

Deluxe

$200 439-2262 wk days aft 7 PM

2 Tiny Toy Poodles, Male, A.K.0 ,
7 wks. Reasonable
827-3328

PARTS ROOM

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Subsidiary of General Telephone
Electronics

male 6

)New 4 rm. bdrm. apt. Heated,
Vicinity Des Pl. Rosemont. $165

Stand

We'll pay you not to watch TV while you learn

attending a training school.

74 -To Rent Apartments

POODLE, AKC, tiny black toy fe-

3rd SHIFT ONLY

SOLDERERS
switch wiring during our new part time, 6 p.m. -11
p.m. shift or full time if you prefer.

toy stud service. 358-9233

TER,

brook. 9:30 -.9:00 Mon., Thurs.,
Fri. 9:30 - 5:30 Sot.

2 car garage, $390 ma. Call
Lancer Corp., 894-1500.

many extras. $325 per mo. 6957070 or 695-7277

Ask-

ing $55 894-1341

fied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Private -501 W. Sha-Bonee Tr. Mt.
Prospect CL 3-9461 Low 50's

ARL. HTS. DAY CARE CENTER

6:30 p.m.

WANT

one

delivered. 766-0736

viewer, with paper, original box
& guarantee. Call 593-6415 aft.

case,

automatic,

Ford,

owner, low miles. Tudor.

offer attractive terms to quali-

. 69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

printer

Mercedes Benz '68 2505 A/T,
P/S, P/B, AM -FM, tinted gloss,
absolutely beaut. cond. 298-6973

Deluxe 4 Bedrm. custom ranch
Beautiful corner location in
country club section. 21/2 baths,
2 car attached Gar. Patio front
porch. Large Jalouise back
porch Plenty of double closets,
Bedrms. twin size. Large Lrm.
with Nat. Fireplace. Newly finished Apt. in basement (Perfect
in-law arrangement) will provide
$200 month income if desired.
Owner anxious to sell and will

6415 after 6:30 pm.
IDEAL FOR
BEGINNERS
Enlarger,
PHOTOMATE:

Auto. Runs

Pont. midnight blue, 4-sp,
buckets, cherry cond, best offer.

823-9367.

Distributor

Houseful of Mediterranean Furn
inc. Color TV. Lamps, paintings,
dinette set, bar, Lge. AM -FM

'chest;

Convenient to schools, shopping,

824-2175

Conditions -Also
Machine. Call

CITY,

ins on 1st. fl. Formal dn. rm. Pan.

loop, bus & CTA-Mid 540's Call

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

central telephone company of illinois

894-0971

'61 RAMBLER STATION WAGON,

Call Brad after 7 PM 253-4743

SOLID STATE STEREO (KNIGHT)
50 watt amplifier for: stereo -

Production

.

vinyl coated bar bell

remote

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

40%

543-8938

298.5240, Tri-State, 3158
Plaines Ave., Des Plaines.

vided. Fringe
Shift Only.

for the following categories.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Mixed hardwood,
$24. - 4 x 8 ft. stack delv'd. Call

Olds F85 Station Wogon.
$125. Runs good. Call

'62

gar., patio, fenced yd. Close to '66 Buick LeSabre Custom 400,
schols., shopg., Loop bus. Immed. 4
dr. A/T, P/S, P/B. Low miles.
poss. Low $30's Call 965-7384 Gd. cond. CL 5-3339 aft. 6:30

FIREWOOD.

MOTOROLA 21" television, with

Line
Very good wage. Lunch pro-

HELP

CARPETING

credenza. $100. 392-0581

Call Ann Ladd Or Jeff Wright,

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

O

misc. 717 Hatlen, Mt. P.

LEAVING

Enjoy Public Contact --Understand

fact. air., P/W, P/B, P/S
.2300.537.1346
ing,

rust, moke offer. 259-4528

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, Ill.
Open 7 days 819 - 966-1088

10" Logan Metal Lathe -With Ac-

Personnel Counselor. Looking For
A Career -Unlimited Opportunity.

at 455-8500

THE
TO
PLEASING
SERVICE

Plaines

ways starts. 529-6805

sq. ft office & ware,
house space available imme

11/4

824.6646 before 2:30 pm.

placing applicants. Unlimited
potential earnings. Stop in or
coil Jeff Wright, 298-5240,
Tri-State Employment Service,

Franklin Park, Ill.

10750 Grand Ave.

tables, chairs, dishes, storm
windows & drs. misc. 359-0525

good

1964,

i'67 Olds Cutlass S, sharp look.

and Research Center.
3000 Sq. Ft. units.
n54-8850

253-5228

MARJEN DISCOUNT FURNITURE
AND BEDDING

11,000 BTU window air cond.
yr. old, good cond.
Ideal for trailer. Wm. Matenko

If You Think You Are
Worth A $1000 A Month

Arlington Industrial

wagon,

cond. R/H, studded snows, al-

For lease

& RESEARCH CENTER.

niture.

Gas hot air furnace, water htr.,

less than

Enjoy interviewing, testing and

Mrs. T. Santoro

Provide

successful people. Call

Call 3580631

MID -SOUTHERN TOYOTA
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

OP AMERICA, INCORPORATED

MT. PROSPECT

Establish a 2nd income like all

We require good shorthand and typing skills with
at least 5 years experience. Excellent salary and
company benefits, hours 9 AM to 5 PM.
Apply Today

'miscellaneous. 255-0885

110 lb.
set with

83 -Industrial Property (ToRent) L

CHEW

Plymouth '65, Fury III, 4-dr., P/S,

groups $165; 20 vol. encyclopedias $35; trundle beds $50;
mattresses $15; desks, kitchen
sots, baby furniture, 50% off.
We beat any price on new fur-

MOVING

An equal opportunity employer

2700 sq. ft. & up.
Arlington Research Center
254.8850
Kelmer

strictly main
437 9151 eves

diotely in:

Din. rm. set. Dark Moh. Tble.,
xtra leaf. 6 chrs. Chino closet,

394-0800

tamed, $2,000

of 85.13 per month. For free
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until

$45; Bassett triple dresser
bedrm. sets $170, 11 pc. corner

draperies. 93 X 164.
439.2085

overhauled,

lust

New Office Space

good condition, very economical.
Everything works. 824-1077

sofas $100; living rm. chairs

Artif. frplc.; kit. chairs; window
fan; 2 pc. sect'), child's tble,

Northlake, II!.

400 N. Wolf Road

'67 MGB/GT, like new clutch,

80 -To Rent Office Space

6000

hideaway bed sleepers $138,
bunkbeds $20; reclining chairs
$50; studio couches $75; 90"

Household furniture and much

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Phone Mr Dennen, 297 1111

Clean '68 Ford Galax* hdtp,
lair, P/S, P/B, R/H, Mfr's warranty $1795 253.1840

or $5.13 down and 9 payments

Serra matresses $20; queen sz.
sets $90; king sz. sets $110;

Like new avocado living room

general typing, filing and other
office work. 50 wpm required.

ft office in new modern
air cond bldg in Des Plaines

1-550 sq

BUY DIRECT

Hide -a -bed, shed, snow blower,
air cond., AM -FM radio, sled
bird edges, misc. 537.8649

involve

1112 -Automobiles For Sale

177 To Rent, Stores, Offices

469-7204

ords. $75. CL 3-0797

General

$5500 541-2664

9 p.m.

Lovely 5' wal. rm. divider. Glass
sldg. drs., a section for bar/rec-

CLERK
TYPIST

1$285 mo immed occ 439-1573

1969 Manor, 2 bdrm , 12' x 54',

01.30 Tax Included

larger. Good cond. Coll

I

like new In park in Elk Gr Twp

Used machine in stylish cabinet. Does everythiing without,
attachments.

3 crystal lamps. 2 for end tables,

98 -Mobile Homes

Des PI 2 bdrm 2 bath - Fm
Irm Garage -washer -dryer range.

1969 Singer Zig Zag

Phyfe

pen, misc. 297-3054

applications from our various
telephone

Duncan

$60.

81" sofo, recliner, hi-fi, white
drapes 84,000, baby walker,

Duties will include taking credit

Elk Grove Village, Illinois

RANDHURST CENTER

on fine fum. in COLBY'S CLEAR-

,dining set, 8 pcs. $75. 529-3819

(Telephone)

Interviewing:
COMPANY
855 Morse Ave.

Kenmore.

CREDIT
CLERK

Mon.-Thurs. 8 AM -9 PM,
Fri. 8 AM'4 PM,
Sat. 8 AM -12 Noon.

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

deliver Cash or Terms
537-1930

' Book Table, round storage lamp

Wall Mirror, 394-5781

16 -To Rent Hallos

in

4 model homes Will separate
We

Dishwasher. White top loading

package (and boss).

FURNITURE

OUT

SELLING

table by Henredon Was $190,
now $79 If you are looking for

vious

CALL MISS ESCHER

Twin maple bed frames, reason
able Call CL 3-0166 after 5pm,
CL 5-4656 before 5pm

Muskrat fur coat

required Position involves winduties

Secretaries
Clerk Typists
General Clerks
File Clerks
Stenographers
Key Punch Operators

benefits.

tings, base cabinets 7
mica top $50 358-2699

253-0963

Busy bosses at AE need:

Immediate openings for full time switchboard

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

fitft for-

sink,

GENERAL OFFICE

Girl Friday
Needed

receptionist. Permanent, 5 days a week, 8:30 am
to 5:00 pm, congenial surroundings. All company

kitchen

Full time girl needed Typing

cellent opportunity Company
benefits Apply in person

RECEPTIONIST

bowl

Single

Good Condition Size 14 $40 Call

ery of office and accounting

after 6 P M

CL 3-6100 Ext 227

time

Stylist Full

Wishing Well Wig Solon-DesPI
816 S Elmhurst Rd 439 9906

RENTAL AGENT

St Arlington Hts

32-hiseelaneoes Merchandise

26-Itelp Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

555 Irving Park Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

OPEN SUNDAYS

4

,

F

,0

owe
Mai
I °night. Fair,

loss

Telephone
235-720(1

15-

Furth

211.

cloud), ssurmcr

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

24 Pages

Friday, January 30, 1970

Volume 4, Number 197

Pollution below U.S. standard

Air here is cleanest
in all of Chicago area
By Judy Ressler

The Northwest suburbs surrounding Palatine have the
lowest concentration of air
pollution of all Chicago and its

suburbs, and statistics show
the trend is toward less pollution, according to Albert J.
Mullins, of the Cook County
Air Pollution Control Bureau,
Chicago.

In 1964. 15 air pollution
measuring units were placed

Allf"

?hod_
Anew addition at the Mount Prospect Library is a juvenile section located upstairs. Sandy Harris,
13, (left) 506 George, Mount Prospect, her brother, Clint, 3 (center) and their sister, Carol, II look
through a selection of the children's books now located in the new section.

!*4164-

District 57 General
Caucus has changed its next
meeting date from Feb. 18 to
Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. in Busse
The

Waiting to make a right
turn into the main road and
then have the car you are
waiting for turn out of your

School,

101

N. Owen

St.,

Mount Prospect.
The president of the caucus

way without signalling.

the meeting has been
changed to give the nomisaid

R.W.

2 women,

child hurt
in crash
six -month -old girl

and

two women, were injured last
night when two autos crashed
head-on on Dundee Rd. near
Kennicott, Arlington Heights.
Police said one auto driven
by Raymond E. Blades, 48, of
McHenry, was westbound on

Dundee Rd. when it collided

with an auto driven by VirKennedy

21,

of

Deerfield.

After the impact, the Kennedy auto slammed into a utility pole on the south side of the
road. The Blades' auto came to
rest sideways in the middle of
the road.

Taken to Northwest Community Hospital were Miss
Kennedy and two passengers
in her auto, Mary Ives, 22, and

her six month old daughter,
Jennie both of Deerfield.
Mrs. Ives and her daughter
were admitted to the intensive

care unit of the hospital and
arc reported in serious condition there.
Miss Kennedy was also ad-

mitted to the hospital where
she was reported in fair condition.

Police said that no tickets
have been issued yet, because

the accident is still under investigation.

nating committee more time to
interview prospective school
board candidates.
Robert Novy, who heads the

nominating committee,
"Our response to publicity has
been fair, but with three board

said,

positions to be filled in

the

April election we feel we need

the additional time to interview anyone qualified and interested."

cent Jaycees'

survey, where

they found that although the
average resident earns from

Novy

said, "In a town the size of
relatively
few people seem to be interProspect

mend qualified candidates to
the General Caucus," Novy
said.

ON FEB. 25 the General
Caucus will endorse candi-

Prospect, I am at a loss to understand why these qualified
people don't come forward.
"It would seem there is a rispart.

"Time

is

extremely short.

We have less than two weeks in

which to interview and recom-

dicated whether he will run for
a position.
Names of interested citizens
may be submitted to Novy at
392-3181 or be placed in one

of the caucus boxes at the
Mount Prospect Library, Van
Driers Drug Store or the Jewel
Tea Food Store.

By Richard Crabb
Wheeling Township
endorsed
publicans

ReSen.

Ralph Smith Thursday evening while Palatine Township
Republicans, noted for going
it alone in the endorsement
business, met to hear Smith's
primary opponent William H.
Rentschler.
The Wheeling

Township

precinct captains met in Arlington Heights and affirmed,
though not unanimously, the
recommendation of Smith by
their executive committee.

Republicans in both Palatine and Schaumburg Townnext week. Elk Grove Township Republicans will endorse

one or the other of the two
pected until the middle of February.

"I always think of the Palatine Township Republican Organization as a group that
makes things go, the township

Every one of the 116 delegates of the Constitutional
Springfield
in
Convention
Tuesday will be given a copy of
Illinois conproposed
a

stitution written by the U. S.
history students of a high
school in the northwest suburbs.

Nearly 100 Elk Grove High
School students, under the direction of History teacher

Richard Chierco, worked a
year and a half to research and
write the new state con-

stitution.

Eight of the students and
three of the school's faculty
will go to Springfield Tuesday.
AT 10 in the morning they

on recommendations for the
new constitution to be voted
on next fall in a state referendum.

At noon

Elk Grove
School group will be guests at a
the

special luncheon at the State
House Inn of 3d District Con Con delegates, Mrs. Virginia
Macdonald and John Woods
of Arlington Heights.

In the afternoon the stuwill attend the 15th

dents

meeting of the Constitutional

Convention. They will meet
President Samuel W. Witwer
and will be presented to the
convention.

A copy of the Elk Grove

schler.

Rentschler announced that

wife, Martha, was cam-

paigning in his behalf in Peoria Thursday and in Pekin Friday. Rentschler also reported
that his daughter, Sarah,

a

sophomore, is dropping out of

the spring term in college in
order to take a direct part in
the campaign. She will join her
parents this weekend.
Rentschler will not see Pres-

ident Nixon when the President comes to Chicago Feb. 5.
He will be a guest at a financial

dinner in his honor in Peoria.
More tickets have already
been sold than were taken for

the Peoria's own Henry J. Al-

torfer dinner given in 1968
when Altorfer ran against
Gov. Ogilvie for governor in
the June primary of that year.

congress-

man," said Rentschler in ac -

Crane candidacy in the recent

ting

Phil

Crane

Woman injured
in collision
Mary Ann Goffinski, 19, of
152 Evanston, Hoffman Estates, was slightly injured yesterday in a two -auto accident

will be given to each of the

that they personally take part
and that they see it is possible

front of Charles Bruning
Co. at 1800 W. Central Rd.

delegates.

for young people to make their

Mount Prospect.
Arlington Heights

High

School

"constitution"

influence immediately felt by

FOLLOWING THE convention meeting, the students

will call at the office of Gov.
Ogilvie and leave a copy of
their constitution.
While a new state constitution has not been written
before at Elk Grove High
School, activist programs of

this type are not new in the U.
S. history classes directed by
Richard Chierico.

"The key objective in this
type of work," Chierico told
The Day yesterday," is involvement. We explain to the

students from the day they
come together that it

is

vital

agencies
government
people in public service.

and

this
"THE YEAR
Con -Con project, our class did
before

a study on conflict of interest
in the state insurance program.
They wrote such an interesting

report that when it was mailed
to our state officials a meeting
resulted in which four officials
concerned with state insurance came to our school as a
follow-up," explained Cillerico.

"It is a requirement of these
action programs that there
(Continued an page 2)

in

police

said that the auto driven by
Mrs. Goffinski was eastbound
on Central Rd. and was slow-

ing down to make a left turn
into the Bruning parking lot
when it was struck in the rear
by an auto driven by Yolanda
J. DeGiorgio, 44, of 510 S.
State, Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Goffinski was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital where she was treated and
released.

Mr. DeGiorgio was charged
with following too closely and
in Arlington
is to appear

Heights Traffic Court March

OPEN BURNING counts
for other pollution in the area.

This horning is now prohibited. and citations arc issued to
those who violate this law.
Industry accounts for an-

other large portion of air pollution. Three methods have
been developed to clean waste
material hefore it is emitted
into the air.
A Wet Wash Scrubber

Rentschler spoke candidly
about his plan for winning the
March GOP primary against
Sen. Smith who was appointed

the waste flows into a container or reservoir where dirt settles to the bottom. The Dust
Bag Collector is another method. Dirt is collected in bags

to the seat formerly held by

and also settles in reservoirs.

"1 am frankly delighted the
way my campaign is going. I
have already traveled 25,000
miles, have been in 75 of the

of Cook County," said Rent-

pollution control devices.

washes dirt from the air, and

campaign.

102 counties and in every area

County Air Pollution Control
Ordinance now states that all
new automobiles must have

congressional

District

13th

tion.

It was Peoria area that provided major support for the

that had the key role in elec-

high schoolers 'state' constitution
will attend one of the sessions
of the standing Con -Con committees that are now working

said. A section of the Cook

knowledging a warm recep-

his

Con -Con delegates to receive
By Richard Crabb

cording to Mullins, have

endorses Senator Smith

GOP primary candidates, but
the endorsement is not ex-

President

About 50 per cent of the

pollution that confronts the
Palatine area conies from auMullins
tomobile exhaust,

to the county's air pollution

Wheeling Township GOP

hoard

School

dard measure.

a

ships arc scheduled to endorse
either Smith or Rentschler

Harrison Hanson has not in-

hours a day, three days a week.
Results of each day are sent

THE UNITS measure dust

be filled in April. School hoard
members Ralph Walherg and
Charles Houchins have announced they will not seek reelection.

serve his community. Knowing there are hundreds of
people qualified for a position
on the School Board in Mount

tion than the country's stan-

and dirt, sulfur dioxide gas and

"School Board membership
is one of the most satisfying opportunities for a person to

metals. Each unit is run 24

The Northwest suburbs, ac-

dates from among those suggested by the nominating committee.
There are three vacancies to

lower air pollution concentra-

the effect of the atmosphere on

control center and computed.

$10,000 to $20,000 and owns
two cars, he has no community
affiliations.

ing degree of apathy on their

`SURPRISINGLY,"
Mount

ested in having an active part
in our school system.
"I was interested in the re-

urbs.

William Fremd High
School, 1000 Quentin Rd., has

for board candidate hunt

Day/

ginia

Illinois.

Dist. 57 caucus gives more time

Gripe
Of The

A

on schools in scattered areas of

the unit for this area. It measures a 10 mile radius, but
gives air pollution measurement for all northwest sub-

Everett Dirksen. The
polls, and there have been sevSen.

eral taken, all show that Adlai
Stevenson could beat either

Smith or Rentschler

this

at

time but Rentschler with more
difficulty.
The candidate said that the
northwest suburbs have now
become a major factor in Illinois elections. "If you put
the suburbs together with
downstate areas, you can win a
state race:: said Rentschler.

Circuit court
reports
busiest year
The Circuit Court of Cook
County's annual report issued

by Court Clerk Matthew J.
Danaher revealed that last
year was the busiest year in the

court's history.
"Both revenue and caseload
increased

13 per cent," Dan-

aher said.

Revenue was $30,684,124
for the court's fiscal year ending November 30, 1969. Income was: $111,811 for Des
for Elk
$78,483
Plaines.
Grove Village. $74.013 for

Arlington

Heights

and

THE THIRD method is the
Electrostatic Precipitator that
collects dirt near a smoke stack

or inside the boiler by an elec-

trical charge. When the current is turned oft, the dirt matter is caught in a container.
Industries

or

residents in

violation of the Air Pollution
-Control Ordinance are issued
a citation and asked to comply
with the law by a given date.
Sometimes they are called t.2

the office for 5 hearing, dffl
are asked to install control instruments.

AIR POLLUTION

caused

by jet engine emissions is a
problem that still needs to be
solved. Mullins said. The government and airlines are working on it now. he added, and he
believes the technology for its
control may be coming soon.

"Air pollution in the northwest suburbs has been decreas-

ing slowly over the years, and
we would like to believe this

will he a continued- trend,"
Mullins said.

The Cook County control
department will be showing a
film and speaking at the Des

Plaines City Hall
Feb.

24.

at

8

Suggestions

p.m.,
about

pollution control will be offered. Residents are invited.

S7I.627 for Schaumburg.
A court -wide automation
program and a reorganization

Auto stolen

of the clerk's office were developed to "handle a major in-

to Sam Rodrigo of 9019 Chester, Niles, was stolen last night

crease in work without com-

from the Randhurst parking

parable staff increases."

lot.

A 1968 Cadillac belonging

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS
The avalanche of credit cards just proves what we said all alo
Money isn't everything.

11.

Parochial aid plan might benefit parents
By Jan Bone

Members of a group called the National
Association for Personal Rights in Educa-

Second in a Series

tion (NAPRE), which supports the vou-

Next year, if the National Association
for Personal Rights in Education has its
way, parents whose children attend paro-

chial or private schools will be able to take
a coupon to the school office and turn it in

as part -payment for tuition..

The non-public schools will then get

cher system, are planning to testify before a
study commission on Elementary and Secondary Non-public Schools created by the

General Assembly, and chaired by Rep.
Eugene Schlickman (R -Arlington
Heights).

IN THE DOZEN years since NAPRE

money back from the state for each coupon they turn in.
Unrealistic?
Not necessarily.

was founded, members have given testi-

THE TAX -SUPPORTED voucher idea

lege, Palos Heights, Ill., has endorsed a parental voucher program.

was part of a bill which the Illinois House

of Representatives passed last May by a 98-

58 vote.
But the bill died in the Senate Education
Committee.

mony before state and federal committees.

DeLeonardis and his group are opposing the Chicago Archdiocese plan
of asking the state to purchase services---i.e., pay parochial and private
schools directly for the costs of secular subjects like math, science, etc.
On Sunday, March 1, all Catholic grade
and high schools in Cook and Lake county
will be having classes.

Non -Catholics will be welcome, and
will be urged to visit the parochial schools
as part of Open House Sunday.

The Illinois Association for Non-public
ITS THEME, said The Rev. Robert
Education, headed by Dr. Gordon Werkema, president of Trinity Christian Col- Clark, Archdiocesan school superinten-

Main reason, according to NAPRE
president Nicholas J. DeLeonardis, a Chicago executive, is freedom of the schools.

dent, is "Come and see what we're asking

you to buy."
But the purchase -of -services idea is totally unacceptable to NAPRE.

"Every school has a philosophy, a
framework in which they teach," said

DeLeonardis. "If the state purchases services, then the state would have a right to

dictate curriculum."

any school, academy, seminary, college,
university, or other institutions controlled
by any church or sectarian denomination.

The elementary schools of the archdiocese are approved by the Cook County
Superintendent of Schools' Office.

purchase of services include fear of state

This plan, though somewhat similar to
But DeLeonardis says that there is al- the requirements and criteria necessary to
ready precedent in Illinois for the voucher qualify for state recognition, is somewhat

domination and secularization of chil-

plan,

dren's schooling.

"Illinois state scholarship winners," he
says, "may use funds to attend the school
of their choice, whether it is church -sup Toned or not."
"Also, the G.I. Bill of Rights lets veter-

NAPRE ARGUMENTS against the

DeLeonardis believes that the voucher
plan would maintain separation between
church and state and would be entirely
constitutional, since money would essen-

tially be given to people, rather than to
institutions.

Though Con -Con may eventually
change things, right now the Illinois Constitution says specifically that the General assembly, counties, cities, towns, town
ships, or school districts may not pay
from any public fund anything in aid of
any church, nor help support or sustain

ans study at the schools they selected."

DeLeonardis says that in order for the
voucher system to work, children would
' have to attend schools that were state -approved or state -regulated,

Catholic high schools are state -recognized.

Catholic elerinentary schools are not
state -recognized. They are, however, approved by the county.

more flexible and less demanding.
DeLeonardis believes that the voucher
system would help parents and safeguard
parental rights.

"We feel very strongly about our rights

to be able to send our children to the
schools of our choice," he said.
"Let the systems compete.
"Some people are worried that if such a
voucher plan is enacted it will put the public schools out of business.

"Why should they be afraid of a little
competition?"

Next: Rising costs, dropping Mai.
Financial problems ahead for ealholic schools.
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State probe unto firing
of Vinton Bacon continues
By Ben Clarke

haadquartms

investigation by Me II

CLugo The committee is
Waded by Sun Arthur R

session might turn up MoteThv

Swanson 111-Lhicago).
Yesterday, at an MSD board

vote that
ouster,

meeting, Thiem introduced a
resolution signed by Mend),
on to table was passed, with
opposing votes from Eisaman
and Thiem.

EISERMAN SAID his
hopes are based on his eon temotion that notices for the

Another motion by hielas

erne to trustees and othenviee

1111011 Ssnate s Municipal Cor

(oration Committee into lain
week's firing of Vinton Bacon,.
general superintendent of the
Metropolitan Sanitary District
0,45131. to scheduled to continue this morning with the inarrogation of Bacon, Sanitary
Board President John E. Egan

F

10D

Ent,

and Trustee Abe Eisnentan.
A member of Senate majorily leader W. Russell AFT11111-

ton's staff, George Warneke,
said yesterday it was felt that
the day's schedule would al/ow

time for lesthnony from no
more than these three man.

Overman is one of the two

mitten "or not more man 10

lican
RepubRepublican
on the heard that

puhlic spirited citizens'. to
make a survey and recommend
a list of at least three qualified

against the °utter of Bacon at a special board meeting

on hie 21.
HE AND Trustee George
Thiem mined to the negative
vote. Republican Trustee Eugene H. Dibble in:corded a

persons from which the timid
of Inatees might select the

"pass' vote on the ouster deci-

resolution he approved was

him stamped "506 p.m." on
the 200, and he Maims that
public notices of the meeting

Tndgys
Wed to start at 10

to

an and Me hoard of trustees,
but charged his vote because

table the minion. Melas' me-

haobjecMd to the way in

Trustee Nicholas

we, eebed_
MSG

Metes

"IT WAS land Lewis.

lege. who suggested that we
prepare enough copies an that
Ilse
constitution could be

These Elk Grove High School students are binding copies of the new teste eonstItufion, written

Student group will work
for lower voting age
By Oliver Brown
(Flail of a mo-part series)

To be

served

Eiserman

I

Moinkss.

rice, cornbread ear.

tared

cookies. milk.
To be served Monday at Arlington, Primped, WheeiNg,

EL Grove, Forest View, and
Hersey high schools in District

handled.

Angelo NM. 21, of 1107
Prairie. Des Plaints. wris armoot early ymterday morning

Main dish tone choice,: saInbury steak, cheeseburger in
bun, wiener in bun. Vegetable

whipped pm
Moo. Harvard boom Salad
choice,:

(one Moice): fruit juice, timed
salad, relish dish, mach -cotcheese, molded: raspberry, fruit cocktail. Blueberry muffins and butter. milk.
Available desserts, grapefruit segments, baked custard,
pineapple pie chocolate cake,

tage

miasma mand] can s,

A group of students rep.
2eting schools of District 214.

11. Sr. Vivo, Sacred Ileart

Busse,

after police saw him driving an
0110 which allemdly teas nolen from Mufich Buick. 801 E.
Rand Rd.. Mount Prospect.

Pulli was taken to the police
station,

and

them

it

was

lemord the car had hen stolen. The manager of Mufich
Buick went to the police staLion end signed
against Patti for auto theft.

Roland Lischalk first oh
sewed the auto while his squad

ear was westlxamd on Henry
near Louis. Lischalk noticed
the car stoppsd with its lights

nl

Tullis boned ivm set al
58.000. He is to appear in
Niles Felony Court on Feb.17.

off.

PAk.r
the ear and when henturned

Tubes are stolen

to check the car it was grim.

A tube case containing sew

1.ater. m Lisehalk checked
the and. he saw the car again

ereal televisi on tuMs mlued at
5.175 wen stolen Wednesday

southbound on William near

night from an auto belonging
to Virgil A. Schmidt of 1342
Fargo. Des Plaines.

Central and he saw that it had

no license plate, The police-

Harper

and

man than stopped the car Pulli
was driving on Elm near

Police said that Patrolman

214:

Mee

eon-

Arrest Des Plaines man
on auto theft charge

at

MacArthur Junior High in
District 23,
Irish and chips or hot moat
sandwich, are
mune ow-

expressed

College

have

formed an organimlinn calk0
"Nineteen in the Seventies:
to work toward lowering the
voting age le Illinois.
Headed by Jan Becker of
High

Prospect

School.

the

Speakers available

the Mount Prospect Fire Sta-

with American Field Service.
Me high school foreign exchange program, haven won-

dinner.

lion of mouthdo.mouth ram citation. Then the girls used a

derful program to present. The
AFS chapter at Prospect High

planned for tomomm night by

school

students

connected

is ear and anxious to go

these young people out to tell
their story.
One AFS-er
Shirlynn
Spacapan who went it another
country and has returned. She
spent last summer in South AIL

TOFRES A GAY inning
he Countryside Chapter of
the Women's American ORT
tOrganimtion for Rehabilita-

don through Training). It
onyrama."

tt

sort -of

a

Las

Hems night. at the Maitre Et'
Resaurant at 9 p.m. Cost is I.

Mena he pries, milks and

rice. She, a warm, bubbly gall' refreshments. Contact Anwho melts her prmentation' note Froehlich. 259-44110k for
well and even has slides to go
more information and tickets.
with it. She has an cite

sto-

ry to tell about hat AFS experience.
The other gal is thc A lei son
dent ourently at Prospect
High from Barbados. She's

Hanel

McKenzie.

who,

ME 4 -II club under IM
leadership

of Mrs. Leonard

Haberkump and html. James
Goabbert is a busy one with
the.If
girls involved in all sorts of
teams They recently

lion on Golf Rd., toured the
building and had a demonstno
life-sised doll and practiced

the lift -raving technique individually.

Al the home of another girl
be

they had a snowmobile

party. M Karen

Mueller's

home recently. she &mono.
tcd bow to make offec cake
with a crumb topping. Cur lenity Ow group to designing
and painting wooden cutting
Kurds. They're also involved
in planning a gay Valentine
party.
WORST JOKE of The Day:
What did
necktie say to

the
Vito
h?

go on ahead and I'll
hang around

AFS Adult Committee expects
to learn shortly if a busload of
students currently in the U.S.
will make a stop in Mount
Prospect in June The students
tour the country by bus at the
end of their school year here.
If this is a bus stop," the committee will be seeking families
M Isost 40 youngsters far three
days.

THE NORTHWEST Symphony Orchestra- holds their
second concert of the season at

DOWN
DU

minor,. to Clyde and Dotty
Reed ton their 28th wedding
annivenwry!

COMMUNITY

Presby-,

enough to vote," o not a valid
argument. "What we're trying
t° stress is that the kids of today have a better educational

they're mature enough to vote
You're given all other adult le-

Obituaries

and by the time they're

Charles H. Welles
Charles H. Welles, 77, of
ton, a partner in Weller Auto
Radio Distributors, Chicago,

!crowd in joining their cause

died yesterday
Hospital.

Evanston

re, according to Powers
Georgia, Kentucky, Alaska
end Hawaii have lower young

hove that the voting age should

Survivors are his wife Ethel:
tor, John W. of Mount Prospect, a daughter, Dorothy W.
Wiese of Evanston, five grand-

be lowered, according to Miss

children and a sister, Mabel

Becker, is because they believe

Browning of Dallas, Tex.
Visitation will be until

recently had new state con dilutions rejected and ull Ind
lower voting ages included in

that the iS-year-old of today is

the

opinion of Mayors

a

Con -Con

rural Home in Evanston. Memono services will be held tomorrow at 11 a.m. at St. Andrew Chapel, Northminster
Presbyterian Church in Evan-

Burial will be in Direr.

n

dele-

Tile group held a meeting at
the home of Neil Powers, 112
N. Pine, Mount Prospect. and
discussed what their tutor e organirational plans would be in
meeting

with the delegates. It was decided than the inembers would
'spread the word"
within their own schools to get
active participation to back
them. The group is undecided
on whether to have one single
speeker or a series of speakers
addressing the delegates.
"I

think that lowering the

Steal stereo

on all
floor samples
CARPETS
DRAPERIES

LAMPS
FURNITURE

[As

6654 Barringlon Rd.
Hanover Park
537.3113

keys, foam and a grand assort-

frostbite. It can he fun.

muffler. Then take a Meter

It's an educate, with a link'

...

Left: playful Kodid. hems

voir-iTirr.

Walk at the zoo.

through petition.
Students w No will be
Springfield Tuesday are limo
Lewis. Sandy Peterson, Linda

Schnell. Micheal Nolan and
Elaine littalttr of Elk Grose
Village and Maribeth John.
ston. Bill Cirauf and Ed Sobot,
of Des Plaines.

Princiwl Robert Haskell,
Marjorie Olson. Mad of Inc

Right: The Dalt sheep on a

Social Science deennment and

Brookfield Zoo island me
right at home erdoyMg the
brisk tarmacs. With their white

Ehterico. will accompany the
rd dens.

-m

mom,

--------

-Page 3

natural habitat. (Pho. rourtesy Brookfield Zoo)

age

requirements

than

st.

Ti

21.

Maryland. New Mexico, Iowa

nd

Alabama

az

just

have

How will Con -Con handle

the problem of Mwning the
0ming age" Who's in favor of
lowering the voting age and

who isn't? These and other
problems will be

looked

I ride,. January J0, 1970

amass Edi

Wedding bells for Gail Nix

their changes.

Wins Prospect's homemaker contest
Janice Rs!, . daughter of

at in

Mr. and MS. Miles E. Rodgers

of MOIM1 Prinpeci. has Men

r2
Ep SPORT Stice,
27 GOLF ROSE SHOPPING CENTER
HOFFMAN ESTATES

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

CHOOSE FROM CCM-BAUER-JOHNSON

BAUER #23 Leather
Boot
Lined Canadian
Steel Blade
Reg. $15.95

rl

CCM #2331 Shin
Guards
Reg. $5.00

$3.50
Reg. $18.00
$12.95
""11101mommommi.,_

Benson, son of Sri n. and Mn.

Clifford 1k110111. the R p.m.
beremony was perlimited by
Pastor Donald Hallberg. Mu-

'''r°

$189.95

SAVE OVER $30.00

10-25%
OFF Reg. Pries

076 J d,

Her

three -

AFTER A reception in the

Fellowship Hall. the couple
left for The Abbey in Fontana.
Wis.

small piths., hat. She carried a
round bouquet of w hite winter
roses. miniature carnanona
mums.

stephanotis.

haby s

breath. Looped and ivy.

accented the slight train in the
back of the floor -length gown.

Army.

110.00
29.95

10.95
$150.90

SAVE OVER $50.00
Now $
like

Ben Harrison with the US.

Father Kamp
to address
Altar Guild
-Why the Church looks to
Mothers -a positive, practiml
approach" will he the topic of
gut. sproker Father Kamp
S.V.D. when he ad arses the
ST Cecilia Altar Guild an Feb.

New program at Grace
Members of Grace Evangel-

with 13.00 Perch.

with MOO Perch.

I CCM

ical Lutheran Church. Prospect Heights, are offering a
mw program. " We Art of
Chrinian Relationships," be-

I-TITUPON

ginning atSunday,

FREE
with $5.00 Perch.

1,1UNIORHOCKEYSTIC

HOCKEY SPOTTER

0 TiTirinnliffifiT'Z'itTi"in"fief

$1.00
I

vat,

Ji1I211"b"e.WI do

for state and national honors.
A recont 146.1111 senior
girls in 151140 of the nation's

high schools took the examination. Janice's test papa in
currently being judged with
those of all school winners in
Illinois. An Illinois Homemaker of Tomorrow will he
in March. with a
named
11,5011 scholarship award: a
national women will be selected from among the state
winners. with her scholarship

Feb. I, at the church. The program, open only to adults and
ia held partly under the spon-

sorship of Lutheran General
.H.ospital, under the guid8nce
Of the Revlamm Wylie of the
deparIntent of hospital -church
rels

award increased to 55.000.
Miss Rodgers hos completed homemaking and clothProspvet. aling course,

'the bride is a senior at Millikin University majoring in
music education. Atter gradm
ad. in June. 1970. she plans

kin and is now stationed at Ft.

inemiletton Euro

)

FREE

Op %a sow Yowie,yahy,w,,,C)

material.

tiered nil was fastened to a

stand-up mike A small how

Customer Special

FREE

50e vw.

ivory

t99.00Now$159

07,0.11,

1 HOCKEY PUCK

bt We's

bite and green hrocade A -line.

aki

General Mills. sponsor of the
program. She is now eligible

gr

.f

The bride's mother was atcoaldress
to in a pecan
mting
find.i A
A -line gown wm fashioned or wob cymbidium orchd
km with a beaded neckline. light green wool suit
and the train was fastened at chids was chosen by the moththe back of the yoke in the er of the moom.
The

sleeveless gown with a small

125,00 Lund Fibreglass Skils

Mad on. she will reeeiVe a specially designed charm from

oboe.

GL 10

Kennedy Poles

Installation

The groom's Mother served

to do graduate work at the
University of Illinois. The
groom graduated from Milli -

Our Skiers' Safety is our utmost goal, professional binding service,
adjustments and isstallotion.
Spalding P.F. Skits
era.
Rro.

Selectedn he basis of her
wore in a Dec. 2 homemaking
knowledge and aithudes ma.

and shoes to much.
as best man. Daryl Benson end
. Michael Tompkins ushered.

MAID (IF HONOR Miss

SPECIAL END OF SEASON
SKI PACKAGES

CLEARANCE
ON JACKETS
8 EQUIPMENT,

gowns identical to that of the
maid of honor. They all core
marcking hgocaded ring veils
with threedierW mini veiling

Janet Spaulding wore a light

$239

maker of Tomorrow.

white veleet
muffs. Bridesmaids Jane Tanner and Bonnie Provings wore
on

Janet Sp:ending. the maid of
honor. Berber Abell played the

used Prospect High School's.

1970 Reny Crocker Home-

oquu susBowerwere

Vtatt tarnished by Mis. Evelyn Elas in. who accompanied

sank

Pu

19.95

mounted

Ind Nis. and Paul Richard

25% OFF *J.nts SA

A5.00 Bindings

mtullelmht and IWO decorated
Christmas trees for the Ike 22

VICTORIAVILLE
HOCKEY STICK

Rev. S3.50

metal or libnglass
Tpolia Findings
2000 3000

She wore long white gloves.
Sunburst mums and blue and

daughter of NIT and Mr, Al -

Glass Whip Curve

cc., #2120 Shin Guards
(Rm)

Trinity I titboan Church in
Des Plane, was aglow with

wohling of Gail Ruth Nix.

SUPER
SPECIAL

$12.95

Olyrnple Chola

RUG & FURNITURE CO.

walk through Brookfield Zoo.

eZyy.t.h.e nwzt:L owno:dwe tar,

One unique feature provides tor citizens proposing
constitutional
amendments

wooly coats they thrive 011 the
eather similar to that of Melt'

Karma Pole

Sitgleone

bon. clouded leopards, tigers
and doer. Them are bah mon-

Put on your mittens. earmuffs. heavy coat. boots and

is invited me sit in and partici-

94995

......

in captivity.
Shony. the giraffe. gained
the title of Brookfield Zoo Fa they of the Year.

i...

ing the constitution.

NORTHWEST SUBURBS LARGEST HOCKEY EQUIPMENT SELECTION

Lydia Freeman of 1683 Stockton, Des Plaines, while it was
in front of her home.

chides a snarled reading

rented the nee -of -a -kinds born

coon dap, yaks, guanacos, but
the animals are Mem.
There is also a bumper crop
of new bahics at Brookfield:
Them are seven hears. lion,
(the first in 14 years horn at the
rook addax 00101000, Ian gib-

spir

less difficult means of amp..

Januarydearanee sale

to

crisp air and fallen snow."
A BEAUTIFULLY illus.
Traced informative booklet is
distributed free to each winter
walker. The 21 pages contain
Mgarding
interesting facts
them wintet animals. It also in-

the lynxes. Siberian ate. ra.

age to 18, taxing of all profit,

Amick. Elaine
decider of Elk Grove Village
was in charge off aiting the article on counties

A tape recorder valued at

tram an auto belonging

can see many of the animals in
sleek, new winter coats, can
voning and playing in the

studenowet constitution

clitille

530 was stolen Tuesday night

snow

"This popular feature, of.

pan two of this series.

non, III.

gate.

for the

B

tonight at Hebblethwte Fe-

pect. John Walsh of Arlington
Heights and Mn Virginia
Macdonald.

suornerfully n captivity.

bears,

tering aeo.goers an unhurried,

second time at 112 N. Mm,
Mount Prospect. Anyone in -

mien group believes Than IC
years of age is old enough to
vote in elections that Duncan
them. atturding it Mira Becker. The position that do group

rain is backed by What they
DIF, MAIN Amen they lie.

entertaining and educational
tour, enables visitors to ob.
serve winter animals in
Door exhibit areas similsr to.

for all cilia,. ender 15 es coned hr an adult, school
groups and all Tuesday M.

Arctic fox pups are mom the winter animals waiting to greet you on a Winter Walk at
Isockfield /ors Bern hi April of lost year, they are asso only a few of the Mimes growing up

polar

ox and many others.

, group

2411 Central Park Av., Evans-

at

free admiwion will continue

'

reindeer,

lite booklet does not Dover
all the winter animals such as

whether earned by religious or
private organization, and

Educational

The Nineteen in the Sev-

leopards, snowy owls, swim,
foxes, walrus, Dall sheep, bison, camels, penguins, musk

The

Thad Lowry of Elk Grove
Village was chairman of the

1""'

""d
that concern us"

award Mr everyone that cam.
plow. the special Winter Walk.
Though the Brookfield Zoo
commissiners have had ter' ncrese theo admission from 50
cents lc SI beginning Jen. 15,

extra heavy coats, a free book telling about them and a pin

store.

provides fm lring voting

writing the revenue article.
Rick Timers of Dm Plaines directed the writing of the legislative article.

sponsibilities and the right lo
vote should be another. We
A Id h
lght to vote for

le winter visitors avoid the
crush of crowds so common
during the summer months.
A., as a special bonus, Hwy

mem of large cats. Zoo in habitants were especially prolific in 19h9.
These nee additions to goo
families made headlines in
some instants, xi they rams -

book list for both adults and
children. Many of them books
art available at the too book-

ing authority.

JIM DEAN of Elk Grove

19

DR, PETER Crowcroft, director, announced the new
Winter Animals Tour includes

full-time jobs with a 525,000a
year salary, appointment of all
state officers by the governor

the legislature having 11111 sax

Village headed the commit.

informed most knowledgable groups in the country.

Clearance

3:30 pan. Sunday at Maine

CONGRATULATIONS

hest

NIVINLY

04,*

East High School. 'Individual,
tickets are S2 for adults. II for!
students, children under 12
arc admitted free.

ACCORDING TO Miss
Becker, the "if you're old
enough to fight, you're old

The Nineteen in the Sew -

goes the
price of a good
night's sleep!
Sealy Anniversary
Sale Rest Guard
mattress

DOWN

On the same subject, the

this puts them as one of the

Walsh.

Byers of Arlington Heights.
She's a delightful Tillie lady
with a proper British accent
who blushes easily. Everyone

gram should he nude through
Men. Edward Prinslow, 392099. The girls may not immix
any gratuities for their presen.
tations. However. a small contribution may be made to the
AFS Adult Committee, if desired -but this P not required.

stitution met to gradoste, and

in the club, In Anna Gab-. have to

Amerieun family is the Ralph

loves meeting her,
Arrangements to have these
young ladies present a pro-

has no voice or vote in mat-

lington Heights Mayor John

ert Teichert of Mount Pros-

terian Church holds its Anual
congregational meeting at 7
p.m. Sunday after a fellowship

The high school mod.% of

Wis." said Powers.

day meeting sponsored by Ar-

John Moodie of Palatine, Rob-

Need a good program for
your club or group" Two high

today have to pass a U. S. Con -

Park Tws. Feb 11. in sin all

but

/,i/ Flows

knows what s happening, but

againstlaws as

students

Janet was chairmen of the
committee in charge of writing
a new executive article. Rob
Parrish and Ed Solon of Des
Plaines headed up the writing
of Articles I. 2 and 3. including the Bill of Rights.

background than the 19 yew
olds of 50 mars ago.

Con delegates at the Arlington

Grove

After the citizens approved the
all, the students Went 10 work
to write their own constitution.

nat deal of student Bust..
non that one has when he

group will address the Con -

much better educated, more
informed and more involved
in local and national govern. mental
on.
This wan not only the N
teen in the Sivenitts opinion,

Main Street

gvoting age would help release a

Elk

The

adopted the project in the fall
8%8 when the issue oft
a coMnvention was ufor
vote in e general election.

by students in Richard Chierico's history Moses, that wit be presented M Consdtutlored Co.
vention deiced.. in Springfield Tuesday. Nam left: Mariboh Johnston of Dm Plaines, Sandy
Peterson and Janet Lewis of Elk Grove Village.

have to pay 25 cents.
at

Brookfield Zoo in the sonnter.
too Thar are animals in their

with approval of the senate,
appointment of high court
judges by the governor for In.
year terms with two-thirds of
entire General Assemhly re.
Haired for confirmation and

presented to each of the 116
delegates of the convention,"
:Meijer, reported.

which the matter mm being

Illetius

a

fun for

cOnstitotion
provides for annual sessions of
the legislature. making the
General Assembly positions

THE NEW

:indent from Elk Grove

ouster of Bacon because of
growing friction between Ba-

s

There is

Dr.

their natural habitat."
Croweroft said.

item. Unescorted children will

By Dolor. Haugh

rected by Keith Okerstrom of
Elk Grove Village.

delegates,

Thiem was not so optimistic. In fad, he had favored the

THIRSTS MOTION that

al government sections Wos di -

stitution to our two Con -Con

were not sent out until after 5

next general superintendent.

ttna of Des Plaines was in
sharp of the section dealing
with suffrage Work on gener

late in the fall. We Ind intended only me present our con-

special meeting were not deny -

satisfies winter wanderlust

Grove Village Denise Augus

two whip officials for nytew
We did not deo& to
present our not state son
stitution to the entire Con'Motional Convention until

Bacon s

that the matter of selection or made public at least 24 boors
the general superintendent be before the meeting.
referred to the board's emHe said he received a handployment eomnittee was op- delivered notice at 4:15 p.ro.
proved, with negative vines on Jan 20, the day before the
from Eiserman Thiem and meeting, which started et 4
Eiscrman and Dibble, calling'
for appointment by President
He said that a telegram with
Egan of a blue ribbon corn- the same information muched

boo of Nik Tonuch of Elk

port prepared and it must he
placid in Mt hands of at Lan

,tons that world remand the

New zoo walk

The section on amending
was written under the direc

IContieriod frommme 1 I
must be a comprehensivs re

tidenct yesthrday that today s
decided

The day's prospects

High schoolers write
`state' constitution

Leaden of the program. all
of whom have parnmpeted in

previous Wiles, are M. and
Mrs. Bud Jerbers, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Krystimak, Mr. and

Mrs. Don May, Mr. and Mn,.

George Grand:. ME and
Mrs. John Kmtelyny and Mr.
and Mrs. Thor PC1C11011.

Enrollments are soli open,
interested persons may

and

call Mr. and Mrs. Bud Jeebers.
392-7260, for further infOrme,

though Me is a mathematio.
major SW is a National Merit
Scholarship semi-S.1W and
plans to attend either the

Mr, and Mrs. Pall Richard

Bens.

versity of Illinois in Urbana or

Janke Rodgers

Michigan State Unimmity in
East Laming.

Celebrate 101 years
The Mount Prospect Chirp-

ter JM of the P.E.O. Sisterhood continued the Wawa-

rain of the founding of Me
1111-yeervold sisterhood, and
the 11th year of the M Chaptcr on Jan. IS.

Members gathered in the
home of Mrs. Ewing Wayland.
IOR S. Waverly. Mount Prospeel. for their semi-monthly
meeting.
The Founder's Day pro-

grans "Being PEOs" by Mrs,
John offerG and Mrs. Robert
Sent! fMount Prospect, re.
Minded the chapter that PEO

was hewn as a college sorority
on the campus of Iowa Wesle-

yan College. It has grown to
over 42110 chapters with auproximately 165.000 mein
hers.

Clonday.Ech. 2. thc chapter

will mod in the home of Mrs.
a K. Neal. 207 W. Hiawatha
Tr.. Mount Prospect, to honor
its men beginnings. Cohostmats Mr, Eldon Ray, Mrs. J.
R. Newgard and Moe Ewing
Wayland. all of Mount Pros and Mrs. Richard Lam ben. Prospect Heights, will
help with the luncheon gather ing.

Phi Mu pledge
Kris Rector, datighto of

of fair sororities at Hanover

Mr. and Mri. T. E. Ream,

College, Hanover. Ind.

1600 Cedar Ln., Mount ProsP.M ban pledged PM Mu, ma

the College.

Miss Rector is a freshman at

The Antennae L.( era Church Wenner of St. Murk Lutheran Church in Mont Prospect celebrated the 100 anniversary of

the orpniradon with s program given by Mn. Frederick B.
praddent of the Mack Markt of the ALCW. Pan poesy

amino( the mom, at one time railed the Women's Guild, Indud-

ml Mrs. M. Stabs, Mn. E. Koepke, Mrs. R. Johansen, Mr. F
IMMO, Mat L. Moe, Mrs. A. Wolter, Mn. R. Brmkel, Mn. H.
reaper and Mn Y. Blooinquist, present president.

One day at a time
C.-

unpred Stablenn
V.:a. Now
to
change the laws on using mari.

Feds with pot in their posses -

jusna. It hopes to MSC the pc minim on kids Who smoke pot.

probkm. They know it's not

That

undentend

Teachers

By Ron Swan,,

Congress. It used to have a law

thet anyone caught with marljusna would have to go to jail

weed in 1935. We questions

purpose. 'They're
willing to let the judge decide

thing, though

They know

they don't want tojail

that.

kielpist

One of the odd things about
all of this is that Congress is
doing anything at all. It's
dynamite to liberalize laws on
the me of dope. And this is an

hecatfie he tries pot. They
know they want to make it

tough for the professional who

exists by selling done. TM,s
why they arc working on new

for at least two years, often

THERE ARE still quo.

doubly hazardous.
That imprediclaNe

h it addictive?

Many sad parents already
understand the problem. Their

Dora it have lumen' results?

youngsters were unfominate
enough to be caught by the

Nu one wend to know for
sum. Even though the major

CONGRESS even believes
it can write the laws in such a
way that the judge can nuke

Mara Tilghman. director of

Presbyterian Church of

poblic relations for Church

united Presbyterian Church
of Prospect Heights and the

Community Presbyterian
Church

Con -

of

Wheeling,

will

merge to form one

assuming the name of The
Wheeling Church.
On Jan. I the congregation

This lime it's doing something right.

I

extended a unanimous call to
the Rev. George M. Ekstrom.
who has been the pastor of the

Community Preshylerian

Day light
By Joseph 5Nhenrauth

whatever happened to the
idea

of Fe roar

pra

transportation.
mismanaged
school systems. dropping val.

Arlington Hekhts. now a (:on-

ues in property of the big town.

Condelcattel
You'll recall

as il grew in ugliness and in.

oltics

some

it
''Mergerburffia."
which actually helped clarify

called

the sumestion Matt 10 norte.
.0 suburban communities
conoilidate into an organ-

ically united city athh profitable economies and improved
Incal serviox resulting.

rot act Dap

Suburkm life. no less than
big city existence, has been

'Ilan, Me original dream be Mears Milicargie keeping
the pans' 'a freedom andimelhaanal

Friday,lanuary 30 1970
William J. Niedaiseh

repaM st aleuni Prmpert.111. NHS.

Proper chewing of food
eleafes coated tongue
W, C. BRANDSTAOT,M.11.

toothbrush you
your doctor.

should

sec

0 -What would
would muse my

Q -I Nee had eographic
13-61y cholesterol level is
aingue off mid o hen hair 300. My docor says I
months. How can I go rid tar shouldn't cut a,y animal fats
it?
or eggs. 1 love eggs Would
A-TIlls Lit a common anal four a week hurt me?

hannless

less Lsou tell them and then they

tongue to he swollen and sr
My doctor says! haveglossids.

won't heliese tion unless you
Mom it to them.

What is the best treatment for

A-GlossItis is an inflammatior of the binguc. It

Q -I ent en 001100 70. in
dm Ght year. I have had too
much saliva and. when I lie
down at night. I drool. My

may he caused by a &tick c wy

doctor says

is caused by an

of vitamin B. spree ot perous anemia. The key in

intholance In , nervous sys-

V

it

km. What do Lou think?

di,-

A-Pedivation nab he eau.

Q-A few weeks ago, my

sod by taking drugs that con.
min mercury. iodine. bromine.

treatment

successtn1

Is

thenan

husband'

noticed that

the

cracks in his longue are net
ring deeper. What conesihist
somness. this g eel no mann,-

more of 1 Item ono,. ditto..
lion of ihe co, o ill help too

trance.

Coerce

and housing Costs 10 more insiditun cancers -drug menace.

in

a

Mowry

the Randhurst

Mara. It is unfortunate that
We Mount Prospect Village
Board could not see fit to id.
here to the zoning ordinance
that had been established to
govern the number of stories
for proposed huildinto in the

nd lewd is 160 to 2311. you

follow your doctor's

dyke. gut yOtt could eat just
he white of the eggs anti give
he yolks lo a member of the
lamily with a normal choles-

in the

dose proximity of the Sandhurst Shopping Center. 1

more boo nn

see

to the village in having this building
than advantage,.

The first obvious pniblem
created is more traffic
e
gmtion in an area that saga-rady
essentially saturted.

particularly on weekend,.

I

hesitate to think what the addi-

tional traffic to and from the
huildim will amount to. par
ticularly on Slam SI, Mt. N31
to make life 0 little less pleas.

ant for those living on Wm
thax.

would rather

Personally.

pay mom in property taxes
latge

tphlansiunpg oMrt thit e

prpd .o.i

e

typcnof congestion that will be

approval lo one alpecr of com-

bining civic fort,

to

insure

overall suburban mirviml.

:ing a omic, for Lake Michigan water, ono: DAMP formulate, a

practical

arrange -

they will have 10 confront the
congestion
Better still. I hope they mil.

nate more closely their deci
sions Hun result in increasing
the tax have in the village al the
secrifam of quality in everyday

live in the Randhurst arm so
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Our sports coverage is good, but.EditorFirst.

'St
may

complitnent
you on the wonderful support
you give your local school
sporting events. These young.
NteM train and work so hunt it
1

is nice to know that their efforts are rdognized. Too bad
all neighborhood papers don't
take
uch interest in local
high scmhool activities. which
leads me into why lam writing

this lettr.

Patrick's semolina mum

These met bore lc. really
worked hard with their team.
hwell in fact. that the team
as only lime barmen once. I
think that both Isms deserve
the proper cualit. If you bade
any childts,r0 I'm sure Lou
kraw a little pmise can go
long way.

Thank you for the tone you
took to read this letter. It was
something that

Just hy chance, your news-

paper came to my attention
through one nomy friends who
lives in your community. Well,
after bragging all year about
my son. who is co -captain elf

the go-ahead from

members.

DAN1P is the Water Com-

mission mpresenting Des
Plaine, Arlington Heights.
Mount Planned and Palatine.
whom initial studies in 1957
culminated in the latea engi-

was on my

mind for a while amino. that I
wrote the leiter. I feel as if
accomplished wars:thing

I

Mrs. 1r, Sy... ski

in

Wheeling

since

1959.

IF WATER shortage from
local borings can start mane,

Ili hair communities in

theDAMP

group. as the latest re indicates. before 19.,

pore

his

office.

Tae Ora sure. tested ways
keep you alive for a limited

nod. In some ones, for pra-

said to he more Than 70 suburlu operating on similar water supply arrengemenft with

have died before certain pas
cessts were proved useless.

longed

periods.

Sone

nie,

'These are provedt empor.,:s
ways to keep you alive hhot in,:
oot intended to take the pkg.,

f regular fond. eltithing or

mot:ic."

cials and induce them to taken
seamd look at the whole
DAN1P proposal.

plan 110w to develop not mere-

The latest want about the
forward-Inoking tnogram to

ban life Mt sound tusk prod-

ly survival measure, her inbuti

atm to

available is that the Tree
Towns Water Commission.
which eta ils own report under

Rim mc,rov.A.

VEHTENP
or mom word, on

letters.

Prospect

Heights. and
Sleeker. Chicago.

Is good, 24 excellent

!mend con

be held in the church dining

The three-day assembly of
Jehovah% Witntaws held at

vs.

The

Concerning the modern lih.
religious spirit, Knott
said tisk "it is contrary to right
worship. The modern religious
spirit is to he liberal. telling

Mn. and MTS. la. Lamphiet.

Mn.and Mr, Louis Langpop.

Mr, Dorothy. Milner. Mr.

of your choke Iran our large

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

Lauterburg &
Oehler

FUNERAL

Mount

Prospect, Rolling
Meadows, Arlington Heights,
and Schaumburg.
Long
they Min the 450 families as

24
CHICAGO
AREA
OFFICES

nub members. The church
welcomes all intereated pcd
sons to its worship services and

other activities.

MT. PROSPECT

Featuring:

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

Patios & Balconies

Enclosed Parking
Fire & Sound Resistant
Custom Cabinets

Color 8 All Station

2 Baths

00WPITONN CHICAGO

ost iTfut;"c"

11127 SOUTH MICHIGA N

and many other Quality Features
1 and 2 Bedroom Apts - From $28,900 and $33,900
uncial mar Shopping a Transportation
2 Blocks North of Northwest Highway,

"It CS° TZSTITZ''

IMAM

SOAK PARK

NOM LAWN

BLUE ISLAND

AURORA

East of River Rood.

Edw. Jackimek, Builder & Develop.,

-1

aGST WASHINGTON

SOUTH 11100

T.V. Antennas

Oren a Hal entu433.54Mry of Reapected Smut
1011111WMf
11111,MUNCIM11171.111,MOICT

Mrs. Junes Willett and Mn.

SATURDAY JAN. 31 - SUNDAY FEB. 1, Noon till 6 P.M.

Radiant Heat
Air Conditioning

at

Mrs. ROltert -fawner. Mn. andMrs.

Scattered throughout

moues eciaefame. imeceri.sacem-imaa

11

and Mrs. James Nolan, Mn.
Palricia Rackauskas, Mt. and
Mrs. Daniel Russell, Mr. and
and Mrs. Edward Wise.

1633 RIVER STREET

For Information 827.2184
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son W. NORTH AVENUE
MADIS01(

'ELGIN

WAITKERAN

OPEN ALL DAY MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

'Clergy and laity

Men's Committee. hien:doer.
fees subject will he 'A Chris-

Trinity plans addition
committee...men. iinnonc-

Waulegambassal

schedule, the congregation
expects to move into its new fa.

ed that Trinity United Metho-

expectraw

enures

Anderson, Rehder. Tanana

Russell Anderson, building

areffirects.
t.:impprletzzorck,i,x.!

by Eater, 1971.

dist congregation has :many -

d the archikegs preliminary

tractors' bids and submit de.

lan, and voted to move ahead

tailed dot estimates to the 9thi-

on a proposed 16.000.apiarsfoot addition. Conthictors'
bids will he invited for the
new facilities to he added
tee? W. Golf RM. Mount Prospect. A new sanctuary area to
at 400 plus inerflow space.
ItellOwship Hall with klIChent
ntOce wiry: and other

in

P

member congreption

Bethel
Lutheran Church

April. First estimates front
preliminary drawings slam
construction mists

of

u

.

The new Molding will
erected directly north of

gireheff ig Algonquin
Palatine

he

TWO SERVICES
9 30 adhit.2:45 a.m.

rho

c hurch. 'Me present

prese nt

by'

own

pon-

mately S360.0011.

endenN walkway

ti

If

tian Glenn, Views the Mar-

air

en' Tuesdas

joined the 917 Corp. of Ike
to say,
in most

Plain,, last year. formerly wa,
general sales supervisor for His.

Nor

activities. lehovans Witnesses

L. Martin Krautter'

Krautter
named
director

world. They are willing to follow strictly Jesus' words and
example set by early Christians

that they arc orangers in the
world."

Family
Sabbath

Fellowship
to collect
newspapers
The junior and senior high
fellowships of the Community
Church of Rolling Meadows
will collect newspapers on
Feb. 14. The project will help
finance a Imp to Washington,

Cangmamion

The appointment of L. Mar -

IT991

bosh.
Elohim will hold
a Family Sabbath Service at
K30 P.m. FrideV.

tin Krasner as executive di recto of Episcopal Charities
bas been announced by The
Rt. Rev. James W. MontgomBishop Coadjutor of Chi.

Campbell Sam Co. and held a
sales executive's pint at Keeh.
her Bistvit Co. The sro (Corp
ailTertilys that they are the

birthds
oner

in

this numh. as

ealled to the piton.

they

End' will b' given .n

'

Saturday naming worship

One ea

'Lint
con gregation will observe
'e Bar Mitzvah of Randy Syl.
ille
son of Mr. and Mn. Rich.

ad Sylvan or Glenvkw,

L awrence

Hall/Randall House, St. Leon ard% House. St. Mary's Home
for Children and Youth Gold -

was one or the
founders of Episcopal ChenChen -

a
Our Redeemer rczn,fir,r:naLt!de

plans dinner

Council of Nletropolitan Chiang° and was iCe-chairrnan
for a term. He is a p
Plans for the forthcoming dent and dinictor of ho Win 'Hobo Dinner" will be dis- =Ma Community Chest.
cussesf by the Women's Guild
Church. Prospect Heights. at
p.m. 'Thursday. Feb. 5. in
force

thane social hall. The dMner

Israel is topic

Also on the program will he
a review of the book "Pontius

During Friday. Feb. 6, evese
al Northwest
Suburbanrvices
Jewish Congrega.
lion, 7800 W. Lyons, Morton
Grove. Rabbi Lawrence IL
Charney will speak on "Israel
and the Administration." The
Jewish community is Urged to
attend. An Once Shabbat will

Pilate" by Mrs. Donald An-

he served following the ser-

drews The Chicago American
said, "Life in the Roman Em-

vicce.

will he held at the church from

5,30 to 7.30 p.m. on Feb. 27
will feature home -pre -

and

owed Intl slew and homemade

bread

family

as

style.

pire at

the time of Christ's

death has never been so ambi-

tiously and immotielly analyzed and dramatized."

ning

Joint eel -vicar with the
nior CengregaliOn will be held
Saturday morning at 9:15 a.m.
Shelishis Scudah services will
be held at 4 p.m.

St. John

Lutheran Chord:
Pastor

this Sunday. The public is wetcome to aend services, which
are held et II a.m. at First
Church of Christ, Scientist,

Laurel and Marion St., Des
Plaines. Young people an the
age of 20 are invited to attend

D.C.. June 15.
Area residents are requested
to help the groups by dropping

Sunday school.

their old papers at the church
between 9 4.m. and 3 p.m., or

"For 1 am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels,

c A Bible passage in the Lesson -Sermon is from Romans:

for home pick-up call 255-

nor prpalities, nor powers,

1540.

nor things

Fresco

nor things

Series

for some iner-

estng

this

insights on
question,

"""Int"'"'

m 03.110 He

theories arc helpless to make
mutt harmonious or immortal.

to practice the real
redce
u

man's

divine

Principle,

CL 5-0332

BIBLE
SPEARS

tfiltiCtilt OVA

OiAt

TO YOU

I 11 W. Olive
1_Arlington Heights

.q(DIR71711177rET:
-1-`,Tv<NIC

SERVICES

300 N. ELMHURST MT PROSPECT

a.m. tomorrinv and coritin.
aing until I pan
The menu will consist ,a
P ncakes. Gtiwige. juin:. col l. and milk at a et. of SI fon
adults and 75 cents fin chil-

GONG n1033131 tioSTON

20.4671

...clay Schaal BUS Ant.
Morning aned.- 11.9111am
,111.

I. Unpopular Dyke
11

be used ly
dren. Proceeds
pity the expenses hl the grout,.

Evening

trip to Washington. RC.. m

Service

7:00 P.M.

'IA Rule 'ant Christian Ministry
To All People'.

Church of the Master
Rand and Central
9:15

FIRST

Arlington Heights

BAPTIST

Evangelical Free Church
1331 N Belmont Ave

CHURCH
Morning Worship:

Poster Eugene Ongno -392-4840
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
7:00 pm.
Evening Service

10:50

Midweek Service, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Sunda, School:
9:45 A.M.

'The Lord Himself'

Evening Services:
7:00
"A Matter of
Uh sr GRAD
Nursery Provided far

First Presbyterian Church
IA

ill

All Services

--

259-4114

-

827,229
Reverend Keith Davis
liaicsons.
School -Morning Worship.
srlie riendly Church with the cent Message"

$t.3amo Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois
Rectory:
CL 3-6305

Sunday Masses:
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45,1:00,

Porish Cent.
9:30, 10:45, 12.00

issnininsoisiniownse

(ORGANIZED 1855)
302 N. 0.T.1.4o3,,M1e ton Heights
1

Trinity United Methodist

"The limits of Tolerance"
New Member Class - Chapel 4 P.M.

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

R'3AM.1"6"'"."
629 -Baba

-1111

First United
Methodist Church

- GAMES - PRIZES - REFRESHMENTS - SURPRISES -

EVENING

P.

*hi Syrasa Clan. Wheal 9:30 g 11:00 MAI

"FAIRMONT FAIR"

EACH

g

R... Harvey R. Neuman

e(Y6 GIRtC

7:00 - 9:00

,i,

(Mil,' Churcl it/ Christ --

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

Pastor: Albert A. tuechi
Cl 3-2407

of Arlington Heights

MON. FEB 2 -HISCHOCHERS BOYS - GIRLS
TUE. FEB 3 - PIONEERS - BOYS AGES 11-13
WED. FEB 4 -GUARDS - GIRLS AGES 11-13
THUR. FEB 5 . CHUMS - GIRD AGES 8.10
FRI. FEB 6 - PALS . BOYS AGES 8-10

ingsince he is so already, accord-

to Christian Science. Our
only nced is to know this and

el Far

Oa arm

A pancake bookfint will be

One of the citat ion s from
Baker
Baker Eddy steam. "Human

MOUNT
PROSPECT

THE

pancakes

be able to separate us from the

'Science and
and Health with Key
by Mary
to the

STREET

PASTORS
A KAUFMANN
CUR OP
1r 41111,111

1160,

ZOO a.m. WLIO

10 30

Youth
serve

norme,
any other creature, shall

love of God, which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord."

CHURCH
E A Mira

nor height, nor depth,

to

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

rel. 137.3223 I3/4111 2

Christian Science
topic take 'Love'
"Love" is the subject of the
Lesson -Sermon to be read in
Christian Science dandies

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

Listen this Sunday to Me
Christian Schnee Rodin

of Lawrend Hall, home for
boys. from 1955 to 1960. Ile
also served fora number

of Our Redeemer Lutheran

Our Real

Qualifications"

old Awe,

sponsored a youth breakfast at

11 o me

with

In,,. 253-4039Tel,

1

will bless all

servie. Rahhi Mark ShapiroShner,nus: ci.h

R. Sehrieber
C. 11. id St o kmi..er

"What Are

ended by 1,50 young people

Northwest CBNIC recently

An nom

Bishop

andMinneapolis.

which featured Randy 111111camher lie the Champ:
Lib,. as the speaker. The
breakfast was planned and etcmted in 1 x days and was m-

:4" 5" A.'

Nursery for Tim 'Too 10r4S A.M.

it's on 36 Illinois stations

Church of Rolling isle:Mow,.
2720 Kirehoff Rd.. beginning

coasedri

.17

mlav School - 9.30 fall 001,1 10:45 (ages 3-7)

ch.

bishop John of ['biota°

treatment products.

vew. All youngsters are particulady invited hi attend this

include

Churwill

Minn,

marketer of gasoline and oil

served by the Junior High Edy
lowthip of the Community

,t

Ronald marisdnerfer

worlds Went produce. and

cage." he eight diocesan social

OM Milwaukee Av. Glen-

therm

the

Nielsen Itrauttmet. located tin
Mannheim Rd. about one
u
block south
of Higgins Rolm

ghna

theGlade
Euclid and
Wolf RM.. Prospect Heights.
.ender the jurisdiction of Arch-

p.m The in-

main banquet room of

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

dos Church. an English -tart
tan,
Eastern Or

formal meetings are held in the

political and military

social.

oral,

Mr. and Mrs. David Hunter,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hyson.

8.41,1gral
"111=2":411Z
In the In

"Des Plaines' First Condominium"

HE WENT on

what he says is true
worship," Knott said_

Robert Henkel.
Mr. and Mn.s Joseph Hewitt, Mn. and Id m John Holmes,

ktislection eueranteed

Sales manager to
explain his view
of marketplace

from noun until

10

Linda Prechter, Mr. and Mn.
Murray Ellis. Mr. and Mn.

vELE,

practically every community
in America.

T he

live by end teach that true wore
shiners are to be no part of the

Worship

and Mn. John Drain, Miss

HUME'S ErEsTilATE

THE CAMBRIDGE HOUSE

Page 4

"True

Mn Joseph Masi.

skill can make it.

Friday, January 30,1970

churches lake an active part in

ly are:
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Ajmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary DelRe. Mr.

VsIRTZgaran
weo,

en United has donneh into

Nonhwest Christian 'Gino:,

the Libertyville High School
was highlight, Sunday. Jan.
25. at 3 p m by a public talk.

nation. Coming from various
pens of the country and local-

OF ANY KIND

'sit

and Roman Catholic women
in civic and national concerto.
Through its own organization
and those of the aa national
denominations. Church Woe.

who

Height, has just welcomed
new members M their comm.

NO EXTRA CHARGES

us

pation of Protestant. Orthodox

hears "right
worship" defined

bytcrian Church of Arlingnin

niewski are rM1e emcaptains of

providing both the channels
and prone. goals for partici-

Ronald W. Mansdoerfer.
national sales manager for
STP Corp., will be the featured
speaker at the Tuesday. 1.ch. 3.
luncheon meeting of the

VIEWS

QC:

Church Women 'United is
an ecumenical lay movement

planned

Soudan.. United Prm-

'ft, set the reuord sttaight.
Steve
and Bob Syp

RESARBLESS ce o,,

and perfect as experience and

NEWS

Jolty of her time to the new

Witness assembly

New members

I

got fuse limy-friend!

on our clock...no holidays on our
calendar. Our slay starts when we
are called upon to serve, it ends
when that service is as complete

Religion

However. she will devote the

Holi Resurrection Onho.

Southminster

There Are No After -Hours

Miss Tilghman will cntinue as dinwtor of public rela-

for Church Woman
d.
Mrs. Ddbcy

Northwest CHM('
group invites all men to attend
thew lunchesns. which are

hold tote worship and refuse to
share in idolatry and pagan religious acts."

REGARBIE&S

of understanding and

United,

ketplace."

though, ham continued to up-

Patrick'swrestling learn,
your story had Ralph Wending.' as captain of St. Pat,
team elan. 1.1 issue. page 6]

Pm

will help create a healing ell -

Dr.

others to worship any way they
want. lehoval
Witnesses,

Answer on (Emir Page

REgARDLESS

from 1975 until his death in

el

thew letters a, you sm.

serviees for area coni.

GRAND OPENING

Church Women United. "It

tivity in the fight against si
knee, poverty and social dt:is.

Elders panicipaing in the set,
vice will be Ronny Potter.
Wheeling: Mrs. Rolf Sundeen

but the statements of We Crea-

Make as many liter :gum

this and similar ounffination
the

textbook on the history of the
l rights movement." said
Mm. Dolloy, president of

A Filmed Record ...
Montgory
me
to Memphis"

ris. Evanston. will give the
charge to the congregation.

tor m

m along such practical Imes as

al

TI1I9 FILM is a superb

t. event s

patios

Ekstrom. The Rev. James Oar-

Knott. district supereisor of
Jehovah's Witneoes.
'he standards for judgmem is not human opinion.

In addition, find the word
using all ,even of Who:.

tar

les quite reawhle that the
mergerhurbie Mot will deo,

onrnmvs

presen t
It,-

Hideaword

village. Villa Park. Iatnhard
and Elmhurst. dic Dec 'lawn
application

leader.

education in our nation. which
will stimulate constructive am

Harry Lundell. pastor of the
Village Church of North.
brook, will give the charge to

False." delivered by W. M.

ienvlle. Adam, Elk Grove

Waterway,
for lake water

sustain

population
pulation and allow lin

way ahead of 1/ANIP. lack in
950. has now been offered a
share in the miter supply
merger plan. Involving Ben.

tion by the Stew Division of

Project.

With any foresight we can

make lake alichipm water

group is earrently awaiting ac-

lion to help support organintlions dedicated to carrying on
the life work of the civil rights

"Ses51011S allentkil by the writer

neering tun.down. lbere arc

may give pause to local offi-

lions

McClure, moderator of the
Prtsbytery of Chicago, will

room.

together

Ph.,

It will he seen simultaneously by one mIlMn viewers
in 300 cities across thecountry
and IS canceled to raise 55 mil.

James

for Arctic, desert. jungle and
similar areas were explains:I
by one orientation officer ie

increase year after year which

toward active partici-

conduct We service. The Rev.

nuns. it will create its man go,.
cram -meal oructure.

in

Following the service a firception with refreshments will

kept showing a water charge

efforts of community group,
and organintions of all per

maintenance and Mho. bin,

rom

Survival kits developed
far back ax World War 11 :las,

lunvever.

Film Benefit.
Miss Tilghman will serve a
executive director of nation.'
ticket sales coordination for
the March 24 motion picture
tribute to the late Dr King.
During the span of the
three-month assignment. Mira
Tilghman will coordinate the

1961.

tion plant to service comm

still a Ineniher of 1)ANIP. gets
and pays for some of in water
fftim Chimps. and hence was
not includol in the latsxt engi-

corning Marlin Luther King

and install the Rev. Mr. Ekst-

soon to start putting

Uhl PIAINFS, officially

for the up-

commensurate with efficiency
for all villages. If the proposrl
cornea to absorb fire.fighting
law
enforcement. high, as

which offers a solution by way
of a big pipe and a single filtranities with water shortages ram
pending.

project

special

wads the work of Dr. King

and with definite exhaust:,
by SOW A.D.. am is not too

nes:ring survey and three water

Women United. will Area a

A commission from the
Presbytery of Chicago will
conduct a service of merger

St.

You can imagine the reaction

Church

supply plan outlines. one of

which

the eventual result in the
Rendhurst arca.
hope some
of the Village Board members

excessior smoking. diseases of
the mouth or gum,
in-

digestion and anemia. If your
trouble steins from one of

recently. even ease cautious

Whatever troubles the
ropolis is always temmented,
in miniature. in the suburbs.

arsenic or Mason. chi....

k it snide

A -4n the absence of thy

A --Since the normal chutes.houls1

ery phase of the idea hut.

The Palatine village nosh.,

Being a

Mashing your tongue with a

quo of their respective cone
MMHG. It is, owver. a
compliment to local chin,
that they have inn junked ev-

.coils, agreed on eventually sign:

building

DOCTOR SAYS

condition
which
clears m spontaneously littt
may come back from tinte to
tithe The beasay tort 1.h:a no
tine will Aram you have a

dents who have a jealous
ing about preserving the status

fair
simple
trainers such as duffing rights

hurst Corp. for

caused hy a fungus iffieetion.
II is not serious. hut. if it can't
here moved in a week or/. by

tutu.

moeel, have been told hyCelmr.
Harold Olsen that the lake wahe mottled to
er system
water within three
provide wary
DAMPf

ITS QUDE possible that
the -merarburhia" promnal
will be rejected hy areavi.

disseet.

linsughs

Editor:
1 read with a great deal at
interest your article in the
Monday, Jan. 25. issue ol 'r he
P
fax D.
rd g pc
mission granted to the Sand-

103.3313m1 oriels lerentse ono

A-1116 type of coming is

to have transferred them,. in
len, degree. ns our Gomm:t-

Sig

happening in

is

Town.

Name any area art nflict or

been

Calls okay
of Randhurst
building mistake

GGrrigthai rare Meenliti Heed, Dom
rTrl,down 1
mail rate...T.00a inn: HAIII GAP. morns

black
lingocoan my tongue?
Is it serious?

the city, btu instead can be said

what

Letters to the Editor

122 renter.Onntalm.111.611111M1

Q....what would cause a

ro This surge to the suburbs
has. °recurs. not solved prob.
of hem to live outside of

find a scaled.down picture of

shin, bac

Diusigure till,,,.

I I,, Slain SIDeu linupwi.111. tome
thamhOffiree
317 Arilligtan IlekJan NG- Arnim Ildems.litetend

Prm0ect Omit acomMerm3P

nvenience.

vandalism and so on and You'll

der fire all through the decade
just encl.]. But too inany 0mod

about to nuke to discouraged
about the ft nal tintennte a out
arce's
penerm.

.. Marshall Meld 111

John E. Stanton. FJiro, and Yuen iner

TI18 MOVE to the suburbs
has been described by social
historians
flight from We
noise, crowding, choked mow

posed in February. 19611, by
'John Woods. then mayor of

"Dear, isn't it wonderful -now, some people can buy
income tax and just charge it!"

Zbe

Survival kit

Church Women United
officer to direct benefit

A service of merger and the
installation of a pastor will be
conducted in the Community
Wheeling et the 10:30 &XI.
W011thip this Sunday. The two
congregations, John Calvin

dedion year, which mace it

laws.

Lions about marijuena.

the

reeve

The legislators know senal
.

probation Mien

that

Wink

haven't been answered.

the

who puff the weed.

longer. Now the Illinois law is
more liberal than the federal

the decision. In many
for federal offenses, hey even

fined Inv on nercol. 0ves

only the high school and college students that are using
*Me. They've seen too many
junior high school students

Illinois is already ahead of

Presbyterian
churches
merge

WHERE??

44'

4'1

MT PROSPECT BIBLE CHURCH GYM
505 W. GOLF RD. MT PROSPECT
PHONE 439.3337

1903 E. EyCLID, a. 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M
N

Donation 75c

Cate at on Semes

a

THE DAY

Fnday January 30 1970

Pane 6

Violinist Ruth Wall to
play Mendelssohn Concerto

4

Ruth Wall will perform the
Iffbndelnohn violin concerto
with the Northwest Symphony

-bychiestra at the second concert °Nile 1969-70 season at
3:30 p.m. Feh 1 at the Maine
Township East High School
auditorium, Dempster and
Potter Rds. in Park Ridge.

Ruth Wall. 205 N. Hamlin,
Park

tt....Tpl
a.

Ridge,

received

her

Bachelor and Master of Musk,

from Northwmtern
Unvsity. She has appeared

Degrees

as a soloist with the Cbicage

aril Ballimore Symphony Or.

t.

chestras

many

and

has

recitals

presented
here and

Hospitals blame high bills Efforts to organize
computer system
on cost, salary increases
suffers setback
(Hot of three wades)

.010 voth Mrs Wall and Ben
laMln Britten a Soirees Must

med to increasing cons in hoe
;Mal operation

local

cedes:'

D ayconeemingpatientcharges
IndthicosIrs,of providing service

Whatever we need you
it s gone up every
year," said lack Ryon, direr.
for of public relations for
Northwest Community Hospitat 800 W. Central Rd., Ar-

Season tickets, 36 for the
remaining three concert, tray
he purchased at the box oftice
or by contacting Mrs. Richard

representatives

The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Anti -Trust and
Legislation will
Monopoly
h old the first of Mree or more

P. Stover at 823-4438.
Individual tickets are S2:

student admi.ion is SI .nd
children under 12 will he ad-

hearings

mitted free if accompanied by
an

hopsttol

ha, been contorted by The

dlt.

in

Bathoven's

Comae

This misp weather brings
with it a bright new wean of

Violin soloist Ruth Wan
and conductor Perry Crofton
of die Northwest Symphony
Orchestra diwrase tee Mendelssohn concerto which aft
be a highlight of the Feb.

"Supplies,

of operating howl.

sts

!Ma have gone up substantially

mom than the cost to the

specialized

service

patient... Ryon said.
INunes ' salaries were so

panics and delve into state la-

damn low to begin with. and
they arc still not up to when

wooing PraRlic..

they should he" Ryan said.

Grove Village agreed Sala
nes were se far behind that
gains have not yet made their
positions competitive with in.
dustry," she said.
Nurses' salaries are still 87

per cent behind ind.try. add
Harold Kunz, who handles
public relations for Lutheran

General

Hospital, 1775
Dempster Si, Park Ridge.

Registered nurses' begio
nine wages have more than
doubled in the pertly yam at
Lutheran General. from
a month to 8650. An engi$320
neert 's starting wage per hour

Week of youth

in 1970 at this hospital.
Ocher hospitals were red.

activities planned

publicizing salaries, but one of
dom begin RNs ot the same figure as
Lutheran General.

The Awana Youth of the

high school age: Tumday. Feb.

3, for.Pioncer. (boys ages II

(tom 7 to 9 pos. at their Fairmoot Eau the first week of
Februmy in the church gym.
Awana Youth elutts new
weekly during the school year

mime.

and are open to youths 8 years
old through high school.

then

First

cent

Mame Prospect Bible Church

will sponsor a wok of fun

Monday. Feb. 2. has then
designated tor boys and girls of

through 131 and Wednesday,
Feb. A. for Guards faith ages
II through 131. The Chunu

Ifor girls ages 8 through 10)
will be Eatured on Thursday.
Fob. 5, and Feb. 6 a planned
for the Pets (boys ages 8
through 101,
For Rather

information
Maul II -bruit or Awana Youth
clubs call 433.3337.

With a 37,ear record of

where or when you buy it.

Salaries account for 60 to 70

budgets in this area, encoding
to officials.

MRS. DOROTHY Good win, former trial ettorney for
the U.S. Department mm J lice, is directing null of the
subcommithw's
vestigative activi)ies.

Senate

in -

administration. Holstad then
went to Northwest AirlipES in

and

Northern Illinois University.

1,3,-1,58. He

Lathing

for RCA and the
n-Mathic.
son Cheiniml Corp.. New
York.
The former businessman
has found be can relate actual
situations to the textbooks aml

to Buy Reef ROSIs.- Send a
summed. self-addreascd 4 try
WA inch envelope to BEE
HIVE. care of Day Publics fions, 722 Center St.. Des
Plain. 60016. or visit your 1m
cal extension office in person

adults and teen-ageo alike to a

hearty meal of heloyourselt
foods.

Per hap

your leen-age
daughter has knack for cook-

If so. encourage her to
by making a Kick-off

ing.
help

of grimd heel with vegetable
num and other seasonings for
a smooth but resty Savor.

DOUR.

I cm 110m ounces/ rear
able soup, undiluted
40 teaspoon salt

2 tabimpoons flour
I cup Mao sour cream

CHEESE FOOTBALL

m tall ghnses of atilt milk for

DAYS

ter: Inman noel ;cod onion. Stir

in soup. and simmer 10 min toes. Blend in salt. Maur end
via r avant, cook one minute.
Serve imnicriMiely over heated
Cheese Football Buns.
To prepare Buns, Butter
both sides of buns and place on

quality

Lure than ally other kind of
meat. But you dm% really

inches long to place on tops 01
lams to look like football Woes.

through uncensored film and

"elf the cuff'

addresses

by

Vietnam veterans, will be the
subject at the Sunday, Feb. I.
mewing of the Filth Wheelers.

The meeting will lie held at

information call 827-3733 or
Ruth Rediner at 437-2360 or

7,45 pan at Trinity Lutheran

867-5776.

Church. Wolf and Algonquin
Rd... Dm Plaints..
Fifth Wheelers plans family

On Feb. 15 the meeting will
include a talk by Men Mamas.
a marriage counselor.

and "adults only" activities
pant to widowed, divorced

month.

Sigma
Alpha

On Sunday. Feb. It, there
will he family tobogganing at

Iota

and legally separated individuals. The group meets Me first
and third Sundays of each

Deer

Grose,

Quentin

and

"An Evening

flood. R.. in Palatine, at 2
p.m, in the northwest section.
Bring any available tobogran.
For information. call 3847915 or 333.5750.

Bake sale
On Tuesday, Feb 3.

the

Northwest Suburban Mothers
of Diabetic Children will hold
its annual bake Sale at the

Northwest Suburban YMCA,
300 Northwest Hwy., at 7:30
The public is invited. At this

meeting. a project being undertaken an the request of the
Diabetes Assn. of Greater Chi.
ennounedid.--

Heights

ti

For thrifty shoppers, the sale is on. the savings are
in I Now, during Dollar Days, you get bigger buys for
your bucks
and dollars off on major purchases.
Come in see for yourself Discover dollar -stretching
,specials in Arlington Heights Feb 2 and 3.

The 8 p.m. meeting will be

F o r more information
about the meeting or the chap-

ter, call Mrs..pouglas Petersee. -255.1397'

and

A statewide tolttree telephone nonark tor Illinois income tax iniamation o taw in

is part of the taxpapr aeis.
of the Depart.
mein of Revenue. I how withlance

New

successful

York -

baud business services firm.
He moved to this area to "find
a new outlook on life.".
The businessman was grad-

uated in 1931 from the Uni.
vensity

this week when the
District 214 board of education requested more tin= to

computer system when the college converts from a 1640 to a
360-40 computer in July.

DOLLAR DAYS

study the proposal.
Board rricmhers were asked
to vote on proposed budget of
59,611. the districtS share,

Harper personnel have assured the NEC that sufficient
staff and machine time will be
evailable for the NEC disMos.
HOWEVER, DIST. 214

decide

of Minnesota with

before

Jan.

30

13 -district venture.

board

NEC has proposed that the
Ii districts, mostly elemenDrY
schools, form the cooperative

their present investment i
their own computers could Ix
best utilized by maintainim
independent system in
e

computing system with Harper College. The college would
provide the machinery and

process all them ateriels and
Progstnii
HARPER NOW serves five

school

districts

covering

Wheeling, Prospect

Heights.

he

AT TODD'S !

reasoned Ma

MONDAY & TUESDAY - Feb. 2 & 3
Special HourS 9:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

Sorry.
No
Phone

WOMEN'S SHOES
$41111

Hg factor in iheir dect
den is the computer pro
grams to aid in modular ached

elite and high school data
might require extra money an
systems conversion time.

Orden
Moil

Values

o

to $20.00

Orders

WOMEN'S & GIRL'S

Lorraine Anne
Shop

WINTER WATER -PROOF BOOTS $699,,1v.
513

WOMEN'S WINTER

"FASHION BUYS"
$16ra $40 Vol

$2.5 values

OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS

$8 to $25

40% to 60% OFF
JUMPERS....

COTTON DRESSES

values of 5.16 0 530

Values la $18

NOW $8 to $12

$5 to $10

BLOUSES

CHILDRENS SHOES

Se 1

e;23 vol..

1/2

OFF

THE DESIRE to leant how
to teach led Hoisted to boron
a business education Program. rather than Wetraling in business admin-

$4-8

ALL 1/3 OFF

$30.00

$I 77

,

s,.s
00

$

or Exchanges

TODD'S

e

lingE

Open Monday Night for "Dollar Days"

ness career," he said.
think the
And he added.
advantage at least is the background, which gii(0, per -

Values to

BRAS 8, GIRDLES
1/2 OFF

18 W. Campbell Arlington Heights

ililation other than in a busi-

PilIIM SUPPERS

No refunds

SLIPS, HALF SLIPS, PAJAMAS AND

istration.
11 gave roc the opponunity
to finally be of some use to eiv.

'942

DANIEL GREEN SLIPPERS

S1E.E.S

discontinued...

30% OFF
GOWNS

1

$40.00

WOMEN'S

3 -piece wool

KNIT SUITS

15

womet s a mins

ROBES

20% to 40% OFF

from

FLORSHEIM

DRESSES
S,

SD 9,

MEN'S SHOES

FALL & WINTER

oaad

1392-

LEATHER BOOTS

" The Nome of Famous Bonds"

CL3-5909

20 S. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Hts.

bachelor, degree in business

Illinois

Revenue

Director

George E. Mahin said the
phone network will he manned

formation raplests and highly
technical Owstions.
The service it free and will
he available from 8:3(1 Km. to
5 past. Monday through Friblahin explained: Because
the income um law swot into
effect on Aug. 1. 196w only a
completing returns. the to tables as arranged toshow hoth
the owtion Or the yet, is income that is taxable and the
amount of the las"
All returns lone the calendar

Shop these Arlington Heights
Chamber of Commerce Merchants
for $ DAYS BIC BUYS:

,Ptlecilli and others win be
performed in costume.

co -hostess.

Ida

year 1969 are doe on or before

Wilke, Mrs. George Coupe.
Mrs. Gerald Robinson and
Moo. William Wilkins at tbe
Feb. 3 meeting of the Park
Ridge Alumnae Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota. Operatic
dsols an d ensem bles of Mo-

Lovelace, 704 S. Vine, Park
Ridge. Mrs. Donald Rom
worthy of Barrington will be

telephone tax
information

portion of MEM inmost,' will he

of Opera"

the home of Mrs. John

Leaned 5. Hoisted
Heights, in 1968 after selling

J. SVOBODA SONS
7n2":1 5614,

able to answer both Wmple in-

Feb. 3

will be presented by Mrs. Dale

at

Toll -free

by staff experts who will he

Arlington

The group's regular bowl ing night will be Saturday,
Feb. 14, at 830 pm. at Thuns
derbied Lan., Rand and Cen.
gal Reds. Mount Prospect. For

to

operation. The phone network

only

cussion in a classroom.

Arlington

Millie. 1 o assist taxmen in

Heat in MO degree oven until
cheese begins to melt. Serves
six to eight.

Fifth Wheelers
to get ' uncensored '
look at Viet Nam
situation,

Tuesday

Belmont,

setback

Downtown Arlington Heights

12 S. Dunton

YOUR DOLLAR POWER
STARTS HERE

Arlington Bootery & Men's Wear
Arlington Furniture
Arlington Heights Camera
Arlington Heights Federal Savings
Arlington Paint & Wallpaper
Ben Franklin Store
Bowen Hardware
Cake Box
Cunningham -Reilly
Day Publications .
First Arlington National Bank
Harris Pharmacy
Charles Klehm & Son
Landwehr's Home Appliances
Lisa's Draperies
'Lorraine -Anne Shop
Ma & Pa's Country Candy Store
Marge's Apparel Sample Shop
Muriel Mundy
Norge Colonial Village
Paddock Publications
Persin and Bobbin Jewelers
Stephany Arts
J. Svoboda Sons
Todd's Plaza Shoes
Webber Paint Company
WEXI Radio Station

Winkelman'.

April Is.
Whitt cannoned taxmen
to comple

am

*it aderall

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY FEB. 2nd &
ALL DOLLAR DAY SALES FINAL

DOLLAR DAYS
Pullovers & Cardigans

need

a W-2. form. Extra copies for
state

SPORT SHIRTS

Isms, for

1969 [form W.21 Wfore hennaing both federal and Kate re.
Wow Illinois does not provide

Iliad Purls.. an'

in-

cluded in the federal W-2 form
being used in Illinois. Mahin

Wools, Cottons, Blends

$2.00 to 50.00 Ties

DRESS SHIRTS

Reg. 75c
RAID HOUSE & GARDEN

I/ PRICE

with the construction of the-,
Wilding and later became

GIFTS
Jewelry, Pipes, and Assorted\ ifts

.

Stocking Caps, Scarves, Dickies
Orions & Wools

$9.99
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

STUFFED TOYS, Your choice
LAUNDRY CART

50c

BATH ACCESSORIES 20% OFF Reg. Price

99c

G.E. HAIR SETTER Reg. $16.88 ..
PAINT SAVE $2.08 -quart

49c
9c

BOWL CLEANER

COMET CLEANSER 21 oz.

PAINT BY NUMBER

SNO-CAR-SHOVEL Reg. $4.98...
Randsburg

$1.99

Reg. $3.88

29c

lb. Reg. 39c ...

32c

PAINT BY NUMBER SETS

50% OFF

GAYLA KITE Reg. $1.00

67e

DINKY TOYS selected models..

Sic
21$1e00

BATTERIES Sportsmen

5c each

Ray.O.Vac Reg. 30c

TOILET PAPER 20 Rolls

88c
$1.00

Reg. $14.88
HEBACHI SEWING SET Reg. 9.49

1/2 PRICE

Reg. $14.88
HUMIDIFIERS Reg. $59.95 Now
$99.95
$79.95
$49.95
SNO BLOWERS Reg. $169.99..
DINNERWARE SETS Reg. $8.95..

$24.95

47.,

DOLLAR DAY SALES FINAL
Open Monday Night Until 9 P.44.

Mon. -Fri, 9-9

66.50
39.00
90.00

t3.00
9.00

TOASTMASTER IRON

$1.00 off regular price

$16.88

Now $15.98

$13outen,WL-)11
Hours:

$9.99
$46.88
82.50

New Stainless

121 E. Davis Arlington Heights CL 3-0316

pony. Thd 64 cm loym

$8.88
3.98
7.77

ik PRICE
8, LESS

$9.88
25c

G.E. ELECTRIC BRUSH

Quantities are limited on all items,
come early for complete selection

/2 & LESS

SOL

TOASTMASTER IRON

G.E. HAIR CURLER

APPLIANCE ROLLER

PERMANENT ANTI FREEZE Reg. $1.59

JACKETS
Assortment of Styles

Rolling Meadows, began work

mice.
represent 125 years o
.
Genera) Manager L..
Beaudry will present the
awards.

$400

$9.99

Portable Phonograph
Reg. $14.88

49c
29c
47c

BRASSO COFFEE CLEANER

TIDE 2 (49 os.)

$r& UP

Bowe, 3302 Central Rd,

based on the number of years
the corn- ,
th691Weeelieetrw

$100

To b, Button Down & Spreod Collars
Whites, Solids & Stripes

dinner at the Inn Feb. 13. Must
of them live in this area.

wok.
The employes will receive
service certificates and pins

BIRD SEED 101b1. Reg. 99c

PLAY DOH Reg. 77c

1/2 PRICE

441" DRILL Reg. $16.88

SET OF 4 PAINT BRUSHES

SPACKLE 1

VELOUR SHIRTS

longest service to the Holiday
Inn. 3405 Algonquin Rd..
Redline Meadows. along with

b

$2" to $6°°

NECKWEAR

S1203 Small and Medium

Mshwasher and banquet bus lie was then promoted to

sir" to $10"

Sizes Medium -Tall and Large -Tall
Button Down & Regular Collars

Dennis Rowe will be honored as the employe of the

63 other employ. at 0 buffet

SNO SHOVEL Reg. $2.79

Johnny Brite

TALL MAN SPORT SHIRTS

said.

Honored for
longest service

$1.87
$1.00

SPARKLE gallon

BUG KILLER

re-

needed on the Illinois retool is
federal:ghosted grim
.

3rd

PAINT THINNER quart

SWEATERS

Taxpayers oho will

15c

E1MERS GLUE

heforete begiuniv the Illinois return. 17w first figure

wage and lee

END OF JANUARY CLEARANCE

CL 5-2595

.

day.

in

baking shwa C:11 strips of
Mcrae 1i: 'Ina wide by PA

have to Imrn to judge beef
quality for yourself.
USDA grade are a diahie
guide or meat quality -its tendenims. juiciness and flavor.
The glades are based on na

Vietnam

and

S.

DON'T MISS

worked

Harper.

HOLM° MOVED

820

hour shito soma.. using a
It has offered to
help the NEC form its own

provoke argument and dis-

teaching ecnomics. business
virticsal and management
courses

Feb. 2

Ina large skillet, inch but.

easy dod-yourself service.
ReganlIcas of how much $
spent on nwat in the food
budget. it is often n beef most
that stars on the menu.

The

Monday

The W -year -old instructor
enrolled in the masters degree
premium in Inb,. He will be

operates

in the Chicago area should call
641-2150.

BUNS
Batter
8 hot dog rota,eiced
&SO slices Cheddar chase

slimming cops of Ian chocolate

in

to attend

2 tablespoons butter
I pound ground beef
lot cup chopped onion

himself to the lower pan of a
cherse.nmped hon. spoon on
burger mix and top it with another bun half.
Use your imagination by
setting up novelty goal posts
on which to string Fninch
Fried Onion Rings over the
combos. Add relish end

varies

Plan now

KICKHFI. BURGERS

CARRY OLT a football
theme with Cheese Football
Bons so that each fan can help

Hoisted finds
at Harper Junior Col -

presently

third shift

treasurer and controller from

Inc rewarding.

next time boo stop at the Mein
Post Office in Des Plaines.
Here are the recipes for the
Kick-off Purgers and Cheese
Foothalt Buns,

Burger mix. BS a quick recipe
which a an easy cominbation

BEEF

Inc

St. Paul, Minn.. and served as

S.

Harper

Page 7

system for its elementary and
high school districts suffered a

SPORTSWEAR...

plan a pony tier the winter sea-

great stretchers of the good
hedger. you might like to treat

Its somputers on two eight

GREAT $ DAY VALUES -ALL SALES FINAL!

son.

ems of meat. rend for the
USDA publication on Haw

Plate of the Northwest
Edvaahonal
Carmody's
(NEC) to organize a computzr

per cent of the local W.P.M.'

Fee more information on
lied mndity. how
is graded

With ground beef one of the

Mount Promtet Elk Grove
Village and Palatine

and

about

business csperiethm and a new
master of science degree in
business education from

beef chart of the various

By K C Radtke

.whether to participate in the

Businessman -turned -teacher finds
his background 'gives perspective

new good e.the no matter

activities. Many homemakers
find a new interest in food and

Heights.

equipment, .laries.

MISS AMY Gabriel assis
tam director of publisrah
non, al St Alexi. Hospital
800 W Biesterfield Rd Elk

wen up from 52 M 1960 to $4

tionally unilorm Federal sten
dards of quality and are applied by USDA graders.
Therefore. you can he sure
that a USDA Choice eh roast.
for example. will pnwide the

Heine LeonoenieNCOGIE

lington

mid -February.

groups and insurance con,

of their membership cards.

ram it

Philip Hart (D-Michigant
Sen.question h.pital administrill

ttors.

Golden Agars may secure'
tickets al the student edmisSion price upon presentation

Igor- Overture." He

and the ordwatra will
perfornt

Beehive

By Lucretia A. Thomason
Eatension Adviser

'triter

ineteasing

nsing hospital costs is being
planned in Washington DC

the Mendelssohn

SHE IS first violinist with

Mix Imo batch of hick -off Burgers end Cheese Bumfora liesHy nwle meet effertnion awls.,

steadily

Oases to patients are annb

throughout the E..
the Lyric Opera Orchestra anti
the Grant Park Symphony'. in
addition to her teaching position at the National College of
Education in Evanston. She
teaches many private studenh.
Perry Cranial, music direenaz of the orchestra, will open
the concert with Boodle's

A I- THE FOUR area hospi

t all

Whtlt an invsstigatton of
Symphony

TIIE DAY
Fnday January 30 1970

Sot. 9.6

Sun. 9.1

THE DAY
Friday, Jii1gtary 30, 1970

Today's youth, alike their
parents, who struggled to at-

Total/Om-Con package vote
seen as special election item
by Richard Cribb

WINTERS

As result of Con -Con de-

reCommenaction for the convention as early as neat week.
It is thought that there
would be an advantage to making known when the co.

or early in Deetalbtr.

ity to appnwe the nee docu-

&mei W. Inver. speak-

elecn. At a special elation
probably would be pothible
to use the voting machines,
and this would be a great ad -

the committees would develop

The state-wide referendum has

mince recommendations.. approve, discard or amend them.

to he held, according to the

Delegates were given an op-

she thought the Witwer pre.

Enabling Act," in not less than
two months or more them sin

portunity to tour the Old Capiol Building Wednesday after-

to Mere Ise called a special
election for the purpose of

with

Mn.

ter Tomei. The general plan

Cloaed

Evans. 'The issues should not

toe y he placed before the conention for approval nest

will make k

week.

follow
convention
Bevel
opnents
""1'
n"'"'s
than the Convention Hall.wh"

pro -positions. perhaps
choice," explained

adopting the new
all election
and ICI that the special
he held not less dian 27 days
before or after the
3 general election.

he obscured or confused by
being presented at the general
election.

"IT WOULD be unlikely

C

NcEPt

for righting these wrap if we
are truly going to flu our chilVE

dren the lives we dream of for

HICIF

them.

eriVE MUST remember that

young Am.. has

intrusion, 'They take for granted

steps

wrth

a

mmy things that some of you

ham struggled for. They to-

headyrarters next month for
television

circuit

__for

dors. and

cone

mist Me fact Mat there will he
three meals a day and clothes

of the con.

the remainder

toPthrr's

haperimenml antmmog automotive equipment, developed in
ninths research program involving II petroleum companies and
awe make, w.demonstralvd in alien. conference Wednesday
al the Standard OH Car Repair
1445 Dempster, Park
Ridge. M R. Taliafeno, coordinator of automotive research for

.-

....

..

......................

Indmtry firmaIon (IIEC) proem. porch out the Teem, Oil,

,. smar. They don't have hi
spend time worrying how to

pollution equipment rn the chart. The devices were also labeled

we

on the underside of the auto. Looking on is Frank Meacham,
manager of the car repair clinic. Meacham lives al 1103 Drake

3

.==

I_

,

clip couponsNot

* * * * * * $ $ $ $ ,BIG BUCK BONUS BUYS
Jr© *(k,

k,

OFF

--:, $

on trial lesson on piano,
organ, guitar, drums, or
band instrument,-

s-sa7s

Illinois 13ronm

'$

-

370 f*K

SAVESAVESAVE

$

SPRAY PAINT
Reg $1.79
Reg.
$1.79 value

'<,
-.....,.

SAVESAVESAVE

$$$$$$$$$$

Y

b.s.,
'..<:,

=,...

-

,j-___

....cz;
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ROY BAUMANN MUSIC

24 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights Ph: 392-4070

1

16 oz. spray can in over
30 decorator colors.

(limited quantity)

..,

'-'''
"),,,

4M

WEBBER PAINT CO.

8 W. Mner
Arlington Heights

214 Conran Arlington Heights

*99997#0222))999)()999999* *P)))))(M)())))91)9292,9999*

*K

SAVE. SAVE*SAVE

170 SWEATERS

nown monu octurer...
aay Iry.Necks 8 Cardigans.
Assorted colors -sixes 30.00.
We

-se,

`.-..,

.....,r,
...,,u,

'-'-'

lint mine,

'--

..
'.*Y292#/f))222229)29299999299R
/Th.. 10 N. Du ton Arlington Heights

Also, draperies cleaned -30% OFF.

.".

KUSTOM KLEEN

iort

(just north of Northwest Hwy) 392-3369

0

Arlington Heights CL9-1450

tl

WA10%LLPA

Wei. Bohn 10% off on

Me Of

"1" " " " f i"

r

all

V

SQUIBB TOOTHBRUSH
Wag. 22C en,,

9rd!

OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE

,(1.!

I.1

0 0"

WEBBERPAINT CO.

lb

rcwrcwrc,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,
214 N. 20,77sonilsiArlinng t.o,n.H.emig hts

-

SUDDENLY SLENDA
1624 W. Northwest H

("1"'

' " ri"

,411

$1

1.

$1.50

$1.85

-e,

t

11

U((

Y1
tea/

).2S

*

c.v..

Caitiveltit&

C.,.

Over 600 women attended the recent luncheon eif Wool tel
Women's Council of Greater Chicago, honoring members and
Marshall ield, publisher of the Chicago Sao- fumes and the
Chicago Daily News, who received the group's Hall of Fare

Noah

99 9

;. '`)'i 97 9"; R'

R

,(

(QUANTITY
LIMITED)

1
._,..

_-

ALSO 20% OFF ON doggie coats,
caps, sweeten, ft boots.

."--r

ARK

/..Th---'

PETfiS)

PH: CL9-1450
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NO OBLIGATIONS
NO CONTRACTS

"MAD MONEY ROOM"
at

the Young Fashion Shop

ON ALL

1 00

, ___,_

,r7eLr;Z,

ibtS*-n4 4,.;;;4,2i 9 h t'

2292

9222

*

to 56.00

Clothe, of Ordinction

43 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights

WINTER
MERCHANDISE
Nt

5npLi ael,i 7 i ng

C.ts, Dresses,
Sportswear

\

\y

30 . Evergreen
iii.;., EVERGREEN SHOPPING

''.6

BOOK

on your first treatment. We guarantee you'll lose inches or there's
no charge to you. Also, special

°NIt lka,jl it)

II Alf S

20%

-

SflOattat

50% OFF

series prices available.
ON er e.sPVes Ey' ..n.

WATCH
FOR

OUR

uddeny
lenda
,,,,,,,,

1624 W. Northwest H

"SOONTO-COME"
GRAND
OPENING

Arlin con Heights

2554wy.600

Values From

50, TO $500

-HOSIERT.GLOVES-CASUAL DRESSEr
-FUR HATS, MIT , AND EARMUFFS
.CO-ORDINATED SPORTSWEAR.BLOUSES-

-COZY NIGHTGOWNS AND PAJAMAS-

at the to
showroom for Syl.
vania."Factory died' -in the whole
northwest suburbs

HILLTOP
,

BOOK SHOP

ancituehr9s

-AFTER -FIVE AND FORMAL

Stop WAGM /4.44/KMU. 7VAVI§/
10 H. Denton Arlington Heights
PM 392.2063
MIstwomasink Cares Manor Charge

Evergreen ShoppiniC
22 S. Evergreen
Arlington Heights
255-1300

9*

0

SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 25%to50%

)))MM)))))/V))))/MA
(( SAVESAVESAVE
---,
'',.
..,,

ON CHINA PATTERNS FROM

1.

...

9

28 S. Dunton Court

Arlington Heights CL 3-1766

Arabia of Finland, Mikasa

FROM OUR
,

1'1 Ilf 1

0

rfi., 7

:;.:,g,.

at

ALL SALES

FINAL

Said 50%

SLEEPW

POPULAR
GAMES

SALE PRICES

from $26.00 to 835.00

from $16.00 to $23.00
from $24.00 to $32.00
from $33.00 to $48.00
from $50.00 to $75.00

from MOO to 550.00
from $55.00 to $76.00
from Sg0.00 to S125.00

X-,,77(L,L

CLEARANCE

1/2

00

OFF
MUELLER'S STATIONERY
13 E.

43 S. Damon Arlington Heights
CL 5-5543 Doily 9.30 to 5.30

LOOK HOW
YOU SAVE!

HOME APPLIANCES
1000W. Northwest Hwy. Adington Heights

CL 5-070 two blmks west of

Euclid

MONDAY & TUESDAY

T

FURNITUR

c.,,=7.:1.-.
DOLLAR DAY

SPECIAL OFFER

FEBRUARY

2nd & 3rd!

OFF

S. Dunton St.
,- ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -

WINTER

.

Monopoly,
Scribbag etc.

DRESSESEAR
Regular Prices

p

T

YY)))/)))//) /0))))))))2))

1t

DOLLAR DAY SPECIALS

20%

-, Odds

12,SooiME77... Adington Heigl;ts, sssos,

Maison de Romayne

)

fingertip A
wash cloths

'"-'=' and Ends 1/2 OFF

ORPORTS0 FROM ALL OVER ME WORLD

(

Bath -guest

ramac.,
am
..._ ,,,__.,a _,,,____

::Sf Both Accessories

jurt a iecond

570
,

ALL TOWELS

--

loll

Campbell CL 3-1839

OFFF

28 S. Dunton Court

Arlington Heights Cl 3-1766

°-"r",."11:9,,V"a

CENTER

SAVE UP TO $100.00
AMPLE SHOP

CASTABTINIOETNERY !

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

HOME ENJOYMENT PRODUCTS BY

SALE

MUELLEWS

SAVESAVESAVE

-

CL 5-5543 Pail, 9:30 to 5:30

'''T

$

GLOVES
valise.

13 E. Campbell, CL 3-1839

50% OFF

70

...,
-;,'

Matson de Romayne

..,

'

394-1118

1

OFF ON EACH FULL
INCH YOU LOSE'

w.

SAVESAVESAVE
Reg. $2,0

litaram ar regular stack...

FILING

'-'-'

$5.00 OFF

-GLOVES
BRAS

% (,( SAVESAVESAVE

on a 2 -Drawer ,..

on Any Wall Hanging Accessory
17 S. Gunton
394-0700
Arlington Heights

CR is

"WE FIGHT THE BATTLE of the BULGE'c---/

370
SAVE DOLLARS

...Is

LADIES

1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlin?

Not necessary to clip coupons

*Vh2) 212)))07))142 9299 9 9 " AN))))))))')))))#))9

`---- 'Every Friday 8 Saturday -Large Selection

--

$$$$$$$$$$

".*k SAVE. SAVE SAVE 16 0 *(,C SAVESAVESAVE

a_P

.

Myles for today, not yesterday.

Jr1

Georgina Tennant, C.B.S.

BogorCMItskIn 19s1 she he,

I

-,
--''-

--)

,

W. Miner

Kate, president, and Mrs. Jerome Sandler, vice president of the
counelPs fund raising cabinet.

.

1pm,

,.- TROPICAL FISH
--,,
---n
....,,r.
SPECIALS

*

50% OFF

.

arrant. Conareatallog Field are Mn. David Benner, from left
chairmen of the Councll's Hall of Fame committee; Mrs. leek

Australia, and the United
Stoles. She served from 1047
to 1950 as Second Reader of
The Mother Church, The first
Church of Christ. Scientist. In

f

SAVE* SAVE SAVE )70

cr,

HOME APPLIANCES

`rz-,,

That's right! Buy one garment from our special

20 S. Dunton Court
Arlington Heights

, ,

cluding Great Arilain. India,

" BIG BUCK BONUS BUYS

ir)))))16'/»)//)))))))))) 9

at

BUYS
.

3.25

Off '

(

SAVESAVESAVE

stock selection and receive the second
ch,,,
dern...of the same price or less....For only $1
JUL
DuBARRY HAND & BODY LOTIONmore! A Daisy Dollar always goes further

,.

alone and that nur well-being
depends. upon the well-being
of others.

16 W. Campbell 255-1270

MORE

3/ $1.00

(Once o Year Savings On...)

on one., example and that no
mample an be strong for haing gad al., it is bawd on
the eternal principles of right

COSMETICS

Ow- A-geg-Salel"

.A

8 SHAVE BOMB
Reg. $2,0

lad Christian Science teacher
and practitioner. She has lived
in many parts of the world. in-

early age that one, powcr rests

FEB. 2nd & 3rd ONLY

11.00 sae

A

....

edifice at laurel and Marion
Su. The title of the lecture is
"Something to Hold on To"
Mn. Tennant is an author -

Mn. Berman said Field was
presented with the award hemuse -he has learned Cl an

MERLE NORMAN

SYLVANIA
,,

DAISY "DOLLAR" OFFER

DESERT FLOWER DEODORANT

COLOR CONSULTANTS

=

I

IIPEROFF

end tuesday....broary 2nd 6

ear

!

IS%

wallpaper ordered on Monday

M

k

44

m you, firm treatment!

"=

don, England, under the span.
torship of First Church of
Christ, Scientist. The lecture
begins at 8 got. in the church

courage of the upcoming leadership which we so sorely

and justice. He hm learned and
tells us every day in his newspipers that wc cannot live

ehip.

The speaker will be Georgina Tennant, CBE.. of Lan-

vitality and

;'w4 =,.::°":.;

r

1008 N. Wilke, Arlington Heights

>ca

See our ad below
for details.... °He:expires Fel, 1st

the

SAVE* SAVE SAVE

...

---'

LOSEFULL

28 S. Denton Court

/,r

t
*if
S

_.,

IDIZ:n3Eifis

help is the theme of a lecture to
be given in Des Plaines on Seturday, Feh. 7.

the
Dar. Elbith Women's
Council Hall of Fame cot.
mittee, said, "Field epitoniMO
the young man who is the spirit
of our young people. He is an

example of

gen her tours as, a member of
the church's Boaid of l_acture-

The availability of divine

In introducing 1 -field, Mrs.
David Berman, chairman of

30% OFF

-

BATTLE of the BULGE

IP

Dollor D
(lmled quantity)

.

0

,

you rs d any.ing

- HARRIS PHARMACY

nnnei& Afifrael

,

...

A980 value.

..

1 per customer
Me 'Young View Point Room. at

firs1 served,

200 SQUIBB ASPIRINS

solve these problems."

BAUBLES a BANGLES

3 alike gorments <leaned and
pressed for the price of 21

tn229())9M21))2992P999,922* U " "11 ( 11111" (" 11

OiliEWEEMID: 0

SAVESAVESAVE

so clearly some of Arnerices
proaems. Now it n up tom to
become committed to help

* *No Snece$: orySto cl Spcoups $.

necessary to clip coupon

3 for 2

.w

...,.w','S
-....=,

granulate them on pointing out

LET YOUR BUCKS BRING YOU GOOD LUCK..Mon.&Tues.FEB.2nd & 3rd!

SAVESAVESAVE

10iIN

SPECIAL SELECTION

Lecturer to explain
sources of divine help

and

Heights

,

LET YOUR BUCKS BRING YOU GOOD LUCK..Mon.&Tues.FEB.2nd& 3rd!
*(C-- SAVE.SAVE SAVE

.

9

.

F

people

it Arlington

P

/

armrests

have done all that for them."
Field sold, "1 admire air

young

Page 9
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Teri Prospect 'Moths.

,t.

No necessary to

thrcr positions the wav

we or our metre., did We

..

.

never

known poverty or seen a de-

ing is to become Con. Cores

OMLY plan provides

T1

for

Arlington
Heights

,,

IIEC

noon The Old Capitol BuildOfficers or\Oe standing
committees meeival on Wed
nesday a proposed whed.
ale from Chicago Delegate Pe-

"We will be presenting a
number of very imoortain

power in this country, and that
makes us moray responsible

rccommendations for IPSW See-

nitwit. by the end of July.

vention_

News, said, "This genertion,
our generation, still
the

' iions to the constitution. Due
The convention is planning

Hall of Fame

Sun-Times and Chicago

From March 3 to April 7,

Mrs., Anne Evans of Da

special election

ln accepting

masa from the group. Field,
28. publisher of the
TidyChag

it

Waage," said Mrs. Evans.

at the 1 :rimer House.

C

otndd be the first phase end

Plaines, delegate from the 4th
District, said Wednesday that
a

Warren's Courcil of Heater

end of July. February

would be devoted to gathering
information and proposalli.

wouId be accepted by the con-

rather than as president of the
Constitutional
Convention.
proposed to the membera that

dim to its most preang social
problems, publisher Marshall
Feld said last Sunday at a
luncheon of the B'nai fthith

ins April and May the convention would consider .m.

pow for

ing yetteeday as a delegate

have turned
turned the nation's ellen-

on ampleting the new con -

held the week of Feb. 9.

ment.

the

material success,

basic

tam

plmion of ConCon% work by

on the voting machines were it
to be considered at the general

fore the public hearings are

the calling of special election
to give citizens the opportun-

1

that the constitution, with its
seoral articles, could be put

dilution is to he voted upon b.

Delegates from the northwest rattude generally favor

i

PROPOSAL

went other onvention's Committee on Rules and Credendais. The conaintee may have

velopments in Springfield yesterday, Illinois
zens are
likely to vote on the new cononution in a special election to
tea held either early in October

THE DAY

FField praises youth

Dollar Days Special
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS
ON MANY
STEMWARE, BARWARE

,

As

,.

dir

9
INTERIORS.9

CUSTOM MADE

& GINA PATTERNS

SLIPCOVERS

ALSO
FAMOUS NAME COOKING UNES
AND WOODEN ACCESSORIES

Famous names -Waverly, Charles Bloom,
Spectrum, Desloy, P. Kaufmann, etc.

Installation i Podding on the lint Yard
1 -Cushion

CHAIR442"

FREE!
.on any Carpet Order made
'on Feb:2nd & 3rd
175. Mono. AilIngtonHalghts 394-0700

2 to 3-Cushian

SO,FA

I2

-open Thursday
& ludo, mires

SOUTH

EVERGTN

PIMA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

255.0112

"m

$665'

I I S. Bunton, Arlington Heights
253.5249

Second place on line for Falcons

Hersey gym average now state's best
Hersey had no trouble all
keeping its undefeated pm.
nastics record intact last night

"We know ell we can do is

wBy Jim Stuart

.Jmop winning and try to stay in

Forest View, trailing elusive
Arlington by Iwo games in the
Mid -Suburban League basket-

ball dram. tackles Wheeling
on the Wildcalt home court
tonight.

Forest Vkw is lied for second with Prapect 01.5.2 and
stands 111.4 overall. Wheeling

if tied for seventh in the con.
femme at 2.5 and rims at 441
'overall.

COACH KEN Arneson's
Falcons are red-hot with four
straight league wins over Pros-

pect, Frond Hersey and Elk
Grove. but they have ham
frustrated in their hid to overtake Arlington. The Cardinals
sre undelattal at 7-0. and ForView fans are hoping they

i

low once before the teams cad lido Feb. 13.

the race," Arneson said. ''Ar.
lington can't play well every
game and I think they'll lose
once before they come to pur
plane to play. They've gOt
Fremd this weekend and
Fremd is the type of team that

can give them tiouble."
Forest Vow can't spend too
much unit worrying about the
Fremd-Arlingion game he.
cause Wheelhig might cmch
them napping Amason has
said all along lit his team's

,

"I want Phillips in there be-

"aure of his jumping ability,"

season. Inn Phillips will get tha

nod blight The 6-3 stnar

maids.

doe.% know what to expect

big kid. Wood will probably
get his point, but I want Phil-

from Forest View.
-They've played every kind

lips to keep am off the hoards

of defense at different tinua

and keep him from getting

Ma amme, so were leat going
to take it like it comes:. he

.cur points under eath:.

WHEELING COACH Ted

frankly that he

Ecker says

By Tom Ron

hay pushed the Cardk slate to
7-0, the tops in the conference.

the high flying Arlington
Cantins will he looking for
their eighth cone:maim cola
fere.a win this evening as the
gagers will play host to
the Mxhl, toutsd tilling% from
Itremd in what could poise to
he a
tight Mid.thiburban
Chet

ITIE VIKINGS on Me nther hand yin be coming off a

could be very tougon the
bawds, and he knows his 'Cats
ere in for a rough battle.

ONE THING in

Wheel-

ing's favor is that fee the lira
time in three weelm Wood is
completely healthy and ready

all week
lems.

without any prob-

Wood will start at center
flanked by Gary Kawell and
Jon Pitt at the forwards and
Mike Groot and Kevin Bar Mule at the guards. Barthel.
Pitt looked especially
good this week in practice, acand

cording to Edw.
"But I'm

completely

nal

sold on asst lineup," he said,

"We have a lot of kids who
want en play ball. and IM still

going to be toying diffemnt
combinetions."
Esker was very pleased with

the Wildcats' defense apimt
Glenbard. saying that his kids
were morc aggressive in that

7s.51 roUtc. She lopsided vie-

prosed it could run with the
hest of them last week in d 02.

could
pose's give the Falcons all they

'the Vikings. owners 4-3

as he said, 'This is a big game
for us tonight. We get through
the first round undefeated and
t would nab an to get

at

forward, John Modnan

,onference slate, will throw se-

%Omuta praised the scrappy
Ithemd quintet as he saki.

and Bill Hefferdan at the
guard positions, while jum-

niors Boll Mokunik and Mike

"They're one of the tougher

ping miner will be junior Rill

Hague

half started on the right

Kink.

Kola,: at guersb, junior Randy
at

center. and

Rick

THE OUTCOME of this

better job on the court than

important meeting will either

Everytime we. win.we can start
eliminating bell.ms: every
win iv a hit inathematical boost

sta rters pniness fine reflexes
and agility winch prompted

for in."

of the quickest teams in

the

e Won domg. but if we can

The Cords will send the lumiller live boys to the court for
the Viking encounter. with

conference: we've worked sm.

cut off their inside game. we
can win the halls:min They've
pt mom to lose than us."

dal to adjust to then quick,

pair of junior guards.
White aml Casey Rush.

Stu

Should this group gm into

can keep them under 60," he
said. 'They caught Fremd and
Conant without anybody bad
on defense and ran them to
death, but if they try that
against us I think they'll he in
trouble."

ketball shoe dimn
The Huskies were premea.

center.

but for me ream,

He ono. will put four or five

Prospect mach BM Slayton
h. decided to switch him to

freshmen on the court at a time
with LOMplele confidence.

NEITHER THE Vikings

TWO THAT have maned in
previous games. Jeff Meissner
and Soh Kline. will surely. see

nor the Cougars have the big
men that Hersey is bloated
with, and it is a fact of h.kethall that you can't run we
the ball. Andy Pane ram, Don

the

league. hut injuries ;Ind a slow
start have probably ova Roger
Sleet
Hersey team it

shot at the title. Arlington
with

unbeaten

thst

is

seven

p while Forst View

games

ant Prosiwel sham second
with
marks. each whh

In. M Arlington.
HERSEY 11AS Nei conn
rob latel, though and Mrward
Sant Feige hie begun to score

fonvard. Moving into his 111V
Flaping role of the year is It -5
Chris Sales, who has hem so,
impressive in the resent:
ranks. scoring 43 points while
only playing parts of live
games.

Sales abo has 23 relniunds
going for him.

SALES IIAS had ..11 good
week of practice." ucconitng

ended up second in the league.
Sophomore ac hi Andy Pan-

to Slaytim. and he Ind a good
job against Fenn i" The
height is also a factor. said
Slayton, adding thm Sales ',le-

cratx all .8 of him, kads the

h1.,1.3

league in rebounding with 115

this is a good ,,pportunity to

in se. gama. He alp is the
leading team worm with ID

go him in."

like he did last year when he

marks.

Height and sped .im

toil long

.'salt.

ert

but Prospect

.1

shot at starting and

tome duty. Meissner is the
eam's second leading scorer
and Kline a .econd 10 Lund,
loll in rebounding. Another

on dm b.d. Mat ta iy he able

thrward.

to

could play maim and guards
Doug Haney and Kim Walter
arc quick mough to spark the
Imm should I ler, take a

lad.

scorer in the conferenCe. Mad
Rucker at one forward. and a

guards.

AL:93 FOR the first time in
what seems to be an even long-

er period. Hen., has no vole
inturim to report. Dick Pow all. the only Huskie still urn of
ction. will get the mot removed front his wrist nem
week and will get the word
from his doctor as to his plm-

will hold down the forward
MM.
Head coach of the Vikings.
Kasuboske,

has

ing status the rest of the year.

H e, .41 coph

the Husk', .in 3.....Ane trio

lot of respect for the Ktlights.

r 11,
t
astronomical
scons against Conant and
Frenal. but he is not overly im.

guard play of Rush and White.

and domn't look for

same

'I

doubt

much

veo-

they'll hit 70. and

I

as

Meissner

and

Rucker and the goal, quick

For the HIV time v. the

Danville

Tournament.

Steins.. rills Ort

lineup for the second straight

if

think we

Another "forgotten" hallplayer who is sure to secoo
ram
tonight is Bruce

better.

The Limn of Si. Viator will
get a mild Meat.r this week.
end as they play only one
game. tonight, and gm a day
off Saturday.

Tonight. Victor will enter-

Po,

men. a 71-40 dnihhing which

wits one of the Lions' pains

THE LIONS will. he kmk.

performances this mason. This

ing for a win this weekend to
put their conference record to

poor perform:one same the

int cvm .511ti per'I he Lions are now

5-5 for
centage.

tam St. Joseph of Watchester

at St. Viater with the varsity

Saturday

V iator is coming off a loss to

51'111 k'1'll'('f1VFLRKNCt:

night after one of their best. a
74.49 win owe St. Francis De.
Sales.

The visiting Chargers will
he looking for revenge because
the Lions heat limn earlitm
season on the Chargers home

hardwood. St. loscpli also km
to the Lions to ice lam eason.

The Charger quest may he

leighth grade)
51.

Plow

JA3166
Mayer

Player
. Schell

TP

B

Wien

,

7

le

1

13

Sihenami

Mayo,
Breen
MeShea

Nelson

2

Player
Hake

2

ti

4

n

In

3

2

X

'

11

4

II

10 32

ST. JAMES tile

B F TP
3

5

Heffernan

4

Fitton
Karam.
Grall

'

1

13
9

7

.1

1

3

0

I

I

2.

2

.

5

19

Very seldom than a high
school basketball team get a
nay start during the course ol
the season, but a Maine East
squad which now exhibits a
.5.0 reword can try to eliminate
all memory of that dins-

sppointing murk as they Ince
Provim West this evening tin-

der a am' head coach. Paul
McClelland.

1

6 36

12

0
0

SI, THOMAS Hay

muse the Lieny will he without
the services

of minion forward

Mike Penenuam, who broke
his linger against Si, Patrick
last Saturday. Pt:Minna° will
nut
until 1 Mutiny o;
he
Wednesday.

McClelland took the reigns
of leaderyhip this Wednesday

after the sudden iaignation or
Bruce Brothers, and despite
the fact he (McClelland) has
had only three days work with

game.

That

would

include

Pam:rate at sane,. Spry and

.

The junior guald canes off the

foam Meingreber mentioned

bench lout week and hit two
long jump Oath. amt .Stein hr said he appears 15 M over
his shinip.

"He's ken hitting all week
mod I'm definitely

tat

Fling to play him against Pros -

met." he said. "I think he just

wasn't saing the has. for
while. but he seems to he much

Conant and Elk Grove try
to

end

snowballing

Conant hu droppd

four in a row and is tied for

-

losing

streaks when they tangle in a
Mid.Suhurban League basket hill
on the Grenadiers'

home awn tonighe

is that his team beat Prospect
last season and the Knights

may he out for revenge. The
wine situation mined with
Forest View. and the Falcons
handed dm Huskies a one.

CONANTS LAST vim.
way an upset win
over Fon.
View in December. That gave

Elk Grove has lost six
straight 31S3 games and rests
in the league cellar with a 1-6

gars a 4-2 OVOTLIIII1131.11. much-

ing the total numbers of wins
they compiled last moon. hut

THE LION of erase will cerwho is
ainly miss Pmt nee
one of the most men. savers
in the lineup. Ile has just
recently emerged from a
slump, and he proved this well
against DeSales by leading the
Lions' well.balaneml scoring

CARLEY. WII0 began the

svith In points. He was rather
cold against the Shamrock's,

season as the starting forward
ham then relinquished the posi.

though.. he netted only two
field emits. hut Ile addal six

Min to Pi:Benue, whim has
miring wasn't up to par, will

tip throws to that total in lend
the I .ion scans.againwith 10

looking forward to
Charpr coconnten. In the
cont.. Carley started, and
scorial eight points in the fiat
half In lead in the scoring de.

point,
In Pettenuata place. Lthn
head Ed Wasieleaski will sun
either senior Steve Carley or
junior Joe I novinski. "I'll
then'," " he aid,
.and the um who's doing,the
hest job will stay in there."
Although the Ims may wen.

the

he

feu then he was ben.

chat in fay.' of ?menu'zeo for

some unknown re..

boo.

also clone
Trawitoki
well in the game he's played.
He fined in admirably for Ka,

game at center while Kaskie
moved to forward.
The other starters for the
Lions will he the same on last
week. Rookie and Mark Keehan will Min either Trawinski
or Carley in the fortmourc and
Terry Callen and BOB Bath
will he the guards. Kaskie is
ooming off last vreekend with a
17.11 rebounding average for
the two comems.

THE LIONS have fallen via

in

two

3woks, tnc biakethali . Dons
Notre Dame High School
will field their strong first
five of Byron King. Kevin

Esteban. Gabe Eaton. Russ
. Pohl . and Into Recker as
...Amy meet Suburban Catholic
.Conference foe St. Edwad in

cat guard troai the Niles
school was injured, and missed

his new team, still expresses an

optimistic attitude about his

52. But the game was contested

first varsity encounter.

on the Blue and White home

coon, and was one of the
games dories the year in
which everything seemed to

home coon edge, and the big
psycological motimtion the
earlier Iota will give to the Pan -

them gives McClelland great
conccm.

'THEY REALLY want to.
beat us." the new coach said.

"they'll have the home court

Mite the game will be

advantage. and will have their
big forward, Ond to, back from
an injary. He didn't play in the
first game, but is probably our

played at Proviso, where the

biggest worry this time. He

click for the up and down De-

three of the
genies

of the

important
year

as ND

stretched its unbeaten string lo
16

in

the mon competve

contexts the Dons have been
(accdwith on fur.

the gamm was coins:10

iKing) back in Mina with the

throughout. and the swift playmakers absence win noticeable
to every obthrver.
The most important unlocker was Ralph Hinge,, the
White's outGreen and

first five (since the injured
ankle is coming glom/ so

01

weld"
Hinger indicated that det-

Standing head coach. He inCleated that Bill Abraham

pile the fact St. Ed's does not
have the greatest ratenliel an
paper, "they are real cam
petive kids (who) we catik/ahr

too lightly"

Elgin this evening.
II was' me wieka ego that

IN THE tam King was out.
Notre Dame Nal Ridgewood.

"did an auniunding job" as

Ei I. the einalanding Men -

Benet and MarMBM 00.00

se

King's replacement, but that

would- Ike to WS 4im

wreadmg team

Mal Hersey, 30-6, in a Mid.
Suburban League dual meta
heroic a big Dads Night crowd
in IM Prospect gym last night.
Prospect won 10 of the 12
theneet Nancy's
avew
only victories were registered

by sophomore Brad Smith at
123 pounds and Tad Deluca at

155 pounds. The victory kept
Smith%
clean.

conference

record

PROSPECT'S RON Iliet;
had also remained can Naten

in conlereme computton by

Green m _5:29 of the 13f/pound match. Scott Seale won

winning his 98 -pound match.
Theohold scored an 11-9 deci- the 137 -pound
match by
Mon over I lersey's Don Robin- . default and Mickey Gebert
on.
pinned Rick Ana/mato at
Prospect also won the met 1:57 oldie 145 -pound much.
two matches heron: Smith got
Deluca Men wallopd John

Heavy on

Ken

Croppr at 155 pounds, 10-3.

Klein won at 107 painds when
Hersey's Tom Camphell was
disqualified for smiling and
sophomore Ilon Weber edged
Jim Battaglia. 4.3.
The Knights reeled off three
more wins after the 123 -pound
match. Dan Brush pinned Joe

hot Prospeet's tint 1.tse MI got
those points right back with
J-3 fey
over Hersey's Pat
Teefey in the 165.pound hoot.
PROSPECT
WRAPPED

the

hoard.

Kyle Wooldridge WM ensile

way on the trampoline with an

enough to take the side horse,

8.0,

with Farris' 7.4 good for sec.

have

Ralliner

kKellermeer.

lost

Grady. Bruce Newman and
Scott Johnson fin nano reasons since the beginning of the
campaign, and that doesn't
leave him much to build
round.
-tn.: replacements ue're
using aro good ballplayers, her

young :end inexperienced and
they lack confidence. If they
were gilder it would he easier
for them to accept the fao thin
they have to do the inh M their
place."

Conant has hem gating x ith
three nialerclassmen and two
starting linker
at
and
is trying in get
them oriented to playing pad
Redlinger

the

Don Koehler then picked
up five pints for the Knights
by pinning Jerry Joint at 2:57
of the 185-pund match and

Lions should play a Inc game
tonight

than our record indica.. but I
don't know what to do about
it: Kees said. ''Our big prob-

Grove. Hersey hosts Fremd
the arm day.

Forest View, gymnastics
teem reached mother Mk-

over Conant' in. the Falcons

stone last night when it hit the

goes 6.5 and is their hest scorer

McClelland

indimtal

he

th*"gb"W
i'''""'"I"'d'
cided on defensive play. He

RTS

WTIH ONG "hid no lake

mc, his guard position. the
usual ND lineup will pieced.
Kachan will teankwith King
at the playmaking spots. Eaton
will face full time duty at a foramid position along with` Pohl
and Reekert will handle the pinot chores.

With Abrahana M the lineup,. ID was forced to use Eaton at an offer:sire guard. end
then pill Jim. beck to the bam.

It wasn't Glenbard North's

Glenhard soph.

night lest night on the gymnm
ties floor when the varsity
Pate was not onk defeated by
Prospect but also finished last
Prospect sophomores

°moms. 49.3: Glenhard yar

everyone musing his routie

8.6

md also to the P.her bosh -

on the parallel bars. still

47011.1.

My. 41.00.

THE KNIGHTS,

despite
scorend

Run Wold Owen, his rough
high her routine to near perfection Mt loft out the double
hack discomnt because of a
sore Niel_ Weld still hit for an

^

ne

and Jack Cronin slated

AT THLS POINT

-

HOWIE BECK took the
Steve !Chapman won the parallel bars with a 6.30.
Mike Ossowshi served no Sec that the tendon injury that
has bothered his elbow all sea.
though he only had a 7.45 win
tn

I ings,

Jack London Junior High
of the Wayside of Arlington
Heights won thin semifinal
games in the Eighth Grade

AFTER A week's. layeff.
the mine four team 'will

Basketball Tournament soonoared by and held at Hersey
High School.

Feb,. 7. MacArthur Will face
Sandburg at 9:30 a m. in t he
consolation final. and London
will take on Wayside for the

tome tourney action SekrdeS,

UNLESS THEY are conE
teddy unprepared for the
Green Wave, they (ND)
Mould lop the host five with

Arthur of Prospect Height,. championship al 10:45 cm.
33-26, and Wayside downed
Carl Sandberg of Rolling

new.

public, and everyone le invited

Meadows,

Welland.

50-41.

Mac-

in pales

All cmntestx are lice MOH

P.

ELK GROVE hopes to fare
a little better than it did in its
last showdown, againg Hersay. The lon lean, were ends, -

Balm! when thou 'cm and rho

mk071;_0741.L....., with a

rind documents are required.

'Tiers, beat us and I don't

want to IA, anything away
from them, but we could have
done a lot better in that meet.'
Elk Grove coach Fred Gaines
said. 'Ave lost 31/2 points on

Se

Rich Valentino wee the only

all-around man of So meet
For the sophomore Mem,
Ken Sabey soared to an ex-

hee'''n dainffdere'nhitninee'brtlidn thhOviie'

Despite that loss. Gaines is
optimistic about his teni's
chances against Arlington.u H.
says the Grenadiers are ready,

1

both physically and mentally,

FREE EXERCISE: I. 01sen. EV. 74; 2.
d. FV.

for the mem.

7.1: 3. Makin. EV. 5.85; 4.
47:6.
uckley. C. 5.1; 5. Rambo. C.

"WERE ANXHIUS to gel

61016 HORSE: I. Berglund.

fErelnetniz'aVa'nhd"shideo" htsorVc

J.7:
4

lu gWrth. C.

mibitle

tonight
and when we hit those tontines

3.25:6.

but I think we should
them Saturday.
PI thoug
solothan
Prospect era::
better
Arlington

we should bit 120:
Sob Berglund% 6.31 aver-

HORIZONTAL BAR: 1.
Arinfield. C. 6.45; 2. Ander-

and we beat them on a night
when they hit as good la
they've hit all par. This meet

in ihe live all-nround
events was instrumental ill
Forest Vi. '. line showing.

son. C. 5.9: 3 Mayer. C. 5.75:
4.
Remlund. FV. 5.6; 5,
Brown. FV. 5.5; 6. Olsen. FV.

The Falcon senior saired7.1
in the free exer.
oathe
7.1 on the

4.110.

FV IBM

age

is like that one If we hit we
should hem them, hut if ace
have a had night shay can heat

TRAMPOLINE: I_ Conte.

horizon-

If Elk UMW has any pr. -

IN. 7.11: 2. Tosby. FT. 6.25; 3.

her. 7.45 on the parallel

Berglund. FV. 5.95: 4. Sint..

lems going Mto the meet. it b
the flu bug that has he. both-

C. 5.65; 5. Gardner. C. 4.1; 6.
Byckley. C. 2.7.

ming altoround man Benny

side horse. 5.fi
101

3

iller.

'', Settrel, in the meet were

Fernandez. Benny has miss.

For. View's Norm Ohm in
am's Tim Arrnfield

i.e

the

horizontal Mr with 0.45. Forest View's Mike Conte on the
trampoline with 7.L Berglund

on the prallel hen and Co ant's Doyle Barney on the
rinm with 6.05.

Foust View gets another

PARALLEL BARS: I. Bea
gland. EV, 7.45; 2. Sullivan.
EV, 585; 3. Mayer.C. 5.25:4.
Armfield. C. 5.1: 5, Mel Con.
roy. FV, and Anderson. C,

a'nrhepTIcehiccavetimuse bthei'inWeterikta

shape to beat Arlington's John
Boylan.

Pm

BOYLAN
prformance

4.80.

on a fine

Arlington's
133.99-132.89 non -

exciting

in

RINGS. I. Banley. C.6.03;
2. Brown. FV. 5.5; 3. Ramob.

conference win over Evan,

C. 5.4:A Anderson, C. 5.05; 5.
Olsen. FV. 4.551 6. Berglund.
FV, 4.4.

top Wildkit star Bnone Kea

ton. Boylan averaged 6.84 in
the five all-around events to
Min by .12.

MUZSUBURBAN LEAGUE.
TOP 50 SCORERS
B layer

G Ft: EGA ET ETA

2. Liston, P, 6.85; 3. 'Centel. P,

131111011, ('on,

7

0.70; A Valentino, P. 5.0515.
Trowbridge, G, 3.63; 6. Ferry.
G. 3.43;

Hasbach. Pal_

7

Rucker, Pros.
B rodnan, Arl.

7

Kolge, Fr.
Long, FV
Anastasi, GBN
Meier. FV
Mandele, An.
Wright. GBN

FROSH-SOPH
I.

L.Tekhert, P, 33; 2. Cloddy,
P, 3.6; 3. Lin, G, 3.0; 4. (lie)
Gimp, G -Diaz, G. 2.8; 6. Mo.
me, P, 23, SIDE HORSE: I.

58
52
52
42

7

45

126

AVG, TP
23.0 161
22.2 155

65

31
12X

111

511

100
104

46
28
24

54
39
40

22

3

50
37

./.1

7.1

7

46
39

7

39

92
80

7

29

7I

7

30
32

62

39
34

72

26

Co

19

31

62

25

60
59

39

.84

19

72
85

17
B

43
56
42
36
29

61

7

H
H

4.3
3.9
1.4
2.9
2.4
2.4

11X)

2.1

05

4.0

84

1.9
1.6

83

4

33

NO

19

29

56

II

0.7
0.4

73

0.3

72

0.1

71

9,8

69
69
67
65

48

7

27

b

2Y

that meet, highest Aare. Usu.

ally 3.5 n plenty lo win the

Himebaugh, P. 1.8;

Wood, Whl.
Pinder. EG
Kawell, Whl.
Olson, FV
FV
Llopi, Con.
Crabtree, GBN

7

20

64

32

24
39

Hoch, EG

7

31

89

9

14

sophomore competition.

HIGH BAR: I. Kergems,
P, 33; 2. Wagner, 0. 301 3
Dim, 0, 2.8; 4. RR) Krug,

FLOOR EXERCISE. 1,
Hendershot. P, 83; 2.
P. 7.75; 3. Courtney, P. 6.45;
4. Valentino. P.4.65; 5. Han.,

,

aro,..

'

01
Dm Laden of Primped comminutes on the ceiling of the Weeded North un, The mace..
Roe helped she took a second to teammate Mike Ossowsld. Lista, had 6.83. (Phobia by Linda
Headline)

Bob Berglund of Forest Vleve ...Res the wallet bars as part
of his roodbe in the event in last night's meet again. Conant.
The Falcons yip the meet with a 110.23 score. (Photo by. mike

Imam)
MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
TOP 50 REBOCNDEItS

Player

Pa.., H.

7

29

5.2
4.1

8.1

Anastiasi,GBN

7

27

7,9
7,7

Newman,Con,

4

24

7

24

7

23
23
22

7
7

49

10

7

47

9

Mandel, Ad.

7

47

10

Lundstedt, Pros.
Wood, Whl.
Hopkins, EG
Pitt, Whl.
Lloyd, Con.
Crabtree, GBN

7

46
44
43
43
42
39

10

Bart., Whl.

11

9

Wright, GBN
Hult, Ad.

7

62
60
59
57
57
33
54
50

7

6

LI

13.8

7
7

23
IS

7

4.4

14

69

7

31

13

5

7

7

LA

124

6

33

14

16.4

15

Pinder. EG
Barton. Con.
Flesch, EG
Kline, Pros,

33

7

II

21

87

7
7

5

6.0
4.9
6.7
4.7

8.9
6.6

115

7

7
7

7

76
34

6

Brodnan, Arl.
Kieck, Ad,
Rucker. Pros,
Meier, FY
Sehnert. Par
Durso. H.
Brandt, Con,

7

II
I3'

.7.03 Sales, Proa,
6.7
Mating, G BN
6.7
Feige, H ,

16

10

6.1

3

7

21

Rush, Pros,
Meissner, Pros,

7

21

7

20
10

77
7
7

37

Rolm, Fr.

7

36

1

38

I

6.1

Mee.. Pr.

29
29
29
26
25

7

7
5

7
7

Pitt, Whl.
Ristau, EG

4.7
3.9
6.0
3.4
3,3
5.6
3.1

Heffernan, Arl.

OA

9

3

9.6

7

3

11

40

25

40
47

16
12

.9

8
9

13.0
5
8.6
3
b.4
S' 8.4
2
8.3

56

7
7

21
21

46

11

17

8.7
7,6

26

7.4., 52

23

48
75

20

7

5

9

73

51

6

22

51

7

13

36

24

30

g.5
7.2

7

21

60

7

12

7

17

13

24.

49
47

7

16

38
34
47
24

13
10

23
23

6

10

7.0
6.9
6,4
6.0
8.4

34
36
46

15

25

10.3

4I

13

19

5.6

39

10

31

5.4

Og

7

7

B oyer, EG

7

12

39

112

17

7

13

40

9

21

6

Spry. H
Erase, H

7

II

46

11

Howell, WIN

7

.4

10

Aodtiaem,

7

6

Pal.

58

_6

7

,

60
39
59

15

Rush PM,

9

75

61

13'
l4

I

81

20

7

7

10.1

94
90
87
87

6

B auer, FV

Hopkins, EG

26

HI
66
43
50
52

Powell, H
Kline. Pro.,

381.7

311

Bauer, FV
Kawell, WM,
Shevell, FV

I

idoloznik. Fr.
Wickersham. Fr,
Kieck, Arl.
Huh, Arl,

Hague. Fr.
Macdonald, Con.
Lundstedt, Pros,
White. Pros.
Barthule, Whl.
.Sehnert, Pal.
Pauline. GBN
Jacoby. H

I

Moloznik,'Fr.

Stipp, Arl.
6.0
Heffernan, Ad,
10
9
56 Loughlin, Fr.
5.4 Maed8nald, Con.
14,-3,4___Garr. Pal.. \
5.4 Arabian°, P.10
9
I 5.3 'Harold, Coo.
Whiteford. Con.
6
5.1
13

I

28

Phillks, FY
7.1, Howell, GBH

6.6
7.3

26

Algaier.

G R HG Ay.

Halbach, Pal,
Hague, Fr.
Spry, H.
Long, EV
Game, FV
Wickersham, Fr.

12

120

4.61112

Goma Fr.

7

134

8.6 131/

3. Ochi, G. 2.8; n Nicholson,.
0, 2,3, 5. Cameron, p, Li; H.

MEET RESULTS:

Steve KlIngaman of Prospect won the parallel Mrs event lad
eight at Glenbard North with moves like this one,

to continue its im.
provement when h hosts Lake
Forest at 430 t
y.
chants:

Salley, P, 63: 2.Sliosin G. 3.2:

cellent 6.3 on the fide Norse for

E_

high -bar and I on the parallel

PV, 7.1; 2. Moyer..C. 4.4: 3.
Pierce FV. 4.15: 4 Watson.

PARALLEL BARN I,
Klingaman, P, 6.30; 2. Mom.
P, 435; 3. Wold, P, 4.101 4.
Valentino, P, 330; 5. Arnett.
G, 3.30; 6. Weiner, G, 1.80;
RINGS: I. Ossowski, P, 7.45;

FREE EXERCISEs

sisam with a 6 85 send.
co

the trampoline. Di on the

team's showing. I think now

the free esercisc with 7. Bea
gland on the side horse. Con-

3.3; 3, Diaz. G, 3.1; 4. It ado. P.
3.0: 5. Hermes. G. 2.5; 6.

last

all der seas.

rod a once fees range b..
a, $ti and 615. Birth ben.
tifientes or acceptable nom

MEET RFS

victories max the

three season. Elk Grover. 4.1
in theamierence and 7.1 over-

s'hard.'olviIiaiunsly"neilthted:oHveurght'hiss

were

Don Liston also was more con -

rimed Saturday at Hersey.

With the St. Edward conten; the Dons will he looking
for their 17th victory in a row,
and a higher spot in the stele

defeated

Knight

stronger than lie has all year.

Jack London in semi-finals

London

the

is "ping to come through,"

School of Wheeling and Lady

HIGH BAR: I. Weld, P,

Kargocas, P, 3.5; 2. Clark, G.

don.

line for defensive work.

sey, G, 2.051

815; 2. Hendershot, P,
6.60; 3. Courtney, P, 5.10; 4.
Mitchel, G. 3.10: 5. Powers,
G. 2.95, , Arnett. O. 2.75;

tho Grenadiers

the Blue Demons will begin on
a successful note against Pro.
vise West.

mote

Andaman. C. 4.65.

6'w'
whet

bars and 4.4 on the rings.

Shaffer. G, 10; RINGS:. I.

and averaged a 4.04.

Maine and Proviso share the
W. Suburban basement with
mdemme marks of 2-6. Thus

MSL lead so 5-0 and
is on a string of 55 straight dual

at Arlington." Gaines said. -1
saw them last week against

2.4; 5. Arnett. G. 2.1:6. Teichest. P. IS:

TRAMPOLINE: I. (BOO.

Mike ranch. Veterans Gene
Pinder and John Mach coninue at the forwent poets for

and that the -0,4 seasOn" for

3.20; 5. Nonis, G. 2.45; 6. Ca-

Jay Benson wasn't far be-

side horse with a 6.85 and

gets the starting nod bads from

both

Cropper, P, 5.00;4. Aron, G.

P -Rehm, G, 2.5; 6. Momn, P.
2.0; TRAMPOLINE: I. Janetzik, P, 3.4; 2. Morrow, G. 3.2;
3, Mosley, G, 3.0; 4, Moran. P.

P. 5.35; 4. Valentino, P, 4.60;
5.
Trowbridge, G,
3.96,

win the floor event.

pied v.ith lett Boyer, who

the end of this evenings ao-

G, 4,45; 6, Arnett, G, 3.75;
SIDE HORSE. 1. Beek. P.
6.85; 2. Wilcox. P. 5.7W 3.

PARALLEL BARS: I. lung.
dahl. P. 3.4: 2. Kamocas, P.
2.7; 3. Diaz. 0, 26; 4. Rizzo,
G, 2.3; 5. Jantizik, P. 2.1: 6.

Hendershot pulled an 8.3 to

Hopkins opens up at center
fur Ries and Risen u teams at

team in that powerful league at

then

age'.

thsome.'micstakes

8.60; 2. Lutz, P, 6 95; 3. Scarp,

meet's

hind with an excellent 8.55 on
trampoline He added a 7.75 in
free exercise. Teammate Kurt

forwards.

!...h.`i.r.;:,at Mark,ce 'pot:

Arlington is tied with Her
sey for

the Iasi

that we can be a 120 team be-

highest

for the

strongman looked steadier and

McClellan, He feels hats team

,

some of their highest individ-

well enough to keep it.

to see first duty tot guard.

.

ual scores of the season.

earlymmson titters to ham.

Mnil'"
cm4"'' '''' 6.....
would look for evasive ploy

rankings.

The score was prospect varsity. 114../9; Prospect mph -

proved play of junior Mark

The one person who feels
that spot will 'tai he filled by
the Park Ridge school is

The starting lineup for East

well la most events and had

lining for Elk Grove its the im-

forward spot. and Bill Rei.

fora
'fa" 32 ""'"" 1...
his team.

Spa. Zditor

Soph team.

11,11ERF. has been a silver

also sold Maine will not make
changes
for
any
radical
,,

By Linda Hamilton

eighth or ninth in tie league in
both free throw and field goal
pereentage. and we're making
too many mistakes that ant us
points."

norainy of being the not place

1970

Wold's 8.6 impresses Panthers

the hall in the basket. being

the whiner will avoid the ig.

Commit

Arlington

Brad Smith of Her. (behind) pats the clamgs on Prospect grappler Les Verde during 123 -

lem is that we're 1111i putting

will be the sante as it has ham
in the past with the Bondeson

finish.

consistently and
topped the tel mark

Friday,

lama, 30,

pound bout yesterday. Smith won the match but Knights took the meet 31-6.

on

Dale Desch,. filling
,..
,h. front

like
stands
I
MM. mots.
THE MEET was a continnation of Me simdy improve.
mem couch Gay Hughes' Pal.
vision

Page II

tau. who won a starting job
over the holidap and played

't7:n

vied its char.. for a liat.da

91),

son loim is on the mend. Al-

,,I1,

BR Everitt of Hersey displays his form on the rings during
Hualdevictory over Wheeling last night. (Photo by lin/Stuart)

oh. They home lining the

s steady scorer. and Dave Ris-

s My me on the
inmartangeof
and his

copelitioom, n.

H. 7.25; 4.

There are live age dmisiom

ams have made in

Dove Lloyd at enter. senior
Brant Barton and junior John

coach ugner

Farris,

.

the Elk Grove picture is 0 little

about every one of its games.
but it
leas
been able to
got over the hump.
think,, eth: a Ismer learn

A froshqoph meet at 3:30
rir e vanity
will

I.

Forest View strongmen reach
110 -point plateau vs. Conant

While Conanes dry spell
mn he attributed to injuries.
puzzling. Coach Bob
Roo' club has been in jai

meeit
t w h coac h Tom
Waltham. powerful Cardin dual

is being held from
man In 3 p.m. Saturday in Des
Plaines- Einstein School.

of Paddock School.

more

League showdown today whenfor

League

Paul Beck completed the rout
by ripping Craig Turpin in the

4 am. to 1 p.m. in the lobby

when they're varsity players."

7.

gymnastics

sccutive Mid -Suburban

Registration for the Waycinder Area Boys' Baseball

ire

petition al 31 and strength.

undefeated. so I'm

BARS:

Grog,

Elk

Mathis. W. 6.3; S. Rainer, W.

held on two days. this
Saturday .1 Feb. 14, from

is

3. Covelli, H. 635; 4.

7.25:

he

team

6.7;

6.

Elk Groves
gymnasts try
Cards today

Klelv. H. 7.81 2. Dort,

175 -pound

3.

Brey, W. n25;

2.25:6. Knight. W, 1.75;

PARALLEL

match, 4-1.

H.

Boyett. H, 6.7;

2.

5.8; 1 Mathis, W, 5.15;
SIDE HORSE: I. WoolMidge, H, 8.6; 2. Ferris. H,
7413. Hemba H. 6.25;4. Gilbcrt. W. 4.2; 5. Mathis, W.

Ruiner. W. 4.85;

upper -weight classes.
Lauren Nelson. got the hall
Inc

in

defense. The starters are senkir

and jun. Dave Hon at the

FREE EXERCISE: I. Mo.

is:

%ogres,

I.

Evans, H, 6.25, 4. Bieg. W.

HORIZONTAL BAR: I.
Penis. H, 7.15; 2. Boyett, H.

RESULTS

rolling by topping Ron Lewan,
dki

7.851

Morava, H, 6.05; 4. Holthaus,
W, 5.4; 5. Fisher, W. 5.35:6.

Mid-Suburban League victory

I

THE WHEELING fro.
mph team reversed the trend
by handing the younger Huskies 63.6-52.1 sethack,

RINGS:

W"'"
cr. H. 8.0; 2. Hard, H, 6.95; 3.

up the wM svith three victor.

Hopkins. who has overcome

Nlacasnald at the guards and
wiphomore John Whiteford

wa

title 1.cague will

line South

looking forward to the time

.JerBob Wallin and
has

completely

Todd Klein wadhe top Huskwith a 7.8, an Bayou con
very clove with a 7.75. A 7.25

with a 7.85. Boyett netted a 6.7
for second and Hitachi Bill
Evans seas third with a 6.25.

315; Si Herm., W.

rave, H, LO; 2. Rebmann, H,
7.9513. Farris, H. 6.6;4. Holthous, W. 6.5; 5, Mathis, W,
4.35;6. Rainer, W,4.4;

IRAMPot.INE: 1.

. estern Saito. tracks can

injuries

The parallel bars also went

Forst View in
back to
the 500 mark in league corn.

register if they are between the
ages of eight ttnd 15.

then

Doug Hadl and Morava took
second and third with scores of
6.95 and 6.05, respectively.

101) mark in 110.23-9202

II is hoped around Haney'
that that one xam t an omen.

uneked the team.

Hersey mates

Reparation for the Pala

Any hoy living in the Palatine area south of the North-

since

his

and

the competition.
As usual, Craig Sjogren of
Hersey was first on the rings

Rainer. W. 4.6; 5. Mathis, W,
3.5; 6. Stringham, W.2.4.

heavyweight
Prospect is idle until nest
Saturday when it completes its
conference schedule at Elk

the trophy on the Cardinal

point Mem

rim to pan shooting in many
W E. R
'IRVING to
to their recent lames. It ap- stress defense with the younger
pears from this week's pram players because we think it
dos that the problem is on its the key to *inning." Redlinway to being salved, and the eer said. "Our sophomore

liegular' Don five back in action again tonight
For Me. first time

JOHN WEAVER led the

hind the Huskies highest total
one, Ed Hembd completed the
of the seam, a 136.38 against
1-2-3 sweep for the hosts by
Prospect But this Aore was by.
THE HUSKIES started the posting a 625.
far
markaille hemline it
meet with a22,55-15.25 win in
On the horizontal bar, Far was accomplished withont the the free exercise. Morava hada ns
the top score with a
full services of the injurcd fine 5.0 and teammate Rob 7.15. Hersey apin captured
Gary Morava. Morava com.
Rebmann was right behind- the first three places in the

pionship. or practically Place

ONE IMMEASURABLE

seventh in the conference with
a 2-5 record.

coach Dick Redlinger's Cou-

ken the offense. it will help the
defense. Pettenuroo plays adopate defense, but both Carley
and
Trewinski play out.
standing defense, and both arc
strong rebounders.

all we can win."
One 11.1.1/ for the new
mentor's enthusiasm is that
Maine has already defeated
Proviso cattier in the year, 731

"WE DIDN7 have much
nom to work together, hat I'm
looking forward to uhis evening,. We're going to have to
scratch and light for every+
thing, hut with any breaks :it

Farris came through with a
6.74 in the allaround to Rene
Mathis' 431. The Hersey performer had three scores in the

A sensational 8.6 by Huskie

by Farris placed him third in

Prospect stuns mat Huskies
with 38-6 Dad's Night win

Viking hop. for the cham-

New coach hopes to improve 5-9 ME mark

TP

Ists.h grade,

Totals

10

7

SE. THOMAS 1321

Player
Renno

4

I

Ton

14 11 39

Lyon.
McNeil:
Kelly
Beidcrmmn
Tomb

3

J. Mama

Hansen

Tolls

} TP

B

Mattriaio

easier this time thumb. be-

Farris.

sigtaip

these other guys are out and

hot

the

a respectable 6.4.3.

and a chat. of luck to knock
the Birds from their iolly

kin whim the later was injured.
and he stoned the DeLaSalle

Patrick's

an even greater hen r, however--il placed the Huskies
first in the state in season's av.

6.5.

require some fancy basketball

Lions get breather - without Pettenuzzo
St.

Von Ebers. club
earned the second -year school

event as Lance Boyett came in
with a 6.7 and Dan Cowin had

pcemening CuM3 and it Will

Redlinger said. -They're

gams hominmg around 5:15

Don

by

was Wheeling's top man with a

View are two games bed id the

thee just don't maga: it yet."

By Geom. Ilalto

The dazzling performance

needed just a 134 to overtake
the West Suburban school.
The 136.34 was just .04 bc-

with a 7.91 Steve Holthaus

fine atmeise, but his usual allaround duties fell to junior Jeff

shelves. Prospmt and Forest

mark.

however. He was quick to
stalwarts

any such tallies tompt.

demolished

Cougar or Gren losses to end

alt
fast
Moak Mime it gets started.
Steingraber certainly has a
shut

Roger
Steitigmber has been watching
1.

completely

League record to 6-0.

HINSDALE
CENTRAL
IS idle this week and Hersey

paled in the trampoline and the

.spry and Mai k Lindstrom give

praise the rebounding of such

Rounding out the starting

five will he the third leading

junior Don Lit

Feige at forwards and Lind.
strom and Mark Jacoby et

hall.ms

hopes of his team pulling off a
mild upset. "We've got to do a

Vikings. All five of the Viking

mentor indictee' the impor.

toughest

high

he connoting the speed of the

in front.

renal is one

ihe

we've played. Kolze is one of
the Miler players in the conference along with Hague-these two havr. the carebility
of hang all -conference.

Game and Dvea

pme. once you're

Zigman to my.

Nana on the schedule and one

of

rolled over

Wheeling.136.34-78,71, m
r a ise their Mid -Suburban

166spect's

Mike Mandele and Jack Hutt

win is a Win at this stage of the

done ...end tunes in the mat.

take

can handle.

lance of the Vikings meeting

game for the bikes.

The Knights had Peen going

to

Wildcat, can pull this one out.

.111E DEFENSE forced a
lot of turnovers, especially in

what started °If to he a good

with junior Dave Lands., at

boon.

to be considered an upset if the

during the year.

Ziphin went nn to my. .4

ond-place !howled for a bm
son

But Forest View isn't Glen bard North, and it would have

and Barthule back to his lam
loon. however, they

ONE OF THE bade mob lam facing the Redbirds will

any trouble. Slayton has a very
able bench to cull on as he has

A real hook is in the making
tonight when Hersey Wills see-

'

65 win over speedy. scrappy
Frond.

Oa rim, we could have walked
sway from them."

With Wood at full strength

Huskies try to rust Knight armour tonight
By Winda Hamilton
and Jim Stuart

few of our Mynas bad Mika
through instead of rolling off

game than et any other time

rand

A Cardinal triumph tonight
the Redbirds are rebound- would parantee head comb
ing off a sucemsful game
George Zignnn's troups of a
Palatine tat week. where they
shavegreat .500 season. as the
compietely dominated MI as- Cards
already svon seven
pus of play Cl, MIMI In their out of 14 pitches. The Card

1070

Bee,Wnd they could go either
man-to-man or zone after they
get back."
Esker looks at the Falcons
as y physically stronglub that

The asphomore Mont,
one off the bench hint Friday
Massa the win over Glenbtud
North, and he has worked out

to

dissapoinfing 92-65 legs to
Prosrect, u Imre first half
shooting ditficulties destroyed

Imam cont.

Pusje in

said. 'They have few different prase. they'll probably

Fremd looks to upset unbeaten leaders

Wood.

Gorge Bauer at center this

will be Wayne Meier and Dave
Long at the lanyards and Rich
Olean and Greg Shevell at the

Falcon coach said. .1
don% care too much ahem
what he scores, but I want him
to concentrate on stopping the

against apponents'with a rcal
big man. and thenWilda6 certainly have one i FM Roger
THE FALCONS have been
alternating Keith Phillips and

Along with Phillip in the
Forest View starling lineup

the

gam. would .he

toughest

p R Ts ,,,,,F.rirl,,,,

S

was aggreseimon the boards in
last week's win over Elk Grove
csn help
and Anicson hopei
slap Wood.

the second hell,. he said, "If

Huskies

the

as

crages, just ahead of Hinsdale
Central.

IJ

55
53

50

45
42

42

5.1

36
J.

20

5.0
4.7

24. 35

4.6

37

9

12

7

M 16

4.3
5.0

10,
30

23

33
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
OUT CF
THE DULLS

.5 TRINGS

isne GETTING

NEARING

CR 90

AN SA..

wog.. MORE
THAN
H?rry/R=- *ZATI7
57415!
HAVE
lel NOT

TOO DOPTAROUND

TR

LA.TrY3 srodod, LET'
X SQL, THE PATHERE.

WOW GINS
ALL WORK

ON THE

SAME

TYPE OF

SPERO .0 T-

WOULD 'ALI HELP ME Uhl
TLILS oNs LAILLE MOST A
LEAVES FOR vox. BUT

M.
FoRGETS N S

o

......

7

9

Dick Van Dvke

ATTACHE CASE.

HIS Sou sTART5 10 miNuTE5

TO GTCH OP
WU-THEY MEWEREET"

.,1,441°'
TAKN0 AKE T

Aroundthe

World
"The Spell of Brit -

LATER IN 1216 SPOPLTE. COOL

PALO PORT( LITTLE

Tr=gv.!=
USED To VJAL-1

LOYAL. PEOPLE/

very successful and

16 Our

insurance

ent.

The Medd Mlle

5

Beaver

MODERN

MPH,

"OW? IFIEN MN PO
1.10 (WHAM ALL 10E log

Henry Fonda is
narrator for the adventure special, filmin the Rocky

ed

Mountains near

Jackson Hole, Wyo..

tracinR the life of a

ROBIN MALONE

Beaver from infancy
through parenthood.
7
The Flying Nan

ACCU-PrANC.6 MX MAWS i,SiViRK AND
PRESSER TUN Ai-WADY!MINE, *HATA

0A6Aida(lr1.1690e6AY, MY Paarrs!
ouRt.trUE AFFAIR 5 RUN. °PAO
110601A5 EVENT or THE 5EA500

Sister Re:rie is

CNARMa.I6 RaiNEON1Hi4,011..L.

arced to use Carlos'
look -alike cousin in.

FOR WUR GAR ROAM.'

Name of the

together pr.f that

6:25

as n

pageant.

Star Trek
11 Did Vail
What I Said?

8410.

Lose

tin.

and

Keith Lorne Green

"Love and the Hitchhiker," Bob Den-

2 W0BNI-TV Editorial
6:30

ked cop
Also Edward G
Robinson Brian
traP

American

Love

7

for contacting an un
derground agerd.

D. Farrell tries

Gel Senn
Pat Minn guests

ger Rocroogers as hall 10

Nero our Eseco

Game

Paul Lynda;

five."

"Love and the
Gnat Catch." Aden,
ay.

32 New

Milwaukee Bucks Sc
the
Chicago Stadium.

II Bled of the Imo
Feather
A flashback in
time shows Jonah Rs

a father playing with
hO children.'
32 Tains or Coto
elpeDINS

of

Scaramouche."
Cloak and sword ark
hes action and wit.

Paul Harvey

32

Comments

32 News Finn

9:30
9

A reporter for

Hitch-

Allied

cock Presents
32

11 Black lour.1

2
5

7
9

Nashville,

our
ffimmeow

problem.

tograllho" wim Bea

26 Today's Roam
32 Of Lands and

national anrigue in

- Fab.
19)Where a dispute centers on
the domestic scene. listen care-

Venice.

Here Come the

News
News
News

Worm
Cheater -chiller
with a few scares.

26 A Black's View

9 Creadearde

of the News
Honey -

3

The

I CAN'T MAKE ANY
ADJUSTmENT6 TALL

7:11U
2

pHNOOGLE

PREMIERE:
A

series

cornnwed,

Her v Griffin

Show
5
7

Dick

2

Meditation

9

Naked City

9

3:30
News

9

.k35
Movle

Inhabited

ex-husband.

II NET Festive!

II NEC Playhouse

26 Red
Rhos

"The
B

Write -Off."

on a true

once,exstory

32 Movie
"Million Dollar
Legs." Wacky non-

Also Dennis Morgan
and David Brian.

sense with W.C.
Fields us King of

The Brady family
is in turmoil when

executive who is
Bred for no apparent
reason after 16 years
of service.

the dog runs away.

32 Big Valley

Olympics.

successful

girl loan Crawford
finds true lave after

7

the

'This Woman is
Dangerous." Tough -

and

Hot

PISCES Web. 20 - March
21) An excellent weekend for
waking toward those addi.

nB yurself. Strive for im-

countless

mishaps.

ARIES (Muth 22

News

Klopstokia. a nutty

500

country entering the
9

Biography

-

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

when you could make a serious
mistake.

happen m you today thai.could
interests

guide nolivitim.

GEMINI Nay 22 - June
m1) An emergency situalion
ay bring you the opportunity
to help another and to improve
yourself at the same time.

CANCER dune 22 - duly
23) Don't rash with projects

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

that could wait until the weekend was over. Enjoy the dot to

with family and

fullest
friends.
the

LEO )July 24 Aug. 23IThe
Leo who illSiSISI1p011 allowing
superstition to direct his activmoe from an
ities is sore
red haw Use your head.
-Sept. 231
VIRGO (Aug
Brain has it all over brawn too

Answer to Previous Puede

THE BORN LOSER
ORIAM L/F

TUIS

)-Th KEuele!

WATERY

ACROSS

1 Overnight

-Skisr.'s'
- (pl.)

0

13 Sluggishness
13
14 Solitary
15 Solvent
16 Tuesday (Fr.)

17FresenceM
18 Biblical lung

week. Use this Saturday far
hhaving fun, especially if involved with O111,1 children.
SCORPIO tOe) 24 Nov.
22) Decision, based on false

20 Japanese

measure
21 Noise

-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23

IIVAT"Orr

Dec. 22) Vou should he able to

LKE

turn an upset into n rather re.
yinare
markable reeove,

SELF,21Z gala TWO

CROOK..., $021- YOLPN-

wise enough to see it coming

ibgM

'CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) Signs of strain may
well appear on the bonbon today. Don't he surprised if
friends or family Mr halt to

31

State of
continuity

35 Redecorates

38 Forefather
39 In festal dress
(Fr.; 2 words)
40 Operate

actives

Answers to
Hideaword

41 Chinese

dynasty
42 Russian ruler
45 55 (Roman)

vent
vert

pen

nerve
neve
enter
even
ever

Peen

pre.
peter

Pew
repent
rent
rate

Veer

'event
erne

CAMPUS CLATTER
FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGE/A
FOOD PRODUC'n01911.14/401.00

Aeg1.111,1 %NAT

CILIANDTY FOOD PRODUCTiON
FOOD PREPARATION, AND

usl-rarmo.!

Mountain
crest
48 Optimistic
52 Of the soft
palate ,
46

LLODE ENROLLED
ALREADY BUT DON'T

MEAL MANAGEMENT!

4 Danube

tributary

ANCESTRAL HOME OF
JAMES KNOX POLK
COLUMBIA, TENNESSEE
4
Maury County is the land that the father of James
Knox Polk made his home when he came out from
North Carolina to the new state of Tennessee. It
was here the future President of the United States
spent his early manhood, and it was from this home
the young lawyer started upon the career which was
to lead to the highest honor within the gift of the
Photo& Story Courtesy of
Polk Memorial Association and the
Polk Memorial Auxiliary of Colombia

The residence, built by Samuel Polk in 1816, occupies part of his original purchase. Adjoining and
connected by a small garden is the matching home
given by him to two daughters, Jane Maria Polk
Walker, and Ophelia Polk Hayes, which will be
eventually enshrined as part of the memorial property. The interior of the home, besides containing
much of the original furniture, is further enriched
by the POLK RELICS which were presented to
State of Tennessee by Mrs. George William Fall,
niece and adopted daughter of Mrs. James 4. Polk.

The portraits arc among the objects of greatest
value. Those of outstanding interest are those by
the artist Healy. known as the presidential portraits painted in 1846-during Polk's Administration
Of almost equal importance are the earlier ones of

Mr. and Mrs. Polk while the former was member
of congress. They were painted by the artist Earl
when he was a guest of Andrew Jackson at the

CHECK

THIS SECTION
for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

White House.

53 Gaseous

hydrocarbons
54 Old Norse

poems.
$5 Slow leakage
DOWN
1 Spanish hero
2 Cuckoo

blackbird
-3 Medley

ggl

ASS

Citizen

:EN
NM
NOEED
EM '
Meil_ESr0
TEN S 5 ONU
it E ERIE
IRE
A
,,11,11

0

6 Feminine
Feminine

9 Winglike part

10 Stockade of a

01S

S

leg

C3

al

7 Goliath's home
(Bib.)
8 Crimson
limbing roses

11 Salad plant
12 Large nets
25 Mimosa genus 19
Approach
27 Enclosed
21 592 (Roman)
spaces 0ff
22 Incorporated
plane
ob.)
29 Gliders On
24 Wagnerian
frozen lake
heroine and
(2 words)
namesakes

23 Split

CAPTAIN EASY

nreight and soon

teen
tern
tree
pent

f

PO

COE'S FCR

DRINK OF

more than you really do, however, or you may he in for real
trouble.
LIBRA ISept. 24 - Oct. 231
Forget the worries of the past

PREVENT

HASH 5,4 A0 I.C=./
0
O
HIE
SIT A
O
ASE
STA

Winter Sports

[7:AEA-1'60.4tEA'W-HOWAW7:1
A an4442 DO YOU

day. Don't pretend to know

assumptions have no chance of
being wise Ones Get your fads

I

American People.

TAURUS (April 21 May
21) There is little that could
spoil things for
future. ILL

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Dciy's
Home Buyer's Guide

3125
9

provement.

20IThu wise Arieswill take the
few minutes cam to think
things ever once more. A day

I9e

Story of expedition
into remote territory

p
tells

lineal gain, yOU've Ivor Drool-

P'

2:30

Moyle

starring Tim Conway
and Joe Flynn.
Bunch

Line Report

Cavett

Show

fully., both sides. Beohjective
in your opinion.

The Brady

1155
2

Tonight Show

Robert Cummings
guest Nap at Lotlie's

Tke Coay Shoe

COMPLAINTS

Great
American
Homes

"Voodoo

by prehistoric monsters. Michael Ronnie Jill St John,
Claude Raim,

Belden

Co55

12:35
Paintings --

1A10

10:00
News

hopefully

r

26 Big Play

Ir SEE VS, LIANAS.

Robert

Vaughn. Elise Son 7

WHAT'S YEE BEEF?

.a an inte

in

berts.

BUGS BUNNY

Inane pic-

ture about an American newspaper pho-

A Elm trip to Al-

FOR SATURDAY
AQUARIUS Dan.

Affair..

new,aper /oven the
high school dropout

Sam

100

Great Music

32 Debbie Dmke

2

T h e Venethin

a

Tenn.,

Sepia

9

10:30

Movie

Friday, January 30, 1970.*

12:30

9125

Hew
2

olhrr Pablo anon

5 Mode

9

1.1.LRE NORM-

volturin Mon am

"The Adventures

The Ghost sod
Mrs. Muir

Pro Basketholl

e

110111111,11

12:25

7

lire Bulls vs. the

in list plater

lies

Wen. Nanette Fehr -

fraud. Roben Stack,
Anne Francis.

9

o e u er's

Rcat lung mote f

In=

ser, Joey Heather -

rich psychiatrist is

Jonathan is a dud
when he tries our for
shortstop on the little
league team

Po

ha use ex con Gin

wedding of a gener
al s niece as a cover

5

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

2

730
Hogan s Hans

2

The heroes use the

II

Piece

of Castings

News
News

Show

..)
Ary,,POST,En.

EDAD ION, ,01.1

A Perfect

26 Luis Carlos Ur

6 00

Movie
Tight Spot

2

Bracken's World

5

New,
5

auT LL. 1 5A0

Week in Review

DAti PUBLIO ATIONS

12 00

900

II Washington

TONIGHT

IDD 20199 'MERE'

O

S

LEND

INS

Ma

Stage whisper 36 Habituated
Mother of
(var.)
pearl (pl.)
37 Abroad
28 Sun disk
43 Greek war god
0 Those who tie 44 Fixed course
cords

Bell Federal aves you the
highest savings interest rates &lowed by law!
Effective Immediately

45 Jump

Reunion with 47 Chinese
Brehm
pagoda
3 Viney rd (Fr.) 49 Pronoun
Yearning
50 Two -year -old
sheep
(slang
3. Rescue again
51 Compass point

MEMMEME EMMA

ME
M=
MIMI
MEM= ME=

ME OMUM
Min
MOM=

MEM
MOWN=
ammammomm

GUARANTEED INTEREST COMPOUNDED
DAILY...PAID QUARTERLYThat'shigherthan bank interest rates.
Bell Federal is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums effect other savings, too at Bell Federal. A big 53/4%
on one or two year certificates for $1,000 or more. Golden Bonus 90 -Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 5V,,%0 (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 71/2% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All savings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings, Bell Federal offers Tax Deferred
Savings Plans for up to ten years.
Two to ten'year
Up to 10 days free interest because all savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
maturities
'5,000 or more month. So hurry to Bell Federat where your money works harder making more money for you.
.

immummaim

mammumm mum

am=
mom amaa

wimm

Backed by over a hob! billion
dollars in assets. NOW! Savings

imam mmammaa

inaured to $20,000 by Federal

um

ammo
ammo'
ammo amine

Savings and Loan insurance
Corp.
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN RANK

0.5%7,7=
Win.

II Aro.

Bell Federal Savings

and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago. Illinois 60603

4

THE DAY

r

THE DAY

Workmen move ahead on
huge concrete pouring job

you could live Ina
better home to the

pearet,, rolling
counrr,,oe niouldn t ,ou
ant/ your famdy be happier

more content'

one of the largest pouring

the Mtemection of finials 58

temperature falls well below

yq, in the Chicago area is now

and Illinois 53, the structure is
billed as one of the largest

freezing. workmen move ahead with the task of pouring the thousands of cubic

bong dim in

Schaumburg.

where Mayfair Construction
Ca. is building the foundation
01 the 2000.000 square foot

-tlessr.r raraM-,&.-

hawsiswidwre-

Woodfield Mall shopping inn -

shopping centers in the Mid.
west. Principal storts will in elude Marshall Field & Co., J.
C. Penney. and Sears, Roebuck & Co.

Ex,. on days when the

Located on a 200 -acre site at

you can a t

(isle
givactur.Ilorrier in clear Aan air
,

riff. south St

Speaking at the 1970 kick-

Two types of footings are
pouted by Mayfair. The perimeter footings ate 10 feet
wide, two Pm thick, and are
poured in a narrow stench.

am Assn of Lake County on
Monday evening. Jan. 26. Michael J. Graft. president of M.
1 Graft. Builder. Inca of Barrington said that increases in
mongage interest rates have

Terksle

Rood fi're 72,

her far more inflationary for
the housing indmtry thin anv
other gains in com.

!nemeses in FHA and VA
:nes from E. to
the

5 per cent in

30

past

months

have

...used the month!, payment

,/,,//,

in a

-.70. he reported.

Mortgage interest rates for

.onventional Mancini close.
I,

follow

the

government

NAM.

Lan ceR Coat oation
Phone 894-1500

... takes the7rdut of home buying

A

WHILE SOME officials art
mempting to aid the housing

,lmtn. apparent), stronger
r,rers within the adminisir anon are fnotrating their ef.

forts by pushing housing into
the front line in the fight
against inflation, he reported.
Graft said continuation of
presentw administration pol-

ould severely crippie
Me housing industry which
must supMy she largest unfilled demand in our history
icies

during the next 10 years.
At the same time. Graft said
that because of mperinflation
in other aspects of the housing
industry there will be no tarter
time to buy a new home Man
sox. He predicted 1970 wage
settlements of over Si per hour
for construction .workers in
the Chicagoland area as a re salt of patterns established last

year in other parts df the nation. He suggested to his fellow
builders that they work hard to
overcome their
tomers'
psychological baniecusrs to purchasing now.

A new home is an excellent'
hedge against rnflation. he
mid. A dollar set aside in 1966
is won h 88.3 cents today. but a

dollar invested in a new home

We want to make
you leel at home.

Graft

just

had

raturn,s1

from partiemating in the annual convention of the Nation-

wen

al Association of Home Builders which was held in Houston. Texas. last week. Graft.
who is a director of the Home
Builders Assn. of Greater Chicagarand and serSes on its
mortgage finmce 'committee,
finished by prediming a housing boom once the economy

..

_

HERE'S TWO GOOD REASONS

WHY YOU'VE WAITED TIL
NOW TO BUY!

11111.1101V>
534,500
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 2:00 UNTIL DARR
710 DRESSER DR.

.andle

for

foundation

the

that

at

lletwn high forms.

Forms are stripped away
once the concrete is cured and

ing. Me chemical reaction of are doing the foundation
the concrete hardening also work.
gene
es
considerable
Because of the mounds of
amounts of heat."
excavated ash located on Me
Actually. concrete can he very large site. progress on the
poured in lower temperatures. foundations iin't yet visibie
hut this requires the addition pasw,bi on nearby road,
of special chemical. and dab, But as the foundations are
-

9AS LONG as the tempera -

turn is 20 degrem and rising.

we can pour concrete: Pol.
said. 6We use heated wa-

ter and heated aggregate to
keep the
concrete wenn
enough to cure without frecz-

rate curing procedures.

completed

A crew of 35 construction
workers under Mayfiar's su-

structure begins to rise. the

Donald

perintendent.

Zafir,

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the follow.
Mg

real

transfers

estate

in

Maine and Wheeling town shim for the week ending Jan.

25. Price is instateby SI in
stare revenue stamps for cach
51,000 in market value,

DES PLAINES:

1905

North Shore Av.. Doris Jones

to William G. Kator. 531.51,
548 S. Fifth Av., Clara MA

Hammer to John E. Schaefer.
527.50; 1919 Este, Av.. Roger
L. Dickinson to Al Icr, N, Aogsten. 521.50, 634 N. Clayton

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
603 S. Dwyer. Edward R.
Grant to James J. Glenna.

ton. 525: 1746 Stockton
Lore H. Engel to Bernard D.

Schultz. 320: 914 W. Lynnwood A. James T. Ryan to

Berry. 522.

Harry F. Bower Jr.. $291 RO5
Lincoln Ln James H
Clarke to Gary T. Al ikoff. $50,

Co. Inc. to goherr H. Story.

dare L Elem. to Frank S. Polien. 519.

536.50.

600 Linden Ln.. Robert L
Reel to Arnold R. Bluineser.
529, 112% N. Derb,shire Ln..
John G. Whiimide to Henry J.
Zak. 546.50, bill N. Douglas.
Chide.
Jenkins to Gerald
E. Wasson. S37.50: 310 N.
Windsor Dr_ Jackie L. Rackling to Samuel J. Orlando.
112.50: 1216 N. Tale. James
A. Balmer to Jame R. Powell.

Franke. S26.50.

580; 929 N. Walnut Av..
James C. Barton to Robert

S27.

BUFFAID GROVE: 382
Hawthorn H2.1.1_, Daiero

irdmr bare.Gremnearli-

mere:MVO...Mem,

130 VAldwood
Elk Grove Village
Ookton rn Wildwood South
to home

IR MEW

liar Alder I. n.. John Herr,

760 Devonshire

3 bedroom Ranch Mcated on kune Mew let
Foey
rn area, boat maven stria mrq., y berto.
uonmnag Wool total;

prof boat.

$33,900

$26,900.

PRESTIGE LOCATION!
OUR STAFF OF FULL TIME SALESPEOPLE

.-

Unlovely

ar.,fte

oi to

han, ire

'

NOT OPEN, CALL lib

Bob Ames

Bob Yeoman

Myrtle Johnston

Fan Parker

Dorothy McIntyre. Seey..

51,431.

Last

total 01 58,204 forme same pe.

11.11.6ould.and 21.

NOT OPEN, CALL OS

hod in 1968.

In a breakdown of the two
housing categories, oarsmen,

units for which permits were
issued throughout 1969 totaled 13.1/71. a decline of nearly
1.500 units from the totals re-

$57,900

in t

previous ye,
occuarrred

in the number of single family
homes for which 18,396 per-

Member: All Poi. Relocation Service

mits were issued in 1969. compared with 23,679 in 1968.

A Hatiernivide Reamed Semite

ARLINGTON
Pr radar* 5 bihrobroi

16.11. split toy.

DES PLAINES
nay., 0001..5 Mulrocen Geer,.

, bor.

space

kora./ arrangrriunt.

and thonain9

$54,500.

Most firms
are small

Reduced to $39,900.
of
American manufacturing conples have less then 10 emThe

SALES POSITION OPEN
12 fi.aamst a.o.parm *Man) ...aim...

259-0200

.

ManbaellECOA, MC.

Magri,

anorimatimke

Iht sous., this

for us? Will my husrand eventually go

that he its doing here? Will we make a go of it?
Imo Me
Will we see mil 110111C mon?

MN PH.. Rolling Meads..
do wie

moat mettle wiling your home. I'm feeling II will M in Septem-

Mrs. K.. Des Plaines

Hear Mrs. K.:
I feel your thoughts wig be known to him but also feel you
meld me your ESP in it more enlisinielitr. way. I do reel excitement antiatd sins and I see you May wade the home. Be
card el. Tredve plosion with Cm.

Jaw .111 1.111 rl lot, photo ode Ariamare, 1,111n
odor, rrire !khans,.
r an. of Hera
"e 010.1

Pubis ort.qo

lb.61glIrr

MCCABE

nu REALTY
Amber lotA.P.'.610411110ating

259 f. Awl bail
(111.121

Mt.

rrect

CL 3.7600

greatest

number

1.111

4,,

being candled.

Market Identifier,. a market.
mg servicesof Dun & Bradstreet. DMI reports that 134,249

manufacturing firms have no
more than nine employes and
86,488 sell less than 5189000
of good.

I

IN THE AUTOMATIC
washes. the car is vacuumed
then washed with

around

brushes."
hrusbes are not shaper!

car as it may hound. Dri Ihes
clan around the our, working
from the front to the Mks and

LESS WORK

WE HATE

FOR US...

TO COUNT

ANY 2117188c

the Illinoi.

Iihr.

Section of the Mint, I Lk°
Asa.

will hold

mice will he "I Ain Cm mos

treaty Pm go ill star
brary."

1

h

STAND-UP

KEY

DOLL

DIARY

2648(

rcuLonul

eking:rens: May I at the Hill
ing :Meadow, Hohtlai Ilan
The theme for this moiler -

LOCK

SUE"

I ihrin busies

aId the Public

5 -YEAR

"SOMBRERO

Library groups
plan conference

2 6f 88c

Versatile Sue can wear her
hat any styled Perky dolly in
gay Spanishayle dresdupl

4 PIECE CANISTER SET

plesi storage - keePs 88(
things fresher, longer,

pects

.111

deportment%

provide an opmettinity lot
trustees and lihrarinw, to sharc
ways to expand and improw

5-yr. lot.down diary. Great
motivation for self-expression!

TOY

GUITAR

ADORABLE

Ism, mode,

12" HIGH

PLAYS

STUFFED

REAL

CLOWN

MUSIC!

2for 88t

2 for 88C

COVERED BOWL SET
Great for

retrigee rotor
Long

or shelf storag
lasting plastic

music lovers! Looks real, tool

reached.
Sate, applicants

Ill thal capacity

After that
will Ile placed on a wiling hat
,i, will he considfor the
ered kir admission in the sec.
ond winimmi l1970-71. depending rpm Idah :tenth:anis

writ..

the tIC.111 rccommendal
that my student Aniring lo he
considered lie ridmrision as
beginning freshman nest
should make application 1111'

the Office of Admissions and
versity.
CM/CCIIng

about
next

190).
Dr.

SLACKS

- TOPS.. JACKETS

SHORTS

-

SKIRTS

In stripes and solids in sizes 1mm

SIZES 6 to 16

fall. , ,nopured with
Venerable

said

that

transfer and /palliate applirations are non affected.

-

can plates, forks, knives,

bowl, creamer, teapot with
lid.

BIG

DUTY

BUCKET

CORN

OF

SPONGES

H.1:11=Cr
e p ups

spa

MOTOR

884

.9

Pure cellulose
laser
o handy
bucket -100's of uses,

EXTRA SAVINGS ON

CARS

LAUNDRY AIDS!

.:)t; 2 h., 88t
Authentic scale and a big

ay,. kingl

Friction

motor

spuds car models -. doors,
open, close!

GIRLS' COMPLETE

Hyrle

c,"EMBROIDERY SET
3 patterns to do up plus 5
yarn colors

of

hoop

thimble

P'""-- 2 far 884
beads

MountProspect
W. Prop mt Ave.
Cl3-7622
HOURS: GAILY TO 5:30 P.M
FRIDAY RITES TO 9.00 PM

7; FRICTION

f;s7....4.4.,

2 f.,881

HEAVY

bristles

SET

spoons. ceps, saucers. Sugar

88(

fa,...a serve
scrgr mg,.

BROOM

BIG BOY

v.

FIESTA

3.700 new freshman

3.200 who unrolled in fall

-

28 -PIECE

TEA

88(

SALAD BOWL SET
.,thkg you need to

it -

Pop' and girli delight!

NAUTICALS by Aileen

7 -PIECE

8 -PIECE

Drum, thump or pluck
id's a delight for all young

Funny (torn his silly hat right
down di his clownish shoes.

will

reach their enrollment cu -pons
.nth.
in' early nem
be eonsidemd
,,

soap dish and d bandy 88C
sponges!

-Fine Binding" look cover on

at:

ex-

KITCHEN SINK ENSEMBLE
Dish ran, sink strainer,

Ruggetl plostw for sto

the conk.. will

reirtments. elementary and
special alownon. have al.
reads reached thei. tramway
lrolunto and
for loon

I NIS ritsny

.

TOYLAND SPECTACULAR!

resod,.
Dr. Vetter: Ns dal twat de-

THE

U.U.S.,
Meadow,. dentiiiirs.

Glass

018° R. lawn
minting
ale. Jan ot ransoms and

Record at Illmois Wale Uni-

less

Lewner stated. Ni depend.,

ars,

than

do

1

from mkt Ishhincii lin next

51011.000 worth of business
each soir, according to Dun's

and

Chosen chairmen of the

he said.

practice, anti Gerald

on the condition of Me mint
Even a white car, if it hawk
been waxed properly for live
or six yea,, will have dirt embedded in the finish."

Applications fan atIngiiion

Mediu., le contacting either
his high school counselor or

oyes

general

WE MUST CLEAR OUR STOCK OF
TIMELY WINTER SPECIALS NOW...
YOU REAP BIG SAVINGS!

U.

Minim kite

Grove Village, secrc,ry-trea

CARS WIII(.11 show the
dirt the least are hap: atonal.

ber.

near freshman
enrollment limit

Aenod therhedecline

4.4

nome her. lint.

tals

tort

, Mal Este,.

Dear Sir. IT-Lottiwt
My husband and -1 an contemplating a mom to one of the
Southern slws soon. My hustund 6 a professional men and
10..n. his ark. But we knits./ t'rom inquiry that there are no
open.. in hi. line or work right now. Also par want to sell our

III. State

Emery McIntyre, Sales Mgr. Ted Mabel, Vice Pres.

CALL US FOR PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONALIZED
REAL ESTATE SERVICE

Amehler taking den trip. I Wipe 11m wrung.

VJ. Jona. M.D.. Chicago.

OUR EVERYDAY LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

manazer of Jiffy Auto Car

your children %ill finish their education, but I don't see your

1 block south of Algonquin
off RI, 83.

reached

Ma& now than
muff im
they did three or four iwaim
ago. hb harder 10 WI nil

according to Wallace Sluallm-

Slurs R.E.. Palatine
Dear SIn. R.F...
I feel the porraerMlp eumnew will slowly dissolve. feel both

101-m111nm: lavielio.125.50.

1969-

It is the opinion of McColl
that. 'They're using nook,

m

to

and conservation." Fresh waler is used only for the

olactriewanecolorg,

s, w s

Arnold Corny, MD., Elk

SAVE EVEN MORE OFF

nely.

Wash. 99 Rend Rd. Batik
Dear Sit 1V1
thinks that white aml rciioss
Whol do sot. sec lor my hahandh minnership basins: of cokes also may cleaner lookthree icor.' Should he Coillintic ur terminate it? Abe. will our ing They agree that black 6
sem eellege and our daughter in third year college the most difficult color auto ti
finish Men education, Will our daughter be taking n trip to clean well. "But it's heamitol
Swiararland .6 she plarri cast March?
when it's clean." said Batik

arca represented a 12 per cent
dechne from the yearsend to-

Ken Wink

Mtn Ellis

Drar Hopeful:
1 MIA it would he sery whir foryuu to put In for Wootton.

county Chicago metrcipolitan

soak dui.. saw, dub Irs got *him you rnmhf
Roth Wendt

Arlington Heights

reclaim canch
k water
en kale
01Rk 1011

tnr

of SA,

gonquin Rd.. art he think

11111 in for adoption?

!Sear SD Del mike.
Will Mc [Ming I lame for an acittulintanee ever he known to
this pens lindo sin marital circumstances. and will my ESP
kick, led to him?
thotmliti

January, the survey regaled a

Clarence Lew

t,

,011 111114.11 Mke

DES PLAINES

$34750.
ATTENTION- THE FOLLOWING HOMES ARE NOT OPEN

CALL BOB AYRES

kom rgo
too
I lea t one. and the other one is a
Makin hot Ahem me yeas ma I believe I miscarried. Could
you pirate MI rue if you we norm ore chikken for

WHEEUNG:
Bo:69 Redwood
Tr.. Paul
to May.
land Rappe. S11.50: 129 km.
rise Dr. Irai.mond J. Solara

1

onn.an.

1.1

for you. I do feel a change Mr your husband,
led reef he will remain in the same kind of work. You'll lave the

According to the survey, the
combined totals of apartment
units and single family homes
for which permits were issued
from Jan.
through Dec, 31.

they

pediatrics: Peter L.

Samson. M.D., Rolling Mead-

Wash, 517 Der Plaines Av

used now than were smad InI-

Deer Hrs. MIL:

1968, according to information recently released by
the Bell Federal Savings Sun
vey of Nen Building,

M. 03 and Algonquin Rd. site.

Alberta Armes. M.D..

Roselle.

"Ids important to get ilk

oniz Car Wakh. Rt. 83 and n

PROSPECT
HEIGHTS:
507 Hillerest Dr.. Paul C.
Johnson
John L Malec,
541.50.

numhor of housing con -

_

*8.01WeiMm=

he soon? Will il he someone I know or

to Kern W. Mello -00..530

r oat ion permits iSsued
throughout 1969 in she sir

931,900

APRIL POSSESSION.

I.
Greenwood Dr.. Horde
J. Reid to Arthur Manuff. 563.

Survey reports
construction
decline in '69

SUNDAY 1-5

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

srows

sire of the shopping center will
become evident

MOU NT PROSPECT:

Lit.. 0,01 V. Rohner in Brian
McGovern. 535; 1324 Heed
Cl., Earl E. Flukey
Neil A.

Sweeney to John R. Redding -

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

r:

super.

1509 N. Fernandez PI . Theo-

OPEN HOUSES
7:n=

the

Recorder lists real estate transfers

e

is

and

They are: lames M. Kane.
MIL. Mount Prospect, presi.
dent: Sheldon Cohen. M.D.,
Addison. vice Meshlnill. and

Leaner reports that at the

-departments wed Charles W
Natant M D Evanston par
geo Alfrid Stachel MD
Palatine mum.' medicine

salt off. hataum it will Vat
the an finish and mime It to
rust," mid Robert Bauer, man
agar of the Des Plaines t

that more dad chemical, sic

limn

he said.

St

the cars. Solt or chemicals used

I doril say another marriage fur the ant amok of years anyway. But I do feel Mill around pat.! feel J.L. will ploy
impoo
law part In sour life. I de fed trouble with year et-hmhind, kcal
non nulls I see him lensing tbe Mak to marry apple.

upwerd.
second set of forms will be erected to form the other side of the foundation. sad then
ennerete will be poured Dia the .rity between Me no ferns, At far !eke back hoe. preparing a
trench for soother ens of perimeter footings. Mayfair Construcdon to.. Chicago, 6 the found ..
Wm connector.

Hospital medical Mali

umarem gar Mina insular ,,,,, men

of a Isking suevm. aridatillk
many drivers belie that rep
Jar winter ear eleansings mt.
worthwhile.
ID not just the oil and din

Deer Not Name:

Deur

We put a heavy
mstal backing on them hem

of a freshly washed car may
flinch at the first onslaught ol

Will anything ante of ILL Is he interaled or

Will 1111 cVlill.h.ind give me any more trouhle?

for the foundedoo of the Woodfield 011 Mopping center. the foundation wall is ponied on
mrleseter footings 10 feet wide by two feet
shown here with reinforcing rods projecting

assembleal into other sizes.

2060 Fargo Av., Edward J.

,

'4

ce

A workmen finishes nailing one of Me le.by-20-foot panels making up the 20 -foot high forms

tached to the inside and outt

ore

II

'

lunu

No Nam. Des Plaines

or they may be broken down
into individual pane/s end re-

mendous pressurt
crete poured into the cavity be-

Ilse Ito ura
no

are used again in their entirety,

trecon

1

ALTHOUGH THE driver

to melt ice on cads h the big
gat problem.

Ins,. "In.! hecns11,,uced. Do you see another marriage for me

placed into the space between
the forms. Then timbers are at-

against

set op for regular slee cars, although some mots and pickup
trucks con be donc. But Yolks-

ton. fur eight yens.

Dear Mrs, J.R.:
I feel you'll go hack to (Allfende because of an oppoelenInn
neutrality within the nest couple of yam Regarding your la, I
feel you can n,enwneermd. l MO feel any had vibrations.

_StrAeltss-_

Ann
of a car may be
damaged by the brushes, says
Mueller. Brushes can also be
lard on state license plates, he

equipment

tissue paper

for the

who has opernted car wash at
his %M ice station. 1580 Hat-

that mods M he removed iron)

Ikar kin Del otnse

Wind Al some points in the
Woodfield Mall job. May fat
is using gang forms 20 feet
high and 16 feeling.
Steel. reinforcing rots are

place

The carwkh

Alums

selected

businco," sod Paul McCall

ried about Iii win. Do pm see nay good signs on this suhject?
Mu, 1. R Rolling Meadows

an.garri-mm.

4 medical staff officers
named at St. Alexius

added Maim the plates to

slush shot from under the tires

I %Mild appreciate soul telling MC whether wi 11 slay here or
go hack to California Also. I hive rmanon to he constantly wor-

PANELS ARE "ganged"
together as needed to make the

EL.. Hoffman BMWS

Dear al, Ikl 0111,

eigh t -by -four -foot Mywood
panels into forms needed for
the foundations. Two sets of
roma art requite& one tinter
outside of the wall, the other
for the inside.
form the right height and size

Foy was horn.

Be ready he s mimde end let me know when he amiss.

assembk

crews

o

Derr El...

They are designed to support
the foundation walls.
Tie spread footings, are 10
feet square and two tot thick.
These will support the steel
columns used to frame the entire building.
As the perirmer footings are

in

returns to some normalcy.

you

-Building tie foundation is

to buy because of tight money.
he added.

buildmst

ATTRACTIVE WE -GO PARK SPLIT LEVEL

onmle bedrooms a s aria

would he a 11111.1CIC

And "things on the radio

ways of winter slush.

are busiest. according to local
proprietors,
"It's basically a winter time

them have been omit, hut girls horn in our family and that it

mo-stege process, involving
both footings and foundations

completed,

turn to the highways and by-

tell me a you know what oar next baby will be? My NAM nays

president of Mayfair.

side forms and braced against
the earth. This keeps the forms

today has an equity of 51.20.

PER SO FT

MOUNT PROSPECT

Room.

pleased. men though I wanted a hey.
In the More we ohm to have another child. Could you please

require the use of unusually
high concrere forms. according to Angelo Polvere. vices

in 1966. a year when most

toe
felt it was a poor time

7826735

neghborbooil Come me I'M 'mune blame 27

els to follow the land contour,
portions of the foundation rise

riz
according
to the managers. They need extra attention. m to wide wheels
and mirrors.

automatic system

Me auto is Mk ready to re-

wa.ort of deluging,.
But this is the km of the
year when car wash facilities

hlISKIMI "nil I have ken nuirried fur nine months. lam IX
and my 1111%1,1111 Is 17. nd we am very happy. We have a baby
dinglact W110111 Mc IOW very much. 1 wanted a boy and my
husband mid he didn't care. When our little gid mime I was very

BECAUSE THE shopping
center will be built on Inc lev-

Administration policies
hurt housing industry,
builder's group told

By Darlene Mallen

Dear Nlr. Del 011isc.

complete the foundation.

Page 15

Four officer, were neuritis
back Wheel washers do the
nottjob and / blower dnesthr.
Week. Th, earls wiped down
and inside windows cleaned.

The winter marl sm.me with
grimy cam splashing and being
splahed may not appear to he

yards of concrete required to

20 feet above ground level and

off meeting of the Home Build -

...Our dreams 81.6k 13.le.ers and Col:n.618
from 044.300.

Model homes opera.
Ns on the east pie. Roselle

Tomorrow
Is Today

Polvere said.

and in a fine cony n °here youkind
of people- bug Yt. o lire in Me home of

Salt on streets presents
problem for car 'laundries'

Friday January 70 1970
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FIRST CARD

12,74 TOWNS COUNTRY
YfITYHfR

CHARGE IT
AND OTHER

MEMBERS PIA

ARE ACCEPTED

IRONING PAD AND
TEFLON'COVER SET
all standard 154
boards Thick cosh
Fits

lotted

pad

1

88C

ROLLING MEADOWS
KIRCHOFF RD. & MEADOW DR.

DRYRIGHT
SWEATELars,R DRYER

88C

DAILY 10-10

SUNDAY 10- 6

THE DAY

Henrices
'value days'
ind Sunda, alll

Worm at °Hare Inn
Mannhom and Hymns Rds
m Des Plaines

restentront lochs

nounud lion

it

roma al inn
ma I s In

11

Is

dirmar

w

in

thine
room

lull t
Ili
I

Dn.

hs

ottorad

mph. mail1

e

s

beginning on ',Wird, Feb 7
It will pin en Sunda Feb S

told nn ibt Nthe of the !only
St sonar Ihkh %ohm' the

dt, 106 If

cm Rom. and lulikt

t

Ino

rtstdon

The. moan u ou on the
01 the loll a Now York
gr,1 ink Thu rolls the
Sh ky
II appear and won
the Ntlarsaut Mort ol a null
1ui1

sel

tta

ti

an

loin Ili spuds! mans Isr11
and Satunla, osonmk dna,
boon
on Sundt, Our

Tlx makm done YnAt
sd. Mon will ha prokated

noon,

hi

All lIt calms dia mtlad
dm tint ont al rout

dents of St Limn(
S mod Heart of Mary MO

Ili

mhos.. for ten psi -form -mess

C hddrids pollen .0

with ill the sp0d d dinnass

THEATRE

a al

that althisuEh tht prtu
IN
lower on these spectal meal,
the food will still heath, high

PHONE 255 2125

quality.

NOW
SHOWING

USO service

committee head
to be honored

OLIVER

he honored at a honclit comet t

Am,

.half-time intermission Fch
a

3

p

t 2 p m rnnlm0 an Thu',

akdrn for de t dontod 11.1,»l
thownorn
I Au. konnoth

tro n tlx moan,. IM ni

member o to Is dnubk

wax atlas lot

tut lour

is RI

eat

du. illstir
d bl an

Rem sal who

OC

Tom Ho, ind thro

6S0

Cheese
STARTS

lulucts

rm.-notion

P. he

BRILLIANT

SCREEN IN COLOR
IS

The CHAIRMAN
re m sm

os

ham

TEAT! E

1:30-4:45-8:00 P.M.

TV,
$3.00

namef cast

Productron manager of the
Guild Players of Roselle Lor
mine Hour. has announced the

tonight

crested by resident director YID
Simone will he staged at Tern
Junior Ht,h on Friday end
Szturd, Feb 27 and 28

tomorrow

"Sorcerer"
next at
Country Club
SoDerer s

Appren

huge Lest Imlueltslom

Club Theatre OW Orotund

Ow mad Lynn Imes Pegg,
1,1111. Roger Duhmc Abn

Country Club in Mount ProsImot

Tho story o about a young

Pm1)1.0 David Simone Col

play are Sharon Gninge ind
Deanna Skrhskr

Director is
Shirk, tohnson I he 11th rob
win he ploy ad hs GUN Marsh
Odgers an the taw ad Guy Ka
wrogli Bonny Porn lohrwon
Chns Trafford An Havel

Bob Johnson nd lifIlroder

Ben,

pools,

14e50r
Goldenhoum RIok
e ineent Billy 51111711 Dick
bleAl dly lohn 0111015 Gm

bob who bocomm A sorcerer

Sr ham uhr Tim Tunullt
roll MIIL IumdH TM wase
mrnrber is Mu.I
Crootono
HI, owe tnts
Shirk,
51:0dly Ind
Rtdkrn

wsoh and 4 voum, 01 an.

Tickets may be reserved by
calling Patti Ventura at Inel-

will

Istte

tlit.

Tickets may be purchased at
the box office of the school on
performance. nights, or call
43T-3005 for information

The

na o the next ploy an score
for younraers at the Country

and Friday and Saturday Fob
6 and 7 in Dempster tumor
High School 420 W Damps
ter St Mount Prospect

co produeen

gettable night of the theater

bon at Dark At The Top 01
The Stairs The ploy to both

will be given by the Mass,.
end Staff Players of Elk (dose
Danage

Malone promises m unfor

emt for the Fair., produa

7406.

tielena deeper (brie narlidaultert tells her Mope story to Inter
ested listeners. in the current production of "General Seeger'

'Dark At The Top Of The
Stairs. will he procnted in an
mimem form of thrce-quancr

being done by Masque and Stall at Dempster Junior High School

Jan. 30 and 31 and Feb. 6 and 7. Others are (hack row) Sue

"roantr theater. Director Vie

approntne so that ht. can be
oomo a oal BOrccEBE Ho In
tartans misadventure! with %
IP

irantual anon tinmtnt

ROBERT I LLFR, star
00 two television westerns,
wagon train and I meek,
tan be seen in `Boeing

Inn

ill sounolos indtht sou, rn
ht ill
It ntll orlon tomorrow and
play

through

through
Sunday,
Feb. X, al Pheasant Run PlayBoeing".

Sunday.

March 15. It will he seen at 2
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

house.'Die play received excellent nonce, from The Day's
lien, Braden. For reservations
tor the dinner-theade, can

Reservations tire not necessary
except for groups of more than
20. For more information call
259.5400.

5.-6300.

(front) Art Hassell and Guy Roo alski. For information 0011437-31 5.

The GOOD GUYS

"a girl could
get lucky"

05.95

SAT. SUN. WED.

Robed MITCHUM
George KENNEDY

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

and
The BAD GUYS

RESTAURANT (H, THE WEEK

DAY PUBLICATIONS

by Don Appel

THE DALE HOUSE
marry Peoples Matinee

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

it

seems ezery once end ewhile a restaurant

moms ninno Moo truly "srociol". Such a place
Is the Dole House in Hoff... Estrous. isIs locoted
on the site of the old Marshall Field
Club in
o lush wroonding of trees and scenery too often
loot In Me busy corm+, The decor heightens the

Sot..Sun.

Starting Jon. 311.
Sat Matinee For Children
The Sorcerer's

MON. TOES.
THURS. FRI.
8:Ob P.M. ONLY

of -Barefoot in the Park." the recent hit play will he given tonight for the Stable West Mothers
Club and tomorrow for the Soroptimist Club of Des Plaines. The productions will he in the Theatre
(Mild Playhouse on Lee SI.

od

Plot

100.911 101161 A DIRECTORIAL pro of "Ethos Afraid of booby Woolf!- lliclwe1
Mouldy shows his wife, Beth, ham the stage should be cleared in lime for two benefit performances

RaPRO .°

dooe,ill
Gregory PECK
Anne HEYWOOD

countrytheatre
club

Players
stage
"General"

Ilha

THIS

inn 192 411,1/

1

FRIDA'il'

ON OUR WIDE

onls leder. S2 WI In tin ow.
nun. gorlurn,mus uW s 1 ID
torlNmmesa &Mum 11 in
lone mon is 0.11111* h ,AI

Roselle Guild

General Seeger
a
play
wen message for everyone

otwils

Othso m tht 0151 an Ptul
Lan mm M en k kno tom
111101 is

THEATRE

Senior Service Commit= .11

Mrs. Haunter is one of three
olunteers to he honored at the

Duo .11

I

DIVER

Mrs. Geer, Hamm 1112
Derbyshire En.. Adinemn
Height, proident of the LAO

tor.. Bensenville.

ha

March

of the School of Mum% Leh 7
at 2 p in

AhtiGtOri

duatd putts .11 10 0 ill OM

held at the Mick -Reedy

Sund

will perform with Ili. DePoul
Dolvemity Youth Stang Or
lusty, in pdp trattio rtertol

(Pinner] rim Groo. Zmmok
'sands NI istopaulro is Man,

and wall oontinte thromh Ilse tho Nolo
tullonving wookonds Ihromh Imes Ion%

JIM SIAM It tin dittotor

be wadable donne the I nJ n

lienrso m in oramidt

k rnhcrly kit I
at 2112 M
Euclid
Arlington Heights

to stage West Side'

tie dery In the dmtng room at

The

Orchestra
to perform

St. v iator thespians

s al

loourdro

Fnday lanuary 10 1970
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FLUFFY
A color CARTOONS

IXOPM.310XM

Apprentice

surroundings with a hug h, two-sided fireplace,
sod, and rich red a

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

R ESTA URA:NT OF THE WEEK:

DA) PUBLICATIONS

WeekEnd

LIVE

with mat comradeship...everyone sitting side-hy-

Dining...Dancing...Entertuinment itr the Northwest Suburbs

GOLDEN Businessmen s luncheon

Saturday night. The Dole House is"special,

THE DAY

Friday, Dummy 30. 1970

S

REST tURANT & I OUNCE
I

Dlington FE win
tkat Mist rt on s

1-12 IN Rand Rd

What's a "Ndlgo"Restayttant? ''zo

no

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

HERE

`49.".

THE

HERITAGE

ONTIN EN TAG
RESTAURANT
ENJOY THE LATE SING A LONGS

ROOM

CISINE

WITH

Gourmet
Dining to
Turn You On

/PIT 'n PUB

APPEAR

(TrRULY

19 1 0765

ION(

AD COULD

Page 17

Foshan Show Dally
Complete Dinners

EAGLE

or kbwry, trylh

f YOUR

el.. A separate cocktail bar for your pleasure:
phis entenoinment
Mincing each friday 5

ENTER I A !MOEN I

When else can you enjoy lots of bench tables
side end singing to the beat of on old time pion°
with foot stomping old favorites. Large endaty
ain pion selection, huge icemold pitchers of beer,
nd kw, convenient service. 0 you've never hew;
there, yesuSe really missing something, P.S. my
ward farit....itwill boa termite atyaani

I

'

SHAKEY'S PIZZA
There's o famous name in "pine" and "good
times"...onil it's Shakey's Pizza in Des Plaines.

d the

Ifood! Simply elicious My
and had
the pleasure of dinner there and savored ever

on the

LEON BERRY

O'Hare -1";

nad

American Inn

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

NIELSEN'S 827-1819
- Across h

?Sale ,Moose

HID''afed

6.17S N MANNEM RD ROSEMONT. ILL

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY
NO
Join
Your Friends
at

Coming Feb.

EXTRA CHARGE FOR SECONDS
THIRDS OR FOURTHS

Johnson Sisters

RESTAURANT
EXCELLENT FOOD

Exeepaont

ARE ADDING NEW

STEILLS.XDVVICI,I.

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

Scondo House of Mt. Prospect

'TASTE TREATS'

1018 Me Prospect Flom

TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU

Mgt Etn utltatt

253 Rand Rd. 253-3300 Mt. Prospect

OUR FAMOUS PIT & PUB

FRENCH FRIED

STEAK SANDWICH

SHRIMP

FRIDAY IS ALWAYS' SEAFOOD BAT

NFIR US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCKTAIL BAR
BRATWURSI
HAMBURGER'

SERVED WITH SPECIALLY PREPARED

CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR IMIGHTFUL SAUCE

CHAR BROILED 10 SUIT YOUR TASTE
GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH 011E0 POTATOES
OUR OWN SPECIAL COLESLAW
XING,' DILL PICKLES LETTUCE TOMATO

SEM
RSTEAK

ANSWER

IN THE CHAVALIAR LOUNGE

,ekte'0

BOB NOLAN

BREAKFAST

IMO Higgins 04.

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

4 PM to 8 PM
Bring the Family

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA

and watch Jerre '0
make "balloon animals"

DRAFT BEER.V/INDE= THE EG-SOFT

IN HOFFMAN
ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

PIANO COMEDY

"EARLY BIRO" HOURS:

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY

THE FRIENDLY
PLACE

PIT

'n PUB

elOW

it.i., ,

'3Nt

Fop Service

Pick ...Oe.,

WHEN YOU ARRIVE

.-est 766-1010
1OEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, RE

AMERICA S FAVORITE

FAmityR, STA URANTS

Sun. 8 Mon. -'The Swinger,

PH: 529-8840

EAT -DRINK

MAKE MERRY

IrltRI.1414ll l'

,

I

RT. 83 8 RI' 72 (Oakton al Higgins)

Elk Grove, III.

Old
Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

NIDENIAlk
56 DUBUC DOUSE

Dos Plaines

865 S. Elmhurst Road

439-7050'

255-9181
HOURS COME FOR LUNCH -11 AM.,
OPEN NITELY TILL MIDNIGHT, FRI. It SAT. TILL 2 A.M.

439-2040

NEW

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Zaia to the oft wag

Brunch Buffet
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Drinks

of the J. M. THREE

WED , FRI.8 SAT. NITE

4;7

501

This Sun. Feb. 1st

Bottled

DIXIELAND JAM -SESSION

Beer

ADULTS

35'
CHILDREN

'

$175

BRING IN THIS AD ANY WEEK DAY AND
RECEIVE YOUR FIRST DRINK FOR ONLY

For those arriving after (2
noon, compliwentary champagne.
P.S.

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

Mks

Lemonliee
Mixed

lion ST.

'

N.

Sunda.

Sunday feature we are both losers
- FO may we Slants,..

1

.

IV

'47.1A

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

If you have not Dial this every

1

4lw

9/1

it

11

OPEN

THE

Cocktoi
Hour

we wish more people knew about it.

,re,..0,11[Itakilill

tenacb 1Lttf. ntt

& his Quartet

Brunch Buffet is the best M the
area - we think so too - however,

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

Now Appearing

Lloyd Lindroth

ORDER BY PHONE -FOOD WILL BE READY

CL 5-2441

Ars0 Strom. Defog,. susury Drowns

We have been told our Sunday

IBSEN= ILL

tocotion)3405 Alg ngoin Rd, Rolling Meadows, 111

LUNCHEON DINNER.COCTITAILS

Feature.

;#,/b FARM
it. .....

COME AS OU ARE

Every Mon., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!

7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

miles East of
Barrengron Rd.
on Rte. 72

ON FIELDALE RD

'An Every Sunday

PLEVIffil

CHICKEN DINNER

DINING-DANCING-ENTERTAINMENF

PH: 438-2188
This Weekend ...discover

Elk Greve Village

PHONE: 437-6526

served FAMILY STYLE

BARdO BEEF
COMBINATION SANDWICHES

Youngman (and hos tunny tool)

7 a.m. Mondays Mid Fridays

FANTASTIC PITBURGERS"
ITALIAN SAUSAGEITALIAN BEEF

played piano for Jock E Leonard
Shetky Greene and Nanny

as of Monday, February 2nd.

6 aro, Saturday and Sunday

elixe

FEATURING THE ANDY DE FALCO DUO

EVERY SUNDAY

/1114111r

NOW OPEN FOR

WAYNE

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ENTERTAINMENT WED., FRI. 8 SAT. NITE

to the
late show -

CARRY.OUT SERVICE TOO'

537 8866

Rt. 12 at Ouentins Rd. Barrington

ITALIAN FOOD SEA FOOD
STEAKS

multH TES

600 S. 1411Wookoo
Wheeling, Ill.

ill okutew cUlact

RESTAURANT
COCRIA1 I, LOUNGE

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

VOCAt SMING

MON. THRU SAT. 4 P.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN. 12 NOON - 1 A.M.

ONION NNOS

PHONE

Ike Item
MARCHETTI'S

CONNOISSEURS OF

with the

-Of

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day!

of the WGN Borndance
N and Radio Fame!

Ekiag 21.6(1 al

"Afa(

ANYTIME!!

formerly of the

SAUSAGEINN

Menu!"

EDITH JOHNSON

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE

IIARCZAllt
"The Drive -In

SNACKTIME

now featuring

3,7...........101 RUMORS in the.

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food
luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily
ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

54
COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

784 S. Milwaukee Wheeling, III.
537-9500

amso

raw.

Ample P000ng

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,

LANNIONTERS NOV

tarn,* Mar

For Reservations Phone 312.4264446
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2 patrolmen receive commendations

_J

New Allgauer's is even newer

Commendations

were

a-

warded to two FJk Grove Villoge patrolmen by Mayor Jack

Trustee Chattel Zettek anflounced that Sgt. Raymond
Marinec had earned a certifi-

of
three men and a Wonsan for
arrest

and

prosectutMn

_

burglary.

mte upon completion of a sem.
Mar on scientific investigation
of crime, held ni the Southern

Pahl et Tuesday's board meet,

From the rather plain fa.
code of the Clamed Inn on

when

Mannhelut Rd just

Mc pianist they'd hired for the
oemsion. She ford hint on the
spot and ptaynd the piano herself while her friends and relalives gathered around the pi

across

from the O'Hare Airport mili
tar} installation. it is difficult
to imagine We pristine loveliihia Of A Ilgauer's Rssmurant

wedding

golden

one

rim 0 their appearance on The

bridedecided

on° and

champion steer they'd bought
from the Chicago stockyards.
Because the steer was a cham,

pion jn his class and received
an invitation from Sullivan,
the new Ow nert had to be invited to acCOMpany their

wh i. located just inside the
main enamor,
the Main Room is a large
half -circle soth me wall of

"One thing most noticeable
Moat the brides." observed

prize..

glass. The wall is on the side of
the co m. and Ukraine find it re-

Mrs. Atlantic, Ns that they

sill cling

THE THREE .performers
went from New Toth to the

laxing to oce the fortnal garden in my season through in
gem hm drape, that drop to
We door from the ceiling.

Ihning the day. the restaubusinev,man 's haven.

rant

the lend is good. the mom is
excellent. and
and the host and
are also the own-

hom-m.

evening

the

sang

the traditional

to

long dress. NW of thorn arc
too nervous to ea.

sometimes

compere the receptions with
the mic Gin and
had way

hack in the depren
actubddlr.
she wind' We had a
wich and a cup of conbe...

One of Ila Allgatiert' ingal
pleasant

er.. ore usuallx on hand to
greet the customer..

GUS AND KATHY Al-

restaurateur memo

Lee Janson

ly:trier lose Men restaurateurs

to: most of their live.. Th..
started the present Allgatiet
partictilath di:casinos
idler

LISTENS

lire dims, 1112111 from the Fire-

sie.

Chicago restaurant that
seated 1.7110 pgrsons. Sono of

seek them out for their own

Michigan State Centennial.
Shortly after their return to
Chicago, there was one wonderful steak dinner. It broke up
the trio, though.

ing.

'Be sure to say that the ban-

Patrolman Kenneth Cray-

net DRUM have all been re ecorated,.. Gus said. They
m 10.13'

wicki was commended for his
detection -of a felony committed Jan. ]which lead to the

Patrolman John Benner
was commended for detecting
marijuana in a locker used by

Police Institute, University of
Louisville, Ky.

musicians who were playing
for a dance held in Elk Grove
High School Jan. 3.

Y

.

Zeta also announced that

was presented an award by the

Illinois Association of Chiefs
of Police. He said the award
was for' Jenkins dedication.
and work on the associations
constitution and by-laws cont.
mince. Jenkins has also been
named chairman of that committec, said Zettek.

NOW...

and Ferrite and cellist Leonard

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

Hersey High School will
present its second annual POP

Appearing tomorrow at the
Cellar will be three groups for

concert Jan. 3I at 8 ,m. and

p.m. Friday. Feb, 0, in OIDNOWTra
Han - Pianist Laurence
Davis will appear as guest
soloist.
Tickets for the coretert,

at 3 ,m. in the gym.
Featured in the concert will

Feb.

their

tent music went.
may be sponsored by a club,
chinch, school
it

I

show. Included iinthe program

be Thomas

will be Moge, Truth and the

bands at De

PathFab, director of

n University.
and trumpet soloim Rafael
Mendez.'

the
When this was written
the groups for tonight were yet

to be chosen.

At the Appointed Place
tonight, in Recreation Park.
500 E Mine, will be Dan

"What's Happenina,"

Si,, Mount Prospect 60056.

To appear Feb. al Adana
for junior high school students

lrihn. a well known guitarist

us and The Day will 101

in Lions Park, 411 E Maple,
will be the Twelfth Century
Dead. The dance will he held

and folk singer. The Appoint-

from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

WA UKEGAN:

NotICe

l'egai.el

"Compared 10 What" by Les

Chausow, will perform at

ed "Gel hack" album will ha

chamber music concert at 8:30

released in conjunction with
movie of the same name early

McCann bed Eddie Harris.
"Erotica" by Manpower and
"Constipation t Blues"
by

a

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPIN/ MOE NILE III OF THE CII COD
HAVING TO DO WITH WATER liAIES AND WATER DEPOSITS

W a mimeo Byrne CITY COUNCIL of *Criy at.. Plains, 1*.
SECTION. 1. Than Seeger 3.2.90 al Me City Cade in emended he and dm

sdaslabn
3120. PATES DEPOSIT. Allog
connecting * It the
N gm Cm or ',one and verfe wow: Iron..., *Tema

Lha dapartment store in the shopping center. The store gives me a
discount. When there is a sale. and I have a discount. also. it's too
much to resist. So all my earnings go to buy clothes. I really have
soma neat luff. Still. buy more because it's a bargain.

-lei
,

I

Ringo was scheduled to he in

Jonas

town for the premiem. Paul
McCartney wrote the music
for the film.

Grand Funk Railroad. Feb.
7; Doors, Fob 15; Cold Blood

My mother nave I should Mot a wv max account, pay my
three dining moms. The halls
1,,,,g
psual anmetton for o church dues from earnings and love some speeches money. It s
my money. and I'm happy the way it is.If my mother isn't wrong.
hrtilal paths.

lets.

Bob Rudnick, the newest
member of the staff of WELD'

andn d the Mt:Icier, April

Stone Age Pmductions will

bring !deltic Havens to Chicago on Feh.

per

She's right !seesaw she's trying to teach you how to handle
money. Cloth, dear girl, aren't everything. Sit down together

Alla:mei mid. -We've bad
Emmet, polish and Jewish wed-

and work out a budget. Then spend your clothes money to Your

dings amrung other, and we
calor ,sactly the food that is

bares content but no more. Your program now is like eating
mndy. Too much will make you sick,

of no tontwoo qvarter of *eon 24

No., Rooge

I

Violin. D major.

sena for
Opus 77.

ame, Manor state, Unit No. II, Wag a subdivision
Mfd P6u wee weal, of mgma.in teed of die seem

ow
Temestle

"the

Overiure to

Marriage of Figaro" and will
be followed b1 Brahnis Co,

,

Fashion Plate

hc

I, East of the third Principal

um in me or the banquet
room Inn has also had the
wedding ceremony there.
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With the snow on the ground you don, have la worry about
catching your own...The Coach Lite In in Rolling Meadows
has hot fish waiting for you every Friday mirth,. Have it for
Inch or for dinner accompanied by crisp hies and cols slow.
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Mt Prospect 512 W. N w I,.

Poinring. All work migrantes

FMNUICIAL TAX SERVICE

GERALDINES

Shall Dec...

JANUARY SALE

338.,0321

WM MOT
PAW Insurance
1.14, School Dist. 214

.

_

TV. Semite

'"ESMS=Erer
3.12576
lo.

r

g

d

answer

no

We.7350

coil

Instructions

7,:ep.c.::d/P

SPOOF LESSONS

0 essmoking-Sewing
Art Service

Coll

g o o s o n o to 1 e.

=Xcan'srx7;r

euu, Hmohis UphoIsPersA133 &

cu,sose ousioi,Luuv

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

u

l

0E0001. 0061. 000.
PER EUREKA,. AND OTHERS.
3.15 05 AND LIP. ABBEY SALES P.

CL 9-0495

SERVICE 35,15.

wallpapering

pennoneni wnves

sroneonune uo sour.,

531-0020

401V

113. to 22. eone, Mowers

wm,AP211

.

een

r

23S

255-7200

ch... B.Groy Soles

,

''
%;;; ."..''

HEMMING AND AMITIN,

frcersense,Intrso

/0

CL3 2236

0/

Ct3.330.1

7,0:1,

.

N Al V,Il

302.6613

na'hicX:Un"'nn

.99..9blie kn'ke

id. .

I

Entertainment

law

e 3 3,24651 Al er

orn

wittdow Washing.

MAVE YOUR PIANORYING
BY RAY PET.SON

PROFESSIONAL

537.124/

420-3623

JOE OMAN

824.7510

.

...P....1'

Also Kindle, Weed

23191.

Carpentry -Remodeling

Oak 6 Birch wood West Lurches

ContractOIS

,... en Eu Oil Loso A,,,,,,y.

,,,,

vee Rd Nem To nolluray bridge.

rePeRT CARPENTER

. MS,

Colic,

s

I

1

begmuu.0 3,. ,011-

525.129.

hu. she. bock h.. MT WT.

ME REPAIRS

..
',..." .r.' ...''...
le yrs Inc63'n9 csO °°°:.°9°

CUSTOMER SERVICE

,,7,:.=,Z,Z,....

17,7,7

1/2 PRICE SALE

yip. plan. group heck, 116 owldonl end 'dn.., 'Ins',ur.

AtL CLOTHING , PRICE
10 A M to sr. 33

'nstellatien

CAPABLE

tin

:I WILL DO
TIRACT OR

CAUPVI, r st,
BY
t k II MT

T.,

11. AMER 6.

.

,

..

PI

Furniture Ref inish

inW;

6613 3

g

General Hauling

surabher11. waxed. W.. wash..

wE .1...:

.,.

1 Ic T0 n.
133 2131

AA

3

0

FASHION STOUT. CO

ecial,0ne

in

c,..

custom

''' " '".... '7-

.Well ,,.....

Horne Maintenance
000

WEDDINGS
OUR
SPECIALTY.
HAIL. BAR. BUFFET PAR. DEAL

Cement a Blacktop

HOME OWNERE,S SERVCE .1.
PET, EURNITUR
WALTI & HOOP
LEANING, wAxNG.
Lly
W.

""'"' '"."..°

Taming Schools & Supplies
ENROLL NOW FOR
CLASSES Ct 3 3500. HE 1355

no

Alf 6 ,PHI
°117
Puners.392-0638

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WA% AND BUFF TILE

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
230-2570

'

.

I,,,,,,,, 00, ,asppovEmENs

" 5'a" ''WI ". ''''''''
.""'
Ti PIM, PAINTING
"Pp "P

'.............:°"°'

....'

°'

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMP,
SALES awl SERVICE
C1 5-3012

°":"°°

WALL PAPERING

-

p:::, 1 7:701171

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND
AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

cSualiear

IS

Eslerior Poi., AR

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTINGS MORA/LNG

CLEANING, RISIDENTIAL AND

CA1.1. 259.3018

Good Pay
Steody Overtime
He Layoffs
Annual Roan
Poid Holidays & Vacations
Hospitalization Benefits

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

Conscerelous workmanship
Reasonoble Armes

0050 10000

/37,214
i

OPERATORS:
TALK TO TELETYPE

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

TODAY!

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

L

"

:

L

Walls ond ;lobes
Remodeling and Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

43,0E3

FOOD STORES

5555 W. TOUHY, SKOKIE

815-459-3900

Lake

'

Call 537.8770

c:1.111=7:.rop.
CONTINENTAL CAN
COMPANY

253-1286

Plastic Container
Division

OPERATIONS CAFICF

GENERAL FACTORY HELP
Job Security

O'Hare Field

Average Employee Paycheck
(48 hours) $208

PersonnelZp6=2,644118

En Litton Medical Products

SAXON

TEE

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

free Hospitalisation Plan
for yeo and your family
Free Pension Plan

Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

Free Life Insurance

297-3550

A.M. ROUTES

6:30-8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County
340 5. Busse Rd.

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION

d

yp g

kill

Good

N.

ond eseenent hinge ben -

RECEPTIONIST

RN's & LPN's
Needed

APPLY IN PERSON

CONTACT MISS HECHT
3127662.8

HOLY FAMILY

PERSONNEL DPI

:

SOME TYPING -$95

HOSPITAL
SECRETARY
WANTED

TELLER TRAINEE

STATUS MARKETING

1.69.,..Des PI Cla 3535
Pieee SYS-67,

II

16,P.

SALESLADY

.
255-9000
NORTHWEST STATIONERS

a ,...

PrUiptt.

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

CLERK TYPIST

BABY DOCTOR'S
OFFICE -$525-540

NURSES
ASSISTANT

Call Mrs. Ryan at
824-0111
to

Left/

elghho I

Peeee

HOEHMER 6 HEDLUND

on00,0010 ooL,d,,q

el

isceice

GENERAL OFFICE

.

°".."Shist71:Le
ne

ONNEL DEPT.

be' l'ilm''undersinnelin0

HOLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL

MOLON MOTOR
00010 CORP-

GAL FRIDAY

,000z,,,0,,0

$433o Rent Free

WOMAN
so

so s

0

Po

SECRETARY

nr

Co mu omm
CALL MR. GOULD
437-6621

<AMU. ork89.7191

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

Ken lorson 8 Associates
CAREER SPECLAUSTS

nu

EUR

fashion secy
$575

4-8350
55

ON
T
PE,.A,.OUR

OPERATOR

Elk Grove Village
HE 9-2400

I,: IqoolOmpornmiry Emple,y,

GLOBUS TOURS

Con.. Bob Salvatore
`

ho

pn

SI

"rta =41=7

r

10834

0IS; lin

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly

DENTIST'S

CHAIRSIDE
ASST. TRAINEE

The

the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

ph. Small oliwo won 61H
company benefits. NO HE.

Apply or Call

SECRETARY

R. Umbel, 681.3200

1496 Melee DesPl. 207-1S3S

ELK GROVE VILLA.

,yr.,,, 05004. APT001050.
ly
V

holf days. Ability re work
la goy

GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL
,1.7,0W NOM .A.,

I

PLEASE CALL

DIET

297-7770
TEKTRONIX, INC.

TECHNICIAN

CAI/net 2.7101
Ken Larson

Associates

CLERK -TYPIST

'-

,r,

TALL
RECEPTION
(Small Office)

Coll RON ROB
016-7035

BUTLER

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOSPITAL

AVIATION

minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

OHore Field

These are first shift openings - also 2nd shift openings available
approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

APPLY IN PERSON

HOLY FAMILY

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be

Apply in Person for o Confidential Interview

CLERK -TYPIST

IproedISoO.r0.pL. ml,,

1900 Pratt Blvd.

Pholockolcal
Illoholm PIM.
Elk limm 0111811. III,

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

See uslar
best Wis you're mom nen if yotire mime
m Premien POT for num.. and smady employment with

00-'-'-

00000'

CL 3-6100 Ext. 207

n

DRIVERS

-

Rate range 33.16 to 33.33. 1,1 004 2nd shifts. Dover Corporation, Croon Division
offers:

AVIATION

CALL BOB GERVE

61

nv

o variety of sheet rnetal egmprnent.

PAID SICK LEAVE
PAID HOSPITALIZATION

BUTLER

Y.

2ND SHIFT

HOURS: 7:00 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
O PAID HOLIDAYS
PAID VACATION

Mn, Anthony's
Beauty Solon

SECRETARY
io

fic

Melrose Park

SHEET METAL MEN

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

Bonus

I week vacatkn otter

Rom range $3.64 to 14.51. Appliconts must be experienced in all phases of
sheet metal work. Able to read blueprints, perf
w
I p
d
p

Experience Not
Necessary
Will Train

Experienced Only
Salary plus 65%

RENTAL AGENT

beneMs.

9tOs

REFUELER

17IS Main St

Crystal

paid company insurance
plan plus other employee

0

TOOL MAKERS

HAIR DRESSER

con_ 201 2185

1955 W. North Ave.

676-1000

WELDERS

AIRCRAFT

Brown & Shorpe Automalic Screw Machine 01.9.1000 and
Eupwrienced Surface and [vs....Grinding Oprwators.

GET RESULTS,

ADVERTISING

and CLERICAL
ANY PERSONNEL
16 W Northwest Hwy
AMunt Prospect. 233M/11

.

RECEPTIONIST

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT
TECHNICIANS

255-7200
or

DICIESTILE SERVICE

We how e number al grew rab Gamma. N. las

All company benefits Ncluding life inseam. imputation..
pmd "coffees ond Widow.

QUICKER,

e'S.G=sy'le's717=:.0

Mt

SYSTEMS

School Bus, Inc.

WANT ADS

STELYN TOOL CO.

PART TIME

EXT. 594

TELETYPE CORPORATION

PUNCH PRESS SET-UP
AND OPERATERS

056,7070

CALL 345-0500

SCHOOL BUS

a blue.clup compony.

DO

Tile

mot W000 FLOORS.

COMMERCIAL. FREE ESTIMATES

INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE TAX RETURNS
WILL

soles.671.0000.

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, I.

DIE MAKERS

Phone

RICK'S DECORATING.

later,

FOR INTERVIEW CALL
LOU ADAMEC
634-3131

EXPERIENCED

BUSINESSMAN

EASIER'

Sunday through Wed
day.
Excellent
fringe
benefits.

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

255-9000
Arlington Heights

SUBURBAN

Mg solow. Outstanding

Earn up to 83.63 an Hour
Apply in Person at

Coll or Apply in Per,

-

Tax Returns
CPA

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Dog Senioe

It pays to advertise
with Doy Wont Ads.

Is

TZli '''`=:r

DOLORES 0400 SCHOOL 01
DANCING

lions

9

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

DAY

.11B -8.10H

EXTERIORENTERIOR

fluality woMmouuluip. fully in.

DeCOratm9 ,I,H10,H,HH

WHY MINI, 811 cow. me euM.
S

PROBLEM

0.

Storm Windows

REASONABLE . REFERENCES
CALI. 562_1_1,5

H, INSURED -

TXC0'i'''n''7`'18=10'1

854-4652

HOUSEWIFE,

SNOWPLOWING

PAINTER OR 11.4 li-MAN '

PROSPECT CATERING C5483-3

SPECIAL PRICES CALL 827.132,5.

SosniColl

PINE INTERIOR PAINTING

By .1.1 leacher. ma

EnquetS. Coated Par
Sres, 3 0353

EXPERIENCED

,,,

Federal Savings

inVIEnlery

or some accounting desirable but not essential.
40 hour week. 4 nights.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

neuloy. Call Mr. Mak Clark

BOOKKEEPER

Immediote openings for

ICKES BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

IS A REAL

AND FOR THE
Snow Plowing

Wngs

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
ALUMINUM FABRICATOR
ALUMINUM WELDER
SKILLED SAW OPERATOR
MACHINIST
FIELD ERECTION SUPERVISOR
COST ACCOUNTANT
tleek eta ..min. °mune ommIsace)

.

bee emcee 435.0556.

CE.11.39.2 4750

SKOKIE, ILL.

MACHINE

'

HEARINGA. POR RENT

Des Plaines

"THE DAY

SOLVER"
d° .' ."' ''.. in'"'".. F7.7 -7S.°.,. --z.....,:
°P. '........S ..' guaranteed..264537
-in Febric Skp CoFOR THE
...... guaT d kW scludise
pe

30,

Hearing Aids

Catering

1031 N.Cdero Ave

MALE

IONTOM DECORATING,

l'ET'ONG/rASENK

555 W. TOUHY AVE.

VISUAL MODEL MAKER

twocts

BOB & DO

RUGS T. CARPETS cleaned Room

admen popm remoued.662.0423

t

5

296-1638

S,err. 2.66.36

2020 5. Mannheim Rd.
299.0111

00

Ire 6 P M 627.7480

C..,.., '1,,IiiIiiii,

,

PAPERHANGING.
k

cud

1Q7

Roofing

Z7:re2r,e'IrrZT..,`

1,94Knetberoa4Pne

COLONIAL
CARBON CO.

6

BARGAIN COUNTER

'e, 39.5573

m'Y

- ORDER EDITING

position for young rnon
who is interested in
vanew of general oc
routing duties.
Some
experience essential; some college
preferred. Excellent star,

work.
Retail store experience

8 Paid Holidays

Resale Merchandise

MT Coll MP2-6202

ono .n

TELETYPE CORP.

rror

066.3443

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

sr,,,,te; ,11,72,PoP Hr

255-1131

Fe

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

lad,...

PIANO OR ORGAN

sl.on.35O WOO

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Jensolmcwodelmo 6 InRom

7

PIANO 1100 ORGAN LESSONS

a.51,;;:;s7-". ""'" `

Nu

Mold Designing

2450 W. HUBBARD

0...0 ..... C°11'''.".

EcIdundSbor 5,,

Roams

---- .0,0

gl mbing

INVENTORY

MACHINE REPAIR MACHINISTS
Earn up to 0.00 ant..

W.H. HUTCHINSON
& SON

APPLY

PIANO LESSONS-theowMormony

Floor Refinishing
.

for o confider.), interview

ADULTS ONLY

Call LE 7 4.4gs

C.A8 MN ATTER S.

Call R. Podgarski today at
676 1000, ent 6117,

Musical Instructions

WILL DELIVER AND STACK

W.

lwas ee, A complum

Letrorote,.wio, 2,n,...inmoRotA,e,,r,

..-

,,,,,,,-

2 2`,,"7,2."',2',1r,',,,:Z.
TIMAIES CALL FL 3-6013

0516

we hove an attractive

CHICAGO
583-5147

JEWEL

I

,Iirnov.,,,,,,,,Ilni.Trze,i

STORE

night

WANTED

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFIrs

,Rimn.t. RePtoim.Reks,

ACCOUNTING

25-Empleyment Agencies- Women

EXPERIENCED

R

- find en MON nekt now - cot

'""-LtItrn

For Brawn &Sharpe Single Spindles
Earn up to $4.40 an Hour

0 II

1

Opt as en AVON RepresenvIvo

GENERAL OFFICE

towers

SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

H CA60, ILL .11

DRAFTSMAN -PROPOSALS

,,,,,,,s7:.'tV7Ily.,,,,y,

SEASONED

WI

Commy

iSioN LAKE SHORE DELVE

SECRETARY

UGH!

6 mos.

EXPERIENCED

MR. ELECTRICAL

,ugancretsZinloly shops meet dawn requberne.. SP.
I,
ul
g, p
der
preen, Mont and

EXPERT PLASTERING

SA A TON STACKED

Baber
r
%mice

APECO
"OH.

uP

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Window Well Covers

CT 3-5.64

FIRPN000
63A TON DRIVE.. S

b

WIRERS AND SOLDERERS

MI rpm. Teeple.%

Fireweed

kW. On'

TALK TO TELETYPE ABOUT THESE JOBS TODA

'

Plastering

Mc. masenrr

h

arlingion \ ark

on great ratesl
We offer rapid advamement, exceptional
growth potential, full line of company benefits
no uding life insurance, hopitalizetion, paid

ALL

aeyen

Business Service

Vol type has jobs open right now far responxix
hie ambitious men interested in steady work

McDONALD'S

'In.PP="

neCeSSO, .

B17-8811 Est 350

HOSPITAL

outTt:ft=rx(Cro

FOR PLANT PEOPLE!

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:
Are You Going Places
or Standing Still?

=N711:174'.
HOLY FAMILY

'

LOTS OF OPENINGS

MACHINISTS

297-3550

"-

CARGILL, INC.

.

Suburbs. Brookline and

vacations and holidays.

,f:J'eTre7r77jrcr7 C,==""

MotemY

luxury hotel, convention
center far Northwest

fits.

SCALP our copy equipment Potential Re 0000 00
ent M T .gmemit Young company. Renelits emlude
compeny
inlarlanCe....1) and meeage reimburse.

WIGS OF ALL TYPES

Electrical work

Present work for a new

I

MIHo.,Lee,HHIDurHlee

wi

ARLINGTON 145.

BOYS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

NY THE MAGIC

sr3gtou Heigh, III

Mordedge of Near.", and mech.., ability. You wIll be

CARGILL, INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

pun, r xa..4494pox

Piano Tuning Services

Margie

P4rrsoy:::=3./..,c1/..t.Y,Volliz

SECOND COOK

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

merit increase after nom
piloted training.

P..

Ns ime in Mortg.g. DeP,

PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. HICKORY ea

i A66 -6I 663

00

WEBER -STEPHEN

Porsche Audi
at O'Hare, Inc.

I

5550 ::

wlftr. CO/

TS

6761000 rim 6117
tar your istruenol elennew

salesman

L Fountain Waitress

Mingo. MAO°.

'clerPtsknid:pri7rientl.'"

5555 West Touhy Ave.

Part time work after
school. 16 years and
over. Free meals, 25c

and

Coll R. PodIpOrsIn.

FACTORY HELP

;it Z'Zigg''''

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
noweenal

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

a

sorT

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

TELETYPE CORP.

279.2680

benefits

IrWge

taboo, °al,

Chicago. Illinois

OR

Vacuum Repair Service

Decorators

Lawn Mower Repairs

Area 694 MEV

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

.FRICAN UPHOLSTERING

Call 798.4646

00'?

(Installment Loan Adjustor)

cam,.

DRAPERIES
FuRNITURE

Laultz Jensen

-01.11110RE err

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

ComP Mu Dorm. Rd Mo .0

MATES CAtt TODAY 29/ 3195

CUSTOMUPIICRSTERY

1124.4011 Tor Denouement

5700 West Roosevelt Rd.

CS 16100,6.227

. te

rwoo.eor Nospitol iii
Deslelovies needs o eme0 Ode

01000.12
solo,

An equeloovver.14.00.

259-5010

rttlar"'

.

SERVICEtore,

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
0.0. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

CORPORATION

CALL JOHN AKIR

end pope, hongmg. Rest WI
6983322

,

ART

i

Ed. ERICSSON
ODAL1TY DECORATING

McKlaren Interior,

needed for ptemige
new car dealership

ALLIED PRODUCTS

Uphoisteeyple

A2.0405

int.,,,,.,...,,,.

,

ACCOUNTANT

537-0737
y

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
AND
UTILITY MAN

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

-

Northwesi Dom The Minot. boy
'.

5 00 PM

.

,

I

Your Ad will appear daily in The,

Poedhura Shopping Center

261-3556

WALL WASHER
Mon in powil physical cndi

139.7131.

301 W.SoulliSt.

OICZAPHOPF TYPIST

,BACKGROVD

InterVaw plume -

-Two years of electronic impt.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 8 APPOINTMENT
CALL MR. DON MESSINGER

N.S.T., Elk Grove

2345 Golden 439-4540

APPLY

Wieholdt Auto Center
259

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Menem., 2 weeks paid vosselon after lot year.

CL EANING MAN

I Ati'llidr&

TO ADVERTISE IN TH/5 DIRECTORY :
CALL

Meath, day web plus 01

or. more managr with world largo. Pnuore hnotd Rte

nity...CALL ONE NOW!

,

aggressive man to lialn ter ...or

Wm...how

ORDER FILLER
Malure mon wonted full Lino,
40 Sour wPS. Some expert am* desired. All benefits COT.

elp Wanted NOIRE

26

I 2641e0 Warted Women

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
'AN ELECTRONIC

296-6640

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
,

GoacIreasa 463.8SS

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.

5555 W. Tuohy Skokie, III.
mon...LK/ AM. to A P.TA
Tees

%Um 7 WIAN
Saterday 5 AR toe P.m

SYMONS MFG.

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, III.

An equal opportunity employer.

Working Mother needs BM, 523,145

COMPANY

1m00ordraav0-PCLIT2
en Equal 0000lOSTI EmPNWT

3406 W. IM0ntr0313 Ave.

Chicogo

2S-11e1p Wanted Women

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Dempster M.D. PI TqW2B00

tiili7:M2=-I'iii7ii
Coll Bob Perkins

Evu6,,, 6,,,,,.

ADMIRAL CORP.
Chicago Division
Bs20 A. eustson uu..,.

,.,,,o,,

wmona mot. nwu hove (do.

Available

R3More Amu,

5 days co wk 3 pm to 1 Ito Mr
home. 2 child. 54 PH. eV -071M

392-2700

625-0530

M+ V1-113 V AJ.3317.5 If 17140 If

Fnday January 30 1970

Page 22
264klp Waded Ronan

[26 -Help Wasted Wore

IRS MOM. Dos r oe open n
M
'Mc' rY, P 'PM

WORK OWN !SOURS

m

GENERAL OFFICE
We Lave immediate,
openings for 2 alert

p

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

5n.V'exr:":

young girls who hove
knowledge of general

by ...DOROTHY ULRICN or slePeolr br

LITTELFUSE, INC.
Subsidiary of Truro, Inc.

er Ono 2 mem eels,
BOO E.

297-3550

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

CALL Me GRESS

SAXON

An equal

1

Des Plaines, Ill.

,s'o3r'm'g erePloyer

272-5500

good

10

lon 31 6 eels

00

Si

Skokioe

"72L,

OF LIVING
MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

°

Solve your money problems with o
TEMPORARY

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

COME IN AND REGISTER

.........

Apply: Personnel Department
Mon Fri 8
o m.
om.

1111elp WanterSMen & Women

EXEC CARS WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

CheryPitCrew

IMPORTS, INC.

exampk

ARE VMS. INDUSTRIAL
8. RESEARCH CENTER.

GLENVIEW

253-5228

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

72.1000

T'B'ICC'SvaS71.

NM.

e

the hallicrafters co,

ore career positrons
if
you're career minded, stop in TO
DAY and tell vs of your interests.
Bring a friend olong, she'll op.
Pro ct,* the tip about o better
These

So. of Northrop Corporation

moi, pm. Morn tin ro $265

hallicrafters

1967 Volkswagen 2 Dr. Sedan

UNBELIEVABLE?

$1495

'66 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

Windsor

Coll 392 9295

R=:,'.5111'etrer;170e'w'aellrs'. 9095

1965 Rambler Wagon

Woods

oed.P.:';n:'.Reen/=

$395°

-

le" 9795

d.

....

'65 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

1969 Plymouth Fury

Right in the Village

II
0,0;d7r000

t.tpo.to/r,10r105 $2495

of Arlington Heights

Personnel Olfice 298.3050

'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER

00/0,00.0

invites you to join
the Country Club set
Scull, X 3 bedroom
Lux, Rental Apts.

a,

emoo 520 6 52.5 AP.

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

Rolling Meadows, III 60008

PLYMOUTH

terttke

1510 Demmer IDernester 6

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

600 Hicks Rood

Weiner

NOW '2775

CHRYSLER

DES PLAINES

amp

oTri00

.

0000,900,' $795

11'oMp'ell11'714'7:1e::kje=

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

ITT
0.7

,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
-

an

r,.';',';',10"77.,r°;,°''''rr°

40% - 60% OFF

FOR an Interview!
THOMPSON INDUSTRIES

See large samples in
yoo home.
5. Terns available

COMPANY -HAS THE FOLLOWING

411:1117

DES PLAINES

Phone 390,577

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

529-7070

622 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines, Hi

Roselle, Illinois

Nemec duly carpeting
Free installagon

2.

3

1195

RENTALS START AT 5205

Op...Doily: IT AM. 6 PM

I. Closing Out stock

DICK WICKSTROM

1967 Buick Wildcat

life n Wanted -Men & Women'

STEP IN

$999

"r° e'"

2

112s1ntooties Fer Solo

555 Irving Park Road

PHONE 290-4220
Crick Emt .1 the Cumberlenst Station

Wockdys 9

9

OPEN SUNDAYS

Open Sun.*

POSITIONS OPEN STARTING
Baxter Laboratories is a prime force in the hospital and medical supply field. Within the
PER512.11NIERVIEW
COM MR. R.D.IIINTz,

FOR

36000

THE SINGER COMPANY

ROO E. Northwer Hwy.
Mt. Prospect,

growth or command more respect for their products and services than Baxter Laboratories. We have openings for many individuals in our Personnel, Accounting, Inventory
Control, Clinical Research, Purchasing, International, Advertising and Marketing depart-

automobile distributor. Our new office location
now hos irnmediare positi,s open for executive
secretaries.

informant. COMO&

We require good shorthand and typing skills with
at least 5 years experience. Excellent salary cod
company benefits. hours RAM to 5 PM.

Linda Apostle

Excellent opportunity 0 work for fast growing

rib

3,d1 SHIFT ONLY

SORTER PACKERS

CI-led/An

SUNDAY

\

55-Musicalhuhnniests

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

ments.

Bring your skills as typist, stenogropher, secretary, bookkeeper, etc. to our bright,
pleasant offices. Salaries are excellent and benefits superior. Come in and meet your
congenial neighbors at Baxter we're sure we'll be old friends soon. For further

824-2175

IMMEDIATELY

foot growing health field, few firms, if any, have had a more spectacular record of

Electronics

'P's2e.s7t27'
Ono steel red Sumo elm .`,7,

111N1111

PROGRAM

1st SHIFT ONLY

WEI Pm 0.10180

=1==m- CARTON SET-UP MEN
Tom Anderson

YO 5-4700

945-8500

Deerfield

Morton Grove

nosprolisoNen

PARTS ROOM
Mob includes piteticirigg Awls inventory)

.

Morton Move IS S0053

Roselle Dodge
GIANT NEW FACILITIES

0t0/0 1,11,100,00 lOot 000

APPLY IN PERSON

694Iursery Schools -Child Coe

296-8116

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Era Min Pork III

1st.

now in SCHAUMBURG

91,8,71000.
$2.80
Experience nor necessary as we will train
fled applicants.

BAXTER LABORATORIES INC.

MID -SOUTHERN TOYOTA
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

FEB.

Poid

moor meting
hle ingrown
sir vidrlownsisms
Proill Sheri,

Apply Todoy

10190 Grand Ave.

$51.30 Tax Included

for Me following categories

We'd like to introduce ourselves O you and let you know about the many employment
opportunities we have available in our offices or Morton Grove and Deerfield.

Friday eboo A.M. to 0:00 P.M.
Saturday 0:00 AM. to I 2 Noon

400 North Wolf Rd.,
Norlhlake, Illinois

pe,qee.

DEMOS - FACTORY

FREE

WIGGLES WORTH

NEW ALPINE APTS.

'

HELP

NEIGHBORS:BAXTER.

P.M.

Subsidiary of General Telephone 8

00000090 10.91/00

to, pool, ho

IN YOUR AREA

pitalisation and life insurance.

On-the-job bonus work offers you the opportunity
Mr increased earnings.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

5,

min 027 Mel

YOUR

MT PROSPECT

392-5230

and me*

83-IntstrialProsentffoRent)

d

CL MI,S32

Believing

'LP

i

CARPETING

Please oppiy in person.

RANDHIJRST CENTER

Id

MOO SP. D

BetZ':1=4:01.4...D

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

MEET

I

Many outstanding benefits -ond close to home.

White Collar Girls

You'll emoy on excellent cluriam
mlory pro.
salary, ouromatic
gression and company paid hos-

training school.

Mond, thre Thursday 8:00 A.M. to

Is

The Boss
Says,

VOlvoDoolor

s. Nits Rd. 43,11D0

1444

MI., 6 Maim modem., am.

111181=18es for Sit

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS"

clods,, :P=SNGTENNIS

1.0d Ord

1

Seeing Is

New Office Space

2 Radon AP. Mo..°

I.

tempo, e

537-19.1

Sf 2b

1069 Singer Zig Zag

214klp WantertMen & Women

Qualified amerce. earn 32.23 per hour while
attending

Local or Loop

-I

in

t

ARL EMS DAY CARE CEN1ER

Monday thro Friday , 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mrs. T. Santoro

relf

Mark Trail

at 455-8500

11-Apts. gal Roans to Shoe

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

1 797 O WINTHROP OR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS COMB

Named Don lame.

Girl Friday
Needed
r

-

Solely

wiM
ability. Great benefit
package (and boss).

Interviewing:
Mon.-Thurs. SAVE -S PM,

=

Fri. 8 ARIA PM,
Sat. DAM -JO Noon.

An equal opportunity employer

WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

112-Autontobiles For Sale

GENERAL CLERK
Gm, anDartunily available in our Payroll Deportment. Some Keypunch experience necessary. Mud be good at figures.

NEW BEAN -JUMPING
TELETYPE OPERATORS
Our Telempe Deportment needs a relief operator. Approximately
20 weeks work throughout the year. to cover vocation periods.
Coll or apply Personnel Department

unkm

GAME!

inch and a half in diameter in the
meet middle of the lid.

By Capp), Dick

Place arm tie, hears in the
MN. Invert the bil md tare it to

game which II /:030y% fun-projeto
for boys and girls is localise three
beans placed in a eardninerd box

to jump up through a hole in the
lid of lhe box.
While the game equipment Lan

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
400 N. Wolf Road

North., III.

An onnal upponund y errnvoyar

Unioi4011 Company of California
200 Eaet Golf Road, Palatine Illinois 60067
Telephone -13121-529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

is good for much Sin day after
day. tthcrlhrvddpd advantage ol
costing, virtually nothing. 10
make.

Steel with an eloplyshoe box or
similaroconlainer. Cut a hole ono

Pm..., Pam. Mom 32XONE
eime. .M14,0 or Sundor,

jiggle it up and dawn with sharp
mtaRnwftst000000lhohss001n.i,Lot,tloopuptoo:0 The idea islo

HELP WANTED

\

208 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS

get
-

1968 CHEVROLETS

Drawing at S,00 P.M. for

SET OF 4 UNION 76 5 STAR TIRES

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

maw

WE'VE GOT THE ALL NEW

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...
Priced from

GRAND OPENING PRIZES!

Free Drawings at 2, 3, 4 P.M. for
MOTOROLA PORTABLE TELEVISIONS
and DODGE DRAG -RACING SETS.

rbrin4
1

Production
Line
tree good woe. tom mo

cause the beans to jump through
the hole and lend in the inverted
hoe lid Wiper: 21 without drop pine to the floot.

hole

11211utemoties For lab

WE'RE STARTING A HEAT WAVE!
OUR JUNE IN JANUARY SALE IS ON

Des

STYLISTS

Grasp the hm at each end and

tiee how lorm

3158

MOD HAIR

is %hewn in liar, I.

1970 CHALLENGER!

$109500

Live Entertainment From 1 until 5 P.M.
Champagne Punch.

This Sunday Open from 1 until 5 P M.

-Balance olfactory War arty Available-

lulexj,tir gel

all three beans°, of the Into.
To continue the pone. simply
drop the hears back through the

Tri.Srate.

2111-5240.

flee huts. 1 he cormeded itmembly

The .ohject of the homemade

1112 Automobiles For SaM

4c27-Euir mCmr ECHIE050,e

Young Hobby Club

he made in a matter of mime.. it

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Co11537,683

(5 of Oakton St., between Wolf B. Mt Prospect Rds)

Busy bosses, AE need:

Secretaries
Clerk Typists
General Clerks
File Clerks
Stenographers
Key Punch Operators

p.m shed.,

/
d md oats to
P
mho, shopp Logy Lig imined
Ron Low .30 s Call ,65-71.

2.0 both.

112Morsenes tel Sib

PROSSKI

mower..

s

(VOLVO

wit Rent Office Space

35.-11141

MOVING
X

0

254 3.850

FURNITURE

101

dit°X42'1117°'

Coll ta,Oetelatrnsat

C

d

II!

2S9 46,1
htlrrn

/71's fart, Stores, OffLes

nOWmo SPROALS. CO

132 17E1/

SOLDERERS

switch wiring during our new parr lime. 6 p
p.m. shill or full time /1 000 prefer.

W

439 BIOS

Mesh

CREDIT
CLERK

FOR WIRERS &

OU1

4 model homes.

100.101

Mk

112-latmnoOles For Sale

In odnonce, 1300 mo 255.5371

CL S-4656 baron, pro
SELLING

Col

86-RoalFstateliormes

New 4 Bed

Ms. SISS lo 1175.

coll 0.10106 Om 6 pre.

'S'aIrdre"r'"''

10" Upon Malol LoMe.VIM Ac.

dell,

0/ut oil

90. 0)007000101500

Twin uppl Ncl Nine. mum
42.Wanted In Buy

Me Send Ae

ces

7070 m6951277

immehotely!Colloble.Comet
occloO 006 cr0.0 inelprnd

=1RIgr.t1S°3T211D

sell lor 520 toll 5O10.15.

R R Bo
I APM
M 15126R1

many Mrs. 3325 Per mm

01-3300.0weer.

FURNITURE MR SALE ALSO

tob at Hollicrofters.

FULL TIME OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

r0,0,

1000 00

145051, Pets & Freeport

op,tecie.
and
shorthand
typing skills re.

second shift.

We'll poy you pol tO W01. TV while you leorn

No fee

Cr , MO5

After

block

May Occop Ph 25.9 43584

Sta.PROSPECT

111.1501

0

Nom,.

Ht.

figure

Melrose Park

'NOW & THEN JOB"

Free brush up practice

aS.breMeme

NS Brod olher 7 PM 251.743
Ence.opecto Pow 20 vol, cosi

emecitchrie end ex.., iteure Shore
oboee overact, sisals a, the olstloy to accept resets,.
hoc, yestr ore, of
MIA, ore needed rarw
rhe

1955 W. North Ave.

pot -S2.23 per hour plus
bonus an first shift 52.37 per hour plus bono,.

HIGH COST

bordwpad,

can

86-Aul Male -boa

061eal Estate -llama

M. W.

t

SIN reo.11919043,

5314U6

mnyl cooled bor bell

lb

110

Mi..,

Noe, 000d

gols

FOOD STORE

starting

Excellent

FIREWOOD.

We offer talented ....en

JEWEL

1st and 2nd Shifts
We aro in need of people who are experienced
or who con qualify for training as Coil Winders

CARPET N.
woe paid In crime Valved of

MISCROSCOPE
M

Nimes hording

"1=114R7'j'ES.c"' d"" CO.,

Dim 251 7185

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Municipal Builri,lp,,g3,14612 Miner Street

321 Bonds Street
Call Mrs. Dodko
455-3600
For Appointment

ENGINEERING MARKETING

COIL WINDERS

model norm. Hop, 01st ROe
Nuo discounts, 821-73S3

$200000 220200 cloys oft /PM
mem, EOM, bednn, oor.
Peed, alr cond. wiM pool

11 yore...64313

16..

by

b.

benefits.

CLERK -STENOGRAPHER

CITY OF DES PLAINES

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, INC.

84 100,

p

He

1M IsaM

god. opt 3 Oot adulis prof.

wm pmer,
boe
ottaimme coil 5,3 6415 aft

2 book

144. bet Wheat

Isl.,

Ponol, 3130.26S -7W

BEGINNERS

320.1

ALFA

'SCHAUMBURG

oi,00

IDEAL FOR

Apply At

9/101 Excellent fringe

Ill.

Working mother wonn lo M1oro

Mom, 3100. 3 Re. nan

d

Flexowriter Operator

in

1241sises b bars

3211 11555810000 Merchandise

Secretaries Clerk Typists and

our executive office for
girls with secretarial expe,enre. Strong clerical

'n1nTT7 T.SS55 W. nuhy Ave.

oquorlom

Ad

1,,1,7212101 sell for

0.Wasbnisleo1Mibre

6415olrer 6 10 pm

1

399.0111

SECRETARIES

ond
Light
good

fail

'c'e'nelli'l7";S'IanoWl 4,1

255.1107

Des Plaines

2020 S. Mannheim Rd.

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

TELETYPE CORPORATION

PHONE 437-3700

Ne.

7:30 AM - 4 PM

COLONIAL
CARBON CO.

FULL TIME

En Grove Mlluqe, Ill.

Devon

FULL TIME

SAXON

0,00 9000 00,000 00 676-1000 Ext. 5243

pal

old

o

vs.

2

teci ion

hor 3 NM.. home A eirip Rot

etama ohm, nines, norm
window. L des. num 25, 0525

SECRETARY - GENERAL OFFICE

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.
2416 Ps, Avenue

E

cluding paid vilCOli011 and 8 paid holidays. 371/2
Poor work week in new modern office.

many

Immediare openings

SOLID MATE STEREO ISNIGNTI

ASSEMBLERS

Clerk Typist. Neatness. and accuracy more ir0.
portant than aueocl. Experience desirable but will
train sharp girl. Excellent company benefits in

CALL MR. GRESS

vs.. Ohre, Noma eurioneMese. ennteremelmegle

1

I PM P11311

PI

Reliable girl, full lime. permanent position as

company benefits.

V44.; Ingt,e

1

weeliendx

Trod. dining rm..,

ex -

297-3550

I

Des PI

7:171:710B7/7,"oft'7117

'rs's;h12t1

Salo, com.

conditions

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

aZen7501e===

CLERK - TYPIST

Herren,. Good working

SHARP STENOS:

Why 5, Still When you me move ahead?

SAME 3PM

0

skills

mentor,. with

1

PART TIME

typing

some shorthand. Prefer
girls between ages of
21

EXPERIENCED

BUSINESS PRODUCTS
R0:
70030%8:3

Mar...west Hem.

office duties. Must hove

TAAL An pp 110 call 511-6411

BLUE SALE Aelloues 6 ,52.

'7:1R3B 1550

Co P

le21131,M3

.

d

3

83ledastrol Property lioRentl

71.10 Apt buses

mom mole for

RN would
Coe 2SO OSA 1

PHONE 439 7800
SECRETARY

1140S.MONNStakft

441b0, Pets L *ma

32M00ellaneous Merchandise

EXECUTIVE SECT

ORDER TYPIST

811-6010

SALES ORDkit CLERK

e

321Irscellants !defoliate

exre PMne 25,00,5

M choel

Benet,.

cellent

Oyer

torn SIO0 weekly n so/es del,

e

EXPERIENCED Me

251klp Waled Women

26 -Help Watt Wm
RoS4,lr000IOR 00)-f

26-lielp Warted ikon

2641elp Wasted Roan

288elp Warted Wren

Page 23

Fnday January 30 1970

MeV Wanted -Men & Wow; r

2811011Wanted %nen

116-11elpWantedWaget

Call
F16.2

037 5920

Mass Feeding

-'Corp.
22s1PRATTNVO.
EsSOROVE VIEWS

11121011516Dril
1

Daily 8 Long Tenn Leasing

NUMMI SIS
1011;FSERVATIONS CALL

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

;574

CL 9-4100

100 E Northemi Hwy. MIN.N.

p

Roselle lodge
Hours: Mon. thorn Fri. 9 to 9, Sot. 9 to 6, Sun. 12 to 5.

ir

IO

'"'"--,,41-

86-RealEstate-Houses

Pros. Hts. 3 bdrm. custom ranch,
Vz acre. Assume mortgage. Exc.
Cond. Gd. schools 394-3777

11111114

By Owner -Brick Colonial -natural
fplc. 21/2 baths, 3 bedrm. on

2nd. fl. Study or bedrm. W/built

Page 24

Friday, January 30, 1970
112-Autoedies For Sale

'65 Chevy BelAtr 2 dr, 6 cyl..
P/S, P/B, W/W, snow ttres. Exc.

'64 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop;
P/S, air., low miles, exc. cond.

Chevy '65 Impala 4 dr. HT, V8

cond- $825 259-0238

best over $600. 259-2566

Low miles. $950 439-5389

A/T, P/S, R/H, A/C. Orig. owner.

rec. rm. W/wet bar. 2 car gar.

6

11241001ft For Sale

Pont. midnight blue,. 4-sp,
buckets, cherry cond, best offer,

owner, low miles. Tudor. Ask-

1959.

'64

Auto. Runs

cyl.

1124ademobiles For Sale

good. $100. Call
392-7223,

Ford,

automatic,

one

671-0509, .455-1424

ing 555 894-1341

Mercedes Benz '68 250S A/T,
P/S, P/B, AM -FM, tinted glass,

'68 Mustang, yellow, sm V8,
auto., excel. cond., low mile-

absolutely beaut, cond. 298-6973

ages, Days- 437-5500 ext. 617;
after 6 pm. 529-4067

Gd. cond. CL 5.3339 aft. 6:30

392.5471

Convenient to schools, shopping,

Ford,

1961

'66 Buick LeSabre Custom 400,
4 dr. A/T, P/S, P/B. Low miles.

1962 VW, sunroof, very good
running cond. Good tires, $375

ins on 1st. fl. Formal dn. rm. Pan.

112-11atemobles For Sale

1124ideeidIes For Sale

loop, bus & CIA -Mid 540's Call
823-9367.

CHECK WHY

Deluxe 4 Bedrm. custom ranch
Beautiful corner location int
country club section. 2,/2 baths,
2 car attached Gor. Patio front
porch. Large Jalovise back
porch Plenty of double closets,
Bedrrns. twin size. Large Lail.

..

-

YOUR NEXT CAR

ished Apt. in basement (Perfect
in.low arrangement) will provide
$200 month income if desired.

OPEN SUNDAY

Owner anxious to sell and will
offer attractive terms to quali-

GALAXIE "500"

fied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Private -501 W. Sha-Bonee Tr. Mt.
Prospect CL 3.9461 Low 50's

NEW

Kingsbury Prestwick
Bedr
Raised Rnch w/foyer and 2
car garage. Brick & Frame,
3

A

Warr.

to 3 Bede Rnch., alum, siding,

2 car got. for the Buyer who
quol&es!

658.5661

BRADSHAW

PRICE

OPEN SUNDAY, 1-5

The car that's special in every
respect - color, white vinyl top
and insignia .. the great and
gallant GMO hos returned and
awaits your pleasure at a very

347 E. Parallel
Newly decorated 3 Bedroom
Ranch, full bsmnt. Center of
town. Owner liquidating;
priced for quick sale. Imme-

extra special
Olds
price

diate Occupancy.

AV2.2700

ARC REALTORS,

at a super special Ray

Used Cars ,,q)

op..7,4.,-..,...

88 -Real Estate Vacant

OFSTPHEECIALEEK

CHOICE VACANT
Kids and horses will love these
5 acre Estates in "Broeburn of
Barrington Hills" $35,000

1

'69 DELTA 88

each. Terms, 29% down, Bal-

Factory

4 UNIT APARTMENT BLDG.

brakes, power

car garage. Income $8500
Hansen

Don

$64,900.

trans-

mission, power
steering, power

windows, power

Realtors, 518 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect. 253-6920

seats, radio, heater,
white wall tires, vintop. Around -the -

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

yl

17x200 ft. Lot at Lake Wildwood.

block -miles!

$$$$

SW of Chicogo-Excellent location. $5,995. Call 971-1811

2 -door

112 -Automobiles For Sale

air, P/S, P/B, 12/1-1, Mfr..i. warranty 51795. 253-1840

$$$$

eves

'68 OLDSMOBILE

wagon,
1964, good
cond., R/H, studded snows, always starts. 529-6805
CHEVY

Air cond. "88" Holiday Sedan with hydramotic transmission, V -B engine, power

'67 Olds Cutlass S, sharp looking, fact, air., P/W, P/B, P/S
$2300. 537-1346
'62 Olds F85 Station Wagon.
$125. Runs good. Call
894-8971

Plymouth '65, Fury 111, 4.dr., P/S,

P/B, like new tires, good cond.,
$750. 359-5745

best

offer. 255.6165

Gold coupe with 3 -speed,
power steering, V-8 engine,
radio, whitewall tires. Sharp
suburban -driven car.

$$$$
Wildcat 4 -door hardtop with
automatic transmission, V-8
engine, power steering, power

brakes,

radio, heater,
vinyl top.

whitewall tires,
Steal this one!

$1895

'66 Merc. Colony Park Wagon, 6
Poss., V8, A/C, Full Power, Low.
miles, $1400. Call 529.5262

'66 GTO
Cream color 2 -door hardtop
with black vinyl top, 4 -speed,
V-8 engine, floor console, ra-

dio, heater, whitewall tires.
Real sharp.

'64 Ford Custom, 4 dr, 6 cyl.,
stick, good cond. $400

$$$$

827.0312

1966 Mercury Cyclone GT. Auto.,
Radio. Toch.
Best offer. 392.8241

Must

P/S.

sell.

'60 CHEVROLET
Impala 4 -door hardtop with
automatic transmission, power

'58

steering, power brakes,

In Quality 2nd Cars

radio, heater, whitewall tires.
A solid white gem. One owner. Don't miss this one!

These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!

$595

WE SPECIALIZE

Chevy

-

2

dr.,

std.
$145

6

Runs Perfect

'62 Dodge wgn. 6 - auto pwr,
stg. SHARP

Coupe loaded

Galaxie "500" 4 door sedan

5

Bucket Seats, Radio, WW's, Chrome Style Wheels,

1

Black with a Black Vinyl Roof. Factory Warranty.
Really Sharp!

al*IN.,, Corsi

'

$2595

`RN."4*

'68 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

NORWOOD

FORD ItNed Cots/

I

I

'

10 Passenger. 390 V-8, Full Power, Factory Air
Conditioning, Luggage Rack, Dual Action Tail-

Ktnntely Exprostwoy

gate, Radio, Factory Warranty.

$2595

111111" MR" 41111P APP"
35 IN STOCK
MACH I MUSTANG
2740 Indian Fire, 428, V-8, Ram $3295
Air,

$$$$

mance Car.

1969
POLARA H.T

L970 BOSS 429's
Pack,

P/S,

P/B,

Tack.

6

$4495

to

pick from.

1970 TORINO COBRA

$$$$

RPM Tachometer.

$1886

1970 MAVERICK

I

I

429, 4V High bucket Seats, Drag
Tack, Argent Styled Wheels, 8000

MANY "A -1" -USED CARS ON HAND
P921 1969 T BIRD LANDAU Light blue, Loaded,
Power steering, Power brakes, Air Whiteside wall
tires
... $3895
1966 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE, Red, 4
speed, Radio Clean Car
$2795
P943

1968 PONTIAC G.T.O. P936, Red, White top, 4,
$2595.
1967 SHELBY 6 P969A, 4 speed, Radio . .$2895
1965 RAMBLER STATION WAGON, Yellow, Automatic, SHARP
$895
speed, Radio

AP- AP"

'68 DODGE CORONET
tires, fresh air
full fac. equip.

bal.

I

Corner Northwest Highway,
Greenwood and Busse

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774-8177
Mon. -Fri. 9.9
Saturday 9-5
CLOSED SUNDAY
3

p

$$$$
a

I

I

$1795

w/w tires. A perfect

Full Price $495
'63 FORD GALAXY 500

Dr. V-8, auto. trans., p.s./p.b., radio, heat.
er. Light blue, runs perfect.
4

Full Price $395
'62 MERtEDESIENZ

Stock # 1205A, 220 S. 4 Dr., sunroof. In
mint condition. Radio, heater & def. Bucket
seats, Cream exterior with

$1495

Full Price$995

contrasting int.

'68 OPECKADETTE.
Stock # 40 1 3A, 2 Dr. radio, heater & def.,
attic white w/buckets. Economy plus.

$795

Full Price $1195
'68 DODGE 9 PASS. WAGON
Stock # 3222A, MONACO, Dodge's Finest,
Yellow with wood grain panel sides. Fact.
air. cond., p.s., auto trans., p.b., radio.
roof rack, full fact. warranty. $2495

lon, 4 speed trans., radio, heater, & def. Jet
black w/black buckets_

Full Price $695

LOW MONTHLY

CALL MR. EIDER

TERMS

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

I

_

Loaded with Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning,
Radio, WW's in Mint Condition.

secimd car,

Stock # 1318A, 2 Dr. H.T. 25 miles to the gal-

I
,

er,

'64 KARMIN GHIA

10

$2095

'64 CHEV CONY.

V-8 Eng., 2 Dr. H.T. auto. trans., p.s./p.b.,
radio, heater, w/w tires. Blue w/matching
Interior.

'66 OLDS 98 4 DR., H.T.

Stock # 1225A Corvair Monza, Maroon w/
black bucket seats, auto. trans., radio, heat-

$895

Full Price

ply 16' Fruehaulf Van OH Door, Dock
Bump Step,

53Q NORTHWEST HIGHWAY,

Full Price $495

Stock # 2255A, 2 Dr. H.T. Economy engine,
A.M. radio, fresh air heater ' def. Yellow

1970 Ford F600

IN PARK RIDGE

$1695

Stock # 1338A, 2 Dr. H.T. V-8 eng., automatic trans., p.s., "air cond.", bucket seats
console. Light
blue w/

gold w/matching bUckets.

H.T.
V-8, Full Power, New WW's Auto., Radio, Dk. Blue,
Factory Warranty.

Stock # I 229A, 2 Dr. white w/cont. int., 6
cyl., auto. trans., p.s., w/w tires. Air cond.

heater & defogger plus
A sondpebble beige with

contrasting
interior
New car warranty.

1970 Ford 34 Ton

#2200 #GVW 330 HD V-8 rear

'68 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2 DR.,

'63 BUICK SPECIAL

Stock #8159, 4 Dr, V.8 automatic trans.,
power steering, music master radio, w/w

'65 OLDS 88

From $3689 to $4750

$2395

Warranty.

'67 FIREBIRD

4 wheels drive with or without, snow
plows, 360, V8, 4 spd. lock out hubs.
heavy duty. 750x16, B ply nylon.

ranty.

.

'66 MUSTANG

4/5 795

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning, Power Windows, Pow/Seats, WW's Radio, Gold Seal War-

$2575
$2775
ONE OWNER NEW CAR TRADES
AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

matching int_

Price

GMO HEADQUARTERS

o

Stock #a 3A, 4 Dr. V-8 automatic, p.s.,
music master radio, w/w tires, bal. Chry.
sler Corp. warranty. Bur$1395
gundy color with matching int.

List $2956

$2395

'67 OLDS 98 2 DR., H.T.

V-8, Automatic, Power Steering, rear : IV-8, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
wind. defogger, radio, heater, R/C I: radio, heater, automatic, W/Walls,
mirror, vinyl roof... was $3950.40
Factory Air Cond. Factory New Car

'70 Ford F-350 Tow Truck

axle, power steering, 8.25x20

'

Roof.

1969 CHARGER
2 DR. H.T.

'67 DODGE CORONET 440

5 pass. 105 WE, White 6 cyl. std.

OLDSMOBILE

Full Power, Radio, WW's, Original 16,000 Miles,
Factory Warranty. Burgundy with a Black Vinyl

IN YOUR GARAGE

SHELBY GT COBRA
'350. 500, 4 speed, and auto, trans.
Corse and see this High Perfor-

2495

'68 OLDS 88 2 DR., H.T.

spd. Drag Pack, F-70 Tires.

4

Drag

Roof. Factory Warranty.

Dodge

MUSCLE CARS

White, 360 V-8, 4 spd. no spin rear
axle, not mar body, guages, big alt.
and bast. # 298 List $6526.95 Sale

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

1

Dr. HT B cyl. Champagne gold,

trans. Hi OP Heater, #322
53335.23 Sale Price

'THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

Loaded with Extras, Full Power, Floor Console,

II

DEVON

$3450

'70 Ford Club Wagon

Des Plaines

381-0899

H.T.

y Aver..

I

Price $2980.70 Sale Price

$395

296-6127

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

'68 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX 2 DR.,

4

I

I,

HD rear springs, LOADED # 279. List $2575

IMPORT MOTORS 1

$2995

$495

,z NORWOOD FORD

Golf 6 cyl, std. trans, radio, heater,

BARRINGTON

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning, Radio, Power Windows & Seats, Low Mileage, with Factory
Warranty. Black Jade with Black Vinyl Roof.

'63 FORD

2710) WAY010/

stg.

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

'68 OLDS. 98 COUPE

$1195

'66 CHEVROLET IMPALA

$995

'64 Chevy 2dr. 6, auto., Red A
very nice 1st car
$395
'62 Pont. Tempest auto., pwr,

600 E. NW Hwy.

Sedan De Ville, air conditioning....

$895

TRUCK SPECIALS
SPECIALS
40 IN STOCK
'70 Ford F100 Pick Up F100

$295

Good Condition

$2995

'64 CADDY

Wagon. A real buy

4 Dr., H.T., Deluxe Interior, Full Power, 400 Turbine Trans., WW's, Aspen Green with Black Vinyl

$2295
'68 CAMARO

'65 Mercury Colony Pork Wag.,
A/T, PS, PB. vv.w., low miles, exc.
cond.; best off. 392.1619

Warranty. For Those Who really enjoy luxury.

P/S,'whl. covers.

away.

after 5 P.M.

2

$1395

'66 FORD

'69 FORD LTD Country Squire

'69 FORD LTD

Loaded with all Options. Factory Air, Like New
Set of Dayton Premium Tires. A Gorgeous Aqua
with Black Vinyl Roof, Really Sharp! Gold Seal

'67 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$695

warning $3800
o

brakes,

$1595

Country sedan. Ready to go

Radio,

'68 OLDS. 98 LUXURY SEDAN

with black vinyl top. A give.

'67 BUICK

1964 4 door Bel Air. Std. trans.

$495

2 Dr HT 8 cyl. Gulf stream Aqua, die
cast grille, ret headlamps, pleated
trim, color deyed carpeting, Broughman Inc block vinyl roof, WSW tires,
reclining poss. seat, P,S, Pi Frr. Disc

SEAL WARRANTY

'67 CUTLASS
4 door sedan air cond

'64 FORD

$300041

GOLD SEAL OR GREEN

$1195

Country Squire loaded

I

Backed By Our Famous

Hardtop, Air cond

???

1'69 FORD LTD

4 Dr. dual facing rear seats, 8 cyl.
Indian Fire 3 way magic doorgote,
P. Tailgate window, die cost grille,
ref headlamps, whl. covers. BSW
Tires. luggage rock, P/5, P/Frt disc

$1395
'66 OLDSMOBILE "88"

'68 BUICK LeSABRE CUSTOM 400

standard shift, very
rust, make offer. 259-4528

$400 or

whl covers.

Like new

color deyed carpeting, WSW Tires, 4)2900

cyl.,
clean, no

full power with air. $500,
956-0653 after 6 pm

HT, 2 Dr. 8 cyl Meadowlark Yellow,
dies cast grile ret headlamps, bright
ext. nsIdg. pleated trim, color keyed
carpeting, block vinyl roof, WSW
Tires, P S. Dix belts, warning lights.

belts,

$995
'67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

'63 FORD

headlamps, pleated all vinyl trim,
whl. covers, bright ext, nrldgs. 8 cyl
bucket seats. and console, parchment vinyl roof, WSW Tires. P.S.
P'Frt, disc brakes, air cond. selec-

GUARANTEED
USED CARS TO
CHOOSE FROM

4 door hardtop a real buy

'68 FORD

2 Dr. HT, Sportsroof, 8 cyl. Gulf
stream Aqua, die cast grille, ret,

$84

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

Convertible. Like brand new

'69 FORD XL

AM/FM

SAVE

$1395

Dlx belts, warning light, 413315

selectaire,
gloss, dlx

$84

Convertible loaded ready to go

whl. covers.

cond.
hilted
light.

over size tires and option wheel covers.

'67 FORD

Country Sedan 4 Dr. 6 poss. Aztec
Aqua, 8 cyl., 3 way magic doorgate,
pleated 011 vinyl trim, color keyed
corpeting, bright ect. midgs. WSW
Tires, Prtailgate window, luggage

100

"429" 4 V cobra and cobra Jet engine

$995

$3100

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

rock, P/S,

Vinyl roof also ci'vailable with package
special price. Option choices limited
to: All regular production options except

at

die cast grille, ret headlamps,
bright ext. mldg. pleated trier,

6

1962 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,

wheel

01 o,ant lnder moldato

disc

'65 T BIRD

Disc Brakes, AM radio, remote con.
mirror,

gloss and

Convertible loaded

Tires, body side mIdg. PiS, P,Frt.
Outside

re

steering, power brakes, power windows, radio, heater,
whitewall tires. Burgundy

'61 RAMBLER STATION WAGON,

good condition, very economical.
Everything works. 824-1077

auto-

late throughout.

'67 MGB/GT, like new clutch,
just overhauled, strictly main-

'65 FORD 2-dr. sedan,

hardtop with

matic transmission, V-8 engine, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater, whitewall tires, vinyl top. Immacu-

Clean '68 Ford Gaticie, hdtp,

tained, 12,000. 437-9151

SAVE

2 Dr. HT. formal roof, 8 cyl. pleated
trim, bright ext. rnIdg. color keyed
carpeting, pushbutton seat belts,
vinyl trim, black vinyl roof, WSW

brakes rear window defogger, air

"68 TORINO

tinted

ditioned units must be equipped with
351 CID 2v v 8. Color choices limited to
medium blue and medium green and
white.

$3150

'69 FORD LTD

hydromatic

ordered,

is

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

LH

r

brakes are available, however air con-

HOLIDAAY, ScEDA, N

90 -Investment Property

Priced

ing

AM radio. wheel covers.

trot

carpeting
vinyl insert body side moldings

axle and wheel covers. If air condition-

2 Dr. Convertible, 8 cyl. Lime Gold,
P/Top, Pleated vinyl trim, bright ext.
inIdas. color keyed crpeting, push
button seat belts, black convertible
top. elec. clock. WSW Tires, body
side rnldg. P/S, 111/Frt. Disc Brakes,

mire, anted glass, dlx, belts, warning $3735

your convenience.

PHILIPPE BROS.358-1800

2

Ray

Vag Ready

Intersection: Rte 14, Hicks 8
Parallel in Palatine

ance

.

dealership,

$2100

There's a
World of Difference
at Ladendorfs

Special value package
Full wheel coven
White side wall tires
Dual racing mirrors

SpeNal economy trim.
Option choices limited to: Automatic
transmission, AM Radio, power steer.
mg, White walls, high -ratio 3.25 Rear

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

covers.

2 door hardtop

All vinyl trim

White.

DOWN-TO-EARTH

FAIRLANE "500'

door sports

2

Special Value Package
220 -hp 302 CU. IN V-8

vinyl trim, color keyed
pu h, button seat belts,

carpeting
courtesy lights BSW Tires, Wimbledon

IS BACK AT A

$24,500

PALATINE

cyl., All

6

GMO

Deed

door formal hardtop,
roof, 4 door sedan.
2

'69 FORD 2 Dr. Sedan

THE HIGH
FLYING

$26.500 FHA commitment.
$200 DOWN,
$100 Mo. gets

.time

Is The Best Place To Buy

with Not Fireploce. Newly fin.

ALGONQUIN Lake In The Hills

'

;

JIM AIKEY FORD

'
II

A

DES PLAINES, ILL.
SOURS: Monday thru Friday
9

II

9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00
Closed Sundays

-

